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Cuttings Through The Camera

Blood And Scalps
A blood-giving competition be-

tween Engineering sophs and
frosh Thursday and Friday even-

ings will highlight this year's

"Hell Week" initiation ceremon-
ies. The blood drive, to be held

in the Science club rooms under
the auspices of the Kingston Red
Cross, is believed to be the first

such contest held here in recent

years. Victory for the frosh will

mean removal of their tarns at an

earlier date.

The climax to this year's initi-

ation will be the parade Saturday
afternoon before the Varsity
game. According to reliable
sources, the feature attraction will

be Lady Godiva — alive. The
real identity of the lady has not
been disclosed.

The soph vigilante committee,

led by Al Machin, has already

been hard at work. Some frosh

are showing their loyalty to

Queen's by sporting large "Q"'s

shaven into their heads, the work
(See Engineers, Page 6)
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Queen's Radio Station
Sees Cultural Change

By Donna Rediger

Journal Staff Reporter

I

CFRC, back on the air for its

|
thirty-fifth year, will begin
beaming its signals skywards on

,

Thursday, October 3rd at 7 p.m.

,
For the first time in the history

of CFRC as the Queen's Univer-
sity radio station, a full time dir-

:
ector, Mrs. William Angus, will

be employed. Under her direction,

I regular broadcasts will be heard
on Thursday and Friday from 7

!to 11 p.m. and on Saturday from
1 p.m. to midnight.

Under the joint control of the
Kingston Whig-Standard and
Queen's University, CFRC first

went on the air waves in 1923.

At that time it was a commercial
station which served the whole
Kingston area. Fifteen years ago
with the establishment of another
radio station in the city, CFRC
became a university organ whose
programs were to cater to and re-

flect the views of Queen's stud-

on at Queen's at the present time.

Succeeding programs will consist

of interviews with people who are

participating in various research
projects here.

CFRC has been and continues
to be run by Queen's students.

Primarily an electrical engineer-

ing laboratory, the equipment is

designed and built by electrical

engineers, and the fourth year
electrical engineers are in charge
of technical work. Those who are
interested in becoming a part of

the radio station staff may go to

the CFRC club in Fleming Hall
on Monday afternoons, or contact

David McNaughton, head en-
gineer, Bev McKay, president of

the Drama Guild, or Mrs. Angus
who has an office in Richardson
Hall.

Gael - a - Weekend
To offset last year's Arts

Formal deficit, the Arts So-

ciety is sponsoring a draw to

be held on October 15. The
winner will receive an all-

e.xpense-paid weekend (Oct.

19) when the Golden Gaels

battle the Redmen in Mon-
treal. Tickets may be obtained

from any of the Arts exec-

utive.

i

Program planning for the radio
broadcasts has, in the past, been

Idone by students who had the ne-
cessary training and time. This

(placed undue strain on these stud-

ents. Mrs. Angus, who formerly
.(worker as an adviser at the sta-
tion, will now be the full time dir-

ector and will do the program
'.planning. This will allow trained
[students to concentrate on the
fecttial programs and increase the
(efficiency of the staff.

In addition to financing CFRC,
jthe university has provided Mrs.
Angus with a budget to enable
|her to build up a more extensive
record collection. With a full
;time radio director, the radio sta-
tion will also be able to get tran-
jScription broadcasts from the
CEC and from the International
broadcasting Corporation.

In an effort to maintain a high
[standard of educational programs,
considerable revision in the con-
sent of broadcasts has taken
place. With this view in mind, the
program planning committee has
rflecided to include feature series

"' programs of classical and po-
tmisic, modern jazz and

Jopera, instead of less aesthetic
Iprograms.

One of the special features this
year will be a series of programs
:emitled "Research in Progress".
|The introductory broadcast is

[jicheduled for Friday, October
iflth at 8:15 p.m. Principal Mack-
intosh, Dean Ettinger, Dr. Haw-
ley, and Dr. Shortliffe will give
a broad view of research going

Ousted Frosh

Seek Private

Accommodation

puia

Approximately 10 freshettes at

Queen's are without residence ac-

commodation for the coming year,

contrary to the standing policy re-

garding women undergraduates at

the University.

Over ISO freshettes and trans-

fer students, an unexpected in-

crease of more than fifty from the

previous term, registered for the

1957-58 session, overflowing the

290-student capacity of Ban Ri'gh

and Adelaide Halls, with their

innexes.

Present construction projects

m the campus have not affected

he housing situation. Matheson
House, which was demolished

during the summer to make way
for the new civil engineering

building, has been resituated at

12S Barrie Street, with no de-

crease in the amount of accom
modation offered.

Every effort has been made by
officials in charge to integrate the

students affected by this shortage

in the social life of the residences,

and to welcome them to the camp-
us, according to Dr. A. V. Doug-
las, Dean of Women. The sopho-

more welcoming committee man-
ned cars to help arriving new-
comers find accommodation with-

in a close radius of the university

where possible. Arrangements
have also been made to affiliate

the non-resident freshettes with
various floors of Ban Righ and
Adelaide Halls for social activi-

ties.

FREE
LOVE

Deep in the bowels of the
Student Union, a crisis has oc-

curred in the Journal office. The
editors are aghast at an unpre-

cedented shortage of young re-

porters to roam the campus in

search of news. This could easily

result in the disappearance of the

Journal, according to the worried
editors.

So if you have any writing tal-

ent whatsoever, or even if you
haven't, but want to learn, come
on out any Wednesday or Sunday
night. We'll be glad to have you.
Sorry if we disappointed vou.

but we really didn't think you'd

be interested in our original story.

A FACULTY IS BORN

CORRY ACTING DEAN
The "gladsome light of Jurispru-

dence" is spluttering into flame

during its third week of lectures

in a small basement room at Rich-

ardson Hall.

Confusion reigns for 23 male and

one female student as three men
learned in the law glibly drop

phrases such as "feoffee to uses",

"cestui que trust", and "quantum

meruit".

The twenty-five pioneers repre-

sent eleven universities. They are

graduates of Carleton College,

Sir George Williams, Assumption.

Ottawa University, Western,

Royal Military College, Jahr Col-

lege and Marburg College in Ger-

many, and Queen's.

It is hoped that eventually the

law school will expand to about

100-150 students. Professor Corry

has stated that in line with the

university's policy of keeping its
]

Frosh Meet Queens
Jam-packed with introductorv

lectures, group discussions and
planned social activities, the first

Arts Orientation Weekend to be
held in the history of Queen's
was considered a success by both
faculty and students alike, ac-

cording to Jim Holmes, president

of the Arts Society.

However, because of an absence
of funds for the social activities

planned for the new students, a

tour of Old Fort Henry Septem-
ber 22 was postponed until next

year.

The weekend, which began
September 21, was designed to in

traduce freshmen to various sub
jects and courses available at

Queen's prior to registration time.

In previous years introductory

lectures were given following re-

gistration.

According to Mr. Holmes more
elaborate plans are being arrang-

ed for next year's orientation.

Opening with a welcome by
Dean Earl and an introductory

talk by Co-chairmen Dr. Tracy
and Bob Little Saturdav morn-

of judgement;

But in these nice sharp quillets of

t/ie law,

Good faith, I am no iviser than a

daw."

But with careful nurturing by

Dr. J. A. Corry, LL.M., IX.D„
F.R.S.C., who is acting dean; Prof.

H. R. S. Ryan, BA, Barrister at

Law (Osgoode), QC, and Assist-

ant Prof. D. A. Soberman, BA
LL.B., LL.M., plus some consci'

eutious effort, they should have

little difficulty.

Dr. Corry, well known to those

who know Queen's, received his

LL.B. from the University of

Saskatchewan in 1923 and was
Professor of Law there from 1927

to 1936.

I

A former Rhodes Scholar, he
small enrolment, the new school

a[s0 receive(j a BCL ffom 0xford>
will not grow beyond this figure, his LL.M. from Columbia and his

LL.D. from Saskatchewan. He was

called to the bar of Saskatchew

in 1930.

Prof. Ryan was called to the

bar of Ontario in 1933 after grad-

uating from Osgoode, second

highest in his class. He practised

These students might sympathize uates of Queen's. He notes in par-

with the Earl of Warwick in Shake- ticular an outstanding spirit here

speare's Henry VI as he said to the among faculty members and stu-

lawyer : dents.

'7 have perhaps some shallow spirit Mr. Soberman, a former

talks by various professors on

sociology, philosophy; economics,

politics, psychology and other

subjects new to freshmen.

Featured in the afternoon were
three panels of senior students

who were present to answer ques-

tions on languages and literature,

mathematics and sciences, or phil-

osophy and social sciences. Later,

smaller and more specific groups

were formed where students could

ask more direct questions.

Excerpts form the various pro-

ductions put on last year at

Queen's by the Drama Club, Glee

Club, Debating Society, and the

Queen's Review highlighted a

mixed party Saturday evening

held at Grant Hall. Diane Palma-|

son was mistress of ceremonies

and Professor Eartlett led a

square dance followed by round
dancing until midnight.

Sunday a University Service

was held in Grant Hall, with

Padre Laverty officiating. That
evening an open house with sing-

songs at Loth Ban Righ and Mc-
Neill House brought the orienta-

in-

structor at Dalhousie, has had

two years of practical experience

in Toronto. He received his LL.B.

from Dalhousie and LL.M. from

Harvard. (By the way, girls, at

a youthful 27 he is very eligible).

Queen's Law Faculty owes its

rebirth (there was provision for

study of law here in the late ISOO's)

mainly to efforts of Principal W.
A. MacKintosh and Prof. Corry.

The latter represented universities

concerned on a special committee

for studying the problem and Prin-

cipal MacKintosh did much to or-

ganize meetings for discussion.

Two main reasons for altering

the setup which is controlled by the

Law Society of Upper Canada

were: Divided opinions among the

memhers themselves (many sym-

pathized with the universities) and

Osgoode Hall Law School simply

could not handle the number of stu-

dents seeking legal training even

with new additions to facilities.

ng, the orientation consisted of tion weekend to a close.

273078

J. A. CORRY
for 24 years in Port Hope except

for five and a half years which

he spent in the army. He became

a Queen's Counsel in 1948.

The Hon. Dalton Wells, a Jus-

tice of the Supreme Court of On-
tario spoke of Prof. Ryan as a de-

voted student of law and welcomed

the new class when it attended the

opening of the Fall Assizes at the

Court House.

Several members of Prof, Ryan's

|
family, including his wife, are grad-!

Principal MacKintosh says he

is pleased to see a law faculty

here because special courses

which normally follow courses in

humanities and social sciences in

our Faculties of Arts are of spec-

ial interest both ior the profes-

sional training and the intellect-

ual stimulus given to junior

students by senior students with

developing professional interests.

A library and reading room

have been set up in the house at

1 54 L'niversity Avenue and law

students have permission to use the

library of the Frontenac Law So-

ciety located at the Court House.

In time facilities will be expand-

ed for second and third years of

the course.

After graduating with an LL.B.

students are now required to spend

approximately 15 months under

articles with a law firm and then

to attend Osgoode for not more

than six mouths before a call to the

bar. (All law schools including

Osgoode are on an equal basis).

Future graduates should benefit

from this plan designed to equip

law students with the'best possible

academic and practical training.
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Right!

The cartoon by Mr. Barnes reprinted on this page was first

published by the Journal on October 5, 1954 with the cut-Hne "Is

this your first time in the tropics?" Last October the cartoon read

"No, things haven't cooled down here in the last ten years!"

Consequently, the decision to reprint the cartoon again was made
only after a long consideration of the nature and purpose of com-

plaints about the coffee shop.

One thing students must not complain about is progress and
there have been some startling advances made in the coffee shop
this year. For example, no longer is there a limited choice of seven

or eight kinds of sandwiches which are thrown together on the

filth of the common bread board. Today one may select four dif-

ferent kinds, varied for each day, wrapped neatly in wax paper
which preserves the sandwich till the end of the day. Late in the

night the choice becomes limited to one because of imbalanced
eating by the student masses. The middle is soggy, the edges are

dry, but the beautiful single slice of tomato is still fresh, thanks

to the new method.

Efficiency, too, has been injected into the spirit of things. The
sullen, somnolent, sitting women behind the counter somewhat,
tired after the long day, suddenly perk up at 10:15. Zoom, zoom,
they go, rattling salt shakers and sugar jars, fierce in their deter-

mination to do a job fast and to do it well. For speed is the essence
of things. Nor must one begrudge the extra cent for coffee because
it saves energy at the cash register. This is the profit motive
and the profit motive is sacrosanct. Moreover, if the coffee shop
were open till 10:45 for the mere convenience of the students, the
increase in individuals times and their purchasing activity would not
offset the added taxi costs the revenue must bear because the

buses for the workers have ceased to run. Everyone must be treated

fairly according to his demands.

But the overheated body will complain in spite of all values
of fairness and economy and will certainly let people know of its

discomfort in one way or another. Such a revolt against the status

quo is perfectly legitimate. Though there are thousands of con-
ditions one would rather escape than an overheated body, and though
the coffee shop is sometimes not excessively warm and sometimes
even cold, the Journal takes pride in complaining, with the tra-
ditional snickering cynicism, that the coffee shop is too damn hot.
After all, we students have our rights.

Orientation Revisited
By Herschel Hardin

This September marked the first attempt by the Arts Faculty

to orientate their freshmen in academic matters. Together with the

general introduction of all freshmen into the university and the

initiation conducted by the Arts Society, the Arts freshman is

ushered into three or four years of academic work. In addition, each

student is assigned a counselor on the staff who is supposed to

discuss any problems that are put to his consideration by the

puzzled freshman. This is the most important part of the complete

effort to fit young people into the patterns of the university and to

smooth the development of the student's potential. Unfortunaetly,

the counseling system is the most underplaced factor in the orienta-

tion program at Queen's, the most neglected, and consequently the

least effective.

Rites

Editorial writers are some of the most unimaginative souls
one might ever meet. And college life being only slightly less tedious
than that of the swamp alga, material with which to write editorials
for college papers is consistently sparse. Accordingly, editorials

in college papers make very dry fare.

A seasoned Journal reader of two or three years can pretty
well call the year's schedule of thought-provoking articles. In Sep-
tetmber he will be roundly chastised for allowing the continuance
of the barbarian initiation rites which the freshment are getting
such a kick out of. The October bit will deplore Student Apathy.
The November issues will be scandalized at recent Student Rowdy-
ism and cluck its tongue on the Evils of Drink. By December the
Cause will be Non-Conformity, and so on.

For it is undeniably true that the university is the last strong-
hold of feudal inflexibility, and adherence to tradition. It is the
Mecca for Rut-dwellers from surrounding communities, carefully
nurtured under the stone of the Secondary School System.

Here at college, sheltered from the grass and vulgar Outside
World, our little group begins its ritual homage to the god of
Tradition and Illusion. Communion with the Spirit of the univer-
sity is achieved by guzzling forty pints of sacred elixir. Then the
neophytes receive the vestiments of their order, announcing in
symbolic hues and mystic figures their Chosen Way and their
proximity to full Enlightment.

This, we assure one another, is The Life and smugly contem-
plate the pitiful state of the Outsider who must muddle along with-
out a working knowledge of Middle High Portuguese and a chum-
my familiarity with Pythagorean geometry, long-revered disciplines
of thought.

And the calling of the college journalists is to uncap each year
another jar of our Alma Mater's favorite preserves and to serve it
up in the traditional manner.

We feel bound to confess, however that if we stray occasion-
ally from the accepted recipe in the hopes of causing a few cases
of intellectual indigestion, our heretical purposes will be realized

Write!
Are you one of those individuals of discriminating taste who

has not yet chosen his (or her) niche in the extra-curricular life
of the campus? Or do you feel yourself unsuitcd for everythin"
from intercollegiate wrestling to histrionics with the Drama Club*
Are you, in short, facing the bleak prospect of a year devoted to the
absorption of knowledge? If so, we offer you here, at no cost to
you, an opportunity no straight-thinking, upstanding, go-fjettinir
student will want to miss.

We find there a few choice positions still available on the staff
of our semi-weekly tabloid (in Kingston almost EVERYONE who's
anyone, reads the Journal) and we will accept the first seventy-five
applicants. Requirements are few, although literates are preferred

These are inconveniences

by JIM HOLMES

A hallowed Queen's tradition

which might bear some careful re-

examination is the time-honoured

freshman haircut.

This ill-conceived and brutally-

administered institution persists
under the pretext of giving the

newcomer to Queen's a sense of

communion with his fellows. No
doubt the notion does contain an

element of truth, but the truth stems

from a pitiable human trait which

leads abused and degraded individ-

uals to huddle together in the hope

that their particular ugliness will

disappear in a mire of general ugli-

ness.

The frosh cut may have been

justified as a means to distin-

guish freshmen from those who,

by the accident of birth, were
able to come to Queen's a year

or two earlier, but the introduc-

tion of the Yt inch cut has chang-

ed all that. Now the motive seems

not to distinguish the frosh

(which end is achieved by tarns,

the absence of faculty jackets,

and the presence of expressions

of innocent confusion), but to de-

grade them.

At times it might appear that

the haircut is a device for cutting

freshmen out of the freshette market.

The primitive Yul Brynner

style of initiation with its close

resemblance to the induction

rites of aboriginal natives is an
expression of several unfortunate

states of affairs. It reveals a trend

in orientation programmes which
has replaced the ingenious by the

sadistic and the constructive by
the frivolous. It is a poor com-
mentary on the inventiveness of

the vigilante committees who
draw up the regulations that they

have been unable to devise some
more edifying symbol of intro-

duction to the university. Far
from being clever, the haircut is

a dull, unimaginative, stereotyp-

ed habit.

The continuance o£ the institu-

tion is symptomatic of one of the

great paradoxes of Queen's. In a

school which prides itself in its

liberal traditions, nothing could be
more illiberal than the continued

denial of the freshmen's right to

regtdate their own appearances. In

an institution dedicated to the cul-

tivation of healthy individualism,

nothing so effectively undermines
individualism as the immediate im-

position of a very base sort of con-

formity.

A thoughtfully initiation can be
useful, but when aspects of it in-

fringe the realm of human dignity,

those aspects should be ended.

Letters To The Editor

Oh! Those Knees!
Editor, Journal:—Much criticism,

mostly well-founded, has recently

been made of this age of confor-

mity — originality seems lacking

everywhere one turns. In politics,

we vote Liberal or Conservative

(it doesn't matter which) because
to do otherwise means being looked

on as some sort of radical. Four
centuries after the Inquisition, we
continue to confound a basically

sound religion with obsolete, stupid

notions, of which hell and the holy
trinity bit are perhaps the most
glaring examples, because we lack

courage to question what we think

everybody else believes. Our en-
tertainment consists of spending

Sunday night switching between
Allen and Sullivan on the vague
chance that one of them might offer

a decent act we can discuss the

next day. The Queen's freshmen
subscribed to initiations—their sus

picions that the sophomores have

no real power over them and need
only to be defied are, of course,

quite correct—because it is custo-

mary and fashionable to be initiated.

Our ridiculouly outmoded customs
and taboos concerning sex are too

numerous for me to delve into here.

At last, however, I see one field

in which there is some measure
of individuality, During the past

day or so, I have noticed that the
science freshmen, similar though
they may be from the legs up with
tarns, brush cuts and all, have per-

mitted some originality to creep
into their knee-caps. I have seen

fat knees, skinny knees, hairy knees,

bald knees, clean knees, smooth
knees, rough knees and knock-
knees. Of course, our seiencemen's

legs will never replace those of

Marlene Dietrich, Godhless her, but

I think they deserve credit for

trying.

Gary Moffatt.

The total value that the fresh-

man assimilates from the two-day

orientation program is bound to

be relatively small. From the lec-

tures on the different courses

given by staff members he may
remember a few skeleton remarks

about the subjects he is interested

in. From the dean he will absorb

some vague ideals about the ad-

vantages of education and from

the principal, an impression of

the importance of schoolwork and

of using his time wisely. All of

this advice is extremely general

and what the freshman may re-

member he cannot correlate with

past experience. Much of what is

said is of more use to Christmas

failures and to unsure sophomores

rather than to freshman, and in-

deed those who are not doing

well at the half-way mark go be-

fore the dean for a discussion of

difficulties.

But this is not enough for fresh-

man, for failure or for sophomore.

At best a meeting with the dean

is an intelligent discussion lasting

usually not more than half an

hour to an hour, if that. At worst

the student pictures such the visit

as a painful experience that one

must go through as a penalty for

missing more than two subjects at

Christmas, and then tells as little

of himself as possible. Problems
of the individual in the university

go much deeper than can be
covered in a conversation about

marks, hard work, diligence and
perseverance, and how to pass

examinations.

Even if we grant the promise
that a relatively impersonal in-

sistence on the profits of hard

work is beneficial to those who
are on the verge of failure, the

full potential of the students is

only realized through interest in

their courses and confidence in

themselves and in difficulties con-

cerning these factors personal

counsel should be forthcoming on
an informal basis.

Doubtless it is meant to be,

but the system of personal coun-

sel in the Arts Faculty is ram-
shackle and sketchy. Not all

freshmen are assigned staff mem-
bers to whom they may, quite

literally, tell their troubles with

reference to their courses and to

their progress in them. Of those

that do receive names very few
are called upon by the staff mem-
bers who are theoretically invol-

ved. Freshmen students are

patently hesitant about approach-

ing staff members themselves; the

student spending his first year in

the university has too unreal a

picture of the professor to ap-

proach him and talk to him freely.

There are reasons for this, of

course. There is no supervision

of the counsel system. Many of

the staff members are not inter-

ested in students outside their

departments and feel that each

department should take care of

its own students. Moreover many
staff members just don't care, and

that is their prerogative. From
the other viewpoint, freshman
aren't, supposedly, children. They
don't have to be pampered. Ex-
perience will be the teacher.

All these viewpoints are relev-

ant but the issue still remains.

Students in first and second year

who do not become well acquaint-

ed with their professors through

academic contact are lost in the

big initial year classes. Because

the students are unknown the pro-

fessors often think of them in a

'

lesser light than do them credit

and the students are consequent-

ly neither interested or confident.

It is impossible to generalize

about this matter, of course. But

when a fourth year student, con-

fused about sleight-of-hand chang-

ing of courses in his department,

is told to "mind (his) own damn
business" by a staff member then

surely a case can be made for

better faculty-student relations on

a personal basis. The administra-

tion howls each year about the

frightening failure rates in the

first two years and cries for work,

conscientious work, applied work,

diligent work. The student is not

an idiot; he is aware that he must

work from the first moment he

is lectured at. Continual persist-

ence upon this single point very

rarely has the effectiveness that

a more personal approach could

afford.

The Truth
Editor, Journal

:

—The latest con-

troversy in a few scattered circles

about the frosh haircuts is being

misdirected by examining the rights

of frosh rather than the motives of

sophomores. Let us take the modern

approach : According to Karl Meti-

ninger, psychiatrist of note, the cut-

ting of hair is symbolic castration.

The reason the sophomores would
impose the arbitrary regulations of

shaven heads can be attributed to

an aggressive streak turned from

the self-destruction of drinking

beer. This aggression is an egotistic

restatement by the soptiomores of

their own virility by symbolically

cutting off the virility of the frosh.

It is plain that the sophs are sex-

ually frustrated whether they know
it or not, and (don't let them fool

you ) they usually do, poor chaps.

A married junior.
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FIFTH COLUMN
Belligerent Highbrow

BY MEPHISTO

The Varying Stream
By Royce MacGillivray

"Books should be regarded as the excrement of the brain,"
aannounccd C. E. M. Joad rollicking through his mid-forties.

Professor Joad, the intellectual highbrow wrapped in a humane
1 egoism, was one of the century's greatest contradictions. Born
before the turn of the century on the tailend of the Victorian era
he found himself grounded firmly on the moralistic water shed

' of the perennial Emotions vs. Intellect controversy. He revered
the power of reason as much as the Greeks and the court of Louis
XIV. denying the efficacy of his emotions even when he heard

I them stomping unseen a few feet away in the Freudian under-
growth.

The grandiose and confessedly gluttonous master of life started
modestly by graduating from Oxford in Classics. After 16 years in
the British civil service he resigned to become a professor of philo-
sophy at London University. Aggravating, unshaven, magnan-
imous, ill-dressed and frankly egotistical, Joad had a strange un-
ethical streak of duplicity in his nature that sometimes degenerated
to plain dishonesty. This is illustrated by the well-known incident
of his deliberate lying to a train ticket inspector to avoid paying
his fare.

Yet it is perhaps this very duplicity that enabled Joad to con-
vincingly expound every major philosopher's viewpoint in his hook
Guide to Philosophy. Unique in the field of laymen's hooks it ran
into its sixteenth impression by the time of his death in 1953. His
purpose is to lead the reader in a steady and ordered advance from
speculation to knowledge, avoiding the customary "series of marches
and counter-marches, in the course of which (the reader) will
traverse and retraverse the same territory in the company of travel-

lers whose concern seems less to arrive at a goal than to obliterate
tlie footsteps of their predecessors."

Joad's life was notoriously erratic. In his early years with a
civil service renowned for its stolidity he was a revolutionary
socialist. He was a determined expositor of agnosticism before
his final well-documented conversion to Christianity. He was a
militant pacifist in World War I. While insisting that to disown
reason was to "betray the past and despair of the future" he was
leading midnight suffragette riots through London's window-shat-
tetred West End.

But in the next breath he would utterly compromise not only
his reason but also his feminist activities. "It is an interest in the
nuances of a psychological atmosphere," he would slash away,
"which makes women so infernally dull, so boring as companions."

The oscillating Pacifist. Internationalist, Socialist and High-
brow raised his most eloquent banners against the "cult of un-
reason" in his attacks on the "modern" literature of Joyce, Woolf
anil Lawrence.

His view of literature was Marxian in that he considered its

main function the promotion of social change. For this reason his
literary gods arose from the burnt-out social commentaries of Shaw
and H. G. Wells.

He maintained the stream of consciousness approach exalted
the importance of the unreasoning element in human nature, where-
as men only become individual, interesting and diverse when their
intellect is stressed. To dwell unduly on the emotions is to deny our
superiority to the beasts and hence to deny civilization itself.

"Symbolism is merely a device to conceal (the author's) mud-
dled thinking," he hacks away, and then again "beauty is merely
the sugar on the pill of meaning." Ridiculous, even boorish? Of
course, but experts earning their daily bread on Joycean interpret-

ations may soon find themselves in the backwash of a revolt
similar to Joad's or perhaps even to Jonathan Cosgrove's.

After a lifetime of attacking the church and some of her more
subtle episcopal contradictions, Joad's egoism finally dithered to a
standstill and he became a stumbling but highly articulate member
of the fold (as seen in the Recovery of Belief). Yet the lack of
compromise in his respect for truth made him the most aggravating
of men; aggravating enough to be immortalized along with Cogg
and Gatling-Fenn as one of Stephen Potter's inveterate Gamesmen.

All in all, Joad's ragged, democratic approach to life can be
summed as similar in essence to his outlook when walking in the
countryside: "I should regard it as a form of shirking, if I refrained
from trespassing when private property lay in my path."

For . .
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The nineteenth century was a

period with very clear notions of

what it stood for; it was filled

with men who believed in moral-
ity and progress, in material bet-

terment and spiritual evolution,

and who placed superb hopes in

the rise of modern science. (It is

so easy to believe that what is

happening at present will con-

tinue indefinitely.) We have seen
that the Victorians were basical-

ly wrong, as the improvement
they saw was delusive and tem-
porary, and the nascent rule of

law was shortly to be reverted to

civilized barbarism. The figure
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who centrally represents this

fertile optimism was perhaps

Macaulay ; he devoted his life and

writings to the exposition of

Whig doctrines and the Whig ex-

pectations of progress. His opin-

ions were unquestionably sincere

and ho was a man of the acutest

mental powers, though his repu

tation would have benefitted if he

had foregone Whig politics for

the sake of more clearly explor

ing his own mind.

The reproach of our age, and

the reproach Macaulay would
make, were he alive today, is that

we have no conception of what

What The Imagination

Bodies Forth

"Had I hut two potatoes in the world, and only one true

m idea. I should hold it my duty to part with one potato for

i paper and ink, and to live upon the other until I got it

written." _ , ,s — 1 nomas Larlyle

§ If you have one true idea, the Queen's Journal Features

g page is the place to express it. Essays, book reviews, poems,

I plays, stories and every other conceivable vehicle of good

writing arc welcome. On Wednesday and Thursday evenings

f the editors will be in the Journal Office and will give advice,

if if requested, on the value of work submitted.

we stand for. We do not stand for

progress; that is clear; indeed,

we hardly seem to stand for any-

thing but the possibility of sur-

vival. We are doubtful even about

that. We possess no golden prin-

ciples, entertain no titillating ex-

pectations of the future, and have

a growing I eaning to despair.

Searching for a writer who inter-

prets the spirit of our age as

Macaulay did his, we find no
name more representative than

that of George Orwell.

These two prophets stand in

curious contrast : the Victorian

positive in his conviction of an
irresistable progress, Orwell gaz-

ing forward to a world of misery

and degradation. These facts

alone, if we were careless of

world history, would remind us

that powerful and hostile events

had impinged upon the thinking

mind in the intervening years.

The value of that impingement is

as yet uncertain, yet it is clear

that it must inescapably colour

(or discolour) modern thought.

The result of the impact, as

Orwell witnessed it, was a degen-

eration of English prose, so that

plain thoughts could hardly any
more be expressed in plain lan-

guage. His essay "Politics and
the English Language" is too

well-known for me to draw at-

tention to it, but it is remarkable

for the development of a thought

which occurs in his other writ-

ings and terminates in the inven-

tion of an abbreviated language

called Newspeak in his novel

Nineteen Eighty-four. "It is im-

possible to write decently with-

out thinking intelligently," he
seems to say endlessly, "and our

age is an infernally hard one to

think in. Our prose achieves

chaos from a chaotic world," so

he presses the attack, "and good
prose, really good English prose,

will be impossible until the world
chaos is rectified."

With this in mind it would be
curious to trace the evolution of

prose from Macaulay's lifetime

(1800-1859) to George Orwell's

lifetime (1903-1950), examining
how it was conditioned in every

instance by its creative environ-

ment. It would be as impossible

to write today in Macaulay's gor-

geous style (he was the prose

Milton), with its insistence upon
the panoplied and scarlet words,

as for Macaulay to have written

in the tone of Orwell's quiet des-

pair. Each writer wrote what was
in him, hut that which was in him
was decisively moulded by his

age: just so, the consistency of a
lump of wax is conditioned by its

temperature. The honesty, the

sincerity, the similar power and
generosity of mind of these cor-

responding men make this com-
parison especially apt, for it is

with pure substances that the

most revealing experiments can
be performed.

BrLg-meer-in-t/ra^irLincj
He is a graduate engineer. His formal education
is over . . , but, like a medical doctor, his "internship" will

add to his practical skills and experience.

For the past 18 months, he's been a Cominco
Engineer-in-Training, observing and working with senior
engineers in various phases of Cominco's operations.
Research assignments in metallurgical and chemical
operations have related University training
to industrial practice.

His post-graduate training at Cominco has given him
valuable experience and a better opportunity for a
successful career. Soon he will join one of our divisional
engineering teams*. . . helping Cominco to make its

important contribution to world metal
and chemical markets.

'Cominco employs engineers from almost
every branch of the profession.

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
Hood Oftleo and Seles Offices: 215 St. Jomea St. West. Montreal, Quebec;

General Office! Trail, British Columbia

TAOANAC BRAND METALS • ELEPHANT BRAND FERTILIZERS
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GAELS' PASSING PROVES ERRATIC

IN THIS

CORNER...
*

BY JIM JAMPOLSKY

While parts of Canada are suffering from Asiatic Flu, the fall

breezes have brought the football fever out of hibernation, and it's

beginning to grip Queen's. And this year the football bug will

likely reach a pitch ne ver equalled at Queen's. From what's been

said so far it would appear that this office is calling another banner

year for the Gaels. Well we are doing just that, despite a 23-0 set-

back handed us by a tribe of Redmen from McGill. That game on

Saturday was just an exhibition encounter, although the Redmen

seemed to take the outing mighty seriously. For the Tricolor it

was just another warmup before the big test this Saturday against

the Varsity Blues. It was another game where the veterans of the

team could get acquainted with the new formations, and the new-

comers could strut their stuff under the watchful eye of head coach

Frank Tindall. McGill needed to take home a win so they could

boast to their not-so loyal supporters that they have the team to

beat this year. Pickings have been mighty slim for the Red and

White in past years, while the last few sessions have been rather

lucrative for the Gael supporters.

With the leanest line in the league, and the lightest to come

out of Queen's in many a year, coach Tindall has been forced to

use a style that stresses speed and deception rather than bulldozing

their way to another title.

Mr. Tindall has only thirteen veterans with him this season,

which leaves several big gaps to be filled. The absence of former

captain, centre and linebacker of the Gaels Gary Lewis has left

one spot that as yet no one man has been able to fill. However two

men seem to be taking over in fine fashion. Pete Saegert has done

a commendable job centering the ball, especially on those long

snaps back for the educated toe of Jocko Thomson. Another new-

comer who will likely be collecting considerable mention is line-

man Jerry Steinberg, who will also come in handy backing up the

centre of the line.

Another spot that could give some trouble is that of end, al-

though the material in camp showed up coinmendably in the openers.

Big Jim Hughes has left us to play for the Hamilton Ti-Cals, but

Paul Fedor seems to have that post well in hand. Offensively

holdover John Redfern has played quite effectively in his role on

the opposite side of the line to Fedor (who hurt his knee in Sat-

urday's tussle but should be ready for action this weekend), with

Don Robb also impressing.

Along the line things are possibly a slight bit grim in one
respect as far as defensive maneuvers go, but brighter offensively.

We might be light, but we will have the fastest line in the league
which is the essential thing in our type of play. Stan Tzrop, just

returned from a bout with the flu, along with Dave Wilson and
Mitch Wasik will lead a parade of hardened veterans along the line

this Saturday. From there it could be anyone's guess who else will.

The backfield will be well stocked with experience, although the

quarterback role will be filled by a candidate directly from high
school. The Gael coaching staff is breathing a sigh of relief that
Ron Stewart will be back to lead the Gael attack (both offensively
and on defence). Co-captain Karl Quinn, hard plunging Dave Har-
shaw, and former defensive star and now probably a two-way player
Terry Dolan, will spark an experienced backfield. Another new-
comer in the half line could be Don MacNay who showed some
flashes of promise in the exhibition encounters. Don looked good
going both ways. Ken Takasaki impressed with his ability to
snare those long passes in the opener, although the long passes
were well covered by McGill. Speedster Jon Scoates also showed
much speed and might very well fit into the Edmonton style play.

Last, but by no means least comes the heralded quarterback
chore. John Moschelle who took the one year graduate plan has
left the position wide open to four candidates. Tindall will not
commit himself on who has the inside track, as he claims they all

made mistakes, and they all have some good points. From Toronto
collegiate ranks comes Dave Bradley, Bob Campbell and Bob Mc-
Aleese, while the fourth candidate is Dave Richards. The word is

that McAleese has too much speed to be wasted at quarterback and
might move to the half line, giving us a formidable pass or run
option.
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Ron Young gives Queen's something to cheer about with long gain.

Comets First Game Friday

Queen's colours will travel

Toronto next Friday to open the

intermediate season. Coach Edwards

will take approximately 45 men to

Toronto, 26 of which will dress for

the game. Out to improve last

year's record of 3 wins and 4 losses

Fdwards believes he has the po-

tential of a fine team.

Leading candidates for starting

berths among tlie linemen are John

Futa, Warren Campbell and Sam
Poapes. One of last year's hold-

overs Bob Darevavell is also ex-

pected to show well. Competition

for berths on the team has been

keen and the final selection will

be a hard one for Jake Edwards

to make.

In the backfield, the Gaels will

be lead by hard-driving full-back

Terry Porter, a freshman in Med-

icine from Toronto, Gord Semester

to '
and
_i

Dean Kemp, both freshman,

also will share the fullback spot.

The halfbacks will be both fast and

powerful. Ray HennesHn, Brian

McCelvey and Kent Plmnby have

shown well in practice and will see

plenty of action against Toronto.

The prospects for this season are

unknown, since the personnel

changes every year. Ninety-five

percent of the men are freshmen

and coach Edwards plan to use

them all before he can tell each

man's potential.

Lacking in experience, but not

in desire, the team will do well tiiis

season. They will be bolstered this

week when Frank Tindall makes

his final cut of the seniors. We can

Only hope that this along with Lady

Luck will guide the Comets toward

an intermediate championship this

season.

In The Lemonlite

A big event in girls sports this

term will be the Intercollegiate

tennis tournament held here Oct.

IS. Practices for the Queen's team

have already started but anyone in-

terested in playing is welcome to

come to the Napier St. courts. If

you wish to help out at the tourna-

ment please sign the list in Ban

Righ or see Miss Turnbull.

There are practices every after-

noon, Mon. to Fri. at the stadium

for those interested in Intercolle-

giate archery, and Miss Leggett

will be getting her swimming team

in shape at the pool on Mon. and

Wed. evenings. Let's all get out

and give Queen's a good start in

Intercollegiate competition

!

In the Inter-mural sports pro-

gram—just a reminder that all girls

in Meds, Science, Arts and Nursing

Science are entitled to play on year

teams, and to win any awards which

the team, or the individual con-

cerned may deserve. Similarly, all

may try out for Intercollegiate

teams. All women in first year play

for Levana '61, in second year for

Levana '60, in third year for Levana
'59, and in fourth year or beyond

for Levana *58. Softball practice:

are underway on the Lower Cam
pus and everyone is welcome. Come
out and support your year

!

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

AirAttack Defeats OAC 29-6

Backfires With McGill 23-0

With two rather unimpressive exhibition tilts und^r their belts,

the Queen's Golden Gaels must now perk up if they hope to bring

home their third consecutive Yates trophy. After waltzing past

the O.A.C. Aggies 29-6, the .McGill Redmen came to town, jolting

our local favorites 23-0. On the basis of these two games it is not

enough to pass judgement on the Gaels. Coach Tindall did not take

these games seriously as far as winning' them goes, but rather,

wanted" these contests to see just what is in camp, and what the

newcomers are capable of.

A potential star was discovered

in the person of Ken Takasaki,

Along with snaring two touch-

down passes Takasaki played a

strong offensive game. Along the

line T erry Steinberg turned in a

stellar performance in a defensive

capacity. The return of Dave

Wilson to the lineup after a

year's absence was also a shot

in the arm to the revamped Gaels.

Paul Fedor caught the eye of the

fans with his touchdown, four

converts, and a strong two way
performance in the opener.

Last year we all felt a little in-

secure at the quarterback slot but

this year things are shaping up

better. Although the four signal

callers that reported to camp this

year lack experience, they all are

eager to learn, and have come a

long way to date. In both con-

tests they all got a fair shake at

the throttle. Dave Bradley (who

threw T.D. passes to Fedor and

two to Takasaki in the opener)

Bob Campbell, Bob McAleese

and Dave Richards are all in the

running for the quarterback spot.

All exhibit fine qualities looked

for in a field general.

Although Queen's were blank-

ed 23-0 the situation isn't as bad

as the score might indicate. The
Gaels were experimenting, while

the Redmen came to town with

that hungry look, going all out

for a win—as they needed it in

hope of drawing fans for their

opener. Going with Dick Carr at

the helm most of the way, and the

only first stringers getting much
of a rest being Buster Brown
and Leo Konyk, the Redmen were
out for scalps. Brown and Konyk
got their rest in the second half

after being ejected from the game
for not-so gentlemanly tactics.

On the other side of the fence,

the Gaels went out to test the

newcomers under fire for the

second week in a row. That is

evidenced by the fact that Ron
Stewart carried only five times

from scrimmage. Co-captain Dave
Wilson also saw limited action

in the front wall, although at

times his services certainly could

have been used.

The first quarter was all Mc-
Gill.

WELCOME

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT,

15-0 lead, set up by two pass in-

terceptions. After that both teams

battled on relatively even terms.

It just wasn't Bob Campbell's

day, having five of his passes in-

tercepted by the keyed up Red-

men. Five Queen's fumbles also

hurt.

If in the future these miscues

can be avoided the Gaels should

be a powerful contender again.

It seems that these errors would

come just when they were on the

march, and that is when it hurts

the most. Queen's had six march-

es going at various stages

throughout the game, disastrous-

ly ending in a fumble or pass

interception which would snuff

out the threat. Once the squad

is picked, and everyone knows

just where he stands in relation-

ship to the team, it appears as

though the Gaels will be a force

to be reckoned with.

B.J.'s Opinion — The absence

of Jon Scoates, Stan Tzrop and

Bob Pow recuperating from the

flu was noticeable. Trzop was

expected to make his seasonal

debut Saturday but was forced for

the second week in a row to

watch the game from the stands.

Scoates also was in the stands

after playing a whale of a game
against OAC . . . Karl Quinn was

on the sidelines getting over an

arm injury received in the sea-

son's opener . . . The Gaels will

be at full strength against the

Varsity Blues this coming Sat-

urday at Richardson Stadium . . .

Queen's had 34 dressed against

the Redmen . . . the rather rough

tactics of the Redmen when Ron

Stewart had the ball was quite

noticeable. Maybe next time the

Montrcalcrs will know better as

sturdy Stewart laid two of the

aggressors low. This rough play

is certainly uncalled for, especial-

ly in an exhibition game where

nothing is at stake . . . McGill had

100 yards in penalties , . . Any
player cut from the squad this

week certainly can't say be didn't

get a fair chance. Tindall made
sure all his players saw plenty of

action. But that is the only way
to find out how well the new-

McGill built up an early ' comers can play under fire . .
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Betty Jean Hagen, Violinist

Featured At Concert Series

I A performance on Oct. 21st by
the brilliant young violinist Betty

Jean Hagen, who recently made
her debut in Carnegie Hall, will

park the opening of the 2nd an-

nual University Concert Series

|ield in Grant Hall.

1 The concerts, made possible

through the joint efforts of a

group of professors and students,

have met with great approval as

levealed by co-chairman Bill Rey-

nolds' report that there has been

an excellent advance sale of tic-

kets. In an attempt to bring to

Queen's the finest music avail-

able, the Concert Series Commit-
tee has engaged some of the top

musicians on the continent today.

Following Miss Hagen, the De-
troit Symphony Orchestra under
French leader Paul Parey will

play here Nov. 4th. The combin-
ation of Matthews, pianist, and
Leon Goossens, oboist, will ap-

pear Nov. 23rd. The latter is a

replacement for Dennis Brain,

who was originally scheduled to

appear, but was recently killed in

a car accident.

Jan. 14th will bring Harry
Mossfield, the outstanding Aus-
tralian baritone who scored such

a triumph last year at Stratford

as Tarquimus in Britten's "Rape
of Lucretia." The last concert of

the series, on Feb. 4th, features

the young pianist, Glenn Gould,

recently appearing with both the

New York and the Berlin Phil-

harmonics.

Tickets may be obtained from
the Dept. of Extension Office in

Richardson Hall.

Book Delayed
By Holidays
And Customs
An effort to speed up delivery of

this year's Tricolor backfired when
the truck carrying the shipment
from the publisher was inadvert-

ently delayed at customs in Wind-
sor for several weeks. Foster and
North, who normally distribute the

books once they reach Kingston,

were on an annual vacation when
they arrived, thereby causing a

further delay.

With Tricolor '58 now in the

formative stage, all students in-

terested in any phase of yearbook

production—make-up, art, typing,

photography, selling advertising

space—are invited to a general

meeting on Tuesday, October 2 at

7 p.m. in the Journal Office. Many
members of last year's staff have

graduated and new blood is required

to continue.

IB ,1. B

Dean Douglas invites all overseas students to a Coffee Party

to be held in Ban Righ Common Room, Sunday, Oct. 6. Repre-

sentatives of World University Service, Friendly Relations with

Overseas Students, and the Student Christian Movement will be

present.

M6DS SBCRiCy

Need Good Program
Principal Tells Frosh

f* Preview of Parenthood
Unique opportunity for practical training and experience in

coping with children. Learn how to do ten things at once while
maintaining serene calm , . . how to cope with temper tantrums,
sulks, coterpiller-collecting, etc.

Experience the fascinating intellectual, social, and physical

problem of settling happily in bed at night one dozen emotionally

disturbed children.

This unbelievably rich opportunity is immediately available to

the right person. Applicants should be physically powerful, intel-

lectually superior, and saintly in personality and character. Bed,

board, ond $40.00 monthly also provided.

TELEPHONE 6-6332, or better still, start living up at

"SUNNYSIDE", UNION ST. W.
P.S.—Men applicants definitely not barred from applying, but assump-
tion is usually held that males (undergrad) are too effete for job.
We would be happy to meet the exception.

The Domino Theatre of Kingston offers special

Student Season Ticket Rates for 1957-1958

Season — Price $3.00

°"A Midsummer Night's Dream"—William Shakespeare

"'The Importance of Being Earnest"—Oscar Wilde

"'The Plough ond the Stars"—Sean O'Casey

"'The Knight of the Burning Pestle"—Beaumont and Fletcher

SEND CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER TO:

Domino Theatre of Kingston, P.O. Box 4
All plays to be performed at La Salle Hotel
Some tickets available at door $1.25 each

* First production Oct. 2nd, 3rd.. 4th

"The most important lesson

that the freshman student must
learn is to control his time proper-

ly. He must learn to divide it

so as to direct an adequate por-

tion to his studies," stated Prin-

cipal MacKintosh in his opening
address to the freshman class at

Grant Hall last Thursday even-

ing-

Dr. MacKintosh went on to

stress that there is no time left

if the student allows himself to

become embroiled in too many
activities. The first-year student

encounters more freedom than he
has ever had before, and this

freedom offers him the opportun-

ity to "sink or swim." It also

measures the scope of his initia-

tive, alertness, and capacity to

direct himself as a responsible

citizen. If he allows himself to be

pushed about by too many de-

mands, nothing- is accomplished.

"The university student is here

to put his academic work first.

The making of friendships should

not be a business, as it grows in-

cidentally. The student is here to

seek a larger world of knowledge,

but he won't learn too much from

extra-curricular activities.

"Queen's University is more

than a collection of limestone

buildings. It is staffed by able

instructors, from whom the stud-

ent must extract all that he can

of their learning, skill, and ex-

perience. In contrast to high

school, all now lies at the stud-

ent's feet. The instructors will

not force him to absorb know-
ledge ; his own initiative must

lead him to do so."

The university student rises

above wondering about the in-

structor's standards by develop-

ing his own as he assesses the

evidence himself. He develops the

capacity to frame the right ques-

tions, questions that can be an-

swered and that are relevant.

Being beyond the scope of the

childish mind, this capacity is a

measure of the student's maturity.

Although one enters the Uni-

versity with the conviction that

there are subjects that he dislikes

or in which he finds himself in-

Art Schwartz of the Aesculap-

ian Society, told the Journal Sat-

urday that the Meds' Formal, due

to hit the campus Friday, Octo-

ber 4, is going to be slightly dif-

ferent this year. The inevitable

semi-formal atmosphere and band
music will be there.

The Society feels that it is time

to bring the price down on the

event, Art stated. The main rea-

competent, nonetheless, the cour-

ses have been set on the basis of

long experience. There will be

some parts less stimulating than

others, because no student can

avoid the occasional dull stretches.

The student body at Queen's

enjoys self-government under the

Alma Mater Society. In order to

retain this privilege, students

must conduct themselves as ac-

ceptable members of the com-

munity. Disorder in the univer-

sity residences is an especially

serious offense, and the A.M.S.

will deal with offenders promptly

and severely.

"There is a greater number of

new students this year than last,

and they are here when there

are many more young people wish

to enter. Being of curious mind

and alert for experience, they

should see in the future an op-

portunity for a larger, fuller life,

and many happy and rewarding

moments as a student at Queen's,

concluded the Principal.

son is that the Medsmen want a
better formal but feel they would
not obtain it by robbing the poor
students of Queen's.

Decorations at the Big Night
will be kept to a minimum due
to the fact that the dance will be
staged in Grant Hall. No descrip-

tion was offered concerning the

interior decorating, so you'll have
to "drag a bag" over and see for

yourself.

The "unofficial adv e r t i s i n g
committee" present at Saturday's

McGill-Queen's game, was strong-

ly supporting the Formal. The
Dance itself begins at 10 p.m. and
holds reign till 3 a.m.

Concerning the plans of the

Society itself, Art mentioned they

had no long range plans. They da
intend to have forums as before,

but no list has yet been made
concerning topics or speakers.

Movies for the Medical Faculty

are in store for the near future.

There is a hint of a staged pro-

gram to be presented for the

benefit of the whole Campus.

Journal Subscribers

Please fill in and return

(together with cheque or

money order for S2.S0) the

subscription form you have

recently received. This will

keep your name on the mail-

ing list and you will receive

all of this year's Journals.

MEET
Mr. A-C

\ /

CANADIAN'"
ALUS-CHALMERS
LACHINE, QUE. • ST. THOMAS/ ONT.

WHO IS HE?
Mr. A-C represents Canadian AlHs-Chalmert, and all of Allis-

Chalmers. You've feon him in the churches, schools, store*...

or met him at ci'v/c, social and professional meeting*. You've

teen him in the shops and offices producing (or the betterment

of people everywhere, whether in peace or in war.

Just who is Mr, A-C ? Because the answer to a question like

that is complex, it is easy for people lo pick up mistaken

impressions.

For the sake of the record, let's take Mr. A-C apart and

see who he realty is.

WHO IS CAPITAL ?
Capital doesn't wear a silk hat at Allis-Chalmers.

"Capital" consists of more than 47,000 shareholders.
Mr. Capital might be a grocer, a farmer, a widow,
a school teacher, or YOU. He might be a company
employe in the office or shop or an officer of the
company.

This is an example of democratic ownership dis-

tinctive in the history of large corporations.

WHO IS MANAGEMENT?
Management is the guiding hand (or head) hired by
the owners to make an organization tick—and click!

Management coordinates the efforts of individuals

and sets the direction the company travels.

Who is Mr. Management at Allis-Chalmers? Not
just the officers and division heads of the company.
Management is the salesman in the field, the fore-

man in the shop.

Management it every employ from errand boy lo pteudent who

contribute! by word and deed to the proorait of ihe company.

Speaking of errand boys, one of the top officers of

Allis-Chalmers started with that job. Three others

started as student engineers. Five began in the sales

organization, while another officer started as
_
a

machinist in the Allis-Chalmers shops. All Allis-

Chalmers officers know the business from the ground
up—through experience with the company.

Mr. Management doesn't wear a high wing collar

at Allis-Chalmers. Neither does he have any mono-
poly on his job.

WHO IS LABOR ?
The man who works in the shop is spoken of in the
newspaper as "labor". Actually, he may be a skilled

craftsman, as much as master of his trade as a
dentist or a surgeon.

Actually he may be part of Capital through owner-
ship of company stock.

The fact that he works with his hands makes him
no less a part of AUis-Chalmers than the man or

woman who works at a desk. The terms "Capital",

"Management", and "Labor" are indefinite and
overlapping. Many a man who works in the shop is

actually a part of all three groups.

INTRODUCING MR. A-C
Who then is Mr. A-C? He is a combination of

47,000 shareholders, 40,000 employes, more than

5,000 dealers and their employes, more than 10,000

suppliers who furnish in excess of 100,000 separate

items for manufacture.

His is a company which contributes something to

better living in nearly every home in Canada and
the United States—in supplying machines to grow
and process food, generate electricity, pump water,

build roads, produce building materials.

Mr. A-C is a potent contributor to the welfare and
livelihood of millions of people. It takes the right

hand, left hand, head, heart and pocketbook to

achieve such results. No one part of him can do
the job alone.
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University Campus Expanding

In True Limestone Tradition

Reverberating blasts from a

seemingly bottomless pit beside

Richardson Hall announce what

Will by next fall have developed

into the civil engineering build-

ing. In the traditional limestone,

made modern with many large

windows, it will also house a new

auditorium and an observatory

for astronomy enthusiasts. The

cost is estimated at one and a

half million dollars.

A physiology building opens

October 12th and the new Agnes

Etherington building has been

equipped for the teaching and ex-

hibition of cultural arts this year.

A badly needed new men's resi-

dence will probably be completed

by next fall at the cost of a mil-

lion dollars. This building will in-

corporate many improvements in

style.

Indefinite future plans include

more residences, and economics

centre and a commerce building.

New Operetta

By Glee Club

To Be Mikado

As a follow-up to last year's suc-

cessful performance of The Pirates

of Penzance, the Queen's Glee Club

is now prepairing to stage a second

Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, The

Mikado. The first meeting will be

held to-morrow at 7.30 p.m. in

the Glee Club Music Room, located

on the top floor of the Old Arts

Building. All members of last year's

cast are urged to attend, and any

freshmen and freshettes who think

Journal Delivery

Would anyone interested in

delivering the Journal to cam-

pus buildings on Tuesdays

and/or Fridays at 11 :00 A.M.

please contact Ed Koen at

8-3862 or 8-4562. One-half

hour's work (with car) pays

$1.50 delivery.

they can sing or help in any way

will be most welcome. Since there

are a generous number of lead roles

in this operetta, it will be necessary

to have a large turn-out at rehear-

sals. Pianists and stage hands will

also be required. Dr. George again

conducts the production.

Competing Engineer^
^

Aid In Blood Drive I

(Continued from Page 1)

of a cut-rate (50c) "barbering"

squad which claims to have dis-

posed of 26 frosh in 55 minutes.

Besides the more commonplace

formalities such as early morning

workouts and having to address

sophs as "Your Lordship" the

frosh this year are being required

to lie on their backs and recite

"I am a lowly frosh" upon the

request of any sophomore. Kilts

Inco Metals at work in Canada

In the platinum refining process, low octane

naphthas flow through a bed of tiny pellets contain-

ing approximately 0.5% platinum. Contact with the

platinum speeds the chemical reaction that changes

the low octane naphthas to high octane compounds
— the basis of most modern anti-knock gasolines.

Inco PLATINUM helps produce
high octane gasoline in Canada

Using one of the world's most precious metals

—platinum—many of Canada's oil companies
are producing high octane anti-knock gasoline

more economically than ever before! That is

because the platinum causes a catalytic reaction

that changes low octane naphthas into high
octane fuel, and does this with maximum yield

of marketable products.

A substantial proportion of the platinum
used in Canada's oil refineries is Inco

Platinum, mined by Inco workmen right

here in Canada.

Platinum is one of the seven precious metals

present in the Sudbury ores in recoverable

quantities.

In oil refineries and other important

Canadian companies manufacturing
chemical, electrical, dental and medical

products, and jewelry, Inco Platinum helps

provide jobs for Canadians and better

products for you.

This is another way that Inco helps stimu-

late the growth and development of Canada's
economy.

Write for o free copy
Of the illuilrated booklel,

"The Romance of Nickel".

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Producer of Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, ORC Brand Copper, Cobalt, Tellurium, Selenium, Iron Ore and Platinum, Palladium and other Precious Metals,

are to be issued at to-morrovjS

night's meeting, and will be worgs

until Saturday. ~
Another chance for the frosl==

to gain some repreive will com?-

tomorrow at 5.30 below Richard—

son Stadium, when anothe££

grease-pole climb will be held. IS
the frosh can remove a tarn frorrS

the top of a 15 foot pole, they wilS

be able to remove their own tamsS

ahead of schedule. ~
:

To date the frosh have obeyeS

the sophs fairly meekly, although

murmurs about the swimming
pool have been heard. Howeverg
the sophs will still hold the whig
of the Frosh Court for some timeH

M111
SIGNPOST

Tuesday

IRC: Sir Hugh Footc, Governor
Jamaica, will speak on "Problems

West Indian Federation," in roo

200, New Arts Building. ' An organiza!

lion meeting for IRC.
Jazz Society: Open meeting to b<

held in (he Music Room in the Doug-

las Library at 7:30 p.m. New member
welcome.

Radio and Electronics Club: Any
one interested in ham radio, high

fidelity electronics or associated sub

iects is invited to attend the first

regular meeting of VE3WX to b<

held in the Science Club Rooms 3'

6:30 p.m.

Revue: Everyone is_ invited to ; 5" 15

general meeting at which will occui])is tim
the election of officers in Committa
Room 2 at 7 p.m.

'ver to

Debating Club: General meeting ItOr. On
elect officers and discuss the 1957-S£ar ja]j|y
program in Commitee Room 1 at 7:31

p.m, plashec

Glee Club: First rehearsals will lujgnifyii

held at 7:30 p.m. in the Glee CM
Music Room in the Old Arts Buildintr!ian> 0

This year's production will be thite the
"Mikado". ddition
Wednesday

Arts '58: Year cards go on sale aison.

9:00 a.m, Also on sale will be 5(

tickets for a weiner roast at Wolfi Dr. L
Island on Tuesday, October 8. [je p 3S[
Wednesday
Domino Theatre: "Midsumme:sso<- lai1

Night's Dream" presented at tli<etired ;

La Salle Hotel on October 2, 3, am,
4 at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $1.25 at thr^P31 tn

door. is devc

!lg An;Sunday
Unitarian Fellowship: Guest spea _

ker Rev. W. P. Jenkins, Minister FirsPSpect

Unitarian Congregation, Toronto, wilier dec
address a gathering at 8 p.m. at the

Kinsmen Clinic, 391 Barrie Street. (?uuati

Intramural Tennis: All freshetto-

and sophomores complete 3 practice When
before October 12, and sign name^jy at
on frame sheets posted in Grant Hall

Ban Righ, or the gym. Tournaments ret

must be completed by October 17. a m
ers of t

Classified Advts.
îterprc

Typing
3 a ma

Pick-up and delivery. Phon^.;tut jon
Mrs. Westbrook at 2-4546. angle.

PRINCESS STREET Mlion

Coffee Shop and Restauronliety, w

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-691'

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVEN1NCS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

I On
td our i

irf his j,
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MEDS BALL MOVES TO GRANT HALL
e Doug.,

nembers

b : Any-
a, bigiv

ted sulv

:he firsi A Alan Called Matty
:d to is customary each year at

11 occutJiis time to turn the publication

iver to the Medical Faculty Edi-

etiiiR itor. On these medical issues, in-

1957-SS,

I at 7:U
ariably a big "M" in blue is

plashed across the front page,

will luignifying Medicine. This year,

3uildinc[iany °^ us undoubtedly associ-

bc ihite the "M" with something in

ddivion we think of Dr. Math-

i sale aison.

I be 51

t Wolfi Dr

at

3, audi

D. C. Matheson, who for
s

- he past forty-six years has been

jsumme;ssociated with the University, is

tl"ctired as Professor and Head of

J
^'pepartment of Anatomy. Through

is devotion to the task- of teach-

ng Anatomy, he lias won the
St Spea °

, ee r I

ter FirsSpect and affection or nearly
nto, W'ifflf decades of Queen's medical

a* 'lu
i , ,

treet. racluates and undergraduates.
:eslietteS
practice When it was learned, unoffi-
i namej&iy at fjrst that Dr Matheson
,nt Hall J

. .

niameni,as retiring last Spring, there
er ras a movement among the mem-

ers of the Society to honour the

ian who gave Anatomy the

reater part of his life; a dynamic
iterpretation of our appreciation

3 a man who has become an in-
Phonetitution in the medical quad-

l
5ugle.

Tlie second issue of the Queen's

JIPl Egdical Review, the official pub-

cation of the Aesculapian So-

lUronlieiy, was dedicated in honour of

-7712

its.

Dr. Matheson. In the con-

gratulatory letters which the writ-

er received, warm and kind

words were uttered which could

only be attributed to a teacher

like "Matty". One wrote, "I have

a genuine affection and respect

for Charnock Matheson because

he seems to have many qualities

that I do not possess myself.

There is an innate modesty and

a sense of dedication . . ." A grad-

uate of Meds '30, who is now an

Internist in the U.S., states that,

"We of Medicine '30 have the

highest regard for Matty. He is

the salt of the earth. .
." His

brother, the Rev. A. Dawson
Matheson of Toronto, wrote,

"Had our parents been alive they

would certainly have been great-

ly pleased and rewarded at the

appearance of such a copy of the

Medical Review. .
."

A fund, which is called the

Matheson Fund, is being estab-

lished by the Aesculapian Society.

This fund is to be spent in a way
which will perpetuate the name
of Dr. D. C. Matheson. An ex-

clusive testimonial dinner, spon-
sored jointly by the Aesculapian
Society, the Medical Faculty and
the Medical Alumni, will be given
in his honour during the re-union

weekend, Saturday, October 26,

in the La Salle Hotel. Dean Et-

tinger will be the chairman of the

dinner with Al Deep, '59, Presi-

dent of the Society, and Dr. G.

Mylks as vice-chairmen. It is an-

ticipated that the Principal will

address the gathering.

Accommodations

Improved For

Physiologists

In December 1954 a campaign
was launched for improvement of

Medical facilities and buildings.

Faculty, alumni, and prominent

citizens were asked to donate for

the future students. Expansion
and modernization of present fa

cilities and buildings were a ne
cessity. The Physiology and An
atomy Departments were to re

ceive the most benefits. Due
primarily to the generous dona
tion of Mr. H. Abramsky and the

response to the Medical Centen-

ary Fund, the new Physiology

building1 became a reality.

The building is located on the

corner of Arch and Deacon

(Continued on page 5)

New Queens Interne Scheme
Includes Several Extra Hospitals
Almost every conceivable rum-

or has been started concerning

Queen's revised i n t e r n e s h i p
scheme. The original plan — a

regulated rotating interneship in

the three principal hospitals af-

filiated with Queen's — was mild-

' P.M.

00 P.M-

rom The President . ,

.

Hundreds of years ago in the

Grecian Empire, liiuhcst tribute

icas paid to the Acropolis, a pillar

of might. Tanight, in tlic Aescula-

pian "empire", Medsmen young

and old pay the same tribute to

their graduating class, Medicine

'5S. We, the under-graduates,

acknowledge the hardships they

suffered during their journey and

lake great pride in the fact that

achievement is rapidly approach-

ing. To this pillar of might, about

to embark upon our society, we
wish health, happiness, success,

j On behalf of the Society, I would also tike to welcome the Alumni
fj[ our guests to the festivities of the week-end, and thank Jim Davidson

ittcc for a job well done.id his formal conn

Albert R. Deep.

ly unpopular; and as a result,

further modifications have been
made. The following is a state-

ment from the Medical Office:

outlining the latest and probablv
final developments.

Graduates of Queen's Univer-
sity in the class of 1958 may take
their interneship in any hospital
they choose, subject to its being
approved by the C.M.A. or the
A.M.A. Commencing with the
class of 1959, graduates of the
University will be required to
lake their interneship in one of
a number of teaching hospitals

connected with Canadian Medical
Schools, before they are given a

certificate of completion of pro-

fessional studies. The Faculty has
not yet prepared a list of these
hospitals but will do so quite
soon.

The College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario will here-

after issue an Enabling Certifi-

cate to a graduate of a Canadian
Medical School only when the

applicant submits proof of having
fulfilled the minimum require-

ments for registration with a

C.P.S.O., and a certificate from

pletion of the programme of pro-

fessional studies which it pre-

scribes. Under this regulation, a

University may supervise the in-

terneship year, or require that the

graduate interneship be taken in

one of a group of hospitals which
it will name, and include that

year in the programme of pro-

fessional studies at the Univer-

sity.

Commencing in 195S, the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons
of Ontario will not issue a licence

to practice to a graduate until he

has completed a rotating interne-

ship. Between 1958 and 1961. this

may be taken in a hospital ap-

proved by the Canadian Medical

Association or the American

Medical Association
;

but, com-

mencing 1961, the interneship

must have been completed in a

hospital in Canada approved by

the C.M.A.

The term for third year medi-

cine for 1957-58 has been length-

ened by two weeks; classes will

ronlinue to May 10. Commencing

n September 1958, it is probable

that the term will be lengthened

Queen's Populace
HeadsForAcropolis

The Medical At-Home once again highlights Varsity Week-
End. Parties, reunions, the big game, and the Aesculapian Society

Ball should make this one of the biggest and best week-ends of

the year.

Amidst the settings of Ancient Greece, couples will be dancing

to music direct from Athens (Ont.) The stately pillars of the Acro-

polis will serve as the romantic background (and support) for nu-

merous couples paying hommage to Bacchus, Terpsichore, and

Aesculapius. Any one endowed with the foregoing names will be

admitted to the ball free of charge. As an added inducement, free

admission will be granted to all those couples over the age of

eighty provided that they are accompanied by their parents.

Socrates Davidson (Meds '59), this year's convener, with the

assistance of a capable staff of slaves has transported Ancient Greece

to Grant Hall. This energetic crew has run the gamut of colossal

decorations — from Alpha to Beta.

Grant Hall, the setting of the dance this year, has many advan-

tages. The dimly lit reaches of Mt. Olympus (i.e. the balcony)

should prove a welcome haven for tired and/or amorous Greek

gods and goddesses. (All other ethnic strains must produce pass-

ports at the foot of the stairs.) No doubt many fellows will take this

opportunity to introduce their date to Eros, the honorary patron-

saint of Queen's Medsmen. Note to the freshettes — Eros is not

the god of virtue as some Medsmen will have you believe.)

During the evening, a panel discussion will take place. Aristotle

Lyons, Meds '59's own budding proctalogist, will serve as moderator.

The topic of discussion, a political one, will be in keeping with

this year's theme: "If Russia attacks Turkey from the rear, will

Greece help?"

Delicious refreshmettes will he served during the course of the

evening's entertainment. Again in keeping with this year's theme,

the catering will be done by a Greek restaurant. As an added feature,

favours which are both unique and utilitarian will be distributed at

the door. One fortunate couple, the holders of the ticket bearing a

lucky number, will be awarded a valuable door prize; an engraved

copy of Canada's Food Rules, (complete with one year's supply

of score sheets) through the courtesy of Dr. Wyllie.

(See Queen's Populace, page 4)

From The Convenor .

his University attesting to com- 1 to 32 weeks for all medical years.

On behalf of the Formal Com-

mittee. I would tike to take this

opportunity to extend to the mem-

bers of Meds '58 the very best in

the years to come. With you must

go many pleasant memories which,

we hope, will bring you back to

Queen's again and again.

To the returning graduates and

the undcr-gradualcs I truly hope

you will find the spirit that is

Queen's, as new faces and old

mingle to share in the joys of this

gala event.

At this? time I would like to

thank the members of the Formal

Committee and the many others

who tvorked hard and made my
job a pleasure.

Jim Davidson.
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SitiosUaL
I didn't realise how hard it cm be to write an editorial until now.

I racked my brain until there were waves in the ventricles, but I couldn't

think of a damned thing to say. Finally, it occurred to me that I might be

able to start a fight! With this inspiration, the -words came more easily.
_

The result follows. Needless to say. the views expressed are those of an
||

erratic editor, and not those of the Faculty of Medicine at Queen's.

3Tfc <§atti of JKpporrates -

Queen s Joins The Crowd

Until recently, Queen's possessed the sole Medical course which

offered, within the usual six years, a full year of clinical practice

and instruction. This in itself lured more prospective Meds students

to Kingston than any other feature of the course. But Conformity

has conquered again! And, as usual, sheer common sense and prac-

ticality have been eclipsed by the modern tendency to discard the

Old merely because it is old.

Strictly speaking, this editorial cannot be considered a criticism

of Queen's alone. Rather, it condemns the rules of the Medical

Societies which insist that a course in Medicine comprise a Basic

Arts, or Premedical course of two years, and a totally inadequate

course in Medicine, lasting four years.

Of course, there are Pros and Cons to this question, as to any

it

"I swear by Apollo Physician, by Aesculapius, by Health, m

by Panacea and by all the gods and goddesses, making them
|

my witness, that I will carry out, according to my ability and I

judgment, this oath and this indenture. |

other. A premedical course is not entirely useless. For instance,

is said that the doctor, because of his Premedical subjects, has

gained a "broader education" (a phrase constantly used by those

trying to defend a phantom which has escaped definition since

'Education' reared its ugly head!) In effect, this assumes that two

years spent rubbing shoulders with the Great Masters will produce a

life-long interest in them — highly improbable! "Very well," you

might say, "Shall we have illiterate doctors?" I'm afraid that the

seeds of literacy are sown a few years before the student reaches

University, One doesn't spray the leaves if the roots are at fault!

There are, however, very convincing arguments favoring a pre-

medical course. The adjustment to University life is made easier.

The Medsman meets more people, and has more time for social

contacts. More important still, he has a little time to think about

the future, and if he changes his mind about medicine, he can
|

capitalize on his first two years by going on for an Arts degree, p
Under the old scheme, the time spent in Medicine was almost

completely wasted. Furthermore, if the dawn of Understanding

should enlighten an Artsman's mind, he can enter the First Medical

year, and get a worthwhile degree in just four years,

These are valid presentations, and worthy of note, but do they

compensate for the fact that it is becoming impossible to cover the

field of Medicine properly in four short years? I don't believe that

they do. The best way to learn medicine is to practice it. Lectures

lose half of their value if they are not accompanied by actual contact

with the subject matter (especially in GYN.) One need only study

Anatomy to see this point. In Grant's Atlas, or Gray's, is depicted

a typical area of the body, in vivid technicolour, with little arrows

and flashing neon signs guiding one to various structures. Thus
armed, the Anatomist approaches the cadaver, only to find no co-

lours, no signs, just a lump of flesh vaguely rcssembling that in the

diagram. But where does he learn Anatomy? In the laboratory, of

course! Where then, does he learn Medicine? At the bedside!

Another point involves time and money. A Medical education is

expensive. Thus, more time is needed to earn money, And so we
learn that our school year is to be extended to thirty-two weeks. This
extra two weeks will be used to cram the work previously taken in

five years, into four. If classes continue until May 10, not only will

our earnings be cut, but our chances of getting a job at all will be
jeopardized.

Perhaps the real tragedy in the situation involves those who
fail out of Premeds by missing an Arts subject. This seems grossly
unfair! The authorities apparently consider that ability in Arts
subjects indicates ability in Medicine, and that marks alone predict
success or failure in Medicine. It seems remarkable that a civiliza

lion as scientifically-minded as ours should cling to such idiotic

assumptions; but it does!

After all, failure can often be attributed to lack of interest. If the
would-be Medical student were interested in History or Spanish,
he would probably go into Arts in the first place. We can only
expect the best from him if we allow him to study his choice
Medicine.

The idea of heavy clinical instruction is not new. It is done in
several places, a good example being England. There, Medica
Schools are located in hospitals, and medical students are given
patients to care for almost from the word 'go'. England hasn't suf-
fered from this system ; neither would Canada. Perhaps, some day,
bed-side teaching will gain the recognition it deserves, and instruc-
tion in the Arts will be arranged at a lower educational level ; but
until then, the little old lady in congestive failure will have to com-
fort herself in the knowledge that her doctor can quote Keats almost
accurately, and understand T. S. Elliott . . . almost . . . , even though
he cannot quite diagnose her condition. Besides, we can be sure
that she will get a much bigger kick out of slipping away to the
beauty of Gray's 'Elegy', rather than that of Gray's 'Anatomy'.

Asiatic Flu

Why all this fuss about Asiatic Flu?

To hold my teacher in the art equal to my own parents;
|

to make him partner in my livelihood; when he is in need of =

money to share mine with him; to consider his family as my i

own brothers, and to teach them this art, if they want to
|

learn it, without fee or indenture; to impart precept, oral g

instruction, and all other instruction to my own sons, the 1

sons of my teacher, and to indentured pupils who have taken
|

the physicians oath, but to nobody else.
^

I will use treatment to help the sick according to my
ability and judgement, but never with a view to injury and

wrong-doing. Neither will I administer a poison to any- B

body when asked to do so, nor will I suggest such a course. I

Similarly I will not give to a woman a pessary to cause |
abortion. But I will keep pure and holy both my life and my
art. I will not use the knife, not even, verily, on sufferers

from stone, but I will give place to such as are craftsman

therein. Into whatsoever houses I enter, I will enter to help

the sick, and I will abstain from all intentional wrong-doing |
and harm, especially from abusing the bodies of man or 1

woman, bond or free. And whatsoever I shall see or hear in j
my intercourse with men, if it be what should not be publish- |
ed abroad, I will never divulge, holding such things to be i

holy secrets,
~

Now if I carry out this oath, and break it not, may I

gain for ever reputation among all men for my life and for my
art; but if I transgress it and forswear myself, may the op- f
posite befall me." S

Editor's Note:—Although graduates of Medicine at Queen's §
are not required to take the Oath of Hippocrates, (taking instead M
the Standard Revised Queen's Oath), it zvas generally felt (by §
all both of us), that Hippocrates should be allmved his say. You M
undoubtedly feel that parts of the Oath are somewhat out-moded. |
Dr. Bcvcridgc, for instance, has so many kids that we should §j

all stan'c or die of old age if we were to try to teach them Bio- |
chemistry. But many of the principles embodied in this historic g
old promise still apply. It is well worth reading; and we should jf

all be a credit to the profession if we were to try to adhere to it. fi

You May Be One FRID.

Robin Bolton

A Word Of Thanks
I'd like to fill in the space that no one else could by thanking

those who worked on the Meds Journal. It is a source of constant

joy to me to see others working while I sit on my gluteus and do

nothing. That's exactly what happened. There are too many to name,

and so I'll just say how much I appreciated everyone's help —
writers, readers, typists, artists and the lot. If you wrote an article

and it wasn't printed, we are all very sorry. But you may be sure

that there was no room for it, or it was just no good.

A TTBNTION STUDENTS!
Students are requested to note particularly the following By-law,

Number 12, of the Constitution of the Alma Mater Society:

Beverages in the Stadium

The Chief of Police shall be fully empowered to curb the

entrance of beverages into the stadium and to prevent the con-

sumption of beverages on the premises at the football games. The
Chief of Police shall make public notification thereof.

Recommendation is made to the A.M.S. Court that any offender

who is convicted of infraction of the above rule be fined a min-
imum of $15.00 and a maximum of $100.00.

HERB HARMER, President, A.M.S

I was standing on the steps of

the union the other day minding

my own business,' when up sidled

this poor waif, tain askew, look-

ing like a bereathed heifer-stun-

ned, you know. Nervously clear-

ing his throat he squeaked,
"Please, sir, could you please tell

me where I might find the Stud-

ents Memorial Union; you know,

the S.M.U.? "Mustering up my
best paternal tone I answered

"Yes son, you need go no farther-

buddy, this is it!"

He was crushed, poor tad. The
ast I saw of him he was trying

to open a door by pushing-direct-

ly above the door was a plate

which read "PULL".
This amusing little incident

prompted me to write this ar-

ticle, giving you a cross-section

of some of the types you meet

here. I fondly dedicate this to all

freshmen, science and artsmen.

Here's one you might have run

across-the pseudointellectual in a

Harris tweed, pipe in mouth, who
paraphrases such expressions as

A rolling stone gathers no moss"

omewhat along these lines; "A
mass of concreted earthy mater-

ial perennially rotating on its

axis can by no means accumulate

an accretion of bryophytic veget-

tion" — Honours English, you

know.

I can't help laughing, either, at

the happy man who, come exam
time, has everything "cold".

"Why write up labs?" says he.

"Copy the damn things", or

'Meds is a snap course, anyway!"
Next fall, when he's working as

a sanitary engineer he can be

heard to say, "I never did like

Meds anyway. My old man al-

ways said I'd be an engineer."

You can't spend a couple of

years here without coming across

the perfectly "dahling" co-ed,

whose line goes something like

this, "Well, dahling, I rawther

think the current crop of males

is woefully deficient in appeal,

wot! The poor dahlings cawn't

help it you know, but they are

such incorrigible infants. Me, I

want a man."

You might encounter this same
"itsy-bitsy dahling" many years

later perched on a stool behind

an overpowering desk in a musty
old library, with a sign in front

of her reading "Miss Weatherby

Anastasia Milquetoast." At nigi

she might be found delivem

lectures to church women 1

•

groups on Marriage Counselling^
—"How to get along with y°i

cg ri

mate."

N

Then there's the ivy league he
t

cat "Like man, I mean man, ba

knew v

Queen';
!from t

off this nervous noise, man, lik
c

it's too piercing-like. Lets slic
c^mtin

on down to Beaup's cool cotta
Ewan rfer

and score a brew. We'll be bat
( jie w jj

by sawbuck over two under l*ttl
scne{]u l

Jackson, maw". If you could ju<|auora |.

overcome this language barrie
lQ

you find that deep down whersevcn |

it really counts, he doesn't evtpCr wc
know how to talk English. an j (w .

Blessed is the alcoholic hypperimls

crite, or the hypocritical alcohol 0 f gn.^

you know, the "scientific" tyfradiolo}

who bemoans, with great bravad- Dcsp

the increasing incidence of alcweek c

holism among students, all tlpace, ll

time gesticulating with his pint icamc q

Cinci. His epitaph might read—benefit:

"His middle name was alcohol?"10"

Saintly was his first;

And even on his deathbed Profess

Prnic ?s
He never quenched his thirst"., .

' Umvcr
One of the most ludicrous typ£j

n terv j t

I've ever run across is the "a^chang
tistic" freshman, with peach fmwn(,n t

trying desperately to impersorments _

ate whiskers on his chin, wtia i terat ;

spends half his time filling li:pCr j enc

pipe, the other half trying to hgl>teachin

it. Freud would have him fixatejfan
'

s c

at the oral stage. Wouldn't numon iy bl

my be proud of her little boy! lecture

How many have run into-i^ab | e y

should I say across-the doll wfc|,lackb<

stands talking to you-if you cafjis ca

get that far-in her black jersetfepart]

sheath with one hip listing badl 0pporti

to starboard. Ask her out aria studc

she's even down on holdinf

hands, yet. Sure, types like h<

have lots on the ball but usually

if a ball's got too much stuff o_

it, you can't get as far as fir:

base with it. All you get is a pot

up fly.

Oh, there are many, many mot
,

where these came from. Ytjji

know them all. In closing I shou'Tn ym

like to rededicate this article iTo as!

any misguided medsman wl he

thinks he can write a humoroiAnd

article. The article is an ove« Sa;

whelming flop, he feels inferi-" inslea(

is frustrated no end, and ends « da

writing medical text books.

Vivat Medica

The
("grinc

Letters To The Editor

"The 1

sh

And li

ho

WllV
,

no yoHum t fSAio SUP&fiwf StfflMliS!- ^ -

Dear Guy;
We have been told that you are a modest person. This we ha' 1

discovered after working for a week in your company. This tra Playi

was vividly displayed when you expressed a desire to substitu ,

the name of Rex Morgan, M.D.. in place of your own, in the ma=W j 1{
,

head of this paper. Now then, is this really modesty or are yt
(

just damn well afraid that you head will roll when, this Journ'i

reaches the Dean? Sincerely, YOUR LAWYER

Mtbxtnl Journal

nd m

hitc

I tear

"Cut t

And ti
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Unig , New Anatomy Course
iliverii

m e^n
,pjic return jng {jrst ,11C (ijca i year was aware that Dr. Mathcsoii

6
"had retired from the Anatomy Department after his matchless

1
-
V0l

career as its experienced Chairman and devoted Professor. No one

knew what the new arrangements would be. For the first time at
'^ue fQueen's Medical School, the analomy course was to be changed
an

'

^
cfrom the previous two-year system to a reorganized one-year

l3n
' '^course. Amidst the hand-shaking, nuptial congratulations, and nose-

its sll ccmmting that constitute registration day, the anatomy students
cotta

^ivandcrcd into the anatomy building to behold a confirmation of
be ^che wildest speculations. Posted on the bulletin boards were the
ier I'Wgghettulcs for the year's examinations, the hours of lectures and
uld

j
y!jahora tork's each week, the topics of each lecture and laboratory

Darr ' e
to the end of November, and instructions as to necessities for the

i wherscvon |lours ,-jf anatomy and two hours of neuroanatomy lectures
n * eVeper week. The first term consists of four hours of gross anatomy

and two hours of neuroanatomy lectures per week. The laboratory

c hyp«periods of comprise two hours of neuroanatomy and fourteen hours
Llcoholief gros anatomy, including a tutorial and classes in surface and
c" tyiradiological anatomy,

jravari: Despite the first overwhelming

From The Principal . . .

of almyeek of a fast start and faster hour has been initiated with the

all tlpacc, (he budding anatomists be-
,

emphasis on instruction as well

s pint icamc quickly aware of the vast
(

as student participation. A weekly

read—benefits of this new system. First class in surface anatomy is a very

ilcohoiantoni: these is the personage of practical addition since, as was
Dr. J. V. Basmajian, the new explained by Dr. Basmajian,

Professor of Anatomy, formerly
i

"most of the anatomy met in med-
<ed

thirst
Professor of Anatomy at the ical practice will be covered by
University of Toronto. At an

us typtjntcrview, Dr. Basmajian stated,
the ^"Changes arc only to be made
ich fu2wrien they are decided itnprove-

^Persorments. Our new additions and
in, wha i(crat j01]S arc t jie rcsil ] t 0f ex_
ling lipc-rience and previously proved
to l'ghteaching methods." Dr. Basma-

i fixatt-jjari
-

s capabilities as a teacher can
t muTion iy oe fu |ly appreciated in the
boy

! lecture room, where the inscru-
into-(Ian | e becomes obvious and the

loll whbiackboard becomes technicolor,
you caHis careful organization of the
k jersEciepartme |lt nas provided all the
lg badlopportunities and assistance that
out ana student could desire,

holdin _, . ,lne monthly oral examinations
like m,,, . , „. , , ...

( grinds ) have been eliminated
usuall , ,

,

and a weekly practical tutorial
stuff 0

as fir;

is a po[ Spacing
(Sport Poetry to You)ny mot

m. Yc I

I shou'l"*"1
' write a note in verse

rticle Fn ask why ;:ports scribes can't

in whM be terse

umoro'..\ 1H ] say j t, st w ], at t |iey mea|1 to

in ove 1 say
inferir fnstcad of making names each
ends i* day .

is. "The hoopsters loop an arching
;dica 1

shot

And tic the count; the boys are

I hot!"

Why not "the quintet made an-

we lw I
olhcr ffwil.

his tra Played a good game on the

ibstituB whole?"
ie ma

" Wlu'ii stickmcn bulge the twine
arc

-
v

' m tallv
Journ

1 hi .in ace's solo sally,

And matmeti gra|>ple in the Gym.

While mermen triumph by a fin,

t tear my hair and then I shout,

' Cut this flowery language nut,

;j
And tci| us ,v ]iaE j t

-

s a jj a houl "i.

skin '. A weekly lecture in radio

graphical anatomy is offered with

the assistance of the members of

the Department of Radiology,

and includes the anatomical im-

plications of radiological techni-

ques. These advancements are

both enabled and facilitated by
the newly acquired staff, includ-

ing, Assistant Professor Dr. Lau-
renson from Aberdeen Unjiver-

sity, Scotland, (he's as Scottish

as Teacher's Highland Cream)
and Lecturer, Dr. Sandborn of

Hamilton, Ontario, who brings

the clues from his years of private

practice. The work in the labor-

atory is capably demonstrated by
Teaching FeJlows Dr. J. Kerr

and Dr. R. Cowen. Even Ross

Burke has a new assistant.

Dr. Basmajian explained that

the entire Old Medical Building

will be devoted to the Depart-

ment of 'Anatomy within two
mouths, and the building is sched-

uled to be renovated to provide

offices, research laboratories and

facilities, and possibly an anatomy

museum and study room. The fu-

ture of the department will see

expansion of research studies in-

cluding Dr. Basmajian's work in

muscle function and electro- myo-

graph ica! technique. The grad-

uate studies in anatomy are to be

encouraged as a vital part of any

medical subject.

Queen 's medical students
warmly welcome Dr. Basmajian

to the campus and sincerely wish

t hat his stay here will be long and

pleasant, (and that all his stud-

ents pass anatomy).

Footnote: With enough effort,

all (lie confusions and questions

tliaf have arisen so far in the new
anatomy course can be solved,

except one query that the class

would like to task. Doctor, what

(to dangle a preposition) does

f. V. stand for?

culapia

batur

>lkin

[1

- La Salle Hotel -

C4NCI N G
SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Phone 8-3361 for reservations

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And The Newest Fashions For Women.
You're sure of the Quality at Bruccs'

I am glad of the opportunity to

congratulate the students in the

Faculty of Medicine on their plans

for the Medical Week-end, and to

wish them every good fortune and

pleasure in carrying them out.

The opening of the new Physi-

ology building will make possible

there and elsewhere, very impor-

tant improvements and extensions

both in teaching and research in

the basic medical sciences. The

steel of the clinical building prom-

ises equal advantages for clinical

teaching and research.

The year is full of promise for

the Faculty of Medicine as it is.

1 hope, also for the students in

Medicine.

W. A. Mackintosh.

From The Dean

It is good to see the students

back at the University — they are

its life, full of seal in their studies

and enthusiasm in their fun. Med-

ical week-end is usually an island

of relaxation in a sea of industry;

this year it comes so early that it

is hardly detached from the main-

land of summer employment. I

hope that all ivho relinquish seri-

ous work to contribute to and to

enjoy the traditional festivities,

will be refreshed for the long

winter's work, and will cherish

for all time the happy memories

of the Fall of 1957.

G. H. Etttnger.

SIGNPOST
Sunday

World University Service Friendly

Relations with Overseas Students, and

the Student Christian Movement in-

vite all overseas students to a coffee

l>arty in Ban Rigli Common Room on
Sunday, October 6, 9-10:30 p.m.

All Anglican students are invited to

an informal get-together Sunday even-

ing after evensong in St. George's

Parish Hall. Refreshments included.

Unitarian Fellowship: Mr. W. P.

Jenkins of the First Unitarian Con-
gregation, Toronto, will speak on Sim-
day evening, Oct. 6 at 8 p.m. in the

Kinsmen Clinic at .191 Barric St All

interested students are invited.

Newman Club : Student Mass at

9:30 a.m. in St. James Chapel (adjoin-

ing St. Mary's Cathedral!. Communion
Breakfast at 10:30 a.m. in the Hotel
Dieu Hospital Cafeteria. Principal
Mackintosh will speak. Benediction at

7 p.m. in St. Mary's Cathedral. New-
man Night 8 p.m. at Jeanne Mance
Nurses' Residence, Brock St.

Holy Communion Service at 9:30
a.m.. Morgan Memorial Chapel. Uni-
versity Service at 11:00 a.m., Grant
Hall.

Monday
Arts '60 Year Cards on sale in the

N'ew Arts Bldg. Monday and Tuesday.

Tuesday

Attention all members of Arts '61.

Your year party being held Tuesday,
Oct- 8, in the Rurgundv Room. La

Salle Hotel. Tail! Chabot's orchestra.

Stag or drag. Busses leave Tech. Sup-

plies at 7:45.

Badminton Club: First meeting of

the Queen's Badminton Club wilt be

held on Tuesday, Oct. 8, at 8 p.m. in

the gym. Flections will be held follow-

ed by badminton. Freshmen and fresh-

cttes welcome.

Gliding Club: Interested in flying

with the Queen's Gliding Club? For

information phone Eric Saunders at

25873 or Trevor Harnden at 84809.

Come and join the gang for a trip

out to Rockwood Hospital for dance

parties with patients Monday nights,

games parties Wednesday nights and

social entertainment Sundays.

Busses leave Adelaide Hall at 6:+S

p.m. and return at 8:15 Monday and

Wednesday nights.

For more information call Ron N
well (dance party) 24031, Bob Clark

(games party) 25643, and Jim McCul
lum (Sunday social) 25182.

Wrestling: Workouts have begun ii

the hosing and wrestling gym off the

west end of the main gym each after

noon from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Everyone
welcome. No previous experience re-

quired. Men in 123 to 137 lb. class

urgently required.

Saturday

Queen's Christian Fellowship invites

you to St. Andrew's Presbyterian

Church (corner Princess and Clergy)

for a football supper Saturday, Oct. 5

at 5:30 p.m.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK
OF QUEEN'S BLAZER JACKETS

AND CRESTS

EXTRA SPECIAL

OFFICIAL CRESTS $7 95

SVD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR

350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 8-9859

UTERARy BABBLE

THE MEDICAL STUDENT

In this medical journal, 'twas voted most prudent

To publish a tribute to the medical student.

So here it is in verse most terse

Writ by the student's curse—the nurse.

The Meds species is rare, and one finds each beauty

In two main habitats—the ivards and off duty.

They arrive on the wards with signs of cy'nosis

As they put into practise their clinical diagnosis.

Are there rales and rhonchi? — what's the prognosis?

Is it G.I., G.U., or perhaps halitosis?

They search for etiology thafs sound and concrete

Interesting, risque — like a sly spirochete

They question the patients—their health and their morals,

To diagnose the case and pass in their orals.

Their devotion to medicine is quite astronomical

'Cause even on dates are their thoughts anatomical

Though they often are found to avoid group discussion

They're as keen as Doc White when it comes to percussion.

But now, there's no need to further converse

On Mcdsmen as seen through the eyes of the nurse.

Suffice it to say we take Doc Moi/s stand

That the two professions should go forth HAND IN HAND.

SPECIALIZING

Wluit makes the budding doctor see

Which is his special specialty?

Does just the wise one do his dernest

To pass the Boards as an internist?

Does surgery recruit great thinkers

Or manic, money-grabbing tinkers?

Do those with fears and wire twists

Find solace as psychiatrists?

Is it because their nostrils close

That some physicians pick the nose?

Are they frustrated engineers

Our orthopedic engineers?

Do those who're blind or cannot hear

Confine themselves to Eye or Ear?

Do those who did not work in classes

Seek a career in fitting Glasses?

Are Skin diseases' devotees

Lured by short hours but longish fees?

With technics of some famed fair dancers

While veiling I'll suggest the answers.

From Jock Hardy

I have been the most ardent supporter of Queen'smen for many

years. During that time I have helped them at their hardest moments,

and I can honestly say that I have never let them down.

May I say a special "hello" to the members of the Golden Gaels

football team, with whom I have ahvays shared the closest relationship.

In closing, let us all raise our cups in tribute to students of Medicine

everywhere.

We'd like to admit right here and now that the

main reason we run advertisements like this is to

get you, dear reader, to drink Coca-Cola to the

virtual exclusion of all other beverages. The

sooner you start going along with us, the eooner

we'll both begin to get more out of Life.

I ngttlmd Ira do-mark.
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New Faces In Meds Faculty

Anatomy Staff Revamped

Many old faces have disappeared, and many new ones have

presented themselves in the teaching staff of the Medical Faculty

since last year.

With the retirement of Dr. Matheson and resignation of Dr.

Tomasch, the Department of Anatomy has been entirely restaffed.

Dr. Basmajian has been appointed as the new Head of the Depart-

ment, and has as his colleagues R. D. Laurenson, B.B., Ch.B.,

(Aberdeen), Assistant Professor, and E. Sandborn, M.D. who

comes from a practice in Hamilton.

We also welcome the following to new positions in other

departments of the faculty: J. A. Milliken, M.D., CM., F.R.C.P.(C)

is the new assistant professor of Medicine; H. O. Steele, M.D., CM.

(Queen's) who served last year as a fellow, is now Assistant Prof-

essor of Pathology; R. B. Sloan, M.B., Ch.B., M.R.C.P., M.D.,

R.CP.S.(C) is the new professor of Psychiatry and Head of the

Department in succession to Dr. C. H. McCuaig; and P. H. R.

James, B.A., Ph.D. (London) associate Professor of Psychology.

Dr. James is Dr. A. H. Smith's successor, and before coming to

Queen's was a lecturer at the University College of London. J. T.

Tweddell, M.D., CM., F.A.C.P. will be lecturer in Medical Juris-

prudence, replacing Dr. P. M. Macdonnell, and Miss C A. Perrotta,

M.A., Ph.D. has been appointed lecturer in Histology and Embryo-

logy. F. Batley, B.Sc, M.B., Ch.B., D.M.R.T. has been appointed

associate to Dr. Burr in Radiology, and yet to arrive is J. B. M.-

Rattray, B.Sc. Ph.D. who will be lecturer in Biochemistry.

Dr. A. M. Bryans, who was on leave of absence last year has

been promoted to the position of Assistant Professor and acting

Head of the Department of Paediatrics in succession to Dr. Mac-

Gregor, last year's Department Head, and Dr. J. S. Delahayc, the

former Assistant Professor.

No longer officers of instruction in the Medical Faculty arc

P.M. Macdonnell, M.A., M.D.. CM., former lecturer in Medical

Jurisprudence; S. Bcncosmc, M.D., M.Sc, Ph.D. (McGill), associate

professor of pathology; G. L. Edgett, M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois). Prof-

essor of Mathematics; L. J. Kamin, M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard), Assist-

ant Professor of Psychology ; Isabel M. Laird, M.A., B.Ed., F.B.P.S.i

Assistant Professor of Psychology; R. Y. Moir, M.A., Ph.D. (Mc-

Gill), Associate Professor of Chemistry and Dr. F. F. Howatt, prev-

iously of the Pathology Department.

Staff Honoured
During the past year several doc-

tors on the Medical Slaff at Queen's

have attained prominent positions

in organizations representing vari-

ous fields of endeavour. Dr. lildon

M. Boyd, professor of Pharma-

cology, has served a term which

ends this October as president of

the Canadian Pharmacological So-

ciety. Dr. G. Malcolm Brown has

been elected to a second term as

president of the Ontario College of

Phvsicians and Surgeons ; Dr.
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Frosh Regulation

No. 479wx32v

Brown is also a Member of Council

and a Member of Executive of the

Royal College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Canada.

Dr. W. J. S. Melvin has been

appointed Director in Eastern On-

tario for the Poliomyelitis Founda-

tion, in addition to positions already

held as Member of the Medical

\;lvisarv dmriiittsc of the Frhc

myelitis Foundation and a Director

for the Ontario Society for Crip-

pled Children.

JOKES!
A little bear went tripping

through ibe woods one spring

morning, when a big hairy hand

dragged her into the bushes. After

short scuffle the bear emerged

inging, "I'm a ruined bruin, a

ruined bruin." A short time later

a native girl came down the road

and she emerged singing, "I'm a

ravaged savage, a ravaged savage."

Soon after, along came a duck. But

she emerged singing, "It's a mistake.

I'm a drake! It's a mistake, I'm a

Irakc
!"

Attention Journalists

Miss Lorraine Stewart of

the Kingston \Y hi^-Standard

will talk in the Journal

Office Tuesday at 7 p.m. on

"How lu write a better news

story." All reporters are ur-

gently requested to be present.

NOTICE: '
*

Freshman in all faculties are reminded to take

note of Frosh Regulation No. 479WX32J, Article

1,597,000, Sub Paragraph 5000 which clearly

states: "All Freshmen and Freshettes are expected

to listen to Kingston's Favorite Station, CKLC, 1380

on your radio dial. For sports fans, there's Intercol-

legiate Football the World Series and OHA Hockey.

For music fans, there's "The Fabulous Fifty", "The
CKLC Program of Good Music", and many more.

If you're up studying late at night, there's "CKLC
Marathon" all night long. And "Breakfast with

Buddy" is a prerequisite for getting up in the mor-
ning."

Any flagrant violation of this regulation by
Freshman or Freshettes will be frowned upon.

Remember the name, CKLCI it rhymes with

"We may well be" or any other suitable group of |
4 words you choose.

(signed)

"SOPHOMORE SAM"

Adjusting tu marriage sometir.ics

poses a problem. We met a good

friend of ours recently, the morn-

ing after his wedding, brooding

over a drink in the local bar.

"What's the [rouble?" we asked.

"I should think you'd he the hap-

piest man in the world to-day."

Me shook his bead sadly.

"What creatures of hahit we are,"

he said. "This morning when 1

arose, half asleep, without thinking

1 pulled a five dollar hill from my
wallet and left it on the pillow."

We tried to console him—told

him bis wife wouldn't think any-

thing of it.

"You don't understand," he said.

Half asleep without thinking she

gave me three dollars change."

* *

Upon seeing a little girl lead a

cow along a country road, the parish

minister stopped her and asked her:

"Little girl, where are you taking

the cow?"

"To the bull," replied the young

lassie.

"Can't your father do it?" ques-

tioned the clergyman.

"Nope." answered the little girl,

"only the bull."

FLASH!
Just released—an all new pocket guide for medical students, llltt.

stralcs latest clinical techniques—edited by Dr. O. Vary and Dr. T. E.

Stickle—overcomes uncertainties of present methods. Sale price only

S53 08 on black market. If yon object to any of these pictures or tech.

itiqttes, you arc unbearably intcllifjent and well-bred. Any rcscmblaitu

between these specimens and any characters living or dead is purely in.

(cntionai. Letters in the Journal would not be welcomed—wc knoiv What

yon would say anyway.

how to take blood pressure . .

.

\

Right Woy Wrong Way

how to test reflexes • . .

D. V. A, Educational

Assistance Act

Those students receiving che-

ques and who have not already'

seen Miss Pury, are requested to

do so on Monday, October 7th,

1:30 to 3:30 p.m.. at the D.V.A.
Building, Princess and Ontario

Streets. ***

Right Way

how to anaesthetize . . •

Wrong Way

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

Right Way Wrong Way

how to give an enema . .

»

©It? (Solfon Slipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HICHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOOUE

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-

ed Queen's crest and genuine

Queen's bross buttons.

Specially priced at

$34.95

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

Right Way Wrong Way

QUEEN'S POPULACE
(continued from page 1)

If past trends hold true, many professors will be in attendant

this evening. This is a sterling opportunity to see them at thei [

best, (and for some Medsmcn just to see them!)

This ball, as in years past, is held in honor of the graduating

medical year. This year the members of Meds '58 are the payin?

guests of honor.

"So, come one, come all, to the dance at Grant Hall.

Everyone there will be having a ball.

Bring your own liquor, and get really plastered.

We'll see you on Saturday, you dirty Boozeliound."
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Even Air Conditioning

In New Physiology Lab

OWED TO 1 &Rc ClftW Ur?N

from Hop

It has been brought to my atten-

tion, bv those working under me,

that the students of Queen's, par-

ticularly those of the premedical

years, have been excessively care-

Jess in handling equipment pro-

CFRC

vided for their use. To date we arc

klwri one test tube, the neck from

•»hp thistle tube and seventeen

Fallopian tubes. It is essential to

ihe normal functioning of the slit-

Bent bodies that the equipment,

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 4th

7:00—Sign-on and music
7:15—Campus Topics
7:20—Music Review
7*45—Queen's At Home
8:00—Music
8:15—Research Tn Progress
3:40—Music
9:00—Concert Hail

11:00—Sign-off

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5th

1 :00—Sign-on and music
2 00—Opera House — Carmen
5:00—Folk Music
6:00—Dinner Music
7:00—Who Wants to Know?
7:15—Campus Topics
7.30—Modern Jazz
8:00—The Library Shelf

8:15—Music
8:45—Science Series

0:00—Concert Hall
11:00—Late Listening
12:00—Sign-off

(Continued rfom Page 1)

Streets. The estimated cost of

the building is $750,000. The new

building will accommodate stud-

ents from both the Medical and

Arts Faculties. Students in Nurs-

ing Science, Biology, and Health

and Physical Education as well

as medical students will be using

the lecture and laboratory facili-

ties.

The basement level contains a

lecture room, research room, work

shop, dark room and the student

entrance on Deacon Street. At

the present time construction h

still under way but many mod

cruized features have been in

stalled already. In the lecture

room there is a projection booth

for the showing of slides and

films. Forced air vents as well as

an air conditioner promise to be

a welcome feature during the cold

months.

The first floor contains student

laboratories, the library, and Dean

Ettinger's private office. The labs

are supplied with fluorescent

lighting, direct air and vacuum

taps, and more space and equip-

ment than was previously offered

to students of Physiology.

The second floor contains re-

search laboratories for postgrad-

uates and faculty members. Dr.

Hatcher emphasized the point

that teaching and research facili-

ties must be co-ordinated if the

student is to gain knowledge of

the progress in any subject. The

BEWS TO MEDS

.specially the Fallopian tubes, be

returned or replaced immediately.

If it is not, fees will go up, and the

i 'niversity faces utter prolapse.

The Students' Friend,

Mr. Happy Hieland.

P.S. IVe are especially concerned

about that odd Fallopian tube. Have

you ever tried to walk on one leg'

Football Dance

Under the auspices of the Alumni

Association, two Football Dances

are scheduled for this Saturday

night, one in the Gymnasium and

one in Grant Hall. Tim Murray

and his campus orchestra will pro-

vide the music in the Gym, while

Dick Edney will hold forth in

Grant Hall. Tickets are $1.50 a

couple and are inter-changenble for

the two dances.

Members of the Toronto and

Queen's football teams will be guests

of the Alumni Association at these

dances.

facilities offered by the new Phy-

siology building for both under-

graduates and postgraduates are

thought to be comparable to those

found in any University in the

United States or Canada. Some

of the outstanding features to be

found are the Radioactive lab,

Operating Room. Animal Run-

way, Autopsy Room, and Temper-

ature Control Room where freez-

ing and tropical conditions can

be simulated.

The third floor houses labs and

offices for private research. The

Department of National Health

and Welfare gave a grant for the

purchase of furnishings and equip-

ment to be used in research.

The space previously occupied

by the Physiology Department in

the New Medical Building will be

taken over by the Department of

Health and Preventive Medicine

leaving the Old Medical Building

for Anatomy.

The New Physiology building

will he officially opened by Prin-

cipal W. A. Mackintosh on Satur-

day. December 12 at 12 noon, the

ceremony taking place at the

main door facing Arch Street. Mr.

Ahramsky will be introduced to

the public and following a few

brief addresses the building will

be declared open and the public

will be invited to inspect this new

addition to Queen's. Everyone is

welcome and cordially invited to

attend the ceremony.

The new Physiology Building

is just one of the many buildings

in the huge expansion program-

me for the students. Thanks must

go again to Mr. Abramsky and

all the Medical students before

us who generously contributed

their money so that we might

have a better chance to learn the

Art of Medicine.

Into*, fflljurrh

& William Srs.

R. H. N. Davidson

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6TH

11 :00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Holy Communion

8:45 p.m.— Fellowship Hour

ON THE AIR!

OUR CHAMPIOP

LISTEN FOR FOOTBALL

BROADCASTS OF QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY SENIOR GAMES

brought to you by

THE EMPIRE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

ON

13B0

CKLC
IP SPORTS STATION IN KINGSTON"

Classified Advts.

at their

duatiiir

pay in?

$rpnbyUrian (flburrlj

PutNcisi and clhroy street*

Rev i J. Forbes Wedokrburh
M.A.. O.O.. MINISTER
DARWIN STATA,

OROANIBT AND CHOIRMASTER
LILLIAN PRESTON
ASSISTANT ORQANIST

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Youiir People
Society will meet after

evening service,

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

(Chalmers

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W F. BANISTER. D-D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th

11.00 A.M.— Holy Communion

7.30 P.M.—Some Stores Jesus

Told.

(1) "Four Kinds of Soil"

8.45 P.M.—Youth Fellowship

cry Cordii.l Welcome
Ml Queen's Students.

St dkorge s

(Eailip&ral
ANGLICAN EPISCOPAL

TRINITY XVI
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 6th

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a,m. Parish Eucharist

11.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: Rev. Charles Staples

7.00 p.m. Evensong

Preacher: Rev. Charles Staples
Canterbury Club in attendance

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour

All Students Invited.

Typing. Pickup and delivery.

Phone Mrs. Westbrook at 24546.

&t. 3ames* (flhurrlj

(Union St by The Campusi

Sundoy Services

9.00 a.m. Holy Communion

11.00 a.m. Holy Communion

Preacher: Rev. Reg Savary

Missionary from Japan

7.00 p.m. Evening Proyer

Preacher: Rev. Ben Smythe

Missionary from the Arctic

We invite you lo the Coffee Hour

on Sundays after Evening Prayer.

Wed. 8 a.m. Holy Communion
j

It was away back in the autumn

of '54 that we of Meds '60 entered

Queen's as freshmen—and we

were as green as any newcomers

to Campus ever were. During our

first year we learned, amongst

other things, about a trophy

which was awarded in the spring

of the year to the class which had

turned in the best performance in

intramural athletics — the James

G. Bews trophy. We also learned

that the winning of this award

was usually confined to a year of

the Engineering Society, whilst

the Artsmen had never, and the

Medsmen had rarely won it.

Many of us in that first year

entered both individual and team

tournaments, but due to disor-

ganization, placed far down in the

final standings.

Upon returning to our second

year's studies, some character

conceived the idea that we should

make a determined effort to cap-

ture the elusive Bews.

The decision was made and for

the first time, as a unit, the class

of '60 made a determined bid for

the Bews. Everyone pitched in

and cooperated in a wonderful

way—so much so that for at least

the first two weeks we held the

lead. But P.H.E. '56 had a large

enrolment that year and thus

beat us in the final standings. Yet

we well remember, amongst other

things, winning the Track and

Field Championship and reaching

the Hockey finals. The latter was

rather hilarious, as we scarcely

had enough men to ice a team,

but somehow kept winning-. The

author vividly recalls the look of

agony on the faces of fellow

members of the class as they

were approached in the afternoon

Anatomy Labs. These looks were

frequently accompanied by such

whispers as "Oh, oh. here he

comes again. Wonder what he

wants us to enter this time

—

ping-pong or wrestling?" But we

did have a good time, even though

the Bews escaped us again.

As third year came upon us,

the course was changed, enabling

us to graduate from second year

into first. The timetable was

somewhat easier than that of our

predecessors (it's catching up on

us this year!) and as the autumn

leaves on campus began to turn

colour, we of Meds '60 again

heard the call of the Bews and

answered. To a man, we decided

to make the supreme sacrifice i.e.

"win that blasted trophy, even if

it meant flunking." It was decided

that organization was essential

and that everyone must enter

everything possible, since partici-

pation is a big factor in accumul-

ating points.

And so, the rat-race began.

Some pitched horseshoes at 7

a.m. — others at 4 p.m. In foot-

ball, we topped our section, and

met the defending champions,

Meds '59, in the final two game

series. To quote Johnny Kelly,

"the big brothers were clobbered

14-0 in two successive games
—

"

sweet revenge for our bitter de-

feat suffered at their hands in the

Soph - Frosh game two years pre-

viously. Meanwhile, the tennis

doubles championship was added

to our laurels. As mid-October

approached, we were put through

our paces at the track and field

meet, only to lose the champion-

ship by only one point to some

other year (I forget which one).

As the Place -Kicking entry list

was posted, the majority of the

class entered, so that any morn-

ing at 7:30 a.m., the blue jackets

of Meds '60 could be seen on the

football field, kicking the pigskin

through the uprights. This champ

ionship was also won by a mem-

ber of our year. With November

upon us, the Harrier was run. We
were well represented and the

gruelling run will long be re-

membered by many of us, even

though we, as a team, did not

win. Also in November we played

softball (indoor variety) paddle-

ball and volleyball and managed

to corral the latter championship.

As 1957 dawned, we returned

fresh from the Christmas vaca-

(See Bews to Meds, page 6)

St (Seorge'a

(SatlpikraL

5T

A Special welcome lo alt Univer-

sity Students and a hearty mtnia*

don to worship at the Cathedral

every Sunday. We invite you /»

make St, George's your Church

Home.

Services every Sunday at 8.00

a.m.; 9.15 a.m ; tl.OO a.m. and
7.00 p»m.

Services Wednesdays and Holy

Days at 7.45 a.m. and 10.30 a.m.

Coffee Hour and
ich Sunday (ollow-

Youth Catherine
Discussion Guup
in* Evenionfj a!

C lasso i

Prcoiriti
Ihe ChristUn Rclljnon and

for CotJirmBticn in Dc-
•ekly beginning October 6th.

The clergy want to be ol help to you

and know you. The Rev. C. E. Staples

o( our stall is Chaplain to the Uni-

versity Camtrbury Club,

Pull service details each «ok in *is

pa»er. Cora* to Church on Sunday

n«t and nuki youraolf known to us-

...or move the bottom of a lake

At Lachine, Que., Northern Electric manufactures telephone

coil wire which is as thin as a human hair...

At Ihe same plant, Northern recently completed a mammoth

custom-built power cable with a diameter of just under

sin inches. This cable-one of the largest of its kind ever

produced— is supplying electric power to two 9*9°^
10,000 h.p. dredges now operating at Steep Rock Lake.

j

These two contrasting achievements in manufacturing are

dramatic proof of the versatility of the Northern Electric

Company. In addition to manufacturing electrical wire and

cable, and communications equipment and systems. Northern

Electric also distribute approximately 100,000 electrical

products which stem from more than 1,000 separate

manufacturers.

There are interesting careers-and a continual need for University

Craduates-at Ihe Northern ilectr.c Cornpan/ limited. A etter or

postcard to the College Relations Department, Box 6124, Montreal,

y/ill bring full information concerning these opportunities.

Kortherti Electric
SERVES YOU BEST
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LET'S MAKE IT THREE IN A ROW!

Karl Quinn (co-captaiti) hails

from Walpole, Mass. and was a

star on the Walpole H. S. team.

Karl is in his third year of varsity

ball at Queen's. Karl is right full-

back on offence and outside back-

er on defence. Last year he was

named to the All Star Team.

Jerry Steinberg, is one of the

most aggressive tacklers on the

team. He will be playing inside

backer where his aggressiveness

can be used best.

Terry Dolan looks like a foot-

ball player and certainly proves
it on Saturday afternoons. This
i- Terrys second year at fullback,

and outside backer on defence.

Smoke Signals]

It's very easy to back a winning team — it takes almost no effort

at all. Conversely it's very hard to back a losing team — it's dis-

couraging and frustrating and takes some amount of what could,

for lack of a better word, be called loyalty.

For eighteen years, 1938 to 1955, our Queen's Golden Gaels

had to be content with something less than a winning team, although

several of those years saw them come close to the championship.

During that span of years, there were, to be sure, some pretty fair

Queen's team but there was always at least one team either a little

better, or as is often the case in a short season, a little luckier.

Last Saturday, after two successive championship years, the

Gaels lost a pre-season exhibition game to the McGill Redmen by
a somewhat lopsided score and immediately the armchair strategists

started giving each other knowing glances.

Our view of the situation goes something like this; the Gaels

lost an exhibition game — so big deal , . .

What we mean by the foregoing is just that. The game was
merely what it was advertised as — a pre-season contest. Add to

this the fact that coach Frank Tindall intended to experiment in this

game, come what may, and the additional fact that McGhTs seasoned
regulars were used throughout the game, and the score doesn't sound
at all surprising.

Press releases from the other three teams in the Union have
been enthusiastic to say the least. Coach Tindall, as per usual, has
been non-commital (as he was the past two years). As regards

these glowing reports, it is not too long ago that the Toronto
Argonauts were touted as the team to bring the Grey Cup back
east by so-called experts.

To-morrow afternoon the Varsity Blues start the season
against our Gaels. They have, on paper, a power packed team —
the line is one of the heaviest in the history of the league. There
is one slight point we'd like to make — the game will be decided on
the field at Richardson Stadium, not on a piece of paper . . .

Around and About: Queen's has more Medsmen on their team
than any other squad in the league — eight to be exact . . . Meds-
men are also captains of two teams — for the Gaels, Karl Quinn
and for Western, John Girvin . . . Coach Tindall has made his prob-
able final cuts — twenty-nine were named to the team and twenty-
six of these will be dressed tomorrow . . . Answering many queries,
coach Frank has named Dave Richards and Bob Campbell as quarter-
backs . . . Medsmen are holding a raffle on the outcome of the score
tomorrow — this observer has a 54-50 score, favoring Queen's —
anybody want a used raffle ticket? To finish off with the words of
a famous ditty: Boys go in and win . . . But win or lose, Go Gaels.

8£WS TO M£DS
(continued from page 5)

GIRLS & SPORTS
By Sheila Mason

Norm White is one of the big-
ger men on the team. Last year
he gained valuable experience on
*he intermediate team.

Let me first tell you about the

year that we were freshettes —
when we knew next to nothing
of sports — when we were the

most ignorant of ignorants. This
became evident from the very
first, since the football games are
the first series of major events
for the year. If it were any other
sport, we might be able to bluff

our way through with mere pre-

tence of knowledge, but somehow
or other, the boys with whom we
were nonchalantly discussing the

game always seemed to find out
our stupidity.

Now that I am a seasoned sen-
ior, I can cease to be amazed at

their ability to show us up, since
one of our major boobs was as-

king innocently "Oh, is Ronny
Stewart that good?" What a met-
amorphosis! — Now we can yell
"Yay Law School!" as well as
the best of them. Another thing
that I noticed about football was
the freshettes' unshaken belief

that everyone, even football play-
ers, came to University for an
education. I must hand it to we
women though — by the time
"Susie-Q Week" rolls around, just
at the end of the football season,
we have learned enough to be
able to phone up all the players
for coffee.

Canada is known for her hoc-
key, and for that reason I was
surprised to see what a lack of
interest there was towards hoc-
key, especially here in the wo-
mens' residence. Very few of us
ever went to a Queen's game,
even though every Saturday night

that we didn't have a date, the

radio could always be heard
blasting out the National League
game. It didn't take me too long
to find out the reason for this

seeming lackadaisical attitude —
It is usually quite cold in the

Arena, and to attend, all the

girls had to bundle up in their

warmest clothes. A hockey game
is not like ski-ing or tobogganing,

where smart, but warm outfits

can be worn. Obviously, a duffle

coat, skarf, mittens, and flight

boots are not very condusive to

glamour, and it has been said that

we women would willingly give-

up almost anything for the sake
of beauty

! We did manage to ap-
pear at one practice for the an-
nual soph-frosh hockey game
with coffee for the boys, so I

guess when it becomes a question
of class loyalty, glamour is tem-
porarily forgotten,

Perhaps this also explains the
fact that after the first few ap-
pearances at Phys. Ed. classes,

there are increasing numbers of

absentees. Who wants to bother
to take special care just for the
girls? Besides, sometimes boys
who happen to be in the gym take
the opportunity to look in on us.

This can sometimes be quite em-
barrassing, especially if you are
terrible at badminton, and your
playing is by no means improved
by nervousness about unwanted
spectators. Quite obviously, the
easiest way to avoid all this dis-

comfort is to simply skip as many
Phys. Ed. classes as possible.

Perhaps I have been a little

loo harsh in this article — I don't
really know. But if I have, please
accept uiy opology again, girls,

and take all of this with two or
three grains of salt.

tion, alert and ready to continue

the race for the Bews. At this

time, we had a lead of 3-4 thous-

and points, but the talk on camp-
us was that we would fade in the

stretch, as most Meds teams had

been known to do. This made us

rather angry and the more de-

termined to show our worth.

On any entry sheet could be

seen the limit of names followed

by "M '60". The individual sports

were skiing, gymnastics, curling,

freethrowing, badminton, yes and

even table tennis. Many of us

entered these tournaments with

no knowledge of the rules and

no previous experience — only

the desire to win. Of course, it

followed that the members of

other years thought we were nuts,

and it looked at times as if we
were. This was vividly illustrated

on the night of February 7, —
the Assaults. Several of us had
entered the various weight class-

es in boxing and wrestling, with

no experience at all, and less

knowledge of what to do. But
amidst the laughs, cheers and
boos of the crowd, we grunted,

sweated and flailed our way to

the Assaults championship—the

first medical year to accomplish

this feat since '44,

In hockey and basketball we
did not perform as well as ex-

pected, while swimming and
waterpolo are ridiculous to re-

member—but were most serious

at the time. The only prerequis-

ite to making our water-polo team
was that a person had to be cap-

able of swimming five successive

strokes—after that he was on his

own! This sport was new to all

of us but we had a great time.

The swimming was more organ-

ized and every race was packed

with members of Meds '60., This

championship, too was tucked

away by the fellows in blue —
the first medical year in the his-

tory of the Bews to do this.

Soon the sports of the final

term were over and the total

points acquired by each year were

tabulated and checked. Well do

we remember that lovely March

day when the official announce-

ment was posted by the Intra-

mural Athletic Office that the

Bews trophy had been won by

the class of Medicine '60. Tints,

we became the fifth Meds team

to win such honours, and the first

since '49. Not only was the tro-

phy won, hut a record had been

set—the most total points ever

won by any year in Bews com-

petition. Rather quickly we re-

turned to the Physiology, Bio-

chemistry, and Anatomy for we
knew the day was soon upon us

when we would have to perform

on the "playing field" of Grant

Hall for the Faculty.

Now as we look back on our

triumph, we are proud to realize

that "Meds '60" is engraved on

the base of the Bews. And we
feel that we have reminded the

rest of the campus that the fel-

lows in Meds are still here, and

are capable of winning, if they

want to badly enough.

Gary Lewis: Former captain

and all-star player for the Gaels,

for four years has this year turn-

ed his talents to the oft called

thankless job of line coach.

ANATOMY AL SAYS . . .

Meds Faculty Invincible

Just the other day I am con-

versing with the mentor of the

Meds Faculty team at their play-

ing field, the Richardson Amphi-
theatre, this person being none
other than my acquaintance of

the old days, "Curly" Ettinger.

From this little talk I am gather-

ing the fact that the Faculty has

this year what may be termed a

well-balanced versatile line-up.

This same line-up is indeed the

strongest that the Faculty has

fielded this past few years.

To give one and all a true pic-

ture of this year's squad, my old

buddy, Slewfoot Sam — that same
personage who cleaned up as re-

gards moola on last year's Inter-

collegiate season — and myself,

are joining to scout Curly s squad
for the benefit of my student

friends who are in deep need of

any and all assistance such as I

may provide. The Slewfooted one,

who is seldom swayed by emotion,
has given his picture of the forth-

coming season as 8-5 favouring
the Faculty and it is a sorry con-
clusion indeed that I must con-
cur with hiin.

Although the year is as yet not
far advanced, the Faculty is show-
ing signs of making this season's
schedule a complete run-away,
and it is with much hesi'lance that
I hand over the following report
which is unfortunately most ac-

curate.

Playing Coach "Curly" Etting-
er in his new million dollar play-
ing ground will again be a stal-

wart of the team. He is still re-

taining his job of scouting the

opposition's newcomers after
Christmas.

After a year's absence, two old

pros with several years experience

are back on the team and will be

on hand to confound the opposi-

tion. They are none other than

"Smooth John" Orr who is at his

best in getting some of the bugs
out of the squad and no-one will

need a microscope in order to see

the damage that "Bashing Benny"
Kropp will do. "Butter Jim" Bev-

eridge will try to starve Out the

opposition with a new diet of

plays.; "Sludge" Wiley — a dirty

player at best — will try to drain

the opposition of all hope
;
"Yogi"

Moore is sure to come up with
some fine pass defence and one
more old-timer. "Buster" Brown
(not of McGill), will once more
lake up his formidable position

as scareback. An import from U.
of T,, "Big Joe" Basmajian, will

give added strength as he can

chop up anything' in his path.

Among those taking care of the

Junior members of the opposition

are the following :
"50 Plant"

Vallentyne is known for his

sneaky manoevres, "Good Stuff"

Wheeler is an expert at chalk

talks, and has a most deceptiv e

style. "Six Carbon Atom" Perry
is known for his end to end runs.

"Roentgen" Roberts is a magnet-
ic player in his own field.

I am indeed of the opinion that

this quick run-down of the Facul-

ty team will be of use to my pals,

both guys and dolls alike, and
I am wishing them all of the best.

Jack (Jocko) Thompson has

probably more football experience

than any other member of the

team. This is evident by his con-

fidence when rushed by the op-

posing team. Those long towering

punts have taken Queen's out of

trouble on many occasions.
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Paul Corbett is a native of

New York. In 1955 he played

tackle on the intermediate team

and did such a good job that he

was named .MVP by his team.
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Don MacNay is in his first year

with the varsity team after play-

ing in Ottawa and for the inter-

mediates. He is a quick starter

and only needs a key block to go
all the way.
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LIVE GODIVA SEES QUEEN'S LOSE

OTO BY PI

Touchdown
Ron Stewart pulls in a pass in the end zone for Queen's only

touchdown Saturday, Varsity dimmed Gaels' title chances with

16-8 victory.

Air Travel Development
Foundation For Union

"The development of air travel

is the basis for the West Indies

Federation," stated Sir Hugh
Foot at the opening meeting of

the International Relations Club.

"The airlines have closed the dis-

tance between the islands just as

ve of

ilaved

team

lat he

i m.

New Addition,

Overseas Club
Seeks interest

. &

t year

play-

inter-

tarter

to go

The formation of a new society

an the Queen's campus was an-

nounced Sunday night. This group

will be called the "Canadian-Over-

seas Club," and will be open to all

students, Canadian and foreign. The
gurposes will be promote closer

contact between Canadian students

and those from other parts of the

World, and to promote discussions

and interest on the ways of life in

countries alJ over the world. The
meetings will be informal and

social, and broad in scope, with

discussions, illustrative talks, pre-

sentation of skits, and typical songs

and dances of the various nations.

The first meeting will be held

Thursday evening, Oct. 10, at S:30

p.m., at the home of Prof. J. Meisel,

218 Albert Street. Anyone interest-

ed in participating may contact

Vir Handa, in the Graduate Study

Room of the Douglas Library, or

Edo Ten Broek, at 6-6759.

the railroad united the colonies

of early Canada into a Dominion."

Sir Hugh was introduced by

Dr. J. A, Corry, who briefly out-

lined the speaker's varied experi-

ence in administrative positions

in Cyprus, Palestine and Nigeria.

A humorous note was added to

the address by Dr. Corry, who
jokingly referred to the number

of revolts which have followed

after the Governor's transfers to

other posts.

"The West Indies Federation

is a unique experiment," Sir Hugh
said, "to bring widespread Brit-

ish colonies together in a free

federation."

"There is," lie emphasized, "a

tradition of honest administration

in the West Indies." He casually

added that the third Governor of

Jamaica was Sir Henry Morgan,

the notorious pirate.

"Islanders are apt to be isolat-

ed," he declared. "Unity does not

come merely from being from the

same place, but by having a com-

mon bond of ideals and loyalties.

"There are difficulties in the

way of federation" he admitted.

"Chief among these is the fear of

domination by Jamaica. A plan

which will reconcile the interests

of each island must be made.
Great diversity occurs in the ori-

gins of the people." In spite of

these hurdles, the Governor is

confident of a successful federa-

Pig Provides
Campus Sport

Two buses cram in e <1 with

Queen's students blowing trum-

pets and singing "Godiva was a

Iadye" travelled from the Stud-

ents' Union Friday evening to

meet the train bringing Toronto

students for the weekend.

A very harmonious musical ef-

fect was achieved by the brass

band, pipe band, and students all

playing and singing different

songs. All the trains passing

through Kingston were greeted

by the brass and pipe bands play-

ing "Oil Thigh" with an accom-
panying congo line, led by ex-

uberant Queen'smen.

Two gentlemen waiting for a

train were overheard discussing

the number of people at the sta

tion. One asked the other, "Are
all these people coming in or are

they all going out?" The other

promptly replied, "It's no use

asking these crackpots. They
don't know anyway !

!"

The Toronto train arrived
about 8:30 p.m., but only a few

Toronto students were aboard.

They had difficulty getting off

the train because so many Queen's

students boarded the train as

soon as the doors were opened

One poor old lady firmly believed

that they were going to be kid

napped and promptly went into

hysterics when she saw all the

faculty jackets.

The festivities on Saturday be

gan with the parade of the Science

Frosh. Lady Godiva was repre-

sented by Jane Courtridge, the

only Science freshette, who wore

a skin-tight pale pink bathing

suit and a long blonde wig. Led
by Lady Godiva mounted on a

dapple grey horse, the kilted and
tammed Science Frosh bearing ;

huge banner and several sign:

proceeded from the Science Club

rooms and along Union Street to

OVER 300 DONATE,

BLOOD BANK GROWS

A few pale faces — before, not

after, contributing blood — were

seen in the Science Clubrooms on

Thursday and Friday of last week,

when the Canadian Red Cross made
an appeal for blood donations. The
publicity given this campaign re-

sulted in a fairly good turnout,

particularly by Science '60 and '61.

In all, 343 donations were made.

The predominance of cropped heads

on Friday foretold the victory of

the Science frosh over the sophs in

percentage contributions. Because

of their victory — Science '61 were

allowed to remove their tarns on

Saturday. It was unfortunate, how-

ever, that the advertisement of die

"race" betwen the two Science

years discouraged other students

from donating blood. The signs said

"Everybody welcome", but from

the poor turnout of other faculties

it seems that very few read the fine

print.

Department Influence Nation -Wide

Deserves Far Greater Recognition

By Bruce Cossar

Journal Staff Reporter

"111 every province from the

Atlantic to the Pacific can be

found graduates to whom a uni-

versity education would still be

a dream, were it not for Queen's

extra-mural and summer school

courses."

Having read these words by-

Mr. A. H. Carr, B.A., C.A., form-

er Director of Extension Courses

here at Queen's, this reporter

went to Richardson Hall to dis-

cover what the Department of

Extension really is and what it

does.

The Extension Department has

for the past five years been under

the direction of Dr. H. W. Cur-

ran, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., ably aided

Richardson Stadium a half an

hour before game time. Promin

ent among the signs displayed

were Arts' frosh tarns, a poster

showing '61's triumph over '60

the blood drive, and a long gold

dragon with innumerable hairy

legs.

At half time the bands from

both Universities came out on the

field to strut their stuff amid

smoke bombs thrown by an un-

known group of R.M.C. students.

The pig used in a greased pig

chase a few days previously was

brought to the game as a specta

tor but had to leave at half time

after being chased over the field

by howling Sciencemen. An at-

tempted kidnapping of a Toronto

cheerleader by a Queen's Science-

man was thwarted when a Var-

sity man tackled him from the

rear sending engineer and cheer-

leader sprawling.

Who's Where Proofs

Who's Where proofs will be

posted this week on the A.M.S.

Bulletin Board in the Stu-

dent's Union, (opposite the

journal office). Students are

requested to make any cor-

rections or additions at the

earliest possible opportunity.

Seats Of Wisdom

Law students were startled to

see a new hall had been erected for

their use Friday morning. The

building, which appeared to be the

work of Arts '61 pranksters, was

covered with signs reading "Korie

Hall", "\Tue Law Skule", "Do Not

Loiter in Halls" and at a knothole

in the back "Register Heer". Two
large A's in the front and back

suggested the identity of its erec-

tors.

A witness reported that about 2

a.m. as he was returning home

across the campus, he saw a group

of 6-8 students by the Old Arts,

Building who quickly moved off!

when he approached. "I looket

around and there was the out

house," he said.

by the assistant director, Miss

K. L. Healey.

The major part of their work

is concerned with extra-mural

students and the annual summer

school, and in this, the depart-

ment has a long history. "Extra-

mural work in the Faculty of

Arts was formally established by

the Senate in 1889, which ante-

dates any other similar work, not

only in Canada, but in the whole

of North America," said Dr. Cur-

ran.

The minutes of the Senate for

January 12, 18S9, declared that

"students not attending classes

must register as extra-murals in

order to pass examinations." The

Department of Extension was

formed to direct this work. Its

primary objective was, and still

is, "to enable students, particular-

ly elementary school teachers, to

continue their education with imi-

3n Mmotlnm

All pigs' arc created equal;

some pigs arc more equal

than others.

Orwell — Animal Farm.

The pig that was sacri-

ficed for Arts '61 initiation

last week was one of the

less equal pigs.

Normally, the urge to

wallow and conquer in this

noble animal is overwhelm-

ing. When the pig is greas-

ed the desire becomes ab-

solutely intolerable.

Unfortunately the Arts

'61 pig was a sick pig. He
wouldn't run, and the

grease plastered over him

gave him the dry runs. We
extend our sympathy to the

poor pig.

versity courses." Standards of

scholarship are at the same level

as for regular intra-mural stud-

ents.

Since 1910, summer school

classes have been held in various

courses each year, and this work

is also under the direction of the

Department of Extension. One
purpose it serves is to fulfil the

residence requirements for a de-

gree. At present, the summer

school and the extra-mural work

cover over forty subjects, rang-

ing from languages, both modern

and classical, to the social science

and the humanities. This is a

larger range than is offered by

any other Canadian university.

There are registrants in extra-

mural courses fom every Cana-

dian province, and from many
other parts of the world: Africa,

South America, Europe and Ber-

muda. Summer school is also held

in Bermuda, under the leadership

of Queen's professors.

Besides extra-mural correspon-

dence courses, some of the pro-

fessors give evening lectures once

or twice a week in some of the

larger centres around this part of

the province. These are a great

aid to the extra-mural students

who can take them in, and hence

these classes are usually well-at-

tended.

Although exrta-mural courses

are given in the Faculty of Arts

only, this department also handles

all the supplemental examinations

held yearly for all faculties.

"Sups" may be written in any of

the 169 regular examination cen-

tres around the w o r 1 d. "Of

course," said Miss Healey, "air-

mail makes all of this type of

work feasible."

Many prominent people in the

(See Concerts, Page 4)

Expansion Program
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.evana Lingers

Printed on this page is a letter from the sophomores of Gordon

House promulgating the abolition of the Levana Society. The girls

rightly point out the anomaly of being combined with the men in

year organizations but distinguished by their membership to dif-

ferent societies, and the inconsistency of membership in two socie-

ties by women whose academic work is outside the Arts Faculty.

The confusion of this system need not be commented upon here.

There are, however, several disadvantages inherent in the divi-

sion of men and women students in the Arts Faculty, especially

with regard to representation on the Alma Mater Society executive.

The Science Faculty which has the largest number of students on

campus has no more representation than less than half that number

of girls. The Medical Faculty must have equal representation be-

cause of its very different nature but the viewpoint of the women
coincides with those of the Arts representatives because the women
are in Arts. When the new Law Faculty demands representation,

which is inevitable and will have to be accommodated, then this

problem of unequal representation will be brought to a focus.

There are also several disadvantages to the Arts Society and

the year organizations in the present system. The Arts Society,

without the financial contribution of the women, must tighten its

budget to the point of breaking while paying for the furniture in

the Arts Clubroom, which is used by both men and women students

alike. The executive of the society, which has some bills outstanding,

is feverishly promoting a Gael-a-weekend while the women in arts

will, in a few months, attend the Arts Formal and enjoy the Arts

Concert at leisure. The year organizations which depend upon the

Arts Court for enforcing the year fee regulations are helpless be-

cause the women students do not fall under the jurisdiction of this

court and any liaison between it and the Levana Society court,

which rarely sits, is at best hasty and inconvenient.

And what is to be said for the Levana Society itself? Insofar as

it was organized to protect and promote the rights of women stu-

dents at Queen's it is superfluous. Insofar as it contributes to stu-

dent government in a distinctive way it is superfluous. Insofar as it

contributes to the campus as a whole, to the benefit and enjoyment

of the student body, it is superfluous. In all these respects the Le-

vana Society does exactly nothing of a significance which would

justify its further existence. But there are reasons for its existence,

of course. Levana Society means 47 executive members and mem-
bers of committees. Levana Society means the continuance of a

comical corny tradition called the Candlelighting Ceremony in

which freshettes have foisted upon them the painful task of sup-

pressing their giggling. Levana Society means the harboring of

wishy-washy sentimental absurdities about the flowers in Ban Righ

Common Room. Levana Society means a heirarchy of authoritative

positions such as the Levana Council which conscientiously takes

care of the bulletin boards, and a slapping of backs under the pre-

text of unifying a body of women whose prime interest is isolating

themselves with members of other societies. Levana Society is the

symbol of motherhood, the haven of hearts and flowers. And it

also runs the crock-breaking girl-pushing tea dances. The Levana
Society is everything.

The "Who" Is Taboo
One of the most unreal practices at this university is the re-

fusal by students who are active on the campus to say "John did

that and that is wrong for foolish or stupid) and therefore John
should be condemmed." Student activity is pervaded with the im-

plicit agreement that names should not be referred to, that criti-

cism pointed at any specific individual is dirty and unsportsman-
like and that all references to named people be limited to the letter

column of the college newspaper where controversy is a matter of

form.

The results of this patsy-patsy policy color the whole atmos-
phere of the campus. Student government is so boring that members
of the executive look upon visitors at their meetings with the excite-

ment of opening night. Student politics is even worse. Instead of

the traditional personal combats of politicians we have modest list-

ings of various memberships. And in the province of political organ-

izations, monotonous voices plod through national party policies

which are barren of any present significance to students. Conse-
quently the people involved in the more important student activi-

ties are not well-known and the activities suffer accordingly.

The more serious result of this stolid anonymity is that criti-

cism is rendered ineffective if there is any criticism at all. Without
continual criticism of individuals who hold supposedly responsible

positions, or who are hoping to, responsibility becomes meaningless,
and it becomes impossible to credit these people of this office and
that with what they think is their due. And whether they are doing
their jobs well is considered beside the point.

The reason for individuality with honors but anonymity with re-

sponsibility lies in the individuals themselves. They resent criti-

cism because the criticism may have some basis in fact and the
myth they call upon to serve as their defence is "the myth of the
dirty personal allusion." If personal criticism has real grounds then
it is justified on any count and if it is bad criticism then it can be
refuted. There is nothing wrong with true personally directed criti-

cism if it is not character assassination. And without criticism of

named individuals who hold positions on the campus it is impossible
to ever take what they are doing seriously.
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Letters To The Editor

Religion

Readers are reminded that the editor is not able to print
letters in the Journal which are not signed by the authors.

Names will be withheld upon request.

Readers are also requested to make their letters short and
to the point. Any letters over 200 words may be cut at the

editor's discretion.

Editor, Journal:—I am afraid

that in my, and many other

people's estimations, Mr. Mof-

fatt's attempt at humour, in his

article of October 1, entitled "Oh !

Those Knees!" fell flat on its

face, in view of his introductory

paragraph, in which he took it

upon himself to divorce himself

from his critics and project his

own "confounded" views into his

criticism of what he described as

"a basically sound religion". The
bases, Mr. Moffatt, of this relig-

ion, which I believe you to mean

as being the Christian religion in

its truest apostolic and Catholic

tradition, include, among others,

these self-same "obsolete, stupid

bits", the Holy Trinity and hell.

Confound its bases, and it is no

longer a sound religion.

This sound religion believes in

1) God-immortal and invisible (a

confusing concept in itself), 2)

His Son Jesus Christ and 3) the

Holy Ghost (or Spirit) — all

united in the Holy Trinity. For

if we place Jesus and the Holy

Ghost superior to God, we defeat

our "sound" religion. The same
is true if God and Jesus supersede

the Holy Spirit They must all,

therefore, be co-equal and co-

eternal. The simplest way our

limited human minds (and let us

never forget, Mr. Moffatt, that the

scope of our minds is limited

—

God intended it so) can reconcile

these seemingly conflicting ideas

is by the concept of the Holy
Trinity. Divorcees from these

"obsolete, stupid, bits", who,
might I say, have had the courage

to question tradition, usually find

themselves in a state of confusion

greater than the first. Just be-

cause we can't quite reason away
the Holy Trinity, does not mean,

Mr. Moffatt, that we can start

calling it obsolete and stupid

(both inappropriate terms for

what I believe Mr. Moffatt feels).

Might I also stand in defence

of hell ! You, Mr. Moffatt, by your

statements, have shown yourself

to be "confounded" by the "tra-

ditional" concept of hell, that is,

that of its being a physical place.

True even those who claim to be

true Christians, are confounded

if they limit their concept of hell

to physical bounds. They are not

experiencing all the full implica-

tions of this "sound" religion

Hell is a state of being, a tortured

state, in contrast to a state of

grace. Those who seriously ques-

tion their religion come to this

i
conclusion.

The stupid bits of hell and the

Trinity remained with the Church

after its biggest upheaval at the

Reformation. These were a couple

of the building blocks of this

"sound" religion. They were

"searched" and not "found to be

wanting".

My purpose here, however, is

not to expound on the concepts

that make the Christian religion

"basically sound", or rather my
own beliefs regarding them, which

follow a period of intensive ques-

tioning1 on my part, but rather to

ask Mr. Moffatt please not to

skip over the topic of religion

with such flippancy, but to re-

member that there are still some

people who are not traditional-

istic enough to pass off religion

lightly as one of the duo which

we "just don't discuss here",

people who feel quite strongly

about their convictions. I appre-

ciate and respect other religious

views, including atheism, but 1

deplore the fact that the univer-

sity press has been used to call

some basic religious concepts

stupid and obsolete bits".

Robin Bolton, Meds t..\

Down Levana
Editor, Journal

:

—We propose

to abolish the Levana Society

Wc believe that as it now stands

it has outlived its usefulness.

In 1889 the 49 undergraduate

women of Queen's decided to

form their own society. At this

time, women's rights were very

limited and women were greatly

out-numbered at Queen's. As
time went on, however, women
became more active and powerful

on the campus. Now we feel that

the women are quite able to hold

their own without help from the

Levana Society.

The primary intention of Le-

vana when it was formed was to

protect the interests of all women
students at Queen's. However the

situation has changed. We would

like to quote from Dean Doug-

las's introduction to the Levana

Constitution. "At present only

Levana members registered in the

Faculty of Arts vote for Levana

representatives to the Alma Mater

Society, and women in medicine

and engineering rightly vote in

their own faculty societies." Why
should the Arts Faculty be divid-

ed into two societies? There are

more women than men students

in Arts, so why should the men
run the society? We propose that

women become full members of

Arts with complete voting privi-

leges and the right to hold office.

As the Levana Society is now,

there is complete and utter con-

fusion on the campus. Women
arts students belong to the year

societies but not the Arts Society.

Engineering and medical students

belong to both Levana and their

own faculty society. They are in-

itiated and vote in their own
faculty yet they belong to Le-

vana because of an accident of

birth. If Meds and Science women
vote in their faculty why should

not the Arts women?

The Nursing Science women
on the other hand, do not belong

to anything. They form their own
group of which the president is

an ex-officio member of the Le-

vana executive, and they are init-

iated by Levana — but they do

not belong.

A women's undergraduate so

ciety is a good thing as long as

all women belong' and have equal

rights. However, it should not be

on an equal basis with the faculty

societies, nor have an automatic

right to three members on the

AMS executive. The Levana So-

ciety as such should not have any

members on the executive. If any

women sit on the student govern-

ment, it should be as representa-

tives of their own faculty socie-

ties.

TUES1
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Our case rest;

The sophomores of

Gordon House.

Boredom
Editor, Journal:—Perhaps con-

formity isn't so bad after all. This

year, it has done away with the

common cold, the headache, the

upset stomach, the slight fever, the

mumps and eye-strain: nobody

seems interested in giving his ail-

ment such a commonplace diag-

nosis when it's so much more

fashionable to have Asian Flu.

I think whoever planned this

year's Arts '61 initiation should

blame Asian Flu (it seems the onl>

plausible excuse) for the mental

torpidity they were obviously suffer-

ing from when planning the com-

plete fiasco the vigilantes perpe-

trated this year. At the end, thej

tried to make amends for an ex-

cessively dull initiation week with

an outburst of sadism of which a

helpless animal was the victim.

However, the pig's refusal to run

showed that he was as bored with

this year's proceedings as was

everybody else on the campus.

Gary Moffatt.

Before the year has endt.

many inches of valuable Journ 5

space will have been squander^

an fruitless^ discussions of
tli-

value of being a non-conformjy

or an individual or a fearie!

thinker or a queer.

With characteristic modesty,

believe the definite thought,

which I shall set down will elim.

inate the need for an extender

siege of letters to the editor?

pushing the perennial theme pasi

the point of exhaustion.

The word 'non-conformist" ha>

come to leave a. bad taste in tin

mouths of us who prefer to lea<

undergraduate lives unencum

bered by the labour of thought

It takes but a few weeks to lean

to recognize the typical collegt

non-confomist. The hanging hair

the unkept goatee, the turtle neel

sweater worn under a threadban

imported tweed, these are thi

trappings of a breed of men wlv

cannot bring themselves to con
|

form to the traditional Nortl

American college pattern.

The non-conformist, of course

is never a shallow sort of individ-

ual who contents himself to loot

the part ; he also tries to think tin

part. He spends much of his time

disparaging established tradition

for no better reason than thai

they are established traditions, oi

he will occupy himself Iookin;

for likely established tradition

to disparage. The older and mori

widely accepted the tradition, tin

better.

I do not intend these remark-

to reflect upon those who hold

uncommon views because the}

believe them. They are directs

at those who question society'''

basic assumptions in the name ol

some very fashionable and highli

intellectual thing called "non

conformity."

What is commonly understock

by a true non-conformist is pro

bably not a non-conformist a

all, but a much more noble thin£

called an individual. The persoi

who professes to be a non-con

formist is a dangerous man win

is just as guilty of an unreason

ng acceptance of a given modi

of life as the rest of us who an

content to go along with th<

crowd.

The person who professes non

conformity usually consider

himself a more rational type thf

us plebians. Yet at the san

time he has rejected certain i

stitutions with as little thoug

as that with which most acce

them. To the aspiring non-co

formist I might say, "ConsiJ

carefully the world to which y
have decided not to conform."

Having rejected the popi

world (and thus having establ

ed his non-conformity for all I
1

see and wonder at) he must fi"
1

an alternative—something els

to conform to. Everyone mu-

conform to something, and vef

few are great enough to thin

out a new system of ideas. Henc

the non-conformist turns to wl' 3

is currently fashionable among*

his club and becomes just o"

little non-conformist in a who'

puddle of others. A further wo'

of advice to those who have <' (

cided not to conform—"Consul"

carefully the alternatives w"hit

you will have to accept".

All this is not to say that the

is something wrong with aski'

questions and offering: critici-- 1

But there is much to be said f

not trying too hard.
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By The Editors

THIS YEAR WE HOPE TO GIVE THE FEATURES PAGE A

SPECIAL SPARKLE. WE INTEND IT TO BE INTERESTING AND

FREQUENTLY INFORMATIVE. BUT ABOVE ALL IT MUST BE

PROVOCATIVE AND ORIGINAL.

LAST YEAR QUEEN'S BROUGHT HOME MANY TROPH-

IES INCLUDING BEATING MIT INTO THIRD PLACE IN THE

NORTH AMERICAN MATHEMATICS COMPETITION. BUT

THE STANDARD OF HER LITERARY OUTPUT WAS NOT OF

THIS CALIBRE.

WE KNOW QUEEN'S HAS TALENT IN THIS FIELD. HER

LITERARY OUTPUT HAS BEEN OF A LOW STANDARD MAIN-

LY, BECAUSE OF INDOLENCE, WE BELIEVE. THIS YEAR WE

HOPE TO CHANNEL MORE OF QUEEN'S WRITING TALENT

ONTO THE FEATURES PAGE.

THIS IS A HARD TASK. WE NEED THE HELP OF EVERY

STUDENT INTERESTED IN WRITING REVIEWS, ARTICLES,

CRITICISM, FICTION, OR POETRY. AS THE TERM HAS JUST

STARTED, WE ARE PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN MATER-

IAL.

WE ARE IN THE JOURNAL OFFICE WEDNESDAY, THURS-

DAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS. IF YOUR CONTRIBUTION

IS STILL ONLY IN THE IDEA STAGE WE WOULD BE HAPPY TO

TALK IT OVER IN THE OFFICE AT ANY OF THE ABOVE

TIMES.

On The Banks Of

fcver Pornography

Prison or the Tower of Lon-

don was the place for the trou-

blesome journalist up to 150

ears ago. Since then executive

tolerance of a free press has in

creased, but even now this toler-

ance seems to be little more than

face value "opiate".

Two recent examples of execu-

tive hypocrisy in the matter of

press freedom are seen in the

sacking of a British editor over

the Suez crisis and, in the land

of the brave itself, the warnin.

of John Foster Dulles to China-

bound pressman to behave them

elves ... or else.

Recently the British press, per

haps the most highly organized

the world, boycotted two

books criticizing its methods

Dangerous Estate by Francis

Williams (Longmans), though

of great and original significance

was only reviewed by one small

non-profit making journal. What

I Said About the Press by Ran

dolph Churchill received hardly

a mention and was also refused

by wholesale booksellers and by

circulating libraries because its

"type of binding" was "unsuit

able."

The other day I managed to

obtain a copy ofDangerous Es

tate and though highly revealing

I found it for the most part un

explosive.

Above all he stresses that

journalist must be increasingly

aware of his responsibilities

an age of sophisticated propa

ganda. The reporter, frequently

better informed than the reader

himself, must always be ready to

stand up and be counted in situ

ations where prejudice and false

emotion ensnare even the most

sceptical.

It is perhaps his microscopic

examination of current newspap

er empires that has brought di

approval on Williams' book. '.

may also be for his advocacy of

rebellion within the empire
when he says of the individua

pressman : 'He cannot abdicate

He has loyalties greater than to

his pay packet and they should

be paramount."

Mr. Williams, himself a prom

inent ex-editor, deals stimulat

ingly with the duties of a newspa

Sophomore is derived from the

Greek words sophus (wise) and

morus (fool). Hence the term is

applied very wisely to the second-

year students of Queens, whom the

freshmen look up to as paragons

of wisdom and everybody else on

the campus considers a pack of

bloody fools.

For 25 weeks a year, the sopho-

more is a harmlessly eccentric

campus landmark. On hell week

however, the milk of human kind

ness in his breast sours and Jekyll

becomes a Hyde who would make

Simon Legree look like a rank

amateur. For years, doctors have

been puzzled by this transforma-

tion. Recently, however, Professor

Leibesleid von Humbug of the Uni-

ises non

:onsidef

ype tlia

he sam

rtain

st accep

non-con

Considi'|

hich y
iform.'

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

thou " !

g[ AfOr the Theatre or Dance, dine ot the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

For . .

.

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

SOPHOMORE
M0R£S

per in a modern liberal democra-

cy. He suggests how the press

can remain free from the bonds

of big financial enterprise by

stressing the role and personal

responsibility of the individual

reporter and editor.

Roger Frost

versity of Manglo-Saxonia publish-

ed his scientific explanation, here

reprinted in part through the cour-

tesy of the Reader's Digest.

He suggests that in our lower

sub-neuronic brain cells lies a cer-

tain amount of green nuclear cell

sap. Normally, this sap remains in-

active, but when one enters his

second year at college a combina-

tion of capitularibus elevationibus

(swelled head) and choroplasmibus

infraribus (the process by which

the colour rays of the faculty jacket

are bounced off by the sun, striking

the cell sap) produces a metabo-

Hstic reaction which brings out

latent felings of the frustration in

the sophomore (which he has had

since last year's first Philosophy 1

exam) and leads the sophomore to

assert these feelings in an outburst

of sadism which lasts one week.

Much as I respect Professor

Von Humbug, I am more inclined

to think that initiations result from

a sub-conscious desire on the part

of my fellow sophomores to emulate

The Three Stooges.

—Gary Moffatt.

PAINTING CLASS
FOR

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
AT THE

AGNES ETHERINGTON ART CENTRE

A special class in painting for students registered at Queen's

University. It will be a non-credit course open to students in any

Faculty who are interested in Art

FALL TERM — WEDNESDAYS— 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

October 9th until December 11th

10 Classes — Fee $5.00

PROF. ANDRE BIELER

Registration is limited. Apply as early as possible to

DEPARTMENT OF EXTENSION, RICHARDSON BUILDING
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Show Interest

In Graduation

Says Principal

Principal W. A. Mackintosh has

anounced that the Fall Convocation

of Queen's University will be held

on the morning of Saturday, Oc-

tober 12. This Convocation will

mark the inauguration of a Faculty

The degree of LL.D. will be given

by Giancellor C. A. Dunning to

three eminent lawyers, Mr. C. F. H.

Carson, Q.C. of Toronto, Treasurer

of the Law Society of Upper Can-

ada; Mr. E. C. Leslie, Q.C. of

Regina, past president of the Cana-

dian Ear Association; and Mr. F.

P. Varcoe, Q.C. of Ottawa, who has

recently retired after many years of

distinguished service as Deputy

Minister of Justice, Mr. Leslie, one

of the ablest of Canadian counsel

and of wide repute as a lively

speaker, will give the Convocation

address.

Although Thanksgiving week-

end falls on the same date, the Prin-

cipal added that it was especially

desirable that as man)' students as

possible attend Convocation which

is an official function for the whole

University. Gasses will be discon-

tinued at 10:00 a.m. to enable stu-

dents to proceed to Grant Hall.

Convocation begins promptly at

10:30 and will be concluded not

later than 11:30.

Journal Writers

Mr. Lome Stewart of the

Whig-Standard will tell you

to-night "How to Write a

Better News Story," in the

Journal office at 7 p.m.

Commando Raids Get Flag
Sixteen grim-faced cadets re-

trieved the Royal Military Col-

lege's ravished honor in a daring

raid on McNeill Ho^je last Fri-

dav night. The honor, the person-

al flag of the commandant, had

been, stolen from the RMC parade

square by six Queen's freshmen

last Tuesday.

The plot and counter-plot be-

gan in the Chalet Tuesday night

New Lab
Opening
The public is invited to attend

the official opening of the new

Physiology Building at Queen's

University on Saturday, October

12, at 12 o'clock noon. The cere-

mony will be held on Arch Street

in the presence of Mr. and Mrs.

Harry Abramsky, whose gift of

$200,000 made possible the erec-

tion of the building. Dr. G. D. W.
Cameron, Deputy Minister of Na-

tional Health, will be the princi-

pal speaker.

The Physiology Building, de-

signed by Mr. David Shcnnan,

contains four floors and will be

used for teaching and research. The
most modern teaching aids are in-

stalled, and elaborate and precise

equipment for research has been

purchased through a grant of

$127,000 made by the Federal

Government. Immediately follow-

ing the ceremony, the building will

be open for inspection until 2:00

p.m.

You can help yourself

through university

r URTPj W»
WILL GIVE

GENEROUS FINANCIAL

AIR FORCE TRI-SERVICE

U.R.T.R : R.O.T.R
luniwsin atiERvL training rum

Flight Cadets (male and
female) are enrolled in the

Reserve Force—receive 16

days pay during the
University Term—and have
a potential of 22 weeks ad-

ditional paid employment
during summer vacation
months,

Openings now for

TECHNICAL
AND NON-TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

(KWUUB OFFICU KINO PUN)

Flight Cadets (male) aro
enrolled in the Regular
Force—during the Uni-
versity year are subsidized

for tuition with a grant for

books and instruments—
and receive pay and allow-

ances throughout the
whole year.

Openings now for

AIR CREW
AND TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

'This plan applies to the three Amid Services

Get full details at once so that you can take advantage of this

opportunity now, while you are still attending University. For
full information on requirements, pay and other benefits,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

when the Queen'smen decided to

raid the RMC grounds and steal

the flag. Two of their number

were captured by cadets on their

first attempt before midnight, but

were released by the cadets a few

minutes later.

They returned to the assault

and eluded the elderly guards

who made a brief effort to pursue

them. To mark their visit, they

left a home-made "Arts '61" flag

in place of the commandant's pen-

nant.

The cadets of RMC were not

to accept defeat so easily. Two
plainclothesmen were sent onto

the Queen's campus Thursday

morning to find out just where

the flag was located. This ad-

vance party pieced together var-

ious clues, and finally managed to

trace one of the culprits to Mc-

Neill House. They then retired

to the College after making de-

tailed plans of the residence and

its surroundings.

Three battle plans were drawn

up and at 2 a.m. Friday morning

four taxis left RMC. Leaving the

taxis on Stuart St. with the re-

serve party, six cadets marched

into the building through the un-

locked front door.

The first room they visited

turned out to be the wrong one.

Two cadets, armed with heavy

strips of adhesive tape to silence

any outcry, stayed to guard the

occupants of this room after it

had been thoroughly searched,

while the others went on to their

next suspect.

The third room they invaded

was the one they wanted, and a

surprised student was awakened

by the demand "Where's the

flag?" Reluctantly, he took them

to a friend's house where he had

left it for safe-keeping. The RMC
men then returned him to the

residence and departed.

The next day the commandant's

flag was flying as usual from the

main flagstaff at the RMC parade.

Coon Coats
hewest Rage
Coon coats, now all the rage in

the U.S.A., have hit Queen's with

a hang (or rather a whimper). Al-

though a few intrepid souls donned

these hairy monstrosities at the

game on Saturday, this reporter

failed to see one who wore his with

the gay nonchalance of the '20's.

Faithfully following the ads in the

New York papers, these few coats

were certainly "in a state of mag-

nificent disrepair". One was liter-

ally in ribbons, which fluttered

jauntily in the breeze. But the

wearers had a shifty air, almost

(God forbid) one of reticence.

Queen's has received this new
fad with shocking apathy ; although

the day was hot, one would think

that those uninhibited spirits who
sported grass skirts, purple knees,

golden wigs and other appurten-

ances, would not be ashamed to

appear as a ball of fur propelled by

a disproportionate and unsteady

pair of legs.

Perhaps a bit of philosophizing

may be permitted here on the

cycles of history. Ever since Al Ugh
killed his first mastodon, furry

coats of tremendous shagginess have

periodically reappeared, invariably

heralding a new era. Sluggishness

and apathy on the Queen's campus

is stemming the tide of Progress.

What though the temperature soar

to 90? If this University is to sur-

vive, haul out your coon coats (and

even hats, mitts, and boots if you

wish ) . Queen's will be a Better,

Happier place if you do.

Concerts, Conferences r>.

All Part Of Extension Jof
11

The Mutuol Ufa of Canada offen low-cost

Cio Insurance combining savings with protection.

Your local Mutual Ufa representative can dicrw ye*

actual policy retuttl and wiD bo glad

to wort out a plan devised to wit your M*dtt
$•* hlra today. -

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE—PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.,

BRANCH MANAGER—D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032 Bus. LI 6-1405

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U.—Res. LI 2-7602 Bus. LI 6-1405

(Continued from Page 1
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field of education have taken

some training through the De-

partment of Extension at Queen's.

They include the present Minis-

ter and Deputy Minister of Edu-

cation in Ontario, and also the

present Director of Education in

Kingston. Dr. Curran also states

that twenty percent of the regular

intra-mural graduates have taken

at least one course through this

department. Many students who

are forced to withdraw, for non-

academic reasons, before complet-

ing their studies finish their work

and obtain their degree extra-

murally.

1 f extra-mural correspondence

courses, summer school, and

"Sups" were all that the Depart-

ment of Extension handled, one

could say that they had plenty to

do. But these are only three of

their jctc ri:is department ic ilso

in charge of the audio-visual ser-

vice on the campus. It provides

projection equipment and trained

operators for cither classrooms or

student organizations.

Another very important job

handled by litis office concerns

the University Concert Series.

They are in complete charge of

publicity ami ticket sales.

They also arrange most of the

CFRC
Thursday

7:00—Sign on and Music

7:15—Campus Topics

7:30—Music
8:00—The Fine Arts with Graham

George

8:15—Music
8:30—The Spoken Word: "My Lighl

is Spent."

9:00—Concert Hall

11:00—Sign Off

Classified Ads.

Lost: A black onyx figurehead
ring at the tomato throw Oct.
2nd. Anyone having information,

please contact John Mackay al

Li 8-8734 or 438 Frontenac. lie-

ward.

Typing: Pickup and delivery.
Phone Mrs. Wcstbrook at 24546.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

Tuesday
Arts '58: Year Cards on sale M(

day and Tuesday mornings

conferences and conventions In Yves i

on the campus in the summer. Ident froi

Curran said there have been h'ttle diff

many as three hundred such gailife at a J

erings in a single summer, Miiand his f

having upwards of three hundr-here.

delegates. Already they ha, Living

bookings for 1958 and 1959. Paris do.

Since many professors use Jor the i

tra-mural course outlines for iln
:
"'sSusC

;

intra-mural classes, there is ofiXves> '*

plenty of extra mimeographing .^'"S 3,1

be done. "Most students don't ,

md ther

aline the amount of work t h
Jj»£

dro"

goes on in this department," If * '

tlc<

„ . , . f . hi the mon
Curran said. Miss Hcaley siu . .

,
jvenngbl

med it up by saying. Its ML*
twelve month department, wu

n
.

J

, . ,
1

. morning
no seasonal let-up m pressure
'

, tion prai
Everyone always works al lu c ,

. „ In the

' des Hau

signpost^:
athletic

inter-scln

learly a

(football

New Arts Building, 9.00 - 11.00 ^Parisian
Tickets for the weincr roast at Woli.

Island Tuesday, Oct. 8th, are al^
available—only fifty cents each. |

Jazz Society Meeting: "Iucv!^0jJ
night at 7.30 p.m. Come to the Mu<f™
Room in the Douglas Library ;

hear sounds by a live quartet.

Hillel Supper Series: Mr. H.

Thorburn, Dept. of Political Sciei

will speak on Middle Eastern Affa

Tuesday, 5.1S p.m. For rcscrvatu

phone 2-1120. Supper—00c.
Debating Club: Oct. IS, in the M Xwent

Laughlin Room at 7.30 p.m. Resoh.

That the Public Houses of Cankering
have made a greater contribution ;his past
the countrv than the Public Schorl...

Final election of officers and rcvic**" ,B ul

of the constitution to be presented i The s

the A.M.S. will also take place. ™ormis
Badminton Club: First meeting ,

B«'ous

the Queen's Badminton Club will Under th

held on Tuesday, Oct. 8, at 8 p.m.
g[|[ Pari

the gym. F.lections will be held In

lowed by badminton. Freshmen arHld 3/,

(rcsliettes welcome. iimberitu:

Wednesday Drogressi

Levana Society: Ocl. 9. Sopli-l*r"-;]ieers, .

Court will be held at the first Gt

Meeting of the Levana Sociel

Wednesday at 7.00 p.m. in the U-and W .

Righ Common Room. All fresheik
ma,i„

must attend.

Girls' Tennis: The draw sheet IQueen's
the Intramural Girls. Tennis Touri,,

c]
incut is now posted in the gym. 1

\

hrst round should he played, we.iili(Uinp, a
permitting, by Wed. Oct. 9. Th')jbjHrV (
who have completed 3 practises \<

-

intra-mural see Sylvia Vincent. ShcAvith the

are now posted for the Doubles I'"^re j.jj^,

tiscs for intercollegiate tennis arc l>

R
ing held every afternoon al the NapiKflJ He
courts. Paris.

Thursday Leadit

UNTD: Wed. 7.00. Open House fjame we
p r o s_p e c tj v c UNTD Cadets

_

Car

Lab

.tinmentn;

'Jl'Lvith G\

pective UNTD Cadets

H.M.C.S. Cataraqui, 47 Wellini

St. Dress, coal and tic. >hristi

W.U.S.: presents three films oil EJ

uador, the revival of Germany
cartoon. Room 101, New Arts RhlMltSentei

at 4 p.m. Thursday. Aithot
Math, and Physics Club: Oi>">" .

meeting to he held on Thursday, 0?rofessio

10 at 7.30 p.m. in Room 314, Ont^iheerleac
Hall. New members welcome. M
Western Weekend: Under the au'ias son:

pices of the Queen's alumni rcsi'Wges. Fi
in the London area, a Football ^"'rj ,

has been arranged for the Queen « ecus

al-Wcstcni weekend. The dance "SOmetimi
be held in the Hotel London
Room on Saturday, Oct. 12,

p.m. Tickets are on sale at the A.M-
Office at ?1.50 per person.

S.C.M.: Help members of

Queen's Student Christian Mov<
raise money for their projects!
advantage of llieir baby siting sc

Phone: Li 2-8933 (from 9:30 -

a.m.) or Li 2-8826 (from 7:00 Ic

p.m.). 35c per hour and SOc per

after midnight.

itckets ti

UTort Intrs Mot* I

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restauraf

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-771

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And The Newest Fashions For Women.
You're sure of the Quality at Bruers'
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~^Student Of Paris Schools

Jot
Finds Great Similarities Here

By Phyllis Mudge

ions li ( Yves Ameline, an exchange stu-

nner. I.dent from Paris, has found very

been little difference between his college

ich tjaitife at a French school of commerce

er, -ni-nid his first taste of university life

hundrjwk-

icy ha.,
Living in such a unique city as

1515. Paris does permit a bit more scope

i use c/
or the imagination without public

for i I

[(disgust For instance, according to

.

j s 0l
-

1(

\!Ves, it is not too strange, when

tphinj,
.taking an evening stroll, to see here

don't ti

m^ tnere a couple of shivering,

ork i^^lf-drowned frosh, very scantily

cn( j

^lad, tied up and left in some of

]cy

'

slu
&e more famous public fountains

,.^
t

', overnight to be rescued by tolerant

if not jovial policemen the next
'Ut, .

morning m a typical Gallic mitia-

, , . lion prank.
at lue

In the main, social life at "L'Ecole

ies Hauts Etudes Commercials" is

luite parallel to Queen's; one finds

the same type of dances, clubs and
athletic competitions although the

inter-school sports do not attract

nearly as many students as our
sale Mr,. , ,, ,

, s ju football games do here. Many
11.00 aipftrisian students take no interest
nt \Vo!l_ ____
arc a!

each
Tucsd

the Mu
iirary

tefc

tr. H
[1 Sek
rn Aff
iservatic

ST

Loudly Yelling

Cartwheelers
Labor Daily

I Ik- M Twenty count em — twenty
Kesoiv, .

<
~ —*j

if Caiu^penng co-eds have been toiling

'b
Sdi'oi^

S p3St Week for the honored P°si

ml rev

School* . - " -

iir
:ions of Queen s cheerleaders.

escntwi 'the shapely co-eds and three

licctiiifi
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- head-cheerleaders in '56
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Paris.

Leading the fans at the Varsitv

Cadets

, !amC Were the veterans of last year,

AMungij&hel Hanna, Sue Crain, Liz
-hristic, and Ruth Fraser, along

"n<l witl1 Gwen Howes who willingly
\rt s Bld-tfsented to cheer at this one game.
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Queen's, their expenses are paid;
riancc Mpmetimes they are presented with

tickets to the football dances.
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at all in sports but devote al! their

time to study ; others have part-

time jobs and actually there is not

as much general enthusiasm. Mr.

Ameline commented also that there

was not nearly as much consump-

tion of alcoholic beverages in

French colleges. The reason for

this he attributed to lack of funds.

The academic life here has im-

pressed our French exchange stu-

dent very much. He finds that the

professors are very understanding

and seem to be quite interested in

their students. Classes are not as

crowded as those in the French

amphitheatres which have a usual

three or four hundred student at-

tendance and even seminars have

at least twenty-five. Residence life

at McNeill House Yves finds

excellent; he has met and made
friends quite easily, and enjoys the

food at Wallace Hall although he

upholds that it cannot compare in

any way with French cuisine and
the price of food here is much

higher. Many university students in

France are very poor, but because

of government subsidies a meal

costs only about eighteen cents.

On the whole, Yves is looking

forward very much to his year here.

Mainly attracted by Queen's course

in marketing, he has seen nothing

which he particularly dislikes, ex-

cept perhaps, the shortage of girls

at college. He is "quite taken" with

Canada, especially the bright colours

and the immense number of beau-

tiful cars.

After serving in the compulsory

National Service of France for two

years he intends to return to Can

ada to pursue a career in commerce.

AMS Positions

Applications are invited for

the following positions on the

Alma Mater Society Court:

four junior justices, sheriff,

prosecuting attorney, assistant

chief of police, clerk, crier.

Interested students are asked

to apply in writing and to

leave their names in the

A.M.S. office in the Union.

Organizations which may
wish to apply to the A.M.S.

executive for a grant are

asked to make application and

to submit a detailed budget

by October 31. Communica-

tions should be addressed to

Bob Little, chairman of the

budget and finance committee,

A.M.S. Office, Students
Union.

Football Dance
Under the auspices of the

Queen's alumni resident in

the London area, a Football

Dance has been arranged for

the Queen's-at-\Vestern week-

end. The dance will be held

in the Hotel London Ball

Room on Saturday. October

12, starting at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets are on sale at the

A.M.S. Office at §1.50 per

person.

GUILD PICKS

MILLER PLAYS

"The Crucible", a play by Ar-

thur Miller, opens the fall season

tor the Queen's Drama Guild.

Starting on Wednesday, Nov.

20th, and running for three days,

the production stars Beverly Mc-

Kay and Phillip Drouillard, sup-

ported by a cast of nineteen.

Being revived this year is the

actor's workshop which is a noon

hour practice period under the

direction of Dr. Angus in which

those interested in acting can

further their knowledge.

Student-directed one-act plays

will be produced this fall, and

again after Christmas. Already

partially cast, the plays this fall

will be "Kingston Bilingual?",

"Where the Cross is Made", and

"Antigone."

Also in the plans of the Drama
Guild are a series of radio plays,

the first one starting this Thurs-

day evening.
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QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely toilored in English
blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

HIT PARADE TRIBUTE TO MEDS (OURNAL

"GIVE ME FIVE MINUTES MORE

'Such MIGHTYPower
encompassed

in so small

a frame"

By comparison with the

vacuum tube the transistor is

smaller, uses less current, gen-

erates little heat and has con-

siderably longer life. It is

proving nn invaluable instru-

ment for the designers of

electrical equipment.

The manufacturing of

transistors and their use

in new equipment

is but one of a number

of challenging projects

currently being undertaken

by the Northern Electric

Company.

The solving of Canada's

communication problems

will give full scope

to the enquiring minds

and inventive genius

of young engineers.

There are interesting careers—and a continual

needfor University Graduates—at the Northern

Electric Company Limited. A letter or postcard

to the College Relations Department, Box 6124,
Montreal, Que., will bring full information

concerning these opportunities.

Hortherti Electric
SERVES YOU BEST

AMS Waives Interest Fees

Student Police In Hospital

Student interest fees for the

eleven Hungarian students now
attending Queen's were waived at

a meeting of the Alma Mater

Society executive in McLaughlin

Room last week. The university

had granted tuition bursaries for

the Hungarians.

It was agreed that the $44.50

student interest fees for each of

the eleven students be deducted

from the $1600 which the AMS
had underwritten for Hungarian

relief last spring. The fee was

also waived for the German and

French exchange students. The
executive also recommended $300

expenses to the cheerleaders, a

levy of 35 cents on each student

for the band and the usual ex-

penses for two bands to go to

Toronto, one band to London, and

one band to Montreal.

Bruce Gibbert and Jim Pyan,

two students connected with the

blood bank at the Kingston Gen-

eral Hospital, were to be asked

to help enforce the hospital regu-

lations in the student ward, in the

name of the AMS. The executive

had received a report that the

nurses were experiencing diffi-

culty in enforcing the regulations

regarding visitors on the stud-

ents' floor. .

Revue Seeks Talent As
New Script Still Needed

Everyone's back , . . mass con-

fusion . . . call meetings . . . fill out

application forms . . find a direc-

tor, producer and business man-

ager . . . WHAT — no script

!

And so goes the fall term for the

Queen's Revue Guild. We are still

in the market for a comedy script,

either with or without music and

lyrics (remuneration $100). Appli-

cations for Director, Producer, and

Business Manager should be passed

into the A.M.S. office by October

15.

Auditions for dancing, singing

and acting will begin as soon as a

script is chosen. It is hoped that

there will be a large turnout so the

Queen's Revue will be able to pre-

sent a true panorama of campus

life.

For anyone who is unfamiliar

with the Revue : there is a place for

everyone from stagehand to star.

The cast is expected to number

about 70. For further information,

please contact Judy Isaac, Presi-

dent, Don Eastwood, Vice-Presi-

dent, or Barry Carr-Brown, Secre-

tary.

To Each His Own
We had lunch the other day with

Mr. Al Gretsinger of the Theology

Dept. Mr. Gretsinger spent part of

his summer in a small Alberta town

where the political balance of power

is divided betwen 62 Catholics and

62 Protestants. According to Al,

the Protestants are threatening to

overtake the Catholics. A Protestant

woman in the backwoods is expect-

ing this fall.

We asked Mr. Gretsinger some-

what facetiously if he was respon-

sible for breaking the voting dead-

lock.

"Heavens no!" snapped Al. "The

woman is a Lutiieran!"

Frosh Regulation

No. 479wx32v

NOTICE:

Freshman in all faculties are reminded to take

note of Frosh Regulation No. 479WX32J, Article

1,597,000, Sub Paragraph 5000 which clearly

states: "All Freshmen and Freshertes are expected

to listen to Kingston's Favorite Station, CKLC, 1380

on your radio dial. For sports fans, there's Intercol-

legiate Football, the World Series and OHA Hockey.

For music fans, there's "The Fabulous Fifty", "The

CKLC Program of Good Music", and many more.

If you're up studying late at night, there's "CKLC

Marathon" all night long. And "Breakfast with

Buddy" is a prerequisite for getting up in the mor-

ning."

Any flagrant violation of this regulation by

Freshman or Freshertes will be frowned upon.

Remember the name, CKLC! it rhymes with

"We may well be" or any other suitable group of

4 words you choose.

(signed)

"SOPHOMORE SAM"
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INEXPERIENCE COSTLY TO TRIC0L0I

IN THIS

CCENEE..
* *

BY BOB SMOLKIN

Saturday's football game at Richardson Stadium proved again

that statistics don't tell the whole story. Statistics-wise, the Golden

Gaels were clobbered, especially in the first-downs dept. But this is

misleading. For example, at least seven of the Blues' first downs!

were made the hard way, by just squeezing by ten or twelve yards.

Three o£ the Gaels' first downs were relatively long pass plays—,

one to Ron Stewart for a touchdown. The game was in reality

close enough so that the breaks decided it.

We have to give credit to the Blues, though, for playing alert

ball. Whether or not their first touchdown, out of a field-goal for-

mation was planned that way was even a mystery to the Varsity

press box staff. It was a good play if planned, an even better one

if unplanned.

It was hard to pick out individual stars in the game. Ronnie

Stewart was, as usual, pretty tremendous, especially on defense.

Bill Truelove was also noticeable defensively. Ken Takasaki, Davie

Harshaw, and Chuck Safrance were also worthy of note in the

backfield. Bob Campbell played well and should get even better

as the season progresses. On the line, Stan Trzop, Graydon Harri-

son, and Pete Saegert, (who played for the Comets Friday,) played

well.

For the Blues, aside from veterans Tim Reid and Pete Maik,

who played well as expected, this observer was most impressed by
substitute quarterback, Brian Aston. The much vaunted Varsity

line, although they played well, didn't show as an invincible wall.

The Gaels have, shown well, in spite of all the rookies, who
shouldn't be discounted as yet Fumbles cost a lot—in fact they cost

the game—but perhaps next week, some of these faults will bd
tightened up.

We just hope the Flu bug doesn't rear its ugly head.

Elsewhere on the Intercollegiate scene, the Queen's Golf team
finished second in the seven-college contest. Laurels go to Queen's
Norm Thompson who tied for top individual honours with Bob
Louch of Western with a 36 hole total of 155.

SMOKE SIGNALS
From the look of Western defeating McGill 27-7 on Saturday

at Montreal, it appears that the Gaels have their work cut out for

them next week, but we'll leave the predicting to Slewfoot Sam,
who should be around next issue . . . We understand that London
observers are now predicting an unbeaten season for the Mustangs-
it's still a bit early for that . . . Word from Toronto has it that star

halfback Gene Chorostecki has been sidelined with a crushed verte-
brae . . . The Bews Trophy race here at Queen's starts to-morrow
with Meds '60 as defending champs . . . From the sounds emitted
as the Big Four scores were announced, it would seem that Ottawa
is the favoured team around Queen's . . . Notable in Saturday's
game was the fact that Ronnie Stewart carried twice from scrim-
mage ... Got to give Mike Rodden credit—his calls are either
accurate as the devil, or else away out—but more often as not
accurate; he called our game 11-11 favouring the Blues ....

Up and over goes Dave Harshaw (72) as team mate Pete

Saegert (21) looks on. Other participants in the gamq of leapfrog

are Tim Reid (91), Varsity halfback, and Don Johnston (33).

QUEEN'S GOLFERS 2nd
With solid drives and steady

putting, Norm Thompson, Arts

59, led the Queen's contingent to

second place in the Senior Inter-

collegiate Golf Championship,

held at the Cataraqui Golf and

Country Club last Friday. Shoot-

ing rounds of 76 and 79 for a 155

total, the Queen's captain also

tied for the individual honours

with B. Louch of Western, who
shot rounds of 74 and 81.

Queen's finished nine strokes

behind Western, and fifteen
ahead of third-place Toronto. As-

sumption, Laval, McGill, and

Montreal also took part in the

competition.

Other players for Queen's, and

their scores, were Mac Killaly,

Arts '60, 79-80-159, Doug Nor-

man, Sc. '59, 78-81-159, and Jim

Petropoulos, Arts '60, 93-80-173.

The team was coached by Jake

Edwards.

The boys will be playing a

team of Cataraqui Club members

later this week, and are also ar-

ranging matches against several

American universities.

Gaels Put Up Terrific Fight

In 16-8 Loss To Heavier Blue

It was a blue day for Queen's Saturday as the homestandiS

Gaels dropped their season's opener in the intercollegiate leagl

16-8 to the Toronto Varsity Blues. It was the power running I
flu laden Tim Reid, and hard-driving Peter Maik that cost QueeA
their season's opener. This duo marched for most of Varsity's

yards along the ground, and it was their devastating crashes ^
tackle that kept the Gaels' defensive machine in the hole mi
of the time.

The flu bug seemed to bug coach Tindall the most in QueeiB

first defence of the season of the Yates Trophy. Shortly before gaiT

time Ron Delisle turned up sick, while team mates Fedor A
Dolan were way below par still getting over the virus. On top

that Redfern and Wasik played the game with the flu just takj

its grip.

The first quarter both teams

Comets Defeated In Opener

STATISTICS
Queen's Varsity

First Downs
Total Yardage
Yards Rushing
Yards Passing

Passes Attempted
Passes Completed

Passes Intercepted By
Punts

Average Punts
Fumbles

Fumbles Recovered
Yards Penalized „

Field Goals Attempted
Field Goals Completed

9 17

235 319

93 240

142 79
18 12

9 5

2 2

10 11

43.5 41.5

4 4

0 2

25 55

2 1

0 0

Although leading 9-7 at half-

time, Queen's Comets were de-

feated 20-9 by the U. of T. Baby
Blues Friday afternoon in an in-

termediate football game.

Paced by Burroughs, Al Con-

nolly and quarterback Brook

Ellis, the Blues took the lead

early in the final quarter and

never relinquished it. Intercepting

a pass on the Queen's 17 yard

line, Toronto crossed the goal

line 2 plays later to take the lead.

Varsity outplayed the visitors in

the second half.

Queen's took the lead at the

4-minute mark as quarterback

Jim Beggar pitched out to Ray
Hermiston who scampered 64

yards for a T.D. Bert Winnett

converted.

Terry Porter's excellent punt-

ing was the highlight of the game.

His booming kicks took Queen's

out of trouble on several occas-

ions while also adding 2 points to

the scoring columns.

The scoring ended late in the

game when Morgan Dever fell on

a Queen's fumble in the end zone

on a punt return. Teasdale con

verted 2 of the 3 Toronto touch

downs.

The Comets showed well in the

first half but faded in the second.

Defensively, Bob Dargavel and

Ken Axsmith stood out for

Queen's. Next week — Western

at home. We can hope for a win

this time.

WESTERN CLOBBERS McGILL

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Speam's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre
'

FREE CIFT WRAPPING AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

Montreal was the scene of

Western's 27-7 victory over Mc-
Gill Redmen. For the Mustangs,

Dale Creighton and Bill Britton

were impressive all afternoon,

picking up good gains and going

over for one touchdown each.

Western were in the lead ail the

way with Art Turner, quarter-

back, planning a masterfully di-

versive attack to lead the Red-

men 3-1 at the second quarter

and 10-1 at the end of the third.

Other scorers for the Mustangs

were Roger Stewart with a touch-

down, Willie Casanova with a

field goal and 3 converts, and

Morgan Clark who caught Dick

Carr behind the line for a safety

touch.

McGill, whose only successful

efforts were a T.D. by Johnny

Bennet and a single by Jon Sand-

zelius, were unable to cope with

the Mustangs' grid mastery.

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
MEMBER OF BRITISH HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

CANADIAN JEWELLERS INSTITUTE Mfc

(WATCHMAKERS DIVISION*

Coby Watch Repairing Co.

HIGHEST CLASS WORK IN WATCH, CHRONOGRAPHS
AND CLOCK REPAIRS

347 PRINCESS STREET - DIAL LI 2-7987 - KINGSTON, ONT.

battled on pretty well even terms.

The only great play to bring the

fans to their feet was a 43 yard

pass to Ron Stewart putting the

Gaels in csoring position. The
cheers had barely died down when

Karl Quinn's fumble ended the

drive and the Queen'smen were

back on the defensive. For the

most part it was a quarter where

both teams were feeling each

other out to see what possibly

was to come.

Varsity opened the scoring on

the first play of the second quar-

ter on a well calculated gamble

by Peter Maik. Faking a field

goal from twenty yards out, Maik

passed instead to Dick Risk who
fell over the line to open the scor-

ing. The Blues continuing their

pressing drive in Queen's end of

the field later rouged Ron Ste-

wart who made a gallant effort

to get the ball out.

Midway through what turned

out to be the most exciting quar-

ter of the game, quarterback Bob
Campbell relied on a rare form

of strategy to get us out of our

own end. Hoisting a tremendous

quick kick to the Varsity ten,

Campbell was Johnny-on-the-spot

recovering his own kick after

Varsity bobbled the ball tempor-

arily. On a third down gamble

the former Toronto collegiate

stalwart pitched to Ron Stewart

who was well guarded in the end

zone for the Gaels' only major of

the afternoon. Jocko Thompson
converted.

The game produced several

regularities, one of them being

the quick kick of Campbell's. The

other was a returned kick by

Ron Stewart. Receiving a Varsity

punt on the last play of the half.

Stewart, seeing lie could get no-

where, returned the kick. Arber

of the Gaels fell on it across the

goal line. However the score was

disallowed as Arber was not

eligible.

The second half was also load-

ed with many spine tingling plays

that drew the large crowd to their

feet many times. Twice in par-

ticular in the third quarter,

Queen's was within the Varsity

20 but couldn't get over. Varsity

closed the scoring in the third

quarter by taking advantage of a

lapse in the Gael pass defence.

Brian Aston, filling in for the

ailing Larry Joynt, heaved a long

one to Bert Kellock who was un-

molested the last 15 yards for the

clincher, breaking up a 10-8 game.

The final fifteen minutes went

scoreless. . .

B. J.'s OPINION: — Jocko
Thompson's automatic toe seems

to have lost some of its touch

missing two relatively easy field

goals that could have made ij

difference. . . The game had

be held up for a few moments

the fourth quarter when fans pi

sisted on sitting too close to t|

sidelines. Everyone should haj

a place in the stands so as r

to interfere with the play. It
I

quite conceivable that one of t)

spectators could be injured if

pile up should occur on the sidi

lines . . . Gaels had a golden c
st the

Infli

,
.words o

'In Thi
portunity to score late in tP

third quarter, but a third doi\

pass with two yards to go \vd _
astray. . . Campbell and compar

looked like a completely differei r C*
team Saturday, having only U •
passes intercepted compared 'V^^
six the week before against Mi

Gill. . . Had a few breaks go:

the other way Queen's cou ^

quite easily have opened the st^u na(*

son on a winning note. . . ThtPr
;

^a

were some reports that a salii
slcia "'

.

test was to be made on Tim Reare
As.*

after the standout game he plav*
nilx

. t,, TI the nun
for the Blues. He was Slin

l
)0; '

a£*er t j

to have the flu? ? ? Coach Timk
, houseca

reports that the team came out ,
,

_ ,
, ... Monda\

Saturday s game without any st *

ious injuries. If they can k&H
away from the virus,

should be able to give Weste

a great game next Saturday

Ron Stewart's sparkling touc

down catch gives him a total

31 touchdowns in regular sea ^ l

J*Qj"
action plus any special playoi

. . . In an effort to overcome it

weight barrier put up by the Va _\ gr

sity front wall, Tindall had to levied t(

with varied defensive maneuveUmvers

. Larry Joynt, Miller and Stef
f ,he

' •> J
' to a rel

Chisolm looked on from the S1,l

i^ackiii1

lines as all three had the fl" 1

Varsity. Captain Russell sat °
nUM]e f(

the game with a bad knee. . . ihe cost

"building

Can;

Give
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"And what's wrong with you to-day?"

Influenza has hit the campus this week and students lined up

made t

ie had

intents

fans p

>se to i

luld ha

jo as i

lay. 1

1

<ne of tl

ured if

olden'o3*' Queen'
s infirmary a* the Kingston General Hospital for

e in f^
ort*s °* comfort The flu has also invaded the football scene (See

ird"!WIn This Corner"' P3ge 6)
"

go we
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only t
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ainst M
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l's cou

Vaccine Not Available

As Foreign Flu Spreads

mixed type. He said further that

the number of cases rose sharply

after the weekend with more

housecalls being made between

Monday and Wednesday than in

Gives $530,000

By Wednesday 300 cases of

-I t[le , t
flu had been reported at Queen's.

ThePr- Campbell, university phy-

t a salii
5*c'an

'
statea that some cases

Tim Re*re -^s 'an Influenza Dut most are

he pla;

suppo:

;h Tin<H

me out

t any s

can kei

w«t Canadian Council
urday.

ig touc

a total

ar por Residence
1 playoi

rcome t!

f the Va a grant of $530,000 has been

had to [levied to Queen's University by the

nanellveU»iversities Capital Grants Fund

i ctPp{ the Canada Council, according

. .to- a release from Principal VV. A.
1 the ^Mackintosh.
'1C 11

Application by Queen's was

" sat
''made for the grant to help cover

nee. . the cost of a new men's residence

'building which is now being erected

on Leonard field. The amount of

the grant is half the estimated cost

of construction.

The Universities Capital Grants

Fund of $50,000,000 was set up by

legislation at the last session of

Parliament, and is administered by

Canada Council.

The grants are for building

construction to serve the arts, hu-

manities and social sciences in

Canadian universities and colleges.

Included in the projects which will

be considered by the Council are

student residences, provided that

fir-each residence contain a library and

jjP. reading room. No grant is to ex-

ceed 50 per cent of the cost of any

building, and only expenditures

incurred after April 1. 1957, are

to be included.

Other applications will be made
in future by Queen's for similar

grants, but only when detailed plans

and firm estimates of costs are

available.

a comparable length of time in

any other year.

Dr. Campbell couldn't predict

the final number of cases. The

illness is mild and no complica

tions have occured. Dr. Campbell

further stated that the number

of cases has actually been few

than expected.

The symptoms are chills, high

temperature, general aches and

patns, a dry cough. Duration of

flu is four to seven days. Treat-

ment consists of remaining in bed

with a diet of soft foods and fruit

juices. Aspirin is the only "med-

icine" given.

Shortage of influenza vaccine

had curtailed its assistance in the

present situation. The doctor

stated that should the vaccine be-

come available, vaccination would

be advisable for those who have

not been affected. Avoidance of

crowds and fatigue might reduce

the chance of developing the in-

fection.

Dr. Campbell was particularly

struck with the warm concern

and kindness shown to students

rooming in private homes. The

landladies have been very willing

to go to extra trouble to see that

the students have the necessary

care.

Big Brothers

Bring Benefit

To Engineers

Engineering freshmen will be

the beneficiaries of an improved

"Big Brother" system inaugurated

n the Engineering Society. Two
freshmen were assigned to each

final year student willing to help

the plan at a meeting Wednesday.

While the "Big Brother" system

has been in effect for several years,

in the past the frosh were merely

given the telephone numbers of

their seniors, and left to make the

initial contact themselves. This

year, with over 200 of the frosh

making personal contacts with their

seniors at the meeting, organizer

Ron Robinson says the scheme is

working effectively.

The purpose of the scheme is to

provide the frosh with someone

who can give them advice on extra-

curricular and academic problems.

It is thought that students would

prefer to talk over their problems

with other students rather than with

faculty members, since in the past

contact with the latter has been on

a fairly formal basis. Freshmen will

retain their seniors until the end

of the year.

Student Vandalism

Reaches Local Police

THORBURN CLAIMS

NEW ART CENTRE

SEES OPEN HOUSE

Open House will be held at the

Agnes Efherington Art Centre,

Sunday, October 13 from 2 to 5

p.m. The main feature of this event

is an exhibition of Canadian paint-

ings from several Kingston collec-

tions dating from Kreighoff to some

of the modern artists.

The Art Centre will be used

mainly for students taking Fine

Arts Courses here at Queen's and

for Kingston residents taking eve-

ning classes. From time to time

there will be art exhibitions for the

general public.

Middle East Crisis

Result Of Blunder
The solution to the Middle

Eastern crisis seems to rest in

sincere neighborliness and a de-

sire to help mankind, said Mr.

H. J. Thorburn, in the first of

a Supper Series at Hillel House

on Tuesday evening. Peace or

war in the world depends upon

the solution of the crisis.

Mr. Thorburn pointed out that

westerners are so concerned
with the establishment and re-

tention of power in the Middle

East because of its strategic geo-

graphical location and immense
oil reserves that they often fail

to understand the people living

there.

The crisis in the Middle East

was created by a colossal blunder

on the part of the British, he

stated. Britain and France acted

as mandatory powers to promote

education for democracy in the

Middle East after the downfall of

the Ottoman Empire in the First

World War. Under the conscien-

tious foreign civil servants the

people learned quickly and soon

wished to govern themselves. To
stem the rising current of discon-

tent, Britain promised both the

Jews and the Arabs a national

homeland but made the unfor-

tunate mistake of choosing the

same location for both.

This worked until the rise of

Adolf Hitler when the consequent

by Bruce Cossar

Journal Staff Reporter

The Queen's Radio Astronomy Station has been tracking and recording the travels of the Russian

satellite which was launched last Friday. Soon after the launching was announced, Prof. G. A. Har-

rower of the Physics Dept. had a crew working to set up receivers at the proper frequency. First

signals were received about 11.30 p.m. Sunday night, and became strongest at 11:34 p.m. Strong

signals were heard again at 7:56 a.m. and 11:38 p.m. on Monday, and on Tuesday 7:58 a.m. Further

receiving times were not available.

Monday morning, the signals were recorded on a paper chart recorder, and again several times

since An audio-tape record was made on Monday night. Although the satellite is giving off signals

on frequencies of both 20 and 40 megacycles, all chart records were made on the 40 megacycles

per second range. "This was done because there is too much interference on the 20 Mc/s hand," said

Dr. Harrower. "Most amateur receiving sets have a 20 Mc/s band, but there are so few with 40 that

there is practically no interference whatever." — — The paper chart records are

the more valuable because they

give far more detail. There are

approximately 150-160 pulses a

minute varying from 15 to 40

times a minute. A section of the

chart has been posted on the

bulletin-board in Ontario Hall,

and may be examined there.

From the markings on the

chart it is suspected that the sat-

ellite is spinning in its flight.

Professor Rogers of R M C sug-

gested that the differences in in-

tensity may be due to this rolling

motion. "The 40 Mc/s signal is

far more detailed than the 20,"

said Prof. Rogers. "The trans-

mission is pulsed rather than

modulated and, hence, it is prob-

ably a simple device.

"The signals write a complica-

ted record on the chart," stated

Dr. Harrower. "It Is possible that

they contain some coded inform-

ation, but we have no way of

knowing what that may be."

The sort of information that

may be secured would include

temperature, atmospheric press-

ure, intensity of ultra-violet light

for sun, ionization and cosmic

ray activity. , Russian sources

have contradicted themselves in

this matter by saying first that

such information is not being

transmitted and then that it is

being sent by code.

The signals do, however, help

scientists to understand more

about the stratosphere through

which they pass. Irregularities in

its orbit might indicate irregular-

ities in the shape of the earth.

The satellite is approximately

1,500 miles away, near the hor-

izon, when the signals are first

heard. It is circling the globe 15

times a day in a fixed orbit at an

angle of 65 degrees to the plane of

the equator. As the earth rotates

inside this circle, Kingston passes

under the orbit twice in 24 hours,

and the satellite passes directly

overhead each time. It passes

from South-West to North-East

near midnight, and from North-

West to South-East eight hours

(see Queen's Hams, page 5)

Three cases of student vandalism

were reported at the Alma Mater

Society executive meeting in Mc-

Laughlin Room Tuesday. They

were the theft of garbage pail

lids from an entire block on Stuart

Street, the theft of a tire from a

car belonging to the caretaker of

Fleming Hall and the painting

of a car belonging to a Kingston

woman.
Since the woman, who claimed

that she spent $150 repainting

her car, had already laid a formal

complaint with Kingston City

Police, no action was taken by the

persecution of Jews caused a

great influx of them into Isreal

The Arabs, being an illiterate

people for the most part, feared

domination by these "European

ized" Jews and the Jews were

afraid because they did not know

what form Arab resentment

might take, he felt. This neces

sitated the definition of home
land boundaries with the result-

ing conflict,

"We can put ourselves in the

position of a young Jew quite

easily," continued Mr. Thorburn

"but let us try to think as a young

Arab would. He would agree that

refugees had suffered, but not at

the hands of the Arabs, so why
should the Europeans give the

Jews the Arabian homeland? The

Arabs were sympathetic toward

the Jews but they resent the

West's action of encouraging

emigration to a land whose natur

al resources simply could not

support any more people," he

said.

The West must be a moral

leader in the Middle East to re-

assure both sides and to gain

their confidence so that we may

be able to help them establish

security and peace. People, how-

ever, do not think about govern-

ment when they have to spend

all their time making a living, so

(see Thorburn, page 4)

executive. Arts Society represent-

atives volunteered to look after

the garbage pail issue which had

also been turned over to police.

Engineering Society represent-

atives volunteered to handle the

tire theft because Science fresh-

men were involved.

It was agreed that in the future

matters of this nature be referred

to the faculty societies concerned

with the recommendation that

freshmen initiation be controlled

by the faculty societies.

The AMS executive also:

• Scheduled pep rallies on the

nights preceding the McGill and

Western games.
• Granted new outfits for the

cheerleaders at a cost of S140 as

those purchased last year were

not suitable for wear this season.

• Approved Judy Isaac, Don
Townson, Ann Hayes and Anne

Davidson as Queen's delegates

to the national NFCUS confer-

ence in Montreal this month.

• Expressed unanimous appre-

ciation for the fine work done by

the class of Science '59 tn policing

the field at half-time during the

Queen's-Toronto game. Science

'58 has undertaken the task on

Oct. 26 and Science '60 on Nov.

"OIL THIGH"
TO LONDON

"Oil Thigh's" will not be entire

ly lacking in Little Memoria

Stadium tomorrow as over 100

hopeful Queen's fans, including

the brass band and nine cheer-

leaders, will be on hand to give

some moral support to the Gaels.

Eighty-six tickets had been sold to

students when sales closed Wednes-

day in the Athletic Board of Con-

trol office. Another 50 supporters

are expected to take advantage of

the long weekend to make the

journey to London, although no

special train has been arranged.

After the game, students are

invited to attend the traditional tea

dance. Saturday night the London

branch of the Queen's Alumni

Association will be playing host to

the visitors at a Football Dance

starting at 8:30. The dance will be

held in the Hotel London Ballroom.

Mid-Term Teste

In accordance with regular

practice, the Faculty of Arts

will give Mid-Term Tests in

courses numbered A, 1 and

2 and other pass courses in

which first year students are

registered. October 28, 29, 30,

31 and November 1 have been

set aside for this purpose. The

tests will be held in the reg-

ular class hours.
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STEAM!
Much lias been said in the last two weeks about a column which

appeared regularly in the Journal called "Steamshovel" and which

is not being published in this year's issues. A self-appointed dele-

gation of engineers approached the editor to demand its publication.

A petition has been circulated on campus charging the Journal with

discrimination against the Engineering Faculty, to whom Steam-

shovel was primarily directed, and requesting that the column be

republished. And finally, at last Tuesday's Alma Mater Society

executive meeting, the president of the Engineering Society, Bill

Sexsmith, brought the issue up for discussion with the Journal

editor.

The charge of discrimination may be dropped immediately. No
such animal as faculty discrimination has ever, to our knowledge,

existed on the staff of the paper. Steamshovel was cut strictly on

the basis of its own quality. As it has been written in, the recent

past the column was neither literary nor humorous, and it certainly

wasn't educative. It has consisted of a retranslation of trivial

insignificant news into a number of equivalent phrases drawn from

a limited list.

Printed on this page is an excellent written letter froim Ray
Healey and Alan Hallworth expounding the virtues of the column.

It certainly is a virtue if Steamshovel was a channel of effective

satire about the other three societies, but it was not. Any allusions

to other societies was a matter of course in the column to the point

of boredom. And the column was not so esoteric that only those

in the know could understand it. The claim that people laughed

at themselves when they read Steamshovel is doubtful and the

fact that people in other societies read the column is irrelevant. The
letter is a masterpiece of weaving fact with opinion, with its incom-

plete statistics an its use of such phrases as "many students agreed"

and "ceased to function for the benefit of all students."

The raucous about its exclusion has, in part, arisen because

Steamshovel was considered a symbol of the Engineering Faculty.

If it be a symbol of the faculty then the faculty doesn't stand for

anything indicating intelligent endeavor. What counts about the

Engineering Society is its contribution of §160 to the Hungarian
Student Fund, its blood donor contest, its Community Chest drive,

its effective representation on the AMS executive. What doesn't

count is a hackneyed repetition of queer-sounding phrases.

Why any of the engineers think that their faculty and their

faculty alone, as things stand now, merits a symbol of any kind in

the Journal is understandable but not justified. No other college

newspaper in Canada runs a column which exists because it repre-

sents one faculty, regardless of how many other people read it.

The Journal would equally not print a column about trivial items

in the Medical Faculty written in a tricky lingo. Lingo and style

are not self-sufficient.

Not very often is so much editorial space dedicated to a com-
mentary of one article but this is a rather unique situation. The
fuss that has arisen over the deletion of Steamshovel does reflect

a general situation which exists on campus. How widely was
steamshovel read and why? The editors find it impossible to credit

the column as it has been written with creativity. There was always
a bit of news in it, most of it generally known, about formal
parties, dances, football games and the like, but it was never
important. It is possible that not that many people read Stea
shovel because of its quality. It may have been read because it was
familiar (which is hardly creative work), because it was there, be
cause there was a minute mental challenge. There is also a possibility

that the column was not read widely at all, that the many engineers
who are at present demanding its republication are doing so in the
name of their faculty because they feel slighted. Of all the senior
engineering students who talked to tbe editors on behalf of their

society, none of them said they were enthusiastic or regular readers
of Steamshovel but they still wanted it printed once more for the
benefit of some mystically unified group of blurry individuals whom
they represented.

There is absolutely no grounds that anybody should feel

slighted by the column's exclusion and the reason that they do
colors any judgment that they may make on the issue. There is

a great temptation to construct a psycho-sociological interpretation

of the Engineering Faculty as a vague quasi-cohesive group, simply
because most of the antagonistic judgments against the Journal
in the last two weeks have been patently unreal. One such con-
demnation was that the Journal was biased against the engineers
in their first issue, yet nobody bothered to look at the first issue
to test the truth of it. The general accusation concerns the injustice
of cutting Steamshovel because it was worthwhile, yet how many
of those who signed the petition did so only after first examining
the column in back copies?

The aim of a university newspaper is to fill its pages with
material at the highest common level of intelligence and entertain-
ment. Perhaps the Journal editors, considering the column in
question to be expendable, miscalculated the independent judgment
of a great number of people in every faculty. The fact that one of
the judges in Southam Trophy competition last year didn't like
Steamshovel is not as irrelevant as one may think. The judgment
was made on the basis of what is a good paper and there is no
conflict between what is a good paper and what is a good paper
for the students. They are one and the same thing.

There is bound to be much disagreement about what has been
said in this editorial, simply because there are many different
viewpoints of approaching any issue. Steamshovel itself certainly
doesn't merit the space and theoretical consideration involved in
this column; it is relatively unimportant whether published or not,
What is important is the reaction of a large body of students to
its exclusion

Finally, as Steamshovel has been written in the last few years
it will not be printed in the Journal, but there is a potential in the

Honest Ma, it's not the D. T.'s . . . It's FLU

Letters To The Editor . . .

More Steam!
Editor, Journal:—Where is the

Steamshovel ?" At the present

time, it is in the hands of the author,

but for some strange reason, your

Journal staff is not interested in

publishing this article. Why? This

has been the prominent question

of Journal readers around the

campus for the past week.

"Steamshovel" has been accus-

ed of deriding" comical criticism

at the Levana, Arts and Medical

faculties. "Steamshovel" has been

indirectly accused of contributing

to the Journal's failure in retain-

ing the Southam Trophy. Also,

opinions have been expressed

that "Steamshovel" was being

read and understood solely by
Sciencemen.

There have been few, if any,

sincere objections put forward by
the other faculties, and if there

have been, it would be unfortun-

ate if members of this university

were unable to accept occasional

gestures of ridicule. It becomes
very serious when people can no

longer laugh at themselves. It

must also be remembered that

"Steamshovel" was a popular ar-

ticle when the Journal gained dis-

tinction in capturing the Southam
Trophy two years ago. The Jour-

nal staffs in years gone by have
published this article, but why
has there been such a sudden and
definite opposition from your pre-

sent staff?

In a preliminary survey of

students desiring the reappear-

ance of "Steamshovel", 15% of

those polled were Levanites, 20%
were Artsmen, 7% were Meds-
men, and the remainder were
Sciencemen. Please keep in mind
the population ratio of these fac-

ulties. Many students agreed that

it was the first article that they

would read on Tuesdays and Fri-

days.

Steamshovel" has not only

been a source of criticism but it

also brings attention to campus
activities, otherwise not mention-

ed in the Journal. In view of

these facts, the refusal of "Steam-
shovel" would indicate that the

Journal has ceased to function as

a campus newspaper for the bene-

fit of all students in the Univer-

sity-'

Ray Healey

Alan Hallworth

Sc. '59.

For Shame!
Editor, Journal:—The inclusion

of Tricolor editor Frank Pickard's

picture in the '57 Tricolor seven

times, though I have a feeling he

was among the crowds photographed
column. Anything will be printed in the Journal if its contents at football games also, is one of the
justify its publication.

| many comrnendable features of

our fine yearbook. Ruthless realism

is to be admired.

But himself with his simple-

smiling cronies as members of the

only political party on campus
is more than a devoted political

campus mind can take. (I wish

Mr. Pickard had taken the pipe

out of his mouth). Not that they

aren't becoming young people.

But they look too happy to be

the politicians that so conscien-

tiously ran Model Parliament all

by themselves except for an op-

position party whose vicious tac-

tics failed to stop the party who
first affiliated with a national

party associated with the Nation-

al Student Federation sent two
delegates to the National Con-

vention elected John Diefenbaker

debated the relative merits of the

various political parties (toler-

ance is a thing of wisdom) led

Parliament informed students of

Conservative policy (charity is a

Christian virtue) before one bill

had been passed. There was a

rumor that the Queen's PC Club

(that should read "Association")

was the first political association

to join the North American Poli-

tical Recognition Society but the

campus was not blessed with the

official news and journalistic

equilibrium was devotedly main-

tained by Tricolor editors.

That the Queen's CCF Club,

which was active, associated, and

informing, was ignored by the

Tricolor may be attributed to the

fact that they did not affiliate

with the National Student Feder-

ation (perhaps the most well-

known and worthy of all Cana-

dian student organizations). But

the effervescent and dynamic

Liberal Party was not to be den-

ied.

Among those respectfully hon-

ored members of this University,

the winners of the highly cherish-

ed Tricolor Awards, Stuart Ho-

ward (may his departed under-

graduate soul rest in peace for

22 years) stood by his political

party in spite of what most

people would consider an impon-

derable obstacle. Besides the var-

ious other things Mr. Howard
did for Queen's University, he

was also president of the Queen's

Liberal Association. The fact that

no Queen's Liberal Association

existed, rather than detracting

from the value of the office, adds

merit to the achievement.

Not having any political con-

victions, I feel it my duty to con-

gratulate the editors of Tricolor

for giving recognition to those

who deserved it and for not play-

ing into the hands of quasi-politi-

cal leaders on campus with their

pompous conceit and assinine

stupidity. It is also my firm wish

that the Queen's PC Association

maintain their affiliation with the

national party association, their

association with the National

Student Federation and (this

goes without saying, of course)

their most esteemed reputation.

Impartial.

Maple Leaf Forever
Editor, Journal:—As a patriotic

Canadian, I have been glad to see

evidence that Queen's is beginning

to develop a Canadian identity. We
at last have a Canadian principal,

our art collection is giving recog-

nition to Canadian art and students

even prefer rye to Scotch.

However, there is one place in

which we have not yet cast off our

colonial heritage. I refer to the

playing of that abominable English

dirge "God Save the Queen" at

football games. Surely the only

Queen's we are concerned about

needs no saving.

We have no sentiments toward

the Queen such as those expressed

by certain elements in Great Bri-

tain. The singing of this dirge has

no meaning to over half the pre-

sent population of Canada, and is

not even in the tongue of one-third

of our compatriots. It is high time

we used our own anthem, which

has at least the virtue of being

Canadian.

A Dominionite
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Editor, Journal: Jim Holmes did

not need a whole column in Tues-

day's Journal to tell us that he

favours conformity: it is obvious

from the pipe clamped between

his teeth in the picture above the

column that he wishes to re-

semble his fellow students.

Gary Moffatt.

Phoo
Editor, Journal : The food in

Wallace Hall now being served

students is atrocious. It is quite

surprising that nothing has been

done in the last three years to im-

prove its quality.

At most cafeterias in other uni-

versities there is always a wide

choice of desserts which includes

whole fresh fruit and different cut

of cakes and pies. There are also

side salad dishes and always fresh

fruit salads as a main dish. Weeks
pass in Wallace Hall without fresh

fruit on a plate.

Selection aside, the food served

now is itself badly prepared. The

cooked vegetables are cold, the meat

is tasteless, toast in the morning is

soggy wet, everything is drab. Pos-

sibly nothing better can be done

with the present facilities but al

least some attempt should be made.

Indigestion.

Social Note
We understand that Eliz-

abeth Windsor is visiting

Ottawa to pay some social

calls this week-end. We are

pleased to see that Queen's

has retained its proper per-

spective regarding this visit

and will devote Tuesday to

regular academic pursuits

rather than social frivolities.
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FIFTH COLUMN
Tramp of Civilization

BY MEPHISTO

SADISTIC ERUPTION THREATENS
ANCIENT HOTBED

Loans from the Treasurer's office are a matter of close interest

for students at the beginning of the academic year.

A friend of mine, notorious for his garrulous dishabille, reports

!f^
n&
having trouble with this office. He says a student who finds it

necessary to ask a loan is never in the highest spirits. Yet he
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of man ' m SUfe the professor will be pleasantly surprised to see the
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a grai'ke host himself is bored, which is very unlikely, he can engage

nceive fts intellect trying to remember names.
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:r life ^v;th the words: "You haven't been here long but I think you'll soon
:aven e-ea jj ze wnv we found initiations to be unnecessary."
: here th

:r told t * *

religioc Confident Peter Hancock, prominent in the newly emerged

feet dointernational or "censure" set recently denied rumours his yacht

hen eac'Natasha" was out of commission

r with di

sle start:

, Chris

ad diviri

did, ma;

-be Cay(

d) makt

ane wit!

ers, an'

ng whic

points (

ars.

"We had a water-cooling pipe blow up the other night but I

et the mechanic to work and she's ready for anything now. Abso-

utely anything," he added darkly.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
' ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

itVz Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1 T66

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies
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Sociology
Spin a platter . . . have some chatter

.

and sip that real great taste of Coke.

Sure, you can have a party without

Coca-Cola—but who wants tol

Why is it that some people are

able to accomplish so much? Why
do a few authors write so much

and so well? Do persons especial-

ly favoured by the gods discover

new ways of utilizing every stray

moment of the day, so that they

re at work, thinking and learn-

ing and writing, while the rest

of us are standing around yawn-

ing or hunting for the ash tray?

VVc should like to be enlighten-

ed.

Eight Essays by Edmund Wil-

son is one of the Anchor paper-

backs, selling in Canada for $1.

It is an example of how wonder-

fully easy it is to develop a good

library, by the grace of the hun-

dreds of cheap reprints of first-

rate authors now available. The

reputation of Edmund Wilson

has grown so formidable that to

read through the writings
most closely connected with his

name is almost a duty, though

elastic taste is required in many
curious and far-separated fields

He is a novelist, a poet, a play

wright, a critic, and a short-

story writer whose Memoirs of

Hecate County incurred the ban

of the censors. Also available in

the Anchor format is his historical

interpretation of the rise of social-

ism, To the Finland Station.

Eight Essays does not explain

the secrets of accomplishment

that Mr. Wilson has tapped, ra-

ther, it is a series of studies of

the lives of eminent men: Shaw,

Laski, Housman, and — best of

all — the Marquis de Sade. This

essay alone is worth the price of

admission. The name of the Mar-

quis de Sade by that curious for-

tune that immortalizes one man

or two in each generation, is the

origin of the term Sadism. Wilson

explains Sade and. his writings by

the method he exploits in the rest

of his criticism: that is, the life

of the man is studied as an essen-

tial background for an under-

standing of his writings and

thought. The famous Marquis,

who became a sexual maniac in

the deliberate, thought-out fa-

shion in which a more orthodox

person might train himself to

carpentry or chicken raising, is

analysed for the sake of an inter-

pretation of modern politics.

"One of Sade's most extraor-

dinary scenes," Wilson writes, "is

that in La Nouvelle Justine in

which the misonthropic chemist

encountered on Etna explains that

lie has mastered a method for

producing artificial eruptions, and

expresses a strong desire to de-

vastate the whole of Sicily . . .

Now, grotesque though this scene

may sound, it is quite close to

recent states of mind. It is prob-

able that the fascination at pres-

ent exerted by Sade is partly due

to the excitement of a destruct-

iveness that is ultimately self-

destructive. One had the impres-

sion at moments during the last

war that people derived satisfac-

tion from a reckless letting-go of

power that might also annihilate

the wielder of the holocaust. And
Adolf Hitler, who presided over

the holocaust, had something of

Sade's insane chemist."

This is an example of the di

ciplines of history and criticism

applied in their noblest function,

as the instruments of prophecy.

Mr. Wilson does not delude him

self with the improbable and at

any rate unproved fallacy that

history repeats itself: precisely

speaking, history does not repeat

itself any more than the St. Law-
rence turns backwards and runs

over a portion of its channel a

second time. But the emotions,

the mental operation and the in-

tellectual quirks of the men who
make history do recur, and the

proper use of the past in deter-

mining the future is to study the

make-up and operations of these

minds. Good history is half psy-

chology.

Yet Mr. Wilson always draws

his conclusions with hesitation

and circumspection. His historic-

al sense is not a thing to be taken

lightly, to be played with frivo-

lously. He makes no rash pre-

dictions. He is aware that the

stream of history is an amazing

current, filled with much that is

wonderful and rare. But to catch

the fishes? Ah no.

—Paul Lombard.

SHINE ON,
HARVEST MOONS

"Cote™ li a reglilBNd tradt-mni COCA-COLA LTD.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE ..p

A lover crooning to his lass

Saw that Russian satellite pass.

Said he to her in words of love,

Look upward. Oh my turtle-dove.

By those two moons in yonder sky,

I swear I'll love you till I die.

The girl, although a winsome maid.

Knew little science, I'm afraid.

She didn't know uncultured Reds

Had torn poor Shakespeare's lines to shreds; 1

And so she thought his words all bunk.

And told the poor guy he was drunk.

Ah dear, he said, you are too cruel;

Don't say that I'm a drunken fool.

The Russions put a moon up there.

And loused up poets everywhere. 1

There's now two moons in yonder sky,

And maybe more, os time goes by.

So they mode up, and kissed good-night.

While the Russion moon sailed out of sight.

Now lads, if you use that line too.

You'd better look for one that's new . . .

Unless the moons each time you'd count.

For the total number's bound to mount. B

BRIAN HENDERSON

"Lady, by yonder blessed moon 1 swear .

This "poet" was loused up to begin with,

the Russians.

The Americana, you know ....

-Romeo & Juliet

la misled by tils attempt

3tffi? (gnliten Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

R. W. "Diet" Godson,

graduate In electrical engineering

of Queens University Is

now a Supervising Engineer in

dial equipment in the

Toronto area

"What do I like about the Bell? The
well-planned way in which a college

graduate can advance! Here's what I

mean—
"At the start, I worked in a variety of

jobs to give me a good background of

on-the-job experience.

"Before long. I was working on projects

where more and more of this experience

could be applied. Soon, I was planning

and engineering equipment installations

in dial exchanges from start to finish.

"During this time, a number of good

company courses also helped me get

ahead. These covered the personnel and

human relations fields as well as the

technical and administrative.

"As a result, I am now in charge of an

engineering group of 5 men — a nice

combination of engineering and admin-

istrative work. I'm glad I joined the Bell I*

Ask your Placement Officer now for our

career booklets.

net women students If

ENGINEERING
ARTS/SCIENCE

COMMERCE/BUS. ADM.

Your Campus will soon

be visited by Bell Telephone

Employment Officers

isu a oa wiihTME BELL TELEPHONE COMPAN
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Thorburn Seeks Answer
To Middle East Crisis

(Continued from page 1)

we must give material aid to

both sides. We cannot favor

Israel or the Arabs will immedi-

ately turn to Russia.

"The Israeli policy of encour-

aging Jews to migrate to Israel

is wrong," said Mr. Thorburn.

"Israel may frighten the Arabs by

unlimited increase in population,

and this might well lead to fur-

ther violence. The West must do

JOURNAUTES LIT:

WAXWANESWAPIDLY

The Journal staff were forced to

hold their own private candle-

lighting ceremony Wednesday eve-

ning. Power to the Students' Union

was cut off for over three hours

as Hydro workers replaced a

temporary cable which had been

serving the Union since last Wed-

nesday.

The original failure was caused

by the cable burning through near

the transformer in the Union. Ac

cording to Hydro workers, the

cable was probably overloaded. The

failure plunged the entire campus

into confusion temporarily, but

since it was mid-afternoon, no

grave difficulties ensued.

To make the repairs, workmen

had to pull the cable through

its tunnel from the Union to the

manhole on the southwest corner of

Union Street and University

Avenue.

Never discouraged, the Journal

ists ploughed ahead and finished

the paper at the early hour of

a.m.

its part too by accepting more

refugees into the free countries

so that we may help Israel re-

strict emigration."

He explained that we cannot

fight the trend toward Middle

Eastern neutrality promoted by

Russian infiltration and trade

policies. Pumping arms into the

area will ultimately bring ruin.

Israel, because of its more

highly educated people, could

quite conceivably become an eco-

nomic advisor to the Arabs if

they learn to live together peace-

ably. Whether or not geogYaphi-

expansion will go along with

economic expansion is not a mat-

ter about which we have know-

ledge because it will probably not

happen in our lifetime," conclud-

ed Mr. Thorburn.

SCHOLARSHIPS
The Rhodes

Applications are now open for

the Rhodes Scholarships which

will be awarded early in December.

Valued at approximately $1 700,

they are tenable at the University

of Oxford, England, and are grant-

ed for two years with the possibil-

ity of a third year.

Scholars may follow courses of

study of their own choice. Selection

made on the basis of school and

college records without written ex-

amination has one important re-

quirement, a definite quality of

distinction, whether in intellect or

character.

Two scholarships are allotted to

Ontario. Application forms to be

filled by November 1 may be ob-

tained from the Registrar.

AM S Grant, Bursaries

Meet Hungarian Costs

3Tnrt 9*ttrg Wnttl
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

Three bursaries of $-100 each

have been made available to the

Hungarian students on this

campus by the Atkinson Charit-

able Foundation. The bursaries

will be awarded through the reg-

ular scholarship committee to

students who can prove their

need.

Other aid for the Hungarian

students has taken the form of a

$1600 grant from the AMS last

spring: $190 from the Engineer-

ing Society: $44 from the Masons

of Kingston: and $400 from the

Kingston Rotary Club. In addi-

tion, Medical House has offered

free meals after Christmas to one

student in Medicine.

The Hungarian Student Relief

Committee, which had been look

ing after the financial arrange-

ments for the students, emphasis-

ed that no concessions could be

e next year. Aid extended to

the students would be for this

year only.

At present there are 11 Hun-
garian students at Queen's. Five

of these are in Engineering, four

are in Mcds, and the other two

are in Arts. Seven of the eleven

came to Queen's in April and

May for the special course then

offered in English.

Five of the students will he

completely self-supporting t h i

year, having earned enough

money during the summer to ap

proximate their costs for the

school year. The remaining six

receive varying" amounts of

aid.

I.O.D.E.

The Imperial Order of the

Daughters of the Empire Post-

Graduate Overseas Scholarships,

tenable at any university in the

United Kingdom, are offered to

Canadian citizens who must be un-

married until after the tenure of

the scholarship.

Nine scholarships are awarded

as a World War 1 memorial and

four as a World War II memorial.

Each is valued at $2000 a year and

may be awarded for a second year

to the same candidate.

Academic attainments, promise,

personal character, and physical

fitness form the basis of selection,

application blanks are available

from the Registrar ; deadline is

October 15.

NATO Fellowships

For study and research on vari-

ous aspects of countries of the

North Atlantic Alliance, NATO is

offering scholarships and fellowships

to naturalized students of member

countries. Valued at 500,000 French

francs (or equivalent in the cur-

rency of any other European

NATO member country), or $2,500

for studies pursued in Canada and

the United States, the scholarships

include travelling expenses and

cover a period of from six months

to a full academic year. Candidates

for these scholarships will be select-

ed on the basis of their scholastic

record and the choice of the insti-

tution at which they propose to

pursue their studies. An institution

in a NATO country on the other

side of the Atlantic is preferred.

The fellowships, worth 200,000

French francs per month (or the

equivalent in the currency of any

other member country), and cover-

ing a period of from two to four

month:; will he given to candidates

with special aptitude and experi-

ence for carrying through a major

project of research. Academic quali-

fications, professional experience

and published material will be

taken into account.

Applications may he obtained

from the Registrar, and the list of

awards will be issued on April 4,

195S, the ninth anniversary of the

signing of the North Atlantic

Treaty.

Atkinson Foundation

The Atkinson Charitable Foun-

dation Bursaries in the Faculty of

Applied Science is offering one

bursary of $150 and two of $100

each, tenable by students who have

completed the first year and are

in attendance in the second year.

Application must be made to the

Registrar by October 15.

Royal Canadian Inst.

Issued by the Royal Canadian

Institute, application forms for an

annual scholarship of $500 for stu-

dents studying biological sciences,

chemistry geob£ical sciences, zr

physics arc available at the office

of the Royal Canadian Institute.

91 College Street, Toronto 2B.

Ontario. They must he returned to

the office before March 15. The

scholarship will he held during the

final undergraduate year of the

applicant's course of study.

- La Salle Hotel -

DANCING
SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Phone 8-3361 for reservations

Samps' (fltjurrh.

Union St. by The Campus!

SUNDAY. OCTOBER l 3th

Sunday Services

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11.00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer

Iff invite you to the Coffee Hour
on Sundays after Evening Prayer.

Wed. 8 a.m. Holy Communion

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors

of

OFFICIAL

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

BLAZERS
Shorts, Regulars, Talis, Extra Tails, sizes 34 to 48

in stock, complete with

GOLD WIRE CRESTS AND BUTTONS

103 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON LI 6-6381

Iresbglertatt (filjurrl!

JCEBo Ano C'-rno. streets

REV. J, FORDEB WEDDCHBURM
M.A.. D D , Minister
darwin stata.

Oroahist And Choirha*tcr
lillian preston
assistant oroanist

10:30 a m.—Bible Clui

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome i» extended
to all tudeBti.

(fihalwprB

Mnitpb (Gtittrri,

EARL AND BARBIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANI6TER. D D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY.

11.00 a.m.

OCTOBER 13TM

"Let us Cive

Thanks"

'Gratitude is a

Virtue"
7.30 p.m.

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A Very Cordial Wclcome

To All Queen's Students.

Gov. of Canada
The Government of Canada is

seeking 24 young men and 24 young

women to man the Canadian

Pavilion al the Brussels Universal

and International Exhibition from

April to October, 195S. To be

eligible University students must be

native-born or naturalized Cana-

dians, in their junior academic year

at least, with a second class honors

standing. A good speaking knowl-

edge ol English and French and a

good knowledge of tile history and

geography of Canada arc essentials.

The students selected will sail

on or about March 20. 1958, and

return near the end of October. In

addition to $150 a month, the stu-

dents will receive a two week holi-

day with pay and transportation,

regulation attire, meals and living

accommodations free of charge

Appha-t: jus may be obtained

from the Registrar now.

Dieppe Scholarship

Valued at $350, the Dieppe

Scholarship, given by Dr. Brach

man of Kegina, Saskatchewan, ii

1952, the year of the 10th anuiver

sary of the Dieppe raid, will he

awarded to the most deserving

young man or woman whose father

took an active part in the Diepp

raid on Aug- 19, 1942, actually

landed on the French shore and

was evacuated, wounded, killed o

taken prisoner.

If, however, in any year there
j, \

no suitable candidate, the scholar;JRcon
ship will not be warded, but wji later. It

be given to two candidates hours b

equal qualifications during the fn || As fo

owing year. Formal applicatii,
:
of the

should be made to the Registrar In observe:

Oct, 31. The application should I, rect, ths

made by letter. is rema

to be re

Norway
The Norway office of Cultun'Cr.

Relations with Foreign Country Specu

a subdivision of the Norwegiai *ime '*

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, |K,greatly.

announced a scholarship of 4,000"* on 1

Norwegian crowns (equivalent \M at Ie

approximately $570) for eigl.Dr. A.

months study by a Canadian citizc
«Astrono

at an institution of higher educating very

ill Norway during the acaclam-**1* st

year 1957-5S.
she said

run oul
Applicants must have ™niplett<

be
.
ng f

at least two years of succcssfu
att)j hei

study in a university, or have ^ ,| Hforever
parable professional qualification* ^ ^

art or literature. Application
.g.j.J.

With full information ^E^dii^
e en

qualifications, a statement of ,,M
ort,i t js

applicant's plan of study in N°rwa y
t |iat ]ey

and two letters of reconimendatmr
coarse

lould reach the Royal Nor^E"'^,^
t

Embassy, Ottawa, as soon as P ll

^f|ect j t

blc, but not later than Oct. .11

j
1957. Application forms and furth-'Amateu.

nformation may be obtained l''" 1,

niember
the Embassy. ligteninj

In view of the lateness of llmrday )

announcement, the scholarships marecordir

be taken up at any time during liming. T

current term, or in the spring tcrron the

of 1958.

(Eatrfrbral
ANGLICAN - EPISCOPAL

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 13TH
"THANKSGIVING"

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Family Communion
(Ideal lor Students; Shoil address by
Rev. C. E. Staples).

11.00 a.m. Choral Mot tins

National Thanksgiving Service.

7.00 p.m. Choral Evensong

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour
Youth Discussion Croup for All

Student i.

Holy Communion Wednesday and
Friday (St. LukVa Day) at 7.4S a.m.

Subscribers
Oct. 21 deadline for subscri-

bers on mailing list to pay

$2.50 subscription price. Those

not paid by this date will be

discontinued.

Sgistmliam Street

Inttei. fflliurrli

Svpi

Rev,

*HAM

R. H

L-LIAM St..

Davidson

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13th

11 ;00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Richard H. N. Davidson

8:45 p.m.—Fellowship Hour

Everyone Welcome.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

;

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.f

The Domino Theatre of Kingston offers special

Student Season Ticket Rates for 1957-1958

Season — Price $3.00

"'A Midsummer Night's Dream"—William Shakespeare

""The Importance of Being Earnest"—Oscar Wilde

""The Plough and the Stars"—Sean O'Casey

*"The Knight of the Burning Pestle"—Beaumont and Fletcher

SEND CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER TO:

Domino Theatre of Kingston, P.O. Box 4

All plays to be performed at La Salle Hotel

Some tickets available at door $1.25 each

* First production Oct. 2nd, 3rd, 4th

328
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Queen's Hams Alerted
Chart Satellite's Course

there i

scholar (continued from page 1)

but wi 1 later. It then takes the earth 16

lates f, hours to complete the rotation,

the fol| As for the announced weight

plicatimof the satellite, Dr. Harrower

istrar ^observes, "If the weight is cor-

lould lj.rect, that is 180 pounds, then this

is remarkably heavy. It appears

to be retaining its original speed.

The length of revolution does

not seem to be getting any long-

Culture r.

ountric Speculation as to the length of

jrwcgiai time it will remain aloft varies

Lirs, ln.greatly. One professor has gone

of 4,0Cout on a n
'mb to suggest a flight

aleni at 'eaBt three or four weeks.

r c jj,|r
Dr. A. V. Douglas, Professor of

n citizeAstronomy, said that its lifetime

duciUiui*8 very uncertain. "It could pos-

aa„|cill|
sibly stay aloft several weeks,"

she said, "but its transmitters will

run out sooner. It is probably
omi Cl

toeing run on electric batteries,
UCCCS!,fll

aad hence could not broadcast
1VC c,,m

forever."
lficalHui' _. ,, . .

Dr. Harrower states, The pos-
jlicatk

cgardin

: of tin

Norway

iendatioi

sibility that it will hit a meteor

large enough to break it from its

orbit is minute. Most meteors at

that level are a little larger than

coarse sand," he said, "and it
onvegiai

would takfi mQre than (hat tQ de_

as Perfect it."
Oct. 311 ^ Balik of the Queen .

s
d furthi

led (roi

Amateur Radio Club said that

members of the club have been
listening to the satellite since Sat-

s of iliurday night, and that a tape-

hips uiarecording was made Sunday mor-
uring liming. The boys had listened in

ing tcrnon the twenty megacycles per

second band, but the transmitter

seems to be out of order now, and
is just emitting a continuous ra-

diation, sounding much like a
radio with no microphones on.

Various other persons were in-

terviewed and here are some
comments

:

Prof. S. F. Wise, History Dept.—"I am utterly fascinated by the

whole thing; it makes me feel

very uncomfortable when I think

of the tremendous military po-

tential involved. It definitely

points to a change in world poli-

tics; efforts for disarmament will

definitely be intensified.

"It is dificult to see it yet in

relation to world history, but,

like the atom bomb, it is one of

the sharp breaks of history, so

different from anything ever be-

fore known."

Robert Nicholls, first year
Theology — "I don't know what
to think. It is definitelj' amazing,
but I don't think it'll affect world
power too much. We still have
just as much power as they have;
the balance is still pretty even."

Dr. A. Vibert Douglas, Dean
of Women and Professor of As-
tronomy — "It is a superb achie-

vement by the Russians. I think it

is a wonderful thing that we
should have a baby moon whiz-
zing around above us like that.

It is a tremendous forward step

in both astronomy and geophy-
sics."

Grinivara Ganthanam, from
Bombay, India, and graduate

student in nuclear physics — "It

is an outstanding accomplish-

ment for Russia. But its main
significance lies in its effect on

the Cold War. How different

things will be is impossible to

say.

"The lack of scientific person-

nel in the U.S.A. is the reason for

|

the West's lag. Recently an In-

dian delegation in Russia studied

(

the education system there, and
. they say it is amazingly well-

organized. There are far more
engineering students in the

U.S.S.R. than in the U.S.A., and
until this situation is corrected,

the West will continue to lag.

"Its second main significance

lies in the fact that such a satel-

lite can even be launched. It is a
great step forward towards space

travel."

ubscri-

o pay

Those

vill be

Residence Relocated:
Quarterly Moves Again
Last May three red brick

-buildings disappeared from the

'Queen's campus to make room
for the new Civil Engineering
Building south of Richardson
Hall. Matheson House and the

>ffice of the Queen's Quarterly

vere forced to find new locations.

In 1944 the university bought
:he last of the houses from a

Kingston citizen and the Ban
ligh Board rented it from
Queen's. The house was named
fter Dean John Matheson, who
vas head of the Department of

Mathematics and Dean of Arts
|or a number of years,

j

Matheson housed 17 students,
Ie

- This residence space was not lost

- " "—is the University bought a house
it 128 Barrie Street in the early

TTEmmmer
'
The Ban Righ Board

rented this, transferring to it the

lame Matheson.

The Queen's Quarterly was es-

tablished in 1893 as a joint stock
.-ompany. In 1928 the Board of

Trustees placed the Quarterly
under the control of a board of

I
ASTER

13th

p.m.

vidson

Hour

;eet

HED
tlED

HNG
IG

. 9 P 1^
editors, consisting of an editor-

in-chief and a group of advisors.

When G. H. Clarke was editor,

the Quarterly dwelt in a small

room on the second floor of the

Douglas Library. When the li-

brary was reorganized, the Quar-

terly moved to the ground floor

of the house nearest Richardson

Hall. Last June it shifted quarters

to the second floor of 154 Uni-

versity Avenue.

The Quarterly is a Canadian

review now in its 64th year of

publication. It contains articles

of widespread interest, contem-

porary events, short stories,
poetry and book reviews. The
Quarterly has the second largest

circulation of its type in Canada.

This year it is going to be on

sale in the Student's Union for

the first time.

Although the noise of the new
construction can be heard all over

the campus, the students of Gor-

don House say that it does not

interfere with their concentration.

Even the house-shaking blasts

have not unsettled their nerves

to any great degree.

1.00 P.f

her

Graduation Portraits

To Please YOU!
We provide all necessary robes.

A camera fee of $2.00 pays for a minimum of
four poses.

One

5.00

6.00

7.50

Three

5 7.50

12.00

15.00

17.50

Extra Prints

$1.75

2.75

3.50

4.00

CHARLES PHOTOS
328 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 2-1650

Grant LLD's
This Saturday
Three prominent Canadian law-

yers will receive the honorary de-

gree of Doctor of Laws from

Queen's University at the autumn
convocation to be held Saturday,

October 12, at 10:30 a.m. The con-

vocation honors the establishment of

a Faculty of Law.

Receiving the honorary degree

will be C. F. H. Carson, Q.C., trea-

surer of the Law Society of Upper
Canada; E. C. Leslie, Q.C., past

president of the Canadian Bar Asso-

ciation; and F. P. Varcoe, Q.C.,

recently retired Deputy Minister

of Justice, Ottawa.

Mr. Carson is a member of the

prominent legal firm, Tilley, Carson

Morlock and McCrimmon of To
ronto. He is a director of several

companies and was president of

the Lawyers' Club of Toronto in

1932.

Mr. Leslie is one of western

Canada's most prominent lawyers

and is a partner in a leading firm

of his native city. Mr. Leslie, noted

as a lively speaker, will give the

convocation address.

Mr. Varcoe has made his home
in Ottawa for many years. As
Deputy Minister of Justice and
Deputy Attorney of Canada until

recently, he is one of the Dominion's

most distinguished legal minds.

Classes will be discontinued at

10 a.m. when students will begin

assembling in Grant Hall, where
the convocation will he held. After

convocation the new physiology

building on Arch Street will be

officially opened at a ceremony at

12 noon Saturday

Student Body
New Increase

Not Surprising

"About what we expected,"

was Miss Jean I. Royce's com-

ment concerning the increase in

this year's registration over last

year's figures.

The Registrar had expected an

increase of 100 students over all

faculties. The actual increase was

102. Registration in all faculties

is up, according to Miss Royce.

with the exception of Industrial

Relations, which is down eight,

and Commerce which has been

diminished by one.

Men still lead (numerically) in

Arts, with 474 registered, com-

pared with 424 women. There are

13 women in the School of Com
merce out of a total of 117. How
ever, the 52 girls in Physical Ed
ucation outnumber the 35 men.

One of the Faculty of Applied

Science's 999 is a woman. Regis-

tration in Medicine is one-third

that of Science. Twenty-four of

the 333 medical students are

women. Forty-seven girls com
prise the School of Nursing

Science, and Queen's new law

school has 25 students to its

credit.

Registration Figures

1957-58 1956-57

Arts 1102 1044
(including Commerce
and Phys. Ed.)

Science

Medicine _. „
Nursing

Law
Industrial Relations

Graduate Students _

999

333

47

25

12

10S

20

113

PHYSIOLOGY
BUILDING
OPENING
The public is invited to attend

the official opening of the new
Physiology Building at Queen's

University tomorrow at 12 o'clock

noon. The ceremony will be held

on Arch Street in the presence o

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Abramsky,

whose gift of $200,000 made pos-

sible the erection of the building

Minister of National Health will

be the principal speaker.

The Physiology Building, de

signed by Mr. David Shennan,

contains four floors and will be

used for catering and research.

The most modern teaching aids

are installed, and elaborate and

precise equipment for research

has been purchased through a

grant of $127,000 made by the

Federal Government. Immediate

ly following the ceremony, the

lv following the ceremony the

tion until 2 p.m

1

1 WHERE ARE YOU GOING AFTER

THE GAME ?

Naturally !

THE TEA DANCE
AT THE

NEW H.M.C.S. PREVOST

DANCING ! ! REFRESHMENTS ! !

Take the Richmond Bus to Dundas Street.

Ridout Bus to Wortley Road.

Free Parking Admission: 50 cents 1

Arts, Science Failures

Great Concern Of Faculty

Failure rates in first year Arts

were slightly less for the 1956-57

season due to the fact that ad-

mission requirements were higher

than in previous years, according

to Dr. R. O. Earl, Dean of Arts.

The inability to get down to

work and the dislike of certain

subjects by first year students

were given as reasons for the

failures.

"There are a number of sub-

ects which are stepladder sub-

jects. If the student fails to get

down to work at the first, then

he finds himself lost when he

does get down to work," pointed

out Dean Earl. He praised the

freshmen induction program in-

troduced for the first time this

year. "This will get the students

off to a good start, as it has

helped them find what they want-

ed to do," he emphasized.

"We feel we are failing as well

as the students, and are trying

to do better, also," he said, ex-

pressing the concern of the

faculty.

In the Faculty of Applied

Science the greatest number of

failures occurred in the first and

second years. According to Dean

Conn about 25 per cent of the

students fail each year.

"Students can't divorce them-

selves completely from college

life, but some of them get so

wrapped up in it that by the time

Classified Ads.

Lost: One yellow leather Queen's

jacket at the Toronto-Queen's

game Saturday. Name under

flap of sleeve. Phone 8-3182.

Wanted: Constructive criticism

which may aid the Levana So-

ciety in carrying out a partial

face-lifting. Please contact one

of the "47 executive and com-

mittee members."

AMS Positions

Applications are invited

for the following positions

on the Alma Mater Society

Court: four junior justices,

sheriff, prosecuting attorney,

assistant chief of police,

clerk, crier. Interested stud-

ents are asked to apply in

writing and to leave their

names in the A.M.S. office

in the Union.

Christmas exams roll around they

are lost," Dean Conn sighed.

Lack of a systematic study

plan, he gave as another cause

leading to failure. "When stud-

ents find themselves in this pre-

dicament they should seek advice

as soon as possible, and the best

place for advice is from the

Dean," he stated.

In all, the number of failures

in the faculties of both Arts and

Science were about the same dur-

ing the 1956-57 session as they

had been in previous years.

CFRC
Friday, October II

7:00—Stgn-on and music
7:15—Campus topics

7:20—Music review
7:45—Queen's at home

Art Centre
8:00—Music of the Dance
6:15—Research in progress

Radio Astronomy
8:30—Music
9:00—Concert Halt

11 :00—Sign-Off

Saturday. October 12

1:00—Sign-on and music
2:00—Opera House —

Verdi's "Ricoletto"
5:00—Folk Music
5:30—Popular Music
6:00—Dinner Music
7:00—Who Wants to Know?
7:15—Campus Topics
7:20—Band Music
7:30—Modern Jazz
8:00—The Library Book Shelf

Reviews by Professor Hodgetta
8:15—Music
8:45—Science Series

9:00—Concert Hall
11 :00—Late Listening
12:00—Sign-of

SIGNPCST
L.S.A.—The first regular meeting of

the Lutheran Students' Association

will be held on Tuesday, Oct. IS, at

8:00 p.m. at 259 Victoria St. All Lu-
theran students are welcome.

S.C.M.—Help members of the
Queen's Student Christian Movement
raise money for their projects! Take
advantage of their baby sitting ser-

vice Phone: LI 2-89J3 ifrom 9:30 -

10:30 a-mj or LI 2-8826 (from 7:00 -

8:00 p.m.). 35c per hour and 50c per

hour after midnight.
Badminton Club: Regular meeting,

Tuesday, Oct 15, 8 p.m., in the gym-
nasium.

Color Night Convener

The position of convener

for the annual Color Night

is open and applications are

invited from interested stu-

dents. Write to the A.M.S.

executive, c/o Students'

Union.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK
OF QUEEN'S BLAZER JACKETS

AND CRESTS

EHIWJPECIAL

OFFICIAL CRESTS $7 95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR

350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 8-9839
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BY BILL JAMPOLSKY

This semester, the flu bug and not necessarily the best material

could quite conceivably be the deciding factor as to which team

carts off the Yates trophy. All four teams in the league have been

hit hard with this pesky little bug, leaving the coaches with large

gaps to be filled every game. We saw1 it last weejt in our opener

with Varsity as Joynt and Chisolm saw the game from the Toronto

section of the stands, and our own Ron Delisle heard the! game over

the radio. The league can't cancel games due to this intrusion but

if enough players from one team are laid up in any one game, the)

resulting loss could be serious, especially if it were to strike late

in the schedule when all teams will likely be battling down to the

wire.

So far Western has been free from flu, although suffering

other physical setbacks in camp. However, they are fortunate

enough to have a power-house team assembled, and at present

Johnny Metras is walking around with a jaunty air. However Mr.

Metras has done so before and Queen's has knocked him off his

lofty perch. We aren't coming right out and saying its Queen's

for sure, but if the boys play heads up ball, and buck up on some

of that sloppy tackling I would like to predict a mighty fine contest

in Little Stadium come this Saturday. We may have lost one

game, and that could be blamed on lack of experience, but you

must remember that the Gael's are defending champions, and I

find that it is a safer bet to back a champion than a second rater

such as Western was last year. Tindall is a smart coach, not

making the same mistake twice. He also has his team play the

same way. One exhibition game we were hurt by off-sides. Against

McGill it was pass interceptions, and against Varsity a bad case

of fumbleitis when it hurt the most.

Pep Leadley's all time scoring record could be bettered this

weekend as Ron Stewart has come to within two points qf tying1

the 168 points accumulated by this Queen's immortal. Ron's 31st

T.D. last Saturday gives the dynamfic bulldozer from Queen's)

166 points. . . The Carlings Red Cap award given to the most
outstanding Gael linesman and backfielder went to Graydon Har-
rison and Ron Stewart respectively.

B. J.'s OPINION—Many queries have come into this office

as to why Stewart was the only receiver on the long passes. What
happened was that the Blues, realizing ends Paul Fedor and John
Redfern were feeling the ill effects of the virus that has been going
around, were constantly molesting' them every time they moved
out in any type of a pass pattern. That cut down the eligible

receivers by two, and actually left Ronnie Stewart as the only pass

catcher. Also due to the fact that the quarter-backs are still a little

green, they tended to watch Stewart's moves too much, and rely

to heavily on his abilities. Let's hope the Mustangs watch only

Stewart this weekend. They might then find themselves in trouble

if men like Quinn, Takasaki, Fedor and Harshaw play as we expect
them to.

This columnist would now like to air a 'gripe* Over the course
of the year the hotelmen in this town are certainly treated royally

by the student body, keeping their beer parlors going, and their
1

smorgasbords operating. Why don't they reciprocate just once in

their lives to those people that are their livelihood. As far as I am
concerned most of the hotel owners in this town are nothing but:

a bunch of prudes. We say this on the basis of the last football week-
end. Not only did they lock up their doors at eleven they stood at the
front door to greet all entrants, whether they were staying at the
hotel or not with "Where the, hell ya think your going". Just three
weekends in the year they could relax these restrictions which
the rest of the year are flouted for non-student guests. Around the
circuit the other hotels give us a welcoming hand. Why can't the
local yokels that call themselves fair and square hotelmen do sp-

here in town on the football invasions.

The work of Pete Saegert in last Saturday's game likely
earned him a permanent birth on the squad. It's hustle and drive
like this that moulds a championship team, and we hope it's ar
example for other members to pull up their socks and give forth
with a little more effort. Let's give it everything Saturday, and

back our first win of the year.

WIN-HUNGRY TRICOLOR^
FACE MIGHTY MUSTANGS|

Gaels Confident Despite Flu

And Loss in OpenerToVarsi
By Bob Smolkin

The Queen's Golden Gaels journey to London tomorrow
\

open the home season of the University of Western Ontario Mu,

tangs. The Gaels lost their opening game to the Varsity Blues
j]

Richardson Stadium last Saturday by a score of 16-8 while at th:

same time the McGill Redmen were having their home opent

ruined at the hands of the Western Mustangs to the tune of
;

27-7 tally.

Western and McGill were the

two teams generally accepted to

Gaels have rugged workouts in preparation

for Western

SLEWFOOT SAM SAYS

Upset Victory For Gaels

brin:

This week I am indeed singing

the blues as upon my return from

Hialeagh and similar institutions,

without too much hesitance I

deposit much of a hard-earned

stake on the Mentor's squad. The

loss of this green matter serious-

ly thins out said bundle and

though I am not flattened I am
much too close to same for com-

fort.

To add to any and all miseries

I note with much distress that

Mentor Frank and his boys are

slated to engage Long John Met-

ras and his mild bunch at their

own playground. Now I am not

one to easily forget and I recall

ith some large measure of hap-

piness the events of these past

two years when yours truly is

taking one and all to the cleaners

by backing this three-coloured

squad.

So I am finding myself within

Richardson Stadium these past

few days observing with great

care the preparations that are

being made to bring the boys

into the win column once more.

It is with some measure of sur-

prise that I learn that a little bug
called Flu is more greatly feared

by the Mentor than is the Purple

and White of Western. I am not

in the habit of placing goodly

amounts of scratch either for or

ON THE AIR!
LISTEN FOR FOOTBALL
BROADCASTS OF QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY SENIOR GAMES

brought to you by

THE EMPIRE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

ON

1380

CKLC
YOUR CHAMPIONSHIP SPORTS STATION IN KINGSTON"

against a little bug and besides.

Bingo Bob would think some-

what strangely of me should I do

so. All I can do in this case is

to leave it to Lady Luck who
hasn't deserted me for any great

length of time these past few

years, although it is not hard to

recall the situation being some-

what different.

Bingo Bob is awaiting my en-

try as regards the contest tomor-

row as he would like nothing

better than to have the proverbial

stranglehold on yours truly once

more. It seems that Bingo Bob

is backing a baseball club that

does not do too well this past

week and he is sending word that

the Mustangs are favoured by

some seventeen points. This is

an opportunity the like of which

I do not come across too often

and so I am taking his most kind

offer to heart and am placing a

goodly sum of scratch on the

squad of my friend Frank.

Although I do not think that

my choice of teams will win with

much ease it is my idea that they

will triumph by about the num-

ber of points in one of Rapid

Ronnie's touchdowns, that is to

say, six. If such an event occurs

I will once more be among the

ranks of the well-heeled, which

is no bad feeling, by a long shot.

be the powerhouses of the league

this year and the relative ease

with which the Mustangs de-

molished the Redmen last week

has more than surprised many

people. The concensus of opinion

is that the Gaels have their work

cut out for them tomorrow.

Being still early in the season,

there are many ways that tomor-

row's results could affect the

standings. A Queen's victory,

coupled with a Toronto loss

would leave each team with a one-

win, one-loss record. If the Gaels

lose to Western tomorrow, then

the Tindallmen very likely would

have to win all their remaining

games to keep Yates Cup hopes

alive. Also, a loss by McGill to

Varsity would put the Redmen

in a similar position.

Against the Redmen the Purple

and White employed the double

fullback system which they used

to advantage in the late forties

when they were racking up many
victories. This style is very sim-

ilar to the system that has kept

the Grey Cup in Edmonton the

past three years. Veterans Bill

Britton, John Bell, and Dave

Creighton starred for Western

last week and McGill apparently

had difficulty penetrating the

Western line, which averages

about 210 pounds.

Coach Frank Tindall expects

his team to be at full strength

for the game tomorrow as no in

juries were sustained by the

Gaels in last week's encounter

It is also expected that the Tri

color will be more prepared for

Western's type of attack than

were the Redmen.
Last Saturday there were quite

a few of the Queen's team who

Bews Competition Opens This Week

The opening game of the touch football schedule played on

the lower campus on Tuesday of this week marked the renewal

of competition for the James G. Bews Trophy awarded each year

to the year team attaining the most points in intramural sports.

Won last year by Meds '60, the cup is presented at the annual

AMS Colour Night banquet held in the spring.

Presented to the University in the fall of 1939 by the various

branches of the Queen's Alumni, this trophy is on display in the

Gymnasium. It is in memory of James G. Bews, a member of the

P.H.E. class of 1936.
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flu or else coming down wi

Centre Ron Delisle was sent

the hospital shortly before gait

time and Terry Dolan, Pai

Fedor and Mitch Wasik wcr 1"

not at their best playing shap;
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Women's Intercollegiate Tennis

The women's intercollegiate tennis tournament .

held this year at Queen's at the Napier courts starting one
.

ants [hj

week from today. Western, McMaster, Toronto, Queen's and

McGill will participate in the tournament.
( ^

'edicine

events. In this way even the most unathletic type is able to bnty in So

home some points for his year. fugecs i

A wide choice of sports, 22 in all, gives each student fard to

opportunity to find some interest, whether it be in a major spheral ]

such as football or a more specialized event such as curlifl Madras

AH students are eligible, with the exception of those taking Pa*nt for

in intercollegiate athletics and all necessary equipment is provi<k'etnam

;

The athletic stick of each year organizes the teams and records 'mini in

results. .

Presi(!t'

In the 18 years in which the Bews Trophy has been |l3s elecl

competition the faculty of Science has captured it the most tii";r

|

tlle co

th Meds their closest challenger, having accumulated Sidney !

Nee£l'fid sudde
(11),

ficient points to win the intramural laurels five tunes,

to say there is a keen rivalry between the six groups of year tea» e- J olll]

and every point gained, even by participation alone, is an import3as ^©ne

one. With this in mind the Athletic Department is looking forw*

The system of point scoring is based not only on the winning to a high rate of participation and development of physical fit"

of individual and team events but also on participation in these |
in the 19th year of competition for the "Bews."
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WUS Summer Program
Seminar In Yugoslavia
Canadian students will be given

reater opportunities than ever

efore to increase their knowledge

f the world about them and par-

cularly of the rest of the world

udent community if the ideas pro-

it the National Assembly

f World University Service of

anada go into effect on Canadian
clue is Opuses tn ,s vear> Qne hundred
1

!

'

' ' 'lid five delegates and observers
for

-om 25 universities met last week
not 11-ljyj.

in Fre{[ericton, at the Univer
rded .

.

ty Q f jjew Brunswick, to plan thi:

)eople ^r
.

s WUSC progr;im . john Cart-
ame la

Tight and Dr. Reg Clark repre
; Wl11 Wed Queen's.

:
seasc j^ext year's summer seminar

weeke&jn be held jn Yugoslavia, pro
vin of tttfjgg adequate financial support
rtbreak^n ue secured from the Yugoslav
Blues ^vernment. A greater emphasis on
iding 9)ec;a | fields of interest among the

will be aff participants will be one of the

yi W L'-iain changes from previous years.

Lterial bme universities, i n c 1 u d

) a stroiiueen's, are looking for ways to

watch
;hten the cost to students of par-

ard plutipation in the seminar, so that

icks thi iarger number of students may
>son a m able to participate,

)seofyiThe target for Canada's contri

pleasaijtion to the International Program
son Sta* Action was set at §20,000 for

le coming year. This money is

itsed from Canadian students and
.culty to help supply material aid

'11 be '
umvers't' es in less wealthy coun-

ies. Projects selected for special
ng oiu

,

' and
ra 115 year were

:

Ene African

Eedical Scholarships Trust Fund
1 aid African students to study

edjcine at the only open univer-

: to brity in South Africa; aid to student

ifugees in Hong Kong; a student

udent fard to be built in the Madras
ijor spheral Hospital for the students

s curb" Madras University, India; equip-

ping patent for student health services in

provifkietnam ; and a pre-cure TB sani-

ecords iriutn in Japan.

President Cyril James of McGitI

in frip
,,ias elected President of WUSC

iost ti",T *'ie coming year, succeeding Dr.

lated si'dney Smith of Toronto, who

Needl'fd' Suddenly departed the academic

;ar tea'r'f -Jolln Cartwright of Queen's

imporUas 0"e of six students elected to

g forws* National Committee of WUSC,
:al fitn<

mCn w>" have Dean James Gibson
Carleton as its new chairman.

—--A visit of Russian students to

veral Canadian campuses is a

tssibility either in January or next

!l. The proposal was referred to

National Committee after a
ief filibuster by one of the Laval

11

delegates, but is almost certain to

be accepted.

Other points of interest raised

at the conference were:

• the announcement that WUSC
was one of 9 national organiza-

tions chosen to serve on the new-

National Commission of UNESCO,
whose formation was recently an-

nounced by the Canada Council.

• the confirmation of Canada as

the site for the 195S International

Assembly of WUS. The Assembly

will be held next August 16 - 23,

probably at Laval.

The local committee will hold a

brief meeting Thursday at 12:45

p.m. in Committee Room 2 of the

Students Union at which Mr. Cart-

wright will report on the Assembly

and discuss the coming year's acti-

vities on the Queen's campus. Any-

one who is interested in any part

of the program is invited to attend.

At present, events definitely sche-

duled include the Treasure Van,

which will be arriving Nov. 26-2S,

with its display of exotic handi-

crafts; the SHARE campaign in

January; a series of free film shows,

which started last Thursday; and

some lively panel discussions.

Generous Gift

Of Abramsky
Sees Opening

A brief ceremony Saturday noon,

including addresses by Principal

W. A. Mackintosh, Harry Abram-

sky, Dr. G. D. \V. Cameron, and

Dr. G. H. Ettinger, officially

opened the newly constructed Physi-

ology Building.

Located on Arch street, a short

distance from the Old Arts Build-

ing, the Physiology Building was

open to the public Saturday until 2

p.m. Several girls guided the tours.

Special features of the ground floor

are the lecture rooms designed with

dimming lights, the histology and

photology labs, and the workshops.

The second floor is equipped with

a library, a small atomic research

lab, and a physiology lab. Different

departments of research have sep-

arate rooms on the third floor, while

animals to be used experimentally

are kept on the top floor.

In his talk Principal Mackintosh

pointed out Queen's was indebted

to the Ontario and Canadian gov-

ernments for grants, to "the many
graduates and friends who contrib-

uted generously through the Med-
ical Centenary Fund in 1954, and

especially to Mr. and Mrs. Harry

University Confers
Honorary Degrees

The honorary degree of Doctor of Laws was accorded three noted Canadian lawyers in a

poorly-attended cerefony in Grant Hall during Queen's autumn convocation. Receiving this dis-

tinction were C. F. H. Carson, Q.C., treasurer of the Law Society of Upper Canada; E. C. Leslie,

Q.C., past president of the Canadian Bar Association; and F. P. Varcoe, Q.C., retired Deputy Min-

ister of Justice, Ottawa.

Previous to the presentation of the doctorates by the Chancellor, Principal Mackintosh ad-

dressed the convocation. He noted the gradual increase which has been evidenced in the enrolment at

Queen's outlining the future plans to provide facilities for these students. Despite such building pro-

jects as the new physiology and engineering buildings as well as the fast-rising men's residence,

Principal Mackintosh emphasized that Queen's seeks to preserve her "unity, intimacy, and compact-

ness", rather than provide for a largely-increased enrolment.

In connection with the building projects in progress at Queen's the Principal noted that the

university is within one quarter million dollars of attaining her hoped-for objective of nine million

dollars in the current financial campaign. He noted that this encouraging report was largely due to

the untiring efforts of Norman Crump, chairman of the campaign and also to the generous donations

of the alumni and friends.

The most recent development i sion and before they are grad-

Abramsky, who, without being soli-

cited, gave a very generous sum."

Mr. Abramsky who replied "in

appreciation of the excellent town-

gown relationship between Kingston

and Queen's" said that he and bis

wife were pleased to help.

Guest speaker, Dr. Cameron,

deputy minister of Health and

Welfare, and a Queen's graduate,

brought greetings from Minister

Monteith, and congratulated Queen's

on their wise decision of erecting

the building. - >»

—

Front view of the new Agnes Etherington Art Centre situated facing Grant
Hall on University Avenue. The Centre is the former home of Dr. and Mrs. Frederick
Etherington and the gift of the late Mrs. Etherington. For story see page 4.

at the university noted in the

Principal's report was the birth

of a new Faculty of Law, the

third attempt made by Queen's

to found such a school.

Mr. E. C. Leslie, Q.C. former

president of the Canadian Bar

Association, addressed the ga-

thering following the principal's

speech. "The scientist, the tech-

nician, the executive, the profes-

sional man is not truly educated

if his knowledge is confined only

to his special field" he said.

Mr. Leslie went on to say that

higher education in Canada had

undergone a great change be-

cause of advances in scientific

and technological knowledge but,

be added, "I congratulate Queen's

on her maintenance of the belief

that the education of a specialist

in any faculty must be as broad

based as possible.

"In no field is that broader

education more important than

in law." He did not minimize the

importance of a sound training

in the fundamental principles of

law and stressed that such train-

ing is basic in the education of

a lawyer. Yet while this is essen-

tial, the education of a lawyer

should go beyond that. "He

should have a broad knowledge

of the history and political dev-

elopment of our country, of the

science of government at all

levels, and training in the prin-

ciples of economics and in bus-

iness affairs. Above all he should

have adequate training in the use

of that great vehicle for the com-

munication of thought, the Eng-

lish language. The law schools

should see that the students who

apply for admission have a broad

general education before admis-

uated it should be apparent that

they have adequate knowledge of

the English language."

The speaker stressed the im-

portance of the character of the

young law student. "He is enter-

ing a profession where he will

meet many temptations, some of

them very subtle and it is of the

highest importance that his char-

acter must be of such integrity

and honesty as will ensure that

he can resist the temptations

which are sure to meet him in

his practice."

One bit of advice that Mr.

Leslie gave young men and wo-

men thinking of a career in law

"try the study of law but if, in

your first year, you don't find the

study fascinating you had better

consider abandoning it for some-

thing else. You will get no plea-

sure from the practice of law if

it becomes a drudgery."

As the number of law schools

increase -the number of good

teachers required to imbue en-

thusiasm in their students also

increases. In answer to the ques-

tion of where these teachers will

come from, Mr. Leslie suggested

that lav schools should look for

promising students possessing the

aptitude and ability for teaching

law.

The law schools of Canada

will prove to be the centres of

legal research, the basis of

scientific development and reform

of the law, concluded Mr. Leslie.

Economic and social changes in

society require legal changes to

meet new conditions. The expen-

se in insuring that the legal re-

search involving these changes is

of the highest caliber will be

amply justified.
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The Queen Is Dead
This week-end Canadians were given the opportunity of seeing

the highlights of the royal visit on their television screens. For the

first time in our lives we were able to sit back in the relative quiet

of our sitting rooms and take a critical look at royalty without

the pushing, craning, running and general fatigue associated with

milling crowds.

Royalty today is definitely an anachronism. Most countries

have done away with it altogether. Some have streamlined mo-

narchies in which the task of the royal family is extremely light,

where early retirement may be enforced by the ruling legislative

body and where pomp and tradition are cut to a minimum. In the

Netherlands, for example, the queen does her own shopping much

to the enjoyment of all her subjects. And then we have the monarch

of Britain and of certain members of the Commonwealth — the last

monarch in the line of old tradition, of carriages and castles, of tin

soldiers and ladies in waiting.

The old tradition was not good enough in Ottawa these last

few days. The events were uninteresting and slow. The unwieldy

processes of custom, especially with regard to the opening of the

parliamentary session, seemed patently unnecessary, which they are

of course, and quite ineffective as symbols. The Queen herself, quite

in keeping with Lord Altrincham's description was colorless —
just another English shopgirl.

That the British monarchy as an institution should be improved

in keeping with the current times, is obvious, most of all, probably,

to Prince Philip. That the abolition of the monarchy in Canada, to-

gether with "God Save the Queen" and the Union Jack, would be

an improvement is quite tenable and the transition will definitely

come to pass regardless. Watching the television set, without the

natural color of the Canadian autumn and the psychological effect

of the cheering crowd, the whole visit fizzled. The announcers'

adjectives of 'inspiring' and 'magnificent' seemed inappropriate

and juvenile. But most Canadians will refuse to take a sensible at-

titude towards the monarchy and even if they tried, the newspapers

and television networks of hearth and home will protect their lead

story.

So Is Fall Convocation
The meagre attendance at last Saturday's convocation ceremonies

could have been predicted far in advance by anyone who either

looked at a calendar or remembered previous Fall Convocations.

Those who attended heard a good speech by a very able lawyer

But those who were absent (the great majority) missed not only

this speech, but also a long and frequently boring ceremony whose

sole purpose often appears to be the raising of funds for Queen's

by a particularly revolting
1 form of bribery.

This is not to be taken as a reflection upon the men who were

honored last Saturday. Since Queen's is inaugurating a new law

faculty this year it is appropriate that lawyers should be chosen to

receive honorary degrees. But why do they need a special con

vocation of their own?
Before going into our general objections to fall convocations

we should point out a few reasons why this year's convocation at

tracted so few students. The timing, to begin with was deplorably

bad. Why anyone should think students will stay at the university

on Thanksgiving week-end if they are within a reasonable distance

of their homes, we cannot guess. Perhaps the authorities who ar

ranged this date for the convocation hoped that a high attendance

might result for want of anything better for the student to do.

But even those students who may have been interested in attending

had very little knowledge of what they might be letting themselves

in for. Only the sketchiest biographies and no pictures were avail-

able for the Public Relations office. Even the tradition of handing
out a pat on the back or shake of the hand to entrance scholarship

winners, which at least ensures some student attendance, was ignor-

ed. The fact that some of these students had to wait until almost the

last minute to find out that they were not wanted did not improve
the situation.

But the basic reasons for a poor student turn-out at fall convo-
cation are simole ones. Students are simply not interested in

hearing an additional lecture after sitting through a full week of

them, unless the speaker happens to be a man of exceptional repute,

as was the case with Mr. Adlai Stevenson two years ago. And at

that time, as some students may recall, there was a mass exodus
as soon as Mr. Stetvenson's speech was finished, although a consid
erable part of the ceremony remained. But at least Mr. Stevenson's
reputation was sufficient to overcome the general feeling of indif-

ference toward a stream of words being poured out by an oracle

to passive recipients.

Even more important is the fact that at present the fall con-
vocation has scarcely any meaning for the student body. The men
who are honored are usually distinguished in their field, although
too often it appears that some of them are being granted their de-

grees with an eye to the next fund-raising campaign. But all of

them have one common denominator, negative as it is; they lack

any close association with the campus of a sort which would make
them known to the students. It is hardly to be expected that stud-

ents will show an interest in a convocation honoring people who at

the best are just vaguely known names to them. Attending convoca
tions may be the high point in the lives of well-stuffed, well-furred
matrons; students have somewhat less interest in such formal oc-

casions, particularly when they have no personal connection with the

event.

The conclusion which must be drawn from these observations
is that fall convocations as they exist are at present unsatisfactory

The logical thing to do is to transfer the conferring of honorary de
grees to the main convocation in the spring. We have nothing
against the granting of honorary degrees to persons deserving them
if properly granted, they are a high honor indeed. What we object

to is the idea that students should be expected to turn out to an
essentially dull, essentially uninteresting ceremony. J. C

I thank Thee, O Lord, for the beautiful Thanksgiving dinner in the Union, for

the low prices in Kingston pubs, for the liberality of motel owners, for the jovial kind-

ness of all my professors and ... for sisters of all kinds. Amen.
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Letters To The Editor

:ven More Steam
like many
hear that

Editor, Journal:—I,

others, am sorry to

Steamshovel" will not be pub-

lished this year in its traditional

form.

In the light of your exposition

on what is, apparently, a new edi-

torial policy tliis year, I was very

surprised to see an article so lack-

ing in humor, literariness and

educatability as "Slewfoot Sam",

appearing in the Journal. As it was

full of double-talk and queer-sound-

ing names and contained no news

( the very reasons for which "Steam-

shovel" was dropped). I feel that

there is some discrimination here

(the writer must be ?. friend of

yours).

If you look for an occasional

chuckle in the Journal and your

sense of humor is so lofty that you

could not find them in "Steam-

shovel, how then, Sir, do you get

them from "Slewfoot Sam" (it is

a humorous article isn't it?) Even

Maid Marion weeps over such

articles.

Let's have news, let's have

humor—let's have "Steamshovel".

John Spence, Sc. '58.

Editor's Note: We print anything

on the sports page.

editor's thoughtless comment that

Levana is "superfluous" in con-

tributing to the benefit and en-

joyment of the student body."

Merge, with the Medsmen and to-

gether we'll exploit our talents

—

blue candles for all

!

GALEN per disciple A.R.D.

ure Science

Biue
Editor, Journal :—I could not

help but be amazed at the im-

petuousness of the "G ordon
House Knitting Club". Surely

their article proposing incorpor-

ation of the Levana Society into

dying Arts Society was writ

ten on the Friday evening when
beautiful strains from the Med's

Ball issued forth through their

forsaken rooms. Please, girls, re

press your hostilities toward the

Blue Jackets and give us consid-

eration. (Perhaps we'll move our

Formal back to the Gymnasium
so that all Lemonites can be ac-

commodated next year!).

From a financial point of view

alone, the Aesculapian Society,

suggest Arts to be a poor risk.

Why should Levana accept the

debt incurred by poor Arts' ad-

ministration?

In contrast to the "greasy pig-

chasers" sweet debutantes, behold

the prosperous Medsmen, a car

in every driveway, money in

every bank, champagne in every

apartment. We resent bitterly the

Editor, Journal:—Long experi-

ence at Queen's does not seem to

prevent the Journal from being

unaware of the faculty names at

Queen's. I refer to the common
abbreviation of "the Faculty of

Applied Science" to "the Faculty

of Science". Unfortunately the

Journal writers are not the only

ones who insist on calling en-

gineering students "sciencemen".

This use is so widespread at

Queen's that only a concerted at-

tempt on everyone's part could

change it.

What is wrong with calling a

faculty a Science faculty? Don't

other universities have a Science

faculty? Certainly they do. In

most universities the faculty call-

ed Arts at Queen's is called "the

Faculty of Arts and Science". It

teaches courses in languages, phi-

losophy, the social sciences and

also in the natural sciences such

as biology, chemistry, physics and

geology. The Faculty of Arts at

Queen's does exactly this.

Then, at most universities there

is a Faculty of Engineering, teach

ing the many branches of the sub-

ject such as mechanical, civil,

electrical and mining engineering.

As well there are courses closer

to the pure science courses taught

in the Faculty of Arts, such as

courses in applied chemistry, ap-

plied physics (engineering phy-

sics) and so on. These latter

courses still have a distinct en-

gineering character, many cources

in general engineering being in-

cluded. At Queen's, the Engine-

ering faculty, or as it is called,

the Faculty of Applied Science,

follows this outline, just as other

universities do.

I have no complaint against the

chosen names of the faculties at

Queen's, although less ambiguous

ones could have been chosen.

However the almost unanimous

reference to engineering as science

must be discouraged. This cus-

tom is exceedingly unfair to ca-

tering students, who, interested

in science, hear about the "Science

Faculty" at Queen's, enter En-

gineering by mistake, and lose

possibly a whole year before

changing into a course which is

closer to their interests. And they

are not the only ones who suffer.

Almost everyone at Queen's, in-

cluding many professors, uses the

"science" instead of "engineer-

ing' terminology. They show that

they are ignorant of the import-

ant distinction between basic re-

search in science and the engine

ering applications of science.

They are ignorant of the great

work done in the past by research

ers in ail the natural sciences, who
only strove to understand the

phenomena of nature. Later, after

their work was completed other

people found ways to better our

welfare and standard of living by
applying the scientific knowledge

to the construction of new sub-

stances, machines and an endless

array of industrial products.

Last year the Tricolor was one

of the first publications at

Queen's to make a special effort

to call faculties by their correct

names. I urge the Journal to fol-

low in their path. Everyone at

Queen's will benefit from such

a policy.
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Readers are reminded once

again that the editor cannot

undertake to publish letters

on this page unless the iden-

tity of the writer is known to

him.

Editor, journal:— I should

to protest the childishness of

those engineers who feel it their

duty to capture a visiting cheer-

leaderette during half time at the

football games. It happened twice

last year and I particularly re-

member the brawl which involv-

ed the Western drum majorette.

I wonder whether the Toronto

cheerleader enjoyed her nasty

bump the Saturday Toronto was

here?

It is time these boys realized

to talk politics or history or pl
;

osophy one must first organ-

and submit a constitution to i

AMS for ratification. The in

mal discussion,

is disappearing.

Few students seem interes.

in contemplation. It is easicr.
Ice a

be entertained at a movie or ei
lon

a pool table. So the first obst;'

to the revival of an academic

.

mosphere is the attitude of \vi'
ca 1
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I shall designate the "aven*™

student".
1
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j
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academic advancement we kn

at Queen's outside the hallo*,

halls themselves. When resofl

that avenue is inexpedient,

all night bull session at McN

House is a good substitute.

The point is, there are far

few opportunities for this son

thing, and students who lack'

imagination or the inclination

make their own opportunities

missing' the whole purpose of
1

university.
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"he Diversions of Duchesstown

nd Other Essays was printed in

953 as a posthumous collection

, t
.if the choicer writings of B. K.

tine
yWdwell. Who is responsible for

ihasi

^
ne °^ense °^ comP'''n£ tne book

jon \ not made clear, but the intro-

ie
i iuctory memoir is by Robertson

Javies, who served under Editor

andwcll as a Saturday Night

taffcr.

The Duchesstown of the title

is a tiny folksy Canadian

own of the sort that is studded
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rjwing the death of a writer his
ved of
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this notf
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1 nigh
lis own school. Unless he is filled
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atmosplinerciless testing-pit of obscurity
must rejnd abuse his reputation never
us life, .

titution

re-emerges. Such was the critical

fate of the forgotten Robert

Southey, who was evaluated as

the equal of Wordsworth by con-

temporary criticism. He resigned

life, literature and the laureate-

ship in 1843, to be as promptly

and thoroughly forgotten as last

night's tea leaves. The Diversions

of Duchcsstoiirti is B. K. Sandwell's

viaticum, I take it, as he descends

into the formidable Purgatory of

literature—these shallow essays

and footling whimsies are to be

his guide and assistance in scaling

the nether wall and reappearing

in the bright sunshine of the fame

he enjoyed in his lifetime. Their

dead weight will drag him down
to the bottom of the pit, there to

be pinioned below the rank of

Canadian writers and beyond the

sight of even the minor figures

of English literature. . . Tell them
to go to a BIG encyclopedia when
your grandchildren want to know
who B. K. Sandwell was.

That B. K. Sandwell could

write is shown by some of his

pieces, for example, the introduc-

tion he wrote for some of the

later editions of Stephen Lea-

cock's Literary Lapses. At his best

he was the master of a clean flu-

ent style, with a refined taste for

the hard sharp click of well-

moulded sentences falling togeth-

er. It may be that The Diversions

is the creation of his declinin

years. One folly he spares the

shame-sensitive reader: he shuns

the magenta profusion of the

stickily - sentimental Hutchison,

whose contaminating influence

has been the motivation of much

of the worst writing produced in

contemporary Canada.

What the effect of arts subsid-

ies in encouraging Canadian liter-

ature may be I do not know, but

I sometimes suspect Canadian

literature is more in need of dis-

couragement than encourage-

ment. The necessity of the mo-

ment is not creative literature but

destructive criticism.

The lesson of The Diversions

of Duchesstown for the young writ-

er is that if he intends to build

on the Canadian literary tradi-

tion, some pretty radical prelimin-

ary dynamiting is demanded.

Paul Lombard

macgillivray on hemingway
Odeon — THE SUN ALSO

RISES — The movie version of

Ernest Hemingway's novel is an

uncommonly faithful representa-

tion of the book ; so much so, in-

deed, that the recollection of the

story as Papa Hemingway told

it takes the vigour out of much
of the suspense.

The scene is Paris of the nine-

teen twenties, the era between

the First World War and the

s 1 u m p, when the expatriates

gathered to write, to paint, to

curse the mores of commercial
civilization, or merely to drink

far from the importunities of re-

latives and respectability. The
group of rudderless drifters who
gather around American new
paperman Jake Barnes prefer to

drink.

All the caste are in some de-

gree outcasts from civilization,

attempting in varied ways, most-

ly hopeless and perverted, to es-

cape the effects of World War I.

Jake Barnes has been rendered

impotent by a war wound. Lady
Brett Ashley, who loves him. is

an alcoholic and nymphomaniac,
and the bankrupts, strumpets,

and drunkards who surround

them have felt the pressures of a

standardless era, and have crump-

led hopelessly under the intoler-

able burden of its freedom. Only

Robert Cohen, the novelist Jew

from Princeton, cannot associate

himself with these human wreck-

ages; one can visualize Cohen be-

coming a Babbitt or a school-

teacher; and because he has not

been wholly damned, he cannot

accept the code of the lost souls

who accompany him.

Around this fact is woven a

slender story, too little story for

a film, in fact, for a film can de-

pict character with less fidelity

than the printed page. The friends

turn up at a bull fight in Pamp-

lona, Spain. The enraged and

frustrated emotions that burst out

in the long drunken revelry of the

fiesta split the little group apart.

Cohen, who has contracted a

brief physical alliance with Lady

Brett, cannot be persuaded that

she no longer cares for him. He

returns early to Paris, and Lady

Ashley remains; she has captured

the young bullfighter Pedro

Romera.

The story ends on a theme of mental film, with no fig leaves

renunciation and resignation, as

Lady Ashley feels the healing

sensation of once refusing to

gratify her hitherto-unrefused de-

sires. There is no happy ending;

the drifters are still drifters, the

weight of freedom is still unre-

lieved by moral principles; but

Lady Ashley has experienced a

sensation which can only be de-

scribed as obedience to common

decency. "It's what we have in-

stead of God," she says.

The spectacle of an unsenti-

J
the lady that's known as flu

!
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BY ROBERT SERVISS

MILLER GEOLOGY CLUB

MEETING
TONIGHT AT 8:00 P.M.

McNEIL HOUSE — SOUTH

COMMON ROOM

SPEAKER: DR. A. W. JOLLIFFE

Subject: "Uniformity in The
Precambrian"

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
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Graduation Portraits

To Please YOU!
Wo provide all necessary robes.

A camera fee of $2.00 pays for a minimum of

four poses.

3x4
5x7
6x8
8 x 10

One

5.00

6.00

7.50

Three

$ 7.50

12.00

15.00

17.50

Extra Prints

$1.75

Z75
3.50

4.00

CHARLES PHOTOS
328 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 2-1650

A bunch of germs were whooping it up

In the bronchial saloon.

Two bugs on the end of the larynx

While bock of the teeth in a solo game

Sat dangerous Dan Kerchoo,

And watching the pulse was his light of love

The Lady that's known as Flu.
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to please the spinsters and no

improbable happy conclusion to

please the adolescents, with in-

telligent concentration on the

evolution of character and moral

responsibility, is comforting. As
comforting was the refusal of the

producers to expand the bull fight

scenes into the banal extrava-

ganas that have been the defect

of Hollywood's most expensive

and whooped-up productions.

Royce MacGillivray

Kingston film society

Kingston Film Society starts

the new season this Sunday with

Les Parents Terribles advertised

a "searing look at a small

French family; quarreling, untidy

intensely wrapped in their own
neuroses." The film has English

sub-titles and is directed by Jean

Cocteau.

The Society is showing a film

on every third Sunday of each

month. Other films include Chap-

lin's Modern Times, The Great

Adventure from Sweden, The

Magnificent Seven from Japan

and Forty First a recent Russian

film that pays "unprecendented

attention to romantic love" be-

stiiper and the White Russian of-

ficer who becomes her prisoner.

In addition to these films the

society is showing La Strada and

The Sheep has Five Legs with

veteran comedian Fernandel. At

the same time the society is run-

ning a 16 mm series at Convoca-

tion Hall comprising Dreams that

Money can Buy on November 6,

Les Enfants du Paradis on Janu-

ary 8 and Green Pastures on

April 9.

Since going to press the Jour-

nal has learned that all tickets

for the Kingston Film Society

have been sold, but black market

sources state that students may
be able to pick up vacancies at the

tween a champion partisan girl theatre before the show.

VISIT

Marilyn
9

s
LADIES WEAR

FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

You'll purr-r-r

in this new

pullover.

The Mutual Life of Canada often row-cost

life insurance combining tavlngt with protection.

Your local Mutual Life representative con ihcw yew

actual policy result* and will be gtad

to work out a plon defied to suit your t

S«e him today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE—PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.

BRANCH MANAGER—D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:

K. C. KENNEDY, C.LU.—Res. LI 6-0032 Bus. LI 6-1405

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.LU, -Res. LI 2-7602 Buj. LI 6-1405

Yes . . . a girl practically

purrs when she slips into this

lovely new KUten pullover . .

.

the asymmetric surplice line

is so slenderizing . . . the

isdiand and cuffs of the

bracelet sleeves so finely ril

In soft, soft Pettal Orion,

full-fashioned, hand-finished,

shrink-proof, moth-proof.

Comes in an extensive range

of new Fall colours.

$8.95, at good shops everywhere!

Lookfor Ac name
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University Art Center

At Etherington House
The doors of the Agnes Ether-

ington Art Centre officially swung

open at four o'clock Saturday

afternoon. The Georgian-style house

on University Ave., opposite Grant

Hall will house both exhibits and

classes in art.

Some 150 guests were in attend-

ance, among them Dr. W. A. Mack-

intosh, Mrs. James Richardson, a

member of the Agnes Etherington

family, Dr. Truman, chairman of

the Canada Council, Dr. Peter

Ericger, head of the Fine Arts

Department of the University of

Toronto and several trustees of

Queen's University.

The house was the home of Mrs.

Etherington of the Richardson fam-

ily and was left by her on her death

to the university for "the furthering

of art and music at the university."

Extensive alterations and addi-

tions have been made. There is an

exhibition and lecture room, a print

room, a large studio and graphic

arts room, a library and a small

museum.

Following the official opening

address by Chancellor C. A. Dunn-

ing of Queen's, Mrs. Richardson

told of the foresight of Agnes

Etheringlon and her efforts to

organize the various rooms of her

home in preparation for its use as

an art center.

Principal Mackintosh said he felt

that the building was a most wel-

come addition to the campus. He
cited the honor and responsibility

that goes with a trust such as the

new art center.

Professor Andre Bieler, head of

(he center, expressed his gratifies

ion with the building and Dr. Brieg-

er of Toronto said that the building

was the best of its kind among

Canadian universities.

Sunday afternoon, in accordance

with the double purpose of the

center to serve both the university

and the public, an exhibition of

Canadian painting was held. Rang-

ig from Kreighoff to contempor-

aries, including several of the Group

of Seven, the paintings were from

Kingston collections. More than 300

visitors viewed the paintings and

took in tours of the studios and

library.

Exhibitions will be held at least

once a mouth. The next exhibition,

slated for November, will be Zachs

collection of I9th and 20th century

French paintings.

Employers Coming

October 21 — Diversey Cor-

poration — For final-year and

post graduates in Cheinicla En-

gineering and Honours Chemis-

try.

October 24 - 25 — Dow Chemi-

cal Company — Final-year and

post graduates in Chemical and

Mechanical Engineering and
Honours Chemistry.

Civil Service Commission

A representative of the Civil

Service Commission will be at

the University on October 24, 25

and 26 to interview students in

Arts and Commerce interested in

a career in the Civil Service.

Interviews may be arranged at

the Employment Office.

Degree Conferred

Vice Chancellor and Principal W. A. Mackintosh confers the

degree of LLD upon Mr. E. C. Leslie. Q.C., at the Fall Convocation

while Vice-Principal J. A. Corry assists.

Overseas Students

The FROS subcommittee

of the AMS cordially extends

an invitation to all overseas

students to attend a reception

at 8 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 17

in the McLaughlin Room,

Student Union. The Queen's

film will be shown, refresh-

ments served. Coach Frank

Tindall has kindly consented

to give an introduction to

football with blackboard and

film illustrations.

All members of the society

interested in the reception arc

invited to attend.

~- WITH

SIGNPOST
Wednesday

Camera Club: An organization nicci

ing of tile Queen's Camera Club \v ,
-p

be held Wednesday, Oct. 16 at ?,5

p.m. in Committee Room No. 2 of n
1 Psss

Students Union. An executive will
\. friend?

elected and activities for the y,

will be planned. New members will ; Look, 1<

very welcome. ^e sad-

Candlelighting Ceremony: The
9| eased n

nual candlelighting ceremony of n .

Lcvana Society will be held on W ( ,
"a% m

nesday, Oct. 16 in Grant Hall. Scnjw ebony r

arc requestetd lo pick up their gow,. _ macm ;

7. IS p.m. in the Red Room.

Aquacade: A general meeting co

ccrhing the Aquacade will be

cloth.

'Lool

You can help yourself

through university

urtpI

AIR FORCE TRI-SERV1CE

u.R.T.R R.O.T.R*
[UNIVIRSiri DESERVE TRAINING FLAM)

Flight Cadets (male and
female) are enrolled in the

Reserve Force—receive 16

days pay during the
University Term—and have

a potential of 22 weeks ad-

ditional paid employment
during summer vacation

months.

Openings now for

TECHNICAL
AND NON-TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

(BKULAB OFFICER IKA1KING PLAK1

Flight Cadets (male) are

enrolled in the Regular
Force—during the Uni-
versity year are subsidized

for tuition with a grant for

books and instruments—
and receive pay and allow-

ances throughout the
whole year.

Openings now for

AIR CREW
AND TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

'This plan applies lo the three Armed Service/

Get full details at once so that you can take advantage of this

opportunity now, while you are still attending University. For
full information on requirements, pay and other benefits,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

adSan
JMir force

Hon. J. M. Macdonnell

Trustee Chaiman Resigns

At its fall meeting on October

1 1 tli, the Board of Trustees of

Queen's University accepted with

regret the resignation of the Hon.

J. M. Macdonnell as Chairman of

the Board.

Mr. Macdonnell who feels that

his duties as minister in the gov-

ernment of Canada and as a mem-

ber of the House of Commons pre-

vent him from performing fully the

duties of chairman, has agreed to

continue as a member of the Board

of Trustees.

Mr. Macdonnell is a graduate of

Queen's, a former Rhodes scholar,

who has been a trustee of the Uni-

versity for many years and has

served a number of terms as chair-

man of the Board.

The new chairman elected by the

Board is E. C. Gill of Toronto,

president of the Canada Life Assur-

ance Company. Mr. Gill graduated

from Queen's University with the

medal in mathematics and began

his service with the Canada Life

in the actuarial department. He lias

served for several years as vice-

chairman of the Board and has been

chairman for the Toronto district

of the Queen's financial campaign

for 1957.

In announcing these changes

Principal W. A. Mackintosh paid

warm tribute to Mr. MacdontieH's

wisdom and devotion as chairman

and said that Queen's University

was indeed fortunate in having a

man of the quality of E. C. Gill to

succeed him.

Culturality Squad

World Affairs

Persons interested in at-

tending the Conference on

World Affairs at McGill

University Nov, 20-23 are

asked to leave their names

at the AMS Office imme-

diately.

Montreal (CUP)—Amidst all the

current clamour concerning the

creation of a Canadian culture, the

students of McGill have come up

with a disarmingly simple and

eminently sensible idea. They are

bringing right onto the campus a

group of sculptures by some artists

of their own era and their own

province.

Highlighting Canadian talent,

the exhibit originally came into

being to bring the works of Cana-

dian sculptors to the attention of

[he public. The artists on exhibi

are : Art Price ( Ottawa ) ,
Sybil

Kennedy (New York). Sarah Jack

son (Ottawa), Romtialdas BuVaus-

kas, (Quebec). Justin Roeliefort,

(< inched, and Pierre Bourassa

(Quebec).

Help

A super-peppy rally will be

staged by the AMS Welcom-

ing Committee on Friday.

Oct. 25 during the reunion

Weekend. The intention is, of

course, to rejuvenate the

spirits of the still-fighting

Gaels. A number of signs and

drawings are wanted. If you

wish to help, please submit

your name to the AMS
Office. Further contacts will

be made by the members of

the committee.

Classified Ads.

Found : Lady'-- gold watch in

Grant Hall Saturday night. Own-
er may identify herself and claim

the watch at the AMS office of

the Students Union.

Typing: Pickup and delivery.

Phone Mrs. Westbrook at 2-4546.

Student Magazines Rates:

Time—$4 a year (2 yrs. $7);

Life—§4.25 a year (2 yrs. $7.50)

;

Sports Illustrated—$4 a year (2

yrs. $7.50) ; Newsweek—$3 a yr.;

Playboy—?5 a year; Macleans

—

$2 a year. Pay now or later. Write

Student Periodical Agency, P.O.

Box 157, Adelaide P.O., Toronto

1, Ont.

Wednesday, Oct. 16 in the Gym
| (l euony I

lure room at 7 p.m. Everyone welcom,
1

No experience necessary. But yoi

Queen's Christian Fellowship:
.

you for

chapel service in Morgan Memori, It W;
chapel in the Old Arts huildiiiR m ( .

lie licltl Wednesday at 12.50 p.m. Tl
«"turc

study, led by Rev. L» Pitcher
, traders,

Bethel Church, willhe of Romans 1, jan(j q|

S.C.M.: Wednesday at 7 p.m. n ___„_j
Students Christian Movement is MKi; =>F 1<-'1U

soring a trip lo Rocltwood Mmi all Wes
Hospital for a fun and games nigh :„„ Dy
Anyone interested please call hr,

e 3

Clark at 2-564.1. over th

Thursday
Thls

„. . take nr
Spanish Club: An organization:

.

'

meeting Will be held Thursday at want a

p.m. in Committee Room No. 2 his "1b
(he Students Union. All students , .

Spanish and those interested in ih
pounds

language or the Spanish world ;» fort, he
invited. price _

I
Arts '59 Year Meeting: Arts '59 yrs

1 cards will go on sale at the year mcci p
ing to he held in the Biology Lali , convint
the Old Arts building Thursday - soialful
7.30 p.m.

^ bloot
Pipe Band: An important band pm

ticc will be held at Grant Hall Tlmr The
day at 7.30 p.m. Everyone must li Africa
preSC,,t

-

„, toms c
Electrical Engineering Club: Tl

first general meeting of the Electric:" tra

Engineering Club will be held Thur equally
day at 7 p.m. in the South Horn h _ai ..

;f
Common Room of McNeill Hou» D™utu

Vacancies in the executive will I office 1

filled. The Montreal field trip will I ^ C(m)
discussed, and a film wil be shown.

^ ^
Girls' Intramural Tennis Tourn:

ment: The draw sheet for the Girl of Ox
Doubles Intramural Tennis Tourn; agents
ment is now posted in the gym. Pits: .'

play games off in both the singles an ™e S0l)

doubles as soon as possible. in a m
Arts '60: A year party for Arts ''"search

has been planned for Wednesda; .

night. Oct. 23, in the Burgundy Roo; experis

of the La Salle Hotel. disease

-workec

_ richerCFRC

Stort Irurg Intel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

compn
with it

„. , the otl
Thursday
7.00—Sign on and Music

7.15—Campus Topics

7.30—Music n'ng ti

8.00—The Fine Arts with Graham ^
(

Ghana.

Prime

Georic

8,15—Music

8.30—The Spoken Word
9.00—Concert Hall

11.00—Sign Off

power f

SIlj£ (golbim Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOOUE

• • •For
Sanitone Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

CALL

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS
to

Spemn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

FREE GIFT WRAPPING AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT ~]

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.
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Through Ghana - "Land of Freedom"
By John Cartwright

ion mC( ,

Club wi
5 at 7i
. 2 of if

"Pssssst. . . Mastah, you my

^
wiI1

i friend? You want good bargain?

rs wiu'i Look, look, look ! See here," and

the sad-eyed, white-capped trader

ai eased me gently toward a large

on°\V
ll;

ba
f»
m wn 'cn * col,W see some

I- Scnio, ebony heads, ivory necklaces and
in gowt a magn ifj cent piece of "Egyptian"

«*
Cl°t

I

'1
'

, „ t. * , . ,

be h c |

Look, he expostulated, fine

Gym l Cl ebony head — worth ten pound,
wekoin. _ J

, . . _ f. .,

But you my friend— I sell it to

ffship: .
you for seven pound."

Mcmot J I: was my introduction to a
Iding

ii fixture of African life ; the Hausa

is '59

p.m. Tl

i tehcr
( traders, coming from their home-

"ans 1

land of Northern Nigeria have
p.m. il. spread themselves across almost

I IS S|)OI r
d Mi'iiii all West Africa, making their liv-

"

(
?^

[

, '"^ ing by slow, patient bargaining

over the curios they sell

This Hausa was reluctant to

take my word that I really didn't

itlay m want an ebony head, even after

N°- -'
• his "last price" offer of four

cd

C

ii'

S

ik
pounds. With a last desperate ef

world a ( fort, he muttered "Absolutely last

price — three pounds" and then

ir nice'
seem& tnat I nad remained un-

ry Lah . convinced, turned away with a
ursday -. souifu i i00k that would have put

, a bloodhound to shame
uand prai

,

all Thurf The Hausa trader is a part of

must t Africa, still carrying on the cus

„ . toms of centuries, even though
:iub: Tli.. . , , . J-

u
Elcctrio™ travels by aeroplane. But

•Id Tliurr equally a part of Africa was the

II HouI'^eaut^u ' g*ass fronted modern
: will \- office building in whose shadow

shown
!'*te conducted his trade. Primitive

Tourru
tabo °

the Girl. of Oxford-trained government
; Toiirn; agents Farrners still cultivated
i m. Pica..

'

ingrles ar,:*«e soil with primitive hoes, with

^3a mile of the government ru

r Arts '<> search station where agricultural
Vedncsda. 3! . - , ,

ndy Roo; exPerts fought against the many
diseases that beset crops and
"worked at developing new and

^ richer strains. On the one hand,

^ the old, traditional way of life,

seemingly so backward to us ; on
the other, the modern way, in-

comprehensible to most Africans
with its implications only begin-
ning to appear to the elite.

Graham A revolution has come tQ

Ghana. Kwame Nknimah, the
Prime Minister and head of the

powerful Convention Peoples

existed under the noses

Party, is symptomatic of this

sweeping change. Educated in the

United States, and versed in Com-
munist and socialist ideas in

England, Nkrumah's avowed aim

is to destroy the old tribal society

and replace it with a modern in-

dustrial one, which he claims

Ghana must have in order to

survive in the modern world. To
bring about this industrial society

the government is currently en-

aged in trying to find foreign

capital to support a great scheme

for producing aluminium, the

Volta River Project. This in-

volves building a dam across the

Volta River which will create a

240 mile lake as a reservoir for

electric power, smelting the baux-

ite ore which is found in huge

concentrations in the region, and

shipping1

the aluminium out

through the new harbor of Tema
which will be finished next year

at a cost of $100,000,000. If the

rest of the scheme is carried

through, the basis of society in

Ghana will be drastically affected

as the population becomes clus-

tered in towns around the factor-

ies.

But can the old tribal society

be destroyed by the advent of

industrial society? Or will it adapt

itself to meet the needs of urban

dwellers, while preserving its es-

sential characteristics? It is a way
of life which grew up over the

centuries in a rural agricultural

environment, a warm, personal

way, communal in its attitude,

with every person in a village re-

lated in some degree to every

one else, and bound to support

all his relatives when they re-

quired it. It is also a way of life

ridden by fear and superstition,

in which juju — magic — still

plays an important part. Several

times when I tried to take a pho-

tograph of a farmer, or of women

at the markets, they would see

me pointing the camera and

would immediately run and hide.

Finally a small boy explained to

me, "They think the camera is an

evil eye which steal their souls

and kill them."

Just then we encountered a dis-

tinguished looking old farmer

VIS"

whom I particularly wanted to

photograph. I asked the boy to

request his permission for the

picture. Much to my surprise, the

old man replied in English, "Tell

him it is all right."

"He speaks English. He knows

the camera will not harm him,"

the boy explained after we moved
on. Evidently a formal education

was sufficient to break this one

particular thread in the ancient

beliefs. But does that mean that

the whole pattern will be destroy-

ed?

The indications are that it will

not. The power of the chiefs,

strong defenders of tradition, is

still great in Ghana, One govern-

ment agent in the Northern Ter-

ritories complained of the great

influence the chiefs and elders

had in discouraging parents from

letting their children attend

schools, because they feared all

the children would learn there

would be contempt for their par-

ents' ways.

"When I came back from the

secondary school, I had become

so accustomed to eating at a

table with a knife and fork that

I felt very much out of place

squatting around the family din-

ner pot at home," one secondary

school teacher confessed to me.

"It seemed as though there were

a gulf between me and iny fami-

ly."

One German doctor at Bolga-

tonga in the Northern Territories

stated that he had to admit many
patients to hospitals merely to

ensure they took their medicine.

Parents were particularly difficult

in this respect, he added sadly,

because they distrusted the doc-

tors, and would stop their child-

ren from taking necessary medi-

cine. "There comes a time," he

said, "when you feel like saying

'O.K., go ahead and let your kids

die. They're not mine, anyway.' "

But this doctor had already been

at his post for five years and

showed no intention of leaving or

giving up.

On the other hand, there are

signs everywhere that the rate of

change is steadily increasing. At

the top of the educational pyra-

mid, the architecturally magnifi-

cent new University College of

Ghana last year had only 300

students. This year, according to

the registrar, the enrolment will

be up to 500, and in two more

years it is expected to top 900.

Compared to Canadian or British

universities, this is a trifling num-

ber of students for a nation of

five million, but the number is

growing by leaps and bounds and

there is no evdience of a lower-

ing of standards.

The major bottleneck is not in

the universities, but at the prim-

ary school level. Although the

government spends funds lavish-

ly on all types of education,

money alone cannot buy the most

important element in any school

—trained teachers. The principal

of a secondary school at Tamale

informed us that his greatest

problem was staffing. "Some pri-

mary school teachers only have

about two or three years more

schooling, in addition to teachers'

training college, than the stud-

ents they teach," he admitted.

Educated personnel are in great

demand not only for teaching,

but for business occupations

which would not compete with

the schools to any extent in a

predominantly literate country

like Canada. However, in Ghana,

where the literacy rate is some-

where in the neighborhood of

30%, the demand for men who
can read and write far outruns

the supply.

And how proud they are of

their education! Not only the lit-

tle children, who would come
shyly up to us and say "I speak

English." but even some second-

ary school teachers were very

eager to show that they were

"civilized" men who could carry

on a conversation with us. One
in Tamale moved shyly towards

me and timidly announced, "I

want to talk with you and make
friends with you" and within a

few minutes he added, "I want

to correspond with you."

This friendliness and eagerness

to meet us was one of the most

surprising things we encountered

during our few weeks. There

was, however, a less pleasing side

to this eagerness; very often it

took the form of a cringing and

subservient approach. "Mass a,

massa," men twice our age would

often call to us. Frequently they

had something to sell, but quite

a few of them only wanted to

shake our hands and if they knew
any English, to exchange addres

ses with us. It was sad at times

to see the years of domination by
whites had left such a mark; per-

haps in time it will wear off, and

these people will be able to meet

others with the dignity that

nt VALLEAU'S
3434 BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Crill PHONE 2-6917

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theatre or Donee, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINCSTON, ONT.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINCSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6S34

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-

ed Queen's crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

comes of knowing they are

equals.

The university graduates, al-

though just as friendly as the

man in the street, professed them-

selves to be anti-British. Yet
amusingly enough, they were fre-

quently slavish imitators of Bri-

tish institutions. For admission

to the civil service, they consider-

ed the best preparation was a de-

gree in the classics, a British idea

which worked well enough where

anyway, but which was of dubi-

only the top men were chosen

ous value when everyone who
had come within hailing distance

of a BA was considered fit for

the public service.

In little matters, too, they were

prone to out-British the British.

Few of the Englishmen at work

wore jackets or trousers, consider-

ing that the heat allowed them

the latitude of shorts and open

collars. Yet the Africans wtih

few exceptions spent their work-

ing hours in English woolen suits.

In the residences, dressing for

dinner in a tie and jacket was

obligatory; the word went round

before our arrival at the college

that 'the Canadians dress is dread-

fuly casual, but they're very nice!'

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And The Newest Fashions For Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1 166

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

1 !

! Frosh Regulation
j

No. 479wx32v

NOTICE:

Freshman in all faculties are reminded to take

note of Frosh Regulation No. 479WX32J, Article

1,597,000, Sub Paragraph 5000 which clearly

states: "All Freshmen and Freshettes are expected

to listen to Kingston's Favorite Station, CKLC, 1380

on your radio dial. For sports fans, there's Intercol-

legiate Football, the World Series and OHA Hockey.

For music fans, there's "The Fabulous Fifty", "The

CKLC Program of Good Music", and many more.

If you're up studying late at night, there's "CKLC

Marathon" all night long. And "Breakfast with

Buddy" is a prerequisite for getting up in the mor-

ning."

Any flagrant violation of this regulation by

Freshman or Freshettes will be frowned upon.

Remember the name, CKLCI it rhymes with

"We may well be" or any other suitable group of

4 words you choose.

(signed)

"SOPHOMORE SAM"

*Mjm:M.-m 1111 - : a m. -«-km
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IN THIS

CORNER...
* *

BY BILL JAMPOLSKY

Looking like world beaters for the first quarter and a half,

we thought that the Gael's might pull off a surprise and outclass

the Western Mustangs in their own stomping grounds, Little

Stadium at London. This surge of optimism lasted until midway
through the second quarter when the much vaunted Western

powers started paying off, and the present league leaders went

out front to stay. Even at the half with the Gaels down by only

eight points we felt that Queen's might still pull it out of the fire.

It took three touchdowns by Dave Creighton to make us finally

realize that Saturday, Oct. 12 just wasn't the Tricolor's day, and

possibly 1957 isn't Queen's year to bring back the Yates Trophy.

With two resounding wins in grid play this year, plus two lop-

sided exhibition wins, Johnny Metras should have himself a winner.

Where does that leave Queen's? Second spot is still wide open, and
theoretically we can still catch Western if they lose to Queen's and

to either Varsity or McGill in one of their remaining encounters.

However, the local favourites would have to go through the remain-

der of the season undefeated.

I personally feel we can beat McGill this coming Saturday.

The Redmen have been weaker at home than away so far. Probably
the fact that they draw only about 4,500 fans most of them from the
opposition, lessens their desire to win. If the Gaels can have their

whole team healthy at one time they will be a force to be reckoned
with. Last Saturday Harshaw, Wilson, Arber, Robb and Fedor
were still feeling the effects of earlier sicknesses that had slowed
them down the previous week. Richards came down with the flu

less than twenty-four hours before game time, while Young and
McAleese found themselves out rather early in the game with
injuries. Even the invulnerable Mitch Wasik found himself hamper-
ed by an injury. All are expected to be fit for action shortly. In
London it was necessary to fill these gaps by men unfamiliar with
the particular positions.

With an injury-riddled team plus the fact that Western was
bigger and had more bench depth than Queen's, it was inevitable

that they would post a win. They could come in with second string-

ers almost as good as the starters, and any team than can do that
against a team that is in poor physical shape due to the virus, will

naturally carry the day. Queen's just didn't have the staying power
to hold their ground against Creighton, Desborough and the rest.

Well deserved words of praise should go to Chuck Safrance,
Paul Fedor (who still is weak from flu), Jerry Steinberg, and,' of
course Karl Quinn who scored our only points plunging over from
the two. Also kudos to the cheerleaders', band members and the
students that made the long and disappointing trip to London.' They
certainly gave it their all to liven up the proceedings in, a losing
cause.

Those pass interceptions can't be blamed entirely on Campbell.
The rush was on him all afternoon and he found himself watching
much of the game from the seat of his pants, after throwing in
desperation. When the line didn't hold the effectiveness of Stewart,
Takasaki, Quinn, Dolan and Harshaw was also limited.

B. J.'s Opinion
Over the course of the last week the intramural humdrum of

activity commenced with football taking the sportlight for the
time being. It started with a bang, but unfortunately the planners
had little foresight. Golf and tennis got underway along with foot-
ball, and consequently there were a great many games lost by
default. Why in heavens would they plan on a long weekend these
two events that usually draw a great many competitors? So many
students went home losing their games by default that in the future
this mistake may be avoided. Let's hope so . . .

Although intramural tennis always draws many keen compe-
titors, a sad state of affairs exists on the intercollegiate level. We
found this year that Queen's was unable to send any represent-
atives to the intercollegiate tennis meet at Montreal. A university
the size of Queen's should be able to find four players capable of
carrying the Tricolor emblem in senior competition on the tennis
front.

We got a kick out of the great spirit that eminated from McGill
after losing their opener to Western. Here is a direct quote from the
McGill Daily. "The University of Western Ontario Mustangs
charged into Montreal and wiped out McGiil's hopes of a football
championship this year as they crushed the Redmen 26-7." Now
we can see why the Redmen always have a team on paper, but on
the field are usually little better than paper weights. With that
kind of spirit and backing by the press they quite naturally would
have little desire to give forth with the effort we find coming from
our Gael teams. Booming kicks and hard plugging, coupled with
fine defensive abilities makes Terry Porter of the Comets the man
to look for in the future. Watching his fine effort in a losing
intermediate tilt gives us every reason to believe that Terry
someday be a great asset to the parent Gaels.

TRICOLOR TRAMPLED IV
MASTERFUL MUSTANGS^

Aerial Attack Too Powerful -—

:

Gaels Absorb 34-6 Defeat

Tennis, Anybody?
Sylvia Joyce, one of the four girls on the Queen's team to be

competing in this year's Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Tour-

nament, is seen working out at the Napier Street courts. The

matches will be held on Friday and Saturday at the Napier Courts

with Western, Varsity, McGill and McMaster entered along with

Queen's.

Western Colts Defeat Comets
By Red Arber

Western Colts, showing a well-

balanced passing and running at-

tack, defeated Queen's 34-13 at

Richardson Stadium Saturday. It

was the second defeat of the sea-

son for the Comets and squared

the Colts' record at 1-1.

The White and Purple opened

the scoring early in the game
when Sloane took a pitch-out and

went 25 yards around the end to

score. Queen's tied it moments
later when Warren Campbell took

a pass from Bradley to score

Queen's first T.D. This was short

lived. A pass from Grace to Rich
Clarke put Western ahead to

stay.

After the Colts' second touch-

down. Porter converted and the

several times before John Scoates

took a pitch-out and ran 28 yards

to score Queen's second touch-

down. Porter convertetd and the

score was 14-13 in favor of West-
ern.

Early in the third quarter. Dig
nan carried around end for the

first of his two touchdowns. Sev
eral plays later he took a pass
from Grace and sped unmolested
into pay dirt. This was one of

the best plays of the game. The
fired up Londoners soon connect-

ed again as Grace, with some ex-

cellent faking, passed to the un-

covered Sloan who went all the

way. The play covered 75 yards.

The Colts closed the scoring

late in the fourth quarter.

Queen's, deep in their own ter-

ritory tried to pass and Ed Long
intercepted for a touchdown.

However the score does not

tell the entire story. Queen's for-

ward wall gave up a minimum of

yardage, and, compared to the

Western line which outweighed

them, played a better defensive

game. Dougall, Robinson, Darga-

well, Waite, McKay and Poapes

did some hard tackling along the

line while Kent Plumley along

with Porter contributed some ex-

cellent defensive work in the se-

condary. Offensively, Porter was

undoubtedly Queen's best runner

and Bradley's accurate passing to

the speedy Campbell was one of

the few bright spots.

But the Western offensive was

a well-balanced machine. Quar-

terbacks Grace and Law ran the

|
team with peak efficiency. Miller

was Chuck Safrance. This nativi

of Windsor, like Quinn, is a stea

dy, little-publicized player. On th<

line Jerry Steinberg was a soli;

fixture in an otherwise batterei

wall. Big Mitch Wasik, always

;

tower of strength, was hamper

ed by injuries.

For a change the oppositio;

made miscues, fumbling eiglr

By George LaFleur

Using an accurate passing attack to set up the powerful run

ning of Dave Creighton, Neil Desborough and George Shepherd

the^Western Mustangs handed Queen's a convincing 34-6 setbac!

Saturday afternoon at London.

Fullback Dave Creighton was the Londoners' main weapon a,

he plunged for two majors and took a pass from reserve quartet,

back Frank Constentino for a third. Other Western touchdown,

came on passes from regular quarterback Art Turner to Desborougl

and Shepherd.

Looking for their first win this season the charging Gael'

recovered a blocked kick on the Western 37 early in the first quarts

and started to march to their only score. After a roughing penaltj

had moved the ball to the 17, a Campbell pass gained ten and Kar

Quinn plunged over for the touchdown. The convert attempt failed

The Mustangs retaliated with

a well balanced passing and run-

ning attack and by the half had a

14-6 lead, with Creighton garner-

ing both majors. The accurate toe

of Willie Casanova converted

both and the Metrasmen had as-

sumed command.

The third quarter was a repe-

tition of the second in scoring.

The accurate passing of Art

Turner resulted in two touch-

downs, one of which was convert-

ed by Casanova. Throughout the

whole of the last half Western

was in complete control. Their

last touchdown, scored by

Creighton on a pass from second

string quartetrback Constentino,

gave the Mustangs a final edge

of 28 points.

George's Gurglings: Dave
Creighton, Art Turner, Neil Des-

borough, and George Shepherd

shone for London. The running

and receiving of Creighton and

the pin-point passing of Turner

appears to insure a return to

power for the once mighty Mus-
tangs of a few years back.

For Queen's! Karl Quinn was
outstanding and, besides scoring

his touchdown, was one of the

Gael's steadiest players. It was
the third touchdown by a back

who has played in the shadow of

more publicized players during

his stay at Queen's. Another back

who played an outstanding game

Karl Quinn

Le
Ca
One h

freshettes

uphold th

Society ir

Grant H
After knt

freshettes

they recei

Before

haffey, P
lined the 1

Levana Si

as an ass

students

goddess c

chosen as

aloft and

and Draigich along with Sloan

carried the ball well, while

Wayne Neil was a tower of

strength on defense. The Queen's

team, weakened by the flu, was
also hampered by the discour-

aging lack of support from the

fans. Next Saturday, Ryerson in-

vades Queen's.

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
MEMBER OF BRITISH HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

CANADIAN JEWELLERS INSTITUTE
(WATCHMAKERS DIVISION

)

Coby Watch Repairing Co.

HIGHEST CLASS WORK IN WATCH. CHRONOGRAPHS
AND CLOCK REPAIRS

347 PRINCESS STREET - DIAL LI 2-7987 - KINGSTON, ONT.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books fo all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

times. However, the Tricok1

were unable to exploit them afte:

the first quartetr. TrtX
Bob Campbell was constant!;

rushed and this cut down his ei J^qq
fectiveness. He is, howevei

quickly acquiring the poise an JJV*j«
experience necessary to spark tl'

Tindallmen to a winning seasor

With four games under thci A nev

belts, two of them exhibitions, tin academic

Tricolor travel to Molson Su by the E

dium this Saturday to meet tin session IS

Redmen. A win is a must for an* 57 were

hopes of a third successive inter $9000. T

collegiate championship fo $90°° am

Queen's who Previ
— to

$7300

An unofficial track meet between

RMC and a Queen's team, made

up of seniors and intermediates,

was held on Wednesday, Oct. 9,

at Queen's. Of the twelve sched-

tween su(

salary s>

university

tolerable.

comniitte(

increases

Gael's Trackmen Beat R.M.C f
rincip

ual report

, has decla;

uled events nine were taken W

Queen's and the remaining thrf*

by the cadets, coached by Don

Donnell.

Queen's coach Bob Seright sa"

the results would be useful in pfp

paration for the Intercollegi^ and we

Senior and Intermediate Tmc

Meet to be held in Toronto, Oc

23. He was particularly pleased should at

the performances of Bob Kosta*'
1

who won the 220 and Mel FraS^

the only double winner, who plat'
1

and resea

first in the broad jump and the h°f Howev
step and jump. Also impress^'

]oca| ^
were two members of the footl>3

Gaels, Paul Fedor and Bob Buf
'

leigh.

MALE HELP WANTED
Full or Spare Time

YOUR OWN SUIT FliEE, IMAGINE!
j

making big pay every day just,
/caring and showing your Dundee I

nnde to measure suit to relatives, I

frlenda, neighbors ond fellow
workers. We want smart men
Dundee dressed. That's our way
of Advertising. Cash In on It

!

Experience unnecessary. Simpll-
,
fled chart makes measuring chilli

|

easy. Big woollen sample display,
c, but act quickly. Write us a
cr. Tell us about yourself.

I Send no money. Everything free.
Dealt Dundee Clothes Shops

I Inc., Unity Bldg., Montreal. P.O..

maintain

grounds

can conti

the very

prof

interest ii
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sAUDIT0RS REJECT NFCUS ACCOUNT
Canadian Firm
May Publish

Tricolor Book

Boy, it's hard to look sacred

Levanites Observe
Candle Ceremony

is natiYi

is a stea

r. On thj

s a soli:

batteret

always ;

hamper

ppositioi

ig eiglr

M
'^pjlM One hundred and eighty-nine

l«flH freshet tc3 pledged themselves to

jPH uphold the honor of the Levana

»
,f '.H Society in a solemn ceremony in

sf
''

' Grant Hall Wednesday evening.

After kneeling to be gowned, the

freshettes trooped to the altar where

they received their candles.

Before the ceremony. Beth Ma-
haffey, President of Levana, out-

lined the history of the society. "The

Levana Society was formed in 1SS9

as an a-sociation for women. Arts

^radents at Queen's. Levana, the

goddess of light and learning, was

chosen as a fitting symbol to raise

aloft and enable Queen'swomen to

Tricolc

lem aftc [

t
. Trustees

on stan tli

Boost Salary
For Professors

g sea so 11 £

fjer thei A new salary scale for the

tions, tl" academic staff has been established

son Sta the Board of Trustees, for the

meet tin session 1957-58. Professors in 1956-

it for an) 57 were making between $6500 to

ive inter- $9000. This year, salaries will be

( ip iff. $9000 and up. Assistant professors

who previously made between $4500
—- to $6000 are now earning $5500 to

$7300.

£^ Principal Mackintosh, in his ann-

ual report to the Board of Trustees,

declared that, "The margin be-

PHOTOS Br HCCUBBI

t;ikt-ii b!

tllfi

tween such salaries and the highest
ing i""

saiarv scales
Don M l

at any Canadian

university is narrow enough to be

,, tolerable. However, others have
right sa'

1

committed themselves to further

ul in p
r

' increases over a three-year period

[collegia'' and Wfi wi|1 bfi har{] presseci to

:e 1 m( maintain our position. On other

>nto, O' 1

gr0Unds as well, our salary scales

>leased ^ should advance further so that we
Kostas'1

can cont jn„e to attract and retain

el Frasef

the very best quality of teaching

ho placel and research staff."

d the hof
However, a spot check at the

mS!f'^ Cadillac agency revealed that

few professors bad showed keen

interest in membership this year.

footle

Bob Bu*

achieve knowledge.

"The lighting of the candle sym-

bolizes the light of the future and

of knowledge and also a deeper

sympathy and wider understanding,"

Miss Mahaffey said.

"Tricolor '58 may be printed by

a Canadian printing firm this year."

Pat Switzer, editor of this year's

publication, told the Journal this

week. The contract for printing the

book had previously been given to

Year Book House, an American

firm. "Three firms are in the

running for the contract this year,

including Year Book House," Miss

Switzer disclosed. "However, this

does not indicate an increase iri

price."

The staff of the Tricolor lias been

at work since late September so

that early deadlines can be met.

Any graduating students who have

not yet had their photos taken

should read the box which appears

elsewhere in the Journal.

Tricolor '58 will be the 51st

edition of the yearbook at this

university. Earlier books were not

known as Tricolors but were pub-

lished by one or more of the faculty

societies.

Any students having candid

photographs which they would like

to see in the Tricolor should leave

them at the AMS office. No re-

sponsibility can be assumed for re-

turning any of these photos.

Portraits

Any final year students

who have not yet made an

appointment to have their

graduation portraits taken for

Tricolor '57 should do so

immediately by calling Wall-

ace Berry Photography at

2-2809. The deadline for grad-

uation portraits is November

15.

SPUTNIK
SPOTTED

EN GARDE,
McGILL!

The Golden Gaels invade Mon-

treal this weekend in another at-

tempt to beat McGill.

Heading the Queen's contingent

will be the pipe band and the full

complement of Tricolor cheer,

leaders. Upwards of 150 tickets

have been sold already, and many

additional students are expected to

make the pilgrimage to Molson's

(stadium).

The Arts Society announced that

the lucky winner of the Gael-a-

Weekend for two was Jack Corbett,

whose ticket was drawn by major-

ette Joan Murphy. The prize in-

cludes trainfare, accommodation for

two nights at the Laurentian, tickets

to the game and to the Saturday

night dance, expense money and

something specified only as "refresh-

ments".

More News on

NFCUS
Conference

on Page S

Attention, Freshmen!

Will all first year students

please pick up their letters in

the Post Office.

Have you seen the Sputnik?

Do you want to see the first step

on the ladder to the moon, the

first form o£ interplanetary roc-

ket-ship? All you have to do is

get up early and stand on a hill,

roof, or any other peak.

Since our first article on the

satellite, Sputnik has been

seen by several local observers.

The first was Dr. D. H. Rogers

of R.M.C. He reported seeing it

last Saturday morning at 6.15

a.m. Subsequently, Dr. Harrower,

Dr. Harkness, and Dr. Love, all

of Queen's, have watched it

whistle across the heavens. "It is

easy to see," says Dr. Harrower.

"It passes by just before 6 a.m.,

just before sunrise. The sphere is

high enough to reflect the sun's

rays, while the observer is still

in the dark. It cuts across the

handle of the Big Dipper, and

fades away on a south-southwest

course. It travels about half as

fast as a meteor."

Pickett Resigns Post

As Inquiry Is Started

Quebec City, Oct. I5(CUP)—NFCUS financial accounting is cock-

eyed, so much so that auditors refuse to certify the books until further

vouchers and statements are received, it was disclosed Tuesday at

the annual NFCUS conference in Quebec City, which began Monday.

"Due to the incomplete condition of the books, records and sup-

porting data we are unable to satisfy ourselves that the statements

set forth above are true and correct in every respect," they wrote.

At suppertime Tuesday James Pickett, NFCUS travel director,

was trying to disssuade the administration and finance committee

from examining the accounts of the travel service, which, he said,

will not be complete and accurate until more bills are paid and

received.

It is not known how much money is unaccounted for. Pickett,

who was executive secretary until his appointment as full-time

travel director in early summer, said the accounts kept were accurate

but rudimentary.

Monday Mr. Picket told the National Federation of Canadian

University Students he intends to resign and wants to leave in a

month. His letter was read during the closing minutes of the first

plenary session.

He gave no reason for this decision, but said he would give

"appropriate explanation" to the executive at a later time. He had

not been at the NFCUS office at Ottawa since before Oct. 4 because

of Asian flu.

During the conference Pickett

Building Fund Nears

$4,000,000 Objective

A Blurb

If it's a free week-end to

Montreal that you want then

you're too late but there will

be all kinds of strange things

at home in Grant Hall tonight

—-a stag or drag dance, 50

cents per person, with Dick

Edney's Orchestra.

The financial campaign of Queen's

University will reach its $4,000,000

objective by the end of the year,

Principal W. A. Mackintosh pre-

dicted in his annual report to the

university trustees which was re-

leased Wednesday.

At the time of writing his report

Principal Mackintosh noted that

"the total result in cash and pledges

is rising slowly above $3,725,000."

"There are still some deferred

cases," he reported. "Contributions

from individual graduates are ex-

pected to accelerate toward the

year-end, and there is still a sub-

stantial amount of work to be done

in the United States. I am confi-

dent that by the end of the calendar

year, we shall have our objective

of 54,000,000."

Principal Mackintosh paid tribute

to N, R. Crump, national chairman

of the campion and "his numerous

and able associates."

Concerning the new law faculty

he remarked: "This is the first new
Faculty in 50 years. Twice before

Queen's University had a Faculty

of Law, first in the '60's and again

in the 'SO's of the last century. The

Faculty established in 1957 will take

one of the oldest of the learned

professions and one of the oldest

in its association with universities.

The addition of this Faculty at

Queen's University is an historic

event, highly important in its en-

largement of university variety and

in its association with the Faculty

of Arts."

Discussing students and their

problems in his report, he pointed

out that "there is a continuing

concern over the number of students

who fail to complete their courses

or who do so only after delays."

"Special efforts are being made

to give more careful direction and

advice to first-year students and to

help them to overcome the problems

of transition from high school and

home to university. This problem,

however, will not be solved quickly

and easily," he said.

In conclusion, Principal Mack-

intosh stated: "The session 1956-57

has been an extremely busy and

crowded one, but much has been ac-

complished — more than one would

have thought possible at its be-

ginning. The impossible was made

possible _by the initiative and de-

voted work of all who were asso-

proposed that a Canadian Uni-

versity Travel Service be set up

to serve the entire Canadian aca-

demic community. He said it

should be started now before
other academic groups set up their

own.

NFCUS reputation among
students was not "wholly good"

he said. He apologized that the

auditor had not authorized the

NFCUS books.

"We are understaffed," he said.

"We couldn't keep up with the

bills."

National Chairman Gabriel Ga-

gnon who read Pickett's letter of

resignation Monday said he did

not know why Pickett was resign-

ing. The two had talked on the

phone but had not seen each other

since the letter was written. Ga-

gnon said that Pickett's resign-

ation came in the midst of an

executive committee enquiry into

the administration of NFCUS.
Pickett was appointed executive

secretary of the federation at its

last annual meeting in 1956, and

was made full time director at

the end of the summer.

He came to the federation ar-

med with many recommendations.

He was known as a strong-willed

man who got into personal con-

flicts with other NFCUS staff

and members of the executive.

He had been criticized by the

Toronto Varsity for his conduct

of the summer travel service

which brought close to 200 Scots

to Canada to work during the

summer.

The entire travel picture, in-

cluding the Varsity charges, are

to be discussed "frankly" in later

sessions of the five-day confer-

ence at Montmorency House out-

side Quebec City.

The national affairs commis-

sion spent more than a hour dis-

cussing L'Association Canadienne

des Universites de Langue Fran-

caise ACULF, which now appears

anxious to cooperate with NF-

CUS. One ACULF observer said

NFCUS offers the only truly na-

tional student voice.

The commission moved "that

NFCUS express the wish that the

universities of French language

(See National View, page 5)

in assured place in the legal edu- ciated in any way with the varied

cation system of Ontario. Law is enterprises and problems in hand."

PHOTOS 31

"We should have lots of fun
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Royalty Or Reality?

The Journal must apologize to any of its readers who took the

editorial in Wednesday's issue, "The Queen is Dead", as a slur

upon the Queen. It is beside the point of her individual character

whether she appeared colorless or not at several periods during the

visit. Lord Altrincham was too demanding in his criticism of the

Queen. The conclusion that should be drawn is that tradition alone

is not sustaining and that the Queen often looks like a shopgirl or a

schoolgirl through no fault of her own. The suggestion of royalty

no longer brings on illusions of splendor, if only because royalty

dresses differently now than it has in the past. And royalty means

less, accordingly.

One of the major reasons for the defence of the Queen on her

visit in Canada is that the Queen serves as a convenient mirror

for self flattery. The greater the Queen the more superior the sub-

jects. In truth the feeling towards the Queen last week-end has been

a wave of fleeting emotionalism and provincial conceit. The news-

papers have been the greatest villain in the hoax. In Wednesday's

Kingston Whig-Standard the headline reads: "Canada Bids Queen

Farewell" and what difference does it make what the Queen does.

And the lead story from Canadian Press begins: "Canada bids her

Queen a loving farewell today. Lingering will be the crowded

memories of a four-day, history-making visit and the prospects of

a full cross-country Canadian tour ..." These lines obviously apply

to the thronging masses and not to the Queen.

She herself has been overheard to remark that these visits often

turn into a blur of faces. Every night before retiring she must

soak her hands in water. Tuesday night alone, coming atop a 15-mile

Ottawa-Hull drive, she shook hands with some 1,300 persons. The
exhausting schedule the royal couple went through didn't possibly

allow them to appreciate the visit.

If the people had any true affection for their monarch they

would not force her to go through the exacting routines in tour

after tour, but true affection doesn't exist. Everybody sympathizes

with the Queen but nobody does anything to make her visits easier.

People are far more interested in the prestige value of shaking her

hand and appearing at the function in which she is present. They
are not! interested in her character, over which Lord Althincham

was attacked, but in their impression upon her and her friends.

And they refuse to consider criticism because they are so ego-J

involved in her stature themselves that they must not loosen their

grip for a second. Consequently any function of royalty tends to

become a mockery and the Queen suffers underneath the weight

of greedy social pressure.

In this most recent visit it was what Canada did and what the

people did that seemed important to the papers and to their readers

In the Whig Standard the royal couple "became reality to the thou-

sands of people who have crowded into Ottawa from Vancouvei
Island in the West and Canada's newest province, Newfoundland
in the East." And again "It makes one feel almost like royalty as

the cheering begins ..." Possibly it is the duty of the Queen to

suffer for the gratification of the mass populace but people should

realize that the Canadian population likes itself much better than

it likes the Queen. Only the most obtuse could sincerely cherish the

thought that the Queen really enjoyed her visit to Ottawa. The
"loving farewell" by the people was the crown of hypocrisy.

There are many, including the Whig Standard and correspon-
dents to this paper, who believe that the visit was invaluable. One
writer says that the Royal Family "has travelled extensively hoping
that by personal contact they can help cement the Western Alliance

and the Commonwealth." The Whig Standard says that "the state

visit here has been an unqualified success." "An unqualified suc-
cess" is a subjective exaggeration and political reality does not
allow that anything the Royal Family will do will cement the Com-
monwealth. Within the Commonwealth we have such countries as
South Africa, whose feeling towards the Queen is low and whose
political leadership is widening the gap with the western democratic
countries. There is also India, who refuses to recognize a monarch,
with a burgeoning population (the biggest single populace in the
group) and its starving gutter crawlers in the thousands. For them
the Queen is nothing

1

and they would rob her of her luxury if they but
could. What do South Africa, India, Pakistan and Ceylon care
for the Queen when they have their own problems to work out? In
the modern economic struggle and the play of international forces
the Queen is insignificant. Before any overfed westener begins huz-
zahing about the great symbol and unifying force of the British
monarchy, he should take several long hard looks at reality in a
world which is pressing in from all continents. And then an estima-
tion of the grand importance of any symbolic monarchy would be
silly, especially to those who boast of love, affection and the warm
feeling of the human spirit, But selfish conceit to the fore.

And what do we think of the Queen in Canada? In Quebec and
in the greater part of New Brunswick, the predominantly French
Canadian regions, the Queen certainly does not evoke love and
probably does not evoke respect. It is impossible to blame these
people for this attitude. Separated from the English tradition and
resolute in their own independent attitudes, they cannot resolve the
fact of a Canadian Queen who is fundamentally British in :birth
and life. Then there are the thousands of immigrants who, together
with their progeny, make up a majority in the prairie province^
and a good representation in the others. They cannot devote them-
selves to the Queen because, as new Canadians, they are not in the
old monarchist tradition. The monarchy just does not apply.
Le Devoir, Canada's foremost French-speaking voice, is -pledged to the
the cause of republicanism.

Relatively speaking, it matters not whether the monarchy re-
mains or whether it dies. The monarchy in Canada is an anachro
nism. Together with John Osborne, the English playwright, we ask
for someone with "the wit to laugh it into extinction or the honesty

"Gold Fillins In A Mouthful Of Decay

London, Sept. 22

—

(from the

Globe and Mail)—One of Britain's

successful young playwrights has

scathingly attacked the "ridicul-

ous anachronism" of royalty in a

current magazine.

Writing in the October issue of

Encounter, John Osborne des-

cribed the "meaningless symbol"

of monarchy as a bar to the

masses. "A socialist party that is

not republican," he said, "is not

crediting its potential followers

with reason or intelligence."

Osborne's is the secjond im-

portant attack on the monarchy
within three months. Lord Altrin-

cham, young Conservative peer,

criticized some aspects of Queen
Elizabeth's conduct of her role

and of the court that surrounds

her. Altrincham said later his pur-

pose was to conserve the monar-
chy.

Osborne, on the contrary, is

one of Britain's "angry young

men" and a very successful one.

He is author of the plays "Look

Back in Anger" and "The Enter-

tainer", both critical and com-

mercial successes in London.

Politically he is well to the left.

One of his chief criticisms of

"queen-worship" is that it delays

achievement of socialism.

The writer recalled that he has

called "royalty religion the 'na-

tional swill' because it is poison-

ous." His point is that the sym-
bol of monarchy is no longer

truthful and worthwhile: "It is

dead, it is the gold filling in a

mouthful of decay."

Comparing the Crown with the

Cross, symbol of Christianity,

Osborne said that whereas the

Cross represented values, the

Crown represented a substitute

for values.

When crowds rush forward in

the Mall towards Buckingham

Palace, Osborne believes they

are participating "in the last cir-

cus of civilization that has lost

faith in itself and sold itself for a

splendid triviality."

Royal worship, Osborne found,

is as "nourishing and useful as

wax fruit under a glass case."

Describing the round of royalty,

including "the endless concentra-

tion at the racecourse" and Queen
Elizabeth's yearly broadcast on

Christmas, Osborne asked: "Are

these the crowning interests of a

rich, healthy culture?"

Bored and distressed by "so

many empty minds, so many
empty lives in Britain to sustain

this fatuous necessity" of mon-
archy, the playwright asked for

someone with "the wit to laugh

it into extinction or the honesty

to resist it."

, GARY
by MOFFATT

3IDAY, C

FIFT
Are we sadists? I feel that w|

little sadism may be innate

mankind, the malicious streak

sometimes show is partly due tfTfiie 1

faulty set of ideals.
1 1113 1

We often criticize professic,

boxing for its harmful effects

the participants. This criticism

quite justified, but the fact that, James "c

boxer is taking a calculated risking weekly

permanent injury for the chaetmesday -

of fame and glory makes us Ltitution."

some of the sympathy for him u I do not

this stand against boxing impli0 had the

In professional wrestling nobotljihe last |ui

really hurt. The real reason p<s ;

fessional boxing and wrestli "In the 1

should be banned is their effeel s to sit arc

the spectators who sit scream&t one had

for blood. The more seriously Well don

boxer is hurt, the better the crwical bomb
likes it. Some people say thggered aw.

boxing matches are merely pand "From il

ing to the lowest level of inflows) had

gence, but I suggest that they fed in a ro

going a step farther and keeping private

at the level it has now sunk to. Psk intciiijn

fessional hockey should be made Mr. Hoi

good, clean sport by rigidly enf&ichees for

ing laws against these hrai

(which, I suspect, are often
p, gaill bridi

posely staged to draw crowds) a|iaps i ess
I feel that we should clean hodpi v jn fcc i

up or abandon it.
s scl(![)[11

Sadism has always infiltrated cs deliverer

humor. Peter Ustinov's remark tt>e; anci 177

if snobbery were removed, laughi 0f t
-

Ile ]

would be bereaved sums up tjng home
desire to see the pompous ass h flic re .

on a banana-peel. Laurel and Han jjt _ Hoi ti-

the funniest of the Hollywo a;tmos pj.,e
.

comedians, proved that we can enj gut thpr
the plight of even a sympatlit^j|jj.^|^^

character. Most of the Amerifo

humorists draw their material ft

Letters To The Editor

God Savc

.

Editor, Journal:—It is not diffi-

cult to see that people are emo-
tional. They get a thrill out of gaz-

ing on our lovely Queen. Observed
by them she moves about with dig-

nity and a consciousness of duty.

She is the focus of their emotions.

The United States has success-

fully focused loyalty (emotion)
on "the constitution" or "the
flag." But is there not something
more personal in the living sym-
bol — the Queen — than in the
lifeless one, "the constitution"?

A great deal of American patriot-

ism has been directed towards
the president's office. We have
seen how this emotion can place
a national hero of much disputed
political ability in the chief ex-
ecutive's chair. Our Queen can
command love and respect and
not have political ability, but at
the same time not restrict the
smooth-working of the democra.
tic machinery. If she has political
ability, all the better.

The "unwieldy processes of cus-
tom" which the editor describes as
"quite ineffective as symbols" in the
opening of parliament, I should
think are very important in that as
quite effective symbols they remind
us of how our liberties were
struggled for and won.

Sir Winston Churchill, with the
Speech from the Throne in his
hands, would have difficulty in

delivering it with color. Enumer-

ating the government's list of

proposed legislation is a difficult

thing to do with color. At least

that is what the editor wants in

the Speech from the Throne. The
editor apparently did not hear
Her Majesty's very charming
fireside chat with her Canadian
subjects on Sunday evening. Even
an American reporter admired
her performance, and all discre-

dited Lord Altrincham's remarks.

If the editor did listen, perhaps
I should not say all, he is dis-

tinguished by being the excep-
tion.

By constructive criticism we
should guide them in their program,

not by rude invective of which
Wednesday's editorial was an ex-

ample. The Queen and her hus-
band, indeed the whole Royal
Family, have travelled extensively,

hoping that by personal contact

they can help cement the Western
Alliance and the Commonwealth.
Their visits are much more effec-

tive, as far as the public is concern-

ed, than the visits of President

Eisenhower or Prime Minister

MacMillan could be.

God Save the Queen.

Ralph Langtry.

Queen I

Editor, Journal:—After reading

the editorial in Wednesday's Journal

I should like to add a few words
to my earlier letter.

Regardless of what one may

C
litch just 1

ly prevail*
exaggerated human foibles itj<jent to t

Thomas
of bis cc

he

t slid dov

greatest—Benchley, Thurber, Ft

Allen—generally poked fun at thj

own) placing a person in hot wal'^
e

The invaluable Pogo proves t'

humor does not require sadism

hi;

Il 1

Th.

think about the monarchy as an
institution such a personal attack

must be considered both cynical and

gross.

The editor, in his intellectual

snobbery, seeks only to destroy an
edifice without offering an accept

able replacement. Such negative

criticism is useless.

But, more important, he wishes
to blame Her Majesty for certain

shortcomings during the visit

which can have been apparent to

few save himself. The editor, in

all his wisdom and understand-
ing, thinks that the whole visit

"fizzled". Surely, if the events

displayed on his television screen
caused him so much displeasure

he should address his complaints
to the CBC.

Nothing, it seems, could ease

the pain, for the editor found events

in Ottawa "uninteresting and slow."

In that case I suggest that he should

have spent the day wandering the

streets of Toronto or fishing by a
mountain stream. And if he must
find a scapegoat I would suggest a

letter to the government which or-

ganized the visit and which is re-

sponsible for parliamentary proce-

dure.

The editor, it seems, would like

to abolish all tradition and banish

all ceremony from the parliamentary

process. He says that he found the

Queen colorless. I can only think

that he must be a very colorless

person himself.

Frank Showell

r's Ifltcr he
West Point is supposed to brt

America's finest gentlemen. Acco:,

ing to a recent Life article
ntal|[i

praises West Point training) r
F

, . , . . , . , . 5 of local
admitted aim in the induction

,, , lart Kestt
the young recruit or beast is

teach him to hate. This is a hell
1 1 =

an objective, and it shows il

something is wrong with our idei

Many feel that the late, lamer'

CCF leader J. S. Woodsworth *

a fool for opposing our enters

World War II on humanitari

principles. Granted that Canada H

little choice but to enter, I sulin

that the fools were the statesm'

of all nations who had brought 1!

holocaust about, not Mr. Wood!

worth.

Supporters of pro boxing, W<

Point-type initiations, crime movi

and those master-pieces of sadis

the color cartoons, may find

rather hard to look Mr. Nehru

the eye when talking of desir"

peace.
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^FIFTH COLUMN
streak

r due
trThis Wayward World

BY MEPHISTO
rofessio.

effects

riticisin

ct thati James "cracker-barrel" Holmes, sedate author of that scintil-

ted risking weekly column entitled Jim Holmes, is wrong as usual. Last

he chaednesday saw him labouring with the myth of the "hallowed

es us ttittitiou."

r him u I do not wish to torture a second time those doughty readers

itnpli,Q had the signal determination to plough through Jim Holmes

nobodythe last Journal, but a short quotation is unavoidable. Mr. Holmes
sason

[/S :

wrestli "In the 18th century Oxford the idea of a university education
r effects to sit around for a number of years reading and contemplating
scrcamiat one had read. The emphasis was on thought and discussion.

,:

criouslj Well done Mr. Holmes. But let us shift for a moment from this

the crvical bombast to the facility of the redoubtable Gibbon as he 1

say thggered away from Magdalen high table in 1752:

:ly pand "Fnun the toil ul reading or thinking or writing they (the

of inti low -
) had absuh id i hen conscience, Their convei sation stag-

it they ;ed in .i round uf college business, Tor) politics, personal stories

keepinpl priv.ue scandal
. their dull and deep potations ex< used the

nk to. Psl6;i'ntetnperancc of youth."

be mad- Mr. Holmes would presumably substitute these fuddled de-

dly cnfojjpiees for the present Faculty at Queen's,

sc bra *
often

p Cambridge, generally considered more distinguished though
oud-

!
,

|

ia |,, |,.. fcftiiat than Oxford, was, according to Gibbon "less
can h<xl.pjy than ha -i-t, r" Vcl even the Cambridge profes-

s seldom performed any of their supposed functions. No lecture
iltrateil (s t

\ r \, x j, v
; Regius Professor if Modern History bctv. een

emark bg aill | 1773 According in Trevelvan "the third and most scandal-
d, laugh, of tlu . i„,i,| ( r . ,,| lhai Chair died in [768 from a fall while
lis up ij ng home drunk from his V icarage at Over."
us ass tr Tht, "reading and contemplating" advocated by the cnthusias-
and Han

jjr. Holmes could only be pursued with the greatest difficulty in

HoHywo a{mos pjiere sucn as t hjs-

e can enj gu(. there wasn >

t oni

y rot at the top As an undergraduate at
;ynipatlifmbroke Collegc William Pitt the Younger was found drunk in
Amerit

iterial

[itch just outside Cambridge by an eminent Churchman who was

'ly prevailed upon with the greatest difficulty not to report the

'b'

65

p
ident to the Prime Minister-

1
'

, Thomas Gray, a well read and contemplative man, was hounded
:un at th

hot wall
. of his college by rowdy students who traded on his acute fear

fire. The undergraduates gave a false alarm one night and the

'""(T ni'
!t S''^ u0wn ms special escape rope into a barrel of water. A few

, . ys later he moved to the distinguished college across the street.

" °
Fc

This history glitters but in a way that is anathema to Mr.
en, Acco;

icle fwl'

ining) 1

lduction

lines. It think he would find the solution to all his groans about

;imentation and regulation if he occupied less time on the subtle-

5 of local politics and founded a club for toasting the prospective

lart Restoration.
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betty-jean hagen debut
The first concert of the season takes

place Monday, October 21st at 8.30

p.m. in Grant Hall.

-- PROGRAM -

BETTY-JEAN HAGEN, Violinist

Leo Barkin at the piano

I.

Adagio in E major,

Rondo in C major

K. 261 Mozart

Mozart

BETTY-JEAN HAGEN, still only in her mid-twenties has,

seven European tours to her credit. She has appeared as soloist

with such orchestra as the Concertgebouw of Amsterdam and the

Orchestre de la Suisse Romande in Geneva.

II.

Sonata, Opus 47 ("Kreutzer")

Adagio sostenuto — Presto

Andante con variazioni

Presto

Beethoven

Intermission

III.

Duo in A major, Opus 162

Allegro moderato

Scherzo

Andantino

Allegro vivace

Schubert

IV.

Poeme

Roumanian Dances

La Campanella. (The Bell)

Chausson

Bartok-Szekely

Paganini

LASTRADA here sunday
"Les Parents Terribles" had been slated by

the Kingston Film Society as the main fea-

ture in their opening show this Sunday. Un-

forseen events have made it necessary to open

the season with "La Strada" but Chairman

Peter Wade stated Wednesday the society

was making every effort to obtain the delayed

film in the place of "La Strada" on March 16.

—Editors.

DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

LA STRADA (Film Society)—

Federico Fellini's "La Strada"

(The Road) is one of those rare

movies which have a powerful

effect on their viewers even

though they can't quite grasp the

moral structure of the plot. The

dramatic punch of the movie is

so decisive that Harper's maga-

zine called it the best film in sev-

eral years when it first appeared

in 1954.

"La Strada" is a production of

the neo-rcalist Italian! film mak-

ers in the Chaplin tradition but

it exists for the film strip alone

—

it could not he done in any other

form. It is not plotted like a book

or play; it moves instead along

a narrative stream. Nothing in

"La Strada" seems performed for

the camera; events lead and the

camera follows.

The plot, oversimplified, con-

cerns the picaresque experiences

of a half-wit girl on "the road"

Italy with a brutal carnival

strongman who has bought her

for ten thousand liras from her

mother. She soon becomes his

stooge, mistress, drudge and only

champion. He trains her by whip-

ping, like a dog, and hurts her

more by his indifference to the

wonders of the wide world. They
join a claptrap circus and there

run into a zany young acrobat,

an enemy of long standing who
goads the strong man with elfish

pranks. There is a furious fight,

both parties are banished from

the circus and set off again on

their separate travels. By bad

luck they meet on the road again,

the zany is killed, the girl falls

into a mad introspection and her

master abandons her in a vexa-

tion made frantic by fear. Years

later he learns that she died; he

knows then, as she had always

known, how lonely he is—and he

weeps.

That is how the story goes, and

it sounds very much like a re-

hashing of the melodramatic. But

its running narrative escapes this

and gives the movie a special

force and quality. There is noth-

ing you could call a climax but

there are turning points and a

tension that renews itself with

each encounter. And the under-

lying symbolism discloses the tra-

gic parable about the intercourse

of strength, tenderness and wit

in this world and about the ter-

rible emptiness that conies when

they cannot relate to each other.

On the plane of sheer symbol-

ism, the fey girl (Giulietta Mas-

ina) stands for unceasing unself-

ish love—the extreme only pos-

sible in one whose mentality pre-

cludes pride. There is one fascin-

ating scene in which the wander-

ing girl encounters a strangely

deformed invalid with a head

frighteningly larger than the nor

mal person's and in which situa

tion the waif still shines humanity

in contrast to the laughing child

ren and parsimonious nuns. The

strong man (Anthony Quinn) is

the symbol of irrational pride, the

self-sufficient iceman, the spirit

ual recluse. And the zany clown

(Richard Basehart) is reality, the

reality of death, the realization of

individual insignificance, and the

transcending pulsation of life

When the clown is killed, love

(Masina) dies and steely strength

(Quinn) collapses without a

foundation. Brute force learns

humanity in the end in a classical

tragic setting.

All that can be said about the

three leading characters is that

they are extraordinary — their

performances defy categorization

;

They generate excitement with-

out physical action. The produc-

tion itself is a lyrical expression

of self-confidence, in which the

limits of technique are stretched

beyond the ordinary- by technic-

ians who know precisely what

they are doing. Though "La

Strada" borders on the sentimen-

tal and hops lightly on the toes of

fantasy, in its intensity it achieves

a fineness and complexity far be-

yond anything that Hollywood

has turned out since.

Julian Ashcroft.

"Such MIGHTYPower

tomparison ™ith the

i-acuum lube the transistor is

imaller, uses lejs current, gen-

;r»res little heat and has con-

siderably longer life. It i*

proving an lable

mcnt for the designers of

lectrica] equipment.

encompassed

in so small

a frame"

The manufacturing of

transistors and their use

in new equipment

is but one of a number

of challenging projects

currently being undertaken

by the Northern Electric

Company.

The solving of Canada's

communication problems

will give full scope

to the enquiring minds

and inventive genius

of young engineers.

There are interesting careers—and a continual

needfor University Graduates— at the Northern

Electric Company Limited. A letter or postcard

to the College Relations Department, Box 6124,

Montreal, Que., will bring full information

concerning these opportunities.

Horthern Electric
SERVES YOU BEST
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WUS International Assembly
Receives $1 2,000 Council Grant
Winnipeg(CUP)—A grant of

$12,000 by the Canada Council to

World University Service of Can-

ada has been announced by WUS
National Office.

The grant will help finance the

1958 International General As-

sembly of WUS, which will be

held in Canada for the first time.

Over 100 participants from some

30 countries will attend the as-

sembly.

The General Assembly is the

supreme governing body of WUS
at the international level, and

meets annually to formulate pol-

icy and elect officers. It consists

both of member delegates and

representatives from international

university organizations, includ-

ing the World Student Christian

Federation, Pax Romana, the

World Union of Jewish Students

and the International Association

of University Professors and Lec-

turers. The General Assembly is

composed of students and faculty

in almost equal proportions-

International!)' known scholars

and experts on university affairs

will participate in the sympos
iums which are a part of the as

scmbly sessions. As WUS enjoys

consultative status with UNE
SCO and works closely with other

UN agencies, observers from

these organizations are usually

present.

In this connection, World Uni-

versity Service of Canada has

Student Leaders Odd
Some Odder 7han Others

Hamilton (CUP)—If you are a

student leader or are contemplat-

ing taking a greater part in stud-

ent activities you are an oddball.

At least the Minnesota Daily,

published at the University of

Minnesota, seems to think so.

Student leaders arc odd, but

some leaders are odder than

others, the Daily reports in the

Student Mirror.

The results were gleaned from

personality tests given to frater-

nity and sorority officers, student

religious and political leaders and
menbers of student publication

staffs and governing boards.

Measured against the average

freshman, student leaders showed
higher social and intellectual cul-

tivation and hysteria symptoms.

Male student lenders are the

most unusual of group leaders.

They are more abnormal in their

concern of bodily functions, and

show a gteater lack of deep emo-

tional response.

The feelings of suspicion, over-

sensibility and persecution are

more marked, they are more in-

clined to excessive seclusion, shy-

ness, bizarre thoughts and be-

haviour.

been named to the 26-member
National Commission for UNE-
SCO. Dr. John Coleman, a pro-

fessor of mathematics at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, will be its re-

presentative. Dr. Coleman has
represented Canada at many in-

ternational un i v e r s i t y confer-

ences, and until recently was a

member of the National Admin-
istrative Committee of WUS.
The Commission will assist in

advising the Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs on matters relating

to UNESCO ; serve as an agency
of liaison with organizations and
individuals in Canada interested

in UNESCO; and assist the Can-
ada Council in carrying out its

program of external relations.

Air Veteran
To Lecture

On Defenses

3tye <golb?n Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra
Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINCSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

Crowds Expected

ReunionWeekend

Hundreds of graduates and
their wives are expected to at

tend the reunion weekend at

Queen's University on October

25, 26 and 27. One of the high

lights will be the Queen's - Mc-
Gill game at Richardson Memor-
al Stadium on the afternoon of

October 26.

The program as announced by

H.J. Hamilton, Alumni secretary,

is as follows:

Friday, Oct. 25 —
Afternoon - registration. Tea in

the McLaughlin Room of the

Students' Memorial Union. At
5.15 p.m. there will be a public

showing of the new motion color-

ed film, "Queen's University at

Kingston" in the Students' Un-
ion.

Friday night: Pep Rally, fol-

lowed by the University Recep-

tion in Grant Hall at 9 p.m.

Saturday morning - registration

in the Union,

Saturday noon - Reunion lun-

cheon in the Union at 12.15

o'clock.

Afternoon: Queen's - McGill

game followed by the Principal's

Tea in Adelaide Hatl at 4.30 p.m.

At 5 p.m. there will be the Le-

vana Tea Dance in Grant Hall,

with the General Reunion dinner

at the Students' Union at 7.30

p.m.

Dr. D. C. Matheson, retired

professor of anatomy, will be
honored at a testimonial dinner

at 7.30 o'clock at LaSalle Hotel.

There will also be several class

dinners held at various points.

At 9 p.m. the football dances will

be held at Grant Hall, the gym-
nasium and the LaSalle Hotel.

A veteran airman will give his

views on Canada's defenses next

Tuesday evening' in the McLaugh
Iin Room of the Students' Union

at 7 :30 p.m. Air Commodore
Keith L. B. Hodson, OBE, DFC
CD, of Air Force Headquarters

Ottawa, who served as a com
manding officer of No. 401 Fight

er Squadron in 1942, and as ;

commander of No. 126 Canadian

Wing and liason officer witli the

United States 9th Tactical A
Force in France during the latter

part of the war, will speak on

"An Airman Looks at the Dc
fense Picture."

A/C Hodson is at present the

Chief of Organization and Man
agement at Air Force Headquar
iters.

All students and staff are in

vited to hear the lecture.

First Debate
Sees Schools

Beat Out Pubs
Have public houses done more

good for the country than public

schools? This was the startling

question asked at the debate held

Tuesday night by the Debating

Society at their first meeting.

Gary Moffatt and Peter Saund-
ers pointed out that the modern
method of teaching in the public

schools is giving us illiterate,

stupid youngsters, who can't read

nursery rhymes without stumbl-

ing over every fifth word. They
also stated that the pubs, while

occasionally issuing forth the odd

inebriate, nevertheless provide
the man on the street with re-

freshment and relaxation, as well

as human companionship.

Dick Abbott and Paul Cosgrove
countered that the pubs are dens

of sin, pools of iniquity, where the

ordinary man is confronted with

the devilish combination of liquor

and television, and more often

than not, gives in to his weak-
nesses. Their arguments carried

the day, and the resolution was
defeated.

The small group of enthusiasts

who turned up for the meeting
also elected new officers to help

Paul Haines and Shirley Ross,

the encumbent President and
Secretary-Treasurer.

In order to attract the women
of the campus, Adelaide Hall

Common Room was suggested as

the next general meeting place.

The theory is that where the

women arc, there will the men be

also

!

Communists And ImperidiistsMatioi

Blamed As Bug Advances F«tur<

Tired? Run down? Got that I

don't care attitude? Chances are

a stranger from the Orient lias or

will be intimate with you.

Asiatic flu is completing its

tour of the Queen's campus and

in case you think we were the

only college victims, read on:

Bishops U. (CUP)— Officials

arc wary of the bug as it is sus-

pected that it has had communist

affiliations in the past. "We can-

not allow this foreign germ as-

sociating with our wives and

daughters," remarked one indig-

ent official.

One explanation is that the bug

is actually the tool uf European

mpcrialists who named the bug

"Asian" to cloud the issue. Lob-

byists at Ottawa are endeavoring

to have the bug deported with

other undesirables, but the gov-

ernment is afraid lu tread upon

provincial rights. The rumor

that an order in council will be

passed to permit the bug to in-

tegrate with Canadians at schools

colleges is the work of a

Saskatchewan rabble-rouser nam-

ed Sarah Bmks, and it is not the

truth.

The Brunswickan (CUP)—The
Mount Alison train, the infamous

football express to Sackville, has

been cancelled. Three hundred

and fifty cases of the illness have

caused this drastic action. . .

Saskatoon (CUP)—The terrify-

ng plague has struck! Innocent

tudents across the length and
breadth of the campus have fallen

ictim of the diabolical iuterna-

tonal crime since two Commu-
nists, cleverly disguised at Mrs.
Murphy's cow, started the Chi-
cago fire.

Grave suspicions were confinn-

<1 yesterday when the University

entymological department report-

ed 7 out of 10 virus' which have

ents ha

have the words

CHINA" stamped

been forcibly removed from stu<|,

?

Ue EC

have been found i, ,

MADE INR|v,,
!"ce here

.

, .bout as si
ross til-.,, 0 _

, .... . . , .. , nar on L;
navels. I his is the first proof

have that the USSR and
;

satellites are definitely wagi

germ warfare. It is widely' l,^™
1"31

" wc

lieved that the Commies l.,„™ assis

built up a gigantic Asiatic (In,.
.J'

virus stockpile equivalent to 170,
!

'

000,000 sneezes — enough to blov

us all to Kingdom Come.

Officials likened this to tli

CoiiHiumist-mspircd It a o f an

mouth disease outbreak som

years ago. At that time, Rut

trained Chinese cattle rustier

had run herds from Manchuri,,
The sem;

d by Tor.

ear's Na
'anadian

'nay be he
1

Earliest

958.

Possible

iouse, Ri>

Catharines

' chools at

;ate sugge

"rialist Cy
tals' retrea

run

through the Iron Curtain to tin

French coast. The most horrilih

infected animals were then swun

across the channel disguised a?

Marilyn Bell and Florence Chadf®
'"

V arrived in Sask-fwick, and

atchewan.

Classified Ads.

Playboy Magazine: Special
college year rate; Nov. to June
eight months) for $3.50, 12

months $5.00, 24 months $9.00,

fetime $149.50, wfllablc to one
heir. Lloyd Zbar, 215 McNeill
louse. Phone 2-8890.

Typing: Pickup and delivery,

'hone Mrs. Wcstbrook at 2-4546.

Student Magazine Rates: Time
$4 a year ,(2 yrs. $7) ; Life -

$4.25 a year (2 yrs. $7.50) ; Sports
llustrated - $4 a year (2 yrs.

$7.50); Newsweek - S3 a year;
Playboy - $5 a year; Macleans -

$2 a year. Pay now or later. Write
Student I n 4i .1 Ageiuy F Q
Box 157, Adelaide P.O., Toronto

Out.

CFRC
Friday, October 18
7.00—Sign-on and music
7.15—Campus Topics
7.20—Music Review
7.45—Queen's At Home —

Engineering Building
8.00—Musical Kaleidoscope
8.15—Research In Progress —

Dr. T. M. R. Beveridge
8.30—Music
9.00—Concert Hall
11.00—Sign-off
Saturday, October 19
1.00—Sign-on and music
2.00—Opera House — Aida
5.00—Folk Music
5.30—Let's Hear It Again
6.00—Dinner Music
7.00—Who Wants To Know?
7.15—Campus Topics
7.20—Music
7.30—Modem Jazz
8.00—The Library Shelf—Miss Dyd

Organization
8.15—Platter Chatter
8.45—Science Series
9.00—Concert Hall

11.00—Late Listening
12.00—Sign-off
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Friday

Chalmers Young Peoples: A bowl-
ing party scheduled; all interested ad
welcome lo meet at Chatmer's Church
nl 6,15 or at Brock Bowling Alley a'

6.30 p.m.

Intercollegiate Tennis: All those in-

terested in being linemen for the If

lercollegiatc Tennis Tournament on

Friday, Saturday this week please sigf

name on list at Ban Rigli or tell Sylvia

Vincent the day and time free to
so.

Sunday
Newman Club: Al 8:00 P.M. then

will he 3 Newman Nile held in Jeanm
Mancc Nurse's Residence on Brorl
Si. Tlicrc will be discussion groups of„

Marriage Preparation, Labor Refec-
tions, Apologetics and Psychiatry and

Religion. Tin's will be followed by ;

Social Program.
Canterbury Club: The Cantcrbun

Club is holding a Communion Break
fast at St. James Church at 8.00 A.M
Rev. R. Favary will preach.
Monday
Concert Series: Ticket holders art

reminded lhal the first University Con-
cert will take place Monday night a'

(.rant Hall at 8.30, featuring Betty Jcnr
l-lagei]. Doors will close at 8.30 sharp

OX/

/

funt

Statistic!
The other day our vice president in charge of good
news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke
68 million times a day. You can look at this 2 ways:

Either we've got an incredibly thirsty

.Individual on our hands. Or Coca-Cola is thi
Lbeat-loved sparkling drink in the world.

We lean to the latter interpretation.

»fcofr" It a ngttt«*d tradt-mark. COCA-COIA LTD.

k-A A A
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listsiVational Seminar

;es Future Possibility

,m t
Quebec City, Oct. 15(CUP)—

found
0e*egateS l° thC NFCUS conf"-
''nce here have begun to talk

()j

''bout as site for a National Sem-
.

u
'"nar on Canadian Affairs which

irool vv , Si..,.,..
]

'nay be held this year.

Earliest possible date for the
eminar would be Christmas. Fin-
ancial assistance has been promis

wagin

lely bi

cs h;

l

'

t

|' ;d. but the seminar may not be

m 17n
,eId until Easter °r Christmas

J
.

,

,

-958.
toblun

Possible sites include Hart

to i|

l0USC
'
Ridley CoIIege near St.

"'Catharines and Trinity College
'"'''chools at Port Hope. One dele-

!j
S0," c

;ite suggested Cleveland Indus-
rialist Cyrus Eaton's Intellect-

mclniri
W,IS' retreat at Pugwash, N. S.

i to Uh
^e seminar was first suggest-

liorril.lv*
hy Toront0 delegates to last

a f

n swuiiil
'ear's National Federation of

lised :i
,-
anadian University students

c Chad °fl&ress in Montreal. The sug-

in S; t k

'est!on was Part of Toronto's
Voposals to bring NFCUS back
3 basic principles, eliminate "gim-

f nicks" and encourage student un-
derstanding.

Probably two delegates will be
licked from large universities,

me delegate from smaller ones.
?inal decision as to time, place,

Jid participants will be left to

_ he NFCUS executive.

World University Serice secre-
ary Lewis Parinbam today spoke
o the National Affairs Commis-
ion of the congress, outlining
nethods of choosing delegates to
uch a seminar. He said a cross-

;?
ection of students from all facul-
ies of universities should be
ought.

BS Dyd, The p]an has yet tQ be approv_
d officially by the plenary ses-
ion of the congress.
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NFCUS Conference Making Unexpected Progress
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER ZOth

8.00 a.m. Corporate Commu-
nion for the Canterbury
Club

9.00 a.m. Holy Communion
11.00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer
Special Student Series
"An Adequate Faith"

Ereacher: Prof. R. A. Ward
God—revealed or discovered?"

Wc invite yon to the Coffee Hour
and discussion after the service.

Wed. 8 a.m. Holy Community

Session Talks
On Education
Quebec City, Oct. 16 (CUP)—

Students from across Canada
found they're in agreement over
at least one thing — they're not
completely happy with the educa-
tion Canada offers its young
people.

Delegates to the National Fed-
eration of Canadian University
students congress here came to
no conclusions, but spent two
and a half hours in lively dis-

cussion of their views. Prof.
Arthur Tremblay of Laval Uni-
versity, an expert on Canadian
education, led the seminar.
The discussion, first of its sort

to be scheduled at a NFCUS
conference, was started as a re-
sult of a Toronto proposal at
last year's congress. Students on
the panel came from Laval, Ot-
tawa, Western Ontario and Man-
itoba Universities.

They dealt with problems of
specialization and communica-
tion on the university campus.
Much talk centred around find-
ing the best formula to educate
and stimulate the "average stu-
dent". Students also showed con-
cern at finding "thinkers" on the
campus, the men who will end up
directing Canada's progress.

A delegate from Sir George
Williams College in Montreal,
opposed other students' views of
liberal education strongly.

He said Canadians should be
educated in the subject they'll

need in later life. He decried those
who talked of training the mind
by liberal education in "useless"
subjects and suggested many
courses — such as philosophy.
English, and languages — could
be thrown out because they're of
no practical use.

Quebec City, Oct. 16(CUP)—
The National Federation of Can-
adian University Students is in a
financial muddle and can't get
out of it for at least a month.

Delegates to the 21st NFCUS
congress here learned last night
an audit of NFCUS finances

won't be ready until that time.

They decided it was hopeless

to try to draw up a budget for

NFCUS until the financial re-

cords are straight. The NFCUS
executive probably will be left

holding the bag on the budget
job.

An Ottawa auditing firm re-

ported the "incomplete condition

of the books and records" made
it impossible for them to say
NFCUS' financial statements

"are true and correct in every
respect".

Travel Director James Pickett

last night persuaded the congress

to hold up examination of the

travel accounts until all figures

were straight.

Toronto, British Columbia and
Dalhouste universities grilled him
over the records but returned say-

ing it was impossible to know the

real picture until a second audit

is complete. They recommended
postponement. UBC and Dal-

housie said they were satisfied

there had been no dishonesty in

the service.

Quebec City, Oct. 16 (CUP)—
Canada's National Student Fed-

eration looks this week like an
organization doing a good job in

spite of itself.

Delegates to the National Fed-

eration of Canadian University

Students congress here were sur-

prised to find out NFCUS didn't

account for its pennies and has

no true financial statement yet.

Auditors drew up statements but

refused to endorse them because
records were incomplete.

The 120 students here were
also surprised to find that all is

not as it should have been in the

NFCUS travel department.

The story of NFCUS student

travel to and from Canada this

past summer has not yet been
told fully, and may never be. But
the conference seems prepared to

continue the travel service.

James Pickett was responsible

both for the accounting mess and
the travel mess as in his post:

of executive secretary and as tra-

vel director during the past year.

His forthcoming resignation, an-

nounced earlier this week, left

senior NFCUS-ites obviously re-

lieved.

But in spite of these difficulties

NFCUS appears to be making
progress. Delegates are enthus-

iastic. The federation's bank bal-

ance is its highest in years. And
there is progress to show during

He also criticized Quebec clas-

sical colleges, which he said are

a waste of eight years because

they ignore practical work.

Guy Bourassa of Laval asked
if the classical colleges which
accept students after public

school and give them a BA in

eight years, had given enough
modern education.

"Have they raised the inquietu-

des necessary to progress", he
said. There were not enough his-

tory and social sciences taught.

General feeling was that we
have gone too far in turning
scientists and technologists out
of our universities; more libera!

arts and study for the sake of

&t. Andrew's

prefifnjttriait aHiurrij
Phinccso And Clsh»y struts

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

(Baflp&rd
ANGLICAN . EPISCOPAL

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20th

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Family Communion
(Ideal for Students; Short address bv
Tha D-.-iri.

11.00 a.m. Choral Martins

7.00 p.m. Choral Evensong

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour

.try a n<

:d by >

iterbur>

Break'

)0 A.M.

Icrs aft

ty Cmi

light a'

tty Jca'

) sharp
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Absolutely the

funniest POGO

book yet .

.

...don't miss it!

By WALT KELLY
Of course, the title is completely misleading.

Positively Pogo" is no more positive than any
of ils predecessors. We just wont to keep you

On your loes. To be kepi on your toes, all you need
do is buy this book immediately. $1.35

at your booksellers!
[J|

mu
b £'c?k

OM

fflhal liters

EARL AND BARR I E STB.

:V. W. F. BANISTER. D. D,
MINISTER

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 20th

11.00 a.m.

Morning Worship

7.30 p.m.

Evening Worship

8:45 p.m.

Youth Fellowship

A Very Cordial Welcome
To All Queen's Students,

Uttttrii Oltjurrli
Sydenham & William ST3.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson

Lloyo Zuhbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20th

11:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Richard H. N. Davidson

8:45 p.m.—Fellowship Hour

Everyone Welcome.

FOR NATIONAL VIEW
(Continued from Page 1)

be integrated in the Canadian Na-
tional Student movement".

It also discussed a national

seminar, proposed by Toronto
delegates at last year's congress.

Financial assistance has been pro-

mised and the seminar may be

held near Toronto at Christmas

education are needed; and stu-

dents now don't understand well

enough the purposes of Univer-

sity education.

or sometime next year. The ex-

ecutive committee has final say.

Dr. Maurice Sauve of Ottawa
praised NFCUS for its role in

encouraging "democratization of

education" and boosting the stud-

ent view on the Canadian national

scene.

The plenary session will be

asked to continue NFCUS' fight

througti its national office for

higher income tax exemption for

students who work.

the past year.

One item came last night when
Carleton College announced the
National Film Board will make a
film of Canadian universities and
student life. Carleton, in Ottawa,
has been pressing NFE for the

movie for the past two years.

Another came last March when
Finance Minister Harris raised

the limit on earnings of students

who counted as $400 exemptions
on their parents' tax report. The
old limit was $750 and the new
one $950. The move came ap-
parently because of pressure from
a NFCUS income tax committee.

The federation continues to

pressure for a national scholarship

scheme financed by the federal

government, and now has coop-
eration from the Dominion Bu-
reau of Statistics in the cam-
paign.

The idea of NFCUS as a na-
tional voice of Canadian students

appears to be growing stronger.

Last night delegates argued
three hours over a sitting-duck

motion to make the full-time pres-

ident a part-time president and

save money.

Toronto student council vice-

president Di Hallamore moved

the resolution partly as appease-

ment to universities which feel

NFCUS costs too much. Toron-

to's vote was the only support

for the motion. Queen's, the sec-

onder, abstained.

I

MICHAEL LETHBRJDCE (with

steel measuring tape) 1955 gradu-

ate of University of Toronto. Now
a Plant Engineer at the Bell, he is

shown here working on a project to

provide telephone service for a new
apartment development in the west

end of Toronto.

To give you a first-hand account of some of the jobs at the
Bell, we asked Michael Lethbridge to report on his first year
with the Company. Here are his comments:

"My first month was spent with an experienced Bell em-
ployee, getting the feel of the job, the problems and the

territory. After a couple of months I was given responsibility

for a number of projects. My biggest one to date was the
planning and directing of a $160,000 cable job.

"What I like most about my work is that I can plan the
various projects, issue the necessary orders, then go out into

the field and see the job take shape. About 40% of my time is

spent outdoors so that Via not tied to my desk. And I have the
opportunity to work with the contractors and architects and to

meet our residential customers.

"In addition to on-the-job training, I attend special courses.

These seem to come along at just about the right time to be
of the most value to me.

"Qtiite a number of my friends at the University have also

joined the Bell. Be sure you talk to the Bell Employment
Officer tvhen he visits the campus. He's sure to have a job
which will just suit your

BELL TELEPHONE

Employment Officers

will be visiting

your college soon

Ask your Placement Offi-

cer now for our now career

booklet! and to arrange

an appointment for you.

The Bell offers a wide
variety of opportunities

for Engineering, Arts,

Science and Commerce
graduates, both men and
women.

THE
BELL TELEPHONE

COMPANY
OF CANADA

V

Ad. No. R56-214R 3 cols, x 125 lines
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QUEEN'S IN MUST GAME AT McGILl

IN THIS

CORNER.. .

BY GEORGE LAFLEUR

In only the third week of the 1957 intercollegiate football sched-

ule the winless Gaels find themselves at the proverbial crossroads.

The results of this Saturdays tilt at Montreal will indicate either

a belated comeback or a "fall from the heights" by Frank Tindall's

boys. Inexperience has proved costly to the Tricolor and this has
been emphasized by their own fumbles and pass interceptions by
the opposition. The miscues occurred at the worst times, on a
touchdown march or deep in their own territory. These added
chinks in a none too solid offensive have assumed gigantic propor-

tions as obstacles to Queen's title hopes.

Depending primarily on the throwing arm of Bob Campbell
against Varsity and Western the Gaels have lacked receivers who
have had the ability or health to make this offense a winning one.

This cannot be remedied by a weeks practice. The championship
teams of the past two years were gradually built up and the results

were worth waiting for.

While the intermediates have equalled the seniors in deter-

mination and effort they have not had comparable fan support.,

Home games usually provide a psychological advantage but not
if the stands are empty. The Comets meet Ryerson Saturday in their

second home game. There are plenty of good seats.

Has college football gone pass-happy? According to Frank
Tindall, there has been a definite trend away from emphasis on
ground plays in recent years. Mainly due to the complex defenses
rigged to contain the large and speedy backs who have dominated
modern offensive grid play the "throw-throw" system is now the
fashion in Canadian ball. Frank says the influx of American quar-
terbacks such as Carr of McGill and Gus Braccia and John Mos-
chelle of his own teams of '55 and '56 was probably a major cause.

No less than 96 passes were thrown by the four teams of the Inter-
collegiate Union in last Saturday's games. Almost half of them
came from Varsity quarter Larry Joynt who set a new Canadian
college record with 41 heaves, probably in an attempt to compete
with "Sputnick". He completed 20. This Saturday the Gaels and
Redmen will doubtless follow the crowd with Campbell and Carr
the "big guns".

George's Gurglings: Although Queen's did not enter the Men's
Senior Tournament at Montreal a foursome will compete in the
Women's Tournament here this weekend . . . The smooth ball hand-
ling and deceptive faking of both the Comets and Colts was of
Senior calibre . . . This league displays an exciting brand of foot-
ball well worth watching ... On the senior front the Tricolor will
miss Ron Young, Bob McAleese, and Bob Burleigh Saturday as
the "flu bug" has struck again. On the credit side Dave Richards'
recovered from the flu, will be one of the 26 players Frank Tindall
plans to dress for the game . . . There has been a continually grow-
ing interest in soccer this year and plans have been made to enter
intercollegiate competition in 195S . . . Ron Stewart failed to score
against Western and remains two points behind "Pep" Leadlay.
His thirty one majors (most scored when a T.D. was worth five
points) gives him 166 points . . , The new Faculty of Law, with only
twenty-four members is not competing for the "Bews" this year.
Footfall, track, tennis, and horseshoes are now in progress with
eighteen other sports to follow.

Yates Hopes Rest On Garm
As Tricolor Invade Montr*

Chuck Safrance and Paul Fedor, Tricolor mainstays who Frank
Tindall is counting on in Saturday's game in Montreal. Fedor's
hard-tackling play will bolster the line if he is fully recovered from
the flu. Safrance, after a fine effort against Western, will provide
powerful running.

ON THE AIR!
LISTEN FOR FOOTBALL
BROADCASTS OF QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY SENIOR GAMES

brought to you by

THE EMPIRE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

ON

1380

CKLC
"YOUR CHAMPIONSHIP SPORTS STATION IN KINGSTON

-La Salle Hotel

-

DANCING
SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Phone 8-3361 for reservations

Busy Schedule Seen For Gals

As Intramural Sports Renewed
The great race for the intra-

mural softball championship is

now tied between '58 and '61.

The '58 "Fossils" can boast of

stars like Iris McLinton, who
pitched for the Eastern Ontario

ladies softball champions this

summer, and catcher Mickey Mc-
Cullougb, who talks out the bat-

ters Iris doesn't strike out. The
"Fossils" only need to win their

game against '60 to walk off with

the championship for the third

straight year.

Intramural basketball begins in

the gym Monday, Oct. 21 at 4:30

p.m. Year teams and captains

will be picked and practices will

continue Monday through Friday

at 4:30. Scheduled games will be-

gin Monday, Oct. 2& For those

who are interested in playing in-

tercollegiate basketball this is a
good opportunity to get in shape,

as the intercollegiate practices

will begin immediately after the

termination of the intramural

schedule. The coach, Miss Turn-
bull, hopes that enough interest-

ed girls will turn out so that both
senior and intermediate teams
can be organized.

The latest word from Miss Leg-
gett about the swimming team is

that there is plenty of room for

newcomers. Practices are at the

pool Monday and Wednesday
evenings at 7:30.

The turnout for archery has

been fairly good but there are

very few contestants from '58

and '59. The practices are inside

the stadium this year and those

who wish to enter the intramural

tournament are asked to turn in

their practice scores right away.
The Intercollegiate Archery tour-

nament will be at McGill next

weekend.

Unless the Queen's Golden Gaels

can come up with their first win

of the season this Saturday at Mc-
Gill, the terse phrase "Wait until

next year" will be echoed around

the campus this coming week. With
two rather dismal showings under

their belts in league competitions

to date, this coming encounter at

Molson's Stadium will be the all

important one as far as coach Tin-

dall and his charges are concerned.

Getting over the ill effects of flu,

for the first time this grid season

the Gaels will be approaching full

strength. This could be an impor-

tant factor for the Redmen-Queen's
tussle. During this past week's

scrimmages at least twenty-four

men were dressed and ready for

action at each practice, which is

more than the squad has been able

to muster together at any one time

since the team made their final

A loss this week would cei

eliminate the Gaels from any
of copping the laurels and bri

:

back the Yates Trophy fo

third year in a row. On the
,

hand, in the event that we can

a win, and Western defeats VarB
the second slot will be left

open, and a run to the wire \

all likelihood ensue. If the
1

were to tighten up with a Q t

win this Saturday, the pressure

the charges from London
quite conceivably force them to

in the stretch drive. Their
<

il'ii- last week against QttflHf
indicates that they still hai

overcome the old nemesis of fun

itis and if the opposition wen

take advantage of these tin

they could set the Mustangs
I

on their haunches. A
at various

WOMEN'S TENNIS

SLEWFOOT SAM SAYS

Mentor's Boys Beat McGill?

It has been a long time since

I am finding myself completely
without some of the long green,

and it is no happy feeling I can
tell you. But no one is even
thinking slightly of backing out
of a contract with Bingo Bob as

it is considered not a healthy
pastime to do this. Some of the
boys will go so far as to say that

if you are welshing on Bingo
Bob you are soon in no condition

to welsh on anyone else at any
time.

Be this as it may, 1 am not
proposing to take any one-way
trips so I am sending my last

piece of scratch to insure against
same as I am betting1 most de-
cidedly on a losing cause this

past week.

The word from Bingo Bob is

that the spread is twenty-two
points favouring Indian Larry's
boys and it would appear that
this is not an unreasonable esti-

mate as this is bettered by one
point before the season starts. If

I am placing I.O.U.'s on the Red
and White I am apparently as-

sured of a small gain which is

not too hard to take considering

I am most decidedly in no posi-

tion to be fussy.

But if I am placing these same
markers on the three-colored

squad, and if Mentor Frank's

boys are playing the game that

is, according to those in the know,
long past due, then I am finding

myself with a much larger
amount of scratch than I am hav-

ing for some time, and this is no
small sum, by a long shot.

So I am talking to the Mentor
and to some of his boys and they

are indicating so much desire to

win this contest that I am indeed

placing my position on the board
for them to do just that. And
since a lucky number for me in

another game of skill is always
seven it is this number of points

that I am sending to Bingo Bob,
and it is nice to know that I am
not without friends in Montreal
as Bingo Bob requires payment
always within one week — even
on markers of such high standing
as mine.

The Women's Intercollegiate

Tennis Tournament is now under-

way at the Kingston Tennis Gub
on Napier St. Games will be play

ed today until dusk, and Saturday
from 9 a.m. until noon.

The Queen's team has been
training hard under the able coach
ing of Miss Ann Turnbull from
Queen's Physical Education Depart-

ment, and Mrs. Alex Bryans, a

former dominion tennis champion.

Ann Thatcher and Sylvia Vincent
are back on the Queen's team for

the second time, and there are also

two new members—Isobel Hannah
and Sylvia Joyce. The singles

players are Ann Thatcher and
Sylvia Joyce, while Isobel Hannah
and Sylvia Vincent make up the

doubles team.

It will be a round robin tourna-

ment and the other teams compet-
ing are from Toronto, Western,
McGill, and McMaster.

Bew's Trophy Standings

Phys. Ed.

Arts 60

Arts 61 „_.

Arts 59

Arts 58

Science 58

Science 59

2355

450

431

365

233

112

49

Western

McGill

Varsity

Queen's

INTERCOLLEGIATE
STANDINGS
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A consolation prize for Queen's was the McGill goal-posts which made their appearance
. at various functions around Montreal, including the back entrance to the hotel.

Student Government At Queen's
Reaches Its Hundreth Anniversary

5IATE
IS

F A

61 12 Student government at Queen's
28 34 enters its hundredth year in the

23 30session 1957-58. The AMS was
13 5Qformed during the 1858-59 session,

as a result of correspondence be-

tween the University and ex-stu-
dents about matters of common
interest. The society originally was
to be a bond between the ex-stu-
dents and the University but soon

k became a student's society when
I the presidency and voting- were

I restricted to the local alumni and
students.

AMS meetings, conducted accord-
ing1

to strict parliamentary proce-
dure, were a great stamping-ground
for orators so that the Society in
its early days amounted to little

more than a debating club. With
increased enrolment and the added

responsibilities of the Journal, ath

letics, freshmen receptions, the

general conduct of students (con

trolled by the AMS Court), and

participation in other worthwhile

projects, the AMS gradually evolv-

ed into the efficient system of stu-

dent government which we now
have.

The beginning of the AMS
court can be credited to W. H.

Fuller of Arts '67. At that time a

judge was selected, some unfort-

unate victim seized (often carried

bodily out of a lecture), tried on

a convenient charge, and fined with

the proceeds being used to purchase

refreshments for the court.

Today the AMS Court functions

essentially as a court of justice

where the Justices remain as di-

Pearson Will Speak
\l\At McGill Conference

lister B. Pearson, former Min-
|Ppr of State for External Affairs,

five the opening speech at
_—the first student Conference on

World Affairs ever to be held in

-.Canada Nov. 20-23. McGill Uni-
Jgjversity is sponsoring the confer-

ence, to which 26 universitie
^across the nation have been i

Ovited to send two delegates each.

M The "eed for such a conference
j/was realized by two McGill law
Jjjstudents, who, having attended
©the Texas A. and M. conference

fj
/fly that McGill hold a stm
gjference for Canadian

ar con-

students.

Von Foreign Affairs, urged strong

ffl The topic, "Aspects of Canadian
MForeign Policy", will be dealt
j/with by student delegates in

Ground table and panel discussions
//augmented by plentary sessions
«at which leading Canadian states-
fflmen, journalists and educators
jftwill address the conference.

Delegates to the conference will
{be chosen by their Student's So-
cieties on the basis of scholar-

ship, knowledge, interest
in international affairs, and par-
ticipation in campus activities.

Travel expenses will be shared
Jby the Conference and the uni-
versities, while M.C.W.A. will

4
1

provide accommodation for the

delegates during their stay in

Montreal.

General Alfred Gruenther, for-

mer Commander-in-chief of N.A.-

T.O. forces, in speaking of M.C.-

W.A., stated, "I trust that the

Conference will be a great suc-

cess, and I commend you for hav-

ing selected this subject for dis-

cussion," and later, referring to

N.A.T.O., said, "It is gratifying

to know that so many young
Canadian citizens will have the

opportunity to discuss all aspects

of this important organization."

Hon. Lester B. Pearson, P.C.,

M.A., LL.D., O.B.E. former Sec-

retary of State for External Af-

fairs, will deliver the opening ad-

dress to the conference on Wed-
nesday, November 20th, on the

first of three topics, Canada and
NATO. "Mike" Pearson, who has
been called, "Canada's outstand-

ing statesman in International Af-
fairs" is a graduate of Toronto
University and Oxford. He was
Canadian Ambassador to the U.S.
from 1945-1946, before becoming
Secretary of State for External
Affairs in 1948.

Throughout his career he has
(See Canada, page 7)

vorced from executive matters as

possible so that their judgements

are unbiased. Cases may be tried

by five Justices or by jury. Offen-

ces tried by the court may include

"violations of civil and criminal

codes of this nation, province, or

municipality, and violations of regu-

lations, orders, and governing laws

of the AMS" and penalties may
range from small fines to expulsion

from the University. Also under

the AMS Court are the AMS con

stables of the Vigilante Commit
tee who are responsible for the

general discipline of the Univer-

sity students.

The aims of the AMS, set down
in Article I of the constitution, are

"to serve as a bond of union be-

tween the students' alumni, and

graduates of the various colleges

and affiliated colleges, to serve as

medium of communication be-

tween the students and governing

bodies of the University, to culti-

vate a literary and scientific taste

and a sense of responsibility

among the students and to pro-

mote the general interests of the

University."

The AMS has jurisdiction over

all student activities which are of

non-academic nature. Over-centrali-

zation of authority has been pre-

vented by delegating considerable

responsibility to the various facuty

organizations so that the present

system is analogous to the Cana-
dian federal and provincial govern-

ments.

The executive of the AMS con-

sists of a president, vice-president,

the presidents of the faculty socie-

ties and two representatives of Arts,

Science, Medicine, and Levana, a
representative from Theology, an
Athletic Stick, and the Editor of

the Journal.

A large number of the campus
clubs are affiliated with the
AMS.
Mr. Herbert J. Hamilton, per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer, wrote

:

"Student government at Queen's
has long since passed the experi-

mental stage, Having successfully

stood the test of time, it now rests

on a firm foundation of tradition

and achievement. The students have
justified the confidence that was
placed in them ninety-nine years

ago, and the University has been

richly benefitted by the experience."

Please, Uncle John

NFCUS DEMANDS MORE

GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

The National Federation of Canadian University Students will press for increased scholar-
ship aid from the federal government on the grounds that financial barriers should not interfere
with students who have met the entrance requirements of Canadian universities. This proposal was
passed by a bare majority at the NFCUS National Congress which concluded last Friday.

The proposal will be presented in the form of a brief to the federal and provincial govern-
ments at the earliest possible date. The full statement of principle reads: "Every Canadian who has
met the entrance requirements of a Canadian University is entitled to the receipt of a scholarship pro-
portional to the revenue and obligations of the student and his parents or guardians."

The Executive Secretary and the National President of NFCUS are to join the Canadian
Tax Foundation to continue to press for increased tax exemptions for university students. Walter
Tarnapolsky of the University of Saskatchewan is the new president, but to date no successor has
been found to the retiring Mr. James Pickett, former Executive Secretary.

The Canada Council has g^ven a grant of $5,000 to be used for a NFCUS-sponsored Canada
Seminar, on condition that the Seminar is held before December, 1958.

Formal Rentals

Silver and Freeman will be

at the Science Clubrooms this

afternoon between 3 :30 p.m.

and 7 p.m. to take measure-

ments for students requiring

formals.

AMS Creates

New Branches,

Aids Students

A brief on unemployment in-

surance has been presented to the

federal Minister of Labor, Mr.
Michael Starr, suggesting that un-

employment for students be ter-

minated or that the proceeds be
given to education.

While approving a tentative

budget for the expenses of the

federation, the congress issued

no financial statement and plans

to issue none "until reliable re-

cords are received," This means

NFCUS will wait for a second

audit instead of adopting the

present books, which Ottawa au-

ditors refused to certify.

Delegates argued for two hours

over a Laval proposal to plan for

two executive secretaries as the

federation expands, one French

and one English speaking". A
compromise was reached prov-

iding for a bilingual secretary and
an associate secretary of the other

major language group.

The Alma Mater Society incor-

porated two new committees last

year. These were FROS, Friendly

Relations with Overseas Students,

and the Alma Mater Welcoming
Committee. Andy Wong, Meds
Senior Rep. is Chairman of both

these groups.

FROS, a national association,

was first composed of professors

and citizens interested in helping

overseas students. Last year they

approached the AMS asking its

sanction for the co-operation of the

student body to participate in this

organization. The chairman of

FROS is a member of the AMS
executive and of the Welcoming
Committee.

The purpose of FROS is to

sponsor activities which may help

overseas students to have a better

understanding of Canadian campus
life.

At regular meetings various

FROS members will take part in

panel discussions about their na

ttve countries and their univer

sity activities. Another service

of this organization is to distribute

literature obtained from the De-

partment of National Affairs con-

cerning the customs and culture of

Canada.

FROS has extended an invita-

tion of aid to the Canada Overseas

Club, a purely local campus club,

which is mainly interested in the

social activities of overseas stu-

dents here. FROS also works in

cooperation with WUS, a nationally

backed organization, to establish a

continuity of relations with over-

seas students.

The AMS Welcoming Commit-

tee has a wide range of activities,

from welcoming visiting dignitaries

to organizing pep rallies. The com-

ing pep rally for the Queen's-McGill

game is a highlight on the Com-

mittee's immediate agenda.

New Building Houses
Astronomer's Penthouse
A new engineering building

located just south of Richardson

Hall will be completed late

1958. It will be used mainly for

Civil Engineering.

The basement of the buildin

will house a hydraulics labora-

tory replacing" the one used now
in the old gymnasium. The ma-

terials testing lab and the con-

crete testing lab will be moved
from Carruthers Hall. Also to be

transferred to the new building

will be the bituminous and soils

labs, presently located in the

Sanitary Lab on the waterfront.

The bituminous and soils labs

are connected with the Depart

ment of Highways, and are being

financed primarily by the On-

tario Government. The DHO
will meet the cost of special re

search and equipment, supplying

between $20,000 and §60,000 per

year, depending on actual need.

The bituminous lab will be used

specifically for the testing of the

quality and performance of as-

phalts and tars as used in high-

way construction ; the soils lab

will be used for the testing of

different soils as used for foun-

dations in highway construction.

A completely new laboratory

for structures will be provided

in the basement. This lab will be

roughly S5 feet long by 50 feet

wide and will be two storeys

high. It will resemble a large

open hall, and will house a three-

ton crane for testing full scale

components, such as a small high-

way bridge. It also will permit

entry of a Smith Transport. A
two-storey building can be fabri-

cated in this lab.

Another portion of the base-

ment, thoroughly soundproofed,

will be known as the "Noise

Room." Designed for noisy equip-

ment, this room will probably be

used for testing the quality and

performance of aggregates (sand

and stone) in pavement construc-

tion.

The Physics Department will

have a space two storeys in height

for future installation of certain

nuclear equipment, probably a

nuclear reactor. This section of

the new building will be financ-

ed in part by extra-University

ontributions and will probably

operate with the co-operation of

the National Research Council,

(See One Room, page 7)

Artist's concept of new Civil Engineering building on campus.
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What The World?
One of the greatest weaknesses o£ most universities ini North

America is their blindness to more than one half of the world's
population, living in a third of the world's area — their history,
culture, society and their attitudes in the twentieth century. As far
as the curricula of Queen's University goes, Asia and Eastern
Europe do not exist.

This unreal approach by the University to the present (fay
world is frighteningly apparent. In the world of international affairs,
besides the evolution of Russian satellite states and the problem of
a split Germany, the crucial areas are out of western Europe, in
North Africa, the Middle East and in the countries of Asia,' all of
which are in a state of turmoil. The affairs of western Europe sink
into the background.

Geographers predict that by the end, of the century China her
self will have a population of a billion people, which will be approx-
imately the same proportion of world population that it has today
—one fourth. We need not go into China's infiltration into the vital
countries of south eastern Asia, to the ugly contact by North
Americans with the Chinese in the Korean War and to the ominous
part China will play if the present balance of power collapses.
Russia's importance in the present day world we all know. Syria
and a host of Middle East countries have the North American inter-
national experts frantically trying to counter Russia's contribution
of arms and men. Then there is that whole block of Asian countries
including, and centered around, India which holds a kingpin
position.

At the University of British Columbia there are several coursesm oriental languages and history. In most universities at Canada
there are at least courses in Russian and oriental history. In very
few of them, if any, is there anything on the religions (which cir-
cumscribe philosophy) and the arts of the orient, past or present
At Queen's there is only a smattering of Russia and China in two
fourth year honors courses which is almost insignificant, and some
times harmful, to an understanding of the eastern world
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Letters To The Editor

Old Levana

Nobody will ever know how much bungling in foreign affairs
westerners have done with regard to Africa, the Middle East and
Asia. Nobody denies the importance of Russia today; nobody
should deny that it is more important than Britain on which most
of the history and politics courses are concentrated. Whether there
will be changes in the Arts curriculum at Queen's in the near
future to make up for this lack of perspective is doubtful. At least
graduate engineers are encouraged to study Russian to be able to
absorb Russ.an advances in science. But Science will carry on by
itself and the students who are really going to be individually vital
in the next few decades are being educated with one of their eyes
covered, which is something the western world can hardly afford
to tolerate.

3

Who The Student?
It would be interesting to conduct a survey to discover the

innumerable motives which bring people to university. If you could
elicit honest answers to the question you would doubtless discover
such driving forces as disinclination to be thrust into the workaday
world at such a tender age, or a yen to extend one's adolescent
carousings as long as one can find a legitimate excuse. Some far-
sighted mdmduals will avow a devotion to the ideal of Success in
Business, while others will point out the undeniable value-indeed
the necessity-of possessing a degree in the Social Prestige GameAnd of course there are those who have cajoled Daddy intofinancing their courtship.

'

avaifirr ^ ^T75 UF5ring that hiSher ^cation be madeavailable to more of our young people. But until Canadian BigBusiness becomes so enlightened as to contribute vast sums to our
universities a greater economy should perhaps be exercised to ensure those allowed to enroll in the university are worthy of the

the
6X1,115 indiCative of Iittle more tha"the students ability to memorize, a useful asset, but not worthyof the respect accorded it. Entrance examinations would be a fartruer test of the student's probable success in college. The materiam winch he would be examined would not be so cut and dried thahe con d swallow it in lumps a week before and as promptly rel evehimself o the burden afterwards. The student's real "know

Z

and his abd.ty to assemble relevant material in a coheren formwould be mercilessly revealed.

The adoption of such a system would undoubtedly eliminate alarge number of would-be students who otherwise wouU hT e consumed arge sums of both their indulgent parents' money and ben

i of tfe

a

n of
" aS/Feat qUantUieS ° f Kingston^ beer, butnttie of the professor s wisdom.

_

The resultant rise in the graduation rate may serve as someincentive for greater generosity on the part of the benefac orsTo

depoST ^ thr°Ugh C011^ SS n0t P*«d with bank

Where The Applause?
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the Street

"
A C°mpa^ ° f well-drilled toy so£trooped by, brilliant in their candy-apple red uniforms - a sor ofmale counterpart to the Radio City Rockettes. We settled back I t erthe dust cleared and mused that there certainly is, as the son« savno business like show business

S ' '

(Editor's Note: This letter was
received in the Journal office in the
second week of October. However,
due to space reasons, if has not
appeared until the present issue.)

Editor, Journal:—As a result of

a recent editorial we feel that a
statement on the Levana Society
is in order. With regard to repre-
sentation on the Alma Mater
Society executive it is hoped that
the number of students who be-
ieve their governing executive is

composed of four solid faculty
blocks is extremely small.

Each of us, on this year's
executive, is there to express his
own opinion on the issues at
stake, not to conspire with his
fellows from Arts, Meds, Engine-
ering, and Levana, in taking a
stand against the rest purely for
the sake of faculty allegiance.

Your Levana reps are there to
ensure Queen'swomen of a voice
in their student government, a

privilege which we consider worth
safeguarding. Three women on
an executive of fifteen is surely
not too much to ask. In fact, it

is rep. by pop

!

With regard to the Arts Society
financial situation : Where oh
where are their business heads?
Why should Levanites have to
suffer for the Arts Society's in-
eptitude in money matters? Per-
haps the men might be a little

less extravagant in their concert
tastes and formal decorations un-
til they get back on their feet.

As for the question of year fees— the "helpless" year organiza-
tions submit to Levana a list of
girls who have not produced their
money by Nov. 30 after which
the responsibility is entirely re-
moved from their shoulders and
falls upon our Levana Council.

As stated in the constitution,
the Society's purpose is two fold:

1. To serve as a bond of union
between all the women students
of the university.

2. To fit its members that they
may take their place in the larger
society of the world with dignity
to themselves and credit to this
institution.

We think it apparent that these
objectives can best be carried out
by an undergraduate women's
society.

A list of some Levana-sponsor
ed activities would include:

1. Welcoming of all new women
students, through participation in

the Freshman Week-end, the al-

lotting of Big Sisters, initiation.

Candlelighting, and Soph-Frosh
Tea, all of which are designed to

help them feel a part of Queen's.

2. Furnishing of the Red Room
for the comfort of Levana and
Arts.

3. Tea dances after football
games.

4. Student-faculty dinners at Ban
Righ to promote Student-faculty

relationships.

5. Susie-Q Week, proceeds for

some needy organization.

6. Inter-faculty debating reincar-

nated — including all four facul-

ties.

7. Sale and advertisement of

Queen's scarves.

8. Sale of mums and ribbons at

the football games (proceeds to

the band).

9. Two yearly projects—one, this

year, an art exhibition — design-

ed especially for the enjoyment of

the university as a whole.

10. Levana Formal.

11. Levana Journal.

We feel, however, with the

girls in Gordon House, that the

time has come to take stock of

the Levana Society as it now is,

and if need be, to effect a partial

facelifting. In this regard, we will

need the cooperation of every
member of Lavana. Too often, the
Society is berated by students

outside it, but surely it is the

function of the Levanites to judge
whether or not their society is

useful and necessary.

Beth Mahaffey

Anne Keenlyside

Anne Davidson
Anne Hayes
Cecilia Comba.

Sick Stomach
Editor, Journal:—I used to eat in

Wallace Hall until a friend of

mine found a chunk of glass glit-

tering in his dessert underneath
the pineapple strands. I decided
to take my food in the spacious
and liesurely coffee shop.

When I was just about to order
something a young man came
back to return a bowl of soup.
There happened to be a piece of

old gum on the plate and some-
thing in the bottom of the bowl.

So I passed on and ordered a tuna
fish sandwich. When I opened
the mysterious package I found a
string of filling in, you won't be-

lieve me, a hot dog bun.

In the evening at 10:10 I was
just sitting down with a cup of

coffee when some gloomy looking'

character begins picking up chairs

and turning them upside down on
tables. Door jambs are removed,
cupboards are locked, women are

scurrying behind me. Then, all

of a sudden, with no warning
whatsoever, a fuzzy-haired pink
flaked limb slides under my nose
and removes the ash-tray, the
final prize at the last table. It

scared the wits out of me and I

couldn't drink a drop.

"Who is to blame for this"? It

certainly isn't the fault of the
women at work. In all sincerity

they are overworked and under-
paid. And human fallibility, being
what it is, is what it is. But I

have found the real villain and
that villain is — THE SYSTEM.
It's THE SYSTEM, I tell you,
THE SYSTEM, that's to blame
for everything in the coffee shop
With whom can a starving stud
ent plead, to whom can he im-
plore? Nobody. Everybody keep;
on referring to THE SYSTEM
Nobody thinks, nobody looks, no-
body does, nobody cares. It's

THE SYSTEM and THE SYS
TEM has no conscience. Impla
cably, impersonally, inexorably
THE SYSTEM moves one,
Whrrr, whrrr, whrrr, crumple,
crumple, crumple.

And even if THE SYSTEM
was changed there would still

probably be another system.
What can a hungry gentleman

do but gracefully accommodate
himself to the inevitable and be-
gin eating serviettes?

Indigestion

In his ambitious attempt tlirke>' wf

erudition in Friday's /0 |(r(
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'Their conversation stagnated week, wh
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Old Quarterly
Editor, Journal:—In your issue

of Oct. 11 your reporter refers to
the fact that the Queen's Quarterly
has the "second largest circulation

of its type in Canada." We think
we should not pass up the oppor-
tunity to make higher claims for an
institution of such long standing
at this University, and I should
like to correct the statistics to read,

"the Quarterly has twice the circu-

lation of any of its counterparts in

Canada."

1 might also add that we are tiie

second oldest university quarterly

Oil the North American continent.

J. E. Hodgetts, Editor.
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On Conformity

Taken from LIFE, May, 1957

James Thurber observed in a fable about the young"Youth

attempt turkey who wanted to be cock of the walk, "will be served, fre-

s Jo,, Muent 'y stuffed with chestnuts."

elyan
tl

The U.S. had a lot of eager youth waiting to be served this

agnated week, when some 300,000 men and women came tripping out of

'litics
,
graduating classes, their ears ringing with commencement oratory,

nee tli a|
SeWom had a graduating class come in for so much keel-hauling

E Treve];by tne orators, who seemed to feel that many of the Class of '57,

acquaiu'-tmlike the gobbling rebellious young turks of the past, were a silent

is that .generation — perhaps even prefabricated "organization men" only

al polii.too eager to claim faceless and voiceless roles in a world whose
'olous ^besetting sin was unprotesting conformity. The conformity by the

st atiot!
or*tors was a demand for revolt against conformity. Their exhor-

iry notation, far from being "Disperse, ye rebels!" was more an almost an-
guished plea to "Rebel, ye dispersers!" But listen to the indictments,

to conci Here is that grave theologian and philosopher, Paul Tillich,

ited. who- at New York's New School for Social Research, bespeaks a
fear of "patternization" in technical civilization, which "tends to

make man into an object, caught in the machine of production and
iore serifCOnsumption." Manipulation is onnipresent — "economic manipula-
ctical ption in the way executives are chosen and patterned according to
e from tne needs of big business and administration," consumer manipula-
igo thattion by mass communications, a manipulation of culture in which
i expedii«children receive much too early the status of adults and adults
an raceremain children." Dr. Tillich deplores a state of mind which betrays
rmists. ["an intensive desire for security both internal and external, th£
i-conforwiH to be accepted by the group at any price, an unwillingness to
ives beishow individual traits, acceptance of a limited happiness without

serious risks."

ve at ie Here is Yale's President A. Whitney Griswold who in his bac-
ts. Othcalaureate asserts there is less danger of "political subversion" than
'al, no i0f "cultural submersion — that the tide of organization in our private

1 into (life may engulf the last surviving instinct to preserve the safeguards
al polit.of individual freedom." He attacks "the endless, sterile, stultifying

:h hist<conferences held in substitution ... for individual inventiveness

;

>d of [Kthe public opinion polls whose vogue threatens even our moral and
aesthetic values with the pernicious doctrine that the customer is

always right; the unctuous public relations counsels that rob us

.
coii[i

,both of our courage and our convictions, the continuous daily de-

al of ,*
erra ' °* °Pm *ori arid judgment to someone else ... It conjures a

, .^nightmare picture of a whole nation of yesmen, of hitch-hikers,

ne art ;

eavesa
*

roPPers ana< peeping Toms, tiptoeing backward offstage with

ie roles*k*'
r f'n£ers to their lips . . . Symptoms of a loss of self-respect by

jact jp
,pe6ple who cannot respect what they do not know (and) do not

that t^
n0W themselves because they spend so much of their time listening

, to somebody else."
ast wni '

p of sU
Here is Brandeis University's President Abram Sachar, deplor-

the \\T*
nS to University of Massachusetts graduates, "a growing cult of

oward
yesmenship" in which "security becomes a craven disguise for.

ear apf
Serv'lity

' '
'" ^° Thoreau's charge that most men lead lives of quiet

we iv
desperation we answer: 'Good enough! Anything for quiet!' . . .

There are many young people today who will not sign a petition for

pink raspberry ice cream in the dining hall commons for fear that

Letters To The Editor (Cont'd) . .

Meanwhile, Back

On The Colony
Editor, Journal:—I should like to

be allowed to comment upon two
articles which appeared in Fri-

day's Journal.

With reference to "Social Note"
I can only deprecate the miser-

able attempt to emulate Lord
Altrincham in the familiar usage
of Her Majesty's name that re-

veals only poor taste and a sad
lack of decorum.

Turning to "Maple Leaf For-
ever" I can summon no respect

for a person who is either afraid

or ashamed to append his name
to his words. This does not mean
that I have no sympathy for his

sentiments. Indeed, I should be
the first person to applaud the
adoption of a truly distinctive

Canadian national anthem and
fiag. But whilst the Dominion
chooses to retain "God save the

Queen" and the Union Jack it

should not cast aspersion upon
them.

Canada will never achieve the

individuality she so desperately

desires whilst she merely com-
plains of her British traditions. It

is not the fault of Great Britain

that nothing constructive has
been done. Canada has no one to
blame but herself, and as an Eng-
lishman I resent the silly critic-

ism levelled at the British an-
them. If it is the true desire of

Canadians to discard "God save
the Queen" and retain "O Cana-
da" as their only national anthem
then they should do something

|
be I am Illiterate but*!

about it and not waste their time
in idle chatter.

Frank Showell.

Editor, Journal:—"Dominion-

nite's" name belays his Canadi-

ority complex! He might as well

be grateful for his colonial her-

itage, since he's stuck with it

whether he Hkes it or not. Think
of it — he could be Don Jose

Dominionico and be kept at home
by the curfew for a week every

revolution ! He might even get

shot or have his head chopped
off by a machette— not that this

minor accident would inconve-

nience a primitive Annelid like

him ! Deportation to Europe for

six months should suffice to get

Canadian "art", "music", and rye

"whiskey" out of his decompos-
ing "system".

Pityingly yours,

John Bull.

Editor, Journal:—I would like to

make a few comments on a letter

published in the issue of the 11th

October of the title: "Maple Leaf
Forever". This letter was prob-

ably to underline the author's

extensive patriotism which has
been shown through his prefer-

ence for rye to Scotch, through a
denial of any sentiments toward
the Queen and at length through
this term "abominable English
dirge," with which the value of

his letter was presumably sup-

posed to be heightened.

I am not willing to argue
about such an indication of pat-

riotic feelings, but what I am
thoroughly displeased with is the

abuse of an anthem likening it to

something I hate to repeat. May-
can ab-

as pu
some day they may have to explain their color predilections toi zeal-

ous congressional committees. It would be interesting to know
how many would sign a piece of paper setting forth the principles

'''
'. of the Declaration of Independence . . . Isn't it better to Sign No-

P° l,K
thing, Say Nothing, Resist Nothing, Pledge Nothing, even though

: at *n^^

id issu

person-'

linence

it may end up in the corollary, Be nothing?

Here is "Mr. Automation" himself, IBM's President Tom

enti \i\

s of tl

lilding

inipos

•me lis

Watson jr., who, at DePaul University, deplores the "organization

man" described as being in danger of becoming "as depersonalized

a jellyfish wrapped in cellophane." Adds Watson: "We hear of

a 'silent generation', more concerned with security than integrity

. . . with conforming than performing, with imitating than creating."

What constructive answers are the orators of '57 offering?,

Here, too, there is a marked note of conformity, most of which could

feiibakb
e summed up by the title of Emerson's essay back in 1841 —

i

"Self-Reliance." But things tried and true are not necessarily ob-

solete in a machine age — so, some samples.

—— Critic Tillich: "it is my wish and hope that many in this out-

T'C S°>ng class are determined to preserve the power to say 'no' when
» ^ the patterns prescribed by society will try to conquer them. Wea hope for nonconformists amongst you, for your sake, for the sake

of the nation and for the sake of humanity."

Critic Griswold: "The creative power of the individual is more
sorely needed today than ever before. This alone can save us from

Har collective sterility . . . Nor shall we recover our self-respect by
wrig' 1

chasing after it in crowds ... It comes to us when we are alone, in

Afh'N'quiet moments, in quiet places, when we suddenly realize that,

'-^knowing the good, we have done it; knowing the beautiful, we have

served it; knowing the truth, we have spoken it."

>'EdiW Critic Sachar: "A fair answer to all of this mourner's bench
Ed> lLl cynicism is to be found in the ringing declaration of an ancient

:Cc cm--^eDrew sage, Hillel, who lived 30 years before Jesus and whose
^challenge is as much a clarion today as it was then: 'Where there

by free and fearless inquiry, by the search for truth, by the respect
for difference and diversity, the right to question, the right to dis-
agree,"

All this is serious and challenging talk, and we hope it strikes
some serious and thoughtful answers from the Silent Generation.
Its very quietness may have come about as 27-year-old writer
Norman Podhoretz has asserted (in the New Leader), because it

was a generation forced to will itself "from childhood directly into
adulthood," living in "a world of severely limited possibilities bal-
anced precariously on the edge of an (atomic) apocalypse." But this
also raised the biggest challenge, best phrased perhaps by the Uni-
versity of Colorado's President Quigg Newton: "The preservation
and the strengthening of our system of self-government of law and
order, of respect for the dignity of the human being is traditionally
the duty and the obligation of each citizen. But I suggest tq you
that at this time the motivation is somewhat stronger than the ab-
straction of civic duty, because of the clear involvement of self-
preservation." In sum, the onetime revolutionary slogan, "save the
world," is to be sure still idealistic but it is also selfishly necessary.
O.K., class of 1957, get ready to take over.

H anson
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solutely not conceive why inde-

pendence and respect for tradi-

tions of another nation are incon-

gruous and incompatible in cer-

tain persons' view. One may in-

terpret the singing of "God Save
the Queen" as a "colonial her-

itage" but this does not justify

him to make such an ignomi-

nious utterance he did.

It is desirable that Canadians
should be patriotic and help their

country along her way. But we
might try to be nationalist with-

out hurting others, by being
sympathetic towards others feel-

ings and at last but not least

without making statements de-

void of maturity.

A Non-Dominionite.

For Blah

Editor, Journal:—Having read

Mr. Holmes' trenchant article in

Wednesday's Journal and having

found myself in hearty agree-
ment, I resolved to do something
about the grievous situation

which he described therein: i.e.

the disinclination of the students
at Queen's to engage in rational

discussion on topics other than
sex, physics 1, Commerce 60 and
Gary Moffat.

Therefore, in keeping with
Queen's constitution, I respect-

fully submit the following ten-

tative constitution for ratification

by the Whatsamatter Society.

ARTICLE I

The Society shall be known
as the Society for the Promotion
of Spontaneous Discussion
Among Undergraduate Students,

here after referred to as the Club.

ARTICLE II

The purpose of the Club shall

be the promotion of spontaneous
discussion on the campus, here-

after termed bull sessions.

ARTICLE III

The Club shall convene every
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. sharp 1 11

in Committee Room No. 2.

ARTICLE IV
The officers shall include a

program director whose respon-

sibility it shall be to prepare an
exhaustive agenda of subjects to
be discussed spontaneously, which
subjects shall be delegated by the

director to the various members
of the Club each week.

ARTICLE V
Dress informal: BYOL . . .

et cetera ad nauseum . . .

Jack Frost,

Science '60.
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A Re-examination - The Initiation ProcesiR
On pages four and five of today's Journal there is a scries of

articles and pictures on the initiation programs in several univer-

sities looked at from several different viewpoints. It is needless to

say, of course, that such opposite opinions with regard to freshman

initiations are a healthy sign of independent thinking. But in addi-

tion, the programs and reactions that have occurred on different

campuses and among the public are significant insofar as they are

indirect evaluations of what we are doing here at Queen's when

we send our freshmen through the mill.

The Journal hopes that those who are to conduct initiations

next fall will read these articles carefully. If any college newspaper

considers the problem important enough to give it full space in its

pages then surely those who are in charge of initiations will con-

sider their own work worthy of a little thinking.

A lot has been said about initiations, of course. And most
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students usually consider the matter a dead issue. In the first few
weeks of school nothing can be done about changing what is taking

place; in the spring students have other worries. But creative plan-

ning beforehand and careful organization can make an initiation

program that all concerned will look forward to. Similarly, proper
planning is impossible without a decision upon the purpose of

initiation, and here many faculties at Queen's have been sadly-

lacking.

Perhaps one of the most foolish biases of present day initiation

at our university is its breakdown into faculties. And for their next
three years the students bemoan the fact that they are cut off from
members of other societies.

And from the nature of the initiations at Queen's there is

usually a lot of senseless property damage not onlv at initiation time

but also after. The destructive and childish behavior on the pari

Seof a few students, as a carry over, somehow, from initiatioi^

stupid. This year, besides the idiotic things that have been repj^

to the police and to the Alma Mater Society executive, quit,

number of tarns have been stolen and some boys had made coll

Hons to see who could steal the most. Had they but watched;
yvVlt \^

rueful expressions on the faces of several freshmen when
un

handed over their money to buy the tarns. There has also i<scene c,|

indiscriminate and unimaginative use of red paint, not only aro
:

j n j t j at j0

the university but downtown.
Q^ us

Even the most cynical and sophisticated of us have a /0
| peop[ e

-

learn about what we are doing with our new students. And
'n ministei

of us should be ashamed of ourselves because we mess things must „f

so casually without knowing what we arc doing and why wc collect -

doing it. with dis

The Edii,.froxn t

'
" student;

The pie-smashing antics taking place at the left is an example
of the initiation program at Loyola College, Montreal. Among
other things the freshmen suffered were crawling through the dark-
ness, being flailed and flogged, subjected to a conglomeration of
state spaghetti, glucose and assorted spices, and smeared with
handfuls of shoe-polish, to say nothing of pies and shaving cream.

At the University of Saskatchewan, on the right, satiated fresh-

men and freshettes dance away the heavy feeling after a steak
barbecue for all first year students. The freshmen also took part in

a riotous snake dance at the beginning of their program after which
they went to a party in a rented hall.

At Queen's the only mixed function was a Frosh Dance begun
with no previous mixing in a highly impersonal atmosphere. These
dances are invariably failures as far as the initiation process goes

(See "Road to Success", Page 5). Except for the Engineer-

ing Faculty freshmen resources have not only been overlooked but
misused.

Both Frosh And Parents

Introduced To University
The Ontarion, Ontario Agricultural College

Guelph(CUP) — An extensive

program of orientation this year

replaced the traditional initiation

program for freshmen.

The feeling that physical exer-

tion is not necessary to transform

a high school student to a college

student is the apparent reason for

the change of program. Giving

the student a chance to learn

about the college early will tend

to create more college spirit

among students.

The program of welcome high-

lighted a reception for the fresh-

men and their parents in which
both parents and students had an
opportunity to meet the members

of the faculty, a conducted tour

of the campus, a meeting with

faculty advisors who will be the

students' mentors and friends

during the initial period of ad-

justment to college life, a barbe-

cue, a series of work projects on

new student recreation areas in

which the newcomer was made
to feel that he had a definite part

in the affairs of the college, an

introduction to student govern-

ment and the work of the major

student societies, a theatre party,

a sports program on the athletic

field, a dance, a College church

service, and a symbolic ceremony

of initiation.

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And The Newest Fashions For Women.
You're sure of the Quality at Bricces'

QUEERS
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

OTTAWA'S MISTAKE
The Carleton, Carleton College

In eliminating initiation ac-

tivities this year, the Students'

Council of the University of Ot-

tawa made a drastic move, A
local newspaper recently quoted

the Rector of the University, the

Very Rev. Rodrique Normandin.

OMI, as follows:

"The initiation period has al-

ways meant a loss of precious

academic time, and there was cer-

tainly no educational value in it

whatever. . . In addition, initia-

tion activities have sometimes

gone astray, and some of the

students have found themselves

in difficulty with the city authori-

ties. We thought, therefore, that

the practice should be curbed."

The Carleton thinks the Uni-
versity of Ottawa has made the

wrong move. Freshmen activities

need not result in a loss of acade-

mic time. Group activities like

Carleton's square dance and scav-

therefor

of initia

applicat

group u

of the

enger hunt can be held before ^
after classes quite successful!)' vows Q

~

Furthermore, the educatioition mil

purpose of frosh activities and ser

social, not intellectual. When frmaintaii

transplanted to his new enviri to lts n '

ment, the insecure freshtu ^ q
clings socially to his old lu '

vers j tj^
school crowd with its high sciu

in itiatio

loyalties. At the end of ^r 1

- There
Week, the incoming stude[5tu jtnt
form a united whole, and loyal' new stu

to the individual s e c o n d a: ta [,, [fa.

schools merge into a comity the v

loyalty to Carleton University a li stud<

„ ,
demic i

Finally, if the events arc
l

,r '

att{ .n( ]

erly designed and supcrvi-
basjs f(j|

trouble can be kept to a mi
<[;tion h

mum. Such trouble reared cere i110 „

ugly head at Carleton last .Vguralioti

The Students' Council and i men |n
Administration demanded actinhis has

A Frosh Commission was set order. V
(See Integration, Page 5.) or three
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Graduation Portraits

To Please YOU!
We provide all necessary robes.

A camera fee of $2.00 pays for a minimum of

four poses.

One Three Extra Prints

3x4 — $ 7.50 $1.75

5 x 7 5.00 12.00 2.75

6 x 8 6.00 15.00 3.50

8 x 10 7.50 17.50 4.00

CHARLES PHOTOS
328 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 2-1650

Coffee

Kingst<
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'Revenge Is The Only Purpose
Served By Campus Initiationinitiations
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By George Neville

With the advent of autumn,

the university campus is the

scene of the traditional freshman

initiation, which also affects all

of us in various ways. Some
people are busily occupied in ad-

ministering the initiation, but
?ss things m03t 0f us are spectators who re-

zvhy we {.collect our own initiation either

with disgust or revengeful malice.

Ihc Edii,.FTom time to time one hears

students say they are in favour

or disfavour of initiations, but the

reasons are seldom heard. It is

time that we consider this matter

with some degree of thorough-

ness, and I should like to tackle it

from three points of view. Let us

inquire what is the purpose of an

initiation ; discover those pro-

ducts of initiations which are de-

sired, and which are actually

formed ; and then examine a plan

of activity to replace initiations.

We must begin by stating the

purpose of initiations, and then

examine it. The purpose of an ini-

tiation is to signify the admit-

tance of a person into the fellow-

ship of a group of people having

certain common interests which

identify the group. It is clear,

therefore, that in the strict sense

i initiation a person must make

\IXt application to the group, and the

group must consider the qualities

of the candidate in relation to

Id b for
*tS 'nterests -

H ne ' s admitted,
e
he subscribes to the traditional

;cessfully vows Qr riteg _ The act of initja_

educatioition must necessarily be solemn

•.ctivities and serious if the group is to

. When fi'maintain control over admittance

ew envir ^ts Iife -

M H n Queen
'

s
<
like at most uni"

5 ,° "versities, we do not have a real
high ^" initiation as described above.
1 of Frt There is no need for one since the
g- stud(.'rstu(jent k 0(jy does nQt requ]re
ind loyalt new students to subscribe to cer-
conda:taiu ideas or restrictions because
a conni^by the very nature of a university

niversityaii students able to meet the aca-

demic requirements are free to
ts are !%ttend. Yet, while there is no
supervi

jjas js for ],avj„g an initiation, tra-
to a mi

<iition has ruled that some kind of
reared ceremonious induction or inau-

n last ycgujation must be held for fresh-
:il and i men, but it is unfortunate that
ided actn thiB has always been of a sinister

was set order. What we now have is two
Page 5 )

°r three weeks of sheer nonsense
-^unbecoming to any person having

the qualifications to enter univer-

sity.

Although arguments are made
for the continuance of freshman
initiations, examination shows
these are invalid. Sophomores
-claim they are seeking revenge

|^ for their initiation, but this is not
true revenge for they are fonvard-

NGSTON
;ng the in i t jation rather than re-

turning it. Some say that an ini-

tiation develops a feeling of unity

,
among freshmen because they
must face the same ordeal to-

gether but the freshmen are al-

ready unified in that they are

freshmen undertaking the new
and rather formidable experience
of university life. Others say it

has a levelling effect on fresh-

men
; however, this state ceases to

exist at the termination of the

ts

m of

ra Prints

$1.75
initiation for, as soon as a phy;

Z75
3.50

4.00 PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

I
2-165° Gaston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

ical restraint is terminated, con-

ditions return to the original

state. Still others advocate that

it propagates friendship among
freshmen, but how can one ex-

plore another's personality in a

welter of confusement and ten-

sion? Much is said about the dev-
elopment of an "esprit de corps"
for Queen's but this is only dev-
eloped through respect and ad-

miration for its history and cur-

rent activities, or as one's con-

cept of his Alma Mater matures.
Initiations also provide an open-
ing for leadership, but this is the

kind of leadership we could well

do without.

Our initiations are purely de-

grading in nature. The ludicrous

feats, which freshmen must per-

form, are embarrassing to the

new arrivals who normally feci

uneasy about entering a strange

new I i fe. The aggrega t ing of

freshmen by their respective fa-

culty leaders for the purpose of

teaching faculty songs, calls, etc.

creates much unnecessary noise

and sometimes results in the des-

truction of private property both
of which are annoying to King-
ston resident?.

We must remember that we
are guests or Kingstonians sub-

ject to their municipal laws, not

the directors of their city. There
is also a certain amount of

timidation and degradation of in-

dividual morality as the result of

mob influence because of the fact

that the individual must give into

the sophomore vigilantes. The in-

dividual realizes that, if he doesn't

abide by the instructions, he will

be summoned to the sophmore-

freshnian court where he will be

penalized in spite of his defense.

The very nature of a Sophomore-
Freshman Court is repulsive, and
since it creates disrespect for the

student government and justice,

it must also be abolished with

initiations.

Thus tar we have seen that

our initiations serve no purposej

and take the form of degrading

abuse in the name of revenge.

Much of the freshman's time is

wasted, which he could use more
profitably in matters of his own
interest, and much time and

energy is spent by vigilantes on
something which is essentially

destructive rather than construct-

ive. We must now give consid-

eration to what type of program
should replace initiations if they

were abolished.

The replacement program
should incorporate the ideas of

welcome, orientation, assistance

in academic and social matters,

and appreciation for university

life and particularly Queen's. It

must be a voluntary type of

program which helps the fresh-

man, and treats each with the

respect generally extended to ma-
ture individuals. A program such

as this one was first begun
this autumn in the Arts Facultv

and, although it had its faults

and weaknesses, it was a step in

the right direction. The first re-

action to this plan is that it will

be terribly dull, but it is only

under such conditions that peo-

ple can best explore others' per-

sonalities and choose their

friends.

We, who are fortunate enough

to be able to attend university,

are obliged to seek the truth,

and then speak it. It would be a

pity indeed if these words found

no application, and were heard

only in the elegant convocation

addresses or seen only in the im-

pressive introductory pages ,of

Tricolor. No, we have a job to do.

Let's end this nonsense, which is

perpetuated by tradition. Let's

he the first to do it. Let's abolish

initiations at Queen's.

Chest Drive
By Vic Frosh
Brings Praise

The Ottawa Citizen

A constructive type of initiation

for freshmen has been devised by

sophomores at Victoria Univer

sity in Toronto, and as a suitable

introduction to higher education

it seems as splendid a method as

any yet developed. The 350 fresh

men were taken by bus to the

summer camp operated by the

Toronto Neighborhood Workers

Association, a Community Chest

agency. There, with sophomores

supervising, they were put to

work clearing three of the camp
acres, with the girls hauling them

away. The clear space will be

made into a lawn, to be used by

the mothers and children who at-

tend the camp. In the evening

the sophomores treated the fresh-

men to a hot dog supper and

square dancing.

Reign Of Terror Flops

For Bishop s Freshmen
The Campus, Bishops College

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Crill PHONE 2-6917

With minds full of vague ru-

mors about last year's "reign

of terror", the frosh approached

this initiation week in a paroxysm

of fear. Seniors, who had some-

how managed to survive the tor-

tures of former years, glowered

and muttered threats. Frosh and

seniors alike awaited for the ex-

citement, and when initiation

week was over, they looked at

one another and asked, "Where

was it?"

Initiation 1956 was an explos-

ive fiasco of accidents and inef-

ficiency which flared up into a

burst of exaggeration and bad

feeling. Initiation 1957 was non-

existent.

There were the usual "welcom-

ing" activities. The frosh were

dragged from their beds in the

wee sma' hours of the morning

and paraded, rain-drenched and

off-key. around the residences.

They were trounced at soccer by

the invincible senior team. They

went on a scavenger hunt. They

demonstrated their athletic pro-

wess in a wierd and wonderful

field day. They contributed to the

community good by cleaning up

Scarth Field. Frosh and seniors

had a tug of war across a creek

on the experimental farm. Both

sides emerged from the last ad-

venture in a soggy, bedraggled,

muddy mess.

The freshettes were subjected

to a brief and unexciting initia-

tion Saturday afternoon. They
imitated Elvis Preslev and dis-

coursed to senior boys on the

wonders of the golf course, but

there was little action and less

amusement.

Never in the proud history of

the university has a freshmen

class been so coddled. At the end

of the week they were as untamed

and self-confident as ever, while

the frustrated seniors remember

ed when they performed on the

streets of Slierbrooke and fresh'

ette rig's transformed pretty girls

into medusas. Initiation is defin

itely not what it used to be.

For Integration

(Continued from Page 4)

to investigate Frosh Week — its

purpose and activities.

The Commission decided that

it would not be necessary to abol

ish Frosh Week if certain steps

were taken to increase control

over the students. Consequently

the w eek was shortened to three

days and the trouble-making

Frosh Court replaced by a series

of smaller courts doling out amus-

ing but constructive penalties.

Frosh Week serves the useful

purpose of integrating new stud-

ents and if properly engineered,

need result in no harm. We be-

lieve the University of Ottawa

would have done better by their

students to revise rather than re-

ject freshmen initiations.

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

FREE CIFT WRAPPINC AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

THE WOLF IS AT THE BALLROOM DOOR

The Road Of Success
The McGill Daily

It began Saturday night. The

McGill social world's wild whirl

began Saturday night at the Un-

ion's Frosh Dance, then this

year's crop of yet-naive first-year

students were given their first

exposure to collegiate sociability.

It was a big night for them; in

all the ads college life flows sweet

and easy, the co-ed and her catch

look so happy sipping soft drinks

together, old businessmen tell us

that our college days are the best

of our lives, the campus is green

and gracious, romance is de rig-

eur. It was their first college

dance; the girls had that look in

their eyes which betrayed hope,

and the boys affected the casual

woman-hunting nonchalance of a

handsome 32 - year - old bachelor

with a sports car, his own apart-

ment, and a guaranteed annual

wage of 11,000 dollars. There
were some upperclassmen there

too, hoping to trap some unsus-

pecting freshette and convince

her that his ways were college

ways and that she had better

begin to conform now.

It was essentially a sad affair,

as mass entertainments are. The
ballroom had been darkened dras-

tically, and colored lights played

tricks with the women's stylishly

planned costumes. Troops of

timid freshmen stood unhappily

on the sidelines, while those of

their compatriots who had found

the gumption and the girl were

dancing carefully and asking for

the twentieth time that evening,

"What courses you're taking?"

The girls who were just a little

too fat or thin, or not very pretty,

stayed for a while, hoping that

college was different, that here it

was the mind that was important.

But they left early when they

realized that college was the same
as high school except that the

stakes were higher.

The band played music with a
carefully plotted and accented

beat no one could possibly miss.

The songs were the same song's

everyone had danced to a hundred
times before, and the happy,

happy patter of the m.c. did noth-

ing to dispel the subtle gloom of

the evening. This was college life,

the first taste of it. This was the

beginning of the race; to get into

the right fraternity, to acquire

and wear properly the right kind

of clothes, to know all the neces-

sary wheels, to cultivate the

bland sophisticated cynicism so

necessary to succeed.

Lectures and books aren't

everything at college.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1 T66
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

self

AIR FORCE TRI-SERVICE

U.R.T.R : R.O.T.R*
[UNIVERSITY RESERVE TRAINING PUN) (REGULAR GNICER IRAININS PIAN)

Flight Cadets (male and

female) are enrolled in the

Reserve Force—receive 16

days pay during ihe

University Term—and have

a potential of 22 weeks ad-

ditional paid employment

during summer vacation

months.

Openings now for

TECHNICAL

AND NON-TECHNICAL
OFFICERS.

'This plan applies

Flight Cadets (male) are

enrolled in the Regular
Force—during the Uni-

versity year are subsidized

for tuition with a grant for

books and instruments—

and receive pay and allow-

ances throughout tho

whole year.

Openings now for

AIR CREW
AND TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

i the three Armed Services

Get full details at once so that you can take advantage of this

opportunity now, while you are still attending University. For

full information on requirements, pay and other benefits,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.
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a collection of Canadian art

Among those who made possible the present collection

of art at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre are: T. A. Mc-
Ginnis, Mrs. J. Richardson, Grant Macdonald, Mrs. Beylis
Pae, Prof. A. R. C. Duncan, Mrs. Boucher, Dr. Malcolm
Brown, Walter Bernard, and Prof. Andre Bieler.

VISIT

Marilyn's
LADIES WEAR

FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

Deftly detailed like a fit

blouse! Wash it time-after-time

and it retains that precious

whipped-cream softness . . . its radiant

colour remains unaltered! In soft,

soft Pettal Orion, full-fashioned, moth-

proof, shrink-proof, with gently ribbed

crossed collar caught with liny pearl

buttons and with shadow chevron detail

emphasizing the front. Available in a

galaxy of beautiful new Fall

colours . . . S8.95 at good

stores everywhere.

It appears that artists are be-

coming interested in scientific

gadgets, too. A "Device to Indi-

cate the Radioactivity of Angels"
would certainly suggest such an

inclination. Perhaps the artist

B. C. Binning of U.B.C., has ob-

tained a patent for the thing by
now.

Binnings device may be found

among a collection of over 30

Canadian paintings now hanging

in the Agnes Etherington Art
Centre. The exhibition, here for

two weeks, is open between 2

and 4:30 in the afternoons and
between 7-'30 and 9 in the even-

ings on Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays.

A number of our Canadian

paintings were Quebec-inspired.

The charms of a French-Canadian

girl brought Kreighoff to Canada.

Here was the first painter to

awaken Canadians to the beauty

of the countryside.

Other artists began to find

their heaven in the rugged north.

Such fulfilment came to the

group of seven who tramped and
paddled in every season's splen-

dour. Thompson, Harris, Jackson,

Varley, Lismer and MacDonald
are all represented in the collec-

tion. The impressionistic color

harmonies of Tom Thompson
reach out and draw us on to ad-

mire the powerful brushwork
technique.

Still life studies and puzzling

abstractions have scarcely had
time to dry. Amongst the mod-
erns hangs a painting by Prof.

Andre Bieler of Queen's Univer-
sity. Here too is a portrait study
by Grant Macdonald, resident of

Kingston.

Two Canadian War artists,

Ogilvy and Shaeffer, complete the

collection. Ogilvy, a war-scene
painter, is represented by post-

war attempts. Shaeffer receives

highest praise for his water colors

of Western Ontario scenes.

Oebby Blair.

Photographed on this page

are the "Sister and Brother"

by Winter, on the left, and

"Woman and Still Life" by

Tondino on the right. The

emph asis in Winter's paint-

ing has been on form and

in it the artist has caught a

tenderness which is almost

aloof. In, the Tondino paint-

ing skillful handling of

blacks is set off by magnifi-

cent blocks of orange with

dramatic results.

an assault on nimrod
Throughout this fall thousands

of North Americans, most of

them persons \as sensible and
solid as you and I, will take to

the woods and slaughter a slight-

ly smaller number of deer, moose,

pheasants—not to mention cattle,

and other gun-toting humans.
The amazing thing about this

tragedy is not that it is new, for

it happens every year, but that

it could happen in the twentieth

century among people who have

associated themselves culturally

with fellowship, liberality and
human decency.

It is not that we are insensitive

to the feelings of animals and the

pleasure to be gained from their

companionship: most hunter
own pets and even use dogs for

hunting. But we have become
brutalized by a long familiarity

with the slaughtering of wild ani-

mals. Something in our normal
sensitivity has been paralysed.

No one supposes that a slaughter

house can be a spot of pleasure,

and no normal person at least

imagines that the killing of hu-
man beings can give enjoyment.

But we have become convinced

... or move the bottom of a lake
At Lachine, Que., Northern Electric manufactures telephone
coil wire which Is as thin as a human hair...

At the same plant. Northern recently completed a mammoth
custom-built power cable with a diameter of just under
six inches. This cable—one of the largest of Its kind ever
produced— is supplying electric power to two gigantic
10,000 h.p. dredges now operating at Steep Rock Lake.

These two contrasting achievements in manufacturing are
dramatic proof of the versatility of the Northern Electric
Company. In addition to manufacturing electrical wire and
cable, and communications equipment and systems, Northern
Electric olso distribute approximately 100,000 electrical
products which stem from more than 1,000 separate
manufacturers.

There ore t'niereiffVig careen—and a continual need for University
Graduates— at the Northern Electric Company limited. A letter or
postcard to the College Relations Department, Box 6124, Montreal,
will bring full information concerning these opportunities.

Korthertt Electric
SERVES YOU BEST

that when a rabbit is laid low by

a high-powered telescope rifle
wielded by a corpulent insurance

broker, the senseless killing is

good clean sport.

The distinction here, as some
people have liked to imagine it,

is that the insurance broker has

a soul and the rabbit has not. A
number of writers, including

Lord Bertrand Russell, have
pointed out that in the more
backward Catholic countries, like

Spain, cruelty to animals reaches

a savage indifference. But the

point to realize is that, whether
an animal has a soul or not, it

indisputably possesses a will to

live and a capacity to suffer pain.

It is on this faculty of suffering

pain that humanitarians have
founded their opposition to hunt-

ing.

At the bottom the argument is

an emotional one. This should
not be surprising: all arguments
are basically emotional. The dif-

ference here resides in the degree.

The humanitarian feels a thor-

ough horror at the thought of an
animal's pain and death. He re-

cognizes its will to live. He im-
agines its pain and fear. The
thought of the living animal in

scenes of natural beauty is con-
genial to him; the thought of
the animal slaughtered repro-
duces some of his own probable
sensations at the moment of vio-
lent death. He regards hunting
with the repulsion some people
feel for snakes and centipedes,
and he would almost as soon kill

a man as a deer. And all this is

in every way intellectually re-

spectable and is especially agree-
able to the highest standards of
civilization.

Numerous rational arguments
have been advanced against hunt-

;3i3

advance to success.
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anadas Foreign Policy Subject
or World Affairs Conference
(continued from page 1)

erved as a member on major
nternational conferences, and in

act signed the North Atlantic

reaty on Canada's behalf, as

Veil as being the Canadian repre-

entative at subsequent NATO
neetings. Pearson has also been
hairman of the Canadian del-
ation to the U.N. for five con-

ecutive sessions, and presided

ver the seventh session of the

eneral Assembly, He was re-

ently awarded the Nobel Peace
rize, the first Canadian to be

) honored.

On Thursday, November 21st,

he Plenary Session will consist

>f ft panel of journalists and edu-
rators, who will discuss Canada
ind the U.N. Blair Fraser, former
;taff member of the three English
Montreal dailies, now the Ottawa
; d i t o r of MacLean's magazine,

E the T^m
j0jn Gerard Filion, editor-in-

as fou;h ief of Le Devoir, Montreal's
tellige:eading French newspaper, and
e rigl— _
of thj

anting

af slau,'

: for f.

als is

its to:

; not c

ts alt

less ti

three professors of law on the
panel. Frank Scott, McGill pro-
fessor of Law, Rhodes scholar
poet and former National Chair-
man of the C.C.F. party, Maxwell
Cohen, professor of International

Law at McGill, and Professor
Edward McWhinney of Toronto's
Faculty of Law will complete the
panel group.

The closing address will be de
livered by Dr. Hugh L. Keenley
side, M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., who
has been head of the U.N. Techni
cal A s s i s tance Administration
since September 1950, and is also

president of the Canadian Insti

tute of Public Affairs. Dr. Keen
leyside, a graduate of the Univer
sity of British Columbia, served
in the Department of External
Affairs, was appointed Canadian
Ambassador to Mexico, and was
a member of the Canada-U.S.

Joint Board of Defence, before

taking up his present post with
the U.N.

One Room In New Building

Big Enough To Hold House
(continued from page 1)

he DEB, Chalk River, or any

>ncept
:0mmerciaI firm interested in

s thai
is

'iects °* rat*iation.

>ur h« f' rst fl°or wi ' ] have a large

;e to
[

ssembIv "all, seating more than

past, i

Which will serve for public
ind classroom lectures. The main

nent tf'

ntrance from University Avenue
nto the building will have a large

' / obby or rotunda.
Hunt

tiess 1
second floor along Uni-

ieceU
erSI

"

ty Avenue will be a large

breae
braty 3nd readinS r°°m, as well

Ms the offices of the staff of the

p
in

" Department of Civil Engineer-
le

.

g*rtogi The Albert Street wing will
ia

.

a
jonfain eiS^t classrooms, a sem

o°tingnar. room and a model room for

,?aking and testing small scale
er. vUtriictural models of buildings,
he cadges, etc. Shaped like an H,
who his floor will have a connecting
ge") >Iock joining the two wings of
right che H.
Dorter A third floor> fronting Qn M_

Jlywored Street only, will house a
ice torrajiuate centre giving each grad-
:

his iate student a place of his own
finann which to work, together with
nallyi graduate common room, draft-

ng room and classroom.

iilhVr A room for photogrammetry,
>r photographic methods of sur-

lis arereying1

, will also be located on
mrnalhe third floor.

A penthouse, 81

both University Avenue and
Alfred Streets.

The building will be finished

in grey limestone, in keeping
with the Queen's tradition.

The general architects are

Barott, Marshall, and Barott of

Montreal, the same firm which
is in charge of the new men's
residence,

poe

ill be
eet, will house a

- observatory

feet by 42

new astronom-
cal observatory containing a
jome and a telescope, new equip-
ment for photographic and spec-

troscopic work, and on adjustment
:or photoelectric measurements.
The dome itself will be reassem-
bled from the dome of the old
observatory demolished to make
.vay for McLaughlin Hall.

The depth of the new building
is the full block between Univer-
sity Avenue and Alfred Street.

Frontage on University Avenue
is 149 feet and on Alfred Street,

170. There will be entrances on

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

_ OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.
ST. SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

Blue Jackets

Hold Raffle

If you have been approached by
a seedy-looking individual in a blue

jacket, who mumbles something

about "Pssst — Buddy, you want

to buy a swell chance in a raffle?"

chances are you turned him down.

But he's quite harmless really —
he's only a Medsmen trying to

raise money to build two new club

rooms for the Aesculapian Society.

Ross Morton explained that at

present visitors addressing the

Aesculapian Society are entertained

in the basement of Richardson

Amphitheatre among the cobwebs

and steam pipes of Kingston Gen-

eral Hospital. To overcome this

handicap in thetr social front, the

Building Fund Committee conduct-

ed a "Tuition Raffle" last spring

and are now busy with a series of

"Football Raffles" on the college

games.

Applications for Queen's dele-

gates are still being accepted at

the AMS office. Two students will

be chosen to represent Queen's

within a few days.

More French
For Schools,

Begs Teacher
Queen's played host to the On-

tario Modern Language Teacher:

Association at a conference last

Saturday. High school and uni-

versity teachers from all of On-
tario were shown the new Queen's
language lab and heard talks on
the state 6f modern language
teaching in Ontario's schools.

Mr. A. E. C. Ritter, Director

of Education for Kingston, told

the conference about the differ-

ences between French and Ger-

man education and our own.
"Students are in deadly earnest in

European schools," he said.

"There is an almost complete
lack of extra-curricular activities,

and very keen competition for

academic honors". He added that

there seemed to be a lack of the

vitality in our schools.

At luncheon, delegates heard
M. Albert Legrand of RMC
speak on "Servitude et Grandeurs
du Professeur de Francais en On-
tario." Lamenting the fact that

students in high schools did not
speak French the way they should,

he urged teachers to stress more
oral French.

The conference was organized

by Professors Evans and Fox of

Queen's and Mr. Ian Ferguson

of KCVI.

Schools Get
Ford Funds

Montreal (CUP)— The Ford

Foundation, the richest philan-

thropic organization in the world

with net assets of more than $2

billion, is planning to give sup-

port to six new projects which it

hopes will help solve the problems

of American education and so-

ciety.

In an interview at the Foun-

dation's New York headquarters.

Dr. Henry T. Heald, who has

just completed his first year as

the Foundation's president, out-

lined the areas which will be em-
phasized in the fiscal year begin-

ning this October. The projects:

1. A new program in scientific

and engineering education. Dr.

Heald, himself an engineer, em-
phasized that the grants "will be

given to institutions for educa-

tional and not research purposes."

As a major step, the Ford
Foundation announced grants
totalling $1,250,000 for a revolu-

tionary revamping of the teaching

of high-school physics. The grants

were divided between Massachu-
setts Institute of Technicology

($500,000), the Fund for the Ad-
vancement of Education ($200,-

000), the National Science Foun-
dation ($300,000), and the Alfred

P. Slone Foundation, Inc. ($250,-

000).

2. Grants to teacher educa-

tion. "This is one of our major

interests, said Dr. Heald. "We're
going to be amenable to consid-

eration of experiments which
schools of education want to carry

out, in curriculum experimenta-

tion and a variety of approaches.

3. Youth Development. "We
want to study youth's problems

in relation to juvenile delinquen-

cy Dr. Heald explained, "We
can do something only in terms of

pilot projects to try to find so-

lutions."

SIGNPOST
Intramural Tennis: Would all girls

who still have games to play (both
singles and doubles) please play them
off before the end of the week. The
tournament must be completed by
Friday, Oct. 2S.

Tuesday
Commerce Club: The Commerce

Club banquet will be held Tues., Oct.
22 at 8:30 p.m. in Wallace Hall, Stud-
ents' Union. Dr. J. A. Corry will speak.

NFCUS: A meeting will be held
Tuesday, Oct. 22 at 6:00 p.m. in com-
mittee room No. 2. Report of Quebec
congress; budget.

Scottish Country Dancing: Meets in

the Girls' Gym on Tuesdays at 8:00
p.m. Everyone is welcome. No exper-
ience is neccssarj.

Wednesday
WUS: An African film show featur-

ing "Animal Kingdom" and "Challen-

ge of Progress" will be shown in the
McLaughlin room of the Students'
Union, Wednesday at 12:45. Everyone
Welcome.
QCF: Chapel Service will be held in

Morgan Memorial Chapel, Old Arts
Building, every Wednesday at 12:50
p.m. Everyone welcome.

Biology Society: Professor J. 2.

Young will be guest speaker at the
regular meeting of the Biology So-
ciety, Wednesday, Oct. 23 in room
204 of the Old Arts Building. Plans
for future activities of the Society will

be discussed. Refreshments will be
served after the meeting.

SCM: Anyone interested in gping
to Rockwood for an hour of fun and
helpful work is invited to meet at 7:00
p.m. on the corner of Stuart and Uni-
versity (Adelaide Hall). If interested
phone Bob Clark 2-5643. Free trans-
portation.

Hillel House: Dr. Gilbert Clapper-
man, famous Rabbi and author wi'l

speak on "Behind the Iron Curtain".
8:00 p.m. Wednesday evening. Every-
one welcome.

Thursday
Mathematics and Physics Club:

Meeting will be held Thursday, Oct.
24. at 7:30 p.m. in room 314 of Ontario
Hall.

Classified Ads

Playboy Magazine: Special col-

lege year rate : Nov to June (eight

months) for $3.50, 12 months $5.00,

24 months $9.00, lifetime $149.50,

willable to one heir. Lloyd Zbar,

215 McNeill House. Phone 2-3890.

Typing : Pickup and delivery.

Phone Mrs. Westbrook at 24546.

Student Magazine Rates : Time
- S4 a year (2 yrs. ?7) ; Life - $4.25

a year (2 yrs. $7.50) ; Sports Illu-

strated - $4 a year (2 yrs. $7.50)

;

Newsweek - $3 a year; Playboy -

$5 a year; Macleans - $2 a year.

Pay now or later. Write Student

Periodical Agency, P.O. Box 157,

Adelaide P.O., Toronto 1, Ont.

Lost: Watch with grey hands

and inscription on the back:

"Norman, Xmas 1954, Mom and
Dad". Call Norman Andrews,
McNeill House, LI 2-8890.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Members of the graduating classes interested

in Foreign Service, Trade Commissioner Service,

Administration, Finance, Economists, Statisticians,

etc., are reminded that examinations will be held at

the University on November 23.

A representative of the Civil Service Commis-
sion will be ot the University on October 24, 25, and

26, and will be available for consultation about

opportunities.

Frosh Regulation

No. 479wx32v

NOTICE;

Freshman in all faculties are reminded to take

note of Frosh Regulation No. 479WX32J, Article

1,597,000, Sub Paragraph 5000 which clearly

states: "All Freshmen and Freshettes are expected

to listen to Kingston's Favorite Station, CKLC, 1380

on your radio dial. For sports fans, there's Intercol-

legiate Football, the World Series and OHA Hockey.

For music fans, there's "The Fabulous Fifty", "The

CKLC Program of Good Music", and many more.

If you're up studying late at night, there's "CKLC
Marathon" all night long. And "Breakfast with

Buddy" is a prerequisite for getting up in the mor-

ning."

Any flagrant violation of this regulation by

Freshman or Freshettes will be frowned upon.

Remember the name, CKLC! it rhymes with

"We may well be" or any other suitable group of

4 words you choose.

(signed)

"SOPHOMORE SAM"

ServeQanadki I
...and qualify for commissioned rank in the Naval Reserve

Complete Uniform Issue • Full Time Summer Training • Regular Force Rates of Pay

Get the Facts From

UNIVERSITY NAVAL TRAINING DIVISIONS

A.

APPLY WEDNESDAYS, AT 7.00 p.m., - H.M.C.S. CATARAQUI - 47 WELLINGTON ST
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'Grey thoughts on a grey day"
PHOTO BY ZAWALSKY

IN THIS

CORNER.
* +

By Bill Jampolsky

"Wait Till Next Year", an old Queen's slogan (circa 1954)
will probably return to campus after the Tricolor suffered their third
successive defeat. Mathematically we can still catch the league lead-
ing Mustangs who shut out Varsity 15-0 last Saturday, but viewing
the situation rationally the Gaels must look to next year for a
championship squad. At the turning point the Tindallmen hope to
win one game before the season ends. Still being logical the Red-
men and Mustangs are loaded with power and the league will likely
wind up with a run to the wire between them. With three remain-
ing games it looks like our only hope for a win will be at Varsity
Stadium, November 9.

After observing the spirit exhibited by the McGill supporters
and their four high stepping cheerleaders it appears that the often-
lacking morale of the past has finally been found. Possibly two
successive victories have been the cause.

Considering that Montreal v,as the scene of a two day rain
the field was in remarkable condition although it didn't offer too
much firm footing. However, this shouldn't be used
a loss.

as an alibi for

Carl Hansen of McGill averaged almost two yards per carry
and was one of the main ball carriers along with hard charging
Jan Sandzelius. The holes they went through were big enough
for a tank. Our line play wasn't sloppy as it had been in previous
games, but the McGill line was in top shape. Despite this Jerry
Steinberg played a strong game defensively, nailing Redmen signal
callers twice. Paul Fedor and Chuck Safrance also turned in merit-
able performances. Fedor's touchdown invoked some of the old
razzledazzle reminiscent of the Wirkoski-directed 1954 Argos.

Ron Stewart's running was outstanding in a losing effort His
long returns of kicks and kickoffs, especially a 48 yard gallop down
the sidelines, were the high points of the game for Queen's fans.

B.J.'s Opinion: The rush was constantly being put on Queen's
quarterbacks ... the rest of the team was covered with mud from
head to foot

. . . Poirier should certainly make
t
this year's all-star

team This newcomer from the Verdun Canadian junior champs
scored two 90 yard TD's against the Blues and two long catches
resulted ,n another pair against the Gaels. His speed and deception
make him a hard man to cover ... If this is any consolation, theRedmen lose at least 18 men next year, most of them from that big

'

i-' V1
' bCSt SC°re t0 *Ct Ior the next Aesculapian pool

is 30-6 The h!ghest number printed for any one team is thirty and
in the past two games the Gaels have had only six points while
giving up over th.rty to the foes ... If Gaels beat Western the bat-
tlefor the Yates trophy will be wide open.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Donee, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service
MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners
Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINCSTON ONT

REDMEN SCALP GAELS 33-

MASSACRE IN MOLSON Ml)

COMETS WIN
Jake Edwards' Queen's Comets

broke into the win column Satur-

day upsetting Ryerson Rams 12-6.

The Comets came up witli a solid

ground game featuring the run-

ning of Terry Porter, Gord Simes-

ter and Jon Scoates mixed with

an effective passing attack which
kept the Rams off balance. The
booming punts of Porter got the

Comets out of trouble when their

offensive bogged down. A brief

flareup occurred when Gord
Avery of the Comets and Dan
Bush of the Rams traded punches
and were given early trips to the

showers. The loss of Bush weak-
ened the ground attack of the

Rams as the hard driving half-

back had been one of the Rarms'
most effective ball carriers.

Eleven of the 12 points

were scored in the first quarter.

Terry Porter opened the scor-

ing at the three minute mark by
booting a single and followed this

four minutes later with a field

goal from 25 yards out. Two
passes from Jim Biggar to

Warren Campbell were good for

twenty yards and a 12 yard
gallop by Porter to the one set up

tlie Comet's touchdown scored by

Ron Pearce. Burt Winnet con-

verted and the score was 11-0. In

the third quarter Queen's closed

out their scoring when Macken-

zie of the Rams was rouged on

a Winnet kick.

Ryerson's major came as a re-

sult of one of the two Queen's

trick plays which backfired in the

third quarter. On an attempted

quick kick the snap went astray

and Dave Blaire of the Rams
picked up the loose pigskin and

lugged it 20 yards for the

major. The convert was missed

and after a scoreless fourth quar-

ter Queen's had their first foot-

ball victory of the season.

The aerial attack of the Rams
failed to click as they completed

only six of 23 forwards. How-
ever two of these in the last min-

ute almost produced a tying

touchdown for the Torontonians.

Ryerson employed several of-

fensive formations, including the

Diamond T; used by the Mus-
tangs of a few years back.

Next Saturday the Comets
travel to Toronto for a return

engagement with the Rams.

Intramural

Track Meet
The first half of the Intramural

Track and Field meet was held

Thursday with 10 of the 18 events
being completed before rain.

There were two double winners
on the day, footballers Bob Bur-
leigh and Paul Fedor. Burleigh
won the 120 high hurdles in 17.2

seconds and the pole vault (10').

Fedor won the discus (1117")
and the 16 pound shot put (36'

53-£"). Teammate Jerry Steinburg,

competing in football equipment
placed third in the discus and
second in the shot.

The hundred yard sprint was
next won by Pearce of Arts 61.

Only 3 teams participated in

the 880 yard relays which were
featured by the running of Andy
Backageorge, Science 60, in his
street clothes. Backageorge, run-
ning the third leg, overcame a
Physical Educational lead to give
teammate Al Hyland enough of

a start on Paul Fedor to insure
a science victory.

Maycock won the 3-mile run by
almost 300 yards. Second place
was hotly contested by Buchanan
and Jemin, Buchanan finally win-
ning out.

Porter of Arts 61 out-distanced,

the field in the 880 yard to easily!

Intercollegiate

Tenni6

Despite a one day set-back, a

most successful women's inter-

collegiate tennis tournament was
hosted by Queen's over the week-

end. Friday's rain forced the one

day delay, despite the grim deter-

mination of a few Phys. Ed. girls

to sweep the courts and mop up
the wet spots. This year's cham-
pionship goes to Toronto, winning

eleven matches, while losing only

one. Western was close on their tail

with a 10 and two record. McGill,

McMaster and Queen's followed in

that order.

The only gal in white shorts to

record any points for the Queen's

team was curvacious Sylvia Joyce,

winning a singles match. This left

the hosts with a dismal one win
against eleven losses.

Western over Varsity
The league leading Mus-

tangs won their third game
in as many tries by shut-

ting out the Toronto Blues
15-0 in Varsity Stadium.

Britton scored both Lon-
don majors, one of which
was converted by Willie

Casanova, who also added
a field goal.

The championship bound
Mustangs have averaged
25 points per game while
allowing only a total of 13.

handing off with profe

finesse, especially consider^, ®u

weather conditions, threw a
friem

35 yard pass to Joe Poirier

was all alone in the end

bring the score up to 26-6.

At this point both McGil:

Queen's sent in their

teams. This was obvious be:

of their conspicuously clean"

forms.

After

quarter

12 minutes of the.

Carr threw to Be:

CARR LEADS OFFENSI\
FEDOR GAELS ' SCOR£

A sparkling ground attack, a highly polished assorting
i

pass plays, and a tremendous defence combined to give the
ft

Redmen a 33-6 victory over the still winless Queen's Golden,™

at Molson Stadium Saturday. The Montrealers had little tn

penetrating Queen's porous front wall and it was seldom tits

Gaels even threatened the Redmen

McGill opened the scoring at

the 5:35 minute mark on a third-

down single point kicked by Sand-

zelius from the Queen's 30 yard

line. After Queen's was forced

to kick, McGill drove to the end

of the field until at 9 minutes of

the first quarter, Carl Hansen of

McGill charged 13 yards through

a huge hole in the centre of the

Gaels' line for the opening major.

The convert was good and it was

8-0 McGill. McGill had the ball

through most of the first quarter

but didn't score again. At the end

of the quarter, the Gaels had not

made their initial down.

As the teams changed ends on
the muddy field it was already

becoming obvious how the game
was going to turn out. McGill

dominated the play, still not al-

lowing Queen's to gain a first

down — until Jan Sandzelius of

McGill ploughed through for

McGill's second touchdown at

6:30 of the second quarter. The
convert was blocked and the score

was 14-0 for the hometowners.
On McGill's kick-off after the

major Chuck Safrance ran the
ball back for 24 yards and it was
after this that the Gaels eked out
their first down of the game.
Ron Stewart then caught an elec-

trifying 35 yard pass to the McGill
34 yard line but the Gaels didn't

get far with this, not making
yards so McGill received one of

Thomson's many kicks. McGill
was forced to kick and this set

the stage for the only Queen's
touchdown. It was in the closing

minutes of the half — the Gaels
had advanced the ball to the Mc-
Gill 23 yard stripe. It was a third

down play and was very pretty
to watch. Quarterback Campbell
gave the ball to Karl Quinn who
handed off to Stewart. He later-

ailed back to Campbell who threw
to Paul Fedor, all alone in the end
zone. The convert attempt was
wide.

The second half opened with
McGill again dominating the play.
Joe Poirier caught a short pass
from Carr for his first major at
5 :43 and it was now 20-6. On
McGill's kick-off Ronnie Stewart
ran the ball back 28 yards but
John Cronin then intercepted a
Queen's pass.

Dave Richards came in to re-
place Campbell when Queen's
next got the ball but McGill was
not to be denied. At the 11:27
mark Dick Carr passing and

1

from the Queen's 20 yard fan*

the last major to close theP
ing. Sandzelius converted

the game ended with Queenl/I
the short side of the 33-6 sco-'H"'

Smoke Signals : Jocko's pu:

was one of the few bright "Ther
in the game . . . Karl Qhe Iroi

blocked down a long pass ictomic 1

first quarter that was labeileravellir

The McGill line was outstanountrie

both offensively and defen<iitted t

. . . The Queen's fans iuCIapern

stands, even though backk.esday i

losing cause, were more m
pj ^

able than the McGill fans, t . ,
.'

.

, , , . „ .
.abbis ti

ot whom were alumni. ^erist
ateIIite

thought that McGill stm
f [g5|

,

should go to football gamc -

Dur Q f

The McGill goal posts went^ - w
in record time after the gam
The Queen's cheerleaders 1 '

great in spite of weather <
0"e lusi

Hons Ronnie Stewart
i

; rates u
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SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
MEMBER OF BRITISH HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

CANADIAN JEWELLERS INSTITUTE
(WATCHMAKERS DIVISION) [

Coby Watch Repairing Co.

HIGHEST CLASS WORK IN WATCH. CHRONOGRAPHS
AND CLOCK REPAIRS

KINGSTON, ONT.347 PRINCESS STREET - DIAL LI 2-7987
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NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your requir^'
11 ue

ments in Text Books fo all Faculties and Departments. LooS'Pro

j

,aI)1
-

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushio^ er

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal. C

T° ^
't the 1TECHNICAL SUPPLIES unkto t

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTAB*0
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Boo Hoo Returns To Gaels!

isortinfc

: the it

iolden
(

ittle tti

ora th;

profesi !

isiderin: Our favourite editor chats with Boo Hoo's camera-shy girl

hrew a
friend while Boo Hoo looks hungrily for stray McGill Redmen.

Boo Hoo has returned.

Prompted by Frank Tindall's distress signal which puffed across
the northern tundra shortly after the Molson Massacre, Boo Hoo
took off for Kingston and arrived just in time to stop the press
Wednesday night. He was obviously under great strain after his

long trip and an unsuccessful chase by the Kingston Humane Society.

Shaking his shaggy head, Boo Hoo growled out these words to

our favorite editor:

"I've been holed up by domestic duties, but the football crisis

at Queen's this year warrants risking the wrath of my mother-in-i

law. The team needs the support of the fans, win or lose, and aur
family has always been one to give it, I've heard it said that great-

grandfather was the first of the Boo Hoo's to root for Queen's!, but

he suffered a great misfortune. McGill painted him red."

Queen'smen will remember Boo Hoo as the burly ball; of fur

who pulled a Houdini after helping the '55 Gaels to their first Yates
Trophy in too many years. He was last seen in Tricolor '56.

This is not the first time Boo Hoo has returned to the Queen's

scene to help a faltering football team. In 1922, the Golden Gaels

were on the verge of another Yatesless season. However, several

days before the McGill game this verse appeared in the Journal:

Reported gone is King Boo Hoo,

Carried off to the local soo

But he will appear and put to flight

The hopeful rooters of the red and white.

Boo Hoo did appear in the stadium that Saturday and Queen's

Golden Gaels went on to an undefeated season in their leagiie. So

the Gaels represented the East in the Grey Cup that year. They

won it.

Boo Hoo took no credit for that memorable season, for this

bruin has always been a modest bear. But there are many old

Queen'smen who know that Boo Hoo was an important factor in

winning the championship.

In 1955 the Gaels had almost forgotten what the Yates Trophy

looked like. Queen's had been trophy-hungry for 18 years. The
spot where the cup had rested was deep with dust. The time waa
ripe for another appearance of Boo Hoo. The first game at Richard-

son Stadium and there was Boo Hoo once again; the Gaels won
(Continued on Page 5.)
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Fear Unknown In West,

Monopolized By Russians

to Be;

yard Iin

ise the

iverted

Queen^

33-6 sec'

ko's pur _ .

brjglit "There are two ways to open
varl (he Iron Curtain ; blast it with
pass iitomic bombs or keep delegations

labelleravelliug into the communist
outstaivomitries as long as they are per-

defeiii-iitted to enter," said Dr. Gilbert

ins inCiaperman at Hillel House Wed-
backit.esday night.

fans, r

.
Perisl'

Dr. Klaperman and three other

abbis travelled to Russia and the

atellite countries in the summer
11 stiKj

J95g to make a seven week
game-

o(ij. Q £ (
.^e countries and to visit

' wen,W Jews there,
le gam<

aders 1
^'ie ^our °^ t',era came to two

Lther c(
onc'us'°ns tnat *'ie country op-

wart p!
1
"1*65 under tremendous fear, and

<ne espinat tne Jews attempt to cling to

-k-offs
'ie'r 'deals in spite of great ad-

ersity.

"We have no concept of what
rue fear is. We in the west
hink a man is crazy if he turns

o look behind him when he walks

cross the street, If a man walks

cross the street in Russia and

oesn't look behind him, he is

Who Us?
A "Fund for the Restoration of

le Missing Garbage F-il Lids has

een started by the Arts '61 exec-

X- l ' ve following complaints to the

jfe ^"jr-MS by four indignant house-

]
'(folders. Apparently over two hun-

red lids were removed along one

treet during initiation week by

ersons unknown.

Four of the owners of the miss-

g lids complained to the AMS,
'ho passed the complaint on to the

fflf '61 executive. The latter

Sinned full responsibility for the

eed, and decided to appeal for

onscience money from those re-

ponsible. The money will be col-

;cted by t lit? members of the elec-

tive, dressed in monkey suits and
arrying tin pails. Any extra money

requir^'
11 ,,e " sed for a worthy cause,

LoOs 'pro'>aI> 'y us " according to one

ishiofl^jr-
ate there has been no trace

e lids, which are presumed
unk to the bottom of Lake Ontario

TAR'"

crazy," stated Dr. Klaperman.

"People do not talk to one an-

other because each is afraid that

the other is a spy. In Russia you

walk alone because three people

constitute a meeting and you may
be arrested for holding unauthor-

ized gatherings, You try to say

as little as possible to anyone you

know because someone is always

watching."

Everywhere the tour went, the

communists strove to give a good

impression. All the members of

the group were given a three-

room suite during their stay in

one city and were given a villa

with seven servants and a private

plane while they stayed in Mos-

cow. Thousands of Jews were per-

mitted to leave their jobs in order

to be on hand to welcome the

rabbis, and to go to the synago-

gues to listen to them.

"There is a declaration in Rus-

sia to the effect that while you

are allowed to worship as you

please, you are not allowed to

propagandize for religion while

the government can propagandize

against it at anytime," comment-

ed Dr. Klaperman. Thus children

do not take to religion because

they are taught that it is not ad-

vantageous to their interests.

Dr. Klaperman went on to say

that many of the old people be-

hind the iron curtain feel hope-

lessly alone. They work hard and

often enoy remarkable longevity

but often they are cut off from

their relatives completely so that

they live the last years of life in

solitary misery.

While in the satellite countries,

the group visited the sites of

former Nazi concentration camps.

Many of these are preserved as

museums. In these can be seen

all types of torture chambers

—

crematoriums which consumed as

many as 15.000 humans a day,

rooms where dissections were
done on live prisoners, and small

rooms into which as many as

300 people might be thrown to

starve to death.

Treasure Van
Will Offer

Poster Prize

Mrs. Ethel Mulvany, the found-

er and driving* force of the World
University Service Treasure Van.

has offered a prize from Treasure

Van stocks to the person produc-

ing the best poster advertising

Treasure Van at Queen's this

year. The Van comes here Nov.

26-28.

Mrs. Mulvany has always had

a special affection for Queen's.

Her first, and until last year her

best sale was held here in No-

vember 1952. All the profits from

this sale go to World University

Service to help needy university

students in Asia and Europe.

From a modest beginning of

one truck and an assortment of

Indian handicrafts, Treasure Van
has expanded until today it tours

all major Canadian universities

and most of the smaller ones in

three trucks. Mrs. Mulvany ex-

pects to gross over $100,000 this

AMS
Applications for the follow-

ing positions on the AMS
Court will be accepted at the

AMS Office up until 5 p.m.,

Monday, Oct. 2S: four junior

justices, sheriff, prosecuting

attorney, assistant chief of

police, clerk, and crier.

* * *

All campus clubs and orga-

nizations wishing financial

assistance from the AMS
should submit detailed budgets

to the Budget and Finance

Committee not later than

Oct. 31. Address: Bob Little,

AMS Office.

year, compared to $60,000 last

year. This year handicrafts will

include Indian, Malayan, Japan-

ese, Chinese, Israeli, and Mexican

goods.

Alice Casselman is the organ

izer for the Treasure Van sale

here. Students interested in help-

ing with selling, advertising or

setting up the sale should contact

her at S4642. Entries for the post-

er contest should be left in the

lournal office.

Law Faculty Requests

Representation On AMS

Pep Rally, Dance Tonight

AMS Committee Officiates

A monster pep rally planned b\

the AMS Welcoming Committee

for Friday evening will be used as

an indicator for future activities of

this type, it was announced Wed-
nesday by Chairman Andy Wong.

Bands, cheerleaders, bonfires and

snake dances will highlight the pep
rally, which begins sharp at 8 p.m.

Friday evening, after meeting the

Montreal train, the pipe and brass

bands, along with the cheerleaders

will lead the fans to a blazing bon-

fire which will be on a site between

the tennis courts and the lower

playing field.

Following the rally will be a

snake dance led by the band to the

gymnasium where a dance will be

held. Tim Murray's 10-piece orch-

estra will provide the dance music.

Mr. Wong said that the members
of the Welcoming Committee would

like to hold a similar pep rally

every year, preferably on a week-

end where there are no other major

events, such as fonnals.

"We hope that the students will

enjoy the rally as one of the high-

lights of organized activity during

the football season, and we would

like to receive the cooperation of

the entire student body with respect

to discipline and behaviour," he

stated.

"I believe money spent on this

project will be worth while, as we
are spending it in the interest of

the student body," added Mr.

Wong.
Also planned for the coming

Queen's - McGill weekend is a big

reunion for classes of '07, '17, 'IS,

'19, '20, '32, '36, '37, '38, "39, '55

and '56. Graduates are being urged

to visit "Memory Lane," a grad-

uates' common room on the third

floor of the Students' Union. This

will be open Friday afternoon and

evening until 9 p.m., and Saturday

morning and afternoon,

A request for representation has

been made to the Alma Mater So-

ciety executive by the Faculty of

Law. Bob Sowden (Pres. Law '60),

made the request at the regular

meeting of the AMS Tuesday.

"There will be at least 150

students in the Faculty of Law
by 1960, and in tight of this fact,

it is my suggestion that there be

one representative this year, two

the second year, and three the

third year," Mr. Sowden said.

There was no discussion on the

matter and as decision was de-

ferred to a future meeting.

Principal Mackintosh was ap-

pointed honorary president of the

AMS for this session. In selecting

the principal as president, attention

was drawn to the fact that he will

preside in the year that marks the

100th anniversary of student gov-

ernment at Queen's.

First reading was given to the

amendment leading towards the

elimination of Bylaw No. 11,

dealing with the Formal Conveners

Committee, from the constitution-

bylaw No. 11 covers the organi-

zation of the co-operative committee

known as the Formal Dance Control

Committee. It joindy administered

a pool of permanent formal equip-

ment.

The plebiscite on NFCUS, as to

whether Queen's University should

continue to contribute towards it,

will be held in the second week in

November. Judy Isaac, regional

vice-president of NFCUS, urged

the executive that NFCUS be

given whole-hearted support. In

reply to a question concerning the

alleged misappropriation of NFCL^S

funds, Miss Isaac said that an.

audited statement of NFCUS fi-

nances would be forthcoming within

the next three weeks.

Gold Rush

Join the rush to the Klon-

dike next Friday night. Get

your ticket to the Science

Formal at the ticket booth in

the Union and be assured of

a place in the Gold Rush.

Johnny Downs' band from

London will provide the music

in the sty/lings of Glenn Miller.

Do come up and see my Sputnik photos!

'
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Support Means Success
Much has been said about the National Federation of Can-

adian University Students ever since the reports of the conference
in Quebec City began rolling in. The organization and its functions
should not only be of interest to those involved in its working's
on campus but to all undergraduates who contribute 50 cents each
to the general NFCUS budget. Unfortunately NFCUS has not made
itself known at Queen's in the last few years and many of the news
reports printed in college papers dealt only with the latest dif-

ficulties, discoveries and controversies rather than with the long
term benefits which have accrued to Canadian students through
the national organization.

Most of the obstacles to the proper functioning of the NFCUS
headquarters center around the shortage of personnel to carry out
the extensive projects of the organization. The executive secretary
who is supposedly a professional man, only receives $4,400 a year.
The bilingual secretary gets $2,800 and the president, who is usually
an extremely capable and intelligent graduate student, also receives

$2,800. $10,000 in salaries for running an organization the size, and
with the responsibilities of NFCUS orders on the ridiculous. It is

impossible to function properly without an adequate staff and it is

impossible to acquire an adequate staff without more financial and
moral support from member colleges. The whole NFCUS budget,
which serves 70 per cent of Canadian university students, is $22,815
as compared to the annual Queen's Alma Mater Society revenue
which alone totals $12,830. Possibly the hoped for re-entry into
NFCUS of McGill, Manitoba and the University of Montreal will
buttress the financial situation. Certainly, with 90 to 95 per cent of
the total university registration, the organization will have much
more representative influence and consequently be much more ef-
fective on the national scene.

Though responsibility for the muddle in finances and the dis-
appointment in the travel program must not be lost sight of, it is

difficult to imagine one man doing both jobs of executive secretary
and travel director successfully. To expect anyone to do it for the
relatively meagre salary of $4,400 is obviously asking too much.
Only part of the blame should fall on the shoulders of Mjr. Jamjes
Pickett, who has tendered his resignation as executive secretary.
The rest must fall both on the national conference, which failed to
see the tremendous burden of conducting a successful travel service
in competition with many private enterprises in the United States,
and on the NFCUS representatives themselves for not realizing the
limitations of their present financial situation.

The conference at Quebec City last week proved several things
and one of them was that the member universities are determined
to improve the functioning of the organization and to increase the
influence of the Canadian university student. The enthusiastic and
sometimes relentless, criticism of the travel program and the 'state
of the financial books is a promising sign for the future, a future
which depends more on independent campus spirit than on the
talking and talking1

at an annual conference. Som
in Canada think of NFCUS as
good idea

GARY
MOFFATT

I am using today's colum.

comment on some of the
Sl

lating articles in recent Jou r;

However, I would first Ij)J

mention the un-stimulating
]e

of one Indigestion, who
I

should back his views by sig,

his true name or else chan

Fli

To

B
^'ankrup

ace. B;i

le of the universities

'our organization", It would be a
if the students at Queen's became equally involved in the

student federation whose importance is onlv beginning to tell

Advertise, Internationalize

Queen' is often called a farmer's college, the implication being
that our campus is a veritable pocket of provincialism. Unfortun-
ately, small town thinking is rather prevalent among Queen's
people. We seem only vaguely aware of events outside; our own
little cranny, and we lack the elan in our thinking that students of
larger, more cosmopolitan universities possess.

One of the aims of education is to give the student a greater
understanding of the workings of the world. A young high school
graduate from South Porcupine, arriving at college and meeting
other young high school graduates from Smith's Falls and Medicine
Hat. may have his field of vision enlarged, but sometimes it is
hardly worth the train fare, let alone the tuition fee.

Naturally, Canadians are primarily interested in educating Can-
adians, rather than British West Indians, Germans, and Chinese
But as a means of widening one's field of understanding the next
best flung to studying in other countries is talking with people
from those countries. Out of a population of 2.600 there are ISO
foreign students at Queen's, approximately 14.4% of the total The
average student will number among his circle of acquaintances
perhaps seven or eight overseas students. It is likely his knowledge
of the outside world, aside from lecture notes, will b

Letters To The Editor

Potshots

>e slight.

Why this regrettable lack of cosmopolitanism?

Students and graduates in other countries, considering the
poss.bil.ty of continuing their education in Canada, automatically
limit their choice to the universities of Toronto and McGill But a
Queen's degree is quite as valid as any other. Why the boycott

'

S.mPly because Queen's University has never been heard of At
present only calendars are sent to the various governments and
universities. Surely it would not be a great strain on the adminis-
trat.cn budget to provide more widespread advertising in foreign
secondary schools and universities. And when increased scholar-
ships and bursaries become a reality at Queen's, special grants could
be set as.de as tangible encouragement for foreign students. The
intangible profits from such a venture would
Canada.

certainly fall to

Editor, Journal:—Heartiest con-

gratulations to Royce MacGillivra\

for his magnificent "assault or
nimrod". Bravo

!

Meredith Savale,

* *
Editor, Journal:—After reading

the article "Assault on Nimrod,"
it is obvious that Mr, MacGilliv-
ray is hard pressed for writing
material and has reverted to a
subject on which he knows only
what he has read in other places.

The controversy over hunting
for sport has been going on since

game laws were made and one
must keep an open mind in dis-

cussing such matters.

Each fall, when hunters take to

the fields, game is killed but call-

ing it a slaughter is rather sadis-

tic. In the days of the punt gun,
when hundreds of ducks were
killed in one shot, and the buffalo

hunter, when the huge beasts
were shot indiscriminately by the

thousands, the word "slaughter"
was applicable,

Most hunters have more hu-
manitarian qualities than people
who have never lifted a gun to

their shoulders. At times game is

inadvertently wounded but the
hunter does everything in his

power to put it out of its misery
as soon as possible.

Mr., MacGillivray stresses the
fact that people also get killed

during hunting season. However
all the people killed hunting in a
year wouldn't be as many as are
killed in traffic accidents over a
holiday weekend. Perhaps as well
as abolish hunting we should do
away with the family car!

Our wildlife is a crop, as are
the sheep and cattle that roam in

a farmer's fields. Each year the
crop is harvested with the sur-
plus consumed and a breeding
stock protected for the following
year. If the breeding stock is dras-
tically depleted, either by natural
causes or over gunning, the hunt-
er is the first one to holler. The
non-hunter humanitarian is sit-

ting at home in the comfort of
his living room.

Every true hunter, as he enters
the field, has the following in his

mind. . . "May God give me grace
to enoy the kill less than the
chase."

Grant Hopkins,

Science '59.

Letters
The editors request that all

writers of letters to the editor

make their references in the

body of their letters to the

editors and not to any singular

subject.

e Don't Care
Editor, Journal:—I would like to

comment on Jim Holmes' column in

the last issue. Mr. Holmes is ap-

parently concerned with the lack of

interest by the university student in

practical politics. When a group of

people are no longer interested in

such "ballast and wind," which is a

commendably accurate description

by Macaulay, friend of everyone

who writes for the Journal, then we
can asume that we are all one great

big happy family. Applause should

be forthcoming from another friend

of Macaulay's, sweet Karl Marx
who predicted the disappearance of

all political differences once political

parties lost their social position

"Who is this man Diefenbaker any-

way?" Evidently an obstacle.

Almost Apathetic

Anything?
Editor, Journal:—Having read

that ridiculous editorial on the

Queen, I decided that I was a little

tired of reading the Journal,

Now, having read with even

more disgust the insidious com-

ment upon the cadets of RMC, I

wonder if the editors can see ANY-
THING beyond the capital "I" in

their own little worlds at all!

Gail A. Carson,

Arts '59.

So There I

Editor, Journal:—The Arts So-

ciety is not operating in the red.

Unforeseen and unavoidable cir-

cumstances, namely a $500 deficit

on the Arts Formal and a double

payment on the furnishing and re-

decoration of the Co-ed Study

Lounge, reduced its treasury to a

very low point during the last term,

but effective steps have been taken

to assure the financial security of

the society.

The society foresees no financial

difficulty during the coining year.

Its financial statements, which are

always open to examination, will

confirm this fact.

The Executive,

The Arts Society.

Initiation Purposes

Editor, Journal:— I disagree with

Mr. Neville's conclusion in his

article on campus initiations in

W e d n e s d a y's Journal, in which

he proposes the abolition of ini-

tiations at Queen's. It is quite true

that there is room for some changes.

Mr. Neville mentions some of the

changes himself and the editors

of the Journal have done well in

pointing out some of the different

approaches that might be taken.

In his argument against initi-

ations he points out that the

wrong name is given to the "pro-

cess." Initiations should be vol-

untary. Participation in the
placing program, he stresses,

should be voluntary. Therefore
we can still call the "process" in-

itiation.

I do not think however, that

they should be voluntary. By this

I mean something to which we
might subscribe, if we so wish,
after we are here. As Mr. Neville

points out, "Initiation is to signi-

fy the admittance of a person into

the fellowship of a group. . ." The
university is a group having many
purposes and common interests.

Very few are forced to go to any
university, much less this one. If

one wishes to come to Queen's
and is accepted, why shouldn't he
subscribe to the traditional vows
and rites?

Initiation does not have to be
sheer nonsense and it is not true
that it serves "no purpose." Sure-
ly we cannot condemn the public
service of the engineering frosh
in aiding the Red Feather Cam-
paign. What better way is there
to explore another's personality
(an apparently prime requisite of
his new deal), than by working
with that person?

That the new deal has to or is

bound to be "terribly dull," I

can't quite see. There are all sorts
of soph-sponsored parties, wiener
roasts and dances, which might
ward off the ominous threat of
boredom.

Bill Erickson,

Arts '60.

pen-name to Indisposition. R

he is wasting his time; nrettv s

words can do justice to the wl ard-hitl
of the so-called food servi.d u uijshe
Wallace Hall.
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The young ladies who wrote

pirited treatise defending Le

have over-looked one point:

male students who attack tlie

eds at Queen's are doing so oi

jealousy. While the co-eds arcj

tected from exposure to a A

world by rigid curfew laws at ij

residences, the male students

forced by the absence of such 1

to conform to the grand old Quo

custom of spending the night

boozing. Much as they may d

it, most of these chaps have a se

longing for a good night's st^^

and I suggest to the authorities;

they satisfy this craving by im; The

ing a 10:30 curfew on MdPme h '

House. °man 1

* * * % a

Nothing is more distressingfford m
the student of Queen's these & car. A
than to read the sports page oi'uelling.

Journal. It wasn't too bad at Children

After the exhibition game with liothcr i

Gill the headlines merely inforrocsn't <

us that the Gaels' passing /ith the

proven erratic. There was nothustainin

particularly blood-curdling in f bread

headline of Oct. 8, which annoim Accc

that inexperience had proven coommit '.

to Tricolor: the sub-head even futhorit)

our team credit for putting ujf inarri;

terrific fight against Varsity. Hi Furt

ever, when our team was tramium and

by masterful Mustangs in rren on i

week's headline and massacred lenty o:

the Molson mud in last Tuesitnyway

edition even the stoutest Gael a her pc

must have let out an inward groins of i

of dismay. If by any faint cha1 Fron

we should also lose this weui into ,

game, let's have a headline that/hich pc

least suggests that one or two lack nig

the players were able to walk

Would the person who hand-
ed in an article on the West
Indies please come to the
Journal office and identify

himself.

the field.

* * *

Finally, I suggest to Jim Hois

that the reason for our politic

apathy is that with the majority

Canadians well-to-do, the finart

plight of the unemployed fall

the old-age pensioner, the talen'

youth whose parents cannot s<

him to college, is treated with e)

ical contempt ; our so-called O
tian society assumes that the n

who can't find work is a lazy lw

Aware of this, all of our politi

parties except the CCF are as i

concerned as their electorate '

the crying needs of many Canadia :

Oh well, maybe a depression .
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FIFTH COLUMN
To be or not to be

BY MEPHISTO

colutn

the «
it Jo\u

-st lit,

t'ng
It

'ho I

Y H "If the officials of the Treasury were all swindlers, national
Clai

'Ef ankruptcy would follow. Birth prevention is swindling the human
B^ace. Bankruptcy of men will follow just as surely as the other."

'

no
"retty subtle, eh? You've got to be real subtle to keep up with

the alard-hittiug Doctor of Divinity G. P. Dwyer in his new pamphlet
servt|lublished by the Catholic Truth Society.

If this unsupported argument by analogy has not carried you
ver the thin ice then a swinging straight left should help ytou
tiffen your ideas

;
"There are," we are told, "good medical grounds

)r holding that the practice of birth prevention can cause sterility,

eurOsis and other evils,"

If you didn't dig that then dig this. "Take a field". Okay.
Weed it, plough it, and it will prove fruitful and fertile. But abuse

.

a
;
against its nature and you produce a desert, as the Arabs did with

ws at ^

!rt'liB Nortfl Africa
>
or llie Americans who made a dust bowl out of

uden ts
,e ^tiIe Prairie -

such 1

'"*"'le intelligent and natural way to control sex is within the

>ld Que,
01'*5 of niarr'age- Those limits are God's way of control revealed
> us. And inside marriage, sex must be controlled according to its

i wrot

ng Lei

point;

ck the

; so ou

arc

night

may i
ature. 'Birth control' is not natural control it is an attempt
reverse nature. And disaster will follow as surely as it followed

dit's si >

le^ca',s m tne desert, the Americans in the dust bowl."

orities : * *
by imp The incorrigible Dr. Dwyer goes on to illustrate his point with

i Mc^me historical examples that attribute the degeneration of the

oman Empire and the Fall of France to the sins of birth control.

In a few case examples he says no one should say they cannot
ressingfford more children as long as they have a radio, television set or

these 6 car. A picture comes to my mind of a crowded, rowdy, foul-

tage of nelling, leaky three roomed flat with cracked walls. The 12

id at ihildren and what's left of the furniture are dirty and ragged. The
: with HQther is haggard, hollow cheeked and emaciated. But all this

r inforroestt't depress me since I know the whole family is being uplifted

ssing /ith the spirit of "mutual help and self-reliance" backed by the

is notWstaining Portuguese proverb that "every child is born with a loaf

ig in E bread under its arm."

annoni; According even to the learned Dwyer, Jesus Christ did not
ven coommit himself on the controversial matter of birth control. The
even authority rests solely on the Apostles' interpretation of the "holiness

ting ti|£ iifarriage".

iity. Hi Further on in the pamphlet Dwyer ceases to be a mere stumble-

, tramium and becomes a positive force for evil. He advises a wife forbid-

in ren on medical grounds from having another child that "there are

>sacrd lenty of cases where the doctors have been proved wrong." And
Tuesitnyway not to worry about another birth because if every woman
Gael n her position did the same thing "medical research into the prob-

ard gr'ms of invalid wives would be much more urgent and fruitful."

nt cha: From these thoughtful statements the reverend Dwyer shambles

is weal into a misty jungle of superstition- But I am not concerned

ie that'hich particular system of beliefs Dwyer adopts to fence out the

>r two lack night. I just want to know who approved his doctorate thesis.

walk
~

earthy poet hits town
how poems

get written:

by irving Iayton

LIKE
A MEMORY
TORN
AT THE SHOULDERS,
MY DARLING
WEARS
THE CHEMISE
I GAVE HER —
A WEDDING GIFT.

AT NIGHT
I TAP OUT
MY POEMS
ON HER HIP BONE,

WHEN
SHE CAN'T
SLEEP
EITHER
WE WRITE
THE POEM
TOGETHER.

Irving Layton
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cardigan

All the gorgeous colours ojthe artist's pallelte

are captured in this Kitten cardigan . . . wing-collared

with slenderfront panel glowing with pearl buttons .

.

in soft, soft Pettal Orion! Full-fashioned, hand-

finished, shrink-proof, moth-proof.

$9.95, at good sliops everywhere.

Look for the name j^Jjljlftj

Like our black-coated brethren

of the Faculty of Magic, Giles

Lytton Strachey felt a spiritual

call to his vocation
; being by in-

tellect and temperament an in-

tellectual, he plied intellectualism

with ability and industry and an

acute sense of how thoroughly it

could be exploited. The Blooms-

bury Group, to which the histor-

ian and Virginia Wool! belonged,

grew enthusiastically in Stra-

chey 's image. The tall bearded

man, with his fearful health and

ice-cube glasses, took Victorian

history ts bis special field, which

he treated with satire and innu-

endo; "J'cxpose," he said, quot-

ing a French historian in explan-

ation of his literary and histori-

cal method. lie understood very

accurately that one way to be

considered a clever man is to

sneer; if the life of Lytton Stra-

chey had to be summed tip in a

single word, that one sound would

be a long supercilious snicker.

On the four essays of Eminent

t ictoiians his reputation was form-

ed. On them it largely rests. Lately

another volume has been added to

his works: the collected Letters of

Virginia Woolf and Lytton Stra-

chey, which was reviewed in the

graveyard of criticism at the back

of the last Queen's Quarterly. Hea-
ven knows who the reviewer was;
I forget and have no time to look

him up; but the point is, the re-

viewer regretted the volume was
not longer. But here he is quite

wrong: for such uninformalive ma-
terial it is all too long already.

Over a period of 25 years, until

Strachey died of cancer in 1931,

the two friends corresponded at

long intervals
; during the period.

as Strachey explains in a letter

to a friend, he proposed marriage.

Before the future Mrs. Woolf
could reply, he withdrew the of-

fer. But the correspondence does

not seem to have been enlivened

by the courtship nor dampened

by the retraction
;
indeed, it sel-

dom soars above the note-to-the-

milkman level, and recalls those

morose little letters we write to

relatives whose kinship depresses

us but whose favour we do not

altogether want to lose.

In our day, perhaps, real ap-

plication to the art of letter writ-

ing is not to be expected ; the

personal letter, the really good

personal letter, is intruding in an

age in which it has no business,

like gas lights and the buggy
whip. Why this should be so, it

is hard to explain; it is popular

and easy to state that we lack the

time. But the Victorian novelists

were as occupied and productive

as anyone today, yet who finds

opportunity to imitate their long,

florid and polished letters?

To a contemporary writer the

assurance (for such, if he has

any ability, it amounts to) that

his correspondence will be pub-

lished after his death must have

a restricting effect on his letters.

For every genuine or fraudulent

writer, a dozen master's theses

hunger. Even our Hutchison may
have Ins biographer. We cannot

allow literary reputation to lie

quiet in the grave. The living

writer must make a choice then:

to write so well that he will not

object to his letters being publish

ed with his polished craftwork, or

to write those simple, humdrum

dusty little letters, with their fac-

tual emphasis, to which literary

standards cannot really be ap-

plied. Something like this decision

our correspondents seem to have

accepted.

J. M. Jeremy.

Irving Layton, "fireball of Cana-

dian poetry", will be guest speaker

at the inaugural meeting of the

English Club this afternoon at 3:45

in the Biology Lecture Room, Old

Arts Building. President Robin

Jackson of the English Club states

that everyone is welcome.

Mr. Layton is one of Montreal'?

liveliest and most exciting poets.

His work shows a contempt for

prudery and a general independence

of convention. His style is vigorous,

his content often bawdy, but at the

same time his verses are "elegant

and cultivated."

"I was decidely born on the

wrong side of the tracks," said

Layton on one occasion, "and had

to fight my way up to Sweetness

and Light against Poverty, Ignor-

ance and Superstition."

He says elsewhere : "Nietzsche

and Marx have been my teachers,

and I worship D. H. Lawrence."

William Carlos Williams writes:

"He's a backwoodsman with a tre-

mendous power to do anything he

wants to with verse, I have seen

modern verse in French and in the

local dialects of the United States

before which he must stand in awe.

Lucky for such writers that he

exists, for he will not be idle, but

attack with his unsated egotism

until he has subdued their chall-

enges. There will, if I am not mis-

taken, be a battle: Layton against

the rest of the world."

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply yOu with all your require-

ments in Text Books fo all Faculties and Departments, Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal,

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

VISIT

Marilyn s
LADIES WEAR

FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

It's a puzzlement:
When you're old enough to go to college,

you're old enough to go out with girls. When

you're old enough to go out with girls, who

needa college? Oh well, there's always Coke,

•"Coktt™ ll rtglitertd Irada-morlt. COCA-COLA LTD.
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McSIGNPOST
Friday

English 'Club: The first meeting
will be held in the Biology Lecture
Room, Old Arts Building, at 3.45 this

afternoon. Mr. Irving Layton, the

Montreal poet, will give a reading of

his own work. All students are cor-

dially invited to attend.

Saturday

QCF: Everyone welcome to the

Football Supper in St. Andrews' Pres-

byterian Church, corner Princess and
Clergy, at 5.30 p.m.

Sunday

QCF: A Sunday Supper is to be
held in St. James Anglican Giurch at

4.30 p.m. The speaker is the Rev.
Desmond Hunt. Everyone welcome.

Unitarian Meeting: Dr. Glen Short-

liffe will speak on Voltaire at 8 p.m.

in the Kinsmen Clinic, 391 Barrie St.

Discussion and coffee will follow.

Everyone welcome.

Canterbury Club: Bishop's recep-

tion to be held at Bishop's Court at

5 p.m. A buffet tea will be served.

SCM Goes Visiting: All Queen's
students are invited to join the SCM
group as it visits the various churches
in Kingston. Here is an opportunity
for you to worship God within the fel-

lowship of the various failhs without
feeling alone and conspicuous. This
Sunday evening we are attending St.

George's Cathedral. All interested are
asked to meet at the front of the
cathedral at 6.45 p.m. Following the

service a brief explanatory talk will

be given by Rev. E. C. Staples.

Monday
SCM Dance Party: Bus leaves

Adelaide Hall at 6.45 p.m. for Rock-
wood. Return at 8,15 p.m.

Tuesday

LSA: A social meeting of the Luth-
eran Students Association will be held

at 259 Victoria Street, at 8 p.m. All

students welcome.

Progressive Conservative Party:
There will be a meeting of the Pro-
gressive Conservative Association a!

7.30 p.m., the place to be announced in

the next issue of the Journal.
Students' Wives Club: First meeting

to be held in Science club rooms at

8 p.m. AH new members welcome.

Badminton Club: Regular meeting
will he held Tuesday night at 8 p.m.

in the gymnasium.

Aesculapian Soph - Frosh Court:
Freshman attendance is compulsory at

7.30 p.m. in Convocation Hall.

Dances

Under the auspices of the

Alumni Association the usual

Football Dances are being

held in the Gymnasium and

Grant Hall this Saturday

night. Tim Murray and his

campus orchestra are provid-

ing the music at the Gym and

Dick Edncy's orchestra will

hold forth at Grant Hall. Ad-

mission is $1.50 per couple,

and tickets for the two dances

are interchangeable.

HODSON CLAIMS

Fear Keeps World At Peac \he

After

i Jai

"The shadow of destruction

which formerly encircled the area

surrounding warring- nations now
threatens the entire world," stat-

ed Air Commodore Keith L. B.

Hudson during a talk on Canada's

air defence Tuesday evening.

Air Commodore Hodson, who
is now chief of Organization and

Management at air force head-

quarters in Ottawa, spoke from

experience. He has been with the

air force since 1938 when he be-

gan his pilot training at Trenton.

He then served overseas during1

the war before returning to sev-

eral administrative positions in

Canada.

"Air defence has come a long

way since the first atom bomb
was dropped in Hiroshima to to-

day's experimentation with the

hydrogen bombs and long range
aviation. Now we are on the

LEADERS OF TOMORROW

TRAIN TO DAY
'our Tktfa/cy tithe,

QUEEN'S COMMISSION
... In i tie Canadian Army is through the tri-service

Rephr Officers Training Plan (fiOTP)*

Ttiere are still a lew vacancies in Ut Canadian Army

Ontarsily quolas tor Army BOTP cadets, If you are

alia to meol the standards you can still enrol and tab

training with your University COTC contingenl.

Here is your opportunity fur excellent leadership and

praclical technical training which, with your University

courses, will prepare you for a tetter tomorrow.

Financial Assistance

Hie Department ol national De-

fence pays all costs of tuition, a

S65.00 monthly allowance towards

your living expenses, and S63.00

a month pay throughout the year.

Vou also gel tree medical and den-

tal care.

E M 11 t CONTINGENT NOW

- J

PEAK

The Nation looks to you

for LEADERSHIP

'Applicable to REN, Arm) and RCAF

For Further particulars see

RESIDENT
STAFF OFFICER

C.O.T.C. LOUNGE

STUDENTS UNION

threshold of the Golden Age in

aviation," he said.

"The world is divided into two
strongly opposed camps, com
tminism and democracy," he con

tinned. "Neither side wishes to

begin a battle for fear of retali-

ation."

"The RCAF is not concerned

with contributing to the offensive,

but rather with providing a de-

terrent against a war which
would probably last little more
than JO days.

"Radar control is among the

most important advances in the

progress of Canada's air defence,"

he said. He outlined the three

major chains of radar stations in

North America: the DEW line,

the Mid-Canada line and the

Pine-Tree line.

"An immense cost is involved

in equipping a radar station, and

even more because a 24-

hour alert is maintained." He
mentioned that the government is

cutting down on defence expenses

and added humorously that the

only personnel married quarters

with garages are on the north of

Vancouver Island where there are

no roads.

"Overseas," he continued, "it

is wonderful both politically and

socially for the Europeans to

know that the British, Americans

and Canadians are interested in

their welfare. The four bases,

two each in France and Germany,

are only ten minutes by air from

the Iron Curtain."

He outlined the purpose of Air

Maritime Command as a link with

the navy, and Air Transport

Command for carrying troops in

time of war. He pointed out the

heavy program being carried out

by Air Training Command both

to meet NATO requirements and

to train Canadian airmen.

"Looking ahead," he went on,

"the RCAF is busy with plans

for faster, more efficient aircraft

which will have a high rate of

vorld o

climb and be able to maitttdshed h

greater speed and range at hig| A , ( ,
,

altitudes."
i{ llie

"One drawback," he added,
u1ll|l | ,

that during the six to eight
ye^his nil

required to produce the aircr;]1L.y [jv

from a drawing-board design, parlmc
becomes obsolete," husiast

Intercontinental ballistic
int secoi

siles are the most recent develr.veather

ment in air defence, but bcc;n onvers;

of the difficulties they have crt-ommen

ed, Commodore Hodson suggt-ble. Ti-

ed that they ought to be renam,, whei
civil servants, because they csesidenc

not be made to work, nor can tli-nly sqi

be fired. fe came

"Problems are many," he onitiatioi

eluded. "Some of these inclu Varioi

the use of nuclear-powered .strange

g'ines, the thermal barrier, oxy^juBt pi.

for use at high altitudes and Otudents

use of ejection seats for bailiiood. A
out of jets at high speeds student

altitudes," Catherii

Formal Rentals
Men still requiring formal

wear can be measured up at

the Science club rooms this

afternoon or on Monday from

1 to 1 :30 p.m.

CFRC
Friday

7:00—Sign-On and Music
7:15—CampuB Topics
7:20—Music Review
7:45—Queen's at Home

Old & New Medical Buildings
8:00—Music
8:15—Research in Progress

Dr. Mangan — Phychology
8:30—Music
9:00—Concert Hall
11:00—Sign-Off

Saturday

1:00—Sign-On
1:02—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Optra House

La Traviata
5:00—Folk Music
5:30—Let's Hear it Again
6:00—Dinner Music
7:00—Who Wants to know?
7:15—Campus Topics

Sports Calendar
7:20—Music (Chopin)
7:30—Modern Jazz
8:00—The Library Shelf

Book Review
8:15—Music
8:45—Science Series
9:00—Concert Hall
11:00—Late Listening
12:00—Sign-Off

Sharp Mind, Honesty
Both Needed By Lawyei
"The study of law sharpens the

mind by narrowing it," slated

Dr. T. A. Cony, the vice-principal

of the university, and acting dean

of the Faculty of Law, at the

annual Commerce banquet oi

Tuesday, Oct. 22. He was speak

iiig to the members of the School

of Commerce on the topic of the

new Law Faculty at Queen's.

Dr. Corry went on to give the

characteristics of a successful

lawyer: "a sharp, logical mind,

the ability to inspire confidence,

and to appear trustworthy, and

an amiable, cheerful disposition."

In general, it is the "hail fellow

well met" type of person, who
sincerely likes, and is interested

in people, that makes the most

successful lawyer, he said.

He mentioned that after two
previous attempts at establishing

a Law School at Queen's, one in

the 1860's which lasted three

years, and the other in the 1880's

lasting four years, the Law So-
ciety of Upper Canada, the gov-
erning body of lawyers, recently

invited the universities to par-

ticipate in legal education. Up
until the present, the Society

would allow only a central school
of law, but the facilities available

at Osgoode Hall Law School can

Hire (Solftnt Slipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra
Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINCSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

no longer handle the large nun

bers of students, he said.

The universities have agreed o

a minimum standard, which is

60% average with a degree, i

a 66% average after two yea:

of university work.

"Actually," stated Dr. Corry,

degree in social sciences is pn

ferred before admission to a li'

school, because the study of !a>

requires maturity, a backgrow

knowledge of the workings of 9

cicty, and because a lawyer due

n't usually get ahead until i

age of 30 since clients feel thai

older man is wiser."

After studying law for th

years, the prospective lav
}

must serve for 15 months
a lawyer's office, where he is

troduced to the subtleties of tt

profession, he pointed out. At ^

end of this period of apprcnlic

ship, the young lawyer stutli'

for an interval not exceeding si

months at Osgoode Hall where li

receives a stiff drill in the ted

uiques of the profession. At
end of this lime, he is a full-He

ged lawyer.

Dr. Corry then discussed ll

the career opportunities open '

a graduate lawyer. These are tw

fold: the graduate lawyer co»l

practise law at the bar after pa*

sing his bar exams, or becotiu

legal adviser to a business fill

As a practising lawyer, he won'

not spend the greater part of l
|;

time in a courtroom, but rail"

would advise people on their di

ficultics. A legal advisor wo»'

sort out the problems of his fir 1

and advise on legal issues.

"It is almost impossible to <<"'

see who will be successes in

profession of law," Dr. Corry »'

mitted, "but the most import^
requirement is a liking- for peoi ,!

and an interest in their probk 1.

In order for a man to like a"

succeed in his chosen profess)"
1

it must stretch his capacity a"

absorb his interest."
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^Cornflakes And Chicken
Make Food For Thought
After Eve picked the apple in

^^\lie Garden of Eden, eating; be-

:ame a major topic of interest the

vorld over. Now it is an estab-
ina'!it;ished habit,

at ^'gl After surveying- a cross-section

if the student population, we
idded, '

omi([ Queen's no exception to
ght ycfhis ru ie. xne co-eds, whether
2 airctjjey lived in residence or in an
desiEn

l .partment, were especially en-

husiastic on the subject, rating
s t"-" int second only to men or the

devehyeather as "sure-fire" topics of

t been onversation. However, their

ivc crciomments were not always favor-

suggi ble. The freshettes of Adelaide
rejiarm, when interviewed reg-arding

hey ejesidence food stated flatly: "The
can th'iily square meal we've had since

i-e came to Queen's was lunch on
he ciiiitiation dayt"

indu Various adjectives such as
cred

i strange," "unpredictable," and
r, oxyji'jiiai plain awful'' were used by
and dtudenta to describe institution

r bailitood. A second-year commerce
:cds .irtudent living in Adelaide Hall,

Catherine Nasi, declared: "The

ye\

ge in

Grad Photos
Appointments for grad

photos must be made by Oc-

tober 2S if the picture is to

appear in Tricolor '58. Phone

Wallace Berry at 2-2809.
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Rev R, h. N, Davidson

mini STER

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20th

11:00 cm. and 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Richard H. N. Davidson

8:45 p.m.—Fellowship Hour

Everyone Welcome.

CClTulmrrs

IniteJt (filturrtj

EARL AND HARRIS STS.
IteV. W F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 27tH
11,00 a.m. 'Through Christian

Eyes"

7.30 p.m. Some Stories Jesus

Told

(2) "Two Boys"

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Topic: "The Anglican Church"
Discussion

A Very Cordial Welcome
To All Queen's Students.

f$t. (Spurge b

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27th
TRINITY XIX

8.00 o.m. Holy Communion
9.15 a.m. Choral Communion

Address: The Rev. C. E. Staples.

11.00 a.m. Choral Motrins
Church Pnrodo of tho Officers and
Men of H.M.CS. Cataraqui.
Preacher: The Rev. H. G, Hill. M.A..
Naval Chaplain, R.C.N.V.K.

5.00 p.m. The Bishop's

Reception
All Univcroitv SludcnM. Cadets and
Nurses are invited to Tea and an In-
formal R^ccpiion al "'Bishopi Courl",
90 Johnson Si fiom <S:0O (o 6:30 p.m.,
to me«I Bishop and Mrs. Evans.
FollowinB this Reception Ilic Gueais
will otttnd Evensong nt the Cathedral.

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Rev. Retinoid Savary.
Missionary on furlounli from Japan.

8.15 p.m. COFFEE HOUR for
all Yonng People and Discussion

Group.
Wednesdays: Holy Communion at 7:4S
-tn. and jfl:Jo a.m.

United Nations should give resi-

dence grants to prevent malnutri-

tion in eastern Canadian univer-

sities."

This survey indicated that a

large number of the students are

dependent for existence on CARE
parcels from home, or if they

maintain an apartment on the

equivalent in "mother's written

instructions on how to fry eggs".

However, one Artsman, who pre-

fers to remain anonymous, reveal-

ed that he had cooked, with added
masculine assistance, a 10-pound
Thanksgiving turkey, complete
with candles and white wine. Few
co-eds were this ambitious. Their
main problem, it appears, is to

co-ordinate the calori e-counter

with the cook-book.

We found that the majority of

students ate three meals a day,

regularly, and an additional four

at prescribed intervals. Such un-

usual tastes in snacks as cold

chicken and cornflakes, hot con-

somme and fruitcake, or peaches
and salami vied with the more
mediocre burgers and sandwiches

for student approval.

On the average, most Queen's-

men and women "eat out" at least

once a week and more frequent Iv

before exam?, which proves the

truth of the old saying, "food for

thought."

St. Attbrno's

Phincess And clcfiov struts

10:30 a.m.—Bible Claaa

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

§>r. .Sautes' (flfjurrlt

(Union St. by The Campus)

sunday, october 27th

Sunday Services

9.00 a.m. Holy Communion

11.00 o.m. Morning Prayer

7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer

We invite vow to the Cojjce Hour

on Sundays after Evening Prayer.

Wed. 8 a.m. Holy Communion

Boo Hoo And Oil Thigh

Peanuts And December

Students seem to be able to eat not only anything but every-
thing to judge from this scene. Jean Wong, Carolyn Harasym,
Marion Rae, and Beth Fulton claim to like anything from beer to
sunflower seeds.

(Continued from Page 1.)

the championship.

Last year Boo Hoo decided the

Gaels were so good his help was

not needed. He went up to the

Dew line and closed the doors

with a bear he met at the Science-

men's stag. There he followed

the Gaels by radio on their way
to their second championship in

two years.

However, the Gaels are not in-

vincible this year, and conse-

quently the services of Boo Hoo
have been requested.

Look out, McGill ! 1 Boo Hoo
has returned.

Jap Students Decry A - Tests
Japan (Exchange)—Tokyo In-

stitute of Technology has collect-

ed signatures from 2,000 profes-

sors and students in a bid to

appeal Lo universities of the world
against the manufacture and
study of nuclear weapons.

A spokesman of the institute

disclosed that the campaign fol-

lows a series of similar appeals

made this year by groups of Ger-

man and Japanese scientists and

scholars.

The campaigners urge that all

universities of the world refrain

from taking part in the manufac-

ture, study, or experiment of

atomic and hydrogen bombs.

The spokesman of the institute

said that the institute has so far

collected signatures from 627

faculty members and 1,289 stud-

ents, or some 70 per cent of the

total staff of the institute.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Alumni Scholarships

Candidates registered in the

third year of the Faculty of Ap-
plied Science are invited to make
application for an Alumni Schol-

arship valued at ?150. Applica-

tion should be made by letter

and should be sent to the Regis-

trar by Nov. 5.

Ottawa Alumni Bursary

Students from the City of Ot-

tawa may apply for a bursary of

$100 to be awarded to a student

from any faculty by the Ottawa

branch of the Alumni Associa-

tion. Applications must be re-

ceived by the Registrar before

Oct. 31.

Elin Wagner Foundation

The Elin Wagner Foundation

offers a post-graduate research

fellowship of 10,000 Swedish

crowns for research into the his-

tory of women in ancient times.

Further information is obtainable

from Mrs. Barbro Alving, Furu-

sundsgatan 9, Stockholm, Swed-

en.

The man next door rs saving la

enlarge his summer cottage

The skin-diver is saving regularly

to buy a new boat

Both have a

bank account- and

a purpose for saving

You probably have your own equally good

reasons for saving. There are thousands.

One way to be sure you will have the money
you want when you want it is to make regular

deposits in your bank account.

It takes will-power. Sometimes it means doing

without things you are tempted to buy.

But as you advance steadily toward your

chosen objective, you know the satisfying

feeling that comes with getting ahead financially.

You realize that you are creating a reserve of

ready cash that can be a gateway to future

opportunity, or serve as a bulwark in time of

need. You can always count on a bank account.

Save at a bank — millions do!

THE CHARTERED BANKS SERVING YOUR COMMUNITY

ServeCanada!
...and qualify for commissioned rank in the Naval Reserve

Complete Uniform Issue • Full Time Summer Training • Regular Force Rates of Pay

Get the Facts From

UNIVERSITY NAVAL TRAINING DIVISIONS

APPLY WEDNESDAYS. AT 7.00 p.m., - H.M.CS. CATARAQUI 47 WELLINGTON ST.

00 p>
(
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GAELS FOURTH IN INTERCOLLEGIATE TRAGI I

N THIS
CORNER.

•

* *

GEORGE LaFLEUR

"Hail
I Hail! the Gang's All Here!" will be the Gaels' theme

song for the coming McGill contest. Having conquered flu and
injuries they will field a full team for the first time this season
with one exception (See Gaels, Redmen, In No. Three). The
Redmen have been unstoppable in their last two efforts, piling up
55 points with only 13 against. However as Frank Tindall stated
in a recent letter in the McCUl Daily "... we're like unripe apples,
small and green, but perhaps capable of causing a disturbance."

How does the coach of the Gaels prepare for the "causing of a
disturbance"? First there are the actual physical practices held
Monday to Thursday at the Stadium. But this is not where the
games are won and lost. A long narrow room off the main corridor
of the gym is a classroom for 26 broawny young men twice each
week. Here in the "Pentagon" of Queen's football the enemies'
weaknesses and strengths are viewed, discussed, and acted upon.

As the Gaels straggle into the room singly and in groups they
are confronted by a blackboard on which are chalked strange
groupings of letters, words, and numbers. These are the language
of football huddles, the 20 second stratagems which lead to victory
or defeat Encouraged by the loud exhortations of "Moose"
McCarney, the footballers again become students as they quickly
diagram plays which must be recognized instantly in a game. The
next step is movies shown by Head Professor Frank Tindall. A
missed tackle brings forth a groan from the corner. A deep voice
calls "Run that one again, please Frank", after a successful opposi-
tion play. Mistakes are noted on both sides, and vows are made (He
won't get by me again!) as all eyes focus on the screen. Suddenly
the lights are on, the night's work is done and the players leave.

George's Gurglings: Jerry Anderson, McGill halfback from
Hastings Nebraska, is the Canadian and intercollegiate diving
champion besides being an outstanding gymnast ... A member
of this year's boxing team, Jerry Leger of Arts '59, is a former
Golden Gloves Champion. He topped the welterweight division in
1936 at Ottawa ... The Comets have punting down to a science
with Porter kicking with the wind and Winnet against. They had
the breaks with them Saturday. A Ryerson end, in the clear fell
after catching a pass. Forgetting he had to come into contact with
an opponent before the play ended he didn't run. With seconds
remaining a touchdown would have assured the Rams of at least a
tie

.
In the McGill Daily of October 18 under the heading "Con-

test! some prospective Bob Hope pokes fun at Ronnie Stewart's

Z
nLSt

*J ^ n
Queen '

S
-
In rebllttaI we respectfully submit the name

of Buster Brown (he can't be the one who makes shoes?) who
after umpteen years on the professional and intercollegiate gridiron,
is m dan?er of becoming a landmark on the McGill campus (I still

tied f. 7e

n
ame)

' '
J°e Poirier and DaIe C^on areed for the intercollegiate scoring lead with 24 points each. Poirier

he An H
g
T

Cr ^ S^ing ,OUchdow" 5
-
H* was the top scorer onhe Canad<an junior Champs from Verdun in 1955 . . Why isn't

whkVh
WeekCnd thC intermediates

'
P«ferably with Ryerson,

lu action ?
STJ^W the *ame and 3 d— - the main

Vars
' uV

bC bU!lt int° 3n 3nnUal—y-aking event.
. .

In n,1H I K

a

M
U
V
e "man lme 3gainSt WeStern last Saturday butstill couldn t hold the Mustangs' powerful ground game

QUARTERBACK CLUB
(55) f»

v

a
In case you're wondering what all the conglomeration of circles,

squares, and numbers is, it's a football play. To be specific, it's

one of the.plays that McGill used to beat the Gaels last week and
there's good reason (33 of them) to think they'll use it again. In
this play, Dick Carr (60) pitches out to Sandzelius (78) after-
faking the ball to Hansen (70). The key block is by Poirier (58)
and Segurdson (43) who double team to take out Queen's guard
(A) while Brown (33) steps back to block out Queen'sman (B)
Note that Shaw (35) pulls out to block for Sandzelius — Anybody
for designing football plays? ? ?

Gaels, Redmen In No. Three

Will the Queen's Golden Gaels

be the Intercollegiate League
spoilers of 1957? The Toronto
Argos were able to do it, so why
can't the Gaels? With a tough
week's preparation behind them,

despite a sloppy practice field,

the men of Tindall will be mak-

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Win-A-Stewart

Montreal (CUP)—The follow-
ing is a portion of an announce-
ment printed in the McGill Daily
of Oct. 18 under the title "Con-
test I"

The game is called the "Saga
of Ronnie Stewart", and the aim
of the game is as follows:

1) to name the year, month,
and day Mr. Stewart scores his
50th touchdown in Intercollegiate
League play, and

2) to name the year, month,
and day that this same gentleman
receives a law degree from the
Faculty of Law, Queen's Univer-
sity.

The lucky prize-winner will re-
ceive a glorious weekend with
Ronnie Stewart, and chaperone.

BOB CAMPBELL

ing an all out effort to regain
some of their lost prestige. The
battle will also give mentor Frank
an opportunity to start Dave
Richards in the quarter-back slot,

as Bob Campbell pulled up lame
at practice on Tuesday.

During last Saturday's Mc-
Gill - Gael game Dean Griffing,

manager and head scout for the

Saskatchewan Roughriders was
in the stands, Dean was quite im-

pressed with what he saw, and it

could be that some of this league's

stars wind up with Saskatchewan
next year.

To date no other Western foot-

ball scouts have reared their

heads around this circuit. . . A tip

of the Journal hat should go to a

trio of hard working men that

get very little glory, yet devote
many trying hours to football at

Queen's. They are the team's
trainer Stu Langdon, and Dr.
Dunlap and Dr. Kerr of the medi-
cal staff. Of course many men
contribute much time and effort

to the health of the team, but
these three are seen around the

dressing room the most.

Saturday, for the first time
in the last few season, a large

delegation from McGill is expect-
ed to accompany the team. It sure
is funny what a few wins will do
to a team. After losing their first

game to Western the McGill Daily

had them picked for the cellar,

and their supporters were rare in-

deed. Now that they are in the

running, and could win their first

Yates trophy since 193S, McGill

has come alive, and as a result

Princess Street could see more
red and white than everf before.

ON THE AIR!
LISTEN FOR FOOTBALL
BROADCASTS OF QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY SENIOR GAMES

brought to you by

THE EMPIRE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

ON

1380

CKLC
•YOUH CHAMPIONSHIP SPORTS STATION IN KINGSTON"

petitor but also one of Van
top swimmer and basketball

:

In

Varsity Wins College Meet 1

Hodkinson Stars For Queen !

The show must go on, and it did at Toronto last Wedne-

Despite a dull, soggy day, and a field with large pools of water

intercollegiate track meet went right ahead as though nothing

pened, and when the mud had cleared Varsity had walked off
t

top honors.

Paced by the strong showing of George Stulac, Varsity a Ci
.

ulated 57 points, 20 more than second place McGill. The Tait
]

kenzie trophy now moves from McGill to Varsity for the next
,

Queen's won 20 points for a fourth place finish. In the intern^,

part of the show the Tricolor did little more than their big broil W
also finishing fourth. OAC retained the championship and Cm §
Cup.

Senior team captain Spence

Hodkinson collected the most

points for Queen's with a first

in the 220 low hurdles and second

in the 120 high hurdles Ian May-
cock of Queen's picked up our

other first with a 16 minute, 5

second effort in the three mile

run. Hodkinson also came fourth

in the 440 as did Dick Pearce in

the 100 and broad jump. Pearce

was also third in the 220.

On the intermediate front, Dave
Porter took second in the 880 and
mile runs. Porter ran behind

OAC's Allan Claremont in both

events. Kostash was second in the

100 and third in the 220.

Though unable to win any
firsts the intermediates had two
close seconds by Porter.

Due to the wet ground no re-

cords were broken although John
Whalen of McGill tied the highest

previous pole vault with a jump
of 12 feet, 3^ inches.

The main topic of conversation

was not the rain, nor the poor
condition of the field. Rather it

was about the one man show of

Varsity's George Stulac. George
was the top point getter, gar

er5
' "O/,

young

Intramural Tra *!*

Completed " Youiie

Layton

A second double win by well-art

Burleigh highlighted the cor
01"^"'*

sion of the Intramural Track ^r

Field Meet Monday. Other frora A:

standing features of the :
Srees 1:

Politics

writing

"I v

the at

nering 13 points. This young
man is not only an Olympic com-

Robin Hood,
Watch Out!

Hoping to better last year's

fourth place finish Dorothy Mc-
Laughlin, Marg Glover, Georgia
Copland and Betsy Thornton travel

to McGill this weekend for the

Intercollegiate Women's Archery
Tournament. Six teams are partici-

pating—McGill, Western. Toronto,
McMaster. OAC. and Queen's,

coached by Miss Marion Ross.
Practice scores have been the best

ever recorded, and one of the team,
Marg Glover, shot 486—bettering
the score of last year's winners.

BEWS STANDINGS

Phys. Ed.

Sc. '59

Arts '59

Sc. '60
......

Meds '60

Meds 62

Ind. Rel.

Sc. '58 „
Meds '63

Sc. '61 _
Arts '58 _

Arts '61 _

Meds '61

Arts '60

5525

41 S8

2632

2368

1979

1975

1812

1702

1678

1055

812

734

594

555

were a record-breaking mile, 1
j

Pearce's running and the lo-

a case of beer by Ronnie Stev

A 143'6" javelin toss folic.

'

by a 57J4" high jump bm Queen '

!

winning honors to Bob Burl.
P^ 1

"

5 *

The high jump event was feat
C0T^ 3

by a small wager between

Fedor and Ronnie Stewart a
jerj0„

who would out-jump the c
"j^ve

Although Fedor won the I

c 7 i * some t

Stewart was awarded a rc

victory due to his competing in

football regalia.

The 220 low hurdles were

celled. Only two competitor;

peared. The 220 yard dash

run in three heats, the five

times competing in the final.

Pearce won easily, followed by

Kostash. Pearce and Kostash !

teamed to carry the laurels to

At
We
As
Quee

foot C
'61 by copping the freshman n landma

The 440 yard run was won trip to

Mel Fraser of Arts '61 in 54t gineerii

close duel developed in the :
The

run between Porter and Mayc tn* V;

Porter led for three laps, but Cola pi

overtaken by Maycock in the the enj

lap. Both runners broke the in party i

mural mile record of 4.48.S >
student

times of 4.42.4 and 4.44.4. I lifted t

Fedor won the hop, step and j
and be.

with a leap of 4I'U". tilc hot

Cross

Classified Ads droppin

oi i
~ „ , . ed on u

Playboy Magazine: Special
.

'
VT i

a come
lege year rate: Nov. to .1 j^,^
(eight months) for $3,50,

months $5.00, 24 months
lifetime $149,50, willable to

heir. Lloyd Zbar, 215 Mc\_
,

House. Phone 2-8890. minutes
Typing: Pickup and dcli^jiere's

into hid

Back
the bott

Phone Mrs. Westhrook at 2-*

Student Magazine Rates: T
o[{ Se

~

- $4 a year (2 yrs. $7); ^ prowlin
$4.25 a year (2 yrs. $7.50) ;

Sp discovei
Illustrated - $4 a year {2 seat.

$7.50) ; Newsweek - $3 a 1 The r.

Playboy - $5 a year; MacWall nigh
$2 a year. Pay now or later. ^ ing to p
Student Periodical Agency, 'of the

Box 157, Adelaide P.O., Tor 1 consider

1, Ont. and insi

Found: Last Friday at 7 tA''be held

at the railway station, a O" 1 paid.

Levana '59 pin. Apply Jo"' The n

office. in charj

dial 6-iin AMEY'S TAXI walb-ih
the polii

Montrea

1 settle u
released

Jgroup th
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A Special Issue On Education

Liberalism Or Technology?
(See Pages 2 and 3)
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Leading Poet's Speech
Initiates English Club

Tra

Oh who are you my earnest

young man,

Oh ivho are you my man?"
With these lines from his poem,

CO "Young Man in Earnest," Irving

Layton began his readings at the

in by well-attended meeting of the new

:he cor.
01^BI"zet* English Club last Friday.

Track Laytotl
>
a teacher of English

Q t |ier
from Montreal, has behind him de-

tne jgrees in Agricultural Science and

mile [
Politics. He has only recently begun

the lei;
writin§ poetry,

ie Stew
was pleasantlv surprised by

is f0j|,,

tiie attention paid me by the

p kr(y
Queen's Journal," he said. "It ap-

) Eurl-P
ears t 'iat my 'eart'imess' has be-

as feat
001116 a tramng note of glory."

ween I

^y*011 seated his readings

from three arbitrary groups: cri-

the o:

the i

terion, celebration and discourse.

"Every poet," he said, "has

some sort of quarrel with the

ting in

At It Again,

As Monument

were

Si: Want Bottle
: five

final, 11

•ed by

istasii ! Queen's almost gained a six-

els to
.

foot Coke bottle for a campus
man n landmark as a result of a field

is won t"p to Quebec by final year en-

in 54i gineering students a week ago.

l the t The bottle, which belonged to

May: the Valleyfield, Quebec. Coca-

s, but Cola plant, became the object of

in the the engineers' affections after a

the ii; party in the local hotel. Three

..48.8 i students took a walk to the plant,

44,4. 1 lifted the bottle from its carton.

aru]
ji and began their march back to

the hotel.

world. Sometimes it is bitter, like

a lover's quarrel, because the poet

is unhappy with the world and
wants a freer, better, more whole
some life. My quarrel with the

world is the ridiculous, cruel op-

position put up to bar happiness."

In his opening poem, "Young
Man in Earnest," he criticized the

lack of opportunity for the budding

Canadian poet and in "Suburban
Civilization" he referred to the

distressing numbers of people who
conformed to living in the suburbs,

despite the fact that he is a subur

banite himself.

"My poems," he explained, "are

a running commentary on exper-

ience, a parable." Thus he intro-

duced "To Poets in Toronto" and
"Newsboy", which were written at

the time that critics were denounc-

ing him as a poet.

"Personally," he said. "I am
concerned with people's cruelty; it

perplexes and bothers me, especially

the tortuous instinct common to

humanity. I cannot understand

people's delight in seeing caged

animals, birds with clipped wings

or fish hooked on a line."

pecial

to
.

£3.50,

ths ?
le to

|

Crossing the main street, they
spotted a policeman. Quickly

$ dropping their prize, they march-
ed on until he disappeared around

deliv

a corner, then went back to the
bottle and continued their jour

ney.

Back at the hotel, they loaded
the bottle into the bus, then went
up to rejoin the party. A few
minutes later, the call "Look out I

?

Here's the cops!" sent everyone
at 2

. into hiding, as the lights flashed
tes: cff_ severa i policemen were seen

) :

''' prowling around the bus and they
)) ;

-^l
1

discovered the bottle on the back
r i

2 seat.

i a )" The police promptly set up an
laclc^all night guard around the build-

ter. ^ ing to prevent escape. The owner
ncy. ^of the bottle was demanding a

,
Tof considerable sum for damages,

and insisted that the bus was to

: 7 <A'be held until this sum had been

j On' paid.

- Jo"' The next morning the professor
in charge managed to persuade—-^the police to let the bus go on to
.Montreal if he stayed behind to

Ilsettle with the owner. He was
released in time to rejoin the
Jgroup that afternoon in Montreal.

Trio In Discussion

On Birth Control

"Birth Control" is the topic of

a panel discussion which will be

featured at an open general meet-

ing of the Aesculapian Society

this Thursday.

The speakers will be Prof. M.
C. Urquhart of the Economic;

Department, Rev. A. M. Laverty

University Chaplain, and Dr. W
A. W. Sutton of the Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology.

Prof. Urquhart will be concern

ed mainly with the history and
development of birth control, and
its economic significance in the

modern world.

Rev. Laverty will discuss the

religious aspects of natural and
artificial birth control, including

the Roman Catholic viewpoints,

which were originally scheduled

for presentation by Monseigneur
Hanley, who is unable to attend

the discussion.

Medical aspects of birth con-

trol, including an explanation of

the mechanism of "natural" birth

control, psychiatric facets, and
endocrine effects will be expound-
ed by Dr. Sutton.

The panel discussion is a con-

tinuation of a series of presenta-

tions initiated by last year's Aes-
culapian Society executive in an
attempt to contribute something
worthwhile and of universal ap-
peal to the Queen's campus.
All students are invited to at-

tend. Time is 7:30 p.m.; place is

Convocation Hall.

SCM Entertainment Program

Aids Mental Rehabilitation

The Student Christian Move-
ment at Queen's is busily engag-

ed Monday and Wednesday even-

ings and Sunday afternoons in an

extensive program to provide en-

tertainment and a form of useful

rehabilitation for patients of the

Ontario Mental Hospital.

The program is in its second

year of successful operation. Jack-

Hart is in charge of the overall

project with the assistance of Bob
Clarke, Ron Newell and Jim Mc-
Cullum.

Monday evenings the students

and patients usually dance in a

large hall at the hospital. Round,

square and folk dancing are fea-

tured and the patients themselves

often help to provide the music

for the dancing. Team games and

sing-songs highlight the activities

on Wednesdays. Throughout the

year, various groups such as the

Drama and Glee Clubs perform

Sunday afternoons.

According to Jack Hart, the

idea of this SCM project is to

relieve the routine at the hospital

by getting patients participating

in the various activities planned

for them. Patients are usually

those who are soon to be dis-

charged from the hospital and

range in years from teen-agers to

adults. Dr. McQuaig and Miss

Clarke of the hospital staff say

that the patients look forward to

the students' programs eagerly

and that this type of social gather-

J

insr is beneficial to rehabilitation.

Old Memories Revived

At Weekend Reunion
From 800 to 1000 old grads of Queen's descended upon the

campus last week-end to renew old memories and to inspect new
additions to the university.

The graduates, many with sons and daughters now studying

here, registered Friday noon, and were entertained at a tea in the

Students' Union. Friday night they attended a reception in Grant
Hall. On Saturday they cheered lustily at the football games,

despite the defeat by McGill, and bemoaned their increasing lack of

agility as Queen's students energetically snake-danced to Grant
Hall. The graduates made their way at a more leisurely pace to

Ban Righ and thawed out at the principal's tea.

At 7:30 p.m. a reunion dinner

was held in Wallace Hall with

Mr. J. A. Edinison as master of

ceremonies. Principal Mackintosh

spoke for a few minutes on the

new buildings and their effects

in changing the campus scenery.

He also outlined the new resid-

ence arrangements for the men.

The meds graduates held their

own testimonial dinner in honor

of Dr. D. C. Matheson at the La

Salle Hotel.

Cold Crowd
Cheer Loudly,

Support Rally

Chilly weather Friday night did

little to cool the exuberance of

hundreds of Queen's students at

a mass pep rally organized by the

newly formed AMS Welcoming
Committee.

The pipe and brass bands, ac-

companied by a small but en-

thusiastic group of supporters,

made the trip out to the station

to welcome a wave of McGill fans

who arrived on the evening
1

train.

Meanwhile on the field near

the tennis courts a large crowd

was celebrating around a huge

bonfire. Shortly after eight o'clock

the sound of drums announced

the coming of the bands. Down
Albert Street onto the field they

marched, preceded by eleven

cheerleaders, looking very cold in

their scanty uniforms.

Led by the band and cheerlead-

(See Pep Rally, Page 7)

After the separate classes from

1907 to 1956 were introduced,

some twelve years being repre-

sented, the individual members

of the '07 classes of Arts, Science

and Meds were presented. There

were twenty-three of these fifty-

year grads, a new record for such

reunions.

Special features of the reunion

week-end included the football

dance Saturday night, a film en-

titled "Queen's University at

Kingston" shown twice in the

McLaughlin Room, the Univer-

sity Church Service, conducted by

Padre Laverty, assisted by Rev-

(See Grads, Page 7)

Orphans' Home Became Students' Union
By Mary Tchir

Journal Staff Writer

In 1927 a Kingston Orphans'
Home on the corner of Union
Street and University Avenue
was purchased, taken under the

careful custody of Queen's-
men and converted into what we
know as the Students' Memorial
Union. "Memorial" was appended
in honor of those who gave their

lives in World War I.

During the fall of 1947 disaster

befell the Union when it was de-

molished by flames. However, it

was reconstructed in 1929, sturd-

ier than ever, and has stood ever
since, quaking occasionally from
roars from the Coffee Bar, the
bellows of Saint Herschel in the

Journal Office and the clickety-

clack of human brains manipulat-

in the AMS Office as the

government of the campus makes
and breaks policy.

The Council of the Students'

Memorial building serves as the

government of that institution.

Once a month a staff member, a

graduate student, a representative

from the Board of Truste^^fend

three society presidents from the

AMS gather together to form a

working policy for the correct ad-

ministration of that building. Mr.

J. E. Wright, MBE, ED, acts as

Secretary for these meetings and

makes up proper reports. Mr.

Wright holds the position of war-

den of the Students' Memorial

Union and it is his duty and re-

sponsibility to operate the insti-

tution according to the policy es-

tablished by the Council.

Through the generosity of

Warden Wright, this reporter

soon discovered that there is a

great deal more to this grey struc-

ture than meets the eye. The

heart of Queen's is here and

through the channels and re-

sources that pour from this vital

centre, proceed the direction and

government of the campus that

affects us all to a great extent.

The Students' Union includes

the Wallace Dining Hall named

in honor of Principal R. C. Wal-

lace, who presided at Queen's

from 1936 to 1951 when he re-

tired. On the first floor are the

office of the Warden, business of-

fice and alumni office. The Mc-

Laughlin Room is used primarily

for social functions. We also find

the Co-Educational Lounge there.

Due to the numerous activities

and groups found on the campus,

the business office has been a

bustling hive for handling book-

ings for the various meeting and

committee rooms. All group

meetings must be approved by

the AMS and booked ahead of

schedule. No rent is paid by any

group or club but a ten dollar

fee included in the tuition fee of

all male students helps to provide

for the privileges derived from

the institution.

The Union also houses the

COTC lounge, music rooms, a

lounge equipped with television

set, a spacious common room and

a reading
1

room supplied with all

tvpes of magazines. There is a

lounge for graduate students and

study rooms containing desks,

lamps and a serious atmosphere.

Some rooms are set aside for

hobby clubs such as the dark

room used by the Camera Club,

the Queen's Journal and the Tri-

color staff.

Perhaps one of the most active

of the centres in the Union is the

Employment Office. It has had

as many as 160 companies send

representatives to enlist and re-

cruit graduates and undergradu-

ates.

There has been some discussion

of enlarging this little "self-suffi-

cient state" of Queen's. Expan-

sion seems to be the keyword at

Queen's for the next few years

and it is probable that the Union

will continue to grow.
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Of Students And Satellites
Tlie arrival of Sputnik three months before the United States

version was to have appeared set minds clicking on this continent

on whether our technical and educational superiority was being

eclipsed to the point of eventual disaster.

The ominous competition between the West and Russia has

been translated into the volume of engineers which both sides can

produce. This substitution is, of course, invalid insofar as it is

superficial ; westerners still have some grounds for feeling cock}'

and confident. But the comparison of technical educations in North
America and Russia has an importance which both university and
city papers in Canada have not overlooked.

The conflict within our own minds is evenly split. On the one

hand we have private enterprise and the economic system hollering

for trained engineers and for trained economists. On the other hand
we have the liberal arts people shouting for depth and culture in

our civilization. And they are not alone. The large corporations

in the United States have begun to promote summer school short

courses in the liberal and classical arts for their executives. The
delegates at the recent NFCUS national conference in Quebec City
held a seminar on education, in which the general feeling was that

the West has gone too far in turning out scientists and technologists.

More liberal arts and study for the sake of education were thought
necessary. Even then, there was an interesting dissenting opinion
from a delegate who said that subjects such as philosophy, English
and the languages could be thrown out because they're of no
practical use. No doubt he was looked down upon as an unrefined
materialistic ignoramus, but he may turn out to be more of a realist

than the so-called complete personalities of the so-called balanced
education program.

For the shadow of Sputnik keeps on returning and the time-
demanding development of culture becomes more expensive as a
very real opposing force in international affairs becomes more
pressing. Resolution of the educational conflict within our own
community is not enough. The question now may be stated: "Is the
depth, strength and coherence of an integrated civilization prefer-
able, in this period of international tension, to the strength, power
and dominance of technical science?"

We shall not attempt to second-guess history. But what is

ironical and outrageous in Canada's system of education is that
we haven't even reached the stage where the basic choice should
be made. We haven't even got all of our capable young people in
universities. There is enough sense in the few articles printed on
these two pages alone to damn forever the situation we are now in,
in which a good margin of people who should receive higher educa-
tions are working in shoe stores.

And what does Mr. Diefenbaker and his government intend to
do? Exactly nothing, if the Speech from the Throne is any indication
of their program. No increase in government assistance was men-
tioned. Nor was there mention of raising the exemption level for
university students or for dropping the unemployment insurance
millstone. Relative to the economic standards of the country, stud-
ents in Canada are being slapped down with almost nothing It is
encouraging to note that NFCUS will press for increased scholarship
aid from the federal government.

.

The hes'tancy of those who have the power to postpone the
time when our educational program will be determined by Russia's
educational program, is astounding. The waste in human resources
is stupid. And peace or war, prosperity or depression, everybody is
paying for it and will pay for it in the future

Of Campuses And Clubs
This fall has already seen the birth of two new clubs whose

names may be added to the already existing galaxy in student
directories. One, the Canada-Overseas Club, has as its' justification
for ex>stence the fact that two organizations already existing on the
campus, World University Service and Friendly Relations with
Overseas Students, had done virtually nothing to help overseas
students become socially integrated into Queen's societv The other
a new English Club, claims to have as its object critical discussion
of Jinghsh literature by a select group of honors English students

1 hat it is "a good idea" to integrate overseas students into
campus hfe, or to discuss English literature, few will deny But is
it such a good idea to form a club to carry on such purposes' We
find the same situation occurring time and time again, particularlym the Arts faculty. There are history and politics clubs, junior and
senior, whose members carefully select a president or chairman toorganize a program for them, then sit passively through several
talks g,ven by so-called "experts" in various fields. There is aQueens Jazz Club, having a president, secretary and treasurer
whose chief activity appears to be coming together in meeting's to
listen to jazz. We have nothing against jazz ; but why is it necessary
to create a formal organization in order to listen to and discuss jazz?

Most of the clubs in the Engineering Faculty, such as the
Electrical Engineers' and the Chemical Engineers' Clubs, do takean interest in the world outside their chosen field, and in doing thisperform a valuable function which could not easily be obtained
without the organization of a club. But they are the exception. Most
clubs on this campus avowedly cater to a special interest, and do
their best to concentrate on that interest.

Perhaps it is necessary to have formal meetings with guest
speakers in order to bring students of a particular discipline together
it so, it is a sad commentary on Canadian students. Are we soackmg in initiative and the desire to learn that we cannot come
together in casual gatherings over a cup of coffee or a beer to talk
about our interests? Must we be regimented in a formal group
which has been carefully planned in advance with a chosen speaker
and topic, and must we sit supinely through an exposition of some
expert s views when we could be developing - rather than stuffing

- our own minds through talk with other students?
The fault, dear friends, lies not with our clubs but with ourselves

tue:
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How many times have yon k
the question posed, "You are

going to take your postgrad

work at Queen's, are you?"

The question usually evoke-,

abrupt denial, followed by jJ

thing like "After four years I . ra i)y g
I am due for a change of enviously,

rnent." , nd doe
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That answer is only a superii

and partial explanation for whi
he fees
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The Schizophrenic

Russian Advances Demand Reappraisal

Is Western Education Faltering?

The Ubyssey

University

of British Columbia

Dr. MacKenzie's pointed an-

nual report has urged the need
for more funds in order that uni-

versities meet the demands of this

nuclear energy age.

In doing so, the president rais-

ed again the question of entrance

examinations, curtailed enrol-
ment, and an intellectual elite ver-

sus an overcrowded university

with multitudes of survey-course

graduates.

Mr. Jacque's criticism of this

report points out that the world
race is not only one of armaments,

but one of education. According

to Mr. Jacques, the fact that the

Moscow Reporter counts 74,000

technical engineering graduates

in Russia as against approximate-

ly 26,000 in the United States

during a comparable period, is

due solely to the inadequate uni-

versity standards and lack of

selective methods in the West.

Further he suggests that the

production of the satellite is a
direct reflection of Russia's super-

ior system of education.

But is the West's greatest

drawback to military superiority

its shortages of engineers or does

part of the fault lie with defence

planning in the West?

Among the notable "flops" in

Canada are the $20 million Velvet
Glove and the recently junked
CF-105. These projects used up
the energies and talents of innum-
erable engineers and scientists for

many years. This waste of tech-

nologically trained personnel is

further aggravated by the con-
stant inter-service factions in the

Canadian and US armed forces.

Add to this the virtually unco-
ordinated efforts of dozens of

manufacturers each trying to pro-

duce a saleable weapon. Docs this

represent a duplication and di-

versification of effort that does
not hamper Soviet progress?

Another element to consider is

that of absolute planning and a

sense of calculated urgency in the

Soviet as against the hopeful hit

and miss methods in the West.
Within Western governments
virtually every politician werks

out his own ideas on "the only

way to win the next war."

Perhaps before we leap on the

educational system, they should

look more closely at our govern-

ments and their share in the

West's inferiority.

Donald Gordon

CNR President

Russian communist concentra-

tion on output of scientists and
engineers should be viewed with

less alarm and more hope than

is currently the fashion.

Each year Russian universities

graduate twice as many engineers

as do the universities of Canada
and the United States combined.

This is unquestionably a ser-

ious matter. If the Russians are

to make progress in science, then

they must encourage and develop

in their students an attitude of

inquiry and challenge to the

things that are known or repre-

sented to be true.

And herein lies the hope, for

an inquiring mind is one of the

most dangerous weapons with
which despotism can be confront-

ed and every congregation of

free, inquiring minds is a poten-

tial threat to totalitarian rule.

Canadians must beware of es-

tablishing the materialistic stand-

ards that dominate the commun-
ist world. The study of liberal

arts is no less important to our

way of life than the physical

sciences.

If this country is to do its part

, . . we must look to the univer-

sities to develop the kind of imag-

inative leadership that is so neces-

sary. . . If this nation is to aspire

to greatness. . . if it is to pour

into the main stream of civilized

life a richness of idea and ac-

complishment that was not there

before—then we must seek out

and develop the qualities of great-

ness in our young people. I know
of no institutions better fitted to

do this than our universities.

Each one of us here has a brain

far more precious than any ma-
chine that man can devise. The
time is at hand when this world

of ours, if we are sensible enough
to avoid the calamity that science

has made possible, can enter a

truly golden age surpassing any-

thing man has ever known.

The Vancouver Sun

Financing the present program
and expected expansion of Cana-

dian universities, although pre-

senting serious problems, is not

the major difficulty facing Cana-

dian education today. The funda-

mental concern of Canadians

must be this: How can we lure

three to five times as many young
people in proportion to our popu-
lation into taking advanced train-

ing?

The facts of the case were
clearly stated recently by con-

cerned officials. In Vancouver,
Otto Fisher, education expert of

the Defence Research Board, and
in Ottawa, E. P. Sheffield, of the

Dominion Bureau of Statistics,

each told half the story.

Mr. Fisher told the Chemical
Institute of Canada that by 1960
Russia will be training five times

as many civilian scientists and
engineers as Canada, in propor-

tion to population. Russia at the

moment has 614 students in her
engineering and medical schools

for every 100.000 of her popula-
tion. Canada has 494.

Mr. Sheffield told the National
Conference of Canadian Univer-
sities that U.S. enrollment for

1953-54 was 23.3 per cent of the

college age population, compared
with Canada's 7.3 per cent. That
is, the U.S. has proportionally

three times our student popula-
tion.

We must always remember that

Russia is concentrating with al-

most frightening singleness of
purpose on scientists and techni-

cians, neglecting the arts and hu-
manities that in the long run
have such a tremendous role to
play in any civilization. But that
does not explain away our poor
showing with regard to the Unit-
ed States. Nor does it account for
the seriousness with which the
U. S. regards the picture. How
much more concerned should
Canada be?
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Sidney Smith Asks
Does more money than brains 30 to college?

from Maclean's Magazine
evo](C; The question "Who should go to college" is being asked more
b >' soften now than it was in the past, but its importance is not gen-

ears I rally grasped, nor, indeed, the necessity for asking it at all. "Ob-
°f enviously," says the realistic man, "anyone should go to college,

(nd does go to college, who has the desire to take a college course

superj
he brains to pass the entrance examinations, and the money to pay

for wt,
he fees and exPenses - Why theorize about it when theories will

ates \$&* no difference?"

>asture ^ tne present time our college students, in the main, are

' a clchose who fulfill the psychological, intellectual and financial criteria

ecial fit
ust mentioned— those who have the urge, the brains, and the cash,

is th,i|Ve have come a long way from the time when social barriers re-

t Q|IL
,tricted a university education to the aristocratic and professional

her to,
'asses, or when prejudice debarred half the human race because

siders hey were considered the weaker sex. Some think that we have

ot come far enough: that a university education is the birthright

r every boy and girl in a democratic society. But that view confuses

quality o£ opportunity (which is the democratic ideal) with equal
ough ly Qf ta ient (which is nonsense),
serionst

, * *
10 of gr

tudent; ^ne ^act tnat a" are born equal under the law does not make

,w S0
Mm equal under the skull. We endorse free compulsory education

has a" UP to a certam aSe 'n drder that the divergent talents of all

1 iiisigi
u* children may be developed; but it would be ridiculous to expect

main $6m t0 Possess the talents for advanced study, for handling idea

)r conceptual thinking, that are needed in university work.

To say that individuals have divergent talents is a statement of
ost <Ji-lcti implying no contempt for those whose metier lies outside the
he Faccademic sphere. I emphatically do not regard nongraduates as hoi
i so acoii0j and graduates as the Lord's annointed. I do not share the
ven tt3UChing faith of many parents in a university degree as the sole
e reso:ssurance 0r happiness, success, and good citizenship. I do not
ePartn,teIieve that a parchment is the passport to pre-eminence or a
rcputeddeepsitin surety of sagacity. However, I do believe that the talent

anada, 5r ideas should not be buried in the ground. It should be dev
;ver sloped — not for the purpose of getting a college degree as a meal

icket, but for the enrichment of character and the service of

ociety. In other words, those who are intellectually and morally

rorthy of handling college work should be able to go to college —1

group, that whole group, and nothing but that group.

We are not now getting that whole group in the universities.

.Ve are not getting many of those who have the urge and the brains

When will democracies recognize the capacity of the individual?

it she

n dirt'

ut not the cash, Less than fifteen percent of Canadian university

lie ami?

ng do:

tudents receive financial assistance; in Great Britain seventy-two

ercent of the university students are helped, and the average

mount received by each student is much more generous than in

ianger-,anada. Not long ago a survey was made in five Canadian univer-

an unities of the total financial aid to students. The percentage of the

Lduate tudents who received aid varied from twenty-nine per cent of the

hich sptal enrolment at one university to thirteen per cent at another,

liar cK'he average aid received by a student varied from $336 a year to

its [120 a year. When there are meals, shelter, tuition, books and

k of iciothing to be paid for, $336 a year does not go very far.

ion. If * * *

m a.-;- Yet there has never been a time when Canada's need for educ-
criodieted men and women has been so great. To maintain our level of

collectieaithj We need more doctors, dentists, and nurses, and that means
n it %at we must seek our young men and women who have a deep

I "interest in humanity and readiness for service, and educate them

0 the standard required for the healing professions. To develop

he pp
ur economy we must seek out those with the attitude for handling

material things, and dealing with natural forces, and educate them

g j)r jgh
s scientists and engineers. We need the reflective natures fas-

it for;*
na*e^ ky abstract questions or by the vistas of history or by the

h to f™*'
1 ant' beauty of literature and the arts or by the mysteries of

-cience, and we need to educate them as professors and researchers.

jVe need those with a love of learning, outgoing instincts, endless

atience and a kinship with youth, and we need to educate them
j.s teachers. We need clergymen, historians, meteorologists, forest-

- -r irs, social workers, and many more. But men and women cannot

-\ |/ursue these professions without formal education. That is why we
ieed, in the universities the whole group who have the intellectual

—hiliiv and the moral stamina to profit from university courses.

>1 1-I.t
^ e are not now

f?
ettmS "nothing but that group". Last year,

,
n one faculty of the University of Toronto, six hundred students

rtwn-vho had passed Ontario Grade XIII or equivalent examinations

Whitwere admitted to the first year ; two hundred of them were unable

^ Cl[(
:o complete their first year successfully. That is a glaring example,

n_
Jaut virtually similar situations can be found elsewhere. The students

who failed have wasted their time and their instructors' time, their

,rd ;
Spnoney (or their parents' money) and the taxpayers* money — for

IP Efile taxpayers pay from one quarter to three quarters, depending
' E^n the particular institution, of the tuition costs of Canadian uni-

versities. Moreover, the presence of students who are not keeping up

hd!»
the work lowers the tone and lessens the effectiveness of the

'

mi sin^eaching.

"rdy ^ Soon we will have double the present number of pupils leaving
ja^iecondary schools, and the universities' resources in space time,

"m" m,ifluipmeilt
'
anJ personnel will be stretched to the very limit. Will we

«* PoKwUSmte to put up with so many failures when every one of them
sp
P
°

e

r,">m be keeping another student out of university? What can be
Mcjione? We cannot predict closely enough, without present know-

ledge, whether an applicant who has passed entrance examinations
•eally has the brains for college work.

Canadian minister of external af-

fairs. Dr. Sidney Smith is the

former president of the Univer-

sity of Toronto and has been
teacher and leader in Canadian
universities for 35 years.

We cannot tell whether
his urge for higher education is

sufficiently deep-seated that he
will discipline himself, use his

time wisely, and make the ar-

duous, long-continued effort that

is necessary for success.

Some would say, take nothing
but the first-class honor students,

the cream of the crop, and then

there will be no failures. But if

we did that, in many courses

there would be no students; and

we would lose the good pupils of

second-class standing. They often

do very well at university, and
some of them — "the late start-

ers"— do brilliantly. The ques-

tion "Who should go to college?"

cannot be answered simply by

deciding what will be easiest for

the colleges.

The country's needs in the

various professions can be pre-

dicted with fair accuracy. The
number of high-school matricul-

ants can be predicted with even

greater accuracy. In a totalita-

rian state it would be compara-
tively simple to plan for the fill-

ing of the former demand from
the latter supply. In Russia, for

example, students of ability and
promise are selected, groomed,
and directed to university to be

trained for specialized careers.

I do not like to think that we
in the democracies set a lower

value on the individual and his

capacity than the Russians do.

We will never compel anyone to

take a certain course or enter a

certain profession. But I wonder
whether we should not try tiol

make "equality of opportunity"

a reality rather than an oratorical

flourish. That would mean prov-

iding money to send gifted stud-

ents to college, whatever their

economic status. It would mean
more than that. It would mean
paying more attention to them
while they are at school. Gifted

students are the underprivileged

in most Canadian schools. There

are special classes, special teach-

ers, even special schools, for the

handicapped, but there is 1

strong prejudice against any spe

cial provision whatever for those

of superior intelligence. The
bright boy or girl, in all but a

small percentage of Canadian

schools, is in a large class where
the teacher spends half the time

repeating, for the benefit of the

average and the dull, points that

the bright one has already grasp-

ed. He is bored. He becomes
mentally lazy.

I do not blame the harassed

teachers for neglecting the gifted

—it is almost inevitable that they

should do so unless some prov-

ision is made for special atten-

tion to those in the top ranks of

the group. Teachers of those

students should have time for the

demands of that teaching.

In pleading the claims of the

superior students, I am not speak-

ing of a negligible number. The
report of the Royal Commission

on Education in Ontario includes

a chart that places twenty per-

cent of Canadian children in the

categories of "gifted" or "super-

ior" with regard to their ability

to learn—one fifth of the entire

school population. Our university

entrants will be drawn from the

upper fifth of those who are in

schools, and, for, the sake of our
national welfare, health, progress

and security, we should do more
for those students than we are
doing at present.

The universities are not prone
to cast all the blame for failures

on the schools. We have examin-
ed ourselves, our teaching me-
thods and procedures. We have
striven to make an easier trans-
ition from high school to univer-

sity work. I have begun to sus-

pect that, in our anxiety, we may
have over-emphasized the dif-

ficulty and underestimated the
freshmen. University studies are
not merely an extension of se-

condary school work, starting

with—to use an Ontario exam-
ple—a sort of Grade XIV. The
university freshman is expected
to work under his own steam, as

a member of a scholastic com-
munity that exists for the exten-

(See Sidney Smith, page 4)

you canplayapartin thispicture...

. . . and have^a career with a future
PEOPLE AT Union Carbide Canada Limited and its

Divisions have many, many opportunities to develop
their talents. Whether your training or interest lies in

Engineering, Production, Sales, Marketing, Industrial
Relations or Commerce and Finance, you will find that
you can put your specialized knowledge to work with a
long established leader in the development of products
and processes for industry. With us, you will have a
chance for professional growth in your chosen field.

MOST OF THE products of UCC are raw materials for
the growing needs of other industries. Expansion is

necessary to ensure an adequate supply of our products
for today's markets.

OUR MULTI-MILLION dollar development program

includes new plants and an expansion for greater volume
and new products at many of our existing locations

across Canada.

LISTED BELOW are our main operating Divisions which

cover five major fields of industrial products and processes.

MANY DIFFERENT jobs, and a variety of products and
processes ensures a challenging future for you—no matter

what your professional interest and training may be.

BE SURE TO talk over your career opportunities with

our representatives during their campus visit. Check
our interview dates now!

Union Carbide Canada Limited
2221 YONGE STREET TORONTO ;. CANADA

PLASTICS CHEMICALS
Bakelite Company Carbide Chemicals Co.

Belleville Montreal

-OPERATING DIVISIONS

ALLOYS, ELECTRODES,
CARBON PRODUCTS
Electro Melallurgicul Co.

Welland

INDUSTRIAL GASES
Linda Air Products Co.

Toronto

CONSUMER PRODUCTS
National Carbon Company

Toronto

Interview Dates: Monday, November 4th and Tuesday, November 5th
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Sidney Smith Says: "What we need is some better method of selecting students
//

(continued from page 3)

sion and transmission of know-

ledge. His promotion to this

estate should be the beginning of

a new way of life. The university

should be a challenge to all his

powers, and if it is bewildering

at first, the shock of this expe-

rience can be very salutary. I

suspect that we lose more than

we gain by relieving the shock.

If from the very beginning our

students were confronted .with

the real facts of university life,

we would probably get better re-

sults than we do with much
orientation and spoon-feeding.

Freshmen who are treated as

schoolboys and schoolgirls will

respond as such, and we will have

a continuation of the immature

and irresponsible behaviour that

gives the colleges — deservedly

—a bad name with the public.

What we need most is some

better method of selecting our

students, some method that will

make a closer prediction of suc-

cess or failure in academic work.

In the United States, the problem

of selecting freshmen is much
more complex and difficult than

it is in Canada. Many American

universities receive applications

from candidates who have at-

tended secondary schools any-

where from Maine to California

and from Texas to Alaska. To
evaluate their secondary school

certificates becomes practically an

impossible task. Faced with this

situation in its early stages, a

group of more than eighty Amer-
ican universities established in

1900 a College Entrance Exam-

ination Board to assist them in

the selection of students. In 1926,

that board developed a test

known as the Scholastic Aptitude

Test. This is almost entirely an

"objective" test (that is, the an-

swers are given by circling words

or numbering sentences, and the

papers can be marked mechanical-

ly). The universities that recog-

nize this test usually base their

admissions on the test scores

along with a statement of the

candidate's school record and a

report from his principal.

To me there is something re-

pellent about objective tests

;

they are mechanical and imper-

sonal and smack of mass pro-

duction; the individual pupil

seems to have been fed into a

calculating machine and reduced

to a statistic. Yet it is the over-

whelming testimony of eminent

American educators that the

Scholastic Aptitude Test prov-

ides a better index of a student's

capacity for higher education,

than the familiar essay type of

Aproblem in administration

Tco meet new trends and opportunities, modern industry

requires ever swifter financial and operating reports,

concentrating on significant data.

To achieve this faster, more useful flow of information,

C-I-L's financial control staff is continually attacking the

Company's vast data-processing problem. The solution is

being sought in advanced mechanical and statistical tech-

niques and in the critical analysis of important variables.

This is one of the many areas in C-I-L where graduates

in Arts, Commerce and Business Administration are con-

fronted with stimulating problems for which their back-

ground of study has particularly fitted them.

Canadian Industries Limited owns and operates 22
plants across Canada in which are produced 'Terylene'

polyester fibre, paints, polythene resins, industrial

CAMPUS VISITS
C-l-L Company Representatives
will visit Queen's University on
Wednesday through Friday, Nov-
ember 6 tt> 8 inclusive, to interview
students seeking regular employ-
ment upon graduation in 1958.
Appointments can be made
through your University Place-
ment Office. This office can also
provide application forms for
summer employment.

chemicals, ammunition, fertilizers, coated fabrics and
commercial explosives. Many types of trained, versatile

people are required to maintain C-I-L's position of leader-

ship in these fields and to aid in the development of new
products and improved processes.

C-I-L is therefore vitally interested in employing gra-

duates of Canadian universities and colleges and can

offer them not only a bright future but a stimulating

challenge. To give you some idea of the scope and
character of C-I-L and the opportunities available, we
have prepared a booklet en-

titled "Careers for University

Graduates". A copy can now
be obtained from your Uni-

versity Placement Office,

CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LI
Serving Canadians Through Chemistry
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skiffle: the international beat
t Ann*

Our
(

ition,

By Peter Hancock

Every night in the streets of

AmetHarnpstead, London's artists' col-

:en gr;ony, young men are seen carrying
int cultunotGhodox instruments of their

-Tanc( 0wn creation. These are the skiffle

mflufgroups, in search of a place to play,

luable ^ cellar, coffee bar, anywhere will

1 the «lo, so long as they can find the

;ight toexhilaration of producing their own
d expttspontaneous brand of music. The
ators, music is skiffle (meaning any form

y any of improvised music), the instru-

the moments are generally two guitars, a

' can ^washboard to be played with

irse. thimbles, a firebucket, or anything

ntario, within reach. And the sound is ex-

:udent^iting!

an aiit At the home of Pete Pinnock,

metli&who came to Queen's by way of

trio su ;
Lond6n, I was given a sample of

\y a (rskiffle. I soon found myself com-

Charnpletely absorbed, beating on the lid

tests, of a garbage can. Skiffle is a unique

c Aptjioiribination of some of the oldest

studenimus^ forms known to man, and

,gh sctM6"^ tne vitality of the cornfield

f0]lovholler with the subtlety of an

during almost Afro-Cuban beat.

ie st ,](
j,

Carried to England in the recent

to co!

'

id i t m o f fa 1 1 o|n
/ersity "

Dixieland revival was the supposed

backwater of folk music, which

caught on immediately with the

young intellectuals of England,

searching as they were for some-
thing untainted with the commer-
cial. To this background of chain-

gang songs, religious laments and
risque street songs, was added the

natural, generative, unsyncopated

beat of the American Negro, his

defiance of death and poverty, his

love for the simple and unsophisti-

cated.

Using the same rhythms, the

same lyrics, which gave the slave

his relaxation and relief from the

cotton fields, skiffle is providing

for the young men of London the

same uplift from a high-strung

world.

Pete Pinnock spent several years

in the British merchant navy, where

he frequently met the type of im-

provised rhythm that young men in

search of music produce.

"Calling in such ports as Buenos

Aires, Curacao, Napoli and Bris-

bane," said Pete,, "everyone head-

ed for the coffee houses to play

a little skiffle."

In such romantically named
coffee houses as the "Gyre and
Gimbel" or the "Heaven and Hell",

where a guitar is always kept hang-

ing on the wall, skiffle "was really

born".

Playing in his own skiffle group
in a coffee bar above a local pub
provided a real test of this music's

appeal, according to Pete, who at

first saw his listeners draining away
to the tap-room. But finally he

conquered the attraction of mild

and bitter, by consistently crowding

the coffee bar, to the great annoy-

ance of the pub owner, who was
forced to listen to the sound of an
excited crowd tapping their feet to

the steady rhythm of the skiffle

group.

"Skiffle is here to stay," says

Pete, "indeed it has been with us

longer than we know, waiting for

expression."

Pete is trying now to form a

skiffle group on campus and claims

that enthusiasm is the only quali-

fication. Anyone interested should

get in touch with him.

arnold toynbee
with t Although it no longer condones
sideraiihe outdoor barbecues of four cen-
lg s°;%irfcs agQ at tne exponent
ess in uf any but the state religion formed
^hethephe prime entree, modern society is

Test ;,tiu capable of much religious in-

ity in tolerance. This stems from the con-
her eduction in the mind of each individ-

'ey willaal that the sect he happened to be

thingsborn into is the one with all the

erhaps right answers as to man's place in

add bhe universe and the will of God.
jits of Therefore, Arnold Toynbee's book
Dns. B&4» Historian's Approach to Re-
-. predicfiffwn is important. Some of the

we sh conclusions he draws in the book,

net toiuch as the promising future of the

tions, secumenical state, seem debatable

olicy c:o say the least. However, he puts

ilong * very good argument in favour of

chool [religious toleration.

Toynbee suggests that we aban-

e aboli3°n«l the Catholic-Protestant wars

iminati n favour of toleration for negative

e exam^otives (that religion is of no prac-

ent to : 'cal importance or an illusion, that

0 matfeIi£*ous force will richochet upon

;ss hin>
ne aggressor, that religious con-

— abiL'

yone

iversit

samini

should

it's seP

: of hii

is indu

;port

ial cirt

yy res

lness)

consW

ipplica

:y stud

1 exclu:

an a=

:ep

flict is a public nuisance which

easily becomes a public danger )

.

Therefore, '.he toleration these mo-

tives brought about is precarious.

The fundamental positive motive

for toleration is cited as being the

fact that religious conflict is not

just a nuisance but a sin. Every-

body has the right to commune with

God in God's and his own soul's

way, and nobody else has the right

to interfere save by non-violent

missionary action. No more than a

fraction of Absolute Reality has

been revealed to any human mind,

and our field of spiritual vision is

so narrow that we cannot know

that there is no virtue in other

approaches, that other people's vis-

ions may not also be revelations

from God : perhaps more illuminat-

ing ones than our own. Since we

are trying to approach the same

mystery, we should feel that we are

spiritually brethren. Toleration does

not become perfect until it has been

transfigured into love.

The book emphasizes the necess-

ity of transferiug the permanent

and universal aspects of a religion

into something temporary and local

to make it accessible to the people

we must bring it to here and now

:

hence the preservation of the church

must be subordinated to radiating

spiritual counsels and truths that

are the essence of the religion into

as many souls as it can reach.

Townbee emphasizes the com-

mon points rather that the dif-

ferences of the seven surviving

higher religions (the Buddhist

group—Hinayana Buddhism of

Ceylon and South-East Asia, Ma-
hayana Buddism of Eastern Asia,

Tibet and Mongolia, and the

post-Buddhaic Hinduism of In-

dio, the Judaic group—Judaism,

Christianity and Islam, and the

Zoroastrianism of South-East

Persia and Western India.) All

of these recognize a presence in

the Universe spiritually greater

than man himself, a presence be-

hind the phenomena that do not

explain themselves, and agree

oill

.ver i»

tr ent'
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PROCTOR & GAMBLE of CANADA
Hamilton, Ontario

has management opportunities in:

• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

• PRODUCTION
• DEVELOPMENT

• ENGINEERING

• PRODUCT RESEARCH

• TECHNICAL PACKAGING

for graduates and postgraduates in

Engineering and Honors Science courses

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
may be arranged

through the

University Placement Office

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES
will be present for

campus interviews

November 4, 5 and 6

There are also summer employment opportunities for third year students.

that we must seek this presence

with the aim of bringing oursel-

ves into harmony with this ab-

solute spiritual reality. To do this,

we must get rid of our innate

self-centredness. With the except-

ion of Hinayana Buddhism, they

assign the Absolute Reality a
personal aspect as well : we must
transfer our centre of attach-

ment from ourselves to this real-

ity. The Mahayana, Zoroastrian

and Judaic religions vindicate

their God's goodness as best they

can.saying that he cares for hu-

man being and looks after them.

A brief summary of some of the

main ideas in this book cannot do

the book justice. Certainly those of

us who are wont to attack and pull

down the cherished beliefs of other

faiths should read the book and

then ask ourselves whether our

dogmatism is justified. This could

be the first step towards increased

toleration.

Higher Education

Vital Investment

For Everybody

(continued from page 4)

who cannot or will not, do col-

lege work.

The cost of adequate scholar-

ships will be considerable. The
cost of expanding- university fa-

cilities to take care of larger num-
bers will be enormous. (A uni-

versity, as President Gilmour of

McMaster University said not

long ago. is the type of business

that operates at a loss to itself,

though it produces a gain for

everyone else.) Moreover, no sin-

gle university can expand beyond

a certain point without damaging
its academic effectiveness, and
thereby cheating the citizens and
Students who believe they* are

paying for sound education.

Therefore there must be, for each

section of the country, a plan for

higher education that will pre-

serve the integrity of the existing

institutions.

We are not accustomed to as-

tronomical figures in connection

with higher education. But there

is no better investment on the

financial page of any paper than

Our investment in youth. Young
men and women are worth more

than all our mines and forests.

They are more crucial to the

country than all our communica-

tions networks. They are more

worth developing than the SL
Lawrence Seaway. They have
more potential power than Nia-

gara, Kitimat and Chalk River.

They must rely on us for the

present, but we must rely on

them for the future. We must

develop their powers to the full,

for their own sake and for the

sake of Canada and the world in

which we live.

Imperial Oil Limited

offers
to graduates and post graduates in the

(all branches)

Career opportunities

following courses:

Engineering

Geology

Geophysics

Chemistry

Physics

Mathematics

Commerce

Business Administration

for positions in Eastern and Western Canada with staff and

operating departments.

Producing

Manufacturing

Marketing

Chemical Products

Comptroller's

See placement officer for job descriptions and schedule interview

with Company representatives who will visit your campus.

NOVEMBER 4-5-6-7-8

IMPERIAL

£sso
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Queen*s Holds
Many Nations,

Many Ideas

An interview with Miss Jean

Royce, Queen's registrar, reveal-

ed that this university is in little

danger of developing a narrow,

local outlook on the world, for

the world seems to be coming to

Queen's.

This year Queen's students

come from such widely separated

nations as Australia and Northern

Ireland, Greece and South Africa.

Six students hail from Scotland,

19 from England, and seven from

Germany. Japan, Malaya, New
Zealand, India and Peru are only

a few of over 25 nations from

which students come to take part

in the Canadian academic and

social framework. Kingston's

glowing fall colors welcomed 12

newcomers from Hong Kong, 12

from Hungary, and 43 from the

United States. As usual a large

number registered from the

British West Indies — 30 in all.

Of interest is the presence of

five students from Indonesia, here

with the courtesy of the Colombo
plan in which Canada participates.

Numbering more than 116, these

overseas students, with their dif-

ferent backgrounds and attitudes,

have much to contribute to a

small campus such as Queen's,

said Miss Royce.

Again Queen's has some ex-

change students from European
universities. From St. Andrew's
comes Ian Maycock, who is at

present taking his master's degree

in geology. Gertrud Ehwaldt is

ENROLMENT
Winnipeg(CUP)—Fall enrolment

figures in Canadian universities

have already been announced as

record-breaking, according" to

Canadian Press survey.

Because of this all-time high

enrolment, most universities

across the country have reported

inadequate facilities. Large-scale

plans are being made for expan-

sion of staff, courses and build-

ings. To illustrate this, the fol

lowing data has been released.

To cope with the predicted en

rolment of 8,200, the University

of British Columbia has introduc

ed courses in the Chinese lan

guage and literature and inter-

mediate Japanese.

The University of Alberta ex-

pects a record 5,600 students,

while the University of Saskat-

chewan is accommodating 3,500.

Approximately 12,600 students

are expected at the University of

Toronto because of additional

courses in Slavic studies and mo-
dern Near-East studies, Engineer-

ing enrolment has been limited

to 725.

An enrolment of 2,600 has been

announced at Queen's and Otta-

wa's Carleton College anticipated

600 students.

Eight thousand full-time stud-

ents are expected at McGill, and
11,000 at University of Montreal

and affiliated colleges. Laval Uni-
versity, Quebec City, reports an
increase of 288 since last term.

Canada Not Like Home,
German Student Finds

the exchange student from Frie-

burg University in Germany.
From Ligny in France comes
Yves Ameline.

EITHER O
WILL GIVE YOU

GENEROUS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

AIR FORCE TRI-SERVICE

U.R.T.R R.O.T.P
(tiiuvuain restm imiriho puuo

Flight Cadets (male and
female) are enrolled in the

Reserve Force—receive 16

days pay during the
University Term—and have
a potential of 22 weelcs ad-
ditional paid employment
during summer vacation
months.

Openings now for

TECHNICAL
AND NON-TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

roiCULAJt OFFICII TWINING FUM)

Flight Cadets (male) are
enrolled in the Regular
Force—during the Uni-
versity year are subsidized
for tuition with a grant for
books and instruments—
and receive pay and allow-
ances throughout the
whole year.

Openings now for

AIR CREW
AND TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

*This plan opptits to the thrtt Armed Serrlat

Get full details at once so that you can take advantage of this
opportunity now, while you are still attending University. For
full information on requirements, pay and other benefits

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

"Students in Germany salute

their professor by stamping their

feet and knocking on the desks,"

Gertrud Ehwaldt, this year's Ger-

man exchange student, told a

Journal interviewer last week.

"But if they do not like some-

thing he says, they greet him
with a loud chorus of 'Shhh !"'

Miss Ehwaldt came to Canada
after four years at German uni-

versities. She plans to return to

Germany after this year to study

for another year, then take a state

examination to qualify her as a
teacher.

She began her education with
four years at a public school. "Our
system is quite different from
yours," said Miss Ehwaldt. After

our first four years, we can
choose between going to public

school for another four years and
learning a trade, or entering high

school for a nine year course

which prepares us for university."

Miss Ehwaldt chose the latter

course, entering the language

branch. Besides languages, she

took a wide variety of other

courses, ranging widely to in-

clude science and mathematics.

After finishing her nine years,

she took an examination which
gave her entry to university.

There are no examinations in

German university lecture cour-

ses," she said. "It is entirely up
to the student whether he studies

or not. You have a somewhat dif-

ferent system here, I understand,"

she added, smiling.

Miss Ehwaldt is a native of

Erlangen, Bavaria. The differ-

ence in landscape between Can-

ada and Germany is very marked

according to her. Moreover, the

architecture of the university

buildings here in Kingston seems

quite odd to her, an observation

not uncommon to visitors to the

Limestone City. German college

buildings are mixed in with the

town, not set apart on a campus.

There arc few residences and the

majority of the students must live

in private houses.

Gertrud feels right at home in

Canada, finding it easy to make

friends with the students, easier

than one would find it in Ger-

many. "Conventions are not so

plentiful here."

UEsr
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The Artist In His Studio

Profroressor Bieler: Canadian
By Toni Stephens

Artist

Prof. Andre Bieler, Queen's

resident artist, betrays an efferve-

scent gusto and enthusiasm as he

speaks of his career. I interviewed

him at the end of one of his

tudio classes, in which students

were attempting to create fasci-

miles of Byzantine mozaics.

I want the students to feel

that such an art as that of the

Byzantine era is not a dead sym-

bol of a bygone age, but a living

thing," he said. This belief that

WELCOME
i} \ «: i-\

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

Graduation Portraits

To Please YOU!
We provide all necessary robes.

A camera fee of $2.00 pays for a minimum of
four poses.

3x4
5x7
6x8
8 x 10

One

5.00

6.00

7.50

Three

$ 7.50

12.00

15.00

17.50

Extra Prints

$1.75

2.75

3.50

4.00

CHARLES PHOTOS
328 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 2-1650

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a Bpedal 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

the creation of a thing of beauty

is an essentially lively art is seen

in his teaching technique : the

classes are not so much a set of

formal lectures, as an opportunity

for art students to actually watch

and participate in such a creation.

Prof. Bieler was born in Switz-

erland, and came to Canada as a

boy. He fought for four years in

the First World War with the

Princess Patricia regiment.

"The school of war is a harsh

school, and on the front I gained

my first inklings of the power
and movement of humanity," he

said. "Perhaps this will explain

the fact that unlike most Cana-
dian artists, I'm more a painter

of figures than of landscapes."

Prof. Bieler studied in post-war
Paris, and said that the atmos-
phere of the city at that time was
one of almost unbelievable free-

dom and gaiety. "There were a

lot of expatriates roaming around
who were noted for their carefree

verve and high spirits," he said.

His instructors were Serusier and
Maurice Denis, both friends and
disciples of the painter, Gauguin.

"Gauguin's paintings, with
their vivid yellows, sultry reds
and sombre tints gave me my love

for color," he said. "Serusier was
a marvellous character — like

Gauguin he believed in the exotic,

the colorful. He was a flamboy-
ant man who strode about the
studio in a black hat, swinging
a silver-tipped cane. I revisited

the studio in 1954, but the old

atmosphere was gone. They were
all avid followers of the school
of non-objective modernism, and
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Elizabeth Hotel in Montreal.

Prof. Bieler came to Queen';

1936 with his wife Jeanm

Meunier, an interior decora^
from Montreal. "I enjoy the !

here," he said. "I find it stimul

ing to be surrounded by i

young. Just as in the old da

when an artist worked wilt

group of apprentices, I find

young peo[my work with

challenge and a guard agaii

pessimism." He is a member
the Royal Canadian Acadef

the Ontario Society of Artii

and a group of Canadian paint'

The group is a continuation

the Group of Seven, which fel

need for expansion. During a ]

lific career, he had held one-m

shows in Montreal, Toronto. ;

Ottawa, and has also had

work exhibited in the Natte

Gallery, the Toronto Art GalM

the Winnipeg Gallery, the Moj

real Museum of Fine Art, andj

Musee Provincial de Quebec

For . .

.

Sanitone Dry Cleaning
AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

*

CALL

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE S*

i
V

En

and w
sruden

appoin

Mono,

cm one

Dup
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Classified Ads.

ings vvlj

letely

Lost

;A small plastic change-purse,

hite with red jwlka-dots, con-

ining a Mim of money, either

the game on Saturday, or at

rani Mall Saturday night. If

und, call Bob at 8-3432.

Grey duffle coat and two plaid

arves in the house on the cor-

:r of Union and University

all 8-3414.

Found

One ticket to football game on
ov. 2. Owner may identify at

MS Office, Students' Union.
A ladies' silver bracelet at

nice in gym Oct. 25. Owner may
entity at AMS office, Students'

nion.

A pair of dark glasses on the
irner of Union and University,

sntact Garry Hodgson at 8-5048.

A pair of girls' blue-rimmed
asses in the Old Arts Building,

ontact Journal Office.

A collapsible camera flash at-
chment in grey plastic case on
niversity grounds Friday night
ter pep rally. Finder please con-
ct Ray Healey at 8-8937
eward.

Would the person who took z

an's navy blue top-coat by mis-
ke on Saturday night after tht
ince at Grant Hall please con

j.Ct Ray Healey at 8-8937. He
arette. ay fcave his Qwn back aisQ

tada, p,eward.

sle of (

F°r Sale

of hum; Black 2-door 1952 standard

a pictctayflower. Good running order,

lid nvmpod tires, with recent value job
enchC'SO. Phone 6-0314.

ned hei Playboy Magazine: Special col-

deof&ge year rate: Nov. to June
i vers^i&ht months) for _$3.50, 12

;d sevenths $5.00, 24 months $9.00,

?e one retime $149.50, willable to one

ant in
eir

- L1°yd Zbar, 215 McNeill
,ngagd;ouse, Phone 2-8890.

Typing: Pickup and delivery,

ew (>hone Mrs - Westbrook at 2-4546.

mtreal.

Grads See Great Progress
(Continued from Page 1.)

erend Kenneth Taylor, and a

visit to "Memory Lane".

"Memory Lane" on the third

floor of the Students' Union in-

voked an atmosphere of nostalgia

as graduates looked wistfully at

photographs of the "good old

days when. .
.". Among the relics

Foreign Travel|

For Students

Now Available

Any students with travel lust

and interest in foreign study

should avail themselves of the

excellent opportunities available

at Queen's for a year at a German
or Scottish university.

The German exchange plan en-

ables a Queen's student of any

faculty to attend any West Ger-

man university free of tuition

with a $1000 scholarship and
second class fare to the university

from the German frontier. Simi

larly a West German student

coming to Queen's receives free

tuition and health insurance plus

a grant of $750.

Each year also a Scottish stud

cut comes to Queen's with free

tuition board and lodging and

£100 while an appointed Queen's

student travels to Scotland for a

year at the celebrated St. An-

drew's with exemption from fees

room and board plus a Queen's

grant of $200. For the German
scholarship, application should be

made to the Department of Ger

man by February 1 of the year

of award, and for St. Andrew'

to the registrar of Queen's b

March 1.

i pan

PRE-WINTER

OVERCOAT SALE
SAVE $16.00 NOW ON
YOUR WINTER COAT

Reg. *75 00

FOR

$59.00

103 PRINCESS ST. KINCSTON LI 6-6381

|

Employment Opportunities

CANADA
Representatives of our Company will be conducting employ-

ment interviews on the campus on 1 I Hi, 12th and 13th November,

and would be glad to discuss our requirements with graduating

students in Arts, Commerce, Engineering and Science.

Application forms, details of actual openings and interview

appointments can quickly be obtained through Mr. H.
J.

Hamilton,

Manager, The Employment Service, and he will be pleased to

arrange an interview appointment for you at the same time.

Dupont Co. of Canada (1956) Limited
Personnel Division, Montreal, Quebec

IE $f'

were early Tricolors, programs
from the days when a dance in-

volved getting as many signatures

as possible, and a revealing pic-

ture of a science initiation when
being a scienceman involved
brawn as well as brains. The
boys were all thoroughly tarred

and feathered.

Many grads took advantage of

the chance to visit the new Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, the Ad-
ministration Building and Mc-
Neill House, which was especial-

ly popular.

A reporter wandered through

the Students' Union on Saturday

talking to various members of the

Alumni. Some of the comments
are given here.

Katherine Archibald Bennetts,

Arts '40—"It's growing! It's not

just a small town university,

PEP RALLY
(Continued from Page 1.)

ers, students sang and yelled with

an exuberance which belied their

team's place in the standings.

Many appeared to need refresh-

ment on occasion, or perhaps this

was merely to keep warm. As a

rocket sailed skyward, someone
made the inevitable comment,
"There goes Sputnik!"

Andy Wong, who was in charge

of the program, told the Journal

he felt the large turnout of over

700 students at the dance was an

indication of the popularity of

the idea. In addition the venture

was a financial success, adding

$200 to the AMS treasury. The
success of this rally has induced

the committee to consider hold-

ing such an event once every

year.

rather it is getting to be more
and more like the University of

Toronto."

Helen Lyndon, Arts '40—"I'm

especially glad to see more resi-

dences, because they bring the

students together in greater fel-

lowship. Most of all, the men"?

residences since that was a part

of university life which £i:zy miss

ed out on before."

Mr. B. Carroll, Arts '18—

"Queen's still has something the

others lack—the benefit of the

small city in which it is located.

It is not a large university, but

it is turning out a great many
excellent graduates."

One gentleman graduated ex-

tra-murally from Queen's in 1907

while teaching in a public school.

Since then he has taught in

Peterborough, and for twenty-

two years, he has been a school

inspector there. This gentleman

looked a fairly active 70, but

claimed to be over 80. This is the

first reunion he lias attended

since he graduated 50 years ago.

The oldest grad was a Dr. Mc-

Lennan who graduated in 1897.

Local graduates who were in

terviewed all stated emphatically

that the week-end had been a

great success. The banquet, it

was felt, was much more informal

than those of previous years and

the efficient service provided by

students was greatly appreciated.

Levana

Would any girls interested

in heading the decorations

committee for the Levana

Formal please contact Diane

P a 1 m a s o n , Baker House,

phone 2-6030.

Tho Mutual Ufa of Canada off«r» low-cost

life Insurance combining saving* with protection.

Your local Mutual Life representative can thaw yov
actual policy remits and will be glad

to worV out a plan deviled to suit your needs.

See htm today.

KINCSTON BRANCH OFFICE—PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.,

BRANCH MANACER—D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032 Bus. LI 6-1405

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U.—Res. LI 2-7602 Bus. LI 6-1405

Science

Formal
about to begin as the

Science Formal Com-
mittee works night and

day to prepare the gym
for Friday night's ex-

travaganza. From left

to right, Bill Kerr,

Chris Catto, Ross Mac-
kenzie, and Mrs. Al
Graham plan some sur-

prises for the hordes of

prospectors who are

expected to troop

through the Klondike.

Tickets are on sale in

the ticket booth in the

Students Union from 1

to 1 :30 p.m. every day.

SIGNPCST
Tuesday

NFCUS: Meeting in Committee
Room 2 at 6 p.m.

Jazz Society: Meeting featuring
election of officers in the Music Room,
Douglas Library at 7:30 p.m.

Scottish Country Dancing: Meets in
the Girls' Gym at 8:00 p.m. Everyone
welcome; more males required. No
experience necessary.

Progressive Conservative Associa
tion: Meeting in the Co-Ed Loung<
of the Union at 7.30 p.m. The year's
program to be discussed, and delegates
to the Ontario Young Progressive
ConservaU've Association Convention
to be chosen. Anyone interested is

welcome.

Important
Will all executive and club

presidents please pick up

their letters at the Queen's

post office immediately.

Wednesday

VE3VX: Meeting in Clark Hall at

7:30 p.m. "Radio Control of Models"
to be the feature; films, demonstra-
tions, and a discussion by Lloyd Shales
and other local radio control enthu-

siasts also included.

Mining and Metallurgical Society:

Annual Meeting at 8:00 p.m. in the
McLaughlin Room, Students' Union.
A film on the Kitimat Power Project

will be shown. A special welcome to

first year students.

Thursday
Aesculapian Society: Panel discussion

at 7:30 p.m. in Convocation Hall. Rev.
Laverty, Prof. Urquhart, and W.A.W.
Sutton to speak on "Birth Control".

Arts Formal Committee: Meeting
at 4:00 p.m. in the Arts Gubroom,
New Arts Building. Any and all arts-

men interested in joining the com-
mittee are requested to attend.

Library

Laziness

Hi vie&in) f«tA/fi

sonteft&U)

to fall bade or!

, . . and a Savings Account at

tho Bank of Montreal0 is the

woy to guarantee yourself that

secure feelin

McGill (CUP)—Students at the

University of Virginia now can

select a book at the main library,

thumb through its pages and read

it without entering the library,

thanks to an experimental closed-

circuit television project.

Instead of roaming across the

university's 510-acre campus they

can drop into one of two library

branches, telephone their request to

the main desk of the Alderman

Library and have the book they

want reproduced on a television

screen. By manipulating a remote

control gadget they can turn the

pages.

Arts Society

Applications will be re-

ceived for the position of Arts

junior representative to the

student faculty committee. For

further details see Bob Little.

Applications should be sub-

mitted to Jim Holmes before

5 p.m. Friday.

Main Office, 297 King

at the Market:

JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch:

in the "Y" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager
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GAME GAELS IN IMPROVED EFFORI
IN TMI§

CCCNCI3..
* *

BY BOB SMOLKIN

This may seem strange, but the most surprising thing about

Saturday's game was that the Redmen scored only two touchdowns.

McGill had no less than twenty-three first downs as opposed to two
for the Gaels. The other statistics are also impressive in favour of

the visitors, but the score was still reasonably low.

There's no doubt that the Queen's line was decidedly improved

-over the last meeting with McGill. Hanson and Sandzelius were
not breaking through for long gains and quarterback Carr found it

harder to spot receivers than in the game at Molson Stadium.

This is not taking credit from McGill. They deserved the win
and possibly have the makings of a Yates Cup team. However, if it

takes twenty-three first downs to score two touchdowns against a

team which is mainly young and inexperienced (let's face it — this

is a rebuilding year), how many points will they score against

undefeated Western?

Looking at the way this year's Intercollegiate Football Union
is shaping up, it is interesting to note that last year's, two winning
teams — Queen's and Toronto — and the remaining two teams —
Western and McGill — have completely reversed position. The most
noticeable reversal of course is last year's champion Gaels and the
cellar dwelling Mustangs. Being completely objective this is perhaps
a good thing for the league.

Smoke Signals: The Gaels' two first downs were so rare as to
be noticeable. The first was a nice 17 yard run halfway through the
first quarter by Terry Dolan who played one of his best games,
and the other a 21 yard pass play to Ronnie Stewart in the fourth
quarter . . . Sam Poapes, up from the Comets, recovered a McGill
fumble in the third quartetr . . . Heard one old Grad remarking to a
friend "Looks like the start of the lean years for Queen's again".
Sorry to disagree, sir, but I don't think so. For one thing McGill
loses almost their whole line by graduation and Western will also
suffer quite a bit by this intercollegiate nemesis. This is hackneyed
but, "Wait till next year". . . McGill knows they have a team worth
watching. I bet there were almost 100 McGillites in the stands on
Saturday, including the band (which incidentally is quite good) . . .

The Kingston hotel men are still hard at their hick town tactics of
stationing policemen (some of whom immensely bolster the Queen's
line) at the entrances to their premises. How does it feel, Mr.
Hotel Manager, to be so sophisticated? . . . This department was
recently honoured by a visit from Gary (masterful) Moffatt who
suggested this colourful headline; GAELS LOSE! Sorry, Gary .

PHOTO BY PHIPPEN

'We know where you're going!"

Chuck Safrance (76) moves in on Sandzelius (78) aided

by Trzop (42) and Harshaw (72).

Comets Beat Ryerson Again
By Hugh Windsor

STATISTICS
First Downs .

.

Total Yardage
Yards Rushing

Yards Passing

Passes Attempted

Passes Completed

Passes Intercepted by
Punts

Average Punts

Fumbles

Fumbles Recovered

Yards Penalized

Queen's

2

109

81

28

14

3

2

17

40.6

1

2

30

McGill

23

330

265

65

15

5

1

11

40.0

2

1

30

ANNUAL FOOTBALL DANCE
Sponsored by

Toronto Branch, Queen's Alumni Association

NOVEMBER 9

ROYAL YORK HOTEL, (CONCERT HALL)

Music by

MART KENNEY
Dancing

9' til 12

Tickets: $3.50 per couple (in advance)

$4.00 at the door

Tickets available at the A.M.S. Office, Students' Union

The Queen's Comets, who set up a

sturdy defense allowing no major

scores against them, moved into

the Intermediate football champion-

ship race by defeating the Ryerson

Rams 9-1 at Toronto's East York
Stadium last Saturday. Jake Ed-

ward's gridnien can end the schedule

in a first place tie with Varsity's

Baby Blues provided they rack up
wins in the remaining two games.

The scoring was started in the

first quarter by the Comets who
scored the only major of the game.

A Ryerson backfielder fumbled the

ball when attempting to receive

Terry Porter's punt. As the Ram
player was tackled by Gordie Mc-
Braun, the ball bounded loose and

was pounced on behind the goal

line by lineman Al Pargelin. A
successful convert by Bert Winnett

added a point to the Comets' side

of the score sheet.

Later in the half Porter punted

for another point with Kent Plum-

ley tackling. Winnett finished the

Comets' scoring in the last quarter,

kicking a single with McKay mak-
ing the tackle.

The Rams scored their only

point by rouging Biggar in the final

quarter.

One of the highlights of the game
came in the dying moments with

Ryerson in scoring position. Kent

Plumley intercepted a labeled pass

and scampered thirty-eight yards.

Other standouts defensively were
Brian McKelvey, Mike Woolgar,

Gordie Dougall and Bill Simmons.

The Comers' offensive concen-

trated on running and kicking with

Jim Biggar and Dave Bradley al-

ternating in the quarterback spot. In

the final quarter it began to move
as Dave Bradley, profiting from
earlier experience in the game,

sparked a march from their own
thirty yard line which was only cut

short by the timer's flag on the

Rams' thirty.

CUACIERCACr CLUB

This week the Mustangs from Western featuring the double
fullback system devised by "Pop" Ivy of Edmonton Eskimos, will
invade Queen's. In this play, quarterback Art Turner (60) fakes
to left fullback Britton (91) going through the centre while right
half Desborough (70) is in motion to the left. The ball is then given
to left half Willie Casanova (72) while the fourth backfielder Dale
Creighton (94) blocks out Queen's end A. The play is led by
Western guard Z and the key block is thrown by tackle Y audi
end X who double team Queen's linebacker B.

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
MEMBER OF BRITISH HOBOLOG IC A L INSTITUTE

CANADIAN JEWELLERS INSTITUTE
(WATCHMAKERS DIVISION)

Coby Watch Repairing Co.

HIGHEST CLASS WORK IN WATCH. CHRONOGRAPHS
AND CLOCK REPAIRS

347 PRINCESS STREET - DIAL LI 2-7987 - KINGSTON, ONT.

Dolan Outstanding In Def
t

McGill Blanks Tricolor

by Bill Jampolsky

The presence of Boo Hoo wasn't enough to stimuli

Queen's Golden Gaels to their first victory of the season,
;

invading McGill Redmen dropped the local heroes 15-0 at Rich*

Stadium last Saturday. Showing a vastly improved defenc
(

still lacking an offensive machine, the Tricolor turned in a ,

better showing than the previous 33-6 slaughter in Molson Stj

The first quarter was played on relatively even terms,

neither team having a definite edge in the play. The ball flue;

between McGill and Queen's thirty-yard lines with neither;

gation putting together a concentrated drive for a major J
McGill got six first downs in the opining 15 minutes while

it

Gaels until midway through the second quarter before they

able to move the yardsticks.

Long passes to Bennett and Poirier could have sent the

men into an early lead, but a razor sharp pass defence mana?

keep the tribe off the score sheet. This, plus some stout line pt

the lighter Queen's line, was the main factor that kept Sandj

and Hansen from chalking up the big gains as they did the

before.

Early in the second quarter, a

hard charging McGill line set the

Gaels deep into their own zone

on a third down kick situation.

Taking over on our 45 after

Jocko's boot, a pass to Jerry An-

derson from flashy quarterback

Dick Carr, and a plunge up the

gut by Hansen set up the first

McGill major. Carr, taking ad-

vantage of what appeared to be a

sleeper by Queen's, as they left

O'Farrell unguarded, pitched to

said backfielder who was home-
free for the score. Sandzelius con-

verted.

At the end of the half, the score

read 7-0 in favour of the visitors,

althougbh the Gaels fine showing
left much optimism in the minds
of avid Queen's supporters.

The third quarter was for the

most part battled on relatively

even terms, the style of play re-

sembling the first quarter's play.

The only scoring came from the
foot of Jan Sandzelius whose
towering boot gave the Redmen
another single and an 8-0 lead.

It wasn't until midway through
the final quarter that the Gaels
were able to gain their second
first down of the game, and what
wound up to be the final one for

the Queen'smen. This was a flare

pass to Stewart from McAleese,
netting 21 yards. Early in the
final session a fifteen yard pass
from Carr to Sandzelius, set up
by two Queen's penalties put the
game out of reach of the hard-
trying Tricolor team.

B. J.'s Opinion: Terry Dolan's
17 yard run which accounted for
Queen's only first down in the
first 30 minutes was set up by a
beautiful block thrown by Mitch
Wasik. Dolan was also the lead-
ing ground gainer for Queen's,
eating up 35 . . . Early in the
game Ken Takasaki of Queen'

and Behrmann of McGill

ejected for fighting . . . J

little man Takasaki sure has

of courage to stand up and:

ber a big man such as Behn

. . . One of the defensive ste

the hometowners was Bill

love. His spectacular interct

in the second quarter on a

Carr's long passes to Poirrie

certainly a picture play . . .

|

and Redfern at defensive;

also played a fine game. S
Chuck Safrance who is haij

great season with the Trij

Possibly if we were a wii

team, Chuck would appeal
better . . . Terry Dolan wh

his first big break of the yti

an offensive back stood oui

and is a likely candidate ft

Carling's player of the week.

fro

editor, t

Journal

To
contmui

GAELS' GOLDEN Gi

ARCHERY CHAMP5psa

Ve
Ye;

An
An
He

©bttuarjj
We of the Queen's Journal

sports staff regret the passing
of our old and dear friend,

SLEWFOOT SAM
who during the course of the
McGill weekend, was hit in

the head by a Steamshovel
driven by Harassed Hersch.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M
SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M

The first Tricolor Interco

ate victory of 1957 was si

this weekend by the woi

Archery team.

Queen's edged McGill.

year's winners by a total oi'

en(J |h

to 3086 for their first chani; 'jj
e

ship in four years. The j.*ow n
competing teams in order oi ^n
ish were: McMaster, Toifrom tI

OAC and Western. Alv
In their victory, the Q usweeth(

girls broke many long-sta: <j*n ,

records. Their total was the 'only qu
est ever recorded in intercc- An
ate archery. Marg Glover sfcrosses,

highest singles score with known
and along with Dot McLaui Mo
set another record, each

6 successive bullseyes. 0e

Copeland and Betsy The'

were the other members ol

team, coached by Miss M. # Becan

Vital Statistics: at last '

This was the tournaU'Executi

Tstructecl

was
twenty-fourth year
were two rounds, one in tbe rBy-law

ing, the other in the aftern^d at th

Queen's morning score, l6#n«niber

the highest ever recorded

onto was tops in the aftcr

activity. . . The previous

singles score was 474 . .
^

almost caught the Queen'*'

in the afternoon, eventual')

ing by only 96 points.

Western
McGill ...

Toronto .

Queen's .

STANDINGS
{W L f

__ 4 Oi'"

_ 3 1 ?

— I 3 i
0 4 *

:

eritra

prevt

mises

publi

I

offen.

fined
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Dewline Alert!

BRINGS PANIC
from The President

A special welcome is extended

to all our guests] and members flf

the Queen's family who have re
turned to Ihe old familiar stamping

grounds of Maid Marion to shate

with us the gala events scheduled

for the Engineci j Weekend.

Tonight as you join :»: thi Gold

Rush to the Klondike _v<

fake in a grand spectacular whieJi

is the result of a great deal of or-

ganisation and hard work. Ross
MagKensie, our convenor, and his

committee have certainly presented

Uft a nigh! that will long bs

ibfired. A tip of the hat is

•ilso made to Bud Budworth, our

edition of the Science

Boom Town Of Midas Creek
Science Target For Tonight

date fe*
t'*'or

'
a>1<^^ sta^ ^or Provt^n3 us ii^lhthis year

To the class of Science '58 no my most sincere good wshes for the

continuation of your success.

W. R. SexSMITH.
!K G

^Psalm To Engineer's Sweetheart

Near Oblivion, Yukon, Nov. 1, (DEW) : U.S. Airflbrce ffl

emerged fro^i their underground shelters this mornin&and aiin

ed thai the missile sighted yesterday was not Russian: i 1 1 .

the missile launched in the Yukon, making it certain that

Dangerous Pan McGrcw, Sam McGee, Yukon Uric. Suiitty, and all

the QtheyAiIed Names of '98 (and '5S) will he joining I..

rush. to Midas Creek.

The town of Kingston, cb^st jumping off place for Midas
Creek, seemed expectant and tense this morning. Even after the
official all clear the townspeople clearly believed the worst is yet
to come. The town marshal! of Midas Creek, making one of his

frequent trips to K
i

• ruceries. issued the following irrel

yant statement.

["Well folks I certain!) expeci

that Midas Creek will br wide from the stores while dancing
open to-night as usual with all

j
though. Some of the proprietors

Interco

was s

le wot

Verily I say unto you, marry not an engineer, &
Yea, he speaketh eternally in parables which he calleth formulae,

And he wieldeth a big stick which he calleth a slide rule,

j
And he trusteth in naught but his handbook,

p

He thinketh only in terms of stresses and strains and without
otal 0 end of thermodynamics.
.

ciani
jje snowet jj a jwayS a serious aspect and he seemeth not to

The k«ow how to smile,
irder oi ^nd lle p jck etn hjs seat j n a car from (I)C spr i,1&1v therein and not
<. '"'from the damsel.

Always he carrieth his books with him, and he entertaineth" his.

he Q^sweetheart with steam tables
ng-sta: There is but one key to his heart and that is Eia Beta Pi, and
as thejonly one love letter for which he yearneth and that is an "X".
intercc And when his damsel writeth of love and signeth thereof with
iver sfcrosses, he taketh not these symbols for kisses, but rather for un-

with known quantities,

tfcLa": Moral : marry ye not an enfiineer.

iCh s*"

LEVANA BEWARE!
bers <*

the Men of Gold celebratuTg^WfiF

luck. We are looking forward to

seeing lots of you folks dragging

your mules up the trail to town
to-night but remember to obey
those traffic signs at the town
lerprt's and you might just check

to see that you aren't on one of

the wanted >igns: You'll find the

hitching posts just outside the

ii you bring your animal inside

foi v at< ring etc Dapper Don
Cooper is always pounding awa\
at iln.' upright and requests fur

rinky-tirik are never refused. Tl

murals in the saloon are tl

pride of tl c North, but 1 ku

i M. Because of student behaviour
at last week's football game, the

,urnaitExecutive of the AMS has in-

,
fstructed me to warn you that

n the fBy-Iaw 12 will be strictly observ-

tern^ed at this Saturday's game. The

?i
i6.*number of constables will be in-

>rded.

. after

viou

creased, and bottled beverages

will be confiscated at the gate.

Members are asked to note par-

ticularly the penalties which may

be incurred under the By-law.

Herb Harmer.

are tough customers. The man in

"Ace's Barber Shop" is razor

sharp and very fast with a gun,

while Smiley the blacksmith is

likely to chuck you if you turn

blunt on him.

For those who prefer a quiet

homey atmosphere away from the

hustle and bustle at the Majestic

there is always the home of tVIa-

dame X at the east end of town.

It's hard not to mi,, - little

white house just at the outskirts

of town not too well lit bui pern-

cozy. ( Better bring your i iv n

mule).

After roaming around town
half the night you may well find

From The Convenor
( hf, , . ,

.- Science Journal

has been published and another

Science Formal f&cckend has ar-

mived. I umfersiand that a dance

ill be held at the gymnasium

night to commemorate this occa-

sion.

We of the Science Formal com-

mittee sincerely hope that you will

thoroughly enjoy yourselves and

remember this evening as one of

the bright spots in your years at

Queen's. The hard work done by

many of you to build "Goldrush"

is very much appreciated. With.out

. on ' hen

formal.

To fit iill be

I extend my best wishes for tonight and for the futn

We'll see vow at the dance and have a ball.

tt ending your last Science Formal

A, R. MacKenzie.

Downs Comes To Queen's

you won't miss them, There wa* yourself in need of grub; iree

some talk in town to-daj that tit.- 1 iunches are served after midnight
Lady that's known as Lou at the Union Hotel. Drop back to

een *

itua")'

0 H°

1

7

!

3 #

By-Law No. 12

Beverages in the Stadium

[J.
The Chief of Police shall be fully empowered to curb the

entrance of all bottled beverages into the stadium and to
prevent the consumption of alcoholic beverages on the pre-
mises at the football games. The Chief of Police shall make
public notification thereof.

Recommendation is made to the AMS Court that any
offender who is convicted of infraction of the above rule be
fined a minimum of $15.00 and a maximum of $100.00.

be dancing this^fyeinn-

And speaking of "dancing why
not stroll up the street to the
Majestic Hotel. Its only a whoop
and stagger from the saloon and
London Johnny Downs will

have all of his boys assembled on
the porch to supply some very
danceable rhythm. That is if the
wormeaten old timbers of the
porch stand up under the beat. I

must warn you to stay well away

town after feeding though because

carousing will continue well into

thenight. Unfortunately the early

closing by-law will be enforced

by the vigilance committee at 3

a.m. Speaking as a member of the

Midas Creek Chamber of Com-
merce I would strongly recom-

mend the various roadhouses out

of town for continued merrymak-
ing.

(See Boom Town, Page 7)
J

This year the Science Formal

will break the tradition of the

pfist three years and present an

cjrenestra leader never before seen

on the Queen's campus. His name

is Johnny Downs and he hails

from London, Backing up John*

ny Will be twelve musicians and

thre< icalists,

The band adhi r< ; strictly tu

danceable, melodic music featur-

ing the Glenn Miller sound. They

have a repetoire of over five hun-

dred musical arrangements offer-

ing you the finest in dance music.

The Johnny Downs' orchestra

is currently appearing weekly at

Port Stanley's Stork Club. They

have also played at Hamilton's

Wondergrove and Royal Alex-

andria Ballroom, London's Won-
derland and the Crystal Beach

Ballroom. Last

October the

band was book-

ed by M.C.A.

of New York

to accompany

the Four Aces

on a Prom cir-

cuit.

Johnny's music

has long prov-

ed the band one

of the strongest in the London

area. They are backed by some

original arranging by Gus Ciam-

aga and Neil McKay.

You will thoroughly enjoy danc-

ing to the music of the Johnny

Downs' orchestra.

Engineering Society

Votes Clubrooms Hi-Fi

The first general meeting of the rooms ( now co-educational on week

Engineering Society was held
|
ends) and the tiling of the ping

Wednesday evening. Although

higher than usual, attendance was

a sparse fifty-nine. The budget for

Setter Fit Next Time!

the coining year was approved.

Several motions of particular ex-

penses followed. $200 will he spent

on 1.000 copies of the revised con-

stitution. It was stated that positive

action would be taken to see that

each Scienceman received a copy.

The purchase of a hi-fidelity

record player for the Science Club-

pong room floor ($150.) were ap-

proved. A motion to grant Science

'58 $300 to defray expenses at an

Iron Ring banquet was defeated,

although the idea of a banquet won
considerable favour. The meeting

was adjourned and work in the

gym on the formal was continued.

Science Holiday
All years Sat. morning.

Fourth year Fri. afternoon.
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A Kicked Dog Bites Back

As an engineering student at Queen's one is berated for belong-

ing to a conformist faculty. What the critics often mistake for

forced conformity is a basic common interest which unites without

binding. The common interest which is first developed and dis-

played in the many informal discussions engineering students engage

in concerning their courses.

One often hears "Oh, you engineers are all alike" but aside

from the more obvious characteristic, which may be implied in

this phrase, we really are not. Individual differences in thought

processes, reactions, personal tastes and moral values are just as

marked among engineers as among human beings, or as we prefer

to think, other human beings. The fact that nearly all engineers

like their faculty and say so does not mean that they are all identical

or that they are being brain-washed into that state of mind. An
important reason for engineers support of their faculty is the friend-

ship and tolerance which they receive whatever their views.

The esprit de corps which characterizes the faculty is flexible

enough to absorb many variations. The result of this is that in-

dividuals of widely varying characteristics, joined by the shared

interest mentioned earlier, can acknowledge and partially under-

stand each other's viewpoint. If this sharing of interest tends to

submerge the individual's independence there is little sign of it.

Some people may immediately protest this statement, pointing to

the similarity of views of engineers. However, how real is this sup-

posed similarity? Nearly always the engineer is so busy defending

his faculty, about which all engineers do agree, that the many dif-

ferences among engineers are ignored.

An engineering student at Queen's learns to live with his fellow

man under the kinship of faculty. How much better the world

would be if all races and nations could find a similar link in which

they could submerge their prejudices.

Code OF Ethics For Engineers

Many canons of ethics have been drawn up which apply to

engineers. Although different in wording and text they are alike

in meaning. They may all be summed up in one simple statement:

"The professional man must be worthy of the trust and belief of his

fellow men." Why must we have a code of ethics and of what use

is it to engineers?

A profession is a group of persons who have entered into a com-

pact with each other to serve their mutual interests and the general

good. At the heart or centre of this organization is a code of ethical

obligations, either written or implied. This is not a series of regula-

tions, set forth to hold the profession on a higher plane than thq

individual. Nor is it just a rule-of-thumb based on experience. Be-

hind it all is a definite logic.

A code of ethics is both a means of restraint and reinforcement.

Ordinarily a professional does not stop and debate with himself over

standard day to day decisions he must make, but, on the other hand,

in a difficult situation where his decision might conflict with the

interest of some influential person or group, an accepted code of

ethics is a wonderful thing to use as a guide. For, he knows that
he will have a body of like-minded men to back up his decision.

A code of ethics is an invaluable aid to the professional man
and should govern his actions, not only on the job but in his social

life as well.

From The Editor - Thank You I

I would like to take this opportunity to thank those people
noted in the masthead, and all the other contributors who helped
to make this year's Science Journal a reality.

The primary purpose of this issue is to give Sciencemen a
chance to "express their artistic and literary talents.** We seem to
have blasted a few campus characters but of course we do not really
mean it (much). Any positive contribution to the campus scene is

so well masked that it will likely never be noticed.

Special thanks also to the regular Journal Staff, especially
John Cartwright, and to the people at Hanson and Edgar, for all

their assistance and gracious tolerance in dealing with a gTOup of
highly eager amateurs. It was these people who made our short
visit into the editing and journalism field a very enjoyable one.

Last but not least, I hope this will be a weekend which you
will long remember as one of your best at Queen's.

£*0t We Jfforgpt

Each year, here at Queen's, the

days and months pass by unno-
ticed, ignored by a populace of

supposedly - thinking individuals.

Dates seem to lose their signifi-

cance, particularly those of past

history, and the entire scholastic

year becomes a mystic turmoil of

forgetfulness.

Admittedly, in years to come,

many of you, and especially the

members of Science '58, shall re-

member the date Nov. 1, 1957.

For, this year, the bristling month
of November is being welcomed
by the gaiety and the splendour

of the Science Formal, and at this

time I would like to extend my
congratulations to the future

graduates of Science '58. This

date will be remembered as one

of joy and happiness, of peace and
good times; and so it should. But

let us not erase from our minds

another deeper and more signifi-

cant meaning that is associated

with the month of November,

without which none of our present

day successes, and failures, could

have existed.

For a few moments, let your

thoughts transport you back in

history 15 years—to Nov. 1, 1942.

Now compare that world-wide

scene of war and destruction with

the present-day panorama that
stretches out before you, and re-

member those who fought and

died in a faraway land, face to

face with God, and in the midst

of hell. All this and more did

they, and did they do this for

YOU.
"No greater love hath a man

thaa this, that he lay down his

life for his friends". Bob Cowell.

An Engineer
An engineer is a person who passes as an exacting expert on

the basis of being able to turn out with prolific fortitude an infinite

series of incomprehensible formulae calculated with micro-metric

precision from vague assumptions based on debatable figures taken

from inconclusive experiments carried out with instruments of

problematic accuracy by persons of dubious character and question-

able mentality.

The Mailman Cometh
FRID

April iP'9 1

Dear Mother:

No mother, I was not involved in the riot you read about
j,

PaPe
Science '58 had to guard the Stadium the night before

Toronto game. You probably remember the night— it was the n .
Once

of Hurricane Hazel. The weather was so bad in Kingston Queen's

my roommate couldn't find his way home from the stadium icratche

It was too bad that we had to lose the play-off game aft
HeradK

Western. I didn't see too much of the last half, but I heard
a[

M
l
uaT*-

wards that we should have won.

The president of our year is quite a character. He is
]j,

in a tent down by the lake. Most of us aren't that fortunate

are living in rooms, if you will pardon the expression.

The weather has been pretty terrific this year — rain every,

Our chemistry prof, told us that four fellows in every

.

would fail hts year. Everyone laughed but I didn't think it via

funny — I was the only one sitting in my row.

Bye for now,

April
|

Hi Ma.

No that wasn't my picture you saw in the paper climbing

the Varsity goal posts! I was at the game but was in no sfc

after the game to be doing acrobatics.

Our president has made quite a name for himself around

campus this fall. He was the main star of our "Science Review'

which t might add was a tremendous success. This perform

was greatly overshadowed by his recent singing engagemetii

Boucher House, which created quite a bit of excitement are

the campus. Let's face it, though, things were getting pretty (

around here.

The fact that the new Dean requires second year engineer;

pass some Christmas exams has forced me to forego joining

local branches of the Tri G.A. and the R.S. U.E. These are I

organizations that all prospective engineers are encouraged to

while in their undergraduate years.

I guess nothing else has happened this year, Ma.

Bye for now,

April I

Hello Mom!
Things have been pretty dull this year Mom — everyone

been studying.

For the first time, our year tried to win the Bews Trophy,

I am sorry to say we were unsuccessful. Nearly everyone is

year participated in the harrier race. I finished 146th — let's

it, I never was ranch of a long distance runner.

A definite indication that our year has gone completely sen

is the fact that we have taken over the A.M.S. I am sure teat

entire student body will benefit from this progressive move.

Bye for now,

Novembef 1,
1'

Dear Mom

:

I will write this letter this morning because after to-nigfc

will probably be a long time before I will be able to write aga*

Everyone has been putting most of his time on the Se«

Formal so far this term.

As a result of a recent excursion to Montreal, the civil engifl'

now hold a half interest in "The Coca-Cola Co. of Canada", M°!

Stadium is now without goal-posts, the Montreal night clubs I

experienced their biggest night in history, and the Queen's H !

has changed its name. There is also the "three-for-twenty-five'

cident which, unfortunately, I cannot elaborate on.

Well, I must get ready for the formal, so . . .

Bye for good,

(§uem'B §rtpnrp Hlnurnal
Published: In qutet defiance of the Canada Council by a sn

blind prospector and kis two pack mules on the top of Chil*

Pass.

Type setting is swamp cree a«d left rear hoof, printed

400 pound test biscuit dou^h.

Authorized (through editorial confusion) as certified claim

1.11-57 Territorial Land Office, White Horse, Yukon.
Banned under the Canada Pure Food and Drug Act as '

for human consumption.

For subscription rates and home delivery consult your
Mental Health Clinic.

Head Claim Jumper: Barroom Bud Budworth
Henchmen and Undertakers: Hairy Hugh Whiteley,

Cochlin, Northern Sutherland.

Honest Banker: "Fi«g«rs" Armstrong
Pan Handler: Dangerous Dan Wong
Mother Lode: Maid Marion
Arctic Wolves: Dingy Don Eastwood and pack
Bartender: Frankie's John«y
Dancing Girls: Hootchy Hodgkvns, Sexy Sandy Findla*-

Frantic Fran

Saloon Ligkts (targets) : Garry Hogfatt, Scratcher Hers<*
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April Dig This, Kit I

Uncle Scottie Tells A Bedtime Story For Squares
is the & Once upon a time in the land of

igston ,'Queen's-bIa-dcc, there lived a crazy

-ditim. icratcher named Herschel. Now

tne a
„"*HerscheI was a square—like a set

ieard
s

['icluare
—man

'
^e was a S35561"- One

(fihalmrra

CARL AND BARRtl STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 3RD

11.00 a.m. "He was o Leper"

7.30 p.m. Some Stories Jesus

Told

(3) "Ten Girts"

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Topic: "The Anglican Church"
Discussion

A Very Cordial Welcome

To All Queen's Students.

f$t. James' (Btjurrlj

(Union St. by The Campus)

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 3rd

Sunday Services

9.00 a.m. Holy Communion

11.00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7.00 p.m. Holy Communion

We invite you to the Coffee Hour

on Sundays after Evening Prayer.

Wed. 8 a.m. Holy Communion

St. Annrero'fl

prffabgtriiatt (flhurri)

pRiNceaa And Clehbv struts

10:30 a. m —Bible Class

11:00 sjtl—Morning Service,

Nursery Clsss, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

Sgfonltam Stmt
United (Eliurrlj
Sydenham a William Sth.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
D.A.. DO TH.M.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 3RD

11:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Rer. Richard H. N. Davidson

8:45 p.m.—Fellowship Hour

Everyone Welcome.

(Satifrdral

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 3rd
TRINITY XX

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion
9.15 a.m. Parish Communion

Sung Eucharfat with Kymni and ihort
Addnot.

11.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist
P>«acher: The R«v. C. E- Staple*,

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Pmcher: The Rev. C B. St.pl*..

8.15 p.m. Canterbury Club
Toeit: "Science ud Creation". All
Studenia vi invited.

7:«

Chant Recital by the Cathedral Choir,
Sunday, flov. 17, following Eveneotui
la place c( th. Minion.

day Herschel took a chorus that

was a sheer schreecher—like the

noisiest The cats of gold didn't dig

Herschel's tune, saying "man you

need a new reed". The cool of it

was that Herschel wailed the blues

when he couldn't dig the craziest

of scratchings—Steam Shovel.

It seems Herschel was the leader

of a square combo of long-hairs

that hung out in a crazy cold cave

of storm and tappers. Like, this dive

hadn't seen the purple lights and

fag dolls since the first bar. When
the Maid, made with the "heel and
toe action" and blew into Herschel's

Hideaway saying that she was going

to sit in for a few bars, Herschel

gave forth with some jazz about the

Maid's ad-lib not jibing with the

squares and long-hairs of Herschel's

Hodge Podge. Now Herschel's hom
knew only this one note—like man
he was stuck. He blew a b-flat for

a complete set.

Meanwhile, unknown to the

squares, the cats of gold held out

in a purple light shack with wall to

wall floors and an earth satellite

antenna. They gave forth with the

coolest jazz ever to float in a smoke

filled cubical. The Maid hung by in

a corner, drops of juice tracing a

crazy path down her puffy cheeks

and big red nose,—for she could

not stop digging the old days of

Storyville. From out of the smoke

a golden cat with a golden horn hii

a golden note. Man, that was the

opening.

The musicians dropped their

horns, packed, and left poste haste

for where the squares were stashed

between the lily-whites—like man,

it was after 9 p.m. One by one the

squares and long-hairs (still struck

by Herschel's b-flat numbness) were

carried forthwith to a large hall of

the craziest activities complete with

a frantic giant ticker hanging over

the green door. The golden trumpet

laid on a real hot note, setting the

whole gathering afire.

Unfortunately someone took a
break expecting Herschel to fill in

—however, being a square, be
didn't dig the sig*—like, he fell otrt,

becoming nothing more than a
splatter on the concrete. Somehow
no one felt the blues, as all the cats

jumped on the emptied shinny-

waggon and rolled off down the

avenue giving out with "When the

Saints go Marching In".

Significance.

How would you dry HIOH EXPLOSIVES?

CAMPUS VISITS

C-l-L Company Representatives

will visit Queen's University on
Wednesday through Friday, Nov-
ember 6 to 8 inclusive, to interview

students seeking regular employ-
ment upon graduation in 1958.
Appointments can be no da
through your University Place-
ment Office. This office cam otso
provide application forms for
summer employment.

A new problem recently faced C-I-L in extending

its production of the commercial explosives

urgently required for Canadian expansion. The
Company needed to find a safe and rapid way
of drying a granular high explosive.

A young chemical engineer found the solution

in a spouted bed technique similar to that recent-

ly developed for drying wheat. In this method,

warm air keeps a flow of granules in gentle

circulation, and they are continuously removed

as they become dry.

This is typical of the interesting, stimulating

challenges faced by C-I-L engineers and scientists

in their everyday work. At C-I-L you gain a

great sense of achievement from doing important

jobs well — and by having your efforts appreci-

ated and recognized. It's a good place to work.

Canadian Industries Limited owns and oper-

ates 22 plants across Canada in which are pro-

duced Terylene' polyester fibre, paints, polythene

resins, industrial chemicals, ammunition, fertili-

zers, coated fabrics and commercial explosives.

Many types of trained, versatile people are re-

quired to maintain C-I-L's position of leadership

in these fields and to aid in the development of

new products and improved processes.

C-I-L is therefore vitally interested in employ-

ing engineering and science graduates of Cana-

dian universities and colleges and can offer them

not only a bright future but a stimulating chal-

lenge. To give you some idea of the scope and

character of C-I-L and the

opportunities available, we
have prepared a booklet en-

titled "Careers for University

Graduates", A cop)' can now

be obtained from your Uni-

versity Placement Office.

<33>
CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED

Serving Canadians Through Chemislry
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Bad Day^TBlack Rock
An lW*™*PWod^

|„ The Vicinity Of A Basalt Outcrop.
•or the eventide directly nro- annendnnrp* «f hi. «_t._ " '

'For the crentide directly pro-

ceeding the Sabbath the atmosphere,
as visually observed, prevading the
local centre of entertainment and
enjoyment was not unlike condi
tions which had prevailed on
rather longer sets of similar occa
sions. ("Last Round Up Saloon'

looked nonoal for Saturday night).

Arranged along the oblong counter
of rectangular cross-section, in a
manner suggestive of orderly plac
ing, and transmitting their gravi
tational attractions to the afore-

mentioned support, were a mottley
group of herdsmen. (A string of
punchers lined the bar). The atten-
tion of by far the greatest number
was held in rigid concentration by
the highly volatile liquid which
were being rapidly transmitted from
bulk containers to smaller measur-
ing devices and hence to the diges-
tive systems of the participants.

(Most were boozing.) However
one individual was observed at not
so great proximity to the well de-
signed footrest (Slade Harrison
stood away from the rail) and the

appendages of his upper limbs were
supported entirely by tension mem
bers (his hands free). The small
portable firearms which he custo
marily suspended from a circum
centred support had settled under .

small vertical load to assume a posi
tion of greater stability with
lower centre of gravity (his guns
low) and in both his features and
his actions there were clearly vis
ible signs that he was paying con
centrated attention to happenings of
the future (waiting).

Under the application of a con
centrated load two vertical hinged
members in an exterior wall of the
structure gyrated around their axis
of rotation in a clockwise and
counterclockwise sense respectively

(the saloon doors swung open).
Making use of the aperture thus
revealed a homo sapien of larger
than average stature proceeded into
the area of high illumination which
prevailed in the interior (Big Jim
Wakerell stepped into the light).
The ocular organs of this gentle-
man generated a curious aurora of

almost combustible intensity (His
eyes blazed). These bursts of high
energy were oriented toward
herdsman who presence was re-
vealed earlier in this descriptive
passage (at Slade).

The most recent arrival offered
a vocal comment (Jim spoke). He
enquired of the first party whether
any trust could be put in the report
being bruited abroad that this
gentleman had been responsible in
some measure at least for the pre-
mature, and regrettable violent de-
cease, of a younger relative of the
speaker, in fact a fraternal kinsman
(You shot my brother, Slade!)

The truth of this report was
corroberated by the questioned per-
sonage by a guttural utterance which
gave an indication of the seriousness
he regarded the matter ("Yeah").
The questioner impressed on his

adversary the very pertinent tenet
that no amount of verbal discussion,
surpassing even the eloquent out-
burst of the previous moment,
could persuade him to put aside

his strongly held convictions on the
correctness of his predetermined
actions, ("You can't talk your way
out of this one"), He then pre-
vailed on his opponent to display
whatever skill and dexterity he had
ammased in the course of his event-
ful life in the transportation and
subsequent handling of small arms,
for the expressed purpose of de-
fending his honour and perchance
his mortal existance ("Draw").
Two spontaneous combustions of

m'tro-cellulose materials closely con-

fined in containers of annealled

copper and acted upon by high im-

pact forces (Two guns spoke)

occurred within an incredibly small

interval of time (at once). Buckling

became evident in the compression

supports of one protagenist and
since he had been in a state of con-

ditional stability this initial move-
ment was sufficient to lead to shear

(Slade fell). A sound of very
^

intensity, almost impossible to &
cern, slipped from the oral caS
of the victim (He whispered),
had uttered a remark that his

ment in earlier actions must hi?
been sadly unbalanced since he m
found himself in a position wU
he had to abandon his earthly exi,

ance, with its material comfon,
under cicumstances not entirely

failures in other sections of the I his liking and moreover deciL
structure and subsequent collapse

|
painful ("You got me")

Shorter History Of Electricity
t_ ax. _ - . - :

In the interest of science we are
pleased to reprint from the Electrical
Times the following.

The Greeks invented electricity
They did it by nibbing amber with
cats' fur. This made the amber
attract small particles, and the cats'
fur to stand on end. It was only
natural really, as the cats did not
care much for being rubbed

You canplayapartin thispictured.

amber.

The Greeks

else about electricity, as they were
busy at the time with a war; and
the next to do anything was an
Italian called Galvan

Uli

IB
. 1

Galvani found a way to make
frogs' legs twitch by electricity.

Neurotic frogs could twitch all

right without Galvani, but never-
theless the discovery was very im-
portant, and it led Volta to invent
his cell.

Volta's cell was very useful and
very popular, and he made a great
deal of money out of it; hence the
expression—Volta's Pile, Volta also
invented volts, which are the things
which push amps around the cir-
cuit. Actually amps were not in-
vented until fifty years later, so
the volts had to push around on
theirown for a bit. This gave rise

. .
.
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TORONTO 7, CANADA

Blow Torches!
Thursday night, in the spacious

Sportsman's Room of the Queen's
Hotel was the setting for one of
the most touching events of thi<
year at Queen's, the traditional
Plumber's Candlelighting Cere-
mony.

A hush fell over the patrons as
the president of Alcoholics Unani-
mous (Local 26) led a long line
of bleary-eyed Sciencemen into
the smoke-filled room for the be-
ginning of the ceremony. To the
tender strains of the Engineers'
Song beautifully rendered by a
chorus composed of members of
the Junior Birdmen's Society, the
boys filed by the reception line of
Hayzy "Hurricane" Anne and
other members of the A.M.S. (Ab-
staining Moralists' Society).

When all had assembled each
frosh kneeled before his senior
accepted the pledge and stagger-
ed from the platform with his
candle, suitably mounted in the
neck of a bottle of Molson's. The
boys then returned to their places
with their candle to get lit.

There are many superstitions
surrounding this traditional cere-
mony, the main one being that

boys receiving red labelled

PLASTICS
Bakelite Company

,
Belleville

CHEMICALS
Carbide Chemical, Co.

Montreal

-OPERATING D1VISIONS-

Intervi

ALLOYS. ELECTRODES
CARBON PRODUCTS
Electro Metallurgical Co.

Wetland

INDUSTRIAL GASES
lindo Air Product* Co.

Toronto

CONSUMER PRODUCTS
Nation*! Carbon Company

Torontom Date,: Monday, N„,«ber «j, Md Tuesday, NoTemler s&

bottles will marry Levanites
while those receiving blue labels
will stay sober. At this point in
the ceremony two of the newly
inducted frosh had to be force-
fully ejected from the chamber
when they were caught pasting
blue stickers on their bottles.

The ceremony closed with a
heart-moving rendition of the
North Atlantic Squadron (56
verses) and the arrival of the
Kingston constabulary.

to static electricity. Static elcctrict
did not do anything is very interesting, but not vol

useful. It is used mostly for %
ning.

After Volta, the Electricity bu*

ness became very brisk. Amps
invented amps, Ohms inventt

ohms. Watt invented watts, Ma
invented milli-amps and Meg jj

vented meg-ohms. The latter sho*'

ing the early influence of wome
on electricity. However, it has sim

1

been proved that all these wen-

really invented by a Russian calls'

Serge Arkover, but he did not mJ
tion it at the time as he was a|
nights.

The turn of the eighteenth ce>

tury was not nigh. It turned afto

1799 as predicted, and electricin

went along at a great pace. Coulom!
invented Coulombs, Henry invents
henries, Eddy invented eddy cup

rents, Gauss invented geese, Eve-
shed invented Vignoles, and Bade
Powell invented Boy Scouts. A
this stage electricity was getting

along very nicely when clerk Mai-
well put the whole thing on a mathe
matical basis and took half tk|

pleasure out of it.

The greatest inventor of all vt
Faraday. Faraday was sickly as

!

youth, but he got better, and in

vented electro-magnetic induction
This enabled electricity to be ma*
in large pieces, and without it V
should not have all the benefits d

modern civilization such as wireles
sets and atom bombs. Faraday vW<

a prolific experimenter, and son*
of his experiments are classics. H<

conducted the Ice Pail Experiment
the Butterfly Net Experiment, tl*

Faraday Cage Experiment; he al*

experimented with electricity.

After Faraday, the Electricit)

business got very big, and it v*
not long before people started sellinj

it for money. This took the ouV
half of the pleasure out of it, afld

gave rise to a vast hierarchy no"
under the control of administrators
and policy makers. These are vet?

important people, and are very busj

making policies. They are natural!)'

of much more account than the
fashioned types who only make *
electricity.

Nowadays, there are two sorts &

electricity—d.c. and a.c. D.C. is »

bit old-fashioned and goes the satf
1

way all the time, but a.c. comes an'

goes. It goes mostly in the room-
ings about 8 o'clock just when yffJ

need it most.

The supply keeps getting bette1 '

but the demand gets better as we" 1

so nothing happens. This is calH
a vicious circle.

Vicious circles are very dang**'
ous and can turn into inflationary
spirals if not carefully handled. Tlf
ts called economics. Economics >

s

a very difficult subject, and
>'s

different altogether from electricil/'

Th,
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'rom The Principal . .

.

It ^ a pleasure to wish the stu
dents of the Faculty of Applied
Science well i„ their ^
activities for this week-end. Eng.
neering students have an enviable

reputation for carrying ^^
they undertake successfully and in

good style and I hope lhat m
week-end they better their record.

W. A. Mackint<

THE MASTER RACE
When will the piercing whistle

sound

To summon from their proving

ground

The Engineers?

Too long, by far, we've been con-

[ tent

To search, To find, To implement,

To make it work.

Till those B.A.ing type of jerks

As Ministers of Public Quirks

Have cancelled it.

Away with incompetence on high

An Engineer should be the guy
Who gives the word.

This state is in an awful world,

phis world is in an awful state,

feet's give the ruling clique the

gate

And clean it up.

As Governmental Engineers
•We'll spin the wheel and mesh

the gears

AND REALLY ROLL.
Elections - simply total losses
sNow that Engineers are bosses
»Cut them out.

(Technical competence now
selects

Men of proven intellects

AND THEY WILL RULE)
Freedom of the press and speech
Will be safely placed beyond the

reach

Of little minds.

The queer wee minds,
Of those that hiss and sneer and

squall

When they don't understand at

all

This modern world.

We chosen few who's B.Sc.

Gives foresight, success, and
efficiency

Must care for them.

And when we've made it crystal

clear

That we're no longer just SEER
but OVERSEER

Then Paradise,

FOOTNOTE: So what if the

mess will still disgrace us.

It will then be a mess on a

scientific basis.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

Muskeg To Manhattan
Makes Engineer EWorld

Page 3
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The Science Faculty at Queen's
is composed of nine departments,
and after the end of second year
few of us pay any attention to
the other eight. We get so tied
"P m our own round of labs,
classes, etc. - especially the etc. -

that we tend to forget what the
rest of the world is doing. Your
roving reporter has searched the
wilds of the Engineering campus,
even risking' his virility in the
radio-active depths of Ontario
Hall, to bring you this unbiased
and mostly factual report of the
activities of the various depart-
ments.

Mining Engineering, our oldest
department, cryptically referred
to by the Faculty as "course A",
centers its activities around Nicol
Hall, fabled residence of our be-
loved Maid Marion. There future

miners study courses in Mining
Engineering, Metallurgy, geology
as well as the basic Engineering
subjects which are common to

most of our courses.

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And The Newest Fashions For Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

On graduating most mining en-

gineers go directly into mining,

but some work in sales. Miners

are among our most highly paid

graduates right now, being in

very short supply, and it is ex-

pected that there will be many
more enrolments in the next few

years.

Taking similar courses to those

of the miners are the metallur-

gists though with much greater

emphasis on metallurgy and min-

eral dressing.

The Mining and Metallurgical

Club arranges field trips and lec-

tures for the interest and training

of both the above groups.

Chemical Engineering and En-
gineering Chemistry are allied

courses, differing mainly in point

of view rather than in field of

work. The chemist studies courses

training him for work in the Re-

search and process control labor

atones of industry. The Chemical

Engineer is trained in the design

and operation of chemical plants.

Both groups get basic training in

the general Engineering fields.

The Chemical Engineering

Club arranges field trips to local

PROCTOR & GAMBLE of CANADA
Hamilton, Ontario

has management opportunities in:

• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

• PRODUCTION
• DEVELOPMENT

• ENGINEERING

• PRODUCT RESEARCH

• TECHNICAL PACKAGING

for graduates and postgraduates in

Engineering and Honors Science courses

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
may be arranged

through the

University Placement Office

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES

will be present for

campus interviews

November 4, 5 and 6

There are also summer employment opportunities for third year students.

plants in the third year, and to

Montreal in the fourth year of

the course. The club also arranges
for visits of speakers from indu

try to club meetings.

Geologists are sometimes refer-

red to as rock-doctors, and some
times as "prospectors with the

brains kicked out". This rather

uncomplimentary pair of phrases

covers the field of study and work
of geologists; they search for,

and sometimes find, mineral de-

posits, map them, and interpret

the information they find.

They are employed by mininj

companies to determine the ex
tent and probable worth of miner
al properties, and by government
agencies to examine mineral de
posits for general scientific in

formation.

The Miller Geology Club i;

the group holding lectures and
field trips for the entertainment

and edification of both Engineer-

ing and Arts Geologists. They
even have female members!
Course E is Civil Engineering,

and it should be kept in mind
that they do not use those tran-

sits exclusively for spying on Ban
Righ. Besides surveying, they

study the design and construction

of structures, roads, dams, canals

and sewers.

The graduate Civil Engineer
may he expected to work any-
where from the Arctic to the

tropics, from the world's biggest

cities to the tundra. Many Civils

go into sales, where they make
a great deal of money and avoid

transits (and work) like the

plague.

Mechanical Engineers have
most of their classes and labs in

McLaughlin Hall, a modern, well-

equipped building near enough to

the lake to be called the Boat-
house. Their fields of study and
work include design, manufacture
and operation of all classes of

machinery and manufacturing

processes, as well as the executive

management of industries.

The student branch of the

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers keeps third and fourth

year students in touch with de-

velopments in industry.

Electrical Engineers and En-
gineering Physicists follow simi-

lar courses, with the emphasis
more on practice for the Electri-

cals and theory for the Physicists.

In final year the Electrical de-

partment is split into Power and
Communications options, but

most of the courses are common.
The Queen's Electrical Engine-

ering club is the professional con-

tact for third and fourth year
students, and many communica-
tions types are interested in both

CFRC and VE3VX, Queen's two
radio stations.

Physicists study many com-
munications and Electronics sub-

jects as well as a frightening

amount of mathematics and much
physics of the new clear sort.

They usually work in research

jobs, both in holidays and after

graduation. This department is

probably the most active at

Queen's in research.

From The Dean

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT WEEKEND!

Important, because it helps bring home the fact that graduation is

not too far away. A goodly number of you started in the fall of 1954 and
at that time the next four years seemed interminable. Here it is at last,

the Science Formal,

Important, because you are now zvorking on a "team" project with

some technical aspects, the success of which depends largely on organi-

sation and co-operation. You will find that your success or failure on
future undertakings will depend more on your ability to get along well

with your colleagues than on your technical skill, although competence

in the techniques of your profession is essential.

Important, because it affords you the opportunity of bringing to-

gether your classmates and your friends from outside the normal sphere

of University life. It is good that you should be proud of your friends

and of the University, as you will have need of their help more frequently

in the future than you may now know.

Very best ivishes for a Science Formal which, with all its associa-

tions, you will remember.

H. G. Conw.

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

JOKES? ?

Hotel Clerk—Do you have a re-

servation ?

Civil Engineer—Do 1 look like an
Indian.

She was only a Gearmaker's

daughter but she could outstrip

them all.

Lucky girl!
Next time one of her dates bring up the Schleswig-

Holstein question, she'll really be ready for him.

Ready for that test tomorrow, too . . .

if that bottle of Coke keeps her as alert

tonight as it does other people.

"Colto" fa a raglitorvd trada-mark. COCA-COLA LTD.
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STEAM SHOVEL

Maide Gets Gears From Queers
And Jo, on. day of Sun as Scribe lay in sleep of depth of great

magnitude noon-day radiations from celestial source of solar energy
beat on wrinkled brow and in withered eyes. And did Scribe become

J4 conscious and wince at thought of agitating rather poor equilib-

rium of apperated spheroid insecurely mounted on shoulders as

activity over end of week did "not lend itselj to satisfactory equilib-

rium. But, forsoothe, sense of duty compelled Scribe to tumble from
nearly horizontal plane of highly compressed feathers to nearly

vertical plane of floor with thundering crash which did resound
thru cav and head of Scribe. Forthwithe Scribe activated self and
slowly struggled to upright position (plus or minus 10%) and did

guide wretched excuse for body (his own) to portal and ease

enormous empty head thru exceedingly narrow frame of door and
did press on along trail of Onion to Cav of Coin.

And did Scribe's careening from (-x, 6 sin ^6) to (x, 6 sin tt/6)

cause slight breeze helping Scribe to reduce tranverse linear and
angular oscillations and regain a minute fration of sense of smell

sufficient to detect stench drifting from grotesque piles of dung of

mares mixed with straw and clodz of eartz in their usual attempt
to block Wordz of Wisdom emerging from Cav to Warriorz from

Maide Marion. And so with increasingly weakened stomach did

scribe have to plow away debris to descend to nether regions of

Cav to behold Mournful Maide Marion in Midst of gigantic bottles

of Cola of Cocoa, Red and Colorless Sticks of Goal, and emptied
spheroidal containers of amber fluidz strewn about regal chamber
in fits of frustration over under-handed schemez of Clodz of

'ourinal. A las, Maide Marion was vexed! And was Scribe too

mournful and suspended-over to make any utterances until great

Deity of Warriorz belched forth from larynz and pharynx irritated

words, "Speak up, oh toothless one!" And so Scribe eased self from
wall and proceeded to make report of past activities. And after

scrutinizing report did Maide decree that Scribe take opportunity

of etching minutes of last general meetings for surveillance of

Warriorz.

Warriorz Get Screw From Flu
And forsoothe was curse brought down on HM's land by

Oriental bug. And were Warriorz confined to pits alone uncomfort-
ed. For even did Warriorz sustain difficulty in attending lectures

And was difficulty in attendance heightened by necessity of eng'ulf-

ing abnormal (even for Warriorz) quantities of bronze and amber
fluidz to flud the bug. And so were clodz of Fac (mysteriously
unaffected by curse) pleazed that Annum was off to good start

with blameless Warriorz already in difficulty.

Warriorz Keen on Lemonz Greene
And finalized report on new Lemon tree from veteran hustling

Warriorz reach favourability of unusually high degree. Forsoothe
did reports indicate that quality of crop did exceed that of bumper
crop of two annums past. And so Warriorz think new tree will

serve as fine meanz to impress imported Babez of Choice for For-Mal
thereby giving Babez cause for concern and reason for gratitude.

And when green Lemonz lit on candles Maide mourned lo ss of

maidens from ranks of quality to demimonde of Lainphobia.

Pause For Coke Messed up by Bloke
And did end of weak to Land of Quartz and Soup of Pea

fortnight past prove to be immense success. And did Maide state

lhat reason for widespread indulgent activity waz mainly due to
necessary sojourns in fieldz of C-way, Forges and Deep Open Cavz
by Warriorz of Heinz-plus - one. And did Tourist Scribe observe
Hotel of HM to oscillate due to violence of celebration of Ears of

Enginez. And did some grave embarrasment and misfortune fall

on gentleman Prof due to jubilant activity of (un?)-Civi| Warriorz.
For was pleasant slumber of Prof rudely interrupted by person in

quest of Container of fluid Cola of Cocoa. And was astonishment

New Town
, Comdcu

It could be here ... and the search that may
pin-point its site is already under way.
Cominco exploration teams—prospectors, geologists
and engineers, are looking over country like this
for Interesting outcrops. If they are lucky, and follow-up
development is successful, a new mine could start
to operate. Statistics show it's one chance In a
hundred thousand, but it could be a big Canadian mine.
If it is, NEW TOWN, CANADA will be born.
Soon there will be homes, stores, schools,
hospitals, power and water services.

New roads and railways serving NEW TOWN willopen up new country, encourage new industries,
create new Jobs ... and it all could be,
because a Cominco exploration team found
an interesting outcrop".

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING ANO SMELTING COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITEDHond CMflco and Solos Ollicoa; 215 St James St. Wool, MontrooJ. Quebec;
General Office- Troll. British Columbia

TADANAC BRAND METALS • ELEPHANT BRAND FERTILIZERS

of Prof finally reduced when person explained circumstances

activity of responsible, informative Driver of Mobilized Ca | ec
J

And so Maidie did wonder if poor Prof had cleared up dreary ^
And so similar activity of other Warriors etc. was conduciv

e

consciousness prior to battle of Inflated Skin of Pigz. of not

clear reception.

Visit to Red Cause of Big Head

And did Warriorz gaze through haze as Gaelz of Au, J

daunted than in annums past sunk to dread defeat. But did tyj

riorz not sink; rather buoyancy did seem to increase as encoun |,!

continued through post-noon. For did haze tinted like epider^

of unusual elephants slowly thicken from haze to fog, fog to rd

mist to cloud. And did Warriorz float out of Stad of Export Ale,,

Cloud bearing also portions of posts of goal. And so did Cloj

float in and out of Cavs of Pleasant Iniquity about Burg of Re&

Mount until came the cloudburst in early morn. And so did tyt

riorz arise on Day of Sun with unprecedented difficulty and vM

spheroids of vision bearing semblance to Map of Ways, depart fro.

Land of Soup and Pea to return to Land of HM.

Warriorz Will Like Rush to Klondike
And so as these tabletz are read by Warriorz Great Eve

,

Formal when Warriorz go Penguin is finally upon campus. Fort!

the Penguins are returning to land of their foremothers where m t

were men and women did know it. And will Penguins be in exce«

ngly lofty condition to encourage Golden Ales in battle of obl^

spheroid versus Baggy Nags from land of Wes. And did Scribe qutr

Marion as to whether Her envoy should have been sent to FrieiJ

HM Maide Liz to enact regal decree to resound through Lan
j

Can that return to dtVdt Par from dt/dt Light of Day Saving!,

advanced from Red Weekend to For Mai weakend so Penguinz ad

Babes of Choice might have extra hour of leisure and pleasure, B:

Maid explained to humbled Scribe that Babes of Choice arrive at,

depart on Conveyance of Parallel Lines of Fe and change fro:

dt/dt Light of Day Saving to dt/dt Par would not affect duratirr

n days / 24 of ecstatic sojourn so therefore disruption of HM at

lay people was unnecessary. And did Marion make motion of thantl

to Ross the son-of-a-northern-explorer for sincere and successi;

endeavour in tribute of fore-mothers of Warriorz. And Maid
also wish Warriorz (especially Ross and his ass-istants) a wondrot

End-of-Weak.

Because of Screw Must Bid Fond Adieu
*\nd so as Scribe departed, bearing tablets under area A

depleted scent of Arrid, and was edging way up ascending plana

of stepping, same did observe tearz of sadness (and some Ca H 5 OH
welling up in beautiful eyez of Wize Maide. For does dear coning

between Deity and Her Warriorz appear to be approaching virtui

uspension of temporary nature. And so indeed, Scribe was al»

sad, and while making plod of Trail of Onion with load of tablet

did find hill exceedingly steeper than Us-u-al, and there decidtt

that on arrival at Cav of Pit would he perform the flake zdl

commence rest for coming Grand End of Weak. ArnaJ

And did lazy dog ask Hairy Fox if what is good for General

Bullmoose is good for everybody.
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Wrinkle, wrinkle, little spar,

Up above the yield so far.

Away up in the sky so high,

Boy I'm glad that I don't fly.

Crackle, crackle, little skin,

Wings are getting too damned thin,

Spar just gave another sign,

Boy I'm glad that I don't fly.

Sputter, sputter, little jet,

Out of fuel- I lost my bet!

Fuel consumption way too high,

Boy I'm glad that I don't fly.

Buffet, buffet, little fin,

Did we make it out of tin?

Was that kips or p. s. i.

Boy I'm glad that I don't fly.

Wobble, wobble, little crank,
It might fail with that first yank,
Over stressed I can't deny,
Boy I'm glad that I don't fly.

Wrinkle, wrinkle, little vellum,
We don't biiild'um, we just sell'um,
I designed it, and that is why,
Boy I'm glad that I don't fly.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

.
*|"sn« and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.
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Sventific Girl WatchingA Techmca! Report on *e Growth and Develop,™^ Girl Watching as a Science

&

crc

many

scientific circles, Adam is under 16 couldn't understand it

the father of Girl
|

and those over 60 couldn't stand
it at all.

With the coming of the Dark
Ages, Girl Watching suffered a
terrible setback due to the Pla-
gue, which cut out many good
girls, and led to the innovation of

Monasteries.

The great breakthrough came
with the Rennaissance and Gali-
leo. There is quite a human in-

terest story behind Galileo's in-

vention of the telescope. It seems
that on the Pisa Weekend Galileo

met a dollie at a wine festival and
decided to stay over for a few
years to continue his scientific

research. Galileo hung out at a

West End dive known as "The
Tower". After finding that said

l!

r

Xching
3

It was his persistent;

i)

es tna t led to the innovation

%
s" r

t |ie fig leaf. Since that time,

r' lwn through the ages there have

11

been many technical advances

leading to the present-day highly

< d-vclopcd science.

:t That famous Egyptian Euclid

' ^ew all the angles. Socrates gave

i
his famous orations with a view

<:

t0 looking over the girlies in the

pvrd. The Romans conquered

lands in search of new

JJjfcnt
and eve" went 80 far 38

tt build the colosseum to perpe-

trate mass girl watching for the

first time. Only men between the

ages of 16 and 60 were allowed

into the colosseum since those

The EIC At Queen's
;'E, I. C. stands for the Engineer-

ing Institute of Canada, an all-

Canadian organization formed to

serve the engineers of Canada. Its

services include an engineering

library chiefly for civil, electrical

and mechanical engineering and

a movie library dealing with pop-

ular engineering; topics. AH these

are available for use by student

engineers as well as the profes-

sionals. In addition, the Institute

publishes a monthly periodical,

the Engineering Journal.

Most students are unaware of

the E. I. C, except that every

year someone comes around sell-

ing membership cards for $4.00.

Up to now, the E. I. C. has not

been very active on the campus,

but within the past year, it has

carried out an extensive campaign

to make the organization more at-

tractive to student and profession-

al engineers throughout Canada.

How will the E. I. C. affect

^"een's engineering activities? A
Representative from the E. I. C.

Student committee here is invited

to the annual summer meetings.

From these meetings we can learn

Sow to use the Institute's facili-

ties better. We now get one hun-
dred dollars from the local E.I.C.

branch, and also from the Mont-
Teal head office to be used for

student engineers' activities. The
Electrical, civil and mechanical

engineering groups are co-operat-
*ng" to plan speaker nights, choos-

ing topics for their educational
va'ue and general interest rather
than having mechanical or evil

*°pics.

I As members of the
students are affiliated

chick dwelt in an east end spagett
joint, and feeling the need for
some daytime entertainment, he
invented the telescope. This in-

vention is a boon to the science
and to this day is utilized by
science frosh in survey school.

Columbus, after being cut off
by Isabella found Girl Watching
in Europe disappointing and so
decided to discover America.
Meanwhile, back in England,
Newton was formulating his fa-

mous theories of Girl Watching.
In fact he was watching a milk-

maid when an apple fell on his

head, and he discovered gravita-

tion. Although it is alledged that

Watt discovered steam while gaz-

ing at a boiling kettle it is main-

Kingston branch, and are invited

to participate in all events of the

branch, and meet professional

men. The Institute feeU that if

it can gain the interest of student

engineers, it will have formed the

mtcleus of an ambitious associa-

tion of professionals of the future,

which will improve the status of

engineers in Canada.

More Jokes

The stork is charged with a

lot of things which should really

be blamed on a lark.

Then there's the story of the

cannibal who passed a mission-

ary in the woods.

A newly-wed wired his boss

:

"Please extend my vacation.

It's wonderful here."

To which the boss replied :
"Come

back at once; it's wonderful

anyplace."

tained by many eminent author

ties on Girl Watchng that he was
actually watching a maid in the

reflection of the kettle.

Napoleon constantly kept one

hand under his greatcoat clutch-

ing a mirror.

This background and the many
inventions of the Industrial Revo-

lution have given us our prasent

day science.

At Queen's today, we see this

ancient science in practice in two
main locales. Many prominent

supporters of the science spend at

least one night a week practicing

Girl Watching in the library,

while others are known to reserve

seats in the Coffee Shop at stra-

tegic locations. There is present-

ly a movement afoot to have the

pillars removed and a higher

gloss put on the serviette-holders

which serve as excellent mirrors.

Even in this enlightened age

there are opponents of Girl

Watching. These unbelievers

must be liquidated.

ARISE GIRL WATCHERS!
DOWN WITH THE INFI-

DELS!

SIGNPOST
Friday „
WUS: Meeting in Committee Room

2 at 4 30 to discuss November week-

end seminar. Any first or second year

students interested in joining the local

committee arc invited to attend.

Saturday ,

QCF: You are invited to the foot-

fall supper ia St. Andrew's Presby-

terian Church on Saturday at 5 JO p.m.

Girls' Tennis: Please play all games

in intramural tennis tournament right

now. The tournament must end

weekend.

this

Arts Society: Attention all years.

Year cards for alt years will be c*

sale Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-

day, Nov. 5, 6, 7, from 9.00 a.nu to

3:00 p.m. in the New Arts Building,

All members of the Society must have

year cards. This will be your last

chance before the Arts Court.

Chemical Engineering Chib: Tues-

day in Science Club Rooms at 4:00

p.m. Dr. Blackburn speaking on
"Psychology of Interviewing." Every-

one welcome.

Classified Ads

E. I. C.

with the

3fart Itnry Hotel
PRINCESS STREET

€offee Shop and Restaurant

[Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

Boom Town
(Continued from Page 1.)

Those unable to travel at this

time have probably procured in-

ferior mules from the shrewd Ban

Righ tribe and should be more

wary in the future.

That's about all the direction

I can give you now but I'll expect

to see you later to-night celebrat

ing with the Men of Gold."

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED

AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M

If all the girls at the Science

Formal were laid end to end, no-

body would be surprised.

STOP PRESS NEWS — Euro-

pean situation well in hand —
Russia has Hungary right by

the Balkans.

D. V. A.

Cheques available in Padre'*

Office, 12:00 to 12:30 Friday.

Sunday
Newman Club: Student Mass at 9.30

in St James Chapel. Communon
Breakfast at Hotel Dieu Hospital cafe-

teria. Speaker is Arthur Maloney. (J.C.,

M P., Parliamentary assistant to the

Minister of Labor. Benediction at St.

Mary's Cathedral, 7:00 p.m. Newman
Night at 8:00 p.m. in Jeanne Mance

Nurses's Residence. Discussion groups

and social evening.

Levana Soph-Frosh Tea: Sanday,

4 30-S.3O in Adelaide Hall. Seniors are

requested to bring their freshettes.

Badminton Clmb: Regular meeting

of the badmi»ton club will be held

Sunday, Nov. 4 at 2:00 p.m. Member-

ships will be on tale.

Panel on Intermarriage: At Hillel

House at 8:00 p.m. Moderator Mr.

Sobermsn (Faculty of Law). Panel:

Prof A R. C. Duncan (Philosopky),

Dr. Sloan (Psychiatry) and Rev.

McAvoy of St. Margaret's United

Church. Everyone welcome.

Canterbury Club: St. George's Ca
thedral at 8:1S p.m. Prof. Harkness

will speak on "Science and. Creation

and a discussion will follow.

Handily
Concert Snies: Ticket holders arc

reminded that the second concert, feat-

uring the Detroit Symphony Orchestra,

begins at 8:30 sharp.

Tuesday
WUS Films: Film on Greece and a

Norman McLaren cartoon will be

shown in the McLaughlin Room at

12:45 p.m. Everyone welcome.
Hockey meeting: 8:00 p.m. in the

lecture room in the gym. All interested

in junior and senior hockey are invited

to attend.

Found

Man's watch on Union Street

after McGill football game. Own-

er may identify at AMS office.

Pair o£ men'3 spectacles at

McGill exhibition game. Apply

Journal office.

Blue pen on lower campus. Ap-

ply Journal office.

For Sale

Girl's coon skin coat and girl's

muskrat fur coat. Priced for quick

sale. Both in excellent condition.

Call 6-0061 or go to 28 Hill St

For Rent

Single room to rent for male

student, $6.00 weekly. Five minu-

te walk from university. Call

8-9404.

ON THE AIR!
LISTEN FOR FOOTIALL

IROADCASTS OF QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY SENIOR GAMES

brought to you by

THE EMPIRE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

ON

1380

CKLC
»you» champi-sh-miif wrotna station im kiihwon"

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68Vi Princesi Strait Kinfiton Dm! LI 6-11M
Quality that Pleases Service that Satisfies

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

Welcome to Kingston . . •

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Spearn's of Kingston

"Tlie Gift Centre'

FREE GIFT WRAPPING AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

ANNUAL FOOTBALL DANCE
Sponsored by

Toronto Branch, Queen's Alumni Association

NOVEMBER 9

ROYAL YORK HOTEL, (CONCERT HALL)

Music by Dancing

MART KENNEY 9' til 12

Tickets: $3.50 per couple (in advance)

$4.00 at the door

Tickets available at the A.M.S. Office, Students' Union

"Such MIGHTYPower

By comparison with the

vacuum tube the transistor is

smaller, uses Ins current, gen-

crates little heat and has con-

siderably longer life. It is

proving an invaluable instru-

ment for the dejigners of

electrical equipment.

encompassed

in so small

a frame"

The manufacturing of

transistors and their use

in new equipment

is but one of a number

of challenging projects

urrently being undertaken

by the Northern Electric

Company.

The solving of Canada's

communication problems

will give full scope

to the enquiring minds

and inventive genius

of young engineers.

There are interesting careers—and a continual

needfor University Graduates— at the Northern

Electric Company Limited. A letter or postcard

to the College Relations Department, Box 6124,

Montreal, Que., will bring full information

concerning these opportunities.

Horthem Electric
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ENGINEERS IN SPORTS

At all times the Science faculty

has supplied many of the stars for

the Queens' Intercollegiate teams.

This year is no different from the

past. Eleven men of gold are play-

ing football for the Gaels this

year. The pictures appear elsewhere

on this page along with that of

coach Frank Tindall. Co-Captain
Dave Wilson from third year is

one of the stalwarts on the line.

Third year supplies three other line

stani—Ron Delisle, Pete Saegert,
and Mitch Wastk. From fourth
year come Graydon Harrison, Stan
Trzop, Bill Halvorson, John Red-
fern for the line and Chuck Safrance
and Dave Harshaw for the back-
field. Ron Young, from first year,
a baclcfielder of note, is the eleventh
man from Science.

The Comets are well stocked
with first and second year Science-
men. Terry Mattioli from fourth
year and Gord Robinson and Al
Pargelin from third year are three
line stars. Don and Kent Plumley,
Brian McKelvey and Bill Mu'ir
from second year are four of the
ball carriers running out of Jake
Edwards fast moving spIit-T
offense. First year supplies John
Futa, Bill Simmons, Mike Wool-
gar, Lloyd Wait, Sam Poapes, Bob
Dougall, Bob Johnston, Dave Sin-
clair and Ron Jackson to the line.

Quarterback Jim Biggar keeps Walt
Uhrynuk, Brock Cromwell, and
Gord Semester moving in the back-
field.

Dave Norman from third year

member of the golf team that) of last years team and Barn
came in second in this years Inter

collegiate championships.

A week ago last Wednesday the
track and field teams went to

Toronto where Grant Manery from
third year placed third in the
senior mile. AI Hyland, John
Hayes. Grant Gibson, and Malcolm
Fraser from second year and Pete
Faulkner from first year were all

members of the intermediate team.

The senior basketball team will

be starting practices soon and Gus
Tumbull, one of the stars of last

years team will be returning, hop-
ing for another championship. Last
years intermediate team was well
stocked with Sciencemen, all of
whom will be back to lead the team
or move up with the seniors. Last
years captain Denny Bozic and Al
Mills, Terry Mattioli, Jim Siltala,

Bill Horley, Bob Breithaupt, and
Jim Pando are all set to start pitch-
ing the ball through the hoop again.
Last years wrestling team had' 7

members, 6 of whom were from
Science. They are all back- with two
first year fellows who have been out
with Fred Siemonsen's crew prac-
tising. Ken Esselstine, who won
Queen's first championship in five
years is back along with Jim
Plummer, Doug Sanderson, Jack
Gregg, Bill Moss, and Hugh Allen
Bill Wilkinson and Keith Chang
from first year have been out to
practices.

When the ice is ready in Jock
Hardy Arena, Jim Shearn, captain

cival, another of the stars will be
all set for the first faceoff.

Now that the snow flurries are
starting you can bet that Grant
Gibson and Jim Jackson will be
waxing up the old hickories in pre-
paration for this years skiing.

Jack Jarvis is looking forward
to another championship in the
squared circle this year and is ex-
pecting yoeman service from Doug
Kilgour. Al Hvland and Hugh
Wood.

With the badminton practices
starting, Garry Gale will be getting
set for the championships at McGill
in January.

Grant Manery and Jack Hayes
have been loping around the track
for the past few weeks in prepar
ation for the intercollegiate harrier
championships at London in two
weeks time

Between the names already men-
tioned and all the fellows taking
part in Intramural athletics, Applied
Science has done more than their
ihare in holding up the fine tra-
dition of athletics at Queen's.

y a

I Saga Of The I

| Toilet Bowl I

Letter
Dear Editor:

I would like to cancel my sub-
scription. Please don't feel that
you are personally responsible. I

still like the Queen's Journal very
much. However, Eaton's cata-
logue came today.

E.V.D. Openflap,
R.R. 1, Outhouse, Ont.

On a muddy snow covered field

last December the Mechanical En-
gineers of Science '57 defeated the

Civils in the final football game on
the campus in 1957. (Who else but
final year engineers would have
the fortitude to play under such
adverse conditions?) The two teams
battled fiercely for that bright,

shiney (and useful) trophy — the
Toilet Bowl.

The SCIENCE SPORTiscoj*

Sideline Sam
During our short four year stay, Queen's has had one of Jmost successful periods of athletic activity. Two football chj

pionships and a near miss on the third try, a co-championship
basketball, a boxing championship, and a two time individual J
champion, who has since become Ontario provincial champ, aref
a few of the many successes that we have had. These victories f]
all been cheered loudly along with the many others. However,

\year, the football team is running into some stormy weather. gJ
along with this decline in success there also appears to be a dect
in the number of decibels of noise eminating from the stands h
member watching a Queen's-McGill game in Montreal about A
when Queen's football successes were at their lowest ebb, howc,
the cheers from the Queen's section were much louder' than JMcGill crowd and Montreal was more interested in McGiU's s

-

cess than the Alouettes's at that time.

Over the 18 year period that Queen's went without a Y«
-up it was a happy year when they won more than two gam'

At the annual meeting of the
Engineering Society, Bob Bird pro-
posed that the competition for the
Toilet Bowl become an annual event
between all departments in final

year Science. The winners of the
Toilet Bowl are to have their name
inscribed on the trophy.

This year five teams will com-
pete for the trophy. In the opening
round on Saturday, Nov. 16th, the

strong Civil line headed by hustling

Carl "The Terrible" Turkstra will

try to put the pressure on the
Electricals one (and only) quarter-

back Jim Bennett. In the other first

round encounter the defending
champion Mechanical department,
paced by Roy Beckman, will have
to tangle with the Mining, Metal-
lurgy, Geology combine featuring
Barry "Nature Boy" Percival and

however we were still known as the most spirited fans in the lean
Let s hope that now that we have won we haven't turned into suk
siders and only cheer when we have a winning team. They wo<have had woefully quiet crowds if a winner had been necessary
the old days So let's everyone get out tomorrow and cheer to
heads off in the tradition of true Queen'smen.

Bits and Pieces
:
It looks like the Interfaculty athletic progn

jis
;

off to another flying start. When entries closed last Friday A
plied Science had the only team entered. Is this fine form of in,
faculty competition going down the drain too? - I imagine ADave W|I „ be cheering fQr Edmonton Esk.^s^hey come East for the Grey Cup finals after spending a few weelm their «mp this summer

. . . Larry Paris ran into the first i„j„

e me XT? 7,°" he broke his ankIe in »

two consecutive years in the Bews race. Science '58 has fallen

Sew?" 16

f ^ t0 h0M ^ the *"* of S*
ake it T >Z

th,S year
"

Let
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rocedure

(are carrie

Anothei

Satus on th

writer", a

inserts pr

'ance and

[the macl

though it

formation

jputer, it

deliver d;

punched t

"Jungle Jim" Canning. The win-
ners of these two games flip with
the loser having the privilege of
playing the darkhorse Chemical
team, who drew the bye in the first

round. Al Mills, quarterback-coach
of the Chemical team, claims to
have the championship sewed up,
but unless they are allowed nine
imports we cannot see how, despite
the efforts of speedv Bob "Normy
Kwong Jr." Nishikawa. On No-
vember 2.3rd the two remaining

teams play for the treasured
Toilet Bowl.

K the tournament is a sue* B gpei ,. .

st * hfeWy possible tiff I the Aesc,
further trophy will be put up .

the Engineering Society. It can!"

truthfully said, though, that vrh»

ever wins the Toilet Bowl this jA
gains a worthwhile and \iA
prize.

N,B.—Any resemblance bettffj

this Toilet Bowl and any othH

(in use or not) is purely intention!
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Member of (he Canadian University Prow

New Alberta Brain
)tfill It Adc^Subtract?

Bdmonton(CUP)-The University of Alberta can now boast oi

$50,000 digital computer. The machine, known as the LGP-30 will
Impute any numerical quantity within the limits of its practicability

At present, the computer is in use at the university in a search
for theories. An experiment is performed manually, then variou=
jheories which may produce the desired result are pumped into the
Riachine. If the result is achieved, the theory used
Borrect.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5th, 1957, KINGSTON, ONT. Phone 8-3862 No. 11

accepted

1 The computer does not entirely

Jeplace human effort. It will pro-

duce statistical results, but a pro-

gram, mapping out in special bin-

Mry code, each and every step to

be followed, must be inserted in

fihe machine before it can produce

Ksults, In other words, it merely

calculates,—all procedure involv-

ed must be undertaken manually.

I Before the U of A obtained the

machine, computing was done by
Another machine, called the Ferut,

fat the University of Toronto.

"Coded material was prepared in

^Edmonton and sent by teletype

Jonce a week to Toronto; the re-

jteults were tabulated and returned

•the same night.

I An oscilloscope is included on
the machine, and it enables oper-
ators to follow or monitor the
•procedures, step by step as they
iare carried out.

I Another special piece of appar-
atus on the LGP-30 is the "Flexo-
writer", a form of typewriter. It

inserts programs and data in ad-
vance and types out the results of
the machine's cogitations. Al-
though it is possible to type in-
formation directly into the com-
puter, it is considered safer to
deliver data by means of
punched tapes to minimize errors

Plan Plebiscite

Trying NFCUS
Local Support
Both the integrity of resign-

ing travel director, James Pic-
kett, and the accuracy of NF-
CUS financial accounts were af-

firmed by the Queen's NFCUS
committee at a recent meeting.
Brian Blair, chairman of the com-
mittee, disclosed that the accounts
are now being completed and
should be certified by the audi-

tors within a week.

Tentative plans for the plebis-

cite campaign include a possible

visit by Walter Tarnopolsky,

president of the national execu-

tive. The NFCUS plebscite was

initiated by a petition circulated

last year in an attempt to over-

come student indifference to and

ignorance of NFCUS.

Coeds Treat Cadets To Trick
As Ajax Cleaner Hits The Spot

Just Good Cleanser Fun

Two new members were elect-

ed to the committee executive,

Robin Bolton as International

code- 1 Affairs representative and Jill

Robertson as secretary.

Population Increases,
No Cause For Alarm

J Ik first of a series of four
open meetings to be presented by
[the Aesculapian Society saw a
[Professor of economics, the uni-
persity chaplain, and a doctor of
obstetr

their

cs and gynaecology give

(

views in a panel discussion
°n Birth Control" in Convoea-
tl0

» Hall last Thursday.
Prof. M> c Urquhart began by

J Pitying an economises place on

a
paneI

- He said that there was
definite connection between

"e r'se and fall in population and
'"creases and decreases in the

,"dard of living in an area,

no, ,
mcrease in population will

1 affect the western world ad-
rsely because it has vast areas
arable

]and available for ex_

ever'

00
'. ^ °f Asia

'
how'

,

r, existence now is at a sub-

2ei

!

Ce level, and each new
to feed is a problem," he

Asked to

essor

stituti

to

comment on the fea-

con-

.... Pro-
Urquhart stated that in-

°»al traditions were likely

Sibil-,
-""luit-uL un rne

trol
' °f introducing birth

fessD
n ^"-Populated areas,

.

(rt

">^de such a project. "Heirs

areas

X r

^
mely important in some

ten,

'

,

extended family sys-

for
'

,

ereby the offspring care

oth«

The
pre

: "gcu parents
!l e added.
Re

ianity: birth control is the right

and obligation of any couple who
cannot risk a pregnancy for

either economic or medical rea-

sons. "The motives for such an

action must be on a high plane,

and the motives of selfishness or

snobbishness are an abuse of the

practice," the padre said.

Monseigneur Hanley was un-

able to attend the discussion, and

the Roman Catholic viewpoints

on birth control were presented

by the padre from the "Right of

Men to Come into Existence", a

publication issued to the Newman

Club.

Dr. W. A. W. Dutton spoke on

the medical aspects of birth con-

trol. He felt that open discussions

on such a subject were dangerous

because some people might accept

anything said as professional ad-

vice, and thereby develop "mis-

conceptions". Such an exchange

of ideas should be used as a step

towards the consulting room, and

nothing more, he added.

Varsity Girl Kidnapped
Ransomed For Garters

A. M. Laverty ex-Sed the view of liberal Christ

Arts Formal

The Arts Formal Commit-

tee is looking for volunteer

workers to help with this

year's formal. Anyone in-

terested is urged to attend a

meeting to-day at 4:00 p.m. in

the Arts Clubroom.

Toronto(CUP) Oct. 29—Trin-
ity freshmen last night kidnapped

some ten girls from St. Hilda'^

College and held one of them

captive until she was ransomed
off for 25 garters from other St.

Hildians.

It all started when about 25

Trinity men went up to St. Hil-

da's to throw pigeons into the

basement room where St. Hilda's

dubbing ceremonies were going

on.

In the course of the evening

girls were kidnapped, showered

with icy water, herded around

the campus for half an hour and

finally returned to their residence.

A battle royal developed when
the men began throwing pigeons

through the basement wndow.
After trying to throw the pigeons

out for about ten minutes, the

girls charged out and attacked the

men with firecrackers and trum-

pet blasts. Finally the men cap-

tured about ten of the girls and
carried them off.

The freshmen took their cap-

tives to the front of Trinity Col-

lege, and then marched them off

iO the Zeta Psi fraternity.

Fraternity men immediately

threw the intruders out and be-

gan pouring cold water on them
from the windows above.

Trinity men took advantage of

this and held the girls under the

streams of water, getting soaked

themselves.

Finally the men returned all

but one girl to the residence. The
remaining girl was held hostage

while the men demanded a ran-

som of 25 of the girls' garters.

An hour later the ransom was
paid, and the garter-bearers went

off to the Trinity Buttery for cof-

fee.

There has been no report of

any complaints or action by the

administration at Toronto.

Queen's Crest

Has Edinburgh

As Its Ancestor

Bedlam broke loose in Adelaide Hall for a few short minutes

Hallowe'en nights as a group of RMC cadets roared through its

halls with shouts and Ajax cleanser. The raid followed a visit to

RMC by nine Adelaide girls.

The girls invaded the Stone Frigate dormitory at the military

college at about 9:30 dressed in Hallowe'en attire with the intention

of flouring the boys' uniforms. The boys managed to overpower

them and gained possession of enough flour to thoroughly plaster

the girls.

Mixing the flour with water, the boys gave several girls a new
and different kind of shampoo. They then escorted the young ladies

from the building.

About an hour later, a swarm of cadets, estimated from 10 to

20 in number, descended upon Adelaide Hall, rushed past an aston-

ished hall porter, and spread quantities of Ajax cleanser through the

halls. Surprised and embarrassed the girls quickly barricaded them-

selves in their rooms as the cadets swept down the corridors.

Reports say that as the invaders raced through the halls of

Ban Righ, one unfortunate cadet was the object of a sound crack

on the head by the Cane of Dean Douglas.

~~~
After the dust had settled, it

was discovered that several pant-

ies and other articles of clothing

were missing. These were return-

ed the next night at a squadron

party.

During the raid one of the

panes in the Adelaide door was

accidently broken and the cadets,

feeling that some recompense for

the damage was in order, passed

$10 through the shattered glass.

This was promptly returned by

the hall porter, who did not ap-

preciate the gesture.

The escapade was quickly

brought before the Levana Ex-

ecutive which has to date taken

no action. According to Principal

Mackintosh, "any case of student

conduct is a matter in the first

instance for the Court of the Alma
Mater Society".

Principal Mackintosh, in his

first address to the frosh this year

particularly stressed good con-

duct while in attendance at

Queen's. Students were told that

any unorthodox behaviour would

be looked upon seriously and con-

sequences could be severe. He re-

lated in detail an incident which

occurred here three years pre-

viously when a group of students

invaded Boucher House and two

of the second story windows were

broken. Only one student could

(Continued on Page 5.)

Have you ever wondered

there is any significance attached

to our Queen's crest and if so, what

it all means and where it came

from? Well, sit ye doon my chil

dren and hear a tale out o' Scot

land, with a small jog to the Holy

Land.

Our crest originates with that

used by the University of Edin-

burgh, which in turn grew out of

the national flag of Scotland,

changes and additions being made

all the way just to retain distinc-

tions.

Edinburgh has a silver field with

a blue cross diagonally on the

shield ; this reverses the flag of

Scotland. And to show her position

as an institute of learning and her

location in the capital of Scotland,

Edinburgh added an open book

in gold at the intersection of the

cross, a green thistle in the topmost

compartment of the cross and a

black castle on a rock in the lower

compartment to represent the arms

of the city of Edinburgh.

The Queen's crest differs essen-

(See Queen's. Crest, Page 5)

PANEL WARNS

Difficulties In Intermarriage
"What values are more import-

ant than marriage?" was the

question presented by Professor

A. R. C. Duncan, of Queen's phil-

osophy department, during the

panel discussion on intermarriage

held at Hillel House Sunday ev-

ening. Professor Duncan contend-

ed that since we discourage mar-

riage between persons of different

faiths, there must be some root

reason that makes intermarriage

a problem.

In answer to this question, Rev.

H. [. McAvoy of St. Margaret's

United Church, considering Pro-

fessor Duncan's question from

the religious viewpoint, replied

that the "stability, maturity, and

happiness" of the marriage itself

men," he said, "discourage inter-

marriage between persons of dif-

ferent religious faiths because

the hazards which such a situa-

tion presents make marriage dif-

ficult."

Within the relationship of mar-
riage, a man and woman become
one flesh. They are united in a

sexual union which is profound;

a "transcendental relationship."

"Sexual unity is a means of sal-

vation because God is in it," ex-

plained Reverend McAvoy, con-

cluding that since this was so,

both parties should be of the same
faith, else "they would lose some
of the abiding things in mar-

riage."

Professor Duncan, who was

most important. "Clergy- [predominantly concerned with

the definition of the terms of the

discussion, noted that we do not

consider differences of wealth,

cultural development, or national

background as essential deterr-

ents to happy marriage. However,

with differences of faith, where

the convictions of those involved

are deeply-rooted, two problems

arise, the one of inner, emotion-

al tension, the other, the social

pressure brought to bear by the

religious community.

"Marriage is an inter-actian

of two personalities," stated Dr.

Sloane, of Queen's psychiatry

department, the third member of

the panel. He explained how a

young child thinks of everything

as an extension of his own per-

sonality, but as he matures, he

comes to appreciate that there

are other objects, and to trans-

fer his love there. "Maturity and

success in marriage means the

ability to make good love rela-

tionships," concluded the psy-

chiatrist.

Reconsidering the religous
viewpoint, Reverend McAvoy

pointed out that it differs great-

Iv from the romantic notion of

love, which is based on elusive

qualities. The words of the mar-

riage service, "for richer or poor-

er," "in sickness and in health,"

indicate that marriage is not

without its difficulties. How-
ever, "it is not a contract or a

convenience, but a covenant, like

the covenant between God and

his people," he emphasized.
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The People's Democracy
Last Thursday the Journal had an unexpected visitor. His name

was Ross Dawson. He is the man who is running on a progressive
ticket against Minister of External Affairs Sidney Smith, in the
Hastmgs-Frontenac constituency.

Mr. Dowson carries with him all the hackneyed lingo of the
people's politician. In The Workers Vanguard, a monthly magazine
which he publishes in Toronto, Sidney Smith is called an associate
of tycoons and millionaires. Smith's role at the University of Toronto
was considered not educational or scholastic, '"'but that of an associate
of the multi-millionaire packed board of governors; to hob-nob with
the rich owners of industry, who dominate the educational system
of the country."

For Mr. Dowson's picture of reality is not one that most of us
would readily adhere to. He told us that life was hard. He said that
useless military expenditures meant an unfair burden on everybody
including the student. The present choice of internal policy for MrDowson is between a social order of conflicts, of war and depression
and an era of peace and plenty. In external affairs he would have
Canada break with the NATO war pact - the alliance with reaction
and oppression everywhere-and align the Canadian people with

™l
3t

t
F^

"

S Stru^les that ""folding across the globe.Why Mr. Dowson should decide to run against Dr Smith is
questionable, especially considering the fact that Hastings-Fronte-
nac

:

is a long-time Tory stronghold. This is all the more reason
that his progressive way of thinking will be treated as nonsense.He told us himself that there wasn't much chance of his winning. The
Liberals and Tories together had successfully gerrymandered the

said"

t0 induStrial areas with 311 th« workers, he

In truth Mr. Dowson is upholding the great Canadian demo-
crabc tradition. Certainly not every politician has made the individual

JIM

HOLMES

I think it is about time some
one directed a few remarks at

those upstandng bastions of the

private airways, the Kingston
radio stations.

It has been my impression dur-
ing the last three years that each
of these two mighty rivals would
overlook no means for making
itself worse than the other. Both
have been eminently successful.

Both stations have pressed to-

ward their goals of presenting to

the listening public the worst
possible listening fare with signal

determination and dauntlessness.
Since the end of last year when
the Metropolitan Opera was sac-
rificed to the top fifty, neither has
faltered.

* * *

A keen spirit of competition has
been the factor which has kept
these two dissipators of North
American culture abreast of the

,ai
,atest techn'ques for disseminata

eitort he has to get the public, both in the constituency and out in-
m£ their drivel - The top 50 paved

terested m the election of a member of parliament. Nor is every
the way for the toP 75 and the"

politician m the habit of passing out a leaflet on his opposition's
the toP 100

'
1 doubt whether we

stand along with material on his own policy. One of Mr Dowson's
have heard the last °* it yet.

t"'™??
1™* againSt Dr Smith was that the Tory had not yet

rext^n^ ^ that *ad ™de no policy statementon external affairs and that until he showed up in Hastings-Fronte-nac the people of the constituency were being cheated.
One has mixed feelings towards Ross Dowson. One the one

al niti'ativ

USt

f*" **** t0 a^ "< * person!h
f? C°Ura£e ln runninS against Dr. Smith are to be

wSe s P
a

! Tt0 Ty°Tahy CaDdidate f0r the RevolutionaryWorkers party and ln the I956 race hg Jof the votes cast. On the other hand we cannot help but fee sorryfor him. Ever since he scurried around Toronto in his truck 1blazmg red with huge letters on its side - Ross DowsonfiEtTrotskyrte, he has been broadcasting to deaf ears
It is paradoxical that Ross Dowson should seem the onlv fiwdemocrat. Surely the Liberals could much more afford o lose $200It » also paradoxical that when a democracy is at its best democracvis at ,,5 worst. This is something M, Dowson can't ^ndTrstandor stomach, because he has too long a memory.

the Hastings-Frontenac ruse a sorry affair

It has been in the field of public
service that the Kingston stations
have made their most conspicu-
ous contributions to listener-edi-

fication. The impoverished house-
wife who obtains a canary
through the medium of the "Help-
ng Hand" must experience a joy
exceeded only by the eager car
owner who finds his prayer lor
an automatic ashtray emptier
answered on "Call for Help".

Letters To The Editor

Clubbing
Editor, Journal: Your attack on

clubs for Queen's students to pur-
sue such hobbies as listening to

jazz leads me to observe that I

heartily endorse clubs for jazz

lovers. Preferably with nails in the
end of them.

Gary Moffatt.

Robbery

Community Follies
A rather shocking news item came to our attention last weekI was a report m the Kingston Whig-Standard stating that the citv

NurclrX!!
1

'
°rgrZati0nS listed ™» *e Victorian Order of

cnarges on the community: the St Tohn'c a„i, t

them. But it is far m„„ „, ,
m0ney ""ded to help

as those arried om bv ,h
'* ^ *° CaMdl *M 5uch **»

upon private £ S^^.fed if we refuse to recognize that all of I
"rtaml

J' short-sight-

<lone with the chitdren aTsunnyside After M** * What h
to live with these children 7™ T I

'
are^ to ha*e

a charge on h state IT * °ne ° f these h*c°™*

cities rathertS;^*^^ *^ —"1

th«f„Wch IZZI'T"
1 ^ t0 finanCe sanations such as

through^ZZ^S^ZjSSi »• »ay is

government maintain and finale ourS "
Md h^ the

pt,atechari,vh^;::rt„t:e^t^

Kingston's crack news analysts
who frequently telephone their
on-the-spot reports from such far-
flung world trouble centres as
Wolfe Island and Odessa, contin-
ually prove their deep-rooted in-

dividualism by their unique ideas
of what news is most important. I

distinctly remember one instance
when "it-was-a-quiet-weekend" re-
ports from the fire and police de-
partments were given priority
over the announcement that An-
thony Eden had resigned. Maybe
they were building to a climax.

* * *

I realize I have been only des-
tructive so far, but the field for
destructive criticism here is al-
most unlimited. Why the manag-
ers have allowed the situation to
develop, I shall never understand.

Competition? Perhaps. But I

shall never be convinced that the
tastes of the commercial audience
are so perverse that they would
not appreciate a reprieve from the
top tunes once in a while.

Neither do I subscribe to the
idea that the powers-that-be are
cultural illiterates. I merely sug-
gest that they have underestimat-
ed their audience.

If either of the stations were to
improve the quality of its pro-
gramming, it would earn the eternal
gratitude of thousands of King-
stonians and almost every
Queen's student.

Editor, Journal: Finally there is

one brave man on the campus
who wears a yellow leather jac-
ket sporting "60" on the arm. It

looks good

!

The desire of the Engineering
Society is to have an official

Science Jacket. This is all well
and good but why not have it of

two materials. Surely the disad-

vantages of the "elkskin" jacket
are obvious.

To begin with the jacket is

priced just about double what it

should be. You'd think with the
privilege oF a franchise the one
merchant who sells the jacket
could offer it at a reasonable
price.

Many of the Science '58 "elk-

ins" (that have been worn to

more than football games) are
either reinforced with leather or
are somewhat in shreds on the
lower sleeves.

The jacket getting ultimate
wear in one year is limited to
six months unless the owner en-

joys pneumonia. Of course for
only nine dollars more you can
have a lining that will give you
another couple of month's wear.
When you reach this stage you've
spent the equivalent of a leather

jacket. Which is the better value?
I don't suggest that the old

leather jacket situation be restor-

ed. On the campus now there are

quite a variety of leather Science
jackets. Most are yellow, some
are orange, some have "Queen's"
on the back, others have "Queen's
Engineering", and some even

have the branch of engineering.

I suggest that an official leath-

er jacket, of the same design as

the "elkskin" be adopted, This
could have "Queen's Engineer-
ing" or "Queen's Science" on the
back (preferably the former) as
decided by vote.

Agreed it was already decided
that the "elkskin" is the only of-

ficial jacket, but let's have a facul-

ty vote to find out if this is still

the choice of the majority. Those
voting last time already had their

leather jackets.

I know a number of Science
'60 members who have leather
jackets and wear them during"
the Christmas vacation when
they're at home — why not? If

you want to show that you're a
Queen's engineer this is better
than freezing!

Bill Barrott,

Science '60.

And Research

general concern, but in matters which affect us all, it should notbe expected to carry the load. It is time we realized our responsibility
in the ,eld of social welfare and stopped saying "Oh well, letchanty look after those who need it."

We have no objection to charity in its proper place. What we
object to is the shirking of responsibility which now takes placewhen it comes to helping the unfortunate. We would like recognition
ot the fact that in our society we are all to some degree our brother's
keeper and should acknowledge this by providing help in the only

t£££Sd this communal responsibility
' throu^

Editor, Journal: I feel that I
would be echoing the sentiments
of many of my post-graduate col-

^ies by making some comment
on the recent article by Mr. Jim
Holmes Queen's Journal. Oct. 29.

I think that most of us would
agree that vigorously active research
teams are vita! to the academic
health of a university; the idea that
a university is "as good as its re-
search school" is very largely true.
I would agree also that the number
of postgraduates at Queen's should
be increased greatly. However, I am
afraid that there is little chance of
that number increasing while the
majority of Queen's students are as
ignorant (or indifferent?) of the
facilities offered here as Mr. Holmes
appears to be. The truth is that
Queen's offers many attractions, ex-
cellent equipment, and more im-
portant still, leadership by men of
the highest academic calibre. To
talk of "greener pastures" and
"craving for deeper understanding"
is utter nonsense. The only craving
that I have noticed in Queen's stud-
ents is for an industrial post with
a five-figure salary (with due apolo-
gies to the few very worthy excep-
tions).

In the Department of Chemis-
try there has been, since 1953 a
flourishing research team, aver-
aging twelve postgraduate stud-
ents a year, under the direction
of Dr. J. K . N. Jones. Dr. Jones'
sole responsibility is to train post-
graduates in the theory and prac-

1

tice of fundamental carbohydrah

research, on which he is a worl'

authority. Since 1953, QueenV
has awarded to this group alont

four PhD's and five MA's, Tht

year, two PhD's and two MA'i

will be added to the list. In addi-

tion, there have been four po;-

doctorate fellows, carrying ok

research of a very advanced ns

ture.

Also in the group is stressed tfcj

'

importance of academic research

and the intellectual satistactice
which one derives from it. The onlj

question my efforts provoked wad

"How much money can you eauf

eventually?" I replied, with a sigh,!

"Quite a lot" . . . "Yes, but you cat]

get more by going straight into in-

dustry, you know," came the reply.

While this philosophy remains

.

the greater part of the student bodjt

at Queen's, the research schools wisf

stay small. T. J. Painter.!

by h I

A Minority Report
What is the function that a clergj

man performs in the world? Art

swer: he gets his living by assuring

idiots that he can save them from

an imaginary hell. It is a business

almost indistinguishable from tW
of a seller of snake-oil for rheumf
tism. The case of the pedagogu'
is even worse. Consider him in Jii

highest incarnation; the universal

professor. What is his function

Simply to pass on to fresh genera

tions of numbskulls a body of so-

called knowledge that is fragmen-

tary, unimportant, and, in larg*

part, untrue. His whole professional

activity is circmscribed by the
judices, vanities and. avarices »'

his university trustees, i.e., a com-

mittee of soap-boilers, nail-maiw
facturers, bank-directors and poli-

ticians.
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a shot in the back

BY MEPHISTO

1 -When I first met him he was a bombardier and Ilaritrym™ in the trenches had recently suffered more from' on"

|V1 ,
guns than from the enemy's. Our relative position, did not

Mange in^ civil life and I had alwat the uneasy feeling thai
I miffh

This si

Lewis

any
be- shot in the back".

Ltement is Sir Herbert Read's final dismissal of Wynd-wntten in a recent highly controversial obituary It ;<=

IlcfJcH by Michael AyrtOn, enigmatically defined as having "worked
osely with Wyndham Lewis for a number of years" that Si
erbert only agreed to write the obituary for Britain's left-wine
JVY.v Statesman "under pressure" from the editor.

It would be ridiculous to assume that Ayrton's bitterness is due

f> It's not having been selected for the job. He criticizes Sir Herbert
I,, many points, some of them trivial, but his main complaint is

Rat the obituary made no reference to Lewis' artist contribution'

|e suggests that Herbert Read had not been on speaking terms with
1

-" and that he was hardly the person

ben

ean
den

sigh,

u cai

0 in

obi:

replj
cu:

ns ii

bodj

nt«,

1

lewis "for thirty years and more

m make an objective survey.

I "That Lewis the iron-clad should have caused Sir Herbert Read
| f«l the threat of a shot in the back"; says spleen-venting Ayrton
| a recent article, "that would have given Lewis pause. He would
live been amazed to have had this suggestion foisted upon him
|hcn Sir Herbert presents such an easy target in any elevation "

And so Mr. Ayrton rants on. But what does he have to say about
tin artistic and literary contribution of Lewis?

First, he states that Wyndham Lewis will become one of the
most important artists of his time".

"To Lewis", he continues, "the idea was the stimulus to passion,
Die criticism was dispassionate. This does not mean that Lewis
Li. cold, he was not, but his disciplines imposed such classical dis-
Ession, that the vehicle of his thought was frequently unsympathe-
tic in its serene refutation of all emotional evocation. The product
ias crystalinc, metallic, superficially inhuman, and this again is the
lery nature of the classical artist."

But Mr, Ayrton suggests to us himself the reason for Sir Hcr-
"s reticence when he says the "supreme alchemy was generally
ed to Lewis".

He finally sounds off on a note of blustering rhetoric when he
dcrs how Lewis should receive honour in T.S. Eliot's laudators
iary and "disregard from the most eminent practising art
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irving layton: an appraisal
By Robin Jackson

Irving Laytou's visit to Queen':
was a great success. At the open
ing meeting of the English Club oi,
October 25th, Mr. Layton read and
talked about his poetry. Dividing hi:
work, for the purpose of discussion
into three sections-Criticism, Cele-
bration and Discourse—he managed
to give a coherent idea of poetry.
He read principally from The lm
proved Binoculars, a collection of
his selected poems which spans
many years and many volumes.
Under the heading, Criticism

Mr. Layton read such poems a-

Seven o'clock ledUtre and Prom

joan and

the judges

AIR FORCE TRI-SERVICE

U.R.T.P : R.O.T.R
IUNIVEHSITT BtSERVt TRAINING PLAN)

Flight Cadets (male and
female) arc enrolled in the
Reserve Force—receive 16
days pay during ihe
University Term—and have
« potential of 22 weeks ad-
ditional paid employment
during summer vacation
months.

Openings now for

TECHNICAL
AND NON-TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

(SECULAR OEflCER TRAINING FLAN)

Flight Cadets (male) are

enrolled in the Regular

Force—during the Uni-

versity year are subsidized

for tuition with a grant for

books and instruments—

and receive pay and allow-

ances throughout tho

whole year.

Openings now for

AIR CREW
AND TECHNICAL

OFFICERS.

GFRC features this BBC record-
ng Thursday at 8:00. The author,

Thierry Maulnier, is not concerned
here with exact historical recon-

struction, but with the timeless im-
plications of the theme: in Joan's
trial he sees the model and epitome
of all those other trials throughout
history at which society has sought

to stifle the solitary voice iu its

midst that speaks out for liberty

and independence. Thus while the

judges are trying Joan, M. Maulnier

is judging them.

Joan and the Judges, which was
first performed in 1949 before the

Cathedral of Rouen where Joan
was burned, was translated from

the French and adapted for broad-

casting by Cynthia Puglie. The pro-

ducer is R. D. Smith with Siobhan

McKenna in the title role. Since

Miss McKenna first appeared in

London as Shaw's St. Joan critics

everywhere have agreed that her

interpretation of the Maid of Or-

leans ranks among the finest ever

given. In Joan and the Judges she

gives another performance in the

role which it has been her life-long

ambition to play.

colony to nation. He spoke of the

loneliness of the poet, of the frus-

tration and annoyance he must feel

when he faces the senseless cruelties

and over-bearing conventions of

society, of the angry and aimiablc

criticisms he must write. "The idea

in Mr. Layton's poetry", wrote

Northrop Frye, "is to use an in-

tensely personal imagination as an
edged tool against a world cemented
with smugness ..." But Mr. Lay-
ton is not always a bitter critic;

his work does not lack humanity.

Since the time of Frye's statement

his writing has blossomed in both

aim and execution.

Celebration, or the singing of the

fine things in life, was perhaps the

most attractive section. In it A. J.

M. Smith's comment on Mr. Lay-

ton's poetry was amply illustrated:

"
. . . language and rhythm take

on a richness and emphasis that give

an effect that is sometimes purely

lyrical and sometimes has a classic

and monumental stillness." In this

group the Song for Naomi was

delightful and charming; Nezvsboy

and When it came to Santayana's

turn were impressive and moving.

Discourse, the final section, Mr.

Layton described as "comment on

experience", and he suggested that

there was something of the parable

here. He pointed out that poets

should express the experience of

today ; that since politics played

much the same role as did theology

three hundred years ago it should be

as important in the idiom of poetry.

As examples he read, among others,

The birth of a tragedy and The
improved binoculars.

Only occasionally can we hear a

poet of quality read his own work;

rarely indeed are we privileged to

listen to one who can not only read

well, but who can express intelli-

gibly and comprehensively the pur-

pose of his poetry. All this Mr.
Layton achieved, and in so doing

he illuminated the life of every

artist.

(Copies of Irving Layton's Im-
proved Binoculars are on sale at

Tech. Supplies.—Ed.)

ags out for
hot critic

Sir Herbert Read, one of the most
perceptive and highly regarded

critics, will address the English

Club on Wednesday at 3 :45 in th

McLaughlin Room. The descendent

of a long line of Yorkshire farmers

interrupted his university studies

to serve in World War I. After thi

Armistice he published his first

book, a critical edition of the late

writings of T. E. Hulme, the brill

iant young philosopher-critic killed

in the Battle of the Marne.

Since then Sir Herbert has

written abundantly. His name
closely associated with his inter

prctation and support of roman
ticisro, He affirmed its validity and

importance in a century whose

leading writers have contrasted ro

manticism unfavourably with the

sharper and colder practice of

assicism.

reels of consciousness

'This plan applies to the three Armed Service*

Get full details at once so that you can take advantage of this

opportunity now, while you arc still attending University. For
full information on requirements, pay and other benefits,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

DREAMS THAT MONEY
CAN BUY (Kingston Film So

eietj , Convocation Hall, tomorrow,

8 JQ) is a full-length experimental

lm in colour that displays the un

derlying principle of the voice of

the unconscious expressed in seven

sequences.

The sequences are unified by a

poor young poet, Joe, who resiisci-

atcs dreams in a "fancy" office,

["hey include the voluptuous dream

of a sleeping girl in which ship-

wrecked bodies arc dragged from

her bed, a playful satire on mechan-

ical love-making, a penetrating dia-

logue entitled Ruth, Roses and Re-

volvers and a highly original se-

quence of mobiles parading to

music. Max Ernst, Marcel Du-

chanips and Alexander Calder arc

among those who contribute.

This American film, directed by

Hans Richter, won the Venice fes

tival award when it first appeared in

1947, as the "best original contri

bution to the progress of cinema-

tography."

Though scorned by the less dis-

cerning critics, one of whom called

it "as formula-riden as the worst
junk peddled out of Hollywood
it has a profoundly defiant message
against the invasion of mechanical

civilization into the inner life of

the individual. The realm of art is

presented as a refuge from the

world in which we actually live. In

addition the film forcefully suggests

that contemporary art opposes a
world which smothers the expres-

sion of love and spontaneity, and
thus it has a sustained concern with

unconscious urges and abstract

structures-

Julian Ashcroft.

VISIT

Marilyn's
LADIES WEAR

FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

According to T. E. Hulme, ro-

manticism is that literary attitude

which assumes that man is, to speak

metaphorically, a well or reservoir

of limitless possibilities. Classicism

postulates man as a very limited

creature, whose possibilities are

strongly circumscribed by time, life

and the mechanics of his own mind.

Sir Herbert has been a civil ser-

vant, museum official, editor and
university professor. He became in

1953 Professor of Poetry at Har-

vard. In the following year he de-

livered the A. W. Mellon Lectures

at Washington.

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

ATTENTION ALL ARTS YEARS!
YEAR CARDS

for all years will be on sale in the

NEW ARTS BUILDING

Tuesday, November the 6th, Wednesday the 7th,
and Thursday the 8th.

EACH MEMBER OF THE ARTS SOCIETY MUST
BUY A YEAR CARD

pullover

% sleeve, lithe and lovely, a rare

findfor the girl who collects "country look" sweaters.

Created with throat-hugging, necklace-ribbed neckline

and clinging waistband. Full-fashioned and hand-

finished, in heavy-knit Pettal Orion, motli-proof and

shrink-praof. Comes in an exciting range of new

Autumn colours for campus, or spartstvear.

SW.95, at good shops everyivhere!

Look for the name
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Political Bull Sessions
Held In Coffee Shop

Informal discussions held in the

coffee shop are to be the newest

form of Progressive Conservative

Association meetings it was de

cided at a regular session last

Tuesday.

The discussions were instituted

to achieve the aims of the As-
sociation constitution and to help

educate the students politically.

Anyone on the campus is invited

and any subject may be discussed.

The first of these sessions was
held last Thursday noon when
the basic differences between the

Liberal and Conservative Parties

in Canada were examined. The
next will be held this Thursday
at noon. This is probably the first

attempt to have informal bull-

sessions on other than academic
subjects.

Four delegates to the Ontario
Young Progressive Conservative

Convention to be held in Toronto

were chosen on Thursday. This
will present an opportunity for

some members to meet Tories

outside their own group, to listen

to national Party leaders.

Bags Of Air Drone Onward

DELEGATES CHOSEN

Mort Low and Steve Bancroft

were selected as delegates to the

McGill Conference on World
Affairs at the regular AMS meet

ing. Bob Little and Anne Keenley

side were appointed to attend the

conference as observers.

Appointments to the AMS Court

were made also at the meeting

They were: Sheriff, Gordon B
Robinson ; Prosecuting Attorney,

Neil McNeill; Court Clerk, Susan

McCorqtiedale ; Assistant Chief of

Police, John Corbett; Junior Jus-

tices, Malcolm C. Evans and Betty

Gardiner.

Graduation Portraits

To Please YOU!
We provide all necessary robes.

A camera fee of $2.00 pays for a minimum of
four poses.

One Three Extra Prints

3 X 4 $ 7.50 $1.75

5 X 7 5.00 12.00 2,75

6 X 8 6.00 15.00 3.50

8 X 10 7.50 17.50 4.00

CHARLES PHOTOS
328 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 2-1650

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

FREE CIFT WRAPPING AND PACKINC FOR SHIPMENT

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

Frank Lloyd Wright
Masterpiece Levelled
Chicago (Exchange) — One of

the two most important American
residences built in the last half

century is being torn down at the

University of Chicago.

The building, Robie House, was
built by famed architect Frank
Lloyd Wright in 190S. The edifice

is being replaced with a new dor-j

mitory to meet extra residence de-

1

mands.

Crying "barbarism," UC art stu-

dents and faculty members, plus

others from as far away as Europe,

have opposed the promised demise

of Robie House. Frank Lloyd

Wright came to campus over the

spring interim, swung his cane at

the building, and said it was

good as it ever was."

STANDARD CHEMICAL LTD.
INTERVIEW DATE: NOVEMBER 12th, 1957

This caustic - chlorine manufacturing plant, a subsidiary of

Columbia-Southern Chemical Corporation, is located at Beauharnois.
Quebec approximately 25 miles south of Montreal.

Our interviewer is interested in talking with B. Eng. (Chemical,
Mechanical, Civil and Electrical) graduates concerning career oppor-
tunities and 4th year students for possible employment with the

Company starting at this location.

Our fringe benefits and starting rates are comparable to those of

other companies.

If you desire an interview please register with the Queen's Place-

ment Service.

BOYD WILLETT,
Manager of Operations.

A few of the new "aristocrats" of paperback books

A General Selection from Sigmund Freud — 1 .45

Dewey's Reconstruction in Philosophy 1.45

Dylan Thomas in America 1.69

Outlines of the History of Dogma 1 .95

Posthistoric Man _ 1.45

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

"Blood-chilling wails shrieked

across University Avenue for th

first time several weeks ago and

humane co-eds dashed across to

see what was heing killed. It wa

only tlie Queen's Pipe Band i

practice. Whatever they w e r

killing didn't die until about ele

ven o'clock that night."

The above paragraph is part o

a letter recently received in the

Journal office. Many have been

the derogatory remarks made

about our pipe band, many the

complaints about their practising

on University Avenue, in front of

the library and the women's res

deuces. Many, also, have been the

picturesque words used to de

scribe their music.

The pipe band has been a

Queen's a long time, and fo

many years they were dressed in

Classified Ads

Lost

Man's brown billfold at Science

Formal. Call Bob Sage at 28455

Brown - rimmed men's glasses

in case marked "Xorth Bay"
Finder please contact Terry El

ston, 84727.

Lost. Borrowed or Stolen: A
maroon balloon-tired CCM bi

:ycle from the south door of Old

\rts, Oct. 29. It will be greatly

ipprcciated if the bicycle s re

timed either to the Old Art

Building or McNeill House.

P.S. : Be careful. The front
brake does not work.

For Sale

Girl's coon skin coat and girl

uskrat fur coat. Priced for

lick sale. Both in excellent con

tion. Dial 60061 or go to 28

Hill St.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5-00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

PROCTER & GAMBLE of CANADA
Hamilton, Ontario

has management opportunities in:

• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

• PRODUCTION

• DEVELOPMENT

• ENGINEERING

• PRODUCT RESEARCH

• TECHNICAL PACKAGING

for graduates and postgraduates in

Engineering and Honors Science courses

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
may be arranged

through the

University Placement Office

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES
will be present for

campus interviews

November 4, 5 and 6

There are also summer employment opportunities for third year students.

PRE-W1NTER

OVERCOAT SALE
SAVE S16.00 NOW ON
YOUR WINTER COAT

Reg- $75°°
FOR

$59.00

^ 103 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON LI 6-6381

For . .

.

Sanitone Dry Cleaning
AND

PERFECTION

Shirt Laundering

CALL

eland & Fl
847 PRINCESS ST.

CI indall Ltd.
DIAL U 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

anything from dtingare
s

drapes. Their present unif0rJ
were purchased in 1947, rJi rJ
from Scotland. Led by u rJ
Major Ken Ackles, the band

\%

present made up of ten pjp c
.

seven drummers, and four Sen

tisli Dancers.

Some of the fluttering degQrii

tions expressed are : a pig h,,,

'

slaughtered, Mario Lanza siiigf^

falsetto, the scraping of a kiij!

across a frying pan, a stcan

shovel in need of oil.

An interesting fact about ^
bag-pipe is that it is still clas^

by the British Government ;i>

weapon of war. Apparently it w,

too good as a rallying cry for tl,

Highlanders during one of
[\

old Scottish rebellions.

U6C Hungarians

Re -indoctrinated

Vancouver(CUP)—A re-indo

trination course for 1 1 ungaria

students is being offered at tl

University of British Colmub:

this year. The course, to be nan

ed "Hungarology", is limited I

the Sopron students who enroll.

st year in U.B.C.'s faculty i

Forestry.

It is intended to re-indoctrinaif

the Hungarians who for the pas

ten years have been steeped ii

Communist teachings.

'\Yc will be re-teaching Hun

rian Literature and History H

the students," said Professa

Lajos Koniya, in charge of tin

course.

Asked whether any of the sluil

en Is were communists, Kornji

said, "They would not liavt

fought the Russians or fled (licii

country if they were."

(Continu
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QUI
BU
Nicely tc

blazer do
ed Queen'

Queen's b

Specii

$2

Tuesday
Aquacade: All those interested x

swimming in tltc Aquacade p!«-*as:

coine to the meeting in the small g>'ra

at 7:30 to-night.

Biology Society: Films on (jce-s

moose and pheasants will he shoivo

ight in the Biology Lecture Rooo
he Old Arts Building at 8:15 p"-

Evcryone welcome.

Interfaculty Choir: Rehearsal lo-'Uf

ee campus bulletin boards for w'-'

and place. New members welcome.
Arts "60 Year Cards: On sale ™

New Arts Building Tuesday, Wed""'
lay and Thursday,
Canada-Overseas Club: Meeting

P.m. at the Faculty Women's Cm
144 University Ave. (next to Richard'

son Hall}. All Canadian and Ovcrs^'

tudents welcome,

Wednesday
QCF: Chapel service at 12.50 "

Morgan Memorial Chapel, Old A 1 '
1

Building.

English Club: Sir Herbert Read W>
ddross the English Club at 3:45 P""

i the McLaughlin Room. For
ils on Sir Herbert see page 3.

SCM: Studv group at 4:30 p;ni.
1

ommittce Room 2, Students Uni°)

The topic is "Js there an Answef'

as taken from Bishop Neale's lecu"''

on fear, frustration and rcsentn1^
Bob Nicholls is leader.
Rockwood: SCM games party »

ockwood. Bus leaves Adelaide « J

at 6:45 p.m.

Thursday
SCM Bible Study: "Your Problef

and Your Faith: Led by Rev. D- Mu "

at 12 uoon in Room 302, New A"3
Building. Lunch provided for sm 3 '

large.

Progressive Conservative Asso"1

,

tion: Another informal question a",

iscussion period will be held in "

offee shop at noon. Everyone inters'
1

'

welcome.

QUEE1
Queen's
titled t

discoun
made ir,

Dept.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Crill PHONE 69 '
7

The

life

Vow

to w

KINCST

K. C
STEPHE

1
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Authorities Are Upset
Pranksters 9

Raids

QUEEN'S JOURNAL1
Page 5

I (Continued from Page 1)

H identified and when brought

the Supreme Court was

o-utHy of "conduct unbe-

ling a member of the Alma

,ter Society". The court recom-

ded expulsion for the re-

found

Ml

nien°

er of the academic year and

1

t

Bine lo cover the cost o{ dam "

»es However, the sentence was

HLended t0 be reimPosed in fu"

ture if *ne accused was found

guilty of any similar charge.

"We cannot have one rule for

men and another for women" said

Dean Douglas, "and if precedent

is
followed this affair will go be-

fore the AMS Court. The decision

rests with the principal."

The fact that it was an RMC
flLidence which was raided rather

jgjjn McNeil! House does not

riakc the matter any less serious.

]n the opinion of Dr. Douglas,

*8pi ie whole thing is a very dis-

appointing and foolish series of

episodes . . . but the thing that

disturbs me is that it was our
women who began the affair".

Unconfirmed reports from
RMC, however, claim that a let-
ter has been written to Dr. Doug-
las to the effect that a raid on the
Queen's residences had been plan-
ned and that this was not simply
a retaliation. The girls' visit mere-
ly precipitated the event.

(Continued from Page 1)
t'ally from this in having a border,
or "bordure" in heraldic terms,
around the blue cross of St. An-

Employment
Burndy Canada—November 8

Canadian Industries

—

November 6, 7, 8

Canada Iron Foundries

—

November 6

Imperial Oil

—

November 4, 5,

North American Cyanamid—
November 4, 5, 6

Union Carbide—November 4 5

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-

ed Queen's crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

Queen's Crest Has Long Family Tree

drew. This distinctive red border

with its embellishment of eight

crowns is a mark of our junior

position with respect to Edinburgh.

BREAK-IN FOILED
Two men in Hallowe'en cos-

tumes tried to steal the coffee
shop cash register from the Un-
ion Thursday night about 1 :00 a.m.

One had nearly gained the side

door when a janitor overtook him,
forcing him to drop the register and
flee with his companion in a car

left outside.

The janitor had just come back

to the coffee shop after about five

minutes' absence when he saw
the man moving down the corri-

dor hunched over a bulky object.

Looking quickly at the coffee

shop counter, he noticed that the

till was missing. He immediately

pursued the man, and had almost

caught him when the man drop-

ped the till and raced out the door.

According to Warden Wright,

the side door had inadvertently

been left unlocked that night. It

is not known when the men first

entered the building. "The inci-

dent may have been due to the

Our field is gold instead of the

Edinburgh silver, but we retain the

open book to signify learning. We
keep the thistle, but move it to the

lower compartment and the black

castle of the city of Edinburgh dis-

appears and we add three new sym-

bols, the rose of England, the sham-

rocks of Ireland and a distinctive

Canadian pine. This then, is where

we get our "colours", red on the

border, gold in the field and blue

in the cross of St. Andrew.

As for the jog to the Holy

Land, this is where the "Sapientia

et Doctrina Stabilitas" comes from.

fact that it was Hallowe'en," said

the warden.

No serious damage was done to

the cash register, and no money

was taken.

Turn to Isaiah 33 ;6; read there

"Wisdom and knowledge shall be

the stability of thy times."

CFRC
Thursday

7:00 Sign-on and Music

7:15 Campus Topics

Calendar

News and Sports

Personality of the Week

7:30 Music

8:00 The Fine Arts and The
Spoken Word — combined

to make possible the hour

broadcast of Siobhan Mc-
Kenna in "Joan and the

Judges".

9:00 Concert Hall

11 :00 Si<;n-off

The Mutual Ufa of Conoda offer* kw-coit
life Injuronce combining lavlngi with protection.

Your local Mutual Ufa representative eon Jhow yc*

«, octuol policy results ond will be glad
*> work out o plan devijed to wit your rtaad*-

•• hbn today.

RIGHT OUTFIT

THE CANADA IRON CROUP

- entirely Canadian

Canada Iron Foundries, Limited

Dominion Structural Steel Limited

Disher Steel Division

Electric Tamper & Equipment Co.

of Canada Limited

Pressure Pipe Company of Canada
Limited

Railway & Power Engineering
Corporation, Limited

C. M. Lovsted & Company
(Canada) Limited

Paper Machinery, Limited

Paper Mill Equipment, Limited

Widen your sights to CANADA IRON'S great potential.

You move in the right direction when you build a career in any

one of the companies of The Canada Iron Group.

You have an encouraging diversity of job opportunities to con-

sider in production, maintenance, design, research or sales. Our

companies serve virtually every phase of manufacturing and

heavy industrv. We are proud of the iron, steel and alloy units

we supply to' industry all across Canada. Our cast iron arid

pressure pipe, our structural steel, electric motors and controls;

pulp and paper machinerv, aircraft supplies and other equipment

serve the nation from below the earth to beyond the clouds.

Here is an example of how the companies in our Group, all

wholly-owned subsidiaries of Canada Iron Foundries operate as

a team. The two mechanical lift-span bridges over the Seaway

"hannel, within the Beauharnois Canal were fabricated and

erected by Dominion Structural Steel Limited . . .
Electric

Tamper & Equipment Co. of Canada Limited produced the

electric motors . . . Railway & Power Engineering Corporation

Limited supplied the control apparatus and the wire rope and

we. the parent company, made the mechanical operating equip-

ment.

Our companies are not so big that you could become buried and

forgotten in a department. On the contrary, in The Canada Iron

Group you have the opportunity to prove yourself and to take on

responsibility.

We are men of vision; we plan for expansion and growth—<mr

own and our country's. Look to wider horizons and worm wmie

opportunities with Canada Iron.

Please contact: Mr. F. A. Collier, Manager—Industrial Relaoons

K|NCSTON BRANCH OFFICE—PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS„

BRANCH MANAGER—D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:
K

- C. KENNEDY, C.LU.—Res. LI (S-0032 Bus. LI 6-1405

ST£PHEN ROUCHTON B.A., C.LU.-Res. LI 2-7602 Bus. LI 6-1405

Canada Iron
i , 1 i :m il e d£ o ul n dr i

Plants at Dartmouth, New Glasgow, Trois Rivieres, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, St Thomas, Fort William,

St. Boniface. Representatives in other principal Canadian cities.
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TRICOLOR TREMENDOUS IN DEFEA
IN THIS

CORNER...
* *

By BILL JAMPOLSKY

The crowd hushed,
for the up-raised arm:

the players watched motionless in anticipation

—s of the officials. The proverbial pin could have
been dropped and its sound would have reverberated throughout
the stands. The disappointed moans from the bleachers was in-
dication enough that Ron Stewart was only inches short of setting
an all-time scoring record, surpassing the 166 points set by Pep. Kl
Leadley during his prime. Ron still has another chance to set this' the lasf

Battling Gaels Beaten 21-8
Stewart, Harshaw Brilliant

By Bob Smolkin

Journal Staff Reporter

The field was muddy and wet at Richardson Stadium Saturday
as the Queen's Golden Gaels — playing their best football of the
year — lost to the powerful Western Mustangs by a score of 21-8
Except for a disastrous third quarter, the Tricolor clicked for one
first down after another, and indeed, up until that fateful quarter
everyone was wondering whether this might just be the upset of the
year. .

Queen's received the opening
kick-off and at first it looked like

record that has eluded him all season, when he, along with the rest
of the Gael contingent invade Varsity Stadium. Even if Stewart
does eclipse the old record, and set what would appear to be an
unsurpassable mark, it just won't have the same effect on the [oca
roosters as if it had been scored in Richardson Stadium. Naturally
we are pulling for Stew to set his name into the record books again
and if it doesn't come this Saturday against Varsity, we certainly
hope that he will be back with us next year to rack up a scoring
rnark that will definitely stand. Now it has reached the point where
the team can't do better than fourth, so they will be giving forth
with their best effort to get Ron his record.

This weekend the team has a man sized chore ahead of them
if they hope to win just one game before the present campaign is
over. If they can play as they did in three of the four quarters last
Saturday it would appear that the team has an excellent chance to
win. It is true Varsity upset McGill, but the double blues made -ood
use of three pass interceptions at rather crucial times.

For the first time this year the backs all started running, andshowed no signs of surrender until the final gun popped At thesame time the line moved with them, setting up some rather large
holes, especially on the trap p]ay to Stewart.

B. J.'s Opinion
An injury to Karl Quinn in the first half left the Gael's in arather precarious spot, as we were weakened at the corner line-backing position. Quinn could be the only doubtful starter this

Wv tLo t

'

?
HarShaW tUrnCd in his b6St 2ame in TricoI°r

th remainder of the contest, but his hard running in the firstquarter was a dehght to watch ... The absence of Al Leonard alongthe sidelines was quite noticeable. Coach Leonard is presentlyrecupera ing in hospital from a bout with pneumonia. Ho

Tfrl th"'f T^ 11
' A]

• • ^ -centl/brough

W *

th*/nter™<"^ ranks show great potential along Lhn and could be a king pin i„ next year's rebuilding program Twoor three big hnemen could be a dandy start to rebuilding a champ on-

o the
q

Yate's tr

J

o°oT
y StT ^^^

Will r
tr°pl

Ly,
w,n be los, "i? ^veral fine performers, includingWmy Casanova, Bdly Britton, Frank Loftus, John Girvin" andZarry come next grid campagin. However, Metras isn t ^ any

intI™?? ^ \
C fCeIS ^ h3£ ample "P'-ements coming up from

On rath ? '

UneXP '0red ta,ent on his senior squad^^r&lws: w. ^ hp

appear that John's bit s a gt hTbark"VT " 7°*
runs after catching a pass^Z^'figgS

the Gael supporters must also receive somf ^.^s Ajftr ^

couple of games over

ANNUAL FOOTBALL DANCE
Sponsored by

Toronto Brooch, Queen's Alumni Association

NOVEMBER 9

ROYAL YORK HOTEL, (CONCERT HALL)

Music bX Dancing
MART KENNEY o-

tj) 12

Tickets: $3.50 per couple (in advance)

$4.00 at the door

Ticket, amiable at the A.M.S. Office, Students' Union

again. After two tries for yardage
Thompson came into punt and
Western took possession on their

own 52 yard line. The famed pair
of Mustangs, Creighton and Brit-
ton, went into action and Western
had three quick first downs in a
row. But Terry Dolan got a
hand in the way of a swift third

down Turner pass and the Gaels
took the ball. Dave Harshaw and
Chuck Safrance made successive
seven and five yard plunges and
the Gaels had their earliest first

down in a long time. The two
teams stayed on even terms
throughout the rest of this quar-
ter with the Gaels once gettin**

to the Western 21 yard line to
try a third down field goal, but
the snap was bad and Thompson
had to absorb a ten yard loss. At
the end of the period, neither
team had scored.

After about four minutes had
elapsed in the second quarter, the
vaunted Western machine began
to roll as Creighton and Cona-
cher, behind superb blocking,
moved the ball from the Western
52 yard stripe to the Queen's 16.

Consentino had replaced Turner
as Western quarterback, threw
deep to Desborough in the end-
zone for the opening touchdown.
The convert attempt was good,
and the Purple and White led
7-0.

It was then that the Gaels be-
gan to roll. Ron Stewart, playing
more offensive football than at
any time this year, ran the ball
to the Queen's 29 yard marker.
Dave Harshaw and Ron Stewart
on plunges, a pass from McAleese
to Truelove for 13 yards, Stewart
again — four first downs on six
plays — and then from the West-
ern 42 yard line, Thompson boot-
ed 50 yards for the single on the
third down play.

The Gaels moments of glory
were short-lived, and once more
the teams battled on even terms
until a Western drive late in the
half moved the ball from their
own 40 to the Queen's 18 yard
lme. Terry Dolan — once more

playing a solid defensive game —
tackled Consentino for a 16 yard
loss. The half ended with Western
ahead 7-1.

The general feeling at the half-

time intermission was one of

hopefulness — maybe, just may-
be, they can pull the game out.

But the Mustangs were not to be
denied.

A beautiful drive from the
Western 49, highlighted by the
Edmonton-like double fullback-

formation featuring Creighton
and Britton resulted in a touch-
down for Britton from the
Queen's four yard line. Willy
Casanova split the uprights and
it was 14-1 for Western.
Humphrey of Western, soon

after, recovered a Queen's fum-
ble, and aided by a 15 yard
Queen's roughing penalty, Creigh-
ton went from the Queen's 13
yard line for yet another major.
This was late in the third quarter
and this put the game on ice for
the Mustangs. But the Gaels were
still to be heard from. If the game
was lost it was not noticeable
from the way the Queen's crowd
reacted to every Gael play.

Two exchanges of kicks later,

the Gaels took possession on their
own 54 yard line, and led by the
one and only Ron Stewart, they
drove to the Western 10 yard line.

Stewart, needing only three
points to better Leadley's all-time
record of 166 points, heartbreak-
ingly missed a first down near the
goal line by less than a yard, and
Western took over on their own
one yard line.

Western was forced to kick on
the next sequence of plays, and
then Dave Richards, from the
Western 45, threw long to Mc-
Aleese on the left side and that
personage ran like a bunny for
Queen's lone major, only their
third of the season. Fedor con
verted to make the count 21-8.

Shortly afterward, Richards
passed to Young in a similar play
for 36 yards, but the heavier
Western line held the Gaels and
"Western was in possession as the
game ended. Final score was 21-8
in favor of the visiting Western
Mustangs.
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Comets Lose To Western Colts

intercepted run in the last play of the hat

Terry Porter punted
Queen's lone point.

The last half was Queen'

for *

Plagued by four
passes leading to touchdowns^ the
Queen's Comets suffered a 34-22
defeat at the hands of Western's

tZXy
;tt^7f COmebaCk im° C°U ***** *• pas

21 d i i ^ r
0""01^ °pti°" ™«W well. Ray B

a ^1-1 deficit, as the Comets lost
hope of a first-place tie with Var-
sity's Baby Blues.

It was a poor start for the
Queen'smen, with Western recov-
ering a fumble on our 15 yard
line. An interception on Bradley
a faked punt on the third down
and a pass to the left end clicked
for another touchdown. The
Western squad picked up a third
converted

miston dashed 10 yards to pick u;

the first touchdown, Gord Sinii*

ter managed to snatch the bi

meant for a Colt end and corf

23 yards remaining for anotl^

six points. The Colts intercept
two Bradley passes to turn thf

into touchdowns, before
caught a 40 yard pass in the en*

one for Queen's. Bert Winn el

j

successfully split the uprights W
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EAD MARKS POETIC TRENDS
by Jake Hubbard

rofessors barracked under

L breath as soldier-poet Sir

irbert Read interpreted the re-

—pt trends in English poetry at

WL second meeting of the newly

Anicd English Club Wednesday.

Sir Herbert traced the develop-

Rnt of verse to the present day

Bfrough three clearly defined re-

lutionary periods that culmin-

Hed with the works of Yeats,

Sfflfcund and T. S. Eliot. He also

jjienipted to show his contribu-

H]ii to the movement by reading

me of his own poems.

He said the first revolution oc-

cured with Shakespeare and Mar-

jSrawe and their highly successful

|

attempts to write in free verse.

"Only a bad poet would wel-

ftme free verse as a liberation

Horn the old forms," he said,

^frhese poets revolted against the

conventions and artificiality of the

|Btablished forms and tried to

BBreak their language to that used

II every day speech. Shakespeare

(wild only have expressed himself

as he did. Shakespeare working
in rhymed couplets is mconceiv-

able."

Sir Herbert went on to consid-

er the second literary revolution

in the writings of Wordsworth
and Coleridge. "But," he said,

pjthey weren't so successful as

Shakespeare. Wordsworth had
the misfortune to live a long time

PROS Plans
Coffee Party

ingston's mayor will attend a

e party held for the Friendly
tions with Overseas Students,

day. The object is to introduce

seas students studying at

ens to interested groups of

-ns. It is hoped that new friend-
i will result from the contacts

- at the party, which is to be
at the YWCA, 242 Johnson

et
. at 9:15 p.m. All overseas

2nts are cordially invited to the

Sir Herbert Read, eminent critic of literature, chats
with Prof. George Whalley (left) after delivering his
lecture on poetic trends to the English Club Wednesday.

and the vanity to write a great

deal."

The mention of Northrop Frye

and some of his theories on the

parallelism of the Romantic tra-

dition with the rebel political tra-

dition in England caused a stir

among the faculty members.
Sir Herbert then read some

fluffy sentimental verse that was
typical of minor English poets

before Ezra Pound made his sen-

sational debut into the London of

(See Read, Page 4)

Showcase Of Nations

Treasure Van Returns
November 26 to 28 will be an

opportunity for Queen's students

to step into the realm of eight

different countries at Grant Hall.

This isn't a sneak preview of

Todd's "Around the World in

Eighty Days," but something

equally as interesting, according

to Alice Casselman, WUS execu-

tive member, who is in charge

of the project.

It is the annual appearance of

Treasure Van on the campus.

Termed the "Showcase of Na-

Premier Urges Wealthy
Help Quebec Students
Motntreal (CUP) — Premier
nee Duplessis, speaking in

'erbrooke, urged wealthy
ench-spcaking Canadians to
more generous towards Que-

Cs eclucational institutions.

Speaking at the blessing and
c'al inauguration of Sherbrooke
versity's new science build-
the Premier said the cause

e«ucation deserved the finan-
supp0rt of all wealthy citi-

Ppcakj*
haVC !n Quebe° Frencl1 "

f'ch "'"f
Canadiai,s who are

houfi
le Sa'^' "These persons

]|r

(i realize that by helping

re

C(ll'cat°nal institutions they

estment?,* * ^ W°rthy

0
g'

r
' ^"P'essis said no worldly

ation t"
had the value of edu"

C(|Uir
cdllcatio11 a person

e i- ^

S 15 capital that can never
st

* he said.

The premier said "Quebec's

rapid growth and expansion re-

quired the spending of large

sums of money. He said his gov-

ernment wanted to give as much

as possible to education at all

levels.

"Of course," he said, "our

generosity must be conditioned

by our financial means."

Mr. Duplessis said Lands and

Forests Minister John Bourque,

the member for Sherbrooke,

would introduce legislation early

during the coming sesson to

speed up payment of the govern-

ment's $750,000 grant for the

newly-completed science build-

ing.

He also promised to do "every-

thing possible" to give Sher-

brooke University another grant

for construction of new quarters

for the Faculty of Commerce.

tions," it is a glorified bazaar dis-

playing
1 handicraft made by the

natives of eight different coun-

tries.

In 1952 Ethel Mulvany con-

ceived the idea of gathering

handicraft from all over the

world, and sending it on a tour

throughout Canadian universities.

Thus Treasure Van was organiz-

ed and sent on its first cross-Can-

ada tour with the proceeds donat-

ed to the World University Ser-

vice scholarships. Due to the keen

interest and efforts of Canadian

students this outlet for crafts

from overseas artisans developed.

This year a poster contest is

being held for Treasure Van with

two prizes being donated for the

best and most original piece of

art handicraft turned in by a

student at Queen's University.

Entries should be left at the AM'S

or Journal office within two

weeks.

Since the staff is composed of

volunteer university students any

one interested in selling or setting

up the wares should contact Alice

Casselman at S-4642 as soon as

possible.

AMS To Cork Spirits

And Protect Lemonites
Hopes Are Up
Despite Losses
With the last home game in

Richardson Stadium on Nov.

2 the football season for

Queen's draws to a close. The

Gaels fought valiantly, but inex-

perience took its toll. A notice-

able improvement in the last

games promises a hopeful season

next year, however, so don't put

away your ribbons with sad

hearts.

The Queen's Golden Gaels fin-

ished the home season last week-

end as the Tricolor bowed to

Western 21-8. A noticeable im-

provement in the last games, how-

has given new hope to Queen's

boosters for the Varsity game in

Toronto tomorrow.

Arts Faculty
At the request of the Arts

Society executive, the regis-

trar has cancelled all classes

in the Faculty of Arts for

the morning of Saturday,

Nov. 9.

^Remembrance ^ag

The annual Remembrance Day

service will be held Monday at 10 :S3

a.m. in Grant Hall.

Classes will be called in order

to permit staff and students to

assemble in Grant Hall by 10:53.

Members of the university's naval,

army and air force establishments

will be permitted to leave classes

and labs a few minutes early to

form up for their entrance to Grant

Hall in a body.

This rise in spirit came with

the arrival of Boo Hoo, McGill's

arch enemy and the pep rally

planned by the AMS Welcoming

committee. These provided the

spark the supporters needed and

they rose to the occasion, roaring

"Oil Thigh!" across the field.

Not too many daring feats took

place among the spectators. An
attempt to kidnap a Varsity cheer

leader fizzled out when a Varsity

man tackled the would-be captor

and victim. In Montreal the epi-

sode of the coke bottle created

some disturbance and Queen's

brought back the goal posts.

In spite of all disappointments

and foiled exploits the exodus to

Toronto should mean high-jinks,

loud yells and the unexpected.

Levana girls will retain their purity on the special excursion

train to the Toronto-Queen's game Friday.

Jack Bawden, chief constable for the AMS, announced Wednes-

day that AMS constables will be present on the train to escort and

protect all Levana girls. He assured the Journal that any liquor prob-

lem that may arise during the trip to Toronto will be squelched by

"amiable constables" from Queen's.

Scheduled to depart at 12:45 p.m. Friday, the special excur-

sion train will leave only if there are a sufficient number of stud-

ents to make it worth while.

Fusion Or Fission?

Student Vote Says

Sex Still Popular

Are you "wishin' for fission?"

This issue was heatedly discussed

in Ban Righ common room Wed-

nesday evening.

The affirmative, consisting of

Garry Moscovitch and John Wad
dington, set about to prove that sex

should be abolished. Stating that

"that detestable sexual urge" was

the cause of all human suffering they

envisioned a "blissful world" in

which the male sex would be pro-

pagated by a "most glorious ex-

perience" of fission of the amoeba

In this ideal society, there would

be no over-population or shortage

of food because the amoeba would

stay dormant for years.

Agnes Herzberg and Helen Cur-

rie, representing the negative, stated

that "love makes the world go

round" and that fission of the

amoeba is the most "unromantic"

way of sustaining life. The girls

said that man. as woman's servant,

could not be abolished because,

according to an old principle, "the

master cannot exist without the

slave, nor the slave without the

master."

Dean Douglas, the chairman of

the debate, conceded that we will

have to tolerate the "confusion of

fusion" after a popular vote was

cast on the issue.

On Wednesday the usual
Queen's spirit was, from all ap-

pearances, down to a new low.

Only 45 students had purchased

tickets for the train. Most of them
proved to be women students.

The Athletic Board of Control

stated that 200 fans were necessa-

ry if an excursion train is to be
used.

It was the opinion of the Board

that students were planning to

use other means of transportation

besides the train.

Besides the usual assemblage

of Queen's students, Toronto will

view both bands, which will be
on hand to keep up the Scottish

tradition. The bands with the

cheerleaders intend to march from

Hart House, the centre of the To-

ronto campus, to Varsity Stadium

in their usual formation.

Half-time will see the parading

of both bands on the field. Tom
Kincaid, band manager, stated

that a "U of T' will be formed

on the field in honor of the hosts,

and a "Q U" for "Guess Who?"
The University of Toronto will

stage their "Blue and White"

dance on the campus and the Ro-

yal York Hotel will hold the an-

nual football dance sponsored by

the Toronto branch of the

Queen's Alumni Association.

Music at the Royal York will be

provided by Mart Kenney's or-

chestra.

POLL REVEALS

Strife In Student Slumber
by Don Townson
and Toni Stephens

Dreams are highly personal ex

periences. When we asked
Queen's people about their dreams,

we expected some resistance and

generally impersonal answers.
We received neither. And the

conclusions that we reached are

fairly startling:

If you go to bed naked, you
are a vivid dreamer.

If you wear clotriing to bed,

the intensity of your dreams var-

ies inversely with the amount of

skin covered.

Sex and strife are the predom-

inate dream features at Queen's;

women are much more involved

with sex and strife, whereas males

tend to be more blase.

Technicolor and black and
white vie equally for popularity;

serious dreams are invariably in

monochrome
;

light-hearted sex-

capades are always colorful.

Here are some excerpts from

our files. They are completely

authentic.

Cathy Prime, Levana '60—"I

just dreamed of the battle of the

sexes. The weapons were pikes,

spears, pickaxes, and boomerangs.

We women won the battle by

being extremely seductive. I woke

up with a stiff neck the next

morning. No. I wasn't out with

(See Nightmare, Page 4)

'This is the stuff that dreams are made of."
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Meat For Dog
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Lovers

commenting' on Russia'

GARY
MOFFATT

Prime Minister John Diefenbaker
Sputnik II last Tuesday, remarked "One of the finest attributes of
the free world is its emotional capacity. All over the free world
men and women are concerned over the fate of one dog spinning
around in the moon".

Life ild

Ross Dowson's inglorious Has-
tings-Frontenac defeat shows that

Canada is not yet ready for

|
communism. At the rate we're

ndeed be a colorless, stenle routine without the going, however, it may be only a
^ _ w „ «j-uwj

( IUULI1IC wunout
life-giving fuel of emotion. It is indispensable catalyst necessary to
provoke men to action. And insofar as it serves this useful purpose,
it is admissable in the field of international politics. But when a
people's emotional capacity channels its energy into courses which
are pointless and exaggerates, all out of proportion, an aspect of the
matter quite irrelevant to the total situation, this emotionalism is
not only useless, but harmful.

Perhaps this concern of "men and women all over the world
over the fate of one dog" is simply a means of soothing anxiety
by thrustmg into the background the real and terrifying issue at
stake and drawing to the fore an absurdly trivial aspect of the in-
cident.

Certainly humane action towards animals is to be endorsed
but if humanity is the rallying cry, let us begin with humans They
cannot be dismissed as able to look after themselves simply because
they can complain articulately of their discomforts

Mr. Diefenbaker sees the launching of the satellite as "a warn-
ing that we must shake ourselves free of complacency" and arouse
ourselves to " the necessity of action and unity." There could be
no clearer manifestation of western "complacency" than this in-
dulgence on the part of some of its muddy-thinking members in their
hysteria over a housepet.

If this 'action and unity" is to come about, the western world
must do more than emulate Russia's technological progress. Some
effort should be made on the part of rational thinkers in publicMe to discourage the emotionalism evident in popular thinking on
political events, particularly international. To sterilize the publicmmd into thinking on strictly rational lines is of course, impossible
But modes of thinking can be altered through example by influential
figures. The prime minister's commendation of the free world's

_

emotional capacity" is hardly conducive to public straight-think-
ing-

The Purging Role Of Undergraduates
It has been almost two weeks now since France's Albert Camuswas awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature for "clear-sighted

earnestness which illuminates the problems of the human conscience
of our times. The major qualities which contributed to his success
as novelist, essayist, playwright, philosopher et al were his un-ilaggmg humanism coupled with an unremitting skepticism

1

?°J

th ^TT5 a deaI fr0m readi"g Camus
especially North American undergraduates, and more especial^the engineering and medical students whose crowded schedule

foTV l™ dlT lrd reEleCti°n °n the **" of -ankind u !
fortunately North America, rushing on in its whirlwind chaseafter pleasures and Sputniks, finds Camus very hard to understand

Cald 1? ^T" W
?

take
'

f°r that paraxon of

autho^v • HT w?°bertSOn DaVieS
'
Wh° «*s ^«icalauthority

.

If I were asked to give counsel to the modern intellectualschool of novelists I should bid them to look into their own h rand cul ivate the Cardinal Virtues there, beginning with Fortitud

incurfb 1
° M

COUT '

3 reC°^ition that despair is neither now norincurable, would work wonders for them."
Camus' despair is not the realization that our age is "peculiarlyand spec acular.y damned," as Mr. Davies would have us be e

trovs all th
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h/nr V 7 ,
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°f 0W COmPiex Pieties such asIhe prestige of material prosperity, the Church, and even religionand the emotmnjl mvolvment in parochialism, nationalism andgreat cau With all the precepts and restrictions of myth-wo e
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'
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the resident nurse,

pale For this they take their^J^^^X^^ the ™»«™» Kingston
hopeless" by preachers to the public 1 ke R^r 1 r\

S
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'andlad,es wh° took time out *™>
undergraduates should have no ne J, u t But their dai* * ™*e that tasty
community. What students need especially tW k u °W °f S°Up 0ther treats to
broiled in cutting intestines »d ta^^T

s the h ^ 7/ ^ ^ *** ™d h^
cauterizing thinking which leads to * Tr

ldgCS
' !

S the h"d-self- our appetites back,

duals.
g mCh leads t0 a^ respect for other indivi- Ladies : We say "Thank-you".

Observer-

matter of time.

In the past two weeks, Irving
Layton and at least two profes
sors have informed Queen's stud
erits that Canadians are a dull

race with no audience reaction
other than an indulgent chuckle;
this may indicate that they are
right. I do not entirely agree—the
fact that we are less excitable
than the Americans doesn't mean
that we have any less on the ball.

But Canadians are gullible—they
proved that by keeping the Liber-
als 22 years—and under the mis-
taken impression that they live in
a democracy,

* * *
In Canada big business finances

the election campaigns of the
Conservatives (some of whom
all themselves Liberals or Social

Crediters) and calls the tune once
the victorious party starts plan-
ning legislation. Our only other
national party, the CCF, unfor-
tunately has more ideals than
money—and to get its line across
today a party needs money. So
big business, mostly American,
runs Canada as surely as the
Kremlin runs Russia. This is de-
mocracy?

A man like Dowson comes
along with a line containing

;

certain amount of truth. For in

stance, no sensible person would
oppose his plan about recognizing
Red China (I am aware that Dul-
les is against it). Dowson does
well to advocate less military

pending; we already have
enough fancy weapons to annihi-
late each other in the next war,
so shouldn't we use the money
instead to win friends in the
Afro-Asian block and perhaps
prevent the war?

* * *
As Dowson points out, over-

emphasis on military spending
places burdens on the tax-payers;
we pay about 100 COTC students
$3.50 to attend a two-hour lecture
one night each week here (it's

the only way they can get people
out to such things), and this
seems doubly silly if you con-
sider that it is not armies who
will fight the next war. But we
feel we can't afford a decent stan-
dard of living for our old-age pen-
sioners.

Times are good and Mr. Dow-
son gets under 300 votes. But in
the disillusionment which will
follow another depression or war
we may see the truth of such
doctrines and place ourselves in
the hands of the only people with
foresight enough to advocate them
the dictators—unless the pre-

sent government starts using its

head.

Journal Comes Under Rapid Fin
"Why can't the AMS do some-

thing about that blasted Journal?'
is a frequent question asked Mr.
Herb Hamilton, secretary-treas-
urer of the Alumni Association of
Queen's. Poor taste seems to be
one of the main criticisms this
year, especially in the editorials

comparing the Queen to a "shop-
girl" and that depicting Convoca-
tion as merely a display of bri-
bery. Mr. Hamilton denied the
truth of the latter by saying that
probably 85% of all those who
had received honorary degrees
had never given anything to
Queen's and were not expected
to.

Another criticism is that the
Journal is valueless as an histori-
cal record. According to Mr.
Hamilton, there has not been a
proper write-up of f o r m a 1 s or
various other important events.
There is practically no effort to
cover Science and Aesculapian
news. Mr. Hamilton feels that the
Journal does not represent a fair
picture of Queen's and thus does
not fulfill its function as a col-

lege newspaper. He added that
he did have a great deal of ex-
perience at newspaper work and
would be glad to give some con-
structive advice, but also said
that, having been a former Journal
editor himself, he realized fully

that advice might not be very
welcome.

Mr. J. A. Edmison, assistant to
the principal, said: "The Journal
may have merits asacampus
newsheet. However, I am inter-
ested primarily in public rela-

tions. Hence I fear that some of
the material which somehow
makes the columns of the current
Journal is definitely 'unfit' for ex-
port to the homes of our gradu-
ates and students. This is too bad,
because in the past there have
been Journals which have brought
much credit to Queen's."

Dr. Corry, vice-principal and
acting dean of the Faculty of
Law, has said; "Students can be
as critical as they wish about any-
thing, but I am not sure that the
writers have shown a full sense
of responsibility in the editorials

Letters To The Editor

Against Pants

The Samaritans
Editor, Journal:—During the

past few weeks just about everyone
at Queen's has suffered from some
form of the flu. Would it not be
fitting, now that most of us have
recovered, to say a

It's time that someone became
disgusted with the manner in
hich the Scottish traditions of

this university are not only ignor-
ed, but held in open contempt. A
glaring example of this was the
treatment accorded those science
freshmen who were encouraged
recently to wear an 18" manu-
facturer's tartan around their
loins. Shame on all those who
allowed even the slightest hint of
a smile to darken their sophisti-
cated faces! Whence this insid-
ious bilge that man must confine
himself to those ugly, nay femin-
ine appendages called 'pants' ?

The sight of these gallant males
surely made some of us reflect:

Why don't all Queen'smen wear
the kilt as a tribute to our proud
past (after all. Queen's received
the royal charter in 1841 as a
Presbyterian college) ? Why don't
we, as self-respecting males, re-

veal our virility by adopting it as
our university dress?

Anyone who is proud of what-
ever Scottish blood he may have
should stand up and be counted
amongst the wearers of the tar-
tan; to do less is to betray a
trust. Those who know the feel-

ing of pride, freedom, and health
which it gives cannot disagree

that even on the coldest of days
it is far superior to trousers (one
can always sport panties). There
is no reason why those whose
clan affiliation is nil could not
wear the Royal Stewart, with the
tarns to distinguish the faculty.
And to have an excellent kilt
made in Toronto costs $38.
(Donald Maclean, 233 Yonge
Street), so the idea is feasible.
From every point of view the

kilt is one of the most practical
colorful and attractive garments
known to man

; its "wearing once
again" would indeed be a credit
to the university and could not
fail to do away with our reputa-
tion as 'Windbreak-er U'.

Howard Watson-Stollery.

The Naked Pole
Editor, Journal:~ls Queen's

University ashamed of its flag?
Last Saturday we saw our Union

Jack flying with the ensign of the
University of Western Ontario
Hanking it. On the other side their
stood a naked flag pole where the
Queen's flag should have been!
Why wasn't it there? Why has it
not been there for several years'

Is the Athletic Board of Control
an integral part of the AMS
ashamed of our flag or of our foot-
ball team?

John McCubbin.

concerning the Queen and honq
ary degrees, which is fitting rj

people writing for the public

Dr. Corry stated that the respos

sibility of writing is not to mat
"off-hand depreciation of person;

The description of the Queen
'another English shop-girl' seen

to be a slur on either the Quea
or the shop-girl, and the similar,

ity of the two does not seem c!«

to me."

Dr. Corry stated that for th

editor to say that some of ft

honorary degrees are being gran!

ed "with an eye to the next fund-

raising campaign" is going bt-

yond the place where his know

ledge will carry him. "I am surtj j

that universities do not indulgiH
in this activity that he suggest:

as a matter of practice.. Somt

times one is tempted to do it ii

about two or three years and

finds it was useless later. This ii

uncommon, however. It is a slui

on the university and also on tin

person getting the degree.

"The writer could make point;

in an article without gratuitous!)

bringing in comments of thii

kind.

"I have no criticism of

merits of the writing, but onlj

of the using of the editorial chair

for wrong purposes. The write'

should carry on an argument with

fairness and respect. He can b*

as severe as he likes within these

limits."

Miss Royce said only that "tfo

editor has

titude

a very censorious
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Parisian painting here
The Zacks art collection will

fcen at the Agnes Etherillgton Art

Tentre this evening at eight. The

Ljllcction includes representative

vorks of al the major art move-

ments since 1S90. In addition an

Ustraci by 37-ycar-old Pierre Soul-

[ges represents the younger gener-

ation »f Parisian artists.

"Our paintings," said Mrs. Ayahi

Lcks, "date from an era of excite-

ment in which much was liappen-

S-"

Mrs. Zacks, wife of a Queen's

graduate, is a third generation

Israeli, born in Jerusalem. She was

in Paris at the outbreak of the last

war and joined the French rcsist-

nicf. She was later smuggled lo

{nRlawl where she joined the Free

iYendi and was later decorated

f tli the Croix dc Guerre and the

'MedaiUe dc hi Resistance,

'It is our object," continued

Mrs. Zacks, "to go on collecting

to make new additions which

might fill in existing gaps. No
collector is ever fully satisfied.

The painters we love best and

with whom we feel the closest

affinity are often referred to as

the School of Paris. They are by

no means all Frenchmen born in

France like Bonnard, Roualt, and

Matisse. Many come frcm other

countries: Picasso and Miro from
Spain; Chagall from Russia; Mo-
digliandi was Italian ; Soutine,

Lithuanian ; P a s c i n, Bulgarian,

and Paul Klee, Swiss. Paris, in

the first half of the 20th century

was the artistic capital of the

world.

To these men Paris was a mag-
net. In this, their spiritual home,
lliey found a milieu in which as

creative individuals they could

venture upon novel modes of ex-

pression and develop their art

freely. Here, as in no other city

at that time, the atmosphere was
<mc of intellectual ferment, of

t'ager inquiry, of experiment, and
of growth. Surrealism brought
out the role of the sub-conscious
which the new psychologists were
expounding; it symbolized the

climate of disillusion engendered
!>>' World War I. The rapid ad-
*'ancc of science and industry had
ucen heralded with enthusiasm by
Painters like Leger or the youth-

Futurists and was rejected
with fear by others.

The development of photogra-
phy challenged the painter's
Power of description and it was
ln Paris that the most eloquent
^assertion of the painters' super-
iority over the camera was made.
Cubism demonstrated what the
camera lacked and what the paint
Cr a'cme could supply — a sense

Theldevil's dictionary

Marcel Gromaire

°f orcl cr, a power to select and
rrangc the components of a pic
ur e, and the Fauves explained
'he cemeras lack of human heart
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Bitterness seems to be essential

to a humorist ; the first rate

humorists have all had subter-

ranean reserves of bitterness. One
thinks of Swift, but on a much
owcr plane the American iconoclast

Ambrose Bierce comes to mind.

The especial vision of Bierce was

a sulphuric-acid view of life; here

are some quotations from his mag-

num opus, The Devil's Dictionary:

ABORIGINES: Persons of little

worth found cumbering the soil of

a newly discovered country. They
soon cease to cumber ; they fertilize,

lize.

GALLOWS: A stage for the

performance of miracle plays, in

which the leading actor is trans-

lated to heaven. In this country the

gallows is chiefly remarkable for

the number of persons who escape

it.

GRAVE: A place in which the

dead are laid to wait the coming

of the medical student.

When Ambrose Bierce disappear

ed in the Mexican Desert in 1914

his reputation was at its height. In

the years following he suffered from

the successes of his student satirist

Mencken, from the changes of taste

md from the disparity between an

age of optimism and the angry

despair of human life as he saw it.

FAMOUS : Conspicuously miser-

able.

Done to a turn on the iron, behold

Hint who to be fatuous aspired

Content!' Well, his grill has a plating

of gold

And his twistings arc greatly ad-

mired.

In the age of the atomic bomb

we are more able to understand

Bierce. Something has gone out of

the composure with which the past

generations observed crossness and

charlatanry. Optimism pre-sup

poses the existence of a future.

Perhaps this is some explanation

for the emergence of a paper-back

copy of Bierce's Devil's Dictionary,

from the Sagamore Press, New

PauS Paray: master of music
The Grant Hall stage has never

seemed quite so small as it did

lasl Monday night when eighty-five

members of the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra gave the second concert

of the University concert series.

This reviewer has no quarrel

with the programme since there is

no crime in giving a concert com-
posed of familiar works. However
since Mr. Paul Paray is reputed

to be a master of French music, it

seems a pity that we could not have

heard more than one selection from

the works of the great 19th century

French masters.

The opening selection, Bee-

thoven's overture to Fidetio, was

rather too hurried in the opening

passages causing the listener to

have a slightly blurred impression

of the whole work. The power that

underlies all Beethoven's works

cannot be transmitted by either

speed or fortissimo playing.

The major work of the evening

was Felix Mendelssohn's Reforma-

tion Symphony, This was handled

with assurance and sensitivity. The

second movement was particularly

good. The strings and flutes carried

this lyrical passage well and conse-

quently the great theme of the third

and fourth movements Martin

Luther's great A Mighty Fortress

is Our Cod was well contrasted and

accented.

After intermission we heard D

e

Fatlas El Amor Britjo. This is

in a play of spontaneity and emo-

tion".

The centre will be open from

2 to 5 and from 7:30 to 9:30

in the evenings stated Prof. An-

dre Bicler. It was also stated the

exhibition would remain here ap-

proximately one mouth,

supposed to be evocative of a Span-

ish mood. There was a certain in-

difference of interpretation that

made the whole piece rather flat.

The following selection, Debussy's

Afternoon of a Faun was really a

magnificent piece of musical mood.

It was very evident that Mr.

Paray's reputation as a master of

French music is not ill-founded.

His style of conducting was a little

distracting here but one goes not

really to sec but to listen.

It is this reviewer's personal and

unfounded contention that Richard

Wagner had no idea what the

human voice was all about. But in

the use of the orchestra he has few

peers.

H. J, Bethune.
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CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

&t. 3/afflpa' flUjurrlf

r Union St. by The Campus)

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1 OTH

Sunday Services

9.00 a.m. Holy Communion

11.00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer

Second in the St. James' Series

on "An Adequate Faith"

Preacher: Rev. Jacob Jocz, Ph.D.

"The Dilemma of Man

Wt invite you lo Ike discussion

ami Coffee flour after the evening

service.

Wed. 8 a.m. Holy Communion

&t AtttUTUl'B

PHINCSBB AND CLIBOY BTAKTB

DARWIN STATA.
OilOANIST AND CHOIRMASTER

LILLIAN PRESTON,
a as i stunt Organist

10:30 a-m—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended

to all student*.

(Chalmers

Butted ®hwd]
EARL AND BARRIE STfi.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10th

11.00 a.m. J. E. Whiting, M.D.

7.30 p.m. Some Stories Jesus

Told.

(4) "Two Men at Prayer"

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A Very Cordial limitation

To All Queen's Students.

SYDENHAM Si WILLIAM ST3.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson

minister

Lloyo Zursrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER IOth

11:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Richard H. N. Davidson

8:45 p.m.—Fellowship Hour

Everyone IVelcome.

Absolutely the

funniest POGO

book yet .

.

. . , don't miss itl

By WALT KELLY
Of course, the title is completely misleading.

"Positively Pogo" is no more positive than any

of its predecessors. We just want to keep you

on your toes. To be kept on your loes, all you need

do is buy this book immediately. $1.35

at your booksellers! ESI :"ik"
kAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJ1

York. The value of. many works of

this sort fades with the years, but

Bierce's merit has not: its truth

lies not in topicality, but in the

;nduring invariable axioms of hu-

nan behaviour. To most of us, an

;gotist (n.) is still "a person of

low taste, more interested in him-

elf than in me."

C. C. Poe.

Levana Pins

Last chance to order Levana

Pins today and Wednesday in

Ban Righ Smoker during

lunch and dinner hours. Pay

when ordering : $3.85 with

year card and $2.35 without.

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

ffj wet to ftave

to fall, back ok!

... and a Savings Aeeounl at

the Bonk of Montreal" 1* the

way to guarantee yourself that

secure feeling . • •

•The Bonk where SrudenH'

are warmly welcomed.

Main Office, 297 King St. East

at the Market:

JACK McLEAN. Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch:

in the "Y" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE. Manager

'estdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch-

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager
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SPECIAUVOTICES

Tricolor '57

If you paid for and did not

get your Tricolor '57, check

at the AMS Office. They have

several copies that were re-

turned by the post-office be-

cause of wrong mailing ad-

dresses.

Tricolor '58

Deadline for write-ups ac-

companying club pictures is

Nov. 11. If you have not

already made your appoint-

ments for a picture at the

AMS office, please do so at

once.

Science Formal Rentals

Formats must be returned

to the Science Club Rooms
by 1 :30 p.m. this afternoon.

Formal Favours

Surplus Science Formal
favours will be on sale in the

Science Clubrooms on Mon-
day from 4-7 p.m. at cost

price.

Coffee Shop

Commencing on Monday,
Nov. 11, the Coffee Shop in

the Students' Memorial Union
will remain open until 30:45
from Monday to Friday of

each week.

On Saturday and Sunday,
the closing hour will be 9:45
p.m.

Read Traces Movement
Browning - Yeats - Pound

(Continued from Page 1)

1914.

"Suddenly there was a new and
intense poetic awareness that was
unrivaled by anything since the

sixteenth century," continued Sir

Herbert. "This new movement
had emerged from Browning
through Yeats to Pound. But
Pound did not carry through the

full synthesis. Shortly after T.
S. Eliot's arrival in England
Yeats started to produce his more
modern' poetry. In his second
phase Yeats accepted the new re-

volution, and so took a germinal
place in the movement.

"I disagree with Yeats and his

glorification of war and aristo-

cracy the same as I disagree with
T. S. Eliot in his extolmcnt of

monarchy. Their romantic attitu-

de expressed a reaction to the
world, but I don't despise them."

Sir Herbert went on to mention
Eliot's Christianity, which he said

embraced "small hope, less faith

and no charity". Read told how
he became an ardent member of

the school for whom "free verse

is the final sincerity" and how he
and Virginia Woolf operated the
Hogarth Press together to pro-
duce his first volume of verse:

Mutation of the Phoenix.

Camera Club Lockers

Unmarked lockers in the

Union darkroom will be clear-

ed on Nov. 15th and the equip-

ment disposed of by the club.

-La Salle Hotel -

DANCI NG
SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Phone 8-3361 for reservations

Men-

Step Out... And Up
... to a Career with the Bay

!

r
---

Make an appoint-

ment fc»ughyoui
placement OBicei

to see oui nep-

Tesentative
18th and tt*
NOVEMBER

Young men about (o sfep out into the
world seriously consider their future
career and the type of position that
will give them an interesting job plus
the opportunity of rapid advancement.
Retailing in the Bay's Department
btoresin Western Canada oiierssuch
a career!

To Arts and Commerce graduates
the Hay provides the opportunity to
learn retailing rapidly. The training
program is intensive and stimulating
providing you with a specialized
executive development program, plus
the opportunity to leain merchandis-
ing first hand under the supervision
ol experienced executives.

Retailing with the Bay offers:
i* A comprehensive executive de-

velopment progiam
|# Minimum starting salary — $325

per month

INCORPORATED 2-" ^MAI* IQ70,

"I prefer to wait for inspiration

than force the muse." comment-
ed Sir Herbert before reading
some of his own verse. He at-

tempted to illustrate his develop-

ment finishing: with the sentiment-
al poem oh his meeting with a
young conscript at tlic outbreak
of the last war. The old warrior
rouses his memories and the re-

cruit is advised to fight without
hope., so as to reprieve honour.
At the end of this decadent inter-

view the pair solemnly salute

each other.

Sir Herbert wound up by mak-
ing a few playful cuts at the
younger poets including Day
Lewis, Spender, MacNiece and
Aiulen. who, we are told "did not
continue the cult of sincerity.

They were sincere, but in a dif-

ferent way."

Giving the impression that he
was the last heroic defender of
some by-gone bastions, Sir Her-
bert finished .with the words:
'Dylan Thomas' ghost stands
close to me as younger poets
trim their sails for safer harbors".

Down Nightmare Alle
\J

ar£

The
»' r

will

Sunda)

ers, at

nost
'

reviou

Students' Union
All complaints about the

Students' Union should be
directed to Joel Cameron,
chairman of the Union
House Committee. Phone
S-55S4.

(Continued from Page 1)

my boyfriend the night before."

Anne Hayes, Levana '58—"1

dreamed I was in Oceana in 1984.

1 felt 1 was being watched in bed

by a telescreen. 'They' (the wat-

chers) were evil-doers out for

their own good. Were 'They' the

Faculty of 1957? Oh, yes, by all

means. Oh Don, please don't print

hat !"

Eutch Nelson, Arts '61—"Cer-

tainly this is printable! I've done

more than my share of dreaming
since I came to Queen's; it's the

beds at McNeill House. I've had
various interpretations of this one

dream. I'm driving along the

highway with my girl, see, and
the road keeps getting narrower

and narrower, real thin, like, A
giant keeps chasing me—no, it's

not her father, the old man is

pretty good to me. The giant fin-

ally stops the car and plucks me
out of it. This is no miserable 9

foot giant, see. My sweet loving

girl friend jumps into the driver's

seat, and drives off without me
Doug Frayn, Meds '61—"1 was

examining a patient who claimed

he could fly. He flexed his back,

pressed on a nerve in his pelvis,

and assuming a bent position be-

gan floating around my office. He
showed me where to press on this

nerve and I took off also. I got

in touch with the Medical Facul-

1958 GRADUATES
AND UNDER - GRADUATES

Representatives of the Spruce Foils Power ond Paper Company,
Limited, Kapuskasing, Ontario will visit the Campus on Novembe^
13th, 14th and 15th, 1957. They will be interested in applications
from 1958 graduates in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engi-
neering Chemical Engineering, Commerce and Finance, and ony
eng-neering graduate with an interest in Industrial Engineering
or Instrumentation. In addition, 3rd year students taking courses in
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Electrical Engineer-
ing and Commerce and Finance will be considered for summer
employment. Attractive storting salaries plus an excellent salary
schedule for the future will be discussed at time of interview
Transportation will be paid for summer to and from Kapuskasing
should four months' employment be completed. If you are interested
in making an application, please drop in to the Employment Office
tor further particulars.

ATTRACTIVE CAREERS

In Federal Public Service

ty and told ihem I had stumbled

on the key to mental processes

and physiological reactions. 1

went through the actions and all

were convinced. This was a black

and white dream and even though

the results were absurd I had an

unusual ability to reason.

Lorene Batley, Levana '60—"I

don't dream much since I've come
to Queen's. I don't need to dream.

I think you dream only when
you want something to happen.

Mostly male."

Cathy Perkins, Levana '58—"1

have a recurring dream—a terrible

sort of nightmare that has troub-

led inc about ,i limes a year since

I can remember. I find myself in

a room whose walls move hack

and forth and thump like a heart-

beat. The room can't be measur-
ed, but at one end of it is a pile

of hairs, the size of a haystack. A
fuzzy voice tells me I must move
the hairs, one at a time to the

other cud of the room. Back and
forth, back and forth, while the

thumping' gets louder and the

voice keeps chaining 'Another
now, another now'. After what
seems an eternity. I crawl to the

new stack with the last hair. Then
after a second's pause, the voice

commands me to move the hairs

all hack to where thev were in

the first place. I've never succeed-
ed in completing the second move,
(I die in the process;, and so I'll

never know whether I'd have to

move the pile a third time."

Judy Isaac, Levana '59—"If
this goes in the paper, I'll wring
your neck Don. Confidentially, I

dream only when suitably unat-
tired, and after I've eaten dill

pickles - - -" Editor's note: the
rest has been censored.

Robin Bolton, Mcds '61 "I
hope this isn't typical of all Mcds-
meii. I'm lying flat on my back
in a field. In the distance I see
what is the classic picture of
grain stooks. They start growing
bigger and bigger and pass over
me, you know, just like a 3-D

Foreign Service Officers for
Citizenship and Immigra-
tion, External Affairs and
Trade and Commerce.

Trade ond Commerce
Officers

Junior Administrative

Officers

for

• Custom Excise Headquar-
ters Trainees

• Economists and

Statisticians

• Finonce Officers

• Personnel Officers

These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities for
advancement and generous fringe benefits.

STARTING SALARIES FROM $4200 TO $4560
Under-graduotes in their final year of study are invited to apply
but appointment will be subject to graduation. Students from all

faculties are eligible to compete.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION, SATURDAY, NOV. 23
Details regording the examination, application forms and

descriptive folders now available from

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
or CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

If you write to Ottawa, please specify the classes in which you are
interested and quote Competition 58-2650.

movie. They keep coming
[>

and faster getting biggc-

biggcr. I can't remember if t'

fiiriecl under a grain stook a
was a child."

Bob Vlodarchyk, Sc. 'j^

can't recall having one lately >

ones I can think about—w*]|

I'm always successful physics'

I'm a black and white sup
eit.

with an unlimited future, fk,

wake up."

Anne Morton, Levana
'fij

"The Arabs were fighting ih C
'

raelites, in Palestine, and I v
,

an Israelite informer. But it «,

really like gang' warfare — aij

raelite industrialist was
payij

protection money to the ,\1

leader. (Jarbed in a cloak (Innj

dagger) I slunk through tlierj

with my startling infunnaii

:icross the ominous waters of J

Mediterranean to the Israel]

-tronghuld. Then the telenhd

rang .... did I get my id

noney ?"

Bob Foster, Arts '60—"I J
living in a mansion near mJ

Donald Park. It was my bin

day, and father had sent m;

Model T which opened lilu

hearse. In search of food for [

birthday party, I opened up J

hearse, and saw . . . rows

rows of slaughtered pigs

their toes turned up. A portsk

radio in the front seat was ph;

ing sweet music ... I feel sick."

Jerry Simon, Mcds '02—"I m

being pursued by short In:

round things up a mountain,

got to a ledge. Just when I didi

know what ':o do, the leader -

them started to blow a horn."

The authors feel that &

dreams related to them for tl

survey are highly signified

They have been recorded faili

fully, as they are the product J

the subconscious of an import!!

group of young1

Canadian-. N

invite commentary from the stu

ents and the Departments of Pij

chiatry and Psychology cnncer.

ing these dreams.

El

QUEEN'S SUPPORTERS

on Saturday, November 9th, 1957

LUNCH
in The Great Hall, Hart House

11:45 a.m. — 1:30 p.m.

Open to both men and women

ANNUAL FOOTBALL DANCE
Sponsored by

Toronto Branch, Queen's Alumni Association

NOVEMBER 9

ROYAL YORK HOTEL, (CONCERT HALL)

Music by

MART KENNEY
Dancing

9' til 12

Tickets: $3.50 per couple (in advance)

$4.00 at the door

Tickets available at the A.M.S. Office, Students' Union
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goffer supm
buffet supper of the

Wallace Hall
'The f"st

L||
SLr will be held in

Fsunday, Nov. 17. These buffet

jff at which Levana members

Kf nost welcome, have been held

Br revioiis years, and as a result

H requests for more of these

BE. .

t]ie
Union Council agreed

B
t

similar arrajigements should

ifravailable this year. The buffet

Ropers are open to students,

Eff and their guests.

Further details will be announc-

n in Tuesday's Journal.

More Studies

Rumania (Student Mirror)—

A

feform of the university system

.jUs carried out recently in the

Rumanian People's Republic in

Kcordance with a resolution
popted by the last Congress of

fe Communist Party of Ruman-

The aim of the reform is to

-e the students not only a strict-

professional but also a political

aoral, intellectual and "patriotic"

lucation.

Among other things Marxism-

leninism was divided up into

branches of scientific social-

,

political economy, and dia-

:tic and historical materialism.

Cwo hours per week and two

jminars per month are planned

>r each of these branches at all

jcilities, colleges, etc. Further-

lore, the reform provides for an

increase in the percentage of

Workers' and farmers' children at-

tending the universities from 50

Ao 75 per cent. Besides, the pro-

fessors are henceforth to take a

inore active part in the education-

al work, so far done by the Com-
anunist youth organization.

Science Journals
Anyone wanting extra

copies of the Science Journal

can obtain them in the Journal

office.
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Guild Casts "The Crucible"
Hysteria and tension are the

main facets of "The Crucible"
which is to be presented by the
Drama Guild Nov. 20, 21, and
22. The play by Arthur Miller
deals with the persecution of
people accused of witchcraft in
Salem, Mass. in 1692.

The play has the reputation of
being better than "Death of a

Salesman," more powerful, more
universal in appeal, and contain-
mg wider implications. It has
been performed most successfully
in London, Paris, Brussels, Len-
ingrad, and North America itself.

The tragic hero, John Proctor,
is portrayed by Phillip Drouillard
and the heroine by a veteran of

the Drama Guild at Queen's, Bev

Bull Session Previews
WUS Seminar Plans
"The university's main function

is to provide a service to the com-
munity by educating and train-

ing its younger members for their

careers and by giving the oppor-
tunity for adults to increase their

knowledge," stated Richard Ab-
bott at the opening of a discus-

CFRC
Friday

7:00—Sign-on and Music
7:15—Campus Topics
7:30—Music Review
7:45—Queen's At Home

Ontario Hall
8:00—Music
8:15—Research in Progress

George Whalley
8:30—Music
9:00—Concert Hall
11:00—Sign-Off

Saturday
1 :00—Sign-On
1:02—Prelude To Opera
2:00—Opera House

Pagliacci and Cavalleria R urti-

cans
5:00—Folk Music — Mexican
5:30—Let's Hear It Again
6:00—Dinner Music
7:00—Who Wants To Know?
7:15—Campus Topics

Sports
Calendar

7:20—Music by Chopin
7:30—Modern Jazz
8:00—The Library Shelf
8:15—Music
8:45—Science Series

Nuclear Reactors

9:00—Concert Hall
11:00—Late Listening
12 :00—Sign-Off

sion Wednesday evening. Spon-
sored by the World University
Service, the topic was "What is

the purpose of a university?"

According to another student
present, "a university consists of

a group of men and women dedi-

cated to furthering knowledge by
intensive research, and who have
around them a small group of

students having this same inter-

est. Training for careers is thus
not a part of the university's

function."

"Bull sessions are of major im-

portance in university education,

being a necessary adjoint to lec-

tures." With this statement Gary
Moffatt started a long argument
over the purposes of education

and the university's role in giving

such an education.

As a continuation of the even-

ing's discussion, the Queen's
committee of WUS is planning to

hold a week-end seminar in about

three weeks' time at Sharbot

Lake. Similar questions to those

raised at Wednesday's discussion

will form the basis for the ses-

sions. It hopes to invite students

from neighbouring universities as

well as to include a group of

Queen's students.

Engineering

and

Science
. . Have you thought of

a career in Steel?

The spectacular growth of Stclco over the last ten

years or so — and the certainty of its accelerated growth

in the coming years— has created many

fine opportunities for the technical graduate.

Modem stcelmaking at Stelco requires engineers ana

scientists of all kinds . . . metallurgists; chemists; chemical

engineers; electrical engineers; mechanical, industrial, and

civil engineers . ... for a wide range of activities in production,

development and research.

For information on the advantages and prospects of a

career with Canada's foremost producer of steel and steel mill

products, consult your Placement Officer or write to;

The Employment Supervisor

The Steel Company of Canada, Limited

Hamilton. Ontario.

™E STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

Executive Offices — Hamilton and Montreal

"ANTS AT; HAMILTON — MONTREAL— SWANSEA — BRANTFORD — LACH 1NE — GANANOQUE

McKay. Other notables are

George Pike, who plays Rev. Par-
ris, Chris Catto, who has the part

of Abigail, and Louis Emond, the

Rev. Hale. George Harshman,
and Lionel Lawrence portray

Hathorne, a judge and Danforth.

Modern parallels to the witch-

hunt in Salem may be found in

McCarthyism and the recent Nor-

man tragedy in Egypt. But, in-

deed, the play is broader in scope

than this. The characterization is

powerful, and forceful — in the

hero, that of a man faced with

crises which would drastically

change his life, no matter which

way he turned.

Tickets for students may be

bought for 75 cents and others

will be charged $1.00.

Employment
INTERVIEW DATES

British American Oil Company

—

November 15, 18, 19

Canada Cement Company

—

November 11

Canada Life Assurance Company
— November 13

Canadian Blower and Forge Co.

—November 11

Canadair Limited—November 12

Dow Chemical Company {3rd yr.)

—November 13, 14

DuPont of Canada

—

November 11, 12, 13

Shawinigan Chemicals Company
—November 14, 15

Spruce Falls Power & Paper Co.

—November 13, 14, 15

Texaco Exploration Limited

—

— November 14. 15

Classified Ads

Lost

Will the bandsman who took a

blue parka from the cheerleader

at the McGill game kindly notify

the Journal. An editor is damn

near frozen

!

At Science Formal : Pair of

dark horn-rimmed glasses with

broken right Iense. Please return

to Journal office. Owner John

Slater.

Woman's light grey cloth win-

ter coat. Left at the LaSalle Ho-

tel Friday night after the Science

Formal banquet. Finder phone

Karin at 6-1212

It would be appreciated if the

person who borrowed a grey win-

ter coat by mistake would contact

John Deakos in McNeill House,

Room 104. This person may also

pick up his own.

A lady's watch at the Science

Formal. Please contact Carl

Kropp at 8-7574.

For Rent

Single room for male student.

$6.00 weekly. 5 minutes walk from

University.

SIGNPOST
Girls' Intramural Tennis: All girls

entered in the tournament must play

games inunediately or they will lose

points for themselves and for their

year.

Sunday:

Unitarian Fellowship: Meeting at

8:00 p.m. at Kinsmen Clinic, 391 Bar-

rie Street. Guest speaker: Dr. D. A.
Mathers of Queen's Theological Col-

lege.

Badminton Club: A regular meeting

will be held on Sunday, 2 p.m. -4:45

p.m. There will be a mixed doubles

tournament for members only begin-

ning Tuesday, Nov. 19. Teams may sign

up this Tuesday night at the gym. AJ1

members must have their fees paid by
Tuesday, Nov. 12. Fees may be paid

to Gary Brown, Lois Knights, Jim
Canninger, Penny MacDonald.

Monday

:

S.C.M.: Dance party at Rockwood.
Buses leave Adelaide Hall at 6:45 p.m.

Tuesday.

Student Wives Club: A meeting will

be held at 8:00 p.m. sharp on Nov. 12

in Science clubrooms. Padre Laverty
will be guest speaker.

L.S.A.: A regular meeting of the

Lutheran Students' Association will

be held on Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. at

259 Victoria Street.

Drama Guild: November 20, 21, 22:

"The Crucible" by Arthur Miller. 8:15

p.rri. in Convocation HalU Tickols*

available at Mahood's Drug Store or
Queen's Drama Lounge (2-2250). Re-
served seats §1.00. Special Student's
Rate 75 cents.

STANDARD CHEMICAL LTD.
INTERVIEW DATE: NOVEMBER 12th, 1957

This caustic - chlorine manufacturing plant, a subsidiary of

Columbia-Southern Chemical Corporation, is located at Beauharnois,

Quebec approximately 25 miles south of Montreal.

Our interviewer is interested in talking with B. Eng. (Chemical,

Mechanical, Civil and Electrical) graduates concerning career oppor-

tunities and 4th year students for possible employment with the

Company starting at this location.

Our fringe benefits and starting rates are comparable to those of

other companies.

If you desire an interview please register with the Queen's Place-

ment Service.
BOYD WILLETT,

Manager of Operations.

"What do I like about the Bell?

The way they help you prepare for

more and more responsibility]

"First, the special induction course

for college graduates acquainted me
with all the various departments.

This course helped me see the whole

company picture— not just one little

segment of it.

''In subsequent months, I was en-

abled to gain a good, clear idea

of my department by working for

a time in each of its different sec-

tions. That's good preparation, too!

"Then, just recently, I was promoted

to Unit Supervisor wluch includes

a helpful two-weeks course in per-

sonnel and business management.

"My personal experience convinces

me that the Bell will encourage any

graduate who wants to grow with

this expanding company".

Ask your Placement Officer for our

career booklets.

Men and woman
students In

ENGINEERING
ARTS /SCIENCE
COMMERCE
BUS. ADM.

Your Campus
will soon be
visited by

Bell Telephone
Employment Officers

Steko's Representatives

visit Queen's Univer-
s"y on November 11 and
] 2, 1957.
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GEORGE LaFLEUR

In the Nov. 4 Sports Illustrated a Canadian reader protests that

the point after touchdown has become a "drab unexciting anti

climax". His suggestion is to retain the one point placement bu
offer the option of two points for a successful pass or run. As an
example he pictures the tension when a team is one point behind
with minutes left, and has to decide whether to play it safe or go
for a win.

Any one who has watched pro football on TV and seen Lou
Groza, Bill Bewley and former Gael Gary Schreider kick convert
after convert with monotonous ease will immediately see the advan
tages of the above idea. It would also benefit college teams, most
of whom cannot afford the luxury of a player who is exclusively
devoted to converting TD's.

Karl Quinn, co-captain of the Gaels, has played his last game
in the blue red, and gold this year, The native of Wrentham, Mass
achusetts was injured in last Saturday's contest and will not see
action against Varsity. Quinn has scored 17 points in four seasons
to rank in the top 30 Queen's point-getters. Other absentees will

be Don McNay, with a lung injury, and Bob Campbell who is

still bothered by a back injury suffered in practice a week ago. The
Gaels, beaten by an "unsuccessful" Varsity field goal in the home
opener, showed the drive and spirit, against Western, necessary to
beat the same Toronto club this Saturday. With Dave Bradley up
from the Comets, Ken Takasaki back in uniform, and close to 500
fans to cheer them on the Tricolor should give the "Blues" a rough
time at Varsity Stadium.

GEORGE'S GURGLINGS: Hockey starting again at Queen's
under the capable guidance of "Moon Flanagan" . . . Gary Schreider
second in the Big Four scoring race, 13 points behind "Mr. Wonder-
ful"

. . . Bob Burleigh had never played in organized football up to
this year . . . Solution to problem of "student-shy" hotel owners: a
supervised social club on campus (beer served of course) . . . Rich
Bethune of Varsity was the scoring leader in football at Williams
College in Massachusetts for four straight years . . . Why not get i

"big league" and have an Intercollegiate All Star Game? HOW
ABOUT

. . . running up a big enough score against Varsity so that
we can afford to let them kick field goals in peace . . , starting a bi
cycling team headed by a certain Political Science Prof. . . Bear-
ing Varsity

. . . a few words from Ted Reeve on his old team
(He coached the Gaels from 1933 to 1938), the Argos can't take up
that much space . . . putting a real big, live Boo Hoo to good use
by placing him near the visitors bench (maybe a bull for the Red-
menj

. . . letting this department know what you'd like to see on
the Sports page

. . . Beating Varsity . . . having more than 100 fans
at the Comets final game Friday. Jake Edwards and Keith Harris
have worked long hours in all weather to develop a winning team
and the won and lost column does not tell the complete story If
the losses to Toronto in the first game and in last Saturday's game at
London, both of which might have gone either way, had been
reversed the intermediates would be sporting a 4-2 league leading
record. The general opinion seems to be that this league is of the
same calibre as high school ball. That the level of play is close to
senior is shown by the movement of players between the two levels
of competition. Such Gael stalwarts as Sam Poapes and Pete Saeg-
ert started out with Jake Edwards crew while the Comets' Don Robb
and Dave Bradley have seen service with the Seniors. Friday the
Comets meet Toronto "Baby Blues" at 3.00, and this will be the last
chance to show them the support they deserve . . . winning a second
straight basketball title this year (all alone this time) . . beating
Varsity

. . . organizing a card section for football games . . playineBob McAleese at halfback for the whole Varsity game. Speedy Bob
is ^e of the six Gaels who are only 19. The others are Jerry Stein-
berg M,ke Vickers, Pete Saegert, Norm White and Ken Takasaki.
bnould give the Tricolor a winnin

TORONTO HERE WE COME*V

CUACTEEEACK CLUB

O

<< V" For Victory Over BlU(
\

T" For T-D For Stewart

Queens fans at Varsity Stadium this Saturday will see the
Blues employ a fullback counter play, shown here against an
Oklahoma defense. Quarterback Joynt (62) fakes to the left full-
back Chisholm (31), then to the left half Reid (91). Meanwhile the
right half Maik (85) is also moving, apparently with the play, to
the right. Now the right fullback Bethune (83) cuts to the left
and is given the ball. The key blocks are by guard Bruchovsky
(21), tackle Beamish (44) and end Risk (51) who block out Queen's
players A, B, and C. Guard Johnson pulls out of the line and leads
the play. (Editor's Note: Because of the practical joke played on
us by the engravers, readers are requested to use a mirror when read-
ing this diagram.)

By Bill Jampolsky
Journal Sports Writer

One of the most disappointing grid campaigns that Queen
had in the past few years will finish on the gridiron of Varsity

$,

dium tomorrow. The football togs will be placed in mothballs u n
.

September of 'S8, and the coaches will start thinking about puttii

together a winning combination in the future. When the Que^1

Golden Gaels do battle at Toronto against the hosting double
b\<

squad, they will be seeking their first win of the year. At the saro

time they will be trying to get Ron Stewart across the goal-line
l

set an all time scoring mark that quite conceivably will never
\,

surpassed.

Missing three plaj'ers from the regular squad, mentor Frati

finds himself one player under the quota allowed for the garm

Ken Takasaki who was not dressed against Western will see actioi

and at the same time Dave Bradley will be brought up from
inter,

mediate ranks as quarterback insurance. Bob Campbell's bac'

injury will leave him on the shelf for the final contest, Don McNj,
has a lung injury which he suffered in the second quarter again;'

Western, and Karl Ouinn will be the third regular watching
tt

(

game from the stands. Karl injured his ankle just before the ha
1
'

last Saturday, and is unable to run well enough on it to play (hi

Saturday.

The loss of Quinn will leave a

large gap to be filled at the cor-

ner line-backing slot. Tindall ex-

pects to fill the spot with Jerry

ig team next year . . . taking up a
collection to buy the Mentor a tarn. We can't let John Metras be
he only coach in the league with distinctive headgear . . . showing
the Russians we're good sports by going to the Centre to watch
the Dynamos in action against our local CKLC's December 3by hook or by crook, by running or by passing, by fair or by foul'by George or by Jupiter, by trick or by treat, in sun or in rain, inbody or in spirit — BEATING VARSITY

ON THE AIR!
LISTEN FOR FOOTBALL
BROADCASTS OF QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY SENIOR GAMES

brought to you by

THE EMPIRE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

ON

1380

CKLC
"TOUR CHAMPIONSHIP SPORTS STATION IN KINGSTON"

Hockey Preview 1957-58
By Hugh Winsor

Journal Sports Writer

Stiff legs, sore backs, and dull

skates are in order today for up-
wards of 40 optimistic students
who turned up at Jock Harty
Arena last night for the first

hockey practice of the year.

"Moon" Flannigan, local barris-

ter, has been reappointed coach
and was on hand to put the pros-
pective Gaels through their paces
in a skating practice.

Renewed interest should be
shown this year as the Gaels will
be in a scheduled league rather
than playing exhibition games as
in past seasons. O.A.C., Osgood
Hall, McMaster, Ryerson and
Waterloo College will form the
Intermediate Intercollegiate Hoc-
key League. Last season O.A.C.

was the only team to come out on
the long side of the scoresheet

against the Gaels. A Junior team
again this year is also being con-
sidered.

Exhibition games with two of

the leading U. S. College teams
are also scheduled. Clarkson Tech
during an unbeaten streak of

something like 20 games, was only
tied once and that was by the
Gaels two years ago.

Prospects of a League champ-
ionship this year are promising
with a good number of the old
faces back. Still patrolling the
blueline will be Tim Shearn, Mur-
ray and Jack Corbett. Leading
the attackers will be Carl Nurmi.
last years most valuable player,

Bill Muir, Ian Maneris, Dave
Skene, and Andy Bakageorge.

COLLEGE SCORING RACE

T S FG C PTS
Sandzelius M
Creighton W
Britton W
Poirier M
Desborough W _.

Reid

Casanova W
Bennett M
Risk T
Fedor Q
Consentino W 1

Stewart Q

37 Hansen M
30 Quinn Q

McAleese Q _..

24

18

T S FG C PTS

McAleese

Cresswell T
Miller W
O 'Fan-el M

J 8 Shepard W
15 Stewart W 1

12 Chishom T .„

8 Kellogg T __

7 Coups W
7 Adams T
6 Thompson Q

Other assets are Bob McAleese,
who played Junior A last season,

and Bill Colvin who it putting on
his blades with the CKLC's at

present.

Assisting coach Flannigan will

be Dr. Jim Melvin. the team's re-

presentative on the Athletic

Board, and handling the manag-
ing end again this year will be
Gord Savoy.

Practice games are slated

against Napanee juniors and
Kingston CKLC's before Christ-

mas. All interested in playing
hockey should turn out for skat
ing practice in Jock Harty Arena
to-night and Monday at 5 p.m.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books fo all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

8BWS N£WS
The race for the Bew's trophy,

emblematic of intramural supre-
macy is well under way, with seven
of the fall championships having
already been decided.

It appeared that Arts '60 had a
chance to become the first Arts
team ever to win the trophy when
they won two of the championships
already decided. Lee Batstone won
the Golf tournament, and Bob Sav-
age combined with Keith Conrad
to win the horseshoe doubles. The
team was running second to Phys.
Ed. However, two defaulted
games in touch football made the
team ineligible for further compe-
tition until Christmas.

Other championships recently
decided are

: horseshoe singles, won
by Bruce Amm of Sc. 59, and
touch football won by Sc. '60 over of
Meds '60.

Steinberg whose main action ha

been closer to the front line tf

attack.

Another move that prov

quite effective against the Mu
tangs and resulted in our onli

touchdown will also be used thij

week. That is the moving of Bob

McAleese from quarterback |.

the half line. His speed can

put to better use as a halfback

than at quarterback.

Varsity poses a rather formid

able picture. With a big fron 1

wall (the largest in the leagui

according to Varsity scribes) and

hard driving backs led by Tb
Reid and Peter Maik, this team

will be a tough nut to crack,

Their quarterback job is still a

question mark, although Larry

Joynt will likely get the nod. Thi.

combination was the one that

paced Varsity to an upset ovei

the highly rated McGill Redmen
As mentioned earlier, not on I

will the players be trying to cam

a win, but they also want Ste

wart to set his mark in the book

as the all time scoring champior
He has scored more T.D.'s thai

any other player (31 in all), I)" 1

Pep Leadley's record of 16S

points survives although it was

only inches from being broken

last Saturday. Ron has scored 166

points in league play to date.

B. J.'s Opinion: Don't be sur-

prised if the coach does some ex-

perimenting with some of the

material he has for next year-

The line still poses the biff

problem, as the back-field prol>'

lem seems to be well in hand-

The intermediates don't have a

great deal to offer in this regard

to the scouting of the Gael coach'

ing staff, plus help from friend

around the country will have W

produce the 200 pounds plus Iif c
'

men so dearly needed this >' eaf

. . . One gentleman that has beC

of invaluable assistance in ^"

respect is former sport's edit'*

this publication Mid'3*

Clancy . . .

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

LOCatf5 r»,?«°
Ban<

*uets and Private PartiesLOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAYHALF WAY TO GANANOQUE
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line-

ricolor has finally found a

lter
— a Canadian printer.

proposition to the AMS
leting Friday by Tricolor busi-

manager Laird O'Brien that

tjfe book be printed by Merchant's

Printing Company Limited of

Kitchener, Ont., was voted on

afid unanimously passed.

The $40 increase in the cost of

printing would be offset by the

advantage of having Tricolor

jinted in Canada. For the past

iree years the contract has been

en to Yearbook House, Kansas

ity

O'Brien indicated that a smaller

ting company, such as Mer-

chant's, would be able to supply

a more individual flavor than

would a firm which handled many
similar contracts. Cooperation

would be greater and the book
tter as a result of the increased

ximity between staff and pub-

tiers.

Unions had been anxious to have
the printing done in Canada.
Formerly, the cost factor had
been prohibitive in this respect.

woi

s
lish

i

AMS Defers
Student Trial

Official charges against the
me Queen's girls who invaded
*MC Hallowe'en night have not
|*n laid, it was announced at the
pay night meeting of the Alma
ater Society.

Prompted by a letter from
Principal Mackintosh concerning

incident, a small discussion

*f
ose at the meeting. It was de-

to refer the matter to the
Court for further investi-

ation.

_

'her topics considered were:

I? motion giving the printing of

|"C0lor to Merchant's Printing

;

0
,

mpany Limited. It was also de-
l|iat AMS president Herb

ear

been

this

;dit°
r

icb3fI

1

tided

a finer

*ars of student
°penj

write an article on 100

government for
ng pages of Tricolor '58.

£ ^
3IU of ? l 50 to be given to

ais
ating Societv bv the

* n announcement that $21

1

P '"ade by the AMS Welcom-

f
Lomi«ittee. This will be turn-
0Ver to the AMS.

(yts-Levana Merger
"e opening meeting of the

T
ns Society will be held
lursday

at 7;30 ?m m the

in,
°^ Lccture Room. The

,^
,,0"s of atl Arts-Levana

o[

ger and the continuation

cw Vards for service on the

_^_
Cut|ve win be raised.

PHOTO Br GEORGE

Oil thing na banrigh ginn (rough translation: Pass the bottle, I'm cold!)

Hard Policies

Govern Ghana
The necessarily strong policy

of the government of Ghana has

been confused with dictatorship,

according to Alexander Awuku,

speaker at last week's Canada-

Overseas Club meeting. Awuku,

a second-year Commerce student

whose home is in Ghana, said

that western journalists had given

distorted and one-sided reports of

the actual situation.

Mentioning social life, he said

the head of a family has direct

control over all the members of

the family. When a young man

wants to marry a girl, his father

goes into a lengthy investigation

of her family. The girl's family

signify their willingness to dis-

cuss the matter by accepting a

gift (usually rum), and an engage-

ment is only contracted after con-

siderable negotiating between the

fathers.

Awuku predicted that the gov-

ernment-planned V o 1 1 a River

hydro-electric project would great-

ly stimulate industry. At present

Ghana depends on her export of

cocoa which composes two-thirds

of the world's supply- In addition

to the power project the govern-

ment is attempting to eradicate

illiteracy in the country by a

system of mass education, he

stated. Organized groups of

teachers are teaching the unedu-

cated how to read and write.

Slides depicting scenes of Gha-

na taken at the 1957 WUS con-

ference were shown after the

speech with commentary by John

Cartwright who attended this

conference.

The Canada-Overseas Club is a

purely social organization design-

ed to bring Canadian and over-

seas students together. In charge

of the group are Edo Ten Broek

and Vir Handa.

Will Queen's Stay In NFCUS?
Plebiscite To Determine Fate

"Should Queen's remain within

the National Federation of Cana-

dian University Students?" is the

question which will be answered

to-morrow when a plebiscite is held

to determine Queen's stand on

NFCUS.
The plebiscite was forced last

spring when a group of students

led by Frank Pickard, Arts '58,

forced the AMS to hold the plebi-

scite before Queen's sent its dues

to NFCUS this year. Dues are

fifty cents per student per year.

The local NFCUS committee lias

been bolstered the past two days by

the presence on campus of Walter

Tamapolsky, the national president

of NFCUS. Tamapolsky has spo-

ken to several campus groups, in-

cluding the freshman classes, the

Aesculapian Society, and the

faculty societies.

The local committee has been

very active in advertising the acti-

vities of NFCUS. They have made

several radio broadcasts, covered

the campus with signs, and ex-

Walter Tamapolsky

plained NFCUS' program in the

Journal (see page 3).

TRAVEL WITH NFCUS

First Storm Witnesses

Sixth Successive Loss
by Bill Jampolsky

Journal Sports Writer

The Queen's Golden Gaels faded in the second half against

Varsity Saturday as they lost their sixth successive game 18-2.

The Gaels, last year's intercollegiate champions, held a 2-0

lead going into the third quarter, on two singles by Jocko Thompson.

But Toronto scored a converted touchdown and added 11 points in

the final frame to wrap up the victory.

Ronnie Stewart, dynamic Queen's halfback, failed to score

and is still two points short of Pep Leadlay's record of 168. Ronnie

has 166 points on 32 touchdowns.

Over 1,200 Queen's fans watched in almost blizzard conditions

as the Gaels consistently marched into Toronto territory without

scoring a major. Seven fumbles, four by the Tricolor, occurred in the

cold afternoon with ball handling even more difficult on a field made

wet and muddy by intermittent snow.

The first quarter was all Var-

sity as Queen's had only one first

down. Paul Fedor stopped the

opening Toronto march from the

Varsity 30 by nailing quarterback

Brian Aston for a sizeable loss.

With Toronto dominating, the

Tindallmen had little chance to

show an offense, but strong de-

fensive work held Varsity score-

less.

Midway through the second

session, with the snow starting to

fall heavily, the Gaels' Graydon

Harrison tackled Joynt for a ten

yard loss. It was Harrison again

on the next play, cutting in from

his corner linebacker spot to

block a Dick Risk trick. The Blues

recovered but received a 15 yard

penalty for not giving enough

yards. They kicked again and

Queen's took possession on the

Toronto 46. A series of plays

netted 10 yards but the drive fiz-

led when Queen's fumbled. Jocko

Thompson then proceded to boot

a 35 yard single.

Late in the same quarter the

Gaels moved deep into Varsity

territory on a 16 yard dash by

Ron Stewart and a Richard to

Safrance pass for another 25.

Stalled by another fumble,

Thompson was again forced to

kick. A second partially blocked

(See Gaels Lose, Page 8)

Here's your chance to spend a

year at another university! The

NFCUS exchange plan offers you

the opportunity to attend a univer-

sity outside the Ontario region for

a year and to return to Queen's to

graduate.

The advantages of the exchange

are varied. Perhaps there are some

courses that are not offered at

Queen's that you would like to, and

could, take elsewhere. The plan also

offers you the chance to meet people

from other parts of Canada, as well

as different parts of the world, thus

broadening your outlook. Since the

size of universities across Canada

varies greatly it would be beneficial

for you to experience college life

on a smaller or larger campus. Stu-

dents who are living at home would

have the chance to widen their

horizons by living in residence with

students of their own age.

A student from Mount Allison

who is enjoying a year at Queen's

under the NFCUS exchange plan

finds a vast difference between

these two universities. Among these

differences she mentions the greater

number of students ("especially

male"), the division into the facul-

ties of Arts. Meds and Science and

the Queen's spirit, most evident on

football weekends. "I wouldn't have

missed this opportunity, through

NFCUS. to experience campus life

at Queen's".

Most of NFCUS' difficulties

around the campus are due to stu-

dent apathy, the committee claims.

However, some students expressed

the view that NFCUS "really

hadn't done anything worthwhile."

Committee members have coun-

tered this claim by pointing out the

many things NFCUS has done at

the national level. At Queen's it

also has developed plans for ex-

change visits with nearby Amer-

ican universities, to take place

some time in the near future.

According to committee mem-

bers, the petition which forced the

plebiscite was not aimed against

NFCUS, but was merely intended

to revive the local committee and

make NFCUS better known on

campus. At least two past and pre-

sent committee members are known

to have signed the petition last

spring. Several members of the

committee said they were glad the

plebiscite was to be held because

it would give the campus a chance

to know what NFCUS had accom-

plished.

Voting will take place between

S:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. to-morrow.

Ballot boxes will be placed in Ban

Righ Hall, the New Arts Building,

the Old Arts Building, Science

clubrooms, Medical chibrooms, the

Kingston General Hospital and

(other places call John Romeril at

6-12S7).

Attention Levana

A general meeting of the

Levana Society will be held

Thursday Nov. 14 at 7 :00 p.m.

in the Ban Righ Common

Room. Provoked by a revival

of controversies on the status

of Levana, the program will

include a discussion on the

topic Levana.

SCM Speaker
Talks On Faith
Vince Goring, SCM National

Study Secretary will deliver a series

of talks this Thursday and Friday.

Kant's famous three questions

will be dealt with in the light of

the present world situation. Mr.

Goring's first public address Thurs-

day afternoon will be "Is Faith

Enough?" Friday afternoon's lec-

ture will concern the problem of

hope in a world which has been

said to be 'on the Brink of disaster',

followed that evening by the third

problem of what should be done

with regard to war and the weapons

of man's destruction.
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To Profit Or Not To Profit

Tomorrow Queen's students have the opportunity to slit their

throats.

This suicide of self interest will take place if the students at

this university decide that they no longer wish to be part
NFCUS, the national federation of Canadian university students.

On the basis of past performance alone, NFCUS stands as

tribute to the groups of interested students from university campus
es who form the active part of the organization. On the basis of

what NFCUS is planning to do in the near future, short-sighted
self interest should demand immediate approval. On the basis of

what a well-supported national organization for students can do
;

no student who has ploughed through financial obstacles to get a
higher education could sensibly wish to weaken his organization
working to give students an even break.

For fifty cents per student NFCUS, through pressure group
activity, has already saved each student a considerable sum of
money in reduced rail fares, regional exchange scholarships, raised
income tax exemption levels and a host of other major concessions
to students by governments and organizations alike. The gains
made by NFCUS in the past, on the negligible fees it receives from
its members, are truly remarkable. If Canadian students were wise
they would voluntarily raise the sum asked for themselves, and
make the NFCUS budget strong enough to put into force a fully
effective program. All this would be done not for the sake of enrich-
ing an unknown executive circle, which doesn't exist, but for the
benefit of the students who make up NFCUS. As a calculated
investment in self-aggrandizement, NFCUS has and will pay off.

There is a great wave of enthusiasm and determination among
the member colleges for their national organization. The president
of Varsity's student council called the national conference in Quebec
a striking success. The Carlcton is running a regular series of articles
on its pages to explain the history, structure, purposes and projects
of the federation. The McGUl Daily, whose college is not a member,
has demanded a serious reconsideration of NFCUS. The McGill
students sent to the national conference as observers were impress-
ed by the maturity and unity displayed by the member delegates.

Any organization, gaining new impetus, which has done so
much for its members in spite of their indifference, is outstanding.
As the organization for representing student interests on a national
scale, NFCUS merits a resounding vote of confidence.

lings

The Dead Are Dead
Yesterday morning a number of Queen's students filed into

Grant Hall to honor the war dead of World Wars I and II. Some
of the people in the hall could remember fathers, brothers, relatives
who had died in the last war. Among the other 90 per cent the
general feeling was a lukewarm solution of boredom, a rather vague
dutiful sense of pity for the noble souls to whom our respects were
being paid, a respectful awe at the imposing ring of the lines of the
responsive reading, and more boredom.

It is now 39 years after 1918, and 12 years after 1945 It is a
fortunate characteristic of the human make-up that the pain of grief
however acute, is inevitably numbed by the passing of time In 1945
it would have seemed a sacrilege not to pay our heartfelt respects
to those so recently and violently murdered. In 1957, such feel
linger only with a small minority.

But Remembrance Day serves a number of purposes. It re-
assures this mmority that the sacrifice was made for the most
honorable and exalted of causes. It gives veterans the opportunity
to relive the glory of their victorious homecoming. Many peoplewere grateful for a long weekend. And it was a boom for floristsThe tradition set aside in the days of post-war emotionalism isbecoming an archaic ritual. From the first it was more of a balm for

tothT™" ™ COnSCien" S th3n a P^inS of homage
to the war dead. The men who fought and died were humans like
ourselves^ It seems extremely doubtful, despite the soul-stirring
propaganda prevalent during the war years, that the man lying ina ox hole at the f t , lneSj Qr the feJIow

iff
release lever over a Japanese supply-base in the Pacific, was acting
in defence of the sacred liberties of all mankind", fired by a "loveof honor and self-respect, (and) loyalty to a cause." These mend.d not "surrender their lives" in the name of Freedom, Peace Godor Country. Men have a violent desire to live however hellish theprospect may be. Their lives were forcibly wrenched from them

IweUW
d" ViSi°n bCf0re tHem 0f^ ^"ationsdwelling m pastoral contentment. Their death w

intentional, and much less than heroic.

JIM

HOLMES

It has never been my intention

to use this column to indulge in

petty quibbling with other Journal

columnists, but I feel compelled,

on this occasion, to direct a few

criticisms towards Gary Moffatt's

effort on Friday.

In essence Mr. Moffat said that

the prolonged Liberal ascendancy

in Ottawa was the result of "gulli-

bility" on the part of the electorate.

He intimated that there is a same-

ess about the old established poli-

tical parties. The factors common
to all the old parties are that they

are controlled by big business and
that they are largely indifferent to

the real needs of the nation. One
party, the CCF, has not fallen prey
to the evil forces which govern the

Tories and the Grits. The CCF
party is the paragon of all political

irtues—the holder of the keys to

a Utopian order.

From these assumptions Mr.
Moffatt concluded that "unless the

present government starts using its

head," that is following the dic-

tates of Papa Coldwell and Santa

Knowles, then democracy will fail

and we shall all find ourselves

trampled under the oppressive heel

despotism personified in some
demagogue like Ross Dowson.

What utter and unreasoned n

inything but

For those to whom the tradition is still meaningful ArmisticeDay services may be a good thing. For those outsidf th s ™no vgroup, ,t might be well, for the sake of honesty, to recogSze 2p.ous solemmty for what it is - simply hypocrLa! Ii>s^v ce

Constructive Criticism
The QiUcens Journal, beloved of every reader on the Oueen's~

T
a

L
reCent]y

h

been

,

CritlCized f0r *™ting too much att^otoo .ex. There are three basic phenomenon in the world - sciencerehg10n and sex. Which proves most interesting? It is claimed S£
he point of being absolutely incorrect. Also, many of our items areoo controversy many of our accusations being unfounded anduperf,c,a l for the purpose of arousing interest without concrete

fa s or a logical foundation. Never let it be said that our Journalshied away from criticism but "constructive criticism" is whatevery good college paper needs.

The Liberals remained in power
for 22 years not because the people

were "gullible" but because they

ere satisfied. When the electorate

decided that the St. Laurent gov-
ernment no longer deserved its con-

fidence it turned to an alternative

hose personnel was vastly diff-

erent from that of its predecessor

but whose basic aims were funda-

mentally the same.

There is nothing wrong with two
major parties having similar phi-

losophies. It is this arrangement
hich enables us to change our

government without subjecting our-
selves to the upheaval which follows

any radical change in governmental
direction.

In the event that a more drastic

form of government policy is need-
ed, the old parties have proven that

they are capable of adapting them-
selves to the new order.

With reference to Mr. Moffatt's

unfounded contention that the

Tories and the Grits are the tools

of vested interests, I can only say

that this is not true. While a power-

ful political party attracts large

campaign contributions from pri-

vate sources, just as would the

CCF if it were a serious national

threat, it is answerable only to the

electorate for its policies.

Even if we were prepared to

concede Mr, Moffatt's arguments
about the old parties (which I most
certainly am not ) , I fail to see why
he clings so tenaciously to the CCF.
The Winnipeg Manifesto of 1956
bled the last drop of old fashioned

socialism from it, and now with
only a moderate platform, moderate
talents and extremely moderate
prospects for success, its raison

d'etre is questionable.

Mr. Moffatt should find some
more profitable diversion than tilting

at windmills. But then again, I

suppose it is the agitators who make
life less monotonous.
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Letter Writers
All letters to the editor

must bear the names of their

writers. Names will be with-

held on request.

Letter writers are also re-

minded that all letters over

200 words may be cut at the

discretion of the editors.

You Got Rhythm?
Editor, Journal:—I have heard

the affirmative stand on birth

control greatly overworked late-

ly. The main argument, that the

wishes of the couple or medical

reasons are sufficient to condone
artificial birth control in many
cases, is hidden under the sup-

posingly convincing statement
that each case should be consider-

ed separately and thus the proper
solution reached—usually.

Have we really examined what
it is all about? As a compensation
for the responsibility of raising

the young, nature has given the

act of creating a new generation
the most intense satisfaction and
pleasure. Since desire for pleasure
often leads to selfishness, this act,

wrongly used, rather than pro-
moting love in a marriage, some-
times provokes hatred and a mar-
riage relationship between two
people who detest each other.

Nature was not completely
blind to the fact that a child is at

times undesirable. The rhythm
method may be used: a recent
survey showed it effective 95%
of the time (although many of the

remaining 5% hinted that they
had not followed the rules too
closely). In this way, if the doc-
tor decides that the danger period
is over or the economic situation

improves, the couple may have a

child. But this is asking self con-
trol, which is unthinkable to
some.

For persons who marry for

legal protection, this approach is

hogwash; for couples who marry
because they are in love, this is

too much to expect; for couples
who marry because they sincere-

ly love each other, this is the only
solution.

If the supporters of artificial

birth control could repeal the law
of God which forbids it, there
might be some excuse for con-
sidering it. Their motives are of
the highest when they rebel

against nature while claiming to

be assisting it ! A transparent

camouflage! The alibies for sel-

fishness are many but do they

really convince a person's con-

science that this was the only

way? It is weakness at its great-

est. Mike Shewchuk.

Off Beat
Editor, Journal:—Concerning the

article (?) submitted by Mr. J
Bethune on the recent symphonic
concert held in Grant Hall, I

think that the reviewer should be
fired or at least asked politely to

resign. He found the opening
selection of Beethoven to be
rather hurried and giving him a
slightly blurred impression of the
work. . . maybe he had something
to drink before going to the con-
cert. I found that the orchestra

was rather clever in choosing this

for their opening selection, be-
cause it was well executed and
gave the audience the impression
that they were in for a good
evening's entertainment.

According to Bethune, the
major work was Mendelssohn's
Reformation which he thought
was handled with assurance and
sensitivity, particularly the second
movement. I thought that it was
their weakest moment and spec-
ially the second movement which
in the original composition was
'vivace..* And I particularly
thought that their rendition was
not lively enough for the full ap-
preciation of Mendelssohn and
certainly the conclusion sadly
lacked the power it should have
reeked.

In severe contrast to the re-
viewer's opinion that De Fallas'
El Amor Brujo was rather flat,

I found that their timing, accent
and execution well suited the
story of the music. I think that
your reviewer saves face by say-
ing quite truthfully that "It is his
personal and unfounded conten-
tion . .

." Quite a few people dis-
like Wagner and mainly because
of his symphonic creations which
lose themselves in noise and con-
fusion. However, Wagner seemed
to suit the orchestra rather well,
for I thought that Paray was at
his best for the evening when he
led them through the contrapun-
tal compositions that characterize

Wagner to whose music I person-
ally am rather indifferent.

Gordon H. Bissessar.

Got Your
Editor, Journal:—A year

last issue, the Journal sugge

the Students' Union be made pel

tially coeducational, if only to :

extent of having coed meals

Sundays and opening at least

of the lounges on weekends.

The matter seems to have btc

given little attention by the Uni

House Council, for the monai

corridors of the building do not

;

re-echo to the sounds of girlii

giggles.

If coeds are forbidden the novel-

of eating Union meals and loim-

ing in Union armchairs, surely it

most unrelenting mysogynist w
not refuse them the right to

their hand at the fascinating spr

known as snooker. Levanites hs*

made no attempt to crash the fieli

of discus-throwing or intercollego-

wrestling. Throw open your pod

room doors men, and let the fra

gender share the joys of masteriq

the cue.
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NKUS Finance
Bryan Blair

Chairman of NFCUS

J
j w jsh to clarify some of the points regarding the recent con-

Bversy over NFCUS finances. The question of Mr. Pickett's

Lnation and the incomplete financial statement made by the

iK nal o ffice haS beCtl discussed on evcry campus in the country.

U report to our committee, John Forsyth (Sr. Arts), who at-

ded the budget and finance commission at the last National

ttjgress, emphasized the fact that after a lengthy debate on the

Kect, his group was convinced that the finances of the National

were sound and that Mr. Pickett was in no way connected

r3ud involving national funds. He said that due to lack of

QUEEN'S JOURNAL
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help, the books were incomplete but that they were

hough! up to date and should be submitted to the auditors

being

in the

future.

I one of the main questions on this campus has been "What

ffies NFCUS cost us and where does the money go?" Fees paid

the NFCUS are computed on the rate of 50 cents per student on
following scale: 100% for the first 1500 students, 90% for next

1500 students, 70% for next 1000 students and 50% for all additional

students. In our case the fees are paid by the AMS from feefe al-

flLdy collected.

I Mr. Forsyth has studied the budget for 1957-58 and has pre-

pared the following graph to represent the expenditures. The dia-

gram indicates the allocation of funds on the basis of major activities

of the National Federation of Canadian University Students. It is

based on estimates of time and expense to be spent on each of these

major activities.

How Your Money Is Spent

The scholarship campaign is this year's main objective. The
oney is to be used to conduct surveys and draw up briefs for

jjresentation to the government. With recent Russian scientific

Bovances and hints from the Prime Minister of more student aid, we
very hopeful for success of this project. National projects in-

interregional scholarships, national contests, scholarships

travel administration. The Canada Seminar is a new project for

h NFCUS received $5,000 from the Canada Council. It proposes

:udy Canadian cultural achievements and problems. National

Mentation includes representation at other national organiza-

i such as W.U.S. conference and National Conference of Can-
[dian Universities.

The Queen's NFCUS committee welcomes discussion of any
sP«t of NFCUS at any time.

WHAT NFCUS HAS DONE
—been instrumental in raising INCOME TAX EXEMP-
TION for dependants from $750 to $950.

—instituted a system of INTER-REGIONAL SCHOLAR-
SHIPS whereby a student may have his fees waived while

attending a university outside his own region.

—set up mutual INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE SCHOL-
ARSHIPS.
—obtain through continuous campaigning substantial in-

creases in DOMINION-PROVINCIAL SCHOLARSHIPS.
—drew attention to 'crisis in higher education' which event-

ually led to the establishment of the Canada Council.

—obtained 25% REDUCTION in RAIL FARES.
—set up a TRAVEL BUREAU which offers low rates in

trans-Atlantic travel and European tours.

—instituted a LIFE INSURANCE PLAN at the LOWEST
AVAILABLE RATE in North America.

—organized (a) CANADIAN UNIVERSITY DEBATING
ORGANIZATION promoting national debates and inter-

national exchange of debating teams, (b) CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY PRESS, (c) CONTESTS in ARTS,
SHORT STORIES, PHOTOGRAPHY.

—obtained ABOLITION of 5% SALES TAX on TEXT-
BOOKS.

—has represented YOU, the student (a) at INTERNATION-
AL STUDENT CONFERENCES, (b) before FEDERAL
and PROVINCIAL governments (c) before ROYAL COM-
MISSIONS such as the Massey and Gordon Commissions.

—obtained price REDUCTIONS on purchase of all SPORT
GOODS plus sponsoring a nation-wide Athletic Union

meeting to unite intervarsity sports on a national scale.

—obtained REDUCTION on ROYALTIES from Samuel

French Ltd. Canada on all dramatic and operatic produc-

tions by NFCUS members.

What NFCUS Will Do

Unity In Diversity

dude

whi

SCHOLARSHIP CAMPAIGN: A proposal in the form of a

brief will be presented to the Federal and Provincial governments

in January based on the principle that "Every Canadian who has

met the entrance requirements of a Canadian university is entitled

to the receipt of a scholarship proportional to the revenue and

obligations of the student and his parents or guardians."

INCOME TAX EXEMPTION: The National Executive of

NFCUS is still pressing the Government for further exemption for

university students. A brief recommending $500 exemption covering

student tuition fees is now being prepared.

CANADA SEMINAR: NFCUS with the financial support of

Canada Council is sponsoring a seminar to discuss Canadian cultural,

ethnic and economic problems. It is the sincere hope of the NFCUS
committee that Queen's will be well represented.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE: A brief has been present-

ed to the Federal Minister of Labor, suggesting that unemployment

insurance for students be terminated or that the proceeds be used

for educational purposes.

NATIONAL STUDENT DISCOUNT SERVICE: This

scheme is being looked into on a national level to obtain reduction

in the cost of student supplies for all university students. The

National Office is planning to approach theater, clothing, jewelry

and department store chains and as many other organizations as

possible.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD:

NFCUS will will publish such a card suitable for use in Canada

Founded in 1926, NFCUS has

grown and matured, striving at all

times to achieve the high aims en-

isaged by its founder which are

i brief:

"To promote by all possible

means, a better understanding

among all Canadian students, more

operation and greater correla-

tion among all Canadian universi-

ties, in order to keep an effective

watch over the progress of student

interests and to furnish a means of

creating international ties with

groups or students in other coun

tries,"

NFCUS is not a service organi

zation. It is a national union, 50,000

strong and as such must be sensitive

to many diverse opinions of stu

dents from the University of British

Columbia to Memorial University.

Newfoundland.

NFCUS has concerned itself

with the problems and interests of

Canadian students in general. It

has taken active steps to introduce

and promote scholarships plans. It

has attempted to unify students

across the Dominion by convening

annually to discuss mutual problems

It has made an effort to establish

contact with student organizations

abroad, hoping in this way to im-

prove international relations, at

least on the university level.

The entire program has been

designed to appeal to and benefit

P ryan Blair
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ROY YORK RESTAURANT. LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

r *he Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

i._ . dishes and speedy service.M*AL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners
°f Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
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as many students as possible. Re-

sults have not always been success-

ful, but no group can boast of a

perfect record.

Some of the accusations levelled

at NFCUS are justified: schemes

they have adopted are not neces-

sarily practical in all parts of the

country, but the same could hold

true for any of the proposals made

by a national body. Unless tangible

results can be achieved in the

member colleges, students are dis-

satisfied. They want to see the re-

sults of their membership fees.

It is right that the national group

should take part of the blame for

failure of its program, but we feel

that member colleges and individual

students are often more at fault. If

they show no interest in the organi-

zation, they cannot expect it to

bring them a windfall. Co-operation

and support of students is essential.

They are also wrong to judge an

organization of this type from a

financial standpoint only. Advan-

tages are not all reduced to material

terms. It is just as important to

foster national feelings of unity,

and to maintain a body represen-

tative of student interests. Theory

plays a large part in the organiza-

tion, and we should learn to value

intangible benefits as well as others.

A common purpose and a sharing

of beliefs are far more binding than

temporary schemes to hold student

interest.

and abroad.

HOUSING FUNDS: NFCUS is co-operating with the National

Congress of Canadian Universities in endeavoring to secure loans

from Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation for university

residences.

*"The history of NFCUS is a proud record ... the present

program an enviable challenge, and if the achievements and ideals

of this society are kept in mind, coupled with the earnest endeavours

of Canadian students from every part of this land, then the future

is assured — not only the future of Canadian university students

but also the future of this great Canadian nation."

Arthur Munro, B.A., L.L.B., National NFCUS Pres. 1950-51.

Men-

Step Out . . . And Up

. . . to a Career with the Bay S

ATTRACTIVE CAREERS

In Federal Public Service

for

• Custom Excise Headquar-

ters Trainees

• Economists and

Statisticians

• Finance Officers

• Personnel Officers

• Foreign Service Officers for

Citizenship and Immigra-

tion, External Affairs and

Trade and Commerce.

• Trade and Commerce

Officers

• Junior Administrative

Officers

These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities for

advancement and generous fringe benefits.

STARTING SALARIES FROM $4200 TO $4560

Under-graduates in their final year of study are invited to apply

but appointment will be subject to graduation. Students from all

faculties are eligible to compete.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION, SATURDAY, NOV. 23

Details regarding the examination, application forms ond

descriptive folders now available from

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

or CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

If you write to Ottawa, please specify the classes in which you are

interested and quote Competition 58-2650.

Young men about lo step out into the

world seriously consider their future

career and the type of position that

will give them an interesting job plus

the opportunity of rapid advancement.

Retailing in the Bay's Department

Stores in Western Canada offers such

a career!

To Arts and Commerce graduates

the Bay provides the opportunity to

learn retailing rapidly. The training

program is intensive and stimulating,

providing you with a specialized

executive development program, plus

the opportunity to learn merchandis-

ing first hand under the supervision

of experienced executives.

Retailing with the Bay offers:

A comprehensive executive de-

velopment program
• Minimum starting salary — $323

per month

INCORPORATED 2?f MAY IC70,
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HOW THE GAEL SEASON WEN

STEWART—JUST AN INCH TOO SHORT
Ron Stewart (75) nimbly balances a long pass from Bob Campbell on his fingertips. Well

guarded by Ken Myers of Varsity, this excellent effort by Queen's old reliable just slipped past the
outstretched palmaris longus of Stew. Had he managed to hang on to the heave it is possible he would
have gone all the way, for Myers was off balance and was the only gentleman near enough to stop
Rambling Ronald.

Its Ricfcio hftjve sew&Bdwj

ic fallbackok I

. . . and a Savings Account at

The Bank of Montreal* is the way

to guarantee yourself that

secure feeling .

*T1» Bank whero Studtnti' otcounh 010 wormly welcomed.

Main Office, 297 King St. East at the Market:
JACK McLEAN, Manager

Main Office, 297 King St. East at the Market:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager
Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager
Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch;

Hear Ye!

Come One and All

To the "Prospectors' Ball"

Grant Hall

Friday, Nov. 15

Dancing 9 to 1 ; music by
Brian Brick and his orches-

tra. The price is SI.50 per

couple.

October 5: Varsity 16 - Queen's 8

This afternoon the Queen's Golden Gaels

t their season opener to Toronto. The
game was a see-saw affair with the margin

of victory being the conversion of a fumbled

field-goal attempt into a TD pass by the

Blues Pete Maik

The first quarter was played on even

terms with the Tricolor having the only

scoring chance on a 43 yard pass play to

Ron Stewart. A fumble ended this threat,

however, and the first 15 minutes ended in

a scoreless tie.

Disaster struck quickly in the second

quarter as Risk took a pass from Maik on

the goal line after the latter had picked up

a bad snap on an attempted field goal. The
convert failed but later in the same quarter

Ron Stewart was rouged on a Risk punt.

The Gaels tied the game as Campbell,

after recovering his own 74 yard punt,

threw a pass to Stewart in the end zone for

Queen's only major. Jocko Thompson con-

verted.

The third quarter saw Varsity clinch the

game on a long pass from Aston to Kellock,

who ran 15 yards for the score. Maik's con-

version made the score 16-7. Thompson
closed the tallying with a rouge on an at-

tempted field goal.

October 12: Western 34 - Queen's 6
Tile powerful Western Mustangs to-day

crushed Queen's with a well-balanced run-

ning and passing attack. Dave Creighton

was the London hero plunging for two
majors and taking a pass from reserve quar-

terback Frank Costentino for a third.

The game began on an encouraging note

for the Gaels, as aided by penalties and a

ft. W. "Dick" Godson,
graduate in electrical engineering

of Queens University is

now a Supervising Engineer
dial equipment in the

Toronto area

"What do I like about the Bell? The
well-planned way In which a college

graduate can advance! Here's what I

mean . .

.

"At the start, I worked in a variety of

jobs to give me a gond background of

on-the-job experience.

"Before long, I was working on projects

where more and more of this experience
could be applied. Soon, I was planning
and engineering equipment installations

in dial exchanges from start to finish.

"During this time, a number of good
company courses also helped me get
ahead. These covered the personnel and
human relations fields as well as the
technical and administrative.

"As a result, I am now in charge of an
engineering group of 5 men — a nice
combination of engineering and admin-
istrative work. I'm glad I joined the Bell 1"

Ask your Placement Officer now for our
career booklets.

Men and women students In

ENGINEERING
ARTS/SCIENCE

COMMERCE/ BUS. ADM.
Your Campus will soon

be visited by Bell Telephone
Employment Officers

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF^flMAD

Bell employment representatives will be on the campus to in-
terview men on MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 18-19-20

blocked kick, they marched

Karl Quinn scored.

The lead was short lived,

the Metrasmen powered their

14-6 half-time lead.

Taking up where they had left of)

Mustangs scored two more TD's jn

third quarter with Desborough and

herd taking passes from quarterback
i

Turner.

Jerry Steinberg did much to bolsu

light Queen's line while Chuck SafranCe

Karl Quinn were outstanding on the ^

line.

October 19: McGill 33 - Queen's
6

On a muddy wet field at Molson Stadi

the McGill Redmen handed Queen's
tl

third successive setback. The Gaels
j

appear to have no chance of retaining,

Yates Trophy.

The Redmen opened the scoring in

first quarter on a third down singli

Sandy Sandzelius. Four minutes later H

sen charged 13 yards for Montreal's fr

major and Sandzelius' convert made it

It was Sandzelius again in the sec

quarter as he plunged for a TD. The

vert was good.

Gael supporters were given something

cheer about in the closing minutes

half as the Tricolor pulled a fake do

reverse with Stewart pitching back

Campbell who threw a pass to Paul F

all alone at the goal line.

The third quarter was featured by a

man show put on by McGill's Joe Poiri:

The shifty end scored two TD's on k

passes from Dick Carr and the Montreal

were out front 26-6.

The scoring ended at the

minute mark of the last quart

with Carr pitching to Jol

Bennett, with Sandzelius co

verting.

October 26

:

McGill 15- Queen's 0
Despite the return of Boo-

and over 1,500 alumni the Git

suffered their fourth straigi

defeat.

Again it was hard driving J<

Sandzelius, with eight p° il);

who led the Redmen.

Queen's had a few bright a

ments in the last half, notabl;

21 yard pass to Ronnie Stew*

from Bob McAleese, playing

the injured Bob Campbell, an»

17 yard run by Terry Dolan.

McGill wrapped up their "

tory in the final frame on a CS

to Sandzelius pass set up by &

penalties.

Only tremendous line pla

a greatly outweighed Q,
uet

^

line kept the score down a; '

Redmen had a 23-2 advantage

first downs.

November 2:

Western 21 - Queen's 8

With the exception of 3

touchdown splurge by Wesl<

(

in the third quarter the bat t,lC:

never-say-die Queen's team

ched the Mustangs play f° r r
'

and came closer to upsetting ;

league leaders than the final -

score would indicate.

The disastrous third 1^
was Queen's downfall as the ^

_

tangs' twin fullbacks Creig
,,l

|,

and Button each scored, puS
^

the margin to 21-1.

In the final session it Wa
..

Queen's as they racked up

first downs and scored the
'

touchdown as Dave Ric^
threw a 20 yard pass to B<>b

1

$

Aleese who raced anothc r

yards for the score. Paul Fc

converted.

- «K*An injury to Karl Quinn
^

in the game and a later
01,6

j

Harshaw hurt the Gaels but
^

still managed to gain 20

28.down against Western'

t
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The Men Who Carried The Tricolor Banner

FRANK TINDALL

BOB BURLEIGH

Playing his first year o£ organ-

ized football, this former track

and field man that comes to us

RMC has turned into a top

notch grid star. He has height

and speed which is all important

for an end. Big Bob is one to

watch in next year's revamped

Gaels.

bob McAleese

Bob started at quarterback this

year and was shoved to the back-

iield where his fast running could

be used to advantage. Bob will

be used to advantage at this spot

next year. He should be with the

Gaels for the next few years.

MITCH WAS IK

Mitch was the biggest man on

the Gael's line and very few plays

went through his position. He ex-

cels in cross body blocks which
free backfielders for long gains.

PAUL FEDOR
An all round athlete who ex-

cels also in basketball, Paul is one
of the best two way ends in the
league. Despite a bad case of the
flu in the early part of the

season, Paul capped a brilliant

career in the Tricolor uniform this

year-

JERRY STEINBERG
A graduate from the Comets,

Jerry has developed into a real
find at guard. His specialty is

breaking through the line and
nailing the quarterback on hi

pass plays. With this year under
h »s belt, this lad should be terrific

"ext season.

CHUCK SAFRANCE
Chuck is one of the team's fast-

est men. A fourth year science
n, an, he has seen his last action
with the Gaels. He will be sorely
missed by next year's team, not
«nly for his fine play on the field,

but his good nature in the dress-
ln£ room.

JOCKO THOMPSON
The booming punts of this for-

mer Mustang constantly gets the
Tricolor out of some mighty
deep trouble. This legendary
hero of the Tricolor not only
shows how valuable a good kick-

er is to a team, but he also shows
lots of hustle in getting down to

try and recover his own kicks.

Punting and field goals are his

specialty.

BOB CAMPBELL
This former Toronto collegiate

all star showed much fine poten-

tial until a back injury at the mid-
season mark put him on the shelf

for the remainder of the year. Al-

though erratic in early games, in

his last outings he showed an
improving ability to pass.

CRAYDON HARRISON
Capping off a fine career for the

Gaels, Graydon's main chores

were on defence, One of his jobs,

besides stopping opposition ball

carriers, was calling defensive

signals. This former Ottawa pro-

duct has played almost all the

positions along the line.

RON YOUNG
Seeing limited action in the

early part of the season on of-

fense, Ron's sparkling play in the

last few games has established

him as the man to watch for next

year. He has a sure pair of hands

for pass catching and shows an

ability to move when pursued by

enemy tacklers,

JOHN REDFERN

John is in his last year at

Queen's. He saw a lot of action

at defensive end and many an

opponent has felt the jolt of his

hard tackling. Redfern has been

of invaluable help at his end post

and the team will sorely miss the

big end.

STAN TRZOP
Recently married and in fourth

year science, Stan shouldered

heavy burden this year, playing

both offensive and defensive. This

gent will be a hard man to replace

in the front wall, and his drive

and spirit will also be well re-

membered.

DAVE HARSHAW
Dave, one of the Gaels stand-

out backs this year in spite of the

fact that the Gaels didn't have

possession of the ball too often.

Davey not only excelled on of-

fense, particularly in the latter

part of the season, but his defen-

sive work also proved quite ef-

fective. Dave is another graduate

whose services will be missed.

KARL QUINN
Playing his fourth year for the

Gael's, this first year Meds stud-

ent has shared the honour this

year of co-captain, Doubling as

a fullback on defense, and an im-

movable object at the corner line-

backing spot, this "Yankee" from

Wrentham, Mass., is a fine gent-

leman both on and off the field

for Queen's.

SAM POAPES

Coming to the Gaels at the mid-

point of the season from the inter-

mediate Comets, Sam turned into

one of the real finds of the year.

Though still lacking the polish

essential for another Gary Lewis,

with his presence for the full year

along the line next session you

can bet he will raise plenty of

brows, and lower many opposing

ball carriers.

TERRY DOLAN
A medsman who is one of the

best corner line-backers in the

circuit. Used offensively this year,

he showed up very well and will

be one of next year's key players

tn coach Tindall's extensive re-

building plans.

RON STEWART
This future lawyer has put

Queen's on the football map. The

most remarkable, most colorful

and most everything else to wear

the Tricolor regalia, Ron's foot-

ball feats will go down into the

record books of the league and

the history books of Queen's.

Number 75 in the league is always

associated with "Stew".

CHRIS NOWAKOWSKI
Another of the many Ottawa

products on the team, tackle

Chris has shown a great deal of

drive for the Gaels. Coming up

from intermediate ranks, "Nowa"
has shown his ability to play sev-

eral positions.

BILL TRUELOVE
This former trackman (runs the

100 in 10.5 seconds) has proven

a valuable asset on defence, par-

ticularly in knocking down those

long heaves. Willy was on the

receiving end of many punts.

Bill also came up through the

intermediate ranks.

MIKE VICKERS

This Toronto product is among
the prospects that coach Tindall

expects to turn in a strong show-

ing next year at tackle. Mike cer-

tainly has a lot of drive, which is

necessary for the type of ball in

the intercollegiate league.

ROSS ARBER
One of the few 200 pound line-

men on the team, Ross picked up

much of his experience around

Toronto. This tackle has turned

in some strong efforts in a losing

effort to bolster our sagging

front wall. Ross is another of the

prospects that will be back for an-

other effort next year.

KEN TAKASAKI

Although small (139 lbs.) in

weight, Ken is extremely fast and

deceptive. His sojourn with the

Gaels should pay off for them.

RON DELISLE

Sharing the centre slot, Ron

just needed this year's experience

to gain the confidence necessary

to become a star. He will be heard

from next year.

VISIT

Marilyn's

DIAL 2-1475

LADIES WEAR
FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
238 PRINCESS ST.

DAVE WILSON
Co-captain and guard have been

a big burden on the burly shoul-

ders of Dave, but they haven't

affected his play. Leading the

front wall on offense, this like-

able Torontonian has certainly

turned into one of the best line-

man on the Gaels. Coming back

after a year of ineligibility, Dave

probably packs more drive per

pound than any other man in the

league.

PETE SAEGERT

This solid Winnipeg lad turned

in a splendid year at centre. All

his snaps (without exception)

back to Jocko for punts have

been right on the mark. Great

things are expected from this red-

headed scienceman in the next

grid campaign.

DON ROBB
"Robbie" is one more of many

that has the potential, especially

with the loss of Paul Fedor and

John Redfern. This 6'1" product

of Toronto has the height, which

could likely establish him as the

anchor man at the opposite end

to Bob Burleigh next year.

BILL HALVORSON
This bespectacled custodian of

the front wall turned in another

of his fine seasons. Tackle was
his main position, although he

did see action at guard as well.

His effectiveness however, was

cut down by a gimpy ankle, but

despite this handicap he turned in.

many powerful efforts.

DAVE RICHARDS
Although seeing rather limited

action at the quarterback slot in

the early sledding, Dave has cer-

tainly come through with some
top efforts in the latter half of the

season. With a little more exper-

ience in senior ranks Richards

could develop into a top-notch

passer. He has just finished his

first year under Frank, and we
expect to see him carrying the

Tricolor for several years to

come.

DON MocNAY
Most of his action was restrict-

ed to defensive duties. But in the

coming year Don is expected to-

be a big help running from the

half line. Seeing limited action

on offense, he did show flashes

of form that could make him a
dandy replacement for one of the

retiring members of this year's

regular backs. A lung injury kept

him out of the final game, and
restricted his action against West-
ern in the second last contest.

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Crill PHONE 2-6917

Kg

couturier-inspired

!

Kitlen interprets the Chanel

Look for Fall, with all its relaxed- loveliness,

in this new heavy-knit, "Shetland-type", Orion

cardigan . . . tvilh tuxedo jront and pockets! All the

famous Kitten quality is here . . . the full-fashioning,

hand-finishing and immunity to moth, shrinkage

and the tedium of long drying. In White, Red,

Honey, Black, Platinum Beige, Yellow,

Sea Spray and Powder Blue, in

sizes small, medium or targe.

$14.95 at good stores everywhere!

Look for the name

MUTUAL 1 1FE
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Established 1869

Tha Mutual Uf« o1 Conado offari low-cotf

Bfo Insurance combining laving* with protection.

Your beal Mutual Uf* wpreientattv* can *how yo»

ocfuol poDey reiult* ond will b* glod
*"

|Q worii out a plan d»vU«d to *uit your ««*d».

Sm Ma today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE—PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.,

BRANCH MANAGER—D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032 Bus. LI 6-1405

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U.-Res. LI 2-7602 Bus. LI 6-1405
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SCM STUDY CROUP SAYS

Man Is Prey To Fears
Man must control the emotion,

fear, in order that it may be bene-
ficial, not harmful to him, was
the general conclusion formed
during a discussion of fear at a

Student Christian Movement
study group.

Led by Bob Nicholls the dis-

cussion centred around a tape-re-

corded speech given at McGill

University in October by Bishop

Neil], an Anglican official of th

World Council of Churches.

Bishop Neill asserted, via the

medium of the tape recorder, that

although our modern life is on

the whole comparatively more se-

1958 GRADUATES

AND UNDER - GRADUATES
Representatives of the Spruce Foils Power ond Paper Company,

Limited, Kapuskasing, Ontario will visit the Campus on November
13th, 14th ond 15th, 1957. They will be interested in applications
from 1958 graduates in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engi-
neering Chemical Engineering, Commerce and Finance, and any
engineering graduate with an interest in Industrial Engineering
or Instrumentation. In addition, 3rd year students taking courses in

Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Electrical Engineer-
ing and Commerce and Finance will be considered for summer
employment. Attractive starting salaries plus an excellent salary
schedule for the future will be discussed ot time of interview.
Transportation will be paid for summer to and from Kapuskasing,
should four months' employment be completed. If you are interested'
in making an application, please drop in to the Employment Office
for further particulars.

PRE-WINTER

OVERCOAT SALE
SAVE S16.00 NOW ON
YOUR WINTER COAT

Reg. $75-00
FOR

$59.00

103 PRINCESS ST.
" KINGSTON LI 6-6381

1
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cure than life in the Middle Ages,

we are still a prey to fear. This
is because fear is natural and to

a certain extent educational. A
child soon learns to fear putting

his hand in the fire. This fear is

useful in a dangerous world and
arouses men to positive action to

avoid harm. But unbridled, im-
mediate fear or panic paralyzes

them, he pointed out. Panic is

fear inflated by the unknown.
Common fears are the fear of

pain, the fear of people or shy-
ness, the fear of failure, the fear

of doing wrong, and the fear of

the future.

To overcome fear Bishop Neill

recommended that one face his

fears honestly and then reduce
them to their proper proportions.
But even then real fears do exist,

and it is in man's nature to fear.

Here is where the injunction

of Jesus to "fear not" enters, he
said. The Christian religion con-
tains no guarantee that God will

protect his children from harm
and suffering but does assure
them of grace to ensure suffering.

The important thing is that God,
who lived, was tempted, and suf-

fered as a man, does know and
understand man's suffering. This
knowledge that God knows and
cares is the Christian antidote to

fear, he stated.

In the discussion following the

peech it was pointed out that
Bishop Neill had not spoken of

the application of other faiths to

Too Materialistic Here,
Scottish Student Says

by Fran Shaughnessy
(Journal Staff Reporter)

"Canada is all right — for

geology," said the exchange stud-

ent from Scotland, Ian Maycock,
in an interview with this reporter.

In his opinion, most Canadians
have too much money for their

own good, and spend it on unim-
portant things, like alcohol and
movies.

The material outlook of Cana
dians struck our Scottish friend

most strongly. He said that we
should concentrate on relaxation

ore, and not lose sight of "the

better things of life." He noted
that although a great many Ca-
nadians have "summer cottages,"

they tend to spend all their time
renovating them, rather than us-

ng them for pleasure. "But then,"

he said, "renovation might be
considered pleasure by Cana-
dians."

Mr. Maycock thinks that sports

in Canada can learn a lot from
the British attitude. "Perhaps,"
he suggested, "there could be
more participation, and less spec-

tator sports." At St. Andrew's,
where he attended university,

there were several school teams
for every sport, so that practical-

ly everyone could join in.

Along with most other opin-
ions, Mr. Maycock considers that
learning is the most important
aspect of university life, but even
that is not very useful if one

On women—"Canadian girls
have things far too easy, because

there are far too many men. They

take too much for granted and

the men provide everything. At

home, 'going Dutch' is not con-

sidered a sin."

On alcohol
—"The liquor laws

are pretty ludicrous." In Mr.

Maycock's estimation, there is too

much drinking at the university,

and in spite of the liquor laws,

everyone carries a bottle around

with him. Also, in what are com-

monly considered the Canadian

pubs, the constant hub-hub of

atmosphere, and the congenia];s
found in Britain is missing.

Mr. Maycock also thinks
th

student government is a

thing, but not at all necessary

The pranks which were play^
Scotland are sadly missing,

ani

the outlets for the imagiiia tj0

are few.

this,
i\|

Canadian

But in spite of all

Maycock likes the

people. At least we have one r

deeming feature in his eyes, b

cause he finds that the casual and

friendly feeling here at Queen'

universal among all Canadian

Journalists Discouraged

By Newspaper Actions

the problem of overcoming fear. Moesn 't learn to "get along with
It was also noted that he did not PeoPIe -" He does not like the way
give any practical advice as to

50 man >' assignments are handed
how to aid another person to over- p ut to tne students, and thinks

come fear. that at university level most stud-

The question "Can man control ents are capable of doing their

nd tame his own emotions with- °wri work. Back in Scotland, if

out the aid of God?" will probably the student didn't do the work he
be discussed at a future meeting fa ' )ed

> Dut here the professors

of the SCM study group.
J

really "turn the heat on" to make

3?nrt lenrtj Mntel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop ond Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

iure the work is done.

On food—"I've eaten worse,
but I can't remember where."

Saskatoon(CUP) — The West-

ern Canadian University Press

charged metropolitan daily news-

papers with discouraging univer-

sity students from entering jour-

nalism.

In a resolution passed at a con-

ference held here, the delegates

said that the unfair practices and

low standards of many dailies run

contrary to journalistic ideals.

Representatives from all four

western regional papers attended

the conference. The papers are

The Ubyssey, The Alberta Gate-

way. The Manitoban and the host

paper, the Saskatchewan Sheaf.

The delegates were concerned

with the deluctance of students

to choose a career in journalism

and with the opinion of the public

about newspapers.

Listed as unfair practices were:

The gaining of news and fea-

ture material by tactics that do

not represent the ideals of individ

nal freedom and individual rights

for example, the gaining of ar

interview not by consent but by

GRADUATING IN '58...
Shell Oil representatives will visit your University

NOVEMBER 25, 26, 27, 28
We will interview Chemical, Mechanical,
Geological, Electrical and Metallurgical En-
gineers for career openings in: PetroleumKetmrng and Marketing; Petrochemical

1? ]
U
c
rm9

,

and Marketing; Transport-
ation and Suppl.es; and Purchasing.
We will interview Arts and Commerce grad-uates for Treasury and Sales careers.
If you are graduating in 1958 in one of thecourses mentioned above it can be toadvantage to request an interview.

Here's what to do:
1. Fill out the Personal Inform-

in your

your

ation form available

Placement Office.

Select o convenient time for

your interview on the time-
table provided.

3.._Ask your Placement Officer for

a copy of the booklet "Opport-
unity with Shell in Canada."
This booklet and our career

poster provide information

about our company of interest

to you.

Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
'fO

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

FREE CIFT WRAPPING AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

misrepresentation.

The selecting of facts out of

context; the omitting or subor-

dinating of facts relevant to ths

materia] being presented and im-

portant to its effect; the interpret-

ing of news, previous to writing

it, in a biased manner, selecting

those facets of any occurrence

which coincide with views held

previous to the occurrence by the

reporter.

The slanting of news stories by

the insertion of emotionally-char-

ged language; . . . the presentation

of only one side of some contro-

versial issues ; and the "just-un-

der-the-law" attacks on individ-

uals before they are proven guilty

by fair trial, such attacks coloring

the opinions of the public before

all the facts pertaining to the in-

dividual are aired.

THE BRITISH AMERICAN OIL
COMPANY LIMITED

Company representatives will visit Queen's
University on November 15, 18, and 19 to interview
all students who are interested in careers in the oil
industry.

1. MANUFACTURING: (refining) Graduates in
Commerce, Chemistry, Engineering Physics
Civil, Mechanical, Chemical, Metallurgical and
Electrical Engineering.

2. MARKETING (Sales, Operations), TRANSPORT
ATION, ECONOMICS and CO-ORDINATION
CRUDE and PRODUCT SUPPLY, FINANCE-
Graduates in Engineering, Commerce, Economics
and Arts.

Our booklet "Graduates and B-A" is available to all students
ot the Placement Office. This booklet is an introduction to the
career opportunities for "You" at B-A in its various departments.

Please consult your Placement Officer for
interview times

The discriminating in favor ot

prominent persons whose position

can influence newspaper policy,

thus in effect giving- full facts of

occurrences and about persons

only if they are of no personal

interest to the newspaper.

The lack of recognition of the

responsibility of the press, a cor-

ollary of its freedom, to the read-

ing public to give as fair and

complete an account in as fair a

manner of writing and with due

regard to the precedence of facts

so that the 'lead' is not mislead-

ing, as is possible regarding any

and all reported events.

The resolution went on :

"... students are in part be-

coming disillusioned by tempor-

ary (summer employment; con-

tact with these newspapers and

therefore change their career

plans so as not to enter the fie ,(l '

and in part are recognizing th*

public attitude toward j.ournslislD

and particularly toward newsp3'

per journalism, and are being Pc ['

suaded by the overwhelming cVJ'

dence that shows genuine jus"'

fication for the public attitude.'

In concluding, the resoluti**
1

said the university newspap efi

will continue to train their staff'

in accordance with the principle

now presented by the dailies.

The motion also noted l '!3

newspapers have not shown su'

ficient interest in university st""'

ents. There are few personal cO*'

tacts, scholarships or train 1 "*1

programs sponsored by the da' 1

*

ies.

The resolution will be cor&°'

ered at the annual conference 0

the Canadian University Press

Montreal in late December.
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Critic Considers Art

frn Emotional Outcome
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nAEt
comes into existence be-

LlSe
of an inner necessity. It is

f COInpuIsive will of the artist

| gxpress liimself," said Sir Her-

bert Read Thursday in Convoca-

tion Ha"' The noted critic's topic

,as
"Surrealism".

Sir Herbert traced the develop-

ment of surrealism through the

h - of the artist's changing

(motions. Quoting several times

Lin Freud and Jung, he compar-

ed the artist's subconscious to a

foiling cauldron in which emo-

tions
brought to the surface are

uresented in turbulent color.

"Few emotions transmigrate

jjnto the conscious world," he

said, "and these appear in the

form of the wildly bright and bold

surrealist pic t u r e s. Dissonance

^nd conflict are expected and pre-

ferred in art in this age, and these

should be related to other people

with great intensity."

"Two main modes of expres-

sion in art are the introverted

and the extroverted. The intro-
vert relies predominantly on psy-
chic energy of the inner world of
subjectivity, whereas directed or
logical thinking is used by the
extrovert who addresses himself
in word and thought toward
others."

Levana '60

Swamps Swim
Levana '60, placing in every

event, earned a grand total of 453
points to win the annual intramural

swim meet. '61 managed to nail

down the second spot with 286

points, followed by '59 and '58 with

156 and 117 points respectively.

The meet closed with a hilarious

night gown relay, featuring the use

of flippers by the women's physical

education staff.

SIGNPOST
Tuesday
Student Wives' Club: Meeting at 8:00

p.m. sharp Nov. 12 in Science club-
irooms. Padre Laverty will be guest
speaker.

L.S.A.: A regular meeting of the
Lutheran Students' Association will

k held on Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. at 259
Victoria Street.

Jazz Society: Queen's Jazz Society
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
music room of the Douglas Library.

Ice Revue: There will be a meeting
for all who are interested in skating
in the Ice Revue Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. in the Ban Righ Common Room.
No experience necessary.
Aquacade: There will be an Aqua-

cade meeting on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
in the pool. Bring swim suits. All in-
terested must attend.

Wednesday
QCF: Chapel service 12:50 p.m.

Wednesday _in -Morgan .Memorial
Chapel, Old Arts Building. Everyone
welcome.

SCM: Games Party at Rockwood.
Bus leaves Adelaide at 7:00 p.m., re-
turns 8:15 p.m. Phone Bob Clark
^•5643 for particulars,

i
Sl

,

udy group will meet at 4:30 p.m.
in the lecture room of the gym. Miss
Laird or the Psychology department
«uf lead the discussion—Is there an
answer to fear, frustration and resent-
ment?

Thursday
SCM: Bible study—Your Problem

and Your Faith—under Rev. D. C.
Hunt meets at 12 noon in room 302,
New Arts Building. Lunch served for

a small fee.

Rev. Vince Goring, National SCM
Study Secretary, will speak on "Is
Faith Enough:" at 4:30 p.m. in the

Theological Common Room of the
Old Arts Building.
Camera Club: Thursday, Nov. 14 at

1:00 p.m. in Committee Room No. 2,

Students' Union there will be a meet-
ing of the Camera Club. A financial

statement will be given and activities

for the year will be discussed. New
members are welcome.
French Club: Thursday, Nov. 14 at

7:00 p.m. there will be a meeting at the
Agnes Etherington Art Centre. Pro-
gram: a tour of the Zacks art collec-

tion conducted (in French) by Prof.

Andre Bieler. R.C.A., professor of

Fine Art, Queen's University.

Philosophy Club: Dr. Carter will

give a paper on "Can the existence of

God be proven?" to be followed by
refreshments and discussion in Mc-
Neill House Common Room at 7:30

p.m. Everyone welcome.
Friday
Queen's Debating Society: RMC

versus Oueen's, ''Has Sputnik made
RMC obsolete?" Friday at 7:30 in the

McLaughlin Room. Everyone is

welcome.

Graduation Portraits

To Please YOU!
We provide all necessary robes.

A camera fee of $2.00 pays for a minimum of

four poses.

One

10

5.00

6.00

7.50

Three

$ 7.50

12.00

15.00

17.50

CHARLES PHOTOS
328 PRINCESS ST.

Extra Prints

$1.75

175

3.50

4.00

DIAL LI 2-1650

Texaco Exploration Company
CALGARY, ALBERTA

ENGINEERS and GEOLOGISTS
Representatives from one of Canada's leading oil

p'oducing companies will be interviewing students
"n Chemical, Mining and Mechanical Engineering

and Geology on

NOVEMBER 14th AND 15th

rmanent employment for graduates and summer
j^ployment for undergraduates will be available.
Urther details as to application forms and appoint-
ents ^ay be obtained from your placement officer.

BASTARDS TO BUSINESS
.

Four decades ago a small build-
ing nestled on the east side of
the gymnasium with the sign "Home
for Friendless Women and In-
fants". The modern version is

"The School of Commerce".
The home was run by a group

of Kingston women for unwed!
mothers. This was a continuation
of work started by a woman with
a strong sense of responsibility
for her fellow women. The child-

ren were kept at the home until

the mother was able to support
them or, until they were given out
for adoption.

Queen's purchased the building

thirty-two years ago \o house the

Commerce department which was
at that time five years old.

When approached by a Journal

reporter, Professor MacPherson
of the Commerce Dept. said, "I

don't know too much about the

background of the building, but
I do know that it was once a

private house which was used as

a charitable institution. It was
bought by the university about

the middle twenties. Since the

war it has been extended at the

rear twice by additions which
were supposed to be temporary

but which turned out to be per-

manent, as they usually do."

"Once upon a time

The building is used for offices

by the Commerce department and

not for Commerce classes, which

are held in the New Arts Build-

ing. The building contains ten

private offices — three upstairs

and seven downstairs at the rear

of the building — and the ex-

tension offices which take care of

the clerical work involved in the

courses of instruction for the On-

tario Institute of Chartered Ac-

countants, the Canadian Bankers

Association and the Trust Com-
pany Association.

The building as it now stands

is certainly not convenient. When
you stand at the front door the

building looks like a railway

coach of sleeping cubicles — ex

cept that the professors don't

sleep there. The prospects look

very good for a new building

which would accommodate th-

Commerce, Politics, and Econo

mics departments.

Treasure Van
Travels Afar
The WUS Treasure Van is

going abroad this year.

Mrs. Ethel Mulvany, the foun-

der of the Van, recently visited the

National Assembly of WUS of

Germany and managed to enthuse

the delegates there about the possi-

bility of a sale of exotic foreign

handicrafts. To date ten universi-

ties are reported interested in

sponsoring the sale.

Mrs. Mulvany has also approach-

ed the British and Dutch WUS
committees and has reported that

they too are very interested in

seeing Treasure Van in their com-

munities.

The Canadian Treasure Van
tour comes here Nov. 26-28.

Classified Ads
Lost

A gold medical ring in the vi-

cinity of 176 - 178 University Ave,

Substantial reward for finder. Phone

Ritch at 6-6835.

NFCUS Polling Stations
Wednesday

Meds: Anatomy Clubrooms, 12:45 -

5:00
Science: Clubrooms, 8:30 - 5:30

Arts: New Arts Bldg., 8:30 - 4:45

j Levana: New Arts, 8:30 - 12:00; 130
- 5:00.

FORMULA/fat the futuAfr

Showtnlgon Chemicals Is an important component

I* the formula for tho future of Canoda's rapidly

expanding industry

Through tho year* Shawinigan hoi playtd an

Important part in aiding Canadian induilry In Its

march ta grantor heights and bottor thlngi. Many

chemicals produced by Shawinigon Chemicals atm

intermediates for making things important In owf .

evaiyday life . . . plasties, paint, detergentl*

coimetici and drugs — and many olhor products which

make far easier living.

At Shawinigan, research it never ending In th*

development of new chemical* and the diicovery or nt*
Uies for existing "ones. Through research, Shawinigon

hoi helped Industry in Canada make great strldei in

nearly every sphere of our daily living.

In your own personal formula for a luccesiful future in

industry Shawinigan can play a vital part ... for at

th* demand for newer and better chemicali continues

to grow, so does the need for technical graduates

with ability and ambition — men who are unafraid to)

accept ihe chollenge of the future and to wham

Shawinigan Chemicals Limited can offer a

technical career full of opportunity,

for Informotion regarding Shawinigan Chemicals'

wide range of technical careers, pleaie write lor

Industrial Relations Department. P.O. Box 330,

Shawinigan Falls, Qu*.

SHAWtNIOAM]

SHAWINIGAN CHEMICALS

LIMITED

H*od Office: Shawinigan Building

Montreal

Our Company representatives will be pleased to meet you on the Campus, Thursday and Friday,

November 14th and 15th.
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BY BOB SMOLKIN

There's not too much to say when your team loses all its games
It's rather obvious that there were three better teams in the league.
As I sit here in the Journal Office scribbling this out late on Sunday
night, after the last football weekend of the year, all of the old tried
and true phrases are running through my head, or what's left of it.

I could say the Gaels were "outplayed but not outfought" or that
the team "never gave up", but this is taken for granted. I know it

and you know it so I won't say it.

What happened to the Gaels was simply what happens, in cycles,
to every intercollegiate team. A lot of tremendous players from last
year's championship squad graduated, or had to devote their time to
their studies, and so Coach Tindall and his staff had to start all
over again with a large group of younger and generally inexperienced
players. But even while losing ball games, there is no substitute for
experience and it is very likely that many of this season's younger
Golden Gaels will be the stars of next year.

For those of the Gaels who have played their last game, it was
hard to go from a championship team to a fourth place one but irimy book these guys are champions in every sense of the word. SchoV
larship winner Dave Harshaw, Stan Trzop, Chuck Safrance, John
Redfern and Graydon Harrison have finished their coUege football
careers and all will be hard to replace.

As far as next year is concerned, there are some intermediates
who should be ready for senior action. Among those in Jake Edwards'
crew who will probably step up are fullback Terry Porter and end
Warren Campbell.

Probably the most disappointing aspect of the game was not
the loss to Varsity but the fact that Ron Stewart failed to get his
record breaking touchdown. Everyone was pulling for him to get it
but it just wasn't in the cards. His kick returns were as usual a pleas-
ure to behold and he was the Gaels' leading ground-gainer with 51
yards in seven carries.

There were many people who thought that, since Queen's had a
losing team, there would not be too many Queen's fans in the stands
for the Toronto game. No matter how vague and nebulous the defin-
ition of 'Queen's Spirit* is, it was tremendous to see over 1 200
Queen'smen and women braving the sub-freezing cold to see their
team in action.

The weekend itself was great. It's easy to tell this because every-
one Ive met so far tonight that was in Toronto has that tired
bleary-eyed, satisfied look. All over Toronto, they knew we were intown From frat houses on St. George St. to hotel rooms throughout

t
C

.f'

Stra,nS °f "°n Thigh " COuld be heard ™* * helluva
thought that we have to go back to serious and sober (especially

weekend
S ^^ *** m°nthS the next footba1 '

MIDNITE MUMBLINGS
They say it's possible to go a week without any sleep— I don'tbelieve it - three days is my limit ... Got to give the MustanVscred.t although McGill came closer than most people though tWZ i T

"

,

Jake^rrdS the "ame back *> Kingston nplace of Johnny Kelly- just call him Foster ... I saw a girls' intra-mural touch football game on Saturday morning at U. ofT and Istrongly suggest that our girls form a league and charge admission- it was as funny a sight as I have ever seen - thos girHlavfor keeps
. .

that road from Kingston to Newcastle (whereZT }

?
3

tT
CC ~ CVen f°r "* oM which is used^o
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QUEEN'S GOLDEN GAELS, 1957

Back Row: Sam Poapes, Pete Saegert, Bob McAleese, Paul Fedor, Bob Campbell, Bob Burleigh
Th,rd Row: M.tch Wasik, Chris Nowakowski, Jerry Steinberg, Stan Tzrop, Mike Vickers, Ross Arber.
Second Row: Ne.I McNeill (manager), Hal McCarney (assistant coach), Don Robb, Bill TrueloveKon \oung, Chuck Safrance, Jocko Thompson, Tabby Gow (trainer). Stu Langdon (trainer).

*ront Row: Ken Takasaki, Dave Richards, Graydon Harrison, Dave Wilson, Frank Tindall (coach),
Kar] Qumn, Dave Harshaw. Terry Dolan, Ronnie Stewart.

PHOTO BT WALLACE BER

Gaels Lose In Second Half
Comets Drop Final Contest
As Terry Porter Tremendous

Serving Queen's Students and Staff
Since 1 879 —

ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods - Men's Fumi.hing.
And The Newest Fashions For Women.

You're sure of the Qmiity mi BruceS

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS

EnglishNicely tailored in ..,„_,„„

blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

$34.95

MEN'S DEPT

9*

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Quern's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

The Queen's Comets concluded
the 1957-58 season with a loss

despite the all-star performance
of crashing half-back Terry Por-
ter, who scored all nine Queen's
points. The weather typified the
calibre of play as the Baby Blues
defeated the home team 19-9 in

Richardson Stadium on Friday
fternoon.

The first quarter score, 12-0

favoring Varsity, seemed to spell
out a repeat of last week's per-
formance. The Blues' first touch-
down, scored by Al Connally,
was quickly followed by another
by Walt Adams. This major was
the result of Doug Hermiston's
fumble on the Gaels' 36 yard
stripe.

The second quarter brightened
for a moment when a pass and
run play from Dave Bradley to
Don Robb worked for 63 yards
advancing the play to Toronto's
42 yard line. Two plays later the
Queens'men moved to the 22.
Terry Porter opened the scoring'
for the Comets with a rouge. The
tide turned, however, when a poor
snap-back was followed by three
successive bobblings the next
three times the Comets were in
possession of the ball. However,

these were recovered except, for

the final one which gave Varsitv
possession on their own 30.

An 80 yard kick-off by Terry
Porter opening the second half
went well over the dead line to
make the score 12-2. A successful
punt added another point on the
Queen's side of the ledger. An
interception of Bradley's pass in-

tended for Robb gave the Blues
the ball on their own 30 yard
line. They then relentlessly ad-
vanced for a string of 12 consecu-
tive plays which only concluded
when Walt Adams got the "hands
up" sign signifying his second
TD. Wally Teasdale converted.

It was again Terry Porter, who
ran the ball for Queen's lone
major which concluded the scor-
ing in the game.
Snow, mud, and rain certainly

hampered the proficiency of the
play but statistics are indicative
of the score. Fumbles have plagu-
ed the Comets all season and the
seven in Friday's game were in-

strumental in the loss. Queen's
60 yards gain rushing as compar-
ed with Toronto's 350 yards does
not measure up to last week's
total when Jim Biggar's marches
shoved the total much higher.

(Continued from Page 1)

kick, this time by Terry Dolan, gave Queen's another chance to

score, but the old razzle-dazzle play failed and the Gaels had to be

satisfied with a 1-0 half-time lead.

The third quarter opened with a sustained Queen's drive of 12

successive plays, launched when Ron Delisle recovered Chisolm's
fumble. The Gaels' march bogged down again, however, and Jocko

Thompson booted his second single of the day, from the 25 yard line

A dropped kick by Ron Young, "

in which play he was injured, set

up Varsity's first major. On a
third down gamble, Joynt tossed
a touchdown pass to Roger Cres-
well who was behind pass de-
fenders Terry Dolan and Chuck
Safrance. From there on it was
all Varsity.

Early in the final quarter, Maik,
playing his last game of college
ball, kicked a 21 yard field goal
and later scored a converted

touchdown for a game total of

11 points. A kick by Joynt round

ed out the score : Toronto Varsit)'

18 — Queen's Golden Gaels 2

For the "Blues" Tim Reid, Peter

Maik, and Brian Aston led a strong

ground attack while Larry Joynt

punted a wet ball for a good average

Heading the Tricolor offensive wen

Ronnie Stewart, Chuck Safranct

and Bill Truelove. Final score 1?

for Varsity.

STATISTICS
First Downs
Yards Rushing
Yards Passing

Passes Attempted

WESTERN WINS TITLE
Led by the powerful running of twin fullbacks Bill Britton and

?oth^ n
th
l

WeStern MUSt3ngS WO" the Intercollegiate
hootball Championship by defeating McGill 8-1 in the final eameof the season. The undefeated Yates Trophy winners have now

MetraT
champi0nshiPs in «**•« years under head coach John

Playing before 5000 fans in London's Little Stadium the Mustangs opened the scoring early in the first quarter on a 26 yard-ngle by quarterback Art Turner. Using a consistent ground attack
he_ Metrasmen marched 64 yards early in the second frame for"he,r only major. In 12 plays Britton carried 7 times and CreightonW
t r

F

n
t0
" PlUnging f°r the SCOrR

"
Ca*mova converted.

§

McGill quarterback Dick Carr threw 22 passes but a strongLondon defense held him to 9 completions. The only MontrealS: the garter on a singfe from Jan

Passes Completed
Interceptions By
Fumbles
Own Fumbles Recovered
Penalties

.

Punts — Average
Runback — Punts
Rimback — Kickoffs

"""

Field Goals Attempted
Field Goals Made
Rouges

Queen's

9

90

95

14

.5:

39.8

27

68

Varsity

19

281

107

14

6

2

4

3

7

36,3

58

10

2

1

1

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT
PHnCWI S,reet

Dial LI 6-11**
QuaiUy that

Service that Satisfies

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

rnent

r

s ir

n

T
B
°^ *?"! SUPPly *** *<™ ™t»**

Leaf L "T *° °
FaCUlties and »ep»tn«nf. LooseLeaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
JCINGSTON^

^ Queen .

s University Grpunda ONTARIO
j

5t«<lellt5

r
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POLL RESULTS IN NFCUS LANDSLIDE
Fear Is Quite Natural,
Channel It - Dr. Laird
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"From the psychologist's point

lof view fear is a very complex

fetnotion," said Professor Isabel

laird at Wednesday's SCM meet

Ing-

I "One of the first causes of fear

is a sudden removal of support,

^whether physical, psychological

lor spiritual. Fear is a part of

[your make-up and is the basis of

Ecuriosity."

Dr. Laird discussed the great

fear people have today of being

unpopular. "Criticism," she re-

marked, "hurts because of your
fear of rejection by others."

|
She suggested that saying "1

(know how you feel" helps a
friend who is afraid. It helps pro-

mote trust, if it is followed by
a friendly reassurance.

"You will always fear the fu-

ture," she said, "but you must
ftake it in your stride. Fear like

any other natural, healthy emo-
tion must have a channel of free-

dom. Results of hiding fear could
be serious."

"You can control your emotions
|to a certain extent, and so you
should," she continued. "Folk-
ways, customs and taboos of so-
ciety demand that you do. An
uninhibited personality is un-
known in civilization."

"You cannot conquer fear with-

out God," she stated. "Neither
can you expect to fight fear on
faith alone."

Professor Laird went on to dis-
cuss a "spiritual ladder" as the
means of ascent to the point at
which demand and surrender be-
come a fundamental rule of life.

No Drum
To Pound

Buffet Supper
A buffet supper will be

held Sunday night at Wal-
'ace Hall. Coeds will be
especially welcome. Tickets
at ?1 per person may be
obtained from the cashier of
Wallace Hall or from the
Tuck Shop.

Varsity Stadium last week was
witness to a catastrophe. During
a howling blizzard an unknown
culprit absconded with the

Queen's bass drum.

A reporter was present when
the woebegone drummer, Bob
Black — somewhat purple about

the knees — said: "I turned my
back for a moment, and it disap-

peared." Toronto police and U of

T ushers were immediately in-

formed, although mutinous mut-

terings were heard to the effect

that the aforementioned were "no

damn use at all." Depite an an-

nouncement on the P.A. system

regarding the loss, and a mild fit

of hysterics on the part of Tom
Kincaid, the band manager, the

miscreants escaped unapprehend-

ed.

The matter was brought before

the AMS. Anne Hayes, Senior

Levana AMS rep. said that a let-

ter had been received from Tor-

onto regarding the theft. St.

Mike's was tentatively named as

originators of the offense.

It is hoped that Queen's will

be compensated for the loss.

"Will we or won't we?"
Walter Tarnapolsky (left), national president of NFCUS, dis-

cusses plans with members of the Queen's NFCUS committee before
the result of the vote came in Wednesday. Left to right are Judy
Isaac, Steve Bancroft and Anne Hayes.

University Spying Service
Watching Africa Students

Nursing School Feels

Campus Growing Pains

By Neville Rubin
Vice-President. National Union of

South African Students

Cape Town, Oct. 31 (Special to

the Journal)—The South African

government is using spies to

watch the activities of students

in South Africa's English-speak-

ing universities.

The Student Council at Rhodes
University reported an under-

graduate student had confessed

at a special meeting that he had

for some time been informing to

the Security Branch of the CID
on "undefined political agitation

at Rhodes." The SRC said it "de-

plored the infiltration of such

subversive and destructive ele-

ments into the university . . Such
police-state measures constitute

a most invidious threat to acade-

mic freedom."

Police officials at first treated

the affair as a student prank, and

denied the charges, although one

commented "No university can

from security regulations." How-
ever the Vice-Chancellor of the

university confirmed the SRC
report a day later when he stated

that the student in question had
been approached by an officer of

the CID and invited to submit in

formation to him.

Other charges soon came to

light. It was alleged that two
officers of NUSAS. Ernest Went-
zel and this correspondent, had
been kept under surveillance by
the Security Police during a visit

to Fort Hare, an African univer-

sity. It was also charged that the

police were active at the Univer-
sity of Cape Town.

The Afrikaans press charged
that the affair was the work of

"leftist elements at the univer-

sity." NUSAS retorted that
"safe-guarding security" seemed
to have become identified with

surveillance by the police of any
legitimate multi-racial gathering

Levanites Vote "Yes" 292-4
The National Federation of Canadian University Students won

a resounding vote of confidence from Queen's students Wednesday.
In a plebiscite on the question "Should Queen's remain in

NFCUS?" students voted 628 to 119 in favor of the federation.

Voting generally was light, although Levana polled 292 votes
for NFCUS and only four against. Other polling stations reported

a low percentage of those eligible cast their ballots. Meds voted
64 for, 54 against; Science, 104 for, 21 against; and Arts, Law, IR
and Theology 168 for, 40 against.

The result came as no surprise

to most observers, although few

had anticipated such a landslide

majority. There had never been

any organized opposition to NF-
CUS on the campus. The plebis-

cite was originated last year when
a group of students decided that

NFCUS should be made to show
what it was doing to justify its

existence on campus. The NF-
CUS committee welcomed the

challenge and carried on an in-

tensive campaign all fall to pub-

licize NFCUS' works.

First Seminar
Seeks Students

regard itself as being immune
j
which is considered an offence to

Queen's World University Ser

vice committee scores anothei

first when it plays host at a

weekend seminar Nov. 30-Dec. I

The seminar, to be held a

Sharbot Lake, will discuss
"What's a University For?" The
topic is one which will enable

students from all faculties to par-

ticipate on an equal basis.

Students have been invited

from Toronto, McGill and Carle-

ton to join six Queen's students

who will be selected at the end

of next week. Three faculty mem-
bers will take part, two from

Queen's and one from Toronto,

To date the Queen's professors

have not been chosen.

Queen s students who are in-

terested in joining this seminar

can submit applications to the

AMS office. They will be asked

to write ten lines on why they

are interested in going on the

seminar, and to pay a registration

fee of $2 to help cover costs.

The deadline for applications is

Friday, Nov. 22.

the government's policy of apar-

theid.

NUSAS has sent a protest to

the minister of justice concerning

the incident.

Bryan Blair, chairman of the

NFCUS committee, said: "The

result of the voting on Wednes-
day's plebiscite, in which Queen's

reaffirmed her support of NFCUS,
has, like any vote of confidence,

strengthened the national union.

The confidence which we have

expressed in the national execu-

tive is certain to influence favor-

ably those universities which are

at the present time considering

entering NFCUS.

"All of us hope that our con-

tinued support of NFCUS will

ensure and speed achievement of

the board aims of the federation,

particularly in regard to this

year's program for increased

scholarship aid to students."

SUSIES TAKE CUE
The Queen's School of Nursing

s warming up to enter the ex-
pansion race on the campus.

W'SS Jennie M. Weir, director

^ ™c school, predicts changes.

£ v

Prese»t she and lecturer Miss

head"
Moi,lt011 are putting their

L .

S tQgether to discuss plans
'"iprovement. However, deft-

'e committments cannot be

.

e ""til later in the year, Miss
tlr said.

Ile school has witnessed an

BntjTtt-
aboilt 24 first year sti,d-

hig],
term

' which is fairly

[tics '^cordin& to official statis-

It i

"e school now holds 106

!

o

eilts in all years.

J Of tra
-

meet th-e various demands
in

the

ned and qualified personnel

ras on
nUrsinS field the school

"eetor r

d in I942
- The first di-

school was appoint-
U
?
Ust <>f 1946 and the first

er d^/"
Pubjic Health began

°win
£

n September of the

The five year course which

leads to a final degree of Bachelor

of Nursing Science intends to

prepare more young women in

fields such as Public Health and

Hospital Administration.

Second, third and fourth year

students are found in hospital

schools in various centres such as

Kingston, Toronto and Montreal.

All schools are approved by the

Nursing Science School at

Queen's. In their final year, the

(See Nurses, Page 5)

Tricolor Pictures

Would all groups who

have not yet made appoint-

ments to have their Tricolor

pictures taken please make

an appointment before Wed-

nesday, Nov. IS. No club

pictures will be taken after

this date. Write-ups must

be in at this time also.

"Why fight it?"

A resigned male is collared for a coffee date with

determined Susie-Q.

Queen'swomen get their yearly chance

to capture a guaranteed annual wage next

week. It's Susie-Q Week.
The pregnantly-phrased (don't panic yet

girls) rules have just been posted.

Dating will begin Sunday noon, and will

last until next Sunday noon. The liberal-

minded rule-makers have included another

potentially dangerous clause ;
girls must

apply all the principles of etiquette they

would expect from a fellow on a date.

Ladies, this is your big chance to chase

the men, as you have been all fall in your

subtle way, without fear of detection and

subsequent ostracism from your fellow

head hunters. Moreover, there is a cup to

be awarded to the winning house or floor

which takes out the most boys in the week.

The Dog Patch Derby in Grant Hall on

Friday will highlight the week. Hats, cha-

peaux, sombreros and any other form of

headgear are the order of the night. As a

matter of fact, you won't be able to get in

without one. There is a prize for the best-

adorned head of both varieties. What you

wear elst where doesn't really matter except

to the Legion of Decency. Rubby clothes,

are recommended. Dancing will be to the

music of Dave Bessant.

Who's Where?
Editor Gripes

100 Not There

Two hundred copies of "Who's

Where" will he distributed on

Friday in the New Arts Building

to girls in Arts and Nursing

Science.

This arrangement has been

made so that boys can be easily

located during "Susie-Q Week."

Other students will receive their

copies at the beginning of next

week.

The printers again this year

were Hanson and Edgar- Al-

though the page coverage for ad-

vertisements has decreased slight

ly, increased rates have brought

more revenue. It is yet uncertain

whether "Who's Where" will pay

or not this year.

Mr. Findlay would like to im-

press upon the students the im-

portance of early subinittance of

changes of address and courses.

"This year there will be about

100 inaccurate entries in "Who's

Where," he said. "I do not know
if this is a result of many late

registrations or simply neglect in

making corrections in the lists."

J*
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Blighting words
Henry Murphy, Liberal MP from New Brunswick, fears for

the moral fibre of our nation. His anxiety has been aroused by some
of the programs aired over CBC-TV.

In a recent program entitled "Close-Up," Joseph Salsberg, an
ex-LPP member, stated some of his communist beliefs. Not having
-watchejd the program, we do not know to what extent Mr. Salsberg
utilized his public appearance to advocate the communist line
But Mr. Murphy seems to be objecting not to the circumstances in
which the political statements were made, but to the fact that they
were made at all. On his opinion, the CBC lacks judgment in as-
suming that many Canadians wanted to hear the views of a com
munist.

"I don't think Canadian citizens want to listen to this man on
a program for which we are paying," he said.

What's more, the panelists on a recent edition of "Fighting
Words" discussed homosexuality and prostitution which Mr.
Murphy felt was "embarrassing" to parents, especially since at that
hour many children would be watching TV.

Mr. Murphy discerns definite totalitarian tendencies in the
CBC's policy of using its own judgment rather than that of its
listeners to decide what programs it Will show. He has accused
the CBC of following the Communist patterns in seeking to destroy
the moral fibre of the nation and the family unit.

In the first place, the program "Fighting Words" is not the
type of thing that keeps children under 12 years of age rooted to their
grooves in front of the TV set. And as for children over 12 years
of age, an intelligent, forthright discussion of the matter would b
as good an introduction for them as any. Certainly, pretendin
such problems do not exist will do nothing to strengthen our
moral fibre."

Secondly, the most subversive tendency we have yet detected
CBC-TV is the apparent policy of serving as a bush league for

the better-paying corporations south of the border.
As for Mr. Murphy's implied suggestion that the CBC air

illy those programs which receive high listener ratings, there are
a good number of TV viewers in the country who would soon be
surfeited with such programs as "Country Hoedown" and "Cross
Canada Hit Parade."

But Mr. Murphy's prime example of narrow-mindedness is his
objection to hearing the "Communist line" broadcast into Canadian
homes. TV is only one of the media of mass communication. Would
lie have the LPP party banned from radio, magazine, newspapers

thtk^r y^T Vs WCH? " tHiS iS Mr
'
MurPh>"s ^ew, thenthinkers like himself represent a far greater threat to Canada's!

Christian ideals" and democratic institutions than Mr Salsberg -

J th 'nk t ie edltor 1S ^"e correct

and his colleagues.
baisoerg| in statmg fhat t]]e^ Qf thg^

world wars are remembered only
by their relatives and friends. It „
probably true that the majority of
people experience only shallow emo-
tion, and possibly even embarrass-
ment during the Two Minutes'
silence. For many, the sen-ice does
constitute only "hypocritical lip-

service" and for others the prospect
of a long week-end is uppermost
in the mind. This may all be true,
but in my view it does not consti-
tute a reason for abolishing the
observance of Remembrance Day.
It is rather a cause for shame.

Letter from a new faculty member
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may learn to respect the price of
peace, to work harder for its pre
servation.

Frank Showell

Since my arrival at Queen's this fall, I have been reading yourpaper, particularly your editorial policy, with considerable interest
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New Faculty Member.

It is true that Remembrance
Day is set aside that we, who
survived the wars, may pay hom-
age to those who perished. But
there are other things to remem-
ber. It does not matter whether
the men we honor on this day
died heroically or not. The im-
portant thing is that, willingly or
not, these men paid the greatest
price of all, in order that the
world might once more live in
peace. We can ask ourselves if

that price was paid in vain; if, in
fact anything was gained from
the two wars. In this way, Re-
membrance Day can perhaps re-
mind us of the folly of war. We
remember November 1 1, the peace
which was to end all conflict. We
who know the terrible aftermath
can ask ourselves how a second
great war came about. We can
remember the suffering and the
terrible cost of the two wars. We
can do this, and resolve more
strongly, that a third catastrophe
will not visit us.

This we can all do. We do not
need to remember loved ones
snatched from us by the cruel hand
of war; we need only recall the
meaning of WAR.

If we can do this Remembrance
Day ma)' assume a new significance
lor many of us. People forget very

sily. In 1939 we paid a price for
our forgetfulness. If we can jolt
our memories only once a year we

Editor, Journal:—Several of us
regretted that the Remembrance
Day Service in Grant Hall did not
Include a short address to the stu-
dents. Such an address seemed
quite fitting in light of world de-
velopments of the past few weeks.
"But isn't it up to each one of us,"
said a dissenter, "to reflect on the
meaning of Remembrance Day in
his own way? Anyway, what could
you say without being long winded ?"

Another student attempted an
answer. "The Soviet Union has
shown to the world what can be
accomplished by dedication to a
task. They have become the lead-
er in a "race to conquer space,"
outstripping nations who at one
time had a substantial lead-

There is surely a lesson here for

Canadian university students. Let
use some of the Communists'

determination and energy. If we re-
dedicate ourselves to the task of
learning all we can in our chosen
fields and so become worthy assets
to our country and intelligent

exponents of democracy and free
enterprise, then we may set an
example to the rest of the world
which will have a more far reach-
ing effect than Sputnik ever had.

This is how we can best honor
the men we think of on Remem-
brance Day.

John S. Brownlee.

based on such specious assump-
tions echoed throughout the ar-
ticle.

The editor questions the motives
of those who sacrificed themselves
in the conflicts. While it is imposs-
ible to ascertain the motives of

those who died, nevertheless the
overnment, acting in the name of

the Canadian nation, committed
these men to battle and sent them
forth with the responsibility of de-
fending that very same, "Freedom.
Peace, God and Country." Death is

very often the supreme sacrifice

needed to obtain these worthwhile
ends. This is re-emphasized by the
recent Hungarian uprisings.

Remembrance Day affords an
opportunity to reaffirm our values,
the worth of which has been estab-
lished by the example of those
whom we "remember."

R. D. Abbott L C. S. MacNab
M. J. Bonner VV. F. Prachter
J. S. Brownlee R. C. Oaks
P- J. Cosgrove
D. J. Finn

W. B. Lane

M. C. Orzech
G. D. Walmsley

Law '60

Editor, Journal:—"Duke et dec-
orum est pro patria mori."

Queen's Journal, with its recent
heritage of "The Queen is Dead"
and "Convocation Bribery," has
now unhappily crowned this notor-
iety with a degrading editorial en-
titled, "The Dead are Dead."

This editorial fails on the ele-

mentary technical level by virtue
of its unwarranted assumptions.
The most flagrant assumptions
stems from the editor's ability to
read the minds and emotions of
over 1,200 persons. This remark-
able clairvoyance produces a

ratio of nine to one experiencing,

"a lukewarm solution of bore-

dom." One questions seriously

the soundness of any argument

Ouch!
Editor, Journal:—I dislike join-

ing the ranks of those who complain
that they have been misquoted in
the newspaper. However, I have no
choice but to ask you to correct
something attributed to me on Page
2 of the Journal of Friday, Nov. 8.

I am reported as having said
in part "sometimes one is tempted
to do it in about two or three
years and finds it was useless
later. What I did say to your
reporter very carefully, because
this was something on which I
did not want to be misquoted
was "sometimes one or other uni-
versity is tempted to try it about
once in thirty years only to dis-
cover that there was no point in
it." You can see quite clearly I
am sure, that if I were correctly
reported in saying every two or
three years that would, of course
support what the editorial I was
criticizing said.

I think you should impress upon
your repurters the importance of
quoting people accurately or your
sources of news through interviews
will dry up.

J. A. Corry,

Vice-Principal.

Strategy has been

continuing to fire so
.i ,

"""" M,cnnwon t know you re out of a ni n .

nit-ion. I hope that Jim HolmJ^
planning to use strategy in his J
ture columns, for his is obvi

0tI5
]

out of ammunition.

The two-party system is the J*,

way of preventing a chaotic go Vt;r.

ment along the lines France
hj,

ut if it is to work the interests :

:ach large group in the counj
must be represented by one or (L

other party. Hence the system

works out much better in Gr&i
Britain, where the big-bu s in6!
party and the pro-labor party hat»

separate ideas on vital issues
anj

there is more interplay betweer

them than in the USA, where the

two big-business parties air
pwti

squabblings every four years.
|jj

Canada the two main parties favoi

big business (to Mr. Holmes' asser-

tion that large campaign contrihu

tions place the party under no «b]

gation, I suggest that you don,

hand a politician $10,000 because

you like the color of his necktie

* * *

The CCF is a party of reform,

ever since the days when Wood
worth, who had the balance

power, forced King to give Canai

the old-age pension. Liberal ri

forms have been at the barest mm
imum needed to keep the coisntr

from going CCF. Diefenbak*

showed his intention of doing life

wise by increasing the pension i

a paltry $55 a month. It shoul

be raised to $75 — these peopli

need to subsist decently—and fixed

so that it fluctuates with the cos!

of living, taking it out of the realm

of politics.

* * *

The Winnipeg Manifesto was

merely the CCF's acknowledgement
that times have changed since the

depression and that in today's

world only a few enterprises can

best be run by the government

What other party changes its line

in harmony with changing condi

tions openly rather than behind

locked doors? Finally, Mr. Holmes

misquotes me in saying that I up-

hold the CCF as the paragon of al!

political virtues. I am sometime
|

in violent disagreement with (lit

CCF. but by and large I fee! that

it is the best of our political partiei

If Mr. Holmes plans to contimif

devoting his column to politic

(which I don't), I suggest that he

leave the smoke-filled halls d

McNeill House long enough to visit

the slums of one of our cities befoK

be says that Canadians are satisfied
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FIFTH COLUMN
for whom the bell tolls

BY MEPHISTO

pear Mr. Editor, the muddled thinking in your mocking editorial

he Dead Are Dead led you to some silly and ill-informed conclu

ions.

You, deny, perhaps through ignorance of the issues at stake

[hat we owe any gratitude to those who died in the last war You
|do not see how their 'sacrifice' has benefitted your personal existence

%0 you mock. You may yet induce them to live and die again for

Shore elevated motives.

Tell me, Mr. Editor, did you hear on the night of September 7

1940, the church bells warning the imminent invasion of England
while the metal-studded boots of the Home Guard clattered down
llie darkened street to the beach?

Have you ever read of the time when Gocriug's 1,392 bombers
and 1.^90 fighters were opposed by a force of 704 Spitfires and
Hurricanes. These were "the few" who risked all, in order, as you
would presumably have it, so that they should not incur tiie moral
wrath of the population?

Have you, Mr. Editor, ever seen a school bus, off route, roaring
down a country side road to return a bailcd-out fighter pilot to th
nearest airfield? Why should you feel gratitude to this man with
muddy flying suit and dried blood clogging his sleeve?

I shall not ask the Editor if he has heard of Alamein, Anzio
Arnhem ... to mention a few that lead the long list. Presumably
he would deny that the 600 paratroopers who held Arnhem bridge
against a Panzer division did not make a conscious sacrifice. They
were prepared to die, though as expensively as possible, in the caust
of the Allies.

Out of the 10,000 paratroopers dropped behind the Hues in oc
cupied Holland of 1944 only 600 reached the objectives at Arnhem
The original force was supposed to hold the bridge for perhaps
36 hours before the advancing Allies passed through their positions
But 600 men held the bridge for 48 hours without any supplies. They
could have surrendered 'honorably'. Instead they held the bridge
for yet another two days and a night anxiously awaiting the arriva
of the ground forces. When they were finally driven from their po
sitions of the original 600 only 140 were left.

World War II was exceptional in that it had to be fought. It was
a war in which heroism and death were not entirely meaningless
J lie idea of Liberty was not just a cheap propaganda trick.

I am sure the Editor agrees it is unnecessary to experience the
horrors of battle and dictatorship in order to acknowledge our debt
lo those who were killed in the war. But even his editorial as it

stands, illustrates in a perverse fashion the success of the men and
women who fought, won : and therefore were iorgottcn.
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Queen's quarterly reviewed
Is Canada in danger of becom-

ing an American Economic satel-
lite? Are American investments
m Canada's future infringing our
activities as an independent coun-
try? No, is the answer of Jacob
Viner, in his analysis of the Gor-
don Report on Canada's Econo-
mic Prospects, in the Autumn
issue of the Queen's Quarterly.
Mr. Viner sees American invest-
ments as a healthy and useful in-
stitution. He has faith in the ef-

ficacy of Canadian diplomacy to
express what he calls our "lusty
nationalism,"

Mr. Viner seems to have taken
an extremely rosy view of that
"splendid British institution," the

royal commission. All too often
the splendid service of the royal

commission is in the field of ob-

scurantism rather than illumina-

tion. Though one must admit the

excellence of those that do table

reports, the commission is also

an excellent place to bury, inde-

finitely if necessary, a red-hot

issue. And the complete objectiv-

ity of the membership is not al-

ways above question. Govern-
ments arc composed of humans
who are not averse to tip the

balance of representation in their

own favor.

An Offence unto Charity" is

an article by Walter Swayze, also

dealing with the problem of Ca-

nadian nationalism. Our national

inferiority complex is the result

of American cultural pressure. It

appears that the only activities

to which Canadians apply the

epithet "American" are those

proletarian pleasures which can

be effectively publicized by the

mass media. Mr. Swayze has elab-

orated on a theme which has also

concerned Prof. Lower, accusing

Canadians of attributing to them-

selves some mystical, moral and

intellectual superiority in reaction

to the more vital and prosperous

American civilization.

True, there are more American

devotees of the brassy popular

arts than of the more refined

,

arts. But can we Canadians say

differently? Mr. Swayze is dubi

ous.

The author is particularly con

cerned with the sneering attitude

with which Canadian university

staff and students refer to the

American academic world. Cer

tainly we all know detrimental

stories about football colleges and

over-strcamJined learning. Yet
Mr. Swayze writes with a frankly

envious tone of the intellectual

life at Yale.

Carey B. Joynt discovers the

development of a "New isolation

ism" in the United States. He
reviews recent American foreign

policy and discerns a disturbin;

retrogression to the militantly

national and anti-colonial atti-

tude which characterized the na

tion until the Second World War
forced a re-appraisal. His theory

is that perhaps the American
emergence into the international

community is a passing phase, al-

ready tending to reversal. His

illustrative quotations from mem-
bers of the present administration

are compelling.

There is some correlation here

with the two previous articles. Is

it safe for Canadian nationalists

to continue to condemn the inter-

nationally-minded United States?

Peter Pechel, son of Dr. Rud-
olph Pechel who spoke to Queen's

students last year, unfolds a

tense, personal little drama about

his father's release from a Nazi

prison in the closing days of the

War.
The partition of Indo-Cbina is

discussed from the economic

standpoint by Philip Stuchen, and
nearer home John Young consid-

ers the prospects for a guaranteed

annual wage in Canada. Adrian

Marriage applies a slick style to

an examination of the impact of

professionalism in the field of the

social sciences, while in the sec-

tion devoted to letters, Hugo Mc-
Pherson rediscovers Canadian

writer Morley Callaghan in a

readable manner.

Dorit just sit there!
You'l] enjoy today's copy of this publication

oiuch more if you'll get up right now and get

yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola

(Naturally, we'd be happier, too!)

^Coka" It a ngltbrsd rrodt-mfrrk. COCA-COLA LTD.

Bt. AttJirpio'a

pftlNCEM And clcbov Streets

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 j m.—Morniax Service,

Nursery Claea, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all srudentg.

(TJhalmfrB

EARL AND BARR1E STS.

REV, W. F. BANISTER. CD.
MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH

11.00 a.m. 'The Meaning of

Jonah"

7.30 p.m. Some Stories Jesus

Told

(5) "Buried Treasure"

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A Very Cordial Invitation

To All Queen's Students.

Editor of Queen's Quarterly; Prof. J. E. Hodgetts

Richard Church has provided a

whimsical excerpt from his auto-

biography. Also included in this

issue of the Quarterly are two
poems: Ballade by C. A. Ashley

and Consummation by R. O. Hunt.

Both efforts are quite forthright,

giving room (fortunately) for

little extended interpretation.

What has been called "the

graveyard of literary criticism" in

the last pages of the Quarterly

yields many reviews of interest

to the student.

Jock Gunn

Chaplin film Sunday
Though Modern Times was ad

vertised as Chaplin's first talkie

when it had been just release

is really a silent movie in the same

manner as Tilly's Punctured Ro
mancc and City Lights were.

The plot is revealed through

pantomine and mimicry. The little

hoboe (Chaplin) is working on an

assembly line in a factory which

is the last word in speed and effi

ciency. He is even fed on the assem

bly line so as not to interrupt the

steady flow of production. The
machines are working in perfect

unison, and all would be swift and

efficient, if only the little man would

have been equally perfect. His lack

of stereotyped conformity creates a

continuous threat to this bit of

brave new world. The harder he

tries the more disastrous are the

results, both for him and for this

maze of perpetuum mobiles. After a

day's work his hands "forget" to

unclasp the wrenches with which

he had been working, and all he

sees are objects resembling the bolts

which he had been tightening dur

ing the day as they passed by on

the assembly line.

The strain is made even more

unendurable by his co-workers and

foremen who resemble more the

machines they work with than this

little man, and he flees from the

factory. Episodes follow where

despite adverse happenings and

temporary discouragements, he goes

on seeking with undiminished hope

for another job, and, more impor-

tant still, for human warmth and

understanding.

The range of appeal of Modern

Times is as wide as it is deep and

persistent. The plot is basically

serious and idealistic, yet contains

an abundance of comic relief. The
fusion of the ridiculous and of the

subline in an indivisible whole to

reveal basic human problems is pro-

bably the most pertinent explana-

tion of its success, but the appeal

of Modem Times can be understood

in its entirely only by seeing it.

A. Lepinis

Poet speaks

Professor A. D. Hope, author of

The Wandering Islands, will address

on open meeting of the English

Club on Monday, Nov. 16 in the

MacLaughlin Room at 3 :45 on

contemporary literature in Australia.

He is here on a Commonwealth

cultural exchange plan.

TRINITY XXII
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 17TH

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Parish Communion
(Son); Eucharist with Hymns and
Short Address).

11.00 o.m. Choral Eucharist
R.M.C Church Parade.
Preacher: The Rev. C. E. Staples.

7.00 p.m. Evensong & Recital
In place of the Sermon the Cathedral

Choir will nre'cnt a programme of

Choral ivorkb includinc Handel's great
Coronation Anthem "Zodock the

Prist". Complete service and Recital

within the Hour.

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour and
Student Discussion

Croup

DEC. QTH
The Choir and
Cathedral, Toro
a.m.

EXCHANGE SUNDAY
1 Clergy ol St. Jome'i

to at 9.00 and 11.01

(Union sr. By The Campus)

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 17th

Sunday Services

8.00 a.m. Corporate Commu-
nion for the Canterbury Club

followed fay breakfast

9.00 a.m. Holy Communion

11.00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer

You will enjoy the discussion and

fellowship at the Coffee Hour at

8J5 p.m. after Evening Prayer.

We invite you to join us.

Wednesday — 8.00 a.m.

Holy Communion

SYBSNHflW 4 WILLtAM STS.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
0 A D .

TH.M.
minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 17th

11.00 a.m. Dr. George H. Bur-

gess, of Angola

7.30 p.m. The Minister

8.30 p.m. Reception for Dr.

and Mrs. George
H. Burgess

Everyone Welcome.
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SIGNPCST
Friday

SCM: Vincc Goring will be avail
able for individual discussion in the
Co-ed Lounge of the Students' Union
between 2 and 4 p.m. "What Can I
Hope.'" is the topic of Goring's second
Jecturc at 4.j0 in the Adelaide Common
Room. Men students are invited to
join Goring for dinner in Wallace Hall
at 5.30. In his lecture entitled, "Wb.it
Ought I to Do?" Goring deals with
the H-fiomb tests and their consequen-
ces, to be held in the McLaughlin
Room, Students' Union at 8 p.m.

Queen's Debating Union: RMC (af-
firmative) versus Queen's (negative)
on "Muttnick has made RMC obso-
lete," in Ban Righ Common Room al
7-30 p.m. Everyone welcome.

Arts '59: Dance at Grant Hail Fri-
day night with Tim Murray's orchestra
at $1.50 per couple, sponsored by Arts

Saturday

Arts '60 Girls: All girls in Arts '60

pick up your "Who's Where" in the
New Arts Building Saturday morning.
Year card required. Invaluable for
Susie-Q.

Sunday
SCM: SCM goes visiting: This week

wc are visiting First Baptist Church.
Meet the group 10 minutes before the
service begins.

Canterbury Club: Communion break-
fast to be held in St. James Church on
Sunday at 8 a.m.

Monday
SCM: Join the Rockwood Dance

parly. Bus leaves Adelaide Hall at
6-45 p.m.

Chemical Engineering Club: Mon-
day, Nov, 18, at 4 p.m., the Chemical
Engineering Club is holding a meet-
ing in the Science Clubrooms. A film
on petroleum will be shown, and speak-
er will be Mr. Speerstra from Shell
Oil Co.

Tuesday

Scottish Country Dancing: The
group meets in the girls' gymnasium
Tuesdays at 8.45 p.m. Please note the
change of time. Everyone welcome.
-No experience necessary.

Queen's Revue: General meeting of
Queen's Revue Guild Nov. 19 at 7
P-rri. in the Biology Lecture Room
Election of director, producer, and
script and music will be announced.
WUS: "Arc the customs of our

grandfathers obsolete?" A bull session
sponsored by WUS will be held Tues-
day night at 7.30 p.m. to discuss this
problem. If interested, call Paul Herz-
berg at 8-5475.
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Col. Zack's Collection

Mirror Of Personality

Art enthusiasts were given a new
appreciation of tlic Zacks art collec

ion in a talk by Prof. Andre Bieler

Wednesday night at Hillcl House

The collection now on exhibit at

the Agnes Etherington Art Centre

captivating because of "dual

qualities — the origin of the singl

Classified Ads
LOST

Will the bandsman who took the

blue parka from the Queen's cheer-

leader at the McGill game here

please contact the Journal Office __

the owner is now in the first stages

of pneumonia. Or try Don at 6-0123

FOUND
Man's silver watch with initials

NDW on the back. Contact Frank
at 2-2784.

FOR RENT
Large, comfortable room. 10

minutes' walk from the University,

to rent to male student at $5
weekly. Phone 8-94S1.

Girls
: Enjoy an uninhibited

breakfast with five suave sensualists

!

We supply the materials. All you
do is come before S a.m. and
cook it. The place is 318 William
Street, back stairs. Hungry.

EXCHANGE
Would the person with whom I

exchanged grey topcoats in "the

Coffee Shop last Friday contact

Car! Sherman at S-8081.

paintings and the quality of the

collection as a whole," said Prof
Bieler. By his very choice of paint
ugs Col. Zacks' collection "seemed
to be a mirror of the collector's

personality."

Of the 64 paintings Queen's
resident artist chose nine for dis-

cussion. An interesting comparison
was drawn between portraits of two
female nudes by Picasso and Pasciu.

According to Prof. Bieler the for

mer seems to have no charm,
sensuousness, or harmony of color
at first glance, but rather has the
'subconscious as the guiding hand
The Picasso, in contrast, has "in

nite grace and sensuousness and
fine balance of color." Prof.

Bieler also remarked on the great
beauty portrayed in Rouault
Head of Clown," in which the
rtist's deep feelings for humanity

arc shown.

\Levana

I
Cultivates

The Muses

In the next group the artist ex-
pounded on the merits of his fav

orite, a $50,000 Bonnard. "The
hole glory of Southern France

contained in this picture by the
clever use of yellows, greens and
reds," he said.

Comment was made on three non-
objective works: Riapelli's "Water-
color." Miro's "Painting," and
Klee's "Wintering." The first

definitely the work of a technician,

ho applies color apparently with,
no plan, "not with reason but with)
the subconscious," said the pro-
fessor. Both paintings, he concluded,

,

brought out the author's visual]
memories which show the portrayed
shapes of the work naturally.

The Levana Society, in collabor-

(ti-n with Andre Bieler is print-
ing noon-hour cultural entertain-

ment for all who are interested in

any phase of art or music. The pro-

gram runs all next week from 12:30

to 1:30.

Monday - an informal hour of

modern jazz with Tim Murray.

Tuesday - a guided tour of the

Zacks collection conducted by Pro-
fessor Bieler.

Wednesday - an hour of classical

imisic, featuring Jessie Rittcr and
Mary Wynne Thompson on the

piano.

Thursday - a panel discussion on
Realism vs. the Abstract" with

panel members Andre Bieler, Glen
Shortliffe, and Ralph Allen.

All Queen's students are invited

[to attend.

SHADY SLOSHING SHONc
Willi this issue the Jout mil begins what we hope will become

ular feature, the parly song corner. There arc countless good songs

for festive occasions, most of them quite printable. Unfortunately

no one has hud the enterprise to print them as yet, surprising!

people knorv the words. If you have a favorite song yon want
published, bring it in. The editors re: 'C}~ve tlic right to reject any
which (joes beyond the bounds of decency, but we arc a fairly liberal],,- <

group, and can at least enjoy reading anything ourselves. Music, n l0(
1

Tune: My Bonnie Lies Over The rj

My uncle's a church missionary,

He saves all the young girls from sin,

He'll save yon a blonde for a guinea,

My God, how the money rolls in!

Chorus:

Rolls in, rolls in. my God, how the money rolls in, rolls
i

Rolls in, rolLs in, my God, how the money rolls in.

My grandfather is a bartender,

He mixes a fine Mickey Finn

He'll slip your girl one for a fiver,

My God, how the money rolls in!

My cousin's a Harley Street surgeon

With instruments slender and thin,

lie only does one operation

My God, how the money rolls in

!

My father's a black market butcher,

My mother sells illicit gin,

My sister sells sin on the corner,

My God, what a stale wc are in !

4ga

SHELL OIL COMPANY
(CALGARY)

Will present a Sound-Slide Presentation

CAREERS IN PETROLEUM
For interested: ENGINEERS (Geological, Mining, Civil,

Electrical, Chemical,
Mechanical)

GEOLOGISTS
MATHEMATICIANS
PHYSICISTS

DATE - NOVEMBER 18, TIME - 4 P.M.
PLACE - SCIENCE CLUB ROOMS

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

the fv„/
r
°*
dUC
^ 1"

We$fem Can0d°' this Plantation describes

af fil e 7'> V"
fhG Production phoses

—

THEY'RE
COMING...

BELL
employment representatives
will be on the campus to interview

MEN
On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

November 18th, 19th and 20th
Call in at your placement office NOW for an appointment- and be sure

to ask for informative booklets.

THE BELL. TELEPHONE COMPANY OP CANADA

GRADUATING IN '58..,
Shell Oil representatives will visit your University

NOVEMBER 25, 26, 27, 28

We will interview Arts » nA r
-tes forW^dV^rr 9""'-

If you are graduating in 1958 i» t «.lcourses mentioned above ft ca \ J

^

advantage to request an inte"ew

Here's what to do*
Fill our the Personal Inform
ation form available in your
Placement Office.

2, Select a convenient time for
your interview on the time-
table provided.

3- Ask your Placement Officer for

° copy of the booklet "Opport-
unity with Shell in Canada."
This booklet and our career
poster provide information
obout our company of interest
to you,

Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited

All

Cor
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iL return to Queen's to special-

land graduate.

PjEnthusiasm
prevails among the

•ors and lecturers have found

^ 3 "most rewarding group

instruct."
Miss Weir claims,

-ev are asking for what they

t
themselves."

he stressed the fact there was

esire for all Nursing Science

dilates to become an active

-L
t 0i the campus and not be an

"ependent group as in other

!versities.

Dean Blasts College Materialists sP~tal

Toronto(CUP)- A umversity
isnt mtended to provide social
Prest.ge, money-making ability
or a winning personality
Dean Moffatt Woodside
president of the

said

acting

University of
Toronto.

The dean, replacing Sidney
Smith who resigned to become
external affairs minister, welcom-
ed the university's 1,800 new
students. He said:

"If you have come here for
social prestige, you can get what
you are after, but you may not
like it when you have got it. You

would really have done better to
concentrate on the debutantes-
parties.

"If you have come here to learn
to make money, you can get what
you are after, but you run the
nsk of being unhappy
goal.

in your

'^K-.-.a^l

• ..or move the bottom of a lake
A! Lachine, Que., Northern Electric manufactures telephone
coll wire which is as thin as o human hair...

At the same plant, Northern recently completed a mammoth
custom-built power cable with a diameter of just under
six inches. This coble—one of the largest of its kind ever
produced— Is supplying electric power to two gigantic
10,000 h.p. dredges now operating at Steep Rock Lake.

These two contrasting achievements in manufacturing are
dramatic proof of the versatility of the Northern Electric
Company. In addition to manufacturing electrical wire and
cable, and communications equipment and systems, Northern
Electric also distribute approximately 100,000 electrical
products which stem from more than 1,000 separate
manufacturers.

ere ore interesting careers—and a continual need for University
GrooWei— at the Northern Electric Company Limited. A letter or
P°*k°rd to ,he Cof/ege Relations Department, Box 6124, Montreal,
will bring full information concerning these opportunities.

Horthertt Electric
SERVES YOU BEST

Northern Electric Company Limited

CHOOSE A CAREER !N THE EXPANDING
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY AND GROW WITH

CANADA
Graduates ore required in —

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering

Engineering Physics

General Science

Commerce (Specializing in Accounting)

Northern Electric as a major manufacturer of

Communications Equipment and Wire and Cable
offers job opportunities in the fields of:

MANUFACTURING - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT - WIRE AND CABLE SALES

ACCOUNTING
All assignments will be in the Montreal area

with transportation allowance paid.

Excerienf salary schedules and a formal evaluation

aj??
ram Providing ample opportunity for individual

bon°r
Cement are combined with generous employee

dIo
s Qnd good workin9 conditions to make ent-

H °yment with the Northern Electric Company
worthy of your investigation.

'pany representatives will be on your campus

NOVEMBER 21 - 22

0r further information and interview appointment
please contact your Placement Officer.

If you have come here to be
a personality kid you might get
what you are after but it would
have been quicker and cheaper to
take a course in salesmanship.

"H you have come here to serve
your fellow man as a member of

the learned professions, you are

in the right place. If you have
come to study the most important

ideas that mankind has evolved,

you are in the right place. If you
have come to penetrate the mys-
teries and powers of nature, you
are in the right place.

"You may never get what you
are after, but in trying you will

become what you could never

otherwise have been, and these

next few years that you spen 1

here will be the keystone of th

arch of your experience."

FUR LADY HITS TOWN
"My Fur Lady," the sensational

McGill musical revue production
is coming to Kingston on Nov.
21, 22 and 23.

The performance is being stag-
ed in the K.C.V.I. auditorium on
the evenings of Thursday, Friday
and Saturday with a matinee on
Saturday afternoon. Tickets are
available at Smith Bros. Jewel-
lers, 102 Princess Street, begin-
ning at 10 a.m., Thursday, Nov.
15. For information about tickets

call 8-7198.

The group made its debut in

Montreal last spring and since

that time has been touring var-

ious eastern cities, including

Stratford where they had a two-
week run. The revue gradually

went professional during the sum-
mer and fall when the pressure

of work forced many students to

drop out.

The Drama Guild is highly in-

dignant because the evening per-

formances of "Myi Fur Lady"
coincide with the staging of "The
Crucible" on Thursday and Fri-

day. Impartial observers have
pointed out that it is quite pos-

sible to see both productions be-

cause they are being run on
more than one night. They also

add that both are certainly worthy
of student patronage.

What is it? To find out, took in

Grant Hall the afternoon of Nov.

26.

CFRC
Friday

7:00—Sign-on and Music
7:15—Campus Topics
7:20—Music Review
7:45—Queen's At Home

Ban Righ — Marsha Lewis
8:00—Music — H. Stewart
8:15—Research In Progress

A.R.M. Lower
8:30—Piano Music
9:00—Concert Hall
11:00—Sign-off

Saturday
1 :00—Sign-on
1:02—Preiude To Opera
2:00—Opera House — Pagliacci

and Cavalleria Rusticana
5:00—Folk Music
5:30—Let's Hear It Again
6:00—Dinner Music
7:00—Who Wants To Know?
7:15—Campus Topics —

Sports Calendar
7 :20—Music of Chopin
7:30—Modern Jazz
8:00—The Library Shelf —

The Buchan Collection
8:15—Platter Chatter
8:45—Science Series

9:00—Concert Hall
1 1 :00—Lata Listening
12:00—Sign-off

Urgent
The Journal is urgently in need of typists. Just walk into

the office Wednesday or Sunday nights. Thousands of intan-

gible rewards.

COME TO THE

'59ers DANCE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16th, 1957

in Grant Hall

Tim Murray's Orchestra

SPONSORED BY ARTS '59

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE GRADUATES

For engineering and science

graduates, Canadair Limited

offers challenging opportunities.

These attractive openings are

in the following categories, and

are for design, research and

development of advanced

aircraft and guided missiles, as

well as commercial applications

of nuclear energy and other

special projects.

AERONAUTICAL. ENGINEERING CIVIL. ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING PHYSICS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS ELECTRICAL. ENGINEERING

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING NUCLEAR PHYSICS

An interesting training program is offered

to selected applicants. We shall be pleased

to discuss with you the many opportunities

for an engineering career at

Canadair.

'lease contact your placement

office for appointment

OUR REPRESENTATIVE

WILL BE HERE

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

NOV. 21st and 22nd
C-L CANADAIR

LIMITED, MONTREAL

Nuclur £na'r
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THREE_GAELS ON ALL-STAR TEA
IN THIS

CORNER...

BY BILL JAM POLSKY

Stewart Makes^Both Teams
FedorAnd Dolan On Defensive

Frank Tindall and Company!

For the football enthusiasts on this campus, I would like to
thank you for molding a team that turned in six hard fought
exciting-to-watcb efforts in the past season. Although we were win-
Jess ,n league play, and this is quite a change from the past tw
championship years where wins were plentiful, the team gave it<best and that is what counts.

*.+
faC

c
that WC ^ d°eSn,t faZC US 1

that Ronme Stewart missed scoring his record smashing touchdownby a mere foot, for all realize that your gentlemen who carry the

to win"
eV6ry

°
UnCe

°f theif energy int0 an eit0^

Grantland Rice once said "It's not whether you win or losebut how you play the game". This a fitting comment on the 1957

and all the otter petty details than can arise. They suffered defeatm Sllence, and vowed to try all the harder next year. Let's face ftwe were a little on the lean side along the line and the team wasgenerally inexperienced.

also 2,? i!

nIy

K
Play

7!
mUSt be Praised f0r a ^llant effor t. butalso the large number of fans who turned out, rain or shine especial-

y the twelve hundred who sat through the first snow o the yearto watch the 18-2 loss to Varsity. If there were points awarded in

olT^T > *
WnterS CCh0ed the sarne "ntiments about^"n

us

s

trr;
n

m
d

e

they wouId have iiked to see the

Rp,

1

T^n'f
d that S°me g00d contacts hav* been made for nexteason to fill the gaps left by this year's graduates, and to s rengthTnthe weak spots that resulted in a "fall from the heights" TheTarebetter things in the making for next year's footbal! team It s iusorty weeks, a mere 280 days, for gridiron enthusiasts, until thenSeas0n rolls around. "So boys go in and win", and we' be .attf«d if you represent Queen's as well as you did this campaignB J. s Opinion: After all these years the Journal sports department has a mascot. It is a cute blond - a cat. We aren t surPwhether ,t is male or female but it must be one or the! e Se: Dont you know Bill?) Any suggestions for a name wt d b

Toronto(CUP)—Western Mus-
tangs placed eight players on the
1957 Intercollegiate All-Star Team
to lead the other three eastern
colleges in the annual poll. Varsity
and McGiH followed, each with
six, while last year's title holders
the Queen's Golden Gaels, had
three successful candidates.

This year the team, chosen by
the sports departments of the four
universities, was divided into offen-

sive and defensive platoons.

The players picked are : Offensive
team, centre. Meads (W) ; guards,
Brown (M) and Pulford (W) •

tackles, Radzick (V) and Roman'
(W); ends, Poirier (M) and
Kellock (V); backs, Cosentino
(W), Stewart (Q), Britton (W),
Creighton (W), Sandzelius (M)
and Reid (V). Defensive team,"
centre guard, Brown (M)

; tackles
Casey (V) and Sigurdson (M) ;

Far left Paul Fedor

Left Terry Dolan

|

ends, Fedor (Q) and Clark (W)
linebackers, Dolan (Q), Meads
(W), Russel (V) and Murphy
(M)

; backs, Stewart (Q), Joynt
(V) and Casanova (W).

Ronnie Stewart's nomination to

the offensive team marks the

fifth time in five successive years
that he has been named a member
of the all-star backfield.

Gaels In Hockey Tuneup . .

The Queen's hockey season
gets into full swing next week
with two exhibition games plan-
ned. There is still some uncertain-
ty about final arrangements but
the Queen's six are slated to tra-
vel to Gananoque on Tuesday
night to tangle with the Ganano-
que Gans. On Saturday 23 the
Gaels plan to play the Napanee
intermediates. In a preseason tilt

last year the Napanee icemen
edged the Gaels 6-4.

To prepare for the games the
Gaels have been practicing every

CHEVRON OIL COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

Chevron Oil Company wH, interview the fol.owing graduating
students for work in

PETROLEUM GEOPHYSICS
ot the university on

NOVEMBER 26 AND 27
Engineering graduates in: Art graduates in:

GEOLOGY
PHYSICS

ELECTRICAL
MINING

HONORS GEOLOGY
HONORS MATHS, and

PHYSICS

id

night this week. On Wednesday
mght the first full equipment
practice was held and once again
Jock Harty arena resounded with
the noise of pucks and bodies
against the boards.

Coach 'Moon' Flanagan an-
nounced that there will be a jun-
ior team this year. A league has
not been formed, but negotiations
are going on at present. Last
year the Queen's junior Gaels
carried away the district junior
championship. By Queen's enter-
ing junior hockey it not only
gives twelve or more students an
opportunity to participate on an
organized level but also provides
some of the lesser experienced
players a chance to get their 'hoc-
key legs'. Players that may other-
wise go unnoticed in the confus-
ionof choosing a team are given

a chance to develop and conse
quently m0ve up to the senior
team.

news
Physical Education 14935
Science '59

I2]op
Science '60

Meds '60 —
Arts '59

Meds '63

Arts '61
„

Meds '62

Science '58

Science '61

Industrial Relations
Arts '60

Meds '61

Arts '58

Meds '58

Theology „.

11333

7129

6713

5855

5793

5255

4899

4320

3095

2310

2259

1185

950

950

Practices almost every night
are necessary to allow the team
to be whittled down to size and
whipped into shape before exams
The team is practicing under

the watchful eye of 'Moon' Flan-
igan, a Queen's graduate, who
was one of the standouts on the
blueline for the Gaels during his
stay at Queens. Jim Shearn (sans
beard), last years captain, has
been going both ways in practices
and may be heading for a banner
year. Car] Nurmi from Sudbury
in his third season, is probably the
outstanding forward and Dave
Skeene who was beginning to pro-
duce at the end of last season, is
returning to form.

Assured of the mesh-guarding
spot will be Dick Dodds. if he is
eligible. If not Motion who play-
ed goal for Waterloo College or
Frank Allison are possibilities.
With probably two places on de-
fense and three on the forward
I'ne to be filled and about 35
asplrants 'Moon' has a large job
ahead.

This may be the year that de-
cides our fate as to the possibility
getting back into Senior Intercol-
legiate Hockey. Manager Cord
Savoy has gone out on the limb
and h as predicted "The team is
quite a bit stronger than last year
and shouldn't have any trouble
winning the league champion
hip.

Queen's Thir

In Harrier
Ian Maycock and Dave p

finished second and i0llJ
spectively to lead Queen's'
third place finish in the

an

'

Intercollegiate Harrier Mee"
Saturday. The event was
this year at London Ontario
Little Stadium as the starting
finishing point. OAC came

ol,
top with Varsity a close

sec!

over the Stf mile rugged
SD

blown course.

Maycock of Queen's Was ™
initial leader setting a steady

p.

over the campus route. How^
Claremont of OAC passed
at the two mile mark and nf

relinquished the lead. The
leader then found himself
three way battle for second
with Hackett of OAC and teat

mate Dave Porter, Maycock raas

rained second place however,
Hackett finishing third and P»

ter hanging on to the fourth spc

despite a strong finishing kick

several Varsity runners.

The driving Toronto fin

helped them amass 36 point

Queen's 26 for a second pis

finish. Other Tricolor runne

were Bob Buchanan, who fini

thirteenth, Jack Hayes, sevs

teenth, and Jim Frazer, eightei

Can You Spel?

Sportsdept. requests all

embryonic sportsriters to

come kwick to the aid ot

the dept. and cover winter

sports for us. Eskimos pre-

ferred.

Translation:—If you like

sports and want to write
come to the Journal office.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00

ffialbtm Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night-to Doug Creighton's Orchestra
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Meet

was

Ontario

rgcd

Member of th* Caudlm DnlT«ity Pre

professors To
lead Seminar

professors Pierre Gobin of the

Trench department and James Allen

the Physics department have

wn selected to lead discussion at

Le World University Service

Liiinar Queen's is sponsoring at

jbarbot Lake. Nov. 30-Dec. 1.

The topic of the seminar is

"What's a University For?" Spe-

cial aspects of this topic to he exam-

ined are the meaning of "education",

[lie places of research and teaching,

and the question of whether a uni-

versity education leads to frustra-

|ion or happiness.

Application forms for students

Ivishing to apply for the seminar

fare in the AMS office. Five Queen's

students will be chosen this week-

hnd. Deadline for applications is

(Friday.
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The Crucible

Tickets for the Drama
Guild's production of "The
Crucible" are on sale at the

Drama Guild Lounge (22250)

or Mahood's Drug Store at

75c and $1. Dates are Nov. 20,

21, 22, Wednesday, Thurs-
day and Friday,

Farina Still

Holds Sports

Breeds Sadism
Toronto(CUP)— University of

Toronto professor John Farina
; reaffirmed his charge that sports
"breed cheating, larceny, and
downright sadism."

Prof. Farina of the U. of T.
School of Social Work originally
niade the statement before the
fioys' Club of Canada.

In a telephone interview with
the Varsity he said he would stick

the statements he had made.
"I have said the same thing

many times before," he said.
nia condemnation of athletics
Canadian hockey in particular

—has roused comment from every
garter and a challenge from Na-
!!° ,lal Hockey League President
^larence Campbell for debate
any time, any place."
Farm a told the Varsity athletics

Present equal opportunities for
yarning a ]i the things w admjrei

"'ell as "brutality, bullying and
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Arts - Levana Merger Discussed
Plebiscite To Decide Dissolution
Arts and Levana have set up

a joint committee to investigate
the possibilities of a merger of
the two societies as the result of
open meetings held last Thurs-
day.

The Arts meeting revealed a
deep split in the society as no
agreement could be reached on
the advisability of an eventual
merger. The merger had been
vigorously championed for some
time by President Jim Holmes,
who received support this year
from some members of Levana.
It had been opposed by a large
part of the Levana executive and
some members of the Arts Society
including Vice-President Hugh
Clarkson.

A panel consisting of Bill Rey-
nolds, Hugh Clarkson, Bob Little,

and Doug Munro presented the
pros and cons of amalgamation.
Some of their statements were:

Bill Reynolds, Chief Justice:
There could be more done more
efficiently by a combined group.
The financial backing would be
more stable because of the num-
bers involved. Each group would
learn something from the other,

and it would make the group big-

ger, stronger and sounder."

Hugh Clarkson, Vice-President:

"There is a general complaint

The future of the Levana Society will be decided at a plebiscite

to be held some time next wek. This decision emerged from an open

meeting1

of Levana held last Sunday to discuss a proposed merger

with the Arts Society.

The plebiscite will take the form of the question, "Should the

Levana Society be abolished and should Arts women apply for

membership in the Arts Society?" The date for voting will be set

at an executive meeting tonight.

The meeting also decided to set

up a joint committee with the

Arts Society to look into closer

cooperation even if no merger

takes place. The committee con-

sists of five members from each

of the two societies under a neu-

tral chairman.

Presidents Jim Holmes of Arts (above) and Beth Mahaffey of

Levana (below) stand up for their societies as the question of a
merger is discussed by panels at open meetings.

At the start of the meeting,

Lynda Ross of Gordon House,

where the first proposals for the

abolition of Levana originated,

declared that the society was not

about the lack of spirit and cohes-

ion in the Arts Society. The var-

ious years are unable to work to-

gether because the girls are not

members of the Arts Society al-

though they are members of their

own year societies. This is illus-

trated in the question of an Arts

clubroom. One way to finance

such a project would be to have

the graduating classes give a sum
of money to the Arts Society for

this purpose rather than spending

(See Men, Page 5)

VINCE GORING ASKS

Is War Justified To The Christian ?

sports out-

« would be ridiculous to con
'7" Professional
r,
S£V' he said.

arina claims that in the pro-
*«K»Uii field it is management

c
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' n Perhaps these are

said "'ne social values," he

"The Christian can no longer

think of war as an alternative; if

it comes, the only thing he can do

is refuse to fight," said the Rev.

Vince Goring, at an S.C.M. gather-

ing Friday night. "The Christian

must take this stand since he no

longer has access to sufficient facts,

nor would war today be the lesser

of two evils."

Mr. Goring, national study secre-

tary of the Student Giristian

Movement, spoke on "War and Its

Implications". "Formerly," he said,

"it was believed that Christians

were justified in fighting when, after

examining the facts, they found that

war had been caused by certain

situations. These were: attack by

another country, attack on a smaller

country by a third country, arming

in preparation for attack, and streng-

REVAMPING NEEDED

^ I hop e not," he added.

Vancouver(CUP) — The laun-

ching of the "Red Moons" has

drawn attention to the differences

between Russian and Western

education.

What is the difference between

the products of Russian and

Western education?

According to Dr. Chris Reid of

the UBC Chemistry Department

the Russian child leaves high

school with a sense of accomplish-

ment.

"We may produce happier

people well-adjusted to their so-

ciety, but do they contribute to

the advancement of it?"

Dr. Reid states that Russian

education is different from ours.

"Russian students are not protect-

ed from the stem hard world."

He knows that if he doesn't do

well he may end up in a mine in

Siberia, according to Dr. Reid.

The question would not appear

to be what is Russian education,

but what changes will Russia's

successful Technological pro-
gress have on our own education-

al system?

Dr. Reid believes that we must
alter our approach to education

in this country. He points out

that in Russia little emphasis

placed on applied subjects like

home economics or vague courses

like general science which, in Dr.

Reid's opinion, "teach nothing at

all."

Dean Neville Scarfe of the Col-

lege of Education believes our

educational system will be streng-

thened in face of Russia's latest

advances. "Such a spotlight was
needed to bring more public in-

terest to education which will re-

sult in more contributions to uni-

versities," he said.

Dean Scarfe feels that the

sciences will not receive undue

emphasis, but that our schooling

will be better as a whole. "People

don't wish to adopt the Russian

system," he said, "They will

strengthen our own."

thening of one power by a second

with intent to attack."

"In order that a Christian may

decide on the justness of war, he

must have access to the facts. It is

no longer possible for a Christian

to get sufficient facts. If war starts

in the Middle East it will be im-

possible to decide who started it. It

is highly unlikely that Russia will

attack America, and there will be

no grounds for condemnation since

the war would probably start over

a border incident. The complexity

of the causes of war. then, makes it

difficult to decide who started it."

"War is justifiable," the speaker

continued, "if it is the lesser of two

evils. Accepting Nazi tyranny would

have been worse than the war. The

evils of war are compared with and

gauged by human misery and the

destruction of ideals. In the event

of an atomic war all the major

cities on the North American con-

tinent and in Russia would be de-

stroyed. The level of radiation would

possibly destroy all life. Even if we

could stop all missiles in the air,

we would still face an increased

level of radiation. It would be better

to live under Russian subjugation

than to live in Canda after an

atomic war. There is now no evil or

tyranny greater than war."

"It is more imperative than

ever", warned Mr. Goring, "that

the Christian should understand

other nations. He should estimate

the policies of his own country and

oppose policies leading towards

war. Canada should set an example,

since her power is relatively unim-

portant, by complete uni-lateral

disarmament. In so doing, Canada

would create a climate which would

facilitate the complete disarmament

of the United States and Russia.

The Christian must reject and stop

war. In case of war, he must refuse

to fight."

serving its purpose as a bond of

union among campus girls. She

pointed out the problems of the

girls in Meds and Engineering,

who are not a part of the Levana

Society, and o£ the freshettes,

who do not get to know the girls

in senior years or those who are

living out of residence.

Mrs. Gail Stewart, a former

AMS president, said that the pri-

vilege the women of the campus

had gained in being able to sit on

the AMS was not to be taken

lightly. "If Levana is going to

die, it is going to die with its

boots on — not the high-buttoned

kind, either, but the very modern,

very fashionable, and slightly

scuffed white bucks of today,"

she declared, in praising the de-

cision to re-examine Levana's

position.

Several speakers proposed al-

terations in the Levana Society.

It was suggested that some Le-

vana activities could be turned

over to the Arts Society, or that

Arts women could belong to the

Arts Society while the Levana

president retained her position on

the AMS.

To a suggestion that the aboli-

tion of Levana would mean a

loss to the AMS of "the women's

point of view" came the retort

that because of their superior or-

ganization the women would com-

pletely dominate the Arts Society

executive.

God - Infinite, Omnipotent

But Is He Existent Now?
By Marcia Krantsberg

Journal Staff Reporter

"God is defined as an infinite,

good, omnipotent, omniscient being

who cares for the lowliest creature,

and who created everything that

exists," said Dr. W. Carter last

Thursday at a meeting of the Phil-

osophy Club in McNeill House.

Dr. Carter's topic was the proof of

the non-existence of God.

The speaker began by stating a

general definition of God in Whom
he said, that there are both rational

and irrational reasons for believing.

He then proceeded to show that

there is no basis for any of these

reasons.

The first of the rational reasons

is that one knows directly that God

exists, and that His existence is

self-evident to oneself. How, he

asked, are such vague and abstract

terms as omniscience and omni-

potent self-evident?

Other rational reasons that he

mentioned were a supersensible

knowledge of God's existence, and

the proof offered by mystical relig-

ious experiences. These reasons, he

claimed, are fallacious.

The "design" argument for the

existence of God is a common one.

Life is so complex that no one but

God could have created it. Dr.

Carter disproved this argument by

saying that the designing mind

could have been in the past ; if there

is designing mtnd it is one of a

craftsman, not a perfect designer,

and that the theory of evolution,

which has shown itself countless

times to be true, is contradicted by

the conception of God as a creator.

Man needs God, and religion

satisfies the psychological needs of

man. This, Dr. Carter said, is not

necessarily true. God is not needed

to make people moral, since fear of

punishment in a future life is not a

deterrent to crimes.

Why should men believe in God ?

Of the two main reasons generally

put forward, the Bible is not God's

word, and any religion has no

authority in saying that God exists.

Among the irrational reasons for

(See God, Page 5)
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The time has come, the wolrus said

A letter from the editor
Dear Reader:

Very rarely do the editors of a newspaper stop to comment on the
letters they receive. The premise behind this policy is that the memory
of the editorials questioned should transcend the criticism levelled later
But there have been a few vague hints that some readers are not enjoying
the Journal; and there have been some letters that have not been quite
complimentary-all of which do not directly involve editorial opinion
but certainly do demand consideration.

The first editorial on the Queen in the Journal was, admittedly in
bad taste, because it was badly written. The Queen is, of course, not a
shopgirl and Dr. Corry quite astutely pointed out his confusion over the
reference. But the printed word cannot be erased and the obvious mean-
ing stands as editorial opinion. Consequently the Journal did what a
newspaper usually does not, and that is apologize. If recent letter writers
wish to harp upon this editorial as a preface to their comments, then that
is tiieir prerogative, but in the light of apology, restatement and reader
reply, no purpose is served by it except to "suck editorial blood."

Much criticism has also been directed towards the "Convocation"
editorial which appeared in the same issue. The belief that "convocation
bribery exists at universities is so wide-spread that it is not surprising
that something was written about it. It is disappointing to realize that
following the editorial, not a peep was heard from the people in charge
of Convocation. And had the Journal not sent out a reporter to interview
those who were involved, then the misconception would have remained
If the Journal's concern for convocation did nothing else, it saved next
year's editors from writing about "convocation bribery."

Printed in this issue is a letter from Anthony Petrina in which he
berates his campus paper for lack of news about the engineering faculty
and if you recall, his dismay is shared by others. And it is shared by
us. At the beginning of this term the editors of the Medical and Science
Journals were asked to bring in news and feature leads to our office staff
Since then they have been asked again, and again. Ten dav ago the presi-
dent of the Alma Mater Society, no less, was asked to request, convince
inveigle or coerce an engineer into writing an article on the technical sig-
nificance of sputnik. To date, and the news value of sputnik is waning
there has not been a whisper. To put teeth into the sincere and conscien-
tious efforts of the Journal news staff, complaining engineers should stop
their pouting, show some specific interest, and do some active writing

Mr. Petrina also pointed out the lack of humor in the Journal"^
with this we are in full agreement. Unfortunately the regular Journal
staff is much too busy to sit down and write from a viewpoint whose
literary demands, as Stephen Leacock often said, are much more severe
thjurany other kind of writing. Humor, and not moody, farcical chatter-
ing, in printable style, requires time and hard work, and consequently wedepend entirely on contributions for it.

Since editors try to avoid insisting upon the last word in all con-
troversy, letter writers and columnists should assume the responsibility
o truthful imputations to editorial opinion offered. Mephisto. in his reg-
ular column claimed that the editors denied that we owe gratitude tothose who died m the last war. The "New Faculty Member" said asmuch and the law students implied the same. If one feels strongly abousomeflung then by all means he should write about it, and in fn o io
terms if necessary. But the editors didn't state, imply or suggest that we

r^?** t0 th°Se Wh° died
" had the editors forgotten

it said : f? l
n fact

;

that is whaI the editoriaI -*5when^ said that the Remembrance Day service was not "a genuine pay-

S those"ST °> r dead " 3 1,yP°CriticaI solemnhv.
If those who write about editorials are to be honest to their readers andhonest to the editors, then they must first he honest to themselTet
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Redefinition

Last Friday we printed a | e

from a "New Faculty Memh'
1

?!

In this letter he castigates
w j

he considers indiscriminate

tacks on our "varied instil^
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Letters to the editor

or what

The impression of destructiv understandable, not because ail

Editor, Journal:—I always read
the Queen's Journal which I find
particularly interesting.

I believe that some editorials like
"The Queen Is Dead" or "The
Dead Are Dead" are very useful
by forcing us to understand, instead
of taking for granted, the main
beliefs which are the roots of a na-
tion. One needs to understand for
true feeling or love.

I disagree with the opinion ex-
pressed by some members of Law
'60. November 11, in remem-
brance of the First World War,
could teach us a lesson. Those
people who were honestly told to
fight for "Freedom, Peace, God
and Country" fought and died for
nothing. As far as I know in this
time, Germany enjoyed more
freedom than Russia: religion and
God were more respected there
than in France and neither the
Canadian nor the English soil
were even menaced. The peace
was broken much more by a
stupid accident than by the de-
liberate will of the French, Ger-
man or English governments.
There were none of those "worth-
while ends" to justify this war;
the results were unfortunately de-
cisive.

Was it also only for those endi
that we fought with the Soviet
Union, even against a democracy
ke Finland? Was it for those ends

that the U.S. defended a dictator
like Syngman Rhee in Korea?

In believing that men died for
the "worthwhile ends", I would
think first that we were entirely
right to fight against another
country which was entirely wrong.
There is not any clear-cut'situation
Moreover, we would think that
those deaths and the war itself was'
a necessary and useful operation.

I do feel that Remembrance
Day must be celebrated. I had
great respect for the heroes who
died, English in Arnheim, Soviet
in Stalingrad, Germans in the
French Atlantic coast, whether
they were right or wrong. But if

we bear in mind that those deaths
werenot usually all useful for

"worthwhile ends" we will then
feel better that war does not solve
anything and must be avoided.

I happen to know the First

World War and its result perhaps
better than the Canadians and
hould have many reasons to be
proud because 1 am French, but I

have been a student in Sweden
where the value of peace is very
important.

I hope that this has helped to
elucidate a very important issue.

Francois Jeanjean,

Arts '60.

own political and philosophical

opinions. I suggest that the
Journal broaden its scope to re-

flect the interests of all the fac-

ulties and refrain from being un-
constructively sarcastic.

Jim Cousens,

Arts '58

The living dead
Editor, Journal:—As a sequel to

two Journal editorials "The Queen
Is Dead" and "The Dead Are
Dead" I propose "The Journal Is
Dead."

The editor, after seeing the
Queen on TV for only a few
minutes, wrote his editorial "The
Queen Is Dead." On a hurriedly
formed opinion the Journal vehe-
mently attacked more than one
hundred years of Canadian tra-
dition, and the character of a lady
who won the admiration and re-
spect of many Canadians.
More recently an article "The

Dead Are Dead" credited ninety
percent of all persons who attend'-
ed the Remembrance Day services
with "a hike warm feeling of
boredom" fc» offering "hypocri-
tical hp service" to our unheroic
dead.

Most Queen's students have
relatives or friends who served or
gave their lives in one of the two
great wars. One day in each year
we pay special tribute to the war
dead. I cannot believe that ninety
percent of those who came to the
service felt as our editor did
Rather the editorial opinion might
only have been felt by a small
minority whose memories are too
short and their minds too narrow
to understand the meaning of this
service.

In concluding, I do not feel the
Journal is a mirror reflecting the
opinion of the student body. Ra-
ther it has become the means for
a few persons to express their

and customs." Recalling ,„

college paper days, he remembj]
"SOME things in this worl/j
ours worth praise and resp

t
l

Not everything was worthless J
at least not worthless to the sam I

extent." He suggests that
tH

year our attitude — the attitj
of "angry young men"

(,

been that every institution, ev e!
custom, should be an object J
attack. I

In the first place, anyone wJ
has read our editorials consistent]

ly will realize that we have tj
been exclusively concerned wiJ
tearing things down. Our com,

merits on NFCUS and on tU
Community Chest were cases J
point. However, this is not thJ
real issue. The real issue J
whether or not we have the ri^tl

and even the duty, to examiij
critically any and all existing jj

stitutions, and if we think t|J
have outlived their usefulness. tJ

say so.

* * *

Cater to public

or even most, editorials have been destructive hP«m«. *t i

hut because a few editorials haveSJS^
tonals justify their own severity, and if they do not then tHare punished by a loss of effectiveness.

Ii,e ' r Wnters

Finally, may I take this opportunity to say that we on the T» ,have more respect for some of our critics and thJ a
may indicate, for it is thet^J^^TT *"» this iett«
respected above any others.

™adWs W,1° S,,0uld "»«

Editor, Journal:—So far this

year, most of my fellow students in
the Science Faculty and myself
(this statement is not an assumption
but is based on observed fact) have
been waiting patiently for the
Queen's Journal to show some signs
of improvement. On the contrary
the paper has been getting pro-
gressively worse.

It has degenerated into an or-
gan for expressing the somewhat
sour opinions of the editor, the
resultant (and all too numerous)
criticisms of the editor and his
editorial policies, and the petty
uninteresting bickerings of Mof-
fatt and Holmes which should be
ettled in private rather than in-
flicted upon extremely bored
readers.

It is fortunate indeed that the
paper is paid for in advance because
you may rest assured that very few-
students would consider paying
cold cash for the publication as it
now stands. In order for a news-
paper to he successful (in this
country) it must publish what the
readers want to read.

To cite an example: the Science
Faculty is by far the largest one
on this campus, and I am fairly
certain that the number of science
men who do not wish to see
Steamshovel in the Journal could
be counted with room t0 spare Qn
the fingers of my left hand. The
Journal is in fact singularly devoid
of materia! which describes the
activities of the Science Faculty.
Now, the constructive criticism

dispensing with the services of G
Moffatt will materially benefit the
Journal; a little more common sense
"light be displayed in the editorial
department; bring back Steam-
shovel or any other articles which
might add a little hit of humor and
zest to a very droll publication I
suggest also that you cater a little
more to the tastes of your reading

This duty weighs particularly

on a college paper, because we

unlike the newspaper profession

at large, are relatively free from

a vested interest in the status qua

Professional newspapers tend tc

be largely conservative and un-

critical
; this is an inevitable by-

product of their power and posi-

tion.

Newspaper owners and tho-E

who work for them have been

trained to accept their society is

they find it ; we have not yet beea

sufficiently engulfed in it to ac-

cept it without critical examin
tion.

It is to be expected that the

will be no general consensus t

which of our institutions ai

worthwhile and which should h

destroyed. It is to be expected

for example, that faculty mem
bers and Alex Edmison will

agree with students on the valm

of fall convocation. However, t hi

does not mean that only tho>

views on which a consensus i

reached should be expressed

Every attempt at changing an in

stitution will meet with oppoii

lion from those who benefit from

its continued existence. If the in-

stitution is "worthwhile" d"'"

presumably it will be able to

withstand criticism or modify it*

I to suit changing needs.

* * *
On the other hand, if an if

stitution is no longer "worth*

while", if it no longer serves *

useful function, then it should t"

destroyed, even if nothing
'

e

left in its place. "New F ;

ulty Member" says "we 'i

m a world in which institution

forms, customs, habit are a ntc&

sity unless we desire conip ie"

anarchy." But surely he does no1

really believe that to destroy in
'

stitutions which no longer haVi

meaning will result in anarchy-'

Our duty is not to pron'°|
;

controversy for controvert

'

sake, or to try to uproot evO
established institution merely br

czuse it is established. It is t: t«'
1

the worth of certain institution

a, _ ,

,vhicl1 we believe, rignti
'

, ,
'
keepuig ,n '"hid wrongly, to have lost their f'»

!!*i:*
e Ia

/g!
St of this Public! tionaUalne, and totad otl,

ightly

consists of the supposedly almost
illiterate Science Faculty.

Anthony
J. Petrina.

Science '59.

examine these institutions. I f 1

we have sensucceed in this,

our purpose.
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iller's Crucible "Gripping"

>n, eve,

bjcct
i

1

I'll be your only wife or no wife at all," says Goody Proctor;
[(Beverly MacKay) to John Proctor (Philip Drouillard).

The Screwtape Letters

theri

London, England, a few
[weeks b efore the opening of

[World War II, an inexperienced

fcoung devil named Wormwood
[was appointed to dog a young
man whose name has not come
[down to us. The devil's uncle,

Undersecretary Screwtape, a fiend

of ingenuity and perception, com-
posed him a series of letters, re-

porting on the devices useful for

temptation and discoursing
shrewdly upon human fallibilities.

[The series of letters, under the

imprimatur of Cambridge Don C.
S. Lewis, quickly became a best-
seller, I am happy to say, and has
[just been reprinted by Fonlana
Paperback Books.

The surprising thing about Mr,
[Lewis is not merely that he is a
Professor of English who is a

|

fluent and witty writer, though

believe in Hell. The rest have
struck out for Freud, Darwin and
Dr. Peale. One is reminded of the
militatitly agnostic historian, W.
G. Holmes, who about the turn of

the century eddied forth his great
work, The Age of Justinian and
Theodora. In an obiter dictum
called forth by his ruminations

upon that vast and wicked empire
of the east, he expressed his opi-

nion that the Protestant churches

must eventually vanish, for it

would presently be impossible to

obtain intelligent and scrupulous

men to accept their doctrines

:

they must take their candidates

from the dull and the mentally le-

thargic, or from the chaps who
welcome the chance to become a

freeloader for life.

(Arthur Miller had adopted for the story of this famous play a dark
incident in American history. In the New England town of Salem, as the
seventeenth century was drawing to a close, occured a scries of witch
trials marked by cruelty, ignorance and fanaticism, and before the super-
stitious frenzy ran its course half a dozen people had died on the gallows.
Miller's play, written at a time when the term "witch hunter" was being
revived as an appelation for over-zealous Senate investigators, became a
smash hit at home and abroad. In Paris it ran for two years, and in Lenin-
grad it was performed after the death of Stalin us a protest against the
evil of political purges.)

['"at is rare indeed, nor even that
lle is High Anglican intellectual,

™ich is almost as incongruous a
combination. His peculiarity is
lh at he is a religious conservati-
ve. He really believes in God. He
wlieves in Hell and Damnation.
« believes that man is put on

earth to be tempted and that hor-
des of demons surround him to

|

Vork his ruination, and he be-
lleves that through Christ man
' ,,ay work his way to Salvation
™a Grace. In an age in which re-

I Bioiis belief in any sensible de-
initioa of the word has vanished
jmoiir Protestant clergy, in an
Se »i which the Protestant pas-

iU

m"st bll|sh to own his cad-
C
*

,r
- Lewis is a Christian.

God
t0 unsPeakabIe Dr- Peale

Dnr,,
ls a s°rt of commodious

the

rCl Within us
'
int0 which

plav

e

e'r

OCer
'
businessm™ and golf-

of hi8S dip with the approval

ties,

K analyst and pull out annui-

ters
compatibility and let-

l aPproval from the b£)sSi t£j

,

G°d is * frightening

fend
1S

'
From that stu"

Wofla V-
0
* 311 eIse follows:the

0(
shrinks to the dimensions

Parea
»

"ed 3pple
'
and COm"

°f tho k!_
Unimaeinable glory

tht
ban

0l»Eh

nered Church marching

0n,an Emp
eternity, the War, the

're or the Communist

bale's
n° biKer than Dr*

°n th
p0rkbarrel or a bird-splash

/
he Windowpane.

.
yet

°wers
w Dr. pea ie and his fol-

nillgs
who arc having their in-

St vP
Uas once told bv a clever

**»
(I!s

y mble clergyman, who
"^erectly mute about his own"lion

that
Prot ~* "° m°re tnan ha 'f

stant clergymen today

I wonder if it is not a mistake

to instruct our young preachers'

in universities, to expose them to

science, intellect and scoffing.

One thinks of the healthy idea of

seminaries. Or why do we not

take a dozen of our most ferocious

theologians, great doctors grown

demented by study, honour them

and clothe them in sackcloth and

ashes and send them with their

theology students into the wilder-

ness? There let the theologians

teach them preaching instead of

philosophy. Scriptures instead of

Greek; when they come out they

will have wiry beards down to

their waists and that fierce rolling

eye that it is fine to see in a

preacher. They will preach the

Word with a gusto we have not

heard in this generation. Let them

keep their innocence ; let them eat

with their fingers and have no

shiny collars; let us have anchor-

ites on every pillar. When they

reach the age of fifty we shall

marry them to snippy shopgirls

with wens and runny noses, and

create a caste. They have tarried

long enough with painted women.

Young Wormwood's victim, de-

spite Uncle Screwtape's judicious

advice, finally escapes. He is kill-

ed by an exploding bomb in a

moment of uncommon grace. An-

other life has been ticked off and

another hour of eternity has pass-

ed in the struggle that concerns

the devils and C. S. Lewis so

greatly, most of us so little. The
devils accept defeat philosophic-

ally. They already have, they say,

a pretty cagefull of us. I hope

they do not get C. S. Lewis. I

like his opinion that old religion

like old wine, is the best religion.

I like religious conservatism and

Having just seen a dress-rehearsal of "The Crucible" in Con-
vocation Hall, I can sincerely say that this play has shaped into
one of the most exciting performances the Drama Guild has offered
within my memory. From playwright Arthur Miller we expect this
kind of gripping piece that pulls all dramatic stops; this year's
cast, under the ever-capable direction of Dr. Angus, is missing no
chance to deliver Mr. Miller's goods to local customers.

After seeing this play in rehearsal multiple times, f still feel

the chill and electricity of the courthouse scene where the crazed
children see the witches' familiar spirits choking them, flying at
them with outstretched claws, or "casting shadows" on them. And
wait until you sec what Phil Drouillard and Bev MacKay do with
their scenes as the hero John Proctor and his wife. One is made to

feel the weakness and hysteria of Mary Warren, the spiritual tor-

ment of Rev. Hale, the passion of the Negress, Tituba, making her
peace with "the Blessed Lord", and the single-minded justice of

the deputy, Danforth.

The entire play has been cast with such insight that one could
scarcely imagine any other person in the particular roles. Phil
Drouillard comes to us with a background of several roles at

Assumption College, and Lionel Lawrence might have come all the
way from Scotland to play Danforth, so well does he fit himself to

his part. Many of the faces will be familiar to playgoers of last

year, but there is much freshman talent in "The Crucible's" 21

member cast.

The costumes, designed by Mrs. Angus, are up to the Guild's

usual high standards. Their Puritan simplicity and crispness are in

complete harmony with the atmosphere created by the 16th-century
diction and the rather stark setting. It all conveys an impression of

blacks, greys, and whites which belie the red of Communist witch-
hunts in which the play was conceived.

At the risk of repeating myself, I should like to emphasize
that this is a good play being very well done here on campus. This
is the result of the factors already mentioned plus a cooperation and
enthusiasm within the cast itself. I have every confidence that when
the curtain falls tomorrow night on the first performance, the Drama
Guild's "Crucible" will have proven itself an artistic success.

Kathy Perkins

Christmas Literary Contest

.......The Queen's Journal Christmas Literary Contest is now
open for the best short story and the best poem submitted.

Prizes total $50. The contributions will be printed in the

last issue of the Journal before the Christmas holidays.

Don't miss this amazing offer. Leave your contributions at

the Journal Office.

I I.

detest the opinion that Christian-

ity must be thoroughly revised

and watered-down for modern
conditions, that it has to be

brought up to date and made a

respectable resting-place between

atheism and faith. This delusion

is based on a philistine misread-

ing of history and the "modern
mind", and its resulting doctrines

tire amusing but not enduring.

Royce MacGillivray

Northern Electric Company Limited

CHOOSE A CAREER IN THE EXPANDING
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY AND GROW WITH

CANADA
Graduates are required in —

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering

Engineering Physics

General Science

Commerce (Specializing in Accounting]

Northern Electric as a major manufacturer of

Communications Equipment and Wire and Cable
offers job opportunities in the fields of:

MANUFACTURING - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT - WIRE AND CABLE SALES

ACCOUNTING

AM assignments will be in the Montreal area

with transportation allowance paid.

Excellent salary schedules and a formal evaluation
program providing ample opportunity for individual

advancement are combined with generous employee
benefits and good working conditions to make em-
ployment with the Northern Electric Company

worthy of your investigation.

Company representatives will be on your campus

NOVEMBER 21 - 22

For further information and interview appointment

please contact your Placement Officer.

CRITICS ALL OVER have been grinding the adjectival

praise-pumps for "My Fur Lady" . . . this smash hit Canadian
musical satire has been on the longest run in the history of Canadian
theatre . . . over 150 performances .

Donald MacSween, one of the authors, is seen here as Uncle
Tufluk. Dawn Parker as Princess Aurora and Anne Collings as a
Lady-in-Waiting are his fellow fur-coated Muklukians.

The show is at KCVI auditorium on Thursday and Friday
at 8:30 p.m. and Saturday at 2:30 and 8:30 p.m. Tickets are selling

at Smith's Jewellers at 102 Princess Street.

VISIT

Marilyn*s
LADIES WEAR

FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.
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Mr. Angus Bain Rememb ers

When Queen's Was Just Two Buildings
By Bruce Cossar

Journal Staff Reporter

After the Varsity football game
I had the privilege of interview
ing one of Queen's "Elder States
men," Mr. Angus Urquart Bain.
Mr. Bain graduated from Queen's
in Arts in 1888, and is now the
fourth oldest living graduate of
the University. Approximately
ninety years old, he has lived at
an Aged Men's Home in Toronto
for several years.

When he was at Queen's, there

were two buildings, Summerhill
House and the Old Arts Building,

and two faculties. Arts and Medi-
cine, not counting the few The-
ology students. "I wouldn't re-

cognize the place now," he said.

"The buildings were bounded by
wide open fields. You've built

your buildings on our old football

fields. The only thing I'd recog-
nize are the old towers, the Fort
Henry redoubts." He remembers
attending St. Andrew's Church on
Princess St. "It was just a wood-
en building then. The present
building was built during my
time there."

Mr. Bain also seems to have
retained a fair knowledge of the
streets of Kingston. He was quite
surprised at the growth of the
city, because it has more than
doubled its size since then.

I asked him what courses he
had taken, and he replied: "Just
Arts. There was no choice in

those days. I was told what to

to full bode or!
. . . ond a Saving} Account al

the Bank of Montreal* !i the

way to guarantee younelf that

secure feeling . ..

•Too Bonk where Student)' account)

ore warmly welcomed,

Main Office, 297 King St. East
at the Market:

IACK McLEAN, Manager
Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch:

in the "Y" Building:
JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch
WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

take and I took it.

Mr. Bain came to Queen's from
Perth, Ont., where his father was
a minister. After three years at
Queen's, he remained in Kingston
for another two years to work in

a law office. Then he joined the
C.P.R, and served as freight-
clerk, telegrapher, stenographer
and in several positions. For
years he was the fastest short-
hard writer in the company, the
only one who could take dictation
from the head commissioner. Un-
fortunately, his hands are now so
stiff that he can't even address
his Christmas cards.

It took a little prompting, but
once started, a flood of memories
came back to him. I asked him
about Guy Curtis: "Yes, I remem-
ber Guy. He played for years and
years. You could play as long as
you wanted in those days, and
Guy never seemed to stop. He
never graduated, but he always
did his best for Queen's.

"There was one Toronto game

which was going fairly well for

ns and I remember Guy saying
to me: 'Queen's will always have
a great team.' And they have,

Even when they're at the bottom
they're always in there fighting.'

I remember Alfie Pierce, too.

Just a kid at the time, but even
then, a most loyal Queen's fan.

"My brother Harold played
during the five years he was here.

Then he played a while for the

Winnipeg Football Club. I guess
they call them the Blue Bombers
now.

"It's hard to remember the
others. There were the Farrell

brothers. Both were stars for sev-

eral years." Mr. J. M. Farrell was
once the mayor of Kingston, and
is ninth on the seniority of

Queen's graduates.

I asked him about the other

members of his era at Queen's
who arc still alive. Besides Mr.
Farrell, he could recall only Rev.

W. A. Finlay, also of Arts '88. "I

remember having a fight with

him. We were in the reading

room one day. He took a paper
away from me. I demanded it

back, and he told me to shut up.

'You'll shut up before 1 will,' I

said. I pasted him right on the

jaw."

That led lo another question,

this lime about inter-faculty ani-

mosity. "Of course not," he an-

swered, "we were all one happy
family. That was before Science-

men came along. There were just

^\rts and Mcds, and we worked
and played together in every-

thing." Mr. Bain even remembers
the B-A Hotel.

What about the Theology
students?" I asked. "Did they
take part in any student shenani-

gans?"

"No, they didn't. They were a

very sombre and sedate lot,"

Turning to professors, he con-
tinued: "We had one in Mathe-
matics

; we called him 'Little

Nick'. He was only about this

high" indicating his shoulder. Mr.

Bain is not tall himself, so 'Little

Nick' must have been quite small.

"Then there was 'The Beak*.

He taught English, and had a

nose that stretched from here to

the door."

While 1 was there, another visi-

tor gave him a Queen's crest,

along with the recent Journal

article on its cn. in. Me was tick-

led pink. I asked him if he thought

the school spirit now was as it

was then, using as a comparison

the fact that hundreds of Queen's

students had attended last week's

game in spite of the cold and the

ing season.

It couldn't be stronger. It

may equal it, because there are

more students now. We had only

a few hundred, but they all turn-

ed out to support the teams. We
didn't have that Gaelic hooting

you use now, but we made plenty

of noise. The school spirit was
tremendous.."

And if Mr. Bain is any example,
of the spirit of the '80's, it must'

Lent Artistic

Verisimilitude

A trip to Japan will be in s(

for all those who attend tile

Club's production of "The Mj)."

do" on December 4, 5 and 6

Featuring Robin Bolt 011

Nanki-Poo, Mary Stevenson
*

Yum-Yuin and George Soiitl^

as Ko-Ko. the production
will

|,

held in Grant Mall. A (iilberi
an

j

Sullivan creation, the opcreiij

takes place in Japan and consisy

of a dual love affair interiningu

with the Mikado's orders that am
bachelor caught flirting "

s |la
j,

forthwith be beheaded."

Under the able direction 0 f [),

Graham George the cast has b Cfn

practising five days a week sincj

school opened. Stage director

The Mikadc is Gssrge Soutlmjl

jt#"».

have been strong. For years noH

on the week-end when Qucen'd

plays at Toronto, he has [jut o|

his old Tricolor tie, and let even-

one know that lie went :

Queen's. Then he sits by his radii,

during the game, and silcntlj

roots for his Alma Mater.

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Spemn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

FREE GIFT WRAPPING AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

Jnrt Hfttrrj Intel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver CriH PHONE 2-6917

Graduation Portraits

To Please YOU!
We provide all necessary robes.

A camera fee of $2.00 pays for a minimum of
four poses.

One Three Extra Prints
3 X 4 $ 7.50 $1.75
5 X 7 5.00 12.00 2.75
6 X 8 6.00 15.00 3.50
8 X 10 7.50 17.50 4.00

CHARLES PHOTOS
328 PRINCESS ST.

-La Salle Hotel -

DANCING
SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Phone 8-3361 for reservations

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINCSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

DIAL LI 2-1650

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P,M,

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

CHEVROH OIL COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

Chevron Oil Company will interview the following araduating

students for work in

PETROLEUM GEOPHYSICS
at the university on

NOVEMBER 26 AND 27
Engineering graduates in: Art graduates in:

PHYSI^ m,^CAL H0N0RS GEOLOGYPHYSICS MINING HONORS MATHS and
PHYSICS

Work would be in the Western Hemisphere. Top salaries are paidalong yy.th a sound hospital and medical plan, group insurance
annuity and stock purchase plans.

Please contact Mr. H. Hamilton at the Employment Office forappomtments and further information on Chevron Oil Company.

ATTRACTIVE CAREERS
In Federal Public Service

for

• Custom Excise Headquar-
ters Trainees

© Economists and
Statisticians

• Foreign Service Officers for

Citizenship and Immigro'

tion, External Affairs ond

Trade and Commerce.

• Trade and Commerce
Officers

• Junior Administrative

Officers

• Finance Officers

• Personnel Officers

These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities for

advancement and generous fringe benefits.

STARTING SALARIES FROM $4200 TO $4560

b'fa'Tnt?: 'Vf ,in °' °
f^ « -vited to a^appointment w.l be subject to graduation. Students from «

focult, e s are eligible to compete.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION, SATURDAY, NOV. 23
Defcls regarding the application forms ond

descriptive folders now available from

— UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
or CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

interested and quote Competition 58-2650
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toteffc- All those interested be
MTrT7:30 P.m. Come prepared to
est° l

Krifli-

L. it Club Meeting: Committee
Ir

tfo 1. Students' Union, Tues-
(toon' 19 at 7:00 p.m, sharp
Stf' . includes winter training and

oi sweat suits. Full attendance

S^cessaiy- Meelm£ w'" De short,

n teen's
Revue Guild Meeting: chan-

"° McLaughlin Room, Students

at 6:30 p.m., Nov. 19.

RioloW Society Meeting: Tuesday,

19 at 8:00 p.m. in room 204 of

-Qlj Arls Building. Dr. P. H.

„,,.( of the Psychology Department

speak
about "Instinct and Learn-

Everyhody welcome.

Scottish Country Dancing: Meets

ucs,hy at 8:45 p.m. in the Girls' gym.

jjcryone welcome. No experience ne-

ssary-

Inter-faculty Choir Rehearsal: New
members welcome. Music Room, Old

'

luilding, Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

Queen's Ski Club: There will be a

riling of ll,c Club on Tuesday,
*0V- IS at 8:00 p.m. in the Science

lubrooms. This year's executive will

elected.

Noon-hour Levana Programs: 12:30-

:J0 p.m., guided tour of the Zack's

-llcction.

"edneeday

QCP; Chapel Service, Wednesday,
Z SO p.m. in Morgan Memorial Cha-
ei, Old Arts Building. The Speaker
Rev. H. Robinson.

WUS: Film show, at 12:45 p.m. in

Jhe McLaughlin Room of the Students'

'njc-D. Begone All Care — Norman
[McLaren; The Abode of Peace — life

Russia; and Introducing Luxem-
bourg — NATO film.

Drama Guild: presents the Broad-
way success "The Crucible" by Arthur
Wilier, November 20, 21, 22 at 8:15

in Convocation Hall. Tickets are
vailable at Mahood's Drug Store,
'ueen's Drama Lounge — 2-2250,
he Studenls' Union Ticket Booth,
ficiicc Clubrooms — 12:30 p.m. - 1:30

and at the door. Admission:
tudents 50.75 and general public $1.00.

SCM: Study Group. Is There An
rawer? Bob Nichols continues the

piscussion of Bishop Neill's lectures
-n_ Fear, Frustration and Resentment.

p.m. in the gym lecture room.
Kockwood games party bus leaves
Adelaide Hall at 6:45 p.m.

Noon-hour Levana Program: Piano
Incital by Jessie Rittcr and Mary
(Wynne Thompson. Jessie Ritter, who
Pludicd for two years in the French
(Conservatory in Metz, will play Mozart
h-Turkish Marsh, Schumann — Fas-
fthmgwank Auf Wier; Chopin — Valse
pCsliarp Minor, and Beethoven —

/* God Real?
(Continued from Page 1.)

believing in the existence of God
is faith. Faith, as an affirmation
of the truth, is based only on re-
peated observations of actions, and
since one can not observe God, how
can one have faith in His existence?
If God is good and perfect, why
does He let "good" people suffer?

Dr. Carter concluded his talk by
saying that God's nature is con-
ceived in such a way that it is im-
possible for Him to exist. How-
ever, he said, just because one
can't prove God's existence doesn't
mean He can't exist.
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second and third movement of Sonata
Appasionate. Mary-Wynne Thompsonwho hopes to receive her A RCT in
June, will play; Mozart — Sonata No
i

j
flfst movement. Bach — Pre-

lude and Fugue, and Debussy — Claire
de Lune.

Thursday

All Politicians: General discussion
on the differences between Canada's
political parties in the Co-ed Lounge
Thursday, Nov. 21 at 12:30 p.m. spon-
sored by the Progressive Conservative
Association.

Panel Discussion: "The Coming De-
pression and the Progressive Conser-
vatives" in the McLaughlin Room
Students' Union, at 7:30 p.m. Dr.
J. A. Corry is moderator and the
panel consists of Professors Lower
McDougal] and Ryan.

SCM: Bible Study at 12 noon ii

Room 302 New Arts Building. You.
Problem and Your Faith led by Rev.
D. Hunt. Lunch provided for a small
charge. Supper meeting — Mrs. A.
Savary, wife of the missionary to Japan
and home on furlough, will be guest
speaker. 5:45 p.m. in St. James Church
hall.

Canada Overseas Club: meeting al
8:30 p.m. at the Faculty Women's
Club, 144 University (next to Richard-
son Hall). Al! students welcome.

French Club: Meeting, Thursday,
Nov. 21, 7:30 p.m. at McNeill House,
Program: address by Yves Ameline,
French exchange student, on "The
United States of Europe" followed by
a discussion and social hour.

Friday

Noon-hour Levana Program; Pane!
discussion, "Realism vs. the Abstract".
Panel members will be Andre Bieler.
Russel and Ralph Allen.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

<Wi Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1166
Quality that Pleases . . . Sen-ice that Satisfies

"Such MIGHTYPower

a Y comparison with the
vacuum tube the tmnjiitor ii

"mailer, uses l eI1 current, ecn-
""l" little heat and has con-
siderably

|Dnger | ife . j t \ s

"S an invaluable
"""t for the icrs of

encompassed

in so small

a frame"

The manufacturing of

transistors and their use

in new equipment

is but one of a number

of challenging projects

urrently being undertaken

by the Northern Electric

Company.

The solving of Canada's

communication problems

will give full scope

to the enquiring minds

and inventive genius

of young engineers.

There are interesting careers—and a continual

need for University Graduates— at the Northern

Electric Company Limited. A letter or postcard

1° the College Relations Department, Box 6124,
Montreal, Que,, will bring full information

concerning these opportunities.

Horthcrtt Electric
SERVES YOU BEST

PC's Discuss

Economic Drop,

High Economy

"The Coming Depression and the
Progressive Conservatives" will be
the subject of a panel and open
discussion held in the McLaughlin
Room, Student's Union, Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. Dr.

J. A. Corry will
moderate. Members of the panel
are Dr. A. R. M. Lower, history,
Prof.

J. E. McDougal], economics
and Prof.

J. Ryan, law.

An imminent depression has
been the concern of the country's
economists in the last few months,
and has complicated the measures
that Canada has taken to end infla-

tion. Whether those measures have
precipitated a recession, whether a
drop is due because of the gener-
ally high economy or whether a de-
pression is coming at all will be dis-

cussed, with the various legal, eco-

nomical and historical facts provided
by the speakers.

The forum is a supplement to the

open discussions held at noon by
the Progressive Conservative Asso-
ciation. Discussions are to be con-
tinued on Thursday at 12:30 p.m.

in the Co-Ed Lounge and will

feature speakers from the political

clubs on campus speaking on "The
Differences between Canada's Poli-

tical Parties". Like previous bull-

sessions, this one is open to every-

one. Questions and opinions are

welcomed.

Men Need More Unity
Before A Merger: Arts

(Continued from Page 1)

it on the gift to the university.

The girls of each year would
hardly approve of such a system
when the clubroom would be for

the Arts Society only.

"Amalgamation with the Leva-
na Society may be inevitable, but
it would make the Arts Society

disjointed. We would not profit,

but Levana might.

"Society life at Queen's is the

equivalent of fraternity life else-

where. It's a tradition. We won't
strengthen the Arts Society by
working to unite with Levana."
Bob Little, Sr. AMS Rep.:

"Queen's is the only university

where the Arts representation on
the student government is entire-

ly in the hands of the men.

"If the groups united, there

would be a common clubroom,
and the years could contribute. A
union of the Arts Society and the

Levana Society would be loose,

but definite."

Doug Miinroe, Jr. AMS Rep.

:

'Amalgamation may be inevit-

able, but we need to unify the

men first.

"The girls say that they are

with the men in the classroom

and they want to be included in

the Arts Society but they are con-

fusing the Arts Society with the

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And The Newest- Fashions For Women.
You're sure of the Quality er Bruces'

Ths Mutual Lifo of Canada oRors low-cost

fifu [raurence combining savings with protection.

Your local Mutual Ufa repretentative can (how yew

actuol policy reiult* and will be glad

to work out a plan devljed to mil your needb

So* hka today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE—PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.,

BRANCH MANAGER—D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032 Bus. LI 6-1405

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U.—Res. LI 2-7602 Bus. LI 6-1405

Arts Faculty. The Arts Society is

an organization for men."

A committee of five members of

the Arts Society was set up to

confer with representatives of

Levana on the status of the two
societies and to explore the pos-

sibility of common projects in

the immediate future. The com-
mittee consists of Bill Reynolds,

'58, Edo Ten Eroek and Hugh
Clarkson, '59, Bernard Calder, '60,

and Robert Carr, '61, and will

meet with the Levana Committee
under neutral chairmanship.

Classified Ads
Found

Pen, in Students' Union, Fri-

day, Nov. 15. Owner may claim

it at AMS office.

During football season, at Miss
Austin's, corner Union and Uni-

versity, blue blanket, brown and
blue plaid scarf and grey hat.

Inquire at Journal Office.

Lost

During football season at Miss

Delphian oracle arising from

the mists of time? The answer

will be revealed a week to-night

in Grant Hall.

Austin's, dark brown car coat.

Call Don 8-3414.

In Union coat room, a beige

suburban coat. Owner David

Scott, 9-9784.

Playboy Magazine: Special col-

lege-year rate; eight months for

$3.50. 12 months $5.00, 24 months

$9.00, lifetime $149.50 (willable to

one heir). Lloyd Zbar, 215 Mc-
Neill House. Phone 2-8S90.

A Few Of The New Titles In Paper Covers

"Man Against Himself" Menninger 1.70

"Origins Of Psychoanalysis" Freud 1.45

"Approach To Modern Physics" 1.10

"Vision And Design" R. Fry _ 1.45

"The Age Of Psychology" 1.25

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

ZELLER'S LIMITED
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

IN RETAILING
What Is Zellers Limited?
Zeller's is a Canadian Retail Organization, operat-

ing 64 stores across Canada. These ore Junior De-

partment stores which carry a wide range of

popularly-priced merchandise. Stores vary in size

from 6,000 to 28,000 square feet of selling area.

What Career Opportunities Does
Zeller's Offer?

Zeller's offers an opportunity to grow with a young

expanding company. Fifteen new stores have been

opened in the past two years and similar exponsion

is expected in the future. This will provide excellent

opportunities for young men interested in preparing

themselves for positions in Store Management,

Buying and other Executive branches.

What Training Does Zeller's Provide?

Zeller stores operate on the basis of decentraliza-

tion, with the manager responsible for the store

organization. To prepare a man for this respon-

sibility, training is a scheduled on-the-job pro-

gramme to give experience in all phases of the

business.

What Is Zeller's Remuneration Policy?

Starting salary is dependent upon education and

potential ability. Monager's solories range from

o minimum of $6,000 to over $25,000; average

$9,500.

What Personnel Benefits Does
Zeller's Provide?

Pension Plan, Croup Health and Life Insurance,

Profit Sharing, Employee Discounts, Summer and

Winter Vacations with pay.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
OPPORTUNITIES WITH

ZELLER'S LTD.

Apply:

ZELLER'S LIMITED,

Personnel Department,

5115 Trans Island Avenue,

Montreal 29, P.Q.
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BASKETBALL BOUNCES BACK A6AI
Intermediates In Full Swing

By Ian McNish
Journal Sports Writer

_

Hopeful of improving last year's second place finish AI Lenard'snter.ned.ate basketball team started practices Tuesday night Thltyf.ve aspirants came out to the tryouts fa which the seniors a fdintermediates drilled together. The shooting and ball ha"d in" Zs

ssr-- but what~ -*» in—~ «•*
On Saturday the team was cut

to 15. It will be further cut to 12

Al Lenard

before Christmas and finally to
10 just before the schedule be-
gins in January.

Al is counting heavily on two

IN THIS

CORNER..

GEORGE LoFLEUR

members of last year's squad,
Chuck Morrison and Jim Pando,
to form the nucleus of a new
team. Newcomers Bill Quinlan,
Norling Stevens, Grant Barn-
hardt, Blake Stewart and Fred
Durdam have also shown well in
practice.

The first test for the club will
be this Saturday when they meet
St. Lawrence University. They
will also play exhibitions against
Clark-son Tech. and Oswego
State. The intermediates play
home-and-home series in the reg
ular season with Varsity, McGill,
McMaster, Western and Assump-
tion.

Coach Lenard, being realistic,
is counting on only an average
team in league competition, but
adds on a more optimistic note
that the junior Gaels will prob-
ably have a height advantage over
the other teams in the loop and
could he a contender.

Behind Miller Hall is an old, grey, stone building, lovingly
referred to as the Jock . . . (censored). If you're one of the 50 odd
native Kingstonians at Queen's you've probably been in it, or at
least know what it is. If not, it's just an old, grey, stone building
behind Miller Hall. But do not despair; the moment of enlight-
ment has come. Inside this old, grey, stone building behind Miller
Hall is a hockey rink, and there is a deep dark mystery about this
noble edifice. It's empty! Now you may say that this isn't a major
disaster, for after all, who wants to sit in a hockey rink all day
when there are so many other attractions like pool, girls, and all
the other finer things of life. But wait! The seats are empty during

To\nTw^ Evans is a guard from

MXrTdSt ,W
° ?

earena ThUrSday m°rning
' <n0 Sudbury who has shown well inluotner 1 didn t skip a class), and pave th* n1ar#> a „ ;ncn^i;n„

Co-Champs Start Practices

By Stu Forbes

Journal Sports Writer

The 1957-58 basketball season got underway last week as

defending co-champion Gaels began practices on Tuesday. Tliei

!

practices every night from 5:30 - 7:00. On December 3, they
the season against St. Lawrence university, and the first home

gj
finds the Toronto team here on January 10.

Returnees rfom last year's team are guards Art Warreti
Harrison and Gus Turnball, along with forwards Paul Fedor
Greg Stone. Fedor was the team's top scorer last year and a |0
with Stone provides inside scoring punch. Up from last year's im
mediates are Dan Bozic and Jim Siltala. Bozic was the captain

Al Lenard's team and Siltala the team's leading scorer.

Also out for the team is 67"

Jay McMahon who would be a

great help to the team if he de-

cides to play. Other likely pros-

pects are Murray Prior and Bob

Sixteen Students To Jail

but Sf* ^
enitent:aiy had 16 new inmates last Saturday

of offensive soccer
° aft£r a" eiOT"™

Next week Queen's will1 t 7 ^ame on «""Pus.

Mangement
Training Opportunities
FOR 1958 GRADUATES
In Arts, Commerce, or

Business Administration
rnlt

"* PrePari"8 young men fc

ed wiil have the opportunity of initial

MARKETING RESEARCH
METHODS

COST CONTROL
CLAIMS

PERSONNEL
ACTUARIAL WORK*

AUDITING

Mother I didn't skip a class), and gave the place an inspectionMy first impression was that it wasn't the Maple Leaf Gardens,
but the rest ot the campus wasn't exactly built by Frank Lloyd Wright
either. Wandering over to the ticket booth (which I understand
is just a formality), I asked the face in the opening what kind of
crowds they had. He seemed rather hesitant, but finally admitted
Chat you could get tickets. Blindly continuing, the next question
was, Why don't people come?" Fifteen minutes later, as he slowed
for breath, I began to fasten together the bits and pieces. The
answer: ,fs cold, not modern, hockey is poor, too much time for
study, and on and on and on. The general impression given is that
the team is in the same class as the Comets. People just won't
watch them. Football is over, but hockey is just beginning. Who
cares if the arena is a little cold, and it doesn't have hot and cold
running beer. I can remember thousands of Queen's fans out in a
coId, rainy, windy day to watch a gridiron game against Varsity
Where are they now? Exams are coming, but the brand of hockeyhow do you know until you have seen it?

While on the subject of mysteries the Toronto Globe and Mail
started one last week by reporting a rumour that Ronnie Stewartwould desert the college gridiron next season for pro ranks The
writer proposed that Ottawa sent Avatus Stone to the Alouettes
to pave the way for the transfer of Stewart to the Rough Rider, asMontreal has draft rights to him. The general opinion on campus isthat Ronnie will stay and the fact that he has already passed up achance to play pro ball in both Canada and the U.S. seems to substanfate this. Ron has a fine legal career ahead of him n ei herKingston or Toronto and I feel that he would not give it up t0add to a football history already second to none. His test accom-plishment is the wmmng of the Omega Trophy awarded for the firs,
this year to the player judged most valuable by the players and
coaches of the four eastern universities. No one could ever hope
to equal h,s college records and we hope that the Queen's spark
plug will be back to add to them next year.

practices

Bob Purcell and "Lash" Latim-
er, mainstays of last year's squad
have graduated, and Don McRae
is ineligible this year. The team
is further handicapped by the

will be strong and the ben
t

should be more than adequate'

The practices have been
fined to shooting drills, siiBjl

weaves and screens, followed il
scrimmages with the interim

ate hopefuls.

STU'S VIEWS — McMaht
earned All-American menti
during his stay at Penn State

the sports department's mas«
has disappeared

. . . one nip

here is enough for even
(hep) cat . . . anyone got a <U

for sale? . . . (or maybe a sJ
would be better. Prior, WanJ
and Harrison played for WAfiJ

REN'S ORPHANS a few yeal

back when they won the OntariJ

"ntermediate A Championship
all-round athlete Bob B urleigil

is out for basketball. Bob playdl

intermediate with R.M.C. M
year and was one of their beatl

players. . . only four days of rac-j

ing left at New Woodbine.

fact that Coach Tindall has been
occupied with football until last
week. The Toronto teams, for in-
stance, have been practising for
three weeks. However, the pros-
pects for a contender seem rea-
sonably good, especially if Mc-
Mahon plays. The starting five

of each trainee. The program "take's a™»
'
through various 4ignme„^ S0tot he acquires the background neces

to
,

me managerial or key techweal responsibmtiw in about 5 years

STARTING SALARIES
$325-$370 MONTHLY

2TSi£
laiy arraneements *pp'y to

Employment Representa-
tives will visit Queen's on
Monday and Tuesday, No-
vember 25 and 26, 1957.

Arrange an interview through vot

oufh^,' °.fS
cer and 3ts° «fc to^«

demiar " °PP°n^ity at the Pru-

The Prudential Insurance

Company of America
44 King Street West, Toronto

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

ments m Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. LoseLeaf Suppl«s, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.
Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen.

B University Grounds ONTARIO

. a m m m
lgUUMU*nH_ . _ ...

.

MILLER GEOLOGY CLUB MEETING I
TONIGHT AT 8:00 P.M. I

ROOM 201

M. HARRISON

MILLER HALL
SPEAKER: DR. J. „ ,„. .

DIRECTOR, GEOLOGICAL SURVEY SF CANADA
Subject: The Geological Survey of Canada

New Members Welcomebbb e i a ..i e * s a a b fi n E .

GALS AGLEE AGAIN

The gals are raring to go agai

first and foremost this week

hockey. The future "Richards" pB

at noon hours at Jock Harty. M
most important feature of the gaitfl

is the grace and form displayed bjl

these girls. Who cares about m
puck!

From the ice we see them in tl*l

gym — doing what — basketball

The game is fast and furious wfjj

'58 and '61 battling for the inliH

mural title.

Now we switch to the pool

the intercollegiate swim team f|

trying their best to cut off tlwfl

important seconds for the meet

Toronto this Saturday. Oh! TWl
tank suits!

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English
blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen s brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

For . . .

Sanito^^DrxCleaning
AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Lauiidenn^

Queue Up
Should women master the &

art of billiards (better know"
"snooker") ? is a question that M
been raised by some quarters W
ly. Apparently in past times

game is a past-time which has

held in higher esteem. Induclf

the 1930-31 sports curriculum
a billiards tournament in which l"

of the prominent faculty mein 1^

I

challenged any students for
ll

right to hold the Queen's Bi|!ia(

championship.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a Bpecial 10%
discount on all purchases
rnade in the Men's Wear
Dept.

*

CALL

V Cleland & Flindalf Ltd
847 PRJNCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 3H BARRIE ST.

The good ship H'MCS

Journal is sinking fast 3»d

typists, writers, and phot0
'

graphers are urgently need'

cd to come to the rescue-

Benefits include: free use °f

typewriters, late hours, a' r

conditioning (open
dows), modem equipmen '

(pencils, rulers, etc.)
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Highest Campus Club
Soars In Single Seater

By Bruce Cossar
Assistant News Editor

The next time you see something

ing across the sky, look again

sfore you think of Sputnik. It may
instead, one of the members

fcf the highest club on the campus,
pie Queen's Gliding Club.

The Queen's club is one of 15
member groups in the Soaring

lAssociation of Canada. It was form-
Bel by veterans of World War II,

[lvho acquired some surplus aircraft

(including two two-seater gliders, one
single seater, and a Tiger Moth
(tow-plane. They also have a pri-
Pnary glider in which beginners

|

are flight the rudiments of flight.

Gliding is one of the most thrill
png, challenging, and satisfying of

Students Talk
Foreign Policy
Seventy students from 25 uni-

versities across Canada arrived in
toeal Wednesday to begin

e McGiII Conference on World
lrs

- Steve Bancroft and Mort
' are Queen's official

ntatives, chos,

repre-

by the AMS
11 a number of students on the
ls of their interest in politics.
° atten<ling the conference as
"ers are Anne Keenleyside

an
JB 0b Little.

pears

e

^
esday evening Lester B

spoke to the stud-

former minister ofter"al affairs,
et»s.

Li* conference was welcomed
j Ur. p p, T

and -
' y 1 James, principal

!Vnive

VlCe"CbanCelIor of McGin

P>ea-» •
V

"
who introduced

Cone

all sports. It is most difficult to

convey to the person who has not

experienced free flight, the beauty

and stimulus of floating on the air

currents, free from the noise, vibra-

tion, and exhaust of conventional

airplanes.

Since the glider is a powerless
airplane, it must be launched by
some other power. The most com-
mon method is to tow the glider

to some conventional height
where the glider may release the

tow-rope and glide for a few min-

utes or several hours, depending

on conditions.

The question most often asked

of the gliding enthusiast is: "But

can you fly when there is no wind?"

The answer is, of course, that the

glider is not a kite, and does not

depend on a good breeze to stay

aloft. The theory behind it is as

follows

:

A powered airplane in flight is

acted upon by four forces : lift and

weight which balance each other,

and thrust and drag, which also

balance. Thrust is the forward

motion caused by the engine. In a

glider, with thrust no longer avail-

able, the only force which could

produce any motion is weight.

Weight will contribute a compon-

ent for forward motion if the flight-

(See Flight, Page 5)

The policies pursued by th
Jounnl this year came under
heavy fire at the Alma Mate
Society executive meeting Tues
day night. The discussion, rang
ing from alleged poor taste u
editorials to protests that Science
and Meds were not receiving ade
quate coverage, lasted an hour
and a half.

In response to these complaints,
Editor-in-Chief Herschel Hardin
told the AMS that he was tired
of steamy letters from engineers
and mcdsmen wailing because re-

ports of their activities did not
appear in the Journal. He felt that
it was the responsibility of the
faculty editors to inform the
Journal of coming events so that
reporters could cover them.

"Unless you know you are
missing things, you don't realize

you are being narrow," he said.

In the controversial article on the

Queen, the editor had apologized,

admitting that it was a mistake
and poorly written. His comments
on the convocation, however, he
felt expressed a natural concern

of Queen's students.

The charge was made that

Queen'smen can't use the Journal

for a historical reference, because

it advertises coming events and
fails to give an accurate account

of actual campus activities. The
formals were cited as an example.

Al Gretsinger (Theol.) asked,

"Shall we leave such

Conn And Earl Dispute

Over Granting Of BSc's

The controversy over who should ' obtaining a BSc should be gradu-

get a BSc was revived at an open
]
ates of the Faculty of Applied

meeting of the Arts Society,

Thursday night, Nov. 14. It will

be brought up before the Senate

shortly.

The issue is whether a student

taking pure science in Arts should

get a BSc. At present only students

graduating in Applied Science re-

ceive a BSc.

In the annual report of the Prin-

cipal, Dean R. O. Earl of the Fac-

ulty of Arts commented:

"One of the odd anomalies of

the Faculty of Arts in the modern
world is that it includes all

courses in pure science and
grants graduates in honors

science courses the degree of BA
although these students take

hardly any more in the humani-
ties than students in Applied

Science. The Faculty of Arts

should be loath to grant the de-

gree of BA to these students and
the students certainly want de-

grees which indicate the nature

of their work.

Science, the university should

keep this stipulation. "The Bach-

elor of Science degree is histori-

cally known at Queen's as the

engineering degree," he said.

"This is what our BSc means to

the people here." He stated that

to give a BSc to a student in pure

science in an Arts course would
mean changing the meaning of

the BSc as it is known here and

that it would take quite a long

time to change this meaning. He
suggested giving a Bachelor of

Natural Sciences (Arts) Degree

to science students in Arts.

New Theory
On Heredity,

Environment

He mentioned that degrees in

science would doubtless have been

things as
j

authorized long since if it were not

formals in our archives instead of that the BSc was being granted to

the reports of philosophical dis-

cussions?"

It is essential that the student

body be made aware that the

AMS has gone over the question

of Journal policy," said Andy
Wong (Meds S. R.). Jim Holmes
added that the AMS executive

was the only agency capable of

directing the Journal to provide

(See AMS, Page 4)

graduates in engineering. The de-

gree of MSc is awarded in the

Faculty of Medicine, he said, and

it is high time that the degree of

BSc should be authorized for

Levana Society

The Levana plebiscite to

decide whether the society

would merge with the Arts

Faculty has been postponed

indefinitely, pending a decis-

ion by the Arts Society on

their position in the merger.

Herb Harmer, president of the

Alma Mater Society, said that there

was no real problem about em-

ployers' confusion over the Bachelor

of Science degree at Queen's since

they did realize the situation. He
said that it might be proper

graduates in pure science. This has :
nomenclature that a change be in

long been the practice in most other I
order but that the controversy was

universities. not a large issue. He added that

Dean Conn of the Faculty of clie term BASc (Bachelor of Ap-

Applied Science said sinceiphed Science) is more descriptive
|

that heredity and environment are

Queen's had stipulated that those
|
of what Applied Science really is. two separate entities.

"Psychology is ripe for a change,"

said Dr. P. H. R. James, speaking

on Tuesday night to the Biology

Society, as he described a new
trend in psychologists' thinking.

He said it is the current view

in psychology that behavior is due

to either heredity or environment

and that these two influences work

independently of each other. Here-

dity controls intelligence and in-

stinct, while learning comes directly

from the influence of environment.

"This view is being replaced by

the theory that behavior is influ-

enced by both heredity and environ-

ment working together," he said.

By describing several experi-

ments Dr. James showed the way
in which early experience may in-

fluence the later pattern of behavior.

By early experiences, he emphasized

that he meant experiences which

occurred in the first few hours, days

or weeks of life.

He explained how a lower in-

telligence results from a restricted

environment rather than from a
free environment. Thus, environ-

ment, as well, can be said to in-

fluence intelligence.

Dr. James concluded that there

are three main results forthcoming

from this new concept:

The idea that instinct is com-
pletely separate from learning is

dead

;

More psychologists will be em-

ployed in the study of the effect of

environment on subsequent behav-

ior;

Psychologists will no longer

draw conclusions from the idea

Gold Formal
Becomes Red

Shades Of The Highlands
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A deficit which may run as high

as $800 is in prospect for this

year's Science Formal, convenor

Ross Mackenzie informed an En-

gineering Society general meet-

ing Wednesday night.

The deficit, which will be cov-

ered from the general treasury of

the society, was attributed by the

convenor to a very low attend-

ance, only 65 per cent of last

year's. An additional reason was

the poor sale of tickets for the

Millionaire's Weekend, which us-

ually helps cover the cost of the

formal. Only half as many tickets

were sold this year as last.

Mackenzie stated that he had

kept within his allotted budget,

but that his revenues were much
less than he had anticipated.

By Ken Ackles

"We may differ as to the value

of the pipes as a musical instru-

ment. We have ourselves been

deafened by them at dinners and
other functions, but out in the

open, especially to one of Scottish

birth and parentage, they make
an irresistible appeal. Queen's is

a university built up on the Scot-

tish model, and in the Pipe Band
we have something which har-

monizes with our history and our

war-cry: Cha gheil I Cha gheil

!

Cha gheil
!"

The preceding paragraph is an

excerpt from the "Queen's Re-

view," November, I92S. As one

looks into the history of the Pipe

Band, it might be said that "Cha

gheil!" (we shall not yield) has

been the motto of the Pipe Band.

Largely through the efforts of

Bill Watson, Meds '29, the

Queen's University Pipe Band

was first organized in the fall of

1925. With another student piper

named Cap Frew, and with Scol-

ley Fraser, Reg Hanna, George

Rothwell and Angus MacDonald

enlisted from the city, the Pipe

Band was born. Each man sup-

plied his own uniform and pipes.

With some RMC recruits, an ex-

cellent, if parti-coloured appear-

ance was made at intercollegiate

football matches.

Some members of the staff be-

came interested, and the Kingston

St. Andrew's society donated a

set of pipes. The band had a

staunch supporter in Alec Edmi-

son (now assistant to the prin-

cipal) who was then president of

the AMS. Through him, it re-

ceived both moral and financial

support. Difficulty was encount-

ered in raising SI, 100 for the six

uniforms which had been order-

ed, and after 1927 the band faded

(See Band, Page 5)
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Put the "kick" in campus
Never before at Queen's has so much been done by so many

on so many fronts in the community life of the university Activitiesm short are booming and those in charge are undoubtedly reaping
the satisfaction of campus support.
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GARY
MOFFATT

With the flourishing success of the Concert Series, the heavy
program, of the English Club and the introduction of art and noonhour programs at Etherington House, the arts as a whole are doing
surprisingly well. And CFRC certainly has shown marked improvement both in entertainment and education.

From the Debating Ciub to faculty societies to the Philosophy
Club interest seems to be climbing. The Geology Club even bought
advertising space m the Journal to publicize a meeting. And thegueen s water poio team has arranged a match with the Varsity
club, spiked strongly with Hungarian olympic stars.

Everything is on the upswing . . . except the Queen's Revue,
heedless to say, a revue is something no university should be with-out because it offers an outlet for a certain type of talent that ismore than suffocated at Queen's. Certainly there are few more
satisfying activities than working for a stage production, especially

riimaro, W
§
* ^ °f Pe°ple

'

mUSic
'
ch°rUS -drigmarole. We can think of nothing gayer than a robust revue as itappears before the lights.

The Queen's Revue is now opening auditions for a complete
cast. It would be a psychological tragedy if shapely young girls
straggled to a Tory panel on economic depression instead of baring
their legs in a zesty chorus line routine.
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-Last year I advocated (as I still

do) the abolition of compulsory
gym classes for freshmen. I pointed
out that this wastes two hours a
week that they could otherwise
spend on more enjoyable exercise.
Also, that forcing a student poor
in athletics into gym classes tends
to give him an unmerited inferiority
complex. Therefore, I was interest-
ed in Professor Farina's charge
that sports breed sadism. The an-
swer is, of course, that it is not the
sport itself at fault but the attitude
of many players and their fans that
to lose is a major tragedy to be
av01ded at all cost. I wish Cana-
dians could view their sports con-
tests with the same complacency
they now view their political con-
tests.

* * *
I don't know for whose conven

ience the Douglas Libray is being
run, but it is obviously not that
of the students. On Saturday and
Sunday, the days when students
have time to go into detailed work
in the library, it is only open for a
few hours. Books from the reserved
shelves (many of which aren't often
used and shouldn't be there in the
first place) are loaned for only
three days. It is absurd to expect
a busy student to read a book in
three days. And if he forgets to
return it (which could happen to
anyone) fines of 25 cents a day
are extorted. At this rate most of
the books have probably paid for
themselves many times over, but
many students cannot afford these
exorbitant fines. Newspaper service
m the reading room is sloppy—the
Kingston newspaper isn't made
available until about 11 a.m. the
day after its publication. This is
service ?

* * *

Random Observations: The loud-
est opponents of the Journal's edi-
torial policy are generally those who
dislike thinking. To my mind, the
purpose of attacking a cherished
institution is to get people to seri-
ously reason out with themselves
whether there might not be room
for some improvement

. . I g0
along with the idea of a Remem-
brance Day service but I don't
think the COTC students at Queen's
"ho attended it should have been
pa-d. We should honor those who
gave their lives sincerely or not at

f - •
I think it's high time some-

body commended the Queen's radio
station for their excellent program-
ming this year . . . the Atlantic cen-
tenary's probing comment on Cana-
dian politics informs us that ?5
seats were won by "the Canadian
t-ooperative Federal Partv " Tsk
tsk.

Letters to the editor

Rah radio!

Editor, Journal:—I think that I

speak for the vast majority of the
audience who were fortunate enough
to listen to Queen's own radio sta-
tion, CFRC, this past weekend. As
it has been said before, radio does
hold a very worthwhile position
in the culture and enjoyment of the
community. I believe that CFRC
|s doing a fine job here particularly
in that latter field as we saw this
past Sunday afternoon. Almost any
listener should bear me out on this
if he listened to the three hours of
excellent music Sunday presented
for relaxation or stud}

I

• 7 "'««u IO n
1 he producer and announcer of j'ne side of the campu

in matters in which interests are 'and ill-timed motions. We dosimilar. I am m favor of this.
j procrastinate, but we look forJBut suppose we were amalga- "al change,

mated, as some of the girls are! The "abolitionists," attempting t<

asking. The close co-operation we! "rite their ideals in their |iean <

now expect to have anyway
[

blood, have only emitted red ink "
would of course be present in the

,
Fran Shaughmssrl

new, enlarged Arts Society. But) Marni David™
matters concerning the welcom-
ing of the freshettes, the con-
tinuation, if any, of the Candle-
hghting Ceremony, the allotting
of big sisters, girls' athletics,
problems of the House Council,
probably Susie-Q Week, the Le-
vana (oops!) . . . Women's Jour-
nal — in short any of the matters
specifically related to the femin-

Laziness

the Sunday afternoon program,
Graham Skerrett, has done an ad-
mirable job in his selections. I
understand he also has a pro-
gram on Saturdays from 1

1

p.m. till ? when similar pops and
more romantic selections are
played. It does seem too bad that
such music as this has to be re-
legated to the late, late hours
when a larger audience would be
available earlier in the evening.
My only suggestion to CFRC is
that we have more of this music
and at earlier hours.

Apart from that proposal I can
only admire CFRC for its perfor-
mance so far this year.

Peter Masson

- 1-— , would
have to be relegated to commit-
tees of women only.

Similarly for the Artsmen, of
course. To my mind, this would
be two separate organizations co-
operating in major projects, but
hampered by their attempt to oper-
ate under one executive.

Margaret Slavin

- - Is a woman?
Teenage girls have baffltdl

Michigan University researcher-,

They found that 94 per cent want

to marry, but only three per cent]

want to be housewives. No ex-

planation is given for the "enor-

mous discrepancy." Most likelj

oner Alimony.

Arts Journal

Would anyone interested

in working on the editorial

staff of the Arts Journal

please contact John Forsyth

at McNeill House (phone

2
-

A woman!

•

Jo
-
urml:~"Poll resultsm NFCUS landslide." There are

approximately 2,600 students on
this campus. 747 voted. Of that
number nearly half was Levana
What sort of landslide is that? I'd
say apathy won that vote. No
doubt a good many men didn't even
know there was a vote going on.

Bruce Cossar

Weekend Seminar
Today is the last chance

for students to apply for the
weekend seminar at Sharbot
Lake Nov. 30-Dec. 1 on the
topic "What's a University
For?" Students from all fac-
ulties may participate. Ap-
plications can be obtained
at the AMS office.

woman is

Editor, Journal:—Many of Le-
vana's faults are internal matters
such as the medical girls' votes and
the cumbersome Candle-lighting
Ceremony. These must be solved
within Levana and, in the light of
the newly-awakened interest in the
society, no one doubts that positive
steps will be taken.

Both Levana and Arts Societies
should recognize that they have
also been at fault in the matter
of co-operation. Such matters as
initiation and major projects
should long since have been in-
stituted by committees with both
men and women members. We
can be proud, however, that this
year has seen the establishment
of a committee to examine this
situation.

Editor, Journal.—We have
j ustreturned from the Levana general

meeting called to discuss the status
of Levana. Numerous opinions

ndT? PreSem
and the future of the society were
voiced. Through this discussion we
noted a rather fooiish fedj tlsomethmg had to be done NOWheM espenally by those who
ded the immediate abolition of the
society.

ine

A co«iftfc*e has been estab-bshed to discuss immediate cooperation between the Arts andLevana Societies, with represent-n by both factions of
We feel that any drastic mea-sures should bewithelduntila

re
vanned Levana Society has op -

d for a reasonable period of tm
hat is, a society with new links tothe Arts Society, a Leva™ c

Urif -
eva,ia Society

.

,

tSeIf reorSan.zed. Such clearhinkmg was NOT the unconsid-ered opinion of the "abolitionists "
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Crucible roasts witch - hunters
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gy Jake Hubbard

Jjn i960 people will still ask

IL)
y0

u remember the time they

Kj The Crucible?" If you arc

WL0ng the lucky few who can

Yes. then you will be able

(recall one of the most moving

n ,l
most professional pcrform-

ccs ever put on by the Drama

illd.

gvCJ] in the most dramatic pas-

ses | » as seldom able to forget

1C grim political over-tones of

rtluir Miller's study in fear and

ark hysteria. Into a normal,

Irtlworking, cheerful comnuin-

v of 17th century Salem we sec

[jccled a vicious undertow of

jteful ambition. Striking dry

Sniler the fire gains by leaps and

[omuls- Why were Mrs. Putnam's

en babes still-born? Why was
eighth on the decline? What
ihc Reverend Samuel Parris

[ally see dancing around that

lazing fire in the woods that

ighf ? Was his righteousness just

(a tilile tainted? Why did Mrs.

jCorey's pig die so suddenly and
liydoes she read books secretly?

These are the questions that

lame out into a massive conspir-

acy of witch-craft. A Negro
nrse is threatened with hanging

and miraculously
'confesses' to

witnessmg a string of diabolical
happenmgs-and so the fever
spreads. Accusations, charges and
arrests are thrown indiscrimin-
ately as citizens with murky
backgrounds try l0 estabnj;
their pristine innocence. We
watch even the worthiest citizens
bow before the storm and wc ask
who 1S the saviour, where does
nope lie?

John Proctor, played by Phillip
Drouillardi is an easy-going farm
er who has trouble living up to
the dictates of the seventh com-
mandment. While no one inter-
feres with him he is happy. But
soon the sophisters enter his
house, quiz his biblical knowledge
and accuse his wife (Beverly Mc-
Kay) of witch-craft. The celebrat-
ed musket comes off the wall and
the witch-hunters have got them-
selves an enemy.
This for me forms the crux.

Just when does a man say: "You
may come so far, and no further"?
Proctor and other small men take
their stand but the important
problem is left with Louis Emond
in his deft portrayal of the vacil-

lating Reverend John Hale. To
me he represents the equivalent
of modern public opinion. But he

signs 72 death warrants before he
revolts against the supposedly
sacrosanct decision of the hag-
ridden Deputy Governor Dan-
forth.

Imaginative casting approached
perfection in Catherine Perkins-
portrayal of the staunch Rebecca
and also in Christine Catto's dia-
bolical performance of the devil
incarnate—scorned Abigail Wil-
iams. John Hart played the small
nan, Giles Corey, caught in the
big conspiracy with convincing
sympathy while Beverly McKay
conquered a role of great moral
complexity with aplomb.
At no time did the other actors

fail to support and provide the
mounting tension of the first four
scenes with flawless conviction.
Lionel Lawrence, cleverly cast as

the nervous Danforth, acted with
an authority that dominated the
later scenes.

There is not space to compli-
ment the other actors individual-

ly. I will say, however, that I

>liall have difficulty separating
them from their stage characters

when I meet them.

Good direction, like good man-
ners, is supposed to be inconspic-

uous. Dr. Angus pulled off an
unobtrusive masterpiece especial-

ly in the manipulation of his char

acters. They swelled and flowed
into groups and foci without th'

slightest appearance of strain

This was brought to a splintering

conclusion in the final stark re

ality of the court scene.

CHEVRON OIL COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

Chevron Oil Company will interview the following graduating

students for work in

PETROLEUM GEOPHYSICS
at tho university on

NOVEMBER 26 AND 27
Engineering graduates in: Art graduates in:

GEOLOGY
PHYSICS

ELECTRICAL
MINING

HONORS GEOLOGY
HONORS MATHS, and

PHYSICS

Work would be in the Western Hemisphere. Top salaries are paid
along with a sound hospital and medical plan, group insurance,

annuity and stock purchase plans.

Please contact Mr. H. Hamilton at the Employment Office for

appointments and further information on Chevron Oil Company.

Sinking Revue
Needs Music
Time is running out and th

(Jucen's Revue is drawing per
lously close to the rocks of stud

ent apathy. Unless a cast is found
complete with dancers, singers

and actors, there will be
Queen's Revue. The executive

have approved a script but un
fortunately there are no lyrics o

music to go with it.

The situation is roughly this

The Revue needs lyricists an'

song writers, actors, singers, dan
cers, stage-hands, publicists, pro

ducers, business managers -

fact anyone at all.

Watch the bulletin boards on
the campus this weekend for bi

signs that will tell you where to

audition.

JT'S UP TO YOU! ! !

Mangement
Training Opportunities

FOR 1958 GRADUATES
In Arts, Commerce, or

Business Administration
We are preparing young men for
management positions in our Canadian
Head Office in Toronto, Those select,
ed will have the opportunity of initial
ly entering such interesting fields i

MARKETING RESEARCH
METHODS

COST CONTROL
CLAIMS

PERSONNEL
ACTUARIAL WORK*

AUDITING
Following this, development can be
accelerated through a training program
tailored to the aptitudes and interests
of each trainee. The program takes
man through various assignments so

that he acquires the background neces
sary to assume managerial or key tech
nical responsibilities in about 5 years.

STARTING SALARIES
$325-$370 MONTHLY

'Special salary arrangements apply to
this group.

Employment Representa
tives will visit Queen's on
Monday and Tuesday, No-
vember 25 and 26, 1957.

Arrange an interview through your
Placement Officer and also ask to see
our booklet "Opportunity at the Pru-
dential" as well as our Information
Bulletin.

The Prudential Insurance

Company of America
44 King Street V/est, Toronto

University concert series

DENIS MATTHEWS, 38 years old,

is today one of the most sought-after

and respected pianists in Britain, play-

ing regularly with the major orchest-

ras and giving recitals all over the

British Isles and continental Europe.

Although interested in contemporary

works for the piano, he is perhaps most
noted for his classical interpretations.

He has frequently played the cycle of

Beethoven concertos on three success-

ive evenings, and in 1950 he played the

whole of "The Well-Tempered Clavier"

at the Vienna Bach Festival

LEON GOOSSENS has the reputa-
tation of being a most scholarly mu-
sician, as well as one of the greatest
living oboeists. His artistry has stim-
ulated a number of British composers
to write chamber music and concertos
for him ; among them his brother
Eugene Goossens, Sir Arthur Bliss,

York Bowen and Gordon Jacob. He
has given recitals in most musical
countries of the world, and was one
of the group of British musicians,
headed by Sir Arthur Bliss, Master of
the Queen's Musick, which was sent to
Russia last year. In 1950 the honor
of Commander of the British Empire
(C.B.E.) was bestowed upon him by
King George VI.

LEON GOOSSENS — Oboe DENIS MATTHEWS
Prelude & Fugue in D major (Book 11, No. 5)

DENIS MATTHEWS
Suite for Oboe and Pianoforte

Overture

Aria

Allemande

Scherzo

Finale

Piano

. Bach

Scarlatti-Bryan

LEON GOOSSENS and DENIS MATTHEWS
Sonata in E, Op. 109

Vivace ma non troppo

Prestissimo

Andante con Variazioni

DENIS MATTHEWS

Beethoven

INTERMISSION
Three Concert Pieces

Humoresque
Rhapsody

Scherzino

Frank Reizenstein

LEON GOOSSENS and DENIS MATTHEWS
Pour le Piano

Prelude

Sarabande

Toccata

DENIS MATTHEWS
Suite for Oboe and Pianoforte _

Allemande

Gavotte

Sarabande

Minuetto

Rigaudon

Debussy

Emil Kronke

I

%

PRE-WINTER

OVERCOAT SALE
SAVE S16.00 NOW ON
YOUR WINTER COAT

Reg. $75 00

FOR

$59.00
103 PRINCESS ST. KINCSTON LI 6-6381

DOMINO THEATRE
Domino Theatre of Kingston presents Oseor Wilde's

"The Importance of Being Earnest". Hotel LaSalle,

November 27, 28, and 29. Special student rate $1.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6.6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

1958
Travel hjf chartered molor coach and sea the beat of Europe
at a minimum of expense consistent with comfort on an All
Student Tour especially planned for University Students. You
will cross the Atlantic by new liners of the Cunard Line and stay
at small, well chosen, often delightful hotels typical of the
country. You will travel in a small party of 20 to 25 on an
itinerary that is hard to beat, under the guidance of Prof. Gordon
Tracy, Head of German Department, Victoria College, University
of British Columbia.

itinerary: sail June 5 RMS SAXONIA from. Montreal
for Southampton. Motor tour around Britain including
Devon and Cornwall, Cotsicolds, Shakespeare Country,
English Lakes, Scotland, and back to London via
York and the East Coast. Holland, Cologne, the
Rhine, Switzerland; Austria including Salzburg, and
Vienna; Venice, Florence, Hill Towns, Rome, Kviera,
French Alps, Paris 63 days $1267

Or, if you prefer a self-drive ear, wo suggest you organize your
own party of friends, travel your own route and let the UTC
take care of all the details.

Half the fun is planning, but early planning means
a more successful holiday!

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
priifrftnfi O. H. IUCAS
57 Bloor SI. W.. Toronto, WAInut 4-9391
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SIGNPOST
Friday

Arts '59: Who's Where will be dis
Inbuted in the New Arts Building
Friday and Saturday. Those who have
not purchased their Year Cards may
do so at this time.

Sunday

Canterbury Club: On Sunday, Nov.
~4 at St. George's Cathedral. Rev.
Michael Weston from Montreal will
speak on the important topic of "The
Missionary Frontier at Home or
Abroad?" All welcome.

SCM Goes Visiting: All interested
are asked to meet outside the First
Baptist Church at 6.50 p.m. We will
be joining the Canterbury Club follow-
ing the service at St. George's Cath-
edral.

Q.C.F.: A Sunday supper will he
held in St. James' Anglican Church
at 4.30 p.m. The speaker is the Rev.
Charles Preston. Everyone welcome.

Young People's: Princess Street
United Young People's will meet after
church at 8.15 p.m. for a film on the
' Split Level Families." Come every
week for worship, discussion, fun
games and food. A warm welcome for
everyone. Corner of Princess and
Albert.

195?

AMS Charges College Raiders
(Continued from Page I)

the best posible campus papc
for students. "Constructive criti

cisiu and well-founded sug-ges

tions are not dictation of policy,'

ho remarked.

Monday
Post Grad Society: At 7 p.m. in the

South common Room of McNeill
House. Dr. G. A. Harrower of the
Physics department wiil give an ad-
dress entitled "Man on the Moon"
AH post graduate students, their wives
and final year Nursing students are
invited.

Tuesday

LSA: A regular meeting will be held
at 8 p.m. in St. Mark's Lutheran
Church at the corner of Victoria and
Earl.

Arts '58: Who's Where will be dis-
tributed from 9 to 12 p.m. in the New
Arts Building Monday and Tuesday
You must have your vear cards with
you.

Thursday

Drama Society: The Greek tragedy
Anligonc,' and a farce, "Kingston

A resolution which he claimed
would provide a framework for

Journal policy was introduced by
Bob Little (Arts S. R.). The re-

solution embodied suggestions
that the editor should conduct
policy and editorials in such a

manner that would warrant the

confidence and authority vested
in him, and that he should exer
cise good judgment and good
taste in the presentation of news
articles and editorials. The re

solution was defeated.

In other business, the AMS:
• heard the announcement that

a water-polo team from Toronto
will he at the Queen's gym to-

night at S p.m.

• learned that the missing band
drum is now on its way humc
from St. Michael's College, Tor-

onto.

• approved the distribution of

KTFCUS identification cards to

all students at the time of regis-

tration.

abolition of the Lcvana Society.

• heard Prosecutor Neil Mc-
Neill announce tlic AMS Court
will try the nine girls accused of

raiding1 KMC three weeks ago.

• were told Lcvana had decid-

ed to withdraw their request for

a plebiscite on the question of

abolition of the Lcvana Society.

Christmas Literary Contest

The Queen's Journal Christmas Literary Contest is now
open for the best short story and the best poem submitter]

Prizes total $50. The contributions will be printed in tltc

last issue of the Journal before the Christmas holidays. Don't

miss this amazing offer. Leave your contributions at t|lc

Journal Office.

Classified Ads
Lost

dirl s w a t c h near campus
Please call Pat Kennedy al 2-797.

Lady's gold wrist watch
Grant Hall last Friday night. Call

Dave at 6-2007.

Brown leather wallet in the

gymnasium last week. Finder
please return or mail to 185 Uni-
versity, or phone 8-9976. (lener

ous reward.

Attention Toronto student;
Blue Harris Tweed overcoat lost

at the Drill Hall in Toronto, Nov.
9. I have your coat and pipe. Con-
tact John Trevithick, McNeil!
House, Kingston.

For Sale

Arts and Crafts Shop is holding
an exhibition of Eskimo carvings
opening Nov. 23. The shop is lo-

cated three miles west of the
Traffic Circle on Highway No. 2.

Bilingual?" will he presented Nov. 2i

at 8. IS p.m. in Convocation Hall
Tickets are 50 cents and 25 cents for
paid-up members of the Drama Guild

(Union St. by The Campus)

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 24th

Sunday Services

8.00 o.m. Corporate Commu-
nion for the Canterbury Club
followed by breakfast

9.00 a.m. Holy Communion
11.00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer
You will enjoy the discussion and
fellowship al the Coffee Hour a!
815 p.m. after Evening PrayerWe invite you to join us.

Wednesday — 8.00 a.m.
Holy Communion

SYDENHAM « WILLIAM STS.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 24th

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8.30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone Welcome.

(ANGLICAN)

j
King St. at Johnson St.

|
Sunday Next Before Advent

j
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 24th

j
8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

I 9.15 a.m. Choral Eucharist
(Suns Communion with Hymns and
a Shon Address.)

11.00 a.m. Choral Mattins
Prcathtr: Tbt Rev. C. E. Staple*.

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Rev. Malcolm Wesiin.
Montreal. P.O. Canterbuiy Club ai-
tcndinn.

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour
Canicrbury Club MeeiinE . Speaker:
Mr. Westin.

Choir. OrKanis, a„d
James Cathedral. ToLu,„ t
in this Cathedra] at 9:00 an

December 22nd
Festival of Carols

Holy Communion Wednesday
a.m. and 10:30. also Saturda'
30th (beine St. AnHr™..'* ri

ian£e Sunday.
Clergy of St.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WITH

MOBIL OIL OF CANADA, LTD.

ON NOVEMBER 28 AND 29
Mobil Oil Representatives Will Interview

Graduate, Senior And Junior Year Students

Interested In Careers In

GEOLOGY

GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING

PETROLEUM AND PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

THERE ARE OPENINGS FOR BOTH REGULAR AND
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

INTERVIEWS ARE BEING SCHEDULED THROUGH
THE PLACEMENT BUREAU OF THE UNIVERSITY

3,

j

Mobil

The Captain is saving to equip

a home workshop.

The Firsl Officer is saving

for his marriage.
$t. Attumu'fl

PrpHfojtprtan (fjljurrft

Strut*
PBtNceSH

DARWIN StatA

lillian preston
Assistant

1ST

10:30 a.m.-Blble Ciasa
11:00 a.m.-Morrung Service
Nursery ClaSB

, Church School
7:30 p.m.-Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet afler

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all studenls.

J

Both have a

bank account- and

a purpose for saving

They work as a team, yet each has his own
reason for saving, his own dollar objective,
his own pace in achieving it.

A bank account takes care of every type of
saving need. You can start with any amount
you wish, add to it at any lime you choose,
keep on as long as you like.

Last year almost 500,000 new deposit accounts
were opened with the chartered banks, making
a total of nearly 10,500,000. The owners of
these accounts know that a bank account
offers the simplest, safest, most convenient
means of safeguarding and accumulating funds.

Save at a bank — millions do!

THE CHARTERED BANKS SERVING YOUR COMMUNITY

(EhalmprB

tatit (ttttttrrl?

EARL AND BAHRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. DO
MINISTER

SUNDAY.

11.00 a.m.

NOVEMBER 2A1H

"The Gospel Ac-

cording To You"

7.30 p.m. Some Stories Jesus

Told:

(6) "Contribution and
Retribution"

8 45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A Very Cordial Invitation

To All Queen's Studenls.

For . . .

Sanitom^Dry Cleaning
AND

PERFECTION
IN

-Shirt JLaundering

* *

CALL

Cleland & Flindall Ltd."™SS ST. DIAU Ll^ 3|4 BARR|£ ST
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Pipe Band Quite Uniq
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(Continued from Page 1)

way-

It
wasn't until 1938 that Prin-

a|
Wallace wished to revive

the P ;Pe
Band f°r the Queen

'

s

Centennial Celebrations schedul-

fid
for W41. Through Herb Ham-

ilton,
Reg Hanna was contacted,

since there were no pipers at

tieen's that year, pipers were

„ga in recruited from the city.

However, Principal Wallace
wanted a student Pipe Band. No-

;fices
posted around the university

Uncovered 10 or 12 interest-

ed
undergraduates. Unable to

secure practice space at Queen's,

they deafened Reg Hanna's house

every night of the week.

The next year, an all-student

g>ipe Band, excepting Reg Hanna

and the bass drummer, went on

ue

Employment!
fehell Oil Co. (Calgary) — Nov

25, 26, 27

Shell Oil Co. (Toronto) — Nov.

|
25, 26, 27, 28

California Standard Co. — Nov.

[
27, 28

Sank of Canada — Nov. 25

Chevron Oil — Nov. 26

Lincoln Electric — Nov. 27

fcbil Oil — Nov. 28, 29

fcominion Engineering Co. —
Nov. 25, 26

Proctor and Gamble—Nov. 25, 26
Prudential Life — Nov. 25, 26
Rsbestos Co. — Nov. 27
pWonto Board of Education —

Nov. 27

Department of Highways —
[ Nov. 28, 29
Dominion Tar and Chemical Co.
— Nov. 29.

the road with one highland danc-
er. To outfit the band, pipes and
uniforms again had to be scroung-
ed from around the city. During
the war, when all Queen'smen
were members of the COTC the
band members were allowed to
take drill periods off in order to
attend practices.

The present uniforms and
equipment were purchased in 1947
for $6,000. This investment was
nearly lost in 1947 when the old
Students' Union burned down
However, through the heroic ef-
forts of a few professors and some
band members, the uniforms,
which had been stored in the
basement, were rescued and taken
over to Miller Hall, where they
were allowed to dry. After clean-
ing they were as good as new.
The band continued under the

competent leadership of Reg
Hanna until 1954, when he was
forced to retire because of ill

[health. Since then the Pipe Band
been run entirely by the stud-

(

ents. On March 4, 1957, it had
i
the honor of leading the parade
and opening ceremonies of the
Macdonald Brier.

In order to remain at full
strength, the band accepts new

t
members every year, holding pipe

'
cl
f
sses for beginners during the

winter. A Journal notice will an-
nounce instruction commence-
ment.

The Queen's University Pipe
Band is an organization of which
every student at Queen's should
be proud. We are the only uni-
versity in Canada to possess a
Pipe Band, and this plus our
gaelic cheer and our famous
fighting Gaels proclaim to the
world at large that the students
of Queen's are proud to be as-

sociated with the great Scottish

tradition on which their univer-

sity was founded.

PHOTOGRAPHY COHTSST
Closing date for the national

NFCUS photography contest has

been postponed until Dec. 15, it

was announced by the NFCUS
committee of the University of

Western Ontario, which is in charge

of the contest.

Entry forms for the contest will

soon be available for Queen's stu-

dents at the AMS office. Seven
hundred dollars' worth of prize

money is being donated by Labatts

Breweries.

The photographer who enters

the best picture in both the black

and white S by 10 enlargement

section and the 35 mm slide section

will receive a grand prize of $200.

First prize for the best photo in

each section is $100. Each section

is subdivided into smaller sections

including pictorial, animals, por-

traiture, action and sports, and news
and human interest. First, second

and third prize winners will re-

ceive $30, $20, and $10 respectively.

A maximum of three entries per

section is permitted, and no one

entry may win more than one award.

One entry form per photo submitted

is required.

Flight Dream
Now Realized

(Continued from Page 1)

path is inclined downward.
This means that a glider is con-

tinually sinking, but it does so at

such a small rate that currents

of air, rising due to convection in

the atmosphere, are rising at a

greater rate than that at which
the glider is sinking. Hence the

glider soars — the principle is

exactly the same as that of the

graceful hawk one sees high over

the countryside, wings motionless

as he searches for his prey. To
catch and hold these elusive up-

drafts is the measure of a glider-

pilot's skill.

The club will be holding a gen-

eral meeting in the near future to

which all interested students are

invited. No previous experience is

required as the club has a govern-

ment licensed instructor. Gliding,

like power flying, is controlled by

the Department of Transport in

Ottawa, and the equipment is in-

spected by government representa-

tives annually.

Membership in the club is only

six dotiars a year, plus $2.50 for

each flight. The Department of

Transport proposes subsidized gli-

der training so that every person

who earns his license will receive

$50 for himself and another $50 for

the club.

About six centuries before the

birth of Christ, Aeschylus wrote:

Would that I could sit sublime in

air,

Where zvatery clouds the freezing

snows prepare.

To-day his dream has been

realized.

Joint Committee Helps
Arts - Levana Relations

A new committee has been or-

ganized to discuss the status of

:he Arts and Levana societies.

Labelled the A and L Commit-

tee, the group was formed last

.veek at the two general meetings

of the societies to explore the

possibilities of ultimate amalga-

mation and of joint projects.

At the first meeting last Sun-

day, the committee made several

recommendations for immediate

consideration by the executive of

the societies. These are:

That it be a standing commit-

tee.

That a subordinate committee

be formed to further cooperation

between Arts and Levana in the

matter of participating in the

Open House to be held in the

second term. There will be three

members in each of Arts and Le-

vana who will be appointed by

their respective societies. The
committee will be chosen in such

a way that all the sectors of the

Arts Faculty will be represented.

This committee will report to the

A and L committee on their pro-

gress.

That the year organization be

revised so that either a man or

woman may be president of his

year. If the girl is president, a boy

must be vice president, and vice-

versa. The boy shall be on the

Arts Society executive and the

girl on the Levana executive.

That an attempt be made to

work through the year societies

in choosing various committee

members. Also, that members of

both executives be present at the

first general meeting of the

freshman year.

Levana members of the com-

mittee are: Beth Mahaffey, Cec

Comba, Lynne Johnson, Lynda
Ross, and Ann Hayes. Arts re-

presentatives are : Bill Reynolds,

Edo Ten Broek, Hugh Clarkson,

Bernie Calder, and Murray Can-.

Anyone with ideas or sugges-

tions of interest is requested to

bring them to the attention of

the committee members so that

these may be discussed at future

meetings.

CFRC
Friday

7:00 Sign-on and Music
7:15 Campus Topics
7:20 Music Review
7:45 Queen's At Home

Wright - Student Union
8:00 Music
8:15 Research in Progress

Professor Jolliffe

8:30 Music
9:00 Concert Hall

11:00 Sign-off

Saturday

1 :0O Sign-on
Prelude to Opera

1:40 Opera House
Strauss - Wiener Blut

Strauss - Die Fledermaus

5:00 Folk Music
5 :30 Let's Hear It Again
6:00 Dinner Music
7:00 Who Wants To Know
7 :15 Campus Topics

Sports
Calendar

7 :20 Music of Chopin
7:3(1 Modern Ja«
8:00 The Library Shelf

8:15 Platter Chatter

9:00 Concert Hall

II :00 Late Listening

12:00 SiRii-off

THE

CALIFORNIA STANDARD COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

will conduct

Employment Interviews

on Hie campus

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 27 AND THURSDAY, NOV. 28

Positions in Petroleum Exploration and Production

in Western Canada

GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION:

Graduate, graduating and third year students in Applied Science;

Geological Sciences. Permanent and summer positions.

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION:

Graduate, graduating and third year students in Applied Science;

Geological Science, Mining Engineering and Engineering Physics;

in Arts; (Honours) Geological Sciences, General Honours in Geo-

logical Sciences, Mathematics and Physics, Physics. Permanent

and summer positions.

PETROLEUM PRODUCTION:

Graduate and graduating students in Applied Science; Mining

Engineering. Permanent positions only.

For Interview Appointment Please Contact

The Manager, Employment Service

Representatives of

SHELL OIL COMPANY
CALGARY AREA

Will visit this Campus on

NOVEMBER 25-26-27, 1957

1958 and 1959 Graduates In:

GEOLOGY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

GEOPHYSICS GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

PHYSICS METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING MINING ENGINEERING

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Are Invited To Discuss Career Opportunities In The

Exploration And Production Phases Of The Company

For further information, read:

"OPPORTUNITY WITH SHELL IN CANADA"

THESE BROCHURES CAN BE OBTAINED FROM YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE.
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Golfing Gaels In Near Upsel

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22nd

IN THIS
CORNER .

.

* *

GEORGE LoFLEUR

SSSSS
begi" S Saturday niSht as Al Leiiard's intermediates

meet RCEME in the gym at 7:30. RCEME (Royal Canadian Elec-
trical and Mechanical Engineering) is an army team and should
give Queen s a good workout. The official schedule doesn't beein
until January 10 but these pre-season exhibitions give the veterans

and Peking
3 ChanCe

*° ^ ^ the gamCS are fast

This past week the Sports Department received a very indignant
letter which reads as follows:

318 William Street,

Kingston, Ontario,

„ _ November 19, 1957Dear Sports Editor:

We should like to lodge a protest on the behalf of a certain,lady, whose spotless reputation has recently suffered at the hands ofyour department. Possibly smoe lewd humor may be found inbandog the virtue of an unnamed woman around on the backpages of your vulgar press, but we are not amused. With callousedhand you have twice brought ignoming and shame upon this house-Hold by your spurious insinuations and allusions.

Only through the grace of God has our cat been saved from the^herons clutches of your lascivious crew, and we hope ZTyouwill hereafter consider the incident closed.
7

We are

Peter J. A. Hancock A. Ray Schock
Gordon B. Robinson pete Saegert

G. D. Walmsley
(Editor's Note: Apparently this was the only female that these

JoLIT) "
C°Uld ^ bFeaHaSt thr°"Sh ^ in the

There just ain't no justice. No sooner does a player or team

str kes. Latest add.t.on to a long line is last year's National U S

«P a 47 game win streak started in the third game of the '53 season

The^rTD
316

"
SatU

:

day
'

by a fired ^ Notre D«* ^^7-0

^^^^^
American „,„k is junk, but Chinese j„„k is

'
Confu"^ »

Big Splash
Water Polo takes the sportslight

at Queen's Friday night when the

Gaels meet Varsity in an exhibition

tilt at S p.m. Although Queen's has

had intramural water polo for some
time this is their debut in inter-

collegiate competition. Varsity and
McGill play annually for a water
polo trophy and the Toronto team
is stopping off here on its way to

Montreal. Practices for the team
which was organized by Dave Nolan
have been going on for several

weeks. The team has a number of

outstanding members, especially

joaMenders. Mitch Wasik, who
played water polo with Hamilton
aquatic club, will defend the twine
at the deep end of the pool, while

Jay McMahon with his 67" frame
will be a formidable obstacle when
Queen's have the shallow end.

Varsity's team is bolstered by
several of the Hungarian Olym-
pic team who have sought sanc-
tuary in Canada.

For those who aren't acquainted
with the rules of the game here are
few of the more important ones

:

the man with the ball cannot hold
the sides or ends of the pool; the
ball cannot be submerged; the ball

carrier cannot stand at the bottom
of the pool

; one player cannot hold
another underwater for longer than
three seconds; all players must wear
bathing suits; strangleholds are
illegal, etc.

The team hopes to form a
league made up of Varsity, McGill
and Montreal YMHA.

Front row, L-R: Nan Elliot, Mickey McCullough, Sandra Graham
Jan Elliot.

Back row, L-R: Grant Rutherford, Judy Reid, Phyllis Clarke,
Elspeth Moxon, Lois Anglin, Dorothy McLaughlin, Marg Glover,

Miss Dorothy Leggett.

Queen's Bathing Beauties
Challenge College Champions
Queen's tank-suit girls are off to

Toronto this coming weekend for

the Intercollegiate Swimming Meet,
to try to capture the honors from
Western University, last year's

Frump's Forecasts

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.
SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

There is a young man called

Freddy
Being carefully prepared,

he's ready

To forecast for you
His point of view

About football — so, steady.

Esks in three

Says he;

The Als, by Saint Loy
Lose by 2 TD's — oh joy!

It's Grey Cup day,

everybody's up,

And Nathan Phillips kissed

Miss Grey Cup.

But Esks prove they're best,

And take the cup West,

As Cookie is crumbled

And Trimble is humbled.

Parker, Bright and Kwong
Can run all day long,

And Rollie runs for Miles

Here we want smiles

I Around the end.

News Flush!

Toilet Bowl Here

winners. Their coach, Miss Dorothy
Leggett, has high hopes for this

year's team, as Phyllis Clarke, a
champion long-distance swimmer
from Kingston, and Grant Ruther-
ford, her coach, are giving each girl

individual instruction.

Judy Reid, PHE '58, is the main
hope, entering all divisions: back-
stroke, the singles synchronized
event and the diving competition.
Marg Glover has also been cutting
figures in the air.

The Phys-Ed twins, Nan and

The big event of the year is

here at last. Saturday morning
at 10:30, on the outer field, the,
seat w.II go up on the finals of the I Jan Elliot, are Queen's entry inSecond Annua! Toilet Bowl [the doubles synchronized eventgame. The two teams battling for [Hopes are also high for Mickev
the coveted trophy will be Chem- McCullough to stroke her way to

|a first in the butterfly stroke and

-La Salle Hotel-

CANCI NG
SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Phone 8-3361 for reservations

Both teams came out of last

Saturday's games almost injury
free. Terry "One Speed" Mattioli
suffered minor bruises but after
all the backrubs he has received
this week he should be operating
well above par in the big game.
For the Chemicals, Ken Reid

will be pitching to "Long John"
Forbes, "Normy" Nisikawa, and
Al Mills. Graydon Harrison will
be leading the vicious Chemical
line.

The Civils will have "Chuck"
Safrance passing and running
from the deep slot with able as-
sistance from "Mac" McMaster,
while Carl Turkstra will be lead-
ing the blockers. Herb Harmer,
injured in a pre-season exhibition
game, is not expected to dress
this Saturday.

the dolphin kick. She is the first

Queen's entry in this event.
Peggy Beattie, a new edition to

the team is swimming the orthodox
breast stroke, and her time has
equalled that of Marianne Schroder,
last year's winner. The other Tri-
color competitors are: Dorothy Mc-
Laughlin, Lois Anglin, Sandy Gra-
ham and Elspeth Moxon.

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

mr(Treri"9 *o Banquets and Private PartiesLOCATED , M^MTOP K.NCSTO.O^NO. /tfcHWAr

'61 B-BaHChamps
The "Rebs" of "61, paced by

Joan Atwood's 19 points, downed
the Seniors 30-21 to win the Intra-
mural championship. Joan, known
as "Potshot" by her teammates,
had the fans and opposing players
agog as time and time again she
sank hook shots and lay ups from
seemingly impossible positions. It

was the second championship in
three years for a freshette team.

0 Yea, OYea, 0 Yea

Therefore it is commanded to
the Faculty of Theologians that
hey cause themselves to come
before 11 good and lawful men
qualified according to Law by whom
he tmth of the matter is known
that the latter advocate their supre-
macy on the campus as the undis-
puted champions of the gentlemanly
sport of Soccer. If this said
gation of Theologians then do wish
to uphold their alleged honor they
will meet with the aforementioned
11 legal mmds on the p ]ayin„
tjeld o the loWer campils^8

day, Nov. 27, 1957 A.D. at 3 p.m
Dated this day of our Lord

Nov. 19, 1957 A.D.

Syracuse U Has

One Point Mai

By Gordon Fenny
Journal Sports Writer

Led by Jim Petropoul0s
Queen's golf team

j0Ur
'

south of the border to meet S I

cuse University in an exhibjf

match. This competition Was
the Tecumseh Golf and Cou

Club in Syracuse. Although
ropoulos, along with

Nor
Thompson and Ross Arber k
the overall match by only 0l

point, the low individual hoaJ
went to the Queen's team wy
Petropoulos shot an even par,^

Syracuse, reigning
Easter,

United States IntercoIIegi
a!(

Champions, beat the boys of
tfo'

Tricolor 2 matches to 1. Warrti'

Simmons, low medalist in the K
tional Intercollegiate Open, n

winner in match play of the Ea<

ern division of the Umyerjii

Golf Matches, defeated Nora

Thompson 5 and 4 and Michad

Dritz, the number 2 man,
(a sea

finalist in the Eastern Match dj.

vision) edged Ross Arber 2 and L

Queen's lone win was records

when Petropolous won 1-up «
Bob Armstrong, the third manoi

the Yank team.

The Eastern Champs, whoplaj

against Yale, Princeton, Arraj

Navy, and Harvard, as well i

other colleges of the "Ivy Lea

gue", hope to be able to play

!

return match at Queen's nai

year.

PUTTER PATTER: Noral

Thompson, son of the famous

golf club architect, was the club

champ at the Guelph Countrt

Club in 1956, as well as being out

of the members of the Junior Goti

Team which went to Washing

ton, D.C. in 1951. He also tied fa

individual honors in the receiii

Intercollegiate matches held her!

at Kingston . . . Ross Arber.

is better known for his ability pa

the gridiron, played in numerous

amateur tournaments, and on >

high school championship team

in the Toronto and district ar«-

. . . Jim Petropolous, who worW

as an assistant to Al Balding, ivo"

the Amateur Tournament at tte|

indooYarchery ~

Sites'

" * -- 1 .IIIU11.UI J. UU1 11(1 JllLliL

New Uplands Club in 1956. H
also qualified for the OntaW

Junior Golf Championship l!ie
l

past couple of years, as did Non"

and Ross.

::'<.! il.: IB
|
IB. i iB: IB IIKI B : » 1 '

THE
OFFICIAL

NOW ON SALE

$1.00 per doz.

JOHN CARTWRIGHT

IN QUEEN'S JOURNAL 0Ff'
CE

Phone 8-3862 or 6-6543

IBHI:ilimmailHli3MaHlBiHiiiMtll!i&^j

. J a iresnette team. *£*w«nee not required. Free instrue' 6

hp*. m _ _ — m _ _ _ —^ .
* **Bmmmmmmmwuv- *

6 -mntM!YT7jfi(n»»ir^iri 'here

"total
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fore Prizes

'or Writers

Professors Charles Vincent and

orge Whalley of the English De

irtment have been named judges

u [he Queen's Journal Christmas

iterary Contest.

The contest, which closes Dec
. is offering $50 in prize money

20 more than last year. First and

gtcond prizes of $15 and $10 re-

spectively will be given for prize

winning efforts in both short stories

Bnd poetry. Plays will be included

the short story classification

Last year's winners were Kathy
3erkins and Christine Bryce in the

jrose contest and Joan Sutherland

fcnd Royce MacGillivray in the

fcoetry competition.

Beauty, tragedy, wit satire and
[uproarious comedy will be accepted

fin the Journal office till midnight.

[Dec. 6. Items for the Christinas

\ Journal which are not for the liter

tary competitions will be accepted

till 6 p.m., Dec. 8.

LECTURER SPEAKS

ON AFRICAN TOPIC

"After Colonialism in Africa,
' What?" is the topic of a address
[to be given by Dr. Richard Pattee
|in Convocation Hall tonight at 8:30

Dr. Pattee is a lecturer and tra-

veller of international repute. He
['as just spent five months in Africa
pbserving the rising tide of national-
ism there and its possible effects on
[Christianity and freedom.

Of French descent, Dr. Pattee
[Judied at Louvain University in
^e'gimn, the University of Coimbra
m pwtugal and the Catholic Uni-
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REAPPRAISE EDUCATION: KEENLEYSIDE
More Atomic Arms

NeededJn^ NATO
Montreal, Nov.. 21 (CUP)—Hon
Lester B. Pearson said Wednes-
day night that "massive retalia-
te or slow defeat" are the only
present alternatives in the event
of a Russian attack on any NATO
country.

The former Canadian external
affairs minister was opening the
McGill conference on World Af-
fairs.

"As things stand now," he said,

"the US can 'push the button'

launching massive nuclear retali-

ation, but the communists might
be willing to gamble that the

Americans would not do so. If

tactical atomic weapons were
placed in the hands of individual

NATO countries, the Russians

would think twice before launch-

ing such an attack."

In the course of the address,

entitled "Canada and NATO,"
Pearson traced the history of the

alliance. He delivered a slap

against the US for their "dump-
ig" policies on surplus farm

oods. Saying that NATO's sur-

ival depends on both military

and economic cooperation.

Other highlights of his speech

were

:

Criticism of US McCann act

which restricts sharing atomic in-

formation.

The need for "interdependence"

f NATO countries or NATO
will disappear".

The fact that the NATO com-

littee of "Three Wise Men" last

year recommended sharing of

scientific know-how but their

idea was pigeonholed. Now the

US has suggested such sharing

Of these ten semi-finalists in the hat-judging at the Dog Patch
Derby, Friday night, the prize winners were: first — Pete Hadden
(front row left) wearing "Chez Pierre" ; second — Roy Kerr (front
row centre) sporting "Santa is Coming to Town"; and third —
Dave MacDonald (front row right) balancing "The Sunflower".

Montreal Nov. 23(CUP)—A banquet last night with an address

by Dr. Hugh Keenleyside, director general of the United Nations

technical assistance administration, officially closed the McGill Con-

ference on World Affairs, the first of its kind in Canada.

In his speech Dr. Keenleyside dwelt mainly with the present

world crisis. Suggestions on how to alleviate tension were: Try to

understand the attitudes of the communist world, muzzle our more
belligerent military men and politicians, stop negotiation by insult,

take up every Russian offer for discussion no matter how phoney

it may seem, make a critical review of our educational system.

On this last point Keenleyside

said those who go to university

for social, athletic and business

purposes "should be cleared out"

H-Bomb Tests

Affected Diets

Depression Not Coming
In Relapse To Normal
Will another depression wreck

the Conservatives? This was the

question posed, discussed, and left

unanswered at a panel discussion

sponsored by the Progressive Con-

servative Association, Thursday in

the McLaughlin Room.

Panelists Dr. A. R. M. Lower.

Prof. J. L. McDougall and Prof.

Stewart Ryan wrestled for an hour

and a half with the topic, "The

coming depression and the Conser-

vative party" while moderator Dr.

A. Corry kept the peace.

Richard Pattee
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Voting Basis

Of Democracy
Debate Topic

Compulsory voting is compati-

ble with democracy.

This was the topic of a debate

between .Queen's and ;Carleton

University in Ottawa last Friday.

The debaters from Carleton

taking the affirmative, argued

that, if people were forced to come

to the polls, a stronger influence

could be brought to bear on the

government. With the right to

vote, they said, comes a propor-

tion of duty.

Queen's, represented by Helen

Currie and Eli Rabin, argued that

the basis of democracy is indivi-

dual freedom, and forcing the cit-

izens to vote is thus a contradic-

tion of democracy. They pointed

out that in democratic govern-

ments there is a definite right to

abstain, and that politically igno-

rant people, forced to vote, would

not exercise their vote with cau-

tion.

J-

Dr. Lower approached the topic

by drawing an anology with the de-

pression in the 1930's, and he point-

ed out that the present government

is acting in a manner closely par-

allel to that of Bennett. "Bennett,"

he said, "adopted the same policy

as has the Diefenbaker government

for getting into the British markets.

He was faced with reconciling two

conflicting points of view, his de-

sire for tariff protection for the tex-

tiles industry, and his desire for

increased British trade."

"The Conservatives", he con-

cluded, "are politically imperial-

tic and economically nationalis-

tic. This contradiction has run

through Conservative policy from

the beginning and I expect to

see it continue."

Aligning himself in defense of the

government, Professor McDougall

denied that a depression was im-

pending. He pointed out that any

society experiences disruptions. "If

you are trying to make a great

society mesh well, there will be

periods when it meshes less well

than others. What we are exper-

iencing now is not so much a de-

pression as a relapse to normal."

He contended that if there were

any trouble it would be because

of a "weakness in the policy of the

Liberal party in the preceding

period."

On the question of Canadian

trade with Britain, he said, "We
will be moved toward Europe as a

purely felt Canadian need. We will

be impelled toward Europe by
American protectionism."

Professor Ryan felt there would
be some disruption in the nation's

economy, but he felt the govern-

ment was taking effective steps

to minimize the dangers of unem-
ployment. He stressed that much
of the unemployment expected

this winter would be the result

of the high level of immigration

in 1957.

In a reference to one of Lower's

assertions, Ryan said, "In beating

the Tories for alleged subservience

to Britain, he is Hugging a dead

horse. The Conservative party is

not a party of little imperialists, but

the Liberal party could be called a

party of little Canadians."

The meeting was presided over

by Conservative president Arthur

Schwartz, who described the pur-

pose of the panel as "education-

al." He expressed the hope that

it would stimulate interest in the

model parliament.

"It takes a good deal of patience

to live with the Japanese people in

the way in which they live, eat the

food they eat, and try to show them

what a Christian life is like," said

Mrs. A. Savary, wife of a mission-

ary to Japan, at the Student Chris-

tian Movement last Thursday night.

"It still takes a great deal of cour-

age for anyone to be the first to be

baptized in the village."

"Fish is a staple article of diet.

The restrictions placed on the

fishing grounds with the hydro-

gen bomb tests have raised a

great deal of opposition. The

livelihood of the fisherman de-

pends on fish and the Japanese

feel that they have suffered more

than any other country in the

world."

"The fall-out from the tests falls

as well on other foods in the coun

try," she said. "Every time you sit

down to dinner you wonder what

harm the food will do to your family.

The tests also have a psychological

effect on the people. They feel that

country has the right to harm

another in peace time. They are

anxious that Christian countries

should understand their position."

to make room for those who wish

to carry out sober studies in the

arts, sciences and professions.

Business administration and sales-

manship courses do not belong in

universities, he said. In addition,

more emphasis should be placed

on scientific fields rather than

humanities.

More than 80 delegates and ob-

servers from 26 Canadian univer-

sities participated. Colleges re-

presented ranged from Memorial

University, Newfoundland, to

UBC. Topics discussed at the

conference were Canada's rela-

tions with NATO, the UN, the

Commonwealth and the US.

Chairman Pierre Lamontagne,

was enthusiastic about MCWA.
"It has indeed been a success."

The delegates have learned much
and, of more importance, have

found they have a lot to learn

about foreign affairs."

I Outsiders have also praised the

J

conference. The Montreal Star to-

day said in an editorial: "The

McGill Conference . . . was a

well-planned and excellently car-

ried out scheme for the sober

discussion of world events. It

may be hoped that this series of

meetings can be repeated at fre-

quent intervals."

World Metal

Prices Drop
final year Mining and

ll engineers and Pro-

TRIAL POSTPONED

The trial of the nine girls charged

with conduct unbecoming members

of the AMS in that they raided an

RMC men's residence has been post-

poned until next week, Chief Justice

John Ronieril told the Journal
|

The tests are hurting the

Christian message in Japan. The

deeds of the countries speak loud-

er than their words, the bomb-

ings, their treatment of negroes

and attempts to re-arm Japan and

introduce nuclear weapons. This

may cause another upsurge of

nationalism."

"Many Christian young people

live in non-Christian homes," said

Mrs. Savary. "It is difficult to live

alone where no one understands

your ideals. Marriage also presents

a problem to the young people.

There are more Christian young
j

ciency. Low standards of living in

girls than young men, The parents coal and other mining areas are

often choose a girl who is not a prevalent because of the extremely

low wages.

Dr. Fraser remarked that visitors

to Canada notice that the abundance

of good water is not appreciated.

They are impressed by the attention

Sixteen

Metaliurgi

fessors Corlett and Thompkins were

guests of the Toronto branch of

the Canadian Institute of Mining

and Metallurgy at a reception and

dinner last Thursday night.

The speaker, Dr. Fraser, presi-

dent of the Mining and Metallur-

gical Institute, gave a review of

the recent, cross-Canada tour taken

by the World Metallurgical Con-

gress. He said shifting economic

conditions are causing prices of

metals to decline, forcing the min-

ing industries involved to lower

production costs by increasing effi

who

Christian for a man, on a basis of

class and backgrounds. Often a

family does not want to accept a

Christian girl, as she will have to

Sunday night. |P> home wIth the mia
>
and

A
he

)
family fears that she will not otter

paj(1 t0 personnei management,
The postponment was made be-

j

sacrifices t0 tne gods or worship I

industrial relations and safety but

cause two of the junior justices.
! the family ancestors."

j

tnej, are -m^zed by the amount of

Malcolm Evans and Peter Maurice.
| (mi t ._ , „„„i money spent on machines which

were unable to cancel engagements
"The land in Japan is very

rugged. Rice fields are cut out of
soon become obsolete and unprofit-

lable.
in the one-act plays being presented the sjde of the mountain. As a

in Convocation Hall Thursday nighty Sult, every bit of land is very pre- The students and professors re-

the night originally set for the trial.
|
cious." ' 1 turned on Friday morning.
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Jokers should be wild
Something that would make any fun loving old timer swallow

his false teeth occurred over the week-end. On a WUS Treasure
Van poster, asking for salesclerks and when they were free, a num-
ber of hidden geniuses filled the columns with names of persons,
some fictional and others not, who were free "all day, all night, any
time" for, it seemed, the charitable purpose of going to bed. And
opposite the name of one girl who did want to work for Treasure
Van was an obscene comment which cannot be printed.

The great indignant reaction we shall leave to each righteous
reader. But what demands comment is the low state of affairs we
have reached in our creative humor on this campus. The poster is

shamefully unimaginative. The moral: "All day, all night, any
time" we starved people at Queen's would appreciate a brilliantly
executed, wonderfully new practical joke.
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The last frontier
The tables have again been righted. Susie-Q week has passed

without report of any major conquests. We can all settle back com-
fortably into our familiar roles. The male side of the campus will
resume their borrowing of notes from the damsels on whom they
have cast a favorable eye. This practice will eventually lead to an
off-hand invitation to coffee, over which the couple will discuss
Spanish irregular verbs in a studiously impersonal manner. After
a suitable period of nods-in-passing and several gallons of coffee,
the twosome will have reached the chumsy-wumsy stage, indicating
the time is ripe for a carefully nonchalant request for a Date. The
petition will be duly passed, and the scene will be set for the female
to be dusted (rather than swept) off her feet.

_
_

Meanwhile the rest of the female population will resume their
vigils beside the telephone and continue to frequent the coffee
shop in the never-faltering hope that they will someday lure a
faculty jacket within their range.

This seems to us an unsatisfactory situation from all angles
Our legendary Canadian inhibition is in no field more obvious than
in our adolescent courting habits. As such, it would be an ideal
field in which to inject a dash of daring. Why must the Susie-Q
spirit, like the Christmas spirit, die the minute the official holiday is
over? Is there a man or woman among us who hasn't cursed the
set of social conventions that imposes an artificial coyness on the
female and ordains that the male must be the one who swallows his
pride?

Actually, the mating game is the woman's calling, and her true
vocation. To the man it is merely an avocation. In fact, a psycho-
logical survey has determined that women show greater perspica-
city ,n choosing a mate than do men who are more apt to base theirjudgment on superficial factors. In accord with the trend toward
greater and greater specialization, why should we not leave the field
of wooing to the expert instead of trusting to the Sunday (or Sat-urday) amateur a matter of such weighty import

tn T.
neCd t0

,

g
n

Started i5 3 few females willing
to throw their carefully cultivated coyness to the winds and riskthe name of hussy. Of course, any reform to be lasting, must beinstituted gradually. Perhaps the girls could begin by offering togo dutch on a few dates. From there they could advance to f mhte-
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Susie-Q is finished, and society
can return to normal for another
year.

During the last week the men
of Queen's have been subjected
to every type of indignity. It is

particularly disconcerting to
have to chug-a-Iug your coffee
while the girl watches intently,

fearful lest you will not finish
in time for her to meet her next
date. All the time you are aware
that she is interested in you
solely as another step towards
winning the floor Susie-Q
championship.

It is only natural that women,
who have won almost complete
political and economic equality,
should wish to erase the last

vestiges of social inequality. By
so doing1

,
they are rebelling

against three milleniums of sub-
jection.

* * *
When the Greeks settled the

Ionian peninsula, women lived
in equality with men. Families
even traced their ancestry
through the mother rather than
the father. When the Greeks be-
came more civilized, women
were relegated to a more humble
place. The plight of the weaker
sex deteriorated under the Ro-
mans. The Roman husband had
absolute authority over his wife,
even to the point of controlling
life and death.

Christianity was a boon to
womanhood. In the waning of
the Middle Ages woman was
romanticized, set upon a pedes-
tal and made the object of chi-
valrous overtures. With the
coming of democracy the idea
of any group of people being
excluded from participation in
the full operation of society was
so alien to our philosophy that
women naturally demanded
their rights.

* *

Could it be that they now in-
tend to push the developments
of the last several centuries to
their logical conclusion? Do
they intend to share the prerog-
atives of making "dates" and
proposing marriage? Can we
expect Susie-Q to last the whole
year round?

The answer is probably "no",
for when the girls accept full

social equality, they will relin-

quish many of their cherished
feminine privileges. They will
have to open their own doors,
buy their own coffee, cry on
their own shoulders, sympathize
with themselves, and do a host
of other things which they now
call upon men to perform.

this CHASTE space amid SIN reserved by the
queen's SENATE and the ams VIGILANCE COMMITTEE for the preservation of
high MORAL standards at the UNIVERSITY

Letters to the editor

All in the game
Editor, Journal:—On behalf of

the thoroughly mortified men
of this university. I would like

to voice my opinion on the
great farce called SUSIE-Q
WEEK. My friends and I, be-
ing in McNeill House, were the
object of many of the absurd
arrangements known as "coffee
dates."

Examples: (1) One girl on
Ban Righ 1 called and asked for
thirty men to go out. To take
out these thirty men they sent
over eleven girls! The men were
then whisked over to the coffee
shop and forced to scald them-
selves downing a hot cup of
coffee so that these girls could
return in time to take out thirty
more boys before their deadline.

(2) Four girls on Adelaide 2
took out forty-six boys in one
night. This is what are called
"dates."

Now may I ask, what would
be the opinion of the girls if

behavior such as this were ad-
vocated by the men of this in-
stitution at times other than
Susie-Q week?

Susie-Q week is a good thing
for a university, but when it is

misused in such a manner as it

is here, the girls might as well stop
t before the men attempt to "turn
the tables.'

Douglas Langlotz

Science '61

Exhibitionism

Our desires
We all know that in our pre-

sent society literary practice is

stamped on. Dull normalcy is

the ideal. Consequently we must
suppress our wild desires to tell

the world, in fiction, that it is

(i)beautiful (ii)ugly (iii)holy

(iv)censored (v)pure (vi)cen-
sored (Editor's note: It is.)

(vii)too full of people who re-
fuse to do things for the sake
of doing them. But for $50 we
can afford (a pun) to show our
genius in the Chris/mas Journal.
For even the greatest sacrifice
is worth (i)$50 (ii)appearing in
the Christmas Journal, (iii)letting
out our wild desires (iv)doing
things for their own sake (Not
necessarily in the order of their
importance).

Editor, Journal:—\t has been
some time since I have felt in-
clined to comment in the pages
of the Journal, but today I fee |

compelled to reply to an out-
rageous assertion in your editor-
ial, flippantly entitled, "Put the
kick in campus."

The editorial concerned the
Queen's Revue and it talked
shamelessly of "shapely young-
girls baring their legs in a zestv
chorus line routine." Such public
displays might satisfy the baser
instincts of the editor, but I sug-
gest that they add nothing to
the moral edification of the
young women concerned. Neith-
er do they enhance the reputa-
tion of the university.

What self respect remains to
a girl who has given herself over
to this blatant form of exhibit-
ionism? What does it profit the
audience but to engage in an act

of lust and primitive yearning?

What I desire most is to see
the Revue dropped, for it is the
source of all this iniquity. But
failing this, I can see no reason
why the chorus line artists can-
not be attired decently. Full
length skirts would not detract
a whit from the aesthetic appeal
of the dance, and they would
add considerably to the Revue's
dignity.

Clarissa Thackerby

Righteousness
Editor, Journal:—-T h u r s d a y

night I went to a panel arranged
by the Conservative organiza-
tion expecting an intelligent dis-
cussion on the Conservatives
and the depression. Instead the
historian reminisced, the econo-
mist issued platitudes, the law-
yer read from the Financial Post.
The panel came to the only
conclusion two Conservatives
and a non-partisan are likely to
come to: Times aren't really bad
and anything that does go
wrong can be blamed on the
previous administration.

Some of the Conservatives on
the campus are sincerely dedi-
cated to a cause they believe to
be right. Fine. The next time
they arrange a panel, let's have
them put a Liberal and a CCFer
on it so the Conservative can
reduce them to gibbering luna-
tics and prove the irrefutable
righteousness of the Tory cause.

Gary Moffatt

Give us BSc's
Editor, Journal:--For many

years Queen's has been granting
the degree of BA for pure
sc-ence but the same degrees
awarded by other universities
bear a different significance.

By common usage, BA im-
plies study in the hurnanitje5
and BSc study in pure science.
With the exception of the uni-verses of Toronto and Saskat-
chewan, and Queen's, Canadian
and British universities award
the BSc for pure science.

In his remarks on the subject
Dean Conn said that "the bach-
dor of science degree was his-
torically known at Queen's as
the engmeering degree." This is
»rue, but away from Queen's it
carries the significance of pure
jcence for that is the meaning
the majority of people associate

with a BSc degree. It matiaj
little what meaning is associauj

with degrees at Queen's but

does matter greatly on the m
tional or international scale.

During interviews,
Pur,|

science people frequently musl

explain the significance of the:

degrees. I know of one gradual
who submitted a formal applkij

tion bearing a BA for emplc,

ment and after the interviewal

had learned of the anomaly, h{

crossed the BA out and replacdl

it with a BSc for the benefit o!|

the applicant. Another student

studying at Queen's for hill

Masters degree has requested as

MSc instead of an MA becaust

an MA in his native country
no meaning in his field of study.

I strongly urge the Senate:

consider awarding a BSc fi

pure science, and either a BEnd

or BASc for applied science. The

suggested degree, bachelor

natural sciences, for pure sctei

is not only unknown at lai

but it is too broad in meaning

Let us hope that the Senate will

consider this problem from lh<

point of view of the recognition

of degrees at large.

George Neville
|

Pure Science
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Ottawa Prof

\$lams Waste

\jn
Education

ottawa(CUP) — Professor J

\q S.
Wernham, head of Carletor

[College's
Philosophy Department

tpoke about two "topics that are

j
eqiiently conjoined", education

jL$ democracy, in his address to

the '57 graduating class.

'It is a safe thing to say," said

[professor Wernham, "that edu-

cation must he democratic. There

difference in respect to in-

| te
|]jgence and general edncability.

There are dangers in overempha-

sizing the difference and there

are dangers in concealing the dif-

ference.

"There is nothing democratic

in the wastage of intelligence

which is folly. Our task is to tune

the highest minds to the highest

pitch. Excellence is to be admired

and respected. Our intellectual

powers are badges of honor to be

worn with pride, although there

are those who will call you egg-

head—even though you may be

Grade A Small," the head of the

Philosophy Department humor-
ously pointed out.

"Education should be for the

democracy. Education is to de-

velop people, regardless of their

job, as responsible citizens of a

democracy." He suggested two
means for accomplishing this.

The first is the "habit of mak-

ing one's self well-informed on

issues that make for the public

good", and the second is the!

"habit of thinking for oneself and

thinking hard and critically."
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Radioactivity Control
examined By Engineer
John McCubbi>n, a fourth year

metallurgical engineer at Queen's,
has been invited to
on his summer
the International Conferen

give a paper
research before

ce on
Radioactive Metallurgical Labor-
atories in March of 1958.

The Conference, which meets
yearly, has delegates representing
atomic energy establishments
across Canada, the United States
and England. The representatives
discuss developments such as
new gadgets and designs of new
labs. Papers are presented by re-
search workers for discussion by
the assembly. They are published
simultaneously in a volume which
serves as minutes for the con-
ference. Each delegate gets a

copy of the report as does every
atomic lab in the country.

The department in which Mc-
Cubbin worked dealt with mak-
ing uranium in such a way that

it will be stable in the reactor

even though there are many
great fluctuations in temperature.

The cell itself is a room that ha?

heavy concrete walls and specia

glass windows all two feet thick

The materials, being extremely

radioactive, were handled by

large manipulators which could

perform nearly all the motions of

human hands.

McCubbin's project for the

summer was the design and pro-

duction of a pair of tongs which

will be used to take particles of

radioactive material out of the

"cave". Small amounts are neces-

sary if proper X-ray examination,

DOMINO THEATRE
Domino Theatre of Kingston presents Oscar Wilde's

"The Importance of Being Earnest". Hotel LaSaHe,

November 27, 28, and 29. Special student rate $1.

VISIT

Marilyn 's

D'AL 2-1475

LADIES WEAR
FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
238 PRINCESS ST.

chemical analysis and spectogra-
phic work are to be done. Ordin-
ary manipulators are too coarse.

These small tongs, which are
electrically operated, are scissor-
hke. The blades are formed in
such a way that instead of cutting
they bend over and pick up a
sample. The instrument weighs
about ten pounds and has cost
about $1000 to build.

The development of the tongs
were deemed to sufficient interest
for a complete report. A precis
of this report by A. S. Bain and
McCubbin was submitted to the
International Conference. It was
accepted by them and they have
asked McCubbin to come to Chi-
cago to give an oral report on the

OTO BY OTHClFt

Cue Masters Reveal Proper Mouth Width With Twitht
You think you got Hthping twouble! Theriouthly, though, I wath taking a picthu of thethe

co-edths with cueth, when THMACK! Thwooth go the cue thwough the cloth, up goeth the ball,

and I wath tho entwanthed with the mouth width with twitht of the co-edth with cue, that thwam . . .

project before the Conference in
j

(Editor's note: This narration ended when a medical student dragged away the raving photographer
1 a

"
i

to the Kingston General Hospital where his cheek was cut open and a white pool ball removed)..

All We Want For Christmas

Even if you haven't the bleak

prospect of spending Christmas on
the dry sands of Hawaii, like the

shrivelled infant pictured at left, all

is not lost. Sublimate your frustra-

tions in the intensity of literary

production. Produce anything you
want : Short stories, poetry, short

stories, poetry, or short stories and
poetry. If you follow this routine

you will win all the prizes of the

Journal's Christmas Literary Con-

test, a magnificent $50 from the

coffers of the AMS, just enough to

go to Hawaii by water ski and be

privately miserable.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
AHrr the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINCSTON, ONT.

Legally Married Women
Retain Group Atmosphere
Among the countless social ar-

rangements on campus, there are

150 legally joined couples. And
every second Tuesday thirty-five

ladies, the wives of Queen's stud-

ents, gather in the Science Club-

rooms to hear speakers or play

bridge. These are the members
of the Students' Wives Club.

Mostly office-workers and nur-

ses, the wives meet to participate

in that group atmosphere which
is a part of the university life of

their husbands. Approximate! v

half are the wives of engineers,

and the second half is divided

among the other faculties.

Although the nine year old

club's main function is social,

each year the wives raise funds

to donate to charity. Two years

ago. through bake sales and other

efforts, the wives purchased a

gift which they presented to the

Engineering Society for the

Science clubrooms. They plan to

do the same this year.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINCSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-3634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails'

collector's item"!

Shetland-textured

Petlal Orion . .

.

Full-fashiom

/ pullovei

% sleeve, lithe and lovely, a rare

find for the girl who collects '^country look''
1

stveaters.

Created with throat-hugging, necklace-ribbed neckline

anil clinging uaistband. Full-fashioned and hand-

finished, in heavy-knit Pettal Orion, moth-proof and

shrink-proof. Comes in an exciting range of new

Autumn colours for campus, or sportsicear.

$10.95, at good skops everywhere!

Look for the name

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

FREE GIFT WRAPPINC AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

For . .

.

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION

Shirt Laundering

eland & Flindal! Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.
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Announcing The Fifth Anniversary . .
,

Treasure Van Tracks . . . Sale Had Its Start Here - . - gw/
TVon; Covers All Canada

The three trucks which carry the sale from coast to coast stand
ready to roll outside University College, Toronto. At the wheel
from left to right are Knud Stausgard, Alistair Innes and Sarah
Lucas.

« d ib us mm urns i i a a &<
HOW TREASURE VAN HELPS STUDENTS

• it provides funds for the International Program of
I Action, which helps students in Asia, Africa and the Middle
I East build the hostels and buy the books they so desperately
H need.

it finances WUS exchange scholarships which enable
overseas students to come to Canada and Canadian students
to study overseas.

• it helps occasionally to support the International
Seminars in which Canadian students participate.

Treasure Van, the "Handicrafts
of India" sale, is coming to King-
ston with more goods than ever
before, Toronto headquarters has
announced. The sale opens at 2
p.m. this afternoon in Grant Hall.

World-wide in its scope. Trea-
sure Van features handicrafts
from eight countries ranging from
Malaya to Mexico. The goods
offered for sale include filigree

silver work from India, turquoise
from Mexico, Japanese kokeishi
dolls which are considered good
luck charms, and even Eskimo
carvings made by patients in the

Hamilton Sanitorium.

The first Treasure Van sale

ever held opened at Grant Hall on
Dec. 2, 1952. Since that time
Treasure Van has expanded its

activities until this year it travels
in three trucks to 31 universities
in Canada. By coincidence, WUS
of Germany is opening the first

sale outside Canada on the fifth

anniversary of Treasure Van's in-

auguration, at Bonn University.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68Vi Princess Street Kingston Dio , L , 6_„w
Quality that Pleases . . . Sendee that Satisfies

VALLEAUS'
BABBES SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Nexr to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
WITH

MOBIL OIL OF CANADA, LTD.

ON NOVEMBER 28 AND 29
Mobil Oil Representatives Will Interview

Graduate, Senior And Junior Year Students

Interested In Careers In

GEOLOGY

GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING

PETROLEUM AND PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

THERE ARE OPENINGS FOR BOTH REGULAR AND
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

INTERVIEWS ARE BEING SCHEDULED THROUGH
THE PLACEMENT BUREAU OF THE UNIVERSITY

The founder of Treasure Vai
is a dynamic, middle-aged womai
named Mrs. Ethel Mulvany. Aftei

the Second World War, wher
she had been held a prisoner b>

the Japanese, she decided to dc

something to help students in

Asian countries. Her chance came
in 1952, when World University

Service of Canada was holding

its national assembly in Montreal.

Exploding upon the conference,

she proposed the idea of a nation-

wide sale of handicrafts from
India, with the proceeds to go to

students there.

'Are you certain of enough
goods to sell?" asked the WUS
members.

Mrs. Mulvany excused herself

for a minute and made a long-

distance phone call — to Bombay.
She returned to the assembly in

a few minutes and replied. "Yes."
And thus Treasure Van was

born. Mrs. Mulvany had managed
to persuade the Maharajah of

Mysore to donate an ivory chess
set and some gold and silver cas-

kets, which formed the nucleus of

the exhibition. A large quantity
of less expensive items such as

igree work and scarfs were
added, and the Van was open for
business.

The sale in Kingston, which
netted over $8000, greatly encour-
aged Mrs. Mulvany and the
WUS national committee. A
trans-Canada tour was arranged
for the first three months of 1953,
covering 18 universities.

The proceeds from the sales,
after Mrs, Mulvany has made a.
deduction to cover her expenses'

An Eskimo patient in the Hamilton Sanitorium puts the fmiS
|

ing touches on a carving made from soapstonc. Besides giving thea
something to do, their hobby yields these patients some spare cash.

and the cost of the goods, are

used to provide funds for the in-

ternational program of WUS.
This program, which operates on
the basis of student self-help,

builds student hostels and student

medical centres in Asia, Africa

and the Middle East among its

many commitments. An example
of the type of aid furnished by
WUS is the student TB sanitor-

ium completed last year in Japan.
The international program sup-
plied about 15 percent of the
money needed, and its contribu-
tion gave the Japanese WUS
committee a talking point in ask-
ing for contributions from within
Japan.

Another use for the money
raised by Treasure Van is the ex-
change scholarship program with
overseas countries. Hundreds of
students have benefitted from this

opportunity to see places which
would otherwise be far beyond
their reach.

Mackintosh
Opens Sale

Principal W. A. Mackintosh will
|

officiary open the Treasure Van
sale to-night at 7 p.m. Principal

Mackintosh has long been connected

with World University Service,

having served for several years as

president of the national organi-

zation. He has also taken a great

interest in the activities of the local

WUS committee.

*8

UTUAL |IFE
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE

Mobil

WATERLOCVONTARIO

Established 1869

The Mutual Lifo of Canada offer, low-eoj.t
fife hjurance combining laving, with proleelle*.
Your locol Mutual Life representative can ihow ytM

n actual policy results ond will be glad
K> work out a plan devised to lull your (

See him today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE-PR.NCESS AND MONT^LStTBRANCH MANACER—D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc C L u
'

REPRESENTATIVES-
K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res LI 6 OnW d ...

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A.,

toM bade or!

> . . and a Savings Account at

the Bank of Montreal* li the

way to guarantee yourself that

secure feeling . .

.

*Tho Bank wWo Students' account*

are warmly welcomed.

Main Office, 297 King St. £tft

at the Market:
JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Brand* :

in the *'Y" Building:
JOSEPH POUPORE, Manage

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Bt&&
WILLIAM BARRY, Manage1
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Of The WUS Treasure Van Sale

« finish,

ing them

cash.

tosh will

ire Van I

Principal

onnected

.

Servi'ct,
|

years at

organi-

a gnat
j

the local

Wk\ W\ i

i'iL m
The ibises in the background are made from the horn of the

|ndian water buffalo. The elephants here are made from ebony

pood, but there are also white elephants available (made from ivory)

%

'ordering , ,

,

Elephants on glass table-top

WHAT IS . . .

FILIGREE SILVER

TURQUOISE JEWELLRY

GRECIAN POTTERY

BAMBOO BEER MUCS

KOKEISHI DOLLS

BRASS WORK

IVORY CARVINGS

SILVER PURSES

A Word From Mrs. Mulvany
The following is an exerpt from a letter Mrs. Mulvany wrote

o the then chairman of the National Committee of WUSC and
lorrner Queen's professor. Dr. John Coleman, on Nov. 16, 1952, two
weeks before the first Treasure Van sale ever held opened at Queen's.

"In this year of 1952 we, the World University Service of
Canada, are going to have the privilege of bringing back to Canada
the finest samples of the arts and crafts of India. These arts were
produced in exactly the same way in the time of Columbus. We, the
members of WUSC, and our fellow Canadians, will have the oppor-
tunity to buy these handicrafts, while the proceeds will help our
seminar to come to India next summer.

''Not only are we benefitting ourselves in Canada, but we are
helping to create a market which will help thousands of people
m India to help themselves. India needs a market. She does not need
great philanthropy, she needs greater trade treaties. She needs
what we have — that is true — but we also need what she has,
so what we need is ships and aeroplanes going back and forth
filled to the brim with goods. Trade and commerce is the exact
opposite to war. So let us — the students of the universities of
Canada, in our small way help to create good will and understanding
by helping to open trade channels and seconding an interchange
of seminars between Canada and India."

The Story Of The Manchadi
One of the most popular items

over the past five years of Treasure

Van has been the good luck charm
known as the Manchadi Seed, a

small, red seed containing a carved

ivory elephant. It is said of this

seed that "it is ten times God's good

luck to own one."

The small red manchadi seed

grows in a pod on a tree in Travem-

core, India. The tree belongs to the

redwood family.

The village people in the south

of India have small holdings of

land. Farms average 2 to 3 acres

and the population is 900 per square

mile in this area.

Many of these farmers have a

certain craft which brings them
money, and one of these crafts is

this carving of the manchadi seed

with the ivory elephant enclosed.

They carve out the seed until it is

hollow and then go to the shop of

an ivory carver and for a few pice

(1/9 cent) buy some of the chips

that have fallen from the carving

tools of a more privileged brother.

Their tools are very crude and in

many instances thev are borrowed.

This silver work is made by hand by skilled Indian craftsmen

who have passed the art down from father to son for generations.

Brooches, earrings and necklaces are only few of the many things

to be seen in Grant Hall today until Thursday.

FROM WHERE

INDIA

GREECE

JORDAN

JAPAN

MEXICO

MALAYA

CANADA

JAMAICA

What They Were?m

Chessman behind cigarette smoke

the

CALIFORNIA STANDARD COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

conduct

Employment Interviews

on the campus

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 27 AND THURSDAY, NOV. 28

Positions in Petroleum Exploration and Production

in Western Canada

GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION:

Graduate, graduating and third year students in Applied Science;

Geological Sciences. Permanent and summer positions.

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION;

Graduate, graduating and third year students in Applied Science;

Geological Science, Mining Engineering and Engineering Physics;

'"n Arts; (Honours) Geological Sciences, General Honours in Geo-

logical Sciences, Mathematics and Physics, Physics. Permanent

and summer positions.

PETROLEUM PRODUCTION:

Graduate and graduating students in Applied Science; Mining

Engineering. Permanent positions only.

For Interview Appointment Please Contact

The Manager, Employment Service

Representatives of

SHELL OIL COMPANY
CALGARY AREA

Will visit this Campus on

NOVEMBER 25-26-27, 1957

1958 and 1959 Graduates In:

GEOLOGY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

GEOPHYSICS GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

PHYSICS METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING MINING ENGINEERING

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Are Invited To Discuss Career Opportunities In The

Exploration And Production Phases Of The Company

For further information, read:

"OPPORTUNITY WITH SHELL IN CANADA"

THESE BROCHURES CAN BE OBTAINED FROM YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE.
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COMINCO FELLOWSHIPS FOR
CRADUATE RESEARCH

Offered by The Consolidated Min-
ing and Smelting Company of Canada
Limited, the Com inco Fellowship is
valued at $1000 with an additional
sum of »S0O available for special equip-
ment and supplies. Graduates in sci-
ence, engineering or agriculture, pre-
ferably Canadian citizens or British
subjects, are eligible.

_
The subject of each research inves-

tigation to be carried out under the
Fellowship shall be in some field of
pure or applied science preferably
related to the mining, metallurgical
or chemical industry in which the Con-
solidated Mining and Smelting Co. of
Canada Ltd. is interested. Application
forms may be obtained from the
registrar's office.

CANADIAN FEDERATION OF
UNIVERSITY WOMEN
FELLOWSHIPS

These Fellowships are awarded on
the basis of character, intellectual
achievement, and promise. Trie pro-
posed place and plan of study must
be approved by the Fellowship Com
mittee.

Junior Fellowship: With preference
Ming given to students who have
studied in only one university and de
stre to continue in another, this Fellow
ship, valued at $1,200, is open to anywoman holding a degree from a Cana-
dian University who is not more than
25 years of age at the time of award
and whose domicile is in Canada.

Professional Fellowship: Open
any woman holding a degree from
Canadian University who is not more
than ks years of age at the time of
award and who lives in Canada, this
fellowship 1S worth 51.000. Preference
will be given to candidates who hav

Try^Thes^For Some Easy Money

completed one or more years of pro-

wish t

Study

fessional work and who d'eshY to"sp
±
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%rh^V r*u
a "

;

accredi 'ed Library
School, College of Education, or sim-
ilar professional school.
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Canadian women holding a degree
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and who have a definite course of
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KATHARINE GIBBS MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIPS

Two national scholarships for col-
lege senior girls arc offered for 1958-
59 by the Kalharine Gibbs School
Each consists of full tuition (1785)
for the secretarial training course,
plus an additional cash award of $500.
The winners may select any one of
the four Gibbs schools for their train-
ing — Boston, New York, Montclair,
or Providence.

Winners are chosen by the Schol-
arship Committee on the basis oi
college academic record, personal and
character qualifications, financial need,
and potentialities for success in busi-
ness. For full information contact the
university placement officer.

THE NEWTON W. ROWELL POST-
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS IN
PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW
The Canadian Institute of Inter-

national Affairs offers a number of
l-ellowships in Public International
Law from a fund provided in memory
of the Late Honourable Newton Wes-
ley Rowel!, LL.D.. formerly Chief
Justice of Ontario.

Applicants must be men or women
who are graduates or in their gradu-
ating year of Canadian universities or
Law schools, and Canadian citizens or
British subjects resident in Canada,
with a present intention to follow a
career in which a knowledge of Pub-
lic International Law may be put to
benefit the people of Canada. Appli-
cations should be submitted to the

President. Canadian Institute of In-
ternational Affairs, 230 Bloor Street
West, Toronto, by February 28.

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
SCHOLARSHIPS IN SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

Awards at Canadian Universities:
Approximately 60 Bursaries valued at
$800 may be awarded to applicants
who have no previous research ex-
perience. About 150 Studentships val-
ued at $1,200 may be awarded to ap-
plicants who have had experience in
research for at least one year follow-
iiig graduation. Winners will he eligible
for a summer supplement of $800.

Awards tenable at institutions out-
side Canada: Special Scholarships
valued at $2,000 may he awarded to I

outstanding applicants who have com-
pleted or expect to complete the re-

quirements for a Master's degree and
desire to continue graduate studies at
institutions outside of Canada. Post-
doctorate Overseas Fellowships valued
at $2,700 if single and $3,500 if mar-

ried, may be awarded to ; Awho have completed the ren
for a Doctorate in Science. '

Application forms are avalM,
the registrar's office; thev .

submitted not later than

Christmas Literary Contest

The Queen's Journal Christmas Literary Contest is

open for the best short story and the best poem submit,
0*

Prizes total $50. The contributions will be printed
jn j*

,

last issue of the Journal before the Christmas holidays. Do •
'

miss thi's amazing offer. Leave your contributions at a'
Journal Office.

,t!t

inco Research helps Canada prow

?ps&2 S~St~s s~«=^T
»y in Canada but throughout the world

INCO RESEARCH helps fight a billion-dollar

battle against corrosion
Rust is the most common form of cor-
rosion. It is caused most often by the
action of air and water on iron. In
industry, corrosion is caused by many
chemical compounds—acids and alkalies,
liquids and vapours.

In the repair of equipment, in re-
placement parts, in the idleness of
machines, corrosion costs more than
six billion dollars a year throughout
the world—probably several hundred
million dollars in Canada alone.

For many years, Inco has carried
on a relentless fight against corrosion
in the plants ofmany companies faced
with these serious problems, in its
laboratories in Canada, the United
States and Great Britain ... at its
marine testing station in Kure Beach
North Carolina.

Through continuing research and the
development of new corrosion-resistant
alloys, Inco helps Canadian industry
save many millions of dollars every year

INCO
RESEARCH

helps Canada
grow

W"«> for Q fne eop), of ,ho
6B-POBO iJ|uj(ro/od boolllel
The fiomonco of Nickel",

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OP
Proper orr^ K,,, . ...

5S VONGE "»«,, T(1 ROKr. CANADA, LIMITED'"HhcroflKoNicM Mckd Allow f>«r, ' TORONTO «- ™H

k,r
»9stoi

sat

Ore.
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'fhe
time was 8.30 p.m., Sat

I v night, the place was Grant
lf

]'] and the atmosphere was full

[

expectation and excitement, for

e
menu promised a solo oboist

^ a solo pianist.

Opening the evening's enter-

|nment, Dennis Matthews the

ijanist
c[l0se Bach; and while

is always pleased to hear dif-

ferent
interpretations of Bach, I

Lit that the romantic and slightly

(jntimental treatise did not quite

satisfy my high expectations — I

left with the feeling that bet-

[er
was bound to follow. It may
interesting to note that Mr.

tfatthews said after the concert

jliat he thought of Bach as being

the most romantic composer of

fcjs day and sought to interpret

|iim as such.

Leon Goossens, the oboist,

(seemed unduly frightened by a

Canadian university audience, for

his rendition of Bryan
ment of Scarlatti was

arrange-

i bit un-

ven. I could not help feeling

certain and hurried. It became i* i ,

U8hout th« first half of the
vious towards the end of the se~

1

for"^ I

Matthews strove

lection that Mr. Goossens S. » k . i
,

Perfect'°i of instrumental

ter oboist that fiTimn
11Cd,anics to the e*cl™ of?^3&

—

he said "One never really knows! b
what to expect, does one?

Before the

around, Dennis &i .

ed to play

mignt well have
een given by two different men,

r

f°r together Mr. Goossens and MrUerm.SS!o0 rolled Matthews, returning with confix

P acew,2
°n,y

|

this E^ ish Ringing and

moment feel the torture of the I The last piano selection wasleaf composer crying out against
!
Debussy, and I half-expected o

affl.ct.on but .n the other two fall asIeep during this, partly be-
there was a perfect-! cause of the earlier half of theion of mechanical playing that - _1

sacrificed the intense

In

movements

evening and partly because of the

dreamy and light qualities of De-

bussy's better known works ; how-

ever, Mr. Matthews cleverly

chose one of the earlier works for

the piano and more than made up
for previous dissatisfaction by

capturing with expert execution

the mastery of color and mood
that is Debussy.

The final offering was another

Suite for Oboe and Pianoforte by
a relatively unknown composer
Emil Kronke. This was by far the

best combination of the entire

evening and one in which the

poignant and bitter-sweet tones of

the oboe could best be appre-,

ciated. I felt that their climatic

conclusion was nothing short of

excellent.

Gordon Bissessar

pity we
should have shared with Beetho

our paradox
Mounted policemen charged down

the crowded street, swinging hard-

fcvood "baseball bats" (horses' neck-

iyokes sawn in two) and terrorizing

all in their path. The strikers were

finally dispersed in the heart of the

[city by large numbers of soldiers

brandishing rifles and machine-guns,

a messenger-boy dead and
lover a hundred persons injured,

:w fatally. The strike leaders were
(imprisoned after a trial which made
mockery of justice, and laws were
ssed permitting deportations with-

out trial and permitting arrests and
[convictions on the flimsiest of evi-

dence.

The above sounds like a descrip-
tion of the methods used by the
Russians in Hungary or the power-
crazed dictators of Latin America,
^ctually, it occurred right here in

Canada thirty-eight years ago. The
Winnipeg strikers were not revolu-
tionists or anarchists but average
workers, many of them recent arri-
vals in Canada, goaded by growing
unemployment, sharply-rising living
posts, swollen profits by railroads,

packing-plants and other corpora-
I]°ns, low wages, bad working con-
"t'ons, and the refusal of employers

f°
permit collective bargaining' or,
some cases, any labour organiza-

drama highlights
The Drama Guild has an interest-

ing and unusual set of plays for the
one-act festival this term.

The first, "Kingston Bilingual",

is a one-act farce adapted by Glen
Shortcliffe. Taking place in King-

den of proving his innocence on
the accused. The first of the ob-
noxious laws was repealed in

1927, the second in 1936. Public ; ston
-
the play deals with the elope-

reactton to the Winnipeg situa- ment oE a young couple, a father

tion was to elect the strike lead-!"'*10 does not want a teacher for a

ers, some of them still in jail, to !

son -in-Iaw and an interpreter who
parliament. One of those who sPea!ts only one language. The tal-

went from jail to parliament was ;
—

the late J. S. Woodsworth, who

'

ents of the French exchange stu-

dent, Yves Ameline, who speaks

only French in the play, adds an

enjoyable note.

The second presentation is "An-
tigone", a Greek tragedy written

2000 years ago by Sophocles.

Directed by Themis Calli, Delores

Ryback and Nancy Richardson, the

two plays will be presented this

Thursday night in Convocation Hall

''on whatsoever, into striking to get
cent wage on which to live.

Their employers brought
0ne

y. influence and the press to
ar °n the strikers, accusing
em of Bolshevism. The workers

S f°r 3 demonstration,

^
d the infamous Bloody Satur-

t

*y *as the result. In this period,
0 laws were hastily passed, an

^endment to the Immigration
* Permitting the deportation of

J immigrant regardless of how
m Canada with-

first as one of a two-man "La-
bour" group in parliament and
later as the head of the newly-

formed CCF played a large part

in the repeal of the two acts.

In 1931 Section 98 was used to

outlaw the Communist Party and

jail its leaders. Today some advo-

cate the outlawing of their sucessors,

the LPP party. Such a move would

show that Canada has made little

progress since Bloody Saturday.

For this reason, I do not expect to

see it enforced.

Gary Moffatt

the verse is blank

Now is the time for all good men
To come to the aid of the party.

However, in rebuttal it must be said

Remplacez les mots soulignes

Avec le pronom convenable.

This is an example
Of the work done on this machine.

You may be right, but nevertheless. .

It's hell when you're tired of sex.

Don't listen to it:

It'll poison your mind.

TsklTsk!

ONE OF A SERIES
bv IBMer Bruce Campbell

°«t trial by jury and Section 98,
* rrmtting a person to be arrested
suspicion and placing the bur-

PRINCESS STREET
Coffee Shop and Restaurant

^?st°n, Ont. Dial 8-7712

LAUNDERETTE
SS1 PRINCESS STREET

Sundry washed
AND FLUFF DRIED
H,RT LAUNDERING
Df*Y CLEANING

SAT l
N EVEN 'NGS TILL 9 P.M.

'
5-°0 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

What is this IBM?
IBM is many things. Physically it's International

Business Machines Company Limited with a quarter-

mile long ultra-modern factory located in the suburbs

of Toronto, a group of twenty-one branch offices in

the principal cities of Canada, a private golf and

country club where employees spend their leisure,

and a large group of intelligent men and women who

proudly give themselves the strange title of IBMers.

People who work at IBM call themselves IBMers

because it's the natural thing to do. And it's the

natural thing to do because the company is friendly.

It's friendly enough to pay your hospital bills when

you're sick, to provide you with a pension plan and

up to $25,000 life insurance. But more than that, it

encourages you to grow with the ever-expanding

business, to advance rapidly and to be able to afford

to live in the most attractive areas in your town and,

above all, it gives you interesting work to do.

For university graduates this interesting

work takes many forms which offer much
scope and afford the exercise of individuality

and originality. In the coming months I will

outline some of the opportunities at IBM
that will interest you.

B. D. CAMPBELL
Saiei Repimsnlollve

Elselrlc Accounting Machine Division

Brace Campbell joined IBM in
19-19, the year ho graduated in
Commerce at Queen a. Since then
ho has become a specialist in the
Application of IBM Data Process-
ing Equipment to the complexities
of the life insurance business. His
most recent of a series of successes
was his assignment to supervise tho
installation of a S2.000,000 IBM
705 Electronic Data Processing
Machine at the Confederation Life
Association.

Mi. C. Goldimilh

Intsinalionai Buslnon Machinal
1123 Beaver Hall Hill, Monlrool 1.

Please send me a copv of your free
booklet entitled "Look Ahead".

Name. .

.

Address,

University Course.

Graduating Year.

.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED

Head Office and Factory: Don Mills Road, Toronto 6, Ontario

IBM Doubles Its Business every Four Years because it Is the Recognized Leader in the Field

loyalty and passion

Queen Eurydice (Charlotte Ransom) laments the suicide

of her son Haemon, who "won his bride in th-a land of death."

Justice contends with loyalty and human passion in the

Drama Guild's production of Sophocles' tragedy Antigone

this Thursday at 8:15 in Convocation Hall.

Antigone, the ill-fated daughter of Oedipus' marriage to

his mother, is condemned to death by her uncle Creon — ruler

of Thebes — for burying her rebel brother Polynices with

full funeral rites.

The insensitive but righteous Creon maintains that

anarchy is the worst of evils and the law breaker should be

suppressed ruthlessly to ensure order. He goes to the extent

of condemning the pathetic Antigone to be walled up alive

but he is decimated when the oracle of the shuffling priest

Tiresias comes true and his son Haemon and his wife com-
mit suicide as a result of his action.

The play poses the eternal probiem of the heart and loyal-

ty opposed to justice and responsibility. Creon is not evil but
misguided and we see a tragedy as a sincere man gradually

disintegrates under the pressure of events. Underlying the

main theme is an undercurrent of treachery in the ambiguous
role of Ismene — Antigone's viperous sister.

The play is produced and directed by Themis Calli who
came to Canada from Greece two years ago, While a student

in Athens she performed many ancient dramas in the exact

surroundings of their first presentation. She is endeavouring

to create the techniques and atmosphere that governed the

original productions.

What Makes Pop Corn Pop?
Popping corn contains water. When the water gets hot enough,

the kerne] explodes. Result: popcorn.

We're not passing this information along as a public

service. Actually we're up to the same old game,

You see, popcorn makes most people thirsty.

Fortunately, when most people get thirsty

they hanker for the good taste of Coca-Cola.

Wouldn't you like some popcorn right now?

C'mon now, wouldn't you?

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

A call for "Coke" ii a coll for "Coca-Cola". Both trode-marlct

Identify Ihe lame refreshing baveroge— the product ot Coca-Colo Ud,
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"Sports

sadism."

IN THIS

CORNER . . .

* *

GEORGE LaFLEUR

breeds cheating, larceny, fighting and downright

With these words professor John Farina of the University of
Toronto started a controversy which has attained national promin-
ence. Interest reached a peak Sunday night on CBC's "Fighting Words"
when the professor's claim was discussed by Clarence Campbell
Ralph Allen, Jack Kent Cooke, and Farina himself. Between Camp-
bell defending hockey (and himself), Cooke declaring his love for
baseball, Allen switching sides, and Farina repeating every three
minutes that he loved sports there was a rather dull 20 minutes of
confusion and generalities. The honorable professor, who somehow
reminded me of a Donald Duck with pants, admitted that sports
had a great potential for developing such good qualities as loyalty
and self reliance, but said that they had lessened the value of respect
for authority, and because of this we are setting a bad example
for the future. Campbell's reply was that instances like the "Richard"
and 'Ti-Cat - Alouette" riots made people more conscious of respect
for authority, and fights among players helped to let off steam Allen
said that this was ridiculous, Kent said h e liked baseball Farina
declared his love of sports and the discussion went "round and
round

.
After eagerly awaiting a spirited and informative discussion

I found myself relieved when the moderator rang the bell on this
light of the century".

With 11 teams in intercollegiate competition Queen's has hopes
of adding hockey and water polo to the list. Wednesday nMlt the
hockey team, coached by Moon Flanagan, travels to Montreal tomeet McGilI and this match will go a long way towards determining
if the Gaels are ready to enter Senior ranks. On a second front "the
boys with the bathing caps" lost to Varsity Friday but put up astrong fight. Never having seen water polo I was greatly impressed
to see the volleyball-sized sphere handled the way Goose Tatum
controls a basketball. With the added handicap of playing in amedium where balance and footing are hard to maintain to say theleast the display was really amazing. For fast action and somethingnew to watch this is hard to beat.

6

Queen's Sports All
Water Polo

By Gordon Fenny
An experienced Varsity squad

swamped Queen's water polo team
13-2 in an exhibition game here
last Friday night.

The score was no indication of
the action, as Queen's outshot the
visitors by a wide margin. Although
held to only two goals, the Queen's

production could have been
much higher if it had not been for

their erratic control, and taking
most of their shots from well out.

Also, many of Varsity's goals were
scored while Queen's were defend-
ing the deep end. Don Sinclair and
Gary Liesiner were the Tricolor

marksmen, while Mitch Wasik, Art
Rosenberg and Don Sinclair were
the Queen's standouts.

Varsity, who travelled to Mont-
real to meet McGill last Saturday
night in their annual exhibition
game, are hoping that next year
a home-and-home series might be
played with McGill and Queen's
for the Trophy.

i

m

Wet!
Swimming

'

... .; SI

This was indicative of the action in last Friday night's water-

polo game in which Varsity swamped Queen's 13-2.

Hockey Gael's Tie

Play McGill Next

Ronnie Stewart completed the hat trick by being named to the

Ste A it
ST Team

'

PrCViOUSlv hC had bee" to theCollege All Stars and winner of the MVP award.

GEORGE'S GURGLINGS: secret ambition of Bob McAleese» to be another Turk Broda . . . apologies to Terry Dolan who wmarned on Fn a t Thursday
. . . Fred PrJ ^night

.

so did Edmonton
. . . girls basketball every night at 4-30

Ameri a
' ' "^ "M* F" Lady" didn't sftirize wasAmerican imports m Canadian Football ... Tex Coulter k „utoTa

versatile guy. First an all-star tackle, then an artkt an d n0 h\ i incomplete charge of organizing the East-West All-Star Gamethe fak.„g has been so good in the past few televised gamesTat'thecameramen have been fooled on several occasions. For the mosr Par

SdW r11" t0 h~ 'he™2

Employment
Shell Oil Co. (Calgary)—

Nov. 25, 26, 27
Shell Oil Co. (Toronto)—

Nov. 25, 26, 27, 28
California Standard Co.—

Nov. 27, 28

Bank of Canada—Nov.
Cherron Oil—Nov. 26
Lincoln Electric—Nov.
Mobil Oil—Nov. 28 29

25

27

Dominion Engineering Co.—
Nov. 25, 26

Proctor and Gamble—Nov. 25 26
Prudential Life—Nov. 25, 26

'

Asbestos Corp.—Nov. 27
Toronto Board of Education—

Nov. 27

Department of Highways—
Nov. 28, 29

Dominion Tan and Chemical—
Nov. 29.

the MILDEST BEST-TASTING cigarette

The Queen's Gaels icemen, tast

ing their first actual battle of the

season, withstood a third period
onslaught to tie the Napanee Inter-

mediates 7-7. Saturday night's game
in Napanee officially opened the

season for the Gaels and served as
warm-up before travelling to meet
the McGill Redmen in Montreal
Wednesday.

The McGill-Queen's exhibition

game will signify the first time the
Gaels have been in Senior Inter
collegiate competition in six years,
and this game should serve as a
calibration of our standard of play
For^ Queen's to get back into the
Senior Intercollegiate League is a
widely desired development, but be
fore they can they must excel in

their present class.

Paced by the fast skating line

of Carl Nurmi, Gary Ede and
Pete Philipchuck, the Gaels jump-
ed ahead 3-1 in the first period.
Murray Hampton slammed in the
opener on a pass back from the
blueline by Barry Percival. These
were followed by markers by Ian
Morris assisted by Art Truax
and Hampton, and Larry Stod-
dart from Bob Hawkins.
Although Queen'smen outshot

the Napanee team in the second
period 1S-9, the Intermediates man-
aged to pick up three goals to the
Gaels two. Blinking the red light

for Queen's were Bill Muir on a
pass from defencernen Jack Corbett,
and Carl Nurmi with Ede and
Philipchuck pocketing assists. Phil-
ipchuck and Ede kept Queen's in
the lead until midway through the
final period with two more markers,
as all members of the line got in on
the point distribution. Making the
best of a one man advantage the
Napanee six unleashed an attack
scoring two goals while the Gaels
were short handed. The tieing
marker came with less than a
minute and a half left in the game

Sanitary Civils Capture Toilet Bowl

Kingston—By Special Correspondent Bill Jampolsky

On a greasy wind-swept field this November day, the powerful
Civil Bulldozers swept aside a determined challenge from the under
dog Chemical Engineering team, upending them 19-9.

Both teams were up for the game. Rumors had it they were
up all night as a matter of fact, but the calibre of play makes this

more truth than rumor. At the pre-game meal consisting of tomato
juice and black coffee, bets were placed as to whether Chuck Sa
france would be in shape to dress after Friday night's practice.

The only doubtful starter before the opening whistle was Ken
Reid, who was injured in the November 16th tussle. However after
undergoing alcohol rubs (from the inside) to fortify him against
further injury, Ken gave a strong effort.

Now from the gondola and to the game itself. The Civils re
ceived the opening kick off. Graydon H. M. Harrison, inspiring the
line play, kept the Civils cooped in their own end for the first
quarter and Al (Murder) Mills' two singles gave the eventual
losers an early 2-0 lead.

On the first play of the second quarter, Chuck Safrance took
a punt in his own end zone, and twisting and turning through the
complete Chemical team went all the way for the major.

Later in the same quarter Dan Suzuki scored a TD for theCm s on a pass and run play combination over 50 yards. This ended
the half time scoring with the Civils in a 12-2 lead. The half time
celebrations were sponsored by "Wines of London."

The Chemicals opened the second half with a fine burst of enthusiasm, paced by Dr. Kerr's pep-up pills and Terry Maltioli's 40

."5 I
0
* SlX POintS

"
The COnvert -as goodand the Civils lead was whittled down to 12-9.

The scoring was completed late in the quarter, capped off bv afive yard pass to RoUie -Miles" Lasvas. The convert wen trueand so ended the scoring at 19-9 for the Old Dutch Civils
The contest will also prove to be of highly scientific value forfuture generations of sciencemen. The victors have taken th hardearned trophy (toilet bowl) to their hydraulics laboratory or is *lavatory) where they will conduct *ome *„ aT ,

capacity a„ d rate of tlow usingsU^^Z^^H OHand Prestone on the Rocks.
<-iH BOH

ntermediates Win Opening Game
Down RCEME 75-41 In Exhibition

By Liz Oughton
Hart House pool is still

rim,

with the shouts that went up ;,

the results of the Intercoll*

swim meet were announced
the first time in many y^

'

Golden Gals coached by Mfss [v
i

othy Leggett were able to

themselves out of last place to

P

for 3rd with Toronto. \vcst

once again copped 1st place, ^
McGill holding a close second

Nan and Jan Elliot won
t,

honours for the team, with ^
in the synchronized doubles. Th
routine "Cat Spat" received

unanimous acclaim not only n[
i

judges, but also the competitors!

spectators as well. Spitting ancU
ting their way around the po^ v
"cats" personality completely aj

tivated the audience.

In the synchronized solo,
Judyl

Reid also did well, placing

with her routine "Dream J
Dawn." Through her gracefj

movements she created a cakf

dreamy atmosphere felt by eveif-J

one.

Marg Glover and Judy enleJ

the diving with Judy Reid pUci»|

4th in a field of 8. Jan Elliot so
the synchronized figures.

Third places were won by Mii-

key McCullough in the Indivii-

ual Medley and by the freesryli

relay team of Sandy Grahara|

Elspeth Moxon, Lois Anglin ai

Dorothy McLaughlin. Second!

were won by Judy Reid in M
backstroke and by the Medltjl

team of Peggy Beattie, Judfl

Reid and Dorothy McLaughlia

Excitement ran high and

competition was keen throughoal

the meet which was topped off withl

banquet Saturday evening hoj-f

tessed by the Toronto team.

SIGNPOST
Tuesday
LSA: A regular meeting will '

Id on Tuesday, Nov. 26 a! 8 P-H

in St. Mark's Lutheran Church at tK|

corner of Victoria and Earl Streets.

Students' Wives Club: Regular ni«

..lg in Science Clubroonis, 8 PJ

Games and bridge night.
NFCUS: Executive meeting, 6^

Committee Rm. 1, re: Regional
fcrence.

, J
Newman Club: Address by Dr.

ard Pattee, "After Colonialism M
Africa, What?" Convocation Hall,"*!

Done111

m
p.m.

Jazz Society: Music Roorr
Library, 8:30 p.m. Guest trio.

Aquacade: General meetins
p.m. at the pool.
Wednesday

J ^Soccer: Faculty of Law has
ged the Theological College.

By Ian McNish
Journal Sports Writer

Utilizing fast breaks and
smooth ball handling, Queen's In-
termediate basketball team wal-
loped Royal Canadian Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers 75-4]
here Saturday night. Jim Pando
with 17, Pete Faulkner with 14,
Lloyd Budgell with 11, and Dave
Mosenko with 10 were top scorers
for the Tricolor.

In the early stages of the game
RCEME and Queen's battled
back and forth with seldom more
than one or two baskets separat-

CENOT
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-ments m Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. LooseLeaf Supphes, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions
Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

«ng them. The visitors' shooting
was erratic, but they controlled
the backboard and often had two
or three chances before they

!

C
°I ,o

At halfW led
•So to 29.

As the second half progressed
the Intermediate's attack started
to roll and soon they had pulled
far m front of the red-shirted in-
vaders. The RCEME ball hand-
ling became sloppy and awkward

f
nd

J

,

liey

T

Were oft«n guilty of
travelling. In addition the visitors
were slow at getting back on
defense and Queen 's often took
advantage of 2 on 1 and 3 on 2
situations to score easy baskets.M Lenard's squad outscored the
engineers 42 to 12 in the second
half to post a final 75-41 victory

COURT CAPERS
. . . forward

Bill Qumlan, driving in for a Iay-
«Pr had his ankle injured when
a RCEME guard body-checked
him and sent him sprawling
Queen's averaged one basket for

lower campus.
QCF: Chapel Service in

Memorial Chapel, 12:50 p.m
Queen's Revue' Guild": Auditions

rts »„lead singing and dancing p:
uesday and Thursday nights,
p.m., Music Room of the Old
Building,
Thursday
Drama: Two one-act plays,

gone" and "Kingston Bilingual 1

vocation Hall. "Nov. 28, "S:15 P^"

50c, 25c to members °<
16

tickets. „

Drama Guild.
Engineering Club: A panel -

sion will be held in the MeUUsE
Room, Thurs., 7:30 p.m. on J
Originality be Taught?" Dr.
Laird will refer to the develop" 1'"

Sputnik.

Dance: The bash of the year.

Hall, 9 p.m. till 1 a.m. Music by '

Chabot and Tim Murray quart' 1 '
1

J-
Who's Where: Post-gradual

ents and other special students
obtain Who's Where at the
post office. Price: 50c.

every three shots taken
Lenard said that the zone

Co*6

deff*fl

set up by the Engineers myst
' 'ji

his squad at first. They had W

practicing man on man defe
*J,

since only a few of t^^Lcl
which the Intermediates \viU

(
J

use a zone. Next ga»ie
, A

Queen's is here Friday at ^'

when they play the Watert°

Air Force team.
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The annual battle between the Biochemistry

Jepartment and the alimentary canal is heading

finto its fifth gruelsome day. Taking the chal-

lenge presented to the student's body are 60 odd

[(they must be) Medsmen, six Sciencemen, two

irtsmen and an undisclosed number of animals.

)oiv wow, squeak squeak, etc.

The 16-day dietary experiment is under the
supervision of Dr. J. M. Beveridge. A diet of
crud (the affectionate name applied to the only
food to be ingested by the students) is being
supplemented by clear tea and coffee. The ob-
ject of the experiment is to determine the effect
of certain fats and their constituents on blood
plasma lipid levels.

putnick Beware! Moon Expedition

Envisaged By Queen's Physicist
In an imaginary but "quite pos-

Ble" irip to the moon, Dr. G. A.
[arrower, astrophysicist and
ftysics professor at Queen's Uni-
Irsity, gives a fascinating" pic-

ire of what may be just around
|e corner in space travel for the
iinan race.

project begins with theThe

nstruction of some three-stage

P
cket ships, the first job of

Biich is to set up an earth satel-

& as a jumping off place to out-

space.

This satellite, said Harrow-
[r. would be set up at a height ot

|W miles from the earth and
P°uld C ircle thfi earth every tWQ

keen's Hosts
<FCUS uroup
^een's will play host to the
-I S Regional Conference.

f
01" Jan, 31

Par.

Abe

until Feb. 2 next

are expect-

the univcr-

°l't 40 delegates
^attend, from all

I
m'ttees are being set up to

j°.'
1IZe the conference, dealing

1 re
?>stration, finance, recrea-

and
^

Printing and publicity
e
S'stration for the conferen-

hours. A series of giant rockets

would be used to convey the

earth satellite, components of

the space ships, and personnel to

the 1,075-mile point where the

satellite would be stationed.

A staff of 80 persons would

man the satellite, and would

make scientific observations con-

nected with meteorology, astron-

omy, cosmic rays, etc. The earth

satellite would be shaped like a

wheel, the rim having several

tiers to accommodate the various

activities of the staff. Spokes in

the wheel would be used as con-

necting corridors and work com-

partments. The satellite would

have an outside diameter of about

250 feet.

The expedition to the moon

would require three rocket ships

that would be assembled in the

orbit of the earth satellite. Two
of these are passenger ships, and

the third a cargo craft. Each ship

would be 160 feet long and weigh

on departure 4,400 tons.

The space ship would have

sphere 30 i'eet in diameter in front to

accommodate personnel making

the trip, and behind would be sev-

eral spherical fuel tanks. In the rear

would be a series of powerful rocket

motors. The rocket motors would
be operated for five minutes at

the beginning of the journey to

provide the speed of over 19,000

miles an hour required for a free-

fall flight to the moon.

The craft would reach the

moon in about five days. A few

(See Find Man, Page 5)

Modern Africa

NotDangerous
Pattee Claims

Engineers To Preach Queen's

In Mission To High Schools

Originality Stifled,

Panelists All Agree
The effect on originality of too

much "correctness" was unani

mously deplored during a panel

discussion held at a meeting of

the Engineering Society on Tues
day night. Panelists were Isabel

Laird, assistant professor of psy
chology; Prof. A. M. Fox of the

Spanish Department ; Dr. R. H.
Clark, professor of Chemical En
gineen'ng; and Rev. D. M. Ma-
thers, associate professor of Re
ligion.

Dr. Laird asserted that origin

ality was necessary and that ";

large part of it can indeed be
taught, or at least encouraged
Otherwise, students could be
turned out as if from moulds
equipped with numerous facts

and skills but with their original-

ity submerged. This she consid-

ered "a great loss."

... Referring to the inherent cap-

acity of children for "brilliant"

new ideas and expressions, Dr,

Laird deplored the fact that such
originality is often stamped out

by parents and teachers. "Faults

in grammar and logic should be

overlooked at this age," she con-

tended.

Professor Fox thought that

"language is perhaps the least

original of our manifestations."

He conceded that some one must
have used originality in coining a

new phrase but "after that, the

originality disappears and in

using the expression we all be-

come parrots." Like Dr. Laird,

he regretted the effect of our

present educational system on

originality. "Perhaps we are ed-

ucating people out of originality

when we insist upon correctness."

Dr. Laird called for more or-

iginality on the part of scientists

in the selection of new terms:

pointing out that some terms have

a different meaning in each of

several branches of science. Rev.

Mathers cautioned that terms

must not, however, be chosen at

random but must be meaningful

and appropriate. "To be original

and meaningful at the same time

you must conform to certain basic

rules."

Dr. Clark wondered if many
things which were considered or-

iginal were merely "new combin-
ations of old things." He explain-

ed what he considered to be the

steps in creative thinking: first,

the posing of the problem
;
second,

the writing down of all possible

solutions
; third, the examination

of each from a practical point of

view to determine the most con-

venient solution or combination
of solutions for the particular cir-

cumstances. "But," stressed Dr.

Clark, "this would not be origin-

(See Inventiveness, Page 5)

Staff Approves
McMahon's Plan

Senior engineering students
will go out to Ontario's high

schools for three weeks this Janu-
ary to explain to high school stud-

ents what university life, particu-

larly engineering, is like.

The plan was introduced to the

Engineering Society by Andy
McMahon (Sc. '59) two weeks
ago. Together with Ron Robinson

and Bill Sexmith, he drew up
definite proposals which met with

the enthusiastic approval of Dean
Conn and Professor Styles, secre-

tary of the Faculty of Science.

The plan will cover about 25

high schools. It involves sending

out a third or fourth year student

to each high school to tell stud-

ents about Queen's admission re-

quirements, scholarships, the cost

of living at university for a year,

job opportunities, the contents of

courses in the different branches

of engineering and the fields

which are open to graduates from

each course.

Students to go to the schools

will be selected by a committee
of the Engineering Society. "They

must be serious and responsible,

and aware of the importance of

their task," McMahon said. "We
don't want people going out to

give the idea that university life

is just a ball."

Speakers will have a heavy

load. They are expected to ad-

(See High Quality, Page 4)
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Come Closer

The Arts-Levana Com-

mittee requests applications

for a committee to organize an

arts and pure sciences dis-

play for the university Open

House, to be held in the early

spring. Positions arc open for

one woman in each of Psy-

chology-Sociology ;
Philoso-

phy ;
Languages including

English ; and for one man

in each of Polities-Economics-

History ; Commerce :
Pure

Sciences. Please address appli-

cations to Jim Holmes or Beth

Mahaffey, care of the Queen's

Post Office, or to any member

of the Arts and Levana exec-

utives.

Africa is not an exotic, impene-

trable, dangerous land, said Dr
Richard Pattee of the University

of Laval to the Queen's Newman
Club Tuesday. He was speaking

in Convocation Hall on Modern

Africa.

Dr. Pattee advised his audience

to discard their conventional idea?

of Africa. Communications art

excellent, and life is neither exo-

tic nor dangerous to most Afri-

cans, he said. Africa is developing

at such an accelerated pace that

the considerable degree of mater-

ial comfort achieved is unsuspect-

ed by foreigners. He added that

"the superabundance of Scotch"

is one of the major facts of Afri-

can life.

Pattee dealt briefly with the

internal situations in several of

the countries he had visited on

his recent African tour.

He declared that French politi-

cal instability and inexperience

with federalism were hampering

political settlement in French

West Africa. The French can only

think in terms ot either assimil-

ation or complete separation.

They see no middle ground, he

said.

Pattee commended Ghana for

"a high degree of imagination" in

such measures as the proposed

combined merchant marine with

Israel.

(See Total, Page S)

Naughty Nine To Stand Trial Now
Court Will Decide Fate This Monday
The AMS court will sit Mon-

day night in the McLaughlin
Room to try nine girls who have

been accused of raiding RMC.
The girls, now known as the

"Naughty Nine," visited RMC on

Hallowe'en night dressed in ap-

propriate costume to "trick or

treat" the cadets. Armed with

coke bottles filled with flour, they

invaded the Stone Frigate resi-

dence, but were trapped by the

cadets and thoroughly coated

with the flour and water.

Drenched and dishevelled, the

girls beat a hasty retreat back to

Queen's. Later that evening, a

Prosecuting Attorney McNeill

group of RMC men stormed

through Adelaide Hall, covering

the floors with cleanser and em-

barrassing several girls. How-
ever, the only damage resulting

from their raid was a broken win-

dow in the Adelaide front door.

Official reactions began to ap-

pear the next day. The command-
ant of RMC called Principal Mac-

kintosh to apologize for the be-

havior of the cadets, and the girls

apologized to the commandant fur

their raid on RMC.

At the next AMS meeting a

letter was received from the prin-

cipal stating that the Senate had

been unofficially informed that

the students intended to lay

charges in the AMS court, and

if this was the case the Senate

was prepared to defer any further

consideration of the matter until

the court had had time to hear

the case. The AMS replied on

Nov. 8 that they were referring

the matter to the AMS court for

immediate investigation and ac-

tion.

The AMS Vigilance Commit-

tee, after hearing the evidence,

decided to charge the girls with

"conduct unbecoming a member

of the AMS, in that you did on

the night of Oct. 31 raid the

Stone Frigate, a men's dormitory

Chief Justice Romeril

at RMC. and that by this action

you did incite a retaliatory raid

by RMC upon Adelaide Hall."

Chief Justice John Romeril will

hear the case, assisted by Junior

Justices Bob Dell. Peter Maurice,

Malcolm Evans and Betty Gardi-

ner. Neil McNeill is the prosecut-

ing attorney, while John Cart-

wright and Don MacGregor are

counsel for the defence.

To ensure orderly conduct, only

a limited number of seats are to

be available in the McLaughlin

Room. The court will be cleared

if spectators become unruly.
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The silent generation

Symptoms of solid satisfaction

This is the first of a series of three editorials on the silent

generation, on those whom The Nation called "the careful young
men" and Time tabbed the "no-nonsense kids." Very rarely, if ever,

do these two magazines agree. When they do, students should take
notice, for it means that a new social phenomenon has been recog-
nized and, in this case, one in which they are directly involved.

The symptoms of silence here at Queen's are all too obvious
to those who have talked to old graduates. No longer are there any
robust practical jokes. Outside of the football season, prancing,
shouting and yelling is condemned as childish. The creative field

has been abandoned. Students in the English Department no longer
write for Quarry or for the Journal. They are too involved in writers
of the past, too deprecatory of undergraduate efforts in literature,

too concerned with criticism. The only lengthy articles handed into
the Journal office by engineers have been, surprisingly enough, on
a heavy theological slant.

So even though Queen's has been surrounded by, and immersed
in, a bed of provincialism, its campus is becoming seriously
sophisticate like others throughout the continent. We have become
the age of grinders. Douglas Library is busier than ever. Relative
to the twenties and thirties we are the stratum of premature adults.

The tag "angry young men," so loosely bandied around, especial-
ly in England, is a misnomer at Queen's. If angry young men exist

GARY
MOFFATT

they are led on by the public; the student certainly doesn't pay
too much attention to them. If there are any students who are angry,
pound their fists or shout a cause, they are ignored because they are
not facing the reality in which individual action towards more than
individual ends is considered useless.

Social conformity is only partly an influence here. Students are
afraid to venture in the world of actions or arts because they feel
insufficient, ignorant and humble. Bravado, enthusiasm and a de-
mand to be heard have faded. Action has been superseded by obe-
dience, shouting by discussion. The good old days of the Tricolor
have surely gone.

Commentators have called our age the "Age of Consolidation."
Everyone, if not radiantly happy, is outwardly satisfied. And if
they are not satisfied they demand satisfaction from others, whether
it be from 30 young men who toil on the football field for two
months, the 21-inch screen in the living room or the employer
who will pay willingly to put his hands on serious, young, person-
ally ambitious engineers and commercemen. With our satisfaction
and sensible cynicism we have become receptacles, appreciates
and opportunists. We do not initiate, we question, but passively

All these are the disjointed but telling symptoms of a venera-
tion which has been variously called "lost," "found," or merely
"baffling." And the students at Queen's, for the most part, fit into
the pattern well enough to illustrate it. For we are no longer part
of th e old Gaelic tradition, if we ever were, but characteristic
products of our modern world.

Maple leaf . . . f'rever?
We feel we should get in our two bits on the subject of

Canada s national flag. Montreal has had its sav in the matter and
has come up with a number of thought-provoking suggestions —
well provoking anyway. And we of Queen's, standing always ready
to blunder into the nearest fracas, insist on setting forth a few pro-
posals of our own.

One of our professors, in a moment of admirable insight, cameup with the idea that our flag should sport a fieur-de-lis rampant
against an orange background.

Fredolin showed as remarkable a
,
genius in suggesting asnarhng cat and dog design, symbolic of our national unity,

fm !h

We TS

\
keep both groups happy, why not lift an ideafrom the rea m of women's fashion and design a reversible flag'

As for the colors, the old red-white-and-blue seems a bit passe.How about a chaste white ground ? What could be more appropriate

with origLrs
on earth spotless,y innocent
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0es n? aPPeal to ^ur aesthetic sensibilities, wecould try a dull grey-brown betokening the Canadian personality
Furthermore, why should we follow the trend to rectangularHags. A square one would suggest all kinds of connotations to oneversed in the current vernacular.
Our reliable old alibi, the fact that we're a young nation inspiresa downy flannelette banner in delicate shades of pink and blue
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I hear rumors that the days ol

COTC are numbered. Certain!} 1

there seems little sense in spending
large sums of money on reserve

forces when it's highly question-

able that we'll even get a chance

to use our active ones in the next
war. Abolishing COTC would be
the first step towards a necessary

new outlook.

Let me make it clear at the out-

set that I am not making the foll-

owing proposals for religious or
humanitarian reasons. Organized
religions are invented for people
who can't think by people who
want to do their thinking for them,
and while I agree with the under-
lying principles behind all today's

major religions I cannot agree
with the way any specific religion

is organized enough to belong to

it. Certainly I won't use religion

to attempt to coerce people into

my way of thinking. As for human-
itarianism, why bother appealing

to this instinct in people who let

wheat rot in their bins while two-
thirds of the world starve? So I

shall appeal rather to common
sense.

N0 CWRlSSA
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Letters to the editor

Eden or hell?

Much as I abhor spending
money on armaments, I can see

that some degree of defence spend-
ing is necessary to keep Russia
from getting the over-all edge she
needs to conquer us. But far too
much of our national income goes
for this purpose: It will suffice to

have enough nuclear weapons at

our disposal (I suspect we already

do) to make Russia think twice
before attacking us. We should
divert the balance of defence spen-
ding to social welfare for Cana-
dians who need it and technical

aid to under-developed countries

who are now driven into the open
arms of the Soviet bloc

When they see that we are cap-
able of defending ourselves but
aren't preparing to attack them
(as we did before and the Ameri-
cans are threatening to again ) the

Russians will probably give up the
idea of conquest and turn to a war
of ideology rather than bombs. If

the west does not put this idea
across to the Russians, we may
well fight a nuclear war for which
both sides are to blame. If so, the
rational individual will refuse to

fight. Life under the communists
could be tolerable as the bitterness

dies out with succeeding genera-
tions, but the horrible death of
every man, woman and child on
the planet from nuclear radiation

(which will occur eventually if

the war takes place) is too terrify-

ing for contemplation.

Editor, Journal:—After reading

Clarissa's letter to the editor, we
of fourth floor Centre House are
in full agreement with her but we
feel her opinions concerning co-ed

costumes in the Glorious Revue
should also be extended to the
campus. We are shocked at the
scanty skirts complemented by
those gaud awful socks which dis-

appear into the nether regions. The
further addition of those finny
boots, red ones especially, force-
fully brings home the ridiculous

nature of these costumes.

Are Miss Thackerby and our-
selves forced to assume freshette

initiation is continuing or are these
clothes (?) desired by the co-eds?

Oh, how we look forward with
anticipation to the winter weather
and long coats when all this will
be hidden from view. Pleas.
Thackerby, try to convince \

"fellow" co-eds to return to those
ankle length dresses.

It has been advocated in the past
and we will continue in the future
to cherish the slogan "Better
clothes or no clothes." Oh for the
Garden of Eden!

The hopeful 17

P.S. Where are these shapely
co-eds of which Miss Thackerby
speaks? We assume that we must
attend the Queen's Revue to satisfy
our curiosity as to the shapes of
our co-eds for as the situation now
stands there is a definite need for
uplifting the masses.

(Editor's note: Miss Thackerby
insists in reminding the hopeful
17 that she is not a co-cd.)

Letter writers

again requested

are once

to make
their letters short and to the

point. All letters over 200
words will be cut at the

discretion of the editor.

All letters must be signed

by their authors. Names will

be withheld on request.

Miss

more fitting for Mr. Moffatt to

comment on the subject matter,
rather than on the political

makeup of the panel.

Finally, the panel featured four

excellent speakers and prominent
teachers, who were kind enough
to give up some of their time for

the education of those attending.

Rather than criticize their political

views, it is certainly better to show
some appreciation for their trouble.

On behalf of most of those attend-
ing, may I sincerely thank these
men for their generosity,

Arthur M. Schwartz
Prog. Cons. Ass'n.

D,

Life and money
Is your soul being eaten away

by some inward desire? Have
you some profound, inward
thoughts which you have never
yet disclosed to anyone? Do you
long to become famous, not only
on this campus, but elsewhere?

Whatever your problem may
be there is only one solution.

Tell the world. Write for the
Christmas literary edition of the
Queen's Journal. You have until
midnight of Dec. 6 to work to-

wards the turning point in your
life. The rewards will be untold
for you. Fifty dollars worth of
prize money is being thrown to
aspiring literati.

Fact and fiction

Editor, Journal:—I have no de-
sire to become involved in a con-
troversy with Gar)- Moffatt, but I

feel that his latest letter requires
some consideration.

Firstly, Mr. Moffatt has criti-

cized the formation of the panel
in that it was "packed" with Con-
servatives. This has no justifica-
tion, and Mr. Moffatt should have
taken the trouble to find out the
true facts before writing. Anyone
can write wildly without facts just
to see his name in print, but a
good critic tries to find out as
much as possible about the hack-
ground of a subject. I will be
pleased to supply these to anvone
interested, and am open to "con-
structive criticism.

Secondly, this panel had the
mam purpose of providing food
for thought, not to present any
one political view to the exclus-
ion of the others. In this it was
successful. It would have been

eans and degrees
Editor, Journal:—Concerning a

recent article on the granting of
BSc's, I disagree with Dean Conn
who implies that pure science stu-
dents should not receive a BSc,
but only applied science students,'
because this is the way it has been
done at Queen's since the grant-
ing of the Charter.

If a pure science student stud-
ies science, why shouldn't he get
a BSc? By science I mean the
knowledge and explanation of
natural phenomena. Pure
science students put more ef-
fort into trying to find out why
and how things happen than we
of Applied Science, who deal
more with applications; there-
fore are they not entitled to a
BSc as much as we?

I would recommend that pure
science students be given a BSc
and Applied Science students a
BSc (Eng) or a BEng aS this
would better indicate the nature of
the student's training.

If pure science students were
given the degrees Bachelor of
Natural Sciences (Arts) as Dean
Conn suggests, the abbreviation
would likely be BNSc (Arts)
which would only add to the
confusion as this would be mis-
taken for the nursing science
degree,

For a change to be of any value
the student's field of study must
be better indicated by the degree
given, so that employers and the
general public will be less confused
about the individual's field of study.

Bill Menary
Sc. '59

Pain and pleasure
Editor, Journal:—The edj

of the Journal evidently feel

Gordon Bissessar's review of

recent University Series concc

which featured a pianist and

oboist, is belligerent (i.e., the

Hon "Matthews and Goossens:

Belligerent Review" on
i

Tuesday's Journal.
) Upon reajjjj

the review, however, we are n
dering whether the editors of

Journal really understand

meaning of the word belliger..

Now Mr. Bissessar, far fro

taking a belligerent stand

written a careful, penetratii

review which reveals that

knowledge of the subject is

siderable. It is a rare plea-u

when one finds an article in

Journal which combines ri

bility with good taste and

mon sense. We feel that the

tors should not attempt to

pret for their readers the ex-

tent of a review: this practice

i

indeed a rather offensive

of etiquette.

Having attended the concert,*!

feel also that Mr. Bisses

comments were perhaps too faw«j

able. We suggest that the edit"

listen to an oboe for three h«Ji|

and then write a review.

G. E, MacKinn*|

J. J.
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'Democracy is an insidious

liscasc
which we must combat

I .
strengthening ourselves with

||Je
vitamins of love of family

Ld country, and fear of God,"

Lclared a deputy of Premier

|a |
3Zar on the eve of the Portu-

se elections held earlier this

Honth-

Last fall the civilized world

xperienccd acute moral outrage

L (he suppression of the spon-

Ineous Hungarian revolution,

the West continues to look

l
benign approval on the per-

haps more oppressive regime

Lder President Lopes in the

of Portugal.

The miserable living condi-

Bons encountered on the out-

skirts of Oporto were recently

(•scribed by Paul Johnson, an

idilor of the British weekly New
ttatesmati.

"Only 50 yards from the main

load," he says, "the stench be-

lame unbearable. Then we saw
[he first group of huts : black

little hovels, scarcely four feet

nigh, made of old packing cases

End wooden boards, strips of

fcrrugated iron, even cardboard,

the floor was mud: in the win-
|er, these people, like the wild
Iribes of the Euphrates Delta,

jive literally in a swamp. Small
Ihilrlren, almost naked, their

Itomachs distended by the po-
hto soup which is their stable

Bier, scuffled and urinated along
(he track.

"A tiny, wizened girl—she
Jas 11 years old—escorted us
V the centre of the 'village'.

|Hcre were perhaps 200 huts—
pne or two pathetically adorned
Mi a coat of paint, even a
pmc—inhabited by 1,000 of
Palazar's subjects. Inside one of
P>em, peering through the dark-

Cess and the flies, I saw a room,

P f(
. by 6 ft., half divided by

wooden partition; there were
P'o packing case beds—no
planets—and a dresser made of

Fascism in the name of Jesus
Page 3

By Jake Hubbard

Planks; the entire worldly goods
° crght human beings. The
father of the family made 3s
(about 40 cents) a day. out of
wh.ch he had to pay his social
insurance, his 'union' dues, and
a ground rent to Oporto City
Council for the right to live in
his hovel."

Mr. Johnson says he became
an accessory to a crime when he
visited these slums because his
Portuguese friends risked an
eight year prison sentence for
guiding him to this forbidden
region. The conditions were the
same in Oporto itself, where the
scene is dominated by grandiose
churches and the plush giant
sports-stadium which Lopes and
Salazar have built for the inter-
national roller-skating hockey
championships. A few weeks ago
a decree was announced forbid-
ding peasants to appear bare-
foot in 'tourist zones'.

Portugal has a hard currency
achieved through 31 years of de-
flation, unemployment and peg-
ged wages, though cabinet min-
isters have had a five-fold in-

crease since 1928. The salt min-
ers of Alchochete get from 50
to 65 cents a day, and as the

price of salt has gone up 12

times since 1926 it is no wonder
tanks were brought in to sup-

press a strike earlier this year.

Jesuit Monopoly
Who benefits from the enforc-

ed poverty? According to Mr.

Johnson the 2,000 big landown-

ers and the colonial trading

firms who purchased certain

commercial and mining monopo-

lies from the government.

Though the generals, party bos-

ses and politicians benefit en-

ormously, by far the biggest

shareholder in the state is the

Church. The Society of Jesus

You'll purr-r-r

in this new
pullover.

Yes . . . a girl practically

purrs when she slips into this

lovely new Kitten pullover . .

.

the asymmetric surplice line

is so slenderizing . . .the

^ waistband and cuffs of the

bracelet sleeves so finely ribbed.

In soft, soft Pcttal Orion,

full-fashioned, hand-finished,

shrinh-proof, moth-proof.

Comes in an extensive range

of neto Fall colours.

S8.9S, at good shops everywhere!

took for the name

controls the hydro-electric pow-
er industry and the Dominicans
"avc a gratifying slice of the
concrete market. The Cardinal-
Patriarch of Lisbon, according
to Mr. Johnson, "when not pre-
siding over miracles at Fatima,
takes a healthy interest in tex-
tiles.

"The Church, indeed," he goes
on, "is really the supreme power
m the land, controlling govern-
ment policy through an organiz-
ation curiously entitled the Aca-
demic Centre of Christian De-
mocracy (CADC). a select
grouping of senior prelates and
ministers, of which the Patriarch
and Salazar are leading mem-
bers. Indeed, Salazar, who was
trained by the Dominicans and
Is said to have taken tertiary

orders, is a clerical figure him-
self, living" austerely with an
elderly housekeeper variously

known as la Seuora Maria, la

fiouvernante—pace Madame de
Maintenon—and 'the Blessed
Virgin.'

"

Sin Profits

The hypocrisy of the Lopes-
Salazar regime is seen with par-

ticular vividness in the prostitu-

tion laws. The government al-

lows, regulates and profits

from a very large trade in pros-

titution. The girls are licensed

to hire themselves very young

—

frequently below the age of 16.

At the same time the govern-

ment endeavors to prevent the

corruption of youth by a vigor-

ous enforcement of laws pre-

venting the under-16's from see-

ing 'adult' films.

All political parties are ban-

ned in Portugal with the excep-

tion of Salazar's own National

Union and a pro-regime mon-
archist group. The opposition

can only engage in legal activi-

ties in the 40-day period that

precedes each 'election,' Recent-

ly organized requests for publi-

cation of the electoral role,

secret ballot papers and inde-

pendent observers during count-

ing were all turned down by the

regime. Voters for an opposition

Queen Elizabeth with President Lopes and his wife at the com-
mencement of her state visit to Portugal in February this year.

candidate are noted by a polling

booth official.

The electoral rolls are padded
with church officials to the ex-

clusion of liberal elements. In
one Lisbon district 20 girls from
the Juventude Catolica, aged
16-17, were allowed to vote by

the authorities.

There has been one successful

writ for Habeit-s corpus issued in

Portugal since the war due, no
doubt, to the lawyers liability

for a heavy fine if he issues an

unsuccessful writ. The law also

recognizes the totalitarian crime

of political intention which has

enabled the regime to imprison

political offenders without trial

almost indefinitely.

When a 'political' trial does
occur the defending counsel are

forbidden to cross-examine po-
lice witnesses. At this moment,
on the insistence of a few lawy-
ers, some of them pro-regime, an
official enquiry is being conduct-

ed into the cases of two students

whom the government claims

'committed suicide' in prison

earlier this year.

Himmler Police

Torture is frequently used by
the police to extract information

and confessions. The police force

numbers about 100000—about
twice the size of army—and is

equipped with tanks and artil-

lery and organized in the war
with the advice of Himmler on
military grounds.

All open-air and street meet-
ing's arc banned by law and all

newspapers inspected by the

Censorship Commission before

"Respectability?"
Such, in Mr. Johnson's words,

is the nature of the regime that

is "acutely anxious to achieve

democratic respectibility in

western eyes."

"The real fear," he continues,

"of the Portuguese liberals is

that (the recent election) will be

their last opportunity. Salazar

no longer feels it so important

to pay lip-service to democracy.

The Queen's visit has set the

stamp of western approval on

his regime. .
."

Having miraculously won the

'election' it seems Salazar in-

tends to introduce a constitu-

tional reform which will abolish

the Assembly and replace it

with a corporative legislature

whose members will be appoint-

ed, not elected.

* * *

The condition of Portugal is too

nauseatingly familiar to need

comment. There is very little

we can do except refuse to allow

the Lopes-Salazar regime to be-

come "respectable" however
many dignitaries pay it homage.
We must also remind ourselves

that we have a tyranny in the

Western 'camp' as evil as any
currently under communist do-

mination.

"All we ask from Britain,

America and Canada," say the

Portuguese liberals, "is that

when the day of reckoning ar-

rives, they will not come to

Salazar's aid."

Ross selected editor

Prof. Malcolm Ross head of the

English Department has been cho-

sen as editor for a new independent

book called The Arts in Canada

to he published in September 1958

by Macmillan.

The book is sponsored by the

Canadian Arts Council and will

include contributions from Robert

Ayre on painting ; Rodolphe de

Repentigny, sculpture; John Beck-

with, music; Ken Johnstone,

ballet; Boyd Neel, opera; Mavor

Moore, theatre (English Canada)
;

Jean Beraud, theatre (French

Canada) ; Northrop Fryc, poetry.

Claude Bissell, fiction ; F. E. L.

Priestley, creative scholarship

;

Mavor Moore, radio and tele-

vision; William Stephenson, film;

Waniett Kennedy, architecture,

town planning and industrial de-

sign
;
Guy Sylvestre, "New Direc-

tions in French Canada". One or

two of the articles will appear in

French, and also in English trans-

lation.

The book will be profusely illu-

strated in color and black and

white.

VISIT

Marilyn's
LADIES WEAR

FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

Lambda Omega Rho
Some fraternities get athletes. Some get

brains. This fraternity gets virtually everybody,

including women. It has fanatically loyal

members in more than 100 countries around

the world. It has no pin and its only ritual Is

the simple act of enjoying Coca-Cola every

single day of the year.

Its name? L O B—Lovers of Refreshment

Join up today.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

A call for "Colra" li o coll for "Coca-Cola", Both trade-mario
Idsnllfy the- some rofreihino bovoroao— the product of Coca-Colo ltd.
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Classified Ads
Lost

Pair of brown kid gloves, Wed
nesday in the New Arts Building
Phone Bob at 6-0846.

Green umbrella, taken from
vestibule of Baker House about
10 days ago. Please contact Pat
Calnan, Baker House.
Somewhere on the campus a

pair of glasses with dark blue
frames, probably in the New Arts
Building. If found please contact
Elizabeth Black, 2-9226.

Found
Black horn rimmed glasses 44-

22 lenses-female glasses. Found
on street west of Varsity Stadium
at Varsity-Queen's game. Size
4-SJ4. Larry Martin. Phone
8-4359.

Travel

CNR and CPR representatives
will be in the gym Dec. 10, 11, 12
from 3 to 5:30 p.m. to assist stud-
ents in solving travelling prob-
lems.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29th

High Quality Sought
(Continued from Page 1)

dress two high schools each Fri-

day, one in the morning and one
in the afternoon. It is hoped that
suitable arrangements can be
made through the principals of

the schools involved for free time
in which to speak to the fourth

and fifth form students in inform-
al discussion groups.

The schools to be covered will

be largely those which have not
sent many students to Queen's
in the past. Many of these schools
are in smaller communities where
the students may not have the ad
vantage of guidance teachers.

However, the larger cities will

Iso be covered.

Another part of the engineers'

talks will be to point out what
courses the high school students
should take to prepare themselves
for engineering. They will also be
told about the many scholarships

JEIy* &albzn Slipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturdoy Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra
Coferin9 *o Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HICHWAYHALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

ENGINEERS OF 1958
Electrical - Mechanical - Engineering Physics

Ontario Hydro representative will be at Queen's University on
December 4, 5, 6. We have openings in our Junior Engineer Train-
ing Programme for Electrical and Mechanical Engineers and En-
gineering Physics.

You are invited to a Him showing, indicating Ontario Hydro's
expansion throughout the province. This film will be shown on
Tuesday, December 3, at 7:00 P.M. in McLaughlin Room.

Gene Martin a 1957 Craduote will present the film and will be
available to describe his experiences since joining Ontario Hydro.

You may obtain an application form and an appoint-
ment by consulting your Placement Office on the

Campus.

to carrya child's voice. .

.

mm . mm mm

or move the bottom of a lake
At Lachine

,
Que, Northern Electric manufactures telephone

coil w.re which h as thin as o human hair . .

.

™!™
S

w!;
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'

U°'^m reCen"y "Meted a mammoth
wnom-built power cable with a diameter of j«t under

lOoSc 'y
U

.

Pp!yin9 elec,ric P™*' to two gigantic10,000 h.p. dredges now operating at Steep Rock Lake.
These two contrasting achievements in manufacturing aredramatic proof of the versatility of the Northern ElectricCompony h addlt;on to mamjfactufing eIec,rico] w[re
cable and commumcat.ons equipment and systems, Northern

«I3 m° \- l
,tnbute «PP"«™ate1y 100,000 electrical

products which stem from more than 1,000 separate
manufacturers. r

There ore interesting coreerj-ond a confinuof need for Universiiv

I

f

U
°Trt N"*«» Company LimitJ A l7ter Z

Horthern Electric
SERVES YOU BEST

and bursaries which are available,

but which most of them have not
heard about.

Other university facilities, such
as sports and social life, will be ex
plained to the prospective under-
graduates.

The idea of the plan, according
to McMahon, is not merely to re-

cruit more students for engineering

courses, since there are already

twice as many applicants as places,

but to get students interested in

the course who have the ability but
might otherwise quit school. It is

hoped also that those who do come
will be well prepared to start uni-

versity life.

FROS Christmas r——

SIGNPOST

Christmas holiday accommodation

for overseas students is being ar-

ranged by Friendly Relations with

Overseas Students this year.

FROS will provide for hotel

rooms or hospitality in local homes
for students who will not be going

home for Christmas.

Ban Righ Hall will be closed for

the holidays as in former years.

Overseas students who wish
either type of accommodation are

advised to contact F. J. L. Young
by Dec. 15.

Friday

QCF: The Rev. Dick Rces will
speak in the McLaughlin Room at
4:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 29, All wel-
come.
Chalmer's Youth Fellowship: There

will be a bowling party at Brock Alleys,
followed by refreshments and a paint-
ing- bee at the new hall. Meet at Chal-
mer's at o:I5 p.m. or at Brock Alleys
t 6:30 p.m.

Saturday

Aesculapian Society: Grev Cup Rat-
tle Tickers, Twenty-five cents wins

$ntt Intro Hotel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

$25 for right score. Available from any
Mcdsman.

Arts '59: Last chance lo pick up
your Who's Where on Saturday, Nov.
31), in the New Arts Building.

Sunday

QCF: Sunday, Dec. 1, there will he
Missionary Breakfast at 154 Barric

Street. Time 8 a.m.

QCF: Invites you to meet for prayer
in St. James' Parish Hall on Sunday,
Dec. 1 (the Students* Day of Prayer) at
4 p.m.

Canterbury Club: On Sunday, Dec.
1. at St. George's Cathedral at 8:15
p.m. Archdeacon Crecggan will be
speaking on the subject "Why an Epis-
copal Ministry?" Social hour to fol-
low. AH welcome.

Hillel House: 26 Barric Street, Sun-
day evening at 8 p.m. there will be two
select films "Bitter Rice" and "The
Bespoke Overcoat." Everyone wel-
come.

Monday
German Club: The annual Christmas

Party will be held on Monday Dec
2 at 8 p m. in the Ban Righ Common
Room. Please bring a small present
in value not exceeding $1. Admission
charged will be 40 cents. Everyone
welcome 1

Name

:

Address

Phone :

Accommodaton Required From: _

To:

Check here if hospitality would also be appreciated.

Please complete this form and forward it to Mr. F.
J.

Young, Department of Industrial Relations, by Dec. 15, 1957

p W
1

% TOWNSMAN WHITE SHIRTS V/

I $3.95
^

3 for $11.50 I

man
Once upon a primeval time, there lived a man
of great genius. Knowing less than today's
five-year-old children know, he invented the wheel.He could not have discovered it, for a wheel
does not happen by accident. His was an act of
pure reason, an invention

: hold, imaginative
sudden. By making it, this man of geniu8 made all
things possible.

From his rough model, wc have built a world of
wheels. We could not now support our multi-
billion population without them. This message
could not have been printed. Canadian
Alhs-Chalmers could not supply its processing and
electrical equipment to industry, and industry
itself could not exist to use it. Honour then, this
primitive man, for he was greater than a
thousand Caesars.

Canadian

Allis-Chalmers
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Inventiveness Differs
frornOriginal Thought
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FIND MOON NOT LIKE HOME
(Continued from Page 1)

lality;
rather, it would be simply

,
ventiveness."

Rev .
Mathers said that if we

jbstitute the word "creativity"

I f0r
the word "originality" we

obtain a more clear-cut solution

to the problem of whether origin-

ality can be taught. He explained

that the theologian defines crea-

tion as "making out of nothing."

Therefore, "there is no human
action which can be genuinely

called creation. Ultimately there

is only one creative act, the divine

act of creation."

Chairman of the meeting was
Ron Robinson, chairman of the

program committee of the Engin-
eering Society. George Felgate,

president of the Electrical Engin-
eering Society, thanked the panel-
ists on behalf of the gathering
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Mikado Opens
Next Thursday
The Queen's Glee Club, follow-

ing the tremendous success and pop-
u anty of last year's presentation
of Gilbert and Sullivan's Pirates ofPwmce is planning to stage an
other Gilbert and Sullivan
this year - The Mikado
sented on Decemb

operetta

to be pre

4, 5, and 6.

Under the musical direction of
Dr. Graham George, and stage di-
rection of George Southall, the
members of the cast and production
crew are working feverishly at the
present moment to make this year
production the best yet.

Lead roles in The Mikado are
taken by Liz Stephenson as "Yum
Yum" and Robin Bolton as "Nanki
Poo." Also: "Ko-Ko," George
Southall; "Pooh-Bah," Beruie Cal
Sing," Toni Stevens; and "Peep
der; ''Mikado." Jini Barber; "Ka
tisha," Georgia Copland; "Pitti
Bo", Helen Hendrv.

GRADUATES
A representative of

Canadian Westinghouse
will be on the campus December 2, 3 and 4.

Engineering GraduQtes interested in a career with
mis fading Electrical Company, please contact your

Placement Office for an appointment.
THIRD YEAR STUDENTS

A few openings will be available at Canadian Westinghouse,
tor Third Year Students in the summer of 1958.

For information in regard to submitting written ap-
plications to the Company see your

Placement Office.

CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE CO. LTD.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

(Continued from Page 1)
hundred miles distant from the
moon the rocket motors would
be used a second time, this time
to slow down the ships for a landmg on the moon's surface. The
ships would land tail first
several 'legs' cushioned with
shock absorbers.

The staff of 50 persons on the
three craft would expect to spe
about six weeks on the moor
The freight ship would be so co
structed that it could be used to
set up a permanent station on the
moon, providing accommodation
for flight crews and laboratory
space.

The earthmen would be clad in A, Harrower

heavy, clumsy space suits, but

since the gravity on the moon is

one-sixth of what it is on the

earth, their suits would have only

one-sixth the weight and be much
easier to manipulate.

The expedition's purpose on the

moon would be to obtain scienti-

fic information, and also prospect

for minerals. The scientists would

take chemical samples of mater-

ials on the moon's surface, mea-

sure meteorite activity, and take

seismographic tests aimed at set-

tling the question of the time and

manner of the moon's origin.

There also would be a certain

amount of exploration of the

moon itself undertaken.

Total Separation Tried By Boers
(Continued from Page 1}

He also commended the econo-
mic progress of the Belgian
Congo where the Belgians have
put off political questions until

economic problems are solved.

The Congolese however have be-
gun to demand more discussion

of politics and a chance to enter

professions.

rather

'They

"The Portuguese are

smug lot," said Pattee

consider their own method of de
veloping colonies the best. Their
aim is an Afro-Portugese society

with a merged Afro-Portugese

population. As in Portugal, so in

Portugese Africa there is no poli-

tical discussion."

Dealing with the role of the

Roman Catholic Church, Dr. Pat-

tec said that there were an inade-

quate number of missionaries and
material resources in Africa for

the work that is needed. He de-

scribed the rapid spread of Islam

Dr. Pattee concluded his speech

with a survey of the situation in

South Africa. The government's

policy is not simply segregation

but a completely separate devel-

opment. If the peoples of South

Africa were completely separate

he said, "the collapse of the

Union of South Africa would be

immediate."

The Africans outnumber the

with its political connotations to white population eight to one and
the Middie East. He felt that the

I
are economically essential to the

Arab culture and language are country. Many white Africans de-

behind this expansion of Islam. ' plore the policy of apartheid.

(Bhalmers

33nitrb CHrjurrh

EARL AND BARR1E STS.

REV. W. F BANISTER. D.D.
MINISTER

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 1ST

11.00 a,m. What Jesus Taught

About Evil!

7.30 p.m. What Jesus Taught

About Good

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A Very Cordial Invitation

To All Queen's Students.

Sgdrttfjam Street

Unitei) GLt?urrfj
SYDENHAM «

Rev. R. H.

WILLI** STS.

N. Davidson

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 1ST

1 1 :00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8.30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone Welcome.

(Union St

3fameH' (flfjurrl?

By The Campus)

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 1ST

9.00 a.m.

11.00 a.m.

Preacher

Sunday Services

,m, Holy Communion

Morning Prayer

The Lord Bishop

7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer

You will enjoy the discussion and
fellowship at the Coffee Hour at

S.15 p.m. after Evening Prayer.
We invite you to join us.

Conditions on the moon are al-

together different from the earth.

There is no air as we know it, so
the earthmen would need to carry-

oxygen tanks which would be re-

plenished from a central source

at the base.

Days and nights are each two
weeks long on the moon. Tem-
peratures at the moon's equator

range from 240 degrees Farenheit

in daytime to 220 degrees below
zero at night. The expedition

would land at a higher latitude

where the temperature range

would not be so extreme.

There is no water, soil or even
weather, wind or rain, on the

moon, so Dr. Harrower said it

was inconceivable that life as we
know it would be found there.

The stars shine brilliantly in a
black sky, making it a wonderful

point for astronomical studies.

The earthmen would find a heavy

dust over everything, caused by
crumbling rocks on the moon's

surface.

After about six weeks the ex-

pedition would prepare to return

to the earth, possibly leaving a

robot station to relay scientific

observations to the earth.

The rocket motors of the two
passenger ship? would be used

a third time to start the earthmen

on their return trip. The final fir-

ing of the rocket motors would

slow down the ships so that they

could join the earth satellite in

its orbit and permit transfer of

the expedition to the satellite.

Rockets would transport the ex-

pedition personnel from the satel-

lite to the earth.

Chemical Engineers - Mechanical Engineers

Chemists and Mathematicians
Opportunities Are Open To You In

POLYMER CORPORATION LTD.
SARNIA, ONTARIO

Bvnth
Y^ER CORP°KATION LIMITED, an entirely Canadian company, is the only producer ol

tion f
bC

'
rubber in Canada. Since its organization in 1942 the company has gained an excellent reputa-

h
'°r its growth and progress. Constant research and development of both processes and products
enabled it to become a world leader in the production of synthetic rubber. Active and progressive

shim
P*"0?1

"

3"15 have strengthened this position with the result that today POLYMER CORPORATION
friF

a w>0
"

e variety of synthetic rubber and latices to many manufacturers across Canada and to 48 coun-
ties overseas.

u^
tlle 2.700 employed in its completely integrated petrochemical operations, approximately 10 percent are

lUr^
er
^
ltv graduates including 109 chemical engineers. 80 chemists, and 61 mechanical, civil and metal-

...P
1^' engineers. These are used in all phases of its engineering, production, research and financial

acuvitieB.

Polv^ Bituated at the junction of the international waterways of Lake Huron and the St Clair river,
y^er is within 200 miles or large Canadian and American cities.

OPPORTUNITIES
Employment interviews will be conducted by Company representatives on:

. MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th and TNESDAY, DECEMBER 10th
^CHANICAL ENGINEERS

"auates for permanent employment in Project, Design. Inspection and Maintenance Engineering.

u rt .

ear undergraduates for summer employment on engineering assignments in the areas above.

HONOUR CHEMIST
uh

aduat«s with Bachelor degrees for permanent positions in project, investigational and control
"oratories.

3 r<j
"ates with Master degrees for permanent position
year undergraduates for summer positions in laboratories.

research laboratories.

pu • ""uergraciuat.es to

^EMICAL ENGINEERS
actuates with Bachelor or Master degrees for permanent employment in projects related to product

^"ipmeT
8 development

' chemical engineering pha3es of design, installation and operation of plant

Hr\M
e*lr underSraduates for summer employment in engineering.

S° UR MATHEMATICIANS „ ,

devM
a,es <male or female) with Bachelor or Master degrees for permanent employment to undertake

Putih
?Pmcnt of statistical and mathematical analysis of data, design of experiments and to supervise com-

Com ^ wo >"k associated with research and other technical activities of the company,

ment "y 'herarure. information on travel allowance, detail of actual openings and ir

can be obtained through Mr. H. A. Hamilton. Manager, Employment Service.

interview appoint-

1958

POSTGRADUATES, GRADUATES

and UNDERGRADUATES

IN

ENGINEERING,

SCIENCE and MATHEMATICS

THE

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

invites your application

for a

CAREER, TERM OR SUMMER POSITION

• Modern well-equipped laboratories at Ottawa, Saskatoon and

Halifax.

• On the job training with outstanding engineers and scientists.

• Competitive starting salaries.

• Excellent opportunities for advancement.

O Many employee benefits.

Information and application forms may be obtained

in your Placement Office.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1ST

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Parish Communion
fSung Eucharist. Hymns and Short
Address.)

11.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Rev. C. E. Staples.

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Rev. C. E. SUplci.
Canterbury Club in attendance.

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour
AU Anglican Students are especially
invited to this the last Canterbury
Club meeting of the term. Speaker:
The Rev. H. G. Hill. M.A. Subject:
Why an Episcopal Ministry?

Neit Sunday: The Choir and Clergy of
St. James' Cathedral. Toronw will be
at this Cathedral at 9.00 a.m. and
11.00 a.m. for thLt days exchanges
Preacher: The Rev. John Coombs.

December 22nd — 7.00 p.m.

FESTIVAL OF CAROLS

St. Andrew's

PBIKCE3S And clcboy streets

10:30 a.m.—Bible Clus

11:00 ajn.—Morning Sorvica,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening S«rvico

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P,M. WED. 1.00 P.M.
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GAELS SHOW WELL IN SENIOR HOCKEY
IN THIS.

CORNER
* *

By BOB SMOLKIN

There's a Jot going on in the world of sports these days and
whether you're just a casual fan or one of those who know the bat-
ting average of every player, you must have heard that the Grey
Cup game is to be played at Varsity Stadium tomorrow, that
there is a touring Russian hockey team in the area, that the Toronto
Maple Leafs are in last place, and that Susie-Q week is over for
another year.

Here at Queen's as the all-important mid-year faculty vs.
students battle draws nearer, the senior and intermediate basket-
ballers are practising nightly as well as playing exhibition games
to get set for the start of the season after the holidays. The hockey
Golden Gaels are doing likewise and at the time of this writing;
they are playing an exhibition game against the highly rated McGill
Redmen in Montreal. (Don't panic George; you'll get the results
long before 2 a.m.)

The Bews Trophy rave between Science '59 and Phys Ed. is
looking closer all the time. Add to this the fact that Levana is
having one of their best intramural and intercollegiate years in a
long time, and you'll see what I mean about all these sporting
activities around the place. No play on words intended.

Since everyone else around the country is commenting on Prof-
essor Farina's "Professional sport breeds degeneracy" statement,
I am going to put in my two cents' worth which is: I've seen
some pretty fair fights in intramural hockey games when the game
was close and tempers were high. It's not degeneracy professor it's
just human nature.

The Moscow Selects are playing here in Kingston on Dec
3 and it s well nigh impossible to even get to see a ticket let alone
the game. I can understand why all the season ticket holders in the
league get first choice but I am informed that blocks of tickets
were sent to Syracuse and Watertown. It seems to me that It would
have been a terrific gesture of good-will if even a small block of these
tickets had been sold to Queen's. (The Athletic Office could have
given them to all classes on a pro rata basis, for raffling off) After
all, the arena here is a Community Centre and the community of

iz"::ry sood use of our jock
*

for th™ T
6 Sig"*S

\
M°St 0f the PWPta "ound Queen's seem to pull

for the Tiger-Cats but there are a few rabid Western typesW ' *0dden
*
r" take HamiIt0n

. . . John Brooks!ong time sports editor of th e Varsity has resigned said post. Atough job well done, John _ we'll miss disagreeing with your

th c el?
1

; , Sr v Eric
fnnert of the McGin DaUy *****

hIS, a ,

SeleCt°rS b"ail5e tlie Admen's Carl

BrirT C u
°^ tCam

-
Th£ back'

S Ch0sen -ere Stewart,Bnttan, Cre.ghton, Sandzelius, and Reid. I know how you feel Ericbut there's only five places .
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McGill Edges Queen's 4-2

Dick Dodds Brilliant In G0Q|

By Hugh Winsor
Journal Sports Writer

Although backed by outstanding net-minding by goalie Dic i

Dodds, the Queen's Gaels were defeated by the McGill Redmen 4.)

Wednesday night in Montreal.

Fighting to the final whistle, the Gaels were unable to over

come a 3-2 McGill lead despite a concentrated attack on the Redmen'
net in the third period.

The game in McGill's Winter Stadium found the Queen'smc
playing their first game in six years against the senior intercol] egiate
team. And Moon Flanagan's pucksters showed they were capabl

of holding their own in senior competition.

In the first two periods the

play was even, with both teams

Six Gael stalwarts shown digging in in practice are from left
to right Pete Philipchuk, Dick Dodds, Jim Shearn, Pete GroEsi,
Gary Ede, and Carl Nurmi.

Utters, We Get letters
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f Cennan Department, Vicioria College, University

s. You
I slay

Dear Sports Editor;

One of the finest sports in the world is the old British game
of soccer, but unfortunately it is neglected in Canada. However
the other day, Wednesday afternoon to be exact, I was walking
by the lower campus of Queen's University, when, much to my
surprise and pleasure I saw two teams playing a soccer match.
It was a real thrill to watch them. The players were weaving and
bobbing around the field, giving lusty shouts of manly vigour
as they streamed their multicoloured raiments. All the joy of the
British officers playing cricket in far-flung fields across the Empire
was there; all the high seriousness of the playing field of Eton- all
the courtesy of a debutante's ball.

One of the best players on the field was a person who was call-
ed Sir Ronald Stewart, playing for the Legal Eleven, whose des-
habille was rather embarrassing at times. I must confess frankly
that I do not know very much about soccer but the spirit of theseboys was fully compatible with the best traditions of the Empire
I did think it rather unkind though, that the poor referee was forced
to wear crutches.

Another feature of this game, that I thought marvelous, washe brave Un.on Jack that flew through the encounter. This, wasinformed was lent to the Legal Eleven through the courtesy oiMiss Austin, who ,s a staunch supporter of athletes. I was furtheimpressed by the kindness of the Legal trainer, the devotion

o

Theology and the fetter's prayer sessions.

My sister has just told me I should mention the score. I'm sorrI don t seem to remember (Editor's Note: It was 2-2 (or was it 37j
But it was very inspiring.

skating fast and few penalties

being dished out. Putting on the

pressure in the third period, the

Queen'smen outplayed the Red-
men and outshot them 10-9. Most
of McGill's shots in this period

were from a distance, the Red-
men seldom penetrating the
defence. However the Tricolor at-

tackers were unable to beat goalie

Michel Loyal for the evener. In
the final half minute of play Mc-
Gill scored their insurance mark-
er on a break-away.

Queen's opened the scoring
early in the first period when Ian
Morris blinked the red light un-
assisted. Doug Stoddart put vis-

itors out in front 2-0 midway in
the first period with a goal assist-
ed by Barry Percival and Murray
Hampton. The frame ended 2-1,
Dodds turning back 13 shots to
Loyal's 6.

The Redmen managed to rap

God Save The Queen!

Yours sincerely,

Henrietta Longbottom (Mis?)

of British Columbia.

i0 '' JuneJ Rll,S MXONIAfrom Montreal

Half the fun is planning, bul early i

a more successful holidav!
timing means

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL AIC7,

tftfonf: G. H. LUCAS
Blow St. W., Toronto, WAInul 4-9291

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
r e Theotre

°; ?
once

' a
; the v«* h, tempt \ng

„ dishes and speedy service.
v u

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Parry or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, K1NCSTON, ONT.

SCHAUWS OUTLINE SERIES

COLLEGE PHYSICS
, gs

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY _.. /85
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY /60
ENGINEERING MECHANICS

"
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PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. ot Brock

dial 6-1111

C FRC
Friday

7 :00 Sign-on and music
7:15 Campus Topics
7 :20 Music Review
7:45 Show Music
8:15 Research in Progress

Prof. Krotkov
8:30 Around the Campfire
9:00 Concert Hall
U:00 Sign-off

Saturday

1 :00 Sign-on and Prelude tc

Opera
1:30 Opera House

Borodin's Prince Igor
5:00 Folk Music
5:30 Let's Hear It Again
6:00 Dinner Music
7:00 Who Wants To Know?
7:15 Campus Topics
7:20 Music of Chopin
7:30 Modern Jazz
8:00 The Library Shelf —

H.P. Gundy — The
Lorne Pierce Collec-
tion

8:15 Platter Chatter
9:00 Concert Hall
11:00 Late Listening

Sunday

1 :00 Music To Study By
5:00 Sign-off.

in three unanswered goals in the

second stanza to take a 3-2
|caj |

going into the third period,

Bob Hawkins and Lary Stod-

dart, newcomers to the team,

both played well and picked up

points. In the third period, Mc-

Kenzie replaced Philipchuk to

join Nurmi and Ede as Flanniga

shuffled the line in an effort

to find a winning combination.

Hawkins teamed with Sander-

son and Morris while Tnta*.

Stoddart, and Percival formed

the third line of attackers.

McGill outshot Queen's 35-23

with both goalies being called

upon to handle difficult shots.

The McGill team was runner-up

behind Varsity for the Senior

Intercollegiate Championship last

year but lost Ross Hughes, a past

season standout on the Red and

White, through graduation. Last

week they trounced St. Lawrence,

who last year defeated the Gaels

6-4.

Coach Moon Flannigan said

after the second period, "We
came down here to stay close

to these fellows. We can go out

and beat them." The breaks just

weren't with the Gaels Wednes-

day night but they appeared to

be the strongest team to wear the

Tricolor in recent years.

EXPORT
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TUDENT COURT CONDEMNS NAUGHTY NINE
[FCUS Back
Manitoba

Winnipeg (CUP) — The Uni-

Ljtv o£ Manitoba Students' Union

unci! Thursday night decided to

enter the National Federation of

anadian University Students.

The decision, 28-7 in favor of

iFCUS, was reached at a hectic

dree hour meeting which saw the

Bional president of the federation,

Baiter Tarnapolsky, present to

Liver questions regarding the or-

jnization. Manitoba had been a

Liber of NFCUS until 1955

ilien as a result of a student refer-

iidwn the university pulled out of

federation. Thursday's council

ite was the first time in two

that the issue had been

rought up at a meeting of the

[until.

A motion asking that a referen-

be once more conducted was
efeated and council immediately

iftenvards decided to re-enter

JFCUS. Following the decision

Tarnapolsky said, "I am very pleas-
" that Manitoba saw fit to re-enter

JFCUS. I feel certain that by this

:on it has displayed true quali-

of leadership to non-member
versifies by indicating that the

Uy way to reform the National
federation is from within and not

I
destroying it. The University of

(ontreal and McGill University are
iv the only two large universities

tfiich remain out of NFCUS."

PHOTO BV WHITE
Barbara Forde, one of the nine girls found witness' expression. A packed courtroom heard

guilty of conduct unbecoming members of the Chief Justice John Romeril sentence the girls
for raldlng the RMC Stone Frigate men's' to a ten dollar fine and ten hours labor for thei

residence Hallowe'en night, listens glumly as Levana Society as punishment for their misde-
counsel quibble over a technicality. Justice Evans meanor.
dozes while Justice Morrice closely studies the

ire Victims
deceive Aid

I

The roof fell in for two Q„eeri
-

S
jwlents last Wednesday afternoon

611 a flash fire forced them to
aca,e their nests. The students in-
*ed were George Biro, Meds '63,

V. K. Rao, an Indian stu-m >" Industrial Relations '58,

ftef ['
Bim

'
in c,ass at the time,

|> .'"'"t the incident and de-

|^
' or the house hoping to save

t

wongmgs. "The house was
- od and would burn easily,"

|Ve
,

ared
' "««t my loss could

Emu yi?
worse

- F°r that I am
!" He arrived on the scene

Lwi m°St of llis things removed

Queen's Enters Petroleum Field

McGugan Directs Special Class
Petroleum is coming eastward!

A new and highly specialized

course designed to train research

workers in the petroleum field has

been added to the curriculum of

the Geology Department. It will

enable graduates to accept positions

with oil companies without further

company training.

director of the new program.

"Here in eastern Canada we
are beginning to realize that oil

will become more and more im-

portant, at least until the devel-

opment of atomic power," ex-

plained Professor McGugan
"Formerly, oil has always had

greater significance in the west.

Prof. Allan McGugan, who stud-
j

owing to the proximity of the oil

ed conditions in the Middle East

South America, Western Canada

and almost every oil-producing area

in the world, has been made

fields, and most of the research

done in this field by Canadian

universities has been carried on

there."
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W]litim that aid was «iven so

This year four students are

taking the new course here at

Queen's. One of these is a third

year student, two are in their final

year and one is doing post-graduate

work.

The new course is still in the

experimental and development

stage. Professor McGugan indi-

cated. He explained that difficul-

ties had been encountered because

of a lack of equipment, materials

and textbooks. "In return for

supplying trained researchers, we
try to beg, borrow or steal equip-

ment and samples from the oil

companies," he said.

"Of course, this is only our first

year and in the future we hope to

have more students and better

facilities."

No Repetition,

Toronto Lit

Joins Sexes

Judge Sentences Girls

To Fine, "Hard" Labor
By Jerry Wallace
Journal News Editor

The nine girls who raided RMC on Hallowe'en night were fined!.'

ten dollars each and sentenced to ten hours work for the Levana
Society by the AMS Court Monday night.

A section of the crowd hissed as Chief Justice Jdhn Romeril
pronounced the girls guilty of conduct unbecoming members of the
AMS for invading the privacy of an RMC men's residence. He
pointed out that the AMS Court will not tolerate the invasion io£l

residences.

The girls, Barbara Forde, Cathy Ferrier, Joan Turner, Maureen.^
Graham, Pat Linke, Pat McCullough, Ruth Bowring, and Marcia.>
Krantzberg, received the sentence with visible relief. They had:
been under considerable strain in the past few weeks while await-
ing the trial.

At the start of the trial Neil
McNeill, the prosecuting attor-

ney, moved that part of the or-

iginal charge, that the girls by
their actions incited a retaliatory

raid by the cadets, be dropped-

The court acceded to this request

after he pointed out that, in the.-

light of evidence which had been.1

revealed since the charge was laid,

the prosecution could not prove:

the RMC raid was retaliatory.

As exhibit A the prosecuting

attorney presented a letter writ-

ten by three of the participants

and sent to the AMS two days-

after the incident. The letter hadt

been written on the advice of

Padre Laverty and contained an
admission that the girls realized

that their actions had been fool-

ish and that their conduct was
not befitting Levanites.

Under cross examination by the

defense, consisting of John Cart-

wright and Don McGregor, Bar-

bara Forde revealed "We were
extremely upset and under de-

finite mental stress. After we hadl

seen the Padre we wrote the let-

ter. We did not realize ourselves^

what it meant, and did not con-

sider the indication of what we
had put in it."

It was pointed out by the pro-

secution that under the Ontario

civil laws such an offence is a.

petty trespass for which the pen—

(See Parents, Page 5)

Toronto (CUP) — Toronto's

University College has ended their

system of separate men's and

women's government, after a battle

of more than 15 years to join the

two bodies.

An 85-17 vote joined the Liter-

ary and Athletic Association and

the Women's Undergraduate Asso-

ciation, under the name of the Lit.

The move came mainly to cut

down duplication of offices in the

two organizations.

"Most items of business concern

both bodies," WUA president

Joanne Thouless said, "meaning

they must be now passed indepen-

dently through two meetings."

"We should be one body working

towards one goal."

The move. Lit President Bill

Tepperman said, would be "the

most important in the college in

the last 15 years."

Before this move becomes effec-

tive a constitution for the joint body

must be approved. Part of the amal-

gamation motion included a stipu-

lation that a committee be formed

to draw up a constitution. It will

be based mainly on the present Lit

constitution.

COLLEGE -WHA T FOR?
By Gary Moffatt

What is a university for? Thw
question was dissected, chewed over,

pummeled and hammered during

the weekend by 14 students

and professors at a World Univer-

sity Service Seminar at Sharbot

Lake.

Students from Queen's, Varsity

and Carleton, under the guidance of

Professors Shortliffe and Allen

from Queen's and Dewart from

U of T, all agreed they had gained

a great deal from the seminar.

Scores of ideas were brought for-

ward ; space limitations permit me
to deal with only a few.

One of the questions which

pre-occupied the group was the

age-old query of who should go

to college. It was suggested that

being the case, perhaps the

schools should at an early age

separate their students into two

classes: those who are going to

college and those who aren't (this

system is being used in Great

Britain and a few Canadian high

schools, including KCVI).

It was suggested that tiie student

has three aims in going to college:

acquiring the competence needed

for his job, getting a liberal edu-

cation and having a good time. This

led to a discussion on the relative

merits of a specialized and a liberal

education.

The value of "survey courses"

(such as English 2) which give a

brief over-all glance at a certain

ubject to students who are not

planning to pursue it was disputed.

some general knowledge in a sub-

ject gives one the opportunity to

pursue it as an interest in later

years and while specialization is-

desirable it should be based on a
background of general knowledge-

The value of languages and mathe-

matics, the need for laying the seeds-

for an interest in studies at colleger

were among the points brought up.

All but one of the participants even-

tually agreed that compulsory

'survey courses'" are desirable.

This gave rise to the question:

the influx of war babies into our On the one hand such courses on

school system will force the uni- a compulsory level force the student

"This is what we'll never do." versities to expand or raise en-

Yum-Yum and Nanki-Poo hide their kisses at dress rehearsal
\
trance standards, and their decis-

for The Mikado, which opens to-night at Grant Hall. I ion may well be the former. This

to take time out from his chosen

field and may cause him to fail his

vear, on the other acquisition of

of whether the main function of

the university should be to create

and maintain the "professional

intellectual." The question arose

as to whether the taxpayers]

should be required to finance

these intellectuals, and while dis-

agreeing with a semi-serious sug-

gestion that the purpose of the

general courses is to train tax-

(See Only Students, Page 5)
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The Silent Generation

The gift of heavy-handed wisdom
Monday night we at Queen's saw one of the best illustrations

of today's silent generation — overbearing seriousness, caution and
heavy-handed wisdom, the determination that nothing irrational or
silly should be tolerated under any circumstances. When nine girls

are condemned morally for a harmless Halloween prank, silly and
stupid as it may have been, then we know that conscientiousness
has conquered caper-cutting and that responsibility has smothered
everything, including humor.

Arnold Edinborough, only last year, said that university was
the place where a person could get away with doing more unusual
things than any other time in his life. But Mr. Edinborough was
talking about the tone of his own undergraduate atmosphere. Uni-
versity students today have a different temperament. They fear dis-
approval from faculty members; they wish to institute themselves as
independent adults on social grounds because they realize that in-
tellectually they have a long hard road in front of them

;
they lose

their independent judgment based on undergraduate values of the
past to the attempted mimicking of values outside their own circles,
values which they respect for practical reasons.

Many people hissed at the sober, heavy judgment of the AMS
court Monday, but the judgment is a product of their own making,
for we are truly the "no-nonsense kids." The unfortunate element in
the decision, however, was that the new seriousness has gone too
far. Certainly no action was taken or was felt to be necessary, at
RMC where the offence of some cadets was much worse, and by
persons who are acknowledged to be more disciplined and mature
than nine meandering co-eds.

But the girls are in a different position. Their prank was con-
sidered not as a prank, nor as an invasion of a residence by sup-
posedly responsible people, but as a border-line case on the edge of
an outbreak of residence raiding, as the fuse for serious misde-
meanors of bad publicity consequences, as behavior unbecoming to a
member of the Alma Mater Society. What rings hollow about the
decision is that so many things of a nature more unbecoming to
anybody are passed by because the practical consequences are not
the same.

This is certainly the element which the members of the Senate
take into consideration with affairs of this kind. But the repression
of this healthy, irrational spirit may really have untoward long
range consequences. For where you have a university with no prac-
tical sense of humor, clamped in the vice of serious responsibility,
then there are two possible undesirable consequences:

First, the lid may blow off with a bang. Secondly, we may divert
our happy-go-lucky tendencies into the age old art of guzzling beer,
liquor and other alcoholic beverages. Indeed Queens has a reputa-
tion across the country for drinking, not on the basis of riots
or raids but on the basis of uncommonly widespread drinking itselfWe give the bootleggers more than our share of the business.

There are so many stupid things done at this university because
students have no simple Outlet for excess energy, there are so many
rules broken and there are so many illicit actions, heinously immoral
in the eyes of prudish half-wits, that the condemnation of nine
naughty girls is rather funny.

Unacknowledged activities go on everywhere, on every campus
and they are not that disastrous. But those in charge of justice'
wisdom and virtue, those who really hold sway in these spheres'
seem not to care what is happening to the student or what the stud-
ent is doing, as long as solemn, serious justice is done in public no
matter what the offence.

This distortion of reality for the public relations man or dis-
tortion of justice to coincide with almighty responsibility on the part
of student institutions and those who manage them, may be defen-
sible from occurrence to occurrence. But it wasn't reasonable to
those who hissed in the courtroom, to the average law-abiding, law-
breaking student. And even though the individual student may be
used for the wider purposes of the university as a whole, the practical
consequences of stifling a generation not quite silent are not the res-
pectable and mature ones that a deadly serious and responsible groupwould like to see. S'""F

JIM

HOLMES

The other day I had occasion

to look over some recent copies

of the Royal Bank of Canada's
"Monthly Letter."

Very creditably, the Royal
Bank has concerned itself in its

monthly letter of late, with de-

veloping good citizens. The let-

ters have taken the form of
essays on various aspects of the

question of how to be a good
citizen. They have dealt with
such topics as "Being a Leader"
and "Assuming Responsibility,"

and they have laid down quite

specifically the qualities which
one should expect to find in a
good citizen.

* * *
The one thing common to all

the "Letters" is that they couch
their advice in the jargon of the
business world. The leader, for

example "deals with workers,"
"chooses assistants," "makes de-
cisions," and "meets the prob-
lems." He must keep a "clear

eye on the competitive picture
and a steady hand on the organ-
izational wheel". And he pays
the business man's price for be-
ing a leader, for he "does not
feel that he is sacrificing him-
self if he works sixteen or
eighteen hours a day."

The essence of the philosophy
expounded by the letters is that
citizenship can best be measured
by success in business. The vir-

tues through which leadership
is achieved are business virtues
— dependability, courage, self-

confidence and self-discipline.

<3 emeus L.V —-R U y

C-H ft I-3T HAS Sew

An open letter to the AMS Preside!
Dear Mr. Hanner:

After the disillusioning pro-

ceedings of Monday evening
last, I feel it encumbent on me
to suggest that student govern-
ment at Queen's deserves an
"agonizing reappraisal."

For better student-faculty relations
One of the greatest weaknesses at Queen's University is the

relationship between faculty and students with regard to what isgoing on on the campus. So far this year there has been nary aword from the student-faculty committees and we suspect thatthis silence indicates the extent of their activities
It may be wise for Queen's to adopt an opportunity for co-oper-ation now u Sed at the University of British Columbia, which ismeeting with unusual problems in its rapid expansion. UBC holdsan annual Leadership Conference, where student leaders and rep™7 ?

f3CUlt
/ administration meet and openly dL s

s

common problems of organization and administration on this cam-pus The name of the meeting is misleading, for the purposes of theconference are to facilitate smoother operating methods of the coonera ion between students, between faculty and students, and b tweenstudents and university administration

P
ne
t
d

,

f0r thiS type ° f conEere»« ^ Queen's is obviousProblems which could be discussed at such a meeting place range

on in °nentati0n t0 interfacuhy relations. Certainly rela-tions of the Senate to the AMS Court and of the Students toSenate con ro led bodies such as the Students' Union could b ^ re-viewed and clanfied. Then, of course, there are always problems
centering around registration, requests by students for mai'tena"improvemen s m and around buildings, arid the age old problem ofstudent-faculty relations as such.

prouiem 01

_

At UBC the conference is financed by the Student bodv Butis unxmportant. What is important is that the AMS etuior the faculty or the administration take the first step, if h 3feel the need to, before it becomes too late for another year.

So completely has modern
society accepted this set of
values that most people prob-
ably find it difficult to conceive
of any others. Yet other civiliz-

ations have completely eschew-
ed these criteria. In ancient
Greece, citizens measured their
contribution to the community
in relation to their participation
in government. In the Mediaeval
period leadership more often ex-
pressed itself in success in war-
fare or in the Church. Commerce
was actively discouraged, and
far from being the hero of the
community the businessman was
regarded as some sort of villain.

It was the Protestant Reform-
ation that gave the impetus to
our present standards, for ac-
cording to the Calvinist, indus-
try and thrift are virtues in the
eyes of God, and prosperity was
the best evidence of this virtue.

* * *
Thus on the foundation

In the first place, the court
was held in a place that denied
to the students their inalienable

right to observe the conduction
of the highest student court. A
small, stuffy room, jammed with
the ominous presence of AMS
constables is distressingly rem-
iniscent of a court of star cham-
ber.. Many students were, I un-
derstand, turned away. Surely,
if we are trusted to govern our-
selves then we can be trusted
to conduct our court in a befit-

ting manner.

As for the trial itself, one is

struck with dismay. At the outset

the counsel for the defense re-

quested assurance that the ru-
mors he had heard about the
bias of some judge or judges
was unfounded; this was sum-
marily and curtly given by the
senior justice alone. One is led
to wonder if the junior justices

count for anything at all. Is the
chief justice chief thinker as
well as chief spokesman?
Proceeding on this assurance

the counsel for the defense pre-
sented his case first at the re-

quest of the chief prosecutor.

Mr. Cartwright was able to

show with the aid of one wit-

ness that: One, there was no
complaint from RMC, either

cadets or administration. Two,
that it was the authorities at the
women's residences that were
alarmed and annoyed at the pro-
ceedings. Three, that the state-

ment presented as exhibit one
was written under duress and
was refuted by a subsequent
plea "not guilty." In his sum-
mation he maintained that a
Hallowe'en prank was not "con-
duct unbecoming a member of
the AMS" since it was a nation-
al and university tradition.

The prosecution proved noth-
ing. It could not be proved that
a Hallowe'en prank is "conduct
unbecoming, etc. etc. .

." because
nobody knows what this vague
concept means. After a great
deal of quasi-legal verbiage, the
prosecutor rested his case. What
had he proved? What could be
prove? How could he prove any-
thing? All he proved was that
members of Levana were ipso
facto members of the AMS. This
was admitted by the witness.

What was the verdict? Ten
dollars and ten hours work on
some project. This, I feel, was
a gross miscarriage of justice.
These girls have been made the
innocent victims of post facto
legislation. The prosecution was

able to prove nothing, while

defense was able to
pr0vt|

great deal. In the light of „
one can only conclude that

t

assurance given Mr. Cartv.

was, in fact, a bald and utterl

On the part of whom I an,

able to assess.

In the judgment handed

the sentence was recommeri

to the AMS executive, N0t|

the University Senate. I wo

therefore suggest sir, withgrf)

respect, that there is ground]

declare a mistrial. The jtidgira

is clearly not in line with

evidence presented. Since

court has referred this to

executive, and these

words used in this sentence,

executive as the chosen,

representatives of the stud

body has the obligation to

that justice is done.

We must not lose our sk

of proportion and blow a hi

less prank into a perfidi

crime.

This letter sir, is writtet

the deepest respect and basedi

my observation of events

Queen's during the last four

a half years.

In the hope sir, that you

treat this letter as the cow
ed opinion of one interest^

justice, I am yours

H. J.
Bethuj

Letters to the editor

of
Calvinist Theology we in North

/holeAmerica have erected a
new structure of social stand-
ards. We practise industry and
thrift in order to be successful.
We judge people according to
their success in business. Some-
how we associate goodness with
Cadillacs and color TV, and we
haggle with interviewers for
positions and live on tranquil-
lizers in order to realize this

social ideal.

I am not saying that this is

all wrong, but I fear lest the
commercial standards have ob-
scured all others. The challenge
to our university graduates is

not so much to outstrip
other countries and al

eras in economic progress as to
do this without succumbing to
it — without producing a gener-
ation of commercial animals.

all

other

Elvis ain't bad
Editor, Journal: The name of

Elvis Presley tends to send some
people into convulsions. His
mode of singing has been criti-

cized by many adult groups in

this country, but his records and
pictures are still circulating.

If we wish to clean up the
treatment of sex in the enter-
tainment world, we should first

export Noel Coward to some
jungle, then wash Gracie Field's
mouth out with caustic soda,
force Terry Moore to wear
slacks and add a few buttons to
Sophia Loren's water-soaked
scanties.

A lot of the dirt found in en-
tertainment does not exist at all

The sex we concoct between our
ears and that on the screen is

often two different things. I

would be the first to admit that
our entertainment should be

cleaned up, but giving much of
the "credit" to a teenagers' idol
is like blaming one man for the
condition of the world.

Young people need some way
to let off steam. Sitting before
the television set with a book,
a pipe and a glass of beer I
would not call Jetting loose
There must be something to yell
our lungs out at, to stand up
and wave at and, it seems, not
adaptable to adult participation
What political rallies, parades

for royalty, etc . do in a small
way for adults, actors do for the
teenagers. Whatever his fault,
'mght be, Presley has had the
young people on their feet and
cheering (a good American
habit). The trouble with arm-
chair critics is that they can see
a sliver in a teenager's eye, but
they cannot see a fallen tree in
their own backyard.

Mike Sewchuk
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Students Not Moved By Canada's Status
By Bob Little

jIcGill students played host

delegates and observers

from 25 Canadian universities
tlivi" — —
[at the first annual Conference

0I)
World Affairs, Nov. 20 to

23.
Queen's was represented by

;

5teve
Bancroft, a post-grad

student in Politics, Mort Low,
Metis '60, Anne Keenleyside,

Arts '59, and Bob Little, Arts

'58, During the three days of

die Conference, the students

discussed Canada's role in world

affairs, heard distinguished

speakers and panelists and join-

ed in informal social activity.

The students were divided

|
into three groups which met
botli morning and afternoon.

t

Professors from McGill and
members of the Department of

External Affairs directed and
assisted in the discussions which

'< ranged broadly over Canada's
foreign policy with respect to

the United Nations, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization,

the British Commonwealth of

Nations and the United States.

The Queen's representatives

approached these talks with a
plea for "more foreign policy"

and argued that too often, Can-
ada was vague and non-commit-
tal, Indeed, with one or two
possible exceptions, the students
themselves reflected this incon-
clusive attitude. Only a few ar-
rived prepared and the discus-
sions tended to bog down into
generalities and "dim myster-
ious glimpses into the obvious".
(At this point the Queen's dele-
gation added a second principle
to their manifesto—"less bog".)

It is difficult to understand
«'hy more argument was not
provoked when many of the
opinions expressed were of a
controversial nature. For in-

stance, some students deplored

Canada's position as a mediatorm the United Nations, claiming
that we do too much moralizing
and abstaining, and shy away
from constructive action. Others
felt that the advent of the inter-
contmental ballistic missile had
completely outdated NATO
The British Commonwealth
was described as an "Old Boys'
Club" where the members never

Lester B. Pearson

talked about divisive issues in

the fear that their uncertain as-

sociation would be dissolved.

The existence of a Canadian for-

eign policy apart from the one
pursued by the United States

was also questioned. Yet these

views did not arouse anv hot

debate.

As a point of contrast, con-

sider some of the common
stereotypes on these matters;

Canada is often pictured in the

following terms. She is a natural

compromiser in the United Na-

tions as a logical outcome of her

supposed experience with the

United States and Great Britain.

She is the leader of the middle

nations of the world with ideals

and policies of her own. NATO
is a good thing, for didn't we have

a major part in its creation?

Canada is the foremost member
of the Commonwealth — that
highly influential body in inter-
national affairs. It is still a
mystery why these opinions did
not clash violently with some of
the radical assertions by stud-
ents at the conference. However,
it would be grossly unfair to
dismiss the student discussions
as fruitless for their lack of fiery

debate. Canadians are notorious-
ly cautious and conservative
when talking about their own
country.

This passive approach led to

general agreement on a number
of broad topics. NATO was
summed up as mainly a defen-
sive alliance and it was thought
futile to press for further econ-
omic, cultural, and political in-

tegration of its members at the

present time.

It was also felt that Canada
fulfilled as active a role as a
small nation could at the United
Nations. Her leadership in the

Suez crisis was a point of pride,

and the students thought this

would make intervention in a

future dilemma easier. The Com-
monwealth was useful because

it enabled both Western and
Asian nations to gather for in-

formal discussion without hav-
ing to come to definite conclus-

ions.

The atmosphere of cool ob-

jectivity was disturbed only on
the last afternoon of the confer-

ence. A Newfoundlander (to be

distinguished from all other

Canadians who are inlanders)

decried Canada's economic and

cultural vassalage to our neigh-

bours to the south. Conserva-

tives and Liberals hastily scram-

bled to their battle stations

(CCF'ers and Social Crediters

were trampled in the following

melee) and the fight was on.

Snide references were made to

Mr. Diefenbaker's proposal to

divert 15% of Canada's trade

away from the United States

and the former Liberal govern-

ment was castigated for permit-

ting American ownership in so

many Canadian industries. It

was one of the liveliest discus-

sions of the whole conference

and wisely, perhaps, no attempt
was made to reach any area of

common agreement among the

students. Despite the inconclus-

iveness of the talks, the voicing

of opinions from all portions of

the country and the acquaint-

ance with other Canadian stud-

ents made this part of the con-

ference exceedingly valuable.

The three evening sessions

North American defenses be ad-

ministered by NATO rather

than by a joint Canadian Ameri-

can command. As usual "Mike"

was good, but on this occasion

he appeared slightly tired and

lacked his accustomed vigour.

The following evening the

students were treated to a panel

discussion of Canada and the

United Nations. Professor Max-

well Cohen of McGill chaired

the debate which saw Gerard

Filion of "Le Devoir", Prof. Ed-

ward McWhinney of the Uni-

versity of Toronto Law Faculty,

Prof. Frank Scott of McGill, and

Blair Frascr dispute the "double

standard" applied by the UN in

the separate instances of Suez

and Hungary. Canada's position

as a compromiser and mediator

was also the subject of critical

comment. Again the students

demonstrated their reticence by

failing to participate fully in the

question period which followed

the discussion.

Highlighting the whole con-

ference was the Friday evening

address of Dr. Hugh Keenley-

side, Director of the Technical

Assistance Administration for

the UN, and a leading member
of thde Canadian public service.

He touched upon two vulnerable

points in Canadian society with

devastating incisiveness : our lax

attitude towards civil liberties,

and our easy-going educational

standards. Too often we over-

look violations of fundamental

human rights: our upheaval of

the Japanese in British Colum-

bia during World War II is a

case in point.

The social and athletic types

in our colleges should be sent

to "upper high schools" where

they'll be happier. Business and

Commerce students should also

make way for those who are

prepared to study the arts,

sciences, and professions in a

serious manner. "Let's stop

(See Drastic, Page 5)

Dr. Hugh Keenleyside

were the most stimulating and
informative. Wednesday night,

the Honourable L. B, Pearson

spoke on Canada's relation to

NATO. He emphasized the im-

portance of strengthening the

political, cultural, and economic

foundations of the alliance: a

pact based on fear could disin-

tegrate once the sense of crisis

subsided. Making specific refer-

ence to Canadian defense poli-

cies, Mr. Pearson urged that

See the etchings, anyone?
What do a trombonist, a dead bird, and a high diver have in

common? A diversity of topics, including these, will be explored in

an exhibition of forty prints by Canadian artists from coast to coast

showing at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre, Dec. 8-19.

In addition to the scope of the works, the exhibit is the

first product of the newly-formed Canadian University Students'

Art committee, designed to promote the arts at Canadian Univer-

sities. The exhibition, now on tour from Mt. Allison to the Uni-

versity of British Columbia, is entirely student-organized and is

supported by the National Gallery in Ottawa.

Woodcuts, etchings and lithographs by artists from British

Columbia, Manitoba, Alberta, Ontario, Quebec, and New Bruns-

wick are represented in the group. Queen's contribution to this

exhibition consists of four prints, including one by Andre Bieler,

Queen's artist, and one by Clarence Barnes, the Journal cartoonist

1956-57.

On Sunday, Dec. 8, at 3 :30 p.m., Mr. Bieler will discuss the

prints at a brief public opening. In the opinion of one of Canada's

most noted artists, Alex Colville, who viewed the exhibit at Mt. Al-

lison, this show is one of the finest, if not the finest, print exhibition

ever seen in Canada.
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POSTGRADUATES, GRADUATES

and UNDERGRADUATES

IN

ENGINEERING,

SCIENCE and MATHEMATICS

THE

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

invites your application

for a

CAREER, TERM OR SUMMER POSITION

• Modern well-equipped laboratories ot Ottawa, Saskatoon and

Halifax.

* °n the job training with outstanding engineers and scientists.

• C

ling

°mpetitive starting salaries.

* Excellent opportunities for advancement.

• Many employee benefits.

'"formation and application forms may be obtained

in your Placement Office.

ARTS • COMMERCE ENGINEERING > CHEMISTRY

AGRICULTURE • BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Graduating students are invited to moke appointments through

the Placement Officer to meet representatives of Canada Packers

who will be on the Campus to discuss employment opportunities on:

DECEMBER 5 AND 6

INTERVIEWS MAY BE ARRANGED THROUGH YOUR
PLACEMENT OFFICER.

Canada Packers, with over 160 separate establishments strategic-

ally located across Canada, offers university graduates an excellent

future in a great variety of fields, including:

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL

SALES AND MARKETING CHEMISTRY

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
RESEARCH

A Canada Packers brochure and annual report, which will provide

further information, are available at the Placement Office.

Careers In a Basic Canadian Industry
with

CANADA© PACKERS

'Such MIGHTYPower
encompassed

in so small

a frame"

By comparison with the

vacuum tube the transistor is

smaller, uses less current, gen-

erates little Kelt an.) has con-

siderably longer life. It is

proving an invaluable instru-

ment Cot the designers of

electrical equipment.

The manufacturing of

transistors and their use

in new equipment

is but one of a number

of challenging projects

urrently being undertaken

by the Northern Electric

Company.

The solving of Canada's

communication problems

will give full scope

to the enquiring minds

and inventive genius

of young engineers.

There are interesting careers—and a continual

needfor University Graduates— at the Northern

Electric Company Limited. A letter or postcard

to the College Relations Department, Box 6124,

Montreal, Que., will bring full information

concerning these opportunities.

Horthertt Electric
SERVES YOU BEST
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ATOMIC /ENERGY OF CANADA LTD.
CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO

Requires for its expending RESEARCH, DEVELOP-
MENT and PLANT OPERATING PROGRAMMES,
particularly in connection with the development of
atomic power, graduates and post-graduates in:

ARTS AND CENERAL SCIENCES ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

2!Hf!5KY METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
COMMERCE AND FINANCE PHYSICS
ENGINEERING BUSINESS THEORETICAL PHYSICS

ENGINEERING PHYSICS

Details and application forms can be obtained from
N. G. Stewart, Employment Service, Students' Union.
Applications for summer employment from third year students

and graduates are also invited.

Interviews will be held at Queen's University on
December 9.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
4th

GRADUATES
A representative of

Canadian Westinghouse
will be on the campus December 2, 3 and 4.

Engineering Graduates interested in a career with
this leading Electrical Company, please contact your

Placement Office for an appointment.

THIRD YEAR STUDENTS
A few openings will be available at Canadian Westinghouse,

for Third Year Students in the summer of 1958.

For information in regard to submitting written ap-
plications to the Company see your

Placement Office.

CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE CO. LTD.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

C FRC
7:00 Sign-on — Music
7:15 Campus Topics —

Calendar
News and Sports
Interview

7:30 Quick March
S:00 The Fine Arts

Drama in the Church
S : 1 5 Meet the Artist

8:30 The Spoken Word
The Real Meaning of Christmas

9:00 Concert Hall
11:00 Sign-Off.

DVA Cheques
DVA cheques may be

picked up in the Padre's of-

fice 12-1 :30 Thursday.

Christmas Journal
The Christmas edition of

the Journal will he appearing

Wednesday, Dec. 11.

Inco Research helps Canada prow

S€5L%a&S

hrough IncoResearch lower grad
ores are mined economically

At Creighton Mine near Sudbury a large body
of lower grade ore was known to exist. It

promised to be an important source of nickel
and copper— if it could be mined economi-
cally. But how to gel this ore out at a cost
low enough to be commercially practical?

Intensive study went into the problem.
Underground tests were made. Observing
that the earth above the mined-out ore-
bodies had begun to settle, Inco mining
engineers suggested the possibility of
mining the lower grade ore by induced
settling. Ore would be cut away from the

underside of the orebody. As the support
for the ore and rock above was removed,
the mass would begin to settle causing the
ore to break up so that it could be drawn
off and recovered. The idea sounded good.

Scale models were built to determine how
the ore could be drawn off from below with-
out getting the waste rock above the ore. Then
the method was tried in the mine. The results
were so promising that regular mining opera-
tions were begun. Today, Creighton Mine is

producing 12,000 tons of this lower grade
ore daily. And Inco Research did it!

INCO SCHOLARSHIPS
Available For High School Graduates

To help capable and deserving high school and
preparatory school graduates gel a university
education, Inco has established 100 four-year
scholarships in Canadian colleges and univer-
sities. Twenty-five scholarships have beenawarded for ihc academic year 1957-1958 and
twenty-five will be awarded (breach succcedinn
year so that all 100 scholarships will he in
effect by September, 1960. For complete
in ormaiion, write for free brochure on THEINCO SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME,

INCO
TH. INTERNMIONAU NICKEL COMPANY OF
mtu«, 0/lnco mcke!, mckel AUom 0RC

**
e
™ »**

m
*™* «. CANADA, LIMITED

other Precious Meta/s; Cobalt andiron Ore.

Wednesday
The Mikado: Wednesday T k

and Friday nights, in Grant ^
8 p.m. Reserved seats i„ c^l
Union from 4:30 - 5:30 Dm Hst
door.

1
°rai,

French Club: Annual n
Party at McNeill House. All !

:tr-
WUS Film Show; World ,S

End — a well-known UNESrn"^
comparing the cultures of pc

^
Thailand

""
zr.i Ms&cc, IjPf**

Room, Students' Union, I27?f „
welcome.
Thursday

Progressive Conservatives-
meeting of the term, Co-ed i

1

Thursday Dec. 5, 12:30 p.,,, 'Sf*

"The Differences between r ^

Political Parties."
L^

Commerce Club: McLauchli,,
8 p.m. Speaker: Mr. Howard Vi

iThe Future of the Domes,;,. V
and Paper Industry."

Ic P«U

Theology: The Queen's
Tlicofr, -

Society is holding its regular u

"'"
:

meeting on Thursday at 7:,1|| „

L"' ,:

the Theology Common Room In
Old Arts Building. Fred Bayli ,

'

on "The Atonement". Discussion
f7

lows. Everyone welcome.
Miiung and Metallurgical: M, ,,

lain of Investment Denier?' Assorl-
1

speaks on "Investment
Opportunii

C").a;liL. \ls3 films t- I,,, i
,

Room 210, Miller Hall, S:30
,* Ml

Sunday
Carol Service: Everyone is invi^l

to attend the Engineering S IKLA
Jth annual candle-light Carol S«vM

in (..rant Hall, bundav, Dec 8 S»
p.m.

1

,}|
'J lu re will he no more

Scottish
Dancing until after Christmas. Fur^
notice in Signpost after Christmas

Classified Ads
Lost

Blue-black wallet with stamp

on front "British West Indie'

n New Arts Building Nov. 21

Contains urgently needed papers

Please contact Michael Plaxton,!

208 Bagot .St. at 27456.

Queen's scarf on campus lasl

week-end. Contact Al Machin at

21003.

Found
A pair of gloves left by i

Queen's student in an auto which]

gave him a lift near Toronto havi

been returned to the Journal ni

ficc. Will owner please call 83862

(ffatljfbral
(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

SUNDAY. DECEMBER Sth
ADVENT II

EXCHANGE SUNDAY
Choir, Organist ond Clergy of

St. James' Cathedral, Toronto,

will be in charge of services.

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist

11.00 a.m. Choral Motrins

Preacher:
The Rev'd John Coombs

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher:

The Rev'd C. E. Staples

8.15 p.m. Students Coffee

Hour
Discussion Group

Tuesdays in Advent: 5.15 p.in-

Guild of Devotion
Wednesdays: Holy Communion

at 7.45 a.m. and 10.30 a.m.

Festival of Carols, Dec. 22nd.

7.00 p.m.

EXPORT
can ada's' finest

cigarette'
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prastic Revision Necessary

jn West's Attitude To Russia
(Continued from Page 3)

aking our universities country

clubs
!" Finally, provide the

funds that no capable student

should go wanting higher edu-

cation merely for financial rea-

sons.

Turning to the international

field, he called for a drastic re-

vision in the attitude of the

West towards the Soviet Union.

£ritjcising
our habit of giving

a deaf ear to all Russian, propos-

a | Si he aserted that a belligerent

nI1 d.
hostile front does nothing

to inspire trust and confidence

in our intentions. "Imagine" he

queried, "how we would feel if

Russia had military in the Carib-

bean, Iceland, and the Arctic in

the manner in which the West

has her bases in NATO coun-

tries and the Middle and Far

East?"

While such an approach may
sound idealistic to cynical ears,

the speech was not unfounded

optimism. It was the voice of a

liberal (small "1") disappointed

with the imperfections, the

smugness and the complacency

of his society; yet seeing the

potential for good which he be-

lieves Canada and the West
possesses,. He said that the an-

swer is not in increased foreign

Christmas Dinner
Tickets for the annual

Christmas Dinner in Wallace

Hail, Thursday, Dec. 12, are

on sale from the cashier at

80c this week.

New Type Finance
Tried At Columbia

McGill(CUP)—A new type of

program to provide financial assist-

ance to students has been adopted
by Columbia University's Graduate
School of Business.

It is a part-loan, part-aid plan.
A student in need of financial aid
will receive 40 per cent of the
amount as an outright grant from
an alumni aid fund. The remain-
ing 60 per cent will be lent to
him by the Bankers Trust Com-
pany of New York.
A student needing $500, for

sample, would get $200 from the
|

alumni fund and borrow $300 from
jankers Trust. The bank charges
* Per cent interest while the stu-
dent is in the school and 4 per cent
^erjiis graduation.

aid to uncommitted countries
and more taxes devoted to arms,
but a reassessment and a streng-
thening of the spiritual valuesm Western society. Democracy
will not survive unless its ideals
are practised at every level of
the community and responsibil-
ity hes equally with the individ-
ual and the leaders. These were
harsh words, words which are
heard far too infrequently, but
they left a distinct impression
on the students at the confer-
ence.

The Conference concluded
rather sleepily on Saturday
morning (November 23) with
the reading of summaries of the
discussions by the students. In
spite of the lack of full particip-
ation by the delegates, the con-
ference was successful

: thought-
ful planning and the selection
of high calibre people by McGill
more than compensated for this

minor shortcoming. As an ob-
server, the inspiration and stim-
ulation gained from the confer-

ence was welcome tonic from
the doldrums of a campus where
world affairs receives far toe

little attention.

More Classified

Bus To Ottawa

Charter Coach leaving just after

exams afternoon of Friday, Dec.

20 and noon Saturday, Dec, 21

from McNeill House, Adelaide Hall

and Douglas Library. Rate is $4.50

for return trip and $2.50 one way.

Bus returns Sunday, Jan. 5. Please

sign the notices in Ban Righ Hall

or the Students' Union if interested.

For further information phone

Norm May at 2-S914.

Official Queen's Christmas cards

now on sale in the Journal office

every day at noon to 1.30 and 5-6

p.m. at $3 per dozen. Also avail-

able at noon to-day until Friday in

the New Arts Building.
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We're Students
Profs Confess
To Seminar

(Continued from Page 1)

Payers who will finance the hon-
ours student. The general feeling
was that the "professional intel-
lectual" is necessary to the com-
munity, so it should be willing to
finance his training. The idea of
bursaries with a means test was
frowned on; it was pointed out
that the Russian system of pay-
ing a wage to college students
(the size of which depends on
their grades) enables the compet-
ent student to attend college re-

gardless of financial background,
and a similar system here was
advocated.

Another interesting point was the
uprooting of ideals when a student

enters college and sees his cherished

beliefs torn down in philosophy

classes. The necessity of students

thinking for themselves was empha-

sized. The professor, it was suggest-

ed (by the professors) are merely

more advanced students, and value

the opinions expressed by students

in seminars. However, we felt that

the seminar cannot completely re-

place the lecture.

Parents Unalarmed, Applaud
(Continued from Page 1)

alty is a fine of $10.

Don McGregor, assistant defen-

ce counsellor, introduced article

15, section 10, of the AMS con-

stitution as part of the defense

. . . "The AMS Court is an under-

graduate court and is essentially a

court of justice. It need not ob-

serve technicalities of law, British

or otherwise." This brought quick-

retaliation from the prosecution in

the form of section 4, subsection B,

which states "An offense can in-

clude violations of civil and crim-

inal codes of the nation, province

or municipality."

The defence suggested that the

court consider that the incident

had taken place on Hallowe'en
when pranks were not an unusual

occurence. Also the history of the

university is spotted with a long

tradition of pranks, not excluding

professors with water pistols, a

great many of which could not

be excused by an occasion such
as this. A raid on Watertown,
and the erection of the communist
flag on the City Hall were offered

as examples from the past.

Miss Forde had testified earlier

that they had gone to RMC with

the intention of simply running
through the residence yelling

Brown-rimmed men's glasses in

Queen's Tea Room. Sunday.

I

ORDER YOUR

QUEEN'S BLAZER
p

NOW
FOR HOLIDAY WEARING

"trick or treat" and throwing flour

over any of the cadets who were

there. The girls, as friends of

some of the cadets living in the

dormitory, thought the episode

would be accepted for what it was
intended — a prank — and it was.

"The commandant thought it was
a good prank." she said.

A humorous touch relieved

the tension of the court room
when the prosecuting attorney

passed a small slip of paper to

one of the accused asking if he

could walk one of them home
after the proceedings. The note

was quietly returned with the

added inscription "Which one?"

The junior justices included

Peter Morrice, Meds '59, Bob Dell,

Sc. "58, Betty Gardner, Arts '58

and Malcolm Evans, Arts '58.

Immediately following the ver-

dict McNeil commented "I think

that the decision of the court was
exceedingly fair and just."

"We were pleased with the co-

operation of the prosecuting at-

torney," was the only statement

issued by the defence council.

Following their escapade most
of the girls wrote home and pre-

pared their parents for the shock

of the trial. Excerpts from the re-

plies of some of them are included

herein

:

"I'm really bawling you out.

Not for playing the practical joke

but for not planning it properly.

When you get home I'll have to
give you some lessons . . . Well
you've learned something about
the phase of college life and we
sent you down there to le'arn.

something so all I can say is bet-

ter luck next time."

"I read about the affair at RMC
last week. Three to one you were
in on it, knowing you. That would
have been considered a good
prank even in my day." This fa-

ther is a former Queen's student.

"I hasten to assure you that
your father and I are not at alt

concerned about your part in this

prank
; you know you have our

complete trust and we think the
whole thing has been given am
exaggerated importance — part-
icularly in view of the fact that

the authorities seemingly over-
look the behaviour of the drunfc

students, who make no effort to>

hide their drinking but carry it:

on openly and in public."

& 103 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON LI 6-638J ^

Arts-Levana Open
House

Applications for positions
on the Arts-Levana Open
House Committee must be
submitted to Jim Holmes or
Ucth Mahaffey before Wed-
nesday at 5 p.m.
Two positions are open to

members from each of Levana
at>d Arts for an Arts publica-
tions committee. Applications
m«st be submitted to Holmes
aiu

' Mahaffey by Friday at

p.m.

Employment
iM

" y"lEr Corporation—Dec. 9. 10

^ ^'"Harris-Ferguson—Dec. 9
adinu Niagara Power Co.—

p
°ec. 9

CW ry M»tual-Dec. 10^ Cartier Mining-

Life-Dec. 11

^'C A. V
P°rati0n—Dec

'

12

ictor—Dec. 12, 13

Chemical Engineers - Mechanical Engineers

Chemists and Mathematicians
Opportunities Are Open To You In

POLYMER CORPORATION LTD.
SARNIA, ONTARIO

POLYMER CORPORATION LIMITED, an entirely Canadian company, is the only producer oi

synthetic rubber in Canada. Since its organization in 1942 the company has gained an excellent reputa-

tion for its growth and progress. Constant research and development of both processes and products

has enabled it to become a world leader in the production of synthetic rubber. Active and progressive

sales programs have strengthened this position
_
with the result that today POLYMER CORPORATION

ships a wide variety of synthetic rubber and latices o many manufacturers across Canada and to 48 coun-

tries overseas.

Of the 3,700 employed in its completely integrated petrochemical operations, approximately 10 percent are

university graduates including 109 chemical engineers, 80 chemists, and 61 mechanical, civil and metal-

lurgical engineers. These are used in all phases of its engineering, production, research and financial

activities.

Ideally situated at the junction of the international waterways of Lake Huron and the St. Clair river,

Polymer is within 200 miles or large Canadian and American cities.

OPPORTUNITIES
Employment interviews will be conducted by Company representatives on:

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th and TNESDAY, DECEMBER 10th

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Graduates for permanent employment in Project, Design, Inspection and Maintenance Engineering.

3rd ear undergraduates for summer employment on engineering assignments in the areas above.

HONOUR CHEMIST
Graduates with Bachelor degrees for permanent positions in project, investigational and control

laboratories. . ... ...
Graduates with Master degrees for permanent position in research laboratories.

3rd year undergraduates for summer positions in laboratories.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
Graduates with Bachelor or Master degrees for permanent employment in projects related to product

and process development, chemical engineering phases of design, installation and operation of plant

equipment, ...
3rd year undergraduates for summer employment in engineering.

HONOUR MATHEMATICIANS
Graduates (male or female) with Bachelor or Master degrees for permanent employment to undertake

development of statistical and mathematical analysis of data, design of experiments and to supervise com-

putational work associated with research and other technical activities of the company.

Company literature, information on travel allowance, detail of actual openings and interview appoint-

ments can be obtained through Mr. H. A. Hamilton. Manager, Employment Service.

toMbaeicoid

. . . and a Savings Account at

The Bank of Montreal* is the way

to guarantee yourself that

secure feeling .
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INTERMEDIATES WIN SECOND STRAIGHT
IN TUBS

CORNER..
* *

GEORGE UFLEUR

The strains of "Give Me Five Minutes More" floated over Var-
sity Stadium as the final gun sounded on the 1957 Grey Cup Gam*
but I don't think five hours more would have helped the Bomber;
from Winnipeg. It just wasn't their day.

From the moment Bibbles Bawell picked up a Mendyk bobblt
and raced 54 yards for a TD Hamilton could do no wrong. This is

not to detract from either club as both showed the power and defense
that gained them final spots. Gerry McDougald, Cookie Gilchrist,
Vince Scott, and of course the famous Mr. Bobble were great for
the Ti-Cats while Jerry James, playing with a broken hand, Leo
Lewis, Hall Whitley, and Kenny Ploen were the Blue's stars. The
point is, however, that Hamilton was under the protection of the
gods of football and this coupled with an average offense and a
brilliant defense, directed by Tony Curcillo, made them unbeatable.

COMMENTS ON THE GAME—Before the game Larry Sul-
livan, coach of McGill, called the Ti-Cats to win ... no specific
score . . . Both Sam Etchevery and Jackie Parker thought that
Hamilton was the better team but were disappointed in the Bombers
showing

. . . This actually happened : after the game a Winnipeg
player who shall remain nameless told a Journal reporter "We
would have won if Hamilton hadn't shown up" ... The man who
tripped Bawell seemed quite happy and was even laughing when
the players surrounded him . . . Hamilton was given a 7 point edge
before the game.

For the past two weeks coeds have descended upon the Journal
office in shifts (everything is pretty hazy right now but I think-
there have been thousands of them) to debate the interest in Levana
sports, to declare they were almost as important as football to
demand that we give them more and more space, and finally to
denounce the whole sports department, especially the editor In
short, they have become a damn nuisance!

We started the year with a fresh, clear, unprejudiced mind
wiUing to glve every sport and group a fair break, Levana included.
There have been two pictures and ten stories in the past two months

'

on girls sports as compared to no pictures and seven short stories

Z
T T l?l

m°nths l3St yeat The «n«iittees have claimedwe should have run more and bigger stories. All right girls the day
of judgment has come. 7

First when we wanted stories they were not always brought
in and naturally couldn't be printed. Secondly when they werebrought in they were just about the length you've seen them. Thirdly

fife 1 tHF
St°ry bee

" br°Ught in has either soundedhke a thnlhng one act comedy or a page of statistics from the

offalan e

C

TIT" ™* *° » faCts **t in soTs^of balance. The fmal objection is that Levana intramural sports arenot announced and recorded. Ladies we a.ready have a Siglpom the paper and there isn't going tt> be another
y
one Qn

So hitch up your girdles eirlu and w„ v.

style, drew large enthusiastic crowds last week Hieh iS „T£M:x««£r ------

occasions
. . A ilvL^iT " the Seni°rs on several

nastic dispIaysttlSeoTt^ g ^^
these seldom seen sports but the praS?Z \ * enj°yed

"Now Here's The Way You Do It

Professor Frank Tindall explains the finer points of basketball
to Greg Stone, Gus Tumbull, Bob Evans and Art Warren. The
Gaels travel to Potsdam Wednesday night to meet Clarkson Tech
in an exhibition tilt. Thursday they meet St. Lawrence University
The Queen's team with 5 veterans and 5 rookies have been prac-
ticing for three weeks and last year's co-champions should put up agood show. With Ray Monnot out of the league the Gaels will not
have to contend with as much height asin previous years and are
favoured to repeat as champs.

Gaels Beat Watertown, 62-S4
Pando, Norse, Tops With 73

By Ian McNish

Journal Sports Writer

The intermediate basketball team won their second str
"

game as they defeated Watertown 665 Air Force 62-54 iif'^
Queen's gym Friday night.

Jini Pando and Bob Nourse with 13 points each and Bob Th-
with 12 were the top scorers for the Tricolor. For the visitors

l\

standout was Earl Handley who threw in 27 points and also grabb

'

many rebounds.

Queen's took the lead early in

the first period and were never

behind from then on. The Ame-
ricans' ball handling was not far

behind that of the Tricolor but

in the shooting department they

suffered badly. This was mainly

due to the strong defense set up
by the Lenardmen which forced

the Air Force team to shoot many
long and mainly unsuccessful set

shots.

At one stage in the second quar-

ter the intermediates held a 14

point bulge but the invaders made
a strong comeback and at the half

the score was 31-23.

Starting out with a rush in the
third frame the Watertown club
drew within four points of

QUEEN'SMAN BILL COLVIN
STARS IN OHA SENIOR "A"

By Gord Fenny
Journal Sports Writer

Bill Colvin, a first-year Art
student at Queen's, is likely the
smallest player ever to wear a uni-
form for the Kingston CKLC's of

the OHA Senior "A" Hockey
League, but this hasn't stopped him
from becoming the leading goal-
scorer in the loop.

Colvin, who carries 160 pounds
on his 57" frame, is playing his
first season with the Kingston club
after many successful years with
the St. Michael's College Buzzers
and Majors, the Kitchener-Waterloo
Dutchmen, and the Toledo Mer-
curys.

While attending St. Michael's
College in his hometown of Toronto,
Bill played 2 seasons with the
Buzzers of the OHA Junior "B"
and also 2 seasons with the Majors
of the OHA Junior "A" League. In
his first year with the Majors he
scored 6 goals and assisted on 15
others, but during his second
session, he scored an amazing 25
goals and assisted on a like amount.

ime Queen's

GIRLS IN THEJPORTLIGHT

are in SM place with \S ,
"' ™ f°"°"'S: "
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Father Crowley, well-known
Manager of the St. Mike's Majors
summed up Bill's achievements
by saying: "Bill was just an or-
dinary player in his first season,
but showed exceptional speed in

his second campaign, which ac-
counted for his great scoring out-

burst."

The "Golden-Haired Boy" as he
is referred to by a well-known
Kingston Sportscaster, is having a
very good season so far, as he has
scored 13 goals and assisted on 8
others to lead his team in scoring,
and hold second place in the league.
His 13 goals are also tops in the
league.

'Bun" Cook, famous hockey
personality and coach of the
CKLC's, has high praise for Col-
vin, saying: "He has great po-
tential and natural ability". He
also praises Bill for wanting to
carry on his education, even
though it has been quite difficult
for him to do both his school
work and play hockey.

Two of Bill's former line-mates,
Ken Linesman and Brian Ander-
son, have joined him with the
CKLC's, and with this trio together
again the Kingston team should be
able to show well.

Queen's but the superior
hejg
J

and more organized offense of\
Kingston crew soon increased

th'

to eight. Final score: Queen's to

Watertown 54.

COURT CAPERS... Out of
8l

shots taken by Queen's 27 Wer
successful for an average of 330

.
Best percentage wise w^

Chuck Morrison (60% for :

shots) and Bob Nourse (507c f0

12 shots) .... On the foul fiK
Queen's hit for 8 out of 15

.

Bob Thayer is still playing Un£|
the handicap of an injured U
.... Jim Pando was the best for

Queen's setting up many baskets

besides his thirteen points

Coach Al Lenard thought the

team performed well and that the

addition of height to this years

club would make it a strong con-

tender .... Next game for the

intermediates is Wednesday
night when they meet St. Law-

rence University at Potsdam,

New York.
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Welcome To • .

.

Let us help you with your Gift Problems.

Imported Gifts of Distinction thot reflect
your discriminating taste.

Spearn's of Kingston
The Gift Centre"

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

PLAN YOUR CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
TRAVELLING NOW - LET

Colonial Coach Lines Limited
LOW FARES SAVE YOU MONEY

SAMPLE ROUND TRIP FARES FROM KINGSTON:

TORONTO $10.20
MONTREAL 10.65

OTTAWA 7.)5

NORTH BAY 20 25
SUDBURY 24.60

FREQUENT DAILY DEPARTURES TO
ALL POINTS

Greater Reductions for Group Travel by
Charter Coach

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
DIAL LI 8-7738

COLONIAL COACH LINES LTD.
930 PRINCESS ST.

D.AL6.1111
AMEY'S TAXT^iTTi
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fl^ MOST!
LAUNDERETTE

561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

°PEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

5.M P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your oWn Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
eaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KlNGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

VISIT

Marilyn*

s

LADIES WEAR
FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
JAl 2-'475 238 PRINCESS ST.

cardigan

All the gorgeous colours of the artist's pallette

are captured in this Kitten cardigan . . . wing-collared

with slenderfront panel glowing with pearl buttons .

.

.

in soft, soft Pettal Orion! Full-fashioned, hand-

finished, shrink-proof, moth-proof.

S9.9S, at good shops everywhere.

Look far the noma j^jtj^M*/

Traveler's Aid
At last count, Coca-Cola was delighting palates

in more than 100 countries around the world. This

news may not rock you right now. But if you

ever get thirsty in Mozambique, you may

appreciate the change from goat's milk.

A call for "Coko" li o toll for "Coca-Colo". Both tiade-morki

Idonlify Iho loms refreihlng beverage— lha product of Coco-Cola ltd.

«hal 6-iin AMEY'S TAXI ^6-1111
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"/ have always thought of Christmas time when U has conte around apart from the veneration due
to sacred name and origin, if anything belonging to it can be apart from ihat—*s s good time; a kind, for-
giving, charitable, pleasant time,"

Chaeles Dickens.

$P3t HtH^B torn ®fo> #taff
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THE PINK DRESS
By Meredith Savale

It was the most enchanting- dress
she had ever seen. Gay sleeves rose
from each shoulder like soft puffs of
colour, the bodice was softly fitted,

and the skirt floated out in misty
waves of pink. Indeed, the whole
dress looked as though it might float
away at any moment. The price was
thirty dollars.

She stood in front of the window
for some moments, a stooped old lady
in a very faded navy blue silk suit
and black hat, apparently unaware of
the crowds jostling her on every side.

Finally she turned back — she had
been going the other way— and made
her way through the crowds to the
second floor of the department store,
where the dresses were sold. There
she stood waiting. After a few mo-
ments a clerk approached her. She
was in her thirties and was brisk,

efficient, and mechanically pleasant.
The old lady felt her resolve toppling.
Clutching her bag as if for support,
she asked if she could see the pink-

dress shown in the main window.

"Oh yes, the tulle — a lovely dress,
but I am very sorry, the one in the
window is the only one in the store,"
the clerk replied.

The old lady was stricken. "It
couldn't be brought from the winder,
I expect," she said, more to herself
than to the clerk.

The clerk didn't know — a main
window, and very much before the
public ... — nevertheless, she would
go and see. And the clerk went to
look for the window-dresser.

After what seemed a veritable age
to the old lady, the clerk returned,
carrying" the pink dress. She smiled
at the old lady and then held up the
dress and shook out the folds of the
skirt, at the same time commenting
on the charming style, and the ex-
cellence of the workmanship through-

out. But the little lady only half
heard her, for there had flashed into
her mind — she must have learned it

when she was very young — a line
of poetry:

"My heart is like a singing bird

Whose nest is in a watered shoot :"

and suddenly she smiled. She asked
if she might buy the dress. The clerk
was astonished. However, she smiled
brightly at the old lady, and wen*
off to get her salesbook. Left alone,
the old lady made some important
calculations. She had twenty dollars
in the bank. Although her monthly
income was very small, and as a re-
sult she already lived a straitened
existence, she thought it would be
possible, by great effort, to save a
dollar — even a dollar and a quarter
a week. That meant that in . . . eight
weeks she could buy the dress.

The clerk soon returned, and stood
by with a look of polite readiness. The
old lady trod quietly on her pride and
said in a voice at once proud and
humble. "I am very sorry, I cannot
pay for it all at once. Could I pay
twenty dollars today and the rest
weekly?" The clerk replied that if

she wished, certainly; she could put
a twenty dollar deposit on the dress
and it would then be held for her for
any reasonable length of time.

The dress was, in a manner of
speaking, hers.

In the following weeks, the old
lady denied herself with the discipline
of a Spartan. In spite of the added
privations, however, her step was the
lightest it had been in many years. In
fact — it was foolish, of course at
times she felt quite young and gay
again. It was not the excitement of
buying something new, but the fact
that whenever she thought of the pink-
dress, something of the joy and ad-
venture of life returned to her heart.

About six weeks later, coming into
the dress department to pay her
weekly sum, the old lady was arrest-
ed by the sight of a salesclerk show-
ing a young girl the pink dress. The
old lady had no idea what to do, and
paused beside a rack of coats while
she searched her mind for an explan-

ation. From where she stood, she
could see quite clearly the two people
looking at the dress. The salesclerk
she had seen several times before in

the department. The other was a
-young girl of about sixteen, with
short dark hair and rather charming
features, which were just now lit up
a great degree of excitement. The old
lady had no time to observe anything
more, for the young girl asked the
clerk if she might try the dress on,
and the two disappeared into the
back.

The old lady stood by the coats in
a kind of a daze after the two left.

She felt sure that she had only to go
to the wrapping desk and say that
she thought someone was selling her
dress by mistake, to right matters,
but she did not go. Instead, for the
first time since she had seen the
dress, she felt constrained to ask her-
sclf why it meant so much to her.

But though she felt that she knew
why, she could not have said. Does
one buy a dress because when one
looks at it one is young and gay
again, and the poetry of a girl in love
sings in one's heart?

At length the clerk and her young-
customer returned, this time, how-
ever, accompanied by the woman who
had originally sold the old lady the
dress. The latter was carrying the
dress, and was apparently apologiz-
ing to the young girl, whose face was
a study in disappointment. The other
clerk wore a look of acute mortifica-
tion. With a curious pain at her heart
the old lady approached the group.
The senior clerk felt considerably
annoyed at having the old lady thus
appear at so ill-chosen a moment.
However, she greeted her politely

and then said, in order to explain

why the old lady found her to all

appearances re-selling her dress, "I'm
very sorry, Madam. There has been
a slight mistake — really no one's

fault — and it has been repaired. I

think what happened is that the de-

posit slip came loose from your dress

and was lost, and Miss Evans, who
had seen the dress in the holding
room for over a month, supposed that

it had been left there by mistake,

and showed it to this young lady.

But I have told her that the dress

has already been sold." The old lady
looked at the young girl.

"Had you wished to buy the

dress?" she asked hesitantly.

"Oh yes!" the girl exclaimed eager-
ly. "But it's yours, you know." And
she smiled at the old lady in what
that person considered a truly sport-

ing manner. The old lady looked at

the dress — so gay! Then she said
to the clerk in a voice hardlv audible,

"I'm very sorry to have caused you
all this trouble. I find that I shall not
be able to buy the dress after all. I'm
so sorry."

She did not know what to do with
the seven dollars she had saved. The
twenty dollars from the bank were
duly returned, but she could not bring
herself to bank the seven, neither

would she spend them on onions and
beans, or the other staples of her
diet. Does one eat one's dreams for
dinner? At last she decided to put the
money into the poor-box at Church,
and she did so that afternoon. The
change fell into the box with a lonely
clink . . . clink . . . clink . . .

That night, as the old lady stood
in the little ante-room that served
for kitchen, and peeled a potato for
dinner, in spite of a firm resolve not
to do so she thought of the pink
dress. And then she thought of the
young girl who had bought the dress

:

her happy face and shining eyes. The
old lady put down the potato and
went to the window. Across the
street, and indeed as far as eye could
see, stretched a gray collection of
harsh, cold buildings, unredeemed
even by the mercy of the setting sun.

But the old lady did not
buildings. Instead she saw the** ^
girl, preparing for a dance. si/'N
her peer anxiously into her IH

"lirt
6t

smooth her skirts, draw on
white gloves. She watched her""

1,1 '

proud and trembling down the ?i
And then she saw her at the J
sitting on a little pink and gold T
of many years old. Her eyes
lowered; she was suffering

ormous butterflies. The 0^?
conductor spoke; " 'Tales of .!

Vienna Woods' by Johann Strang
There! the music was beginning
she wanted so to waltz 1 A voice

~"

she looked up — listened w jtt, u^
heard of happiness . . . replied

witt

a shy smile. And then she was danc
ing, dancing and dancing. Ah!

if,"

lights and the music and the laug[l

'

ter! Who can say who was dancing
then, the young girl who bought

ifc

dress, or the old lady, dancing — ^
she too had danced, many years m

P*> THE c<l

^HUCKSTERS
J

By Peter J. A. Hancock

Sit there cripple watch

the flowered

people pass you on

your concrete slab; dull

and leaden aren't they

like your pencils well

on bell-bright Sundays such

as this they go for moral

photosynthesis,

the
For Christmas, 1957, the editors of „

Queen's Journal present a collection of student
prose and poetry, judged by Duncan Robertson
and Isaac Newell of the English Department
who kindly stepped in for Professors Ross and
Whalley, absent last week.

First prise in the poetry division was awar-
ded to Peter Hancock's -The Hucksters- and
ssecond pri=e to "Phoenix Flame," a poem by
Cershon Ben-Aaaron. Gary McNeelys ••Win-
ter Scene" won honorable mention.

In the prose division. Gary Moffatfs short
Play "The Jungle" took top honors. "The Pink
Dress," by Meredith Savale, won second prize.

Fifty dollars m prise money will be distri-
buted among the winners.

The art work in the inside pages was done
by our regular Tuesday cartoonist, Helen Jean
McKmght. The art work on Page 1 is by Don
Kuehner, our Friday cartoonist.

The judges of the literary competition said
the prose selections were few in number and
Presented no difficulty in judging. "On the
whole the poetry was more interesting partly
due to the fact that there was a larger selec-
tton to choose from. The quality of poetry
was a bit higher than the prose, though some
of it was inadequate and uninteresting from a
technical point of vinv."

Phoenix flame
A seed is planted well meaningly
m fertile, however narrow soil
and rises a sapling in barren grounds
nurturing on dryness unknown to the soil
but prevalent above in the putrid air.
A falling star chances on the wavering branches
of the prodigal root,

raising it to soaring heights
in flaming youth.

Does the phoenix flame rise again?
the fire having melted the branches
the ashes having fallen,

and wind-scattered lost.

Does the root, or should it,

still embedded in the soil,

'

in glorious flame,

rise glowing and bright again?

Winter Scene
A long icicle of smoke hangs frozen on the

horizon.

A cold blanket falls

In pieces,

Minutely.

People followed by holes in white
Push cloudy extensions before them,
While cars vainly spin tires

In agitation.

THE ISLAND
By Gary McNeely

Under a warm tropical sky it lay, ringed
by azure waters and crowned by palm trees.
The same breeze that eluded reluctant clouds
overhead, ruffled its ferns and leaves, while its

sands were chafed by persistent foam-topped
breakers. In its trees chattering monkeys joined
in cacophenous chorus with squawking parrots
against the drowsy background of insects' buzz-
ing in the tepid air.

It had lived countless years unchanged; but
now, as though a blemish on the face of nature,
an incongruous object crouched menacingly
amidst fractured ferns and fallen palm fronds,
its metal skin harshly reflecting the sun's in-
quisitive rays. No longer was it a curiosity to
the single-minded inhabitants of the island who
short days before, had shrunk in terror from
its birth.

Many miles away, in a squat concrete struc-
ture, silent men hunched intently over flicker-
ing instruments arrayed before them in rank-
ed file. On the wall a clock beat out time in
monotonous rvthm. Suddenly from an unseen
loudspeaker, a booming voice was heard;

"TWO MINUTES BEFORE ZERO"
On the island, a bird with a still-flapping

fish impaled on its beak soared to its homeA crab scuttled across the sand, in awkward
dance, leaving a mottled twisting path

"ONE MINUTE TO ZERO"
The steel structure on the island came w

life as electrical circuits opened and automatic

switches clicked.

"THIRTY SECONDS TO ZERO"
Animals, sensing death in the air, raised

their heads, and birds descended, as all ^ere

enveloped in muffling silence.

"FIFTEEN SECONDS TO ZERO"
The breeze as though in anticipation, slowed

to a whisper.

"TEN - MINE - EIGHT - SEVEN - S#
- FIVE - FOUR - THREE - TWO - < >NE

-

ZERO
The very island seemed to hold its breath'

Then, in a searing roaring, blast, it erupt"*
,<l

flaming heat, sending bits of green skyW1

in a towering grey cloud which soon flattened,

as if against an invisible barrier and then roll^

in surging wave across the sky.

Many miles away in a squat concrete struc-

ture, silent men. hunched intently over flick**'

ing machines, burst into activity. Their flash
"

ing pencils recorded the messages of instru-

ments, whose leaping needles now strained
'"

frenzy, against their glass cages.
Under a warm tropical sky it had I*1*

Marked by a frothing, foaming cauldron it &
died, mourned by none, with an ever increasing

circle of sombre cloud to shroud its grave.



HE MOST PRECIOUS CHRISTMAS GIFT
was snowing as it should

Christmas. It was corning
C °

in big soft humble flakes,

""bols of warmth and purity

J joy. Lola was vaguely con-

•

U s
that they were not suited

'her
mood. She held her face

3nd
let t *iem me lt m her

n <J
rush in toward herI

yes a

tart'

ilver

of the swings was moving slow
ly m the soft snowy wind. There
was an impulsive desire to move
with it and a flash-like thought
of the gift-box. It was not the
sort of parcel that you threw in
the snow while you amused
yourself on a swing.

cold was what she want-

the air that pricks and

dens, the flakes with glitter

||,e
ice-cut gems. This was the

LjU that her spirit needed,

hen, she could open the blue

tin
case, and not hold it tight

nd hidden against her.

She went on and stumbled a

[tie because the flakes were so

jg and so thick, and she was

0t seeing through them direct-

i Jn the park she stopped, saw

•here she was and laughed at

erown surprise. Her voice had

immediate tingling sound but

I
melted away into a soft echo

at was not consistent some-

ow. She looked down to the

ox as though afraid it too, was
consistent. It was getting wet

d she hated the snow for be-

ng like that. She clutched it

ore carefully against her coat

that her hands covered it. It

as, after all, a very small box.

She looked from it through

he park, wanting to hurry on
-d wanting to stay too. One

She

hands
would swing without
then. She could well

enough. There was just some
strange throbbing reason why
she should not now. Indeed
there was some reason why she
should not swing at all. But she
wanted to so much.

With the satin package in one
hand, she reached up on the
chain and hopped on the board.
It was a good feeling. She got
a little speed and took off her
hand and felt the wonder of
balancing in a swishy, snowy
world, half-dark, blue, car-lights
moving through it sometimes.
She wondered what those cars
thought of her and laughed.
There was so much motion in it

all — the snow, the swing, the
pale lights, the wind and her-
self. And she pictured the shop-
pers down town — the steady,
frantic tramping that they
thought was the movement of
Christmas, the poor beaten-to-

death song that buoyed them
on, the terrible glitter of it all,

the cheap glamour, the artificial

white trees, the bargain that

you bought for a friend.

She knew. She went through
it all this morning getting Dale's
gift; and came back thrilled
with it. The down town Christ-
mas spirit had carried her all
the way home and she collapsed
on the couch and suddenly found
out she was tired while every-
one went into ecstasy about the
gift for Dale. She had laughed
and blinked at the Christmas
tree lights above the couch and
watched a bit of tinsel fall in her
face. Carolyn said, "You paid
loads for this."

"Of course, I did," she said
and for a moment owned the
world because she had a gold
engraved cigarette case for Dale.

Now it all seemed so lost in

the snow. She let the snow
make it all misty and finally for-

got it. There was an old trick
she always did on the swing.
You suddenly crossed your arms
and were facing the other di-

rection. She did it without ever
knowing she dropped the box.
She was facing west now —
west was where Jim was. The
snow was damper now. You could

almost imagine it was rain, and
the snow on her face could al-

most be tears. Rain and tears

and water — vast stretches of

water with islands in the dis-

tance. All these things were Jim.

Now it was Christmas, now

it should be silver and sharp

and icy cold and everything

should be clear and musical and
glittering'. And there should be
no Jim here at all. She kept on
swinging and thinking in a dis-

connected sort of way. They
were pictures, glimpses, that

kept coming through the snow.

There was Jim and Diane to-

gether, there were moments of

intense loneliness and tears

sometimes, there was the night

it rained and somehow — Lola

never knew how — Jim telling

her that things weren't right

with Diane. There was the

strange week when Diane was

gone, with Jim different and
Lola afraid to look back or

ahead or even to face the pre-

sent. She was afraid to be near

Jim and afraid to realize that

after that week she would never

see him again. There was the

night before she left when they

were so tired from farewell par-

ties and neither of them made
any sense, so they sat and talk-

ed and said absolutely nothing,

and complained because it rain-

ed and loved the sound of it,

and laughed about Lola having

to get up and catch the train,

and never suggested that she

could not face going away.

There was nothing to face in

the morning. It was clear and

bright with sunshine and there

was no Jim in it. He didn't say

good-bye. He wasn't even there.

She had no idea where he was.

In coldness and loneliness she

came away, and there was only

the bright sun cutting the lake

water to remind her of Jim as

the train sped home.

At home there was nothing to

remind her. And there was Dale

to make her forget. Dale had
black shiny hair and blue eyes

and he was startlingly clever.

There were parties, and glam-
our and self-assurance and
supreme happiness. Life was too

crowded and complete to be an-

alyzed, too busy for one to

think, to wonderful for one to

doubt. There was Carolyn, a

sort of reflection of everything

Dale was. She was Lola's beauti-

ful roommate, Carolyn James
with the long blond hair and
the golden-green eyes and the

poise and the cool loveliness —
Carolyn who had everything and
whom everyone admired. She
was somehow very important in

the value Dale had for Lola.

ment she almost lost her bal-

ance.

In the purple swirl she found
a dint in the white thick snow.
It was there, opened when it
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with
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"Lola, honey, do you realize

what he is. I envy you. He's a
dream, a doll, a catch," she said.

Somehow she seemed to feel

that Lola could not appreciate

a prize like Dale, that it had to

be impressed upon her, that she,

Carolyn who understood good
things had to make her see.

And Lola always laughed and
said, "He's not half-bad is he?"

and felt superior to Carolyn and
Dale both.

He took her to beautiful danc-

es, to clubs, anywhere she ever

wanted to go. He introduced her

to the right people. And he gave
her the muskrat stole. But he

was more than cars and furs and
parties. He had black shiny hair

and solid blue eyes. Those eyes

laughed at everything that wor-

ried the rest of the world. They
were absolute, not relative.

Sometimes she felt a sensation

of fear that he laughed at sacred

things. But she guessed he did-

n't mean to. He was perfectly

orientated in the world. Lola

wondered if he had ever been

immature and uncertain. He
knew exactly what he wanted,

said he had everything he want-

ed,

"—including you baby. And
I'll give you everything you

want."

"When I decide what that is.

Dale," she said with a hall"

laugh.

Dale turned away almost cold-

ly as though what she said had

been irrational. To think posi-

tively, to feel secure, a concrete

quantity in the world, a central

firm upright thing that the

world revolved around. Not to

be a concept so small that you
were unable to distinguish your

self from the sweep of the whole

world.

She looked out into the snow
— the blinding, undirected, wild,

lost snow. Dale would stand out

in that white eddy sure and

sharp with a glow of certainty

on his face, and she would reach

out and accept him for all that

he was. She wished he were

there.

In the exhaustion of conflict-

ing thoughts she swayed back

and forward some moments in a

void, scarcely conscious of the

swing or the snow or the Christ-

mas feeling in the world. And
then the image of a small blue

satin brightened into her con-

sciousness. In that startling mo-

had fallen and the diamonds
scattered. She could only find

two of the three Dale had given
her. A wave of terror swept
through her and her search was
frantic.

Cold, wet tears brought a sort
of peace, and Lola quit search-

ing and swayed with the wind
on the strangely contented
swing. It had suddenly come to

her that she needed to think, not
search. At any rate she could
not go home. She remembered
the feeling that she should not
swing, that she should hurry
home and open the blue satin

box to Carolyn's astonished

eyes. The three diamonds were
shaped in symbols. Dale told

her they meant 'I love you'.

With only two of the diamonds
she could not go home to show
Carolyn. The message of love

was incomplete. It was strange

that its truth should depend on
one diamond out of three,

strange that diamonds should

figure at all.

She had no inclination to re-

sume that frantic, despairing

search. She stayed on the foolish

swing and felt a weak inclina-

tion to laugh. Swing were not

to be played on in December —
at least not by adults. Perhaps

in summer it was not childish,

not on Barlino Island with Jimj

Here it was.

Here all absurd, impulsive

things were wrong. You wore
beautiful gowns and said witty

things and laughed with Dale

and loved him and loved the

glamour and determination and

assurance and proud strength

with which he thrilled you. But

you did not do childish things

or think irrationally or dream

consciously. When you did,

something as precious as dia-

monds fell through your fingers

and got lost in the snow. It was

wrong — very wrong.

Of course, when you had done
it, it no longer mattered. You
might as well stay lost in the

snow and not let it be found

how insecure and undisciplined

you were, how you secretly

longed to fly and be frightened

and hurt and unprotected, and
some day find yourself an en-

tire entity with no relation to

Dale. The diamond was lost, it

would always be lost now, there

was no point in looking for it.

It was so much like Christmas

now. It kept on snowing until

Lola wondered how it could,

how there could be so much
soft, white loveliness anywhere

in the universe. It was so close,

the sky — so mixed with the air

over earth in a soft, soft white

and purple-blue. And she was

in it, not separate from it, swept

with it, swirled in it, lost, utter-

ly lost. She was not firm and

unqualified, watching snowy

life eddy about her. She was

with it, in it, changed by it. She

was wonderful when it was

wonderful. Christmas bells pour-

ed in from somewhere. A beauti-

ful damp chill crept into her

cheeks. Her hair was clinging

with melted snow and her face

wet with it. She shut her eyes

and could see Jim.

— tall, strong and exciting.

That was how she saw Jim but not

how she understood him. In reality

(See The Gift, Page 6)



Fhe silent generation H^HHH^^H^^ *The silent generation

Ti ij. I ..i
From tnc principal . . .

I he world is yours - take it!

This is the third and last editorial about the silent generation and
it is both fortunate and appropriate that it should appear in the special

Christmas issue. For on Christinas most of us let down our guard of
selfishness and show some positive, outwardly directed action.

Perhaps enough is said about Christmas itself if we point out that
the AMS executive, at one pseudo-crucial meeting, seemed overly con-
cerned about what the Journal would liave to say regard to this "vener-
able institution." And we too realize that the Christmas holiday is open
to violent criticism—that it is a commercial exploitation of the Joneses

;

that the good will on Christmas Da)' brings into relief the hypocrisy of a
good majority of Christians the rest of the year; that the comfortable
holiday not only gives us relief from pressurized life in the modern world
but also gives us a sense of smug satisfaction. What we should all do, then,
is put the meaning back into Christmas, and that meaning should be a
personal one.

But it is much more difficult to put spirit into our undergraduates
lives, for spirit seems to have been pushed aside by the steamroller of
calculated seriousness ; and the result of this seriousness is a subjective
cynicism

;
and the end of this cynicism is to narrow the field of activity

to monetarily rewarding careers and to throw ourselves into the vicious
circle for the sake of self satisfaction.

If you cannot buck the system of impersonal commercialism you
make the most of it. If the corporation squeezes you, you will milk the
corporation. And what else should be done? Today's student generation
is no longer embroiled in public cults, in romantic causes of war and rev-
olution. They are living in too comfortable and prosperous an age to have
aeir intelligence colored by misleading ideals.

In short it is useless to yell. Individual action peters out in the
norass of today's complexity. And even though the student has returned
to fundamentalism and is anxious about the prospects of the human race,
in practical action he shows a concern for something he can put his
hands on.

Since there is no longer any personal challenge to the student, he has
become introspective and selfish and silent and humble. He has lost his
individual courage for action on a higher level in the race of a society
which is rumbling along with what seems to be indifference to anything
higher than personal aggrandizement.

Aggrandizement and consolidation have their own place and time,
but the world is progressing so fast away from home that consolidation
at home is becoming more useless as every Christmas flies by. Our edu-
cation process is lagging terribly and probably the biggest criminal for
this lack is the corporation which does not recognize its responsibility to
education. And the faculties at universities are partly to blame because
they refuse to recognize that there is more in their present world than
western civilization. The AMS executive reflected this narrowness when
it picked Philip Mountbatten as AMS lecturer over the secretary general
of the United Nations and a brilliant diplomat, scholar and author from
the Middle East.

Our seriousness and

sincere wishes for
To each student in the University,

happy Christmas and a good New Year.

Most of you are returning to your homes. I hope your parents
and relatives are visibly impressed with your progress and maturity.
Some are far from home and perhaps spending their first Christmas
in a strange country. I hope they find this a friendly and hospitable
country. May you all have pride and satisfaction in being students
of Queen's University.

A merry bundle of letters to the editor

conscientiousness is leading us down the wrong
trail, because it precludes positive creativity, not only in the world of
arts, but in our relations with other peoples. And this when creativity
is needed most. For we are entering a new age, and we should shed our
humility, shed our silence, shed all the antidated ideas of staff members
and solidified merchants. This we should do not because they are wrong
and we are terribly angry with their plodding, but because it is our
role to create positive trends, to fight for change and to push the older
generation aside. This is the only way to keep things moving. And when
we become silent, then the balance between change and stabilization is
lost. When the younger generation becomes prematurely practical and
falls in with the preceding generations, then society comes to a relative
standst.Il. And it has. And we are just finding out how far behind in our
thinking we are.

The student generation need no longer remain silent because it has
finally got an anchor for enthusiasm and the most outstanding oppor-
tunity for creative action that any student generation has ever had With
the magmficance of Asia and the power of Russia staring us right in the
lace we have a framework of action which includes the whole world We
have a special challenge in education which we may meet, whether grad-
uate student, young college professor, civil servant or rising executive-we have a tremendous challenge in trade and diplomacy, which Dr'
Keenleyside has outlined very strikingly; and the greatest challenge of all
is m our own thinking, for the cautious, overbearing, conservative, obe-

itTdtdf
ng in the recent past is neither childish n0r ai,it-

Whether he likes or not, the North American student will be forcedto realize that the serious consolidation of the last ten years will not lastThe narrow satisfaction within which we find ourselves trapped will not

satiltd "
Tm ° f WOr'd

'

beCmSe tHe FCSt °E I not

And the student will have to open his mouth, mind and eyes-here

cu-lsto°a4?
S

' ^ r£3lize that COnde™ine nine naughtgirls to a $10 fine is neither justice nor injustice but inconsequential, eventhough some people think that the order and stability
ous progress has been upheld by it. He
fessor's ideas but his courses. He

On pvritanism
Editor, Journal.—Such exhibi-

tions of hysterical puritanism as
occured in Monday night's pro-
secution of "the Naughty Nine"
leave Queen's open to ridicule

and contempt. The incident

should have been regarded in

its true light — no malicious

damage occurred and KMC is

not complaining.

Hallowe'en pranks are an ac-

cepted institution — not to be
frowned upon but enjoyed. Some
sedate members of our commun-
ity may consider them childish,

and perhaps rightly so. If this

is the case, let them ignore them,
in keeping with the policy of

ignoring harmless student

pranks pursued by other univer-
sities with a tradition of student
government as long standing as

Queen's (and in many cases of

even longer standing).

When student government
exists it is the right of the stud-
ent government. This cannot be
denied. It is ridiculous, as was
the institution of the court pro-

ceedings, to knuckle down to the
whims of people whose sole

pleasure seems to lie in instruct-

ing their fellow(?) students
what to do.

A fitting expression of stud-

ent disapproval of the decision

of the AMS court would be the

opening of a fund to pay the

fines imposed on the unfortun-

ate girls. We feel that such a

fine of ninety dollars could easily

be realized if the attitude of the

court audience was of any ac-

count. Any surplus could be
donated to the Red Feather
Campaign, or perhaps even to

the girls as some recompense
for their inconvenience.

The important thing is that,

it would demonstrate that

Queen's has a conscience.

Hal Maxwell
Bruce Hutchinson

Post Graduate Science

Postscript: Postgraduate stud-

ents may not generally be recog-

nised as full members of the

student community. However,
in this letter we express our
genuine concern at the existing

state of student government at

Queen's. We have both graduat-

ed from different overseas uni-

versities and feel that our out-

Padre s message

positive and creative. He must,
he is not today. And in a hurry. And with

necessary for seri-

must criticize not only his pro-
must become confident, enthusiastic,

in short, become almost everything that
little personal courage.

And despite al
At this point we of the Journal staff pause, take a deep breath andsuppressing all our diabolical desires, give our best wishes Jevery student

Special thanks are due those who have helped us in our revels
and Edgar, the Union's janitors for suffer-

at Queen

all year; the staff at Hanson
jng our presence by night, the professors for suffering (?) our absence

SlSlI T rea<lerS
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C0nSt30t *~ ° f S° ^at i?s worth,

This year Christmas competes
as never before with the dazz-
ling, often deadly, complexity
of man, whose ingenuity has
fashioned a world that gives any
simple thing the look of obso-
lescence,—as though there were
something inherently foolish in

what is simple or natural. We
hear of men breeding artificially

a new bee, busier than the old

bee. We hear of a robot that can
handle the tedious details of

psychoanalysis so that the pa-

tient no longer need confide in

a living doctor but may take his

troubles to a machine.

So we move on to the absolutes many regard as most desirable
absolutes of convenience, of complexity and of speed only

occasionally arrested by the simple, natural things. But man's inven-
tions, though directed outward and upward, have an odd way of
eading back to himself. Sputnik is a boomerang. Man-made satel-
lites are freed for flight and God-made satellites are confined in
cells. We now know how to develop and deliver the most powerful
package of energy ever built, but we don't know enough to ensure
that it will bless and not blast us. Christmas reminds us that no
atomic explosion generates so steady or so hopeful a light as the
star which led the Wise Men to the stable where the Babe was born
a little thing that made a woman cry", where the

quiet and men's hearts stilled and waiting.

look is somewhat broader than

that of the majority of the un-

dergraduate students.

In the interest of Queen'.-,

which we now consider our
Alma Mater, we request that

our opinions be viewed with
which they are expressed.

On prosecutions
Editor, Journal;—Although I

agree to some extent with Mr.
Bethune's letter in last Wednes-
day's Journal, I believe that cer-

tain things should he pointed
out in connection with his argu-
ment.

Mr. Bethune says: "The pro-
secution proved nothing." This
is true. If anything it is an un-
derstatement. However, the
writer was not justified in sug-
gesting that the court broke
faith with Mr. Cartwright in

their promise to consider only
the evidence brought before the
court. Indeed, it was the defense
counsel himself who allowed it

to be established that the de-
fendants did enter the Stone
Frigate at RMC. From there it

remained only for the court to
interpret whether this was "con-
duct unbecoming etc.," and the
court is surely not acting beyond
its power in so doing.

In the light of this fact, I

would suggest that Mr. Bethune
reconsider his opinion that any
member or members of the court
told "a bold and utter lie."

Allan Gretsinger

AMS Rep. Theol.

On impartiality

Accord
Editor, Journal:—

to Webster, "justice" is "in

tiality." However there ivu,

sign of such impartiality

certain full-fledged A.Ms
bers tried to gain entrance

jj

the Court of Justice last Mq

day night. They were
"There are no seats left, n«|

there to be any standing-ran

but just then a large group,

people pushed their way ihra

the waiting crowd — and m|

admitted! These were AMSi
ecutive members (who have

i

legal function in the court]

Journal and Tricolor photog:

phers and Journal reporters. Al

cording to the constables at i

door, the seats reserved

these people had already

filled by others representing!

SAME groups. Neverthda

these latecomers were admitlij

into the court, and because th«

were "no seats left" some en|

had to STAND!
If only a select few were I

have been admitted, the M
should have published this t'A

As it was, unlimited number;

representatives from varioU

campus groups were given fj

ference to others who were j:j

as concerned about the

being of their AMS cohort-- 1

is a shame that a larger

could not have been secured 1

accommodate all those

were sincerely interested in

'J

cause of justice. Impaf"3

^
should be practised al all ti^

The AMS president

the

sheep

:irt"

I am grateful to the fa

for this opportunity of i»c
J

u

a few words in the Chri'
,lt

i

edition. Due to foreseen

stances, past message 5

been in a slightly diffcrc" 1

The fall session

those periods in our live5 *

arrives before we are reaW
• i lieC0

,
is gone before we ve

^
accustomed to it. The bTe

tJk
space provided for us by

mas is appreciated by a '

'

May I in addition to

«J
an appeal to your ten'P

^

where turkey dinners

cerned, extend to e^c" '

t
p

sincere wishes for happ 1"6
^ ,

Christmas and good hi" '

New Year.
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We

By Gary Moffatt

f77i* jcff«c: ,r4 clearing in the African jungle,

fhc Reverend Stanley Livingstone, an Eng-

lish missionary, and his wife Cora are await-

ing tidings from their intrepid guide, Alan

ffolfmain.)

Cora: Those drums . . . those infernal

drums. I can't stand them,

Livingstone: Patience, my dear, I'm con-

vinced those are the drums of the mys-
terious Loki tribe I've been sent to find.

j\h, hear comes Halfmain.

Cora: At last. Are those the Lokis?
Halfmain: Yep.

Livingstone : These native ceremonies
fascinate me. This one sounds as if they're

welcoming somebody.

Halfmain: Yep.

Livingstone: I knew they'd be friendly.

Just think, Cora, once I've converted them
we can start right in teaching them God
Save the Queen. After I get them to accept

the rank of protectorate in the British Com-
monwealth we can discuss giving them au-

The chief likes his breakfast
A Native:

bed.

Livingstone: Listen to me, my friends,
come in peace. We come to improve

your lives by bringing to you the ways of
our great society. We come so that you may
share in the benefits of civilization.

Natives (waving their spears)
bonga!

Warn-

tonomous government in, say, fifty years.

Maybe we'll even have time to teach them

a few hymns. Are they welcoming a native

from another tribe?

Halfmain: Nope—white man.

Livingstone: Oh dear. If the Catholics

reach these poor, simple natives first I'll

never forgive myself.

Halfmain: Nope—chap named Carter.

Livingstone : Oh, yes—assistant editor

for Life.

Cora: Thank heaven there's another white

man here. Where is he now?
Halfmain: Editor-in-chief.

Cora: Stanley, I'm frightened.

Livingstone: Nonsense, my dear. (At this

moment two dozen natives dash in, seize

and bind the three intruders, and start

heating a large pot.) Gad, Halfmain, the

natives seem restless tonight.

Halfmain: Yep. (Natives start dragging
Cora off.)

Livingstone: I have come to bring you
the Gospel, so that your souls may escape
eternal damnation. Only through the Gospel
will you find your way to the light.

Natives (growing more and more excit-
ed) : Wambonga!

Livingstone: In our society, we have
learned through our religion to live in har-
mony with our fellow man. We have come
to teach you how you, like us, can live in
peace and brotherly love.

Natives (now completely carried away):
Wambonga

!

Livingstone (aside to Cora) : I am thank-
ful that my simple words are having an
effect on these people,

A Native: Here comes the chief.

Chief: That's the last time I take that
short cut through the cow pasture. I just

stepped in some Wambonga. Who are they?
A Native: Englishmen, sir.

Chief: Might as well let them go — had
indigestion for a week the last time we ate

an Englishman (the trio is untied).

Livingstone: But you don't understand.

We come to save your souls.

Chief: Our souls? How can you save our
souls? Is it you that makes the sun shine

On us, the evening breeze cool us, our plants

grow, our forests teem with game? Are
you any more closely connected with what-
ever power motivates our lives than we are?

We chose to live according to our own con-

sciences, not that of a religious organiza-

tion, and trust that the power who cares

for us on this earth will care for us in the

next life.

Livingstone : Then we must go back

alone?

Chief: No, I'm sending fifty men back

with you. We've been doing a bit too much
trading with the Zulus lately and we're won-
dering if we can't divert, say, 15 per cent

of our shrunken heads to Great Britain.

Livingstone: Well, it-er-might be arran-

ged. But why will it take fifty men to form

your delegation?

Chief: I dunno, but we got a new med-
icine man a few months ago and this chap

will do anything to get his name in the

smoke signals.

Black Widow
By Catherine M. Perkins

A spider being, life's frail web
I tread with proud but cautious feet:

I hate you moths who bumble through,

You clumsy oafs, too coarse to eat:

I've tried you juicy small-mind bugs
And sickened with monotony;
Too crude, too cruel, you tear my web .

Why can't you love its frailty?

The one to walk and weave with me,
To help me mend where pests have torn,

To love my loves, to share my scorns,

Must he another spider be?

weave more web.
And wait
to see.

At McNeill House
By Gary Moffat

He took the Sweet Cap from his mouth
And crammed a pretzel in.

He dealt the cards and little loath
He downed another gin.

Tht the new Ford,*ey talked of sex, sport;
A"d left

: he hit the sack.
Across his Scotch-soaked slumber poured
Visions of Kim Novak.

^
ero fiddled, Louis flirted,

r heir empires round them fell.

i^'ghty nations laughed, whored, spurted
T1>e happy road to hell. —Gary Moffatt

The Eighth day
Peter J. A. Hancock

Let there be dark that

I may will the wind

Swill grails of tears

slip lonely down
the ways of waste and

fashion all defaced

make snakes my
loves : so shake the

wood-shade dove with

hates all rots then

trample in the lily-cave

and mate the rain to

mire while angels wail

too late:

for dark

spins out the whitest

womb in shrouds.

Merry (Hie) Christmas
To the readers

:

I'm writing this letter to tell you

The defence tax has taken away

The things that I really most needed,

My workshop, my reindeer, my sleigh.

Now I'm making my rounds on a donkey,

He's old, crippled and slow,

So you know if I miss you this Christmas

That I'm out on my ass in the snow.

S Claus

A song for the will he, that is

By Catherine M. Perkins

I am a nomad gypsy dancing.

prancing proud in mud-stained shoes.

I am a wintry sunbeam glancing,

lancing gold from dawn's chill blues.

I am the ageless south wind blowing,

blowing song in winter's eye,

I am all earth-bound roots still growing,

knowing taste of April's sky.

Ask me why in hoary winter

I can sense green hopes of spring.

Ask me why the snow drifts chortled

When I heard a pine tree sing.

Ask me why I think of flying earthly bars

to race round Mars
and pluck the stars with cosmic hands
to slide like pearls on fancy's string.

If you don't know, I can't tell you
though I tell the darkest night.

If you don't know, who can tell you
why that dark grows twinkling bright?

It's the sweetest of all secrets

flung by stars to watchful hands;

Love it is that frees the fancy:

Love it is that shifts the sands.

THE WISE MEN
By David Allen

Fedka kissed her and said, "I'll be back

shortly" and closed the door quietly behind

him. He pulled his collar up as he stepped

out into the night. It was very dark al-

though the occasional street-lamp shone

whitely through the mist and fog, mirroring

itself in a murky puddle on the street. The
rain had let up and now a grey mist wrap-

ped itself around the city.

The streets were nearly deserted. Only an

occasional black silhouette hurried along the

sidewalks with his collar up and head down
and hat pullled low over his forehead.

Yavenskaya Street was downhill as it ap-

proached the Square of the People's Rev-

olution. Fedka's feet slithered in the mud as

he walked. He crossed the square quickly

and turned down Lenin Avenue. Fedka was

a worker at the state tractor factory plant.

It had been called the Stalin Tractor Works,
but now that name had been dropped by
some state decision. To all appearances

Fedka was just another member of the

workers' union, but that was really only

security to cover his associations with the

group of dissenters that had been involved

in the Revolt in October, 1956. It was now a

year, two months and a day since the up-

rising had occurred in Budapest. It was
Christmas Eve.

But Fedka was not thinking about politics

now. Something an old woman had said to

him as Russian troops had cleared the

streets with gunfire — including her son —
had been troubling his mind ever since. As

the old woman had clutched his coat, as she

turned from the death in the street, as her

wrinkled eyes had burned into him for a

moment, she had said "Believe in God." At

a time like that asked Fedka skeptically?

Believe in God ? Her son trampled and

bloody in the street yet believe in God?
Fedka believe in God? What God? He had

no God!

The old woman had meant what she said.

It had hit some repressive chord in his heart.

His grandparents had been Christians and

so he had dug out the old family Bible and

he had studied the four gospels in the New
Testament. That there was an historic Je-

sus, there could be no doubt. That Christ's

claims either made him a liar, or deluded

madman or the Son of God was equally

clear. That the Christ portrayed in the Bible

was neither a liar nor a madman was cer-

tain. And if Jesus was the Son of God, then

His commands applied to Fedka Kirilov.

"... Whosoever will come ajter me, let

him deny himself, and take up his cross,

and follozv me ...
"

You have to be practical about these

things said Fedka Kirilov to himself. I can-

not give up my job at the Works. What
would Marya say if I dropped the work of

the underground? Her fierce partizanship

would hate me for it. I'm not capable of

being a minister. I haven't the tact or the

patience or the love or the ability to speak.

Some people might be able to serve the

Lord full-time in occupations apart from the

ministry, but for me that is impossible. If

my life is to belong to the Lord, I must

enter His service as a minister of the gospel.

My conscience forbids anytlung else. But,

can I make Christ the Lord of my life

without making Him Lord of my occupa-

tion too? Common sense and logic say no.

"But I can't!", he said out loud. Then
realizing what he had done he looked quick-

ly around and was relieved to see that the

street was empty and that 'no one had

heard his sudden outburst.

He was soon enwrapped in his thoughts.

But I love my country and I love my wife

and I just can't be a minister! O God!

Can't you understand? Can't you see! I

want to serve you but you ask too much!
But the words of Jesus came in a flash.

"... For whosoci'er will save his life shall

lose it; but whosoever shall lose his life

for my sake and the gospels, the same shall

save it. For what shall it profit a man. if

he shall gain the whole world, and lose

his oivn soulf ..."

Suddenly he was aware it was raining

heavily again. Up ahead he could see the

gleam of light reflected from the shop win-

dows on a wet umbrella. He walked faster

and caught up to the figure carrying it.

"Would you mind sharing your umbrella

with me, sir?"

"Of course . . . get under."

Fedka tried to examine his companion.

He was short and stocky. His cloth cap

and shabby coat revealed he was not a man
of great riches.

The stranger spoke again. "What are you

doing out on a night like this?"

"I was just taking a walk to clear my
head, I guess," said Fedka with a short

laugh. "What about yourself?"

"It's Christmas Eve, you know. I'm oa

my way to church," came the reply.

"Are you a Christian?"

"Yes. Are you?"

"No. It asks too much of a man."

"But, did not He who was born in a man-

ger say, 'Seek ye first the kingdom of God,

and His righteousness, and all these things

shall be added unto you?"

By now they had reached, the church. It

was an unpretentious building that showed

the needed repairs and revealed the effect

of the present government on organized re-

ligion. But inside lights were burning and

make it seem more welcome.

"Can I come in with you?" asked Fedka.

"Certainly. Glad to have you."

Fedka sat down in a pew three rows from

the back of the church. He got down on his

knees and tried to pray. But he couldn't.

So he tried repeating the Lord's Prayer.

"Our Father which art in heaven. Hal-

lowed be Thy name. Thy kingdom come.

Thy will be done . .
." He stopped. Quietly

he remembered the words he had found

underlined in his grandfather's Bible.

"... Come unto me, all ye thai labor

and are heavy laden and I wilt give you

rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of

me; for I am meek and lowly in heart and

ye shall find rest unto your soul. For my
yoke is easy; and my burden is light ..."

Then Fedka heard the sound of bells ring-

ing joyously. It was Christmas morning.

He stepped quietly outside into the night.

It had stopped raining. He had make up his

mind and he went home by another way.
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he was warm and sensitive and
hopeful and uncertain. There was
some expression of superiority in
the set of his shoulders, his form
wavy hair, his long, strong frame.
There was a beautiful irony in

the way he looked and the way
he was.

She thought of the night she
discovered it — the night when
Diane had hurt him and he want-
ed her to know. He was supreme
even then, in doubt and misunder-

She did, oh so fully. And she
shared something that was above
and beyond her ordinary self. It

was a brave, wonderful delight in

struggle and search. There was no
blinding glamour or gaiety or illu-

sion. It was strange that she

should discover it that night in

the pouring rain while he talked

about another girl. There
was just Diane and Jim in the
world and their problem to be
solved. She, Lola didn't matter.

Much, much later she realized

she should go home. With every
flake of snow that touched her,

she knew what life meant.

She was terribly wet and cold but
only distantly aware of it. She

It was a more beautiful gem now
than it had ever been — a minute

earthly star scintillating in the

snow. Giristmas bells swirled

through the snowy park. The
wind carried far-off Christmas

carols and shook snow from the

swing. The tiny diamond snuggled
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11.00 a.m. Choral
Eucharist

7.00 p.m. Confirmation
Preacher r The Bishop 0 | n "

,

The Rt. Rev. K. C. Evan,

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour

Sundoy, Dec. 22nd, 700 „
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11.30 p.m. XMAS EVE tit
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Ut*-

Chnstmas estiva! Proc«sJon
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Sunday Services
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11.00 a.m. Morning Proyei

7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer

You will enjoy the discussion ati,

fellowship at the Coffee Hour
S.15 p.m. after Evening Pra\

We invite you to join us.

SVtlNHAM A WILL1AH STS.

Rev. R. h. N. Davidson
DA B.D.. TK M

minister

Lloyd Zuhbrigg
organist and choif) wastes
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With the Senior Choir

4.00 p.m. Vesper Service

With Intermediates and

Senior Choirs
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Unite* tflprrl,
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1.00 a.m. "What The Wise

Men Found"

7.30 p.m. "But We See |« Ui

A Very Happy Christ)^

To All Queen's SludM,s

M. An&rfiu'fl

PRiHciaa An> CuM«t

DARWIN STATA.
c „Oboanist and ckoi"ma9

lillian preston.
Assistant or

'"

..—BiUe CUM

St. AaArew'* Yisnt f*£*
Society will ««.< *"

evening »tarice-

A corduJ welcome w "
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jne spiaer anrf Thomas Wupple I
chattered 9)ream

Thomas Wupple was an intellectual, though he never

^ jo himself because he didn't like the word. People al-

ways
misinterpreted it.

Sitting in his big chair after supper, he wasn't happy

about
his intellectual position. He wasn't unhappy cither

but
rather in between. The intellect was ... a tool, like a can

opener, slowly opening the can of life from the inside till the

c j rc!c
was complete and the top fell in. Happiness and tin-

happiness grace were beside the point. The whole process

>vas
automatic, wheel after wheel of tempered time cutting

found and round and round. Automatic.

Thomas was a cynic in the true philosophical sense. But,

being
small and pudgy, and comical to look at. he was a

cheerful cynic, in spite of the modern trend. Thirty-five years

^-ynics were neurotics who carried their cynicism to politics

and the weather. Not Thomas. He wasn't a pessimist

though he wasn't an optimist either. What difference did it

make? His cynicism was complete. It was as if he had de-

stroyed the common false world with the Cartesian declar-

ation 'I doubt everything except that I am one who doubts'

and decided, after the ruins had been cleared away, that

construction of a new world was too much trouble. Besides,

the fortress of healthy cynicism was foolproof and indomitable!

Cynic, materialist, determinist, atheist, neutralist,

internationalist, refined hedonist—all this, no less

(though maybe more) was Thomas Wupple. And he was
making his way in drawing his own life towards the
proper intellectual picture. Pleasure and pain—those
of cheerfulness, bachelorhood, and freedom. The pessimistic

were the proper standards. Not ideals, or principles, or
codes, or personal relationships, or purposes, or holiness.

The casual flow of events didn't allow for those things.

Only pleasure and pain.

The slow warmth of the radiator nursed Thomas's
sluggishness into a weary drowsiness. Slouching in the sun-

ken easy chair he looked like a bulbous plant, a dropsy vine

with its branches dropping helter-skelter over the curved

chair-arms. Time clicked on automatically. Molecule pushed
molecule, cause created effect. People lived and people died.

And Thomas Wupple munched slowly on a nutty marsh-
mallow roll, juggling each bite over and over in his mouth
to extract the full chocolate flavor. Ambitionless. completely

without ambition . . . except for comfort and philosophically

tempered inclination. Marie. Images of the warm past flitted

across his mind, merging and fading. Vision transposed
into vision, existence into world. Comfort and the imper-
sonal flow of causation overtook all—ideals, purpose, mean-
ing, and finally consciousness. In the dull regular light of the
floor lamp, Thomas Wupple. legs outstretched and mouth
open, slept loudlv and automatically.

The phone rang. Wrong number. Thomas, with his
philosophic disposition, bore the interruption with an auto-
matic curse. In fact, the one hour sleep had made him almost
jolly. He stretched once, twice, sat down, stood up, and went
trundling towards the bathroom. The everlasting odour
emerging from the door launched a new intellectual problem
in Thomas's mind. Was the bed smell of human excrement
merely due to its passing through the intestinal tract or was
the human species evolved to react unfavorably to the smell
so primitive man would leave it alone? The scientific com-
plexity of the problem was too much for Thomas in his easy
mood. What shrieks he would get if he brought up some-
thing like that in the office.

He washed and wiped his face was a thorough energy,
folding up the little white towel before placing it on the rack.
Perfection in folding towels had become an out-of-character
habit. On the way out, however, he noticed a black spot on
the bath tub. The spot, on closer examination, was a spider,
a shiny black spider about the size of a nickel, legs and all.

The little monster was in a crucial dilemma. Fate had cruelly
deposited it on the bottom of the bathtub with no means of

salvation except itself. Forward and up the spider manoeu-
vred the glazed smooth curve far down the side of the tub.

But just as it reached the perpendicular, blind unknowniug
causal forces pushed it down. It tried again and again went
down in a little black ball. Eight tiny thread-like legs tried

again desperately, tensed with caution and expectancy. Fail-

ure. And once more. Failure.

Thomas decided to help the wretched insect. He took a
rubber tray off the waterbowl and held it on the side of the

tub just below where the perpendicular precipice begins. The
spider, happily enough for Thomas, made another attempt.

As it approached the straight grey rim of the tray it paused,
fmt instead of using the sure rubber surface, it ran below
the rim to circumvent it. Once clear it climbed hut slid down
once more. Thomas tried again. The spider tried again. The
pace was deathly slow, the legs weak and unsteady. Up to

the imposing grey mass, around the obstacle. Up a step,

dramatically . . . down, down, down onto the familiar bottom.

Thomas thought. "Doesn't even"The stupid idiot,'

know the way out."

The spider lifted itself on its weary legs, turned, and
stood momentarily, crouched and strained. Suddenly, at a

stroke, the little eight legs with their little black capsule

scurried down the length of the bathtub, relentlessly, reso-

lutely, without breaking stride, down the drain. Kerplunk!

"Uncanny," muttered Thomas. "Uncanny!"

Poor Thomas Wupple didn't get much sleep that night.

He was trying to figure out how the spider, why the spider,

walked down the drain. Poor Thomas Wupple.

It happens nearly every day, and Its memory lingers on:

hidden, and nudging ceaselessly at the soul, hindering the everyday
functioning of the disrupted spirit.

Outwardly It is unconsciously revealed, and inwardly consciously cast away— to come rushing back and hammer on the door . . .

The searching spirit wandered on, amid the vast expanse that rolled — blue
and white, tinged with red and copper — on into black infinity. She was
seeking, she knew not what:

Happiness ? Peace ? Contentment?

Restlessness tore at her mind:

she sensed some goal ahead, yet knew not what it was nor when she
would find it. Would it come stealthily — or crash into being in some brief

moment of time?

She communed with the clouds and with her kindred spirits — but the
answer still was hidden.

She sipped the nectar of the sun and felt some warmth in it — only to have
it rush away as darkness fell and the cool chill of nagging unrest
came back, tormnnting her and driving her on : searching, seeking

but never finding.

* * *

A cloud travelled on: torn by the winds, flung over oceans, pushed up on
some vast continent —

and he sought too . . .

This second seeker, driven by a force beyond his comprehension, cast about
beneath the galaxy, dashed inexorably on his way, heading for what he
knew must come

:

— his climax, his fulfillment.

He felt it growing close.

T he searching spirit, drunk with the rays of the sun, was cast in his path —
and in an instant came the revelation, lifting them both to some
plane of untapped bliss.

The search was over: the complement of his very being had been thrust

before him. It was as though cons had never existed —, as though time had
only just begun — , and only the sinking of the sun beneath the far horizon

brought back a sense of temporal limitations . . .

As the *Lin fell and the intoxication passed away, doubt pierced her thoughts:

the memory of some former passing cloud knawed at her, and thrust itself

imperiously before her, pounding at her mind.

The cloud, engrossed in her, turned sick at heart as the trouble creased

her soul,

and he felt an icy wind tug him away — increasing in fury as he
struggled to return, and rushing him off into the dark night, while

his angel grew dimmer and smaller . . .

Then she was gone.

Anguish tore at him; he strug-gled to free himself.

Alas, to no avail!

Suddenly, overcome with bitterness and the sorrow which seemed to

pervade all heaven, his heart broke, and his tears of sorrow plunged

recklessly to earth,

splashing unnoticed on the cold grey pavement far below.

Hall Maxwell,

Post Graduate Civil Engineering.

December, 1957.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

3Eff* <gali*Ptt §>lxppvr
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

Graduation Portraits

To Please YOU!
We provide all necessary robes.

A camera fee of $2.00 pays for a minimum of
four poses.

One Three Extra Prints

3x4 S 7.50 $1.75

5x7 5.00 12.00 175
6x8 6.00 15.00 3.50

8 x 10 7.50 17.50 4.00

CHARLES PHOTOS
328 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 2-1650

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
PRESS WHILE U WAIT

Kingston Dial LI *-l 166

Quality that Pleases . . . Service th*t Smtisjtes

Oil
^-^AT'ONS AND REPAIRSH* 'rince« Stmt

SCHAUM'S OUTLINE SERIES

C°LLEGE PHYSICS 185
Co"-LEGE CHEMISTRY 1-85

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 160
ENGINEERING MECHANICS - 2.85

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-

ed Queen's crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE «-e«34

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Trcditional PRESTIGE Prevails'

-La Salle Hotel -

D4NCI N e
SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Phone 6-3361 for reservations

For . .

.

Santtone Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

*

CALL

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST, DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.
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OTTAWA STUDENTS
Students and Alumni in Ottawa are cordially

invited to be the guests of:

SURG. CMDR. JOHN BEGGS,

Vice-President Ottawa Alumni Branch

at a

Queen's Christmas Wassail
Boxing Day (December 26th)

H.M.C.S. CARLETON

8:30 P.M.

$H£££? i°URNA^ THURSDAY, DECEMBER i 2th

tern ($ur AtotrrferH

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879—
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fin* Drygoods — Men's Fumiihings
And The Niwert Fashions For Wemen.

You're sure of the QmJity ml BruciS

Welcome f# . •

.

Wsp (Slfrtfitmafi 8tn»
Let us help you with your Gift Problems.

Imported Gifts of Distinction that reflect

your discriminating taste.

Spearn's of Kingston
"The Gift Centre"

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

tm. MILDEST BEST-TASTING CIGAR.TTB

PUN YOUR CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
TRAVELLING NOW - LET

Colonial Coach Lines Limited
LOW FARES SAVE YOU MONEY

SAMPLE ROUND TRIP FARES FROM KINCSTON:
TORONTO $10.20
MONTREAL 10 65
OTTAWA 715
NORTH BAY 2025
SUDBURY

. 24.60

FREQUENT DAILY DEPARTURES TO
ALL POINTS

Greater Reductions for Group Travel by
Charter Coach

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
DIAL LI 8-7738

COLONIAL COACH LINES LTD.
930 PRINCESS ST.

A WEALTH OF
OPPORTUNITY

in Canada's largest

life insurance company

The Sun Life of Canada has more than $7 billion

of life insurance in force, protecting the holders

of 2,000,000 policies and group certificates

in 25 countries around the world.

The company's product is wealth. Invested for

policyholders, this wealth also contributes

to the general prosperity, and is put to work
financing mortgages, the development of Canadian

resources— oil, forest products, aluminum and
nickel— the building of power installations and
pipelines, and general industrial expansion

in Canada and other countries.

There are excellent career opportunities at the

Sun Life for able young men— in sales, general

administration, or such specialized fields as

actuarial science and investment analysis.

Why not write to us today?

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: SUN LIFE BUILOINO. MONTREAL

DU PONT OF CANADA
IS DEPENDING ON PEOPLE LIKE YOU

if you're interested in a career involving
Research . Process and Devel„p,ne». . Design and Construction . Metallurgy . Instrumentation

Production . Mamtenance . Sales . Accounting . Finance and Control.

WCRt LOOKING fOR GRADUATES IN INGINttRIHG -SCIINCE- COMHtRCt-ARK
to assist in the production and marketing
of a diversified line of products.

to provide techniques for the design and
construction of new plants.

to help improve our manufacture
processes.

after training to fill (he administrative and
supervisor} positions in our Company.

SOW FACTS YOU'LL WANT TO KNOW ABOUT DU PONT OF CANADA
Du Pont of Canada employs over 1,200 per-
sons at its Head Office in Montreal and at
plants located in Shawinigan Falls, P.Q.
and Maitland, Kingston, North Bay and
Ajax, Ontario.

The Company is made up of four industrial
and ten auxiliary departments, the forme*
each with its own sales, production and
technical staffs. Thus there tire plenty of
opportunities for the able graduate to
assume positions of responsibility in the
line of work for which he is best suited.

Wherever and whenever possible, the Com-
pany fills positions by promotion from
within the organization on a competitive
merit basis. An employee's advancement,
therefore, depends on ability and per-
formance.

New employees are given every opportunity
to learn while they are gaining practical
evpenence. Formal t raining courses arc alsoheld as the need arises and informal dis-
cussion groups arc scheduled regularly tokeep employees up-to-date on develop-ments within the Company.

Du Pont recognizes the importance of.ndustnal expenenec for the undergraduateand where poss.ble, assigns the summeremployee «o work which will help him inr!1*' lh 's is Particularly true forthose 1-2 years from graduation.

.re mvneyouto make an i„ torrid.2
Office t£ m tbr°U8h yOUr «"2KE«t^ice. toeae men are well qualified to discutathe types oj employment and onnortumtH* wftfcfi uill be available in 1958

Forfurther information write to Personnel Division,
Du Pont of Canada, P.O. Box 660,
Montreal, Quebec. 3

DU PONT COMPANY OF CANADA (1956) LIMITED
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Nowlan Wins Rhodes
Romeril Says No Raids
As AMS Sits Solemnly

Somebody got the horse laugh last Satm-Hav ,„i,„ c ^ ,

PH°T° Bv WH

«* Santa Claus parade with the "Mare" ffiS" t T ?T? S"'"en,S ioined Ki "

me ,-me the parade around Nelsor, St., SllL Row '(drM Ilt'^a M l *m,
^

Mlt) and their official eseort oi Char.ie BurbankZ^XT^ZZT' "

where they were welcomed in for coffee and cake by members of th

are — in winter

down to City Hall
Junior Chamber of Commerce

College Press

To Assemble
In Montreal
Four editors of the Queen's

Journal are preparing; to leave for

,

the annual national conference of

Canadian University Press to be
held in Montreal, Dec. 26-28. The
Journal is the executive paper of

the organization this year.

Canadian University Press is

an organization for the distribu-
1 tioii of news throughout the coun-
try to its 22 member papers. All
the papers will have delegates
present at the conference, which

being hosted by the McGill
Daily.

Besides maintaining a wire ser-
vice and an exchange, CUP also
sponsors competitions for both
English and French language
papers and for editorial writing.
The awarding of the trophies to
the competition winners is always

highlight of the national con-
ference.

Government Must Find

Happy Medium: Sinclair

CUP has also begun to conduct
national polls and surveys. An-
other new feature, this time at the
conference,

i5 seminar groups
'he conference, which plans the
business of the organization for

.

coni '"ng year, will have noted
journalists in speaking roles, the
m°st prominent of which is Ger-
ard Fir

The Liberal attitude to taxation
can be compared to the Chinese
method of fishing with cormorants,
said former Minister of Fisheries.

James Sinclair at the organizational

meeting of the Liberal Club Tues-
day.

In coastal districts of China the

fishermen put strings around the

necks of cormorants before they

send them out to catch fish, he ex-
plained. Because of the ring around
their necks the birds cannot swallow

the fish and the fishermen takes

the catch.

However, the fishermen have dis-

covered that the birds will refuse

to work unless they can have some
fish for their own eating pleasure.

But on the other hand, if they eat

too many, they will refuse to work.

"Similarly, the Liberals have
found that a stale is most produc-
tive and prosperous when taxation

is not so heavy that the worker
says — 'Why bother working? The
government get.-

he said.

it all. anyway,

He added that taxation should

not be so low that the government
cannot function efficiently or supply-

citizens with such benefits as un-
employment insurance, old age pen-
sions, and family allowances.

The former Cabinet Minister

also discussed the pride of the Lib-

eral party in "its great name and
its long record of fine service to

the Canadian people."

YUGOSLAV SEMINAR

ion of Le Devoir. Several
^solutions by member papers,

e of which pertains to educa-
"> are also expected at the

COnfereiice ,

Jlrchei Hardin
-
j°h« Cart -

Huhk
N°'a Whitta!I and Jake

gate
*he Queen '

s dele"

be

6S t0 the conference. They will

p ..
Part of approximately 75 dele

gates from across thewho """ Ht ' U!ls ine country

real
CXPected to be in Mont-

a ' for the meeting.

J*
Journal, which has been in

fo;

*e of all CUP administration

of
t]i

^
year

> ''as been a member
f'rst °f

0r8anizati°n since it was

1938 ,

Uldod Winnipeg in
1 ls eligible for the Sout-

' roPhy, open to all English
&e papers publishing at

"am

Jongy

'cast

a
Trophy,

dii

and for the

awarded for

^emh?
1 excelIeilce among all the

.

er Papers.

«vitiet

a<
!
<N feature of CUP's ac-

Publisj,

1

^

a natio"al CUP paper,
fc'rence

Rt the end of cach con_
with re&

aild distributed, along1

t,lc
cail

""iversity papers, to

Jannary
lpilS at the beginning of

Two Queen's students wil

have a chance to spend next sum
nier in Yugoslavia on a World
University Service Summer Sent

mar scholarship. The seminar

brings together Canadian and Yu
goslav students and professors to

:h.r_;iss \ ugoslavi". s p^citioii ni

the world today.

Thirty-six students will be

chosen from across Canada for

the seminar, which will be held

the last three weeks of July. It

will be preceded by study tour?

for the Canadians through Yugo-

slavia and visits to international

agencies in London, Paris and

Geneva. Students will leave Can-

ada about the middle of June and

return around Aug. 12.

Students will be chosen on the

basis of their maturity, academic-

record, extra-curricular activities

and qualities of leadership. Stud-

ents entering final year and post

graduates are preferred. Students

from any faculty may apply.

The Queen's WUS committee

is hoping to find enough money

to provide a bursary for any

student wanting to participate

who finds be cannot afford the

loss of his summer earnings. The

university will prcvkle hursam;,

of $.100 to cover cost of fees.

Money to finance the seminar

conies entirely from government

grants, uni . :-rs:ty administrations

and private individuals. It is not

to be contused with the SHARE

campaign, whose proceeds go en-
tirely to help overseas students
build hostels, make books and
buy medicines.

Application forms can be ob-
tained now from the Registrar's

office and the AMS office. Dead-
line for submitting applications giz

will be Jan. 20.

John Romeril, chief justice of

the AMS court, told the AMS
executive last week it was time
to put a stop to residence raiding.

Romeril said this was the feeling

of the justices when they decided
the court will not tolerate the

invasion of residences.

He was giving a report of the
recent court proceedings to a

regular meeting of the executive
The recommendation of sus'

pension for further activities of

this kind not only applies to the
nine girls involved in the last

case but to everybody on the
campus, Romeril said.

Al Deep, senior Meds repre
sentative. asked whether the AMS
Court had the jurisdiction to set

a penalty before any future trial.

Romeril replied residence invas-
ion will not be tolerated no mat-
ter what the circumstances. There
is a principle underlying all par-

ticular cases of this type, be said.

The executive advised the chief

justice to publish past offence*

and recommendations of the court
in the Freshman Handbook and
in the Journal at the beginning of

the year.

The executive also:

• took 35 minutes to pick
Philip Mountbatten, Duke of Ed-
inburgh, as a number one choice

for AMS lecturer. Dag Hammar-
skjold was second and L. B.
Pearson third. Passed up were
experts on the Middle East, Dr
Narola Fatima, Sidney Smith,
Louis St. Laurent, John Diefen-
baker, Solon Low, Wilder Pen-
field and John Kennedy.

• listened to Anne Hayes out-

line the NFCUS Scholarship
Campaign Week, aimed at the
federal government, and including
radio, television and newspaper
publicity.

• approved continued support
of the NFCUS travel plan, since

salaries were outpaid and capital

spent in making contacts in

Europe. Miss Hayes talked of

possible tours through Rome and
Paris or through Poland and
Russia.

heard John Forsyth apolo-

for only turning in a $65

and recommend that the Saturday
money-collecting dance be thrown
free; watched him walk away
disconsolately as they quickly

passed to the next item.

• approved $400 for a lunch-

eon, tea reception and dinner

party for Rector Dr. L. W.
Brockington's visit to Queen's

the dinner to be attended by
campus dignitaries, wheels, AMS
executive members and their

wives.

• discovered that nobody-

there was married.

• turned down a Journal re-

quest for $30 for proofreaders to

balance extra work incurred in

turning out eight-page issues.

• approved an expenditure of

$32.50 for a special national issue

of the Canadian University Press

paper this January.

• approved an expense ac-

count for Journal delegates to the

Canadian University Press na-

tional conference in Montreal,

Dec. 26-28.

• listened contemplatively to

letters about crests, carnivals,

dinners and snowballs.

• heard Jim Holmes defend

the P.C. constitution from an im-

partial standpoint

• complacently heard AI Deep
report a $12,000 dividend on the

health insurance plan ; decided to

extend the $6.50 daily payment
to $7.50, automatically raising the

special hospital service benefit to

$77.50, on the promise that the

federal government health plan

would arrive as soon as the divid-

end had disappeared.

• argued conscientiously on
whether a club should be able

to amend its constitution by it-

self, once the constitution had

been approved by the executive,

and decided to return the con-

stitution of the Debating Society

for revision.

Five Queen 3smen
AmongA pplicante

A student of geological science

at Queen's has been awarded one
of the two Rhodes Scholarships
allotted to Ontario universities.

Twenty-year-old Dave Nowla»
(Sc. '58), one of the few Queen's
engineers ever to become Rhodes
scholars, was chosen from among
20 participants representing Mc-
Master, Western, Carleton, As-
sumption, OAC, Toronto, and
Queen's. He is a first class hon-
ors student, active in geological

activities, athletics and residence
life.

The second Ontario Rhodes
scholar is a University of Tor-
onto medical student, Harold
Rotman.

''It certainly came as a surprise

to me," said Nowlan Sunday on
receiving the news. "I was very
impressed with the other candid-

ates during the interview at Tor-
onto this weekend, and certainly

thought I hadn't a chance."

Nowlan plans to take an under-

graduate course at Oxford, major-
ing in economics with politics and
philosophy as a minor. His term
is a two-year one which can be
extended to three years if neces-

sary. Nowlan is not certain at

present what the future will hold

profit from the freshman welcome

Overseas Students

Will all overseas students

who will be remaining in

Kingston for the Christmas

holidays please contact Mr.

F. J. Young at 2-8516 as

soon as possible.

David Nowlan

Students Unite To Protest
Apathy And Injustices Here

Sparked by a feeling that the

AMS Court held on Dec. 2 was
mis-managed, a group on the cam-
pus, the Crusaders, held a tag day
on Monday to help pay the fines of

the "Naughty Nine."

At press time Monday, $45.04

had been collected from Queen's

students. The group had contact-

ed RMC and met a favorable re-

sponse, but no results were avail-

able. Ten dollars was to be de-

ducted to pay the cost of tags.

The Crusaders, although they

did not condone the actions of the

girls, maintained that the Court's

decision was not based on the evi-

dence presented. Though the Court

is not a representative body, it

must attempt to base its decisions

on the principles in which the stu-

dents believe. One of these prin-

ciples is justice. They felt that the

apparent disregard for this resulted

in very real but inarticulate discon-

tent. To demonstrate this, the Cru-

saders decided to hold a tag day.

The Manifesto issued by the

Crusaders said in part:

The lasting effects of this blozun-

up (rank will be felt not bv the de-

fenders but by you the students

of Queen's. Hoiv silent is our gen-

eration* How deep runs our apathy?

If our cloak of apathy is not lifted

on this issue, and more important

on the principles that underlie it.

then truly we are the 'no-nonsense'

kids. How important are the

'naughty nine'* They are the rally-

ing point for issues beyond them-

selves. Pranks are a normal part of

college life. Without necessarily

condoning the actions of the 'nine'

in this instance, we plead for a more

tolerant attitude towards that ini-

tiative exhibited by these pranksters.

Perhaps Sartre's eleventh command-

ment should be evoked - Thou shall

not take thyself so damn seriously.

Does not unreasonable repression

stifle the individualism necessary

for a vigorous national character.'

If non-conformity for its oivn

sake is bad, is not conformity for

its oivn sake worse?

Is the AMS Court an organ of

student government or a vehicle

for a small-time McCarthy*

Is apathy not also conduct unbe-

coming a member of the AMS^
"Was not the responsibility for

this trial and its burlesquing of the

"noble myth" of student govern-

ment ours? The representative

principle is imperilled, for whether

you htoie it or not, YOU acted

Monday night, Dec. 2."

for him. "It will be either business

or teaching," he thinks.

Queen's philosophy lecturer
R. L. Watts, a member of the

selection committee, was "im-

pressed with the delegation from
Queen's," which also included:

Bob Little (Arts '58), Paul Hay-
nes (Arts '58), Paul Herzberg
(Arts '58), and Robin Jackson

(Arts Post Grad). "They were
all very good and all very even."

he commented.

He said the boundary between

the candidates was extremely

slim, and consequently the selec-

tion committee had difficulty in

choosing the candidates.

The selection committee, a

group of six men representing

different part? of the provinces

and different occupations and

committees, interviewed the can-

didates in Toronto on two oc-

casions.

"Qualities of manhood, truth,

courage, devotion to duty, sym-

pathy, kindliness, unselfishness

and fellowship," are regarded as

important requirements for a

Rhodes scholar, in addition to

literary and scholastic attain-

ments and physical vigour.

A former Jourmd editor, Tony
King, was the last Queen's stud-

ent to receiv e a Rhodes scholar-

ship in 1956.
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Aferrie Cttristmasse
"Whan that Bean B.Sc. with his shure boote
Hafch kiaked ENGINEERS in yella soote
To divers better occupati»ne

Ine other faculfciese without Conne —
Eecause hir veynes were bathed in swich

licour

Tkat exaw time les trouvant sur the floor

To regisfrrare is gonne poore sonne.
(The flunken courses were but halff

y-ronne.)

Irate paters phonen registrare

Und leaven message, "Son, send back the

carre

!

Leave the maidens faire sans corsages
And quitte Hochelaga pilgrimages!"
Bifel that in that seasou* on a day
In Kingstoniie at the Chalet, as I lay,

A Christmasse partse was there in progresse,
And I was taking parte — I guesse.
Ye landlorde, Epicurus owene Sonne,
Bid fille flown bowle till o'er-ronne.

An ARTSMAN was ther in the companygne
That into Commerce hadde longe y-beene.
Ful thredbare was his crimsonne courtepyi
For he must pay his January fee.

Wei koude he sonnets mak (and wel imbibe)
Aad both these skils imprest his lady-liebe.

A future SAWBONE was there, new his

courtepye,
and grounded wel was he, in gynecologye.
He tolde us gold in gin is a cordiale
And this was why he lov'd gold In speciale,
(Excepte :in a golden courtepye).

A student there was in THEOLOGYE;
Sat he in the corner on a stoole,

Murmuring aloude the Goldene Rule,
An emptie glasse clutche in his hande.
At tables head a famed man did stande.
His shoulders quite broade were, I trowe,
And yet, i'faithe, he was not overgrowe —
A LAWYER, Ivy Leagued 2 crowned
He shouted for another, longer round
A morwe, whan that daye gan sprynge
A constable suggested that we gynge.
Through foggie roome I thought him

shooting bull
And smoot hime once, and that is all

aye null 3

— bye Geoffrey Chaucer
Revised by Tom and Jerry

Fooie -notesjo :

1. Cluucer hadn't hearf ,bout ficultj jJckrt,
2. lapjtd — read «Jeater u i( hdM lny

:

i» » Pun wWch^m^b. und«too* i£ rad aloud.As pir
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IN THIS CORNER
Poetry We'll put on a show to riv^i

Mike Todd's

T'was a week before exams
and all over the college

Sports were forgotten

in a mad search for knowledge

The cleats were hung by the

lockers with care

In the hope that "next year"

much better we'd fare

The football team had earned

long rest

And dreams of next season

they'd surely be hest

From the gym and the rink

there rose such a c-Iatter

Frank and Al at the first With notebooks and pencils
and "Moon" at the latter for on the spot interv"

1 rushed to the Journal and called We scurried all over to
for reporters sports news ^

There was frenzied activity in the But alas and alack all pnef
sports headquarters were done

Outside we could hear the coaches Until '58, sports news there'll

ehen

all ranting

As players from every direction

came panting

"Come Prior, come McAleese,

come Evans and Dodds

Prose
To Bob McAleese who doesn't think I

should read so many books and to ray

tutors who think I should read more ... to

Gary Moffatt, headline writer deluxe . . .

to Moreland Lynn who so thoughtfully
decorates our page with ads ... to Ronnie
Stewart, who Varsity wouldn't take, Mc-
Gill and Western would do anything to get
and thank God, we have ... to Bob Smolkin
who's still dreaming about the Montreal
weekend, to Bill Jampolsky who's still

dreaming about the Toronto weekend, and
to Don Townson who's just dreaming . . .

to Paul Fedor, Queen's Jim Thorpe ... to
Keith Harris who still has traces of confetti

•n his car floor ... to St. Hersch whose halo
a bit dented but still shines brightly

through a fog of letters ... to professor
Farina who I'd like to get in a good old un-
refereed basketball game (sadism in sports— phooey) ... to John Cartwright, Christ-
mas card vendor, editorial mender, and
wkose car needs a new fender (watch out
T. S. Eliot!) ... to Moose McCamey and
his football plays ... to Frank Tindall, "the
greatest" ... to Gord Robinson who keeps
Liz Oughton, our Levana writer, up too late
... to Jean Kucy who can't read my writing
and to my professors who can't understand
it ... to Stu Forbes whose first words on
arriving at Kingston were "I'm a clean
living athlete from T.O. and where is the
local bar" ... to Bob at the gym, who al-
ways has a friendly smile ... to Gord Fenny
who's a pool shark, especially against me

MIKADO
i
| By Don Townson

I The noisest, most colorful

|
and best performance of Gilbert

g and Sullivan in years was given

J
in Grant Hall last week. The

| Queen's Glee Club and The
1 Mikado combined to produce a
2 fine show.

| The Mikado was splendidly
K active and enthusiastically sung,
« although the over-all quality of

| the vocal music was not par-

g ticularily high. George Southall

§ and Bernie Calder were the out-
standing performers, not
cause of their voices, but

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS

SHOPPING FOR THE

Finer Gifts for Men

103 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON LI «-63H

I

V /j

cause of their superlative acting.
Mr. Southall, who doubled as
the stage manager of the show,
is a first class Gilbert and Sul-
livan. One does not have to
possess a great voice to sing
light opera excellently, and Mr.
Southall is living proof of this.

Bernie Calder as Pooh-Bah also
sublimates a so-so voice with
outstanding acting.

The large chorus distinguish-
ed itself by an ability to hit al-
most every high note strongly
and together. The males were
particularly good, albeit their
appearance ressenibled sumi
wrestlers rather than 'Gentle-
icii of Japan'. In the massed

chorus numbers The Mikado

be none

However you don't have to

be a unhelmeted mourner
Next year we'll be back

(I hope) In This Corner

... to Jerry Wallace who finally found her
way out of the stacks at the Library (dc.
spite my directions) ... to Morrie McCleod,
a Scotchman taking French (never mind
any remarks afcout Frenchmen taking
scotch) ... to Lynn Johnson, who is juS t
too much" . . . to Al Lenard who is still try-

ing to find his spot on the basketball court
... to Carol Ingham a good "sport" ... to
the 1,200 fans at the Toronto game who had
an early Christmas ... to Giis Tumbull
whose name isn't spelled with an 'a'

to Bruce Cossar "Gentleman of Japan" and
to Ian McNish, a real ladies man ... to
Pete Hancock, Ray Shock, Gord Robinson,
Pete Saegert and G. D. Walmsley, may all

their troubles be little ones (kittens)

to Mike Shewchuck who is beginning to
learn the meaning of slave labor (he now
works on the sports staff) ... to Chuck
Morrison a deadly jump shooter, to Art
Warren the automatic set shot machine, and
to Jim Moody who has the most fantastic
lay-up (?) I've ever seen ... to Jake Hub-
bard and Royce MacGillivray our "literary
lads" ... to Hugh Winsor who is better
late than never ... to Butch Nelson whose
real first name is "well try blackmail first"

... to all the coaches, managers and players
who have given us so much cooperation . .

.

to Gary Crowe who's still waiting for "Sput-
nik" to come down so he can get the re-
bound ... and finally to every body I've

missed because I've been going to bed at

2 and getting up at 6:30.

And here's a timely sports hint—If you're
driving don't drink and if you're not drink-
ing why have holidays?

achieved real technical proficien-

cy. "The Criminal Cried as He

Dropped Him Down" was beau-

tifully balanced between the of-

chestra, chorus and lead

Stephens, Calder and Souths

Dr. Graham George led the

string orchestra that prov

Toni

-ided

the proper oriental atmosphere

Ibcand blended nicely with

singers. Considering th

tical problems of Grant

this was an accomplishment.

The Mikado was not a pk«

of polished professionalis

the enthusiastic abandon

performers overcame the

anical flaws and set a stai

for the future.

aeons-

Hall

But

of the

me*
ndafJ

Classified Ads
Lost

Grey felt sports cap may have
been lost in Science clubrooms
Wednesday, Dec. 4. Phone Doug
Kilgour at 2-4075 (14<5 Colling-

wood). Reward.

Personal

Since approximately one person

out of a hundred is a stutterer,

presumably there are about
thirty of us at Queen's. I have
taken lessons to correct my
speech impediment, and I wonder
if there are others interested in

forming a club in which we could

practice public speaking together

and pass on to each other the

knowledge we have gained in

dealing with this problem. Would
those interested please leave a
note addressed c/o the Demos-
thenes Club, at the Journal office

or the Queen's post office.

Extremely Personal
Now that you have taken time

to read this item why not spend
some time during the Christmas
holidays to write an article, a
poem, a letter, anything, for the
Arfs Journal. All contributions

will be welcomed by John For-
syth c/o the Journal office.

For Sale

Navy blue, blazer, 38-40 size in
excellent condition, $15. Apply
539 Albert, phone 8-S517.

Bus To Ottawa
Charter coach leaving just after

exams on Friday, Dec. 20 at 5

p.m. and on Saturday, Dec. 21 at
noon from McNeill House, Ade-
laide Hall and the Douglas
Library. Fare only $4.50 return,

Students' Union if you arc

ested. For further inforina
1 '

1"

call Norm May at 2-8914.

call

Christmas cards will be on

i. afl c

n the Journal office this w«cK '

„ till

next every day from nO°"

1.30 and 5-6 p.m.
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aw Library

deceives Gift

rom Arts '58

Paul
Haynes, president of Arts

Wednesday afternoon presented

"Columbia I-aw Review" to the

faculty as his year's gift to the

University-

In accepting the gift, a set of 56

[]|K1
volumes, Dr. J. A. Corry,

lean °f the Facu,ty of ^w
>
de-

ified the review as "one of the

and said of the various law

.views
published by law schools

generally edited by third year

students, that they were "the

uost
important single educational

force in the Anglo-Saxon law field."

Dr. Corry and Professor Ryan

hf ilie law faculty explained that in

peneral articles in American reviews

size the basic principles of

l\v more than do those of British

nd Canadian journals. Corry de

ared that Canadian law school:

tiust try to develop more publica-

tions devoted to discussing legal

natters, cases and book reviews.

Arts '58 spent a total of $500 in

leir gift to the university. The
Kinder of this sum was used to

nsure that the law library will

ontinue to receive the Columbia
teview for several years.
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Bogus Engineer Cashes Bad Cheques
Leaves No Trace For Fleeced Friends

Queen's Picks

fC's Pocket

for $530,000
Queen's University has been

given a grant of $530,000 by the
pnada Council of the Arts. This
pint will be used to pay one-half

¥ the cost of the new men's resi-

dence, which is being built along-
side McNeill House.
At present, one-quarter of the

poney has actually been received
W die Treasurer, although the re-

minder is expected at various
Rges in the construction.
The Canada Council met at the

<°yal Military College in Kingston
p™y to discuss assistance of
pnad.ans working in the fields of
""ng, music, the visual arts, andW theatre.

N " ,e grants, of which Queen's
I • the third largest, had been made
Radian universities, the chair-

D£

'
Stated

-
t0 ^ in the expansion

ities

'

g work °y t"«e univer-

fna?'

e

f

H
r

i
-
Brooke Claxt011

'
chair-

Ithe f;

C°u»cil, noted that, for

of th-

time
< Mers in the field

I arts throughout Canada had
r^_bro"ght together.

Lis
t0n S:"d that tiie advance

N of T I
in the arts since the

Acting Dean J. A. Corry of Queen's Faculty of Law is shown receiving a copy of the law
reports from Paul Haynes, president this year of Arts 1958. Other members of the '58 executive,
left to right, are: Charles C. Finley, permanent president; Donald M. Cooper, athletic stick; James
W. Hunter, treasurer; James Cousens, social convener; Pat Brown, vice-president; Betty Gardiner
social convener; Mickey McCullough, girls athletic stick. Absent from the picture is Irene Cooke,
secretary. In the back row at the right is Prof. Stuart Ryan of the law school.

Engineers Triumphant,
Only Six Don't Survive

World War had
general progress of

sack or the Bag

WlJ i,-i!.

Slinky y°«ng types

°sed tl
t0 Slide beilind

*>' is off
" d°0rS the
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ant s t
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0 1C editors
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more \
knees there is "

e(litors

llmi^ field but the

fin ,t .
guarantee they will
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"

'
empty typewriters,

the
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'
pends °n talent and
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"Six students only have been

dropped from the Engineering class

of I960, as a result of failures in

Christmas exams," reported H. G
Conn, dean of the Engineering

Faculty, in a telephone interview

with the Journal Tuesday morning.

The Dean emphasized that the re-

cent launching of the Russian sat-

ellite, and the consequent publicity

on our lack of scientists had no

effect whatsoever on ibis figure. He

rather attributed this small number

to the sobering influence of last

year's record high of 29 failures.

According to the regulations of

the faculty, those students asked to

leave at Christinas, through failing

to pass more than two of the 12

exams, may apply for readmittancc

at Queen's the following September,

provided this is not their second

failure. The dean noted that al

though the majority of these Engi

neers do not return, those who do

usually succeed, and receive their

degree,

Contrary to 1957 procedures, no

mock funerals, elegies or other

marks of sympathy for the "de-

ceased" are planned by their former

classmates this year. Dave Trebil-

cock, president of Engineering '60,

noted that the small number leaving

did not necessitate any elaborate

plans. However, the Engineers have

scheduled a "thanksgiving" dance

for those remaining on Jan. 18 in

Grant Hall.

When questioned regarding the

enlarging of Queen's Engineering

Faculty, Dean Conn reported that

the new civil engineering building

which is being erected on the

WESTERN APPROPRIATES
SOUTHAM SILVERWARE

campus will not increase the 300

vacancies open for first year stu-

dents. However, there will be more
openings for upper year students

in this branch of the Faculty. Al-

though there were over 750 appli-

cations for the 300 freshman vacan-

cies last year, no immediate plans

ate under way to increase the

facilities.

Dog Outdoes
College Heads
More and better university stu-

dents, more assistance for schol-

ars and scientists of the first rank,

and more recognition of the im-

portance of scholarship and re

search was the hope expressed

for Queen's University by Prin

cipal W. A. Mackintosh in his

annual New Year's message

"All universities are under

great pressure these days to en-

large and improve their facilities

and staff," he said. "What we
have been telling governments

and the public for 25 years or

more, the public and governments

are now telling us. Two Soviet

satellites in their diurnal round,

assisted by a luckless dog, have

proved more elequent than all the

university presidents in Canada

Principal Mackintosh in his

statement predicted that the na

tional fund raising campaign

under the leadership of N. R.

Crump, president of the Canadian

(See Law, Clinical, Page 5)

National Fund Campaign
Tops $4,000,000 Mark

Not Registered At Queen's
Fenny Last Seen At U Of T

A Queen's student who had never registered disappeared from

Kingston over the holidays and cashed three rubber cheques to

pay his travel expenses.

The student's name was Gordon Fenny. Reports have placed

him in third year Science. However, he evidently did not attend

any classes.

Fenny cashed three cheques, each for $10, drawn on the Bank
of Commerce, where he had a negligible amount of money in a
savings account. The three notes, to two Kingston businessmen
and to his landlady, Mrs. E. S. Martin, bounced because of insuffi-

cient funds. Fenny also owed $8 and $3 to staff members of the

Queen's Journal where he had worked as a sports reporter, and
several weeks' rent to his landlady.

The last report of the bogus

student was from a Queen'sman

who saw him in Hart House at

the University of Toronto last

Saturday. He left Kingston short-

ly after cashing his third bad che-

que on Dec. 27. At press time

all efforts to locate him had fail-

ed, even though he left an alleged

home address in Toronto to the

bank.

There is no trace of him at the

university. Neither the Registrar's

Office nor the Science Faculty

Office have any card of enrolment

in his name. Mrs. R. J. Wilson in

the administration building said

not even an application was re-

ceived from him.

Notification of his absence was
made by his landlady after Fen-

ny failed to return to Kingston

to write his mid-term exams.

When queried Saturday in

Toronto about not being in King-

ston for the half-course exams,

he told an acquaintance from

Queen's that he had just written

five final exams and that he was
beginning five new courses in the

next term, as in the American

semester system. When asked

what his home town was and

where he had spent the holidays,

Fenny ignored the questions.

Though seen in Toronto, he

told his landlady he was going to

Montreal when he left here. He
had told her he was in third year

Science. His name was not listed

in Who's Where, though he wore

(See Mystery Student, Page 5}

The Southam Trophy, emble-

matic of journalistic excellence

among college papers publishing

at least twice a week, was won

by the Western Gazette in a un-

animous vote of all three judges

of the Canadian University Press

competition. The trophy was

awarded at the final banquet of

the 20th national CUP confer-

ence held in Montreal during the

Christmas holidays.

The Queen's Journal was se-

cond and The Varsity, of the

University of Toronto, third.

Other trophy presentations were

to the McMaster Silhouette for

English language papers publish-

ing less than twice weekly, to Le
Quartier Latin of the University

of Montreal for excellence among
French language papers, and to

The Ubyssey of the University

of British Columbia for editorial

excellence.

Charles H. Peters, president of

the Montreal Gazette, was guest

(See Pyersonian, Page 5)

Queen's national campaign for

funds has gone over its goal of

S4 ,000,000, it was announced to-day.

The total of cash contributions and

pledges as of Dec 31 was $4,-

051,500.

This total included only contri-

butions from individuals, founda-

tions and corporations. While cap-

ital grants have been received from

governments, they are additional to

the results of the campaign. The

contributions have come from all

parts of Canada and also from the

United States. Many of the major

districts have over-subscribed their

target figures.

N. R. Crump, president of the

Canadian Pacific Railway and chair-

man of the campaign, said, "This

campaign, in which no contribution

has been greater than §100,000, has

meant hard unremitting work by

many graduates and friends of

Queen's University throughout the years ahead."

country. I have had great pleasure

in working with them and I am
grateful for the strong support

which they have given me and

those who have made up the cam-

paign teams. It was gratifying also

to me to find demonstrated again

that Canadian business leaders are

alert to Canadian educational needs

This fine response to the require-

ments of one of Canada's great na-

tional universities is heartening.

"Queen's will now be in a stron-

ger position to meet the pressing

problems which confront all our

universities. Already long needed

buildings are under construction as

a direct result of the campaign and

plans for others are proceeding

rapidly. The Endowment Fund has

been supplemented. I have had

pleasure in my associations and in

the work accomplished, and I wish

Queen's University every success in

meeting the challenge of the crucial

New Telescope

For Star- Gazers

Queen's students will be able to

perfect their techniques of star-

gazing, aided by a donation of $25,-

000 from the Atkinson Foundation.

A new telescope with a 15-inch re-

fractor has been ordered from the

Fecker's Company of Pittsburgh.

The telescope will be mounted

on the third floor of the new En-

gineering building next to Richard-

son Hall. The new observatory will

include offices, a workshop, and a

reading room for graduate students

in optical and radio astronomy.

The main telescope has a spec-

tograph and photo-electric photo-

meter. Smaller instruments will be

mounted on the same polar axis for

observational and photograph ical

work.
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Ever since some perceptive fellow of the palaeolithic age
observed that the sun usually came up on one side of the cave and
went down on the other, men have been clock-watchers. Modern
thinkers have managed to systematize and refine the method of
counting time so that we no longer have to crane our necks With
four years of intensive training in geodesic geometry and a pam-
phlet m your briefcase explaining the relation between Eastern
standard Time and Daylight Saving, anyone can came up with the
nght answer just like that, (with only a quick glance at the horizon
to determine whether it's a.m. or p.m.)

Not only that but they have cleverly divided 365 up into
several van-sized pieces so that it comes out almost even, taking
care to allot 30 days to those months than scan properly in the little
verse in the Spelling Primer.

For those of you who are still shifting beads on your abacus
trying to get your position straight, here's a hint; we're ten HO)
days into a new calendar.

And we're coming to the point of this editorial soon.
Traditionally, this is the time for prophesying, passing resolu-

tions, turning leaves over, etc. Crowds of seers, sibyls, soothsayers
and crepe-hangers arise to predict recessions, fatality tolls, glacial
advances, and illiteracy. For those who feel inclined to resign
lemselves to this forecast it presents an excellent opportunity to
iscard the regular set of resolutions - you know, giving up smok-

drinking eating, buying, selling sneezing, sinning, ginning
*.mmen, and kicking dumb animals - and come up with somerefreshingly new ones.

Americans (that includes us) have been accused of spending
their lives developing ulcer cultures worrying about instalment
plans, investment plans, retirement plans, and where they'll spend
their

a
terWe If, instead, we go in with the fatalists and sign away

that s tT'
her

Vr are n°thin
^ t0 WG"* ab0ut ««that is. The possibilities are limitless. How about this for a starter •

Whereas tomorrow I may die, be it resolved that henceforth Idevote myself assiduously to . . . where's that old list ...
But we see by our almanack it's time for brunch. And thisafternoon we must trip out and pick up a fistful of rosebuds.

On the art of pseudo judgements

ents^ol?'
m0St/°0li

k
3,

lf
nd irritati"S tendencies of some stud-ents at Queens, and probably everywhere, is the habit of cate-ommg o hers and what they say into tight little stereotyp s vhthpertain to motives, moods and sociological catch conceptions

togeSrwitf?
Cat

f

epn
"

zing P1"™* is "pseudo-intellectual,"

"ps udo " if Tru
PseUdQ -s°P^ticated,» "pseudo-cultured "

pseudo-u,t, et al. The majority of these expressions defy definitionagreeable to all who use them. In any case, they have oeen ri u

ngless It is a wonder that some students still take recourse tothem when they wish to dispense with others' existences o^ew-

There is another category of phrases which, while just as

expounder if the a^nW ? 7 ***** y0un* man" to

is solved Similarly
bunient is over, ihe problem

or jus. to p,ai n cyLici2 Thi is l^^tV° "'l^4
point's validity is examined and rareWtt tl

*'
conformity become obvious. *

'
^"""^ ">-

bo^SS^ catenation is teveaied

Many tenders wtStTS" 7 **f
purpose in editorials rather tbJ L

motives of policy and

realize tba,mJS^^^^T^ They do no,

effecting action or JLZ u,
3 ne "'sP»Per has of

realize that cit^ dai i s haTL'-t t

°Pini°n
' ^ ^° d° "°<

degree of *> - h
things across to a significantl »r ,

°" y wa* of Smi"S
mering. Jndeed editoria , r i gT„r tlttZ* " ham"

thankless job. Whatever i, dofs ed 7l

Z

iTcan 7*2*readers who fit editorial* i

certainly can do without

With editorial <*Z£gtX*$2* '"Y™
disagreement with the po ic es ft is ,S d tv Tf'"

°<

Hi. which malces that policy ££Z t^ZlZ^ *

The Russians for the next
two or three years will have a
sufficient edge on us to win a
nuclear war. I doubt that they
will take America by force, but
if they try to, let us examine
our way of life (which is as rot-
ten as Russia's) before prepar-
ing to give our lives for it.

Throughout history, capital-

ism has supported its few weal-
thy backers against the good of
the vast majority. Canada's
wealth, which should be used
by the administration for the
needy, now finds its way into
private hands. It is argued that
Canadians cannot develop our
wealth and are unwilling to in-

vest. Nonsense. The government
often develops our resources it-

self until they start to pay and
then sell it to private industry
at cost price: examples are the
pipeline and a lead mine near
Franklin. Canadians would in-

vest if shares were small enough
to enable the average citizen to

purchase a few.

* * *
The Tories rejected Macmil-

lan's sincere suggestion of free

trade between Britain and Can-
ada. Besides paying at least $100
a year in tariff duties, each Ca-
nadian family is now milked by
industries whom tariffs enable
to raise prices. Apart from bet-
tering Commonwealth relations

and decreasing our dependence
on the U.S. a Canadian-British
free-trade area would reduce
our cost of living and force our
manufacturers to produce decent
goods at reasonable prices or go
bankrupt. Producers of shoddy
goods Canada is not equipped
to produce well (e.g. textiles)

might be forced out of business,
but this need not bring unem-
ployment if our labor force de-
velops our resources (e.g. wheat,
pulp and paper, certain miner-
als) and on needed public con-
struction such as hospitals and
schools. Instead of minimum
food production we should pro-
duce all the food we can, send
Asia the surplus, and provide
her with the technical assistance
to develop the industries with
which she can repay us.

* * *
Our government will not en-

act these measures because the
two older parties are financed
by the few wealthy manufactur-
ers who would be the only ones
who stand to lose by them. The
U.S. is in a similar situation,

We criticize Russia because its

people are poor while the gov-
ernment builds up arms, but we
would be equally poor had capi-
talism inherited a vast, poverty-
stricken land forty years ago
instead of an empty country
four centuries ago. Let us seek
an alternative to the Russian
system that doesn't have the
same faults in different disguise.

WELL, WHAT Vtv you
DO OVER THE
HOL/SAYS^

Friendly greetings: happynewyew, you s.oi,
By John Cartwright

So you're going to step out
into the world next year or the
year after, or maybe even six
years from now, and make your
own way, are you? You're going
to find your nice, securely pad-
ded little niche in industry or
government or whatever else
you choose, and make your way
up the ladder to the top? You
think you can see the future,

twenty, thirty, forty years from
now? And a nice rosy future it

is, isn't it? Why, you ought to
be earning $20,000 a year by
that time, if. . .

That's a pretty big "it" isn't

it, kiddies? Or maybe you never
thought of it before. Maybe you
still don't think of it. Maybe
you haven't noticed the Sput-
niks, the ICBMs, the super-
super bombs, perhaps with a
little cobalt added for flavoring.

Well, smarten up, then,

They're on your planet and
you've got to live with them.
Or maybe you think you don't
have to live with them, that
they're the concern of somebody
else, just who you don't know,
maybe "the boys in the Penta-
gon" or "the scientists" or even
"the government." You're not
going to be affected by them,
really

; you'll be too busy doing
a market analysis for the won-
derful new Edsel, bigger and
better than ever. The end of the
world can come and you won't
really notice it — until it starts
to affect sales. Then maybe
you'll wake up — if there's

enough of you left to wake up,
which is highly unlikely.

It can't really happen to us,
eh? The West doesn't want war,
you know that, and probably,
despite all they say and do, those
nasty men in the Kremlin don't
really want it either. Then
what's all the fuss about? If
neither side wants war, how
can it come about? What's that?
Both sides may think the other
wants war, and so they'll panic— try to get the jump on t]ie

art instead of mathematics, busi-

ness practice instead of Latin
And why? Because Latin and
Mathematics were "hard"; they
involved a lot more work, and
you might even have to (hor-
rors!) think! So what if we
were a bunch of lazy slobs?
Wasn't our educational process
the democratic one, the best one,

because it turned us into a bunch
of model citizens, breathing the

pure air of "Liberty, Equality,
Fraternity?" Sure, the only
thing we were equal to each
other in was our abysmal ignor-
ance, but we didn't have a
chance to realize that. We were
kept too busy being properly
stuffed into "well-rounded citi-

zens."

And now we're paying for it.

Maybe it wasn't our fault, but
that's no help now. The fact is

that Russia has the jump for a
generation at least, more if we
don't smarten up right now, in
the development of scientists
and generally in the production
of educated manpower. She also
has the advantage of being in a
position to exploit the national-
ism of Asia and Africa, a posi-
tion we handed her by default.
Again the exploitation of these
areas by the West wasn't our
fault, but we are going to pav
for it.

ing all our resources on J
tific and technological p^"
we can catch up to the Ru^
But we just might lose

sight
what we're trying to defend

fi

course, if what we're defend*
is our Buicks and our fre«l
and three meals a day, then 3
easy, because we know J
they are and when we've
them. But if it's something;
vague and indefinable as U
dom we're defending, then J
be we won't know when v

got it or when we've let it „

away in the guise of "naiios

security" or "patriotism."

* * *

Cheerful prospect for the

ture, isn't it? But there is

ray of hope. Peoples' ideas

change, even the Russians'. Yt

never know what might happe

if some of our students sU

swapping ideas with Rus;

students. They might just teac

us a bit, and some of our idai

which we may hold only sM

consciously, ideals like the rigW

to be wrong, might percolij

into their minds. An idea is id

lethal than a dose of radiatioil

»Y/ i.
~" lTy t0 Set the jump 0n the

WylieismS enemy? Congratulations, kid-
1-line 1 V/M.'-n i: ,

way

What the colleges need is:
first, undergraduate bodies who
are there for hard studies only,
all others being tweedy morons
and a waste of human effort;
second, courses, not in econom-
ics, but in SIN. The only reason
for the existence of learning is
the maintenance and increase of
some kind of morals—the more
realistic or homogeneous with
natural law, the better.

Philip Wylie,
Generation of Vipers.

dies! You're starting to smarten
up at last.

But maybe there won't be any
war. What else is likely to hap-
pen, assuming both sides do re-
alize in their dim way that to
start a war means suicide? May-
be you read a lesson from Sput-
nik and Dudnik. Maybe you've
noticed, if you can remember
back to your high school days,
that a lot of your friends took

* + *

So what are you going to dc
about it? Show the Russians
we can heat them at their own
game by producing even more
and better scientists, and by
matching their military build-up
weapon by weapon? Sure we
can match their military arsenal— maybe even surpass it. But
we don't really need to. Since
there is no defence at present
against ICMBs and no prospect
of one, we only need a certain
number of weapons to saturate
any part of the world — all of
it if we want. Of course it might
l>e a little risky; if a «deail

..

H-bomb exploded in the Pacific
can kill sheep in British Colum-
bia and cattle in Wales, it's hard
to say what might happen under
less rigidly controlled condi-
tions. But that's a risk we have
to take, just like the estimated
40,000 deaths a year which US
Atomic Energy Commissioner
Libby attributed to atomic tests,
reassuring his audience with the
remark that these were negli-
gible compared to the number
of deaths from traffic accidents.

There's another little catch
though. Maybe by pushing ev_

eryone into the position he
ought to fill, and by concentrat-

So don't just run away to yf

holes and hide. You've got ai

of a job to do, something a I
till

more important than reachicj

a five figure income level. H
of course, if you don't do itj

job. . .

Some bacteria can survive*!]

amount of radiation.
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-| |C
disillusionment many

I ijng Pe°P'
c su^er 3t college

P .
l,e

attributed to their relig-

Eacli religion lias many

IjQjtriiipS
that won't stand up

Under the strict evaluation they

[often
receive at college, and

jien
they collapse many of

tone's mo"-' valid beliefs fall with

(them.

Each Organized religion

(claims to know our Creator's

tjiuri: and designs for us, but

|[ we were meant to have this

Knowledge it would obviously

L
iv i' been given to all of us, not

Lre ij the small fraction adher-

ing to any one faith. If our re-

gion is infallible all the others

rt wrong and wc alone have

ic right answers, which is prc-

iposteroiis. Let us C x a in i n c

Christianity.

Assuming the authenticity of

I the Bible, on which Christianity

rests, we observe Christ often

being carried by his fanaticism

beyond basically sound points

to ridiculous extremes that he

(himself wasn't prepared to fol-

If anybody advocated to-

[day giving up all wealth, loving

our neighbors and turning the

other cheek he'd be locked up.

Christ himself didn't practise his

brotherly love, for he scourged
the money-changers and repeat-

edly threatened those who refus-

toM badeor!
•
a "£l a Savings Account at

,h" ^nk of Montrwl* is the
*Qv to guarantee yotmolf that

"cure fooling . .

.

ed to follow him with Hell. For
all practical purposes we do not
love our neighbor (in the com-
mon usage of the word) and if
somebody socks us we sock him
back, but if we could learn to
respect the worth of our neigh-
bors' individual personalities
be they the family next door or
the Russians, we would live in
a happier world. We are unwill-
ing to give up all our wealth,
but there is room for far more
charity than the few dollars we
send the starving two-thirds of
mankind to ease our consciences.
Christ was one of the wise and
humane leaders who occasional-
ly step forth, but hardly the son
of God.

Now consider the harm Chris-
tianity is doing today. As inter-
preted by the Catholics, it en-
slaves millions to the whims of
a man in Rome credited with
infallibility. A look at the ex-
ploits of some previous popes
shows the folly of this assump-
tion. Catholics who acknowledge
this and speak of their "bad
popes" evade the fact that blast-
ing a pope in a later age can't
undo the harm he did in his

own: by this token the present
pope may be attacked 50 years
hence by a new generation in-

terested only in maintaining the
current pope's supremacy. The
Catholic church dictates on all

spheres of life, and those who
think tyranny in the name of
Christ is limited to such places

as Portugal might take a look

at Quebec. The Protestants col-

lect money by appealing to

Christian charity and use it to

build fine churches rather than
to further charity. The bigoted

Lord's Day Alliance, which has

appointed itself legal custodian

of our consciences, is a product
of Protestantism. Some of the

.stricter Protestants (e.g., Bap-
tists) favor denying their chil-

dren such innocent amusements

as movies, cards and dancing,
with the result that on leaving
home they go to opposite ex-
tremes.

In the field of sex Christianity
has done immeasurable harm.
Its opposition to divorce des-
troys the happiness not only of
incompatible married couples
hut also of those in love who are
kept apart. (Princess Margaret
is a glaring example.) If an in-
nocent wife finds her husband
has syphiUis, the church still

chains her to him. The church
has put a taboo on sex which
often prevents children from
learning the facts from a com-
petent authority, so they go to
incompetent ones, often make
mistakes, and oftener develop
an abnormal interest in sex last-

ing throughout life. Sex should
be regarded not as something
dirty but as a necessary, if en-
joyable, human function to be
approached and discussed with
[he same sanity eating and
sleeping are. This essay will

side-step the Catholics' barbaric

insistance that there be no birth

control and a woman should

bear as many children as she is

capable of, which was thrashed

out here last term to the satis-

faction of nobody.

Our cherished beliefs need
not depend on organized relig-

ion. We can acknowledge the

unlikelihood of life starting by
itself without pretending to

know anything about the Crea-

tor. It is unlikely that we were
created merely for the few years

we spend on this earth : scien-

tists hope they are nearing

proof of an after life and in the

meantime there is every reason

to hope. Our wisest course is to

live in harmony with our own
consciences, not those of the

churches, and to remain honest

with ourselves and respectful of

the inherent worth of others

( which after all is the basis of

Christian philosophy). No phil-

osopher was ever nearer the

truth than Christ when he said

"the kingdom of God is within

you." Gary Moffatt

Northern lights
Once, upon a cold, clear night

I saw an angel in the sky.

Tall he was, and made of light,

His silver wings, which caught

my eye.

Forever changing yet forever

bright.

How very kind of God, I said,

To place an angel o'er my head.

To shield me from a world that's

dark

And full uf dangers which I

dread,

And woe for all except the dead.

Then I longed with all my soul

From the enshrouded earth to

fly

To that good light which hung
on high.

And from my lips a fervent sigh

Bo"k wh0f6 Sk,d0nll< oe(oun„

29, K̂
nS6t°n

' Main Office

JAcJ East> at the Market:

Pri

K McLEAN, Manager

? tl
nd Barrie Sts

" branch,

POUPORE, Manager

Ave. and Bath Rd.

^ILtt. Bfanch:
BARRY. Manager

Raced breathless to its heavenlj

goal.

But, oh, my body, always bound
Unto the drear and gloomy

ground,

Would not permit my soul to

rise.

Angel, I cried, with piteous

sound,

Release me from this wretched
round.

He answered not, yet seemed
to say,

My child, tomorrow, you will

come,

But for a time I bid you stay.

Though you are far away from
home

You have much work to do to-

day. Elliot Andrews

When it's time to go

-to work
When classrooms are left behind and the young engineer
goes out to practise his profession, he looks for many
things

• Opportunity

• Good pay

• Security

• Interesting work

The Iron Ore Company of Canada and its Associates
offer all these things and more. More than 50% of
Canada's iron ore was produced in 1957 by this young
and vigorous operation in North Eastern Quebec and
Labrador.

Solidly established, with large, modern equipment, pro-
viding a rich blend of mining and railroading, the Com-
pany offers opportunity, excellent pay, security and
progress to young engineers and geologists.

Our representative will be available for interview

at your university on January 20 - 21

.

// interested please ivrite for booklets "There's a Future in Iron Ore" and
"Welcome to Iron Ore" to Personnel Department • Iron Ore Company
of Canada - Sept-I/cs - Quebec.

IRON ORE COMPANYOFCANADA

Letters from minor historians

(undated)

Dear Oscoliop:—You will
never guess what Bruno is up
to. Something that he captured

in the woods is living in his

cave. It leaps, it shines, it stings

like a bumble bee, and when you
feed it sticks they blacken and
vanish in the most disconcerting

way possible. He calls it fire.

Everyone here recollects the Po-
katus case, and all the friends

of Bruno arc afraid of what will

happen when the countryside

runs out of sticks. Do you re-

member Old Manbus? The fire

swallowed his finger. Bruno al-

ways was a great man for these

mad novelties.

Your affectionate friend,

Off.

Washington, May 6. 1811.

My dear Mr. Adams:—I won-
der that you ask me whether
we shall go to war or not. Of
course we shall go to war. Our
national honor has been the

object of repeated vilification.

The only question is as to

method. Where would a blow
be most effective to the enemy?
This is a problem which I pro-

mise to give my closest consid-

eration in the next few days.

Our department of Intelligence

has not been successful in deter-

mining the best route for the

invasion of Canada, but we have
received definite testimony that

Canada contains 6,233 public

offices. The only problem is to

find Americans deserving
enough,

Yr. obdt. serv.

J- J. Ipse.

July 25, 1897

Dear Mr. Wright:—Of course

I agree with you that man
should be able to fly. Still, and
this is my point, we must not

grasp at rash assumptions.

Above and beyond the eloquent

argument which you have de-

duced from the science of math-
ematics, what evidence do you
propose? A learned and sober

man, a professor of divinity who
is also my cousin, has proved
quite conclusively from Genesis

that human flight is impossible.

You ought to meet him some-
time and you could thrash out
the matter together.

Yr. obdt. serv.

J. D. Rockefeller.

Sept. 13, 6250

My dear Arlam:—I know
Chadband and others have de-

nied the existence of England,

the mythical island of which
Charyllis writes. They resort to

an argument backed by a great

deal of scholarship, but I can-

not help considering it false.

The contrary evidence of our

geologists seems conclusive.

Whether it was civilized or not

is another question. As usual

with such questions, the answer
turns on a definition. On the

one hand we have the supposed

artifacts of England, the lovely

so-called Elgin marbles and the

things called neon tubes, but on

the other hand we have evidence

that the people waged war quite

intolerantly. If they waged war
they were certainly not civilized.

Since I find you at this point

in your studies, I shall let you

mull over the evidence before

we advance to the symbolic re-

ligion of Dog and Car. It is your

mind, only read Cadwallader.

Your loving tutor, Osgark.

ZELLER 'S LIMITED
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

IN RETAILING

What Is Zellers Limited?
Zeller's is a Canadian Retail Organization, operat-

ing 64 stores across Canada. These are Junior De-

partment stores which carry a wide range of

popularly-priced merchandise. Stores vary in size

from 6,000 to 28,000 square feet of selling area.

What- Career Opportunities Does
Zeller's Offer?

Zeller's offers an opportunity to grow with a young
expanding company. Fifteen new stores have been

opened in the past two years and similar expansion

is expected in the future. This will provide excellent

opportunities for young men interested in preparing

themselves for positions in Store Management,
Buying and other Executive branches.

What Training Does Zeller's Provide?

ZeJIer stores operate on the basis of decentraliza-

tion, with the manager responsible for the store

organization. To prepare a man for this respon-

sibility, training is a scheduled on-the-job pro-

gramme to give experience in all phases of the

business.

What Is Zeller's Remuneration Policy?

Starting salary is dependent upon education and
potential ability. Manager's salaries range from

a minimum of $6,000 to over $25,000; average

59,500.

What Personnel Benefits Does
Zeller's Provide?

Pension Plan, Croup Health and Life Insurance,

Profit Sharing, Employee Discounts, Summer and
Winter Vacations with pay.

A representative of the company will

interview interested students

on the campus

ON MONDAY, JANUARY 1 3th, 1958

FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENTS, PLEASE

CONTACT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
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Some Work, Some Play, Some Sleep
Floor waxing, impromptu parties,

and annual hockey games are only

a few of the highlights in the life

of a Queen's Co-oper.

The Queen's Co-op system, whose
workings are unknown to many
Queen's students, consist of three

houses: Boucher House, 144 Albert

Street; Berry House, I6S Univer-
sity Avenue; and Collins House
329 Earl Street.

Operated by a board of eight di-

rectors chosen at a general meeting

of all members, the Co-op is head-
ed this year by Don McEachem.
Each house has a house manager
appointed by the board of directors,

whose function it is to see that the

weekly chores — cleaning, waxing
and polishing— are faithfully done,
and that the house rules — drawn
up by the members of cadi house— are followed. The 49 students
living in the various houses under
take all the household jobs, and m
maids or cleaning ladies are hired.

Open house parties held at the

Co-ops after home games and plenty

of impromptu parties make for

"some pretty good times," accord-

the evening the Collins House
Common Room was filled with

paper, several young ladies were
abandoned out at the nylon plant

subsequently rescued and dumped
in the shower, and all the beds were
torn to pieces.

However, McEachem emphasized

the fact that the academic standing

of Co-op members is "exceptionally

high."

"To counteract certain rumors I

have heard to the effect that Co-op
members do not work too hard, I

would like to offer the following

statistics," he said. "Last year in

the three houses only three mem-

CFR C
Friday, January 10

7:00—Time For Listening
7:30—Campus Topics

News
Newman Club

7:45—Show Music
The Student Prince

8:15—Research In Progress

o m ?r
-
A

-

,

S
"

,

West "Bi,ine Insects"
6:30—Around the Campfirc
9:45—Basketball

Queen's — U. of Toronto
1 1:30—Laie Listening

Saturday, January 11

1:00—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte
5:00—Respectfully Yours

£
:0J*—Echoes Around the World

7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Campus Topics

News
Calendar
Speaker

7:45—Modern Jazz
8:15—Platter Chatter
8:45—This and That

a.tuv_r
Bielcr — European Graphics

y.00—Concert Hall
Granados—Allegro De Concerto
Bruch—Scotttch Fantasy
Sibelius—Symphony No. 5
Mozart—Fantasia iD D Minor
Saint Saens—Concerto No 4

for Piano and Orchestra
Debussy—La Mcr

11:00—Starlight Serenade

,
Sunday, January 12

1:00—Mostly Music

(ANaLICAN)
Kino St. at Johnson St.

SUNDAY. JANUARY 12th
EPIPHANY 11

8.00 o.m. Holy Communion

9.15 o.m. Choral Communion

11.00 a.m. Choral Motrins

7.00 p.m. Evensong

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour
vlted io this

Holy Communion is celebrated
DAILY at the Cathedral at 7.45
a-m. for ALL Anglicans of King-
ston and area. Thus is a co-op-
erative service with all the City
Clergy each taHng a day. Stud-
ents are urged to attend as often
as possible.

Glbfilitwrfi

(fltrurrh

CARL AND BARRIC STH.

F. BANISTER,
MINISTER

SUNDAY, JANUARY I2th

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion
7:30 p.m. The Ten Command-

ments
(No. l) "No Other Gods"

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial welcome
to all Queen's students.

ing to McEachem. "Some fellows

have even been known to have had
three birthdays in one year," he
winked.

This fall the girl co-opcrs threw

a "Hernando's Hideaway" party,

he said, and the decor was appro-

priately mysterious with large cracks

in the wall, spiders' webs and
candles in bottles.

The Co-op organization holds its

annual spring party at the Cottage
Inn and all members, mealers and
prospective members attend. Also
in the spring the famed Co-op
hockey game takes place between
teams consisting of girls from
Boucher and men from Collins and
Berry.

"At Hallowe'en pandemonium
reigned when a couple of 'boys
sneaked over to Boucher and filled

room with balls of newspaper,"
he recollected. During the course of

PreBbjjtftlatt Gliturrh
phincesb And cui««t Struts

10:30 *.m.—Bible Clans

11:00 un.—Morning Service,
Nursery Class, Church School

7 JO p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to ail student*.

(Union St. By The campusi

SUNDAY. JANUARY 12th

8:00 o.m. Corpor. Communion
for the Canterbury Club

9:00 o.m. Holy Communion

11:00 o,m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

Preacher: Prin. W. R. Coleman,
Huron College.

Subject—"A Reasonable Faith."

You will enjoy the discussion and
fellowship at the Coffee Hour a!
SJ5 p.m. after Evening Prayer,
ire invite you to join us.

Inttri. fiUjurrit
SYDENHAM & WILLIAM ST3,

REV. R. H. N. DAVIDSON

Lloyo Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, JANUARY 12th

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

oil Young People

Everyone Welcome.

Science '44 initiated the movement
at Queen's by their donation in

1944 of Collins House. Boucher

and Berry Houses were financed

in part by Drs. Boucher and Berry,

the remainder being paid by the

Queen's Co-operative.

The dining room is located in

Collins House, and the residents of

this house are responsible (or th

general maintenance of this room.

The kitchen staff consists of two
future residents. Financial status of

applicants is of some importance,

since the actual function of the

Co-op is to provide low-cost facili-

ties for those whose need is greatest.

Room and board costs $13 per

week, and meals alone $10.50 per

week.

Every February a membership

campaign ic held, and applicants eat

at the Co-op for a week.

The organization on the campus
i affiliated with the campus Co-

pcralive. a Canada-wide system

80RSARUS

Women's Club Bursary

Given annually by the

University Women's Club

to assist a woman student

of promising ability who is

in financial difficulties. The

value is $200. Letter appli-

cation will be received by

the Registrar till Jan. 15.

hers of the Co-op failed, and in the

last five years only two girls from
Boucher have failed. In the 1955-

56session an average of 96 per
cent of the students passed — a

figure higher than the average
for any other Queen's residence."

Prof. J. W. Brooks acts as dean
of the Co-op, and financial advice

is given by Prof. J. E. Benson.

All three houses are now owned
by (he Science '44 Co-operative, Inc.

Douglas Anglin Bursary

The Douglas Gould Ang-

Iin Memorial Bursary, value

$100, is awarded annually to

a promising mule student in

the first year of the Faculty

of Applied Science who is

in financial difficulty, Appli-

cation should be made to the

Registrar on or before Jan.

15 on special forms which

may be obtained from the

Registrar's Office.

which circulates pertinent informa-

tion in the form of pamphlets from
the General Distribution Office in

Toronto.

For further information on the

Co-ops phone the Journal office.

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English
blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

$34.95

MEN'S DEPT.

:i/6

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

YOUNG MEN - WOMEN
STUDENTS - TEEN AGERS

Fabulous 45 RPM record offer! All the latest currently popularm-M Quality bit recordings con be yours now at a fraction of their
regular retail price during the HOLLYWOOD RECORD CLUB
new membership drive. During this membership drive in order to
acquaint you with our records we will send you four (41 currently
popular hit records of your choice, eight sidas in all, for the low-
low price of only $1.00 plus 15c to cover the cost of postoge and
handling, You must be completely sotisfied with your records
tf not simply return to us and your $1.00 will be immediately
refunded. Below is a list of ten (10) different categories from
winch you may choose your first four (41 records. Each cateqorv
consist of four records.

ROCK-N-ROLL
POPULAR
RYTHM & BLUES
HONKY TONK
LATIN AMERICAN

A TRIBUTE TO TOMMY DORSEY
COUNTRY and WESTERN
SQUARE DANCE (with Call)
THE TALKING BIBLE (St. Matthew)
FAMILY HYMNS

(Please add $1.00 plus postage for each additional
four records requested.) Mail to:

RECORDS
6625 DELMAR BLVD., DEPT. 313

SAINT LOUIS 5, MO.

SBGNPCST
Friday

Dance: After the (iaine It's the sock

rock; stag or drag; music by Dave
Bcssant. Grant Hall. Men; 75c, Girls:

50c. Sponsored bv Arts '60. Dancing
9 to 1.

Ski Club: Deposits on accommoda-
tion for the Lauren tiau Week-end
should be made before Jan. 11 by any-
one wishing lo go. See Doug. New-
man, Isabel Manna, Ruth Samis or

Bud Loucks soon!

Sunday

Newman Club: Sunday, January 12,

9.30 a.m. Student Mass at St. James
Chapel. Communion breakfast, Hotel
Dieu Hospital cafeteria immediately
after. Speaker: Dr. Emmet O'Grady,
head of the English Department, Uni-
versity of Ottawa, on Cardinal New-
man. 7 p.m. Benediction St. Mary's
Cathedral. 8 p.m. Newman Night,
Jeanne Mancc residence. Discussion
groups on Marriage Preparation, Apo-
logetics, Labor Relations and Psychia-
try.

HUIel House: Sunday, January 12
at 8 p.m. Rabbi Samuel W. Burstcin

Atkinson
Bursaries

A limited number
of k

iries valued at not |"
r'

than $100 and not ,nore a*
S300 arc availnhl- t.. ^

arid

$300 arc available f0r
its in the penultimate

final year of the Facult
Arts who are residents 1
Ontario. The award

,nil

be made on the basis
*!

merit, need, academic
s i„

eerily ant] future
proi||

*'

Application should be ma ,

by letter to the Rep
not later than Jan. 15

istra,

Classified Ad&

Queen's scarf with name Rus

Stevenson, last day of last ^
Please return to Journal Offo

Glasses in a blue case. Left Mm
day morning in the New Arts Huj|j

ing. Contact Eileen Uyrsc |k

High 2.

* * *

Residence: Any Queen's worna

in lodging wishing a single roan

in residence for this term p]^
speak to Madeleine Walker, Bjj

Righ 1.

will ask "Can 300 years of Nwl
American life destroy 3,000 ycais d
Judaism?"

Unitarian Fellowship: Sunday.
,

uary 12, 8 p.m. at the Kinsman
Qjjfc

391 Barrie St. Speaker is Rabbi Man
Sugarmaii. Topic: Some Aspects of

Judaism.

Arts Formal: Tickets may be pro-

cured at McNeill House from the fol-

lowing persons: Chuck Finley (Ka

445) at the cost of S7.50/couplc; Btl

Little (Rm. 145) at the cost of J.*

couple; John Forsyth (Rm. 109) i!

the cost of 37.45/couplc, and Jia

Holmes (Rm. 320) at tile cost tf

?3.75/couple.

Concert Series: Subscribers to At

concert scries arc reminded that Hairy

Mossfield will give the fourth «•&

cert at 8.30 p.m. Tuesday.

Levana: Arc you interested in I:-

door Archery? See the notice in ifcr

dressing room now! Practices havt

begun for the tournament.
CFRC

3Iij? (golden §>ii\xp2r
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creig(iron's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

......

THE ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

has opportunities in its various Branches

graduates from the following university courses.

An RCAF Personnel Representative will be on your campy*

JANUARY 15 AND 16
Appointments for interview may fae made through your

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

For. information concerning .the .positions, being offered

,

ask at the- Placement. Office foi the RCAF bookhls
"ENGINEERS IN THE RCAF" m ^RUEWJN THE RCAf"
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Photosynthesis In Test-tube
By Tom Marshall

Tf nian "ncoVers trie secret °f how a plant

I

•

s on
photosynthesis, then he can imitate the

c3 '{

en to produce in a factory those products

t
ortiotlf

lie needs most. In these days when large

of the earth's population are starving

discovery
could be more welcome.

photosynthesis is a process by which a plant

ufactures sugar from carbon dioxide and

""Ter in tne Presetlce °f light- This process is

^tremely important to man's existence. The sugar
*X

llje0Se
produced in photosynthesis is changed

II the other organic substances contained

Thus, man is dependent on this chemi-
iiito

;n
plants.

a \
reaction for all the material benefits he derives

{torn plants - His food, fabrics, fuel and firewood,

to
mention but a few, are products of photosyn-

thesis. It is. therefore, his most important source

of energy-

At the present time, the Queen's Biology De-

partment, under the capable direction of Prof.

<3
Rrotkov, is conducting a series of experiments

which, if successful, could improve this source im-

measurably.

It was generally believed until recent years

that a plant in sunlight changes carbon dioxide

and water into sugar which in turn is changed

into all the other substances in the plant. The use

of radioactive carbon, however, has shown that

under certain circumstances plants may not pro-

duce sugar but other substances such as fats, pro-

teins, or organic acids. The conditions which cause

different results from photosynthesis are the age

of the plant, the kind of plant involved, and var-

ious externa! factors. The chief objective of the

present series of experiments is to learn how var-

ious conditions affect the nature of the products

of photosynthesis.

A typical experiment is begun by placing an

old tobacco leaf under a closed glass jar. The leaf,

standing in water, is exposed to radioactive car-

bon dioxide and light. Products of photosynthe-

sis will be radioactive because of the radioactivity

of the carbon dioxide. If all the radioactivity fed

to a leaf is extracted in the form of sugars, then

only sugars are produced. But if not, then another

substance or other substances are also formed. By
extracting these other substances one can deter-

mine by analysis how much radioactivity is in

each.

The results in this particular case might be:

30 per cent as starch, 25 per cent as proteins, and

15 per cent as an unknown substance. These re-

sults are influenced by the age of the leaf, the
presence of water, and a number of other factors,
and different conditions would produce different
photosynthesis products. Sometimes no sugars are
produced and the bulk of the carbon dioxide turns
to fats.

From such experiments, Professor Krotkov
and his associates, who include two Pakistani

biologists, hope to learn how a plant produces

different chemical compounds from carbon dio-

xide under different conditions and how the pro-

ducts are changed by these conditions. With this

knowledge man will be able to control photo

Law, Clinical Wing, Residence

Part Of Booming Expansion

PHOTO Bl

Dr. Gleb Krotkov

synthesis and produce the particular compounds

that he needs most, one of these being radioactive

sugar which is extremely useful in several studies.

It can be used to observe the transformation of

sugars in diabetes, the utilization of sugar by

people in different climates and the conversion of

sugar into fats in the human body (causing mid-

dle-age spread). The conditions that produce

radioactive sugar most efficiently must be discov-

ered.

(Continued from Page 1)

Pacific Railway, would slightly

exceed its $4,000,000 objective.

He said that all the contributions

came from individuals, founda-

tions and corporations. No gov-

ernment grants are included, No
single gift exceeds $100,000.

Discussing the newly establish-

ed Faculty of Law, the principal

said : "The new faculty has made
an excellent beginning and our

conviction that there is an im-

portant place for such a faculty

in the university has been con-

firmed. This year's class will next

year proceed to the second year,

and we shall enrol an equal or

larger first-year group. Before

the opening of the new session

additional appointments to the

faculty will be made."

Concerning construction, the
clinical building on the hospital

grounds has been roofed in and

should be ready for occupancy

next summer, a second men's re-

sidence is "rising rapidly" on

Leonard Field, and a large en-

gineering building is being erect-

ed on University Avenue, part of

which may be used in the fall,

he pointed out.

"We are planning still another

residence on Leonard Field and

are giving consideration to in-

cluding in it a dining room which

would serve all the residences in

that location. We are also work-

ing on the possibility of a sub-

stantial addition to the women's

residence which, if we can acquire

sufficient property, might extend

further westward along Stuart

street. We are engaged in plan-

ning a new building to serve the

social sciences, the School of

Commerce and related subjects.

While no site has been formally

approved for this building, one

which will be considered is alon

University Avenue north of the

administration building, Richard-

son Hall."

Principal Mackintosh mention-

ed that to ensure a rapid advance

with the construction the univer-

sity has petitioned for a private

bill in the Ontario Legislature

for expropriation powers in re-

spect of these particular projects.

"If such powers should be

granted, they will not be exercis-

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

has outstanding flying and executive career opportunities.

KAF Personnel representative

wi/i visit your campus

JANUARY 15 AND 16

*» interview groduofes of any un/versify degree course for

Positions now available in Aircrew.

Appointments may be made through your University Placement Office.

For information concerning (his interesting career,

ask tor the booklet

"AIRCREW IN THE RCAF"
*j "ddiHon |0 Aircrew, the RCAf has opportunities for graduates la

' F««)«ej in their own porHcuior field.

iFnrt Btnry Hotel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where a Trcditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

PAINTING CLASSES

FOR QUEEN'S STUDENTS

With PROF. ANDRE BIELER

Wednesday evenings, 7 to 9 p.m.

January 15 to March

in

AGNES ETHERINGTON ART CENTRE

Fee: $5.00

Advance registration must he made at the

Deportment of Extension, Richardson Hall

ed until each property owner has

been offered a generous price

covering a fair valuation of the

property plus an allowance for

disturbance and inconvenience—
In erecting buildings which will

stand for 100 years or more, we
cannot scatter them about wher-

ever property is offered for sale,

but must group them economical-

ly so that the university may
function efficiently," he said.

What Was Real Name
Of Mystery Student?

(Continued from Page 1)

a Science '59 faculty jacket.

Fenny claimed he got excellent

marks at the University of To-

ronto last year in second year

Science. He said he had been in

university for six years and had

his BA. He also claimed exper-

ience on the campus newspaper

at the Toronto university. Other

alleged experiences were tryouts

for goalie for the Kingston

CKLC's in the local Senior A
circuit and for the senior Golden

Gaels football team at Queen's.

The football claim proved false

when checked.

Lou Williams at the Bowla-

drome said Fenny came in about

10 p.m., Dec. 27 and wanted to

cash a cheque for $10 because he

had no money. Williams said he

wouldn't have given him the

money had he not been a Queen's

student. He was wearing his fa-

culty jacket. Mac Amey, of Mac
Amey's Car Sales, who had

bought some football tickets from

Fenny, besides cashing his che-

que, was very sympathetic with

the boy's plight when a disclosure

of his activities became possible.

Amey said he was just interested

in his $10.

Students who worked with

Fenny on the Journal had mixed

reactions. "I suspected him from

the first time I laid eyes on him,"

said Stu Forbes. George Lafleur,

on the other hand, claimed, "I

have faith in him and I'm sure

he'll come back." The managing

editor was speechless, but later

was heard muttering, "My eight

bucks!"

Ryersonian In CUP
(Continued from Page 1)

speaker at the banquet. Michael

Cassidy, editor of The Varsity,

newly elected executive paper of

CUP, was presented with the

CUP mallet. Gilles Purcell, gen-

eral manager of Canadian Press,

became the new CUP honorary

president.

The banquet ended three days

of debate on the administration

of CUP which runs wire, exchan-

ge and poll services for its 23

member papers, all of which were

represented at the conference.

There were 60 delegates.

Host paper for next year's con-

ference will be The Manitoban

of the University of Manitoba.

McGill University hosted this

year's conference and the Queen's

Journal was executive paper.

Peters, in his banquet address,

urged college graduates to enter

journalism and help dailies solve

their economic and editorial pro-

blems.

Elected regional CUP vice-

presidents at the conference were

Brian Knapheis, The Manitoban;

Jean David of the University of

Ottawa's La Rotonde; Sinson

Najovits, Sir George Williams

College Georgian ; Bill Rankin,

Dalhousie Gazette.

Admitted to CUP was The

Ryersonian of the Ryerson In-

stitute, Toronto. The paper will

receive all privileges of the as-

sociation except admission to

award competitions.

nee SUMMER POSITIONS nee
For

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

With The

PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA

$245 to $305 a Month Up to $500 a Month

For Under-graduates For Graduate Students

Plus travel allowances to and from

positions and, where applicable, sub-

sistence in the field

Most positions are for students with a background

in Engineering or Science, notably Forestry, Geology

and Agriculture, but some will be drawn from other

faculties as well.

Posters, Details and Application Forms at:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICES

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OFFICES

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS JAN. 31
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GEORGE LoFLEUR

Intercollegiate basketball gets off to a flying start tonight as
Varsity invades Queen's for a double-header beginning at 8.

The late starting time is due to a mix up in the train schedule from
Toronto. Both the senior Gaels and the J V's face the dim prospect
of losing first stringers because of scholastic difficulties. The future
of Paul Fedor, leading scorer with the seniors last year, is not
known at press time but if he decides against playing it will be a loss
both in scoring and rebounding strength. On the intermediate
front coach Al Lenard is faced with the possible loss of his two tall-

est players. Bob Nourse at 6'5" and Bob Thayer at 6'6".

This year the intercollegiate loop will be missing several other
top players through graduation or retirement. The best news for
Western opposition is the absence of 67" Ray Monnot in the Purple
and White Hneup. Monnot was a perennial scoring and rebound-
ing leader leading Western to two titles in his three year stay as
well as setting the all time scoring record at London. Off-setting
this loss has been the outstanding play of Ron Hodgkins in pre-
season exhibitions. Hodgkins, a member of last year's team, had
his best night against Toledo where he scored 17 points in a 79-38
losing effort. Other top performers for the Mustangs have been
Barry Agar, Paul Davis, and veterans Gord Scratch and Ranee
Smeeton.

The two other colleges, Varsity and Queen's, will also be minus
former court aces. The Blues still have the services of Peter Potter
but only in a coaching capacity. Back from last year are Ruby
Richman, Gary Vipond, and AI Vaichulis. Along with these veterans
are George and joe Stulac and pre-season flash Don Lipke. Here
at Queen's Frank Tindall will be missing the services of lanky
Don McCrae who is at present playing with the Tillsonburg
Livingstones and stellar guard John Moschelle, quarterback on last
year's championship football team.

McGill and Assumption, co-champs with the Gaels in '57, are
the exceptions to the general rule. Dick Mackenzie, high scorer of
the Purple Raiders and intercollegiate champ last season beating
out Monnot by three points, has returned to take his MA and should
lead Assumption to another high finish this year. At Montreal, big
6'4" Leon "Dupe" Duplessis has returned to bolster Joe Anderson's
Red and White squad and along with Don Wright, last year's hi-h
point man and Johnny Thompson should better last year's fifth
place finish.

The sixth team in the league is McMaster.
Has anyone an ambition to be an inventor? If so the field to

turn your talents is of all things basketball. The following was in
the December 26 Flint Michigan Journal.

"They're going to do some more experimenting in basketball
today. These new experimental rules which could be called Operation
Cage Muddle will be tried at the Union College Holiday Tournament
in Schenectady, N.Y.

The baskets will be raised six more inches and moved twenty
inches from the backboard. In addition baskets on set shots From
more than twenty-eight feet out will count three points instead of
two.

The reasons for all these innovations range from making thegame more even for the "little man" to eliminating excessive whistle

wT^h ' «S
R
K
USSe" Wa

t
the cause of the twelve foot foul lane andWUt the Stilt brought about the new repealed rule which made itOlegal to throw the ball in bounds from under the backboard This

latter was to present the Kansas out of bounds play in which theball would be thrown over the board to Chamberlain who would

o?L h- 'I
^ StUff b£dl int0 *e bask« ^th°ut theopposition having a chance to touch it.

. r
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far a
f

°"iciati"Sr is concerned the ultimate has been reached

he bT J f ^"n
WherC Elli0t haS

»kced the abo

oom ?;°
n
' ?°,Iey 3b0Ve C°Urt and ra0re - -^herroom watchmg the game on T.V. (sounds pretty soft). Elliot is

and TLTl ?° int
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r0dU"d PUrple SP°tted
' *tn™ basketballsand six inch heels on shoes.
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Vdn are the idMS °' Butler He„„o„. father

High School has h,s youthful proteges practice in galoshes, special

t wl, Th
eSent ,hem fr°m "** ,hE M1 -0 -ighu aroundftetr wa.sts. Th,s strange paraphanalia makes this team faster andmore aler, and proof of his success is his teams long win streaks

SitSt^r a,,h°- «* ™" '"ling scorer in

VARSITY CAGERS ME,T QUEEN'S
DOUBLE-HEADER OPENS SEASON

Greg Stone Art Warren

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
Aft* the Theatre or Dane* dine at the Roy York for tempting

..... dishes and speedy service.MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

Seniors And Juniors
Suffer Hockey Defeats
The touring Queen's hockey

teams suffered a twin loss at the

hands of the St. Lawrence teams
on Wednesday.

The Senior Gaels were outclassed

by a 7-1 margin while the Junior
team lost 6-5.

In the Senior game Queen's had
trouble getting untracked, being un-

accustomed to the American rules

which allow long forward passes

and penalized checking in the oppos-

ing team's end. Hence the game
was wide open with fast breaks and
skating.

The Queen's squad was also

hampered by a month-long layoff.

Outstanding for the St. Lawrence
team were McKillip with a goal

and two assists and Pat Presley

(no relation to HIM) who was an
All-American last year on defense.

The SL team kept the Gaels
bottled up in their own end for a
good part of the game and also

showed well on defense led by
Presley. The goals were scored
mostly on close-in scrambles and
screened shots. Dodd was unlucky
in the Queen's nets, being called on
for many difficult shots. Ede scored
the Gael goal assisted by Skeene
and Nurmi.

ReaM. A/eutd

27537

20520

17335

13156

11815

11585

11067

10775

10669

9686

6950

4760

4695

3410

The junior team suffered a tough

loss after leading 3-1 at the end

of the first and 5-4 at the end of

the second.

The goal getters for the Juniors

were Neil Wilson, Daryl Mac-
Kenzie with two, Allison and Truax.

In the Senior game Bob Mac-
Aleese made his first start for

Queen's. Bob played for Toronto

Marlboros of the OHA junior A
league last year.

Queen's: Goal, Dodds; Defence,

Shearn, Grossi, Corbett, Hampton

;

Forwards, Sanderson, Percival and

Hawkins; Alternates, Stodart, Mac-
Aleese, Backageorge, Morris,
Skeene, Nurmi, Ede.

Intermediates

Try For Third

Al Lenard' s Intermediates

meet Peter Potter's Varsity Blue

Jays here tonight at 8 o'clock.

This will be the first test for the

Jay VEE's in league competition.

The team's performance in ex-

hibition games has been favor-

able with "wins in their first two

matches of the season against

RCEME Engineers and the

Watertown Air Force team

the Queen's floor. They had less

success when they travelled south

of the border to play Clarkson

and Oswego State.

The Christmas exams have

dealt a heavy blow to the squad

especially to some of the taller

members. Bob Thayer and Bob
Nourse cannot play while Pete

Faulkner and Dave Moshenko
are on the doubtful list. However,
coach Lenard is not going to

change the team's style of play.

They will continue to use the

four man weave with Bob Breith-

rupt taking over the pivot on
offense. They will use the man-
on-man type of defense.

Seniors Start

Title Defense

Queen's basketball
Gaels y

for a successful defense
0j

championship which they
sj,
N

with Assumption will encou^f

Whoooooosh

A former Queen's student, Arnold

Midgley, led a Canadian contingent

to seven firsts in the British Ski

Week held at St. Moritz, Switzer-

land.

Midgley, now attending London
University won two events, the

Alpine Slalom in the time of 115.2

seconds for two runs, and the

Roberts of Kandahar downhill race,

oldest in the world, in the time of

2.26 :S. Skiing experts said that he
will be hard to beat in the Common-
wealth Winter Games to be held at

St. Moritz later this week.

While at Queen's, Midgley was
a stalwart on the intercollegiate

ski team and last year in the Inter-

collegiate Meet held at Collingwood
he took first place in the Alpine
Combined, the Slalom and the
Downhill. Two years ago he also

placed well in these events to lead

Queen's to a second place finish

behind Varsity.

Midgley is a resident of Ottawa.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Jim Pando, one of the three

returning players and one of the

top scorers and playmakers so

far this year, is being counted

upon to improve the Jay Vee's

second place finish of last year.

Little is known about the Blue

Jays since, like the Jay Vees, they

are made up principally of rook-

ies. Rumors eminating from Hog1
-

town have it that the junior BIu<

team will provide strong opposi-

tion.

The friendly confines of their

home and a partisan crowd will

undoubtedly help the Lenardmen
start the season with a victory.

COURT CAPERS: A report

from a spy in old London town
(who also played some quarter-

back for the Gaels), tells us that

the Western Colts have four
players over six - feet - five or

more.
. . The Intermediates are

now referred to as the Jay Vees
(junior varsity) . . . Tallest man
now on the squad is Bob Johnson
at six-three. . . Next home game
for the Jay Vees is Jan. 31 when
they play Assumption . . . Bill

Jampolsky has been hard at work
out West trying to dig up ath-

letes for Queen's, Bill's motto is:

If you can't be an athlete you can
be an athletic supporter. . . Chief
objects of his search are seven-
foot hoopsters and 245 pounds
who can run the hundred in ten
seconds, . .

Put your ABC's to speedier use with

ft;iHill l |,

l

| i ||^'l,l
i

t^U^M,|,| l
|,

)|l

|

l|

a strong challenge fror

sity team tonight. This .

edition from Toronto shape/
1

!

as a strong contender for thet.1
spot in the league.

The Queen's team wi" y
greatly aided by 67"

Jay jj

Mahon who will play home gan^i
only this year. The addition

McMahon will be offset
son) I

what by the probable
Ioss J

Paul Fedor. Fedor may p]ay ,J
night but that would be his laj
game of the season. An all-st lr |

last year, Fedor's reboundingl

strength and close-in scoring I

punch will be greatly missed.

The Toronto team have taj
only one of the starting five J
last year's team which was good

enough to place fourth in the|

league.

The Blues are not a particular-!

ly tall team but have three men

scaling 75 inches at least. Thesl

are Roily Goldring (6'5"), Al|

Vaichulis (6'3"), and Gary Vi-
!

pond (6'3").

Other members of the teata I

that will bear watching art]

George Stulac and Curt Russell

Stulac is a versatile athlete to say

the least, excelling in swimming. 1

track and field (individual chain-!

pion in the fall meet), football

and basketball. He was a member

of the '56 Olympic team repre-

1

senting Canada.

Curt Russell is not unfamiliar
j

to football fans being an all-star:

lineman for the last two years-

Russell has not played much bas-

ketball, but in respect for his

natural athletic talents he was

invited to turn out by both the

hockey and basketball coaches.

The Queen's team will display

veterans Art (Whitey) Warren,

"Hairbone" Harrison, Gus Turn'

bull and Greg Stone.

Up from last year's Intermedi-

ate's are Jim Siltala and Da"

Bozic. Bozic in particular has

been impressive. He played verj

well against YMHA and is in (hj

writer's opinion an underrate

player.

Both the Toronto and Queen
'

s

teams toured the states W e a

the recently interred year w'

the indifferent lack of succ**

cted agai^J

strong opposition. Queen's

and

-K^h ha. I;-.) l-

- t,..-™ t>! ^.„. .-J,,,,,, y _..t.

COMMIHOUIVt COU«ll-lMJUJ,— ...
OOtNO METHOD1

to Clarkson Tech
State but maintained a 500 P

Er

(

centage by beating St.
Lawren

and YMHA.

Varsity ran into tough"

position and lost all the fT
111

on their tour. Notable a"1?,

these was a close thriller aga" 1 '

University featuTJ«=

Al!-A"i
erlC '

100^

sine

in i a g a r a

"Boo" Ellis an

candidate. The score was

Queen's hopes to regai-

of the prestige they suff«ret ^
the two losses inflicted

(1"
*

football squad by the TOJ^-

dial 6-iin AMEY'S TAXI d.al 6 -iiii
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RINCIPAL URGES STUDENTS' TRIAL

And So - On With The Show!
A rest for tired eyes will be provided in three weeks' time when the Queen's Revue makt

its annual appearance. The faces may have changed — but who cares?

irts,SPEBSQ
jive Concert
The Arts Society is acting as co-

ponsor of a "festival of barbershop
"artets," Saturday, Jan. IS in the
GVI auditorium. At least four
ua«ets, three of them former con-
fers in international contests at

fmegie Hall, will appear, along
ith two 40-man choruses.

Tl« Arts Society decided to
Nsor the concert after the Debafr

« Society and Arts '58 had deM the opportunity. The concert
bei"g held on behalf of the King-

;°" ''ranch of the Society for the
Reservation and Encouragement of
pbershop

Quartets, an interna-™ "gariization of music lovers.

[hid
S°Ciety put "P ?l00 '

1 11 Will recoup if the executive
«U 100 tickets at a dollar per

s°» before the concert. In addi-
' ' Wl11 re«ive 40 per cent of
llet

Profits.

Squeeze Play On AMS
By Both Senate, Principal

ry. general sec-
th

<= World Studentan
deration will speak

SCM supper
mer's Church Hall

By John Cartwright

Journal Managing Editor

The Principal and the Senate

are pressuring the AMS to take

action against two students who
indulged in some post-exam cele-

brations last term.

The two students, both of

whom said they were "a bit high,"

invaded the residences about

supper time Dec. 18 and then pro-

ceeded to Ban Righ, where din-

ner was being served. They strol-

led into the dining hall and seat-

ed themselves at the nearest

places. While waiting for service,

one consumed half a slice of bread

and the other some greens in the

form of a leaf from a potted

plant. When asked to leave, they

did so without argument.

According to several girls who

were present in Ban Righ, the

boys behaved quite properly. "As

for the plants, we often pour cof-

fee on them to kill them," one

girl confessed.

According to the students in-

volved, they were inside Baker

House when they heard a crash

of breaking glass. The bottle

which they were alleged to have

thrown through a bedroom win-

dow came from outside the build-

ing. No explanation for this has

been given.

During the football season, it

is not uncommon to see male

students in various degrees of in-

toxication wandering through the

ground floors of the women's re-

sidences. No particular objections

have ever been laid against this

practice.

The AMS has been placed in a

difficult position by the Princi-

pal's demand for action. On the

one hand, it is clear that if the

student court does not take ac-

tion, the Senate will. On the other

hand, if the court does decide to

act on this matter, it is equally

clear from student comments that

it will lose whatever confidence

the student body now has in it.

Judging by comments around the

campus in the past few days, the

consensus of opinion is that to

wander into the Ban Righ dining

(See Threat, Page 3)

City May Cut

College Grants

The city of Kingston is making

a move through city council to

cut off a $15,000-a-year grant to

Queen's University until the uni-

versity disavows its intentions to

expropriate property for its ex-

pansion program.

The move by city council would

discontinue the grant until the

expropriation matter has been

settled. The action was taken be-

cause the university expressed

some intention to expropriate

property either on Barrie St. or

on both University and Stuart St.

The grant is a part of a ten-year

grant of $150,000 which expires

in 1960. The council has already

approved a second grant of the

same amount for the ten-year

period commencing in 1961.

Some aldermen, gravely con-

cerned over the university's plans,

will debate the council's motion

at their next meeting.

From

The Principal and Vice-

Chancellor,

Dear Mr. Hamilton

:

It has been reported to me

that on December 18th about

5.30 in the afternoon two stu-

dents in Applied Science en-

tered without invitation and

created disturbances in the

women's residences.

Specifically, it is reported

that they were evidently in-

toxicated, created a distur-

bance in the hall of Gordon

House, that one or other of

them threw a bottle through

a bedroom window of Baker

House and that they then

entered the dining room of

Ban Righ Hall where students

were beginning dinner, and

were with difficulty persuaded

to leave.

This matter has been dis-

cussed by the Senate who

asked me to refer this case, in

accordance with our practice

of student self-government, to

the Alma Mater Society Court.

In doing so, the Senate asked

me to say that it takes a seri-

ous view of cases of this kind

involving invasion of the pri-

vacy of residences and dis-

orderly conduct. For several

years I have given, at the be-

ginning of each session, spe-

cific warning of the serious

view taken of such conduct as

lias also the Alma Mater

Society.

The Senate also asked that

the Alma Mater Society Court

give the earliest possible con-

sideration to this case. If for

any reason the Court is un-

able or unwilling to deal with

it, I would like to be informed

promptly so that the Senate

itself may consider it.

W. A. MACKINTOSH.

Wandering Celebrants

Upset Girls
1

Residences
A letter from Principal Mackintosh, stating that a third and

fourth year engineering student had caused a disturbance in Gordon

House, thrown a bottle through a window in Baker House and

entered the Ban Righ dining room as supper was being served, was

presented to the AMS meeting Thursday. The matter was turned

over to the Vigilance Committee for further investigation, with a

desire expressed by President Herb Harmer that a court, if any,

should be held as early as possible. (For text of the Principal's

letter and a story on the events, see below.)

Bob Little (Arts senior rep)

served notice that the fee for the

Journal would be increased next

year, the exact amount of the in

crease to be determined by the next

3tt ifettinrtam

Dr. Adelaide Louise McLaughlin

one of Queen's University's most

devoted friends and benefactors,

passed away last Thursday night.

An honorary graduate of Queen's,

and a former teacher herself, Dr.

McLaughlin took a life-long interest

in this University. She was the

wife of well-known Canadian manu-

facturer Col. R. S. McLaughlin,

and the couple in addition to

numerous other gifts donated $300,-

000 toward the construction of

Adelaide Hall. Dr. McLaughlin

officially opened the residence which

bears her name at a special cere-

mony in October, 1952.

An honorary LLD degree was

granted to Dr. McLaughlin on the

Spring Convocation of May, 1951.

meeting. This increase will also

require the approval of the Board

of Trustees.

After listening to Judy Isaac's

appeal, the executive approved a

loan of $200 to the Queen's Revue

so that it could begin operations.

Miss Isaac told the AMS that the

reason for the Revue's late start

this year was the lack of a suitable

script, but an old script, "Ink on her

Fingers" by Dave Alien and Bob

Han'ngton, had been revised and

was now ready for use. Jack Watt,

a Queen's grad and former producer

of the Revue has been brought in

to handle the show. The cast is

complete and is prepared to prac-

tice five days a week.

Little asked for a review of the

Revue to determine whether it is

still a Queen's production. Paul

Chabot has been writing the music

for several years ; until this year no

other outside talent has been used.

Miss Isaac stated that no student

had applied for the producer's posi-

(See AMS, Page 3)

YUGOSLAVSEMINAR
FOR ALL STUDENTS
A chance for every student

whatever his financial status to

participate in the World Univer

sity Service Summer Seminar in

Yugoslavia will be offered by the

Queen's WUS committee for the

first time this year. The student

selected as Queen's representa-

tive will receive, if necessary, a

bursary of up to $800 to compen-

sate for the loss of his summer

earnings.

"We are taking this step,"

WUS chairman John Cartwright

commented, "because in the past

a large number of students have

been prevented from applying for

the WUS seminars because they

could not afford to go. This year

we hope to get the very best

student the university can pro-

duce."

The seminar will be on the

theme "Yugoslavia— the state

and the international order," and

will last sixteen days. It will be

preceded by two weeks of study

tours in which the Canadian stud-

ents will have opportunities to

see Yugoslavia's industrial and

agricultural development as well

as meeting a cross-section of the

Yugoslav people.

In addition to Canadians and

Yugoslavs, students and profes-

sors from Bulgaria, Czechoslo-

vakia, France, Germany, Hung-

ary, Great Britain, Poland, Ru-

mania, Norway, Sweden, Finland

and Russia will be present. Since

a Large part of the seminar con-

sists of informal discussions, a

wide variety of opinions on im-

portant questions will be avail-

able.

Senior students are preferred

on this seminar, but the qualities

of intellectual curiosity, keenness

of perception, ability to lead and

stimulate others and a broad out-

look are the really important

criteria.

The participants will leave

Canada June 16 and return Aug.

27. In addition to the seminar and

study tours, there will be a week's

orientation session and two weeks

free time in Western Europe.

Application forms are available

from the AMS office or the

Registrar's office. Deadline for

applications is Jan. 20.
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To wisdom and sympathetic guidance
Queen's University owes a debt of the sort that is, of all debts,

most difficult to repay. Yet, though this debt will increase as suc-

ceeding generations of students make Queen's their Alma Mater, it

can never become burdensome.

It is a debt of gratitude that we owe. Each year a new group of

Queen'swornen will delight in the tasteful decoration of Adelaide
Hall and enjoy its atmosphere of modernistic comfort. Each year
a new class of Mechanical Engineers will pursue their studies in the
conveniently designed laboratory in McLaughlin Hall. The John
Buchan Library will become a more prized possession of the Douglas
Library as the years pass.

Mrs. McLaughlin was an honorary graduate of Queen's and a
devoted alumna. In 1951 the university conferred upon her an hon-
orary LLD degree. The lively interest both she and her husband,
Col. R. S. McLaughlin, showed towards the university through the
years is evidence of the always youthful vitality they possessed.

The Rector, Dr. L. W. Brockington, has said of the McLaughlins

They have not only been great givers but they

have given graciously, willingly, and wisely.

Their numerous charities, which would take a
long time to record, have been imaginative in

their concept and fruitful in their application.

The McLaughlins' interest in their university was not mani-
fested only in such tangible form as has been mentioned. The cita-

tion of Mrs. McLaughlin in the Spring Convocation of May, 1951,
acknowledged her more intangible contributions. The degree was
being conferred upon a lady who, the citation read,

has done much by her wise and sympathetic
guidance to forge the link between home and
school, and will long be held in special regard
by the women students of Queen's University.

Indeed, very few students yet to pass through Queen's will

leave unfamiliar with the names and the achievements of Col. and
Mrs. R. S. McLaughlin. It is to be hoped that many will follow their
example as faithful friends of the university.

Oh where is my little book gone?
The Douglas Library, in spite of all its services to the students,

is still lax in improving its methods and services in two aspects
which are of great importance to the students — in offering the
students a place in which to study and in keeping much needed
books in circulation.

There seems no apparent reason for not having the readjng
room in the library open on Sundays from the middle of the morning
till late in the evening. The room requires that only one person
be in attendance, so the cost factor is not a serious one. If the read-
ing room is open at all on Sundays, it can surely be open for a good
part of the day. Several students use their week-ends for steady
work on their studies and are limited by the restrictive hours of the
reading room.

Students also are handicapped by the total disappearance from
the^ reference room of some books which are needed immediately.
This not only means a disavantage for the students but also a loss
in time and money for the library. Possibly the method used at
McGill, though seemingly severe, should be adopted here. At the
McGill Library students leaving the reference room are required
to go through a turnstile where their books, brief cases, purses and
clothes are checked. This prevents books leaving the library without
bemg signed out. Very often the name or the phone number of the
person who has the book is enough to keep the inquiring student*
happy.

And if the library does get around to making point by point
improvements in their generally excellent service, they could
change their window exhibits every two or three months.

Don't forget the moderns
Art enthusiasts at the university probably pull out their hair

when they remind themselves that most students on campus haven't
quite realized there is an art centre at Queen's. And this condemn-
ation of the student body has some justification, judging from the
poor reception the Graphic Art Exhibition, currently in the Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, has been getting. The exhibition is schedul-
ed to close on January 16.

Most disappointing is the apparent lack of interest by the
students in the contemporary artists, who dominate the collection
of 53 lithographs, etchings and linocuts. And this, in spite of the
lact that the collection includes some of the most provocative artists
of the century—Picasso, Chagall, Dufy, Rouault and Moore.

Whether the old masters happen to be in vogue with under-
graduates today really doesn't matter. What does matter is that
the undergraduate today no longer has a flair for the new and
exc.t.ng, not only in art but also in music and very often in
literature.

Perhaps this is bending backwards towards correctness or
possibly we haven't developed our appreciation for the arts well
enough, in our undergraduate years, to receive these modern works
But some works of art, especially in drama, have so much intensity
through skdful structure that they make a direct appeal to the
unconscious levels of our humanity.

This is certainly true of many works in the present collection
at the Art Centre. Students with even a shade of imagination should
not pass up the opportunity to see them.

The

Alma Mater

Society

A century

lot sfwdei,,

governing

With the possibility of a

second court case in as many
terms, student government at

Queen's continued to carry its

responsibility as it marked its

100th anniversary.

The Alma Mater Society re-

ceived its working charter from
the Senate on January 12, 1858

and was approved by the Board
of Trustees immediately. The
centennial date was last Sunday.

No anniversary celebration

has been planned by the AMS
executive, though the event was
fully recorded in the October

issue of the Queen's Review
sent out to all alumni of the

university.

In the last 100 years the

AMS, together with its publica-

tions, court and standing com-
mittees, has expanded its scope
far beyond the hopes of the hard

core of enthusiastic students

who founded the organization.

The executive itself has grown
to include representatives from
the four major faculty societies,

from Theology-, the Athletic

Board of Control, the Journal
and a sit-in member from the

new Faculty of Law.
Perhaps the most important

organ of the AMS has been the

AMS Court. Once known as the

Concursus Iniquitatis ete Virtu-

tis, the court is reported to have
had its birthplace in a vacant
lot behind a brewery, where the

students were wont to assemble
on fine afternoons. A judge
would be selected, a student hal-

ed before him on trumped-up
charges, fined, and from the

proceeds refreshments would be
purchased for the court.

Since then the court, with its

policing system, has come a long
way in exercising control over
student behavior.

Principal Grant was luke-

warm towards the authority of

the institution and once or twice

suspended it for brief intervals.

He later recognized its potenti-

alities and gave it his support.

Successive administrations have
depended on the court to pre-

serve law and order, in effect

having no way themselves of

tracking down trouble makers
short of calling in the police.

Not always in agreement with

the decisions handed down by

the court, the administration

has invariably supported it,

though there have been a few

notable exceptions.

The chief characteristic of the

court is its complete freedom of

method in arriving at decisions.

There is no restriction to tech-

nicalities and procedure of law,

British or otherwise.

The most spectacular incident

in the history of the AMS Court

occurred 23 years ago in con-

nection with the ban of fraterni-

ties. Though fraternities were a

subject of debate as far back as

1906, they did not become a pro-

blem until the 1930's when two

The heads of AMS presidents

in the side columns are, jrom top

to bottom on the lejt hand side:

A. B. Cunningham, 1891-92; J,

M. Farrell, 1895-96; IV. F. Nickte,

1896-97; L. L. Bolton, 1903-04;

Dr. G. A. Piatt, 1907-08. On the

right Imnd side, jrom top to bottom:

Gail Ward (Mrs. Ian Stnvart),

1953-54; Iain Gout, 1954-55; Kip

Summers, 1955-56; Herb Harmer,

1957-58. The AMS president on

Page 1 is Dorothy U'ardle, 1941-

42, the jirst woman president of

the society.

groups were formed. Campus
opinion was sharply split, the

pro-fraternity group being a

small but determined minority,

A spirited warfare culminated

with a session of the AMS Court
on October 16, 1934, when
24 men were found guilty and
all were forbidden to participate

in student political, athletic, and
social activities for not less than
one academic year. Included in

the ouster were 4 members of

the senior football team—in the

middle of a compaign for the

first intercollegiate champion-
ship in 4 years. But the court
did not relent and the team
finished the season without
them.

The team (The Fearless Four-
teen), under Ted Reeve, won
the championship anyway.
The strength and vitality of

the court and student govern-
ment on this occasion won quick
commendation of university al-

umni and established a national

reputation for student self-rule

at Queen's.

Over the years the AMS has

concerned itself mainly with

such matters as finances, publi-

cation of the Journal, freshmen

regulations, social functions, lec-

tures, health insurance, and

various publications such as a

year book, directory, literary

publications, freshmen's hand-

book, and the like.

Though the AMS executive

functions quietly, and the stud-

ent body in general shows no

open interest, there have been

exceptions, especially on finan-

cial controversies. A few years

ago some extensive changes

were proposed and a special

meeting of the society was held

in Grant Hall with upwards of

1.000 members in attendance.

The proceedings were lively and

entertaining, the oratory was
sustained and at times scintillat-

ing, and in the end the reaction-

aries emerged triumphant.

When women were admitted

as students in 1878, the male

students did not quite know how
to react and there was consider-

able hostility and opposition at

first. It was decided that the

women could pay fees in the

AMS and vote, but not to take

part in the affairs of the society.

This attitude was not long in

changing and eventually the

women students were elected to

offices on the executive. It was
not until 1941, however, that the

first woman, Miss Dorothy
U'ardle, was elected as presi-

dent. Since then there have been

two others.

From the days when the Jour-

nal was a magazine and appear-

ed fortnightly, when the society

functioned more as a debating

club in which all the students

more or less participated, when
the janitor was named for a

quorum, and before a permanent
secretary was appointed, the

Alma Mater Society has become
a well-organized representative

body involved, whether incon-

spicuously or not, in the lives of

all its members. And on its

100th anniversary its colorful

history adds more depth and
authority to the society than

;

fleeting undergraduate years re-

veal.

JIM

HOLMES

No single event gave as much
impetus to the cult of Lester B.

Pearson-worship as did his re-

ceipt in December of the Nobel
prize for his contribution to-

wards world peace during the

Suez crisis last year.

We can dispense at once with
the myth that Lester B. used
his deific powers to wrest the

world from the edge of a crater

from which it was about to top-

ple, into a volcano of total war.
A more sober estimate would
be that Mr. Pearson made sure
that the world took the right

road when the main highway of

international diplomacy sudden-
ly divided into two forks—one
marked peace and the other war.

What Mr. Pearson did in fact

do was to help remove an ob-

stacle which lay in the main
path of peace and threatened to

divert the course of events into

a side avenue which may have
led to war.

The two central players in the

Suez drama were Britain and
the United States. Britain was
unwilling to withdraw her
troops from the canal zone
without the assurance that her
interests there would be protect-

ed against a hostile Egyptian
government. On the other hand,

British presence in the Suez
might have ramified into a war
with far-reaching significance,

a war the United States was de-

termined to avoid. The logical

answer to the dilemma was the

safeguarding of shipping rights

in the Suez by a neutral oc-

cupation force— the United Na-
tions Emergency Force which
now stands as a monument to

Mr. Pearson.

From this brief resume we
can assess the worth of Mr.
Pearson's contribution. He him-
self would be the last to claim
the concept of UNEF was his

own original idea. Indeed, he
would be the last to assert that
he had to be particularly per-
suasive to sell the idea. Here on
a silver platter was the means
by which both the United States
and Britain might extricate

themselves from a very touchy
situation.

He would be the last to deny
that his job would have been a

good deal rougher had he repre-

sented any country other '

Canada. The Canadian i<P

sentative, by virtue of , ',c

bination of detachment an

dcrstanding with win 1'' 1

able to view the affa
'yJ

Britain and the Unitt'J

can speak with irifiuenc
^

authority not possible f°r

;

.K

gates from less fortun^ 1
)'

ated countries.
,

It would be unjust not
j.

to this list of influences
t

of Mr. Pearson's ow"1 ^
tion, sense of tirninS;

j

gence, and personabili'rJ

Mr. Pearson has no
j

on these traits, and ha ^
been available it )S

pro'

that someone else W» ^
qualities would have

into prominence by 111

forces to become the .1

of the UNEF and t he

the crisis.
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Letters To The Editor

Ignorance

}t
Journal:—Again your

,. r
Mr. Mof^t lias revealed

"'ignorance of the Christian

'L For him, this religion con-

f 0f
followers of Clirist who

Ks

S

"often being carried by His

[Jalieisin
beyond basically

I
lim [

points to ridiculous ex-

v < that He himself wasn't

I iarc(l
to follow." Christianity

I never made its basic nicss-

[ , ,|,a t of following" rules of

Krisl, interpreted by your writ-

I »« "giving i! (J all wealth, lov-

r
neighbors and turning

|,-. other cheek." These rules

I
, a pari of Christianity only

(l,n follow from the basic

lo'i^e. This message is that

I (l |li;^ finally revealed Himself

Ir/cclly if Jesus Christ and al-

l,vc(l Christ to be crucified and

Isiirrccted in order that all men

liylu be able to become His

IiiUhi". having been saved

loin their evil ways.

Had your writer been a stud-

|nt of the Bible, he would have

lalized the meaning of the rules

\ Christ as Christ was living

I a child of God. Mr. Moffat

trote, "Christ himself didn't

itactise His brotherly love, for

Je scourged the money changers

uid repeatedly threatened those

jho refused to follow him with

fell." Christ followed His rule

I love to perfection, realizing

hat love in its greatest sense

ivolves disciplines. It involves

iistice with mercy and mercy
vith justice. Christ did not ad-
'ocate giving up all wealth. He
fas saying that men should not
et their wealth come between
(tern and God.

With a little study and undcr-
paiKiiin; he would sec that the
Imircli's emphasis is upon the
|grit attitude in entering mar-
aK«- If each person would ac-

pi>t the responsibility of main-
Fniig a union in marriage, sex
ptild mdced be a beautiful act

marriage again would he a

able institution.

1 have felt that Mr. Moffat's
[Pl'iienis Dii various subjects

f

Ve llcc " provocative of axgu-m ami are good in pointing

•'rums il| s in our society.

E°
ttId ^ to suggest that in

however, he be more

j^
11

' ni his understanding of
P

'"stitution which he criti-

R. Nicholls

Prejudice
Editor, Journal:—Hon. Sidney

Smith has defined prejudice as
"being down on something that
you are not up on." Without
suggesting that the author of
"Sex and the Citizen" in last

Friday's Journal is consciously
prejudiced, I suggest that he is

definitely "down on some things
which he is not up on."

I shall confine my remarks to
those which concerned Catholic
religious thought.

First of all, we Catholics ac-

cept the authenticity of the

Bible in all its parts, but we
find no evidence there that

Christ was ever "carried ... to

ridiculous extremes." His anger
against the money-changers was
merely the voice of authority.

As for the doctrine of hell, if we
believe in heaven as the reward
for observing God's law, we
must accept the loss of all that

makes heaven if we do not ob-

serve His law. The "extremes"
of giving up all one's wealth,

etc., were never proposed as

laws for all men, but only as

ideal counsels for those capable

of carrying them out.

The writer insinuates that

Christianity "as interpreted by
Catholics, enslaves millions to

the whims of a man in Rome
credited with infallibility."

Catholics believe in the in-

fallibility of the Pope and the

Church because Christ guaran-

teed it. No man or group of men
by their own intelligence could

be infallible on anything, least

of all on truth revealed by God.

But in order that we may know
for certain what God meant by

the statements which we read in

the Bible, we must have a re-

liable teacher to explain them

to us. Christ provided that in

assuring us that He would never

allow the Pope or the Church

to make a mistake in any formal

statement of doctrine revealed

by God.

Since coming to Queen's I

have always understood that

one of the aims of the Journal

is to provide students with in-

formation on such matters as

these, to help them form their

opinions. I hope that none of

those who read Friday's issue

(although many did not) will

accept "Sex and the Citizen" as

an accurate statement of the

truth concerning Catholic
thought. s KiIg0UI.

Science '58.

SCHAUM S OUTLINE SERIES

COLLEGE PHYSICS - 185
^•LEGE CHEMISTRY 1.85

^ALYTIC GEOMETRY 1.60
NG,NEERING MECHANICS 2.85

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

A
^A/nP TAMAKWA
ALGONQUIN PARK, HUNTSVILLE, ONT.

tion
s

6S Staff for the coming season. Varied posi-

|eQst °£en - Excellent Remuneration. Must be at

iriq «v
years of age and have had previous comp-

a exPerience.

WRITE FOR MORE DETAILS:
MR. LOU HANDLER. DIRECTOR,

CAMP TAMAKWA
5^= "°09O WYOMING, DETROIT 21, MICHICAN

Angry Young Men
Hear all about the angry

young men, led by John
Osborne, author of Look Back
in Anger—the men whom
Somerset Maugham called

"scum." The unexpected, and
even fantastic, reaction of the

English public suggests that

this new school be given un-

biased consideration. It is un-

wise to assume these young
writers are simply nihilistic.

They are probably here to

stay. "The Angry Young
Men" is the topic of discus-

sion at the English Cluh,

Thursday, S p.m.

Threat Of Senate

Menaces Students

l Continued from Page 1)

hall and the other residences may
have been foolish, but hardly a

serious misdemeanour.

The AMS, last Thursday, turn-

ed the ease over to the Vigilance

Committee. Chief Prosecutor Neil

McNeill told the Journal Sunday
that he would have his investiga-

tion ready for the AMS meeting

to-night. "If we find the evidence

sufficient to prosecute, we will

prosecute; if not, we won't," he

said.

Nevertheless, the shadow of

the Senate's "serious view of

cases of this kind" hangs heavy

over the Alma Mater Society's

head.

Help Talent,

Not Teach Art
Bieler'$ Aim
The new scheme of painting

classes with Prof. Andre Bieler is

now being offered to Queen's stu-

dents for the second time. The
classes will begin in the Agnes

Etherington Art Centre tomorrow

night, 7-9, and will continue Wed-
nesday nights throughout the term.

Last term a group of seven stu-

dents took advantage of the numer-

ous still lifes and models set

up in the new studio, and
the expert criticism of Professor

Bieler, Experiments were made in

pencils and charcoal drawing, as

well as in oils and watercolors.

The purj)osc of the art classe:

not to teach art but to encourage

the artistic bent. The experiment-

al program is designed to allow

students to develop their own style.

Registration should be made in

advance at the Department of Ex-

tension, Richardson Hall. The facil-

ities allow for a class of 20. Ma-
terials must be supplied by the

students.

Arts Journal

Contributions to the Arts

Journal will be received with

thanks by John Forsyth, Mc-
Neill House, Queen's Post

Office, or Journal Office,

before Jan. 22.

AMS Defers WUS Grant
Invites US College Visit

(Continued from Page 1)

tiou and few of the lyrics were

acceptable.

The meeting deferred decision on

a WUS request for $250 to start a

fund to help finance the WUS
Summer Seminar to the next meet-

ing in order to feel out general stu-

dent opinion. John Cartwright,

WUS Chairman, said this would

act as an incentive for contributions

from Kingstonians. A motion to

grant WUS $150 was defeated,

with Harmer casting the deciding

vote.

The meeting passed motions to

invite four students from each of

State University Teachers' College

and Laval University for an ex-

change week-end. They were promp-

ted by an invitation from SUTC for

an exchange.

Another House For The Girls

Another new annex for women

residents has recently been opened.

Macdouncll H o u s e, purchased

by the university in the fall and

rented by the Ban High Board, is

not yet completely filled. It has 13

beds. Eventually the house will be

occupied by 12 women and a war-

den, although at present only nine

women are in residence there.

The house was named after an

eminent Kingston family whose

home stood at the comer of Univer-

sity and Stuart, the present location

of Adelaide Hall. Hon J. M. Mac-

donnell, cabinet minister and long-

time chairman of the Queen's Board

of Trustees, and Miss Mary Mac-

donuell, a professor of classics at

Queen's, arc members of the family.

At present 53 per cent of the

women students at Queen's are in

residence, and 10 per cent of the

remainder live in their own homes.

Mossfield Sings Tonight

GROUP I

Thanks Be To Thee
Love In They Youth
Love Me Or Not

Man Is For The Woman Made
GROUP II

Lasciateni Morire (Lament of Arina) „
Donzelle Fuggite ._„

Tu Le Sai

Che Fiero Costume

Handel

Thomas
Ame
Purcell

.Monteverdi

.Cavalli

.Torelli

^Legrenzi

GROUP III

Nemico Delia Patria (Andrea Cbeniar) Giordano

O Du Mcin Holder Abendstern (Tannhauser) Wagner
GROUP IV

O Wust Ich Doch Den Weg Brahms
Senntag — Brahms
Meine Liebe 1st Griim Brahms
Wie Melodien. Brahms
O Liebliche Wangen _ Brahms

GROUP V
There Is A Ladie

Limehouse Reach -

Money O !

My Lord Jesus (Canadian Spiritual)

Ching a Ring Chaw

Winifred Bury

Michael Head
—— Michael Head

Peggy Drynan
Copland

SCHOLARSHIPS
Leonard Foundation

Scholarships

Leonard Foundation Scholarships are
awarded each year to selected students
in universities and colleges across Ca-

nada, including Queen's Univeristy,

The Trust Deed states: "Preference
in the selection of students shall b
given to the sons and daughters of the

following classes: (a) clergymen (b)

school teachers (c) officers, non-com-
missioned officers and veterans (d)
graduates of RMC (c) members of the
Engineering Institute of Canada (f)

members of the Mining and Metal-
lurgical Institute of Canada."

Applications must be submitted by
March 1. Applicants must be nomina-
ted by a member of the General Com-
mittee. Contact Mr. M. C. Tillotson,

university treasurer.

Johnson Foundation Scholarship

Award
Reasonable expenses for travel to

and study in the U.S.A. for a male or
female Canadian citizen at a college

or university of their choice. Students
arc to be recommended by the univer-

sity. Preliminary application form with
a statement of scholastic standing is

to be sent to Secretary-Treasurer, S.

C. Johnson and Son Ltd., Brantford,
Canada, by January 17.

Canada Council

Pre-master's Degree Scholarship:
Scholarships of an average value of

$1,200 for study leading to a Master's

degree, tenable in the graduate faculty

of any Canadian university for one
year, subject to renewal. Candidates
will be required to hold an honours
BA or BSc degree or have equivalent
training. Applications must reach the
Canada Council's office by January IS.

The Canada Council address:

The Secretary,

The Canada Council,

140 Wellington Street,

Ottawa, Ont.

Pre-Doctor's Degree Fellowships:
Fellowships of an average value of

$2,000 (plus travel allowance) for stu-

dy leading to a Doctor's degree, ten-
able in Canada or elsewhere for one
year, subject to renewal. Candidates
will be required to hold a Master's de-
gree or have equivalent (raining. Ap-
plications must reach the Canada
Council's office by January 15.

Junior Arts Fellowships: Awards of

an average value of 52,000 (plus travel

allowance) for study or other work in

the arts, tenable for one year in Can-
ada or elsewhere by young artists,

scholars, musicians, writers and other
practitioners and teachers of the arts
who have shown exceptional promise in

heir work. Applications must reach
The Canada Council's office by Jan-
uary IS.

Stert limrtj Motet
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

has opportunities in the

ENGINEERING BRANCHES
for graduates in the following university courses:

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors A

% OFFICIAL 0
% QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY %

p Rl A7PRQ 4.

An RCAF Personnel repreientative

will visit your campus

JANUARY 15 AND 16

to interview graduates from the

above-mentioned courses.

Appointments may bo made through

four

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICt

For information concerning the positiom being offered,

• ask for the booklet

"ENGINEERING IN THE RCAF
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Solving Engineering Problems

EXPANSION brings diversified engineering problems as in these
recent examples.

In every Province and in every major industry, Dominion Bridge
engineers are making important contributions to Canada's phenomenal growth.

To help Canada's expansion, Dominion Bridge has embarked on
its own four year expansion programme which will have the effect of

increasing the Company's overall capacity by 40%.
There are always openings at Dominion Bridge Company for

enterprising graduates who are planning a career in steel construction.

MODERN TREND IN CRANES. Completely
enclosed 300-ton gantry crane—the largest
ever built in Canada—was designed and fab-
ricated by Dominion Bridge for the Canadian
naif of the St. Lawrence Power Project.

MODERN TREND IN BOILERS. Newly developed
Dominion Bridge water tube package unit boilers
are shop assembled and shipped complete to the
site ready for connection to electrical, water and
steam lines.

17-STOREY ADDITION. The Royal York Hotel,
Toronto. The largest in the Commonwealth, this
structure is being further expanded by a 17-Storcy
400-room addition shown at right. Altogether some
20,000 tons of steel have been fabricated and
erected by Dominion Bridge for this project.

Kioto courtesy Ontario Hydro

Cantilever bridge in the west. The
Second Narrows bridge over Burrard Inlet at
Vancouver. 16,600 tons of steelwork will be
required for this new 6-lane bridge. With its
centre span of 1100 feet, It will be the second
longest cantilever bridge In Canada.

SJSS^SJ'
BRIDGE COMPANY LIMITED. P1an,a: MONTREAL . OTTAWA .TORONTO . SAULT STE. MARIE . WINNIPEG . CALGARY .vSi

^jT^^Ti AMHERST. N.8.: Robb Wfa.. LU. QUEBEC:

IS
SUSPENSION BRIDGE IN THE EAST. The HnlifavDartmouth bridge, with its main span o lj fT'tand tot<d length of 4420 feet, is the second L7l["f
UnSraS ^Commonwealth-surpassed only ly the

BriSEe
Ee

'
Vancouvcr

'
also b "i't by DominhVn

Dominion Bridge Company Limited
DIVISIONS: STRUCTURAL . MECHANICAL . BOILER . PLATEWORK . WAREHOUSE
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W^L Society: Mr. J. Gotthardt

S'° it on the history of reptiles

ffi"
sp
mmal9 Jan- 14 at 8:15 P"m -

in

> "gfK Old Arts Building.

f"1
" 1

"a
• A regular meeting will be

t""tan 14 8 p.m. in St. Mark's
°? J

eorner of Earl and Victoria

^ ^csive Conservative: There will

Pr0g
sting of the P.C. Association

I"' % Tm's University, at 6:30 p.m. in

P ^Hiilee Room No. 1, in the Union.

Fi

'o-iid'ing, a"1 7:30 p.m. Flans for

Faculty Choir. Rehearsal and
In meeting in Music Rm., Old

^r,i e«t"wlTi be discussed

Dancing: Meeting in the
Scottish

at 8:30 p.m. Discussion re
GisTXu 'meetings on Sunday after

r < Those who could come Sunday
V°°?

S

J than through the week please

rjgjt Duncan Currite at 8-5475.

-u/ednesday:

fientlemen's
Social Outing: Doors

„ at 8:00 p.m.; at 7:45 p.m. for
CC hold"*- Tickets available in

l£ce Clubrooms at 12:45 to-day

j Wednesday. Everyone Welcome.
a
"rwen's Revue: All interested in the

tHK»m« to Grant Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Camera Club: Meeting at 7 p.m. in

fmnmittee Room No. 2, in the Union.

Ucmtwrs urged to attend, as this will

be one of the few meetings this term.

Thursday:

Mock Parliament: Leaders of Poli-

tical parties and any interested in help-

inn wi |n organization please contact

Paul Cosgrove, at the Law Library.

English Club: Meeting at 8 p.m. in

Ban High Common Room- Discussion

on the Angry Young Man movement

jn contempory society.

Friday:

Chemical Engineering: Room 210 in

Gordon Hall at 4 p.m. Mr. K. C.

Logan, Director of Research for Anglo

paper Products wilt speak on Aspects

oi Research and Development in the

Pulp and Paper Industry.

Levana Skiing: Those interested in

the Intramural Ski Meet please sign

the lists in the Gym or Ban Righ.

The meet will he held the first Sunday
after a good snowfall. Transportation

provided.

Only eight percent of Canada's
citizens o£ university age attend
university. This is the lowest
average among western countries
with a comparable standard of

living.

Why does Canada stand so low
the scale? A recent survey by

the Dominion Bureau of Statis-

tics indicates that the main reason
is the prohibitive cost of higher
education.

According to this survey, which
polled over 9,000 students in. 34
universities and colleges, the av-

erage expenditure was $1215 per

student. Those attending col-

leges away from home spend $200
to $300 more than those living at

home. The average amounts rang-

till-s

J

fftlUfxfofriWG

tofalLbocJcoid

and a Savings Account at

he Bonk of Montreal* Is the

W°V to guarantee yourself that

secure feeling . .

,

Tlw Bank wWe Studon!.' oeeounti

wormly WBleomod.

Kingston, Main Office
King St. East, at the Market:
J*CK McLEAN, Manager
nnc«s and Barrie Sts. Branch,

JOSEPHS
~'Y " Building,

**-PH POUPORE, Manager
Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd.

WjL.
T

Branch:
LIAM BARRY, Manager
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HOW DO YOU RA TE?
ed from $902 in the Classical Col-

leges to $1,734 in faculties of

Medicine. Students in Arts spent

$1,126, in Engineering $1,346,

while the graduate students

spent $1,620 on the average.

About one-third of the students

receive some student aid, either

by scholarships and bursaries, or

through the Department of Na-
tional Defense. Most students
work during the summer, and
many also work part-time during

their school year. Many received

cash donations from their parents,

in addition to room and board.

Others, who lived at home, re-

ceived only board, probably laun-

dry and some dry cleaning and
such extras as come from being

CFR C
Thursday, January 16

7:00—Time for Listening

7:30—Campus Topics
News
Calendar
Personality of the Week

7:45—Meet the Artist

8:00—Bits and Pieces

8:30—The Spoken Word
Hamlet — Then and Now

9:00—Concert Hall
Beethoven—Sonata No. 14

Sonata No. 8
Weber—Overture to Der

Freischutz
Weber—Konzertstuck for

Piano
Brahms—Academic Festival

Overture
Mahler—Symphony No. 4

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

Six Delegates

To Convention

A delegation of six Queen's

students has been chosen by the

Young Liberal Club to attend

the National Liberal Convention

in Ottawa.

During the three-day visit to

Canada's capital, they will vote

lor a new national leader, and

present proposals for the new
party platform. Votes cast by the

delegates are not influenced by

the Young Liberals Club.

Among the seven tentative pro-

posals are these: that tuition fees

be tax-free; that Canada recog-

nize Red China; that a permanent

UN emergency force be set up;

and, that, should the Liberals be

returned to power, John Diefen-

baker be appointed to the Senate.

Delegates will finance the trip

themselves. They are looking for-

ward to an increased understand-

ing of Canadian politics.

a resident member of a family. 17

per cent borrowed money from

their family, and some others

managed with other loans and

gifts in addition to scholarships,

bursaries and savings, part-time

earnings, or, in the case of mar-

ried students, earnings of their

spouse.

The typical student completing

the form was 20 years of age,

single, and in second year. His

home was in the university city,

or in another city of 30,000 or

over some two to three hundred

miles away. He lived at home, in

a college dormitory, or boarded

at a private home, usually less

than a mile from the campus. He
had 20 or more meals each week
at his lodgings and bought few

extra meals or lunches.

The percentage of students

who were able to provide for

themselves varied from faculty to

faculty. Considering as independ-

ent all who received less than

$100 from their families and

friends or from loans it was found

that 32 per cent of the graduates,

18 per cent of the engineers, 15

per cent of Arts, 12 per cent in

Education, 9 per cent in Law and

4 per cent in Medicine paid their

way.

The figures for this report were

obtained last year. Queen's stud-

ents were polled in the spring.

Apathy And Nationalism

Both Threaten Judaism

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68 Vi Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1 T66

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

THE ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

fios opportunities in its various Branches

for graduates from the following university courses.

An RCAf Personne'Represenfafive wilt be on your campus

JANUARY 15 AND 16
Appointments for interview may be made through your

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

for inform ofion concerning, the positions, being offered

ask at the Placement Office for the RCAF booklets,

"JfNGfnfffRS /N THf RCAF", * "AfRCRfW lU THE RCA/"

Exchange Weekend
An exchange weekend with

American universities, spon-

sored by NFCUS, is being

held at the University of Wes-

tern Ontario on Feb. 6. The

cost will be $5, plus travel

expenses to and from London.

Students interested are

asked to leave their names at

the AMS office in an enve-

lope. The NFCUS Committee

would like two boys and two

girls to attend. Phone Judy

Isaac for further details.

"Modern nationalism, with its

primary allegiance to the state,

is the greatest threat to Judaism

today" Rabbi Burstein said in a

lecture at Hillel House Sunday

night.

According to Rabbi Burstein,

the Jewish religion has survived

all sorts of catastrophes during

its 3000 years of existence. The

fertility cults which stressed ma-

gical and superstitious practices

as ways of guaranteeing prosper-

ity were among the first threats

to Judaism. About 300 B.C. dur-

ing the Babylonian captivity,

Hellenism became another great

opponent of Judaism. Greek phil-

osophy appeared to be superior

to Jewish thought and many Jews

were attracted by the sophisticat-

ed, cosmopolitan aspects of Hel-

lenism.

On the whole, the Romans were

tolerant towards Judaism until

they adopted the religion of "love

thy neighbor". Christianity
brought great problems to Juda-

ism. Beginning as merely a Jew-

ish sect, it gradually changed and

professed to offer the ethics of

Judaism to all peoples without

its narrow nationalistic nature

and Jewish ritual. According to

Rabbi Burstein, Christian Com-

munion, i.e. eating the body and

blood of Christ, makes less sense

than any Jewish custom.

Rabbi Burstein pointed out that

the greatest loss to the Jewish

faith has come about by the Jews

themselves. He said that half the

Jews in New York city do not go

to a synagogue and that half the

Jews in North America are in

New York, Perhaps one main

reason for this apathy is the fact

that most Jews study their re-

ligion only to the age of twelve.

This training is appropriate to

childhood but cannot hope to

compete with those philosophies

studied by a student at college.

Rabbi Burstein said that Juda-

ism has a philosophy as great as

that of any group of people and

Jews must give it a chance.

He ended with the thought that

Jews owe a primary allegiance to

all humanity as represented by

God, the father of humanity, and

the statement that "Jews can only

survive if they do not conform;

they must have a different out-

look on life, different values, a

different role in society, than

other groups of people."

'COLLEGE DAZE'

TICKETSFREE?

Students in all faculties wilt

have the opportunity to get a free

ticket to the Arts Formal as formal

ticket sales go into full swing.

Sellers who dispense with IS formal

tickets will receive a complimentary

ticket from the Arts Formal Com-

mittee.

Chuck Finley, chairmen of the

committee, says the offer is being

made to interest members of other

faculties in the formal and to make

the formal an all-university affair.

Any student who wishes to sell

tickets may obtain them from Dave

Taylor, Arts '61. in the Arts Build-

ing from 6-6:30 tonight and any

nights next week.

Freshman labor notices will be

in the Queen's Post Office next

Wednesday. Cooperation by the

freshmen is an essential element in

the success of faculty formals, Finley

said.

Classified Ads

Students' laundry of all kinds

done at low rates any time. Con-

tact Mrs. A. Wilkins. 149 Colborne

St. (at Division), 8-7968.

an
A Roman

in the Gfoaimn
Puns aside, iron was the basic material used by

the Romans to erect a civilization which encom-

passed the world. In every age, since the early

Assyrians and Egyptians, civilizations have

rested on ferrous metals. Ferrous metals are

more important to our future than ever before.

That is why the Iron Ore Company of Canada

and its Associates recommend that young engi-

neers and geologists consider a future with this

organization. We have immense reserves. We

shipped more than 50% of all the iron ore mined

in Canada in 1957. Our equipment is big, modern

and well maintained. We pay excellent salaries,

provide unusual opportunities for progress, have

health, medical and pension plans. The work

offers a wide choice of engineering in mining,

maintenance and railroading.

Our representative will be available for interview

at your university on January 20 - 21

.

If interested please write for booklets "There's a Future in Iron Ore' and

"Welcome to Iron Ore" to Personnel Department - Iron Ore Company

of Canada - Sept-lles - Quebec.

IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA
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QUEEN'S DROP OPENER TO VARSITY
TIME CUT!
WITH STO FORBES

As Mishka the bear, leading the bunnies in song, says, "Exercise
helps you to run fast, to become agile, to increase your strength
This quotation, taken from a Russian fairy tale, is a striking example
of the importance of physical fitness in the minds of the Russian
people. Their drive to attain physical fitness employs all forms of
sports as the means to attain their goal. The Russians are going
all out in the sports world to try to reach the level of the United
States in this field.

Not only in the States and in Russia, but all over the world
the premium put on sports has zoomed to astronomical proportions
in the present century. Hundreds of thousands attend one football
game or one soccer match. Every paper devotes at least two pages
to the sports field; people can earn up to one hundred thousand
dollars for seven months of playing baseball, (i.e. Ted Williams)

Russia's attention to the sports development of their people
aJmost overshadows their gigantic and potentially dangerous
strides in the scientific and economic fields. Physical fitness starts
for Russian youngsters at the walking stage and is even preached
in fairy tales. This emphasis on fitness is the means to attain their
end, supremacy in the sports world.

One wonders why Russia should spend so much time and effort
to produce top athletes. Aside from the obvious desire to create
a physically strong nation, the chief value lies in propaganda. Sport
occupies a truly amazing position in the world today as witnessed by
the fact that such a single-minded nation as Russia deems it neces-
sary to become supreme in the sports field.

With sports occupying such a lofty position in the world the
claims of some people that sport is an evil and develops sadistic
tendencies assumes on reflection a frightening nature. Whether or
not these clams are justified remains to be seen. On the positive
side, sports have many irrefutable merits. Such ideas as develop-
ing qualities or leadership, preparing a person to face life's "hard
knocks are of course worn-out platitudes but remain as true aswhen embryonic. Competition is another "ideal" which is stressed
It must be admitted however, that different people react to com-
petition and sports in general in totally different ways. Some *lorvm the rough bodily contact offered in a sport such as football, other,shy away from it and face degradation and a mild form of socialostracism in doing so.

This brings us then to the "evils" which lurk in sports. One
of these is the extreme and sometimes unwarranted idolization of
sports celebrities Hero-worship is something in which every boyhas mdulged and should be encouraged, when he is young As Z
^T! v nVer

' ^ hero-worshiP have diminished.A the high school and college levels, however, we still find peoplewho worship an athletic god. To make this situation worsefmooften than not this person is not "one of the boys" and develops aninfenonty complex sub-consciously. To these people ih ath etes a person who is superior to themselves. This situation is a frequenone and is definitely undesirable. Why should athletic talent espeS

admired - a Rhodes schcL. or^Jhe^"
arises from the lack of spectator .p£ ^SSLZThese then are some of the few unfavn..«hi

Ci,uea
^ ours.

***** the* a„ ,e SS£^

Gaels Soundly Beaten 85-63

U Of T Shooting Phenoixiona)

The Queen's Gaels started strong, and
'

1 diversity of

Starting off like

basketball game against the University of Toronto, but th

ded strong
;„ ^
lOSc ;»

And away we go!

Dan Bozic of the Gaels taps the ball to Jim Siltala! (23) as Art
Warren (24) starts down the floor. Varsity players are Jerry Wojdon
(5), Roily Goldring (24), and Joe Stulac (behind Siltala).

minutes in between were fatal. Starting off like a house on
Queen's kept in stride with the U of T hoopsters, but soojA

' f{

fast, winding up on the short end of an 85-63 count. Their
man to man defense in the first few moments of the

con^''''

gave most fans in attendance a glimmering hope that the r
might be the force they were last year when they captured
league crown. Friday night, however, George Stulac and con
left little doubt in most minds that Queen's will have to Ife

football, wait till next year.

Trailing 45-24 at the half, the

Tindallmen just couldn't find the

range. Lanky Jay McMahon
showed the effects of a three year

layoff from the basketball courts,

but, despite this handicap, shared

scoring honours with Gus

"and

cerned.

Junior Blues Edge V's 68-65
By Ian McNish

Queen's Intermediates lost their league opener here Friday
night bowing to Varsity 68-65. The outcome of the thrilling contest
was in doubt until the final whistle, with the JV's fighting back to
almost pull the game out of the fire.

In the opening minutes of the game the JV's battled on even
terms with coach Peter Potter's club. As the quarter progressed,
however it seemed that the Blue Jays would pull away from the
Lenardmen. Varsity guard Paul Schafer's play, especially his long
set shot, coupled with the innaccurate close-in shooting of Queen's
were the chief reason. Towards the end of the period, the JV's strug-
gled back sparked by the play of Bob Burleigh.

In the dying seconds of the
half Bob Breithaupt hit on a long
jump shot. Peter Potter protested
violently that the shot was taken
after the buzzer had sounded.
For his efforts Varsity received
a technical foul. The score at the
half was Varsity 38, Queen's 31.

The JV's started the second
half well closing the gap to just
two points. By the beginning of

the final quarter Varsity had a
ten point lead due mainly to the
Blue Jays control of the back-
boards.

In the final minutes Queen's
put on a spirited drive. With less

than a minute to play, Queen's
had whittled the lead to only one
point. At this point they applied

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

— — » •

SanitonelDry Cleaning
AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

*

CALL

land & Flindall Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

Clel

a full-court press but were foiled

when Boris Mishenko broke
through with a final basket to

insure a Varsity victory.

COURT CAPERS ~ Center
Paul Maguire of Varsity was the
outstanding defensive player,
using his height to grab rebounds
and block attempted shots . .

Paul Schafer sunk the JV's al-

most single-handedly in the first

half. His shooting fell off in the
second half but he still managed
to hoop 23 points .

LESJflRLS
Senior basketball, female version,

gets under way Jan. 25 as the
Purple and White from Western
invade Queen's to meet the Golden
Gals in the first exhibition game of

the year. Miss Anne Turnbull,
coach of the "Gals", expects to
make the final cuts this week and
to begin serious training for the
intercollegiate tournament to be
held at McGill, Feb. 28.

Although depleted by graduation.

Queen's has several good prospects
among the freshettes in Till Mc-
Creary, Joan Atwood and Carol

top

Turnbull, Both hit for 11 points.

According to coach Tindall the

absence of Paul Fedor, along

with Don McRae certainly left

the team with several gaping
holes. Fedor particularly would
have fit into the pattern of play,

but unfortunately for Tricolor

supporters he will be unable to

compete in any action on the

BBall floor this year.

The main feature of the game
was the fine showing of Varsity's

all around athlete George Stulac.

This heavily tanned guard turn-

ed one of the finer showings that

has been witnessed on a Queen's
gym floor in quite some time al-

though it was by the opposition.

Stulac struck for 10 points, 2 via

the foul line, and 4 points from
the floor. What made it all

the more phenomenal was the fact

that he had a \00% shooting
mark.

Varsity (using their second
team most of the last half) had a

55% shooting average, compared
to a 36% mark for the Gaels. On
top of that Varsity had only one
more shot at the basket. Usually
a 36% shooting mark is sufficient

to win, according to coach Tin-
dall, but when the opposition can
hoop 55% of their shots, and

score 85

deserve a

points they

victory.

Put your ABC's to speedier use with

ll!HJ!lil.'IHW!li—
•

•t«j- & , fill h&'u^cdT"'
<*<«J"i .-J ,

McY'ickers. Veterans include Mic-
key McCulloch, Patty Chapman,
M arianne Schrader, Barb Bell,

Gwen Howes, and Nan and Jan
Elliot.

For the last four years the "Gals"
have been unsuccessful in their

quest for the Bronze Baby Trophy,
emblematic of supremacy in the
intercollegiate tournament. This
year they hope to bring the "Baby"
back to Queen's.

Queen's will play host to McGill
seniors and intermediates Feb. 1.

The intermediates have had very
few players turning out regularly
for practice but coach Marian Ross
hopes for more after the final senior
team is chosen.

IN THE BASKET—Jim Hjf
rison was hampered with, a $o

leg injured in a skiing
accide,i

earlier in the week ... If Varsit

continues to exhibit the same fora

they showed against the Gad]

they might bring the title to V»
sity. They were certainly

i mpr,,.

sive Friday ... Big Jay McMahoj
was effective in snaring rebounds

in our own backcourt— The front

line will have more worries vel

on the road, as McMahon will

only be playing home games..,

A report from McGill informs ns

that if the Medsmen of their

school weren't so busy the red

and white would likely romp to

a league crown. When the M«<k

men play exhibition game
;

against the regular team, tlicj

generally win with ease . .

Queen's sank all twelve of theii

foul shots in the second half .

.

A mix-up in their schedule

meant that the double-bill didn't

start until 8. As a result the final

buzzer for the evening's play

wasn't sounded until 11:30. On

top of that the officials didn't

seem in any particular rush to

get home, consistantly slowing

the game up to give instruction*

to the timers' bench . . .
Some

photographers must really ^

hard up for action shots. The only

time they took pictures was wlito

the players were at the foul lii

Of course they may have felt tlut

was the only action worth taking

. . . Ron Stewart was the recipient

of the Omega award prior to tlit

senior game. The award goes W

the intercollegiate football pla)'ef

|

judged most valuable to his teani.

QUEEN'S SCORING
F.G. P.A. F.M. Tot ft*

McMahon

Turnbull

Evans

Bozic

Siltala

Stone

Harrison

Prior

Breithaupt

Warren
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ecular, Spiritual

fedded By Church

,Tiie
philosophy of religion in

n,P is a vitalized scholasticism,

will give a spirit of unity by
hid'

wedding together of secular

vemetits with the spirituality

said Rev. James S.

moderator of the United

Jiie

relig'0

urch of Canada, in his lecture

Convocation Hall, Wednesday

ening-

Rev.
Thomson went on to say

t men and women today are

oking for some kind of enlighten-

mt, some kind of new power

hich will extract people from the

resent difficulties and the singular

usiration which are engulfing the

ntemporary world. Despite the

ct that people are brought into

nstant contact, there are still great

MANY DANGEROUS TRENDS RECOGNIZED

Not All Illnesses Physical;
Mental Suffering Common

By Julian Ashcroft
Journal Staff Writer

The season of student psycho-
somatic illnesses will be soon
upon us, judging from reports of

Kingston doctors and the univer-

sity health clinic.

Before mid-terms, and especial-

ly before final examinations, the

numbers of student out-patients

suffering from physical disturb-

ances increase rapidly. Though
the grounds for sickness may be
in large part mental, the pains
and symptoms are as real as more
physically caused illness.

The chances are better than

50-SO if you become ill prior or

Rev. James S. Thomson

livisions in ideologies which pro

conflicts.

There are evidences of a turning

fl the tide, however. According to

|ev. Thomson, people are going
church in greater numbers than

ley have been for some time. The
is emerging as the centre

the community in such frontier
Elements as Kitimat and Uranium
"v- The evangelical work of Billy
raliam is another evidence of a

living interest in religion.
P"s reawakening of interest,
w*vw, does not seem to have
4 any kind of impact as yet.
Relligion is impossible to define,"

^ Rev. Thomson. "It is unique
fundamental. There has never

* a tribe of people who have

M r

S°me type of "ligion,

L rel,Sio" has not tended to dis-

t
m

\
as culture and civilization

^vanced. It has always been
Antral part of life, and has

as a binding unity."

Cold Blooded Monsters

Once Ruled The Universe
The world of 200,000,000 years

ago, when great reptilian mon
sters were the lords of the earth

was brought vividly to life by

Jens Gotthardt, guest speaker at

the Tuesday night meeting of the

Biological Society.

Gotthardt's subject was the

history of reptiles and mammals.

He felt that man, whose 6,000

years of recorded activity and

100,000 years of existence are

only a brief episode in the esti-

mated two billion years of the

earth's development, ought to

borrow something of the evolu-

tion of life which eventually pro-

duced him.

The speaker pointed out that

the reptiles were the first true

land vertebrates. They were

adapted in various ways for life

on land. They had horny, scaled

skin, a two-chambered heart,

limbs adapted to land locomotion,

and the first real neck which al-

lowed much freedom of move-

ment.

FRC To UseW Air Time
KlTon CFRC has ren*-

ln

;
eThe air tuis ten»

rain
0f ?

unday afternoon pro-
l

&t{Tnn
"interrupted music, to

TheT t0 5 P m -

n annl

6^ scUedule now features

L
Uvq

peers' school, which, on

|t^
tea

n

|r
s il

.

was he,d last week-

|rs. aspiring radio announ-

^rk
(

.

( ,
.

new announcers will be

givc !j

t0
tlie va,">ous programs

5ir. "
eni experience for next

^'ntnf

t0
l'le Sunday afternoon

fiday
f

a"d an extra hour on
'

the
ah-

1 Wil1 proIo,,g time
>n

wj|
Ul«il midnight) the sta-

nk, ^ate 24 hours per
I ^t,lt* than 19.

NFCUS Holds
Conference
At Queen's

Queen's will play host to a

NFCUS regional conference Friday,

Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 30, 31,

and Feb. 1 at McNeill House.

Delegates to the conference will

include about 40 students from

eight of Ontario's universities,

along
1

with both the national and

regional presidents.

In addition to sponsoring frequent

conferences for the discussion of

questions pertinent to university

life, the National Federation also

provides opportunities to students

aspiring to further their education

by travel. The Travel Service

sponsors tours to various European

countries. The high spot this year

is a tour of Russia, Poland and

Czechoslovakia from June 15 to

July 27. Sixty people whom it is

felt will benefit from such an ex-

perience will be chosen from Cana-

dian universities. The tour expenses

are $950. NFCUS also sponsors

tours of other European countries,

details of which are currently

posted on signboards around the

campus.

The dinosaurs, Gotthardt said,

are the best known prehistoric

animals. The word "dinosaur" is

a combination of Greek words
meaning "terrible" and "lizard".

These terrible lizards developed

in various ways from one of the

early types of reptiles. Their bod-

ies were not supported fore and

aft but were slung on the hip

joint. Movements pivoted around

the hip bone. The dinosaurs de-

veloped long tails as a counter-

balance for their bodies.

Varying forms of dinosaurs

were the results of what Gott-

hardt called "adaptive radiation."

The most terrible animal ever

evolved was the tyrannosaurus

rex which was 50 feet long and

weighed about L0 tons while the

greatest of the dinosaurs was the

herbivorous brachiosaur. Duck-

billed dinosaurs were semi-aqua-

tic beasts with elongated nasal

passages. They could store up

air for long periods and feed un-

derwater.

Some dinosaurs sought refuge

in the air. These were distinct

from other flying reptiles which

evolved into true birds. The flying

(See Dinosaurs, Page 5)

during examinations your illness

is emotionally induced.

Dr. H. M. Campbell, university

physician, reports that usually, if

under stress, signs of mental in

stability will show well be
fore exam time. When students

report physical illness they are

given an examination. If the re

suit shows no physical illness

explanation that such feelings of

illness are caused by mental strain

usually suffices, Dr. Campbell

said.

No medical treatment is given

Adequate psychotherapy requires

about 24 hours per patient. Not

only are many doctors unquali-

fied for giving this treatment,

This is the first in a series of

three articles on psychosomatic ill-

ness by Julian Ashcroft. The next

article will consider symptoms and

therapies.

but the time factor is a decided

disadvantage to students under

exam pressure.

Eyesore, a common student

complaint in the spring, is often

not physically caused. A Kingston

optician reported that before final

examinations his office was visit-

ed frequently by Queen's stud-

ents whose complaints of eye

trouble were caused by mental

stress.

The nature of psychosomatic

illness is a functional disease,

more commonly referred to as an

emotionally induced disease. The
odds are against your physician

explaining your condition, if it is

an emotional illness. The bizarre

symptoms and possible therapies

will be discussed in the next

issue.

Lower Labels Queen'smen
"Horrible Lot Of Conformists"

How real is the danger to academic freedom posed by the so-

called conformist attitude of today's students? A recent sampling

of professors and students on this campus indicated considerable

concern with the problem, and a general agreement that it was a

dangerous tendency. We asked this question: "Do you think there

is any danger that the present trend to conformity will penetrate

the university? Have the students and younger professors sub-

scribed uncritically to currently accepted doctrines?" Here are the

answers

:

Students Said
A Nursing Science '58 stud-

ent claims that the students

emerging from high schools have

been fed on facts and have im-

passively accepted knowledge as

it has been presented to them.

However, once they arrive in col-

lege, some are hesitant to be non-

conforming or even to show ima-

gination in conformity, since they

are unsure of themselves and

have not developed independent

thought. The student in question

discovered that after years of

training as a nurse, she had been

given pure knowledge and facts.

Now she retains a different slant

on matters and has had to "give

out as well as take in."

On the whole, she feels that

little imagination is. used. She

feels that this attitude can pre-

(See Students, Page 4)

Professors Said
Prof. A. R. M. Lower (Histo-

rory Dept.) : "Among the stud-

ents especially, there are a
horrible lot of conformists here.

It is almost as though anyone

who deviated would be a heretic,

to be burned at the stake.

"This university is conformity

to the highest degree; it lacks

originality, initiative, and all high-

er ranges of ability. Queen's

students as a body are an extre-

mely dull lot.

"I can hardly say much about

my own colleagues. However, I

think the more imaginative mem-
bers of the staff will share my
views. It is very difficult to work
with Queen's students. The best

descriptive term might be 'heavy

competence'. They are good men,

but make a hard day's work.

(See Profs, Page 4)

Does She OrDoesn 'tShel

Poll Indicates She Does
Take a good look at that coed. Can't tell, can you?
Confidentially, EIGHT out of ten do It for money.

Disillusioned?

And girls, see that fellow in the coffee shop? He's not much

better. Seven out of ten of them do it, too.

A staggering SO per cent of the girls polled at random this

week are admitted gamblers. They bought raffle tickets (60 per

cent), played cards (30 per cent), played bingo (20 per cent), and

frequented race tracks (10 per cent). Furthermore, they gambled

on such items as chug-a-Iug contests, examination marks and AMS
Court decisions.

Their favorite card game was

bridge, although several Ban

Righ girls blushingly preferred

poker. In fact, the only category

that drew a complete blank from

the ladies was election betting.

Seventy per cent of the males

I claimed to be gamblers, and while

few Gaylord Ravanaughs or

B Greasy Thumb Sleaziks were dis-

covered, one post-grad student

answered yes to all categories and

added as an afterthought —"I

went to Monte Carlo last April,

too." The favorite male piece de

no resistance was raffle ticket

buying and card playing (50 per

cent). Poker narrowly nudged

out bridge as the most popular

game. Craps appears to be

passe, despite unusual interest

shown by the coeds in the game.

Queen's has long treasured its

shambling spirit. According to the

first Principal, a Presbyterian

minister, the University was "be-

gun on a gamble." Since then the

romance of gambling has never

lost its grip on the Queen'sinan's

imagination.PHOTO Br WHITE
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Uprising Underneath
We see by last week's issue of the Antarctica Evening Sun that

there has been some trouble with the natives down there for the
second time in a matter of months. The streets of Notsgnik Base are
buzzing with talk of the latest insurrection.

It seems a hostile tribe of barbarians from the interior fell

upon the town one evening, ruthlessly shattering th e dinner hour
decorum, violating the sanctity of the local convent, and laying
waste all vegetation in their path.

In their wake, anguish and desolation. The damage to the rubber
crob is inestimable, and an outbreak of dermatitis has swept the
novitiate.

In the hysteria of the moment, it did not occur to the Mother
Superior to call the local militia. Instead she rang up one of the
City Elders. Noting how ineffective was earlier action taken by
the militia in preventing further outbreaks, the City Elders roused
themselves to gather in the Market Square beneath the slogan

Peace or Serve Time

The assemblage of citizens which turned out to support them in-
cluded a sergeant-major, a private eye, a publisher of Papal Edicts,
an authority on etiquette, a member of the local censorship board,
a Girl Guide troop commander, a foundling home beadle, a Public
Relations agent, a shusher from the Christian Science Reading
Room, a mortician, a doctor (Spock by name), the guillotine oper*
ator (who also serves as deacon of the parish), a traffic cop, a
mother hen, an outpost agent of the NKVD, a schoolmarm and a
landlady with a penchant for tacking up signs reading

These facilities are provided for your convenience.
Please help us to keep them clean.

Signed,

The Management.

_

The irate Elders, rallying to the cry "Wolf", have tightened
their apron strings and are busily organizing an Investigating Com-
mittee.

The Citizens' Militia, meanwhile, has deserted to the natives
formed the Progressive Aborigine Party, and is going about through
the villages campaigning for the next election.

Their platform is based on the text of the Eleventh Command-
ment, which reads:

Thou shall not suffer thyself to be nabbed red-handed.

Superficial counselling is not enough
We have finally got most of the facts about the Fenny case

and it seems, on rough appraisal, that the problems of all the
Fenny s m the world, and their effect upon their communities, could
be dissolved with a minimum of mental rehabilitation, following
fast on the heels of a change in public viewpoint through mass
education.

But in fact the acceptant of mental rehabilitation will fall be-
hind, as it has in the past, the possibilities inherent in a change of
public attitude. And it is the public attitude that controls the purse
strings. r

Students and universities, in particular, should be taking the
lead towards a new view of mental rehabilitation. Certainly students
themselves are involved in the problem. Mental insecurity has be-come a great problem in some metropolitan universities, especially
in Paris Here at Queen's psychosomatic illness (See Tulian Ashcroft
Page

) cuts down on student effectiveness during the year and on
mental ability at exam time.

Of course nothing is done about it. Since there is no true health
education m elementary and high schools, the initiative of each in-
dividual in handling situations of psychosomatic illness and mal-
adjustment acks direction. And with regard to counselling and
medical levels, Queen's is sorrowfully superficial

.

hCaIth
'
mentaI out,ook

'
cIas* receptiveness and exam-

nation ab.hty are all very closely tied together. Mass counselling
in the offices of the Padre, the deans, and the Principal is not enough
Fortunately

,
m some respects, the Padre is able to straighten outpersonal problems of students with some well-timed practical ad-

vice. But the more students that walk into the Padre's open door,the less worthwhile generalizations of practical advice becomeNo „ a short interview between skeptical dean and hesitant student

fall The" % f

than 3 reminder t0 W°rk hard or ^ Wfall. The efficacy of an mterview with regard to work and well-being is doubtful at most.
And superficiality in personal advice has the further dangerof glossing over the real problems when deeper problems do exitKeeping in mind that the difference between mental sicknessand foolish despondency is all a matter of degree a fresh andEES^ !?

StUdCntS Sh°U,d P-vfto'be immediate'
1> beneficial. At the least, the personal counselling system should berevised and maintained from the top by the adminis radon It ouMprove to eliminate adolescent student behavior more effectiv v than

tZinTZT ^ rnOWn
'

thCref0re and u

a

n-snowing, benate members.

Free For All

Tricolor salesmen will re-
ceive a free yearbook for 35
sales. Salesmen needed for
Feb. in all faculties. See
Laird O'Brien in Journal
Office Monday night or
phone 8-9404.

Public Lectures

Clyde Gilmour, noted Ca-
nadian movie critic, will
talk on the movies in the
first of four Queen's Public
Lectures to be held in Con-
vocation Hall. Gilmour s

talk is Monday night.

Letters to the editor

Punditry
Editor, Journal:—The latest

article by one of your columnists

(Jan. 14) must surely entitle him
to the honor of being the "PUN-
DIT" of the Queen's campus. The
attack — since it cannot be classi-

fied as comments — an one of

your national leaders is most un-
just and does not succeed even in

its limited objective of "sanctify-

ing" the Tories.

It is unfortunate because in a
number of ways it is defamatory,

and unjust because the facts have
been twisted to suit a specific per-

spective. Surely, great statesmen
are made because of their highlv

developed sense of perception of

the feelings and tensions of the
time and exploiting them fully.

The question of the UNEF is as
old as the UN itself, if not older,

and it was left to Mr. Pearson to
bring it about. Why was it that no
other delegate at the UN succeed-
ed in bringing about the existence

of the UNEF?
One other thing, the columnist

not only belittles the personality

of Mr. Pearson, but at the same
time he belittles the Nobel Peace
Prize which was awarded to him
after at least a lapse of two years

during which time no Peace Prize

was awarded. Moreover, it was
given him for having prevented

the Third World War.

Vir Handa

Guess What?
Editor, Journal:—I think it is

time someone changed Mr. Mof-
fatt's intellectual diapers. I for one
am getting awfully tired of read-

ing Mr. Moffatt bludgeoning that

fine old non-con formist's whipping
boy — religion. Come along, Mr.
Moffatt, be a real Non-conformist
and criticize something new. Try
something really new — criticize

immature columnists from the in-

side. You too could be a Cana-
dian Michael Osborne.

H. J. Bethune
Editor, Journal:—Three cheers

for Gary Moffatt! It's one of the

most honest and straightforward

pieces of reporting I've ever read
on the subject ..."

Lawrence T. Moore,

Mon cher M'sieu Hardin:

After many year of how you
say? tyranny, I am see de trut'

in dat masterpiece by M'sieu
Moffatt. Dis Newman chaplain

say dat sex is mos' wondiful an'

beaute t'ing which happen be-

tween de man an' woman, but
he not mean dat; M'sieu Mof-
fatt say church say sex dirty.

Dose bishop who obay de sep-

aration only kidding, eh?
Moffatt say church chain wife
to bad husban, an' dis man
know

!

good guy, I t'ink — but Moffatt
say he no good, so I laff at

SCM type who love dere neigh-
bor by entertain de poor vrazy
people. An' dese job-type priest

who make me learn — I t'ink

dey be bes' teacher an de mos'
generous man I ever know, but
dey just tyrants ! Le bon Dieu
suppose to keep dis pope from
lie 'bout faith an' moral. I t'ink

because bad pope never decide

on dese, infallible? pouf!

Smart homme, eh?

Baptiste

Responsibility and the need for response
By Paul Cosgrove

The absolute criterion in ev-
aluating the intrinsic worth of
an individual or of a society is

responsibility. It is a practical
every day rule of thumb which
when applied with astute obser-
vation, produces factual results.
For example, the reaction to a
silhouette approximating the di-

mensions of Jayne Mansfield will

tell you some facts about an
audience: or the reaction of an
audience to current popular
'rock-n-roll' provides accurate
indication as to the general age
of that group. History is a story
of responsibility (or the lack of
it)

:
both the history of man and

the history of the physical uni-
verse.

Where does the theory of re-

sponsibility involve the individ-
ual person? Why naturally in

each and every aspect of his
mortal life. Modem psychology
demonstrates that it is the re-

sponse of the person to exterior
surroundings that mould his
personality (environmental fac-
tors). Even in the conception
and pre-natal existence of a per-

son, it is the response to existing
factors that aid or impede his

development. What is education
but the "leading out of" an in-

dividual and maturity but the
degree of this "leading out"?
(Dale Carnegie tells us that to
be successfully happy we have
to "go out to people").

It is just as easy to see how
responsibility is the story of
man in society: strength in num-
bers against a hostile environ-
ment. Complimentary advant-
ages and disadvantages or the
response to a weakness or
strength in another forms the
basis of the unit of society, man
and wife, and its fruit whether
justly or injustly is termed "re-

sponsibility".

Man's relationship with "Ip-
sum Est Subsistens" is one of
responsibility: an initial act of
irresponsibility which is seen
rectified as God leads man back
to his original state. The story
of this direction given to man
sets the tone of western civiliz-

ation and culture.

Our editor has pointed out
that this is an age of respon-

GARV
MOFFATT

sibility; we the youth of this
age have been posed with cir-

cumstances which if met with
courage and clear vision in posi-
tive action will result in colos-
sal change and revolution scarce-
ly dreamt of before.

The response must be ours
peculiarly. It is true that in
evaluating any course of action
we must look at history and at
the example set by others:
Ghandi in his response to op-
pression and injustice provided
inspiration to millions: Schweit-
zer in his way has answered so-
ciety. Ours, nevertheless must
be a different response.

An important factor in re-
sponse to others, both as indi-
viduals and as society must be
its integrity. Nature does not
He in its responses: rivers flow
to the ocean and the oceans re-
act to the laws of the physical
universe.

Peace is the end of responsi-
bility: not an apathetic or leth-
argic complacency but the in-
tegral and ordered response of
all our functions.

However sincerely
p

Corry may strive to
!"

personal political
belief^

influencing his presem
' ,r

<

an introductory course
tics, I do not think

that 'IhH
completely possible. M0s{

h 'lj

theories are clearly s ,at
,°

n

can draw little argUm
this may help lull the

st\
into accepting debatable (J
such as Corry's belief i„ th ,

party system.

In theory, Corry's ar
gUlr

is convincing. If there
are

eral parties, each will
pUs !,

lutely towards its own
part iCu

goal refusing to compromise,
no party can attain a Worki
majority the government

is1
stable and cannot take strr

measures (France). But if 0

two parties exist, each wi]] st

for a compromise to attraci

at least pacify all signifj

minorities.

* * *

Here is where I disagree,

I see no possible comproniis

many key issues. Either

have free-trade for the bentl

of the wage-earner or we hi

protection so the manufactmf

can diddle consumers withi

interference. Either we diss

or we don't (reducing arms

a small percentage won't all

the overall picture one icl

Either we use Canada's weal

to benefit Canada or we tc

it over to private industrj

No party with any integri

can pretend to steer a mid

course on such issues. Wherf

firm, wisely-selected foreif

policy might have saved th

the Americans have drifted in]

the position of a second-rate b

still belligerent power. Comp

mise being impossible, adheres

of each view must form t

h

own party.

* * *

Theoretically, the two-pari

system can still work. To dil

it has presented British voW

with two reasonably diverge*

policies to vote on, but all sig

figant British minorities canafl

be represented by either ...

of the move to resurr^t «

Liberals. The two Amer*

parties take fundamentally I

same position and claim to i

present everybody, but wb'l

things got hot in Little R^J
Eisenhower had to decide ffhiifl

of the sides he was on, with°j|

offending, and wound up 0^"

ing everybody. In Canada «'M

the two parties became t0° A
vested interest the CCF 1

formed and later Social .

was concocted. When the I

starts getting mor
other three parties • —

and a two-party syste'"^|
exist until some other f J
strikes out for itself. Mean**'

the CCF is a much-needed P

test party.
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Sanity and the H-bomb The ma3nific*nt **™

rising
re-appraisal has

[he key-note for America's

during the last few weeks,

t is said to be current-

HO

lilies

he
Wes

dcp
ending on Russian "bene-

[. nee" for its security and the

(/threats "to the brink" and

ssivc
retaliation" are as

"bio us as the President's

1th
The Free World is at the

ijiing
of the ways: Do we

Ltinoe to substitute one 'ulti-

Le' weapon for yet more 'ulti-

L te
' deterrents? Or shall we

jounce the whole concept of

.trigger massive retaliation?

frhis
white-hot question will

Jiscussed by a panel of dis-

Lmjsticd students on CFRC
tin 8:30 - 9 tonight, under

Aerator Prof. D. G. Innis.

Arc sanity and nuclear
Libs compatible?" will be the

question under discussion by
Jack McVey, a veteran U.S.
Army lieutenant, Bob Little, a
prominent Campus Liberal,
Gary Moffatt, a Journal column-
ist and John Cartwright, vice-

president of the Queen's CCF
club.

A recent British movement
headed by philosopher Bertrand
Russell, playwright J. B. Priest-
ly, Kingsley Martin and Com-
mander Stephen King-Hall ad-
vocates pulling out of the blind
poker game of the nuclear arms
race to give the world realistic

moral leadership in a time of

political and military insanity.

Docs this indicate mere irre-

sponsibility or docs it form our

only chance of salvation? Listen

at 8:30 to-night.

The open fire-place

Snapping, crackling, filled with sound.

Bursting into orange light-.

On the stage of brick and ashes,

A fire worms up a winter's night.

Its acts present a thousand pictures,

Arranging for imagination

Scenes beyond our fondest fancies.

As eyes oil glow for this warm creation.

Surmounted by a wisp of smoke,

It fades to farewell spark.

As weary eyelids tumble shut.

In rooms now quiet and dork.

Anon

CAWP TAMAKWA
ALGONQUIN PARK, HUNTSVILLE, ONT.

Requires Staff for the coming season. Varied posi-
tions open. Excellent Remuneration. Must be at
least 19 years of age and have had previous camp-
mg experience.

WRITE FOR MORE DETAILS:

MR. LOU HANDLER. DIRECTOR,
CAMP TAMAKWA

18090 WYOMING, DETROIT 21, MICHIGAN

SCHAUm OUTLINE SERIES

COLLEGE PHYSICS ______ 1.85
COLLEGE CHEMISTRY _______ 1.85
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 1.60

ENGINEERING MECHANICS 2.85

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

The Ontario Society for Crippled Children
requires for its

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
(strategically located throughout Ontario)

« w_ THE FOLLOWING PERSONNEL:

• r):fS0NT COUNSELLORS
« CRAFT COUNSELLORS
• MUSIC COUNSELLORS

• DRAMA COUNSELLORS
• CAMP SECRETARIES

• MALE COUNSELLORS

F0r(
. • GRADUATE NURSES
u 'ther Information Write . . .

MISS ISA8ELLE FAIRFIELD,
Ontario Society for Crippled Children,

Supervisor of Camps,

STREET, TORONTO 2, ONTARIO

The Magnificent Seven

(Kingston Film Society)—Ak-

ira Kurosawa the director of this

film, takes us back to sixteenth

century Japan to the ceaseless

struggle of the weak and hum-

ble against their oppressors. It

celebrates the era when knight-

ly samurais engaged in battle

with evil bandits.

This is a story of a poor vil-

lage which hires seven profes-

sional warriors to defend it from

bandits who are about to steal

the rice which has just been

harvested. Idealism not money
brings the magnificent seven to-

gether in this movie. The sam-

urai are men who will work for

rice and the justice of their

cause. They teach the peasants

to defend themselves and to-

gether they drive off the invad-

ors. The film ends with the de-

parture of the three surviving

samurai.

Takashi Shimura is cast as

headman of the samurai Keiko
Tsushima as a village maiden
and Tashiro Mifune as a brave

but reckless member of the

band. Many of the villagers are

resigned to their fate until the

samurai inspire them to resist-

ance with the help of the young-
er men.

The Magnificent Seven is

beautifully photographed: the
village, the enticing, dangerous

woodlands, the bandits strong-

hold, horses in wild flight, the

lightly sketched love affair, the

quiet scenes of mourning and
the close order battle. One of

the appeals of this film is the

remarkably good camera work.

It has universal interest because

of the universal themes of melo-

drama, romance and knight er-

rantry. I think director Kurosa-

wa, achieves his goal "of making

an action picture without losing

any human values."

Julian Ashcroft

Mossfield: melodious baritone
Mr. Mossfield, a native of

Sydney, Australia, studied there

at the Sydney Conservatory of

Music before coming to Canada
in 1952. It was here that he

met, and married his accompan-
ist-wife, Pearl. Mr. Mossfield is

a very familiar figure to Cana-

dian radio audiences, having

done "Tosca", "The Magic

Flute" and a number of other

operas and concerts for the CBC
from Vancouver. He will be

appearing with the Toronto

Symphony Orchestra on a Sun-

day 'Pops' Concert soon.

Now, as to his concert of

Wednesday, Jan. 14, at Grant

Hall : I was favourably impress-

ed by Mr. Mossfield ; 1 think

that, although not being great,

he is very good. His concert

was varied and interesting,

ranging from the robust gaiety

of "Ching a Ring Chaw" and

"Money O !" to the more serious

"Lament of Ariana" and "Don-

zellc Fuggite". His wife is a

versatile yet terribly conspicu-

ous accompanist.

His first group of songs were,

to me, not too impressive, as I

felt that his voice seemed sup-

pressed, strained. I felt too, that

the artist lacked any (rue depth

of emotion in his first eight

selections. It was not until he

sang "O Du Mein Holden Ab-
endstern" from Wagnar's "Tan-

nhauser", that I felt that he was

really putting any intensity of

emotion into his voice. He con-

fessed to me later that this was
the initial professional render-

encc of this selection. The audi-

ence was enraptured by the ex-

(juisiteness of the aria and Mr.

Mossfield's tonality. Most ex-

cellently done, too, was "Nemico

Delia Patria" by Giordano. Yet

I noticed about two of the high-

er notes were not too poignant.

Another small fault with Mr.

Mossfield is that he tends to

accentuate the "s" and "t"

sounds more than is necessary,

whereas the final "r" sounds on

many words are sadly neglected.

Yet, by intermission, one could

tell that both audience and musi-

cian were enjoying the concert

immensely.

After the intermission. Group

four contained selections from

Brahms. Quite frankly, I really

enjoyed only one of these: "Wie
Melodien" — and, 1 am very

much a Brahms student. Here,

too, I felt that lack of true emo
tion on the part of the perform-

er. Mr. Mossfield ended his

concert with a number of Eng-
lish and Canadian songs. He
was called back for three en-

cores, two of them being Maori

selections: one could tell that

he enjoyed singing these very

much.

My overall impression was not

one of complete satisfaction. I

felt that there should have been

more selections from Operas,

rather than a programme of

less-known selections. Perhaps

I am prejudiced toward opera,

yet, I feel he could have given

a much better performance had

he included more arias. He and

his wife are a well co-ordinated

team. I enjoyed listening to Mr.

Mossfield, and, I shall look for-

ward to hearing him in the fu-

ture. But I hope that his next

concert for this series will con-

tain more opera. In the last

analysis, he is a very good bari-

tone: the audience enjoyed the

concert, as did the artist. King"-

ston shall be looking forward to

his return to a future series.

William Compeau

<Sol&j?n Slipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOOUE

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-

ed Queen's crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

$34.95

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen', students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
mad- in the Men's Wear
Dept.

Tale ofTwo Cities!
Among Western Hemisphere cities

with the largest per capita enjoyment of

Coca-Cola are, interestingly enough, sunny

New Orleans and chilly Montreal. When we say,

"Thirst Know. No Season," we've said

a cheerful mouthful.

So don't take any lame excuses about its

not being hot enough for Coke. Forget

the temperature and drink up

!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

A call (or "Colia" ii a call foi "Cow.Colo". Both hadft-morki

Idenilfy the 10m* refreiMng bovorage— (ho pretfUcI Of Ce.a-%ro Ltd.
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Profs Are Less Conforming
In Present Prosperity: Lash

(Continued from Page 1)

"As for the staff, they are, in

many respects, quite similar. Per
haps we could say that the stud

ents get the teachers they de
serve. As for currently accepted

doctrines, I have never been
'bowled over by the critical atti

tude' of the younger members of

the staff. You must remember
that most professors are also a
pretty dull lot. Few get outside

the halls of learning to register

for much of a part in the life of
the country."

Prof. Glen Shortliffe (French
Dept.) : "If the present trend is

different than the usual trend,
then I say Yes. This is true in

any age of tension such as the
ideological tension and inter-

national conflict of today. The
fear of being misinterpreted so
as to appear disloyal, such fear

today silences much critical

thought and expression.

"At its face value, the question
must be answered 'yes'. Such
trends penetrate every institu-
tion. It has not reached the point
where one person is telling an-
other what he must think. Where
the atmosphere of conformity re-
flects the state of tension, as it

does today, then effective censor-
ship is interna], and tabes place
on the subconscious level of the
individual. The subconscious
mind dispenses with objectivity,
and admits into the conscious
mind only those considerations
which will lead to conclusions ac-
ceptable to the community. This
subtlety constitutes the vicious
atmosphere of tense periods. For
example, as long as the RCMP
keep files on which individuals*
remarks are recorded, as long as
these files lay open to such inter-
pretations as lead to the subtle
and difficult questions that would
be asked by police and politicians,
just so long will objective discus-
sion of vital issues continue to be
most unlikely.

"The very survival of the hu-
man race depends on hard object-
ive thinking, and such cannot be
obtained when any one com-
posing his thoughts must ask
himself 'How is this going to
sound in my file?'

"Because this is the situation
and is inescapable in the present
age of tension I personally re-
gard the survival of the human
race beyond the next hundred
years or so as most improbable.
If that is the pessimism of age, I
can only say that I hope that
youth will succeed in finding con-

Open House
Open House will be held

Sat, Feb. 8 from 1-5 p.m.
Any campus clubs, organi-

zations, or students interested

in working for the Open
House, call Mort Low, 2-1291,
or any of the faculty repre-

sentatives: Anne Kcenleyside,

Levana
; Jim Murray, Science

;

Sandy Scott, Meds; and John
Hunter, Arts.

Serving Queen's Students and Staff
Since 1879 —

ROBEBT BRUCE, Ltd.— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods - Men's Furnishing,
And The Newest Fashions For Women.

You're sure of the Quality sf Bruces'

ROV YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

if* »u tl
H0ME COOKED FOOD

After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting
d,sh« and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET. KINGSTON, ONT

I

crete methods of justifying its

natural optimism.

"If the younger professors sub-

scribe uncritically, it is because

we all do, because it is done sub-

consciously. We cannot work out

an answer scientifically and
thoughtfully if we are told before

of the answer we should get."

Dr. S. D. Lash (Civil Engineer-

ing Dept.): "For this question

we must remember that profes-

sors are individuals, and that they

behave has other people first, and
as professors second. As a group,

however, I think you'll find them
less conformist now than at other

times. That is due to the pros-

perity of this age. The economic
machine is in good running order,

and everyone is anxious to jump
on for the ride. Besides, for me Et

unattractive to have many
people who are trying to be dif-

ferent for the sake of being differ-

ent.

Of course, with the large

numbers that we have here, the

University becomes more and
more like a sausage-machine.

Professors don't know their stud-

ents so well; they seem more like

an undifferentiated mass.

"And then, there is the point

that so many students are mar-
ried these days, and this tends to

make them more conservative and
conformist in outlook."

Prof. George Whalley (English
Dept.)

: "Professors, of course,

differ widely, but in the faculties

here, there is little or no social

pressure to assume specific atti-

tudes. They are encouraged to

explore their own personal and
professional interests. Idiosyn-
cracy is not suppressed or regard-
ed with suspicion.

"When there is criticism, it is

more likely to come from the
younger professors, and although
their suggestions may not be put
into effect, the professors are not
kicked into line.

"For the student, half of the
University, I am rather alarmed
at the tendency among them to

conform to established patterns.

Some people have been practical-

ly forced to conform.

"I have been tola by some stud-

ents that it is much more fash-

ionable to do less work than
more, and to profess a lack of

interest in academic matters. And
I have known of a few cases, two
or more, three perhaps, where
small groups of very good stud-

ents formed their own little com-
munity to isolate themselves from
that attitude.

"Most student conformity is on
matters of attitude, not doctrine.

The most alarming aspect is the
narrow attitude to their work;
they see it only from the view of.

'what returns are in store here?'

You get too many at university

who take their courses purely in

preparation for future income, or

else for the social prestige in

having a degree. This anti- intel-

lectual atmosphere if in abundan-
ce, can lead to another kind of

conformity.

"Many members of the staff

feel that desirable attitudes among
the students should be cultivated

and undesirable ones wiped out.

They don't agree completely on
the method to effect these chan-
ges, but agree that oblique means
would be better than authorita-

tive clamping down."

FRIDAY, JANUARY I7th

NOW STUDENTS SEEK
SAFETY IN NUMBERS

(Continued from Page 1)

sent a danger to scholarship since

the whole process of education

tends to become highly automatic,

relying on memorization, for ex-

ample, and not developing an in-

quisitive mind. The student finds

himself dogged in a conforming
rut and there seems to be no
chance for advancement towards
the better principles of education.

An Arts freshette claimed that

everyone seems to be trying too

hard to be non-conformists. As
a result, everyone is doing what
he thinks is different from his

fellow students.

Suddenly, a group of "non-con-

formists" are discouraged on the

campus. Everyone follows the

pattern set. All the non-conform-

ists become conformists. Here is

a great lack of imagination shown
in this process. This "unimagina-

tive conformity" tends to spread

into several fields — clothing,

new fads and especially the in-

tellectual aspect of university.

A Science freshman also claim-

ed that this sin seemed prevalent

among his fellow Sciencemen.

New thoughts ceased to pour into

various fields of study.

A post-graduate student from
India in Civil Engineering, Vir
Handa, claimed that generally
everyone conformed. "Yet," he
stated, "each student is desper-

ately attempting to exercise his

prerogative as an individual and

trying to use some imagination.

They do not always manage to

succeed."

"This tendency does present

danger," he went on, "since I feel

that students who graduate will

be leaders, in a sense, in their par

ticular fields. If they all continue

to conform and do not make some

attempt at using a little invention

of their own, this would certainly

proceed to form a rather drab

society."

Paul Barclay, Arts '60, himself

posed a question: "How can ima-

gination be fully exercised under

the pressure of cramming at least

12 months of work into seven?

Scholarship being derived from

the Greek word 'scholar', mean-
'leisure', cannot help but be

affected to some degree."

Several other opinions express-

ed the idea that (he student as

a freshman or freshette sought

safety in numbers. Some "know-
ledge wall-flowers" were reticent

in using imagination since they

felt they were becoming too non-

conforming or conspicuous. Many
senior students claim that once
they are in their second year, they
feel free to contribute individual

ideas. However, the trend seems
to be to use "grey matter" but
still tu remain like ycur next door
neighbor as much as possible.

GAMBLING, ANYONE?

Pool (snooker), chess

and bridge tournaments
are L^

1
'

planned for patrons of tlie it
*

receive $5
'-ail.

Winners will

prize money, except for the"'"
1

!

ing bridge team which will
^

$10. ^
Tournament lists will be ^

on the Union bulletin board ir

close Jan. 24.
'

Any inquiries, contact ]},u
Warren, billiards (21291 ) * o I

Daub, bridge (21987)
; John H!

J

ter, checkers (83012); Bil] ft
eron, chess (89515).

Leonard Foundation

About 20 scholarships
raneir

I

from $150 to $250 are awanfcj

each year on the basis of acad^
standing, extra-curricular activiijj

and financial need. Applicants
i

have averaged 66 per cent in
i

examinations.

Preference will be given to rU
children of (a) clergymen, (h||

school teachers, (c) officers, m
commissioned officers and veteraiJ

and service men, (d) graduates A
KMC, (e) members of the Enp.

1

neering Institute of Canada, (f)|

members of the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Institut of Canada.

Renewals and new application.-

1

should be submitted to the Trea-f

surcr's Office not later than Jan. 31

Now you canEEHwhv only

leads & pencils give you perfect

1007o "ELECTRONIC" GRAPHITE m|m SUPERFINE CLAY MAKES THIS LEAD STRUCTURE

YOU ALWAYS GET PROVEN QUALITY FROM T0RQU0ISE DRAWING LEADS AND PENCILS

PROVEN GRADINC-17 different formulae make sure you get exactly the line you expect-
from every pencil, every time.

PROVEN DURABILITY— Because compact ,ead structure gives off no chunks of uso.ess 'dust-
to blow away, Turquoise wears down more slowly

PROVEN NEEDLEPOINT ™^-«e.eclranphotom IcroBraphsh0ws 1 TU«,UoiselMdstru C .

ture 1S f,ner-and therefore stronger. It holds a needle point under
drawing pressures for long lines of unchanging width.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY . NEW YORK . LONDON . TORONTO . MEXICO . SYDNEY . BOGOTA
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CFRC
Friday. January 17

-00
for Listening

'„ Campus Topics
<-iV News

Clubs

^ISTvSS"* King

,. o-seareii in Progress
&lS

Edwards and Lash
Highway Research"

olfl Around
the Campfire

8 J

Folk Music

000 Concert Hall

Schubert — Moments Musicaux
Nos, 3 and 4

Dvorak — Concerto in A Minor
for Violin

Lazav — Marche Funebre

Beethoven — Symphony No. 6

Gfcusounov — Concerto in A
Minor for Violin

Debussy — Iberia

,1.00 Ute Listening

Saturday, January 18

, HO Prelude to Opera

200 Opera House
" Mozart — Marriage of Figaro

515 Requestfully Yours

600 Echoes Around the World

7.00 Old Favorites

730 Campus Topics
News
Calendar
Speaker

7.45 Modern Jazz

8,15 Platter Chatter

£.45 This and That
E. Smethurst — Book Reviews

9.00 Pop Concert
Grofe — Grand Canyon Suite
Von Suppe — Light Cavalry
Overture
Moussorgsky — Kovanchina
Krein — Dance No. 4

10.1 Nifrht Music
Excerpts from Gilbert and
Sullivan

11.00 Starlight Serenade

Sunday, January 19

1.00 Mostly Music

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

Residences Ask

For Applications

About one-third of the 372 places
available at the men's residences
next autumn will be allotted to men
returning to the university, R. L.
Watts reported on Wednesday.

The upperclassmen will be select-
ed so as to represent the different
years in the various faculties and
schools. The 120 men will be chosen
for what they can contribute to
residence life and for the help they
can give the freshmen. "We feel the
freshmen benefit from acquaintance
with senior students," Watts said.

Applications for 1958-59 for Mc-
Neill House and the second men's
residence which opens this autumn
are due by Friday, Feb. 7. Appli-
cation forms and information sheets
are now available from Warden
Wright's office in the Student's
Union or at the porter's office in

McNeill House. Freshmen will be
selected in the order in which they
apply.

Arts Society

Notninations for the posi-

tions of junior and senior

AMS representatives will be

accepted until 12 p.m., Jan.

24. Nominations should be
given to any year president

or member of the Arts So-
ciety. Elections will be held

Jan. 30 and 31.

Page 5

oro er WHITE

Pete Masson, one of the hard-working members of the Arts
Formal Committee, puts a few finishing touches to a wall decora-

tion, ready for Jan. 24.

Eagle Turpoise

reproduction

THIS ElECritON MICROSCOPE T»K£S PUtllCJ

PICTURES 7.5110 TIMES *CIUAl SUE—
lets you see (he startling difference

between Eagle's "Electronic" Tur-
quoise lead and the lead In theusual
quality drafting pencil.

Pho'ogropKi eou'tciy ol

[odd Bjioeich bduiirloi, Inc.

Relatively large, irregular particles

of graphite make a rough-edged line

with gaps that permit the passage of

light. Prints will be inferior.

- - AND MA RKS LIKE THIS

AND MARKS LIKE THIS

Tiny, more uniform particles deposit

as a clean-edged, solid opaque line that

blocks the light and reproduces

to perfection.

WRITE FOR FREE TURQUOISE SAMPLE
Write for J tree. Turquoise pencil or drawing lead,
specifying grade desired, to Eaglo Pencil Company
of Canada. 217 Boy Slreot, Toronto. CanorJ»

•TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS: "Ilaclioole" giapbito. 17 cisdia, 68 through 9H.

« fi s

• TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS:
Fit »ny «tandard load holder. Gndu SB Huough 9H.

TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDERS: Hold any oiado ol TutqnoUo load.

EAGLE
S TURQUOISE

PENCILS AND LEADS

are the largest-selling

in the United States

and Canada!

Not Able To Compete
Dinosaurs Disappeared

(Continued from Page 1)

dinosaurs were not large and

could only fly about as well as a

flying squirrel. There were at

least 250 forms of dinosaurs al-

together, about half of which were

of giant size. Most dinosaurs had

very small brains although some
had two sets of them, one at the

base of the spine and one in the

usual place.

Reptiles became more special-

ized and preyed on mammals
who, in turn, preyed on reptile

Classified Ads

Help Wanted
Wanted for the Arts Formal,

Friday, Jan. 24, three doormen,

two waiters, good hours, excell-

ent working conditions, reason-

able remuneration. All interested

persons please contact Chuck
Finley or Bruce Alexander at

2-6690.

Found
Pen, found between the New

Arts Bldg. and Ontario Hall.

Owner may claim at AMS office,

Students' Union.

English Instruction Wanted
Young Turkish officer anxious

to improve his English desires to

meet instructor. Willing to give

Turkish lessons in exchange.

Phone evenings 8-8151.

young. The cold bloodedness of

the reptiles put them at a disad-

vantage in a long range struggle

for survival in the evening and
their general activity was slowed.

Only a few reptiles survived

and "a new chapter in the history

of the world began.

SIGNPCST

(Batlp&raL
(unuoun

Kino St. at J«hnson bt.

EPIPHANY II

SUNDAY, JANUARY 1 9TH

8.00 cm. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Parish Communion

11.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Rev. C. E. Staple!.

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Prtichcr : The Rev. C. E. Staples.

8.15 p.m. Canterbury Club
Meeting and Social Hour.

Week Day Services

Holy Communion Daily at 7.45

a.m.; Wednesday and Saturday
(St. Paul's Conversion) at 10:30

a.m.; Tuesdays at 5:15 p.m_

Guild of Devotion conducted by
the Dean.

&t. Anurrui'fi

IreBtHjteiian GHjurrf)

Princess ano Clehgy streets

darwin stata
JIST *PJO CHOIftMAS

LILLIAN PRESTON

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended

to all students.

Friday
SCM: Study group — "Mere Chris-

tianity" will be lead by Dr. Donald
Mathers at 4.30 p.m. in the Ban Righ
Board Room.
Chemical Engineering Club: Meet-

ing Jan. 17, in Gordon Hall (Room
210). 4 p.m. Speaker is K. C. Logan,
Director of Research, Anglo Paper
Products. Topic is "Some Aspects
of Research and Development in the
Pulp and Paper Industry."

Saturday
Dance: Jan. 18, from 9 to 12 p.m.,

featuring Dave Bessant's Collegians.
Sponsored by Science '60. Couples
only.
QCF: You are invited lo the skat-

ing party in the Jock Harty Arena
at 8.1S p.m. Afterwards at 9.30 p.m.
in St. James, three students will tell

of their experiences at the Urbana
Missionary Convention.

Sunday
QCF: At 8.00 a.m. there will be a

missionary breakfast at 164 Barrie St.,

where three more students will speak
about Urbana.
SCM: Goes Visiting: The Gospel

Hall, Union at Collingwood. Students
are asked to meet at 6.50 p. in. at the
Hall.
Levana: There will he a general

meeting of the Levana Society, Sunday
at 6 p.m. in the Ban Righ Common
Room. Nominations for the positions
of President, Junior AMS Represen-
tative and Chief Vigilante will be ac-
cepted at this time. The election date
for the above position is Monday,
Jan. 27.

Ski Club: A bus will be going to
Snow Ridge, Sunday, Jan. 19. Tickets
are available from Doug Newman,
Ruth Samis and Bud Loucks.

Scottish Country Dancing : Will
meet Sunday afternoons from 2 to 4
in the girls' gym. Please note change
of dav. Everyone welcome. No ex-
perience necessary,
Newman Club: Sunday, Jan. 19, 7

p.m. Benediction at St. Mary's Cathe-
dral. At 8.00 .pin. Newman Night at
the Jeanne Mance Residence. There
will be discussion groups on Marriage
Preparation, Apologetic*. Labour Re-
lations and Psychiatry: followed by a
Social Hour.
Monday
SCM Study Group: Dr, F. W. Ban-

ister will lead the first of the dis-

cussions on Church Union at 9 p.m.
in the South House Common Room,
McNeill House.
Glee Club: Meeting at 7.30 p.m. on

Monday, Jan. 20 in the Glee Club
Room, Old Arts Bldg.
Tuesday
Philosophy Club: Meets Tuesday,

Jan. 21 to hear and discuss Prof. Pierre
Gobin's talk on "Albert Camus and the
Problem of Justice". Coffee. Everyone
welcome.
Track Club: Meeting on Tuesday, 7

p.m. Details later.

Sanies' CBtjurr^

(Union St. by The Campus)

SUNDAY. JANUARY 19TH

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

1 1 :00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

You toill enjoy the discussion and

fellowship at the Coffee Hour ol

SIS p.m. after Evening Prayer.

We invite you to join us.

Unite!* (Sljurrli
SVBD1HAM ft WILLIAM STB.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
U.A.. a. a., th.h.

minister
Lloyd Zursrigg

organist and choir master

SUNDAY. JANUARY I9th

11:00 a.m. Preacher, The Rt.

Rev. fames S. Thomson,
Moderator of The United

Church of Canada.

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone Welcome.

Ornish (Stfurrij

EARL AND B ARRIS 8TS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. O.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY 1 9tH

11.00 a.m. Dr. Elios Andrews

7.30 p.m. Dr. Elias Andrews

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial welcome

to all Queen's students.
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GEORGE LqFLEUR

This weekend the basketball Gaels travel to Toronto to meet
the Blues for the second time in as many weeks. If you'd like to
forecast the results there are three facts to take into consideration.
First, big Jim McMahon won't be making th e trip. The 67" centre
scored only eleven points Friday night but was a proverbial tower
of strength off the backboards. Without him the Gaels are going to
have to have a better than average shooting percentage and Friday
they hit only 36 per cent. Second, there is the results of the season
opener. The 85-63 score speaks for itself. Finally it is definite that
Paul Fedor will not play this year as he has discontinued his
studies at Queen's. Fedor averaged 18.1 points a game with last
year's championship team and is an irreplacable scoring threat.
He is now trying out for the Tillsonburg Livingstons.

We hope the Gaels will pull an upset but don't make too many
large bets.

AI Lenard's JV's received more bad news as Doug Moshenko
and Pete Faulkner dropped off the team for scholastic reasons'
This makes five players who have been forced to leave the squad
due to a restriction not to be found at other Canadian universitiesWe come to Queen's for an education but most students participate
in some form of activity whether it be the basketball team or theSPEBSQSA. The players who were forced to quit the JV's
will still play basketball and in all likelihood spend at least the
same amount of time at it as before. Perhaps it would be wiser to
put them on some sort of probation or give them a warning but
just forcmg them to quit the team does not seem to be a solution.

GAELS OPEN IN TORONTO
Flanigan Preps Hockey Squad Juniors Disband After Win

Coach "Moon" Flanigan is shown passing on to his blue-line
patrolmen a few points he picked up when playing with the Gaels
mne years ago. Left to right are Flanigan, Murray Hampton, Jack
Corbett, Barry Percival, jim Shearn, and Pete Grossi

By Diane Pappas
Women Sports Editor

The Queen's bowling team placed second in the Intercollegiate
Telegraphic Bowling meet held before Christmas. The results re-
ceived this week, showed that Queen's total pinfall was only 33
po.nts behind the first place University of Saskatchewan.

The top teams and their total pinfall are as follows: University
of Saskatchewan, 2705; Queen's, 2672; University of Manitoba
2659; Umvers.ty of British Columbia, 2647. As can be seen therewere only 58 points separating the first four teams.

In this tournament the western system of scoring was WdWinch has several marked differences from that used locally In-stead o the 4-2-1-3-5 method of scoring, the pins counted 2-3-5-3-2
In the local method, if all the pins but the head pin are knockeddown with two balls it is not necessary to try for the head pin

fTv?^ «
U nCCeSSary "

Wrestlers Train

For Finals College

Siemon Optimistic

(555), Mickey McCulloch (532), Marianne Schrader
Birks (483).

(532) and Sue

Lois Knights '61 ^on the intramural badminton singles champ.onsh.p last yeek. Runner-up was Susan Hough also 61 ?Zdoubles tournament will begin in the near future. The lists arenow up m the gym.

The Leyana Ski meet will be held the first Sunday after adecent snowfall at Sydenham. Transportation will be provided
The volleyball tournament will be

for the notices.
starting early in Feb. Watch

JANVIS SNAPS BOXING WNIP

There is a sport on this cam-
pus which is at the same time
one of the most popular pastimes
of the student "body" and a much
misunderstood and unpublicized
sport. We are speaking of the
two branches of wrestling at

Queen's. One branch need not be
mentioned or publicized but the
other would thrive on some at-

tention and interest by sports
fans on the campus.

Wrestling is popularly thought
of as a "phony" sport because of

the notoriety of the television

brand. College wrestling is, how-
ever, totally different from pro-
fessional. It is a test of strength,

agility, and conditioning.

The wrestlers at Queen's began
to get into shape when school
first opened in September, and
will work out for a couple of

hours each night until the finals

on Feb. 28. The team has
a new coach this year in Fred
Siemonson. Fred is a graduate of

Queen's and is working in King-
ston at present. Fred is the type
of coach who likes to take an
active part, and often takes
members of the team.

Two outstanding members of
the team are Jim Plumber and

Ken Esseltine. Jini was captain
last year. Competing in the 167
lb. class, he reached the semi-
finals in the championships at
Toronto. Ken captured the 147
lb. championship in the finals, a

remarkable feat considering that

it was his first year of wrestling.

Members of the team are as
follows:

Heavyweight—Sack Gregg
191 lbs.—Wayne Hoskins
177 lbs.—Bill Moss and Hugh

Allen

167 lbs.—jim Plumber
157 lbs.—Doug Sanderson, Sam

Dayman, Bob Wilkinson
and Larry Hodgeson

147 lbs.—Ken Esseltine and Bill

Tisdale

137 lbs.—David Cockfield

130 lbs.—Pete Clark

123 lbs.—Keith Chang.

LEVANA
"58" 5537
"60" 3993
"61" 3521
"59" 2515

By Hugh Winsor

journal Sports Writer

Queen's Hockey Gaels meet

Ryerson tonight and Osgood Hall

Saturday afternoon to open the

Central Ontario Hockey League.

The newly formed league is made

up of OAC, Osgoode, MacMas-
ter, Ryerson, and Queen's.

The Junior Gaels, ending the

season almost before it started,

skated to a 10-5 victory over the

Napanee Legionaires, a junior B
team, in an exhibition tilt in Na-

panee Tuesday night. This ended

the Junior's activities for the

year as arrangements for league

play could not be made.

Flanigan's sextet are confid-

ently aiming at the league cham-
pionship. Having played all the

above teams, with the exception

of Mac Master in exhibition
matches last year, the home team
was only beaten once, when
OAC came out on the top of 5-3

score in the Jock Harty Arena.

The Gaels, with some seasoned

veterans and several newcomers,
have the potential for a winning
team if it can be utilized and the

breaks go with them.

The team is still struggling to

get organized and to get back in

shape after the Christmas lay-off.

In a practice game against RMC
Monday night "Moon" was shuf-

fling lines in an effort to form-
ulate a winning attack and to find

the best way to utilize the talents

of ex-Marlboro Bob McAleese.
Before Monday's game the team
was told not to just go out and
beat them by 5 goals but to con-

centrate on timing . . . it's suffi-

cient to say they didn't, but the

score is unprintable.

Conspicuous by his absence
will be goaler Dick Dodds who

has turned in some fine
Pert.

ances m past games betwee
Tricolor pipes. Dodds was

"
?

!

ineligible due to scholastic

culties and will be certainly Jfj
ed by the team. Bob Part a
comer to the club, will att"**
to guard the twines against?
Ryerson attackers. Parr pm
the pads Wednesday night ^1
the first time this year, but h°1
seen service with North
High in '57.

Veteran Barry Percival
fell

i n|

the net and injured his hip
j
1

Monday's game, but will be ay
to play this week-end. FlanagjJ

has moved the big centre to tU
blue-line where his driving

s |aJ
shot should prove effective.

In Tuesday's junior game
s I

goal potted by Art Truax at thj
two-minute mark opened the scoi.

ing and the Queen'smen held thtj

lead throughout the rest of t)J

game. The first two periods A
play showed both teams fairly

evenly matched with the score atl

the end of that time 5-3.

The Junior Gaels began J
click in the third period pouring

five unanswered goals into the)

Napanee net. Both passing and|

skating were improved from last

week's game with the St. Law-

rence U. freshmen. The Napanet

team followed a slapstick tjpjj

of play at times but the game fea-

tured more bodily contact, legal I

and otherwise, than in any pre-

1

vious game this year.

Both the lines of Kangus, Hills

and Burton, and MacKenzie.

Wilson and Philipchuk worked!

well together, each accounting ion

four markers. Burton, Kangui

and Philipchuk scored twice

while MacKenzie, Hilts, Elliott)

and Truax fired singletons.

you ever think

By Ian McNish
Journal Sports Writer

The smack of leather against
leather and the whirr of the skip-
ping rope are common sounds in
the gym these days as boxing
coach Jack Jarvis readies his
nine man team for the intercol-
legiate boxing championships at
Toronto Feb. 14 and 15.

Weight divisions range from
130 to 175 pounds. At the 130
level or Junior Lightweight the
two contenders Ken Pride and
Harry Courtney will have an ele-
mination bout to see who will re-
present Queen's at Toronto. At
135 or Lightweight level George
Buck is our representative unless
he is challenged.

There are two challengers for
the Junior Welterweight spot in
the team, Jerry Leger and Andy
Gunyon who was Intercollegiate
Champion in 1955.

Bill Barnes and Terry O'Brien
are the two competitors in the
145 pound class while in the 150

pound division Terry Nickerson
is our representative.

Moving up to the 155 pound
category or Junior Middleweight
Hugh Wood, who put up a
staunch battle in last years tour-
nament, is a top contender this
year. Eddie Schamerhorm is a
particularly good prospect in the
Middleweight level. Al Hyland,
who boxed in the heavyweight
class last year, and Mike Wooldar
Intercollegiate champ at McGill
m 1955, are the two men who
will fight for the 175 pound spot
on the team.

In the heavyweight class Pete
Saegert. that fighting- footballer,
is the Queen's entry unless chal-
lenged by someone else, perhaps
another Gael lineman.
Last year, McGill won five

matches while the Tricolor tied
with Varsity, both having two
victories. Queen's had only seven
entries last year, however, and
coach Jarvis is optimistic about
the team's chances.

3fari Htnrg Untel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

About a future

in Iron Ore ?

The Iron Ore Company and its Associates in

North East Quebec and Labrador offer many
opportunities to young engineers and geolo-

gists. With immense reserves which are pro-

ducing more than S0% of Canadian iron ore,

our business is stable and permanent: our

equipment big, modern and interesting: our

work includes mining and railroading.

As a young and growing company we offer

unusual opportunity for responsibility and

progress.

We want good men and we offer them excel-

lent salaries, pensions, health and medical

plans, and long-term security and opportunity.

representative will be available for interview
at your university on January 20 - 21

.

If interested please write for booklets "There's a Future in Iron Ore" and
Welcome to Iron Ore" to Personnel Department - Iron Ore Company
Canada - Scpt-Ues - Quebec.

IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA
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fo Tea For Students

Joomy News For AMS
Because

facilities are limited,

wouUl
be impossible for all

dents to attend the tea for

eclor
Leonard Brockington

|,e,i
he visits the university,

ai
« Wong (Meds senior rep)

fold'the
AMS executive Thurs-

1 night- Wong also said no

Linile date had been set for the

s visit, but it was hoped

L could come to deliver his ad-

L;s on the Open House week-

Id.

i
other business the AMS:

.argued for twenty minutes

Ler whether they should control

be right of campus clubs to

nend their constitutions, finally

bssed the Debating Society's

dew constitution as amended.

-pondered deeply before decid-

ug to charge the Debating Union

for the rental of five gowns

lor ilie rest of the term.

—overrode Jim Holmes' com-

plaint about "using red tape for

tie sake of using red tape", re-

lerred a Model Parliament re-

quest for $50 to Budget and Fin-

ace committee,

-snickered as Levana Presi-

dent Beth Mahaffey asked
"What's a freshman bash?"
—heard Engineering President

Bill Sexsmith ask "What's the
WUS seminar?"

—passed a request by WUS for
$250 to help finance the summer
seminar.

—wondered what was the real
price of freshman tarns, sighed
with relief as Sexsmith volunteer-
ed to check with Tech Supplies.
—held back a rush of volun-

teers to join a committee set up
to look for a new majorette to
replace retiring Joan Murphy.

Medsmen Help
ResearchFund

No Evidence OfBad Conduct
Students Will Not Face Trial
Ban Righ Dining Room
Not Banned To Males

lonald Macdonald

Speaking Friday

In PoIicyOf CCF
In his varied career Donald C.

lacdonald has been teacher, club-

ton, journalist, lecturer and, since

p, Ontario CCF leader. Mr.
pcdonald is returning to the scene

Ins campus days to give a speech
1 CCF policies and practices at
30 on Friday, Jan. 24 in the Mc-
wghlin Room of the Students'
(nion.

Mr. Macdonald received his
A from Queen's in 1938. He was
Journalist for two years with
k Montreal Gazette and spent
_year of travelling and lecturing

1 Canada and Europe just before

^onalB macdonald

the"
1S llis fcn,r and a half years

t an

4V*' Mr. Macdonald was
.^

ordinary seaman and later

Brted
g
^

nce officer. In 1944 he
edited the inter-service

' 'Canada's Digest". He
«ame chairman of the

h

F^icei

tii,

nen 1

man of

Radio Forum.

Macdonald
"•

tvll^

Staff of the CCF national

" !le served as education
and

Heart Sunday", a project

originating in the United States

is being organized for the first

time in Kingston by Dr. W. F.

Connell, it was announced at an
Aesculapian Society executive

meeting last week. In the past,

Queen's has received $50,000 a

year for research. In addition, a

drive for funds for cardiological

research will take place in late

January or early February when
some 150 medical students will

canvass from door to door while

the remaining members will can-

vass corporations and businesses.

The Society is planning to

stage a grand welcoming of next

year's freshman class in the form

of a dance or picnic.

The annual Aesculapian Ban-

quet will be held at the LaSalle

Hotel on Feb. 6 when Arnold

Edinburgh, editor of the King-

ston Whig Standard will be guest

speaker. Tickets, available to all

medical students and faculty

members, cost $3.

A debate on whether the Meds
formal should be strictly formal

or semi-formal took place. A poll

among the students showed that

sophmores and juniors favor a

formal dance while the seniors

and freshmen prefer a semi-ior

mal. No definite decision wa:

made.

The annual society project will

take place later this month or

early next month. It is hoped that

a hypnotist may be persuaded to

display his powers.

A general meeting will be held

on Jan. .50, ;it which time election

speeches for the Aesculapian So-

ciety executive will be given.

Elections will be held Feb. 5 and

results will be announced Feb. 6.

Tickets for the annual tuition

raffle sponsored by the Society

are now available for $1 from any

medical student. The money goes

into the building fund. The Build-

ing Fund Committee plans to

furnish the lounge in the new

hospital building'.

The Vigilance Committee of
the AMS Court has decided not
to press charges against the two
students who visited the women's
residences before Christmas,
Chief Prosecutor Neil McNeill
announced Thursday night. No
charges were laid, he said, be-
cause there was no evidence to

show the students had thrown a
bottle through a Baker House
window, and nothing else they
had done was forbidden.

The text of McNeill's letter to

AMS President Herb Harmer
follows

:

Dear Herb:

The vigilance committee of the

AMS Court has decided not to

prefer any charges against Don
Eastwood and Pete Saegert.

These two students went on a

tour of the women's residence

and were in the dining hall of

Ban Righ Dec. 18, 1957.

After an extensive investigation

the vigilance committee establish-

ed that at no time were these two
students in any part of a women's
residence that is not ordinarily

open to male students. It was
brought to our attention that men
may eat in the Ban Righ dining

hall and that this room is not out

of bounds to male students. None
of the girls questioned complained

about the conduct of these two
students nor were any of the

girls offended or disturbed by
them.

There is no evidence to support

the theory that these two broke

a window in Baker House. Both
Eastwood and Saegert deny
breaking the window. However,

a third person accompanied them
into Gordon House, but did not

Home Owners Circulate Petition

Protest Expropriation Attempt
Kingston home owners have

undertaken action to prevent the
expropriation of private property

contemplated by Queen's Univer-
sity as part of its expansion pro-

gram.

A petition sponsored by j

group of property owners is cur-

rently being circulated. The peti-

MAYOR BOYCE
Can the town . . .

tion, emphasizing the rights of

the property owners, will be re-

ferred to the council's committee
on administration and legislation

and, in addition, copies will be

forwarded to the Ontario Legis-

lature.

The petition replaces a motion

which was to have been placed

before Kingston city council. The
motion, if passed, would have dis

continued the city's annual

$15,000 grant to Queen's until the

university disavowed its inten-

tion to seek the right to expro
priate. However, the motion was
withdrawn by its instigator,

Alderman LeRoy F. Grant, at a

council meeting January 13.

Alderman Grant in explaining

the withdrawal indicated he felt

that the expropriation issue and
the city's grant to the university

were quite unrelated to one an-

other. However, he expressed the

hope that an amicable settlement

could be reached. "After all,

Queen's and Kingston have to

live together for quite a few more
years", quipped the alderman.

Grant pointed out that among
the signers of the petition were a
number of Queen's graduates. He
estimated that in all upwards of

250 property owners had signed

the petition by last weekend.

Considerable concern over the

possibility of expropriation was
expressed by property owners in

the areas threatened. Many feared

that their rights were being en-

dangered by the university's act-

ion in seeking expropriation

powers. "I would be perfectly

willing to sell, if the offered the
right price", explained one res-

ident, "but I feel that I should
not be compelled to do so against

my will".

Meanwhile the Kingston Whig
Standard, noting the growing un-
rest on the part of the home own-

PRINCIPAL MACKINTOSH
and gozvn coexist:*

ers, urged editorially that Queen's
not expropriate, even if given the

legal right to do so. Instead, the

university should purchase the

required property in a "peaceful"

manner, the paper said.

continue on to Baker House. We
feel that this third person is di-

rectly connected with breaking

the window or knows who did it.

(See Influences, Page 5)

Creative Effort And High Salaries

In Pulp And Paper, Claims Logan

ork

national treasurer

\fter becoming pro-
aer he was elected MPP
^onth ni 1955.

Free Tricolors

They're yours if you can

sell just 35 to your unsuspect-

ing fellow students. Salesmen

are needed for the big sales

campaign in February. Drop

into the Journal office Thurs-

day or Monday nights or call

Laird O'Brien at S-9404.

"Chemical Engineering is an
integral and principal part of the

technology of the wood pulp in-

dustry," said Ola Sepall, a grad-

uate chemical engineer, at the

meeting of the Chemical Engi-

neering Club last Friday after-

noon. Sepall, and Dr. K. C. Logan,

both of Anglo Paper Products,

where Logan is Director of Re-
search, collaborated in giving one

of a series of talks designed to

familiarize the chemical engineers

with various industries.

In his portion of the talk,

Logan stated that, of the many
fields in which chemical engi-

neers may work, the pulp and

paper industry is one of the best,

offering many opportunities for

creative effort, as well as salaries

among the highest paid anywhere
in industry.

Logan outlined the research in

progress at present in the pulp

and paper industry. Among the

recent developments were me-

thods of improving the efficiency

of the process, of purifying the

pulp, and improving its quality,

"The chemical pulps are the

ones of principal interest in the

industry, because they permit

wide variation in properties de-

pending on the processes that are

used. Thej' are used in the manu-
facture of synthetic textiles and
chemicals based on cellulose,

which is the basic constitutent of

all wood pulps," Sepall said.

University On Exhibit

At Queen's Open House

LEVANA NOMINATIONS
Cecilia Comba and Bev Brown

were nominated to run for Levana

president at a meeting of the Levana

Society last week.

Also nominated were Jean Cham-

berlain and Joan Estall for junior

A.MS rep., and Penny Macdonald,

Anne Home, Isabel Macdonald and

Sally Reynolds for chief vigilante.

The amendments to the Levana

and LAB of C constitutions were

given first reading.

Queen's Open House, the stud

ent-run attempt to show outsiders

what is happening in the univer

sity. is coming Feb. 8. All tin

buildings with anything to ex

[libit will be open for inspection

The general aim of Open House

is practical publicity to attract

people to come to Queen's. Open
House also wishes to let the high

school students have some idea

of what courses are offered and

what curriculum to follow.

There will be demonstrations

by all faculties and departments.

Among these is the demonstra-

tion, in the Psychology Depart-

ment, of the lie detector, or poly-

graph. This reveals the physiolo-

gical activity of subjects when

they are emotionally disturbed.

The experiment in point will be

a card game between the subject

and the experimenter.

In the medical faculty, there

will be a demonstration of an

electro-cardiophone. or an electric

stethoscope, where one can listen

to one's own heart beat.

The Pharmocology Department

is holding its Opium Den, which

has been in operation ever since

Open House originated. The Op

of narcotics and their uses.

Perhaps the most interesting

demonstration is the one of the

Science Faculty. Here will be

found a girl doing cartwheels on a

1200 r.p.m. flywheel in Fleming

Hall. There will also be a liquid

air demonstration in Ontario

Hall.

The amateur Radio Club will

have their equipment in opera-

tion, but will not be broadcasting,

because CFRC interferes with

their reception. But they will

have tape-recorders to record the

voices. Also there will be a tour

of CFRC.

In order to take care of the

tiny tots, the girls in Baker

House who are in Nursing

Science have decided to operate

a baby-sitting agency.

Mort Low, Chairman of the

Open House Committee said that

there will also be two or three

showings of the Queen's movie

"Queen's University in King-

ston." Open House will run from

one o'clock to five on Saturday,

Feb. 8, and all students are en-

couraged to attend. The crowning

Erlorv of the whole dav mav be

turn Den is an exhibit of narcotic the water polo game held in the

instruments and a demonstration I gym, in the evening.
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The whys and wherefores of free trade
Commerce and economics students on campus are in a mild

uproar over arguments by a columnist on this page who favors free
trade and a lowering of tariff barriers. A lowering of tariff barriers
means that several Canadian industries will go out of business, not
being able to compete with foreign industry, and that the unem-
ployed total will skyrocket together with a general drop in the
economic level of our country. Or so they say.

But the arguments for and against free trade will have to wait
until the facts of Canadian industry are known. For example, there
are good reasons for believing that in the automobile and farm
machinery industries, the corporation, and not the workers, is bene-
fitting by several hundred dollars extra profit on each product
because of the tariff barriers. Rather than throwing people out of
work a reduction in tariffs would then mean lower prices on con-
sumer goods, among other products, and a greater circulation with-
in the economy.

The next question is whether Canadian industrial corporations
have indirect control over the level of tariff barrier as fixed by the
government. Certainly they have fought to keep the relevant inform-
ation away from the public. And from the reports of Gordon Com-
mission research workers who could not get information they
wanted, a knowledge of the facts may be a long time coming.

But even if tariffs were, in fact, needed to support certain in-
dustries, proponents of free trade claim that an open policy would,
in the long run, result in more economic activity among both pro-
ducers and manufacturers and in a general increase in national
prosperity.

Our friends studying economics should not be so readily indig-
nant over suggestion for lower tariffs and free trade — even exager-
rated suggestions in that direction. A well planned free trade policy
could be what everybody is looking for, even those individuals be-
longing to the unprecedented mass of unemployed which now grace
our well protected economic securitv.

JIM

HOLMES

La survivance
The shouting of the Liberal national convention is over and

our intrepid Queen's delegation has come beetling back, confident
of having contributed to the history of the movement and the future
of the country. The Tories had learnt a good lesson from the
CCF, always an underdog, and made a plav for the voung people
at their national conference last year. The Liberals have awakened
and followed suit.

But one often wonders about the past, present and future value
of the contributions of English speaking university students when
compared to the activities and accomplishment of the French Cana-
dians.

_

French-language university students have an enthusiasm for
politics at all levels which is difficult to even imagine in their
English speaking counterparts. The French Canadians are involvedm their politics

;
they have a self styled mission to reveal Quebec

to the rest of Canada and to maintain its distinctive culture They
are senous and well-informed. They think of adequate knowledge
of their communities' politics as a necessity.

The French language, itself, suits their purpose. One may ex-
press anger or excitement or despondency in French and do so
beautifully. In English, more control is necessary, and free flowing
anger, in print, often sounds comical and unreal. Similarly it is
d.fficult for English language students to understand, and give duemem to, an over-abundance of enthusiasm and concern over seem-
ingly prosaic issues, attitudes which are too often considered naive
and unprofitable.

It is doubtful whether English speaking university studentswho on the whole are an apathetic lot, will ever capture the flair
that the French Canadians have for politics. The rest of Canadabemg what it is, intense interest in politics, young or old, east or
west. » a visionary dream which slurps at election bait or hovers
at the bottom of a flood of convention liquor bottles.

The upsurge in journalism
An interesting and enjoyable result of the new upsurge of

R«ss,a in the satellite field has been the flood of literature and
articles m magMines and newspapers about international affairsand our education programs.

wriW T|
tideS
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u
al refle" mUCh research and «'ell-informed

writing. The s vie has become very aggressive. Writers no longer
are automatically f.lhng copy space. They have definite purposes

t can be adneved, in part, by concentrating on specif c issuesuch as leadership, education, university finance and national secu!nty m frammg a unified and safe program of progress

tW^* J°UrnaIism haS been usually exceptional. Editors realize
that the people are anxious about news concerning internationaland nafonal spheres, that good reporting will sell papers. And theypressure and reward, their staff accordingly. Readers themselvesare no longer satisfy with the formal and prosaic style whichwas characteristic of Associated and Canadian Press in the pahough Un.ted Press hal always had more aggressive and excittng
writing. Paper buyers are demanding background information asemblance of truth, and are getting it to a greater degree than ever

It is a shortcoming of this university that the only writing on

of th
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r
m th

t
WOrM HaS C°me "lainI>- ho™ ***** staffers

p e s a"T 1 n 7 ^ hardl>- suffe»«S- The metropolitanpress, and the small city dailies too, by their allocation of priority

news'AndT
Ud " ffBtea 3^ kind of -^eresMn thenews. And the recent news on the international scene, events which

UP°n
*r

Ci°USly
'

'laS laUndled a" revolu i nm mlormative journalism.

During the next few weeks
we are going to hear a great deal

about the National Federation

of Canadian University Stud-

ents and particularly about its

attempts to extract scholarship

money from tight-fisted govern-
ment authorities.

During those weeks NFCUS
campaigners are going to do a

lot of crying about poor impov-
erished university students
whose outlay in a year reaches

up to $1,700, whose average

summer earnings are only $210
a month, whose assistance from
parental sources averages $55.3

and for whom scholarship as-

sistance is completely out of

step with the high student cost

of living.

Armed with this formidable-

array of statistics, NFCUS is

going to begin a nation-wide

lobby for a $500 a year bursary

for Canadian students. Tele-

grams, speeches, newspaper re-

ports and various assorted forms
of threats and cajolery will

carry the word to the authori-

ties that Canadian students are

starving (they can afford the

luxury of only one Union meal
a day), deprived of all but the

barest necessities (no gas for

the Lincoln ), and reduced to

the most abject sort of exist-

ence (two instead of three

nights a week at the Chalet).

If the authorities have an
ounce of humanitarianism left,

after expending most of it on
the old age pensions, they will

respond to this crying need,

take compassion on the weeping
supplicants, and grant them
their every wish—from purely

humanitarian motives of course.

Now if a salesman approached
you with a collection of Jayne
Mansfield's Own Superspeed
HI-FI Potato Peelers (trade

mark registered) and asked you
to buy one because he had not

had a square meal since yester-

day, would you oblige him on
that account? Of course not,

because you are a calculating

practical man and besides you
got a glimpse of his Edsel park-

ed at the curb.

Politicians too are calculating,

practical people (CCF excepted,

Mr. Moffatt), and not likely to

be moved by NFCUS' import-

unities. After all, the 75,000 uni-

versity students in Canada hard-

ly constitute a politically signi-

ficant group, and when it comes
to the serious business of cap-
turing riding's they can safely

be overlooked.

It seems to me that NFCUS
could spend its money much
more profitably. Just as the po-

tato peeler salesman would sell

his product by extolling the vir-

tues of his potato peeler, so
should NFCUS market its pro-

duct— educated men, skilled

technicians, trained scientists

and scholars. It should empha-
size the fact that the whole
national welfare will be affected

if more young people are not
enouraged to train for the posi-

tions of leadership in our societv.

It should hammer away at the
critical shortages of engineers,

teachers—yes, especially teach-
ers—doctors, and scientists.

It should strive to convince
the politicians that national se-

curity, national progress, and
national prosperity are all tied

Mi
News item, 1959: Queen's will expand without expropriation rights.

Letters to the editor

Puppetry!
Editor, Journal:—As a gradu-

ate of an overseas university,

undertaking post-graduate stud-

ies at Queen's, I have been in-

terested in student government,
about which I have heard so
much. At my old university in

Australia there was a Students'

Representative Council, but
government was in the hands of

the Senate.

I now find that the disciplin-

ary powers which, I think, are
a basic function of government,
are here exercised not at the

request of the body which is self

governing, but at the behest of

senatorial authority, as shown
by the Principal's letter publish-

ed in your issue of last Tuesday.
Such a form of government is

no more than "puppet" govern-
ment and is of questionable

value.

Perhaps Queen's students
should celebrate their 100 years
of self government by handing
back disciplinary powers to the

Senate. Such action would en-
able the student body, if neces-

sary, to unite against centralised

disciplinary authority. Principal

Grant in the past recognised

well the potentialities of the

AMS Court to divide and con-

quer the student body. Let to-

day's students unite and restore

some good pranks to Queen's
campus.

B. C. S. Harper
Post Graduate

Civil Engineering

Lxcusez-moi
Editor, Journal:—May I bring

to your attention a couple of

points which your reporter cov-
ering the recent meeting of the
Biology Society seems to have
misunderstood or misinterpret-

ed.

The reptiles did not have a

two-chambered heart ; such a
structure is found only in the
fishes, to be specific: in the Cy-
clostomes, a group of primitive

fishes without true jaws as seen
in the present-day lampreys and
hagfish. What the reptiles did
have was (and is) a two-cham-
bered ventricle which, although
not endowed with a complete

up in the life of the individual

student trying to sustain him-
self while he educates himself.

When the politicians start to

worry about national prosperity

and security, they will inevitably

start to worry about themselves.
Then they wilt come across.

separation in all cases, neverthe-

less is a close approximation of

the mammalian heart, and re-

presents a distinct advance over
that of the amphibians.

Exactly what your reporter

had in mind when he mentions
the "struggle for survival in the

evening" is hard to say. Several

things come readily to mind al-

though none of them may have
great evolutionary significance.

At the time, however, I was re-

ferring to the fact that the rep-

tiles, being cold-blooded, lost

much of their body heat to the

environment with the onset of

evening, and the ensuing drop
in temperature made them slug-

gish and at a disadvantage com-
pared with the warm-blooded
mammals which could maintain
a steady body temperature re-

gardless of environmental chan-
ges.

The saving feature, and in-

deed the great attraction of
biology is the room it leaves for
dreaming and philosophizing.

Life is never dull, it is only
people that make it so. Still, a
few basic facts must be adhered
to and observed, and if neces-
sary corrected. I thank you!

Jens Gotthardt, BA

On inhospitality

Editor, Journal:—In retro-

spect, it is more than delightful

to see that someone is at last

aware of the fact that overseas
students do have a problem in

finding suitable lodgings at

Christinas. I have always been
struck by the general apathy
and thoughtlessness of the uni-
versity officials in this matter.

I blame the university, be-
cause I think it is primarily
their duty to recognize and im-
prove such difficulties. When a
student conies' to live in the re-

sidence of a college, it is be-
cause he wants to escape the
possibility of being kicked out
of lodgings anytime during the
academic year. Yet this is liter-

ally what the authorities of
Queen's do.

I imagine that they know
Kingstonians have a reputation
for not being hospitable, but
this is all the more reason why
they should protect their foreign
students or not take them at all.

Montreal has a far more friend-
ly society, yet McGill officials

make arrangements for their
overseas students. The same is

true for some of the colleges at
Toronto University. Must
Queen's be always the excep-
tion?

FROS is to be highly m
mended for its interest

in t
L

direction. I am sure all ovcri6
students will appreciate

this

wonder how they thought of j||

Foreign

Morality massacre

Editor, Journal:—Please alloj

me to give Queen's moral;

"blast." It is a well-knoivn k
that our morals were alwij

low, but during the few di,

following a "Men's Social OtrH

ing," it becomes so much mosi

evident that they are in woiJ

shape than anyone would M
to admit.

Members of the Science FacJ

ulty alone are not to blame, A!|

though it is true that scienti

men initiate "stags," medsmfi

and artsmen are full support

of such affairs. We are all

blame. If those who organ

stags do so only for the pun>

of putting a few extra dollsi

into the year fund, then it :

high time that we find soe

other way to raise this monefi

What is worse: two guvig^j

ting" drunk and causing a <"4

turbance in a girls' diningM
or more than 600 guys dni'H

all night and finding enjoyntfj

in entertainment so rotten ^
it will always stink? An ans

from the Senate would he l
(\

predated.

Ashai**
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A tear and a toast for Canada
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White
everyone is writing en-

. t-ti"r "abble about the-fall-

•of-life, it seems
western-

^f-otir-way

a„d
unassuming to talk

3 Canadian book. While

"»"in formed
thinkers from

tides'
Corners to Skunk's Mis-

Ontario, have set their ears

j)C
grassroots listening for

fc
e

[jootsounds of the-barbar-

L ^^t-tiic-gates, it seems unin-

K|jjgent to draw attention to an

ftiihology*
i" which Canadian

Ljifiers, most of them neither

ift famous nor awfully clever

, r
awfully perceptive, have re-

ared their protest at the

cial scene. The only excuse,

and one gfi'ves it rather hesitant-

I
is that these people have

lurried their eyes on the native

Sphere. They have seen with a

s]d hard stare what most of us

jnly blink at. They have the

ift of reality. While reality is

iol a popular gift and no more

conducive to social acceptibility

han leprosy or an optimistic

(orld-vicw, it does have the

ralue of connection with the

iereand now. Its plain unblink-

ing form must be Gilean eye-

blm for the savants whose eyes

ire sore from their fierce harsh

pre at falling empires . . . But
nut of respect for this popular
birit of social consciousness,

She editors have thoughtfully

arranged the collection to out-

line a problem.

This is the problem of what
is wrong with Canada. It is a
pnviction of these writers that

nething is deficient, that the

vhole is not complete; and be-
peath the light lines of their

prse, serious and persistant as
pie hum of mosquitoes on sum-
ner nights, this query runs,

pey do not answer it, perhaps
no one can answer it; but it is

Revealing and amusing to see

flow the five generations of
Ms presented deal with the

'L» few and A. J. M. Smith, The
utuitd Pim, an Anthology of Satire,

M and Disrespectful Verse,
"^Canadian Writers. Mac-

problem. The Blasted Pine is al-
most a history of Canada in
mmature. It '„ worth recQm .

mending to anone who desires
a blrds-eye view of Canadian life

Sometimes the little irritations
that bother people insufficiently
to attract the attention of the
heavier histories, are a more re-
vealing key to their age than
any sum of dates, enactments
and mass movements. Such is
Irving Layton's comment on
g'olfers and the brummagem so-
ciety that makes golfers pos-
sible :

And you see at a glance

among sportsmen they are the

metaphysicians

intent, untalkative, pursuing Unity
(What family gets yon is their

chastity)

And that no theory o\ pessimism
is complete which altogether

ignores them

Do Canadians today have less

social responsibility than twen-
ty or a hundred years ago? Per-
haps there is less to resent in

1958. The problems of capital-

ism versus society and the
church versus the individual

conscience have virtually van-
ished, and that is one of the

reasons why Wilson MacDon-
ald's selections seem so horribly

outmoded. Certainly little in the

book compares with Alexander
McLachlan's stanzas of 1861:

Oh poverty's a dreadful thing,

Her bite is always keen,

Oppression's foot is always shod,

And greed is always mean,

The great, the greasy multitude.

Should neither think nor feel.

They've but to lick the hand that

holds

Their noses to the wheel.

But L. A. MacKay's lines must
be among the best on the Span-

ish Civil War:

The Church's one foundation

Is now the Moslem sivord.

In meek collaboration

With flame, and axe, and cord;

While overhead arc floating,

Dccp-witigcd with holy love.

The battle planes of Wotan,

SCHAUM'S OUTLINE SERIES

COLLEGE PHYSICS ._ _ 1.85

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY 1.85

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 1.60

ENGINEERING MECHANICS - 2.85

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

'°rts, Regulars, Tolls, Extra Tails, JiiM 34 ta 48

in stock, complete with

GOLD WIRE CRESTS AND BUTTONS

]°3 PRINCESS ST\"™ KINCSTON LI 6-6381

The bombing planes of Jove.

Though most of these verses
are individually amusing, and
although most of them show an
encouraging sense of national
identity, collectively their im-
pression is depressing. I take it

that the reason is this implicit
question, this incessant attempt
to comprehend the national
curse of Canada. The question is

not explicitly answered, but the
reader is allowed to formulate
his own conclusion, and the con-
clusion is that nationally we are
a people who have been wither-
ed by the circumstances of their
place and time. We are the fruit
that went to seed before its rip-
ening. The problem is formulat-

ed, I think, in the opening poem
in which Poet-Professor Earle

Birney asks "will (we) learn to

grow up before it's too late?"

and it is given the final word in

the long Archibald Lampman
poem that closes the book.

This late Victorian poem
("The City at the End of

Things") deserves close atten-

tion. The picture is that of the
final fate of mankind, in which
a few idiotic survivors of human
beings are dying in the deserted
horrors of the industrial civiliz-

ation whose mechanical vitality

has overwhelmed the life of

man. Is the position of this poem
acidental, or do the editors im-
ply that the "curse of Canada"
is the blight we have incurred

from coming to nationhood in

an over-civilized age?

Royce MacGillivray

Australia
A notion of trees, drab green and desolate grey
In the field uniform of modern wars
Darkens her hills those endless, outstretched paws
Of Sphinx demolished or stone lion worn away.

They call her a young country, but they lie:

She is the lost of lands, the emptiest,

A woman beyond her change of life, a breast

Still tender but within the womb is dry;

Without songs, architecture, history:

The emotions and superstitions of younger lands.

Her rivers of water drown among inland sands.

The river of her immense stupidity

Floods her monotonous tribes from Cairns to Perth.

In them at last the ultimate men arrive

Whose boost is not: "we live" but "we survive"

A type who will inhabit the dying earth.

And her five cities, like five teeming sores

Each drains her: a vast parasite robber-state

Where second-hand Europeans pullulate

Timidly on the edge of alien shores.

Yet there are some like me turn gladly home
From the lush jungles of modern thought, to find

The Arabian desert of the human mind.

Hoping, if still from the deserts the prophets come.

Such savage and scarlet as no green hills dare

Springs in that waste, some spirit which escapes

The learned doubt, the chatter of cultured apes

Which is colled civilization over there.

A. 0. HOPE

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINC5TON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

For . .

.

Sanitone Dry Cleaning
AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

CALL

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 CARRIE ST.

Shackled
The mind is like the sky;

Each thought a star

Twinkling with sagacity.

Or burning into Hie nothingness

Of a vast infinity , . .

"Unfettered," says knowledge.

Yet strangled by the self

Which sees nothing beyond horizons,

Enclosed in the tight little sphere

Called "I."

Now darkness comes —
The time to escape,

But where? Each point

Leads to itself.

Ah, at fast a dream.

But wait! The stars.

Betrayers! Chameleons!

So placid in the light

Now frightening, with terrible hues

Exploding! — heaving the ashes

In our eyes — the sand of sleep.

But we are apathetic — happy.

For it has alwoys been

Everything inside looking out;

Nothing outside looking in.

Prithee plead with destiny

That it will not always be.

SPEBSQSA
By Don Townson

Recollect Dad with hair, collar-

less shirts and pork pies, dinner

at Childs and vaudeville at Shea's

Hippodrome. Evening canoe rides

at Balmy Beach and band music

drifting from the park. Saturday

morning in the barbershop, the

afternoon under the Willys Over-

land and music at night.

Not the roaring 'twenties but

muffled scratchy times, of Harry
Lauder records and player piano

rolls, banjos, radio in short panted

static and barbershop Quartets.

There was barbershop quartet

singing last Saturday night at

KCVI. Row Row Rozv still sounds

like / Want A Girl and By The
Silvery Moon. The barbershopping

of these standards wasn't hammy

;

it was a history lesson of the

Charleston era and beyond, to the

days of the wrought iron chairs

of the ice cream shoppe and the

Bicycle Built For Two. It was

the remembrance of music that

was sung by people who skiddoed

through the years too fast to do

anything but revel in it.

Sure the patter was corny, sure

the baritones had trouble with the

pitch, sure the leads forgot the

lyrics. This happened in barber-

shopping's salad days, as it hap-

pened Saturday night. Yet the

audience harmonized with the

quartets, participating with en-

thusiastic nostalgia. Forgotten

were Sh-Boom, Tutti Frutti and

Iloveyoulloveyou, the Sputnik

sound of The Constipated Spider

Playing the Hi-Fi Web — the

sound of the Forward Look, Mike

Toddnoise and Madison Avenue.

Forgotten was Hear Me Good

with foot stomps and sock hops

in the gym; action from the waist

down was missing.

Barbershop is Main Street,

where America sang. The sound

was good.

Attention: 1958 Graduates
IN

ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS

A Federal Government Recruiting Team
will be here

JANUARY 23, 24
To interview— and seleet— 1958 graduates in the

above fields tor continuing employment in Ottawa

and other centres.

Starting Salaries $4,560 and up depending on

field of study and related factors.

PROMOTION
OPPORTUNITIES

INTERESTING
ASSIGNMENTS

NUMEROUS
BENEFITS

To arrange interviews, contact

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

preferably before above dates

The University Placement Office has descriptive folders

and other literature.
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SIGNPCST
Tuesday

Interfacnlty Choir: Rehearsal to-
night at 7:30 sharp, Music Room, Old
Arts BIdg. We can use more people
in all parts, especially sopranos. Come
on out if you like to sing. Concert
coming!
Philosophy Club: Prof. Pierre Gobin

talks on "Albert Camus and the Prob-
lem of Justice," tonight
Wednesday
Vince Goring: Speaks on "The Sin

of Denominationalism" in the Adelaide
Common Room, at 4:30 p.m.

7J
SCM: Games at Rockwood, 6.45 p.m.

Thursday
Vince Goring: Speaks on "Why

Convert? in the Theological Common
Room, Old Arts Building. 4.30 p.m.

Y «°u?0̂ '- SP"ks on "Heaven
and Hell. Place to be announced.
Friday
Debating: Queen's vs. Osgoode

-Hall. Resolution: "Justice is Blind!"

Osgoode Hall
Four lawyers win tangle in an

intercollegiate debate here against
Osgoode Hall, Friday, 7:30 in the
McLaughlin Room, Students'
Union,

The two Queen's law students
representing the Queen's Debating
Society are Dick Abbott and Doug.
Walrnsley.

The resolution is "Justice is

Blind!"

Classified Ads

Lost

A blue tear-drop earring bet-

ween Tech Supplies and Adelaide
Hall. Phone Paddy Alexander
2-9226.

Friday, 7.30 p.m., McLaughlin Room,
btudents Union.
The Future
The Aquacade: Presents L'il Abner,

Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday, Feb.

J.
5 and 6, Queen's Pool. Admission

/5c.

English Lessons

Young Turkish officer anxious
to improve English desires to
meet instructor. Willing to give
Turkish lessons in exchange.
Phone evenings 8-8151. Will the
young lady who called Friday
please call again.

CFRC
Thursday, Jan. 23

7.00 Time for Listening

7.30 Campus Topics — News
Calendar — Interview

7.45 Meet the Artist

8.00 Quick March

8.30 The Spoken Word - Panel
"Do We Need More Intellec-
tuals?"

Meisel, Knox. Allen, Wise
9.00 From the Music Room

Weber - Concertino Op. 26
Weber - Abu Hassan

10.00 Concert Hall

Beethoven - Egmont Overture
Beethoven - Piano Concerto
No. 4

Mozart - Idoineneo Overture

TUESDAY, JANUARY^u^

Sputnik Fast Starter
Sputnik I was probably launched

at an initial velocity of about five

miles per second according to the

hasty calculations of Professor

Kirby of the Math Department who
spoke to the Maths and Physics

Club last Thursday night. His sub-

ject was the dynamics of satellites

and rockets.

The initial velocity of the Rus-
sian satellite would seem to indi-

cate an attempt at a circular orbit

said Kirby. However, the first

Sputnik took an elliptical orbit

which did not require such exact

inco Research helps Canada grow

*£* are relayed to a chart recorder in the plane- a
ore deposits in the g??™ synchronized with the recorder take? a con
signais, sent down from the plane,iS from the

photographs of the flight line. Geo-
earth

i

and are p,cked up by an electronic receive? in a fbS ™J?** "f?
8 ^ may contain nickel orc :

bomb-shaped container towed by the pfcSef The" sSrcf
Prospectors are sent in to continue the
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INCOS aerial prospectors find
minerals underground!

Us

New air exploration techniques reveal
hidden sources of nickel in Manitoba

INCO
RESEARCHfe

helps.Canada-
- •grow.; ,

Witt fat e traa npf at fh*

fhr^hW^ mCth0
u
d °fPatina developed

through Inco research, a significant ore discovery
as been made m the Thompson-Moak Lakes

region of Manitoba.

Ten years and ten million dollars ago, Inco
began exploring likely areas of Northern
Manitoba in search of hidden sources of
nickel. Flying back and forth over these
areas, an aeroplane equipped with special
electronic instrnments made "soundings" of
the earth's crust. It was grnelUno work-
often unrewarding. Still, logging as much» 28,000 mil* in a smgle yelr?IWs
airborne prospectors were covering more
ground than old-time prospectors could have
worked in a lifetime. And they sot results
Good results,

£5
ys ran on iQt0 ye*", interesting

rattens began appearing on the charts in the
Plane. Careful study of these charts indicated

the possibility of ore deposits. Ground crews

STS* m
-,
After montb

* of d6taiIed »«S£-
tior. and exploratory drillinc they confirmed the

ffwTffi^ °f thC ^d

Production shafts are being sunk as the initialstep in a four-year development program that

of which will be made by Inco. Starting in I960

Copper Cliff— will result in an increase to anannual rate of 100,000,000 lbs. of Inconjckel

™rtb
iS

^e
Vi

an
?

of 0PP°rranity 400 mite
a new town ^' rise,

schools and hospitals will be built, nW
sources of water power will be developed
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calculations as a circular
b

circular orbit demands trem^' 1

precision and leaves very

6
"?11115

room for error. A
parabolic

U
'

hyperbolic orbit would caus
°r

satellite to escape the piu | J
earth and so cease to be a sat ^
In order to avoid this the w ,

must be less than seven miles^
second. At the present time an ?
iptical orbit is most practical

Kirby calculated that the L
possible range for an ICBM j/^
tained by shooting it horizontal
The longest range is just short \
half way around the globe Th
fact led Professor Kirby to r

'

!

jovially that "the ideal placc ,0 ]{

would be diametrically oppJ*
Moscow."

Women's Residences

Application forms for ap.

proximately 100 places in

women's residences for 1958.

59 may be had in Ban Rig],

Hall and in Dean Douglas'

office, Arts Building. Las,

date for application is Jan. 29.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Leonard Foundation Scholarships

«i&
b
?
U «™ schoIar5h

!P
s ""Si"*

5>15U to 5<;50 are awarded each year on
the basis of academic standing, tx\ii
curncular activities and financial need.
Applicants must have averaged 66 pet
cent in spring examinations,

Preference will be given to the

children of (a) clergymen (b) school
teachers (c) officers, non-commission-
ed officers and veterans and service
men (d) graduates of RMC (e) mem-
bers of the Engineering Institute r>l

Canada (f) members of the Mining
and Metallurgical Institute of Canada.

Renewals and new application)
should be submitted to the Treasurer'?
Office not later than Jan. 31.

Canada Council Fellowships

Arts Teachers: Fellowships of an

average value of $2,000 (plus Irani

allowance) tenable for one year in

Canada or elsewhere to continue stu-

dies or other work as a teacher in the

Applications must reach the Ca-
I

nada Council's office by Feb. I.

Non Resident Fellowships: Fellow-

ships of one year each for non-resid-

ents for study or teaching in Canada

in the arts, humanities and social

science (a) of an average value o'

?5,000 (plus travel allowance, plus

two-third travel allowance for wife)

for senior fellows who have achieved

great distinction, and (b) of an aver-

age value of S2.000 (plus travel allow-

ance) subject to renewal, for young"
scholars or workers who have show
exceptional promise; scholars undf'

group (b) should not accept tcachinfi

duties. Applications must reach tw

Canada Council's office by Feb. 1.

Short Term Granta: Grants of *
I

value of $300 to $700 for (a.) g«»'
;

uate students doing advanced W>r*
i

or research and (b) for teachers and
j

workers in the arts, humanities tf 1 '

social science doing special work 111

the summer months or for part °> '

year only, subject to renewal. App""'
tlons must reach the Canada Council J

office by Feb. 1.

Shell PoBtgraduate Scholarship*
<*

Science or Engineering: Scholarship;

will be granted for research m J",

iclds of Chemistry, Physics, Chen""
Engineering, Engineering, GeophJ'11 '

and Geology tenable for two y«» *

Cambridge, Oxford, London or otfi"

U.K. universities. Candidate
have a high honours degree in Sci (nC

'

or Engineering and have comp' c,(

or expect to complete one year of P<"''

graduate research in a field of stud)'
,n

which they propose to continue. ^
plication forms available from ReS" 1

'

rar. Deadline, Jan. 31,

Ontario Research Foundation: Sc' 1

^
larships and fellowships are off^

for students to undertake P0* 1
'8^

tudics in the natural and P
!,yS1

j r

sciences. Applications must be "'^
before February ]. Forms and

u
tions may be obtained from Reg

''!|L'

or Secretary, Scholarship Comm'l'j

nlario Research Foundation,

ueen's Park. Toronto.

3fart Jfenrg 2Wpl

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaur*

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8 77$
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'jmes Of High Pressure

[ay Bring On Sickness

or Many Intellectuals

gy Julian Ashcroft

Que of the most popular miscon-

lions
about emotionally induced

. ^
js that people with superior

^igences are more immune to

hi: i>'!
,e °* '"ness t'ian are avera

f?e

"jple. 1" *act
'
tne °PPos 'te is true-

Eniotionally induced illness be-

.
n]es

jnore prevalent as one moves

the ladder of human responsi-

bility.
»>enta l a'ertness and capa-

city.

' '^ne umvers ' t>' student is

Luch more liable to fall under the

p 0f non-physical sickness than

L
he average youth doing manual

[labor.
Moreover, students have

(periods of high pressure, such as

Lam time, when the weight of

(personal responsibility becomes

[more conducive to this illness.

The most outstanding feature

[regarding emotionally induced

'illness is that many persons seek-

ing medical aid today, and re-

ceiving treatments of physical

medicine, have it. Students may
recognize some of the hundreds

I
of symptoms this disease can pro-

duce: pain in the back of the

neck, lumps in the throat, excess

I acidity, gall-bladder-like pain,
over restlessness, dizziness, small

temperature, tremor in the limbs,

! especially the fingers. Generally,

the more bizarre the symptoms
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the more usually they are caused
by emotional troubles.

Due to limitations of time and
specialized doctors, most students
have, in the past, been treated by
substitution therapy. This consists
n giving the patient a false diag.
nosis that he can understand to be
the cause of the illness, and then
carrying out the treatment osten-
sibly for that cause. The more
common substitute diagnoses have
to do with metabolic rates, blood
pressure and stomach trouble which
reflect a disturbance in the home-
ostatic equilibrium of the body.
Substitution therapy is only

temporarily successful, the illness
leaving the individual while he

This is the second in a series of
articles by Julian Ashcroft on emo-
tionally induced illness. Aslicroft

discusses symptoms of the sickness
and the shortcomings of substitu-

tion thcrahv.

was undergoing therapy. And
more often the individual feels

from the confidence he has placed
in his physician that the condi-
tion has been cured.

But the substitute therapy is

really an inadequate type of

psychotherapy. In the long run it

makes the emotionally ill person

worse and serves to cement the

severity of bis illness. To his exist-

ing illness he adds the fear of a
second illness.

The whole problem of therapy

is magnified for the student, whose
pressures fluctuate and whose time

and financial resources are usually

limited.

4f SALE
OF HAND CRAFTS

SKIRTS - STOLES - SCARVES
PLACE MATS - CERAMICS
SILVER JEWELLERY - LAMPS
CLASS - REPRODUCTIONS

THIS WEEK ONLY
THE ARTS & CRAFTS SHOP
3 Miles West of Traffic Circle

on Highway 2

OPEN 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

NFCUS SEMINAR

TO BE AT WESTERN
A NFCUS seminar is being held

at Western University, Sept. 8-12,
to discuss with qualified leaders
important issues concerning Cana-
dian universities. The theme of this
year's seminar is "The Role of the
University in National
merit."

Develop-

Special reference will be given
to the pure and applied sciences,
the humanities, the fine arts and
the social sciences.

Selection for participants will be
based on academic ability, maturity
and qualities of leadership. Dele-
gates will be chosen by a specially

appointed committee of faculty and
students. Selection covers all ex-
penses except a $10 registration fee.

Applications, including name, age,
address, phone number, faculty,

year, and why interested, should
be handed in to the AMS Office.

No Influences,

Says McNeill
(Continued from Page 1)

Although both students were
under the influence of alcohol and
Eastwood could be considered to

be improperly attired, we feel

that the prospect of the complet-
ion of Christmas examinations
coupled with the oncoming holi-

day could be a reason for their

apparent good spirits. We are

under the impression that this

tour of the residences was a part

of their way of wishing people a

Merry Christmas. Perhaps their

actions were not in good taste,

but after a close study of the

facts, we feel that nothing they

did would constitute a cause for

prosecution in the AMS Court.

The vigilance committee is will-

ing to appear before the AMS
executive or the Senate to answer
any questions concerning our in-

vestigation.

Neil McNeill

Prosecuting Attorney

for the AMS Court.

PS: In my opinion the com-
mittee was most impartial at all

times during this investigation.

We were not influenced in any
way by either Principal Mackin-

tosh's letter or by the Queen's

Journal's obvious attempts to

»ain our sympathy.

Engineers' Annual Survey
Shows Larger Frosh Class
The Engineering Institute of

Canada has just released the results

of its annual survey of engineering

registration at Canadian universi-

ties and colleges. The tabulations

have been prepared from lists ob-

tained direct from the university

registrars, and they were compiled

at Institute Headquarters in Mon-
treal.

As usual, the figures are interest-

ing, and close examination of them

will reveal some significant facts.

Total enrolment in engineering

courses in Canada shows an in-

crease of 12 per cent, which is

almost exactlv the same rate of

advance as one year ago. In actual
,
rapidly in the last several years.

lumbers, 14,247 students are now

studying engineering, as compared

with 12,723 in the fall of 1956.

This should not cause any excite-

ment, but it is still a good healthy

increase.

Of more importance perhaps

are the indications provided by
the figures for the new freshman

intake. These show an encourag-

ing overall upward trend of 13

per cent, and the new classes of

the Western universities have

again stolen the spotlight. Regis-

tration in engineering in the four

Western provinces has climbed

Provincial Universities

Bred Angry Young Men
"Young novelists in the United Jackson mentioned such "Angry

Kingdom have attracted a lot of) Young Men" as John Brain, John

attention recently," said Robin

Jackson in an informal address to

the English Club Thursday evening

"We have become aware, or at

teasi the people in Britain have

of a new generation of young men

who are typically products of the

provincial universities. These uni

versities have been in operation for

at least 50 years, but this is the

first time that their products have

burst forth into print," he said.

"Until the last war most writers

were from Oxford or Cambridge

or from no university at all. They

had a social background in common

and some sense of duty. Even

Bennett. D. H. Lawrence, and Wells,

who were shabbily educated, work-

ed 'from a private neurosis ... to-

ward the public cause.' 'They at-

tacked the class system . . . but,

however, did not exalt the seedy,

the vagrant, the posturing or self-

pitying Bohemian.' "

Commenting briefly on this very

controversial literary group, with

special reference to their works

News Definition

Journal male reporters are

short, wear their hats on a

rakish angle, and always

looking for scoops. Be one!

AVRO AIRCRAFT LIMITED
WALTON, ONTARIO

Canada's Leading Aircraft Organization

WILL BE INTERVIEWING

795$ Engineering And Science Graduates

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, JANUARY 23

APPOINTMENT DETAILS IN

UNIVERSITY EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

Osborne, and Kingsley Amis, as

seen in their widely-read novels

Room At The Top, Look Back In

Anger (a play), and Lucky Jim.

Their heroes, too, were "Angry
Young Men" all rebelliously fight-

ing, if with different methods,

against the society and conventions

nf their day.

"The 'Angry Y'oung Men' repre-

sent a new society, the modern wel-

fare state," Jackson concluded,

"and to that extent are all original.

They are also a symbol of the old

civilization."

at a faster rate than in the East,
and we are now faced with the
rather startling fact that this year
36 per cent of all freshmen en-
gineers in Canada have enrolled

for study west of the Ontario-
Manitoba border. Toronto, as ex-
pected, came up with the largest

new class, 690 strong, followed

by Alberta with 476, BC third

with 473, and Saskatchewan next
with 464. In all, 5132 new engine-
ering students signed up in Can-
ada this year.

There are some new names in

the survey this year. Canada now
has four more educational institu-

tions offering at least a partial en-

gineering course of recognized

standing. These four are Sir George

Williams College. Montreal, Mc-
Master University in Hamilton,
Waterloo College, in Waterloo, and
Assumption University in Windsor.

Their entry into this field should be

greeted with enthusiasm, and educa-

tors everywhere will wish them

success.

• As a forecast, and discounting

casualties between now and next

graduation, 2.130 young engineers

can expect to complete their courses

and enter the profession in the

spring of 1958. This will be a nice

increase of almost 17 per cent over

the previous figure, and is perhaps

the brightest part of the picture.

How this will match up with the

demand during 195$ will be watch-

ed with the greatest interest.

SECOND IN A SERIES BY IBMer BRUCE CAMPBELL

toD©

IBM]

B. D. CAMPBELL
Solat Rcpiemnlolivo

sales team
—A Combination of Talents

Selling business equipment to top
executives is a career that appeals
to many university graduates.
Understandably so; it offers much.
Variety of work, the challenge of new
acquaintances, the freedom of

planning one's own day, and the
chance to introduce business people
to desirable products are but a
few of the advantages.

Others are high income, advancement through merit

and the opportunity to put to practical use their

university training, be it Arts, Commerce or Engineering.

This is possible at IBM because the versatility of the

Electric Accounting Machines, Electronic Computers
and Electronic Data Processing Machines requires

many talents to assure their optimum utilization.

Graduates required as

Systems Specialists, Technical Consultants, Applied

Scientists, Program Planners and Sales Representatives,

and Instructors.

Each one of these positions requires a different type of

personality and educational background which enables

many graduates from various courses to enjoy the

opportunities in this interesting field. Between now
and the end of February, I plan to discuss each one of

these fields hi a separate advertisement, wiiich I hope

will help graduating students and undergraduates

to choose their careers.

Comp/iroenfoiy Booklet

Our booklet "Look Ahead" should interest all students.

To secure a copy, fill in and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
COMPANY LIMITED

1123 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal 1, Que.

Please send me a copy of your free booklet "Look .Ahead".
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QUEEN'S SPLIT WEEKEND GAME
HOCKEY

The Queen's Hockey Gaels re-

turned from Toronto with a win
and a tie for the weekend's effort.

Although the Gael attackers pep-
pered the opposing- net with four-

teen shots in the last period, they
couldn't break a 1-1 tie with Ryer-
son in the league opener played
in Toronto Friday night.

Three goals in three minutes
in a second period scoring spree
established the Gaels' superiority
over Osgoode Hall as they went
on to defeat the lawyers 7-4 Sat-
urday afternoon in East York
Arena.

The win and tie places Queen's
in second place in the Ontario
Central Hockey League with
three points. The OAC Aggies are
holding down first place with two
wins in league play.

In Friday's game the Queen's-
men completely outplayed and
outshot (27-13) the Ryersonians
but it was as if an invisible cur-
tain had been drawn across the
Ryerson net. This momentarily
lifted in the second period when
Carl Nurmi tipped in a pass, de-
flected off an opponent's stick,
from Gary Ede for Queen's only
scoring. The rest of the game the
Queen'smen hit the sides, the
pipes, the goalie, shot over the
net and missed emptv corners by
microscopic distances. An abnor-
mal amount of luck rather than
an abnormal amount of skill was
contributed by the Ryerson goaler.

The single Ryerson tally came
early in the game when Knightly
intercepted a clearing pass from
behind the Queen's ,net which
£ave Bob Parr, rookie net-minder
no chance.

In the first two periods al-
though the Gaels may have had
the edge, the play Wa s fairly
even. In the third period, how-
ever, the puck was rarely out of
the Ryerson end. Since the Ryer-
somans have no rink of their own
they probably suffered from lack
of practice and conditioning, but
•n the third period the Gaels bot-
tled them up and outshot them
^4-i>. The tie, however, looked to^ in grave danger for Queen's
»n the last 30 seconds of the gamewhen an opposing forward man-
aged to get the puck in the clear
>n front of the home team's net

Some fine back checking was ex-
hibited by Bob McAleese as he
sailed back in time to take the
man out of play.

Osgoode Hall presented, in

Saturday's game, a faster, heavier
and better conditioned team than
Queen's expected. Consequently
the game was very fast with sev-
eral end to end rushes and Fla-
nigan's sextet played their best
game this year.

McAleese picked up the first

of his two goals to open the scor-
ing when Ian Morris put him in
the clear with a pass in front of
the net. The period ended in a
1-1 tie, Osgoode scoring the even-
er on a shot from behind the net
which was deflected in off Parr's
skate.

A goal a minute was the order
of the hour in the last five minutes
of the second period as Osgoode
dented the twines twice followed
by three Queen's markers. The
game ended 7-4.

It was the "blue liners" game
with Jack Corbett, Murray
Hampton and Barry Percival each
tallying. Jim Shearn played
strongly in both games. He was
especially effective penalty kill-

ing and carrying the puck out of
our end. Murray Hampton was
another stalwart on defense and
at present appears to be a con-
tender for the MVP award.
Bob Parr, playing his first

games with the Tricolor, turned
in an impressive performance in

the cage.

OAC is shaping up as the team
to beat and this Saturday night
will be the time to beat them as
they meet the Gaels in Jock Harty
Arena in the first home game o'f

the season. The league leadership
is at stake in the forthcoming tilt.

It will be do or die for the Gaels
in this game as far as a league
championship is concerned becau-
se the return game with the
Aggies will put the Queen's sex-
tet at a considerable disadvantage
due to the relatively small play-
ing surface in Guelph.
There was some talk of Nurmi

and Morris playing together in
this game as the team feels that
if they can play as well as they
entertain on trips that it would
be a winning combination.

A Win And Lose For JV's
As Pando, Anglin Shine

By Ian McNish
Journal Sports Writer

The Queen's intermediates
split their first away games of
the 1958 season losing 77-57 to
Varsity Friday night and coming
up with a 67-60 win against Mc-
Master Saturday.

In Toronto the J V's and the
Blue Jays battled on even terms
for three quarters with the play
being much like that of last week's
game in King-ston. Six points was
the most that separated the two
teams at any one time. With only
nine minutes to go the Queen's
team led for the first time in the
game holding a nine point mar-

In the final quarter the J V's,

unlike the night before, started

to click sparked by the shooting
of big Bill Anglin. The final tally

gave the visitors a seven point

edee.

Gaels Beat Marauder
Defeated By Varsity

At this point, however, the

J V's became completely disor-
ganized and Varsity took advan-
tage of this lapse to pile up an
insurmountable lead which they
held to the end of the game.
High point man for the Lenard-

men was Jim Pando with 22
while Ed Bryezina had 21 for the
Blue Jays.

Saturday night the intermedi-
ates did considerably better as
they successfully invaded Tiger
Town to garner a 67-60 victory
from McMaster. After a fast start
which saw the Kingstonians take
a six point lead the game see-
sawed back and forth with neith-
er team having more than a three
point advantage.

COURT CAPERS . . . Dave
Richards' is the new manager for

Al Lenard's crew . . . Wes Hicks
was the standout for McMaster
. . . Wayne Flemington was back
in action for the intermediates

after missing the game here last

Friday because of the flu (sounds
like the football season) . . . Jim
Moodie did a great job of cover-

ing Blue Jay guard Paul Schafer,

who hooped 23 here in Kingston
. . . Pete Faulkner and Dave Mos-
henko will be lost to the team for

the remainder of the season due
to scholastic difficulties. . . Bob
Burleigh played a good defensive

game at McMaster using his high
jumping- ability to snare many
rebounds. . . Burleigh and Bob
Breithaupt played in both the
senior and intermediate games
over the weekend. . . The next
game will be in Montreal this

Saturday and the following Fri-

day they meet Assumption at

Queen's. . . One witty member
of the sports staff has come up
with an original name for the

J V's. . . Lenard's Lepers ... no-
body can touch them.

By Stu Forbes
Journal Sports Writer

Queen's senior basketball team came up with their fir
the season Saturday night and thus avoided a lost week! YM
Gaels defeated McMaster in overtime 77-65, offsetting an J?"
to Varsity the previous night. 5

''

The Varsity win was their second in as many starts
Queen's. The Toronto team had little trouble getting of?"'
quick lead and then coasting for the rest of the game. Th /°

Queen's could come was to a ten point deficit in the third
The only consolation from v

Queen's standpoint was the pro-

lific scoring of Bob Evans.

"Punch" was the high scorer of

the night, hooping 29 points.

Greg Stone added fourteen, and
Harrison and Bozic chipped in

with S and 7 respectively.

Varsity coupled a hard-to-pe-

netrate defense with very accu-
rate shooting. Guard Jerry Woj

The half-time score was 4(1,1
and although Queen's SpuJ
early in the third quarter

Varsihwas never headed and won
On Saturday the sqi,ad c

1
up with their first win of J

Les Girls
By Diane Pappas

Women Sports Editor

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN PHARMACEUTICAL SALES

^™T£AZZ\^ and nospita,
and commerce students are also eligiSle

ar* Preferred . but arts

SSi 83^- -cellen, with autornobi]e ^^^

ALGONQUIN PARK, HUN^*LEONT

least 19 yeQrs oraae nnHK
Une

;
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r- Must be <*

ing experience
9 d H °Ve h°d Previou* camp-

WRITE FOR MORE DETAILS-
MR. LOU HANDLER, DIRECTOR
1CNW1

CAMP TAMAKWA
=

^WYOMING, DETROIT 21, M.CHJCAN

The Queen's Golden Gals, basketball and volleyball versions
will meet their Western counterparts here Saturday afternoon in
two exhibition games.

Western has maintained supremacy in both sports over the
last few years. In volleyball, the Purple and White have won the
championship for three successive years, but each time Queen's ha*
placed a close second. During this period the calibre of women's
intercollegiate volleyball has improved a great deal, especially at
Queen's and Western. The close rivalry between the two teams
should provide an excellent game.

Western stresses rigorous practices in all women's athletics
with practices for their teams underway since early October where-
as those at Queen's didn't start until the middle of November The
Western volleyball coach, Miss Berzins, from Latvia, has intro-
duced many European methods into the Western game. Her record
of three championships in the last three years is evidence of the
effectiveness of her coaching.

The Queen's volleyball team has now been chosen Ac-cording to coach Dorothy Leggett, this is the best material thatQueen s has ever had.

unHI
Mi
?

TZnhUU
'

baskeCbaI1 coach
-

is flaying her final cuts
until after this game and perhaps until after the McGill gamehere Ferbuary 1st. This will test the -Gals" under game conditionsThe team has been cut to fifteen players and the final cut will bring
it to twelve. She plans to do a large amount of player shuffling
in an attempt to get a winning combination.

snuiil.ng

*« m1
S yCar

'

)
¥eStern h3S 1 nCW bMfce«»U coach and the gameshould be an md.cation of whether she can uphold her predecessor'srecord of two championships and a second place in three years

The volleyball game should be getting underway about 1-30and the basketball about 2:45. This will be your first opportunity o

Z A t

s in act.on this year. So, if you have recovered fromthe Arts formal come on out — admission is free

BOB EVANS
don scored 20 points, Ruby Rich-
man had 13 and Al Vaichulis 11.
George Stulac or "the Greek
God" as he is known around
Varsity, was held to 8 points.

:eason, defeating McMaste,
overtime, 77-65.

Bob Evans was again the hirij

scorer, adding 28 points to h

29 of the previous night, Boh
scored the basket which tied th

game and forced the overlie
period.

Queen's led by seven points;

the half but were in arrears by-

similar margin at one point' In]

the third quarter. In the overtirn

session the Gaels went on a scoi

ing spree, hitting for twelve point

while holding the Marauder*

scoreless.

Stu's Views: The rebounding!

strength of Jay McMahon msf

sorely missed in the two garni

. . . Jim Harrison scored nine <

the twelve overtime points .

Queen's showing in the overtind

period is even more remarkable]

because of the fact that Greg)

Stone and Bob Evans both foil

out . . . "Punch" was caught

the sixth time on the opening

of the overtime . . . Top scorers

for the Ivor Wynn coached M<

Master team were Marshall am

Jackson . . . The Varsity garwl

marked the fifth outing for the]

Gaels and the fourteenth for Vsr-

sity (exhibitions included)

draw 3'Our own conclusions

Bob Evans is averaging a little*

I

over 22 points a game . . .
Queen'

meet the Ottawa Schaefi'ers in M

exhibition game here Wecluc=<b)'j

. . . erstwhile footballer Bobi

Simpson plays for the Otta» J

team . . . game time is 8:30 P
r

Four Gaels In Pro Draft | <

Four of the seven graduating members of the 1957 f°°tball
i

Gaels, Paul Fedor, Graydon Harrison, Bill Halverson, and J"""'

rtrlf7m. !
be6n n3med In the annual Canadian pro f«*^

aratt. The other three have not expressed interest in a pro fo^

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

Put PEP in your PENCIL with

MJIt rouft ORDER 70D.1 1 - &a qe -Jfaef

Fedor, the choice of the Toronto Argonauts, made the Cana-

dian Press All Star Team this year while both he and Harris^
were chosen on the College All Stars. The other three were pfe**
by Western clubs, Harrison by Calgary, Redfern by Saskatcbe*
and Halverson by Edmonton. Fedor will be playing against f«**|

m h"
3

^ ry
SChreidCr and Lou Bruce °f *e loughridersa^l

Jim Hughes of the Ti-cats.

ment

At the f°Ur Players we« eith" unavailable for

^"l^f^lmowledge of the results of the draft.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply yon with all your require-
ments m Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loo*
i-eaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushion 6 '

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen .

B Univergity GrQundg opjTAB10
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be depicted at the gym tonight

By the liberal use of the sorcer-

er's art the Formal Dance Com-
mittee under Chuck Finley has
shifted Grant Hall Tower to the
centre of the dance floor. From
this position the sedate old Tower,
which never quite agreed among
its four sides on the correct time,

iciais

Phone 8-3662 No. 25

MENTS
pus Flavor Recreated

Liveliest Formal Mood
Do you remember that party at the LaSalle?" . . . "What about

at time we put up the flags down in New York State?"
. . "What

bash, that Toronto Weekend!" . . . "Remember first year when
oid Smedley flunked 80% of the class." Sound familiar don't they?
Conversations like this might take place anywhere, when two or
more Queen's students are gathered. A certain word, a certain
thought and memories spill forth. Reminiscing is not a characteristic
of the elderly alone: college students easily rival their elders as
devotees of the past. This year the Formal Dance Committee of the
Arts Society has decided to collect some of the more popular scenes
and settings that inspire student memories and combine them into
an extravagant and lavish formal, the College Daze! The warmth
of memories, the happiness of comradeship enhanced by the Arts
Society's generous use of money, magic and music, will fill

decorated gymnasium.

So many Kingston scenes fa-

miliar to Queen's students will

the

Queens is the night life, and
guests passing the south wall
will imagine themselves once
more down by Lake Ontario at
night when Murney Tower and
park benches set the scene for

autumn wanderings and warm,
winter embraces.

For tonight only the Formal
Dance Committee has the consent
of Father Time (and Johnny

7 am glad of this opportunity to send greetings to all students in Arts,
mh them a happy zveekend, and to remind all the readers of the

fffA Journal that this Faculty, which deals with the fundamentals of
fmug and understanding, is the basis for the maintenance and dcvelop-
Itiitof our culture, and that its students make up the essential component
University life. Within this environment and through the direct services
Vllis Faculty, the professional schools flourish. They too contribute to

y wit-rounded, harmonious development of all.

Along with the fundamentals there are other interests, and in our
titer closely knit association at Queen's the activities of societies and
« constitute a microcosm of the elite. On the social side of it the Formal
Wremc Since it is the occasion for this message J siiall not stray frompw, although I may consult the students on important matters of
fey soon.

1°
",c cditor and other writers for the Arts edition of the Queen

nj'V

""d l° t!' C coiwener
> Ph'ws, and other workers for the Arts

"' W* the beneficiaries, extend our grateful appreciation. My best
to everyone.

F'orcat aeademia! —

»

Government Falls

Brutchison, Special Arte
Ju«nu,l Correspondent to

^mnuitce Room No. 2

'Z'T
politieal undercurrents

rk,»g to overthrow the pre-

with an ear to the
ground are speculatng
retirement of certain key
1 the incumbent govern-

lc
executive of the Arts

*m& for replacements for

lives' tu
Senior AMS repre-

c,

,

osi"g da* for

Ptfolios
these important

h ii„

15
"00n today. with elec-

Khv l
lhns Wednesday and

fate in

° f "^c week. A political

r^V J t
McLaughlin Room,
P.m. will give the

candidates an opportunity to air

their views before the grass roots

of the Arts Society.

Fun her speculation has it that

the remainder of the executive in-

tends to retire in two weeks. In-

formed opinion seems to favor

February 12 and 13 as election

dates. In that event nominations

would close February 6 with a

nomination meeting February 10.

The demise of the present govern-

ment will probably bring about va-

cancies in certain crucial appointive

positions. A vacancy in the bench,

that of chief justice, must he filled.

A new athletic stick will he sought

and of more immediate urgency for

the government, a chief vigilante

must be chosen before tbe end of

will look down upon the dancers. Kelly) to forget this year's dis-

asterous football season and in-

stead to bring back the football

season of a year ago. Remember
the educated goalposts ? They
will be there tonight. Our Golden
Boys will be there also to remind
us of that wonderful last-minute

play by Jocko, when everyone
said that he couldn't do it again,

but hoped against hope that he
could—and he did! Who can for-

get the momentary hush as the

ball appeared to hesitate on its

way over the cross-piece, a hush
broken by cries of happiness from
ten thousand Queen'* supporters

and by sighs from a thousand

Varsity fans.

Eating has always been a fav-

orite Queen's pastime and tonight

the guests will be able to indulge

in some very fine food served

buffet style in the Eating Room.
The entrance to this room will

(See Campus, Page 4)

With all the memories fioatin

around, guests must not be sur-

prised if the Tower's faces sport

grins as it reminisces itself, (per-

haps about the time the Science-

man hung a semi-nude mannequin
from one of its hands).

The Tower will be swaying to

music by the Commodores, a fine

orchestra first brought to our
campus by the Arts Society. This

musical group will be seated in,

of all places, the football stadium
which has been placed in one

corner of the gym. From this

setting charmed music will be

wafted out from 10 p.m. to that

late, romantic hour of 3 o'clock.

To help bring back memories
of campus life the walls of the

gym will be used to dicj'Hy both

aspects of university life; the

social and the academic. An im-

portant part of the social life at

4^ j£M*i

ordan

ete Masson, Bill Erick-

b Savage, Gary Mc-
Hugh Clarkson. Stu

Jack Johnson, Dave

Chuck Finley and Arts Formal Committee

DAZE

I
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Caution - Merging Traffic^ ^
It is interesting: to try to puzzle out why the Aesculapian

i-ngineenng, and, to some extent, (we must be fair), the Levana
Societies are able to accomplish as much as they do while still
carrying- out the hum-drum duties of an executive body On the
other hand, the Arts Society flounders over such seemingly minor
tasks as collecting year fees. This situation is the result of one
factor - the lack of unity in the student body of the Faculty of
Arts. A Faculty with courses of study in three major fields tends
to be d.sumfied. A University with a host of clubs ranging from
the Drama Guild to the Philosophy Club tends to be dignified.

Thus, it seems that the best way of changing the Arts Society
into something more than a name would be to bring together all
of its loose ends.

Just how can the Arts Society go about unifying itself? That
is no simple question and is certainly not one that we feel prepared
to answer. But some people think that we can begin by merging
w,th women. If not satisfactory this solution at least looks inter-
esting. And, indeed, it has proved to be interesting, for today- a
joint committee of men and women are studying the future possi-
bility of an Arts-Levana Merger. The two sides to the question of
this merger have been outlined on this page and so they need not
delay us here.

Congratulations must be given to the Engineering Society for
the good they have done for both the students of applied science
and the University as a whole. We can thank this Society for
establishing and supervising the operations of Technical Supplies
and an Employment Bureau. Their clubrooms, equipped with
amateur radio ping-pong, high-fidelity equipment, study and
social facilities, bring out the envy in most Artsmen.

The Aesculapian Society represents, perhaps, the most closely-
knit organization on the campus. This cliquishness has paid off as
tar as material accomplishments are concerned. As of to-day the
operat.on of a Lecture series in Medicine is firmly established.The proposed clubroom in the new Medical wing leaves little tobe desired in that vein.

Aside from running date bureaus (called Tea Dances), adding

unit nl J???
Rf,

ardson Stadium by peddling mums, anduniting 16 fellows and 1 g,rl over a cup of coffee during Susie-Qweek it is d,f icult to think of any good the Levana Society isdoing ... But lets not be too critical for they do hold a noon-hour

an l^T'f
31 ?heri

.

ngt°n H0USC 3nd th<* do P^forrn numerous

the Lev 7 T °r7I
n S0C!aI W0Hd

-
Here We must—ber

LevnnT t I™! ( ^ ^ l° tl,e ^tlemen who takeLevanites to the Arts Formal).

venW JT
t0 ^ rT ' " '

CBut what '

s the «se of in-\entmg some accomplishments for them?)

for ^
CtUa"y

;
V
;

S"alizinS a sinS,e student government, operatinfor_ the good of both sexes, is not difficult. In fact, its existence
s inevitable But it will take time to effect this merger Mere*tossmg the Candle-lighting Service, the McGill Raff,e tickets s kand lace pewter steins, and mid-wives, (graciously known as

,n IZ
in

f

t0 ^ POt WUl "0t * 1-mogeneous bro h«S£sr Lnfortunate,
-
v these

But then again, why should we be concerned with this problemnow. New men will be taking over this responsibility shortly

Meanwhile, the Formal is here

Soup, Juice And Elephant Lather
It is impossible to serve a group I going through the line are rude to
hungry students threpof hungry students three times a

day without setting oneself up for

a certain amount of criticism. This
term and last, however, Wallace
Hall has come in for more than a
normal share of criticism, much of
it well-founded. However, there are
two sides to the story. Let us ex-
amine both.

In the first place, it seems im-
possible to greatly improve the
calibre of the food without hoisting

prices. Besides the cost of the food,

there is a fairly large staff to be
paid. The increase in prices which
occurred last September was due,
we understand, to the kitchen staff

organized and demanding higher
wages. Considering the fact that

the kitchen help. This is unforgiv-

able : the case for better food at the

union will not be weakened by show-
ing common politeness to the staff.

Perhaps those complaining about
present conditions could use their

energy better drawing up a petition

to the effect that they are willing

to pay higher prices for better food.

But at present prices a few chan-

:s could and should be made. We
hold it the inalienable right of man
not to face cooked vegetables that

one can bounce off the table, soup
that can be cut with a knife, half-

filled glasses of fruit juice, toast

that tastes as though it has been
fried in elephant lather and meat
that one sometimes suspects has

FRIDAY, JANUARY ?n

GARy

MOFFAT

.

Ed
"
N°te: We n,

>sed Mr. M0[fatt

)r(

picture. r

-Portrait by %

of govt

they work a long day this is reason- been snatched from the lion's cage
able. However, aggravation in the at the zoo. The food is not always
kitchen is reportedly increased by this bad, but often it is not much
the fact that a number of students

I better.

ind so is the girl from home.

Plus ca change ....
From The Queen's Journal (1988)

Ouefn-^V
116 m°nth ag° the

-
Levana Society, the voice of

P^mtthfSenate

a

Th
ter ***** *~*

exnrp^Pr-1 K„ +i, . j
to nment when any ideas or op n ons

little more intelligent'than SiLn possessing a

Underneath the superficial events that have caused recent 1

„Dvernment at Queen's lies a trend which, if continued, thrl?^
rob this university of its intellectual and moral integrity. ' ^

First let us dispense with the myth of student self-governm
all matters of any consequence it is the Senate that runs Queen'!

1"

AMS is permitted to exist as it does a lot of the Senate's dirt*
such as convicting students (despite lack of evidence) whom tli^T'l
istration deems guilty of misdemeanors. The AMS can often

ine . "H
severe penalty than the Senate would, and this plus the planning r

dent activites justifies its existence. But I hope the Senate will sto
ing in the calendar that Queen's students have self-government

P '

I also hope to see the administration run this university a!on<
sensible lines rather than pandering to its conception of public o^

"'

1
I suspect that rules against drinking liquor in the residences
made out of fear that reports of sanctioned drinking would c Amany alumni to refuse financial support for our building prrJ J
I also suspect that if these laws were removed drinking wT|,
lose much of its adventurous nature and be greatly redJd
Rigid curfews on womens' residences may prevent the girts i,
having a good mite, but they w ill not keep them from ge t[j Q

°

- into trouble if such is their mk^
lion. It is unlikely that laws agaij
entertaining members of the

posite sex in one's room
incidences of sexual interamnj
Last year the administration us
its influence to keep a so-called

Communist party from getting ,„«

solely out of fear of public reaclioa

"RESULTS of urging-?

Insurrection
Gentlemen of Queen's Awake!

Shake the bonds of tradition.

Among the students especially,

there are a horrible lot of confor-

mists here. It is almost as though
anyone who deviated would he a

heretic, to be burned at the stake.

"This university is conformity to

the highest degree; it lacks origi-

nality, initiative and all higher
ranges of ability. Queen's students
as a body are an extremely dull lot."

—Professor A. R. M. Lower.
Your opportunity has arrived.

Application forms for approximately
100 places in women's residences for

1958-59 may be had in Ban Righ
Hall and in Dean Douglas' offices,

Arts Building. Last date for appli-
cation is Jan. 29.

Editor's Note: The ladies of
Queen's are reminded that applica-
tion forms for McNeill House and
the new men's residence are now
available from the warden.

To mix or not to mix

Let us live to-day as we are to-day.

PRO . . .

Why should Arts and Levana
be merged? Perhaps a more search
ing question would be: "Why
should they be separated?

The argument that the Arts So-
ciety is looking for an escape from
financial crisis is more valid than
it might appear at first glance. Both
the Arts and Levana Societies
suffer from chronic shortages of
money, although the cautious atti-

tude of Levana towards the expen-
diture of money prevents the situ-

ation from becoming critical. The
element of risk in the Arts Society
projects, the formal and the Con-
cert, is great enougli that given a
failure in either in any year, the
Society finds itself hardpressed.

Neither the Arts nor the Levana
Societies should have to shy away
from worthwhile undertakings which
fill gaps in campus Ife and which
are distinctively the functions of all
the students in Arts. The two So-
cieties could combine their present
activities in a smoothly co-ordinated
programme with very little consti-
tutional difficulty. The new exec-
utive would he better able to pro-
mote the common interest of the
students in Arts, and at the same
time it would have the fiscal re-
sources to give the students in Arts
more for their money.
Here are some proposed joint

undertakings—the publication of an
undergraduate journal featuring

contributions from students in each
of the three major academic fields;

intercollegiate seminars in the Arts
and Sciences; lecture series ("His-
tory for people who hate History,
and so forth") ; more frequent re-

citals, chamber music groups, jazz
groups and related activities.

The field is as unlimited as the
course of study in Arts. By merging,
the Societies could make something
of the contribution to university life

that their members have a right to
expect.

CON . . .

Some indication of the difficulties

which would be encountered in an
Arts-Levana merger has already
been made by the Arts-Leva..„
Committee. It was proposed that
in the projected organization the
women should have a separate social

committee to run all present Levana
functions which are for women
only. This committee would need
a separate budget in order to func-
tion properly because time would
not permit a general executive
meeting every time the girls wished
to hold a tea. The result—our
scheme for unity is rent asunder—
the women are running their own
budget, their social committee, and
they are a separate entity.

It has been suggested that the
presence of women at the Arts So-
ciety meetings would encourage
men's attendance. This is utter
nonsense. Who do the Engineering
Society put on the dias—Gypsy
Rose Lee? Men of Arts, pull up
your socks! There are enough of
these creatures twisting the men
around their little fingers in a
beautiful 5:1 ratio of date-packed
nights. It is time Artsmen became
men and expressed it—an annual
gentlemen's evening out perhaps
and the obtaining of an Arts Club-
room for men only which would
he open in the evening.

Lastly, Levanites have been heard
to plea cries of uselessness and anti-
quation of their society. They want
"egalite". Ladies, you have equality.
You rim your own affairs through
your own society. You have vour
own voice on the AMS (which
you would no longer have in event
of a merger). You have evervthng
possible and yet you want more.
1 lie proper approach would be to
reform and reorganize your own
society.

At any rate while antiquated
institutions should be discarded,

very careful consideration should be
given before abandoning an old,

cherished, active and meaningful
I .evana.

Mofjotl's Liberty Tre,

should it have attained

Model Parliament seats.

I don't think the public, especial]]]

the alumni, expect or desire Queen's

to be run like a monastic concec-j

tration camp: instead of trying <l

hoodwink them into thinking we anf

Puritan moralists let us grant th<|

students more freedom of selM

pression. If we cannot let off steajaj

without having the Senate down ouj

necks, we will indeed help develop

a nation of conformists.
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CONFLICT Birdwatchers
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forced to admit that lie could

0,

predict with what weapons

j[,c
third world war would be

taught,
Einstein once added that

h t
knew exactly how mankind

U fig-ht World War Four-

th r°cks!

The f' rst wars were fought

y cavemen with rocks-since

Ihen ' liere have bcea °"'y brief

intervals of peace. The first at-

tempt to end wars was made by

rjgmuff. who accidentally hit

Oopshoop over the cranium

u.jth a club and was amazed to

jM his friend knocked im.con-

;C
ioiis, Later, however, the im-

plications dawned on Ugmug:
the threat of the club being

used as a war weapon the vari-

ous tribes would not dare con-

tinue fighting and peace would

[reign.

Instead the clubs became
thicker, the spears became
sharper, the bows shot arrows
[farther. Egyptians, Trojans,

Carthaginians, Romans and the

others had brief tastes of mili-

tant victory before joining their

predecessors in the dust of

trampled triumphs. Eventually
the barbarians took over.

Members of the National
Birdwatchers Federation con-
vened m Odessa last week to
lay plans for the coming inter-
regional birdwatchers competi-
tion.

In

On Autoarchy

climactic final

The horde of Attila the Hun
[whose charge was so well de-
scribed by Principal Mackintosh
in a recent letter to the Journal)
slopped at the gates of Rome;
pther hordes got farther. Like
so many empires before her,

Rome had started fighting due
jo the need for economic sur-
vival and, long after her empire
'as as large as -conk! be manag-

ed safely and economically, con-
tinued trying to build it because
pe lust for power had overcome
fund judgment. Like her fore-
igners, Rome paid the price:

•
500 she had been sacked

twee and was in the hands of
Barbarians.

Mediaeval history (500-1500)
constitutes an unbroken record

|
chaos, with ruthless hordes

Pi agmg the country and driv-

^ Peasants into the hands of
P'tant feudal barons who pro-

nF f.
them >n return for much

|
*«r produce andi after djs_

ErVhe itinCrant h0rdes
'

iPowe
t0 increase their

'I the

and fight other barons

felon, L
Contro1 of rubber-stamp

hZ CiviI war
- Omental

Lrs

S e"joyed their finest

Wian
UndCr the abso1^ rule of

„
" s

Shahs. But such

"dEnlt
F
,
r

f
nCe

'

S Spider Kin§
o cont

d S Tudors were able

he fo

rc>1 the barons and lay

cry.
(J

ndati°ns of modern his-

n e
ri)I

°VV C0l|ntries were under

lore
0r

e
^
f'rst m°narchs, later

'ess democratic parlia-

,

311(1 large-scale interna-ls began.

n
0|,,e of these wars were

to personal ambi-
,7°rld Warll, which we^retlt

VVi" lXl W1»cn we
}»t

lv
° ito

l
J a tyrant, was the

|(
.

' we were justified in

'HI,
a(0

Sl
!
1Ce Napoleon. Now,

Hhilati

miC bombs capable of

»ttCr

,n6 "lankind or leaving

Wf. k
Mutants in their wake

i
er

for f
'°,Jl,stif'cation whatso-

f ft

fi8hti

feu

.
'"g in another war.

,

ri

,

se °f strong states

"Hid,;'

1"
1 Wars

-
the rise of an

IHSsi
a
»

al empire (even under

h 1Var
CtniJd well end inter-

Kte

and lead man to con-
* of

,j

" hetterment of stand,
'th,,.^

lnS all over the world.

di,._
rcill0v ed, Russia's pre-

b e *!f«al methods could

marked by frequent outbursts
of applause and familiar bird
calls, Chester Bowels Piercing
was given the chairmanship of
the Odessa region in a sweeping
victory over his chief opponent,
Jowls Barton. In a tribute to
the new chairman, retiring chair-
man Lawrence St. Louis wished
Mr. Piercing the same degree of
success he himself had experi-
enced during his chairmanship.
The first task of the new

chairman will be to reorganize
the Odessa Region, which calls

itself the "Cardinals". The Re-
gion hopes to regain the inter-

regional championship from the
present champions, the Prince
Albert Bluejays under Eugene
Beefenbicker who last year suc-
ceeded in tracking down and
trapping the Colored Diabolic

Howitzerbird, a rare American
species whose natural habitat is

believed to be in the Washing-
ton region.

Mr. Piercing revealed that he
will concentrate his efforts on
tracking and studying the Peri-

patetic Working Bird, a type
found in unusual numbers at

this time of the year. This bird

is known to travel in company
with another rare species, the

Spotted Toronto Torybird. Mr.
Piercing's chief supporter, Mr.
Joseph E. Littlewood referred

to a current controversy among
bird conservation authorities.

He said that a scheme to divert

15 per cent of the annual migra-

tory flow of Silt Jack Pickers-

gulls to Great Britain was "not

honourable".

The convention closed on a

note of unanimity as Mr. Barton
promised to carry his bird-

watching activities into "every

hamlet, every village, every city,

and every town". His remarks
were interpreted as a sign that

the Odessa group would subse-

quently spend less time luring

the Quebec Duplessisbird, an
obnoxious species commonly be-

lieved to be retarding the

growth of other varieties by its

parasitic practices.

Donald Flamingo, a member
of the Prince Albert Bluejays

known for his sparkling wit,

felt confident that the Bluejays

would retain their champion-

.

ship. He felt that the influence

of the professional orthonolo-

gists at the Odessa meeting was
so great that it would discour-

age members from the outlying

grassland areas from throwing
themselves into the coming com-
petition with the suitable spirit.

By Jim Bethune

In recent Vears theories have
been expounded on who is run-
«"ig this present North Ameri-

session
Can Society, Theorists have call-
ed it a matriarchy (run by
women), a kiddiarchy (run by
children), but, I.|all it an auto-
archy (run by automobile's).

Stick with me kiddies as I
lead you by the hand through
this rnaze of quasi-logical, soci-
ological theory.

',In the first place, many peo-
ple whether they like it or not
are heing shoved, pushed and
heaved into that nasty concen-
tration of payments, neighbours.
TV aerials, mud and insecurity
known as Suburbia (The ques-
tion why does not enter into the
argument)? That's right pro-
fessor, a car. A car is a great big
shniy hunk of low grade metal
designed to plunge its owner to
his death at 60 miles per hour.

A car is a monster. An all-

devouring monster. It cats gas,
people, money and self-respect
and when it has had its fill of
that it wants more.

The whole North American
continent is busy trying to pro-
vide roads and parking' spaces
for cars that the idiots in De-
troit make longer and wider
while our streets (which were
built for pioneer's on foot) get
more and more congested with
these nauseous hunks of luridly

coloured metal.

One looks at these vari-color-

ed ash cans and remembers
Joyce's phrase "The snot-green
sea".

After this digression let's get
back to why cars are running
our society. In the first place,

as I said before, we are busy
building roads and parking
places for automobiles. Why
did the price of liquor (the work-

ing man's pleasure) go up in
Ontario last year? Because more
and more money is needed for
the Provincial Road Fund. It

might be of interest to know
that the price on a case of rye
was raised $3.60 (or $.30 per
bottle). Only $1.20 went to the
distillers while $2.40 went to the
LCBO. The profits of this illus-

trious body (a reputed $56 mil-
lion last year) go to < the road
fund. Meanwhile cars are easier
to buy and.*in more demand.

People are kept constantly
busy buying "things", to put in

their cars. Things like
1

little

birdies' shoes and fringes dangle
from the windshields of the
autos of young hoods who. roar
up and "down the streets, radios
blaring and Hollywood mufflers
bubbling and besmirching the
air with their foul fumes.

Therefore let's improve public
transportation and turn General
Motors and Ford into producers
of bed pans and thunderjars,
something really useful.

Come Josephine
Come josephine in my
"Good Life" machine where
the windows extend -wall-to-wall

the carpets are beige (it's all the rage)
and the hi-fi is really a doll.

We'll attend church bazaars, entertain

all the czars Oh we'll

have a Good Time will we.

The kids will be two

they'll just adore you and I'll

take them roughing it with me.

Remove your hat Josephine — well

I'm glad I made sure sorry kid

you won't blend with the furniture.

I'm An Artsman
Once upon a time a student went to a University if he had

• the mt«est and money. At present the government pays approx-
imately two-thirds of every student's tuition costs. The questionwe are asking and attempting to answer in this orphan editorial
is What benefit accrues to the state from the 'intellectual' who
graduates from a liberal arts course, besides the tax on his verv
modest income?" 3

Such a question in reference to the products of other facultiess easily answered for the doctor, lawyer, minister and engineer
fulfill otanons needs of the community. Although it is a common-
place ,dea that a liberal education broadens and deepens an individ-
ual s outlook on life, is that the only justification for state aid to
education solely a matter of personal happiness, or is the community
as an aggregate adied?

The common answer to this query is a resounding "no" basedupon the popular image of the intellectual. What respectable cit-
izen wants to sponsor the degeneration of a bearded, tweedv
eccentric? Threadbare in a snobbishly affected way and preoccupied
with the abstruse and, what is worse, the unorthodox, the intel-
lectual has become the modern social pariah, accepted only among
other outcasts. However, we must not judge this "stereotype" byhis incidental characteristics, but by whatever function he may
perform m society. This function will depend on what he can doupon the essence of "intellectualism".

In the mind of the intellectual are combined discipline and
imagination, and knowledge both of our heritage and of the tra-
ditions of other societies, in the light of which he can examine
contemporary problems. He is trained to think teleogically interms
of purposes and goals. He takes the over-all view, which expressionwe are using m the sense of being able to see the forest in spite
of the trees, and what is likely, and what ought to be achieved
once we are through the woods.

There is a crying need in today's vast and complex society forsuch an ability. Action must be guided along thought-out
principles toward recognized goals. It is in the field of means andends that the intellectual excels. We accept the cult of the expertm other spheres such as medicine, bridge-building and "How toWin Friends and Influence People". Shouldn't we be grateful forthe trained mind at our disposal to help us realize where our actions
are leading us?

The "man in the street" is perfectly willing to invoke the
assistance of the tragic-control expert in getting to work. It is
.romcal that he should refuse the aid, even question the creden-
tials, of the expert who can tell him where his roads leads The
important "business of living" is so close to him, so personal that
he cannot picture the ability of an outsider to help him through
its complexity. Stumbling from tree to tree, he thinks it possible
only to solve his problem on the basis of his own experience. And
yet it is the intellectual who can point out to him where the paths
he must choose between are likely to lead!

Apart from the enrichment of the individual's life (whichsome political theories claim is the function of a democratic state)
he raising of the intellectual tone of the community, state aid to

liberal education does benefit society. This aid is multiplied as the
institutions analyzed grow in complexity, and is at least as im-
portant as knowledge of mechanical techniques.

Perhaps the income of the intellectual should not be so modest'

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

681i Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1766
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

The Ontario Society for Crippled Children
requires for its

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
(strategically located throughout Ontario)

THE FOLLOWING PERSONNEL:
• WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS

• CAMP CRAFT COUNSELLORS !

• MUSIC COUNSELLORS
• DRAMA COUNSELLORS

• CAMP SECRETARIES
• MALE COUNSELLORS— and —

© GRADUATE NURSES

For Further Information Write . . .

MISS ISABELLE FAIRFIELD,
Ontario Society for Crippled Children,

Supervisor of Camps,
92 COLLEGE STREET,

, TORONTO 2, ONTARIO

What Makes Pop Corn ftp?
Popping corn contains water. When the water gets hot enough,
the kernel e.tplodes. Result: popcorn.

We're not passing this information along as a public
service. Actually we're up to the same old game.

You see, popcorn makes most people thirsty.

Fortunately, when most people get thirety

thoy hanker for the good taste of Coca-Cola.

Wouldn't you like some popcorn right now?
C'mon now, wouldn't you?

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

A coll (or "CoW I. o toll (or "Coco-Co Id". Both rroqVmark,
Identify Iho jomo roffOihlng coverage— tht product of Coco-Colo ltd.
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SDOP
QUEEN'S ARTS JOURNAL

Faculty papers have long been notorious examples of perverted
college journalism. Disgusted by the obscene nature of the Monthly
Period and the Science Journal, and hoping to set a standard for
the usually foul Levana paper, the Art's Journal has created the
Forsyth Sexual De-emphasis and Obscenity Program (SDOP) to
curb the unhealthy trends.

"J«st what is the founder of SDOP like?" is a question many
perverts ask. J

The answer to this question is not simple. Mr. Forsyth has
been variously described as "a middle-aged cherub-like Jad a
teddy bear, a living example of sexual de-emphasis and obscenity »

Mr. Forsyth's SDOP policies have had a mixed reception on
the campus. Although the Senate and staff have publicly backed
the SDOP (see picture of Senate, page 5), the student body has
remained divided. The presidents of the SCM and Newman Club
have both complained bitterly about the SDOP Arson Squad's
burning of their personal copies of College Humor on top of the
minutes of their clubs. In direct contrast to this criticism of the
Arson Squad, P. H. Sundry was rumored to have cheered when
the library's copies of Ulysses, Democratic Gov't, and Politics and
Jelly Bees. Calculus were burned.

Upon the special request of the Principal, the AMS Division
of Mr. Forsyth's SDOP has released for public action at this time
the following list of sources and phrases, recommending their cen-
sorship and describing them as "tending to induce behaviour un-
becoming to the All Mighty Senate.

Campus Scene
Recreated

(Continued from Page 1)

The song, "White Christmas".
The Padre.

Sexual differentiation.

Television.

Portrait of the Rector in Douglas library.
Picture of the Principal "Le principe qui rie" in Tuesday
Journal.

The movies "I was a Teenage Werewolf" and "Pinocchio'
The phrase "400 beanies with chin straps" in the paragraph
begmmng "What do you get when you cut 200 bras in
half?"

CHUCK FINLEY

Welcome to College Daze '58.

The dance, which will tonight
elimcuc weeks of hard work by the
committee, is our effort to make
your college days memorable ones.
The work of the committee will
be rewarded by your enjoyment and
we hope that your enjoyment is

commensurate with our efforts.

I wish to take this opportunity
to thank the committee member's
for the long hours spent planning
and for the patience and endurance
demonstrated by them. A committee
such as I have been fortunate
enough to work with is not easily
found or easily thanked.

To all attending, I wish to thank
you for your support, and 1 hope

feature a large mural depicting
a typical Coffee Shop scene. In-
side, diners will feel very much
at home as they wander among
surroundings borrowed from the
better Kingston eating spots.

If eating is a favorite pastime
of Queen'smen, surely the gentle
art of imbibing has a fond plac
in our hearts. Dancers this even
ing will recognize the drinking
room by a large mural represent
ing

1

that well known pub. The
Golden Gael. Patrons of this room
will have recollections of many
Grand Tours for in this room will
be combined the decoration
schemes from the major pubs in
this fair town. No more will stud-
ents have to spend exhausting
hours in the fresh air trudging
from the Chalet to the LaSalle
to the B.A. etc. Through the
kindness of the Arts Society,
guests will be able to partake of
the nectar of the gods without
moving from this one room.

To help make this dance one of
the memories you will treasure,
the Arts Formal Committee has
arranged with Wallace Berry to
record the evening for you
through full-colour portraits.
These will be available at only a
nominal sum.

It is obvious that the Arts
Formal of 1958 is going to be
one of the best formats ever.
Chuck Finley and his industrious
committee have been working for
some months to insure that this
will be a very happy evening in
your life. Memories, memories, of
guys and games and gals

; memor-
es of books and broads and bash-

es, will all be combined tonight in
the Arts Society's College Daze.

SIGNPOST
Friday

Chalmers' Youth Fellowship: Will
hold a social evening Jan. 24 at 7:30
p.m. in the AfcGillvray Brown Hall
(opposite the church on Barrie St.)
CCF Club: Donald MacDonald, On-

tario leader of the CCF, speaks in the
McLaujfhhn Room today at 2:30 on
the CCK's policies and practices.
iTicnds, or hecklers, all are welcome.

, ?„
C
?
l: Sludy "Merc Christianity".

4:30 in the Ban Righ Board Room.
Debating: Queen's vs. Osgoode Hall

Kesolution: "Justice is Blind!" Friday
7:30 p.m.. McLaughlin Room. Stu-
dents Union.
QCF; Be sure to come to St. James'

Hall, Jan. 24 at 4:30 p.m. to hear
Dave Smith speak on "Facing Facts".
Saturday

HSf?:0?
q
S?

Dan" : In j3meS '

Arts '61 Party: Tomorrow night at
-.00 p.m. Old Dining Hall. Ban Righ
rou asked for it, you've got it 1 Dan-
cing: Refreshments: Don't bring a
gal you'll find one there!
Hangover Hop; Under the auspices

of the Arts Society. Meds '63 is hold-
"IK the Hangover Bop, tomorrow
n.ght from 9 til! 12, at Grant Hall,
*i-£i> a couple, music by Dave Bes-
sants Collegians.

Sunday

Kingston Unitarian Fellowship: Sun-

?9iV
an

:

2
i\ \ pm - Kinsmen Clinic,.m Barnc St. Speaker: Mr Jim Stark

on "The Baha'i World Faith™
Scottish Country Dancing: Willbe held From 2 to 4 p.m. in t !K- girl

!

Sym. AW welcome.
8

Canterbury Club: Everyone is in-
vited to come to St. George's on Sun-day Jan. 26 at 8:30 p.m. to listen to
discussion of the topic — "A FaithJSAr .

Ch™'™ity or Com-
Dr n \f 7u

15 *?&c condu^ed by

Hiu.i » hcrs ^ Prof
- R- Watts.HUM House Film Series: 8 Pmon Sunday, Jan. 26, at 26 Barrie St.'ASr«m Snt, plus SelectedShort Subjects. Admission Free.

Chalmers Youth Fellowship: Will

Su'eln'' 'P
J0T, whe" Miss Li* oUueens Psychology Dep't wj]j icada discussion period on topics selected

at random.

FRIDAY, JANUARY
24th

NFCUS
Seminar

A NFCUS seminar is being held

at Western University, Sept. 8-12

to discuss with qualified leaders

important issues concerning Cana
dian universities. The theme of

this year's seminar is "The Role of

the University in National Develop
ment."

Special reference will be given

to the pure and applied sciences,

the humanities, the fine arts and
the social sciences.

Selection for participants will be
based on academic ability, maturity
and qualities of leadership. Dele-
gates will be chosen by a specially

appointed committee of faculty and
students. Selection covers all ex-
penses except a $10 registration

fee.

Applications, including name, age,
address, phone number, faculty,

year, and why ' interested, should
be handed in to the AMS Office.

you will enjoy yourselves. To the
graduating students, best of tuck.
And to all and sundry who aided
in making this formal the best vet,
many thanks.

Chuck Finley

Classified Ads
Found

: A pair of ski boots and
two sweaters left on the ski bus to
Snow Ridge last Sunday. Contact
Doug. Newman 8-9515.

* * *

Wanted: Science Formal favors;
Meds Journals. Acme Salvage!
Kingston.

(Advertisement

)

STEAM SHOVEL

3fart 1^nrg 39ntpl
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

Clodz Cheer !-Maide is Here
And, lo, does Maide Marion

express deep gratitude to

kind dq>4 of Clodz of Eartz
who, being of sound supply of

matter of gray nature in q
sufficient to hear chuckles of
Wise Maide, have nobly risen

to subversive insertion of fine

etchings of spoken Truth in
red rag.

Hitherto, must Wordz of
Maide be brief due to high
S.G. of tabletz and are re-
stricted to a Hearty Hello!
to Warriorz of Scienz with
Wishes for a joyous new an-
num in spite of Ax of fac
placed at excellent RE. over
heads saturated with C„H.
OH preservative absorbed
during activities of Tumble
Season and of Festive Rest-
ing Period.

And must Maide close with
wordz to birds (Q-dqH) of
eartz & jour-Mai with a Gol-
den Shower of sincere wishes
of happiness during impending
eve.

Sponsored in the public in-
terest by the Engineering So-
ciety. Appeared by permission
of the Arts Society.

aBoth have

bank account- and

a purpose for saving

The difference between reaching a goal and
missing it can be the savings you put by
now, in a bank account.

'

Such savings don't just happen. They involve
some sacrifice, definite planning. But as
your dollars mount up you feel a sense of
accomplishment, of getting somewhere, that
makes the effort more than worth while.

Your bank account provides ready cash that
can help take care of any emergency that may
arise, or open the way to bargains or other
opportunities. Whatever objective you may have
in mind, and whatever use your savings may
ultimately serve, you'll always be glad you saved.

Save at a bank — millions do I

^N<°" gT- Bv The campus)

SUNDAY. JANUARY Z6tm

9:00 Q.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer
Special Preacher-

REV. VINCE GORING
S.C.M. Study Secretary

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

You will eHjos the ^
fcllewhtp ai ,hE CofSec HowW />• oiler Evening PraWe WW* you to join «.

THi CHARTERED BANKS SERVING YOUR COMMUNITY

&t. Atturpiu'b

Hrpfibgtprian atyurrb
PRINC"B Clmoy Streets

ONANIST A ND CHO , BMABTER
LILLIAN PRESTON
Assistant Organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class
11:00 a.m._Morning Service,
Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.-Evening Service

Society will meet after
evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

THE PRINCIPE
TO THE STUDENTS ,x

FACULTY OF ARTS ^
I am glad to take adva !

the opportunity which the ')
affords to wish the student ^
Faculty of Arts well in t

|"

e
°' *

activities and projects
w]li(
><

up the Arts Weekend.

Without diminishing
jn

the merit and prestige of ,7 **

fessional faculties, the F ?
^

Arts is both the oldest of (T ,

"

ties and the historic
centre" .

University.
01

What is done by the stutienl .

the Faculty of Arts will
I

be well done. May they' .,„,"
great pleasure in it.

w
- A. Mack*,

THE Pl^SIDEN'

Messages like this one are m
marked by different or n,J
phrases, but at the bottom 0 [

words there always lies || le s
sincere sentiment.

The able convener of i[lL. .\

Formal has provided you w jth
selling, the atmosphere, and b
music. If is my sincere hope lb]
all of you will make the most of i

James Hon

Dean of Women: (to co-ed n«J
ing in car outside Adelaide),,

"Don't you think that you should!

be in bed?"

£t. (Smut?'s

< anglican!
Kino St. at Johnson St.

epiphany in
SUNDAY, JANUARY 26th

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Choral Communion
Preacher: The Rev. Charles Staple

H.OO a.m. Choral Motlins
Preacher: The Rev. Charles Srap!

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Discussion: Communism versus Chri

tianity.

Dr. Mathers and Prof. Walls
Queen 'i.

Canterbury Club in Attendance.
Social Cof/ce Hour following.

Holy Communion ts Celebrated Daily

MoncUy through Saturday at
a.m. in the Chapel of the Good Shtp-
herd and in addition on Wednesdtp
at 10.30 a.m.

Tuesday: Guild of Devotion at hit
p.m. Conducted by (he Dean.

A Special Welcome To AH Studri

Organ Rccilal Friday. February Hi"
at B.JO p.m. by Dr. Alexander

c -1

reiner, Organist of The Mormon
nacle. Salt Lake City. Everyone i

[Dear Mr. Joi

You hav
iversity. The
IBring your o

EARL AND BARRIE 8Ti

REV, W. F. BANISTER, D O

MINISTER _

SUNDAY. JANUARY 26TH

11:00 a.m. "Seven Letters

Seven Churches".

(No. I — To a church that

cooled off)

7:30 p.m. "The Ten Com-

mandments".
(No. 2 —No Graven Imago)

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial welcome

to all Queen's students-

TUxtxttb ffllptrrt
bvpinham & William st*'

Rev. r. h. N. Davidson
O.A.. B.D.. TH.H.

minister
Lloyd Zurbrios .-teB

organist and choir ma^^

SUNDAY, JANUARY 26™

11:00 a.m. Morning Worsh'P

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:30 p.m. Fellowship Hour

all Young Pe °'

Everyone WelcotiW-

fol
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Freedom University,

fflrMr
.Ni«tSki:

S t- Petersburg, Russia.

"l
W inf°r

";
y0U ?at J"« hav* b«n accepted as a scholar& University. As such, you will be expected to keep up our

rea t
tradition of serving the state.

y

curing your first year you will be given courses in nuclear
,ySics,

dynamics, thermodynamics, astronomy, electro-magnetic

Lory,
advanced organs and physical chemistry, physical optics

spectroscopy,
molecular structure, electro-chemistry, elementary

(Cology. °Ptlcal mineralogy, analytic geometry and algebra differ

r
QUEEN'S ARTS JOURNAL

:alculus and trigonometry. By registration

t0 have added a field course on the"mooTAssTrniiTg\ha
S

t

0

yo
X

U
)ltain

Posing grades (75% on each subject) you will move on to

nore
advanced work in your second year.

The student wages paid by the government will cover your
books,

tuition and meals. Meals are taken in Wallaski Hall -

afi any
ate they will be after we replace the dietician we caught .watering
he vodka. Here you will meet fellow scientists (our arts faculty has

dlVind!ed
since we transferred the history department to Siberia )

You will report Monday, September 5th at 8 :00 a.m. sharp.

Riverdale University,

Boston, Massachussetts,

United States of America.
)ear Mr. Brown

:

We are pleased to inform you that you have been accepted at
lS(udent at Riverdale University. Riverdale is situated on the banks
„[ the beautiful Pawnee River. It offers students one of the finest'

E0 lf courses in the country, a huge riding stable, the largest heat-
indoor swimming pool in the state, and five giant tennis courts

lisenhower Stadium, which seats 50,000 people, has seen our foot-
tall team win the intercollegiate pennant for the past five years. At
be weekly balls in the Stardust Room, situated at the centre of the
tarapus, 500 couples can dance to the music of our forty-piece or-
thestra. Our amateur Drama Guild puts on three plays each term.

' those who are interested in acting can work under such guest
directors as Guthrie, Laughton and Logan.

As for admission requirements, we will overlook your failure
English since you passed your other three senior high school

Bourses — zoology, Esperanto and safe driving. Those taking the
science course in which you expressed interest, receive in their
first years introductory courses in physics and chemistry. Do not
Det these worry you as they are basically reviews of the work you
(covered in grade ten. Your other first year courses will be psycho-
logy, music appreciation and bookbinding.

I hope that you will enjoy your stay here, which will commence
onday, September 5th. We realize that we're rushing things a

little by starting at 10:30, but we have a heavy day so please try to

Queen's University,

Kingston. Canada.
Pear Mr. Jones;

You have been accepted in the science faculty of Queen's Uni-
versity. The indoctrination course begins Monday, Septetmber 5th.
ir'ng your own mickey.

_ G. A. M

%
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SAEGERT AND EASTWOOD TO THE SENATE

„ "Artsmen don't need to resort to this."

-^^J^Phh! Obviously a scienceman." "No, he's in meds."

camp tamakwa
^ALGONQUIN PARK, HUNTSVILLE, ONT.

Hon
U ' reS

^or the coming seoson. Varied posi-

'east l°o

en
' Exce,lent Remuneration. Must be at

j

years of age and have had previous camp-
y e*perience,

WRITE FOR MORE DETAILS:

MR. LOU HANDLER, DIRECTOR,
CAMP TAMAKWA

18090 WYOMINC, DETROIT 21, MICHIGAN

Scratch pad for narrow-minded
sciencemen.

Q. PARLIAMENT

Preference will be given to the
four nationally recognized parties
in qualifying for Model Parlia-
ment elections. The parties are
the Conservatives, Liberals, CCF
and Social Credit.

The four parties will automa-
tically be given the right to run
in the elections. Any other par-
ties will have to show signatures
of 100 supporters before they will

be eligible.

Wednesday, Feb. 12 is the
Model Parliament date. The par-
liament will include the tradi-

tional procedure of the House of

Commons.

Members of the parliament wi
be distributed proportionate to

election results. Time for 12

speakers will also be distributed

according to voting results.

Polling stations will be set up
at Ban Righ, the Students' Union,
the Science Clubrooms and the

New Arts Building. Anyone who
is interested in Model Parliament,

contact Paul Cosgrove, phone
S-51S4.

Levana Votes
Mon., Jan. 27

4:45

6:30

-inter-

Q. REVUE

After a set of trials and tribula-

tions the Queen's Revue is in the

last stages of preparation for its

opening night Thursday, Jan.

30th.

"Bye-line Blues" features many
new tunes. lyrics, and a very fine

book by Bev MacKay dealing

with the goings-on in the Journal

Office. The kickline has prepared

two wonderful numbers that are

in keeping with their usual high

standards. The show is fortunate

to have a lot of good new talent,

people like Pat Alexander, Barb

Polling Booths:

New Arts — 9-12, 1 :15

Ban Righ — 12-1:15, 4:45

President: Bev Brown-
collegiate swim team, secretary
and president House Council,
aquacade, open house committee.
Cecilia Comba — Vice president
Levana Society, Arts-Levana
Committee, Queen's and Levana
debating teams, ice revue public-
ity director and producer. Tricol-
or club editor, welcoming com-
mittee for intercollegiate volley-

ball, politics club.

Jr. AMS Rep: Jean Chamber-
Iain, Joan Estall.

Chief Vigilante: Anne Home,
Isobel MacDonald, Penny Mac-
Donald, Sally Reynolds.

SHye (feaiben Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra
Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINCSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

sparling, Debbie Blair, D'Arc
Brooks, and Dave Harshaw.
This year also the show fea

tures a number made up of songs
from past revues. This a chance
to hear again such great tunes as
"This Is a College", "Dear Susy",
and "Cheer, Cheer for Queen's",
songs that should not be allowed
to die.

Director Bill Wallace and Pro-
ducer Jack Watt have combined
the talents of Paul Chabot and
various lyricists and idea-men to

make "Bye-line Blues" a really

great show.

The show will open Thursday,

Jan. 30th, and will continue Fri-

day and Saturday. Curtain-time

will be at 8:15 at KCVI auditor-

ium.

Dear '58

Our time has finally come
around. It seems only yesterday
that Principal Mackintosh was
saying in his address to the
freshman class of 1954 that four
years would pass by "like an
evening gone". It seems as
though they have expired and the
evening has just begun.
We are really no different from

the many classes which have
passed before us and which will
follow us in years to come. At
times the university authorities
have questioned our efforts — at
examinations and after the "riot
of 1954" — and at times they
have praised them — when we
gave the Columbia Law Review
to the Faculty of Law. (We have
had many successful social even-
ings together — last year's Grad
Dance — and will have more in
the future — tonight and at the
Grad. Dance, Feb. 21. We have
worked diligently to raise money
for our gifts to the university:
several dances and a raffle gave
us $575 to spend on the Columbia
Law Review and a typewriter for
the Queen's Journal, and we have
spent our money wisely.

Charles Finley, our Perman-
ent President, can take over
the reins at the end of this year
with a reasonably strong hank
account and some of the best re-

union spirit this university has
ever seen.

Yours sincerely,

PAUL HAYNES,
President, Arts '58.

Employment Wanted

mm,

mm

Retired lawyer, no practical

experience but willing to learn.

Box 54.

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

Attractive Careers
In The

Meteorological Service
For

1958 Graduates In Arts Or Science

A Federal Government Recruiting Team
Will Be Here

JANUARY 27
To interview — and select — 1958 graduates for

careers as Meteorologists and as Meteoroligical
Officers.

The starting salary for Meteorologists is $4,560,

for Meteorological Officers, $4,380.

For consideration as Meteorologists, candidates must have an
honours degree in Physics and Mathematics or Engineering Physics

while a pass degree in Arts or Science is slfficient for those com-
peting for Meteorological Officer provided they have several credits

in physics and mathematics beyond the senior matriculation level.

TRAINING IN METEOROLOGY NUMEROUS OPPORTUNITIES
PROVIDED FOR ADVANCEMENT

To arrange interviews, contact

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

preferably before above date

The University Placement Office has descriptive folders, posters

and application forms.
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ARTS^ RED STILL FLUTTERING <

But Bews News
1958

While Arts \5S is obviously not a great threat in the Bews
Trophy race, those members who have taken the time to support
their year have all enjoyed themselves and a few have, in addition,
gained some measure of distinction.

Although the year has been represented in most team sports,
there has been a sad lack of entries in individual events such as
horseshoes, tennis and handball. In boxing and harrier however, the
lack of quantity in entries was made up for by a very high quality
as Ian "Mauler" McEachern won the 140 lb. boxing title and the
flying Scot, Ian Maycock, triumphed in the harrier.

To return to team sports, the volleyball led by Stan "foothills"
Drabek won a couple of games, and although the touch football
team was notably unsuccessful three members of the squad — Bill

Cooke, Art Truax, and Don Cooper, helped the Arts Faculty team
achieve a close victory over Science. At time of writing, the basket-
ball team, starring Bill Cooke and Bill Yule, has a perfect one
for one record.

In the endeavours, as in all intramural competition, the im-
mediate aim will be the joy of participation, with the sweet
smell of success in prospect as its] —
dividend. ~TkT~.~ , ^

—

1 959 -f
:

;f- f
.--^Q^fLrf

The following is dedicated to

the glory of the weary athletes of

Arts '59 ... a happy group. First

star of the fall term goes to Sling-

ing Jack Corbett whose cool

quarterbacking led the intra-

mural touch football team to a
sectional title.

A cold afternoon in November
saw the Arts '59 track team make
a valiant effort to at least finish

the harrier race. Something of a

record was set when one member
of the team, I. C. Slightly, cross-
ed the finish-line two days after
all the other competitors. His
comment to our reporter was: "I
must have made a wrong turn."

Ray Gazeley gained some pres-
tige for the year by reaching the
semi-finals in the golf tourna-
ment.

1960
Arts '60 started the year with

a bang in the Bews Trophy race,
but have slipped badly and are
now floundering near the bottom
of the heap. Lee Batstone won
the intramural golf champion-
ship, Keith Conrad and Bob
Savage won the doubles horse-
shoes competitions, while Don
Townson and Logie MacDonnell
captured the tennis doubles title.

1961

Arts '61 Frosh has great poten-
tial. In the Track and Field
events this fall, Dick Pearce and
Bob Kostash took most of the
sprints, while D. Porter and B.
Buchanan won the distance races.

When the harrier rolled around,
Arts '61 was out in front. We are
all proud of the good showing of
D. Porter, B. Buchanan, W. Fle-
mington, R. Hornal and J. Fraser.

Bill Tisdell must be com-
mended for taking the Intramural
147 lb. wrestling class, and a big
hand should be given to those,
many of whom were inexperien-
ced, who gave the boxing and
wrestling a tumble.

Unfortunately, thus far team
sports have been our downfall.
Because of unfamiliarity with
team mates and the overwhelm-
ing influence of Queen's social
and academic life, the gods have
not smiled on our strenuous ef-
forts.

Into The Stretch

* * *

BY PETE GROSSI

The current edition of the Queen's Golden Gaels Hockey
team makes its debut tomorrow night at 8:45 p.m. Coach Moon
Flanagan rates the team as the best since the war. In the past the
attendance at the Jock Harty Arena has been composed (ugh) of
Sciencemen (ugh) with few representatives of the Arts Facultv
present.

Let's have less apathy this season on the part of the Arts stud-
ents. Instead of setting endurance records for sitting in the coffee-
shop and maintaining the intellectual pose, come over to the Jock
and fill a few seats.

Last season's Gaels were bewildered by the roar of the crowd
m foreign arenas. The apathetic Queen's attitude was contradict-
ory to the pride most students have in the storied college spirit.
We can only conclude that you're ignorant of the whereabouts of
the Jock Harty Arena. Consult your university map. The soothing
airs of the Jock are guaranteed to help those suffering from the
after-effects of the Arts formal. Nor will the dim lights betrav
you.

The senior basketball team, albeit not as strong as in the
previous season, has made a commendable showing so far this
year. Arts is well represented on this team as it has been in the
past

. . .
Bill Truelove is limping around on crutches. Word has it

that he fell off a bar-stool in one of the local meeting houses
Dick Dodds was declared ineligible after the McGill game?
Arne Kotanen's boxing career is over due to painful cramps in his
right hand

. . . could it be from copying notes, Arne? Hugh
Clarkson will be out for the Arts '59 hockev team as soon as he
gets his mother's permission

. . . Chris Nowakowski the Polish
pole-vaulter, broke his pole the other night in the gym. He has now
turned to broad-jumping.

The importance of sports participation is highly rated in Can-
ada. iMost of us are too reluctant to attempt to get into the game
True, not everyone is gifted with the talent to make a varsity team
but surely many of us can secure a spot on an intramural team'
The intramural programme at Queen's is probably the best at
any Canadian University. There is good variety to choose from
taking an active part in sports of this kind helps students from
different years and other faculties to get together and in many
cases to become friends. This intermingling is one of the thin-.
Queen's is known for, so boys, "Play up, play up and play the
game."

After graduating Ian Jlorris plans to tour Europe singing Irish
ballads

. . . Paul Temple intends to Organize a girls' Softball team
tins summer. Prospects are asked to contact Paul or George
Hamilton the Fifth ... Don McEachern plans to coach hockey in
-Lturope next year.

Vinny Martin and Bill Yule are off to Florida this weekend
for the current meeting at Hialeah. The highlight of the winter
months is the current meeting at Hialeah. Watch for Finical and
I ink Velvet

. . . mortgage the house . . . the greyhound races are
worth taking in ... be sure to get out on the beach and take part
in the early morning exercises.

This summer a construction company is beginning work on
the Lake Ontario project. They are filling the lake with cement
to put an end to any attempts to swim it . . . The rumour is out
that Em,] Grably intends to swim the Atlantic this summer He islooking for someone to row the boat

The Cross-Canada Road Race is scheduled for the first- of
July. Highlight of the race will be the presence of Chief RunningHorse who was the first to compete the course in 1S93 He willmake the presentation to the winner.

Well, as they say in the USSR, I hate to Russia, but I Moscow.

Remember Captain Curtis

And The Conquerors Of YqI^
In 1S86, a young athlete came to enrol in the Faculh

at Queen's: he stayed to become a University legend. Guy
Art,

excelled in all sports, and his name will always form a part of
football and other annals of Queen's athletics. Pep Leadk-

"

Ronnie Stewart may be our highest scorers, but no man w T\
harder or gave more than the great Captain Curtis.

Guy joined the football team in 1890, as a result of a short
with another Queen's supporter, W. F. Nickle. Nickle saw r •

at the edge of the field and noted that he was quite husky tj]

suggested that he play football, and although he hadn't don
'

before. Curtis was willing to try.

He was quickly termed "a real find" and a "first-rate
back"

Queen's defense was strengthened immeasureably by this
fl ee

footed, crafty, resourceful youth. He became a hero, admired b
friends and foes alike. Always keen to win, he preferred

honorabl
defeat to mean victory; a "dirty —

^

trick" brought discredit to the

offender and disgrace to his team.

*2K *Z

Guy never graduated
froJ

Queen's; during1

his last thrj
years with the team, 1893-95,

\]t\
was not even registered as

student. The elastic rules of thy
day allowed anyone formerly

as

sociated with the University
tJ

play.

In 1893, Curtis led his team J
the Dominion championship, Af-

ter the game he wrote to hisl

mother: "we beat them with our'

heads as well as our feet."

As it was in rugby, so it was)

in hockey. His abilities were par-

amount, and by studying thel

game and profiting by exampltJ

he led Queen's to hockey champ-i

ionships, too. Coming back toj

play hockey even after he had

given up football, Curtis and]

Queen's won the Intercollegiate

Championship of America in 1899J

Curtis was an inspiration. En-

couraging his team in moments I

of flagging zeal, Guy was not|

only an individual, he was a force.

Curtis is most famous for llis

game against Yale. That was lata

in his career when he and the
|

Queen's squad went down to Buf-

falo to take on the vaunted ValeJ

outfit, playing half the game

Canadian rules and half in Ame

can. The Tricolor beat the Blue]

in both, and the game is forever

remembered in the line "Remeroi

ber Captain Curtis and the con-

querors of Yale" in our school

song.

Loyal to Queen's and in 'ove

with his teams, he gave her In-j

best. When the time came f"r

|

him to leave the campus forgot;]

he retired to the little village

Welta, Ont., and settled in '
||[,

|

quiet life he loved so much.

But once more he returned V

the campus. This time he cafl e

to watch one of Queen's grea
,

teams of the twenties in the ,

Richardson Memorial Stad lU"'

Recognized and noisily herald
j

by his old mascot and great

supporter, Alfie Pierce, he v* s

\

carried around the field on 1

shoulders of a mob of cheer™

students. Returning home, drea

^

ing of his triumphant past,

still happy in being know"'

exclaimed: "They have not 0

gotten the old man."

forgotten Guy Curtis, aria" *' .

never will. The greatest

captain Queen's has eve:

is enshrined forever in our

pus memoires.

foot!

kno"'
1

a hi

dial 6-iin AMEY'S TAXI wts-nu
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UEEN'S QUITS NFCUS CAMPAIGN
loted Former Iranian Diplomat,
atemi To Give Lecture Friday

\ noted former public leader

[n&
diplomat of Iran, Dr. N. Saif-

0„r Fatemi will give this year's

imial Alma Mater Society Lec

U re,
Friday, Jan. 11 in Grant

|g)|. Classes have been called at

U a.m. for the talk.

Fatemi, who represented Iran

lithe United Nations, will speak

aspects of the current Middle

astern situation. He is now Pro-

per of Social Science at Fair-

Dickinson University in

feaneck, N. J.

A recognized authority on the

iddle East and author of seven

on various aspects of the

tea's politics and history, Fatemi

now engaged on two research

projects sponsored by Fairleigh

Dickinson
—"The Economic De-

Ivelopment of the Middle East"
[and "Nationalism in the Muslim
PVorld."

He has given lectures at some
|4) American and Canadian uni-

Presenting -

A Sox Score

h order to fulfill properly its

Paction as a historical record,
had for the sake of Herb Hamil-
Bon's Archives, the Journal pre-

r
enls a brief report of what was
h all accounts a highly success-
'u| Arts Formal:

|
found

• eighty-nine empty mickeys
• °ne full mickey
• seven bodies under

benches

• one set of gownless
evening straps

n * tWo beanies with straps

• severa i unmentionables,

ace-trimmed
• °"e kilt, regimental
• twenty-nine flowers at

Princess Motel (according
to latest reports at press
time)

L * °"e chess set

***** Events

• Elapse of Grant Hall
tower (being held up by
P'Har of AMS strength

%
B°b Little)

"He beard dunked in punch
tw° fist fights

Wot»iP
tate 01 food in girl's face

*htt
* Present

%
S

_
Bancroft, Esq. and Bottle

*yts Society President

Holmes with leer

£fctS President

''oinki
trl3 Harmer, well done
Not Present

% JJ«b Hamilton

ThK r*W Moffatt
tr| e first in a series.

versities and has participated in

many conferences on Middle

Eastern affairs. Texts of his

speeches have appeared in the

Annals of the Academy of Politi-

Dr. N. Saifpour Fatemi

cal Science, Vital Speeches of the

Month, Islamic Review and many
other American newspapers and

periodicals. He also took part in

the preparations of the article on

Islam which was published by

Life Magazine in its well-known

book — "World's Great Religions."

As a diplomat, Fatemi served

as Iran's delegate to the United

Nations, as a memer of the Iran-

ian Mission to the Security Coun-
cil and as economic and political

advisor to the permanent dele-

gation of Iran to the UN. He also

represented Iran at UNESCO
National Conference in 1948.

From 1947 to 1949 he lectured

at the Asia Institute on The Heri-

tage of Islam and Iranian Civiliz-

ation, and from 1951 to 1955 he

taught at Princeton University.

A graduate of Stuart Memorial
College in Iran, he received his

MA and PhD degrees from Col-

umbia University and the New
Schools for Social Research in the

U.S.

In his native country, Fatemi

was the editor and publisher of a

monthly literary magazine and a

daily newspaper. He served as

vice-president of the legislative

council of Isfahan, as mayor of

the city of Shiraz (population

150,000) and as governor-general

of the Province of Fars.

In 1942 he was elected to the

Iranian Parliament where he

served on the Foreign Relations

Committee and organized an anti-

communist group which defeated

the Tudeh Party (communist) in

the industrial city of Isfahan.

Campus Vote To Decide

If Journal Fee Increased

A plebiscite will be held on

campus next week requesting a

rise in student fees of 45 cents

to cover the increasing cost of

publishing the Queen's Journal.

The present Journal fee per stud-

ent is $2.10.

The decision to hold the pleb-

iscite was decided by the AMS
executive at a meeting Thursday,

after listening to a report prepar-

ed by Journal business manager

Ed Koen. The details of the pleb-

iscite are printed on page five of

this issue.

The executive also:

• considered t h e withdraw-

al of the Queen's NFCUS Com-

mittee from the NFCUS Scholar-

ship Campaign.

Exchange Week-end
Applications for an exchange

week-end with the State Teachers

College of Potsdam, N.Y., will be

accepted in the AMS Office till 5

p.m. Thursday.

There is room for four students.

All expenses will be paid. The

week-end involves visiting classes,

touring the college and participat-

ig in a planned social program.

• heard a request from Sr. Le-

vana Rep. Anne Hayes for dele-

gates to the NFCUS Seminar to

be held at Western this Sept.

• listened to Aesculapian Pre-

sident Al Deep ask for canvassers

for "Heart Sunday," to be held

in Kingston Feb. 23.

• gave approval to plans for

an exchange week-end with State

Teachers College of Potsdam

N.Y.

Political Rally

As a part of its campaign to ac

quaint those interested in politics

with the aims and ideals of the CCF
party, the CCF club is presenting

a discussion of its beliefs in the

South House Common Room at

McNeill House on Thursday, Jan.

30 at 7.30 p.m.

The topic of the discussion is "Is

the CCF a Party of Political Ex-

pediency?" Four members of the

campus CCF club will discuss claims

that by the Winnipeg Manifesto

the CCF party turned its back on

the principles which it originally

stood for because it found them un-

workable. Also, they will discuss as-

pects of current CCF policy.

TV No Substitue

For Modern Films

Gilmour Declares

"TV is a paltry substitute for

the modern m o v i n g picture

screen," said Clyde Gilmour,

noted movie critic for the Tor-

onto Telegram and MacLean's
Magazine, in the first of a series

of public lectures held in Con-

vocation Hall last Monday even-

ing.

Gilmour said not only TV but

the host of other activities which
compete for our time have ser-

iously affected the moving picture

industry. He reported that 300

theatres have closed in Canada
in the last five years, as compared
with 2,000 in the United States

in a similar period of time, and,

surprisingly enough, only ap-

proximately 200 in Great Britain,

which has had TV since 1938.

"People don't like to go to thea-

tres now," Gilmour declared.

(See Only Art, Page 5)

Drive For Scholarships

'Out Of Line/ Says Blair

The Queen's NFCUS Committee withdrew its support from

the National Scholarship Campaign in anger over a recent pronoun-

cement by the national executive that the aim of the campaign is

10,000 scholarships of $550 each.

The withdrawal became official after a 40 minute debate with

the Alma Mater Society executive at a meeting Thursday. The

executive refused to endorse the committee's action.

Bryan Blair, chairman of the

committee claimed the national

executive's policy was out of

line with the resolution of the

national conference in Quebec

City which asked for adequate

scholarships for entering stud

ents. Blair, in a letter to execu

tive director Andre L'Heureux,

said the national executive's in-

terpretation meant "that every

person accepted for entry to uni

versity should be aided financial

ly regardless of need."

The withdrayal came just a

week before the blitz campaign

was to be executed. The publicity

program, through radio, telev

UP IN THE AIR is hoofer Chris Catto, a star of this year's

kick line in the Revue. The show starts Thursday and runs at

KCVI until Saturday night.

sion and the press, was to center

around the submission of briefs

by the national executive to

Prime Minister Diefenbaker and

the provincial premiers, the sup-

port of Kingston service clubs

was also to be canvassed, in

hopes that their communications

to the federal and provincial gov-

ernments would speed govern-

mental action.

The Queen's committee also

condemned the national executive

for failing to inform the local

campaign committees of the

10,000 scholarship plan, while

managing to give the whole story

to the newspapers. The executive

was also chastised for the arbit-

rary manner in which the plan

was announced, without any con-

sultation with member NFCUS
committees.

Dick Abbott, Law '60, co-chair-

man of the scholarship campaign

committee said in trying to con-

vince the people of the propriety

of the principle, they had "run

up against a brick wall." The

committee felt it was fighting a

losing battle, he said. The pro-

gram was aggravated by the con-

tinual negligence of the national

executive in sending them the

necessary information, which ex-

ecutive director L'Heureux had

promised to send immediately

in December.

The new formulation by the

national executive would make it

impossible to convince the pu-

blic of the need for more scho-

larship aid, the committee felt.

The NFCUS campaign had been

criticized in the Canadian Regis-

ter, the national Catholic news-

paper and in the Queen's Jour-

nal.

The probable reason for the

action of the national executive

is that the 10,000 scholarships of

§550 has been the goal which the

national NFCUS executive has

tried to pressure the federal gov-

rnment into accepting in the

(See NFCUS. Page 5)

Color Night
The Color Night Banquet

and Dance will be held on

Friday, March 14. Would any

person interested in conven-

ing either the banquet or the

dance or both please apply to

the Color Night Committee,

AMS Office by Thursday,

Ian. 30.
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The answer
One of the most dastardly enemies of individual effectiveness

is the complexity of today's society, and all of us rail against it to
some degree when we realize there's nothing we can do about the
color of the gravy in our pre-cooked television dinners. But the
solution to all the world's real problems have been solved because
we have found the answer in this simple axiom, easily memorized:
Lasting world peace, to say nothing of individual serenity, depends

on the reliability of the contraceptive." (This was almost the second
in a series of post-formal features for Herb Hamilton's archives.)

Through this may at first seem to be an outrageous simplification
of the d.fficulties of our present civilization, the problem of popula-
tion and birth control is becoming more important as the days roll
by Dr. Norman J. Berill, the great zoologist who thinks man would
be better off on all fours, points out with urgency that the major
trouble spots of the world are all in areas where over-population
precludes healthy development. But what really alarms Dr Berill
is that the world's supply of phosphorous, necessary for human
growth, is slowly being filed away in graveyards.

We can visualize the day when a hungry child will say "My
grandpa, what big bones you have!" Funeral homes will double their
prices to $15,000, to cover costs of artificial limbs and flesh recon-
struction after the phosphorous has been extracted. "Love Lettersm the Phosphorous," poignantly revealing the paradox of creation
and destruction, will be leading the hit parade. Indeed it is a tribute
to the genius of Emily Bronte that we today can visualize Heath-
cliffe of Wuthering Heights smacking his lips after a post-funeral
repast and recalling those great words of his darling Cathy - "I am
Heathcliffe!"

This problem serves to point out the wider need of controlled
populations through widespread birth control rather than through
butchery. And the necessity for this practice is just a matter of time
the time when our education processes begin at Grade One.

The hero of the day, duly applauded by Dorothy Thompson,
Will be the young scientist, struggling against the clock to perfect
the oral contraceptive. That reminder of terror and strife, "Lest we
forget, will take on a new double-edged meaning. Parents of triplets
wi] be dragged before a Senate investigation committee, closed
to the press and public. Young married couples will be obligatedby law to take a loyalty oath along with their blood test..

And so we shall

Vague and skimpy precedent

undermines AMS authority

eventually have one great happy family.
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And so we shall eventually have one great b
family.

happy peaceful

Can you imagine!

Before we forget
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"Time is the essence of virtue." (This is the second in a, series
of post-formal features for Herb Hamilton's Archives.)

Letters to the editor . . .

To ourselves
Editor, Journal:—You really

are no-nonsense kids!

What has happened to the

good-old-prank that used to

liven up Queen's? It has depart-

ed hastily, assisted on its jour-

ney by you unknowing fold who
strait-jacket a new approach or
idea as soon as it is presented.

How I remember the first few
weeks, street-dancing, pep-ral-
lies and the gay fun that came
with the football spirit. The
games ended and . . . FUD! The
word got around: playtime was
over, and one must now assume
a studious and placid facade; it

just isn't acceptable to be prank-
ish any more.

Small wonder "angry young
men" exist, and the Journal
harps about conformity; univer-
sity life shapes one into becom-
ing a sponge, and what is worse,
a non-thinking sponge, if you
will frankly assess your subjects
as to the percentage of memor-
ization required.

David Reisman states: "The
idea that men are created free

and equal is both true and mis-
leading: men are created differ-

ent; they lose their social free-

dom and their individual auton-
omy in seeking to become like

each other." And I'm afraid if

you look around you and see
what is happening to the poor
fellow's complexion changing to
shades unknown!
Sad isn't it? Too bad about

Joe
!
Guess he's either got to be

patient or change location. Al-
though there is a possibility . . .

could these conforming, no non-
sense kids realize that their own
thoughts and lives are just as
interesting as the next fellow's,

realize that their present attempt
to appease themselves in their
group of friends is like trying to
appease a thirst by drinking sea-
water ?

Let's be ourselves ! ! !

Harry MacKay

The most sought-after fe-

males on the campus can be
found every Wednesday and
Sunday night in the Journal
office. They are slim, slinky
and seductive, smoke, drink
and enjoy other vices, and
are always ready for a good
time. Typists are given spec-
ial seat on editor's knee.
Join the racket now!

Defending

down under
Editor, Journal:—The appear-

ance of A. D. Hope's "Austral-
ia" in the Queen's Journal for

Tuesday, Jan. 21st. is indeed a
sad and sorry business! I would
point out immediately that this

is in no way intended as a re-

flection on the character of the

Journal, but rather a feeling of

deep regret that Australian na-
tional censorship is not in a
position to prevent such "liter-

ature" leaving the country.

Those of us who are Austral-
ians at Queen's are able to form
(if we have not already done so)
a very fair idea of the type of
mind with which Mr. Hope has
the extreme misfortune to be
blessed and can appraise his

work at its true value, but this

is not so for the Canadian audi-
ence who will necessarily be the
main consumers of this treach-
erous national libel.

While it is undoubtedly a
good thing that Canadian uni-
versity students should become
more aware of their sister do-
minion south of the equator it

it most unfortunate that this

awareness should come to them
through falsely drawn pictures
and the products of a warped
mind. It is possible that the
circulation of such literature

within its country of origin can
do good in drawing the attention
of the people to their own pe-
cularities and faults where they
exist, but when such vitriolic

trash as that secreted by Mr.
Hope finds its way into the in-

ternational scene it will inevit-

ably give rise to numerous mis-
conceptions in impressionable
young minds.

Kangaroos everywhere there-
fore hopefully trust that Journal
readers will take this noble poem
not with the proverbial grain,
but with a whole carton of salt

!

Canadians are rare visitors to
our land of great contrasts and
we would very definitely like to
see many more of you come
"Down Under" to participate in
our work and play, and to see
how the other half lives. It is to
be hoped that Mr. Hope's great
disservice to his country will
not deter the more intrepid Ca-
nadian adventurers.

R. D. Stevens,

An Australian in Canada

Student government is a trea-

sured right at Queen's, and it

is treasured all the more when
we think it is being dominated

by outside forces. In the last

year the AMS Court has been

criticized by students for this

very reason. The imposition has

been small, but students are na-

tural individualists and resent

any suggestion of coercion. The
authorities of Queen's have a

job to do — part of which is

maintaining good public rela-

tions — the AMS Society is

supposed to be a model of stud-

ent government, so it is natural

for the authorities of Queen's to

ask the AMS Society to regulate

things which might leave a bad
impression with the public. But
still nobody likes to be told

what to do.

A lot of the friction between
authorities and students has
been caused, I feel, by a mutual
ignorance of rights and respon-

sibilities. Specifically, the fault

lies in the vagueness of the
AMS Society constitution on the
question of the AMS Court.

In the constitution there is no
mention of 'conduct unbecom-
ing to a member of the AMS
Society, yet that is the charge
laid against many of the stud-
ents brought up before it. This
itself is enough to make one
wonder what the court is doing.
The constitution says offences
are: I) 'violations of the civil

and criminal codes of this na-

from murder of a bor
.

fessor to wearing % * ^
shorts to tea in ga

er""
1

Secondly, it has no cod"./!
1?

and offences by which t

mine guilt. In all courts d^I
al opinion is a factor

in jN
guilt, but in all excent
tions, Star Chambers J'?^'
AMS Court there

is a >
code of laws. Thirdly, ,n^S
implies guilt under an ain 1
ous system. The court has Tamounts to practically a <],,,

convict.

And what's to be done? to

of all I suggest that the Am,
Society executive (with the hmaybe of the law faculty) m?|
up a code of offences. If j t is

offence to get drunk at the L.
of exams, the code should ji
so. The AMS Court is a 'J
of justice and need not obserj
the technicalities of the law -J
it should observe the basis

<J
law, which is acting against J
written code.

If there were a code, the auitJ

orities could use reason instaj
of opinion in referring a case

i

the AMS Court. The court]

would know its jurisdiction and]

would be able to use reason in-

stead of opinion in reaching de-

cisions. Offences not tinder |J
jurisdiction of the court could

|

be handled by the authorities.

Probably both offender and

court would feel happier if some-

body more mature and less opin-

ionated were to judge seriousj

misdeeds.

Regular columnist JIM HOLMES,
is recovering from the Arts Formal.

Student government might

less imposing if the AMS Court

were limited this way, but it

would be more solid. The coun

and AMS Society could act

something better than vaguej

opinion and skimpy precedent

Both court and student would

know where they stood. And no-

body would feel he was being

convicted for something that
j

was not an offence when he diJj

it.

# QUEEN'S
JOURNAL

tion, province or municipality',

and 2) 'violations of regulations,

orders, and governing laws of
the AMS Society

. .
.' Our na-

tion, province or municipality
has already set up institutions

like policemen and courts to
make sure its laws are obeyed.
It is unnecessary and a bit pre-
sumptuous to administer justice
in the place of law. In point *2',

the regulations boil down to 'of-

fences by students' and 'include
all violations of the regulations

... of the AMS Society.' There
is nothing specific here. Stud-
ents can be charged for offences
not included in the regulations
as well as ones included. Who
decides if an act not included is

an offence? The same body that
decides guilt. The court appar-
ently has the power to call any
action of any student an offence
and punishable as such.

How is the court to decide
who is guilty of what? The con-
stitution with admirable brevity
says 'In such matters attention „ <Wi u ....ro. m K ...

will be paid to the past preced- Rediger, Tom Marshall, Hard?

ents of the AMS Court!' In my Feature* F^itnr: Take Hub 1
"*

opinion the past precedents of
the AMS Court are unfit to
guide anything. The precedents
are few, the judges many, and
the acquittals rare. The court
seldom acquits anyone because
it could not bring them up un-
less they felt an offence has been
committed and they decide what
is an offence. Judge, jury, parlia-
ment and policeman all in one.

So what's wrong with the

court? First of all, its jurisdic-

tion is so broad as to be mean-
ingless. It can charge members
of the AMS Society on anything
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Textbooks ore very scarce in Indonesia and World University Service has
organized mimeographing co-operatives to help offset this situation. Here an
Indonesian student prepares mimeographed copies of essential textbook material.

WUS in Canada this year will help in the construction of student dormitories in

Indonesia where the student population has grown from 500 in 1945 to 20,000
this year.

THE RECORD
In the past two years Queen's has contri-

buted to the SHARE campaign:

1956 $1,860 1957 $2,140

Through your SHARE contributions of the

past, WUS has:

Built student health centres at Aligarh, Cal-

cutta, Delhi, Madros and Patna, India; at

Bodor and Bandung, Indonesia; at Karochi

Pakistan.

Constructed TB words at Inado Noborito, in

Japan; Madros and Shillong, India; Tjisarna,

Indonesia.

Erected student centres at Haifa, Jerusalem,

Alexandria, Salonika, Karachi and Calcutta.

THE TARGET
National . . .

Queen's

Where Your Money Goes

Besides the sums specifically allocated

to individual projects, WUS of Canada is

second only to the United States as a con-

tributor to tlic International Program of

Action Fund. This fund is distributed by
ln e WUS International Assembly in the

$20,000
$2,200

who survive arc faced with a serious short-

age of text-books.

These problems — health, housing and

educational facilities — are the concern not

only of these students, but also of Cana-

dians. Wc are seeking the same goals as

they are; their future is our future.

Inline mg way

The National WUS Committee of a coun-
try such as India, whose material needs are

VcTy great, asks local committees at all

Indian universities to put forward worth-

while projects. The most valuable and most

essential of these are adopted by the Na-
tional Committee and submitted to the

Iiilernaiional Assembly.

Flu's year the total international program
01 WUS will run to over $2,000,000. Of this,

°°b $146,000 will come from the Inter-

national Program of Action, The remain-
"^r will be raised inside the countries
where projects are taking place. For ex-
:

""1')«.\ the Pakistan WUS is building a

j^denf hostel at a total cost of $100,000.

'-'Jibty thousand dollars of this sum will be
raised

in Pakistan.

j

WUS is able to raise these sums locally

ecause governments and foundations can
<l

' that money has been raised by univer-

staff and students around the world on
a" individual level, dollar by dollar. They
Ca

» also see that WUS makes sure its

^inncy
is Carefuny and wisely spent, and

'•" every cent is made to go a long way.

And it needs to go a long way. In Asia
the Middle East, where there is an

to'!-

6
'l0USnlB shortage, students often have

^
lve three or four to a room smaller than

a

'c average single room at Queen's. They
' c lucky if they can have one good meal a

r

J '< most of them aren't lucky and as a
*H't develop TB or other diseases which
en £°rce them out of university. Those

from The Principal.

.

I am tjlad to say a few words in support of

the fund-raising campaign of the local WVSC
committee. The World University Service of

Canada, of which J was for two or three years

the President, is one of the most vigorous, re-

sourceful and effective organisations among

Canadian students.

In its assistance to students of less fortu-

nate countries, in its summer seminars and

study tours, it has notable achievements to its

credit and it has been able to make its funds

remarkably effective. It has been one of the

most fruitful agencies in building up interna-

tional good-will and trust.

The funds which arc being sought are to be

used wholly for the help of students and insti-

tutions in other countries, and not for seminars

or study tours for Canadian students. I hope

that many students and staff will, like myself,

he willing to help in this work.

W. A. Mackintosh

WUS Also . .

.

• sends thirty-five Canadian students

abroad each summer on educational pro-

grams.

• offers unilateral and exchange scho-

larships to overseas and Canadian students.

• sponsors the Treasure Van's annual

tour of foreign arts and crafts.

• provides local educational opportuni-

ties such as weekend seminars, film shows

and talks.

irs up to

YOU!
World University Service s SHARE
Helps Students To Help Themselves

Here's Why It Seeks Your Support

World University Service of Can-

ada has pledged $5000 this year to

help five projects. These are :

—

Hong Kong Student Refugee Aid $1000

African Medical Scholarships „..$1000

Vietnam Student TB Ward $1000

Indian Student Health Clinic $1000

Japanese Pre-cure TB Sanitorium _-_$1000

This is why they are needed:

I
mm Living with a whole

tiOng KOng family in an 8' by S'

shack constructed from wooden boxes

weather-proofed with flattened tin cans;

limited to two buckets of water a day from

a public hydrant up to two miles away;

struggling to exist and study in the midst

of disease and poverty; this is how a typical

refugee student is living in Hong Kong

today.

Over a million refugees from Communist

China are in Hong Kong now, and an ad-

ditional 30,000 pour in each month, to live

in what one visitor has described as "pro-

bably the worst living conditions in the

world." Five student refugee colleges are

struggling to exist without finances, with-

out books, without equipment and often

without proper food or clothing for the

students. Your dollar will go a long way

to help these students.

- ,| a f • Two to three

bOVth AfriCa hundred Afri-

can babies of every thousand born alive die

in infancy. The comparable rate among

white South Africans is thirty per thousand.

The ratio of African doctors to total popu-

lation is 1 : 40,000.

In 1951 the South African government

cancelled five state medical scholarships

for African students at the University of

Witswatersrand. The students of Wits

promptly set up the African Medical Scho-

larships Trust Fund, financed by a levy

of SI.50 on each student. Other universities

followed suit, and so far 18 African stud-

ents have been enabled to study at Wits

through this fund. The need is still great,

so give generously to your SHARE can-

vasser.

m, _ The greatest need in Asian

rlGlflufn universities is the furnish-

ing of preventive measures and treatment

for TB. Between two and four per cent of

all students in Vietnam suffer from this

disease, caused by inadequate living facil-

ities, poor food and malnutrition.

The Vietnam committee plans to raise

$7000 for a student health ward, supplies

for five dispensaries and X-ray film. To
help them, the International Program of

Action has promised a contribution of

$2,000, of which Canada will supply half.

I J • Sheer poverty is the Indian

fflCf/0 student's major handicap.

He cannot afford adequate meals, even if

there were enough food, and consequently

falls prey to many serious illnesses. None-

theless students at the University of Madras

have managed to collect $2,326 for a gen-

eral student hospital ward. The inter-

national budget has promised an equal

amount — if you are willing to help.

Of the 600,000 students en-

Japtttt rolled in Japanese universi-

ties, some 20,000 suffer from TB. The only

facilities available to meet the needs of

these students are the 30 bed sanitorium

built by WUS in 1955 (see below) and a

second smaller sanitorium nearing comple-

tion at Murayama. When this is completed,

Japan's WUS committee will have raised

over $14,000 for this project, international

funds will have supplied another $2,790, of

which $800 came from Canada.

However, in view of the very large num-

ber of TB suspects who do not require hos-

pitalization but need nourishing food and

advice on preventive measures, the Japanese

WUS has decided to establish a "pre-cure"

sanitorium. Student suspects who are likely

to develop the disease, or who are suffering

from malnutrition, or are in urgent need

of rest, will be admitted to the Centre. They

will be properly cared for under medical

supervision and will be able to continue

their classes.

World University Service alreody lius 'ontributet.' one 33-bed TB sanitorium

to Japanese students. More than 20,000 of them ore tubercular and this year

WUS in Conado is contributing to the construction of another much-needed son

at the University of Fukuoko.
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Science Theory

Needs Simple

Dynamic Appeal

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

A scientific theory must be
simple, general and dynamic.
Prof. James Allen of the Physics
Department told a Hillel House
audience Wednesday. "The
theory of relativity, to take one
example, appeals to people for
aesthetic reasons, although other
theories can explain the same
phenomena," he said in describ-

ing the connection between phys-
ics and the imagination.

Allen pointed out that there is

a common misconception that re-

search in the sciences is a me-
chanical thing, "joining this and
that and observing the result."

It is rather the result of exhaus-
tive experiments.

"We live in an age where
science has made an impact on
modern life," said Allen, "and yet
the ordinary man is less interest-

ed in science than his contempor-
ary of two or three hundred years
ago. When the Royal Society of

London was founded, its mem-
bers were men from all walks of
life, not narrow specialists in any
limited field.

"Today, somehow, men should
again become interested in science
as part of their liberal education.
The methods and processes of

scientific thought are necessary
to every liberally educated man
for the purpose of forming his

own philosophy."

MINISTRY BLOCKS

CHURCHESMJNION

"Denominationalism divides
and contradicts the very basis of

the church," said Reverend Vincc
Goring in a talk to the Student's
Christian i\fovcmeiit Wednesday
afternoon. According to Biblica

sources, we arc to be"one in the
father so that the world may see

that Christ has conic from God.'

"There is a great emphasis on
oneness because God. concerned
with seeking the redemption o.

the world, uses the church as his

instrument. If the church is not
united, how can the world be
brought to unity?" he asked

Goring said that the greatest

sin of denominationalism is the
lack of concern by clergy and
laity alike. Rivalry among the
various churches and the dogma'
tic view that there is only one
true church are other sins arising

from denominationalism.

According to Goring the big-

gest stumbling block to the union
of churches is the ministry; once
this problem is settled, the
churches will begin putting their

material possessions together and
deciding what they have in com-
mon.

AMS Movie
"All For Mary," the first

in a scries of AMS movies,

will be shown in Convoca-

tion Hall, Jan. 28, at 4 and
7:30 p.m.

Need For Third Party

Grows, Says Macdonald

TUESDAY, JANUARV
28t

,

By Sylvia Bews
'The amazing tiling about the

CCF party is that it survived the

June 10 election so well, adding
e v c r a I representatives from

Northern Ontario to the House
of Commons," said Donald Mac-
donald, Ontario CCF leader, who
ipoke to a large group of stud-

ents last Friday in the McLaugh-
"in Room.

Macdonald said the future of

the CCF is very promising, as
there is increasing evidence of the

need for a third party to replace
the stale old ones. The CCF is

now in a "slugging it out period"
but supporters in Ontario alone
'ncreased 100,000 last election.

Macdonald predicted that in the
next election the Liberals will

have fewer seats than they now
hold, due to the loss of support-
ers in the Maritimes because of

'abject neglect" and the alliance

between Duplessis and Diefen-
baker. He felt that the Ontario
electorate will probably vote very
similarly to the way they did in

June, but in the west, the PC's
will probably gain.,

The June 10 election has open-
ed a new page in Canadian his-

tory; "an apparently invincible

organization collapsed like a
house of cards", said Macdonald.
Macdonald emphasized that the

extension of the franchise, enab-

ling every man and woman over
twenty-one to vote, has been the

most significant "revolutionary
event of the twentieth century
perhaps even in the whole course
of human history". The extended
franchise has been the outcome
of the factory system reign dur-

which the masses were ex-

ploited and had no voting rights.

Political consciousness arose from
the demands of the workers for

economic privileges in the form
of trade unions. These powerful
organizations found the policies

of the older parties inadequate so

a new type of socialist party was
formed, first in Denmark, then
in Norway, Sweden, and Britain.

An interesting characteristic of

these socialist parties was that

membership was not confined to

labor groups, but also included
enlightened intellectuals whose
convictions, mainly religious, did
not find expression in the policies

of the older parties. Thus a par-
tnership between laborers and
tellectuals was formed.

Arts Elections

Voting to take place in New
Arts BIdg. on Jan. 29 and

30 between the hours of S.45

a.m. and 4.30 p.m.

The candidates arc: Hugh
Clarkson and Norman May
for Sr. AMS rep., and Bruce
Alexander and Norman
Thompson for Jr. AMS rep.

Classified Ads

From the out-set, the CC1
party was a farmer-laborer
group, proof of which is indicated

by the support of this party in the

res tern provinces and the emcr
gencc of similar parlies since
World War II in the agricultural

countries of Burma, Ceyon and
India.

Found

Near bus stop by Union, a

ingle key (JECO). Owner please
call at Journal office.

Bracelet at Arts Formal. Call

at Journal office.

Set of keys found in front of
the Commerce Building on Thurs-
day. Apply Journal office.

Wanted

perator for tape recorder for

Aquacade — Feb. 4, 5, and 6.

Contact Elspeth Moxon at 6-0752.

Letters and cards of encourage-
ment for two lost QliCcu'sniCU,
They were last seen entering the
dark depths of the Isolation Hos-
pital with chicken pox. Cards and
letters should be addressed to
Isolation Hospital. Kingston. All
letters from females will be an-
swered. "Red" McCarthy and
"Wild Bill" Graham.

Girls for Science '58 Year
Party. Applications will be re-

ceived up to 10 p.m. Thursday,

Tuesday

LSA: A regular ,„_...
Lutheran Students' - 8 Of
be held on Tuesday U„ ^%
« St. Marks' Church *

Iof Victoria and Earl St, ,c

AMS Movies; "AH
Tuesday, Jan. 28 in CQZ 'V'
4 p.m. and 7:30 p.",,

°moc
"tion

V

Commerce Club: Tum,i,
at 8:15 p.m. i„ McLauXV1*
the Students

1

Union, pf
'' 1

,!K
<», ''Careers in Marketing'.

1

ftS
will be Lop„ R. Brown/iVS
ManaRer of Lever Bros I ? j ^tl
Interfaculty Choir: Te„or , 1%

Jan. 28 at 7:30 a.m \n ?u 'hui

Volleyball: Anyone wanii.
and practice good volWl

ii

'''
''

contact Francoin Jeanjca. if plt

J'-.nsday night if pcssStle. ^

Wednesday
QCP; Join us at 12:50 i>„,

•

san Memorial Chapel ;,Vj \"\ 1

Robinson leads in a study of i 4
_
Progress.vc Conservative i f

tion: MeetiuK of the PC a
Wednesday Jan. 29 at 6fclCommute, Room No.

1 of s>j]

Thursday:

Ski-club: Meeting on Thumfc
6 p.m. in Committee Room WnStudent-, Union to discuss

'

lions for the LaurentS ^^' mt

Canada Overseas Club' n
January 30, 19SR. 8:30 p,„
an's Faculty Club, Univcrsi, lTalk and film preceded bv a |,„ ; i
meeting. J u ' lrd

mSBS* tr

lub: M
S
Cti"S « run.McNeil House. PaMCi llk^Why Study Honours French*-"

welcome.

In the future:

Coffee Party for Overseas 5imj t

J-1U.JU p.m. Members of S( M Url
and PROS will assist Dean SoJ

Jan. 30. Only ten vacancies

main in the Civil Section. P!f!

apply early. Lowest or

morals not necessarily acceplcj

Excellent opportunities for aj

vances. Apply to Jim at 8-5154.

UN
Career possibilities are wide
and interesting with -

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED

Q. What is Canadian Chemical?

A. A young, progressive and fast-growing Canadian
company. Its S75.OO0.0OO plant on a 430-acre site
at Edmonton. Alberta, consists of 3 plants—

a

petrochemical unit, a cellulose acetate manufacturing
unit, and a filament yarn plant. It has its own power
plant and water treating facilities to supply steam
electricity, water and compressed air.

Q. What do we make at Edmonton?

A. Canadian Chemical's three integrated plants at
Edmonton use the products of Canada's forests and
vast oil fields . .

. producing for world markets high-
quahty supplies of

ORGANIC CHIM1CAL

CILIULOSI ACETATE FLAKI

ACETATE YARN AND STAPH FIBRE

Q. What are my job opportunities?

A, The Company maintains complete technical
facilities for the development of new processes and
for quality control of products.

Organic chemistry as applied to the petrochemical
industry is the basic science of this plant's operations.
The entire plant depends upon accurate analytical
methods, including the use of spectroscopy (UV, infra-

red, mass). Your training will be applied in the solving

of many interesting and varied chemical problems.

Challenging job opportunities also exist for mechan-
ical engineers, chemical engineers, electrical en-
gineers and engineering physics graduates — at
discussed in olher ads of this series,

Oooooh. Davey, are you sure this is what they do in the driJ
mg room? (This is the third in a series of post-formal features fo'

Herb Hamilton's archives.)

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal

. Toronto . Edmonton . Vancouver
o port of <2

Compliments

of a

Friend

MIUDWI CHIMIC.L . MltUtOK IO«F. B ,. ,

They kept warning me this would
happen if r didn't think of some super
way to describe that absolutely unique
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who's a
Shakespeare? So no ad . . . that's badl
But, there's always Coke . .

.

and that's good I

sc

Allege
Allege

SIGN OF GOOD
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Going Opi
Queen's students will be asked to help their campus

neWspaper
to publish on a sound financial basis for the

{Zr^' AMS
amendment

,

to the AMS Constitution
approved by the AMS executive last Thursday evening calls

fof 3 45 cent increase in the present student levy of $2 10 for
tbe

journal. The student body will have the opportunity to
eXpress

its opin.on on the amendment in a plebiscite on Feb 4
Why is this increase necessary? In a word j n j

fevenaes
have failed to keep pace with rising costs since

(he last increase m the student levy seven years ago Durine
,Ms

period the students have absorbed a net loss of $370
T]ie deficit for 1957 alone was $350. An exhaustive suTvev
by the Journal business manager indicates that an increased
student levy is the only suitable means of regaining lost
revenue and providing sufficient income for the future (His
report is available for student scrutiny in the AMS office)

The growth of Journal expenses is" found mainly in
rising costs which constitute 75 per cent of the total expen
ditures. It cost $142.50 to publish one edition of the Journal
in 1951. To-day, $238.50 is required. Furthermore, the remain-
ing expenses such as engraving, photography and office sup-
plies have risen yearly.

Revenues, on the other hand, have fallen behind these
mounting costs. Income from advertising provides roughly
one half of the total Journal revenue. The rates are double
the 1951 level and the highest for college newspapers of com-
parable circulation and frequency of publication. The present
volume of advertising in each issue can be expanded only at
the expense of the primary aim of the Journal - complete
coverage of student activities and opinions. Indeed, the cur-
rent amount of advertising has been criticized not only by the
editors and Canadian University Press judges but by the
students themselves. The advertising rates have been raised
three times in the last six years, the most recent being last
spring. Consequently, there can be no increase in the im-
mediate future without the risk of jeopardizing revenue from
this source.

Non-student subscription rates have been raised by 25
per cent in the past five years, but total income from this
source was only $155 in 1957. An increase here would be of 1

little aid in solving the deficit problem.
Regarding the future, the business manager anticipates

ja 10 per cent increase in printing costs almost yearly. This
would amount to approximately $900 in additional expense, i

Further rises in general administrative and production costs !

are also expected. Advertising rates are being pushed up as !

rapidly as is expedient, but this fails to bridge the gap bet- *

ween revenues and expenditures.
These circumstances have forced the AMS executive to I

«m the other major source of Journal income for help — !

ne students. Of the $4.55 presently allocated to the AMS !
irom student interest fees, $2.10 goes to the Journal. In 1920 1
each student contributed $1.50. Thus the present rate repre- I
sents an annual increase of about 1 per cent — considerably I
ess than the corresponding rises in the price level during the I
same period.. Since the increases in the student levy have not

j«n commensurate with rising costs and prices, an additional
§cents is being requested of the students. This estimate
§as been made taking present conditions and future expect- |'oris mto consideration. Both the Journal business manager §

,

a the AMS executive feel that this figure is the most real- 1
,st 'c m the long run.

Th<
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Only Occasionally Art,
Movies OverworkTheme
"The

(Continued from Page 1)
satre managers are going to

have to adjust to new principles
of architecture and showmanship,
and will also have to curb hood-
lumism to attract customers.'
Despite these other adverse ef-
fects, he concluded that "bad
films are still the worst enemies
of the screen."

When judging Hollywood and
some of its less-memorable pro-
ductions in relation to other art
forms, Gilmour, who is a self-
confessed movie fan, reminded
bis audience that contrary to the
usual processes in such fields as
journalism and the stage, the
moving pictures began as an in-
dustry, as "a five-cent curio
which unexpectedly caught on,"
and only later (and occasionally)
achieved the status of an art
form.

In subtitling" his lecture "Miss
Monvoe and the H-Bomb", Gil-
mour pointed out the changing
role of the screen today. Fie felt

t needed the light, frothy, easy-

going entertainment and also

coverage of the problems of the

day which these two "objects

symbolize, and, "for the future

. . . more systematic and long-

range research . . . done continu-

ously as at General Motors to

continue to make moving pictures

technically better."

ill

le era of nickel papers is almost a phenomenon of

Losses incurred,

Past and the Journal is no exception.

tJ
.

P" bIication are ultimately borne by the students through
|

y
stude"t government. With these observations in mind. |

1 atior,

1

?
Urged t0 keep the J°uriiaI 011 a f' rm financial found-

|
I It,!

1

'. J' suPPorti"g the amendment to the constitution on §

I i
D BOB LITTLE, Chairman,

**itra»n>Mmi Budget and Finance Committee. §

Irving Queen's Students and Staff
llrice 1 879 —

ROBERT BBUCE, Ltd.
- 170 PRINCESS STREET -

With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings
And The Newest Fashions For Women.

SCHAUM'S OUTLINE SERIES

Cft

LLEGE pHYSICS T.85

A^
LLEGE chEMISTRY _ 1.85

^ALYTIC GEOMETRY 1.60

SNEERING MECHANICS 2.85

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

Oh, Girls!

Applications for places in

the women's residences will

be received at the office of the
Dean of Women until Jan.

29 for the session 1958-59.

Housing
No lists of rooms or apart-

ments will be available for

the 1958-59 season till after

August 1. Any listings re-

ceived in the housing office

till then are being posted on
the Post Office bulletin board.

Students' Union
For any information or re-

quests concerning the Stu-

dents' Union contact either

your Union representative or

the warden. Representatives

are: Arts—Joel Cameron
(85584), John Hunter
(S3012)

;
Engineering—Owen

Daub (21987), Ralph Lun-
berg (62900) ; Medicine-
Bill Cameron (89515). Ralph
Warren (21291).

NFCUS Committee

Opposes AMSWish
(Continued from Page 1)

past. Two years ago the prime
minister and his cabinet were ap-

proached by the NFCUS national

executive with this proposal.

Anne Davidson, Jr. Levana
rep., criticized the NFCUS com-
mittee for its withdrawal. She
said "the ball is rolling. Don't
stop now." Several members
thought the conference resolu-

tion was vague and that the na-

tional executive was within their

rights to announce the 10,000

scholarship plan. Jim Holmes,
Arts Society president, said that

the conference resolution was too

abstract and that something spe-

cific like 10,000 scholarships of

$550 was a necessary goal if the

campaign was to be a success.

Some members of the executive

asked the committee to meet
again and reformulate their po-

licy to include counterproposals.

Instead the Scholarship Cam-
paign Committee held a short

meeting during a recess and ex-

panded on their disagreement

with the national executive. The
reformulation was in the form
of a 200 word letter to NFCUS
Executive Director Andre L'Heu-
reux.

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINCSTON, ONT.

For . . .

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

*

CALL

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

Justice Held
On Pedestal

"Man has placed justice on a
pedestal. He continues to carry

a concept of law even if he does

not believe in an after-life," said

Prof. Pierre Gobin at a meeting
of the Philosophy Club on Tues-
day. Gobin's discussion concerned

the living French novelist, Albert

Camus, and the problem of jus-

tice.

"Today, the death penalty is

often given for political crimes

rather than for those breaking

the moral code as found in the

Ten Commandments," said
Gobin. "This entails persecuting

a person for their opinions thus

undermining the concept of the

importance of the individual."

However, the breaking of social

codes such as "not crying at

mother's funeral" may condemn
a man more strongly in the eyes

of his fellowmen than a murder.

The death penalty gives a per-

son no chance of retrieving him-
self and gives little time to re-

examine the merits of the case,

if there are any. Some men may
try to regain themselves after

committing a crime, yet this ac-

tion is eliminated with the im-

Culture Study
Drama Friday

"Stand-in for a Murderer: A
Study In Culture" is the title of the
second of a series of programs on
"The Ways of Mankind", to be
presented to Room 101 of the New
Arts Building on Friday, Jan. 31st
at 11 a.m. sharp.

Produced by the CBC, these half-

hour recordings offer a fascinating

exploration into the origin and de-
velopment of cultures, customs and
folkways in various parts of the
world. Professor John Meisel of
the Sociology Department announc-
ed that the series, comprising 13
programs in all, will continue on
succeeding Fridays at the same
hour.

position of the death penalty.

Camus is interested in the

fundamental problems that have

to be considered by mankind.

They are murder (taking the life

of another) and suicide (taking

one's own life). In many of his

works, his characters are pre-oc-

cupied with the problem of jus-

tice advocated under religious

situations.

H's Kite to bve tmstimq

b fallback ok!

t . . and a Savings Account at

The Bank of Montreal* is the way

to guarantee yourself that

secure feeling

.

*T!lo Bant wliere Sfudonti' account! i

JACK McLEAN, Manager

Main Office, 297 King St. East at the Market:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch:



Gaels Win Second Game
Defeat Montreal Team 53-45

TUESDAY, JANUARY 2RtL

Queen's senior basketball Gaels
came up with their second win of
the season on Saturday night in
Montreal, as they defeated the Mc-
Gill team 53-45 and thus evened
their seasons record at two wins
and two losses.

The top scorer for the Gaels was
Jim Harrison who hooped 19 points.

Play in the first quarter was
very ragged with poor ball-handling
and shooting apparently the order
of the day. Queen's had difficulty
feeding the ball to their two pivot
men Jay McMahon and Greg Stone
The score at halftime was correspon-
dingly low with McGill leading 25-
24.

Queens led by only one poinl
neanng the last minute of the game
and increased their margin to the
final eight.

Top scorers for McGill were
Wright with 22 and Leary with 19,

IN AND OUT — Queen's used
only six men in the whole game

Jay McMahon fouled out
early in the third quarter .

Our information on the game is

limited because our Montreal cor-

respondent was captured by a
roving French paddy wagon
Her attire was as scanty as the
information she gave „s

I

> j"^^^yp^
]

LADIES DEFEATED TWIC
IS THIS HOW, COACH?

JAY VEES WIN
Queen's Jay Vees whipped the

McGill Indians 53-40 Saturday
night at Montreal in a somewhat
dull contest. Top men for Queen's
were Jim Pando with 12 points
and Bob Anglin with 11.

In the first twenty minutes, the
teams played on even terms A
four point bulge, with the score
&4 m favor of Queen's, was the
most that separated the rivals
The Jay Vees found it very dif-
ficult to get used to the newly
installed wooden backboards, and
until they became more accus-
tomed to them later in the game
their shooting, even on easy lay-
ups, was erratic. Chief victim of
the strange backboards in the
first half was Jim Pando. The
score at the half was a low 18-17
for the gold team.

Al Lenard's crew were more
effective shooting-wise in the
second half with Pando and Ang-
lin leading the attack. The defen-
sive play of Bob Burleigh, who
snared many rebounds of the Jay
Vees backboard, was also a big
asset to Queen's in this half. Play-
ing steady basketball they main-
tained a substantial lead over
their red shirted opponents until
the final buzzer.

COURT CAPERS: Frank Haw-
kms travelled to Montreal as the
tenth man on the squad . . . Out-
tanding in an exhibition game

here Wednesday night, which the
Jay Vees beat RMC 72-50, were
Jim Moodie and Grant Bernhardt
Top scorers were Bill Anglin and
Jim Pando with 20 and 18 points
respectively.

Here's Your Cue
'Rack up the balls boys, put away

the cues," this phrase is one of the
annual reminders that exams are
nght around the corner. The rest
of the year however, the chatter of
balls as they carom off one another
reverberates from the six tables lo-
cated in the Students Memorial
Union at Queens. And, at most anyW of the day all half dozen tables
are occupied with wide eyed
sharks" from all faculties, putting

^1 types of english on the ball
Up to within a few years ago the

pool halls were recognized as a
hangout for, as most parents called
them, "the scum of the community."
ihis theory probably had some
has.s, but in this day and age the
game ,s coming back into promin-
ence, and people from all phases of
1'fe are taking it up. Indicative of
the trend is degree of enthusiasm
with which this relaxing recrea-
tion has been accepted by Queen's
students.

People who supposedly know put
the onus of perfection on proper
wrist action, right length of cue
correct stance and any one of a
number of other such fallacies for
expert pool playing. But according
to the most learned pool sharks
(two of them whose pictures ap-
peared in the Queen's Journal in
the hrst term peering down the end

a cue) it is all in the way you
hold your mouth. You can talk to
the wory monsters, scold your
shootmg iron (the cue) or curse
yourself, but the real fault lies in
the mouth action. If you don't think
this is true, the next time you fre-
quent a billiard parlor notice the
way the players have their mouths
contorted. This tends to distort the
whole face, which completes the
syndrome for a perfectly executed
shot.

In the meantime, here is to

LARGE CROWD AT GAMES
By Diane Pappas
Womans' Sports Editor

Queen's Barb Bell 28 i« eh™™ u .
PHOTO BV BELAr'

baskets. Joan Atwood is the , l

here one of her four

Pucksters Lose To 0AC 3-2

and better games, preferably with
the co-eds.

i
A Exclusive Monufacturers and Distributors

of

OFFICIAL

t QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

BLAZERS

The OAC Aggies skated to a
hardly fought 3-2 victory over the
Queen's hockey Gaels in jock Harty
Arena, Saturday. The Flanigan-
men, cheered on by a faithful few
made a third period attempt to even
the score, but only managed to re-
claim half of a two-goal deficit.

Andy Bakogeorge put Queen's
on the scoresheet with a text-book
goal early i„ the first period. Bob
McAleese passed the puck out from
the corner as Bakogeorge was
cruising about 30 feet in front of
the net; he made no mistake in
executing the picture play. StuO Neil!, who figured in all three of
the Aggie markers, retaliated later
in the frame to even the score

_

The OAC pucksters managed to
tip in 2 unanswered goals in the
second period, but were held score-
less in the final 20 minutes. Larry
btoddart dented the twines on a

long shot to conclude the scoring.
Both goalers were impressive

This was Frank Wootton's first ap-
pearance with the varsity Gaels, in
regular play. He saw previous ser-
vice with the Juniors earlier in the
year and last year with Waterloo
College. Although appearing ner-
vous on ocasion, he was called on
to deal with 32 shots. George Irv-
ing, a herring-choker, (Ntew Bruns-
wicker) was kept busy between theOAC p,pes with 35 shots, but man-
aged admirably on several occasions
when the Gael attackers were deter-
mined to give him little chance.

The Western basketball and

volleyball teams invaded Queen's

Saturday afternoon and soundly

trounced both Queen's teams.

In basketball, the Gals came out

on the wrong end of a 62-29 score.

Western led from the opening min-
utes and were never threatened by
Queen's. At the half the score was
34-16 for the Purple and White.
Although the Gals made a better

second half showing, they could not
keep up with Western's pace.

The hard fast game was marked
bya large number of Queen's fouls.

Captain Mickey McCulloch was the
only Queen's player to foul out, but
others came close to being disquali-
fied. The Gals committed 27 fouls

compared with 10 for Western.
The Purple and White completely

out-shot Queen's and also sank a
higher proportion of their shots. The
Queen's shooting was very inaccu-
rate. In the free throw department
Queen's scored on 3 of their 10 at-
tempts while Western sank 13 out
of 27.

High scorer for the game was
Lynn Irwin of Western with 22
points. Barb Bell was high scorer
tor the Gals with eight points. Jill

McCreary was next with six. Mick-
ey -McCulloch, Gwen Howes and
Sally Reynolds had four each and
Joan Atwood had one.

Western, having already played
together, had an advantage over
Queen's. Western, in addition to
the regular intercollegiate tourna-
ment, with Queen's, Toronto, and
McGill, also play in a league with
OAC and McMaster. Western leads
this league.

Western captain Jo Ann Kearns
injured the ligaments in her knee
m a jump for the ball in the first
period. Last year she was also side-
lined before the tournament with a

leg injury.

* + *

In the first volleyball
Queen's were slaughtered H „
Western.

The Purple and White
out-played

throughout the game J
at the half.

The teams competing
in tl)

.
.

collegiate tournament voted
to

the old rules this year, though/
ges have been made. To try
the new rules the teams
to play another shorter game
The final score was ?g 24 ,

Western. The first half ended J
the Purple and White leading

J

1

Both coaches feel that the teams,
make a better showing in tile touna
meats when they get more exptrf
ence working together

CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

Pirt PEP in your PENCIL with

)peed/jand
^^^'''^illHilHUIilllim!
!•"''' =f l.n JES "feTS?"1?-."? ~- SPEECH.iPEECHAim

& Sh0rts
' R^«, Tolls, Extra Tolls, sizes 34 to 48 K

in stock, complete with JlJ
GOLD W.RE CRESTS AND BUTTONS ^

% 103 PRrNc5sir^K. NGST L̂I 6 .6381 |

* ***** • >- • fus i^r.i 1
WW OMEK TODAY - ft

The game was fast and rough al-
though surprisingly clean. There
were only 3 penalties handed out 2
going to the Gaels. The Queen'sm'en
were not skating as well as on some
occasions (possibly a bit of dazzle
lingering from the Daze). But the
closeness of the score indicated it

was anybody's game.

Depending on the outcome of the
other league games on the weekend
the Gaels are either tied for second
P ace, or have slipped into the third
place slot.

Next weekend the Gaels are at
home to the Osgoode Lawyers. Last
week the Legalites showed surpris-
ingly good form and this Saturday'*
game should display some colourful
hockey.

Ha^Ws^:^ " 3 SeHCS
°
f POSt-f°rmal f0f

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

-La Salle Hotel -

Rp.A
S
Kf
VIURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Phone 8-3361 for reservations

231 PRINCESS ST., KINCSTON, ONT.
PHONE 6.6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where 0 Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:
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20

n
S

,

t0re^ S^ with a11 >">ur *****mem Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loo*
i-eaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushion*

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.
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]HARE Drive

Harts Slowly

)S70 Netted

[the
World University Service

I^rE campaign had. netted

70 at the end of two nights of

pr-to-door canvassing, cam-

chairman John Gunn an-

r
nce(|

Wednesday night. This

|3 j did not include any returns

residences or from staff

embers.

This year's campaign is run-

ug
considerably behind last

sr's, Gunn said. At this stage

st year §1060 had been raised,

win attributed this to a serious

,ortage of canvassers and an
sually high number of stud-

. not home when the canvas-

rs called.

"We're going to have to work
td to make our objective," he
id. "We'd like to see about
1600 from the students."

Students who were missed in

e canvass can leave their con-

butions addressed to WUS at

e Post Office, he added. "I hope
dents who have not been can-
ssed will remember to contri-

ve. A dollar doesn't mean near-
ly as much to them as it does to

tudents in Asia and Africa who
eed it badly."

The campaign is trying to
ise funds for the International

(See Five Projects, Page 5)

No. 27

Queen's Parliament Pioneers,
Has Woman Governor-General

Tories Take Lead At U Of T
CCF Picks Up 400 Votes

f i>w i b I ntlUBfiKQ

SHARE Carries On
Three hard working co-eds show the enthusiastic spirit of WUS

SHARE Campaign canvassers as the contributions roll into cam-
paign headquarters in Ban Righ Common Room Tuesday night.

Campaign Chairman Jock Gunn surveys the scene as Eli Rabin,
right, works on.

1

diversity Post Collapses
ublisher Levy Loses Shirt

Toronto (CUP)—University of

Toronto students turned out in force

Friday to elect a Tory government
for the Model Parliament this

month.

With 2,892 votes recorded as

compared to last year's 1,966 in

the day-long voting at 11 campus
voting stations, the Conservatives

won 43 per cent.

Although the seating in the
97-seat house will be the same
as last year—Tories 49, CCF 26,

and Liberals 22—the Tories drop-

ped seven per cent from their per-

centage of last year's vote while
the CCF picked up almost 400
votes.

The first session of the Model
Parliament moved off to a fast start

with three hours of speeches, heck-

g and questioning. Near the end

of the second session a lone Tory
member refused to support his

party when he voted irregularly in

favor of an opposition amendment
to a Progressive Conservative bill

Confusion in the house turned into

a vigorous debate between the

opposition's demand for a recount

and the government's demand for

immediate adjournment. On the

quiet and uneventful third night

the Parliament ended as the Pro-

gressive Conservatives dropped one

measure and passed another.

Shapely Majorette

Prominently Placed

Montreal (CUP)— The Cana-
fan University Post, a bi-weekly
Nional newspaper aimed at the
pwdiao college student, has died
pr 16 months of publication.
' Artier this month, in a front

e story, the Post announced that
would suspend publication. A

51 ditch appea i to advertisers and
***** was to decide whethe
pension would be
* aPpeaj has failed.

c

e newspaper was founded as

er !
m,
?
ercia] venture by publish-

* David Levy in Sept., 1956,
ord<* to fill what he thought
a glaring lack" in Canada—

at,°nal sludent newspaper _ Its

appeared in October of
Vea r with every English

the

permanent.

a

first
,ss

fiat

Peak

ear

re"iving the Post free for a
r

" This fall, students
siil

ftda -
C°Uege ^udent in Can

|fered
'
a students were of-

Subscription for $1.75. Few
sold. After 14 issues, the

l'°Und
f' nally foIded

>
leaving

AsM
LCVy $25

'
000 in the red -

piajor
Wimt he ,houS"t were the

K (i.

C

.

ailscs wliich contributed to

kfen! °
f the Post

'

Levv b,amed
apathy, too few advertisers,

campaign waged against the

In the main, however, the cause

was a vicious advertiser-student

circle, Levy pointed out. The stu-

dents were willing to receive the

Post free but advertisers in gen-

eral require evidence of a paid-for

circulation.

The students were apathetic, or

at least were not willing to pay for

the Post until the quality of the

paper improved and the quality of

the Post could not become better

without the aid of increased adver-

tising revenues.

Levy was then asked about the

apparent nation-wide apathy, on

the part of students, towards the

Post. "From the volume of our

mail," he explained, "this apathy

was not apparent. But when it

comes to paying for what you

get, it seems that students are

worse than adults."

of the colleges. Our paper could

have been saved by the active co-

operation of responsible students

and campus leaders but they chose

to disregard our financial difficul-

ties which they saw as financial

opportunities," Levy concluded.

As to his future. Levy indicated

that he had received several offers

hut had decided to accept the

general-managership of Guild Pub-,

lications in Toronto.

Plebiscite Amendment
Proposed amendment to

Article IV, Section 2 (a) of

A.M.S. Constitution (page 5).

"The annual fee for under-

graduates shall not exceed the

sum of $5 and shall be collect-

ed on registration. The fee of

$5 shall include the subscrip-

tion to the Queen's Journal

of $2.55.'"

The plebiscite on the pro-

posed amendment will be held

Tuesday.

HOLMES ADVOCATES

PERSONAL CONTACT

WITH BAN RIGH HALL

Arts Society Elections

Nominations for the following

positions must reach Bill Reynolds,

or any other member of the Arts

Society Executive by February 6:

President, Vice-President, Trea-

surer, Secretary, Assistant Trea-

surer.

Information regarding this elec-

tion may be obtained from the

year presidents.

Queen's Claims Slice

Of Harbor Mineral Pile

"Tiler

J
ailv

editor in-chief of the McGill

e«ch
" u

E°t us off to a bad

"To succeed, such a newspaper

needs the whole-hearted support

STUDENT SUSTAINS
SERIOUS INJURIES

Klaus Schtiy, a final year physics

student, received minor injuries

when his bicycle skidded into the

path of a car Wednesday night in

front of the Students' Union.

According to witnesses, Schuy's

'He wrote
J

hicyclc skidded as he tried to turn

lb
4 Urgin

ege nCwspaP ers in Can " i"to the Gordon Hall road, and fell

' $ei 1
them t0 b°ycott the i» ^ont of the oncoming car. An

!

he
Post

Seenied to think that ambulance took him to the King-

k^'-It
3 faSt buck for

I st(jn General Hospital with apparent

,

Ut
l' u ,„

Was a fast buck all right, Imck injuries, although he was
'
,fle

tun
°n the !°sing end, to

tUne of $25,000."
fully conscious and insisted he was
not seriously hurt.

Queen's University has put in a

bid for a slice of Kingston Harbor's
"iron ore mineral pie"—a 100,000,-

000-ton potential.

Along with delegates from King-
ston, Pittsburgh Township, and
Wolfe Island, Queen's chief spokes-

man, D. G. Cunningham, QC, the

university's solicitor, met Wednes-
day at Queen's Park, Toronto with

provincial government officials Hon
Wilfrid Spooner, provincial minister

of mines, and Hon. W. M. Nickle,

QC. minister of planning and de-

velopment, to seek a share in the

spoils.

It was disclosed that the city and

Queen's University have reached a

settlement on a division of royalities

from development in the harbor,

and it was also "intimated strongly"

that Queen's would he prepared to

have drilling operations started at

an early date provided satisfactory

arrangements can be made with the

province.

Fifty per cent of the harbor

rights has been claimed by the

Province of Ontario and the other

50 per cent is being split between

the city and the university. Kingston

was bidding for 7,441 acres of the

harbor area, according to Mayor
Frank P. Boyce.

The all-pervading question was

just how much iron-ore is to be

found in the harbor and whether

it would be commercially profitable

to mine it. While it was suggested

that the "pool" might run to 100,-

000,000 tons or more, it could be

as little as 3,000,000 tons. Officials

are convinced that drilling is the

only positive way to find the

answer.

"The Liberal party is comple-
tely demoralized," said Jim Hol-
mes, prominent member of the

Progressive Conservative Club at

a party caucus held in the Co-ed
Lounge, Wednesday night.

The CCF Club also received a
blast after the reading of a letter

from the organization challenging

the top-brass to attend a CCF
caucus and become enlightened.

Holmes outlined the plat-

form to be pushed during the

Model Parliament election cam-
paign. Notable issues are: aboli-

tion of closure, a railway station

for Kingston, federal encourage-

ment of education in scientific

fields in high schools, to better

equip potential science students,

adoption of the "My Fur Lady"
flag for Canada, increased Com-
monwealth trade and represent-

ation of all faculties and all races

on the cabinet. Holmes enlarged

on this, advocating as much "per-

sonal contact" as possible by vi-

siting Ban Righ and dragging

people to the polls. The club is

trying to include issues on the

federal, provincial and campus
levels.

During the formal meeting, Art

Schwartz, president of the Pro-

gressive Conservative Club, an-

nounced that $250 had been do-

nated by Senator Brunt to be

used at the convention in Ot-

tawa this week-end. Ten dele-

gates from Queen's will attend,

their main purposes being the

nomination of a candidate from

Queen's for election to an execu-

tive position in the Young Peo-

ples' Progressive Conservative

organization and the presentation

of three resolutions: that a pe

riodic newsletter be sent to the

student organizations through-

out Canada in order to strengthen

contacts with the central organi-

zation, that the government

should reconsider their abolition

of closure, that the government

should provide more bursaries to

university students who are un-

By Blair Razor
From Beneath Parliament Hill

How do you like your Governor
General? Grey and extinquished ?

Bald, corpulent and business-
like? Or tall, dark and moustach-
ed?

Queen's prefers them blonde and
curvaceous.

Joan Murphy, third year physical

education student, will be the first

woman governor general to

shimmy into Model Parliament Feb.

12, it was announced by Chief Re-
turning Officer, Paul Cosgrove,

Law '60.

Miss Murphy, well-known for

her talents as campus drum ma-
jorette, will probably be appear-

ing at Grant Hall session in a
special gown. "I was completely

speechless when Paul Cosgrove
asked me to do it," she said Wed-
nesday evening. "I think it will

be a lot of fun," she laughed.

When asked about women taking

part in public affairs she said: "I

really see nothing wrong with

women getting up in public. How-
ever, I don't know whether they

are capable of standing the mental

strain. I don't know whether they

would be accepted."

Guest speaker is expected to be

J. W. Pickersgill, former Liberal

Minister of Citizenship and Immi-
gration.

Speaker of the House will be
Prof. John Meisel. There will be

three parties contending — Liberal,

Conservatives and CCF. It is ru-

mored that a campus Social Credit

party will make its first appearance.

Anyone wanting to enter a party

must present 100 signatures to Paul

Cosgrove by the first of next week.

Elections are slated for Feb. 6

and 7. Holders of "I" cards will

be able to vote from 9 a.m. until

2 p.m. at polling booths set up
in the Students' Union, the New
Arts Building, Ban Righ Hall

and the lobby of the Anatomy
Building.

Helpers are needed to man the

polling booths. Those interested are

requested to call Paul Cosgrove at

S-51S4.

It was still uncertain Wednesday

whether any definite agreements able to continue due to lack

would be reached. funds.

BEVERLY BROWN
Bev Brown became president

of the Levana Society after recent

election results were tabulated.

Elected junior AMS rep. was

Jean Chamberlain,
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The syndrome of negligence
Printed on the page opposite is the third and final article by

Julian Ashcroft on emotionally induced illness. The articles focus a
costly weakness in the medical facilities here at Queen's — a lack
of adequate treatment for the emotionally troubled student.

The students here have complained very often of the narrow-
ness of medical facilities at the university. In fact, they are quite
passible, though there is still room for improvement. Also, for
psychiatric cases, Kingston has several adequate doctors who are of
service if the students who need their treatment step forward to
the university medical officer for direction. The inadequacy is
at the level of emotionally induced illnesses during exam times, of
depression, quite common among students working under pressure
of personal problems, and of difficult adjustments.

All of these can, and usually do, have effects on the physical
well-being and efficiency of the student. Certainly there is no need
to repeat what we said Jan. 17 and to regurgitate Mr. Ashcroft's
articles. The problem is important and the need for better facilities
is always pressing.

The psychology department at Queen's, to whom many stud-
ents have gone, is not able to do anything of a lasting sort They
are general psychologists and university teachers, not clinicians
The medical officer is limited by time and profession to physical
and thus temporary, treatment. The only remaining clinical aid
is the staff-student counselling system which in some faculties is
skimpy and in others virtually non-existent. There has been no
apparent effort by the administration to make this counselling plan
effective, and if the effort is being made it is failing. At best the
system is not good enough. At worst it is ludicrous.

To date the administration has neither improved clinical facil-
ities for treating emotionally induced illness or indicated they are
concerned in any way with the problem. The only clinical facility
the staff counselling system, has been neglected.

Possibly a sufficient impetus to action for the administration
would be to shout in their faces the failures, academic inefficiencies,
wasting of talent, inordinately excessive drinking and adolescent
behavior by students both here and at other Canadian universities
And this inversion of youthful energy means simultaneous losses
in money and in productivity.

These problems have always been with us at the universities.
But today we have not only the intelligence but also the techniques
to solve these problems. If we only recognize modern techniques
and broaden our sometimes timid intelligence, a very painful ob-
stacle to healthy education will fade into insignificance

QUEEN'S JOURNAL' FRIDAY, JANUARY >
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Revue

Educational aid should depend on need
By Dick Abbott *h« _ c _, . . .. .

Dig the dog, dad!
The editors of the Queen's Journal take great pleasure in an-

ZTrl\\< vu
nging new contest to their readers: "Na™ theDog Contest

. The contest: name the dog which appears on Page
2 every Friday in Don Kuehner's cartoon. The prize: a full size
caricature of the winner, drawn by Kuehner.

To help or not to help
Should the college student feel obliged to contribute to the™S ° f thfi question was discussed

year at the University of Toronto and the response from the stud-ent, ranged all the way from a firmly philanthropic "yes" to aself-nghteously substantiated "no"

anrued
sociaI responsibility of the studentargued that his sole obligation during his school years was to de-

on ? it* ,

Capaat,e\in PreP^ion for the role he would assumeon graduation into the outside world. His years of study could beregarded as h,s period of apprenticeship after which he s expectedto serve society in his particular field.

expectea

The other faction admitted that the student could hardly be

3d ha H.'r^
11^ fin

f"
Cially t0 Charit>-" But

' ^ -sisted/iwould hardly disrupt One's studies to any degree to contribute afew hours of one's time each term to some social welfare pro ect

that Z t0^ ,aUer VieW
"
0f course «'e are awarethat the engineering and medical courses come equipped with aball and a chain that stretches only as far as the gym or the Chalet

somcth
6

°
5t

u
AT h°iy C°U,d V** ^e tosomething useful m the field of social work

Charity on the international level for the most part takes theform either of money or goodwill. Since the former is impossibleand he second inadequate, it would seem advisable to confine ourefforts to, say, the city of Kingston.
The U of T engineers' tree-planting picnic in Hyde Park lastyear was hardly an invaluable service to the city. And the efforexpended m Levana's paint job on the local YWCA cou d prob-ably have been directed along more helpful lines. But he RedFeather Campaign initiated by the engineers here a coupe years

rdenalen. " * *^ °f that cou^d be

andS°D has ^Iclren's Aid Society, a Home for the Agedand Infirm, several hospitals, a prison, and a number of churches

f To 11
' e aCtiVit!ei

-

11 ^ be ** is littie w

A show of social responsibility would not harm our reputationSt a"d^ er IeSS6n of the town-gown aj^
vlars th, h

P ^^m °Wed any Sign °f co"tinuing through the

By Dick Abbott

Equality of opportunity seems
to be an integral part of the
democratic social set-up. Yet it

is apparent that such equality
of opportunity depends on the
availability of the means of bet-
tering oneself. If these means,
including the facilities of educa-
tion, are not equally available
to everyone, then inequality of
opportunity is the inevitable re-

sult.

Free education to all is one
answer. But we should be reluct-

ant to extend this principle to

include free university educa-
tion. A more reasonable guide
for government subsidization of
university education would
the community's demand
university graduates.

University education is an in-

vestment with an apparently
good rate of return for the grad-
uate. Yet the financial and in-

tellectual rewards of a univer-
sity education appear to be in-
sufficient to induce enough
people to risk their own or their

parents' money in university
education.

Thus we come down to the
concrete and pressing problem
of how education should be fin-

anced. Ideally, the individual
should make his own investment
in his own education and reap

be

for

the rewards of this education
himself. But when one considers
the leadership, and intellectual, cul-

tural and income tax contribu-
tions of university educated per-
sons to the community one must
conclude that the rewards of uni-
versity education are not entire-

ly reaped by the individual.

Thus, to some extent, govern-
ment, as the instrument of the
interests of the community, must
support university education.

But it should be emphasized
that the responsibility of gov-
ernment is commensurate only
with the returns to the commun-
ity to be derived from the uni-

versity education of the individ-

ual person. The returns which
accrue to the individual alone
are extensive and require that
the individual be in great mea-
sure responsible for his own
education.

What about the person who is

of large potential value to the
community because his intellect

will respond vitally to university

education, yet whose incentives
or finances are retarding him
from entering university? The
government has already gone
far in its responsibility to a per-

son in such straits by making
heavy grants to the universities

to which he might go. Should
government extend its aid be-
yond this and give him direct

support in the form of bursar-
ies?

It is submitted that the an-
swer is a qualified "yes". Help
should be given to persons of

better than average potential

who are in financial need, as

long as other reasonable sources
of aid are not available. If the

individual has exhausted other
sources, namely gifts from rela-

tives and friends, summer earn-
ings, scholarships, prizes, loans,

and working out for a period if

feasible, then aid should be giv-

en to the full extent of the indi-

vidual's need.

It must be plain that such an
approach is a far cry from an
across-the-board grant of a set

sum to all who are acepted for

admittance to university. Rather
it is a selective approach, gov-
erned by considerations of the
balance between social and in-

dividual needs and benefits. It

would seem most equitable that
the individual, who is to receive
the primary benefit from his
education, should bear the first

responsibility for the provision
of this education. The commun-
ity, which derives only a second-
ary benefit from the education
of the individual, should provide
aid only when the sources of
financial help otherwise within
the grasp of the individual have
been exhausted.

Letters to the editor

Readers, arise

This is an open letter to the
student body in general.

On Feb. 4 a plebiscite will be
held to determine if the Queen's
Journal is to receive a forty-five

cent increase per subscription by
increasing the student levy fee.

This is the first time the student
body has had the privilege of
holding a club of some form
over the Journal. If the Jou rnal
does not receive this increase it

will mean a difficult road ahead.
It is a pity that the innocent
will suffer with the guilty but
such is the case with the weapon
they have handed us.

I feel that this increase
not be granted them at
time. It is my feelings that a
campus newspaper is obligated
to serve the students who pay
a lot of its cost. It is my belief
that serving the students in-
cludes catering to their wishes
by publishing articles which
various groups around the cam-
pus desire. This year there has

should

this

been considerable criticism of

the editorial policy of the Jour-
nal in its refusal to print certain

articles. Steamshovel is perhaps
the best known example. I am
not advocating that the editor

be forced to follow a rigid policy
year after year but rather he
should cater to the desires of the
students as well as publishing
editorials and articles of the
type he would prefer in the
paper. It is for this reason that
I am appealing to the students
to censure the present dictator-

ial policy of the editor by voting
NO on Feb. 4.

This is the first time the stud-
ents have had a chance to indi-

cate their feeling on the Journal.
This is as close as we can hope
to come in expressing our opin-
ions in a vote. The increase is

financially justified but not DE-
SERVED till the Journal once
more serves its subscribers. The
most important thing, though, is

to VOTE.
Bill Brunt

Arise, Moffatt

GARy
MOFFATT

The Queen's NFCtK
I

mittee's withdrawal 0 f

G
°?

the National Scholarshj"
3 ^

paign is a betrayal 0 f Z^.
ciples which voters h I
term felt justified its cZl k
existence. Granted that thn
pa.gn is not being Mnd *
the best possible manner ,
only eight per cent of
students now getting an

**

of scholarship or bursary 1

move to increase these bl!
deserves the support of QUeJ

* * *

Although I cannot claim .
partiality in next week's

sir
gle for Model Parliament J
I can earnestly express the h 0DJ
that the students of

will take the trouble to cast

formed votes. Always a mshow, Canadian politics hJ
taken some fascinating

twiij

since June. Contrary to bci
dull, the House of Common,
fand Model Parliament)

is J
elaborate and dynamic showt
catch the public eye: as the]

debate, each party has alrcad]

decided how it will vote and i]

is now attempting to justify

decision to the public. But it

these decisions that determini

what sort of country we aJ

our children will live in: forthii

reason every Canadian should

come to an informed decision;

to what he thinks should

done and which party (in dee

as well as in oratory) come

closest to doing it. This is esl

pecially true of college studeniiJ

who are expected to lead tat

way in developing good citizen-'

ship. Model Parliament is good!

preparation for the real thing

later on, both for the parties!

and the student who Follow!

their campaigns to decide which

one will get his vote.

* *

Last week hundreds of hours

were wasted decorating ll

gymnasium for the Arts Forma

At the dance nobody gave the;

decorations more than a pas*"1

glance, and realizing that mWl

onic arguments about facttllj

loyalty won't fool many pe°p'(

into wasting their time, the I'"

culty forced freshmen to gH

more important activities to

the work. The slave labor ar

Friday's drunken orgy feflec

only shame on the faculty

sponsible.

Editor, Journal; — I have read
Gary Moffatt's venture into theol-

ogy, "Sex and the Citizen," with
interest. Lay people continue to

write about Christ 2,000 years
after his birth. We might mention
Tom Paine's "The Age of Reason"
(1893), Chapter 29 of "The Out-
line o] History" written in 1921 by
H. G. Wells, and Chapter 12 of
Arnold Toynbee's "Civilization on
Trial" written in 1948. People
simply will not let the subject
drop! I also read with much inter-

est the letters that followed ex-
pressive of Protestant and Roman
Catholic points of view.

Surely the only fundamental
part of Christianity is Christ.
Over the centuries men who
were incapable perhaps of ex-
pressing an opinion have attest-
ed to a Presence. Christ has re-

mained a vision as bright as
sunlight flooding the nave at
Chartres, as gentle and comfort-
ing as the altar candles of St.

(See Letters, Page 5)
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This is the third and last in a

f
articles by Julian Ashcrofl

nationally induced illness

\"
")h

special attention given to imi-

rrjt/v
students ""^ 10 Queen

'

s -

y l!lC
first article /isltcroft rc-

\Llcd >nat 50 fn' cc ' lt °! sUidcnt

C ess
l>efore exams was emotion-

L/y induced. Symptoms and the

f^eqiiacy o\ substitute therapy

Lvrf
discussed in the second ar-

wlc Today emotionally induced

*.7.V is described and the need

fjr
clinics outlined.

\ survey of the health con-

ditions and problems of stud-

|nls, " s reported lo clinicians

End doctors on this continent.

Indicates that students are less

l3bk to n'"d healthy solutions to

lihcir
problems than the average

|niau
in the street.

From discussion with doctors

land psychologists in Kingston

it
appears that this conclusion

Ijlfo holds for Queen's. A
IQuccii's student who works

der pressure of down-graded

I Christmas exams, periodic cs-

[says 3iitl all-important final ex-

ns is subject to prolonged ten-

sion, tension which may induce

functional illness and simulate

the discomfort and symptoms of

physical illness.

A description of emotionally

induced illness will give the

|
leader an idea of how serious

the illness is, and how necessary

is the need for proper treatment.

Yet at Queen's the proper fa-

cilities for treating this student
illness are woefully lacking.

Recent medical and psychiat-
fric research reinforces the tradi-

tional view that our health, hap-
piness and success depend large-

ly on our ability to cope with
emotional problems. In certain

people many physical symptoms
-headache, tiredness, loss of
appetite, increase in tcmpcra-
lur^, gastro-intestinal upset, for

example—are produced by a

hormone whose main function is

to mobilise the defences of the
body against infection. In tech-
nical language the hormone is

called STH (Somatotropic Hor-
mone).

This hormone may also be re-

leased into the system by worry,
tension and other 'negative'

emotions. It is not uncommon
for a student when he comes
down with a mild cold, or simi-

lar minor ailment, to become
depressed and worried about not
keeping up with his work. He is

aware that he is not only miss-
ing his rcguar classwork, but
that examinations are looming
and time to catch up is limited.

To the small amount of symp-
tom-producing hormone which
is released to combat the infec-

tion of the cold is added further

amounts of the hormone trigger-

ed off by emotional stress. This

makes the physical symptoms
more pronounced, and although

the cold is probably over in a
short time, the student may con-

tinue to feel ill. The condition

is no longer due to virus infec-

tion, but to psychological fac-

tors, although the physical

symptoms and effects remain the

same. In such a psychosomatic

condition, the patient is obvious-

ly as ill as he believes he is.

A complementary finding is

that the pituitary gland, in ad-

dition to secreting STH, releases

a second hormone ACTH (Ad-

renocorticotropic Hormone)
which counteracts the symptom-

producing" STH.
To illustrate the effectiveness

of this action: a pneumonia pa-

tient has a temperature of 105

degrees, with additional accom-

panying symptoms. If fed AC-

1H intravenously; within a few

hours he will appear normal, no

temperature, good appetite and

so on. One would say, by look-

ing at him, that he is well.

What has happened is that the

effects of STH have been can-

celled out by the ACTH. The

Evensong

infection, however, is still there,

and, unopposed by any defensive
action, could spread through the
body. Antibiotics provide the
only external means for reduc-
ing the infection in such a phy-
sical illness. Such devices, how-
ever, have little long-term ef-

fects where the illness is func-

tionally based.

By the same means that un-
favorable emotions produce an
excess of one hormone in the

above case, favorable emotions
can produce a counterbalance

through the release of a second
hormone. These good emotions
can have two general effects.

First they replace bad emotions

which were producing the phy-

sical discomfort and secondly

they produce their own hormone
to create a balance. It is this

optimal balance which produces

the state we describe as 'feeling

great." Once we appreciate that

healthful living is more a matter

of having the right kind of emo-
tions, it becomes apparent that

an important aspect of living

consists of training in handling

our emotions.

In college great emphasis is

placed on intellectual develop-

The boot, dark by the water's edge,

Long and ungainly,

So heavy.

The woter, soft as a black cot, canoe

Sliding leisurely. Sing what but

"Green Crow the Rushes — 0"

Over and over?

The lake, crouched in the hollow

Of the black ridges,

Steel — grey.

The sky, thrown like a cloak

On the black ridges.

Steel — grey.

Cloudless and starless.

Fear creeping. Thus the end of the lake

And the dusk and the journey.

Far away

Or how far? Two miles? lights pinpoint the bay.

Yet return slowly; at length

Stepping alien out of the shadows,

Nobody noticing.

Jane Kannawin

Sty? <gal&rn Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties
L°CATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY

HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

ment, but other aspects of living

are generally ignored.

Many United States universi-

ties have a testing and counsel-

ling service which offers assist-

ance to students with vocational

and personal adjustment prob-

lems. These departments have

rendered invaluable assistance

to students and have proven to

be very successful.

At Queen's the University

Health Clinic and the Staff-

student Advisory System are

inadequate largely because many
advisers fail to even meet their

advissees and because many of

the problems which face stud-

ents require time, patience and

skill, which advisers, the Health

Clinic and allied agencies fail to

supply.

Adjustment problems usually

are dealt with only when they

reach a critical stage.

In addition, many minor prob-

lems which confront us cause

distress and inefficiency. At

Queen's these cases go unat-

tended. The need for an ade-

quate counselling service, staff-

ed by qualified persons, is

obvious.

Seduction

The sea made advances on the shore,

teeth flashing

reaching

reaching

The blushing beach in modesty

repulsed him

repulsed him

The sea wos roused; would not give in

waves persisted in passion

pulsing

pulsing

The sands succumbed, her will was gone

in surrender

surrender

The sea moved in to claim his prize

in hunger

hunger

Some time went by. Peace reached the eye

But swaying

swaying

The sea drew back with sober sighs

leaving?

yes leaving

New born pools remained behind,

on the beach that was

exhausted

exploited

With final wave the sea swept out

sated

sated.

Gary McNeely

Spoor of the hidden persuaders
Why do men think of a mis-

tress when they see a conver-

tible in a show window? Why is

DeSoto very popular with mid-

dle aged ladies? Why do men
take refuge in smoking cigars,

and think of their home as

Mother?

According to the latest Amer-

ican advertising trends, these

questions not only hit the heart

of the human soul but also the

heart of the U.S. economy.

American ad men have forsaken

the traditional sales boosting

methods by plumbing our sub-

conscious and unconscious mind

levels to discover the root of

our purchasing whims. This iz

known as the science of motiva-

tional analysis or research, or

just plain M.R.

Depth probers wanted to

know why people spent an un-

reasonable amount on deep

freezers and even then cast out

much of the food stored in this

manner. The conventional ad

man's approach revealed con-

flicting theories but the probers

discovered that a freezer repre-

sents a "frozen island of secur-

ity" in the home where not only

food but also emotional security

can be stored. Ad men worded

slogans to merchandise emotion-

al security and freezer sales

soared.

Similarly many people with

air conditioners who shut them-

selve up in their room at night,

are, according to the depth

probers "womb-seekers". Life

insurance companies have stop-

ped selling insurance and are

now merchandising immortality.

Probers found the American

aversion to tea was connected

with the schoolroom treatment

of the Boston Tea Party and

swung their ads to counter this

notion.

The size and expense of the

family's car reveals their niche

in the social sphere, People, par-

ticularly the climbing middle

classes who are unsure of their

social status, find security for

their fears by owning a long

low auto. Similarly it is usually

socially insecure people who ob-

ject to a little fist fighting at

semi-public functions.

Probers have enabled sales

campaigns to be slanted in the

right direction by trading on the

trance-like condition of women

in supermarkets where about

two thirds of the goods are

bought on impulse. Similarly

probers are examining crazes

like the Davy Crockett riot and

in some cases are thinking of

engineering their own "crazes"

amongst the kids. A great deal

of advertising is aimed at child-

ren as future customers and

often their confidence is gained

by back-hand stabs at parents.

Perhaps the most celebrated

case of depth merchandising can

be found in the last presidential

election where ad men "sold"

father-image Ike to those needy

customers the People. It has

been suggested by irresponsible

journalists that Ike's weakness

was over-estimated to enable

him to do a wheel chair cam-

paign from Washington

—

through the ad men's mass ad-

vertising media. It seems all

that whistle-stop ballyhoo has

been superseded. A more or less

cogent party platform bows to

a pepped up personality parade.

What is the morality of trad-

ing on man's inner anxieties,

making him dissatisfied with

still useful purchases, and keep-

ing consumption at an inflated

level? What is the morality of

manipulating small children into

conflict with parents?

Mr. Packard's approach is

genial and slyly satirical. This

book* is not a great maifesto in

the name of human liberty. He

does not crucify the depth men,

the hidden persuaders, as George

Orwell might have done. He

*Vance Packard. The Hidden

Persuaders, McKay, $4.00.

meanders benignly along, (just

a little susceptible, perhaps, to

marketing his own book in

depth), with a well documented

text. On one of the rare oppor-

tunities I had of checking his

accuracy I found he has badly

mis-spelt the name of one of

Eisenhower's staff.

The persuaders, among them

many ambitious and unscrupu-

lous zealots, admit they are "en-

gineering society anew". Men
are being tailored and manipu-

lated to fit their job and the

industrialist's idea of the Con-

sumer. We are taking mammoth
strides towards Nineteen
Eighty-Four. Where does it all

end?

Mr. Packard has written a

sound and readable book, but

the best thing about it is the

title. The Hidden Persuaders

may form a banner for the in-

dividual to fight the cynical

depth men, the arch probers and

the super-executives. But we

still await an Orwell to crucify

the Organization Men ; to cut

them down with eloquent ridi-

cule and kick them back hard

to join the rest of humanity in

the street.

Jake Hubbard

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

cess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1 TM
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

The Ontario Society for Crippled Children

requires for its

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
(strategically located throughout Ontario)

THE FOLLOWING PERSONNEL:
• WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS

• CAMP CRAFT COUNSELLORS
• MUSIC COUNSELLORS

• DRAMA COUNSELLORS
• CAMP SECRETARIES

• MALE COUNSELLORS
— ond —

• GRADUATE NURSES

For Further Information Write . . .

MISS ISABELLE FAIRFIELD,
Ontario Society for Crippled Children,

Supervisor of Camps,

92 COLLEGE STREET, TORONTO 2, ONTARIO

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-

ed Queen's crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

$34.95

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-

titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases

made in the Men's Wear
Dept.
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Queen's Guild

Travels West
For Festival

The Queen's Drama Guild is

taking "Hello Out There," a one-

act play by William Saroyan, to

McMaster University in Hamilton
this week-end to compete in the

Inter-Varsity Drama League fes-

tival.

Stars of the play are Philip

Drouillard, who will be remembered
for his performance in "The Cru-
cible," Karin Leidhold, Fred Katch
and Charlotte Ransom. Lila Laakso
is the director.

Two trophies are to be presented

in die IVDL festival, the London
Free Press Trophy for the best

play, and the Jackson Trophy for

the best production of a Canadian
play. No competition was held last

year.

The IVDL is also planning to

publish a magazine, Canadian
Varsity Stage, a review of the

activities of member organiza-
tions. This will be a part of the

greatly expanded program which
the IVDL hopes to undertake in

order to encourage dramatic pro-
ductions at all Canadian univer-

sities.

"This is the first try in several

years at holding a festival," said

Queen's representative Bob Depen-
cier. "We feel that it will stimulate

a lot of interest in one-act plays and
will arouse some more competitive

spirit."

FRIDAY, JANUARY 3Ut
,

Intellectuals Unanimous
On Need For Intellectuals

"The intellectual of today is in-

telligent, interested in basic ideas,

sceptical, original and possessed of

an inquiring mind, not so easily

placated by accepted theories,"

Professors Meisel, Knox, Allen and
Wise of the political science, eco-

nomics, physics and history depart-

ments, agreed recently on a CFRC
radio panel. All answered "Yes"
to the question, "Do We Need
More Intellectuals?"

All four panelists pursued their

own ideas of intellectualism. Al-
len advocated that an intellectual

was not necessarily a literary

man but could be one that dealt

with other fields. An intelligent

under a bad light with his fellow

men."

Intellectuals usually walk "where

angels fear to tread," provoking

suspicion and unpopular sentiment

because of their inquiry into the

accepted ways.

The need for intellectuals or

individuals with inquisitive and
creative tendencies was supported

by the panel. These form a "crit-

ical element in society." How-
ever, "men who have a great

capacity in their work" are re-

quired just as much as intellect-

uals,

A problem raised was how to

instill this tendency into the univer

An Intimacy With Nature
At Queen's Biology Station

person may not be an intellectual sity student who too often lacked
since he often lacks the "pure joy "an absorbing interest in any sub-
of investigating ideas and theor
ies." People with miles of letters

after their names could not be
classified in this category either.

Herbert Spenser, for example,
lacked formal education to a great

extent, yet was an intellectual.

Knox stated that today's in-

tellectuals could hardly pursue the

large field of interests the earlier

groups and patrons of intellectual-

ism did centuries ago. Specializa-

tion in one field seems to be the

trend. "However, critical analysis

done by individuals, especially in

the social sciences, towards accepted

views under which he has been
raised, will usually put that critic

ject." Opportunities would have to

be created to stimulate discussion

and intellectualism.

By Carolyn Thatcher

Journal Staff Reporter
Want to make studying a holi

day? At Lake Opinicon, 40 miles

north of Kingston, where lakes,

forest, and pasture replace stain-

ed slides and pickled samples, a

group of Biologists gather every

summer.

There are 25 in residence at

the camp enjoying an exciting

intimacy with nature, the subject

matter of Biology. Included are

two or three staff members and

22-23 students. When co-eds first

moved into the camp, they took

over a group of the boys' cabins

and erected a sign-board reading

'Paradise Lost'. The boys soon

countered with 'Paradise Regain

ed.'

NFCUS Regional Meet
To Discuss Withdrawal
Forty delegates from eight On

tario universities will arrive ii

Kingston today to attend the

NFCUS Regional Conference.

Queen's withdrawal from the schol-

arship campaign, the national in-

surance program, newspapers on
various campuses and inter-regional

Mechanical Computers
To Succeed Eggheads
The marketing world does not

belong to engineers and eggheads,
now that the mechanical computers
are taking over, said Karl Moeser,
manager of the Data Processing Di-
vision of IBM at a panel discussion
held at the Commerce Club Tues-
day night. Ted Kober, a marketing
director, agreed saying that "the
opportunities for University gradu-
ates are teriffic, fantastic, because
we have moved from the age of pro-
duction to the problem of getting
rid of our products."

Chairman Logan Brown, market-
ing manager of the Toilet Soap
Division of Lever Bros., said the

good salesman must be hungry for

money. In the marketing business

you are paid in proportion to the
amount of work you do, so the
man who gets ahead is the man who
is hungry for money. This hunger
is entirely compatible with integ-

rity, Mr. Brown argued, for it is

a stimulus to do hard, honest work,
not to take the quick, crooked road
to opulence.

An intense ability to snoop and
apply the snooping analytically

is a great asset in marketing, said
Kober. Creativity must follow an-
alysis. The capacity for creative

thinking is attained, said Brown,

THE

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

OFFERS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

OWtNtERtNG -

IN

• MINING
• METALLURGICAL
• CHEMICAL
• ELECTRICAL
• MECHANICAL
• CIVIL

AND GEOLOGY -

• OUR REPRESENTATIVES WILL VISIT THE
UNIVERSITY ON

FEBRUARY 10th AND 11th, 1958
• We invite you to arrange an interview through

your Placement Office

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

through outside reading, relent-

less concentration on a problem,
and the capability for controlled

day-dreaming.

The good salesman and business

administrator must be able to take

the fluctuations of the business

world. It is a rough business, and
requires a stable personality, said

J. A. Mclntyrc, of the University

of Toronto.

Women are better than men
at marketing retail goods, said

Mclntyre, and should be paid on
an equal basis with men. The
panel agreed that an Artsman
could be as successful in the mar-
keting field as one with a more
specialized training. What really

counts is that the employee can
think creatively, write concisely,

and speak clearly.

Prospects for summer employ-
ment in the marketing field are
pretty dim

, they decided since

companies are loath to break in

someone who will only have to be
replaced. The same hesitation occurs
in hiring girls as administrators

since the average career of the
busiucss-woman lasts only five

years.

Industry is willing t,i put young
people without extensive experience
into responsible positions because
of their originality and drive, said

Brown, but students must be careful

not to be loo impatient.

Co-ops

Are you interested in join-

ing the Co-op? If «>, you may
pick your application forms
up now, cither at the Post

Office or at one of the three

Co-ops — Boucher, Berry or
Collins. Apply early as each

applicant eats at Collins House
for one week. Application must
be made before Feb. 15.

scholarships will be among the

items discussed at the conference.

Everyone is welcome to attend the

sessions at McNeill House which

will be held during the following

hours: Friday, 2 - 5.30 p.m.; Sat

urday, 9 a.m. - 12 and 1 - 5.30;

Sunday, 9 a.m. - 12.

A special feature of the Con-

vention will be a seminar to be

held at McNeill House at 3.30

Saturday. The topic will be "Can-

ada - U.S. Trade: we import cul-

ture: we export brains." The dis-

cussion will be led by Donald Q.

Innis of the Geography Dept.

As part of the convention pro-

gram a dance will be held at Grant

Hall after the basketball game
tonight and on Saturday evening

a private party will follow a ban

quet tendered by the University at

which the guest speaker will be

Ronald Watts of the Philosophy

Department.

Classified Ads

Taken

From the Jock Harty Arena,

Wednesday between 1 and 2 p.m.

a brown leather bag containing

clothes, pen, driver's license. The
clothes probably won't fit, the

pen doesn't write, and the driver's

license is only for my benefit.

Please return to the Journal Of-

fice or to Bill Atkins. Phone
LI 6-6750.

Lost

One key ring with 5 keys. Con-
tact Arthur Rosenburg 2-9662.

Lady's Bulova wrist watch, on
Friday. Reward. Phone 2-5089.

One pair of black, nylon, fur

trimmed ladies boots; in the li-

brary on Tuesday evening, Jan.

28. Finder please phone 2-7435.

Wanted
Volunteer to drive four stud-

ents from the New York State

Teachers' College down to Pots-
dam, New York on Sunday, Feb.

9; and return with the four
Queen's delegates for the Ex-
change Week-end. Renumeration
of $20 is provided. Contact Andy
Wong, 8-9193, or the AMS of-
fice.

Found
Two pens. Apply Janitor, Old

Arts Building.

Social Credit Party
All persons interested in form-

ing a Social Credit Party for
Model Parliament, please contact
Glen Dyer, 2-8907.

The students are chosen from

the undergraduates who are

majoring
1

in Biology. The chief

i-equirement, says Dr. A. S. West,

director of the station, is a deep

jiid genuine interest in Biology.

The Lake Opinicon Biological

Station was organized in 1944

largely through the efforts of Dr.

ri. W. Curran and Dr. R. O. Earl.

The purpose of their venture was

to provide a field centre for bio-

logical research, and to give
summer courses in Biology to

students. The courses were dis-

continued in 1948 and the station

is now purely a research centre.

During the first summer prop

erty was rented, and work went

on in rtn old mill at Chafey's

Locks, a link in the well known
Rideau System. In 1945 a main

lodge and II double-hunk cabins

look form on 65 acres of newly

purchased property. In '46 a boa t-

liouse was added with classrooms

upstairs which are now converted

to labs. A director's cottage, a

three-room lab with up-to-date

compressed air and gas equip-

ment and a second staff cottage,

along with boats and outboards,

completed the blend of the rustic

with modern study facilities.

The area is representative of

Eastern Ontario, making the

problems studied of practical
value to everyone. Study of the

movement and growth of game
fish was directed by Dr. Curran
His team helped discover how
many of those fighting bass it ii

safe to pull out in a day. Ento
mological studies of reactions to

mosquito bites and the bacterial

diseases of tent caterpmars
the chief concern during \^Why are Ontario f ar]|)

'

troubled by circular patch/'
5

barren ground throughout
t
l^|

pasture? Dr. Earl carried om ,?|
study of Soil Sickness.

The 1953-54 director, Dr. fj^
studied the frightening fact th

'

many of our trees are 8a
*

rotting away from the inside
0U i

During 1955-56, Dr. Bendall WlJj
ied the habits of some small mam.
mals, while Dr. Vallentine

some Biogeochemistry, H* jj!"

into the history of the lake hot

toms, and discovered by analps

ing pigments found in the Opinj.

con mud just what kind of p] atlls

had lived there.

The endeavors of these mi

.have received wide acknowledge,

rnent and support. Financially
the

research is sponsored by the Uni-

versity, Federal and Provincial

governments, research grants
lu

individual professors, and many

other sources. But in spile of this

solid backing, the Queen's Bio-

logical Research Station could

not have expanded, developed,

and achieved such a high degree

of success without the dedication

of the individual research direc-

tors.

SIGNPOST
Friday
SCM: Study of "Mere Christianity"

4.30 in the Ban Righ Board Room.

Sunday

SCM: Sunday Buffet 4.30 in St.
James Hall.

Scottish Country Dancing: There
will lie Scottish Country Dancing
from 2 io 4 p.m. hi the girls' gym. All
we Iconic.

Chalmer s Youth Fellowship: Will
meet at 8.30 p.m. when Dr. Banister
will Rive the third in his scries of
talks on Church Organization. The
subject will be the Baptists.
QCF: General meeting at I p.m. in

St. James Hall. All members are re-
quested to attend.

Nudist Club: Organizational Mect-
K. Ban Righ Common Room, Sun-

day 5.30 p.m. Everybody welcome Be
ourself.

Newman Club: Sunday, Feb 2 at
9.30 a.m. Student Mass at St. James"
Chapel. Communion Breakfast at Hotel
Diet, Hospnal Cafeteria. Speaker is
Dr. Hugh Gillis, program director,
department of talks and features, CBC
At 7 p.m. Benediction at St. Mary's
Cathedral At 8 p.m. Newman night,
Jeanne Mance Residence, discussion
groups on marriage preparation, labour
relations, apologetics and psychiatry,
i Ins will be followed by a social hour.
Badminton Club: Mixed doubles

tournament. Open to everyone. Grab
a partner, come and S;B„ up at 2 p,m _

>u Sunday, llic louruamcnt will start
it l p. in. on Sunday.
Levar.a Thar; will I ? an open nonv-

naiions meeting for the remainder of
lie Levana executive, Sunday at 6
Mil. in the Ban High Common Room.
Monday
SCM: 6.45 bus leaves Adelaide Hall

tor Rockwood Dance Party at 9 30
p.m. SCM Study group on "Church

Acsculapian Society: Aesculaplan
Elee ions, Feb. 5 from 12 to 5 p.m.

tie Wiatomy Club rooms for first
second year prc-meds and first

year Meds in ,|,c Richardson Amplii-

m 5*™ f0r stccmt1
'

l!,irJ a »<l sixth
Meds.

Tuesday

Student Wives: A, 8 ,,.„,. n]ecti
of the Student Wives" Club will be
lu-ld ,, the Science Club rooms where

will be holding a Penny Auction.
Alt wives are invited to attend
Track Club: Meeting: Elections and

VYinter learning. In Committee Room
r*o. I at 7 p.m.
Concert Series: Glenn Gould Uni-

versity Concert Series, on Tuesday
night, Grant Hall.

7:00
7:30

7:45

8:15

8:30

10:30

1 :00

1 :0H

5:30

6:00

7:00
7:30

7:45
8:15
8:45

<>.m

11:00

1:00

CFRC
Friday

Time for Listening
Campus Topics — News and

Clubs
Show Music
The Song of Norway
Research in Progress
Dr. R. E. Scniple ~ Plasmi

Substitutes
Basketball —
Queen's—Assumption
Night Music
Mishcl Piastro's Orchestra

"Great Piano Melodies"
Jesse Crawford playing hits on

the Hammond Organ
Saturday

Prelude to Opera
Opera House
Richard Strauss

|

"Rosenkavalicr" with Elizabeth

Schwarzkopf
Time for Listening
Echoes Around the World

Cuba
Old Favourites
Campus Topics — News Calen-

dar — Speaker
Modern Jazz
Rendezvous with Music
This and That
W. Avis "Why a Canadian

Dictionary?"
Concert Hall
Borodin — Polovtsiau Dancb

Schubert — Symphony No. J

Stravinsky — Lc Sacrc du Frin-

temps
Prokofieff — Classical

Symphony in D r
Rachmaninoff — Piano Con-

certo No. 2
Starlight Serenade

Sunday, February Z

Mostly Music featuring K° f,j"

lanetz playing the music of ton

Porter and Richard Rodgcrs

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

C I G A R ETTE
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pssssst! Feclthy Peectures?

j0
You Like Girls Too?

Trieolor
w ith the "new look'

•jj go on sale Monday.

Lai rcl
O'Brien, business mana-

if
the Tricolor, announced

K'< salesmen from all faculties

'

|| be taking orders from Feb.
?'

|0
Feb. 28. The price will be

(he
same as last year — $5.

fhe Tricolor has been changed

both
inside and out. There will

be a neW cover design an^ a pro-

tective
paper wrapper. Also, more

use of color is being made on the

inside pag«.

In addition to being a pictorial

iecord
of this year at Queen's,

fhe
book will also be commemor-

at ing 100 years of student gov-

(fn raent at Queen's. It will cover

3 \\
phases of campus life from

sports — intercollegiate and in-

tramural — to clubs, activities,

social events and grad pictures.

Every student's picture will be

included.

"The staff feels it will be one
of the best Tricolors which has
ever been printed in representing
life at Queen's," OBrien said
Wednesday. "This is due to the
fact that we are working with a
company with which we can have
more direct contact and closer

cooperation." Some of the proofs
are out already, he said, and they
usually don't come back until

some time in April.

Anyone interested in earning a

free Tricolor by selling 35 copies

may contact Laird O'Brien at

8-9404. There are still selling op-

portunities.

Wallace Hall

The dinner hour in Wallace

Hall is now extended to 6:15

p.m. The door will open at 5

rather than at 4:45 as pre-

viously.

M l ' !'''< " > nan h m

1 The Union Reports
REVENUE

Cafeteria _
Coffee Bar

Tuck Shop

Billiards —
House Operation

Total

1957

$116,326.37

41,944.76

20,320.49

4,251.15

25,433.97

$208,276.74

1
|

i
| Cafeteria

I Coffee Bar

I Tuck Shop

| Billiards

i House Operation

Total

EXPENSES
1957

._ $118,149.60

37,029.67

19,412.85

3,168.07

19,948.74

$197,708.93

L'il Abner And Yokums
Star In Aquacade Show

The Morning After. (This is the fifth and last, thank Seagram,
in a series of post-formal features.)

1956 §
$122,615.43 |

46,443.31 |
16,935.76 |
4,792.55 |

25,262.64 |
i

$216,049.69 |==
|
1

1956 |
$111,235.86 §

42,867.28 |
15.093.44 I
3,374.27 |
19,590.28 i

|
$192,161.13 I

As from the above figures, it can be observed that not

only the total revenue decreased but expenses increased.

From the figures below, it shows that an increased net mar-

gin in the 1956-7 season was gained in the Coffee Bar while

there was a decrease in net margin in the Tuck Shop,

Billiards, and House Operations. Moreover, a net loss in

the Cafeteria was obtained in 1957, $1,823.23, as compared

with a surplus of $11,379.57 in 1956. Hence, with the 1956-7

over-all loss of $1,491.66 as compared with a $10,655.54 net

margin in 1955-6 the operating surplus for 1956, $24,S5S.25,

was reduced to $23,366.59 for 1957. The discrepancy between

the profit and loss for the two operating years was produced

by reason of a change in the Fiscal years taking place in

1957. The Council felt that the Fiscal year of the Union should

be in line with the University Fiscal year, and this change

was made in 1956, and the Financial Statement of 1956 was

for an eleven month period only. The following year in 1957

was the year in which not only wages, but food costs in-

creased at a rapid rate during the academic year, and with

selling prices in" the Cafeteria remaining steady, and wages

and food prices rising sharply, the profit of 1956 deteriorated

into a small loss.

Interest and principal paid on loan from Queen's Univer-

sity amounts to $13,325.00 an annual expense, and this is paid

from part of the student interest fee — ten dollars from male

students and two dollars from female students. The latter

fce contributes to the upkeep and use of the Co-Ed Lounge

The overall cost of the Students' Memorial Union was in the

neighbourhood of $800,000. funds, $37,000. from the COTC,

?40,000, fire insurance, $350,000. from Mr. R. S. McLaughlin,

and the Union assumed a debt to the University of $250,000.

This debt mentioned above is being repaid to the University

0ver a period of thirty years and to date the Union has paid

approximately $60,000. leaving a debt still outstanding of

$190,000.

The cost of indirect expenses, such as salaries, heat and

steam, light and power, water, fuel( gas), insurance, muni-

ci Pal taxes, provision for replacement of equipment, and

&roup insurance are increasing; 1956-7 indirect expenses

Stalled $42,397.38 as compared to $38,294.31 in 1955-6.

Thus, an increasing expense and yet a fairly stable

level of revenue, has made the Union for 1957-S increase the

Price of lunch and dinner in the Cafeteria, so an increased

j°ss will not occur. The Warden anticipates revenue will

Ju st meet expenses with the increased cost of food.

Students may obtain further information concerning the

finances of the Union rfom Warden J. E. Wright in his Union
office. The Union House Committee
* m >ihi mi iinromsittMCiMMMti u b b- b a- a b b ' s

To Arms

The Queen's CCF Club hereby challenges all other

parties planning to run for seats in Model Parliament to a

public debate to be held sometime before the elections take

place. The debate may be on general party policy or some
specific issue. Choice of topic, time and location, number of

speakers for each party and moderator will be given to the

parties accepting the challenge. .Should more than one party

be insane enough to have the flimsy framework of its con-

ceptions exposed publicly to the light of logic, the first party

to accept will be given the choice of topic, the second of

moderator and the third of time and place. Should discretion

take the better part of valor and none of the groups accept,

we will credit them with having sufficient common sense

to dodge the issues that their more skilled counterparts in

Ottawa have avoided making commitments on since Confed-

eration. Should they accept, we will proceed to demonstrate

that their ranks are composed of blithering idiots.

Queen's CCF Club

Graphic Arts Growing
In Popular Estimation

Watrous Tells Group
By Fran Shaugnessy

Journal Staif Writer

The interest in graphic art has

magnified in this century until

today there is an intense interest

in the field, said Prof. James

Watrous of the University of

Wisconsin to art enthusiasts at

the Agnes Etherington Art Cen-

tre, Tuesday.

His lecture on "Modern
Graphic Art" was under the au-

spices of the National Gallery of

Canada. Watrous is a teacher

and painter from the Madison

university.

There have been three pheno-

mena which have led to the pre-

sentation of modern graphic art,

Watrous said. First of all, there

was a general evolutionary de-

velopment from the art of the

Renaissance. In painting things

had begun to be represented on

canvas as they were seen and

felt, and people were in the tan-

gible, the visible. Graphic art was

to be a simpler representation of

the real.

There was also a redirection

of the thought of the artists them-

selves. They began to become

apathetic to pictorial reality and

the abstraction of the unneces-

sary. Artists wanted to empha-

size the communication of ideas

which were not sensually access-

ible, another kind of reality, that

which men have in their minds.

Throughout the 19th century,

etching and lithography became

known. Until that time, the old

graphic arts such as engraving

and wood-cut had fallen upon evil

days. There was an enhanced in-

terest on the part of artists on the

tremendous resources available to

graphic art. Combinations of me-

dia began to be apparent, and this

phenomenon of technical exploit-

ation led to the introduction of

Al Capp's famous comic-strip

characters are expected to make a

big splash when they appear in the

Queen's Aquacade production of

"L'il Abner," at the gym pool Feb.

4, 5, and 6.

Making her debut as Daisy Mae,

Jane Lind will be seen tracking

down a mate in the person of Dave

Purcell as L'il Abner. Mammy
Yokum, played by Judy Reid, will

also be a big star in the production

with her prediction of the results

of the Sadie Hawkins race — a mad

dash in which every husband-

hungry Dogpatch female gets her

chance to nab a man. Of course

Sadie Hawkins, portrayed by Barb

Bell, will be out to trap one, too.

Ron Stewart as Hairless Joe

and his cohort, Lonesome Pole-

cat, a member of the only un-

conquered injun tribe in the Hew-

hesshay, soon get to know how
it feels to be pursued.

Highlight of the show is Mammy

Five Projects

Will Benefit
(Continued from Page 1)

graphic artists who were great in

their own right.

Watrous showed slides of the

works of many artists, among

them Whistler, Gaugin, Ensor,

Redon, Chagall, Kollwitz, Pi-

casso, Dix, Munch and Rouault,

and discussed their various char-

acteristics. He demonstrated that

the personal element is most elo-

quently shown in this medium,

because of its simplicity and di

rectness of appeal.

"There have been great chan

ges in graphic art today, produced

by the most inventive, agressive

artists in the history of modern

art. There is the endeavor to

use old media, and find new pro-

cedures. In graphic art there is a

great vitality— something which

will take its dignified place, and

no longer be 'secondary to paint-

ing'.

"But there are artists in the

States today who are producing

works in graphic art which are so

monumental that they take longer

to produce them than a painting.

Perhaps this will act as a deter-

rent on graphic art."

As to how and along what

lines graphic art will develop in

the future, Professor Watrous

would not say. Earlier in his lec-

ture, however, he commented,

"You can never be sure what's

going to pop up next."

Chairman of the public meet-

ing was Prof. Andre Bieler. The

lecture was delivered in connect-

ion with the exhibition of the

Society of Canadian Painter-

Etcher and Engravers which is

on display until Feb. 7.

Program of Action of WUS. This

program consists of financial aid

to enable students in under-de

veloped and impoverished coun

tries to build housing; accommo
dation, hospitals and classrooms,

obtain medical supplies and text

books, and help refugee students

and others receive at least one

good meal a day.

Five specific projects will re

ceive contributions from WUS
of Canada this year. These are

the African Medical Scholarship

Trust Fund to enable Africans to

attend the only non-segregated

university in South Africa, aid to

refugee students in Hong Kong,

a TB sanitorium in Japan, medi-

cal supplies for Vietnam students,

and a student ward at Madras

General Hospital in India.

DVA CHEQUES

May be picked up in the padre's

office, 12 to 12:30 Monday, Feb.

3rd. 1958.

KINS St. AT J«HNS©n ST.

SEPTUAGESIMA SUNDAY
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 2ND

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Family Communion

11.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist

7.00 p.m. Evensong

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour

Discussion and Social Hone toe all

Students and Young People,

Holy Communion DAILY at 7.4S a.m.

Special Intentions and loterctisioni.

Dr. Alexander Schreiner. Chief Orga-

nist of Salt Lake City Tabernacle will

play a Recital in the Cathedral Friday,

Feb. 14th at B.30 p.m. assisted by the

Cathedral Choir. All are Invited. No

tickets, all sea" 'tee to all.

Yokutn's administration of the

Yokumberry Tonic, guaranteed to

promote the escape of five-foot

males from six-foot screaming

women.

Oh yes, there will be Schmoos,

too.

During the intermission there

will be a demonstration of diving

from both the high and low

boards by a professional swim-

mer, Phyllis Clark.

Co-directors of the Aquacade are

Elspeth Moxon and Jane Lind.

Letters . - .

(Continued from Page 2)

Felix. Men such as Kempis

and St. Francis sought to imi-

tate Him. Bunyan tried to place

his feet in His footprints. A
Canadian bayonet at Caen

scratched on the broken statue

"He has no hands but yours."

Emily Bronte, Dean Inge, Eve-

lyn Underhill, Dr. Schweitzer,

the late Robert Wallace knew

this Presence. No institution can

contain Christ; he can be shared

by all. As Chesterton puts it,

"In the Church of God are many
mansions."

Some day Mr. Moffatt may

know terror or shame, or simply

weariness and a sense of failure.

This was the mood of Magda-

lene. In such a mood he may

find himself suddenly confront-

ed with the Hound of Heaven.

John R. Matheson

Arts "40.

&t. Andrew*!.

PRINCESS Af Ci-EHSY STREETS

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
j

to all students.

&t. 3lam*s' (Siiurrlj

(Union St. By the Campu«)

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 2ND

9:00 a,m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

You will enjoy the discussion and

fellowship at the Coffee Hour at

SJ5 P-m. after Evening Prayer.

We invite yaw to join us.

Qlhaktwrfi

CARL. AND BARBIE STO

HEV. W. F- BANISTER. D O

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 2ND

11;00 a.m. "Seven Letters To

Seven Churches".

(No. 2 — To a church under

terrible pressure)

7:30 p.m. "The Ten Com-

mandments".

(No. 3 — Types of profanity)

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A ver\< cordial zvelcome

to all Queen's students.

§yfu>nljattt #tmt
Itutpb ffllfurrh
SYBKHHAM * WILJJAH ST».

REV. R. H. N. Davidson
B * ,

HO,. TH-U-
M INI STER

LLOVO ZURSR'GG
ORGANIST ANO CHOIR MASTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 2ND

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8 30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Even-one Welcome.

I
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GEORGE LoFLEUR

Before anything else is said or done I'd better dispel a rumor
which has been working its insidious way around the abodes of
Journal readers. The (or Les) girls are not taking over the sports
page. Despite conflicting evidence (in the form of several well
written columns) the male members of the staff still have wha
you might call a job although if any of the distaff side would lik

to drop in Wednesday night we could find something for them to
do.

Now on with the show.

The weekend triumph of the basketball Gaels leaves them
with a two-two record and a good chance for a fourth place finish.
This may sound rather lacklustre after 57's title but the loss of
men like Fedor and McCrae and the lack of exhibition tilts are
rather large obstacles. Height seems to be the main problem and
even the fine play of veterans Jim Harrison and Greg Stone and
especially newcomer Bob Evans cannot hope to overcome it. The
ultimate champs will probably come from Windsor with Varsity a
dark horse. Including Saturday's action Western had only one
defeat, but that was a convincing loss to the Purple Lancers. The
same Assumption team will be here tonight. Oh well, win or lose
its all in the game eh, Johnny.

Who does the average fan cheer for, a winner or a loser? The
object of any game is to win and everybody loves a winner — or do
they? The prime example is the New York Yankees, a team which
has seemingly made a habit of being in the win column and in the
process has gained a large and enthusiastic following of "Yankee
Haters". The players themselves have done no harm to any base-
ball fan and the club as a whole has not swindled anyone but they
have committed the unpardonable sin of winning too often. While
everyone loves a winner almost everyone cheers for the underdog.
College crowds cheer on their favorites even though they have not
won a geme. There is always the hope that the challenger will up-
set the champion. In contrast if a team does too poorly the fans stay
away in droves.

Explanations vary. Some way that people will cheer a losing
amateur team but will not support a losing proclub. Others claim
that a club that wins too consistently, to the extent that they have
no opposiion, will gain great numbers of negative fans. Any or all
of these theones may be true but they all lead to the conclusion
that it s a strange world especially where sports is concerned.

The Place: McLaughlin Room.
The Scene: AMS Court. In Session.
The Time: Three a,m.

This is the courtroom. Queen's University. .1 work here I'm
a prosecutor.

My name is Kneel McHeel, my partner Jawn Robbereel We
were working out of conformist division. The boss
Lower. Three writers had been dragged before u
putting out a nickel sports page. They were
sneakers, turtle neck sweaters, tarns and
breathing hardin.

The first witnes

PURPLE LANCERS HERE TONIGHT
GAELS TO TRY FOR THIRD Wlty

Freshly embarked on a two-game win streak the senior Q
face stiff opposition meeting the Assumption Purple Lancer^
the gym here tonight. Paced by high-scoring forwards Dick V"
Kenzie and Jerry Kotwas, the Windsor team is undefeated w
year. McKenzie won the league scoring championship

]ast .

s

edging
1

out big Ray Monnot of Western by three points.
^

Queen's will need top-notch

efforts from high scoring Bob
Evans, Jim Harrison who hit for

Hyland Wins
In 175 Class

19 against McGill and

Jay McMahoa
feat the visitors. Even consid
ing their modest win streak

f they are to dc

under.

was Captain

on a charge of

typical students;

. . .. they werepants

was Gordon K. Fenny, head of a chain of
investment firms. His testimony was brief. On the morning of
Jan 20 these three had approached him with an offer to sell htm asingle page Journal for a nickle. Thinking it to be a month old,paper he refused to be trapped by what he thought was a swindleThe three men seemed to be in desperate financial straits andwhen requested for a loan could only produce three dollars

threat^-"
C°"fr0nted With this "refutable proof the three madethreatening gestures towards Mr. Fenny who had retreated in the

wh ch ha, h
ta
7 hil£ tHiS W3S t3ki"S * »PW a note

Jt? t

be™ pa5
f
e
.

d amonS the naughty ones. After subduingthe smal est with a historical implement kindly loaned me by theCaptain I translated the missive with the

Campanella

One Of Many
By Ian McNish

Journal Sports Writer

The near death of Roy Campa-
nella this week and the almost cer-

tain end to the career of one of

baseball's most illustrious stars, re-

minds us of the tragic ends which
have befallen many baseball players.

In baseball, one of the most fa-

mous examples is the tragic passing

of the Iron Horse, Lou Gehrig, at

the turn of the last decade. His more
famous teamate, Babe Ruth, died
a slow and painful death in nineteen

forty-eight, cancer of the throat

Delving back into antiquity, those

trio of Bear Cubs fleeter than birds,

Tinkers, to Evers, to Chance, all

died unnatural and agonizing deaths

Ex Brooklyn pitcher Hugh Casey
shot himself to death in his hotel

room while Ray Chapman met his

tragic end in the line of duty, dying
in hospital shortly after being
beaned by a pitch from Carl Mays.

Some players have died tragic

deaths still suffering mental torture

because of the memory of some
boner they had committed on the

diamond years before. Others, like

the members of the Black Sox of

1919 were huanted to their graves
by the memory of a baseball scan-

dal. Fred Merkle and Shoeless Joe
Jackson are pathetic examples.

An elimination bout held Wednes
day, between Al Hyland and Mike

Bogar to determine our 175 pound

representative at the intercollegiate

boxing championships, resulted in

Hyland winning a slight decision.

The bouts are to be held at Toronto

the 14th and 15th of this month.

In the first round Bogar opened

with a flurry of punches. The ma-
jority of the blows to the head were

blocked by Hyland, but Bogar
scored to the body. Hyland hit on

only two solid punches during the

first three minutes.

The second round was much
faster, with both boys landing effec-

tively. Bogar tired later with Hy-
land taking full advantage of this

to score valuable points.

Hyland nailed his opponent
with hard left jabs in the early

stages of the final round. He then
seemed to be content to cover up
and counterpunch for the rest

of the fight while Bogar tried

for a last minute knockout.

The two judges and referee Jack

Gaels must be considered

odgs in this game.

The senior game will be pre.

ceded by an intermediate
contest"

January 29. 1958

Science '59 32012

Science '60
. 24965

Phys. Ed 1733S

Meds '62 14800

Meds '60 I4454

Meds '63 _ 14155

Science '61 I30S0

Science '58 13016

Arts '59

Arts '61

Ind. Rel.

Arts '60

Meds '61

Arts '58
.

Theology .

Meds '58

12212

11880

6957

6145

6135

4164

3650

1900

Jarvis gave a total of 85 points in

favor of Hyland while Bogar won

83. Bogar carried the fight through-

out the match to his opponent, and

despite his victory Hyland was un-

impressive.

and I quote "How about a date?" Thi

aid of a speller. It read
was the break

! The Thrifty
under a nervous strain and had

a moment of despair upon reading of

Three stated that they had been
committed their action in
the scandalous occurances at the previous formal

withA
h

£.
are threC yearS C 'eaninS &irls fences

The court was adjourned at seven a.m. to enable the members

GEORGE'S GURGLINGS
a suggestion reported earlier
meeting early this month it was decided to givean ordinary convert and two points for
for the point after .

either Science '58 or

U.S. college football has adopted
the year in this column. At a

one point for

successful pass or run
.
Intramural basketball is in full swing with

61 or Meds '63 favored to take the Iaurek

by Diane Pappas

Women's Sports Editor

The "Golden Gals" will play host to McGill in
Saturday afternoon in the Queen's gym. There will

three games
be a senior

and intermediate basketball game and a senior volleyball game.
McGill, like Western, play in another league in addition to the

regular intercollegiate tournament.

Both McGill senior teams have new coaches this year and the
type of team they will produce is not yet known. Volleyball in
the past few years has not been on a par with that of Queen's
but the game on Saturday should show whether the new volleyball
coach will be able to improve the Red and White game.

Like Queen's, the basketball team has been depleted by grad-
uation and another factor is that the first two years of the Physical
Education course has been shifted from McGill to Macdonald
College. As this has been the source of a large amount of new
talent it should have a weakening effect on the team.

Because the Gals have now had experience in working together
they hope to put on a better show than last week.

The volleyball and intermediate basketball will start at 2
o'clock to be followed by the senior basketball.

_

'61 won the hockey tournament, upsetting '5S's supremacy in
this sport. The freshettes had two wins and a tie as compered
to one win and two ties for the seniors,

The bowling is now in the second half of its double round-
robm tournament, with three games left to be played '58 and '60B
are t.ed for first, '61A is second and '60A and '59 are tied for third

The archery tournament begins Monday and the lists should
be signed before tomorrow. There will be two more after this -
Telegraphic meet Feb. 10-15 and the Invitational meet Feb
All prospective Robin Hoods are invited to

IN TNIS CAGt

the

meet Feb, 22.

come out and practice.

With A. Gerry Muffit

It has long been this writer's purpose to stir up interest in

sports on this campus. I have always maintained that the primary
purpose of any college is to turn out good athletes. Scholastic

activities are emphasized too much.

Another of my pet peeves are those columnists who use thfe

fair paper to expound the doctrines of their favorite political parties.

Politics to my mind is a dreary subject and cannot compare in im-

portance to good old SPORTS. People have accused me of being

vioilently pro-sports because of my own superior athletic talent.

Although I am admittedly a superb natural athlete and always

keep myself in top physical condition, these malicious charges are

without just cause.

On the basketball front, Queen's senior Gaels face probably
their stiffest opposition of the season when they meet Assumption
here on Saturday night. The Gaels are much improved over the

last few games, having a phenomenal win streak of two in a row.

1 he team will be hampered by the loss of their top player, namely
me. I can say without prejudice that with me in the lineup we would
run away with the league title. Unfortunately 1 aggravated on old

injury suffered in a ping pong tournament and will be out for » l

least six months.. Prospective members of my fan club can read'

me in the gym anytime. Fees are one dollar. For this you receive

an authographed picture of me in
one box o£ wheatie

a leopard skin bathing suit an'

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

» , HOME COOKED FOOD
Atr^r the Theatre or Donee, dine at the Roy York for tempting

^shes and speedy service.
MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners
Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.
I^Willl TiV iy^^

dial 6-iui AMEY'S TAXI dial 6-1111
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gave
Mid-East

from Russians,

fatemi Urges

d a Colombo Plan" for the whole

ffere
advocated Friday by Dr

^ UN-imposed embargo on all

,

^ lS
.sl,ipnients

to the Middle East

IP

K'^rollah S. Fatemi of Iran in the

ph annual lecture sponsored by

L e
Alma Mater Society.

f]ie former delegate to the UN
ifof Iran called for a five-pronged

Lfort by the Western powers aimed

[at
preventing Russian domination

Lf what President Eisenhower had

Lrnied
"
the most important strate-

ic area in the world."

Such a policy he said, should

[be based on the arms embargo,

Ltlement of the refugee problem,

compromise between Israel and

Ihe Arab nations, a "Colombo

plan" for the entire Middle East

land a Western campaign of sales-

Imanship that would earn the

goodwill of the 200,000,000 in-

Ihabitants of the area.

The present arms race in the

I.Middle East could have only one

(result, Fatemi warned — the wea-

Ipons would be used by "the stupid

colonel" governing one of the coun-

tries to start a conflict that would

Ibe either another Korean war or

World War III. He recommended

that Maj,-Gen. E. L. M. Burns of

ICanada, in command of UNEF,
•hould be in charge of efforts to

[prevent smuggling of arms "by

(Russia or anyone else."

The rehabilitation and compen-
sation of more than 800,000 Arab
refugees from Israel was the res-

ponsibility of the civilized world
and should be carried out by an
independent UN-sponsored agen-

|

c
y, the speaker urged.

'The UN should make clear to

I

Israel that she belongs to the Middle
[East and must find a way of living

15 good neighbors with the Arab
'Mtes," Fatemi said.

AMS WILL TAKE UP NFCUS CAMPAIGN

AMS President Herb Harmer presents a silver tray to Dr. Nasrollah Fatemi at a banquet
tendered by the AMS last Friday after Dr. Fatemi's lecture. Fatemi spoke on the problems facing

the Middle East.

Who Knows All Kingston 9

s Pubs?
AMS Plans Visitors

9 Welcoming

Model Parliament

[Now February 18

Model Parliament, originally

iP'anned for Feb. 12, has been
postponed to Feb. 18. The new
arrangement was made to allow

J}*

rescheduling of the Glenn

|

Gould concert for the early date.

Paul Cosgrove, in charge of
Model Parliament, said the Social
Credit would not have a party
lri

Parliament. He also said the
enftmeers won't have a party.

'-lections for the parliament are

J"
Thursday and Friday. The

allots were printed yesterday.
eoPle are still needed to help

.

tlle polls. Those interested

L^
Se P,10ne Paul Cosgrove at

Journal Plebiscite

foiling stations are in the

'atomy clubrooms, Science

'rooms. New Arts BIdg.
ancl Ban Righ. Science club-
ro«ios and Ban Righ polls
lose at 6 p.m. ; others at 5.

The AMS executive discussed

the ways and means of aiding the

NFCUS National Campaign

Scholarship at a meeting1 Thurs-

day. The discussion followed a

decision to join the campaign.

Anne Hayes. Levana rep., sug-

gested the executive should ask

the Queen's Progressive Conser-

vative delegation to the Ottawa

conference to present the NF-

CUS resolution. Bob Little, pre-

sident of the campus Liberals,

said the AMS should not involve

itself directly with any political

party. The executive decided to

do it indirectly and were reported

to have asked the Conservative

delegation, indirectly, to present

the NFCUS resolution.

The executive also

• heard Andy Wong, sr.. Meds

rep., discuss the coming exchange

program with State Teachers Col-

lege. Wong, talking about the

planned visit to Kingston pubs,

said he felt this was "one aspect

of extra-curricular activities in

which many people indulge."

Wong left the choice of pubs to

the executive as a whole and said

that President Herb Harmer

probably knew more about it than

he did.

• gave $150 to Mr. Cruik-

shank, band leader, $100 in an

honorarium to Who's Where edi-

tor Chuck Finley, and $100 to

Quarry.

• named Myra Johnson and

Jim Thompson co-convenors of

Color Night.

• decided to investigate the

possibilities of having free TB
X-rays for all students annually.

• acepted Ken Ackles' resig-

nation as drum major of the

Queen's Pipe Band.

• heard Levana Pres. Beth

Mahaffey, representing an un-

known group of people, complain

that the AMS executive should

have insisted upon court action

with regard to the Ban Righ in-

cident involving two engineers.

The discussion centered upon an

Concert Cancelled

The Glenn Gould concert sched-

uled for tonight in Grant Hall has

been postponed till Wednesday,

Feb. 12. Gould was detained in New
Orleans with the flu.

In a telephone conversation with

Gould's agent, Walter Homburger,

Prof. John Meisel, in charge of the

University Concert Series, learned

that Gould's doctor wouldn't let the

talented pianist out of bed until the

week-end. No further information

on Gould's condition is available.

Color Night

Would anyone interested in

working on the Color Night

Formal Committee please con-

tact Jim Thomson at 6-1669.

There will be a meeting for

all those interested tonight at

S p.m. at the Science Club-

rooms.

ambiguity in the constitution con-

cerning the Vigilance Committee

and the matter was tabled.

• listened to plans for inter-

faculty debates.

Schwartz Made
Regional VP
Arthur Schwartz, fifth year

medical student at Queen's and

president of the Queen's Progres-

sive Conservative Association

was elected Ontario Regional

Vice-President of the Nationa

Progressive Conservative Student

Fedeartion at the Young PC con

vention in Ottawa Saturday.

The Student Federation is an

association of 35 university PC
clubs claiming membership in

every major university in the

country. Schwartz was nominated

by Brian Smith of UBC, the

prime minister in last year

Queen's Model Parliament. On
the nomination of Schwartz
Smith was elected Western Reg-

ional Vice President.

The Queen's delegation pre-

sented three resolutions to the

convention, one of which was

passed after being amended. The

successful resolution dealt with

direct aid to university students.

It was objected to by the French-

Canadian delegates on the ground

that education was the preserve

of the provincial governments.

About 15 Queen's PCs attend-

ed the three dav convention.

Will Approach Local Groups
To Help Get Government Aid

The Alma Mater Society executive will carry on the NFCUS
Mational Scholarship Campaign dropped two weeks ago by the local

NFCUS committee. The AMS made this decision Thursday night

after hearing exerpts from a brief made up by the national executive

ol NFCUS for presentation to various influential groups across

Canada.

The AMS campaign will follow the lines laid down by Queen's

NFCUS committee member Dick Abbott (Law '60) before the

withdrawal from the campaign of the Queen's committee. The plan

nvolved approaching such groups as the Kingston City Council

and Chamber of Commerce, service clubs and other influential

organizations as well as radio and the newspapers, in order to

convince them of the need for financial aid to students from both

Eederal and provincial governments. The amount asked is 10,000

scholarships of $550 each.

Besides approaching as many of

these groups as will give them a

hearing, the AMS hopes to ex-

plain to the students themselves

what is involved in the campaign.

"All students can help by talking

to anyone they know about the

campaign," said Anne Hayes

(Levana Sr. rep.), "as long as

they are well informed." Copies

of the brief are available in the

AMS office.

At the NFCUS regional con-

ference, the scholarship cam-

paign came in for some heated

discussion. NFCUS national pres-

ident Walter Tarnapolsky claim-

ed that this was the first real

issue students had been able to

get their teeth into, and was a

chance for them to show their

power as a pressure group in

some field.

According to the NFCUS con-

stitution, the organization cannot

align itself with a political party,

so any chance of making a deal

(See Delegations, Page 5)

Saroyan Play

Cops Honors
For Queen's

After an absence of eight years

the London Free Press Trophy

for intervarsity drama has return-

ed to Queen's.

Queen's Avon the trophy with

their production of William Sar-

oyan's "Hello Out There" direct-

ed by Lila Laakso. Mr;. Laakso

was praised by the adjudicator,

Jack Mayberry, for her imagina-

tive interpretation. The competi-

tion was in Hamilton.

The winning play featured Phil-

lip Drouillard and Karin Leidhold

along with Fred Katch. Charlotte

Ransom, John Hart, Robert de

Pencier and Ken Carter.

Robert de Pencier was elected

president of the Inter-varsity

Drama League for the coming

year.. It was also decided that the

next festival will be held at

Queen's.

McMaster University played

host to the eight universities com-

peting for the IVDL trophies

with the presentation of six plays

after two years of inactivity

Other universities represented

were Macdonald College, Bishop's

College, Western, Carleton, Ot

tawa and Toronto.

Toronto's production of Jean

Paul Sartre's "No Exit" also was

well received and was expertly

presented by the cast. Individual

honors all went to this play

Catherine Cragg winning the best

actress award for her perform-

ance of Estelle and Don Suther-

land capturing the best actor

award for his part of Garcin.

The Jackson Trophy went to

Macdonald College for "The Run-

ning Tide" directed by the author,

J. R. Gould. The award is for the

best Canadian play.

The winning Queen's produc-

tion will be presented here in

March by the Drama Guild along

with two other one act plays.

Senate Accepts

AMS Decision

Principal W. A. rMackintosh

said Saturday that the Senate has

decided not to reopen the incident

in which two Science students

sauntered through Ban Righ Hall.

Immediately following the in-

cident the Principal had written

a letter to the AMS executive in-

sisting that the executive take

action. The letter said the Senate

"takes a serious view of cases of

this kind involving invasion of

the privacy of residences and dis-

orderly conduct."

The AMS executive, under the

recommendation of the Vigilance

Committee, decided not to prose-

cute.

The letter to the executive also

said that "if for any reason the

(AMS) Court is unable or un-

willing to deal with (the inci-

dent). I would like to be informed

promptly so that the.Senate may

itself consider it."

TRICOLOR IS ON SALE BUY NOW!
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Aw, phooey!
That mess of unsightly print on Page 4 is the election plat-

forms for positions on the executives of the Engineering and Aescu-
lapian Societies. Judging from their content we suggest that you
don't bother reading them. If this is any indication of the future
performances of these candidates, we suggest that you don't bother
voting.

And if yoii happen to walk past Hanson and Edgar, Ltd wear-
ing a faculty jacket don't let their employees see you. We don't
think their linotype men enjoyed reading the platforms either
unless they have a cynical sense of humor.

Cest a vous
The AMS executive has again taken the wrong approach to

an old problem, by blaming somebody else for their shortcomings
and then forgetting to do anything themselves.

Last year the members of the AMS executive ranted with fury
at the editor of the Journal for not printing full election platforms
for all society elections. They even went so far as to put a new
section into the AMS constitution which demanded that the first
iuesday 1Ssue of the Journal in February be dedicated to the
elections. The result is a lot of tommyrot from unknowing election
cand,dates, and any chance for a useful, enlightened and intelligent
series of elections is lost.

If society executives would stop pointing fingers, use their
heads and make some attempt at creativity their elections may

ig« (?rTn
<

!
CCB
f,L ReprintCd bd0W U an editorial from a

1956 McGill Daily which outlines a successful election programand which may point the way to a reduction of student apathy that
mythical whipping boy of executive self-righteousness.

* * *

"Our present system for electing representatives to the SEC
leaves much to be desired. Many students vote for candidateswhom they do not know, sometimes have never even seen Thestudents society of a well known English university has found
a solution to this problem.

*

But mommy, any balloon with such beautiful printing is worth the 15 cents the man soldT
to me for.

The Model Parliament Elections

Challenge
flfCe

Both the Co,iserVat .

W'n

the Liberals have is
> .

replies to the challenge ^
national policies nubi ^
Friday's Journal by t£*?
the challenge, the CCF

,

that they would den,
that the Liberals and Go
tives were composed 0 f «S
ing idiots".

Liberal leader Bob
commented; "A battery

f""'
berals will dispose 0 f tli

start socialists in slm**
We'll meet them at anyV?
customary telephone bo
anytime". 01

Jim Holmes, Progress^
rservative leader, stated "t

come the opportunity to di5

"

of their paltry socialist T
ceas in such precious few L
as might be necessary,

if ,.'

will name their time and „i1
the Tories will be there."

Both leaders reserved
opinions on one another,
debate will take place 7
Tuesday in the Union.

What this campus needs is-
CCF

''The four key positions on the executive (president, vice-pres-
ident, treasurer and secretary) are elected by the student body.

i:y~ni m ers are chosen hy the ***
"At a series of meetings shortly before polling day, competing

candidates outline their policies briefly to their electors Atertatmg their platforms in turn, candidates may be requested to

Subiec far /mUteS 0n SUbjeCt S"W«ted by the meeting.Subjects are diverse, ranging from "Racial Prejudice" to "TheMenstrual Cycle of the Elephant". No time for p evious consilerat ion is g,ven to the candidates, and they have Janswe the same

fi d

T

S m
;!f

,d SUCCeSSi°n
'

Sh°Uld the ^embly still be unsatis-f«ed, the candldate may be asked to recite, sing or even dance

™„IJ Two !

mPOMd °\the are of course moregruellmg. Two years ago the president-to-be finished up bv run-ning around a neighboring public park wearing a grass skirt and

on7retlf"ITTt" "7^^~^t n

electo One ™ T^T^ PUt °n his
*>V 1*

vre Z; f

y arfrtVHat t,,ese meetinSs *™ detrimental to the

Hiic! Hid....H ic!

filled. If it is It Z I 7 ' S 3 VaCUUm Whidl mUSt be re "

The best illustration of thi< of course, the lawlessness ofthe prohibition era in the United States a
can be

leaders

more
n pro-

teous

In keeping with the tradition
of supplying the old parties with
new ideas, the CCF this year
has produced a platform which
will be imitated and repeated
by the Liberals and Conserva-
tives for years to come.

First of all, we want to see
free tuition for all Canadian uni-
versity students. At present only
eight percent of our university
students are on scholarship or
bursary where comparable fi-

gures in Britain, the U.S., or
Russia go from 20 to almost 100
per cent. The figures speak for
themselves.

At Queen's, women should be
allowed in men's rooms at Mc-
Neill House during specified
hours. Archaic curfew hours for
women living at residences
should be abolished. College
students are able to manage
their own affairs without puri-
tanical restrictions. If a bill to
this effect is passed by a CCF
government the Queen's CCF
Party will send a delegation to
the responsible authorities to
get some action on this matter.

An important cause of failure
in the Science Faculty is the
Engineering Arts courses. We
want to modify the present set-
up, for example by reducing the
work load in Engineering Poli-
tics assignments. Together with
this change we propose the for-
mation of a combined BA-ESc
course,

In the national sphere, tem-
porary government grants-in-aid
do not solve the employment
problem. The government
should look into free trade op-
portunities with Britain. The
government should also see that
Canada develops its own natural
resources so that Canadian en-
gineers and skilled workers will
benefit through better work and
higher pay.

Both the voting ase and

a new world
ejcPe"«neiital change and deny

drinking age in Canada should
be reduced to 18. A pub should
be established on campus which
would be a campus pub, with
its corresponding college atmos-
phere.

Canada, which calls itself a
peaceful nation, should increase
foreign economic aid. Our year-

ly contribution to the Colombo
Plan, which at present is less

than the price of one small des-
troyer, should be increased to a
size more in keeping with our
wealth.

Getting back to the campus,
we want an exchange week-end
for enlightened and qualified

students between denizens of
McNeill House and Ban Righ
Hall.

The AMS Court should be
completely autonomous. If not,
the AMS should relinquish its

disciplinary responsibilities.

And for Kingston too we have
improvements: a Princess Street
subway, a Lonely Hearts Club
for Kingston landladies, and
slum clearance between the
waterfront and the Outer Sta-
tion.

Conservative
The Progressive Conservative

Party directs its appeal to the
electorate of Queen's on these
grounds:

It is the only party at Queen's
with the prospect of forming a
majority government. A major-
ity government is needed so
that order can be kept and busi-
ness done in the coming session.
Last year's vote clearly indicat-
ed that the Liberal party had no
prospect of being returned to
power. The fact that it received
well under one half the number
of votes polled by the Conserva-
tives was a tribute to its unim-
aginative and unconstructive
platform.

The PC's are the only party
representatives of all the facul-
ties. Progressive Conservative
Leader Jim Holmes, elected to
replace the Rt. Hon. B. R. D.
Smith in Jan., announced in
caucus last week that his cabinet
will include members of every
faculty. The campus party has
long recognized the abilities and
aptitudes of Queen's women hy
including them in Conservative
governments, and now, for the
first time in at least four years,
it will include engineering re-
presentatives in the cabinet.
Some of the main points in the

programme which the Progres-
sive Conservative Party submits
for your approval are as follows

:

The encouragement of the in-

tensification of the study of
science in high schools, in order
that science students in univer-
sities may devote more of their

energies to advanced pursuits in

which they might be interested.

The reform of the Model Par-
liament Act to extend the length
of the present session from one
evening to three.

The prompt enactment of a
direct scholarship programme
similar to that endorsed by
NFCUS.
The reform of the closure de-

vice to ensure against its mis-
use.

The encouragement of trade
with Britain and the Common-
wealth.

The adoption of the "My Fur
Lady" Flag.

Of course the central plank
of the Progressive Conservative
Party is good government. In
this context good government
means lively, controversial, wit-
ty and sound debate in the
Model Parliament.

Thursday and Friday vote
Progressive Conservation—the
party with the "vision to create,
the courage to preserve."

Liberal
Li-

A caucus of the campus _
heral Club unanimously support-
ed three major planks for the
coming session of Model Parlia-
ment :

1- Student Aid

2. Restoration of Steam
Shovel

3. Desegregation of Resid-
ences.

Much confusion has been
created by the various schemes
of scholarships and aid proposed
by different groups of students.
In an effort to clarify the issue,
the Liberals would introduce a
bill to exempt all student tuition
fees and books from taxation.
This would be the fairest means
Of compensating for the different
costs to students of separate
faculties. A further measure to
be placed before the Parliament
would be an Act to increase Do-
minion - Provincial bursaries.
This system has a recognized
means test and high academic
requirements. Why not improve
upon it by awarding more bur-

saries? Finally, in an endeavc
to inform High School student
of the benefits of a universitj

education, and the scholarships,

and bursaries available to them)
the Liberals would bring don-q

a bill to accelerate present
r _,

licity efforts by the Canadian

universities.

The second plank in the Liber

al manifesto is a recognition

.

the injustice dealt a significan

portion of the campus. Member
of all faculties read and enjoye

Steam Shovel and regrette

removal from the pages of th

Journal. Their disappointmen.

might have been overcome by

a suitable replacement forth'

voice of Maide Marionne
what have we had to stomach in

its stead? The natterings of an

unrepentent Tory and an unin

hibited CCF'er! Surely Queen'

students deserve more than this

Therefore, the Liberals will en

act a measure urging the Jour

nal to reconsider in the light o

student opinion and restor

Steam Shovel to its rightful posi

tion of eminence in the students

newspaper.

The third plank needs little

explanation. Too long ha.

torian morality ruled out th"

logical extension of democrat"*!

rights and freedoms. "Man i

born free, but everywhere he 11

chains (Ban Righ, McNeill, Ade

laide, etc.) !" Co-educational re

sidences are the answer! Loom

for this liberal bill at

Parliament.

Rather than support ;

of Johns, vote for a party

a constructive policy for

ents—the Liberal Party,

right, not left, but FORWARD'

[j.irty

with

4U.I-

Not

Jokers Busy
The alleged Journal

wit: "How many g' rl

Queen's wear black panties

not being conducted by

Journal. Any unsuspectinf

eds who have been deceiv<

the mysterious pollsters

lake cheer in the realization

they have not lost anything

the pure white color of 1

faces. The question won
make a hardened woman
blush.

the

r (0*1
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1113)'
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edit"'
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friendly overseas relations Dunchd: ex^ur9tlfed version

y ]ie
other night I was visiting

- ,aiiii
iCriiraa, a friend of mine

Guinea. Kwami, who is
from

here

to

Hires

studying under the Colom-

!'q plan, is very interested in

Canadian Society, and especially

Queen's students and the way

iliey
l'!
ve '

Often he has com-

i(
,n(ed to me on the advantages

[0
Canada of having so many

l^niigrants from different lands

varied cultures coming to

jiudy "> Canada. He says that

,|,e best way for any culture to

mature is for it to be exposed

fluences from different cul-

f the world so that the

t,es l will be selected from all.

|l was no surprise to me that

he hat! been excited about an

irliclc on skiffle, some exotic

flirin of musical entertainment

brought to Canada by an eimni-

rfraiit fom the Netherlands, and

[lien written up in the Queen's

lotirnal, But this flight) Kwami

was very excited. Indeed, he was

<o excited that he made me sit

down and write up a favorite

liobby of his so that Canadians

might enjoy it. And here's what

came out.

'First of all,' Kwami said, 'al-

though most westerners think

the New Guinea is a primitive,

backward aboriginal culture, ac-

tually it has a greater history

of continuous civilization than

Great Britain for instance. For
over three thousand years na-

tives of New Guinea have been

living under the same rules of

social behaviour, and today they

are just as happy as they were
three thousand years ago.'

I could only nod in assent to

these remarks and, if I had had
anything worth saying, it would
have been drowned out in Kwa-
mi's next flood of words.

'Well,, we in New Guinea
have one social custom which
above all others leads to hap-

piness. This is not, as most of

those frustrated ladies who conic

to do sociological studies on us

suppose, is not, I repeat, our

custom of indiscriminate poly-

gamy, delightful as that may
seem to you westerners, and to

me too when I'm homesick, al-

though I'll admit that I was
mighty fed up with it when I

left New Guinea — so exhaust-
ing.'

He was starting to get off the

track so I tried to gUidc him
back. Before I continue report-

»>g this dialogue, perhaps • I

should describe my friend Kwa-
'"l.. lie is a huge polynesiail,

about six and a half feet tall,

who ^oes around in impeccable
lvY league clothes. Often he

wears a top hat, and always he
has a black umbrella that he

swings in a ten foot arc. In the

summer he likes to go barefoot,

a,'d in his own apartment lie

always wears his native clothes

~~ a missionary's mother hub-

bard as a turban and the con-

ventional south Pacific grass

skirt. His father and mother
were killed in internecine war-
fare when he was ten, and he
was raised from then on by
missionaries. He was a brilliant

missionary student, but at the
age of seventeen the missionar-
ies keeping him were killed by
his family's relatives and he was
brought up in the tribe again.
When he was twenty-three he
was recruited for the New Gui-
nea police, where he made such
a name for himself that he won
a Colombo plan scholarship to

Canada. So here he is.

Kwami went on: 'Now where
was I ? — oh yes, the one feature

of New Guinea culture that

Canada should import above all

others — he waved his arm hi a

ten foot circle and brought them
together around my neck —
'that is headhunting!'

My eyes bulged out and I

started to shake 'But that's bar-

baric!'

'Ha !
— You call that barbaric

!

— and then you go and shoot

atom bombs all around my
homeland, kill millions of people

in war — headhunting only kills

one at a time, and its systema-

tic!'

'Systematic? How so?'

'A headhuntcr on the warpath

doesn't kill just anybody he hap-

pens to meet, he always has one

specific person in mind. And he

choses that person because he

has done him a wrong. Like

they're both after each other's

scalp and the one who gets the

other's first wins. An insult is

stealing a wife, or blowing a

nose in front of somebody, or

something serious like that.'

"But headhunting, I really

don't see any point in it. .

.'

'Look, here's what you get

out of headhunting', and he pull-

ed a horrible little wizened head

ouf of his dresser, 'This is the

man who killed my mother and

here's the man who killed my
father, and here's . .

.'

Y.m don't shrink them do

you?' I interrupted.

'Of course, I do. I've gotten

a bit out of practice since I

came to Canada, but every now

and then I get a cat or dog from

the biology department to prac-

tice with. And I've found I can

sell the products as toys — not

the heads of course, a warrior

always keeps them until he gets

killed, and then the man who

kills him takes them. Some

chiefs have hundreds. I only

have 37, but that's not bad for

a man 26 years old I

I could only shudder, I felt

as if I was getting a cold, I did-

n't like the looks of those heads

at all so to divert the conversa-

tion a little I asked: 'But what's

all this got to do with saving

w-esteru civilization — it still

seems barbaric to me.'

'Don't you sec — in New
Guinea we only enter into the

hunt if we want to, in other

SHAUM'S OUTLINE SERIES

COLLEGE PHYSICS 185

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY — 1-85

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 160

ENGINEERING MECHANICS 2.85

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

words, if you want to go through
the thrill of hunting somebody,
or the even greater thrill of

being hunted, you can. If you
don't want to, you don't have to.

So its obvious — look — you
agree that war is the greatest

curse of civilization . .
.'

I agreed. I was shivering now
Dammit, I did have a cold.

'War is caused because men
cannot get rid of their instincts

of hunting and killing. Present

day hunting does nothing more
than whet the appetite for killing

a real human being. All you do
is make headhunting under the

rules of New Guinea legal. Then
anyone who wants to kill some-
body can. And he can also be

killed. So in one step yon get

rid of all the neurotic and un-

duly aggressive elements of the

community.'

'Look let's change the subject

if you don't mind, you're getting

me all on edge . .
.' That damn

codl. I started to sneeze; remem-

bered what Kwami had said

about a sneeze starting a hunt

—

I grabbed my nose as hard as I

could — looked at Kwami — he

was standing there with an enig-

matic smile on his face but did-

n't say anything.

I got up. 'I'm sorry Kwami,

I've got to get back and do some

work. .
.'

Kwami smiled down at me
from his six and a half feet.

'Well, if you've got to go you've

got to - -'

'Well good night'. I dashed

out and started to run home.

All the shadows seemed to be

about six and a half feet high

and black. — God, streets in

Kingston are badly lighted!

Maybe holding your nose is an

insult in New Guinea ....

C. E. S. Franks

The Mighty Moffatt and his critic fad

Has compelled us to write a second Dunciad

All mortal functions promptly criticized

Then to the cosmos did he turn his eye

This scheming villain with his poignant art

Proceeded next to tear poor Christ apart

The Church of Rome fell victim of (its rope:

He secretly conspired to hang the Pope.

Angelic squadrons piloting the air

Did make a counsel to the muses fair

O seven sisters of the sacred well

This angry impact of this mighty feat

Hath made the racing sputniks obsolete

From naughty little popes his mind can see

The fallibility of infallibility

Yet one question has escaped his whim

The one of angels dancing on a pin

0 Mighty Prophet from your work I see

What a mockery our life can be.

Clark Forbes

Queen's revue reviewed
Should a reviewer be polite

to those who peddle junk on the

stage? If the show is free no

one can complain, but once they

start charging us for the privi-

lege of watching the reviewer

has a right to be frank.

It seems we were pretty

lucky to have a revue at all this

year. Some of the acts were

slick and flavoursome, and in

the circumstances excellent, but

others were, alas, abyssmal.

Some of this was due to the

players and the producers but

for the greatest blame lies with

the audience. They were dead

and rotting in their seats.

The revue is designed for a

special audience and spiced with

intimate jokes and allusions.

The audience should play as

large a part in the act as the

players. Strong reaction from

them, whether cheers, heckling

or hissing, would have made the

evening sparkle. As it was they

sat around like a lot of penguins

occasionally allowing themsel-

ves a timid handclap, but even

this was not always forthcom-

ing. This reviewer had to initi-

ate the long delayed clapping

for the "Kick Line" himself in

spite of fervid note-making and

trying to take his pulse-rate.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leoding Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1 879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And The Newest Fashions For Women.

You're sure oj the Quality ter Bructs'

The West Indians stole the

show witli a suave Calypso num-

ber embracing four dolls and a

formidable performance on a

steel drum (imported ?). Don
McGrath and Pete Pinnock con-

tributed a unifying strain of in-

consistency to the production.

Perhaps Pete was doing bigger

things than we thought behind

scenes in view of the recent

American announcement.

The "Kick Line" (pulse-rate

unprintable) had everything

that "Interpretation of the

Blues" did not. Elaine and Ed

battled courageously with a

macabre little number called

"Scared Stiff"; the story con-

cerns a couple who haven't met

anybody new since they looked

into each other's eyes three

years ago at the freshette's ball.

We went fom the macabre to the

grotesque in Edith Stanbury's

"Interpretation of the Blues". I

am of the all-or-nothing school

and consequently found it alarm

ing when a pretty but shivering

/ifl//-dressed girl was made to

cavort on the stage to Victorian

chamber music. The rowdy, col-

orful "Can-Can" cleared the air

after two piquant French-type

numbers "River Seine" and

"Louise".

Poor Ed had some awful lines

but in spite of this, a dead audi-

ence and a cast of thousands,

the "Byes-Line Blues" made a

colorful and pleasurable spect-

acle.

Jake Hubbard

:>Jf< .-^WANTED
COCA-COLA
also referred to as

'COKE'

Both names are trademarks that

stand for the same fine product . . .

Canada's best-loved sparkling drink

... the product of Coca-Cola Ltd.

HOW TO RECOGNIZE

THIS PRODUCT:

By its matchless flavour . . . delicious

with all old-country dishes. And fa-

voured foods of Canada too. Enjoyable

between meals for a bright littte lift.

Easy to serve anytime.

Comes in the famous six-

bottle, red and white car-

tons. Treat your family

and guests to the spark-

ling good taste ofice-cold

Coca-Cola often ... the

perfect refreshment.
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Metfs ELECTIONS Scfetc
Aesculapian elections will be and united Aesculapian Society stands SANDY SCOTT — With reference

held on Wednesday, Feb. 5 from behind °ur representatives. to the position of Junior AMS Meds
12 - 5 p.m. Polling Stations: An- Sincere attempts will be made lo fc^L^^ ^h^^M
atomy Clubrooms for Premeds 1 ^TpSn^!^^^^^ "

and 2 and Medicine 1 and Rich- This will enable students to achieve (1) 1 know that I have enthusiasm
ardson Amphitheatre for Medi- S'", 1"11

?
11 and to denve greater for and a sincere interest in the office.c enjoyment and satisfaction from our

Cine 2, 3 and 6. programmes. By means of this par- (2) I think that 1 have the internal
ticipation, any tendency toward apathy society and external experience nc>
and indifference can be effectively ccssary (e.g. post Assistant Secretary,

PRESIDENT; curbed. To cite specific examples for Treasurer. Chairman of Medical Open
T . . .

programming — the medical choir House Committee, Medical Editor onJIM COOK — It is quite miposs- will be restored to its staiure of for- the Tricolour)
ible to outline to any extent my views mer years; students will be given a
on the problem which will face the chance to express their views on ' ' But whether I have the job or
Society in the year to come. There current topics by speaking in panels

"ol 's u,) 10 you - 1 1,0Pe that 3"°" will
are however, four that I consider of forums or other types of informal af,cr ,llis i0r mc 011 Wednesday
prime importance. discussions; faculty and interfaciilty

Firstly, by giving whole-hearted
wl" bc c"«>»raged.

* .

support to the
,
Student-Faculty Kela- The building fund campaign will

tionship Committee, we will find here be carried on as vigorously as everan organization that can deal with all to ensure its success. Everything fea
the problems of each sutdent more sible will bc done to promote the fine
efficiently and more effectively. work that the committee has done. ROGER BROUGHTON - These

Secondly, I feel the Society has not Since it is impossible in such a
arc tllc i:;:illes which 1 would like to

tully exploited the opportunities which short space as this to comment on see Publicized. Here are my personal
are open socially. Only by having other issues, I trust you will give tin

"

more Acsculapiamsponsorcd social above important ones your consider

SECRETARY

:

opinions on these issues:

events, will we be able to create more ation and
interest in the society, which is essen-
tial if it is to continue to be a powerful
representative of the student body.

Looking forward to seeinf
the polls.

Thirdly, in relation to the Post-
graduate Regulated Interneship issue, * *my feelings are much stronger. 1 can
only say that any restrictions un-
willingly placed on the student who vpp pppcrr^MThas successfully completed his course VCis-PRESIDENT

:

at this university should be only those JOE CANNELLA — For: Previous
that are the laws of our country. experience on society and year execu-

Us„y. an e«» greater, task lies tSS^gi C^eduSnal *

(1) The Interneship Plan. This has
been passed and settled. What must

you at ,"
ow 06 dollt; is t0 ensure that the

hospital list does not decrease to the
original three.

PRES:
Naval Training Division

DAVE SCOTT — The Engineering
Society is made up of approximately \ne
one thousand undergraduate engineers, saying

The presidency representing
students requires someone

President of the Queen's University row's elections. What shoulrl
for in a candidate for secrc ta

1V
-
C '*

Constitution finishes off by
,

1 wouI
J

i cl"»« man
that the Vice-President is ^c

.
a
.

r„ufetandl,,
?. of his Q

this a, v "responsible for all election meetings." responsibilities and has a i

e whom To me, this seems like the ideal po- 8ro.
un

f
of experience on tl, e^

people'respecV'aud who "can demand sition from which one can combat the
!
>

J™'?'
'mPor lar

,w ;>
he confidence of those he should apathy of our members towards the

ca" dlJf'u/W ^ &l
meet. I fee! I am qualified in this Society's activities. I should like to

a
!
d ztaI "the Engineering $3

wav to be thc leader of Sciencemen start by exhort ng every Scicnceman -V •
01 course, one should vwffiway to be the leader ot bciencemen.

. . 'dock on Wednesday and policies regarding 1

man of his choice.
cr of

.

our Society's actvitics .

With this in mind I wish
t0

Next year decisions which will af
feet those studying engineering at

Queen's for many years to come must
be made. We do not own Technical
Supplies in the true sense of the
word. However, we have thc con-
trolling factor. Next year a loan which

to get out at 11 o
1

'

id vote for the

KEITH McPHAIL

opportunity to give you a brKr
showing (humbly?) thai r

these qualities. P°W

I have been ,
lf the society is to reap (nil ,

enabled Clark Hall to be built will chosen to contest the position of First froin ,llc Secretary's presence
hi

be completely paid off. Thc Engineer- Vice-President of the Engineering So- he able to present sound artru^
5

ing Society must decide what is to cietv. This is indeed a privilege and and well-thought out, iinL,,'
1

he done with thc interest. It has been an honour to have been considered ,dcas
- 1 '"I that my past exn,

suggested that we set up a more ge- by my equals as their choice for no- on mv '"B" school Student
Co,,

nerous system of bursaries for those minatiou. as treasurer of Science '5Q .,.
™

(2) Socialized Medicine. The public
does not get better treatment. If poli-
ticians attempt to force this upon our
profession we must be ready to meet
the challenge.

system ot bursaries for

students who are the middle fellows
Such suggestions necessitate an ef-

ficient Engineering Society executive
Thc President is the one person res-

ponsible for thc efficiency of thc ex-
It is his job to run the meet- i;,n

ngs so that ideas are expressed wou|0
clearly and consisely to bring out in- 0[,

ventiveness by encouraging debate —
tj,

and to discourage inefficiency by end-
ing a debate when all principle ideas
have been expressed.

minatiou.

Herein I

reasons for wanting thc job as well V""""""m *" t"" u "ion Si,

ns my qualifications The task will bc
S"CC

(

CSS
'

B^-L>"c Blues")
l,aa J

tedious one and a candidate for the
C

, °
"" a

!
ystcma ,c train <*C

propose to explain my ^^ident of the Queen's Rc'vu
Jjj

wanting the job as well
Cproducws ot the recent Union

i*

o25* »t be ;il«»T to ^ « 5« S,Cf

r

0f
-
a

f

-"atU"
me and effort if elected. This I

organizations.

gly tlo should you decide Beside carrying on the corresw
ay, Feb. 5lh, that I am cncc_ of _ the Society the sccreii

mg
giv

nan for the job. °" the Service Control ami Acid'

c prime reason I have for want- g^Tr C°"\»litt
?
cs

- ,™<= Sen

his job is that I should like to .

Conlro1 Committee in addition lo J
'ng of my time and talent ]^\lJ^° SJin^" of W

(3) Thc formal. As convenor I fee.
II be beneficial to the faculty to
have it in Grant Hall and should

he semi-formal. It will have good

subject at least, it js time to convert „ V The
L°
wer y

.

ears
:

1 would sup-
thc lethargy of thc student into a

P
[

any
•
chanse m time-table more

unified, effective voice * * ap lo e 've a wider choice of arts
options.

To only "want" the presidency is n ,,,„ -

grossly insufficient. It is essential— RON DOWD _ ti,. ;„t. t .l w ,

ssues of current interest are
if your president is to be a'Sle the^S-prcS^ o^so" "y^thl Ee ^yZJZV^/^?^-for him to have the intense desire chairmanship of the Speakers and v! r „H

ry
'

thc academic
to devote the many, many hours of Meetings Committee As da's vice Z^rJEt r

1
-

would sincerely

K^SeVEtfSSi SfiX ?ZJ: b^auTe * ,
the A^cult

H

0
T°°t

° f pres,dent of ,!,e
i"

[er« l a"d enthusiasm of our * *
tne Aesculap.an Society. members largly depends on how at-

tractively and interestingly our meet-
ings are organized.

ahead-that of considering in an or- fi]ms and c ,igh,ening programsTCom-

Nowl Lets take a look at what has for [he ftlr

t

| lcrance of U]c Engineer-
"ical Supplies is also rcsponsifal

happened lo the Engmeermg Society h Sociely-s influence on the campus, °Per?"2S and improving our E ,

over he past few years. Science '59
j propose

J

to torl5ider the matter of
H'c" ijcrv,ce

- A
,

c,ua
.

1,y ,hc «*kwas the first year not permitted to
promineiit speakers to address us as ?/

tUc
-
s^retary s time is spw

embers of the Society and students U^ J
^
b
fciJ

,

T
W
?i!

hJ_^Yc o.**
Queen's. As Programme Commit
chairman this would be only om

traditionally a great smash for all first of tne tasks facinR mc
year Sciencemen. However it was a r~, , ., c . r-
stopped and now is forgotten. This

Cha'"nan of the Steering Com
year, after some thirty years. Steam ml""

\
*ou,

g
XV u

,

,mo
t
t to

Shovel was in effect shoveled out the
cstaWlsh ,bc Scnior-Frosh scheme on

guard the stadium thc night before
(he Toronto football game. Ask
of the old '57 and '58 hoys — this

terest. I feel I am capable of mayj
a significant contribution to these
mittces

Will I work hard? You're damn tir
1

I'll work hardl If elected 1

to assure thc executive's
. actiritii

working basis. This perhaps is a
be»«« publicity so that interest 0B

ifficult task, but surely it is one
par

' ° f 3
}\ °f ,

us w>«i"»crease. Sue
vanes with interest. For

Sucre

step in

N E. DIAMANT - I am eonvinc
ed

..
lllat } have the qualific

ability and most important, the desire
to pledge myself and my time to ac
cept the position of president of th«
Aesculapian Society.

I will strive for:
Courage, judgeme

B. CAMERON _ I take the foll-
owing stands on the issues before the

It 1 am to assume a position on our society,
executive. I shall be a representative , T
of, not only the Society as a whole t- l

J nterncship and Course Change:
but of every individual that is a part

] hc course
,
has been for the better

ji_r_.! of i ( - Y°u are going to vote as individ- f
xcept for Marine 1 who appears to

uals; and if I am elected, you, as indi-
snowed under,

viduals. will be honored for your ideas
and suggestions.

_
I would very much like to

in this capacity in th
serve you

win-age, juugement, intelligence in
"«"*"* "J""-

11' 111 ,n e coming term of
leadership; an executive, not a robot k''"

and
_
am P^Pared to devote my

of the people but custodian of their
interests.

in

1
all

,

is

:

s

1

i1e

C

s

0nCe5Si0n 3nd C0"P«™«

Student awareness of executive pro-ceedings.

The Premeds students should be ur-
ged to get an insight into Economics,
Philosophy. Politics and other \rts

of
subjects.

window. Those in control did this at
the beginning of the year so that

u'".,c
,
u" ™«i "ui sureiy it is one

freshman engineers would never know ™« merlt
^

consideration
rf ,n direc[ion your ~ besjjwhat Steam Shovel used to be — Also my duties would require that Don Eastwood,

thereby eliminating a very powerful ^ s ' 1 on the Service Control Commil-
voice. I suppose in two years time tee - ^nc First Vice-President is also
Maide Marion, a symbol of Science "lc r'Snt hand man to the President. 7

for at least thirty years, will also be Kere 1 *ce' 1 could offer the most,
forgotten. Since I am not an unceasing source

It has been indicated that some want ?
S grandiose schemes I must be re-

to change our engineering initiation. !^a,cd 10 ".lc l**k of seeking out

The new type initiation will be rather
lde

.

as
'

t

tva,U3tmg them tor their worth,

2nd VICE PRES,
PETE BARNARD — I deem il

great privilege to be able to run fj

a group of social teas where the new
and ™ ccu ««\ As Vice- &e Second Vice-Presidency o

Sciencemen are told that playing leap-
1 rcsiacnt 1 would bc required to ex- Engineering Society. From the li

frog and sporting a brush-cut are far <
,lans which ,hc President, ginnjllg of lhis ar j have , d

,

below the dignity of a University ^/t^fu^ cW"ients be able to serve you through the E,

student. I fe.e then- <; nr, h^ttBr ,M„ rt ou'u not be able to see to comple- dn^nnn, c^:-.,. „„j t ,complc- gineering Society and I now have
opportunity to do this as your Secoa

student. I feel there is no better way
to get to know thc fellow next to

0
.

you than, for a short period of time, Nc"v lor experience. I cannot list Vice-President who acts as cliairmaj

to fee! just foolish as he does. This Dack ad infinitum my past achieve- of the club rooms committee. I

sort of thing brings about the begin- nients. However, I can say that for prepared to work willingly and h
ntng of a closely knit year. Past_ two years 1 have been a rep- at making them better and more
For this reason, and similar reasons

'

r
csentative on thc Service Control joyable for us all. It is my sine

we need an Engineering Society ex-
^'"""Utce and now understand many hope that you will see fit to vote fij

ecutive, that when it is pushed, will ,

th? complexities of this body. It me this coming Wednesday morning
push back — only harder. However as

,
8

,

,v
,

e "
,

mc cxPcnence which I feel * *
we also need an executive that con-

d " hard
. \° ea

.
ual in anticipating DAVID TREBILCOCK — In

siders as one of its prime objectives
J,

position of Vice-President. Also I space which Mr. Hardin so kind

— having the Applied Science faculty £
ave n treasurer of Newman Club alonice and am prepared to devote my a. f3r « t u„ ,,. - — having the Applied Science faculty ?

^treasurer_ot Newman Club allotted I would like to appeal i

abiht,es and energies to the responsi- cd [ 'half hJ U ^i ,-7 L\- °nc
fc

ern " ^ntribute to life at Queen's to even
h
?
rc at Q"«n's This position has your support in electing me to I

bihties of our society's executive. oitah in ill nr« ? 1 Ju
E h

°,
S " a Greater extent than it has in thc

glVen mc an understanding of finan- position of 2nd Vice-President of tl

fna
;
hJspita s of , h J \.

al,?e tC
f
ch

;
p3st 1 ernphasize the word contri-

e 'ng pr0peCls and of ^ecutive proce- Engineering Society. I am urging p

'chooh are Lduded " bu,c
'
vcrsus Koin8 off by ourselves,

dure
' first to vote, and secondly to n

* * not bothering with the rest of the Now I have placed mv case very for m e.

No further restrictions in the
lated interneship."

JIM SMALL

2. Building Fund: I compliment the
Building Fund for their work. Their

I would like 'fst endeavour is their handling ot

regu-
simply, to remind you of what your

1 ie Faclllty Jackets. I do not think
vote will mean if you vote SMALL u we shollltl "iove out because thc

ZSmmmm to-morrow. To me this position mean* i '-r?°
11 Room wil1 DC opened in therormai — tops in quality; ready and co-operative assistance to L

lc Anatomy Club rooms should
the president and an interesting series 1

adequately furnished for the use
of visual aids and general meetings "lose 0,1 ,he campus.

The
reasonable in price.

Liberal Education - a doctor needs

Ms?* raake ii i,,,crestinE
- not

A national student voice for politicalEK?MSI Actors ^usl'Soccomc civil servants.

<iMS7
C
T

mbcr
',
ROod thi°8s do come irSMALL- packages.

Respect of the faculty through tact-

More student get-togethers
levoted service to the u„„

of A
a

M.S
AC
rcfe

n S0CiCty inf0-cd

I know that you realize the

JUNIOR AMS REP.

;

ERNEST FALLEN - In the int
csts of the society I feel that I

3. CAMSI: My only complaint is
the expense of the annual conference.
I think a conference every two year*
would be adjusted to serve the pur-
pose.

4. Faculty: I stand for a friendly
approach to the faculty. They are bas-
ically directed and spriited to develop
good doctors. When differences be-
tween us appear, our point o f view

Devoted service" io°Vhe' university ^S^^^^To^^jSr goodwill'
pre5Cn,cd firaii* but with

inform"?!
AMS rep. In the past I have served on ^ *UL

fflrthSS TfrSfef™ MC" } h
-

aVC SCrVC(l ai a"^taut-secretaryjiu wnerc i graduated in Science, and vice-presid ' ' '
Here at Queen's, I was

deshing^ou^supp^r
f ^ y0U

-

A'™*P™ executive. I wa
Vote N. E. Diamant for president ,

° non,,natcd to various committ
of the Aesculapian society includ

-. of the Aesculapian
President of Society Executive. As vice-president

1 was chairman of the Speakers and
Meetings committee and chairman of

also nominated to various committees Films committee. If elected, I shall
carry out the^duties of secretary to the

the Student-Faculty Relationship com-
mittee.

best of my ability.

1 feel a need for a stronger rcprc
ELI RABIN — For the past week sentation of the medical afcully on

!«
P=» <

l!
a
:

nS *° »«« a" the responsibilities d
inanded of the position

MOIRA SANDERSON— It would
be an honour and a privilege for me to
serve as secretary of the Society,
though I have not served on the so-
ciety executive in the past I have been
a member of class and society execu-

* * twa in the past I have been a member
ot class and non-Queen's executives I

1 hav
,

e
..!
hc "quired interest, cner-WAYNE HOSKING — I under- 8y

'
llad ability to cooperate.

You say, "We don't want a girl!"

or as ;he pathologist would call u
politiciano.ds. The campaign has been
full of lsSues, but since it is imposs-
ible to recount all of them, 1 shall
limit these words to a few of them.

u
Emphasis must bc placed on

strength and unity" of the Aescula-
pian Society in order that thc desires
complaints, and aspirations of the stu-
dents bc presented to the faculty in
the strongest possible manner. As an
example of strong society action and

«h«_chaUcugcs
i

of the ^'compulsory T 1 WouId carrv out tnis task *^fi^.,«P.««lJy when most of the

stand that the duty of the Jr. AMS
representative is one of assisting the

bl" for
,

four ycars 1 have been indoc-
senior representative and learning the

"" at
„ f 7 * h e atrnospherc and opin-

ions ot a medical class and I feel I
fair representative. As well

ere is some value in the feminine

methods and means by which the would be
junior rcpre- II)

society s business and correspondence
is with men. Practically speaking, it

in an atmosphere of friendship we , *,
wouW

- of """c. cast my vote
t0 the female. After all, why work

also wdl be able to approach thc
io

.

t,,e best advantage of the Acscula-
yoarselves when there are girls around

faculty (whether it bc about courses P'an society. I hope you consider mc to
" 1,0 are w,ll|ng to do ,t.

1'" er

"!,H L W
'^- resolution of be a Kood candidate and will vote for }

wiU use my vote with care, in thepurpose and conviction if a strong me tomorrow.
win vote tor „Unat» of all students, present and

internship", and sucessfully extricated
wCl1, ,hus allowing me to act more

I tie members of the society from thc capably as a senior representativeentanglements of the faculty'-

npt bothering with the rest of the ^ow 1 have placed my ™
university. My deepest desire is to be br'ef!y before you. I would like to Tm'

s Past school year I have b<

thc leader of such an organization, 'ave you consider it carefully. But President of Science '60 and have be

Tomorrow, remember the Gold and bef°re you make our final decisions active in the Engineering Societj
"

Black signs — VOTE SCOTT. please come to Grant Hall on Wed- ecutive as well as the Science 'b(

. .
nesday morning io hear the speeches Mutivc. Bob DePencier has done
given there. These should be a large excellent job this past year, cvidcn&l

ANDY McMAHON - H has been ,f
Cl0r '" \°,

ur'decision. Please note b>\ « hc niany improvements and

by privilege to be selected a a can"
1,C

,

Mc?haiI p,accd aho" ^ <ll"°"
1

S l° ,hc ^ubrooms. With

didate for President of the Engineer-
cam

?us .

and J'ou cast your ballot llcw basement lounge being built M
ing Society. Over the past fev/ years

y fond
£5

! h
,

ope 15 *hat -vou cast it
summer. I would like very much

you have elected me as your repres- have usJ n'V/l
0
?,

-°r ^ Un,e yOU "

entativc on this executive body, and it
to rcad tms ar,lc,c"

is with full knowledge of the duties
and obligations of this position that * *
1 accept your nomination.

_
The year that lies ahead is an WPPTadv

important one — as our society con-
^«H1AKY .

tniues to expand thc need for good NORM DOIIRTAi r,
eadership becomes more apparent. It past ycari hive enmf^l the

is n
? t sufficient lo be merely interest- of acting assistant aS ± ^,V,lcgc

- thc activities and day-to^Iay your ~ ? .

scc«tary .oned
operations of your Engineering So- It
ciety, but rather we must constantly I have
supply new ideas and inspiration which tact u
will benefit and further distinguisl
the Engineering Society on the cam
pus here at Queen's.
My experience in the past with ex- dependa

ecutive work has prepared mc to un-
dertake a position such as this. I have
been

ig Society Executive.
warding task and I feel that

ASS'T. SEC:
CHARLIE BURBANK -
WHAT: General Election Eiigi

ing Society.

WHEN: Wed., Feb. 5, Tomorro*!

ich from my
"V """ ""s "ecutive.
Most important, 1 observed that

ttie president was an extremely de-manding position, Me wilt require

..-:..
and

.
'"'aginative assistance.

ork of our executive is not
on our year executive for all reason il" it L^L^bJZ ^

ll!"fft

y
?.
ars

..
a

!

,d
_\

vas Pr«W«nt of Scicn- ficers you elect b
of

59 in second year. For
I was on the Engineering
Executive and I look upon
as time having been spe
paration for assuming the
leadership of this organization.

I am confident that the ycars w
have been spent in preparation

capable men. Oui

. .. executive that
C

- V s a8
',
le

"I
"'ought andlorougl, ,,, tts undertakings our so-

of this - no one you can elect wil it s nfS of yo" r can uidates
that they

contribute. It

WHERE: Grant Hall, Q««"]
Campus (for location, see Artsnit

WHO: Charlie Burbauk for AW
ant Secretary, Engineering Society

WHY: Intelligent, Progressive,

Pa hie, Experienced, Modest.
In all sincerity Charlie is the

for the position. He can afford 1

time, is interested, and promise''

do a good job. What's more lie".'

back next year. Do a good turn 1

the Engineering Society and for y°

self by voting Burbauk to-moffO 11
'-

BILL BARROTT — I'm runnjj

for Assistant Secretary of the 1

1

neering Society. J
After doing a bit of research *J

future.

had the best tutors in last year's ^ aUS
?

as
.
you know thc mal"

-„n
s

nior executive. I trust my elcetion
° thc

f
unmT executive positW-

would be of benefit to you
eicct,on Preparation for the bigger jobs,

|h

If in these few words I have ner- I
''S Just ,he rcaso" 1

suaded you of my sincerity and in
J
^
b

,

~ to ect a working kno^l £ -

terest m this election, I hope you wul ?£
,h

?extend that trust at the polls Thank
thc

.

IloP9 of
you. 1 1 "UI1K real assistan

1st. VICE PRES,
PETE SAEGERT — Th, Cotisti-

begins its list of duties of the VicePresident by saying that the latter
shall be at ail times "the direct assist-ant to the president." It is this func-
tion that I consider myself best able

executive function
being able to offer

ice in making the - I

ucering Society I9S8-S9 the best )

(See Elections, Page 5!

and most wiliing"to ^eribrm7largcly of^nlc,^
8^000 ~ This group

due to administrative and executfve mik I

'S m
ft

ot to i,d P ^ ap-
training I have received as Mess n n^t,-^'^" f

-

or ?ur £„£-
ig Society Executive in

This is not a paid adve

mail
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,/* Wanted

eds beware! Flashbulbs will

s
The occasion: the Queen's

Club's annual salon, for

^ sding as candid camera friends
i

\. for original shots and tricky

Atiiera

liicl)
tlie lleacttine this vear will

[ Feb- 26 -

The salon is an amateur compe-

tition
in black and white prints and

|
or slides open to any member

I , ,|,c student body or faculty of

Dueen's.
Awards will be made

"

black and white print section

[
0f [he following classes: Scenics

'portraits, Sports, Animals, Special

I Effects i" General. The minimum

hit of P«nt accepted will be 8" s

jO",
mounted on a standard 20'

mount, with the 20" dimension

vertical. Toned prints will be ao

Lpted for display, but no awards

ill be given. There is no limit on

the number of prints that a person

may submit in the black and white

section.

In the colour slide section awards

will be given for the following

(classes: Scenics, Portraits, Sports,

]
Animals, Special Effects and Gen
eral. There is a limit of three slides

[per class per person in the colour

slide section

For further information call Carl

[Swell (8-4636) ; John Winterton

(S-4661); Oscar Zawalsky
(^2847).

PRECEDENT SET

A precedent will be set at the
Aescuiapian. banquet this year
with the presentation of an Elec-
torship Award, given to the clini-

cal lecturer deemed by the stud-
ents of the final two medical years
to have presented an outstanding
series of clinical lectures. A Rose
Bowl will remain in the new
D. E. Matheson Room, and a
personal gift will remind the win-
ner of this distinction in the
years to come. The recipient's

name will not be divulged until
>he evening of the banquet,
Thursday, Feb. 6.

The Aesculapian banquet of
1!)58 will be the largest on record,

approximately 260 tickets have
keen sold already, and it is ex-
pected that the number will rise
"i the next few days. It is hoped
that Arnold Edinburgh, editor of
the Kingston Whig Standard,
Will be guest speaker.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL Page S

Delegations To Plead Case
For Government Bursaries

(Continued from Page 1)

with one of the parties was out.
However, it was pointed out that
individuals can employ personal
contacts with individuals they
know without involving NFCTJS'
name.

The national executive of
NFCUS will circulate their brief
to all MP's of all parties and also
to as many candidates as possible
before the next election. Also with
in the next two weeks, delega-
tions will go to all II govern-
ments concerned. Toronto and
Western, and probably Queen's
as well, will visit Premier Frost
in Toronto.

The brief points out the advan-
tages to Canada of utilizing all

'Love And Lunacy'

Has Strong Cast

The major production this term
by the Queen's Drama Guild will

be the first Canadian production
of the prize-winning British com-
edy, "Love and Lunacy", by
Peter Philip. Dr. William Angus
is directing the satirical comedy
which will be performed in Con-
vocation Hall on Feb. 20, 21, 22.

This production boasts an ex-

perienced cast, most of whom
were in the first term success,

"The Crucible". Lionel Lawrence
will play Poseidon, a god. He
was last seen in "The Crucible"

and received considerable praise

for his portrayal of Deputy Gov.

Danforth. Poseidon, or Neptune,

acts as a combination chorus and

deus ex machina in this light-

hearted treatment of gods and

mortals.

Louis Etnond, who played the

Rev. John Hale in "The Crucible"

will be Eunor, a logician and

father to Clcito. Robert Penty

moves from his part of a drunken

jailor in "The Crucible" to that

f a madman, Karsis. Ion, a sol-

dier, will be played by Robert

Foster, who has had experience

in a number of one-act plays. The

g'oddess Athena will be portrayed

by Beverly Mackay who last

term proved her capabilities as

Elizabeth Proctor in "The Cru-

mble".

persons capable of undertaking
higher education, and the pres-
ent financial difficulties which
are encountered by many persons
who have the ability but not the
money to attend university. The
amount asked per scholarship,

$550, is the average difference
between a student's earnings and
his expenses for the college year.
The brief stresses that NFCUS

is not merely asking for a hand-
out. It points out that only eight
percent of our college age group
are actually at college, compared

to 30 per cent in the United

States. This is attributed to the

fact that Canadians have fewer

opportunities to obtain a univer-

sity education because of finan-

cial prohibitions.

The brief emphasized merit "in

the belief that these scholarships

should not become merely evi-

dence that a student has been able

to provide a selection board with

proof of his poverty." It believes

it unnecessary to make large

awards to students who do not

need much assistance.

"The Great
Tory Calls

Lnwashed"
Engineers

Campus CCF President Pete
Hancock labelled the campus
Conservatives as "a narrow group
of subsidized organization men,
surpassed in campus prejudice

only by their leader Jim Holmes."
Hancock was talking to a policy

making meeting of the Queen's
CCF Club.

Holmes was quoted as calling

the engineers "the great unwash-
ed," and as saying that "the en-

gineers will vote for the first

ridiculous party that they happen
to see on the ballot."

Hancock said that if the Con-
servatives took a true interest in

the engineers they would not

have such a shallow appreciation

of the largest faculty at this uni-

versity.

The Conservatives are not

alone in this attitude, Hancock-

said. He claimed the Model Par-

liament committee, led by erst-

while Liberal Paul Cosgrove, had

intentionally demanded a list of

100 signatures for new parties to

rule out the chances of a group

of engineers starting a party.

The Liberals have done noth-

ing on campus and have shown
no interest in the students, where-

as the CCF recently organized a

panel on CFRC for the whole

campus. Len Berk, Science '58, is

secretary-treasurer of the Queen's

CCF Club and is their Science

representative.

Hancock said the executives of

the older parties are only interest-

ed in votes so they can stand up

in Model Parliament and bore

people. This is especially true of

the Liberals who do not work all

year but at Model Parliament

time always manage to get a few

seats through gimmicks and their

national reputation. "I hope the

campus teaches the Liberals a

lesson and upsets their apple

cart," he said.

The CCF Club next year will

insist that a member of the En-
gineering' Society executive sit on

the Model Parliament committee

so that the older parties can't

continue their lazy monopoly, he

said.

Men's Residences

Applications for the men's

residences for 1958-59 are due

by Friday, Feb. 7. A limited

number of men who have al-

ready spent two years in resi-

dence may be accepted. Forms

and information are available

from the porter's office at

McNeill House.

CFRC
Thursday

7:00 Time for Listening

7:30 Campus Topics

7:45 Meet the Artist

8:00 Quick March
8:30 The Spoken Word

Panel Discussion "Why Punish-
ment?"—Professors Estall, Dun-
can, Ednn'son and Ryan

9:00 From the Music Room with
Graham George

10:00 Concert Hall

3Efye <&aiben Slipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINCSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English
blazer doth with embroider-
*Q Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
jnade in the Men's Wear
Dept.

Elections
(Continued from Page 4)

TREAS.:
GARY TUCKER — The Engineer-

ing Society, in order to function

smoothly must have a well-kept set

of hooks. I feel I can do a good job
in keeping such a set of books, and I

promise you that I shall do my best

to do so.

My executive experience has been
limited lo one year on the Science
'60 Executive and one year on our
high school Student Council. Although
I have never held the office of treas-

urer in any other executive I am fully

aware of what it requires in the way
of time and ability.

Be sure to vote; I would appreciate
your support.
GARY GALE — I would like to

take this opportunity to thank the
members of my class for the oppor-
tunity of being a candidate for the
treasurer of the Engineering Society.

I promise that at all times I will

try to uphold the best interest of all

Science men, and do my best to ad-
vance the position of the Engineering
Society.
Remember that a vote for Gale is a

vote to maintain the Engineering So-
ciety as the most powerful voice on
the campus.

K. PETROS

SIGNPOST
Tuesday

Model Parliament: Public debate, in

keeping with the recent CCF challenge

tonight in the Union. Time and place

to be announced.

Student Wives' Club: Meeting, Sc:

ence Clubrooms. "Penny Auction."
All wives are invited to attend.

Concert Series: Glenn Gould concert

scheduled for tonight has been post-

poned.

WUS Film Show: A color film of

the Canadian artist, Arthur Lismer,
of the original Group of Seven. Also
"Wind-swept Isles," portraying the
frugal but independent existence of

the people of the Magdalen Island
Today, 12:45, McLaughlin Room.

Color Night: Meeting, 8 p.m., Sci
ence Clubrooms, for those interested

in working on the Color N:ight Formal,

AMS Movie: Great Expectations,
4 and 7:30 p.m., today in Convocation
Hail.

Queen's Jazz Society: "Paul Chabot
and his Music." Douglas Library, 7:30
p.m. tonight.

Parade: Engineering election cam-
paign parade, complete with Dixie-
land band. Leave Club A at 12:45
noon today.

Wednesday

Conservatives: PC Association will

hold a party caucus, in Committee
Room 2, Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.

QCF: Chapel Service in Morgan
Memorial Chapei at 12:50 p.m. All
welcome.

NFCUS: Meeting Wednesday at 6
p.m. Committee Room 2.

Camera Club: Meeting in Commit-
tee Room 2 at 7 p.m. Discussion of
Spring Salon. Adoption of constitution,

Thursday
History Club: Cecil Fraser on the

West Indies. All Third and fourth year
history students are invited, S p.m..
82 Queen's Crescent.

Quarry: Interested writers are
meeting Thursday night. Phone Ned
Franks at 6-1207 for particulars.

German Club: German poetry and

Levana Elections

For information about the Levana
elections and candidates, see the

posters at the polling stations and
be grateful.

Vigilantes

Applications for the posi-

tion of Arts Chief Vigilante

must be handed in to the

President of the Arts Society

at the Post Office by Feb. 6.

Prospective Teachers

Students in first and second year

Arts who are interested in teach-

ing : kindly notice that the meeting

to which you have been invited

will be held on Monday, Feb. 10

at 4 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room.
The notices sent out contained a
misprint as to the date.

liedcr, Thursday, S p.m. Place to be
announced.

Queen's Gliding Club: General
meeting, Science Clubrooms at 8 p.m.,
Thursday. Films on gliding to be
shown.

Coming

Chemical Institute of Canada: The
meeting of Feb. 11 is the deadline for
papers for the A.C. Neish Book Prize
open to students in Chemistry or
Chemical Engineering.

Model Parliament: Elections Thurs-
day and Friday. Those interested in
helping at the polls contact Paul Cos-
grove at 8-5184. Polls are situated in
the New Arts Building, Science Club
rooms, the Union and Ban Righ.

THIRD IN A SERIES BY IBMer BRUCE CAMPBELL

APPLIED SCIENCE

The application of electronic principles to practical
business problems is the vast field of the Applied Science
Division of IBM. It's in this field that the graduate in
Pure Mathematics or one of the Physical Sciences finds
particular satisfaction. Here he is able to apply directly
both the theory and practice of his education to work-a-
day problems. He first is given the opportunity to further
his knowledge through the study of Electronic Digital
and Analog Computors. This training completed he
becomes an IBM Applied Science Representative and
is ready for an interesting assignment.

A typical assignment might be the solution to a comput-
ing problem put to IBM by one of Canada's giants of

the petroleum industry. In this situation the Applied
Scientist would consult with the top Chemical Engineers,
analyse the problem, translate it into the language of an
Electronic Computor and help interpret the results.

An IBM Applied Science Representative is a
highly paid specialist who must have outstanding
theoretical knowledge and practical ability, he
needs the enquiring mind of an inventor and the
logical thinking of a philosopher. The requirements
for these positions are high but the rewards, both
personal and financial, are higher.

Graduating students and undergraduates will find our
booklet "Look Ahead" of interest in planning a career.

Write for a copy.

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED
SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines
525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
COMPANY LIMITED

1123 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal 1, Que.
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LOSS OF KEY MEN SERIOUS TO GAELS
IN THIS

CORNER . . .

* *

GEORGE LoFLEUR

The straw that broke the camel's back descended on Frank
Tindall's Gaels last week in the form of Bob Evans 1

departure and
It was a broken backed team that lost by 26 points to the league
leading Purple Lancers. Last year's co-champs, the two teams were
as far apart Friday night in calibre as the score indicated Queen's
didn't suffer from lack of effort but in almost every other depart-
ment espec.ally height and scoring power they fell victim to a series
of disasters which began with Paul Fedor leaving for Tillsonburg
On a more optimistic note McMaster is here Friday.

One of Queen's noon hour sports, badminton, had its big fling
(and from all reports it was) over the weekend. The inter-collegiate
team composed of Bayne Perrin, Jim Eckmeyer, Robin Mackay
and Tom Graham won only one match against opposition of cham-
pionship class, that by Eckmeyer and Graham, but fared not much
worse than Western or McGill as Varsity led by Peter Ferguson
and Jim Camwauth won all of their 18 matches. The Gaels finished
in fourth place.

Swimming took the sportlight Saturday afternoon as Varsity
and McGill engaged in a meet at the Queen's pool.

GEORGE'S GURGLINGS: Jim Harrison, Dick Mackenzie,
Peter Potter and Howie Triano all attended the same high school
hi Niagara ... Bob Evans had scored 73 points at the time of his
departure

. . . Jerry Kotwas high scorer for Assumption saw little
action mainly due to the fact that he is in academic doghouse
looks a httle on the pleasingly plump (for Windsor opposition that
is) side too

. . . Dick Mackenzie played the entire game Friday
night

. he isn t a flashy player but the Lancers would be in bad
shape without him

. . last year he averaged 24.3 points a game towm the league title
. . . Assumption and Varsity lead the circuit

week^
QUWn S nm " that °rder

" ' - SraSfem of theweek. All men are mortal. AH women are mortal. Therefore all men

Basketball ballet as Gus Turnbull goes out of bounds to loop
the ball into the basket. Also participating is Larry Francoeur
(M) while Lancers' Mike Spang (23) and Dick Mackenzie and
Gael s Stone (43) and Harrison (42) are spectators.

Pucksters Tie

Osgoode 3-3

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that SatUf»t

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
*°

°

kS f°r aU »eParCnts. LoseLeaf Supplies. Fountam Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.
Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

OFFERS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN

tHQIHEERING -

• MINING
• METALLURGICAL
• CHEMICAL
• ELECTRICAL
• MECHANICAL
• CIVIL

and oeoioey -

• OUR REPRESENTATIVES WILL VISIT THE
UNIVERSITY ON

FEBRUARY 10th AND 1 1th, 1958
• We invite you to arrange Qn interview through

your Placement Office

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

by BOB SMOLKIN
Roving Reporter

Although outplayed throughout
most of the game, the Osgoode Owls
managed to hold the Queen's Golden
Gaels to a 3-3 tie at the Jock Harty
arena Saturday afternoon.

Few though the fans were, they
•ere treated to a fast hard-played

game. The big disappointment was
the Gaels continued inability to

put the puck in the net. The shots
on goal were 37-23 in favor of
Queen's.

The Owls opened the scoring
early in the game with a goal at 3 :03
by Long from a scramble in front
of the net. The Gaels came back
with a drive which culminated in a
goal by Gary Ede, assisted by Carl
Nurmi at 10:16. Dave Skene put
the home-towners in front on a
picture goal from Bob Hawkins
and Jim Shearn at 16:08.

The second period produced a
goal for each team, The Owls
Dumford tied the score at 2:55 and
Barry Percival once more put the
Gaels in front at 15:03 with an
assist from Andy Backogeorge.

This period also saw a fine show
of fisticuffs plus some good old

Queen's Gals
In Triple Win
Over McGill

by Diane Pappas

Women's Sports Editor

Three versions of the Golden
Gals, volleyball, and senior and in-

termediate basketball, soundly
trounced their McGill counterparts
here Saturday afternoon.

Queen's was off to a good start

in the volleyball, whipping McGill
53-16. The game was close until

late in the first half when the Gals
took a definite lead and dominated
the play from then on. On offence
Queen's had improved over last

week although their defence against
the McGill spikes was not too
efficient.

Coach Dorothy Leggett said the
team played their best game to date,
but must improve to beat Western
in next week's tournament.

Lancers Lick Queen's 75-4$
Visitors

9 Zone Unpenetratetf

The rapidly thinning ranks of the senior basketball team
to Assumption here Friday night, 75-49. 0st

Already weakened by the loss of all-star Paul Fedor ea 1'

in the season the Gaels recevied another "blow" as high scorer ft*
Evans left school for greener pastures, the victim of schola
difficulties.

St,e

The loss of Evans left the team without an outside
scorii

threat and "quarterback". This was all too evident on Friday n i

as the Gaels, unable to penetrate Assumption's zone defers
could only manage to score 49 points. However the team's defensjv
'ork was encouraging, especially that of J. McMahort. McMah

*

completely smothered the effectiveness of the visitors' big
Dick Mackenzie, and controlled the defensive backboard while

'

game.

The first half featured tight

possession ball with both teams

forced to take many outside

shots. The Windsor team proved

superior in this respect and piled

up a 17 point lead. Queen's had
to come up with two quick bas-

kets in the last minute of the

second quarter to attain their an-

emic total of 21. Assumption was
held to 38 points.

Queen's started the second half

well, paced by Gus Turnbull, but
then McMahon fouled out and the

Purple Lancers coasted to vic-

tory. Rid of McMahon, Macken-
zie started to score and ended the

night with 20 points, high man
for the game. Gus Turnbull was
high for Queen's with 12 points.

Greg Stone had ten and Bozic,

Siltala and Harrison had 8. 7 and
6 respectively.

IN AND OUT — Bozic play-
ed with a bandaged thumb and
also injured his ankle in the third

quarter but returned later ... A
defensive feature for the visitors

was the work of "Gino" Rizac
a small but very effective guard

fashioned Texas "rasslin" as the
Gaels Ede and Nurmi tangled with
the Owls Mcmurtry and Long. This
contest also ended in a tie and the
four combatants were assessed five
minute majors.

The final frame saw Mcmurtry
tie the score for Osgoode and al-
though Queen's had several good
opportunities to go ahead, the hard-
pressed Lawyers held the status quo
until the final buzzer.

SMOKE SIGNALS: Osgoode
had only eleven men on the bench
so the tie was well appreciated by
the Owls ... Gary Ede is getting
to be known as the "Bruiser"
The number of times the Queen's
snipers missed the net by less than
a foot was exactly eight . . . Mc-
Master is here for a four-point
game next Saturday.

VALLEAUS'
BABBER SHOP

Four Borbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

The senior basketball team beat
the Red and White 50-33.

The game got off to a slow start,

but the pace soon picked up. In the
first half the score was close with
both

^

teams missing many shots.
McGill led at quarter time 11-10,
but Queen's came back to lead 24-
22 at the half.

In the third quarter Queen's
guards allowed the McGill for-
wards only four points. The score
at three-quarter time was 41-26 for
the Gals.

Queen's scored only nine points
and McGill seven in the final period.
The game was marked by a

large number of fouls. Queen's had
26 and McGill 21. Queen's hit for
10 and the Red and White 13.
High scorers for the Gals were

Jill McCreary with 14 points and
Barb Bell with 13. They were foll-
owed by Micky McCulloch with
seven, Gwen Howes with six and
Sally Reynolds and Joan Atwood
with five each.

The intermediates also got into
the act, defeating the Red and
White 39-25.

Pauline Jackson was high scorer
for the Gals with 11 points. Claire
Whetham who played only half the
game followed with 10.

Food Fatal

To Gael Skiers

m the

who stole the ball frequently
After scoring 26 points in the lD .

tennediate game Murray pri0r
played for the Seniors, but only
after the game was almost over

. . . Bob Burleigh also dressed
when McMahon fouled out and
saw action later in the game
Jerry Kotwas, the high-scorer" on
the year for Assumption was on

the bench most of the game
.

the net which Queen's was to

shoot at was replaced before the

second half , . . according to one

reliable source, this was a des-

1

perate effort to help the erratic

shooting of the home side . . . the

refereeing ranged from unim-

pressive to rotten . . . Hard luck

Art Warren hit only one set shot

all night . . . after the whistle

blew.

/. Vs Lose 80-37

Prior Hits 26

Queen's ski team, reduced to
three men for the final event on
Saturday, wound up in second
place in the annual meeting at
Laval. The one bright spot was
the showing of Chris Nowakow-
ski, who placed from sixth to
Thirteenth in the six events he
entered and finished in third
place in the competition for the
ski-meister or all-round champion
of the meet.

The big blow to the Gaels came
in the form of ptomaine poison-
ing, which reduced the squad to
three. The other teams in the
meet, won by Laval, were either
not affected or had sufficient
bench strength to weather the
storm.

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Onr. Dial 8-7712

For Queen's Nowakowski,
Lawlor Rochester and Ross Dob-
bin were not put out of action.
The other members of the team,
Noel Buskard, Bill Gibson and
Jim Jackson finished the week-
end in bed, but are making a
gradual recovery. Laval, the
eventual winner, and Montreal
had different quarters than the
Gaels and all four other teams
had eight men to Queen's six. The
other entries were McGill and
Varsity.

Next weekend Jake Edward's
squad travels to Ottawa for the
St. Lawrence Conference Invita-
tional Meet.

Al Lenard's JayVees suffered

their third defeat of the season

Friday night losing to Assumption

Crusaders 80-73. Top marksmen

for the Tricolor were Murray Prior

with 26 points, Jim Pando witft

14, and Bob Burleigh with 13. For

the Crusaders, Paul Valentine and

Leo Innocente with 25 and 18 points

respectively were high scorers-

The opening minutes featurea"

tight defensive play on both sides

with the result that most shooting

was from the outside. In this de-

partment, the accurate shooting of

Assumption guard Leo Innocente

permitted the purple invaders 10

take a seven point lead which they

maintained throughout most of the

first half. For Queen's, Murray

Prior with his driving lay-ups

left hand jump shots ws
ing. The score at half time was

39-33.

ind'

and

itstand-

Paul

visitor's

In the early part of the seco

half, the JayVees shooting became

ragged especially around the bas-

ket. This, combined with the deadlv

one hand sets of (Crusader

Valentine, increased the

lead at one time to sixteen points

70-54. However, sparked once aga' 11

by the play of Murt Prior, the

intermediates wittled the Crusaders

lead to 9 points 73-64 with f've

minutes to go. At this point the

Crusader defense stiffened and the

JayVees were only able to get °ne

basket closer. The final score was

80-73.

COURT CAPERS : The JayVees

hit on 32 out of 84 field goal at
'

tempts ... In the foul shot depart-

ment, AI Lenard's crew scored °n

9 out of 16 tries . . . The referee"
1

^
in this game left much to be dear*

• . Next game for the JayVe,e

is Friday at 7 :30 against McMaster-
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50 American Books
tonated To The Library

,\
collection of 350 books il

lucrative of all aspects of Ameri

Li life is soon to appear on the

[jives of the south west corner

i
the

Douglas Library reading

loin.

\ gift of the Carnegie Corpor-

,[on of Mew York, the collection

at present in the cataloguing

[partment

Identical collections are being

esented to selected libraries

roughout the British Common-
ealth. They are "illustrative not

|y of good American writing,

ut of the entire range of Ameri-

thought and behavior, books

Iiich taken together present a

d of portrait of America — its

st and present, its daily life and

is dreams, its avenues and alleys,

ts economy and its arts," accord-

ing to Eric Larrabee, editor of the

itcompanying critical profile, en-

led "American Panorama."
The books will be in circulation

for the present term, but will be

laced in the stacks next year,

hey will be of special interest

o students of history, economics

nd English.

An advisory committee select-

by the Carnegie Corporation,

consisting of Lyman Bryson, Jac-

ques Barzun, Carl Carmer, John
A. Kouwenhoven and David
Riesman, consulted 140 experts
in choosing the titles.

The "American Panorama" con
:ains bouk-and-author profiles of

:he 350 books by 15 eminent
^iierican critics.

P. Gundy, Queen's librar-

ian, commented that the gift was
a fine g-esture on the part of the
Carnegie Corporation; it was
propaganda in the best sense of
the word — an objective assess-
ment of American achievement
without the distortion that has
given professional propaganda
bad name. lie pointed out that

the Douglas Library already had
many of the books included

the gift, but that duplicate copies

would be useful.

The books were collected and
shipped by the New York Public

Library, and for each book a com
plete set of Library of Congres:

catalogue cards was supplied. ._.

LIBERALS SILENT

PC'S WHISPER

CCF'ERS SCREECH

keen's SUTC
On Exchange
This Week-end
Fo»r students from the State

university Teacher's College at

N.Y., arrived in King-

yesterday to initiate the

-State exchange

Ed

fotsdan

ston

lV
« Queen'

Weekend.

Queen's students Vir Handa,
Matheson, Steve Bancroft

**d Tanya Goddard left for Pots-
3,11 last night to represent

I

Jllee»'s on the return half of the
^hange. According to usually
' c 'able sources, they were plan-

|""g a distinctively Canadian
ls t to their appearance at Pots-

The plans for the visitors here

^

cNe a tour of the university
Uting Open House, a visit to

'"gston pubs, sitting in on
.^es and the McMaster-Queen's

^ basketball game.
. 'gblighting today's program
,

a Panel discussion in the Me-
rlin Roor>m at 3.30 p.m. on
^tfj]>ic> "]3oes American

'n ^

l 'on Proc'lIce mass medio-

j
1

• Two students from Pots-

I;

W'1I participate along with

jj

b Little and John Cartwright

. Queen's. Don MacGregor is
J,|t

-'rator.

Campaigning for Model Parlia-

ment rose to a record this week

as the three contesting parties

fought for student votes. Voting

began yesterday and will end this

afternoon.

The week's activities featured a

panel Tuesday night involving all

three parties, the Conservatives,

Liberals and CCF. The topic was

"The Administration of the Recent

Federal Government." The panel

raged for two hours and was high-

lighted by heckling from all three

parties.

Tuesday noon in the coffee

shop the CCF passed out free

coffee and made stump speeches

standing on coffee shop chairs.

The gambits were broken inter-

mittently by heckling, the appear-

ance of a band featured in a cam

paign staged by Engineering So-

ciety candidates, and by occasion-

al music from a CCF steel drum

The Conservatives, defending

themselves from a CCF indictment

which appeared in the last issue of

the Journal, organized a whispering

campaign among Engineering stir

dents to regain their influence.

The campus Progressive Con-

servatives bolstered their Model

Parliament campaign with the

distribution of 1,500 copies of

The Tory Times yesterday morn-

ing.

The leaflet struck out at the

way in which the Liberals and

CCF have twisted the meaning

of Model Parliament in their cat-

ering to large voting groups on

campus. It said Model Parliament

is "a forum wherein politically

inclined students could present

their views on national affairs*"

The Times also accused the

CCF and the editors of the

Queen's Journal as being easy

bed fellows in a crusade to dis-

credit the leader of the Conserv-

ative Party. The Tories called for

the removal of the socialist man-

aging editor and editor-in-chief of

the Journal.

Strong Turnout At
For Medsy Science
Jim Cook Chosen

To Lead Medsmen

Ninety per cent of the Medical

Faculty went to the polls Wednes-
day to elect Jim Cook, Aesculapian

Snciety president. The results were
officially announced last night at

the society's annual banquet.

Jim Small was elected vice-presi-

dent and Moira Sanderson, one of

seven girls in a class of 5S, is the

society's new secretary. Other stu-

dents elected were: Jr. AMS rep.,

Sandy Scott ; Treasurer, Bruce

Connell; Assistant Secretary, Dick

Flindall; Jr. CAMSI rep., Michael

Scott; and Athletic Stick, Jack

Stackhouse.

Mort Low had already been

chosen Sr. AMS rep., moving up

automatically from the position of

Jr. rep. Among other elections was

that of Faye Wakeling to the posi-

tion of Aesculapian Court clerk.

Miss Wakeling's chief duty in this

position is the reading of sum-

monses in the soph-frosh court.

ANDY McMAHON
Engineering President

JIM COOK
Aesculapian Society

NFCUS Delegation

Urge Scholarships

Delegations are being sent to the

provincial and federal governments

sometime before Feb. 14 to push,

the NFCUS scholarship plan. This

announcement was made at the

22nd Ontario Regional Conference

held here last weekend. The con-

ference, attended by delegates from

Queen's. Toronto, Western, Water-

loo, Carleton, St. Patrick's, Ottawa

and McMaster, was chaired by

Walter Tarnopolsky, National
President, and Fred Beavers, On-

tario Regional President.

The figure of $550 was decided

upon for the 10,000 scholarships

because it is the mean between the

student's summer earnings and his

university expenses.

Dave Peel, Chief Overseas

Commissioner, and Bernard Les-

age, who are both in Europe, may
attend the International Union

of Students* Conference at Pek

ing in September. It was felt that

NFCUS should send a competent

observer. Tarnopolsky said that

many observers in Communist
countries were not in full accord

with the regime and that contact

with these was vital.

Every effort will be made for the

chairmen of the NFCUS com-

mittees to sit on their student

councils. It was also suggested that

the committees should meet with

the councils before the national

conference tn be held either in Sep-

tember or during ihe Christmas

holidays and that the committee

should be a liaison between the

(See NFCUS, Page 4)

KEITH McPHAIL
Engineering I ice-Fnsidtnt

FAYE WAKELING
.\'o wonder she won '.

Space To Be Doubled
For Science And Math
Toronto (CUP)—Ontario's De-

partment of Education released

last week a plan to double space

available for university science

and mathematics students by re-

arranging timetables. The heads

of the seven Ontario universities

have accepted the proposals.

But Ontario's Education Min-

ister Dunlop said last night en-

rolment has not made the plan

necessary yet.

The idea was proposed two

years ago to the University of

Toronto under Sidney Smith, Ed-

ucation Minister Dunlop said.

Hysteria in North America over

recent events has nothing to do

with it.

''I don't think it would increase

the average student's time in

classes at all," Dunlop said.

"From time immemorial, labs

have been filled in the afternoons

and empty in the forenoons while

in lecture rooms the reverse has

been true." Accommodation could

be almost doubled by changing

the timetables.

The university day might be

lengthened from S a.m. to 6 p.m.

he said, but not for any individual

student. No professor would have

more lectures but more staff will

be needed.

The universities have also stat-

ed Grade 13 math and science

courses are not too difficult for

students willing to work.

Students will be encouraged to

take science and math, Dunlop

said. Summer courses for teach-

ers without university training

in these subjects will be arrang-

ed.

Dunlop also mentioned cash

awards to be presented on the

basis of standing in the Grade 13

problems paper. "Not very large

but it's a very fine project."

University officials would rath-

er increase university accommo-

dation than start junior colleges.

"I simply want to assure the

people of Ontario that we are

giving every attention to the

need for scientific personnel,"

Dunlop said.

Polls

Voting
Engineers Elect

McMahon, McPhail

Andy McMahon was elected

president of the Engineering So-

ciety at a packed meeting Wed-
nesday morning. Six hundred and
forty Sciencemen cast their bal-

lots to climax one of the most
flamboyant election campaigns in

recent years.

McMahon, the originator of the

scheme to send engineers out to

publicize Queen's among high

schools, was pleased with the

election results. "I think we will

have a strong executive all the

way through," he said Wednes-

day night. "We should accomp-

li quite a bit."

Keith McPhail was elected

vice-president and Norm Doug-

las secretary at the meeting.

Other positions decided were sec-

ond vice-president, Pete Barnard;

treasurer, Gary Gale ; and assist-

ant secretary, Bill Barrott.

This year's was the second elec-

tion under the new election sys-

tem devised by Hugh Whiteley,

which allows all years to choose

between two candidates for each

position. All candidates spoke

briefly to the assembled engine-

ers. Classes were called for the

meeting.

Posters were more prominent

in this election than in any pre-

vious one in recent years. Besides

using the conventional bulletin

boards, candidates hung banners

from windows, decorated cars

with their slogans and even used

the toilets in the men's washroom

at the Union. Observers remark-

ed, however, that the candidates

who advertised the least won the

elections.

Approve Increase

A 45 cent increase in student

fees to cover the increasing cost of

publishing the Queen's Journal was

approved by the student body in a

plebiscite Tuesday. The vote was

unusually low.

The members o£ the Engineering

Society voted against the increase,

87-34. Members of the other soci-

eties approved the increase: Levana

133-35. Arts 66-15, Aesculapian

22-S.

The total vote was 255-145 in

favor of the fee raise. Only 400 of

a possible 2.600 ballots were cast.

Arts Society

At 7 p.m., Monday, Feb.

10 in the McLaughlin Room

of the Students' Union, nom-

ination speeches and consti-

tution changes will he pre-

sented.
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On loose letter writing
It gives us great pleasure to print a complete section of letters

from the reader for the benefit of the reader. Letters to the editor
form one of the most valuable features in any newspaper, and in a
limited community like Queen's letter writing is a stimulating oppor-
tunity for usually silent students. Commensurate with this opportu-
nity is the writers responsibility for accuracy and truth, aside from
good or bad opinion. So for mental exercise, for the sake of contro-
versy and with a sense of fair play, we are going to take some of
these letter writers to task - not for their opinions, which have
independent value, but for their misrepresentations

Mr. Nicholson's letter is a case in point. The Journal neither said
nor miphed that anything contributed towards apathv, nor that
printed platforms were useless, but that the platforms printed in
the last issue were generally of no value. The snowmen advertise-
ments were in the background of a cartoon which was meant to be
a humorous poke, and the very fact that they were included in the
drawing indicates that they drew attention, not apathy As for the
proposed speeches, the subjects may be ridiculous, but all the better
to test the speakers' mettle. The physical routine is to teach pros-
pective leaders humility, a quality often absent in student govern-
ment at Queen's; being a good sport was not even mentioned in the
reprinted editorial.

Together with Mr. Nicholson we are in full agreement, not
contradiction", with his view that his faculty's elections were

vigorous because the candidates went out to make speeches and
to carry on energetic campaigns, not because thev wrote trite non-
sense for their campus paper.

Mr. Sexsmith shows the same tendency to pummel the facts to
prove his point. For example, Mr. Sexsmith knows as well as we do

v!r\? ^r551^ t0 C°Ver SOme of the outstanding campaign
highlights before they happen. And since the editor of the paper is
not running for any position in the executives of the Aesculapian
and Engineering Societies, he has nothing to gain from his policyon the election edition. Moreover, it is impossible for an editor to
infringe on the freedom of the press; he can only use his freedom
of the press, and it is his duty to do so. In addition, dogma implies anunchanging viewpoint and if this is the first statement"-of the editors
on this subject, how could these viewpoints be termed dogmatic >

_

Finally the Journal did not make a pass at that "venerable"
institution of Queen's, the faculty elections. The editorials in the
last issue were written because of our concern over the institution
ot elections; our criticism was levelled at one of the campaign me-

ShouM tf'T
33 7?IbUti0g t0 th£ -P0^"" of these elections.

Should the Journal be condemned for setting its standards forelection methods as high as possible? This is almost a reverence
of the institution of faculty elections.

reverence

If some Journal readers would read editorials as carefully ashey look for criticism, and if they would criticize their own letterthemselves as painstakingly as they propose to criticize editorial

ZTZ^r^T

I

6""5 W°Uld haVC m°re ^^-ance and ca rsome weight. In this editorial we have not even discussed the view-points of Messrs. Nicholson and Sexsmith
; we are certain t."t t rcommon viewpoint is legitimate and of value. But they defeat their

The reader unscrews his pen and opens his mk
With letters on dogmatism, slanderand defamatk
Ra i; Will hp finite ni-pnarnjl tr. r-r.n i.>nJ>« _ ~ ir j <

eview rudeness
Editor, Journal;—1 am far

from denying reviewers the
right to be frank, and show dis-

content when they wish to, but
I do expect them to be polite.

I admit that Jake Hubbard is

perfectly entitled to hold per-

sonal views on Edith Stanbury's

"Interpretation of the Blues"—
although I cannot share his op-

inion—but I too find it alarm-
ing when criticisms are express-

ed in such a rude manner by
someone who deliberately over-
looks the amount of time and
effort this "half-dressed girl"

(_ I)

devoted to his entertainment.

ill be quite prepared to con
sider the issue of such a Jour-
nal, which would provide ade-
quate and fair coverage of elec-

tions in the first week in Feb-
ruary for all faculties.

Bill Sexsmith,
President, Engineering Society

vre you A or non-A?

here Zlt "
ClaS5-"dden soclet^ so than England. Buthere there ,s no upper or lower elass. Just a middle class pantin-atag the highroad to the Kingdom of Heaven and Crest" ood

hfe'f ?„ ,h 7 Aristo"»^ *« People who give more „

you a" Z T"
Pr°S,ra": y0UrMK « * C *** of V rg „ity; Ar

^ad^m, whether people eal, you norf-A or are'vo^u^hZ

To say nothing of the review-
er's conception of "Victorian
chamber music", I suggest to
Mr. Hubbard that rudeness will

never be an adequate substitute
for soundness, and that a little

elementary courtesy has never
spoiled a good review.

Yves Ameline

The big bad editor
Editor, Journal:—It was cer-

tainly interesting but at the
satoe time extremely disturbing
to note how our jovial editor
interpreted the recent amend-
ment to the AMS constitution
which provides for a Journal
issue the first Tuesday in
February to be "dedicated chief-
ly for publicizing the election
campaigns of the faculty socie-
ties."

Being a member of the com-
mittee which drafted this amend-
ment to the constitution last
winter, I am fully aware of our
intention at the time. It was our
hope that the issue of such a
Journal would be presented in
an interesting fashion, a charac-
teristic presently lacking in
some of the current issues, in
which the candidates for the
chief offices of the faculty so-
cieties be given an opportunity
to express their views and plat-
forms. Perhaps the Journal staff
would provide, along with the
various addresses, a coverage of
some of the outstanding cam-
paign highlights of the various
candidates. This latter expecta-
tion, of course, would be left up
to the initiative and ability of
the Journal editor and his as-
sociates.

The election roar

Editor, Journal:— Why does
the editor of this paper persist

in contradicting himself? I refer

to the editorials in last Tues-
day's Journal.

His main point seems to have
been that printed platforms in

the paper and snowmen adver-
tisements contribute to student
apathy toward elections. Follow-
ing this, he proposed that can-
didates make silly speeches
about ridiculous subjects and
run around the block to show
that they are good sports. As
far as proving their worth as
good sports, I suppose this

method would succeed. But be-
ing a good sport does not classi-

fy a person as a leader.

He mentioned a 'series of en-
lightened and intelligent elect-

ions'. Did he mean the kind of
election that occurred two years
ago when a non-existent man
was elected as treasurer of the
Arts Society?

The Engineering Society elec-

tions were run this year with a
vim and vigor such as this cam-
pus has not seen for a long
time. The main reason for this
is that the candidates went out
to make speeches and to carry
on energetic campaigns. Wed-
nesday morning, just before the
elections, each candidate stood
up before the entire Engineer-
ing Faculty to make his final

campaign speech. Surely the
pre-election campaign created a
sense of interest in the whole
faculty toward each of the can-
didates, and their final speech
was looked forward to with en-
thusiasm.

D. R. Nicolson,

Science '60

readers a smug, self-satisfied and
egotistical outlook, on a life

that he is obviously too imma-
ture to understand, except what
he has been told, and what ap-
peals to his own narrow idea of

non-conformism. After a certain

ridiculous 15 lines at the foot

of his last column I am wonder-
ing just how a person with such
a disgust and disregard of his

fellow men can belong to any
political group, let alone the
socialist group that he so fna-

atically defends.

Secondly, I am bored with
strutting young men who are
so obviously sophisticated that

their whole topics of conversa-
tion are confined to the amount
of girls they pick up (for the

want of a better term), the
amount of money they spend on
formats, girls, liquor, and the
prodigious amounts of beer they
can pour down their throats in

one evening at the Chalet.

Finally, I am sickened by the

conduct of the average freshman
in the lecture hall. One particu-

lar class that I take starts with
the sweet young things talking

at the tops of their voices when
the lecturer enters the room and
they do not shut up until the
lecturer has been speaking for

a minute or so, and even during
the lecture hold sniggering,

petty conversations. The bell at

the end of the lecture is merely
the signal to start the noise
again, so consequently the last

couple of sentences are lost.

May I say a word to all these
people. This may sound corny
and hackneyed-: You Queen'snien
are the future oj your great coun-
try. Your country cannot grow up
until you are mature, responsible

P&pte. Pete Pinnock

decorations more than a
glance". From what I foj"^
able to gather, he was not
there! I repeat, he ^there

!
No more should jJ

be said on this point. '

Ve
1

He also speaks of the f
as a "drunken orgy". Once

°^

he is making rather slan{j^
5

remarks for a person who
not present. At all campils (

*

turns such as this, there „1C arefew people who
when faced by alcohol w i

ever, I believe that anyone ftl
would back me when I Say
on the whole the students

at
t hdance were very well behaved

There were a few minor 3
turbances, but these rmist
expected and do occur at
dances on campus as well a s 0 |

campus.

I feel that Mr. Moffatt shou]
1

join 'with the rest of the men
bers of the Arts Society wj,J

feel proud that the Arts Forma
this year turned out to be sue'

a success, and move a vole
thanks to Chuck Finley for

job well done. Possibly, K
appears, he is against all cam
pus activities of this sort. Even-
one is entitled to his own opin
ion, but why, Mr. Moffatt, muj!

you attempt to spoil the feeling)

of satisfaction held by member
of the Arts Formal Committed
and the Arts Society in general

through u ii w anted criticism

which, I believe. I have prov:

yours was. In the future dek

deeper into a situation so

that you will not put forth u

founded points of defamation.

Bob Savage

Tory taunt

The oral tradition

and?ei?he?s
e

and

a

with

e

p

d

eo ^ °* ****** ""fcnts

diversity neeas mo t of a. r
****** U what ^

Last Tuesday's issue of our
campus newspaper certainly vio-
lated all the privileges on which
this amendment is based. It is
not the policy of the AMS ex-
ecutive at any time to dictate
policy to the Journal editor.
However, it is our belief that
when we appoint anyone to a
position that he fulfill the pur-
pose of that position for the
benefit of Queen's students and
not for his personal gain. It
would seem to me that Mr.
Hardin has again infringed on
the right of the freedom of the
press and once more presented
his dogmatic views backed by
inaccurate facts to make an-
other pass at the institutions of
Queen's, in this case the faculty
elections.

If my colleagues on the
AMS executive are not willing
to back my claims for the guar-
antee of an election Journal in
the future which fulfills our de-
sires, the Engineering executive

(Editor's Note: Mr. Nicholson

pays the Journal a rare compli-

ment ivilh his remark about the

non-existent man mho was elected

(assistant) treasurer of the Arts
Society. It was the Journal which
was fundamental in carrying off
the ruse, directed at creating 'en-

lightened and intelligent elections,'

and two of the present editors were
original instigators of the plot.)

Angry anger
Editor Journal:~l am angry

perturbed and angry. Not with
the Journal, for I can see what
you are up against, but with the
tone of one of your sensation-
seeking columnists, the approach
to life of a certain faction on the
campus, and the disrespect to
his professor of the average
freshman.

First, your columnist;
not name him.

Moffatt mauled
Editor, Journal:—After read-

ing Mr. Moffatt's remarks re-
garding the Arts Formal, I can
only wonder how one person
can be so ignorant of the details
concerning- a campus function
such as this. If he would check
a little closer into the activities
of the Arts Formal Committee
he would discover that all mem-
bers of this committee volun-
teered for this work. Would
they have done this if they had
felt that they would not enjoy
taking part in the formal decor-
ating procedures? Certainly not!
"Moronic arguments about fac-
ulty loyalty" influenced very-
few, if any members of the com-
mittee in making their decisions.
For this reason I would not call
those working hours "wasted".
Learning to work with others
towards a common goal is as
much a part of a university's
aim as teaching students the
arts and sciences.

Editor, Journal:— The onljj

"great unwashed" I have ever]

referred to with intentional

lice are those who attend CCF
caucuses.

If the socialists think that-

.they can make political capita!

out of this sort of exaggeration

and slander, then perhaps w(

have the answer for why they

have doomed themselves to per-

petual political oblivion in this

country.

With sincere good wishes fof

their continued existence as

political vacuum.

Jim Holmes,

Leader, The Queen's
Progressive Conservative Parly
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_QUEEN'S JOURNAL page 3™ exiled patriots * was p.., butwThe Queen's Quarterly is a

]ft 0f literary doppelganger in

|,ich
the average educated

ladian can read his own self

n all its defects

Idom enter-

Can

jnd
character

^ oddities. It i

j

iaining
there are hundreds

lt{
Canadians to whom the pur-

rliase
of the Quarterly is, quite

literally, a patriotic duty. We
support it, as we do more hon-

(>(ly,
Macleans.

This patriotism is in its worst

spects nearly pitiful, because

i
j| is so much a patriotism of the

iniTiorrow and soon, rather than

of the here and now. Artistically

and critically, Canada never is

but is always to be blessed. In

jjr. H. R. Percy's essay "Criti-

cism—Its Place in Canada's Fu-

lure," in the winter, 1958, issue

|
of the Quarterly, we are assured

thai "Canada has entered an era

|
of industrial growth and scien-

tific development which has few
equals in world history. In the

remaining years of this century

she will see changes beyond our
[imagining. To me it is incon-
I ceivable that this rapid growth
will not be accompanied by as

profound a cultural renaissance.

That prince of critics, Matthew
|

Arnold, maintained that such
periods of expansion are the
most fertile producers of crea-

tive art and literature."

To controvert this statement
one could claim that economic

expanse Prod"«s great artists
because no country can expand
mdustnally unless it has a very
arge population, and it is, i„
he long run, vast populations
that produce genius. Genius in
a country is ]argeiv a rf
accident. Canada has, and likely
will continue to have, a small
population. But it is the notion
that is reprehensible. We live
in the here and now, and we
must work in the here and now
and we have hardly any business
to cast longing eyes at the fu-
ture. We have our responsibili-
ties to our own generation, and
they can only be harmed by
imagining that the next genera-
tion (or a generation a thousand
years hence) will be greater
than we are—that is, are more
than human.

But Percy continues: "There
is no place in criticism for senti-

ment—not even national senti-
ment. Canadian art and litera-

ture must be prepared to stand
comparison with those of all na-

tions and of all time." That is

quite true. It is lamentable it is

so often forgotten, and it is la-

mentable that the Quarterly

editors have forgotten it. They
have printed one very bad ar-

ticle. It is so nearly illiterate

that it should not pass unscath-

ed through high-school marking.

The offender is "Trail at Dawn,"

Peace on earth, etc.

What ore little Yanks made of?

Buicks and Christ and all things nice!

What are little Russians made of?

Purges and Borsch and all things worscht

Pete Hancock

VISIT

Marilyn 's
LADIES WEAR
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GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

r

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP
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PHONE 6 663d

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
ftf^r the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

°rty or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
.

271 PRINCESS STREET, K1NCSTON, ONT.

a three-page nature story by
Kerry Wood. Who Mr. Wood
is, or why he is induced by the
enters of the Quarterly to con-
tinue his writing- career I do
not know, though possibly the
printing is an act of charity.
Even in Canada a writer may
lumger. I like to think of the
editors being responsible for these
httle acts of Samaritanism. But
it is for another reason, and
with another charity, that the
bulk of the Quarterly articles are
printed.

The Queen's Quarterly serves
a divided public. On one hand
stand the people who relish the
Arrw Statesman and the Mew
Republic, and despise the gaudy
imbecilities of the daily press.
They are the salt of the earth
and subscribe to the Quarterly.
Standing separate on the other
hand, and mingling with the in-

tellectuals, are the people who
write because they must get
articles published to get pro-
moted in their universities. The
Queen's Quarterly is their soup
kitchen, and among these people
the English scholars are among
the most unenlightening offend-

ers.

I wish scholars could get
away from the moroseness that

is the breath of their nostrils,

and I wish that English scholars

had a decent respect for the lit-

erature they mangle so horribly.

A decent and honorable regard

for our language, corresponding

to the regard Victorians had for

women, would clear half of the

worst rubbish out of our acade-

mic magazines, and what re-

mained would be purer, lighter,

cleverer. To project an analysis

of great literature is almost al-

ways an offence. There are a
dozen good historians who write

in fluent and agreeable styles

for .every literary critic who
writes even passably. Where
are the critical opposite
numbers of Pollard, Strachey,

Gibbon, Fisher, Montague, Sch-
lesinger, Adams and Hofstadter?
It is impossible to make literary

criticism a science, and the ef-

fort to do this, which has lasted

over a hundred years, is as de-

pressing, silly and disgraceful

as the attempt to build brick

houses out of cockleburs.

"The Canadian Revolution" is

a sensible and literate essay by
D. J. Goodspeed of the Canadian
navy, who demonstrates that by
a gradual revolution—or evolu-

tion—Canada has achieved the

fabled "classless society." It is

one of the best things in this

issue. T. H, B. Symonds and
R. L. Watts discuss university

residences, and give striking fi-

gures on the relative failure

rates of residence and non-resi-

dence students. "The Paradox
of Socrates," a philosophical es-

say by a former Queen's profes-

sor, sees the unifying theme of

Socrates* life in his role as a
searcher. The analysis of the

June vote, by Prof. Meisel and
Prof. Mallory, is a must for the

politically minded and is prob-

ably of lasting value.

Royce MacGillivray

(Chalmers

Httilpn (ntfurrl]

CARL ANO BARR1E STB.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D
MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 9th

11:00 a.m. "Seven Letters To
Seven Churches".

(No. 2 — To a church that
tried to please all)

7:30 p.m. "The Ten Com-
mandments".

(No. 4 — Not repealed by vote)

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial welcome
to all Queen's students.

&t. Andretas

IreebyUrian <flfjurtl|

'RINCESS AND CLERGY STREETS

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

THE

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

OFFERS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN

MCttiiiRtNG
• MINING
• METALLURGICAL
• CHEMICAL
• ELECTRICAL
• MECHANICAL
• CIVIL

and geology -

• OUR REPRESENTATIVES WILL VISIT THE
UNIVERSITY ON

FEBRUARY 10th AND 11th, 1958

• We invite you to arrange an interview through
your Placement Office

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

She was poor, but she was honest.

Victim of a squire's whim:

First loved her, then he (eft her.

And she lost her honest name.

Then she ran awoy to London,

For to hide her grief and shame

There she met another squire

And she lost her name again.

See her riding in her carriage,

In the park all so gay;

All the nibs and nobby persons

Come to pass the time of day.

See the old world village

Where her aged parents live.

Drinking the champagne she sends 'em

But they never can forgive.

In the rich man's arms she flutters

Like o bird with broken wing

First he loved her, then he left her

And she hasn't got a ring.

See him in the splendid maansion.

Entertaining with the best.

While the girl that he has ruined

Entertains a sordid guest.

See him in the House of Commons

Making laws to put down crime.

While the victim of his passions

Trails her way through mud and slime

Standing on the bridge at midnight

She says: "Farewell, blighted Love,"

There's a scream, a splash — Good Heavens

Whot's she a-doing of?

Then they drag her from the river

Water from her clothes they wrang.

For they thought that she was drownded

But the corpse got up and sang:

"Its the Rich what has the pleasure

Its the Poor what gets the blame

Its the same the whole world aver

Ain't it all a bleeding shame?"

'To be sung to a cockney accent.
Anon

It's a puzzlement:
When you're old enough to go to college,

you're old enough to go out with girls. When

you're old enough to go out with girls, who

needfl college? Oh well, there's always Coke.

"Ctlet" li a realilarod Trademark. COCA-COLA LTD.

A
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Papers Guilty Of Distortion
Charge Levelled By Innis

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7th

"Lack of information in the news-
papers is the main cause of trouble

in the Middle East," asserted Don-
aid Q. Innis, lecturer in Geography,
Monday night during the second
lecture in the current series on "The
Public Arts."

Mr. Innis cited the Middle East

Pornographic

Photographers

Pine For Pin-ups

Queen's Camera Club needs a
Maiden Form.

A co-operative co-ed with an
approximate span of 38-22-38 is

required to act as model in the
Queen's Camera Club annual
salon to be held Feb. 26, Oscar
Zawalsky announced Wednes-
day. The candidate must be will-
ing to pose for any entrant in the
salon wishing to snap her.

Personal interviews will be
conducted in the Camera Club
darkroom at the Students' Union.
Hopefuls are asked to apply as
soon as possible to Oscar Zawal-
sky at 6-2847.

Awards will be made in the
black and white print section for
the following classes: Scenics,
Portraits, Sports, Animals, Spe-
cial Effects and General. The mi-
nimum size of print accepted will
be 8" x 10", mounted on a stand-
ard 20" mount, with the 20" di-
mension vertical. Toned prints
will be accepted for display, but
no awards will be given. There
is no limit on the number of black
and white prints.

_
Winners of the color slide sec-

tion
:

Scenics, Portraits, Sports
Animals, Special Effects and Gen^
eral will also be given awards. A
limit of three slides per class per
person is set.

For further information call
Carl Swell at 8-4636, John Win-
terton at 8-4661, or Oscar Zawal-
sky at 6-2847.

as an example of the distortion to
which, in his view, news is sub-
jected by modern papers. "The peo-
ple can't find out what is going on
and the papers don't care," he
charged. Other news items on which
the public had been badly informed
were the Suez crisis and the launch-
ing of Russia's two artificial earth
satellites.

The speaker traced the history
of newspapers from the early
18th century to the present time,
in an attempt to discover how
and why papers had become so
unreliable as sources of factual
information. He noted that since
the Industrial Revolution manu-
facturers have demanded adver-
tising space and this has enabled
newspapers to become independ-
ent, where previously they had
been dependent on politicians.

"But this presented a dilemma,
for by far the greatest part of a
paper's revenue comes from adver-
tising. Since advertisers naturally
are most interested in those papers
which have the greatest number of
readers, a paper must try any means
to keep up its circulation. It must
therefore be directed at the least

iterate part of the population. This,
in turn, results in emphasis on such
things as sex, crime, traffic acci-
dents and the love lives of movie
stars. Only a relatively few news-
papers include something for every

level of intelligence," he said.

Once advertisers began to

single out the papers with the
highest circulation for the most
valuable contracts, a struggle for
survival ensued and many of the
less sensational papers were forc-

ed out of business. Other papers
amalgamated to form chains, in

order to attract nation-wide ad-
vertising, facilitate the sharing of
syndicated features, and increase
the circulation of all. One of the
results of this has been a decrease
in the diversity of public opinion.

The tabloid Daily Mirror was
cited as an example of a paper
which overemphasized the bizarre
md sensational. The human element
was stressed at the expense of fac-

tual news coverage. "However,"
said Innis, "on the occasion when
such a paper gets the idea of telling

the public what is really going on,
it can be very influential because
jf its large circulation".

Innis levelled criticisms at the
press associations, which are the
source of the large majority of news
stories. "The associations have it

all their own way — and, whether
through inefficiency or lack of

competition, they are not as a rule
very good. Moreover, cither editors
think it not worthwhile to fight
them, or they have tried in vain
to do so. Of course, in the end it

is the public which suffers."

Wanted: Thoughts

Desires, Dreams

Each year a group of under
graduates at Queen's publish a
little magazine called Quarry. This
year Quarry Seven is being edited

by Ned Franks together with Peter

Hancock and Royce MacGillivray

Each year Quarry begs for con
tributions. It needs poems, short

stories, plays, essays, or book re-

views (Mickey Spillane will do)
These can be left at the post office

the circulation desk of the library,

or the Journal Office in the Union.
Quarry Seven hopes to be pub-

lished by March 1, so it needs con-

tributions soon. A tentative dead-
line is February the 14th.

Rush, don't crawl and hit the big

time publications — Quarry Seven— soon on sale.

Rabin,Hubbard Nair^l
Delegates To Seminar

Hie, Gurgle

Classified Ads
Wanted

Lift to Toronto this weekend
for two — one returning. Please
phone either Sheri Turner at
6-3512 or Ann Pinnock at 8-8335.

Lost
Black plastic pencil case with

zipper containing green Parker
"21" and maroon Shaeffer pens;
also containing several pencils'
and rulers. Finder please call
"Pete" at 8-9655.

Two staplers from the Arts
Formal. A reward will be given
to anyone providing information
which leads to the recovery of
these staple guns. See Charles
Finley.

One KE Slide Rule: lost in
McLaughlin Hall of Coffee Shop
last Friday. Finder please con-
tact Don Halliwell at LI 6-6039.
Reward.

A blue-covered note-book with
the brand name of University.
Lost about a week ago. Please
phone Bill at 2-6696.

One Shaeffer maroon pen and
one Parker ball point pen, green.
Lost in front of the Union. Chuck
1'Abbe, LI 2-9378.

Brown leather wallet at B-Ball
game last Friday. Contains per-
sonal papers of value to me. Find-
er please contact Nelson Wells
Science '61. Phone 8-4320.

A disreputable parade wcaved
uncertainly down University Avenue
and Union Street on Tuesday.

Candidates for Engineering So-
ciety executive Dave Scott, Pete
Sacgert and Don Eastwood were
prominent aboard a postered
truck, which also bore a vast assort-

ment of noisy humanity. The cor-
tege wound past the women's resi-

dences, sirens roaring hellishly,

after assembling outside Club A.
Miss Austin commented: "They've
taken my two best dustbins, and
if they don't come back intact, I'll

.
" The rest of her speech was

lost in heavy breathing.

Eli Rabin has been selected as

Queen's representative at the

World University Service Inter-

national Seminar, it was announ-
ced Tuesday. The seminar will

be held June 26 - August 8 in

Yugoslavia.

Rabin, a fourth year medical

student from Ottawa, has headed
his class every year. He has also

been active in the Debating So-

iety and Hillel House, and this

year served as Treasurer of th

local WUS committee.

Jake Hubbard, a British army
veteran in second year Politics,

has tentatively been selected as

Queen's second representative,

although the WUS National Corn-

present. The SHARE „„
he said, was a drive to
money for students

livj>

underdeveloped countries,
was soliciting money iT0^

Hugh Clarkson, left, and Bruce Alexander were elected seniorand junior Arts AMS representatives at elections heldlast week

NFC US Plans Drive
For More Subscribers

(Continued from Page 1)

National Executive and the cam-
puses.

The conference moved to exclude
non-member universities from par-
ticipating in NFCUS contests with
the exception of the Debating Con-
test and the Corpuscle Cup Com-
petition. Delegates felt that students
of member universities resent pay-
ing fo r privileges enjoyed by non-
members.

The delegates moved to study
the possibilities of bringing together
non-member universities for dis-
cussions on joining NFCUS. Mr.
Tarnopolsky said that there are
great possibilities of more universi-
ties joining: "all that is necessary

the opportunity to present
NFCUS to the campuses." Shortly
afterwards a telegram was received
saying that Montreal had joined
with a 15-2 vote of Students'
Council.

Most of the mid-year reports
expressed a general satisfaction
with the growth of NFCUS in
Ontario. Most member universit-

ies had submitted entries for the
National Photograph Contest and
all enjoyed the support of campus
newspapers. But many were
countering difficulties with the
Student Discount Service and the
Insurance Plan which was draw-
ing- little response. Mr. Ronson
of the Canadian Life Insurance
Company urged delegates to ad-
vertise the plan but not actually
try to sell it.

Syitettljam Street

Inttfb etfjurrij

Rev. R. h. N. Davidson
O.A., B.D.. TH. H.

minister
Lloyd Zurbftigg

ORGANIGT AND CHOIR MASTER

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY STH

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for
oil Young People

Everyone Welcome.

SIGNPOST
Friday

West Indian Club: All arc welcorm
to the showing of films of ihc Wesl
Indies to lake place in the Mc-
t-aiih'Iilm Room, Students' Union at
7J0 p.m., Friday, Feb. 7.

Saturday

Arts '61: Year Parly ai the Bur-
ffundy Room of Hie LaSallc Hole!
on Saturday, Feb. 8. Dancing from 9
lo 1 to the music of Tim Murray and
his orchestra. $1 per couple.

in the Jock Harty Arena. At 9 45
rnovc over to St. James" and sit in on
the Lamp night program.

Sunday

Q?fj
Sun<lay supper in St. James'

Parke-Taylor w.II speak on "Respon-
sibility and You."

Canterbury Club: Invi,cs you to

r

,

,

1

Sh
°^ ?VanS speaking on theLambeth Conference to be held iiLondon. England, this June Dis-

cussion will follow. Feb. 9 at 8 3(1
P.m. at St. George's.

Tuesday

Chemical Institute of Canada- The
meeting of Feb. II is the deadline forpapers for the A.C. Neisb Book Prizeopen .to students in Chemistry orChemical Engineering.

Friday

Arts '59: Graduation Party to beM 1 .?
ur*ur»Jy Room, LaSalleHote on Friday, Feb. 21. Semi-formal

fcn
R

r

£
m 9

,
'? L ^eshmentsBnan Brick and his orchestra. Ad-mission $1.50 per couple.

JAKE HUBBARD

versity students and staff only,

The seminar on the other hand
derives most of its support from,

corporations and departments nf|

education, as well as a large num-
ber of private individuals.

ELI RABIN

mittee has not yet ratified this
decision. His participation is

contingent upon whether the
local WUS committee can obtain
$750 from wealthy individuals or
clubs around Kingston to send to
-lational headquarters.

WUS chairman John Cart-
vright said that the search for
ftmds for the seminar candidate
was not to be confused with the
SHARE campaign which is also
oemg carried on by WUS at

Faculty Jackets
The Vigilance Committee

of Science Hall wishes to

draw the attention of the

members of the Science Fac-

ulty to a printer's omission

in Article XV, Section K,

Part 4 of the Engineering So-

ciety Constitution regarding

Faculty Jackets. To the pre-

sent wording should be added

this sentence, "This regula-

tion applies to any person

enrolled in the Science Fac-

ulty on or after September
1956."

W. p. LIABOTIS,
Sr. Prosecuting Attorney,

Vigilance Committee.

Attention Levana
Formal tickets on sale in

Ban Righ starting Feb. 3,

11.45 to 12.45 and 5.30 to
6.30.

(Union St. By The campus)

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 9th

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer
Sermon: Rev. G. H. Parke-

Taylor, M.A.
"Which is the true religion?"

You will enjoy the discussion and
fellowship ol the Coffee Hour at
SJ5 p.m. after Evening Prayer.We invite you to join us.

NFCUS Travel Department
Summer Programme

EUROPE 1958
NFCUS TOUR No. 1. — $985.00

71 days — Visiting England, Belgium, Holland, Germany
Austria, Switzerland, Italy and France.

Sailing from Montreal aboard AROSA STAR, June 17th.

AN' s3 ?<
eb

v
C City Oboard AR0SA SUN' A"9Uit 27th.AH-Mudent Soilings — with orientation programs aboard.

SOVIET UNION AND
EAST EUROPEAN TOUR — $975.00

aS
J

;?^USS,A " UKRAINE - POLAND and
CZECHOSLOVAKIA with stop-over in London - Copen-

...;GP - Helsinki and Paris.

277h fr-m° p0ris

Fli9ht ,U "e Hth MonUeal returni"9 W
SwRSffi ALEC WAINMAN 0F THE

NFCUS CHARTER FLIGHT-$360.00 Round trip

tendinrr
,ty and Facil,ty anrf S»°« Members at-

IZZl %
UTTCn Summer Schools

' Sonars « International
aruoenr Conferences.
Leave Montreal June 17th; Return from Paris, August 20th.

NFCUS TOUR No. 2. — $1,085 00
Including Scandinavian Extension

r»FMWAD'Si
tin

3
Scotlond

> England, NORWAY, SWEDEN,

France
Austno

< Switzerland, Italy, Belgium and

Re?^
0'^ F

-

Ii9

i
t fr0m Montreo

' iunc '7th.Keturn from Pans August 20th

NFCUS JOUR No. 3. - $1,065.00
Includmg Iberian and Motherland Extensions

?PA^
V
A
Slh"? Sc°"ond

< England, HOLLAND, BELGIUM,

MCA A! I

Au
e
S
,t

r,

L
0

' Switzerland, Italy and France.

VSL
C
(

horter
D

Fl
.

,9 h:
f™™ Montreal jine 17th.

Keturn from Paris August 20th.

For information see your campus NFCUS
Travel Agent:

ROBERT HADCOCK
6Z Clergy Street West, Tel LI 2-9517

or wnte to NFCUS Travel D^t. 375 RideTu/ottawa.
ASK FOR OUR 24 PACE BROCHURE PROGRAMME FOR 1958
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OPEN HOUSE

Bob Sanderson tests Ralph Clench with a lie dedector. Don't
I
fence fool you; he could be a potential criminal.

let the look of wronged inno-

I

Tomorrow is Open House
Queen's.

This is to give the residents of
Kingston and surrounding areas,
parents and prospective Queen's
students an opportunity to acquaint
themselves with the developments
of the university. The Arts and
Medical Buildings with their dis-
plays and exhibitions will be open
to the public from 1.30 to 5.30 p.m.
The Engineering building will re-

main open until 9 p.m.

Open House also affords an op-
portunity for Queen's students
themselves to visit and observe the
various faculties of the university.

Headquarters is Grant Hall.
Here the visitors will be welcomed
and organized into tours which will

D

'ff only.

?r hand,

Ml from

ients of

ge num.

nittee

a to

the

Fac-

ssion
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pre-

ddcd

jula-

:rson

Fac-
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You Name It, Science Has It-

From Liquid Air To Furnace
Geology (Miller Hall)
The geological formation of the

Kingston area will be one of the

attractions of the Geology Depart

merit. There will also be demon
strated the geiger counter, specto

graph, X-ray apparatus and scintilio

meter with special reference to their

geological uses.

Mining (Nichol Hall)
The developments of mining from

gold panning to present day meth-
ods of drilling will be shown. The
uses of the Jig, ball mill, flotation

cells, etc. will be exhibited.

Metallurgy (Nichol Hall)
-Metal casting, displays of corro-

sion, electroplating, radiographs,

metallography will be displayed

I

tie re.

Electricity (Fleming Hall)
Communications, with a spec-

ial open house at CFRC, are on
the programme of Fleming Hall.

There are transitors, Hi-Fi andj
electric organ displays with en-
gineers present to explain the
phenomena. The power division
of Fleming Hall has as a special
feature, a girl doing cartwheels
°n a 1200 a.p.m. flywheel.

Chemical Engineering
(Gordon Hall Annex)
The Chemical Engineers are

demonstrating nitric acid manu-

facturing, continuous distillation and
gas absorption. There will be an
opportunity for the public to see

the post-graduate research studies.

Civil Engineering
(Hydraulics Lab)
A wind tunnel, Francis Tur-

bine, log-jam model, Pelton wheel
etc. are on display to entice future

civil engineers. In Carruthers
Hall, there will be a continuation

of the Civil Engineering display.

Mechanical Engineering
(McLaughlin Hall)
There is to be a demonstration

of the properties of liquid air, a

perennial favorite in any Physics

display. The principles of geiger

counters, cloud chambers, mag-
nets, photo-electric cells etc. will

also be elucidated.

Physics (Ontario Hall)
Here the public will have an op-

portunity to see lathes, grinders,

milling machines and other equip-

ment in operation. Of special in-

terest to potential home-owners are

displays of heatir.r, ventilation re-

frigeration and diesel and gasoline

engines.

In the science club rooms, Clark

Hall, the Engineering Society wil

serve coffee and at the same time

the Hani Radio Club will be ir

he conducted by guides throughout
the buildings.

There is a Baby Sitting Sen-ice
at Baker House where Registered
Nurses will be present to look after
children.

The Queen's Film is to be shown
in the New Arts Building, Room
101, at 2, 3, and 4.30 p.m. Here is

an opportunity for students to see
the film made two years ago on
Queen's campus and to enjoy an
Xcellent armchair tour of the uni-
ersity.

The new Law Library, one of

Queen's most recent additions, will

be open. This library is to be found
in the Law Building at 154 L'ni

versity Ave. The Douglas Librarj
Will also be open. Displays of

microreproduction, the Periodicals

Room, the John Buchan Library
as well as the outstanding collection

of Canadiana in the Edith and
Lome Pierce Room will be fea-

tured.

Chuck Graham inserts a thermocouple into a furnace contain-
ing molten aluminum. The mining and metallurgy department will

be operating a blast furnace IN NICHOL HALL.

operation.

We who are about to DIET

Arts Display Old Scripts

And Subliminal Perceptions
The Faculty of Arts has plan-

ne(1 displays in Commerce, lan-
guages, Psychology and Biology
apartment work.

Among- displays in the New
ftr ts Building will be a demon-

ic

ration of the language labs in

y
001" HO and visual aids in Room
01 by the French department,

tinier Mr. Evans. Room 310, the
' r:i ditional classics room, \

<lv e several projects, including

coins, a model of a Roman
^' u a and facsimiles of Roman
"'anuscripts.

Commerce information will be
^tributed in Room 201 by sev-
* fal professors who will answer
^estions, and students seeking
^"rther information may consult a

essor at the Commerce build-
Prof e

S on Union St.

The Psychology Department
Well

"iflu

organized at 126 and 12S

n St. At 126, in rooms 1 and

• James will demonstrate the

ence of unconscious assump-
°ns about the nature of the real

world, on what we see ; illusions

of movement, and some aspects

of colour vision. An interesting

experiment on maze-tracing will

be done in room 3 as a follow-up

of earlier experiments performed

on age and preference for particu-

lar problem solutions.

At 128 Union, a new very pop-

ular subject will be demonstrat-

ed : subliminal perception, the sub-

conscious recognition of shapes

and colors at exposures too short

for conscious recognition. The

need for meaning in perception

will also be demonstrated. Speech

differences will be measured by

means of a oscillograph and an

interesting experiment in casual-

ty will be demonstrated, a lie

detector shown and tape record-

ings of an injured man's difficulty

in remembering names will be

heard.

In the Old Arts Building the

Biology Department has planned

very extensive ^displays in the

Botany and Zoology labs. Under

Biochemistry

(Craine Building)

Diets will he the talk uf the Bio

chemistry Department. There will

be displays of the effects on rats of

diets deficient in vitamins, fatty

acids and proteins. The importance

of various food elements will be

emphasized. For all alcoholics and

oilier interested persons, the dam-

ages done to livers by diets high in

alcohol and low in vitamins will be

In the past the Journal

has attempted to get typists

by offering properly talent-

ed young women on campus

the opportunity to use their

talents to the utmost in the

journal Offices. Now the

Journal will take untalented

women, who can type.

Dr. Krotkov and Dr. Good, bo-

tanv displays will include cbro-

matregraphy, a phosphorous in-

take experiment and a warbug

experiment, mould culture, decay,

and fungus growth. Dr. Denyes,

Dr. West and Dr. Yallentyne

have arranged zoology topics to

include vertebrate and fish evo-

lution, experiments using inver-

tebrate forms and limniology dis-

plays. A museum biology display

will also be featured.

The public and students will also

be able to see the results of Dr.

Beveridge's experiments on the

effects of various fats on plasma

lipid levels. The relationship of

plasma lipid levels to athero-

sclerosis will be demonstrated. As

well, biochemical tests such as de-

terminatiim of sugar and albumin

in urine, and carbon monoxide in

blood will be featured,

Another new building on Queen's

campus this year is the Agnes Eth-

erington Art Centre on University

Ave. across from Grant Hall. For
Open House, a collection of sketches

by members of the Group of Seven
along with some reproductions of

their major canvases will be shown.

In one oi the upstairs studios, visi-

tors are invited to observe one of

Professor Bieler's classes at work
painting. On the ground and second

floors, the centre has a small collec-

tion of Indian and Eskimo art. Mr.

Bieler and several students will be

present to guide visitors through

the new building.

For drama enthusiasts, a play

practice will be in progress from

1.30 to 5 p.m. in Convocation Hall. [be open to the public, Coff

Costumes, clippings and photos of'be served l)y the Engineers

previous plays are to be on display

in the Drama Lounge.

The five year Nursing-Science

course including hospital, Public

Health, and VON training will be
illustrated in the New Arts Build-

ing. Room 208.

The entire Student's Memorial

Union on the corner of University

and Union will be open for visitors

of Queen's Open House. This is

the one day of the year when the

Queen's women will be able to see

how and where the men spend

their leisure time. Of special in-

terest to the public will be the many
fine facilities, the impressive dining

hall, lounge and billiard rooms,

reading and committee rooms. High
school students hoping to come to

Queen's will have an opportunity

to eavesdrop on a typical campus
conversation over a snack in the

popular coffee shop.

For the athletically inclined, a

water polo game will begin at 2.30

in the swimming pool in the gym-
nasium. As well, there will be a
Ju-Jitsu exhibition in the small

gym and a hockey game commenc-
ing at 2 in the Jock Harty Arena.

A special display, "Levana
Through the Years" will be fea-

tured in the Red Room, New Arts

Building. There will he old pictures,

posters (one, an election poster for

Charlotte VVhitton i and other relics

of Levana archives to bring hack

memories.

Levana and the Arts Society will

be serving tea in the Ban Righ

Common Room from 3 to S p.m.

for all adult visitors. The Science

Clubrooms in Clark Hall are to

ffee will

bv

Medicine - Bloody Mess
Pharmacology
(Craine Building)

The Opium Den will again be

one of the feature attractions of the

pharmacology display. The story of

the preparation of and addiction to

narcotics will be dramatically por-

trayed. Experimental pharmacol-

ogical procedures will also be dem-

onstrated.

Anatomy
(Old Medical Building)

In this newly renovated building,

the public are invited to see the

nucleus of a museum of specimens,

soon to be enlarged upon.

Medicine
(Richardson Amphitheatre)

In Richardson Amplii theatre, the

emphasis will be on the heart, with

models of normal and abnormal

hearts, descriptions of diagnostic

tests and tape recordings of abnor-

mal heart heats. The use of the

phonocardiograph (an instrument

for the amplification of heart

sounds) will be included.

Histology

(New Medical Building)

Several medical students will be

on hand to explain blood groups

and the typing of blood. There will

be an opportunity to compare

leukemic blood and other abnormal

conditions to normal bloods.

Embryology
(New Medical Building)

The development from fertiliza-

tion to birth will be demonstrated

with frog's eggs, young chick

embrvo's and human models.
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IN THIS

CCRNEC.
* *

GEORGE LoFLEUR

"In other sports where Intramural competition follows the
University competition, the participant who has taken part in more
than one competition for a University team or who has competed in

the Intercollegiate Tournament or Meet, is ineligible for Intra-

mural competition in the same sport that school year."

The above quote taken directly from the Handbook of Intra-

mural Athletics at Queen's University plus a ruling of the Athletic

Board of Control has been the means of creating a state of con-
fusion in connection with the Queen's water polo team. Before
Christinas the team, coached by Tabby Gow, played two exhibition

games against Varsity and McGill. Although they did not win
either contest there was some hope of forming an intercollegiate

league or at least having an annual round-robin tournament among
the three teams.

The first complication arose when the Athletic Board of Con-
trol refused to recognize the team on the grounds that it was not at

sufficient calibre for senior intercollegiate competition. The board
expressed the wish that the Intramural Council would rule that

those who had played in the two exhibitions were eligible for intra-

mural competition. The Council decided that the team was dis-

organized and under existing rules was therefore ineligible. Now
they are in the unfortunate position of being unable to play in

either an extramural or intramural league and are forced to rely

on the uncertainty of exhibitions.

This is not meant as a protest against either the Board's judge-
ment of the calibre of the team or the Intramural Council's action in

declaring them ineligible. Rather it is a criticism of the ruling as
it stands in the present intramural handbook. A player may partici-

pate in one or more exhibition games and then be cut from a squad.
He is then faced with the prospect of not playing for the remainder
of the year for the slightly confusing reason that he is better than
the average player but not quite proficient enough to make the
school team.

The three other colleges in the intercollegiate sports schedule,
have all modified this rule, so that an athlete at Western, McGill
or Varsity is able to play in an exhibition game with an organized
school team and still participate in intramural athletics upon being
cut.

It has been suggested that Queen's follow suit and modify the
existing regulation. If this was done no great harm would result
but rather the quality of competition on the intramural level would
improve and the orphans of college sport would be eliminated.

Our own "orphans" the water polo team will play RMC this

Saturday at 3 as part of the Open House. Captain Gord Robinson
has been in contact with both Varsity and McGill and both colleges
have expressed interest in a future intercollegiate league. We cer-
tainly hope that this will become a reality in the next school term
and this sport, which has been described as the toughest in the
world, will gain recognition as a senior sport at Queen's.

Tonight the Gaels meet McMaster in their sixth game of the
season. Coach Frank Tindall, hoping that his team will finally
retain its status quo as far as personal is concerned, will have to
contend with the scoring of Doug Marshall, a 6'7" centre, and the
playmaking of Russ Jackson, an all round athlete and quarter on
the Marauder football team.

The big story in intercollegiate basketball was Wednesday night
when Western Mustangs edged the Toronto Blues 68-66. This
was Varsity's first loss and dropped them into a second place tie
with the London team. Each has identical 3-1 records. The high
scorers in the game were Westerners Ron Hodgkins with 24 and
Gord Scratch with 13, while Don Lipke and -Joe Stulac led the
Blues with 15 and 12 respectively. Assumption now has undisputed
possession of first place in the intercollegiate loop with five wins
in as many starts. Queen's is third with four points. McGill and
McMaster are winless.

WESTERN HO THE WOMEN

For . . .

Sanitone Dry Cleaning
AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

*

CALL.

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BAR ft IE ST.

The 1958 edition of the senior volleyball team. From left to right they are: Sally Reynolds,

Joan Fenwick, Joan Atwood, Micky McCulloch, Sonja Finstad, Marian Page, Miss Leggett, Mario
Keddie. Gwen Howes, Marianne Schrader, Claire Whetham, and Susan Hough.
Absent Jill McCreary.

INTRAMURAL
EASKETEALL

Intramural Basketball

Standings

Group A
W L F A Pts.

Science '60 3 0 84 41 6

Science *5S 3 1 178 US 6

Meds '60 3 1 83 101 6

Arts '60 2 2 152 112 4

Meds '62 2 2 159 141 4

Meds '58 1 2 63 58 2

Arts '58 1 3 113 100 2

Law '60 0 3 30 12S 0

Group B

W L F A Pts.

Meds '63 2 0 85 44 4

Arts '61 2 0 SO 73 4

Meds '59 2 1 96 78 4

Science '59 1 1 52 56 2

Arts '59 1 2 112 100 2

Science '61 1 3 102 125 2

Meds '61 0 2 37 88 0

Graduates

Invitations for the Board

of Trustees dinner for final

year students may be picked

up at the Post Office by all

students who expect to grad-

uate in 195S. Dinners will be

held on Feb. 25 and 26.

(£a%i»ral
(ansliqan>

Kino St at Johnson St

SEXAGESIMA SUNDAY
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 9th

8.00 o.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Chorol Eucharist
(Sung Communion with <hm( oddrai
by the Rev. C. E. Slaplu.j

11.00 a.m. Choral Martins

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Prcucher: The Hi. Rev. I

D.D., Bishop ol Ontario.

8,13 p.m. Dr. Evans mci
terbury Club. Lecture, Di
Social Coffee Hour.

Holy Ccmmunic
at 7.45 a.m. wll
on Wednesdays

i Celebrated Daily
second Celebration
10.30 a.m.

Dr. Alexander Schreintr, famed Re-
cital Organist of The Tabernacle. Salt
Lalte City, will present an Organ Re-
cital, in the Cathedral, assisted by
the Cathedral Choir. Friday. Feb. 14th,
at B.30 p.m. No tickets required.
Collection. Sponsored by the American
Ciuild of Organists.

Intramural

Scoring

McNay, Meds '62 43

Sandblom, Arts "60 35

Cooke, Arts '5S 34

Gregor, Meds '62 34

Blasdale, Arts '60 33

Maudsley, Meds *62 32

Dinsdale, Meds '63 31

Porter, Meds '63 30

Hamilton, Science '61 30

Safrance, Science '58 24

Lee, Science '58 23

Fisher, Meds '60 23

Richards, Arts '61 21

Findlay, Arts '61 20

LaPointe, Science "58 20

Forbes, Science '58 19

O. A. C.

Waterloo

Queen's

Osgoode

Ryerson

McMaster

Hockey Standings

W
5

Ice Review

The Ice Review needs boys

for the comedy number. If

you are interested come to the

Jock Harty Arena Sunday

morning at 11 o'clock. Bring

vour skates.

Start Hmrg Hatri
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Onr. Dial 8-7712

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

Pts.

10

6

3

3

Stop guessing

about life

insurance

CONSULT THE

MAN WHO KNOWS

D. R. Roughron, B.Sc, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

S. W. Roughron, B.A., C.L.U.

Office: 191 Princess St.

Office Phone: LI 6-1405

THE

MUTUAL
LIFE

OF CANADA
ESTABLISHED 1 869

By Diane Pappas
Women's Sports Editor

The senior volleyball team
]ef

yesterday for London to parti C
j

pate in the anual ir"tercollegj
a^

tournament. They will be com
peting against teams from West!
ern, Toronto, McGill, McMaste"
and OAC.

The Gals have not won th

championship since 1953, their

first year in the tournament. They
have placed second every year
since.

Western, last year's champions

are the favorites, but the GaU
are out to make amends for their

defeat by the Purple and White
two weeks ago. It was a much
improved team that beat McGill

last week and coach Dorothy

Leggett has been c onducting

rigorous practices this week in

an effort to get the girls in top

condition for this week-end's en-

counter.

Toronto could well be the dark

horse of this tournament.

Miss Leggett feels that if alE

the team plays their best and if

the team is "on", then we have

a pretty good chance of defeating

Western and bringing the cham-

pionship back to Queen's.

IfI wzfo limit

h Ml botkm !

. . . and a Savings Account at

the flank of Montreal* is the

way to guarantee yourself that

secure feeling . .

,

*Tho Bonk whore Students' account*

ore warmly welcomed.

Main Office, 297 King St. East

at the Market:

JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch'-

in the "Y" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Brand

WILLIAM BARRY. Manager

J. A.
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ONSERVATIVES GAIN MAJORITY

Exchange weekend visitors Chris Gunkle, Paul Hurst, Nadeen Jarrett, Marg Wilson and

Tim Hennessey admire an engineering exhibit at Open House. Five thousand people came to the

biennal display.

Quarry's Deadline

Only Week Away
Material Needed

Each year a group of under-

iduates at Queen's publish a

le magazine called Quarry. This

year Quarry Seven is being edited

by Ned Franks together with Peter

Hancock and Royce MacGillivrary.

Each year Quarry begs ior con-

tributions. It needs poems, short

stories, plays, essays or book re-

views (Mickey Spillane will do).

These can be left at the Post Office,

the library circulation desk or the

Journal office.

Professor Andre Eider's art class

is designing the cover. Franks

stated that a new format is also

icing used this year.

The deadline has been changed

to Feb. 19 due to printing diffi-

culties.

I Rush, don't crawl and hit the

big time publications — Quarry

[
Seven — soon on sale.

All Parties Show Gain

As Voting Increases
By Blair Razor

Writing From Beneath Parliament Hill

The Progressive Conservatives won an overwhelming victory

in last week's Model Parliament elections.

The PC's gathered 462 out of a total of 823 votes. The Liberals

had 243 and the CCF US. All the parties improved their showing

from last year, when out of 755 votes the Tories had 269, the Liberals

124 and the CCF 54. Last year, however, two other parties, the

Feminine Freedom Fighters and the Communists, won 260 and 36

votes respectively.

The Conservatives will have

56 of the 100 seats in Model Par-

liament, next Tuesday and will

form the government. The Lib-

erals w ill have 30 seats and the

CCF 14.

The breakdown by polls is as

follows:

PC's Lib. CCF

Arts 126 54 - &
Levana 101 73 27

Medicine 220 105 50

Science 15 U 5

Meds Student

In Fata! Crash

Display Best

Ever Staged,

Says McQueen
The 1958 edition of Open House

was the best we've ever had," Mrs.

R. McQueen, Public Relations

Officer, said Sunday night. She had

high praise for the student organi-

sation committee headed by Mort

Low, Meds '60, whose hard work

off in "a very successful and

informative day,"

Mrs. McQueen reported that the

general attendance was approxi-

mately 5,000. Fifteen schools took

advantage of the opportunity to see

Queen's on display, as well as large

"limbers of other potential students.

Most popular displays on the

rampus included the high voltage

lests conducted by the engineers in

Fleming Hall and the demonstra-

tions of French instruction in the

l;inguage lab, with large crowds also

attracted by the lurid medical dis-

plays. Many couples took advantage
of the "Love Meter" testing over-

charged emotions.

"People were interested in the

'"formative side of the affair, espe-

cially medical displays," said

*kr,t Low, He extended his thanks
l" the students working on the dis-

P,ays, the committee and all others
t0|icerned for helping make the
s"ow a success.

} A, Edmison, assistant to the

Pfincipalj reported the guides were

Specially efficient. One gave him a
n,ap of the campus under the im-

^ssion he was another tourist.

Writers Pandering To Public Taste

Sprinkling Sex In Serious Work
Toronto(CUP) — A Toronto

publisher said last night that in-

formed public opinion is the only

real defense against obscenity on

the book stands.

Gary Clarke, general manager

of Clarke, Irwin Ltd., told a Uni-

versity of Toronto audience that

"Protection of our moral climate

is our individual duty."

Admission to Honors
Students in the Faculty of

Arts who wish to be consid-

ered for admission to honors
c"urses should make formal

^plication by Feb. 15. The

application should be made
by letter to the Registrar and
sho»ld indicate the fields of

Study in which the candidate

Wishes to specialize.

WATCH THE EYEBALL

A stage demonstration of hyp-

nosis will be given Thursday at 9

a.m. in Convocation Hall by Dr.

Milton H. Erickson, president of

the American Society of Clinical

Hypnosis. The talk is sponsored by

the Aesctilapian Society, but is

open to all students.

Dr. Erickson will first give a

talk on "Hypnosis in Medical

Practice." This is one of a series

of lectures being presented by the

Aesculapian Society which it is

hoped will be of interest to the uni-

versity as a whole.

'The law (to ban books) must

be limited to deliberate exploita-

tion of obscenity, or pornogra-

phy," he said.

"And most obscenity is, after

all, dull."

He said that free discussion

and coming to one's own con-

clusions is essential.

Any limitations are danger-

ous."

But university students would

have to help form the conscience

of the community after they grad-

uated. "You must work to pro-

mote the general moral climate.

Organ Recital

Dr. Alexander Schreiner, famed

organist of the Tabernacle, Salt

Lake City, Utah, will play a public

organ recital in St. George's Cathe-

dral, Kingston, on Friday evening,

Feb. 14 at &:30 p.m., assisted by

the cathedral choir.

Acclaimed in Canada, the United

States and Europe as one of the

most brilliant living performers on

the organ, he is heard every Sun-

day on the Columbia Broadcasting

Corporation. This is Dr. Schreiner's

only appearance in the Eastern

Ontario area.

We are all our brothi ceepei

on this."

Clarke told the group they

must decide whether the moral

climate should tend towards can-

dor or morality—then act on

their decision.

Writers were pandering to the

public taste by sprinkling sex

into their serious work, he said.

But the charge that authors

and publishers conspired to de-

prave and corrupt the public

taste "is just nonsense." he said.

Experts* comments that a novel

is 'honest and frank' were non-

sense too.

Authors write to interest their

public and pick topics that inter-

est themselves, he said.

Freedom depended on the initi-

ative of private individuals, not

of the government. But in Can-

ada everything worthwhile did

get published—invariably at a

Richard Dowd, Meds 60, was

killed instantly Saturday at 1 :30

p.m. when the car he was driving

was struck at a level crossing on

County Road 2S on the outskirts

of Kinburn by a Canadian National

train. Ritchie Dowd had gone home

to Kinburn, near Arnprior on High-

way 17 between Ottawa and Arn-

prior, Friday night and Saturday

morning had driven to Ottawa to

pick up an older brother. He had

just dropped his brother at his home

a few minutes before the accident.

The crossing is on the edge of

the village of Kinburn and is un-

marked by lights and unguarded

by gates. It was snowing aud blow-

ing very heavily at the time. Ritchie

Dowd was a very popular member

of his year and Faculty, highly re-

spected and regarded by teachers

and his fellow-students as a very

promising student.

A brief Memorial Service was

held in the Histology- Laboratory'

in the New Arts Building at 9

yesterday morning, this being the

first class of the day for Meds '60.

The sen-ice was conducted by the

Padre. The funeral service is to be

held this afternoon at 2 and it is

expected that almost the entire

class will go to Kinburn for the

service.

462 243 118

A brief roundup after the elec-

tion revealed most students who

voted based their votes on nation-

al issues. Several commented that

local issues presented were rather

silly, and that campus politicians

"are a bunch of dopes slinging

mud." Others felt there was a

lack of total faculty participation.

Reasons given for not voting

ranged from forgetting I cards

to failing to realize there was an

election. Some engineering stud-

ents complained the poll in the

Science Clubrooms was closed too

early. Chief Electoral Officer

Paul Cosgrove explained this was

due to a mix-up among persons

manning the poll.

Prime Minister James Holmes

announced Sunday night that his

government plans to introduce

three bills, two of national and

one of local significance. The

government plans to extend Co-

lombo Plan aid to the West

(See Canadian Flag, Page 5)

AMS, Senate Discuss Conduct
By Harvey

Journal Staff Pookah

A joint Senate-Alma Mater So-

ciety meeting to consider problems

relating to student conduct and the

responsibilities of the two bodies

will be held some time this month

as the result of a request by Prin-

cipal Mackintosh to the AMS
executive meeting Thursday night.

"It sounds like a good idea to get

a basis for future co-operation,"

said Engineering Society President

Bill Sexsmith in expressing the

feeling of the meeting.

The AMS chose Sexsmith, Herb

Harmer, Bob Little, Andy Wong

and Anne Hayes as representatives.

They will meet with four or five

members of the Senate to try to

increase understanding of the atti-

tudes and problems of both parties.

Anne Hayes reported the recent

NFCUS conference here had re-

commended local NFCUS chairmen

should if possible have seats on

student councils. She pointed out

that NFCUS membership was com-

pulsory for all students through

their 50 cent dues and that the

NFCUS chairmen can more effec-

tively speak for his campus when

he is a member of the student

council.

Athletic Stick Dave Nowlan

suggested the AMS could invite the

NFCUS chairman to sit in on meet-

ings, thus avoiding the necessity for

constitutional change. The matter

was referred to the Constitutional

Committee after a lengthy discus-

sion.

Miss Hayes also outlined plans

for the NFCUS scholarship cam-

paign. Support from the Kingston

Whig-Standard and interviews on

local radio stations CKWS and

CKLC have already been assured,

she informed the meeting. In addi-

tion, AMS members will speak to

local service clubs and other groups.

In other business, the AMS:

• learned NFCUS was sending

a copy of their brief to all 1 1 prime

ministers and premiers, heard cam-

pus Conservative leader Jim Holmes

say "Maybe we'd better send one

to Mike Pearson too, just in case."

• referred Holmes' suggestion

that the AMS court rather than the

executive should look after revision

of clubs' constitutions to the Con-

stitutional Committee.

• argued for lialf an hour over

En« ;neering President Sexsmith's

charge that the Journal was partial

in its coverage of Meds and Science

elections. After making the charge,

Sexsmith added that there was no

grudge fight between the engineers

and the Journal, nor was there any

friction. He also said that if the

Tournal was not willing to put out

a full election issue, the Engineering

Societv would undertake the task.

• accepted Al Gretsinger's mo-

tion "that we feel inclined" to pre-

sent the result of the Journal plebi-

scite which approved a raise in

student fees to the Board of

Trustees.

• appointed Ann Davidson as

AMS rep to the Band Committee

which chooses the drum majorette,

then discovered they had already

appointed Mort Low last spring.

• adjourned.
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Senatorial sagacity
The Senate has acted admirably in proposing a joint committee

of the Senate and the Alma Mater Society to discuss the problems
of student discipline and the responsibilities of the two bodies with
regard to the problems involved.

Since the AMS Court was instituted it became obvious that
the AMS and the Senate judge student conduct from different bases
of value, though both are interested in that abstract value called

justice, albeit "justice" sounds too legalistic in a Queen's context.

The Senate, which is responsible for everything which goes on at
Queen's, has never strictly recognized absolute authority of the
AMSCourt over student conduct. The AMS on the other hand,
has consistently balked at handling student disciplinary problems
unless their court authority was independent and conclusive. Con-
sequently the Senate and the AMS Court are both potentially in-

volved in every phase and occurrence of student conduct
; and when

borderline cases bring their different viewpoints into relief, there
is disagreement at least, angry misunderstanding very often.

In proposing a joint committee to discuss the problem the
Senate has done something the AMS executive should have done
long ago. If the committee does nothing else, it will define the rela-

tionship between the two bodies of authority and simultaneously
enhance their prestige among the students.

The ins and outs of Tricolncoior awards
In the past two years the Tricolor Society, "the highest tribute

that can be paid a student for valuable service to the University
for non-athletic, extra-curricular activities," has been subjected to
considerable criticism. It is charged specifically with being reserved
solely for retiring members of the Alma Mater Society executive
as a reward for their participation in student government. Excessive
weight, according to critics of the present system, is given to parti-
cipation in student government, while people who take part in other
activities such as CFRC, the Drama Guild, the Journal, Tricolor and
special interest clubs are overlooked.

We have no wish at this point to enter into a debate on the
relative merits of different extra-curricular activities on this campus.
It is sufficient here to point out that a good number of people on
this campus have no interest in participating in student govern-
ment, and yet make valuable contributions to the university life.

While a great many students with qualities of leadership gravitate
toward roles in student government a good many find other equally
profitable diversions for their talents.

Our objection here is the method by which entrance to the
Tricolor Society is determined. The special committee which makes
the selections at present includes the Principal, the Principal of
Theology, the four Faculty Deans, and the jour junior AMS rep-
resentatives. It is these last four who are the cause of our objection.
Since they have been chiefly concerned with student government,
it is inevitable that they will tend to see it as the most important
activity on the campus, and will judge other potential award
recipients by their contacts made through the AMS or faculty
societies. Last year a candidate for the awards whose connection
with the AMS executive was a necessary bother at most, was
judged in the minds of at least two junior reps, by their own test-
imony, on the grounds of that very connection.

Another objection which can be raised is the fact that most
junior reps will themselves be eligible for the award the following
year. While this may not influence their conscious thinking, it
can very easily become a factor in forming a subconscious decision.

There seems to be only one way to avoid these difficulties
namely by removing the junior AMS reps from the selection com-
mittee. The objection will of course be raised that these members
as students, know their fellow students far better than any profes-
sors could. This argument is fallacious because the junior AMS
reps do not get a chance to know their fellow students in all the
fields they are asked to judge ; at best they know a limited number
from the few organizations to which they belong. There is no
better chance for them to know a wide range of students than for
members of the Revue or the NFCUS committee.

It would be far better to have the committee add one or two
additional members from the staff of each faculty and call freely
upon members of the organizations concerned to provide information
about the possible candidates. This would involve more work than
the present system, but if Tricolor awards are to be worth receiving
some reform must be instituted.

A successful showcase
The organizers and participators of Open House are to be

congratulated for the excellent program of exhibitions and displays
Saturday. The route was well planned, the demonstrations generally
captivated one's attention and sometimes were remarkable and
many of the demonstrators displayed a natural acting ability in
explaining their equipment and the principle involved in its work-
ings.

Open House not only showed successfully what today's univer-
sities are domg, but also reminded us how fascinating life is and
how amazing and productive man's efforts have been in controlling
nature. It also showed what good organizing and voluntary part-
icipation on a large scale can do with the inherently interesting
subjects of our classrooms.

The directors of the next Queen's Open House will have anew high standard to aim at when Queen's once more unrolls its
carpet to the Ontario public.

Sunday canvassers
are
^

to be present at an 0rJ*
kt

tion meeting Saturdav
15 at 2 p.m. in

(Q H
Laughlin Room in the Tj .

The vested inter
Editor, Journal: fw

ago the campus CCF duu
a lively panel discussi0n

'

,

Nfiill House, at which
0r

your reporters was present
no news report of this

ap|)e
in the Journal, and on rt!j
ing the reason I was jnf

V
that the story had been d
at the last minute to nuke
for a report on a trip cen
campus Tories had taken to .

'Step right up, folks, and see the pickled foetus!

As a student devoted to

cause of responsible journa |jI

I wish to protest the J 0llrill

obvious Conservative bias

Gary Moff

More and more letters to the editor

Et tu, Brute
Editor, Journal;—I too am

angry: perturbed and angry at

a sensation seeking letter writer.

In a tone of injured superiority

he came down off his self-creat-

ed pedestal long enough to de-

nounce a Journal columnist, a

faction on the campus and dis-

respect in the lectures.

His attack on your columnist

need not be mentioned except

to say that a conformist like

himself is bound to jump on
the Moffatt-baiting bandwagon
sooner or later.

He is also bored with those

who boast of their proficiency

in. the field of "wine, women
and song". Ignoring the fact

that the writer is a married man,
suffice it to say that this is

hardly an exceptional enough
happening to warrant space in

the Journal. If all of us were to

write a letter of indignation

every time an acquaintance

bored us, the postman who has

the Journal office on his route

would be found face down in the

snow one morning with a brok-

en back.

Thirdly, he criticizes noise in

the lectures. This is praisewor-

thy at first glance, but again

one finds his attitude of bored
superiority. However, the writer

himself has been reported on
occasion vocalizing in the class-

es with the professor present.

Several reliable sources have
actually seen him open his

mouth to speak, only to close it

with a display of superior will

power. This topic also scarcely

would seem to warrant a letter

of indignation.

In his powerful closing sent-

ence, the writer says, addressing
Queen's students "your country

cannot grow up until you are

mature, responsible people." To
bring the writer down from his

position of superiority it is here

necessary to cite an example
which is of no interest to any-
one except the writer. Put the

case that the writer borrows a

guitar from a Queen's student

in early October on the condi-

tion that he give lessons in re-

turn for lending the guitar at

intervals. Put the case that hav-
ing broken appointments for

lessons, having broken promises
to bring the instrument back,

and having broken lastly, the

guitar itself (via a stray foot)

this writer who decries lack of

responsibility in Queen's stud-

ents is still the proud possessor

of the guitar, apparently unwill-

ing to relinquish it at all. Is

this being mature and respon-

sible, Mr. Peter Pinnock?

Stu Forbes

Kevue rave

Editor, Journal:—I wish to

congratulate everyone connected

with the Queen's Revue of 1958.

"Bye-Line Blues" was without

question the best show I have

seen around here since '52. In

the years to come, those of us
who were fortunate enough to

have enjoyed the revue will re-

member it as one of the high-

lights of this year at Queen's. It

was indeed a source of real

pleasure for the audiences, and
no doubt one of fun for the cast.

Again ... a hearty "well done!"

Bob Gibson

Arts '55, I.R. '56

Commerce '58

Libel and lewdness

Editor. Journal:—On Feb. 5 I

approached your managing edi-

tor about publicity for the

Camera Club Salon. It was de-

cided that I would declare a
class for nude photographs and
that the Journal would run an
article stating that several pho-
tographers in the club needed
a model. The result of this was
the article in your last issue.

I hope that you realize that

not only did your paper falsify,

misrepresent and distort the in-

formation supplied, but also

printed an article which is libel-

ous to both myself and the mem-
bers of the Camera Club.

In an editorial in the same
issue you stated that it is im-
possible for an editor to infringe-

on the freedom of the press.

This might be true, but I would
like to state that your paper has
most certainly infringed on the

rights of an individual, and is

therefore open to prosecution
under both the constitution of
the Alma Mater Society and the
Criminal Code.

I would like to point out to

you that the Queen's Camera
Club does not sanction porno-

graphy and forbids it in its

darkroom. As for nude photo-

graphy: when carried out by a

person interested in photogra-

phy, it is an art similar to that

of portraiture or abstract photo-

graphy, only more difficult. Ap-
parently in the minds of some
of your immature Journal staff

it must be lewd and obscene.

I would recommend that on
the future you watch more close-

ly the articles printed in your
paper and not attempt to dis-

credit an individual because of

a personal prejudice.

Oscar Zawalsky, President

Queen's Camera Club

Up confidence!
Editor, Journal:—What has

become of the expression, "play-
ing the field"? Can it not exist

any longer? Are Queen'smen so
utterly devoid of all backbone,
initiative, courage, and just
plain fight that they will allow
the girl of their dreams to es-

cape them simply because she
has been seen in the company
of one of their colleagues more
than once? This is a practical

example of the much criticized

over-conformity present on our
campus.

Consider our position. Here
we are in a No-Man's Land with
two alternatives:—"the rut
"the shelf". We do not want to
take either but the situation is

such that we have no choice.
We feel hesitant about accepting
even the nicest of invitations
from one with whom we have
been seen before because we
know we will be donned "his
girl". All his buddies will steer
as clear of us as they would of
lepers. They are so mortally
afraid of being accused of "cut-
ting in on his time". This creates
a very uncomfortable situation
for all concerned and so many
unpleasantries creep in which
could be so easily avoided with
a little restructuring of our soc-
ial situation.

Come on, Boys ! It's up to you.
The girls can hardly play the
field without your cooperation.

The usual answer to this type
of reasoning is that everyone
wants security and everyone is

afraid of being refused and
everyone feels inferior if he has
not got someone on the string.

Down with complexes! Up with

confidence! Result: more f

more friends, more spice ((«

note
:

variety is the spice

life). Let's put the punch bi

in life!

Two Sorrowful Sophomon
and a Frustrated Freshette

Down under

defended
Editor, Journal:—Mr. Stev.

attack in a recent issue on A
Hope's "Australia" seems to

to be based on a gross niisi

terpretation of the poem. Pe

sonally, it makes me extreme

proud and I am sure tha it a

fects most Australians abroad

the same way. It is only becau

of Mr. Hope's deep love a

belief in his country that lie

able to penetrate to the essent

of its spirit. The poem beautifu

ly expresses the tremendous i

feet of the land on the peop

who inhabit it ; an ef fee

which is acting as a catalys

the minds of the "second !ian

Europeans" who have settled

the edge of the continent. T!

hope it holds for the hit

would inspire anyone to v

Australia and explore the u"

que culture which is emergin

there.
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bach from balmy beach Glenn Gould
Williamson Road Public School squats with brick-brittle ugli-

ess
in the middle of a cinder and cement desert in Toronto's Balmy

gcach district.

Occasionally, invariably, a squinningly embarrassed, spotlessly

jessed youngster turns up in this bastille for unwashed urchins.

T lie
sanitary nonconformist must distinguish himself at recess or

,eS
ort to piano lessons to justify his appearance.

Local legend asserts that pianist Glenn Gould cleverly exempted

dimsclf from the excruciating joys of the physically painful British

bulldog, a mass torture game that sometimes substituted for indivi-

dual
combat during recess. At any rate, Gould passed into Malvern

Colleg'ate with suspiciously fewer scars than most. By this time

Glenn Gould had further differentiated himself from his contemp-

oraries through a mastery of an old and creaky organ at Kew
Beach church — an awesomely unpredictable contraption that had

long baffled the regular organist — and through a performance with

the Toronto Symphony and an unenvicd standing invitation to play

at
P.T.A. meetings.

Gould went to classes at high school only during the morning,

3
practice that was much more appreciatively admired by the Bea ch

brats than was his piano playing. Indeed, the pattern of his later

school life, when school was a mere interruption of his piano studies,

prevented any real opportunities for normal social intercourse

during his formative years. At the time Gould graduated from

Malvern exaggerated descriptions of his developing eccentricities

were often eclipsing and always precluding critical commentary on

liis playing. International recognition was yet to come and the

embryonic Gould Myth meant more to some copy-hungry yokel

critics than Gould the artist.

The great break for Gould the artist was a record session in

New York three years ago from which Columbia produced the

Goldberg Variations. The disc was a clean-lined, soberly expressed

and triumphantly received debul. The Variations rapidly became

Columbia's best-selling classical record and for a time surpassed the

Pyjama Game in sales. Rave American reviews of the record enabled

previously timid Canadian critics to hitch their rusty wagons of

superlatives to the rising Gould star. Subsequent records and con-

certs have established Gould as this generation's musical idol and

prophet.

Walter Homburger, a self-styled guide for Toronto's struggling

artistic waifs, and a man who has led several Canadian artists down

the asphalt path to Broadway bliss, has found in Gould an Agent's

Delight. Homburger has concocted a Gould Press Book of ten

sections. Half of these are titled Gould's Biography, Gould's Per-

sonality, Gould Offstage, Gould Away from the Piano. The fact that

Gould is an artist primarily, and not an exploitable hyprochondriac

is apparently of secondary importance. Any recognition Gould

receives as a musician is a real personal victory over True Confession

—trained critics and agents.

Gould's Wednesday program is of a typically esoteric nature, a

quasi-complimentary adjective which characterizes the majority

of his Canadian concerts. The Sonata in C Major by Mozart is a

rarely played work; the hauntingly beautiful Sonata in F Major,

although a more familiar score, fights an equally frustrating battle

for recognition in dusty and all but forgotten texts. Nebulous works

like these are resurrected with religious regularity by Gould in what

appears to be a one-man crusade to educate the Canadian ear.

The second half of the concert will be part of the celebrated

Variations. The mechanical Bach elaborations on the Anna Mag-

dalena theme should best illustrate Gould's flawless technical skill

— and his deep poetic feeling for the music that elevates the artist

above the mere machinator, ^-

poetic genetics
There are poems in Iambic Tetrameter,

Quite a few in Iambic Pentameter,

And also a group from the higher-priced troop

That are done in Trocaic Hexameter.

You may like your poems better in Trimeter,

But the impatient people like Dimeter.

There's even a few of that impatient crew

Who prefer poems composed in Manometer. 1

Now, if you are inclined to analysis,

And explain things in terms of catalysis/

If you give THIS a try with your critical eye.

You'd best guard against mental paralysis.

For its not in Iambic Tetrameter,

Nor in costly Trocaic Hexameter;

It is sad to relate, but I can't change my fate.

And I write in Archaic Barometer."

A Greek city outside of Syracuse.

Technical word meaning "outer space".

A low-coat meter the Russians recently claimed to have inve

Brian Henderson

swum outimjhms

COLLEGE PHYSICS — 1,85

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY — 185

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 160

ENGINEERING MECHANICS 285

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

PIANIST

Program

I.

SONATA IN C MAJOR, K 330

Allegro moderato

Andante cantabile

Allegretto

II.

SONATA IN F MAJOR, OPUS 10, NO. 2

Allegro

Allegretto

Presto

INTERMISSION

III.

Mozart

Beethoven

THE GOLDBERG VARIATIONS J. S. Bach

Thirty variations on an Air from Anna

Magdalena Bach's notebook.

Pianist Glenn Gould

frustration
This disinterest and laziness

Plus a purposeless haziness

Are the outcome of nothing unique

All I need is a girl

To occasionally whirl,

And with whom 1 can sensibly speak.

These fits of depression

Are just a recession

In a heart that has loved and has lost;

And the only cure

Is a woman who's pure.

Who'll be mine — whatever the cost.

the fan club
Dead as a mackerel,

Truth came in a vision,

Troubling the night wind 1

And Moffat's ambition.

What is a truth for?

— This magic profound

That a truth will breed letters

When rubbed in the ground.

In maritime territories surplus fish. Is spread on the ground to decay-w» Cjr£b« H«c«

the vigorous, spicv. health-givina air o! the seaside, and hence the tremendous courage ol

maridme people! For the sake of Science-men who want to *™4r*bdtgn»t pw ini*-

™1 but who lack the critical training of the fortunate Arwmen. I mhjh. add that the fish

is an ancient symbol for (amonr; other things) truth.

Royce MacGilhvray

needed: space helmets

A. Gunyon

The demands of show busi-

ness sometimes surpass even the

ingenuity of the property man.

Consider the dilemma of the

Queen's Drama Guild: for their

production of "Love and Lun-

acy" (opening Feb. 20) they

need two space helmets.

Frantic telegrams have been

sent to Toronto and even New
York. Though regular trips to

the moon are in the near future,

no one seems to have a space

helmet. Director William Angus

is worried. The play opens in

less than two weeks and pro-

mises to be outstanding. A witty

satire that takes us from 1100

B.C. to perhaps 3000 A.D., from

Big Three conferences on a

small satellite called the moon,

it is hilarious.

But failure looms large on the

footlighted horzon. The script is

emphatic. Two of the characters

must wear space helmets.

The director, the property

man, the set designer, and the

costume mistress have worked

for days to bring to the stage

a lost island, a cloud, a satellite

— even a god and goddess. But

they have been unable to un-

earth space helmets. The auth-

enticity, the whole effect of the

futuristic atmosphere of Act III

arc threatened.

Anyone within range of this

paper who knows the location

of two space helmets—in his

airplane, in the possession of

his landlord's son, or disguised

as fishbowls—please contact Dr.

William Angus at the Queen's

Drama Guild 2-2250.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

6814 Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1166

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisft0s

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors

of

OFFICIAL

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY Absent-minded Professor

Not so absent-minded when you get

right down to it. He remembered the

most important item—the Coke! Yes,

people will forgive you almost anything

if you just remember to bring along

their favorite sparkling drink— ice-cold

Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
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Reconstruction In The Ukraine
By Tom Marshall
Journal News Editor

(This is the first in a series of

articles concerning the experiences

of Dr. L. A. Skeoch in Russia. Dr.

Skeoch, at present a member of the

Queen's Economics Department,

was the only member of the United

Nations Relief and Rehabilitation

Administration who was sent to

the Ukraine in 1946.)

Many people are bitterly dis

appointed in the United Nations

which has thus far failed to pro-

duce the miraculous results that

they envisioned in the first rosy

glow of post-war optimism. To
them the world seems as far

from Utopia as ever. Yet even

these disillusioned idealists must
admit that in one field, that of

social welfare, the UN has proven

its worth many times over.

The task of alleviating human
misery began early in the life of

the new world organization and
one of the European nations nom-
inated for aid was the Commun-
ist-controlled Ukraine. In 1946 a

mission was sent to implement a

general relief and rehabilitation

programme. Its job was to inspect

critical areas, make sure relief

went where it was needed most
urgently and to assist in the re-

covery of industry and agricul-

ture.

The mission received a large

degree of cooperation from the

Ukrainian government, which

was then headed by a capable

forceful and ambitious gentleman
named Njkita Kruschev. A pre
vious agreement between the UN
and the Ukrainian government
assured the mission of every di

plomatic courtesy and the free

dom to travel throughout the

country. The members were en-

tertained at lavish banquets
which they found somewhat em-
barrassing since there was a seri-

ous food shortage in the country.

Dr. Skeoch headed the Agricul-

tural and Food Rehabilitation di-

vision. Working closely with the

Department of Agriculture he in-

spected collective farms to dis-

cover their needs and check on
the suitability of the supplies and
equipment that they received.

The collective farms had an

average cultivated territory of

about five to six acres per worker.

In the Black Sea coast region

where more intensive agriculture

is practiced they had only about

three. Agricultural products like

grapes were grown, processed

and marketed by the farmers,

about two-thirds of whom were
women, without the aid of middle

men.

Each collective farmer had a

small plot, on the output from
which he paid taxes. He was then

free to sell his produce on the

collective farm market at uncon-

trolled prices. His number of

workdays during the year deter-

mined his share of the farm's in-

come in produce or money. For
example on one farm in the north-

ern Ukraine in 1946 the payment
per workday was 8.6 pounds of

grain, 5.5 pounds of potatoes, one-

half pound of cabbage, 6.4 pounds
of forage for cattle, 2 rubles 60

kopeks in cash and very small

quantities of vegetables, apples,

honey and wood.

Housing in the Ukraine was
very poor not only because of

war destruction but because of

the shabby construction. Consum-
er goods were expensive to every-

one except such members of the

privileged classes as government
officials, generals and university

professors who were given spec-

ial discounts in commercial stores

These discounts sometime;
amounted to as much as 60 per

cent. Both consumer goods and

clothing" were of poor quality and
limited supply. Cars were a rar-

ity and even bicycles were un-

common. The Russian five-year

plans emphasized heavy industry

at the expense of housing and
consumer goods. The rapid rate

of growth achieved in heavy in-

dustry attests to the success of

this policy.

Eventually about 250 million

dollars worth of aid was pumped
into the Ukrainian economy. This

included food, agricultural ma-
chinery and equipment, medical

supplies and equipment for heavy

Arts Society Elections
The following is the slate of can-

didates for the Arts Society Elections.
Also, there is included a list of extra-
curricular activities in which each of
the candidates is engaged.

PRESIDENT
BUT Atkins

—President of Arts '59

—Student Faculty Committee
—Freshman Reception
—CFRC
—Commerce Club
—Intra-mural athletics

John Hunter

—Progressive Conservative Club—Queen's Open House Committee—Assistant Prosecuting Attorney
in Arts Court

—Union House Committee

Stop guessing

about life

insurance

CONSULT THE

MAN WHO KNOWS

R. Roughron, B.Sc, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

W. Roughron, B.A., C.L.U.

Office: 191 Princess St.

Office Phone: LI 6-1405

THE

MUTUAL
LIFE

OF CANADA

—Model Parliament

—Inlra-mural sports

—Contributing editor for Arts
Journal

Mac KiUaly

—Intercollegiate Football and Golf

—Chief Vigilante

—Arts Formal Committee
—Arts '60 Athletic Stick

VICE-PRESIDENT

Brian Henderson

—Progressive Conservative Club
—Mode! Parliament

—McNeill House Senior

—Tricolor and Journal Contributor

Bob Savage

—Arts '60 Athletic Stick

—Arts Formal Committee
—Queen's Revue
—Vigilante Committee

TREASURER
Chris Nowakowald

—Intercollegiate Football, Skiing
and Boxing

—Arts '60 Athletic Stick

—Jazz Club

—Arts '60 Social Convener
—Commerce Club
—Progressive Conservative Club

Jim Petropoulos

—Arts '60 Treasurer

—Jazz Society

—Queen's Open House Committee
—Model Parliament

—Intercollegiate Golf

SECRETARY
Murray Carr

—Arts-Levana Committee

—Canada-Overseas Club

—West Indian Club

Gary McNeely
—President Arts '61

—Arts Formal Committee

—Journal Contributor

ASSISTANT TREASURER
Dick Gathercole

—C.O.T.C.
—R.O.T.P.
—Literary and Debating Society—Intercollegiate Badminton—Progressive Conservative Club—Model Parliament
—Tricolor Sports Editor

Dave Taylor

—R.O.T.P.

—Assistant Secretary of the Arts
Society

—Arts Formal Committee

Mike Vickers

—Intercollegiate Football

—Arts Formal

Voting will take place in the New
Arts Building on Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 12 and Thursday, February 13
between the hours of 8:45 a.m. and
4:30 p,m.

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
blazer

tailored in English

with embroider-
crcit and genuine

brass burtons.

Specially priced at

$34.95

S DEPT.

'S STUDENTS
stadentB are en-
• specud 10%
on 4U purchases
the Men's Wear

industry. Ukrainian doctors were

sent to the United States to study

the newer medical equipment

while experienced Ukraine ad-

ministrators such as architects

and engineers were sent to study

American techniques.

The mission had great difficul-

ty in informing the people of the

source and extent of supplies

since the government steadfastly

refused to give adequate or con-

tinuing publicity to the work.

But at one collective farm Dr.

Skeoch met an old and weather-

beaten peasant woman who told

him how she had suffered in the

recent terrible years of conflict,

and how sincerely grateful she

was for the freely given UN aid.

Such occasional, moving incidents

as this convinced Dr. Skeoch and

his associates that the average

citizen clearly understood the

source of the assistance. The
members of the mission never

ceased to (eel that their work had

been worthwhile. And when one

thinks in terms, not of conflicting

idealogies, but of his long-suffer-

ing1

fellow humans, he can only

agree.

Arts Formal
Shows Profit

"The Arts Society has realized

a prof;* of between $175 to $200

on the Arts formal this year.

Convenor Chuck Finlcy reported

last week, "a considerable differ-

ence from last year." The 1957

social event left the society $600

on the red side of the ledger. Tic

ket sales were up by only a small

margin, with 260 being sold in

year previously. However, the

cost of decorations for the "Col

lege Daze" dropped from last

year's figure of $650 to $450.

No final figures were available

on the proceeds of the Arts-spon-

sored Barber Shop Quartet pro-

gram at KCVI. However, an ap-

proximate profit of $25 was ex-

pected. Other fund-raising cam-

paigns in the near future include

the Woody Herman concert in

Grant Hall, Feb. 24.

Arts treasurer John McKcrchcr

indicated that this would be a

more financially sound year for

the society than last, when final

tabulations showed a deposit of

$100 owingvto_Arts '58. Comment-
ing on these statistics, which com-

pared unfavorably with those of

Comba Wins
Levana Society elections

held on Friday, Feb. 7 R
were: sr. AMS rep."

C o in b a

• i Ci)_ p _
-I

Vice-PreSid eilt ?'
Horton; Secretary, Gillian 'r^H
son; Treasurer, Lynne

Tohi /
President Levana Council gL?

0"

Ross, President LAB of r \,
lr

' F

...^ ,,_...„..„ "hckcJ

nt5r
'

McCulloch; Social Conve
Hanna; Curator, Anne Keenle

Elected last week (Jan. 27)
1

President Bev Brown and jr Ajw
rep. Jean Chamberlain.

About 6
per cent of possible votes were ^ji

Buffet Supper
The Students' Memorial \]nfnM

is having another of its hjfj
suppers on this coming SumlaT
Feb, 16.

'

There will be two sittings
at j|

and 6:15 p.m. Tickets at $i aJ
1 11

' the Union bushJavailable

office.

Levanites
Tickets for Levana Formal

now on sale

in Ban Righ

11:45-12:45 5:30-6:30

the other faculties, McKcrchcr
pointed out that a large portion

of the final receipts were used to

pay for furniture for the Arts]

Clubrooms.

Try These For Easy Money
Applications for fellowships and

Tutorships should be made to the
Registrar not later than March I.

The candidates should make formal
application by letter and should send
official transcripts of undergraduate
work and any graduate work that they
have done. They must arrange also
for instructors under whom they have
worked to send directly to the Regist-
rar letters of recommendation giving
an estimate of their ability and cap-
acity for graduate work.

TRAVELLING
FELLOWSHIPS

The R. Samuel McLaughlin
Travelling Fellowships

Two Travelling Fellowships of
$2,400 each: Awarded annually to
graduates of the Faculty of Arts or
Applied Science of Queen's Univer-
sity who hold an MA and who have
maintained distinguished standing
throughout their courses. The can-
didates must submit and have ap-
proved a plan of study and must pre-
sent a report on their year's work
within 12 months of their appoint-
ment.

The Reuben Wells Leonard
Travelling Fellowship

Value $500. Awarded annually to a
Queen's University student intending
to do post graduate work at a univer-
sity within the Commonwealth.

RESIDENT
FELLOWSHIPS

The R. Samuel McLaughlin
Resident Fellowships

Twelve resident fellowships ranging
in value from §1,000 to §1,500 arc
open to students in Arts and Applied
Science who have taken the Bachelor's
degree with honors at Queen's or an
equivalent degree elsewhere and who
wish to do graduate work in the
Humanities, Social Sciences, Math-
ematics, Biological Sciences, Chemist-
ry, Physics and Engineering. A stud-
nt appointed to a fellowship is ex-
pected to tutor or demonstrate during
the regular winter session. If he pre-
fers not to give this service but to
devote liis full time to study, the
fellowship is less in value. In deter-
mining the exact amount of the fel-
owship, the committee take into ac-
count the quality of the students'
work and award within the limits
indicated above.

The Reuben Wells Leonard
Resident Fellowships

Under the will of the late Reuben
Wells Leonard ?2,000 was provided
for fellowships to be awarded annual-
ly to graduates of Queen's University
'Svho arc willing and qualified to
undertake independent research workm the interest of higher culture".
These fellowships arc tenable only by
students in attendance at Queen's
McLaughlin and Leonard Fdiuw* who find

miSS?™"*? '.?
C
;'n'

.""^research in,° ,hcsummer months followmft Itic regular winter
Ply for and will be given, if the
tr whom they are working bo

fflalljf0 Sine anil Satire
FORMERLY COTTAGE INN

Snacks - Lunches
Dancing - Private Parties

OPEN 12 NOON TO 2 A.M.

1006 Princess St. Dial LI 6-3502

Grants of MOO
mum ol four mouths and

U[i lu an average of $600.

DEPARTMENTAL
FELLOWSHIPS

The following fellowship may carry
with them additional awards to bring
the total value to $750: The Sir James
Aikins Fellowship in Canadian Hist-
ory, $400: The Western Ontario
Graduates Fellowship in History, $320
The Clarence J. Hicks Fellowship of
$600 for research in Industrial Rela-
tions: The Maritime Provinces Trade
Relations Scholarship in Business
Administration, Commerce or Econo-
mics of $320, restricted to students
from Universities in the Marit tines;
The Milton Hersey Fellowship in
Chemistry, $400; The William Neish
Fellowship in Chemistry, $400.

OTHER FELLOWSHIPS
The Steel Company of Canada Fel-

lowship, $1,500, for research in Fer-
rous Metallurgy. The CIL Fellowship
in Chemistry and Chemical Engineer-
ing, $1,700, open only to candidates
for the doctorate; the candidate shall
be a British subject and a graduate of
a recognized university. The R. S.
McLaughlin Teaching Fellowships in
Mechanical Engineering: two fellow-
ships of 52,200 ($1,100 per year) each
for students proposing to do graduate
work in Mechanical Engineering over
a two-year period. The John Lindsley
Fellowship in Economic Geology and
Mineralogy, $1,600. The Cominco Fel-
lowship for graduate research in some
field of pure or applied science prefer-
ably related to the mining, metallur-
gical or chemical industry in which
The Consolidated Mining and Smelt-
ing Company of Canada Limited is
interested. Value $1,000. The Sir
James Dunn Scholarship in Mining
Research, $1,000. (Application for this
scholarship should be made to the
Mining Research Committee, Queen's
University, by March J). The Northern
Electric Company Fellowship, $1,200:
the candidate shall be a British sub-
ject and a graduate of a recognized
university. The Shell Oil Fellowship
for graduate work in Chemistry, Che-
mical Engineering; Mechanical En-
gineering, Geology, Physics, and Geo-
physics, $1,200 for the normal acade-
mic year plus $600 if research is ex-
tended throughout the calendar year.
Open to any science or engineering
graduate of an approved Canadian
university who intends to follow a
career in Canada, or any science or
engineering graduate of an approved
university who has had at least one
year of postgraduate study at a Ca-
nadian university and who has pre-
viously made clear his intentions to
follow a career in Canada.

The J. P. Bickell Foundation
Scholarships

Four scholarships of a total value
of $1,200 each for award to deserving
students who have attained first class
honors standing on the final examina-
tions of the first year of the courses
in Geological Sciences and Mining in
the Faculty of Applied Science and the
ourse in Geological Sciences in the
•acuity of Arts. The scholarships
shall oe payable over a period of three
years. The first payment of $600 shall
be made m two instalments, $300 im-
mediately aftetr registration in the
second year and S300 at the beginning
of the second term of that year; $400and $200 immediately after registra-
tion in the third and fourth years

respectively provided that the stud-

ent has maintained first class honor*
in the final examinations of the second
and third years of the courses in Grc-
logical Sciences or Mining. If in anv
year the student fails to make fit !

class h»nors he shall forfeit the scho-

larship which may be awarded by
reversion to another student on the

approved courses who has the required

standing.

A J. P. Bickell Foundation Scholar-

ship may not be held along with an-

other scholarship, nor may it be re-

tained by a student transferring to any
course other than Geological Science
or Mining. If, in any year, an award
is not made, the amount not used

may be awarded in -Ihe following
year.

Application for a J. P. Bickell

Foundation Scholarship should be

made to the Registrar by March I.

Classified Ads

Lost

If you can't see thru your glas-

ses, they're probably mine.

Please return to Journal or AMS
office. D. Mills-

Grey Esterbrook mechanical

pencil in Douglas Library Tues.

Feb. 4th. Please return to the

Journal.

At or after the Sc. '58 parly,

Jan. 31, pair of Boy's glasses wit"

reddish brown rims. Finder please

contact John McCubbin at 2-2236.

Grey Parker pen with silver

top between Chown House and

the Arts building on Thurs, after-

noon. If anyone found it pieasC

call Ellen Stone. 2-7589.

One Sc. *61 jacket with name.

Terry Elston, who took wrong

one by mistake. Call 8-9954.

Found
Scripto pencil outside Un'°n

Thursday. Call Journal.

Personal

Artsmen : Ask questions of )'0" r

candidates for society executive

Listen then judge. Judge the"

VOTE. As my name shall n«l

appear on posters I shall be aval

able for questioning in the goI'c

shop, the New Arts building. Mc

Neill House, or anywhere )' olJ

may happen to see me. „

Murray Carr Z-8' J

Wanted
Girls Attention ! We are will 1""

to accept any dates for the LcV

na Formal, all sizes availa"

Call Ben at 6-3365.
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Mineral Departments
Hold Counsellors Night

held in the main
room of McNeill House

Those enthralled by the ro-

mance of the mineral industry

3 re
urged to attend Counsellor's

flight to be

common
Thursday night at 8 o'clock.

The program will consist of

three speakers, a film on the min-

eral industry, a discussion period

and refreshments. The speakers

will be Professor A. W. Jolliffe

on geology, Professor T. V. Lord

on metallurgy and Professor A.

y. Corlett on mining. A question

period will follow eacii speech.

Attached to the program will

be a list of names of students in

third, fourth and postgraduate

years in Geology, Mining and

Metallurgy. Also listed will be

CFRC
Thursday

7:00 Time for Listening

7:30 Campus Topics — News,

Calendar, Interview

2:45 Meet the Artist

S:00 Bits and Pieces

8:30 The Spoken Word
Excerpts from the Drama Guild's

"Love and Lunacy"

9:00 From the Music Room
Leo - Concerto for Cello

and Orchestra

Sacchini - Edipo a Colono

R. Strauss - Burleske for

Piano and Orchestra

10:00 Concert Hall

Bach - Brandenburg Concern"

No. 2 and 3

Respighi - Ancient Airs and

Dances

Mozart - Eine Kleine

Nachtmusik

their names, the companies they
have worked for, and the work
they have done. These men will
be wearing identification cards
and students will be asked to di-

rect questions about particular
lines of work at them.

Prominent men of the mineral
industry will also be present to

answer questions. These will in-

clude Mr. Ashton Johnson, vice-

president of Faraday and Con-
sulting Geologists ; Dr. Peter
Price of Noranda ; Dr. Yves For-
tier of Geological Survey of Can-
ada; Mr. John Kostuik of Con-
solidated Dennison; Mr. George
Jarret and Mr. E. Futterer.

This occasion is intended to

give information concerning the

various paths in the profession,

advancement opportunities, pre-

sent and future wages, advisable

summer experience, present and

future economic conditions in the

industry, the present job situation

and anything else about the min-

eral industrv.

Students See Soviet Schools,

Ck Visit Behind Iron Curtain

IOTO BV BAILEt

SIGNPCST

Queen's and Potsdam State Teachers' College participated last

weekend in an exchange to further relations between their countries.

In keeping with Queen's Scottish tradition, all the Queen's students

wore kilts. "We damn near froze," said Ed Matheson, IR student,

"but we certainly created an unforgettable impression of Queen's."

A 44-day tour of Soviet univer-

sities has been arranged for 46

Canadian students by the National

Federation of University Students

Travel Department. The tour, con-

ducted by Professor Alec Wainman
of the University of British Colum-

bia, will include Leningrad, Mos-
cow, Stalingrad, Kiev, Warsaw,

Poznain and Prague.

The 46 Canadian students will

be selected among applicants from

all Canadian universities and will

leave Montreal on June 15.

In various countries behind the

iron curtain the students will visit

Soviet, Ukranian, Polish, and Czech

students and obtain a greater under-

standing of the Soviet educational

system.

Canadian Flag,

Aid Promised
(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday

Track Club: Meetiiifi in Committee
Room No. 2 in the Union at 7 p.m.

sharp. Discussing winter training and
taction of officers.

Biology Society: "The Romance of

Mud" will be the topic of Dr. J. R.

Vallentyne's talk tonight at 8:15 p.m.

in Room 204. Old Arts Building.

Queen's Jazz Club: Meeting in Music
Room, Douglas Library tonight at

7:30 p.m. Paul Chabot will provide

the music. Nominations for officers

will also take place.

Colour Night: For all those interest-

ed in working on Colour Night there

will be a meeting tonight in the Sci-

ence Clubrooms at 8 p.m.

LSA: A short business meeting will

be held at 8 p.m. in Si. Marks' Church
on the comer of Victoria and Earl

St. This will be followed by a bowliny
party.

Inter-Faculty Choir: Rehearsal,

Music room in the Old Arts Building
at 7:30 p.m. There will be time for

°nly three practices before the On-
tario Hospital Concert, ho attendance
is important.

Are You In The Know?: Arts stu-

dents are invited to a coffee break

With John Hunter this evening from
7 - 10 p.m. The place is 296 University
Ave, Questions pertaining lo the Arts

Society Elections and John Hunter's

campaign for president will be

welcomed.

Jim PetropouloB, a candidate for

Treasurer of the Art's Society, invites

members of the Arts Society to call

°n him this evening from 8:30 to

'^30 p.m. at 296 University Ave. Dis-

cussion of Jim's platform and quali-

fications for Treasurer is invited.

Wednesday
Highland Dancing: Those interest-

ed in Highland Dancing with the
pipe Band, come to the Adelaide Hall

Recreation Room Wednesday noon.

No experience necessary.

Thursday

WUS — Canada- Overseas: Talk by

Brazilian student—visitors on Brazil's

development, Ban Righ Common
Room. 8 p.m. All welcome. Refresh-

ments,

In the future:

Arts '59: Year elections are to be

ncld in the Biology Lab.. February
-5 at 7:30 p.m. Nominations for the

Permanent Executive will close at that

time. For your own interests, please

attend.

Graduation dance: To be held Feb-

ruary 21 in the Burgundy Room at

lie LaSallc Hotel. Dancing 9 - 1.

Brian Brick and his orchestra. Re-

freshments will be served. Admission

*Uu with Year Card.

Indies, to ratify a design for a

distinctive Canadian flag, and to

extend the length of Model Par-

liament sessions to three eve-

nings.

The prime minister also an-

nounced most of the major

cabinet appointments. Among

those receiving portfolios were

Richard Abbott (Finance), Ste-

phen Bancroft (External Affairs).

John Hunter (Justice), John For-

syth (National Defence), Arthur

Schwartz (Health and Welfare),

E. Davie Allen (Trade and Com-

merce), and Len Robbins (Mines

and Technical Surveys). "In so

constituting our cabinet we have

fulfilled one of our major election

promises, that of interfaculty rep-

resentation," said Holmes.

Holmes attributed the result of

the election to the Conservative

Party's appeal on sensible na

tional issues and to the record of

the Diefenbaker government.

GradCan Find
Real Variety

In Unique Job
Want a job guiding a camel

train ?

You also can have unrivalled

opportunities for bargaining with

African traders, travelling on

Indian trains (130 in the shade),

or toasting Russian professors

with vodka — neat. In addition,

you can learn how to pack a

week's work into 24 hours, go

without sleep for three days and

be bright and refreshed at the

end, and be in at least three

places at the same time.

The job is Assistant Secretary

of World University Service's

national office, being vacated

after three years by Jane Ban-

field. Other more mundane duties

will include acting as liason be-

tween local WUS committees

through visits and correspond-

ence, preparation of articles, press

releases and other materials for

campus and non-campus news-

papers, giving talks to university

and other groups about WUS,

and supervision of the national

office.

Men and women will be given

equal consideration. The assistant

secretary must be willing and

free to travel in Canada and

abroad, and bilingual qualifica-

tions would be an asset.

The starting; salary is $3,200.

Intermediates Down Mac
In High -scoring Game

Professor Wainman who teaches

Russian language and literature re-

ceived his MA in Russian and

Italian at Oxford in 1934. He has

since served with the British em-

bassy in Moscow, the war office in

London, and the Allied Commission

for Austria in Vienna.

Led by Murray Prior and Bill

Anglin with 21 and 17 points re-

spectively, Queen's JayVees defeat-

ed McMaster Buccaneers S9-86

Friday night. Top scorers for the

losers were Larry Tapp with 22

ponits and Amy Salamon with IS.

In the opening minutes play was

scranibly on both sides. Queen's

grabbed an early lead but the in-

vaders, paced by the play of Sala-

mon and John Christie, fought back

to take a three point edge, 17-14,

after eight minutes of play. Mc-

Master maintained this slim lead

until Queen's went in front in the

last minute. The score at the half

was 43-42 for Al Letiard's crew

The lead see-sawed back and

forth for most of the second half

with seldom more than 3 points

seuarating the two teams. Bob

Burleigh's rebounding and the

shooting of Murray Prior kept the

layVees even with the Buccaneers.

With five minutes left, the game

was tied, 73-73. From here the

yellow team built up a ten point

lead, S6-76, with two minutes left.

Despite a shaky finish the Lenard-

nien kept their lead and the final

count was 89-86.

The Intermediates scored on

thirty-five out of eighty field goal

attempts ... In the foul shot de-

partment, they hit on nineteen out

of thirty-three tries . . . An amuse-

ing incident occurred in the third

quarter when Ross McDonald of

McMaster received a technical foul

for his shrill whistling ... In the

first quarter McMaster were using

a high post effectively . . . Next

game for the JayVees is this Sat-

urday against Western.

Queen's Trims

Military Squad

In Water Polo

Queen's water polo team trimm-

ed an inexperienced RMC squad

14-5 for the Gael's first win of the

year, in an Open House game

Saturday.

The tilt started slowly with both

teams using tight defensive strategy.

Queen's, defending the shallow end,

scored first then went on to pull

away 4-1 by the end of the first

half. RMC scored its only goal on

a lung shot from center, while the

Tricolor were defending the deep

end.

Queen's, attacking from the

shallow end in the third quarter,

broke the game wide open with six

unanswered goals. The final period

saw RMC bounce back to match

the home team with four goals.

Gord Robinson's squad showed a

great improvement in their swimm-

ing and ball handling since their

last game. The team may be enter-

ed in official intercollegiate com-

petition next year.

For further information, write

the General Secretary, World

University Service, 43 St. George

Street, Toronto, or see the local

WUS chairman.

Visit To Pen
For Brazilian

Law Students

Six Brazilian law students and

a professor will visit Queen's

campus Thursday afternoon and

Friday morning to see something

of Canadian student life.

The students, all in final year

law at the University of Rio de

Janeiro, are making an extended

tour of the United States, with

a two week side trip to Canada.

They have been at the University

of Toronto since Feb. 6, and will

visit McGill Feb. 20.

Their special interest is inter-

Woody Herman
Tickets for the WOODY

HERMAN' Concert are now

available at the ticket booth.

Students' Union, 12-1.30 p.m.

national air law, but they have

come prepared with a travelling

exhibit of Brazilian industrial de-

velopment, particularly in con-

nection with the new Brazilian

capital city, Brasilia. They will

give a talk Thursday night under

the joint auspices of WUS and

the Canada-Overseas Club at 8

p.m. in Ban Righ Common Room
on Brazil's development. Every-

one is welcome.

During their visit here, they

will be shown through Kingston

Penitentiary, the law school and
Kingston's historic sites.

A WEALTH OF
OPPORTUNITY

in Canada's largest

life insurance company

The Sun Life of Canada has more than §7 billion

of life insurance in force, protecting the holders

of 2,000.000 policies and group certificates

in 25 countries around the world.

The company's product is wealth. Invested for

policyholders, this wealth also contributes

to the general prosperity, and is put to work

financing mortgages, the development of Canadian

resources— oil, forest products, aluminum and

nickel— the building of power installations and

pipelines, and general industrial expansion

in Canada and other countries.

There are excellent career opportunities at the

Sun Life for able young men— in sales, general

administration, or such specialized fields as

actuarial science and investment analysis.

Why not write to us today ?

SUN UIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
HEAD OFPICH: SUN LIFE BUII-DINO, MONTREAL
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PUCKSTERS WIN 11-1. CAGERS LOSE
N THIS

CORNER
* +

GEORGE LaFLEUR

This is a column dedicated to those who joined the second
guessers' club over the week-end. For the uninitiated these people

may be recognized by frequent repetition of the words "Now if it

had been me . . .
," accompanied by lengthy scientific explanations

of how to win the previous Friday's game. Meetings are held in

every place from the coffee shop to the men's washroom and the

chairman is usually the one who can raise his voice above the dull

roar of the crowd.

Last week's loss to McMaster gave the club plenty of new
material. We all know that something went wrong but can anyone
point it out? The episode under discussion began with about three
minutes left in the final period. McMahon, who had four fouls

against him, was taken out with Queen's in front by one point to

give him a last minute breather. In the next two minutes the
Hamilton club built up a three point lead but Jackson held the ball

too long in attempting to freeze it and Jim Harrison tied him up
for a jump. McMahon came back in. Queen's got the jump and
quickly worked the ball to Greg Stone who scored and was fouled.

The shot was good and the game was tied. McMaster brought the
ball down the floor, shot, missed and Queen's was in possession
with about a minute and five seconds to go. Now the fun began.
Four players moved the ball around very deliberately setting up
for a last good shot, which was sound strategy. The fifth, with his
back to a scoreboard which had been acting up all night, thought
they were ahead and didn't take any chances on a bad pass or
shot, which was sound strategy. The five of them didn't pay any
attention to the crowd because a good ball player never does, and
that was sound strategy. While all this sound strategy was going on
time ran out and we lost in a five minute overtime. So as has been
said before what went wrong?

Despite the fact that we lost and that it has been a losing
year the Queen's spirit was never more in evidence. To change
a few words in an old phrase attributed to Grantland Rice:

"I met a Queen'sman who didn't care whether you roasted or
boosted his college team ... or whether you even mentioned them.
It was the first funeral I had attended in years."

The sports department would like to announce a new contest
in keeping with the general trend. The object is to think up a new
title and sketch for this column and a sketch for Les Girls. All
entries should be handed into the Journal and a cash prize will be
given to the winner. More details in the next issue.

With all the complaints we've been hearing about refereeing
this little bit of satire seems appropriate.

Owed To A Referee

"I think that I shall never see

A satisfactory referee

About whose head a halo shines
Whose merits rate reporters' lines

One who calls them as they are
And not as I would wish by far

A gent who learns not either way
But lets the boys decide the play
A guy who stings the coach who yaps
From Swash High or old Milsaps
Poems are made by fools like me
But only God can referee."

GEORGE'S GURGLINGS: The refereeing in the senior games
is miproving

. . . they remembered to close the door on the far side
of the gym ... On the other hand the intermediate game had the
benefit of some of the most competent officiating seen at Queen'sm qu.te some time

. . Doug Marshall, high scorer for the senior

DoS r- I
" 3t QUCen '

S
-
Unfort"^tely he has neitherDougs height nor mterest in basketball

. . . ft Illight be a d

ieVn
P
p

e

T*f
°n thC SCreens behind the baskets, lastweek Jim Pando crashed into them, luckily escaping serious injury

Science 60 hit 31 points last week and now holds the single game

of Med
f0
L

1

?

ntramUraI baS
f

ketb3tl thiS year
"

DeS>ite «* ™Jof Meds 62 remains in first place in the scoring race with a fourgame total of 63 . . . All dates are cancelled for tomorrow nightLevana takes over the Journal.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Jay McMahon tries a jump shot as Doug Marshall soars high
for a possible rebound. Also participating are Dan Bozic of the
Gaels, and Russ Jackson and Doug North of the Marauders.

Gaels Walk Over Macmen,
Fire 87 Shots At Goaltender

by Hugh Winsor
Journal Sports Writer

The Queen's hockey Gaels

went on a scoring spree Saturday
afternoon when they defeated the

McMaster Merlins 16-1 in Jock
Harty Arena.

McMaster is icing a team this

season for the first time and it

was evident that they are not
ready for intercollegiate com-
petition. The home team out-

shot, out-skated, and out-hustled

them.

Total shots on goal were
Queen's 87 to Mac's 13. This
alone confirms that Flanigan's

sextet competely dominated the

game. Al Kingston, the only Mc-
Master player who showed any
hockey finesse, turned in a credit-

able performance between the

Maroon and White pipes. He
stopped 71' drives and it is quite

conceivable that the score would
have been even more lopsided

without his agile performance.

The newly formed line of Carl

Nurmi, Gary Ede and Daryl Mao
Kenzie shook off the "scoring

anemia" which has been plagu-

ing the Tricolor puckstcrs as they

clicked for eight goals, three go-

ing to MacKenzie and Nurmi
while Ede tipped in two.

The Sanderson, McAleese and
Bakogeorge trio blinked the red

light four times, Sanderson get-

ting two and the other members
one each. Dave Skene and Jack
Corbett picked up singletons and
Larry Stoddart fired two. Every-

body except Bob Parr, rookie

goalie, and one forward figured

in the point distribution.

Barry Percival, patrolling the

blue-line this season, is living up
to his reputation as team "bad-
man". He was sent to the sin-bin

with a five minute major for

fighting in the second period.

Bryce Sanderson received the

same sentence in the third.

Carl Nurmi, last year's MVP,
is leading the Queen's scoring

with four goals and five assists.

Tied in points with three goal:

and six assists is Daryl MacKen
zie who played with the Juniors
earlier in the season. Bob Mc
Aleese is a close third with three

goals and five assists.

The Queen 'smen played the
CKLC's, the local Senior A entry
Monday night at the Community
Centre in a practice game as pre-

paration for their away games
this weekend.

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings
And The Newest Fashions For Women.

You're sure oj the Quality et Brucef

Mistake Forces Overtime
As Tricolor Defeated 67-61

Laboring under delusions of a one point lead, Queen's lost
'

overtime to McMaster 67-61 in a basketball game here Friday nigij.

With 88 seconds to go the teams were tied 58-58. Apparent]
thinking they were ahead the Queen's team froze the ball until

tli

end of the game. This mistake sent the game into overtime and tli

McMaster team won easily. >coring seven of their nine points b
foul shots,

Although the score was close throughout the game all tne
excitement was crammed into the last few minutes and the overtime
period.

Les Girls
by Diane Pappas

Women's Sports Editor

Linda Grant '61, won the in

door intramural archery tounia

nient held last week. Betty

Andress '60. was second and
Louise Ash and Sally Reynolds,

both of '61, placed third and
fourth respectively. The fresh-

ettes dominated the tournament

by mere force of number. The
sophomores had only two repre-

sentatives, the seniors one and
the juniors none.

On other fronts . . . Willie

Hartack was beaten in the feature

at Hileah Saturday . . . The senior

basketball practices are beginning

to get rigorous now that volley-

ball is over and the team mem-
bers are not trying to attend two
practices at the same time . . . The
swimming team is preparing for

the invitational meet to be held

here Feb. 22 . . . Practices for the

Ice Revue, sponsored by the

LAB of C. are now well under
way. The Revue will be held on

March 7.

Levana standings are as fol-

lows: '58. 6022 points; '61, 3614;
'60, 3473 ; and '59, 2620.

Queen's led 33-30 at the half

The play featured Jay McMahon
who blocked shots, controlled re-

bounds and also scored 12 points

Play remained even in the sec-

ond half and with three minutes

left McMaster was ahead 58-55

Freezing the ball the visitors held

their lead until a jump ball was
forced by Jim Harrison with a

minute and 55 seconds to go.

Queen's got the tip and McMahon
passed to Greg Stone who scored

on a lay-up. This left QueenS
one point behind but a foul was

called on the play. Stone sunk the

pressure shot to tie the score. It

was at this point that the team

froze the ball until the end of

regulation time.

Queen's scored the first basket

of the overtime, with Stone again

the marksman. McMaster tied tt

up quickly at 60-60. Queen's went

ahead for the last time as Mc-

Mahon sunk a foul shot. Then

the home team literally went to

pieces. With only a minute left

in the game, successive fouls by

Harrison, Siltala and Prior plus a

technical foul gave McMaster

seven points and the game.

McMahon finished the game
with 20 points. Stone had 12, fol-

lowed by Harrison with nine, Sil-

tala with eight and Turnbull with

seven.

"Murt" Prior lays it up as John Christie of McMaster watches,
in the intermediate tilt Saturday. 1
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wy congratulations to all

levana officers, convenors and f|.|

0befs who have given thought,

skill and much energy to mak-

a good year for the women

Q tl
gerfs. You have made some

worthwhile contributions to

life of the University as a whole.

jfff/i
the Levana Formal soon a

memory, and the imminent

mii\0on of various campus acti-

:

{! I hope you zvill all realize

, jeep satisfaction to be got from

titsive thinking about those sub-

is
which yon have selected for

,jv . Those who learn to concen-

l'c their attention, to delve deeply,

0tk imaginatively and to shar-

i

their critical faculties, arc really

llitig what tiic University seeks to impart.

Perhaps intellectual enthusiasm has not been more viv'u

(scribed than in Gidc's words about Stendhal: "His tIM

$e lime to put on its shoes before beginning to run.

My good wishes to all of you for a rich and welli

Queen's, and may your continued education be a

Levana Through The Years
Seen In A Valentine Vision
Dr. Margaret E. Nix Speaks
At Levana '58 Grad Dinner

This year's Levana Graduation

Banquet will be held on Friday,

Feb. 28, in the Ban Righ Dining

Room.

The guest speaker is to be Dr.

Margaret E. Nix, professor of

Healilta^^AttUl^ Medicine at

grad-

uated from the University of

Manitoba and received her Doc-

torate in Public Health from the

University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor, For several years she

worked in the North West Terri-

teacher.

Cupid's Parlour No Delight

Heart-broken Love

I am a lonely broken heart.

My fate is of the 'worst. While

;cky escorts are anticipating a

Jeasurable evening in the company

lovely young ladies, I am look-

[eenleyside Looks

kt Our Education

The Levana Society is most

leased in having secured the ani-

ent Dr. Hugh L. Keenleyside to

peak at an open meeting in Con-

wation Hally, Monday, February

!? at 7:30 p.m. His address will

ttneern the crisis in higher edu-

ction.

Dr. Keenleyside graduated in

History from the University of

British Columbia and received his

ft.D, from Clarke University,

Mass. At present he is Director-

eneral of Technical Assistance

^ministration for the United Na-

ons. Previously he served as a

member of the Canadian Legation

n Japan as Canadian Ambassador
Q Mexico, and Deputy Minister
-,f Mines and Resources for the

Radian government.

The book. Canada and the United

^ates, written by Dr. Keenleyside

one of the texts recommended

History Reading Course 4 at

Queen's.

After his address Monday night

'We ]]e a reception in Ban
'£h Common Room, where rt

Teshmcnts will be served durin

!

UI informal question period. All

""crested students are invited.

ing forward

ising than

of a wretched

connoisseur

to the sidelines

of hearts to be

Who does she thin

ing me aside for a despi

I'll show her that I

care. A dashing king of

benignly survey the merry

from behind the bar and ;

imagine myself with girl

prettier than she is. What if

next minute I am a flurry of h:

trying desperately to quell the

clamorous demands of a rowdy

herd tramping down-stairs to roast

themselves in the brief intermission

so that they can develop a thirst t

quench? What if all the ice melt

we run out of coke, or an

footer threatens to

heart on the wall for

commissioning his ti

cleaners? And
does reverberate

ing layers of dust

frenzied couples lurch into

copated crescendo of "Vi

Rock" in Cupid's Parlour?

It seems likely that as the eve-

ning gaily expends itself, the en-

chanting atmosphere and charming

girls will cast a deep, glowing spell

upon me, taking my cup of sorrows

into oblivion. And later, mindful of

the reverential deference and polite

precedence accorded one who can

boast of an invitation to the Levana

Formal, I'll say, "Oh, the Levana

Formal? Yeah, I had a real bawl."

To-night Levana presents Rhapsody in Red. Three thousand

balloons floating from the misty heights of Grant Hall into a dancer's

fantasy — an element of romantic danger where Cupid dangles

from the dancing clouds, revolving in a glow of light above un-

resisting young hearts.

Out to a hallway of balloons, Levanites and their beaux enter-

a gay old-fashioned world of romance and imagination. The heart-

beat is tripped in a doorway of valentine hearts in varying shades.

On ^^MlMflftre two huge light-filled hearts. Figures in sil-

e melodic strains of a waltz or the overture to

Behind two big red lacey hearts, Doug Creigh-

Imake music for the valentine rhapsody. The

Fat ww red and white balloons and the orchestra is

fn of softly playing lights.

[ealing, Bev Fox and their girls have created a world

ind loveliness, of careless rhapsody and soft musical

janks go to the able guidance and willing help of

made cupid possible and helped to make a

live mood.

jge in atmosphere creates an old-fashioned

rous revelry and tragedy in Ye Old Broken

[rankie with two-guns blazing and Johnny

blades bang over a bar. A painted lady

while a musical dandy strums the One-

Iroom, a mural of loud gaiety depicts an

}er and Judy Elliott have made it a murky

Jdown old bottles and sorrows are deadened

fandon. Boisterous merrymaking and loud

Irinking coke and ginger ale in the dusky

e evening in memory with a coloured photo-

y. An old stone bench and a red heart will

hapsody in Red.

urney back through the years. Soft lights and

the valentine mood. Lovely ladies and light hearts,

and laughter. The magic of Cupid's art and the seu-

ree-quarter time. The composition of a dream. Time

exquisite moment of all that is beautiful, romantic and

vana guides you back through the years in the lovely

Rhapsody in Red.

e are many tin

this time, but two m
out as being most impor

First, I would like to thank al

girls on my committee, and all

the others who have helped me so

greatly in convening the Levana

Formal of 1958. Their competence

and enthusiasm have made the job

a pleasure.

The second message is directed

to the society as a whole. The

formal will be a success only if it

provides the background for a

wonderful time this evening, and

is the source of many pleasant

memories in years to come. There-

fore. I hope that "Rhapsody in Red"

zvill be most successful for all present.

Sincerely,

Diane Palmason.

we p/testD£t/T .

With tonight's "Rhapsody in
[

Red", another busy year in the ac-

tivities of Levana reaches its climax

o year whose success has been

ensured by a u-illingness on the

part of many Levanites to shoulder

responsibility in their society, and

by the interest they have expressed

in its well-being. May I take this

opportunity to thank each one of

them for their co-operation.

To Irene Cooke and her efficient

staff, zvho have had to sacrifice many

long hours this week and last, goes

credit for a fine Levana Journal.

To our formal convenor, Diane

Palmason. and to all her helpers

zvhosc boundless energy and careful

planning have made possible this

wonderful transformation of Grant Hall, go our sincere thanks. Too oft n

the painstaking labours of a decorations committee are forgotten m the

wad scramble for souvenirs during an evening such as tins.

To those who will be graduating this spring may I extend ^ry

good wish for success and happiness in the years ahead, and at the an e

i the hope that our Levana Society and the bmversity as a

ontinae to benefit from the enthusiastic support of those who
whoh

•xprc.

ma v

Beth Mahaffev.

Rhapsody 3n Red
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LBVANA, AWAKE!
Queen's has long been regarded as a university of tradition.

Especially in the loving- nostalgia of graduates recalling their
"golden years", these traditions seem worthy of everlasting pre-
servation. This however is not always the attitude of the current
crop of students.

In the fall, a group of Levanites, through the medium of the
Journal, began to question many of the traditions connected with
their society and even the utility of Levana itself. This ferment
came to a head at a genera! meeting in November, when it was
proposed, "That the Levana Society be abolished and the women of
Queen's become members of the Arts Society."

Fortunately, this rather extreme proposal was later withdrawn.
It did, however, set a number of wheels in motion which are still

turning. One result has been the Arts-Levana Committee to invest-
igate the possibilities of co-operation between the two societies.
This may eventually result in a merger. Possibly a more important
result for the Levana Society as it now stands was the ensuing
lousecleaning which began.

Traditions are to be respected only so long as they are useful
and beneficial. Once they have been outgrown, they must be cou-
rageously discarded. Realizing that the recent issues had pointed
out the need for a thorough over-hauling, the executive began a
serious consideration of the changes required within the Society
itself. A careful amending of the constitution was undertaken, with
the hopes for further improvements in next year's initiation pro-
gramme, as well as the tedious and long-ridiculed candle-lighting
ceremony. Before tossing the whole society upon the refuse heap it
is wise to take a good look at what is being thrown away.

With this in mind, the Levana Journal Editor wrote to a num-
ber of prominent ex-Levanites, inviting them to send us a critical
reminiscence of their years in the society. The letters on this page
are part of the results. Disregarding the element of nostalgia
which almost inevitably creeps in, they all display a genuine respect
and affection for Levana. This was most trenchantly expressed by
Miss Charlotte Whitton, when she wrote, "Don't let Levana down
Jt would be letting down Queen's position among the women of

FRIDAY
, FEBRUARY u»

LETTERS FROM THE GRADUATE*
MARY MACDONNELL CHARLOTTE WHITTON

Canada".

A glance at the letters will reveal in its early days the distinct
advantage of the society was its overall membership. With no more
than one hundred and fifty members, all meetings were open to
everyone. Like the live democracy of ancient Athens, the society,
offered an equal chance to everyone to voice her opinion To-day
the increasing number of co-eds makes this opportunity impossible'
except at the general meetings. Levana has certainly lost much by
this infrequent contact with her members. Perhaps this feeling of
being out of things, prompted part of the discontent in November
It remains a doubtful issue, however, whether the average non-
executive member would feel more included in an amalgamated
Arts-Levana Society, where the girls would naturally have fewer
representatives.

The problem of how the executive might communicate the
society s current business to all the members remains a difficult
one There are minutes posted after each meeting, and wider
publicity , S given to special projects like the noon-hour art pro-grammes. Besides, a minimum of four general meetings a yearoffers everyone at least some opportunity of placing her opinionsbefore a receptive audience. If she is too busy or lethargic to take

Ls
V

s

a

mu

ag

t\ T " a" °f thCSe meth°dS °f P^-pation
&

,
then theloss must be her own.

from The Honorary President..

.

I have been asked to dip into

the annals of the Levana Society
of yesterday, quorum pars parva
fui (with apologies to Virgil) for

the edification of her devotees
and critics of today. On memory's
walls I find a good many pictures

of the activities of the society to-

wards the close of the first decade
of this century. There were prob-
ably little more than one hundred
and fifty women in the university

then, chiefly in Arts, since no
other faculty would admit them, except the short-lived faculty of
education. The voluntary membership fee was fifty cents. In 1910
there was a move to increase it and to have the new fee exacted
from all the women at registration, a move which was indefinitely
postponed. The society had the usual officers with two additional
which have disappeared from its present executive: a convenor of
the Ladies (sic) Glee Club and a Critic. The Ladies Glee Club was
in the beginning quite separate from the Men's Glee Club, though
trained by the same conductress, but it was not long before numbers
by the combined clubs began to appear at the annual concert and
eventually they became one club. A word about the office of Critic
might be in order. The AMS also had such an officer, usually a
Senior Student or a graduate with long experience in the proper
way to conduct a meeting and an exhaustive knowledge of Bourinofs
"Parliamentary Procedure and Practice in Canada". The last item
on each meeting's agenda was always "The Critic's Report". Woe
betide the President whose knowledge of procedure was shaky!
It was the Critic's duty and perogative to commend her competence
or point out her errors of ommision or commission. An excellent
training in the conduct of a meeting for both President and members

!

A perusal of the printed program for the session 1908-1909
suggests that most of the meetings were well worth the effort of
attending. The first meeting in the autumn regularly took the form
of a "Mortar Bee". Freshettes were forewarned to attend en masse,
armed with needle and thread. For each newcomer was expected to
construct, according to specifications, out of materials provided
(for a consideration) by the Levana, a mortar-board to be
with the prescribed gown on all academic occasions by every
student. No matter how imperfect these do-it-yourself head-pieces
proved, (on one occasion the model was borrowed from a theologue
with an unusually large head.) —
they were at least recognizable

A hundred years of student

edition c

for, fifty years ago, exactly,

government at Queen
special edition of the Journal to mark it! How the vm«

*

roll k
as editing the Journal thfemale to be entrusted with its destines. And also assistant

of Alma Mater, again the first of my sex (along with
who is just retiring as General Secretray of the Toronto *\

C °

to have been allowed to share in the guidance of A~MS
spare time, I was president of Levana. I had been defeated*^.
office in the spring of 1917 by Catherine Holland (no
Joyce, Montreal) but she had been unable to return in the -

*
and as runner-up, I was "run in".

autlli

I cannot but wonder whether you are also observing the
of old age pension age — the seventieth year of existence""

1"'

Levana itself. It was in 1888 that the few women, then retr'T \
at Queen's, founded the Society which has meant so much

tthousands of Queen's women who have been nurtured in Le

°

traditions in the years between. And the way of it was this
^

Ninety years ago, come the 1959 term, the Board of Trusts
of Queen's had opened "classes for ladies" in Rhetoric, English

"

Natural History. This had been on the representation of the Sc

*"

that there was no barrier in the Charter, ordinances or reguia,"*'
of the University. Ladies had not, the Senate submitted

bet
"excluded" but just "ignored". But soon, opposition was arouse'
"Why", it was contended, you would be finding your partner

fa!tween dances, wanting to "quote Plotinus or start a discuss:
integral calculus.

non of th

liza Fiti

worn
woman

(Princes A. Laverty is the wife
of the University Padre. She has
contributed greatly to campus life

til her capacity as hostess at the
infamous Sunday evening gather-
ings at 154 Lower Albert. She is

presently serving as Honorary Pre-
sident of Levana.)

My first word must be one of
thanks to the members of Levana
for the honour you have done me.
I greatly appreciate it.

I hope that Levana's night will
' e memorable for you all and that
your Convenor and her committee
will know the reward of work well
done.

the da)'

best wishes go with you in

Frances A. Laverty.

turn's Umtut Smmral
m.

P^^hed once a year by the Levana Society under the auspices of The Alma Mater Society of Queen's University at KingstonMembers of the Canadian University Press,
*»"Bston.
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Features Editor: Helen Stewart
News Editor: Pat Brown
Sports Editor: Marianne Schrader
Make-Up Editor: Barb RoachW r

Enid
>rrdf'ger

'
AHene C^dafe. Dorothy Johnston

as appropriate academic wear.
Three subsequent programs took
the form of inter-year debates
whose subjects might be of local

and limited interest, e.g. "Re-
solved that the Segregation of the
Sexes in Education is Beneficial"

or of international importance,
e.g. "Resolved that England should withdraw from Egypt "

At two
meetings addresses were given that year by two members of staff-
on The Supernatural in Literature" by Professor John Morrison'

a very popular Professor of History, and on "Travels in Asia Minor"'
by 1 rofessor Thomas Callander an ardent archaeologist who in his
youth spent several summers digging" in Asia Minor.

(Continued on Page 3)

The Senate replied by admitting women to Chemistry at S
a term and Logic at S3 in 1876, and to all Arts classes in 1878 &
1958 marks the eightieth anniversary of the admission of wome,
to degree courses. The first woman, so entered — Miss El
gerald captured the medal in Classics.

It was to be another decade before the women undergraduate,
greatly daring, were to seek an all embracing sorority of the wotnei
of Queen's. So fearful were the authorities of feminist agitation-
the woman suffrage movement was sweeping into full tide ii

American and Europe — that Levana's first meetings had to b
announced as bible readings and the lumber room in the "Old Arts'
was the only quarters made available. The only furniture was !

table, no chairs were provided. (It has been frequently averred tha
the Senate had been hopeful that the prevalent mice would discourage
such gatherings but the women of
timorous!)

lueen's have rarely been

BELLE ELLIOT

But the sisterhood was to be indebted to a man for its naming
Quite one of the most brilliant women undergraduates was Annii

(Continued on Page 3)

MARY CHOWN

As I look over the years to my college days, I realize how much
°WC

J*
Le

y
aiia

'
1 sha" tr>' t0 te» you of the tangible benefits - the

intangibles I shall leave to your imagination.
What did Levana mean to me? It meant belonging to a society

so well run that it soon became for me the model of what ail
public meetings should be. I attribute my interest in the business
part of a meeting to-day to the exemplary way in which businesswas conducted at Levana meetings. Those who have not been
fortunate enough to belong to Levana, or who did not avail them-
selves of the opportunity often consider the business part of ameeting dull. Sometimes it is, but it need not be.

All business was conducted in true parliamentary style If wewere m doubt about procedure, we consulted Bourinot. One of the
first books I bought after leaving Queen's was "Bourinofs Parlia-
mentary Procedure", for I knew that it was the handbook of allLevana presidents. I still have it, and each time I consult it Iam reminded of the training I received in Levana meetings

Nor were Levana meetings humdrum affairs. They were livelymeetings in which many intelligent questions were asked, and oftenwhere good debate ensued. When arguments arose over the spendin*
of money, or the conduct of affairs the president always seemed
able to iron out the difficulties. I cannot recall a single Levanameeting in which differences of opinion were not settled amicably.

Those who did not put in an appearance at Levana meetings
or were present only when a Tea Dance was in the offing were thelosers. I have noticed, since College days, that these Socialites, nowgrown women, are still unable to preside over a meeting with am

?;f!T frr? ?d 1 am sure that a^ <* t0late, feel the lack of training that could have been theirs had th«out participated in Levana meetings.

(Continued on Page 3)

The Levana Society was inaugurated in 1890. There were thirty

women undergraduates, three of them in final year. At this distance
in time it is impossible to say what the founders had in mind, bu

the most enthusiastic of them could hardly have foreseen the growt^
and achievement of succeeding years

Levana — the name was bor-
rowed from a Roman household
goddess one of whose duties was
the protection of young women
— is unique among University
societies. Queen's has not been
split by sororities; Queen's wo-
men have never hidden their
ideals and aspirations behind
Greek letters, There is one under-
graduate women's organization
from which representatives and
teams are drawn, and in which
grievances are aired and cam-
paigns planned.

It is difficult not to be personal
because one may speak with
authority only of one's own undergraduate years. Mine were the

four years of World War I, and of course Levana was especially

active, as were women's societies all over the country. Levana
organized First Aid and Home Nursing classes and the "graduates'
of these worked as VAD's on Saturday and Sunday in the Univer-
sity hospital. We rolled miles of bandages and packed boxes aw'

bales for the Queen's Field Hospital. We knitted innumerable
socks, scarves, helmets, and wristlets, and were annoyed at not

being able to knit in class. We tutored returned soldiers in specif

;Iasses arranged by the University. We raked leaves on the camP" s

and our vast wages (fifteen cents an hour) were paid to the R«d

^ross. We held bazaars, teas, even played games, the proceeds ° f

vhich were given to the war effort. A few of us spent the sum«»er

nonths on fruit farms.

These were special activities. In other departments things tff'

>n
I
)rett >' mucl1 as usual. Levana meetings were always conduct

iccordjiig to strict parliamentary procedure and were excellent

raining lor future clubwomen. Our meetings were well attend*
1,

perhaps because we had fewer diversions than the present genera''0
"

if students, but I think it was because the programs were interesting

rhere were five years at Queen's, the fifth being made up of P
oS

jrads, post mortums and "pedagogs" (students attending
the

(Continued on Page 3)

M.

847
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(Continued from Page 2)

j7ach year in turn was responsible

|0r a light, form of entertainment

at one meeting, a one act play

perhaps, or scenes from "Alice in

Wonderland", Dickens or Sheri-

dan. The stage consisted of a bit

0 f the room screened off, and

screens, often borrowed for the

occasion, provided the scenery

too — an intimate 'theatre' sure-

ly I
On one occasion during a

dramatic scene from "The School

for Scandal" Lady Teazle forgot

ncr lines, and failing to hear the

prompter's proffered aid, turned

to the screen behind which the

prompter lurked and interpolated

"What did you say?"

Levana did not confine its ac-

tivities to fort-nightly meetings

in its assigned permanent quar-

ters in room 308. On occasion the

members went the length of put-

ting on a public performance of

a full length play in Convocation

Hall. Every summer the Levana

sent several delegates to the

YWCA conference at Elgin

House in Muskoka. There only

in those early early days was an

opportunity afforded the Women
of Various Canadian Universities

to meet one another. For to Elgin

House came delegates from Dal-

housie, UNB, McGill, Toronto

and elsewhere. There were then

no Universities west of Winni-

peg. All who enjoyed this coveted

privilege have many cherished

memories of delightful surround-

ings, congenial new acquaint-

ances from other colleges, not to

mention many stimulating ad-

dresses and animated discussions.

The funds of the society were

used chiefly to send such dele-

gates and to furnish the Levana

Room until November 1910.

There is then on record the pass-

ing of a motion to devote the

proceeds of the Levana Tea and

the Levana Play to a fund for

a Women's Residence. That must

surely have been the first contri-

bution towards Ban Righ Hall.

The following spring at the in-

stigation of the Levana Society

a few local Alumnae summoned

a group of Alumnae from outside

Kingston to a meeting from

which came the Alumnae Associ-

ation and eventually Ban Righ

Hall, the Marty Memorial Schol-

arship and, more recently, Ade-

laide Hall.

The undergraduates of this ad-

vanced year of 1958 may wonder

what actual benefit their fore-

runners so long ago derived from

this small organization. Undoubt-

edly it provided an opportunity

for training in proper procedure

at meetings, and experience in

speaking both in formal debates
and in animated discussions of
matters affecting the interests
and prosperity' of the Society it-

self or the University at large.

Morever, it was the centre of a
very intimate social life, enjoyed
by practically all the women of

the University, and remembered
by them with continuing pleasure
throughout the more strenuous
years which have intervened.

MARY CHOWN
(Continued from Page 2)

Faculty of Education). Each year
was responsible for the program-
me at one Levana meeting, and
there was a good deal of rivalry.

Occasionally we had a "cause".

Twice during my years at

Queen's, threats to student gov-
ernment as we interpreted it,

brought about fiery debate and a

good deal of excitement, until

our privileges were re-established

and the enemy routed. A third

crisis occurred when we sought

representation on the AMS. We
got it

!

There was no intercollegiate

sport for women in those high

and far-off times. It was not con-

sidered seemly for young ladies

to travel abroad in teams. But

inter-year games in basketball,

field hockey, ice hockey and ten-

nis made it possible for a great

many girls to take part and the

non-athletes gave vociferous sup-

port. Debating teams from each

year had their following. Looking

back it seems to me that partici-

pation in some extra-curricular

activity was almost a must for

every member of Levana.

We had a Levana room — a

classroom on the second floor of

the Arts building, fitted up,

drearily, as a sort of clubroom. It

was too small for meetings, but

we foregathered there for spares

or for executive groups, and there

our mail was distributed. The

Red Room was ours for study.

Shelves of reference texts were

available and the upkeep of the

room was our responsibility.

Money for its decoration was

provided by Levana on several

occasions.

Three special events, designed

to bring freshettes into the body

politic, were routine each autumn

;

a picnic to Lake Ontario Park —
we walked 1; a sewing meeting at

which freshettes made their mor-

tar-boards; and Initiation. This

last, beside which the current

candle-lighting ceremony is a

dignified, if somewhat pallid af-

fair, was not a prolonged agony

of curious costumes, but one ev-

ening of rather violent activity

in which seniors, juniors and

For . .

.
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sophs showed, often with no little

ingenuity, exactly the place in the

scheme of things freshettes were
thought to occupy.

In the spring, at a second sew-
ing meeting, the graduating class

made their hoods.

To raise money for our needs
and activities we held, each
autumn, a bazaar. At this affair,

the AMS candidates were expect-

ed to appear, to meet the elector-

ate, to buy candy and cushions

and pennants and generally show
their respect for the Levana vote.

Tea dances were another way of

raising money.

The Lcvana Council was re-

sponsible for all matters involv-

ing discipline of undergraduate

women and for many years oper-

ated with such dignity, so dis-

creetly and competently that

there was no need for other auth-

ority.

Levana originated the drive for

women's residences. In 1911 on a

suggestion from Levana, the

Alumnae Association was re-or-

ganized, one of its objects being

"to initiate and promote any

scheme for the special benefit of

women students". With steady

financial help from Levana, sev-

eral thousand dollars over the

years, the Residence Committee

of the QUAA accumulated a large

part of the money required to

build Ban Righ Hall, and so be-

gan a building programme, still

going forward, which one day

will provide residence accommo-

dation for all women students.

Times have changed, of course.

From an original membership of

30, Levana now has a potential

of about 450, and a very import-

ant place on the Queen's scene.

With a background of nearly 70

years of admirably effective oper-

ation the society should still func-

tion usefully for undergraduates,

as well as being a nursery for the

Alumnae Association.

Mary Chown

CHARLOTTE
WHITTON

(Continued from Page 2)

Campbell of Perth; who shone in

German and was to capture both

the German medal and the Pro-

ferror of German, Dr. John Mac-

gillivray, known to our generation

as "Mephisto". Mrs. Macgillivray,

last of the founders of Levana is

a cheery, vigorous Alumna now,

in her ninetieth year, living with

her son in Montreal.

John Paul Richtcr, the German

Essayist, had written a singularly

advanced treatise in 1806 in "The

Education of Women". It had

not been translated into English

until 1848 and had not received

wide attention until the founding

of Gerton College, Cambridge,

EJallg'fi SittP attb Satire

FORMERLY COTTAGE INN

Snacks - Lunches

Dancing - Private Parties

OPEN 12 NOON TO 2 A.M.

1006 Princess St Dial LI 6-3502

1869. Richter called his essay
"Levana" — and this name, Dr
Macgillivray proposed for thf
new women's Society at Queen's
And so our sisterhood began with
the bear of Queen's its mascot
and the early generations of
Queen's women sworn in by can-
dlelight, with their hands upon
the stuffed white bear, formerly
kept in the old Levana room in

the New Arts.

Such was the origin of Levana
but for the richest significance of

the name, the Queen 'swoman
seeks Dc Quincy's "Levana and
Our Ladies of Sorrow".

"Levana", this early Victorian

essayist writes "was the Roman
goddess that performed for the

new-born infant the earliest office

of ennobling kindness typical, by
its mode, of that frankness, which
belongs to man everywhere, and
of that benignity in powers in-

visible which even in the Pagan
world sometimes descends to

sustain it".

On birth, the newborn child

f was placed upon the ground but,

immediately, some one as proxy

for Levana (from "levare — to

raise aloft") lifted the child, bade

it look erect as the King of all

this world and presented its fore-

head to the stars, saying "Behold

what is greater than yourselves"

And so, wrote De Quincy, was

the child through Levana, swept

into "that mighty system of cen-

tra! forces hidden in the deep

bosom of human life, which by

passion, by strife, by temptation,

by the clergy of resistance, works

forever upon children, resting not

day or night anymore then the

mighty wheel of day and night

themselves."

Such then was the "inspiring

ideal of Levana — dedication to

the fulfilling of life, of the life

of the individual and of the in-

dividual in the life of his or her

people and day." Principal Wal-

lace, in one of his last messages

to us wrote "The aim (of this

University) should be to develop

independence of mind and

strength of character in the young

men and women who seek these

halls. They should be able to

withstand the waves of emotion-

alism which are apt to sweep

over our democratic land and

they should have the intellectual

foundations and the courage to

give strength and stamina when

principles have to be fought for

and moral battles won".

These ideals, 1 think, Levana

has kept before the women of

Queen's. In the discussions and

controversies, in the studies, and

projects, in the undertakings in

which Levana every day and

through the years laid her claim

for service upon us, we were

meeting, upon the campus, the

challenges and responsibilities

which our later days in commun-

ity-living would present and

create in greater and sterner

measure. As a woman citizen the

young Queen'swoman has been

the better equipped to serve in

the enlarging and wider needs of

a changing world, because she

has learned tolerance, justice,

firmness, courage and responsi-

bility in the give and take of her

NOV. 26, 1898.

A Lady's View
Madam Editor:

There are a few things that I want to say about last Saturday's

football match, and I send them to your column because I am
confident that all the ladies will agree with me.

I have heard it called good, plucky, hard fought, in fact nume-
rous complimentary epithets have been used. Now, I am the last

person in the world to make unkind criticisms, but I can't agree

with all this. Why, in the first place, look atthe uniforms. I dislike

to use strong language, but they were, well to put it mildly, ex-

ceedingly dingy. What was worse, the wearers did not seem to take

the slightest pains to keep them clean. They scrimmaged (I think

that is the right word) the ball just wherever they happened to be,

instead of taking it to a dry place as they might easily have done,

for there were several dry places on the field. They did not even

take the ordinary trouble to appear with clean faces, but got

themselves daubed with mud, and one man actually got mud on

his hair.

Moreover, I have been shocked to find no notice whatever

taken of another feature of the game. How could all the girls quietly

look on without protest at the treatment given to the old gentleman

who was playing? I could not see him distinctly myself, but I

heard him called "grand-pa", and was told that he was being treated

most disrespectfully and cruelly by the younger men.

Surely we cannot endure this. I call upon you Madam Editor,

by that reverence for age which I hope we all possess (though I

own I doubt whether it is largely cultivated at Queen's) to use the

influence your column possesses to put all this down. I am sure

you will only be voicing the sentiments of the girls if you do so.

Freshette.

undergraduate experiences in Le-

vana, no less than in the theory

and study of her academic cours-

es. Yea, "the lot is fallen unto us

in a fair ground; yea we have a

goodly heritage".

BELLE ELLIOT
(Continued from Page 2)
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What did Levana mean to me?

It meant having a share in the

student government of Queen's.

Levana was the avenue through

which Queen's women made their

opinions known. When their num-

bers were small, there were only

two hundred and ninety-three

women students in my final year,

their opinions would have been

swamped in the flood of male

opinion had they not been or-

ganized as a separate entity.

Many and varied were the in-

terests of Levana. Through Le-

vana Council she enforced many

disciplinary measures 10 ensure

that Queen's women would bring

neither displeasure nor disgrace

upon their Alma Mater. Levana

too, bestowed awards upon the

winners of athletic contests. Are

tricolor "patches" still given by

Levana to those who face the

cheers and often the jeers of the

crowd to bring honour to their

year?

Levana also encouraged
Queen's to sharpen their wits in

debates. How proud we were to

receive bronze "L's" for debating

for our year. I cannot recall at

this distance of time any of the

subjects debated, but I can recall

how willingly the professors'

wives acted as judges.

What did Levana mean to me?
Above all, it meant that here we
learned to think of others rather

than of self. Levana might well

have been the anvil on which the

Queen's spirit was forged for

many of us.

In my day all Queen's women
were students in the Arts Facul-

ty and we therefore had very

similar interests. The Levana yell

bears this out:

Levana! Levana!

Women to the fore,

Arts forever, Queen's forever,

Women's rights or war.

This yell was often made fun

of by Queen'smen. In memory I

can hear the way they yelled it,

but they also knew that we were

a force on the campus that could

not be ignored.

When Levana was organized in

1S88 no doubt the yell had real

significance even if to-day the

battle seems won.

Spurred on by this war-cry

Queen's women have forged

ahead in many fields. There is

hardly a Secondary School in the

province of Ontario to-day that

has not one or more Queen's

women on the staff.

In retrospect I wonder if that

(Continued on Page 5)

Wanted

Applications are now being

received for the positions of

Band Manager, Drum Major

and Drum Majorette in the

Queen's Bands. Applications

should be in writing and left

at the A.M.S. office before

Februarv 25th.

ANNUAL BOOK SALE

SEVERAL HUNDRED BOOKS ON

SALE AT GREATLY REDUCED

PRICES.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY

HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE
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RATS!
Old records in Ban Righ have come to light recently revealing

amusing incidents and customs of residence life at Queen's.

Thirty years age Boarders were called by the rather unattractive
name of "Mealers" and had to work for their food, for French and
German were spoken at dinner on alternate nights. You can imagine
the quiet that prevailed at meals.

The rats became so numerous boiled mutton, the quantity of
that the girls took stringent pepper in the food, the flies in the
means to abolish them. They ran milk and the dirtiness of the
to earth all but one, apparently
the oldest inhabitant, who would-
n't leave under any circumstances.

The Fire Committee were
warned to be on the alert for

smoke, tobacco or other. Appar-
ently they were expected to as-

sume the duties of a morality
squad.

Five years later the duties of

the Fire Committee are further

described. They were to awaken
the freshettes and teach them
how to make a graceful exit in

time of fire.

The freshies were squashed in

the 1910's just as they are now.
Some of their regulations were
(I) that a freshette be appointed
to watch each rat hole. (2) no
freshie could wear a hat more
than a yard wide. (3) no freshette rooms. We have our troubles
could have a crush on Professor now, but they do not measure upM—

. (4) no freshette was allow- to these
ed to take first class honors in

all her work in the Spring. Bath
nights were carefully regulated.

A bath list was prepared allow-
ing the girls two baths a week.
Some of the complaints lodged

then were against the hardness
and scarcity of the board, the

MIR/AM OF QUEEN'S

Journal, Tues. Jan. 29, /35

"If you hadn't fooled about so
much, we shouldn't have missed the
train."

* * *

_

"Do you approve of trial mar-
riages ?"

"Sure. I had a regular wedding,
and it's been a trial ever since."

AFTERMATH
ten in the morning
get out of bed!

bloodshot eyes,

aching head,

ghastly palour,

line-tenths dead

whatever is wrong?
just a cold

in the

head.

Anonymous.

first impressions
The cor drives up to Ban Righ Hall
And out pops Susie, her trunk, and all.

Fifty-seven steps up to Ban Righ three
No time to unpack — must go to tea!
Meeting people, eating food

Just one sandwich _ mustn't be rude!
Back upstairs, talk with the girls.

Unpack the clothes, put hair in curls.

Early next morning a terrible clatter
Makes everyone jump to see what is the matter
Somebody outside in a yellow jacket
Is really raising a horrible racket'
Just six A.M.! It seems to be
A visit from the Science Faculty.
Susie murmurs — "So many men "

Then tries to get to sleep again

Edmonton, Alberta,

January 25, 195S.
Dear Levana Members,

I feel complimented by hearing that a review of my "Miriam
of Queen's" is to be featured in the Levana Journal's special num-
ber. It is a long time since I frequented the old Levana room on
the top storey of what was then the "Old Arts Building". Its
sloping roof, with matting on floor, horsehair cozy-seat and windows
looking out on the wide expanse of Lake Ontario linger fondly in
my memory.

In 1915 when my husband, Murdoch MacKinnon, also of
Queen's, was lecturing to the Divinity Students, I came down with
him from Regina and was asked to address the Levana Society. In
1921 my book about Queen's was published. I had been writing it,

mentally, ever since graduation in 1903. Indeed part of chapter 5
had appeared as a magazine article, under the title "Nickie — Hero
of the Junior Latins", some years earlier.

The circumstances surrounding the book's publication were
interesting in that the publisher sought the book. I had submitted
the manuscript in long hand, to the Westminster Publishing Com-
pany, Toronto, and it had been returned. Disconsolate I put it in
a trunk in the basement.

About two years later I received a letter from Mr. McClelland
of the publishing firm McClelland and Stewart, Toronto. He said
he had been lunching with the head of the Westminster Publishing
Company, — was it Reverend Dr. Haddow? — and confided his
plan to launch Canadian fiction if he found likely authors. At once
his friend recalled a manuscript submitted to their office, which
though rejected, held promise, and my name was given. I was
asked to forward "Miriam". Then came a letter saying that if I
would accept and follow the directions of their reader Mr. Donald
French, mrevising, they would publish. I agreed, and found it a
leterary joy to follow his expert and kindly directions. He thought
I had written too much about "Miriam's "soul" and cut out reams
of it But I think", he concluded, "that we have left her enough
tor this world and the next."

One thing we disagreed about. I wanted to change the title
to Rule, Rule, Geordie!" taken from the College song But "No'"
said the publishers. "We must not do that. The name 'Queen's'
catches the eye of every graduate and undergraduate the world
over.

I was reminded of this, some years later, when hearing ReverendDr Edmund Oliver of Saskatoon, speak of meeting a brash young
student in the northwestern wilds, who greeted him briskly "I'mfrom Queen s! Who are you?" I still think the "Rule, Rule Geordie' ;

would be a good subtitle. I only wish that 1 had put more about
Geordie into my tale. For I was one of the elect who knew per

Grant
*** ° f the grCBt Dr

'

Ge0r<lie Monro

I was to have one more disappointment. The wars of 1914-18made the publishing firm decide to defer the launching of my story
unt.l October 1921 But finally, - and in the very mo^th and yearof my parents golden wedding - a parcel of books was delivered
at our

'

Regina manse. And my husband and I gloated over every
page. Had it not been for his encouragement this would never havebeen written.

I had "
a good press' and the book sold well, even going into

a second edit.on. Moreover, since my four children had scarlet feverand I nursed them, that winter, myself, I was shut away from much
o the fuss, congratulations and publicity which is the great draw-back to launching a book.

Your faithful fellow graduate,
(Mrs. Murdoch) Lilian Vaux MacKinnon.

Her year at Queen's has just begun
And Susie looks forward to lots of fun

Susie Q

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.
PHONE 6 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails'

He: "Dearest, your
seem rather wrinkled."

She
:
"You brute ! I haven't any

on !"

JOKES
stockings

"What must one
beautiful hands?"

"Nothing."

do to have

^

Kitty: Rudolph proposed
times before I accepted him.

Catty
: How interesting

!

were the three other girls?

four

Who

Autumn on the campus — colour everywhere fresh;
Tricolor ribbons, blue sky above grey limestone building
football team scrimmaging on the lower campus — nowh

'

there a more lighthearted world! Have you ever wished thaT
might be able to stand aside for a moment, and look at yo
as you danced, sang, studied and worried yourself throllRi

"happiest years of your life"? I was given that opportunity «/
I read Miriam of Queen's by Lilian Vaux MacKinnon.

It must have been very difficult for Mrs. MacKinnon to de 'iwhat to leave out of her chronicle of Queen's. She successfully
0 I

I
came the problem, however, because the picture is delfchtfj
Miriam was a graduate of Arts '03, and it was intriguing to foil}
her voluminous skirts about the campus of half a century a»o 1
find that I was still at home.

K
'
an

It was a much smaller world, then, peopled by 800 studej
Grant Hall and the New Arts Building had not yet been built"]
activity flourished in the Old Arts Building and along Science Rj
In class, everyone wore a gown; the freshies proudly and J|
consciously, the soplimores carelessly using the red braid for a p

J

wip er. The Murney Tower was heavily populated in the ev.
and R.M.C. cadets strode manfully forward into the future.

Girls had carved a comfortable niche by this time. The Mined
(Levana) Society flourished in the Minerva Room upstairs in. ,|jOld Arts Building. It was right next to Professor Nickolson's Latii
class, and it contained a piano! It was "Nickie's" cross that ever
day translation, were given to the tune of "violent hammering ant
shufflmg of feet" as Minervites practised the latest promenade 1

Another distinguishing feature of this book which Mrs Mac]Kinnou has portrayed with lively ability is the "Queen's spiriti
In 1903 it continued from the football field into day by day HvjJ
Students sang and chanted college ditties constantly. Whenever ddArtsman felt exuberant, he would yell

:

"Arts huzza! Arts huzza!
Floreat Acadcmia! Arts! Arts! Arts'"

Science versus Arts was carried beyond the Debating Society int
scuffles. Besides the ordinary entrance requirements, I should think
muscles and "tactics" were rather necessary for the boys.

Professors were fewer and more personally known than i-

sibfc for them to be in 1958. This was very evident at Miriam's ConJ
vocation exercises. As the procession moved towards the platfornJ
eacli professor was greeted with a chant especially suited to hi/
personality. The most loved, however, was Principal GrJ
Geordie

.
Grant Hall, paid for by the students of 1903, is

tribute.

Miriam felt the hood fall upon her shoulders. Soon, each on
of us will walk through Grant Hall for the last time. Each J
perhaps will be thinking wistfully, "I wonder what my story V

Shirley Ross, Arts

Maid
:
There's a woman outside

with a man.

Old Maid: Tell her I'll take him

*25,000.
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Ivy League
Ib it ever Ivy! Why, Coke is the moat
correct beverage you can possibly

order on campus. Just look around you.
What are the college social leaders

going for? Coca-Cola! So take a leaf

out of their Ivy League book and do the
samel Enjoy the good taste of Coke!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
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Friday

q.C.F.: You are invited to hear

Rev. Cal Chambers speak in St.

James Hall, Feb. 14 at 4:30 p.m.

gjs topic will be "Has Christ-

ianity Anything to Say to Modern

Man ?"

Levana: The Levana blazer

wjD be on display Friday noon in

Ban Righ Smoker.

Saturday

Heart Fund: Group Captains

arc urged to attend the Organiza-

(jon Meeting in the McLaughlin

Koom of the Union, 2:00 p.m.

Sunday

S.C.M.: will hold a Tea and

Social Hour on Sunday, Feb. 16

at St. James Hall at 4:30 p.m.

Newman Club: 7.00 p.m. Be-

nediction at St. Mary's Cathedral.

At 8.00 p.m. Newman Night at

Jeanne Mance Residence. Dis-

cussion groups on marriage pre-

paration, labour relations, apolo-

getics and psychiatry. Election

of officers will take place, follow-

ed by a social hour,

Scottish Country Dancing

:

There will be Scottish Country
Dancing from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in

the girl's gym. Everyone wel-

come.

Ski Meet: The Girl's Intra-

mural Ski Meet will be held this

Sunday. Transportation provid-

ed. All those who signed up for

it please be there.

Monday
Q.C.F. : Walter Liefeld, candid-

ate for his Ph.D. at Columbia
University will speak on Feb. 17

in the McLaughlin Room : at 2 :30

"How to lead a Bible Study"; 4:30,

"The Responsibilities of the Christ-

ian Layman"; 7:30, Mr. Liefeld

will answer questions relating to

the Christian Faith.

Progressive Conservative As-
sociation: party caucus, Mon.,
Feb. 17 in Committee Room No.

2 of the Union at 6:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Students' Wives Club: Meet-
ing on Tues., Feb. IS in the form
of a skating party at Jock Harty
Arena. Husbands to be invited.

Refreshments and dancing at the

Science Club Rooms following.

Wednesday

Highland Dancers : Girls in-

terested in highland dancing for

next fall come to Adelaide T.V.
room Wednesday at 12:30.

Love and Lunacy will be pres-

ented by Queen's Drama Guild

in Convocation Hall on Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday, Feb
20, 21 and 22 at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
.-.McGill Winter Carnival: Pack-
age Deal. All expenses but food
and sundry for $19. For informa-
tion call Don Eastwood, 8-3413
Arts '59

Graduation dance to be held
February 21 in the Burgundy
Room at the La Salle Hotel. Dan-
cing 9-1. Brian Brick and his or-
chestra. Refreshments will be
served. Admission $1.50 with
Year Card.

Year Elections Arts '59

Year elections are to be held
in the Biology Lab., Feb. 25th at
7:30 p.m. Nominations for the
permanent Executive will close at

|

that time. For your own interests,

please attend.

Page S

With Thanks
To all my editors who

worked with unfailing enthu-

siasm; to the regular Journal

Staff and the people at Hanson
and Edgar, who were so pa-

tient with our inexperience

:

to all the girls who contributed

time and ideas — my grateful

thanks.

Irene Cooke.

THE SPHINX
Somewhere I read of a girl

Who hod o sphinx-like smile.

This girl was the heroine of a book,

A very effective heroine she was, too.

The men followed her;

She smiled her sphinx-like smile.

Children scorned her in their misunderstanding;
She smiled her sphinx-like smile.

And remained detached.

Now I am young, and some have said I am pretty,

My husband says I am beautiful.

But I am young, and soft,

And know too few of the ways of the world.

They will not know —
These ones,

The symbol of my defeat —
They will not guess

That I am human, and soft,

And afraid.

I will hide it from their scornful eyes

And smile my sphinx-like smile.

I will smile my own smile

My real one,

A regular grin

When they do not see me.

And make a little dance,

lut carefully.

Because of the beginnings I carry in my womb —
I do not wish to jar thee.

Little one.

Still I will donee a little

When they do not see me —
Put on my stern, hard mask in their sight,

And smile my sphinx-like smile,

Stare my meaningless stare —
Meaningless except in that it means
That underneath I am soft

And warm

And sweet

And not a sphinx at all.

Margaret Slovtn '61

BELLE ELLIOT
(Continued from Page 3)

last line, "Women's rights or
war", yelled with such vigour
while we were at Queen's has not
been a formative influence in

some of our lives. When you hear
a woman say, "Peace at any
price", you know she is not a

Queen'swomau. We ask the price.

Does that sound belligerent? I

hope not. Lest you think so, 1

should like to end on a different

note.

Through my years of teaching

in various parts of the province.

I have come in contact with

many Queen's women, some,

whom I had known at Queen's,

but many of whom I had not

heard. When a colleague said, "I

believe you're Queen's", I knew

by the welcome in the eve and

the handclasp that there was a

friend indeed.

Levana passes on to her loyal

daughters a certain quality com-

pounded of equal portions of

willing teamwork, good sports-

manship, and happy comradeship

so that each Queen's woman
bears a stamp even when she her-

self is not aware of it. When a

stranger says, "I thought you
were Queen's", I always take it

as a compliment.

If a nostalgic note has crept

into this leter, it can not be won-

dered at, for College days are

full of hopes and dreams, and

maturing years do not always see

these dreams realized. To you

who are still in that happy state

I say, "Live fully and richly".

Levana will help you to do so.

J9KIS
"What does Co-ed stand for?"

"Crush on Every Date."

"What's the hyphen for?"

"O, that's the distance they keep

when the Dean of Women is

around."

REFRAIN

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Borbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

This music makes me think of sad, forgotten things,

The dreams, lost or ruined.

Broken hearts and the cynical scoffing mind.

Which suddenly turns on itself

And shudders, and falls sobbing, in a wretched,

Hopeless heap, while its cynicism drops tinkling

About the thin, heaving shoulders.

The disillusionment of the oges surges up ot me —
The young hopes, the sudden, terrible wrench of the soul —
Forever it has been thus —
This bride's beloved, her husband of a day, staggers in their door,

Wild-eyed, stinking of liquor.

It was left over from the wedding . . .

My little sister, child of my heart, wanders forsaken in a blasted land.

And falls at last with a sigh.

The piercing screams from tortured bodies.

The worse, dulling ache of unceasing despair,

These tighten my heart in grief —
And make me curse my helplessness, my selfishness,

My unspeakable conceit.

I cannot see the end, but myself I know very well.

And because I am young,

As the world is eternally renewing its youth.

And even although the music is still playing.

My spirit swells, and I promise myself.

Someday! To-morrow! And beginning now!

The train whistle blows shortly, imperatively.

Where on old man was killed down on the tracks a month ago.

Margaret Slavin '61

Case For Co-Eds

The Engineers and Dentists,

The Meds and Lawyers too.

And even our own Commerce
Have Maths they've got to do.

But we in Arts are lucky,

Though we're looked at with

contempt

By all the other faculties

'Cause from figures we're exempt.

Yet while these people study

These Maths that break their hearts,

I'd like just to remind them

The best "figures" are in Arts.

—McGill.

9
*

Dean of Women's punch? (This

is the first in a scries of pre-

g formal hijinx, sponsored by the

H Arts Society through the co-

S operation of Larry, Bill and
Lucky at H&E.) |

I i

&t. Hfampfi' (filutrrh

(Union St. By The Campus)

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16th

8:00 a.m. Corporate Commu-

nion for Canterbury Club

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

You tvitl enjoy the discussion and

ftUcwship at the Cof/ee Hour at

8-15 p.m. after Evening Prayer.

We invite you to join us.

Unite* (iUjurri?

9YOU, HAH * WILLIAM BTB.

rev R. H. N. Davidson
B A . B.O.. TH.M.

minister
Llovo Zurbrigo

organist and choir master

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 1 6TH

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone Welcome.

St. Att&mii'fl

prefltujrerian (Ltlturclj

Princess And clergy Streets

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended

to all students.

CUfialuu-rs

EARL AND HARRIS ST*.

REV, W. F. BANISTER. DO.
MINISTER

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH

11:00 a.m. "Seven Letters To
Seven Churches".

(No. 4 — To a church with an

evil woman in it)

7:30 p.m. 'The Ten Com-
mandments".

(No. 5 — Honoured in the

breach)

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial welcome

to all Queen's students.

Classified Ads
Lost

One blue trench coat with pair of

Rrey gloves and grey blue scarf at

the Aescutapian Banquet, LaSalle
Hotel, Thursday, Feb. 7. Would the

person who took my coat by mistake

please return it and claim his own.
Contact: Garry Willard, Meds '6i,

211 McNeill House. Phone 2-8890.

Lost
Before Christmas, Science '61 jacket,

scarf and gloves. Name on scarf, can
be identified. Contact Norman Har-
rison, LI 2-8007.

Lost
Surveying, Davis and Foote text-

book. Contact Norman Harrison,

LI 2-8007.

Anybody Interested?

Dear Girls:

The most eligible handsome young
man Walker "Cuddles" Smith, is still

without a date for the Levana Formal.
Remember girls he will reciprocate

with dates for the remainder of the

year. It may even lead to the churches.

Contact your thoughtful friend, Ken
Louis.

Typing
Pick-up and delivery- Phone Mrs.

Westhrook at 2-4546.

For Sale
Chemical Rubber Co. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics. New, twenty-
five onlv. Regular price S12.00, special

$5.00. Call Don Tbwnson 6-0123.

(Printed by permission of the

Arts Society)

Steam Shovel . . .

And lo, activity of mischeivous natur

of (scribe + Friend) did cause strange

confusion amidst etched tabetz of

lemonz, resulting in subversive en-

trance of Wise sayings of HM Maide
Marion in rag of purpl hue tmitteth

vapors of citric acid.

Forthwith does Gracious Maide warn
weary waning warriorz of Scienz to

BEWARE. For once again have
lemonz of Lamphodia donned parri-

finic sheep garb of sue-the-Q to snag
innocent Warriorz by beguiling same
with witchcraft of Fugc-in-huc-of-blood

shed by coned Warriorz clawed by
Lemonz at tor-Mais in amiurns past.

Hence Regal wordz ring out to

Warriorz to remain in security of Cavs
of Brew for remainder of end-of-

weak.

(Eatljfittral

OUNIOUAGESIMA SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 16TH

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 o.m. Parish Communion
(Sun* Euchnrist with Hymns and

Brief Address.)

11.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist

7.00 p.m. Evensong

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour
Preacher (or the day is The Reverend

D. D. Maequten, Reclor, St. Peters

Church, Vancouver, B.C.

Holy Communion is Celebrated every

week-day at 7.45 a-m. and on Wed-

nesdays at tO.IO a.m.

ORGAN RECITAL: Friday, Feb. 14th

(to-night) at B.10 p.m. by the cele-

brated Concert Organist Dr. Alexander

Schreiner ot Salt Lakr City. Utah,

assisted by the Cathedral Choir. NO
Tickets required. Collection.

Ahh Don, it's not like this at Mt. A.

Teacher: Why were you away

from school so long, Tom?

Tom: I had the Egyptian Flu.

Teacher: Egyptian Flu?

Tom: Yes, I caught it from my
mummie.

ffj Kite to hove

ioMboflcoH.1

. . . and a Savings Account at

(he Bank of Montreal* is the

way lo guarantee yourself lhat

secure feeling . .

.

«Th« Bank where Sludenli' accounts

ore warmly welcomed.

Main Office, 297 King St. East

at the Market:

JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess and Barrio Sts. Branch:

in the "Y" Building;

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch:

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager
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GALS SUBDUED BY WICKED WESTERN
Queen's Golden Gals
In Quest Of Bronze Baby

by Diane Pappas

Captain Micky McCulloch is in

her second year with the team.
Micky comes from Brampton
where she played 4 years for
Brampton District High School.
Maretta was also a stalwart on
the inter-collegiate volleyball

team.

One of the new additions to the
team is forward Joan Atwood,
Phys. Ed. '61, who hails from
Fort Erie. "Digger" played bas-
ket ball for 4 years with her high
school team before coming to

Queen's. She also played inter-

collegiate volleyball this year.

Barb Bell, Phys. Ed. '58, has
played on the senior team for

four years. Before coming' to
Queen's she had four years of

basketball with Etobicoke Col-
legiate Institute in Toronto.

Gwen Howes, also of Phys. Ed.
'58, is in her third year with the
senior team, having played inter-

mediate for one year. Gwen's
early basketball experience was
gained at Kirkland Lake CVI
where she played for four years.
Gwen has also played inter-col-

legiate volleyball for three years.

Forward, Jill McCreery, Com-
merce '61. is the only team mem-
ber not In Phys. Ed. Jill hails

from Windsor and Oakville. She
did most of her basketball play-
ing at Riverside High just out-
side of "Windsor. Jill also played
inter-colegiate volleyball.

Sally Reynolds, Phys. Ed. '61,

is the shortest member of the
team. Sally played her early bas-
ketball for Peterborough High
School. Sally is another member
of the team who also played in-

ter-collegiate volleyball.

Patty Chapman is another rep-
resentative of Phys. Ed. '58. This
is Patty's third year with the
team, having missed last year.
She gained her early basketball
experience at Windsor's Patter-
son Collegiate where she played
for four years.

Guards Nan and Jan Elliott

are Phys. Ed. '60's only repre-
sentatives on the team. The twins
were stalwarts on their Sudbury
high school teams for five years,
with Nan playing guard and Jan
forward. For the past two years,
Miss Turnbull has had them both
playing guard—pefhaps in an at-

tempt to confuse their opposition.
They were active in inter-col-

Iegiate swimming, having won
the synchronized doubles champ-
ionship.

Marianne Schrader, Phys. Ed.
'58, is in her second year with
the team. Her early basketball

experience was gained at Stam-
ford High School in Niagara
Falls, where she played forward.
Marianne is another of the play-
ers who made the change from
forward to guard. Marianne also

played inter-collegiate volleyball

this year.

Another freshette with the team
isPat McCullough, Phys. Ed. '61.

Pat gained her early experience
playing boy's rules for four years
for her high school in Winnipeg.

Carol McVickers is another
representative of Phys. Ed. '61.

Before coming to Queen's, Carol

played both forward and guard
for four years at Napanee Col-
leg'iate Institute.

Gallant Gals Lose Contest
Place Second In Volleyball

By Marianne Schrader

To the tune of "The Ti tonic"

Oh, they call it volleyball; it's the best game of them all!

And we thought we had the team that was really on the beam
When we played old Western U and tried to show them who was wh
It was sad when our great team went down.

°"

CHORUS:
Oh, it was sad, mighty sad;

It was sad when our great team went down
At the hands of Western.

Spikers lost their nerve.

All the blockers missed those curves.

It was sad when our great team went down.

2. Oh, it was on a Friday night, when we began our fight,
And we wan our games all three — 'gainst TO, McCill'ortd OAC.
Our hopes were high that night but next day we lost Hre fight
It was sad when our great team went down.

Another important member o\

the team is manager, Mary Mc-
Kinney. She played basketball for

four years with Brampton Dis-
trict High School before coming
to Queen's. Mary played two
years as guard for the Golden
Gals before deciding to take up
the managerial duties.

Last, but not least, is their

coach, Miss Anne Turnbull, now
in her second year as coach of

the Gals.

The 1957 edition of the Intercollegiate Badminton team consists of-
back row, left to right: Sue Hough, Miss Anne Turnbull. coach, and
Joan Fenwick; front row, Sylvia Joyce and Dorothy McLaughlin

Co-Eds Travel To Toronto
For Badminton Tournament

LAB of C

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

The Levana Athletic Board of

Control directs the women's intra-

mural and intercollegiate athletic

program here at Queen's.

The president is elected by the
whole of the Levana Society. The
other members are elected by the
existing board whose term ends
when the athletic year is complete.

The sports' program presented
each year is a busy one, and is cer-
tainly very popular Judging by the
many entries in each event. There
are twelve sports ran on an intra-
mural basis — basketball, volleyball,

badminton, swimming, golf, skiing!
archery, hockey, bowling, softball,
tennis and table tennis. Each of
these is the special responsibility of
a sports representative on the board
who makes out the draw for the
tournament and sees that the activ-
ity runs according to schedule. Six
of the sports are also in competition
on an intercollegiate basis, and here
the representative works in close
conjunction with the faculty advis-
ors in arranging practices and
games. The six intercollegiate sports

Four Queen's co-eds accompanied
by Miss Anne Turnbull will travel

to Toronto this week-end to partici-

pate in the girls' annual Intercollegi-

ate Badminton Tournament. Repre-
senting us this year are Sylvia
Joyce, Arts '59, Joan Fenwick,
Phys. Ed. '60, Dorothy McLaugh-
lin, Phys. Ed. '60, and Sue Hough
Meds. '63.

Sylvia, a member of the team in
54-55 and 55-56 is now in her grad-
uating year and will be making her
final farewell to intercollegiate

sports as our first singles player
Dorothy, who gained experience
playing 0n the team last year, is

combining with Sue Hough in the
doubles this year. Joan Fenwick,
also a member of the 56-57 team

is playing second singles this year.

Our team which placed second
last year hopes to make a good
showing again this week-end when
it faces teams from OAC, McGill,
McMaster, Western and Toronto.

Skate." s Prepare

For Annual Revue

are tennis, archery, swimming, vol-
leyball, badminton and basketball.

There is an intricate system of
points and awards for both individ-
ual and team competitions. The big
challenge is the L.A.B. of C. trophy
which is awarded annually to the
year accumulating the highest ag-
gregate of points in all sports over
the entire year. The year athletic
stick finds the bulk of her responsi-
bility lies in organizing her year's
entries in the various sports.

The 1958-59 board members are
as follows: President, Micky Mc-
Culloch; Secretary, Jan Elliott;
Treasurer, Pat Tyrrell; Hockey,
Barb Boyd; Swimming, Joan
Thompson

; Softball, Joan Atwood

;

Bowling, Faye Wakeling; Tennis
and Table Tennis, Isobel Hanna;
Badminton, Dorothy McLaughlin;
Archery, Diane Pappas; Volleyball!
Sue Hough; Basketball, Marv Mc-
Kinncy; Skiing and Golf, Lois
Knights; Journal, Diane Pappas.

At 8:15 p.m. on Friday March
7, the spot lights of Jock Harty
arena will announce the opening
number of the 1958 edition of the
Queen's Ice Revue, "Continental

Capers."

The theme this year revolves
around the sights seen in North
America by two visitors from outer
space, "Sput" and "Nik". The op-
ening scene will be a "Pep Rally"
here at Queen's, complete with
cheerleaders, highland dancers and
a bonfire. From Queen's the two
spacemen will travel to Milwaukee,
Winnipeg, New York, out west for
a Stampede and into the Deep
South. There will be a precision
line and a comedy number which
will be very enjoyable. The sight-
seeing tour will come to an end with
a dance number representing the
various formals at Queen's.

The show tins year features two
guest performances, one by the
World Professional Pair Cham-
pions, Rose and Ray Lockwood, and
the other by well known Canadian
skater, Brian Tuck, from Ottawa.
The Ice Show promises to be the

best yet so remember you have a
date with "Continental Capers" at
the Jock Harty on March 7. Tickets
are 50 cents and there arc no re-
served seats.

Last Thursday, the girls' vol-
leyball team travelled to London
to compete in the intercollegiate

tournament. Six teams were en-
tered with the final standings
seeing Western on top with 10
points. Queen's Golden Gals
second with 8 points, McMaster
and U of T third with 5 each fol-

lowed by McGill with 2 and OAC
with no points.

On Friday night. Queen's met
Toronto in the first game of the
tournament and although Tor-
onto was strong on defence
Queen's won 37-21. The next
game was handily won by
Queen's over McGill 51-8 and
they completed the evening by
defeating OAC 44-28.

The big game of the tournament
was Western versus Queen's
Saturday morning. Western, with
its powerful "running spike" play
and high jumping ability has
dominated the tournament for
several years. Queen's is the only
team that gave them serious com-
petition. The Queen's team, which
was handicapped all year with
late starts, continued to be plagu-
ed by this in their game against
Western. Here too, they were
late in starting as the half time

score was 22-4. However, after
the half, the Queen's girls came
to life and although they did not
outscore Western (each team
scored 11 points), Queen's cer-

tainly did outplay Western. The
final score was Western 33 —
Queen's 15. To complete the
tournament Queen's met McMas-
ter and defeated them 29-19.

Captain Gwen Howes, Joan At-
wood, Mario Keddie, Marion
Page, Jill McCreery and Mari-
anne Schrader were Queen's of-

fensive players. On the defensive

side were Sue Hough, Joan Fen-
wick, Sally Reynolds, Maretta
McCulloch, Sonja Finstad and.

Claire Whetham.
Mary Northan was manager,

and the hard working coach who
made the team what it was, was
Miss Dorothy Leggett.

Here And There

There is only one week left in-

the bowling schedule. Tied for fir=t

are '58 and '61A with six wins

each. '60A and '60B are tied for

second with 5 wins.

Practices for volleyball have
begun. See notices in the gym.

DIAL 6-

Performing a single's number in the Ice Revue this year is Heather
Wl-- 1

-
Shehails from Ottawa and is co-director of the show.— utwwa and is co-director of the sho\

1111 AMEYS' TAXI^^Tm
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Up She Goes!

\

Model Parliament Sits TonightTwo Bills Only To Be Debated
AMS Boosts

NFCUS Plan

For Bursaries

lift

The AMS executive were busy
last week boosting NFCUS de-
mands for government bursaries

to Canadian students.

Eight members of the executive
and the NFCUS committee went
on all Kingston's radio and tele-

vision stations to tell why
NFCUS was demanding 10,000

bursaries of $550 each as a start

towards meeting what they term-
ed "the crisis in higher educa-
tion."

They pointed out that of the

total university age population of

Canada, only 7.2 per cent were
actually at university, compared
with 30 per cent in the United
States. Even more significant is

the fact that 54 per cent of all

students in school and university

who are forced to drop out must
do so because of financial reasons.

I NFCUS committees at all Ca-
nadian universities are present-

ing the arguments for govern-

ment aid to students to all pos-

sible groups in Canada which

may be able to influence the gov-
ernment,

T V Lowers Standards
Of Intellect, States Seldes

un Siltala (23) goes up for two points as Queen's upset Western
^-59 Saturday night in the gym. That's Gord Jeffrey running in

oo late to stop the basket and Greg Stone, Gael stalwart, screwing
k eyeballs upwards.

Journal Condemned,
Charged With Libel

"Television has brought about
a genuine moral revolution in

America," said Gilbert Seldes,

director of television for CBS,
last Monday night in delivering

the third lecture in the series On
"The Public Arts."

Mr. Seldes contended that

people have come to consider en-

tertainment not as a privilege but

as a right. This was in contrast

to the old "puritanical" feeling

that we have a right to be enter-

tained only as a sort of reward,

and it created the phenomenon of

the "free audience,"

"In a sense, we put ourselves

in the hands of the networks and
sponsors and they do what they

want with us. For example, no

one asked the women if they

wanted the daytime serial ; ii

came first and created the de-

mand for itself."

Another effect of the new
medium had been a decline in the

power of the press, and parallel

to this a lowering of intellectual

standards. Mr. Seldes predicted

that competition for advertising

will cut the circulations of the

better magazines to very limited

groups. The popular press will

continue to survive but not to the
extent that it now does.

The speaker deplored the

"images" that television had help-

ed to create in the mind of the

public. "The scientist, for ex-

ample, has been depicted as a

mad genius whose basic design

is not to discover the laws of

nature but to circumvent them.

People thought of scientists — at

least until six months ago — a*

being about on a par with gang-

sters."

Mr. Seldes concluded by calling

for serious study and criticism

of the public arts. He advocated

courses of appreciation of tele-

vision, radio and the movies, and

he suggested that chairs be set

up in universities to study the

basic problems of the mass media.

Journal Staff

A very important meeting

will be held in the Journal

office Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Be there!

By Harvey
Journal Staff Pookali

The Queen's Journal was con-

temned with charges of libel at

AMS executive meeting
hursday night. The accusation

evelled by Oscar Zawalsky,
resident of the Camera Club,
"d referred to a story about the

('">> printed in the paper under

head "Pornographic Photu-
*ral>liers Pine For Pin-ups".

Zawalsky, in a letter to the
(*ecutive, said the story was "a

^gar falsification" and "defin-
"e|

y libellous". He said "It is

''tie the poisonous pen of Mr.

*%din was stopped" and claimed
t!le editor of the Journal was "us-
urping his powers",
fhe letter noted that the AMS

he directly affected by action

frinst the Journal and requested
Ht the AMS executive deal with
e "latter immediately.

Drum Major and
Drum Majorette

Applications are now being

received for the positions of

Drum Major and Drum
Majorette in the Queen's

panels. Applications should be

111 writing and should be left

at the AMS Office before

February 25.

Bob Little, sr. Arts rep., s

gested the charge he directed to

court. The matter was tabled in-

definitely on motion of Al Deep,

Aesculapian president, who felt

the matter was not too serious

and no more time should be wast-

ed on it. The motion was carried

after President Herb Harmer

broke a 5-5 deadlock vote.

Jn other business the AMS ex-

executive :

6 announced the naming to

the Tricolor Society, for out-

standing extra-curricular activity,

of Ross Morton, Anne Hayes,

Bob Little, Andy Wong and Herb

Harmer.

9 chuckled at a suggestion

that the Miss Canada Pageant

local competition be referred to

the Engineering Society for fur-

ther consideration, after the ex-

ecutive tabled the matter in-

definitely.

• set the date of the rectorial

address by Leonard W. Brocking-

ton on Mar. 13.

• heard Editor Pat Switzer

report that Tricolor was three

quarters finished and ask for sup-

port for the sales campaign.

• heard that the proposal for

increasing Journal fees was ac-

cepted in a verbal agreement by

the Board of Trustees.

Don't Look,You're Hallucinating

It's All In Your Unconscious
"Hypnosis utilizes the uncon-

scious mind," said Dr. Milton J.

Erickson of Phoenix, Arizona

during a lecture and demonstra-

tion in Convocation Hall Thurs-

day morning. Erickson is one of

five professional hypnotists on

the North American continent.

Hypnosis was defined by Erick-

son as the capacity of a person

to respond to ideas when in a

state where he is concerned

about ideas and feelings. While

in the state the subject pays at-

tention only to those things which

are part of the hypnotic environ-

ment though he can employ any

part of the concrete environment

in his responsiveness to his ideas,

concepts and feelings.

Though hypnosis is as old as

human thinking and has been

employed in medicine as long as

complaints have existed, it re-

ceived little or no attention. It

was used by the Greeks, Hindus,

Egyptians and even by the primi-

tive savages whose magical rites

could be considered hypnotical.

Elliotson. an Englishman who
was always ready to follow new

ideas, used hypnosis. In 1S40,

James Esdale, a British doctor in

India, used hypnosis as an an-

aesthetic for lack of any other.

He performed many successful

operations but his work was dis-

credited because it had been done

on Hindus. Not to be discouraged

he used the same system on Eng-

lishmen and had James Braid, an

eminent British physician who

was extremely sceptical of hyp-

nosis, perform physical examina-

tions on the patients. Braid found

hypnosis to be real and thus it

gained its first recognition.

Erickson emphasized that hyp-

nosis is not meant to replace an-

aesthetics or anything else in

medicine but said it is to be used

as an accessory. He mentioned

that several thousand dentists in

the USA now use it and that it

is also becoming very important

in obstetrics where a patient can

actually enjoy the delivery be-

cause she is free from worry

caused by external stimuli.

Nothing should be done with-

out the patient's full permission,

warned Erickson. The hypnotized

subject will resist anything he

does not want to do and it is un-

wise to force him.

During the demonstration sev-

eral phenomena were pointed out;

immobility of the body (cata-

lypsy) — used on post-operative

patients to prevent shock; amnes-

ia — the subject does not remem-

ber what was said under hypnos-

is; blindness — a part of the en-

vironment becomes blotted out so

that something which is suggest-

ed to the subject can be seen;

deafness — the subject does not

hear sounds coming from the

concrete environment; and posi-

tive hallucination — the subject

sees something which does not

exist in the concrete environ-

ment. The latter is used in hypno-

therapy to explore the past.

Erickson concluded by suggest-

ing that the audience read about

hypnosis and by emphasizing

that anyone who uses it should

be very careful.

Program Issued
By Prime Minister

Queen's students will play

politicians tonight as the annual
Model Parliament opens.

The Progressive Conservatives,

victors in the election 10 days

ago, will form the government

with 56 seats. The Liberals will

form the official opposition with

26 seats. The CCF has 14 seats.

The Rt. Hon Joan Murphy,
PBA, DM and AGK, will be

Queen's first woman Governor-

General, Miss Murphy is better

known for her talents as drum
majorette. Prof. John Meisel will

be Speaker of the House.

Prime Minister elect James

Holmes, PC, GOD, emerged

breathless from an audience with

the Governor-General last week.

When he had recovered his equil-

ibrium, Holmes announced the

government's program for the

session. This included bills to

extend the Colombo plan to the

AVest Indies, to encourage study

of science at high schools, to

ratify a distinctive Canadian flag,

and to remove the editor and man-

aging editor of the journal from

office in the interest of national

security.

The government plans to de-

bate only two of these bills, those

on the Colombo Plan and a Cana-

dian flag. There will also be a

debate on the speech from the

throne.

The length of time available

for speakers in Model Parliament

has been increased this year by

the fact that there will be no

guest speaker. The session begins

at 7 p.m. and is expected to run

until 11.

Only members of the House

will be allowed to sit downstairs

and to participate in the debate.

Visitors will be in the gallery.
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The Tricolor Society is dead
The AMS executive has bungled again and this time with no

excuse except their own disregard for the institutions of their
society.

The executive, in this case, the junior representatives, has
shown the least possible concern in the naming of members to
the Tricolor Society for outstanding extra-curricular activity
Their nonchalance in handling the matter is all the more surprising
considering the howls of criticism that arose about the method ofaward last year.

This is what the junior reps, who make the choice, could have
done: they could have taken the precaution to have adequate time
for serious consideration of the merits of the various candidates;
they could have had in front of them complete lists of everything the
candidates have done at the university; they could have each in-
quired about the importance of the activities of candidates in facul-
ties other than their own.

Instead, no nominations were received from the campus because
no notice of nomination was given. If the rule of the constitutionwas strictly insisted upon, the awards would probably be declared
mill and void. The junior reps were given one day's notice. Theymet for only 45 minutes among themselves without any idea for the
most part of what the candidates had done except what popped into
their heads at the time. They met with members of the faculty for
30 minutes and the members of the faculty had exactly nothing to
say. No enquiry was made into the worth of any of the activities.The only candidates were those named by the jW junior reps.
It would seem that many people who should have been considered
were not even suggested.

The result of this hurried and narrow approach in the last four
years is that 22 of 23 students named to the Tricolor Society during
this time have been members of the AMS executive or the AMS
Court. The argument against the method of awards is not that thestudents who have served on the AMS executive are not deserving

^SS^S^f^ *?
kn°W Wh

° iS deSerVin* Unkss «««research ,s done. And unless it is done the junior reps, whose extra-
curricular time is mostly spent on the AMS executive, are goingto be naturally biased. 6""'S

In reality, since suggestions and support of candidates comesfrom the junior reps of each respective society, the naming ofmembers to the Tricolor Society depends on the opinions of onejunior rep per award. This is stupid. And without any attempt tofind out what other people on campus are really doing the namingof awards becomes ludicrous.
naming

after°fh,

eTy ^ J°Umal Writes *°»t Tricolor awardsafter they have been named, there have been accusations of "sourgrapes, "because there are always editors who are eligibI ThisTs

toC v^rl^r therC a- t0° ™^W - acliviritoday who thudc their view point is so right that they attributeany simple critiasm directed towards them to perso„aI%re5dice
Last fall the editor of the Journal felt that even in his positionhe should discuss the awards. The AMS executive then prom ed

d d noT Th
mattCrT a "eW » offfc Th ydid not. This year an editorial was printed on the subject beforethe committee met. But the efforts of the awarding cZ e

h

a7ebecome more disappointing and irresponsible as the criticism of hmethod has become stronger, which is a painful anomaly indeed

take the ^7 ^ beC°me
* dead issue

'
Nobody can

1J executive can not expect anv-

JIM

HOLMES

J wish to discuss two forms of

hypocrisy, the hypocrisy of concert-

going and the hypocrisy of critics.

I do not pretend to be either an
enlightened concert-goer or an able
critic. From my observations dur-
ing four years at Queen's I have
concluded that enlightened concert-

goers and able critics are very
few and far between. Yet there
are always those who have pre-
tensions along those lines.

It has become a rare thing in-

deed to hear someone say simply,
'1 enjoyed the concert'. Instead,

the concert-goer, Kingston variety,

has to flaunt his sophistication for
all to see and marvel at. The at-

mosphere is rank with phrases
gleaned from the pocket edition of

How to Discuss Music Intelligently

in Five Easy Lessons,

"Not up to his performance last

year at the Town Hall, what ?"

"Yaaas, a trifle steely in the
upper registers."

"Lacked precision in the third

movement."

I am all for critical appraisals
of a concert, but I have got the
impression that the most critical

comments which one hears in the
halls of Grant Hall come from
people who do not know what they
are talking about—the people who
applaud between movements and
bolt for the nearest exit as soon
as the last number is over.

News item: Kingston to speed up snow removal

Letters to the editor
"|-| B

ments which we make, nor have I

I he magiC meeting an>r statistics on the correlation

between promotions and the num-
ber of articles printed in the Quar-
terly.

But how much more impressive
to be able to display one's sophi-
stication in the pages of the
Queen's Journal.

thing better from the student bodv.

Eternal all -togetherness

forfeit „ te^IJ^^Z^T —
your Levana [ournals and wade tiZl

anSW"' tUrn to

there you have it I Our "in ,

S S 'X pa6;es of flush a°<l

light, Edwatdia prop ieir/Sc^f- Ui Ca" dlc-

3deals,avastNo.W„/neS7b;twfe
a
„'

y ?<nnmZ Shellian

deliberate and devious '^ *^
^rz^ix^t^T" t ci,r°nic * !"
election., observed "Zct Zy T"* *«»*«*" —
and fought ,i,e he,, in the good o,d

* «
H« CamPaig"S M" Si" *•* of a

« «his is of any use is5*^* « -W.

~y^rz ,

f

:™;T
courage

' and

MJi:^:^^ - • -anite, drea.n, the

Which, after all, is why there are eoeds, isn't i, girls?

Queen's reviewers seem to write
with the attitude that we are uni-
versity students, intellectuals, the
cream—we are expected to be
highly critical—we'll show these
outsiders that we are not to be
bound by convention—we shall
not be awed into submission by
the international reputation of this
performer—nosirqe—we'll show
him.

And so the review is written
with impressive technical terms
liberally dispersed throughout. The
tone is sophisticated, confident,
condescending, and, on the balance^
unfavorable. The reviewer has
proven himself.

Editor, Journal: The Tricolor

Award selection committee is to be
congratulated for the high stan-

dards of their selections this year.
Beyond doubt those receiving the
awards have made remarkable con-
tributions to this university.

The wonder is how the selection

committee was able to do it. From
where did they secure the nomina-
tions? Surely it cannot have been
from the campus at large, for you
will search in vain to find more
than a handful of students who
even knew that the committee was
meeting. The constitution requires

that nominations be given to the
junior reps.

Now then, is it not just possible
that there are other students de-
serving of the reward who were
eliminated by the committee's
hurried and secretive action ? Have
we already forgotten the mess foll-

owing last year's awards which
was a direct result of inefficiency ?

Such inefficiency could once more
be the centre of much controversy
which, in the words of one clause
of the constitution, can result only
in "(jeopardizing) the distinction

of this (Tricolor) Society."

The opening of nominations
should have been advertised.

Interested

It is a matter of great satisfac-

tion to us to learn that Canadian
patriotism expresses itself in such
practical ways as subscribing to the
Queen's Quarterly and we are also
pleased to note that your reviewer
(who I presume is a Canadian)
finds himself mirrored so accur-
ately in "all the defects and oddi-
ties

, . . (and) seldom entertain-
ing" contents of the Quarterly.

J. E. Hodgetts.

A P l

Even campus functions get the
same treatment. The most ridicu-
lous example occurred last year
when a rising Nathan Cohen
damned a Drama Guild presenta-
tion for not measuring up to the
standards of Sir Lawrence Oliviers
Richard III.

I do not propose any cure. This
sort of thing will persist as long
as people refuse to recognize their
limitations. And people at Queen's
will probably be as slow to recog-
nize and confess their limitations
as people everywhere else, and so
we shall continue to have hypo-
crites talking about and writing
about public performances.

Cameras
Although the Journal will

defend itself against any char-
ges of libel, it wishes to apolo-
gize to any members of the
Camera Club whose reputa-
tions may have been slurred
by the article on the club with
the misleading head "Porno-
graphic Photographers Pine
For Pin-ups", in the Feb. 7

Counterattack
Editor, Journal: May I take

this opportunity of thanking you
for the generous space which you
have allotted to reviews of the last

two issues of the Queen's Quar-
terly. We are also gratified by the
substantial increase in student pur-
chases of the Quarterly at the re-
cently reduced campus rate of
fifty cents.

The editor's lack of literary

perception to which your reviewer
refers, in connection with Mr.
Kerry Wood's contribution to the
Winter Issue, is shared, it might
be noted, by other indiscriminate
Canadian critics. In 1955, for
example, the Governor-General
Awards Committee bestowed a
medal on Mr. Wood and Mac-
millan's have recently published
another of his volumes.

I am interested to learn from
your reviewer that the Queen's
Quarterly is regarded as an out-
door relief station fr>r mentally
and monetarily bankrupt aca-
demics. I have no personal knowl-
edge of any of our contributors
retiring on the munificent pay-

ea
Editor, Journal: "The idea that

men are created free and equal
is both true and misleading;
men are created different; they
lose their social freedom and
their individual autonomy in
seeking to become like each
other."

This quotation is taken from
Riesman's "The Lonely Crowd"
which deals with the problem
that exists on campus, and in
our cultural setting. He speaks
of the autonomous individual
who deviates from established
ways, who is chopped-down by-
Ins fellow, for being such an
upstart. He later suggests that
the success of the autonomous
individual depends on his efforts
to recognize and respect his
own feelings, his own potential-
ities, his own limitations. Once
he has recognized these things
he sets out to express his now-
defined "self".

Harking back to the first par-
agraph it can be readily conjec-
tured (if you believe this quo-
tation to be true) that this auto-
nomous-type is going to run
"out-of-grain".

if you do not believe this, then
I must refer you to the exist-
ence of the "angry young men",
the postulated presence of "no-
nonsense kids", (e.g. conspicous
absence of pranks?) and the
Journal's concern over conform-
ity. Can you now doubt the
stabbing truth of Riesman's quo-
tation?'

What is the answer for those
who are afraid of the censure of
their friends and so do nothing,
and for those with the courage
of their convictions, expressing
themselves continually thoutrh
"scolded"?

Thinking solely of the situa-

tion at Queen's
; there are sor

students nurturing newly criij

cal and creative standards des
mg: to test their newfouni
"selves", they must not
strait-jacketed before they
started. You possibly may L
cover that your own thought]
and life are quite as interesti..

as other's, and your present at]

tempt to appease yourself in

group of friends, is like tryL
to appease your thirst by drink]

ing sea-water.

Harry MacKaj

Feminism

To The Fore
Editor, Journal : I have followed

with growing alarm the election

campaigns for the forthcoming

Model Parliament and have faile

to see so much as the tiniest poster

for the Feminist Freedom Figlitj

ers. This party, (to use the com]

mon, though rather objectionable]

term) arose last year to defeat

the Cause of Womanhood and

maanged to strike a telling blow]

for Female deliverance from the

brutal tyranny of Man (in its

most limited sense). It is obvious

that the gentle voice has been

denied a say in the govermuenl

through the dictatorial actions

That Other Sex, and I think i

simply dreadful.

Clarissa Thackerbyl
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Lovers and the lunatics
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Out of the sunshine
International disputes, Big

Xhree Conferences, politicians,

religion, sex, tourists, and com-
munism, all play a part in "Love

and Lunacy" opening Thursday

in Convocation Hall. This spark-

ling satire also comments on

"the power of Love versus the

love of Power" through the

ages, from eleven thousand

years ago on the island of At-

lantis, to the world today, and
even to the remote future some-
where between the earth, moon,
and clouds.

Directed by Dr. William An-

gus, "Love and Lunacy" fea-

tures an experienced cast: Lion-

el Lawrence, Marcellc Fournier,

Louis Emond, Robert Penty,

Robert Foster, and Beverly Mac
kay.

At the Edinburgh Festival,
after winning the Peter Ustinov
award, "Love and Lunacy" was
hailed by British critics as
"Novel and entertaining

.

sparkling dialogue" ... and "The
only real dramatic experiment
of the Edinburgh Festival . . .

it tackles a big theme with wit."
After the opening performance

on Thursday, additional per-
formances will be given on Fri-
day and Saturday. Seats are still

available for all performances,
and students are reminded of
the special student rate of 75c.
In this lunar age, "Love and
Lunacy" is a must for all stud-
ents.

A good old-fashioned spanking for daughter Cleito is admi-
nistered by Poseidon in the Drama Guild's latest production,
"Love and Lunacy". The characters involved in this domestic
fray are played by Lionel Lawrence and Marcelle Fournier.
The play runs Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights this
week.

It was morning. A child's voice
came through the drowsy still-

ness. A plaintive voice and then
a woman's impatient reply, but
the child seemed satisfied with
his mother's answer. There was
sunlight shining into the small
room. A lovely warm summer
day and time to get up.

Downstairs in the kitchen,

Mother was frying lean ham
and potatoes and father stood

in his denim work clothes, a

heavy-set, strong man with thin

black hair and a hard working
peaceful look. Maybe it was the

Irish blood, for Mother said the

Irish were easy-going. But the

Irish were always rebelling so

it said in the Grade 8 History

book. At the table sat a young
girl and her brother who was a

few years older. They were ar-

guing about the merits of large

horse owners. The girl was not

tall hut she appeared so. She

had a slender muscular frame

and wore blue jeans, an old

sweater, and down-at-the-heel

western riding boots. Her eyes

were large and dark and her

skin had a dusky shade. It was

not the color of the tanned wo-

men on the beaches but the pale

brown that suggests warm fields

in the sun, Her brother was tall,

fair-skinned, but with black

curling hair and brown pleasant

eyes. The Irish again seemed to

lurk in him. He talked violently

of progress and of independence

but his eyes laughed.

Mother began to put the food

on the table. Her small brown

hands were efficient and strong.

In fact these seemed to be her

main features, small brown, ef-

ficient and strong. But there was
something else too. She too had

black hair, but dark Indian eyes.

She was not Irish. She was not

so good-natured as they, but

she had a pride and a sadness.

The sadness of something lost.

In the gardens hoeing and

weeding, in the fruit trees pick-

ing the deep red cherries, giving

cool water to the horses as they

stand in sun, watching the lean,

black and tan Shepherd dog

stretch lazily, all the time won-

dering how it will be to live in

another place. It will be another

people, another land, another

world. All this will be a dream

and the spirit will die and be

like the cold snow that will

cover the warm brown fields

that now lie peacefully in the

sun.

Edith Stanbury

The whirlpool
Having entered upon a dream

And cursed by memories of having dreamt before

The temptation to denude ourselves of all reality

Canters across our scalps until trifles are once again

Re-established as they are, were, and forever shall be: trifles.

Fragrant as the weeping for all lost flowers

The stealth of thy thought is exposed in its maiden

Tower by the glare of the pine-pitch torch.

The trace of spilt wine and the burnt and ashen puddles

Of once firm ivory tapers mark and mock

The act of honouring thy thought and name.

But the act is not lessened by the actor.

Time was means time not again.

And over all the now realization that I do

Not dream but must only act.

jack McVey

And so he finally came
And so Mr. Gould came, in

spite of purple weather, in an
eyebrow beret and a plank of

an overcoat — "Canada's Own".
Glenn Gould at Carnegie, in

Europe, on native soil at Strat-

ford, in Russia — all these we
have spoken of with massive

pride. And yet how many of the

Canadian national civic monu-

ments who filled Grant Hall

this Feb. 12lh rose to their feet

and climbed on their bases to

shout "bravo" for a magnificent

performance and penetrating

musicianship? The ovation was

as limp as the carnivorous blotch

of fernery on the stage, and sug-

gested related characteristics on

the part of the audience — pre-

sent to feast on a superb meal,

only then to fold its leaves, after

one or two feeble flourishes, and

hook them busily as it rambled

off. Or to say (to the tingling

air outside) "Wonderful" —
"Fabulous" — "Great".

The readings of both the

Mozart Sonata in C Major,

K330, and the Beethoven Sonata

in F Major, opus 10, No. 2 were

splendid. With the allegretto of

the Mozart sonata Mr. Gould's

performance took fire and the

music gained an awakened

meaning, a new percussion.

The Aria with Thirty Variations

or Goldberg Variations is a monu-

ment of musical art. one of the

great masterpieces of Bach's last

years. Here Bach summed up

everything done in the variation

form before him, and carried on

harmonic explorations that fore-

shadowed the development of

music to come. It is sometimes a

paradox that such a profound work

should prove to be in the spirit o£

an "entertainment," containing

passage after passage of shimmer-

ing, frolicsome music. With a basic

structure similar to that of the

Art of Fugue it is enhanced by a

delicate veil of ornament and

arabesque reminiscent of the

French and English suites. But

Bach creates many moods, rang

ing from pure frolic and the

stately dance forms, to poignant

sadness and earthy peasant hu-

mor. Mr. Gould's artistry was

eloquent in all of these, and his

technical brilliance was more

than equal to the exhaustive de-

mands of the whole. He gave us

a complete and wholly integrat-

ed performance that commanded

us to realize something of the

powerful underlying structure

of the work and the sheer ma-

jesty of Bach's great musical

intellect, without ever over-

shadowing the beauty of the

overlying Baroque tapestry. Es-

pecially in the intricate canons,

the twenty-fifth variation (the

poignant climax of the exquisite

sad variations) and the 30th

variation which bursts into joy.

Mr. Gould's playing was superb.

Finest of all perhaps, was the

return to the peaceful, lovely

sarabande which lingered in the

auditorium, and in the mind,

long after.

Mr. Gould, acclaimed every-

where for his scholarship as

well as his musicianship, brought

us a musical experience that clari-

fied the past by revealing it to

us through the present.

Jean Milner

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 8-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

VISIT

Marilyn 's
LADIES WEAR

FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

De gustibus
non est disputandum"—and, quite

literally, there's no question about it—

when it comes to taste, Coca-Cola wins

hands down. In Latin, Greek or Sanskrit,

"Have a Coke" means the same thing-

it's an invitation to the most refreshing

pause of your life. Shall we?
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

CORE' »ND "COCt-COl*- REGISTTJIEO Iftlt*MURKS- BOTH IMsnrr THE SUU

RtrHeSHIHG BEVEWGE-lliE PROWt I Of TOCA CCU LTC-. HIVE » BREAH-mW * COM.
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Nuclear Radiation

Not As Dangerous

As Chest X-Ray

Statistics have shown that
chest X-rays are more dangerous
than the fall-out from the tests

of nuclear weapons.

This startling information was
disclosed by Len Robbins (Eng.
Physics '58), one of the three
student speakers at the annual
Math and Physics Club student
night.

Robbins said that 100 - 200
roentgens of radiation would
produce a general over-all sick-
ness, and about 600 roentgens
would give a person two to six
weeks to live.

The amount of radiation re-

ceived from the luminous dials of

watches, television screens, shoe-
fitting apparatuses, and artificial

and natural radioactive fallout
was neglible — about one milli-

roentgen, he said.

Scientists cannot agree wheth-
er X-ray radiations are the direct
cause of cancer or of cataract of
the eye, but they do know that
a 320 r-dose will give permanent
sterility. However, he added, this
is nothing to worry about, be-
cause Deep River — the home
of many who work around the
reactors at Chalk River— has the
second highest birth rate per
capita in Canada.

Fred Hainsworth, a graduate
of Ryerson, discussed the diffi-

Queen's Students To Canvass
For The National Heart Fund
Residents of Kingston will he

asked to open their hearts and
contribute to the National Heart
Fund for heart research on Heart
Sunday, Feb. 23.

Over 300 Queen's students of

the university organization will

canvass.

In the past, about $50,000 has
been donated yearly to Queen's
for heart research by the Nation_._

Fund. This money was collected

chiefly through private sources.

"Because more money is need-
ed, and because Kingston stands
to be the beneficiary of any new
discoveries made in the field of

cardiac research, it was decided
that a campaign be held here
annually, as it will be in the rest

of Canada. Queen's students will

be asked to do their share this

year by spending part of one af-

ternoon collecting money from
Kingston citizens," said Art
Schwartz, a director of the uni-

versity organization.

Groups of about 10 students

will be working under the follow-

ing university directors: Al Deep

(Meds), Ross Morton (Meds),
Art Schwartz (Meds), Beth Ma-
haffey (Levana), Bruce Seed
(Science), Bob Little (Arts), and
Jim Holmes (Arts). Each group

Hies in determining the veloc-

ity of a cloud of ions in the E
layer of the atmosphere, 60 miles

up. This study arose because of

the fading out of radio signals,

lie explained.

A third paper was given by
Paul Herzberg.

will be placed under a captain.

Dr. Ford Connell, professor of

medicine, and Col. John Cunning
ham, a prominent Kingstonian,

'II be heading the Kingston or-

ganization.

A meeting of all captains and
canvassers will be held in Con-
vocation Hall Sunday, Feb. 23 at

2 p.m. prior to the canvass, where
Dr. Connell will give a short ad-

dress.

Col. Cunningham said Saturday
that he felt more people were
willing to donate, if they were
approached. "This is a cause, not
a chanty," he stated, "and no
one will hesitate to give."

John Hunter (above), was
elected president of the Arts So-
ciety Thursday. He will succeed
Jim Holmes in the 1958-59 term
Other Arts executive members
elected were: Brian Henderson,
vice-president, Jim Petropoulos,
treasurer, Murray Carr, secretary,
and Mike Vickers, assistant
treasurer..

CFR C
Thursday

7:00 Hits and Misses
7:30 Campus Topics — Ncivs

Calendar — Interview
7:45 Meet the Artist

8:00 Quick March
8:30 The Spoken Word

Panel discussion "Educational
Methods"
S. M. Wise and Students from
Canada, England, Germain- and
Indonesia

9:00 From the Music Room
Elizabethan and Jacobean Music— Alfred Deller
Byrd — Great Service

0:00 Concert Hall
Perlioz — Symphonic
I'antastique

Khachaturian — Masquerade
Suite

Classified Ads
LOST

Dissecting kit. Contact Paul
Dolbear. Phone 8-9029.

Lost, strayed, or lifted: one
pair of gray persian Iamb sheep-

skin lined mitts, cadets for the

use of. Missing from the men's
cloakroom at the Levana formal
last Friday. Have such sentiment-

al value that my wallet can't

stand the strain. Please return

o J. R. Toye, Ft. Haldimand,
RMC. FOUND

Set of keys left in car by hitch-

hiking student on way to Barrie

or Camp Borden. Keys have been
returned to Registrar's Office.

ADS
What are red, pink, green,

rectangular and have wheels ?

They're WOODY HERMAN
ticket and they're going places
fast. So get them before they're

HERDED away at the Union
ticket booth 12-1 :30 dail)

For rent : Large 2-bedroom
apartment near University. Com
pletely furnished. New refrigera
tor and stove. Separate entrance.
No children. Available May 1st

to Sept. 15. Phone 6-2825.

Typing
: Pick and delivery

Phone Mrs. Westbrook at 2-4546

PERSONAL

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY ta^

SIGNIPCSt
Tuesday

Student's Wives Club- w
niRht in the form of a skVt"''

nB
at Jock Harty Arena & V .

be mv.ted. Refreshments and d*
1*

Artsmen
: I am grateful for the

confidence you have shown in
me in last week's election. Please
present me with any suggestions
or complaints. It will be a part
of my duties to have them ex-
pressed. Murray Carr, 2-8990.

at Jock Harty Arena ft* »
be mv.ted. Refreshments and

a>
at the Sc.ence Clubrooms fo\]J^o

Inter-Faculty Choir: R7e

Music Room Old Arts Bld„ S' 1

Plcase note the new time Tl : P-
;

second to last practice, so a»
15

'

is very important. Please be

.

Ae«^Pian Society: EXeCuti« "1
m K 4:30 p.m. in the Phari mt <

Lecture Room.
r ',ar

»«col 0,

Thursday

Philosophy Club: Panel .It.
on "The Nature of ArT ft
lessors Allen, Georne ami It ^
of the Art. M^icffii^l
ments. Mr. A. P. Ec|| of
phy Dept. will moderate. Nom|Common Room, McNeill Wo,?,
p.m. *«wisc, 7.

Queen's Drama Guild- "i„
Lunacy" at 8:15 p.m. in d££*
Friday

Graduation Dance: To be helrf ;Bunrtmdy Room of the UsSVi' ,h

DananR 9-1. Brian Brick and
H°,(

chestra Refreshments will Z s , rAdm.s6.on ?1.5G with Year Cart S?formal. a*ni

In the future:

Arts '59: Year elections have i,changed to Feb. 27th, in1 the Rint
'

Lab., at 7:30 p.m. Nominali„t°
l0

"

t ic permanent executive will clL

Arts '59: Nominations for the „.Jmanent executive are now"beiMee.ved Your nominations S £handed, m wr tine to an,.
1

,

of the Arts '59 Evecutive" 1&lions close Feb. 27tli
m 'na

Journal

Applications are now being

received at the AMS Office
for the positions of Editor-in-

chief and Business Managers
of the Journal for 1958-59.

VOTE
TO ELECT

BEN
ALLMARK

A YOUNG Progressive
Conservative who fully
endorses the ideals and
principles of the John

Diefenbaker Government.

WHO BELIEVES THAT—
Young people are Canada's most valuable
natural resource and are entitled to a voice
in their government.

Canada has been enriched by the cultures of
many lands and that all races have a major
contribution to make to good government.

ELECT BEN ALLMARK
TO REPRESENT JOHN DIEFENBAKER

IN THE KINGSTON RIDING

Be sun to attend end vote at the

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE CONVENTION

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18th, AT 8:00 P.M.

AT KINGSTON ARMOURIES, ON MONTREAL ST.

...its application and career

possibilities with

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED

Q. What is Canadian Chemical?

A. A young, progressive and fast-growing Canadian
company. Its $75,000,000 plant on a 430-acrc site
at Edmonton, Alberta, consists of 3 plants—

a

petrochemical unit, a cellulose acetate manufacturing
unit, and a filament yarn plant. It has its own power
plant and water treating facilities to supply steam,
electricity, water and compressed air. The Company
also has technical facilities necessary to provide for
control of the quality of its products and far the
development of new processes and products.

Q. What do we make at Edmonton?
A. Canadian Chemical's three integrated plants at
Edmonton use the products of Canada's forests and
vast oil fields . .

. producing for world markets high-
quality supplies of

ORGANIC CHIMICAU

CIUULOSI ACETATE FLAKI

ACtTATB YARN AND STAPLE FIIRI

Q. What are my job opportunities?

A
.

Our Engineering Department is one of the tersest
and most diversified in Canada. Our instrument
engineers are responsible for the control of all the
vaned processes throughout the pIant. As one of them
you would be utilizing your training in such practical
problems as:

1. Applying the fundamentals of physics, chemistry
and eleetron.es, and the latest process control tech-
niques, o interesting phases of instrument designand application. e

2- Developing new instruments to meet the special
requirements of new processes.

ltn

C
nmit°s

llinS Pr°dUCt
specifica-

Challenging |ob opportuniH,. also »irt for m.-

'TT' ehamical "a'"""' «h«m«"vgraduates and electrical engineers - „. discussedm other ads of this series.
«'»«««

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal . Toronto . Edmonton . Vancouver

part of
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post -Sputnik Reflections
On Education In Russia &

Pa(e S

By Tom Marshall

(This is the second in a scries

0 i articles by Tom Marshall con-

lCr)iiwj
the experiences of Dr. L.

A, Skeoch in Russia. Dr. Skeoch,

( ,(
present with the Queen's Eco-

nomics Department, ivas the only

Canadian member of the United

Motions Relief and Rehabilitation

Uintinistration sent to the Ukraine

in i946.)

Before the first sputnik project-

ed mankind into the long-awaited

Cra of space travel, Russia was

rcgarded by most North Americans

aS a technically backward country

whose grossly inadequate educa-

tional system was merely an instru-

ment of Communist propaganda.

Since the launching of the satellite,

however, this backward land has

been transformed overnight in the

public mind to become a veritable

fortress of disciplined enlighten-

ment, a land technically far superior

to North America. The truth, of

course, lies somewhere between

these two extremes of popular be-

lief. Russian education is neither

hopelessly retarded nor phenome-

nally advanced.

The 1946 UN mission had

ample opportunity to observe sev-

eral Soviet universities. Even then

a definite special emphasis was
placed on scientific and technical

subjects but the humanities were

not altogether neglected. Courses

in English Literature showed a

tendency to select writers who were

either critics of the capitalist social

system like Dickens and Upton
Sinclair or representatives of the

common man like Bobby Burns.

Classic works like the plays of

Shakespeare and moderns like

Hemingway were also studied.

There was a remarkable enthu-

siasm for the works of Jack

London.

Dr. Skeoch never heard any

criticism of the regime or the
general Marxian theory, with
which the students were well
acquainted. He heard Marxist
propaganda from officials and
students alike. Arguments on
the subject were futile since the
Russians were absolutely cer-
tain that capitalism was evil.

They had been thoroughly in-

doctrinated in their basic beliefs
from early youth.

Young Russians go to kinder-
gartens and seven year elementary
schools. These are characterized by
a high degree of discipline and a
great respect for teachers. The
children are neither shy nor brash
but very self-possessed. They are
quite willing to answer questions
and entertain visitors. This qual-
ity of self-confidence greatly im-
pressed the late mayor of New
York, Fiorello La Guardia, who
inspected a school with the mission
in the fall of 1946. The mayor was
so amused by the song and dance
number which the children did for

him that lie jumped in and joined

them,

There is a high degree of dis-

cipline in the high schools as

well. Students are almost prig-

gish about what they consider

their social responsibility. One
day, a secretary of the mission

was stopped on the street by a

young militia man of about 18

who said, "Comrade, you are

wearing too much lipstick". He,

then proceeded to give a lecture

on the use of cosmetics. Young
Communists who belong to

youth organizations called Pion-

eers or, at the university level,

Komsomols, go out of their way
to mind other people's business

in this fashion,. On one occasion

several members of the mission

were ordered to stop looking at

a government building by a

civilian who threatened to ar-

rest them.

The Communist youth clubs are
stepping stones and, in fact, essen-
tial preliminaries to advancement
in the party. Students work con-

scientiously to gain membership
since high standards are deman-
ded of party members and only a
limited number are accepted into

membership.

University students have a
heavy curriculum and an active

social life consisting mainly of

dances, concerts and plays.

Good students are given better

jobs and living allowances. In
his visits to the University of

Kiev Dr. Skeoch was highly im-

pressed both with the quality

of technical training and the in-

telligence of the students.

Because of our disapproval of

the Communist political system and
the small amount of available infor-

mation about Russian living con-

ditions we tended, in the pre-

sputnik period, to identify scien-

tific incompetency with that

system. Now, however, when one

outstanding technical achievement

has disproved this view we are

inclined to go to the other extreme

and exaggerate the quality of

Russian technical training far out

of proportion. The known facts

would seem to indicate that the

Russians are ahead of us in some
fields and behind us in others. In

this writer's opinion, we possess

too little of the detailed knowledge

to make an objective assessment

of Russian education at this time.

fflaUij'B Sine mh fttmre
FORMERLY COTTAGE INN

Snacks - Lunches

Dancing - Private Parries

OPEN 12 NOON TO 2 A.M.

1006 Princess St Dial LI 6-3502

FOURTH IN A SERIES BY IBMer BRUCE CAMPBELL

Talking to the TOP MAN
—the IBM Representative's Job
The days of the "hail-fellow-well-met," expansive salesman,

whose main virtue was his glib tongue and charming manner,

have largely been relegated to the past o/ong with the

mousfacfie cup, celluloid collar and spats.

Today, the successful sales representa-

tive, especially in the business
equipment industry, is an advanced
management consultant with a specific

line of products to market. He analyses

a problem situation, translates it into

a machine function and recommends
the method of solution to top executives

for their consideration and action.

To qualify for this type of position a

man must have, in addition to a pleas-

ing personality and an enquiring mind,

a foundation of university training in

Commerce, Business Administration or
Mathematics on which he can build a
superstructure of practical knowledge
about the application of electronic and
electro-mechanical principles to
business.

This probably sounds a little bit formid-

able to the undergraduate concerned
with choosing a promising career, but
he should remember that a well-paid,

challenging opportunity is the only way
to create personal satisfaction, which is

what most of us really want.

Selling to the top man can earn you

a top income

The top man makes the important decisions. One of the most far

reaching decisions these top men are making is to switch to

electronics and the IBM sales representative 13 the man who
influences this decision.

Graduating and undergraduate students who want to move
ahead quickly in one of the fastest moving fields in Canada with

the foremost organization in the business equipment industry will

be well advised to consider a career at IBM.

Complimentary Booklet

Our booklet "Look Ahead" should interest all students.
Write for a copy.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED

Head Office and Factory: Don Mills Road, Toronto 6, Ontario

IBM Doubles its Business every Four Years because it is the Recognized Leader in the Field

Professor Carlos Machados of the University of

Rio de Janeiro law school looks up from a law

book being shown him by Professor Ryan of

the Queen's faculty of law. Professor Machados
and six Brazilian students were visiting Queen's

under the sponsorship of World University Ser-

vice. During their stay here Thursday and Fri-

day they visited the law school, a local pub and

the Kingston Penitentiary, thus giving them a

well-rounded picture of Kingston's institutions.

The group also were entertained Thursday
night in Ban Righ at a joint meeting of WUS
and the Canada Overseas Club. All were very
impressed with Canada, although they found
the cold hard to take.

Torches And Harvey At Carny
Tbe 1958 version of the McGill

Winter Carnival will be opened

with the traditional Mount Royal

Evening on Thursday. The Torch
light parade will proceed from

Remembrance Rd., where torches

will be handed out to the revelers,

to floodlit Beaver Lake where

Principal James will cut the rib-

bon to officially open the Carni-

val. The figure skating club will

perform ami will appear through

the arch of the ice palace situated

on the lake shore. Also featured

will be skiing, games and fire-

works followed by a dance at the

Chalet.

Men's and women's downhill

ing events will be held on Friday

in the Laurentians. Buses will

bring everyone back in time for

the Forum Ice Revue. This show

will be the highlight of this year's

Carnival. Doug Harvey will pre-

sent the Birks Trophy to the win-

ner of the McGill - University of

Montreal hockey game. Following

this there will be a stage show

and a skating exhibition when
Dick Nuttor and Claude Dubois

will present a "comedy on ice".

The climax of the Revue will be

the crowning of the Carnival

Queen.

The Winter Carnival Debating

Tournament, the largest in the

British Commonwealth, will be-

gin on Friday and will continue

through Saturday. 35 universities

will attend from the U.S. and
Canada. Each team will debate

three times and will be judged on
the point system. The affirmative

team and the negative team will

then compete for the Bucchari

Trophy.

psss ,

THEY'RE
COMING.

BELL
employment representatives

will be on the campus to interview

WOMEN
TUESDAY, FEB. 25th

Call in at your placement office NOW for an appointment— and be sure

to ask for informative booklets.

2 THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA
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COMEBACK GAELS UPSET WESTERN
JV's Win 73-66

Pando, Anglin Star

In Western Tilt

By Ian F. McNish
Journal Sports Writer

Al Lenard's Jay Vees defeated

Jack Fair's Western Colts Sat-

urday night 73-66 in the best

played and most exciting Inter-

mediate game of the season. Re-

turning to early season form to

lead the Tricolor were Jim Pando
and Bill Anglin with 19 and 14

points respectively. For the

losers, Howie Bobkin with 16

and Ron Rollo with 13 were tops.

In the opening- quarter, the

game seesawed back and forth,

seldom more than 3 points separa-

ting the two teams. The JayVees

shooting was better than Comets'

but the men from London had al-

most complete control of the

backboards. Western substituted

a whole new team at the start of

f the second quarter. The purple

I team also used close up court

)
checking in an effort to confuse

the JayVees. The score at half

time was 31-30 in favor of the

Lenardmen.

Western's erratic shooting

combined with the strong re-

bounding of Bill Anglin and Bob
Burleigh, gave Queen's an eight

point lead 47-39. after seven mi-

nutes of the third quarter. The
JayVees held this lead through-

out almost the rest of the game.
The final count was 73-66.

Court Capers: The JayVees hit

on 22 out of 60 field goal attempts

. Of 42 foul shots the yellow

team scored on 29 . . . This total

included 18 points on free throws
in the second half . . . Nadir, with
Willie Hartack up, won at Hileah

over the weekend . . . Newest
campus joke: What barks, has a
tail and is full of cement? An-
swer: A dog, I put the cement
in to make it harder for you . .

Congratulations to Greg Stone

Stop guessing

about life

insurance

CONSULT THE

MAN WHO KNOWS

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.LU.

K, C. Kennedy, C.LU.

S. W. Roughton, B.A., C.LU.

Office: 191 Princess St.

Office Phone: LI 6-1405

THE

MUTUAL
LIFE

OF CANADA

ESTABLISHED 1869

Queen's boxers participating were: photo bv mccubbip

Top row (L to r.)—Paul Vindasius (Manager), Al Hyland, Mike Bogar, Pete Saegert,

Hugh Wood, Morrie McLeod, Jack Jarvis (coach).

Bottom row fL to r.)—Henry Courtney, Ed Scha merhorn, Ken Pride, Gerry Leger, Toby O'Brien,

QUEEN'S BOXERS FINISH SECOND
HYLAND, O'BRIEN COP TITLES

By Stu Forbes class. On Saturday he met Mel-
Assistant Sports Editor

J
bourne Thompson of Toronto.

Two members of the Queen's' The first round was fairly even

boxing team became intercolle-

giate champions last Saturday

night. Toby O'Brien and Al Hy-
land were the duo, winning in the

145 and 175 lb. classes in the

championship bouts held in To-
ronto's Hart House. Three other

Qiieen'smerj placed in the finals.

These were Henry Courtney

(130), Ken Pride (135) and Ed
Schavncrhorn (165).

Other members of the Queen's
team were Gerry Leger (140).

Morrie McLeod (150) Hugh
Wood (155) and Pete Saegert

(heavyweight).

O'Brien had to fight only one
bout to win his championship as

there was only one other entry,

Alec Nisbet of Toronto. The fight

was fairly even until the third

round when both boys opened up
and started slugging. O'Brien got
the best of the exchange and fin-

ished the fight strongly. This was
enough to gain him the decision

and the championship.

Al Hyland had two tough
bouts. On Friday he defeated
Ozzie Downs of McGill who was
last year's champ in the 175 lb.

with both fighters boxing very

cautiously. Hyland slipped to-

wards the end of the round and

took a mandatory eight count.

The second round showed brief

slugging followed by (unroman-

tic) clinches. Thompson's tactics

were questionable at times and

earned the crowd's disfavor. The
third round was also even but

Hyland earned the decision.

In the 135 lb. division, Henry
Courtney had a bye into the

finals, meeting Jim Rochemont
of McGill. Rochemont gained the

decision.

Queen's also had a representa-

tive in the 135 lb. class, namely
Ken Pride. Bruce McMurchy of

Toronto was his opponent and
he proved too much for Pride,

who was hampered by the fact

that he gets his food at Ma
Steele's boarding house.

This hypothesis is further bol-

stered by the fact that Al Hyland
who won a championship, switch-

ed from the aforementioned abode
earlier in the year.

The winner in the 140 lb. class

was Ronald Miller of Toronto.

Win 64-59 In Strong Finish

McMahon, Stone Top Scorers

By George LaFIeur

Journal Sports Editor

Queen's Golden Gaels, faced with a 12 point half time deficit,

came through with 43 points in the final two periods to upset the

University of Western Mustangs 64-59 here Saturday night. The

loss virtually eliminates the London team from any hopes of a first

place finish.

Playing before an enthusiastic crowd of over three hundred

wildly cheering fans Queen's picked up their first home win and

their third of the season. The Gold team showed a greatly improved

form over their two previous appearances in Kingston, highlighted

by strong rebounding and a tight, alert defense. High scorers for the

Gaels were Jay McMahon with 21, Greg Stone with 17 and Jim

Harrison with 10. Ron Hodgins and Ranee Smeeton led the visitors

with 15 and 13 respectively.

The game started slowly as

both teams worked the ball de-

liberately, looking for a good

shot. Despite missing several

easy set ups the Gaels led 13-12

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English
blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced ot

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

Miller defeated Pete Thompson
of McGill. Queen's representati-

ve in this class, Gerry Leger, was

K.O.'d on Friday by Miller.

In the 150 lb. class, Morrie

McLeod of Queen's lost on Fri-

day to Bill Eriggs of McGill.

Briggs was defeated in the final

by Boris Petcoff of Toronto .

Hugh Wood was Queen's rep-

resentative in the 155 lb. weight

class. Unfortunately for him his

opponent was Bill Sidney of To
ronto, a mellowed fighter who has

had professional experience. Sid-

ney defeated both Wood and

Horia Weissman of McGill easily

to become champion as expected.

A questionable decision cost

Ed Schamerhorn the title in the

165 lb. division. A cut over Ed's

left eye apparently influenced

the judges in favour of Pat Woot-
en of Toronto (again).

In the heavyweight division,

Pete Saegert lost in the Friday

night preliminaries to Dick Hin-
ton of McGill. Hinton went on
to win the final, knocking out

his opponent Lionel Colnian of

Toronto in 27 seconds of the first

round.

Coach of the team was Jack
Jarvis and the manager was Paul
Vindasius. Congratulations to

Greg Stone!

Gaels Upset TO

By Diane Pappas

Varsity's five-year reign in

women's intercollegiate badmin-

ton ended this week-end as

Queen's Dorothy McLaughlin

and Sue Hough won the doubles'

championship.

It was the first time during

Toronto's reign that their doubles

team had been defeated in even

one game in a 2 out of 3 set when

Dorothy and Sue beat them two

straight, 15-9 and 18-17. Coach

Anne Turnbull said that these

games were the best she had ever

seen.

In previous sets the Queen's

twosome lost only one game in

defeating McGill 19-18, 8-15, 15-3,

McMaster 15-5, 15-11, Western

15-3. 15-12 and OAC 15-1, 15-0.

The singles' entries were not

successful in dethroning Toronto.

The only games lost were to

Toronto who retained both sing-

les championships.

In first singles Sylvia Joyce

lost to Prue Smith of Toronto

0-11 and 1-11. She defeated the

entries from McMaster 11-6, 11-1,

McGill 11-5, 11-9, Western 11-8,

11-8, and OAC 11-2, 11-4.

In the second singles Joan Fen-

wick lost to Pat Wood of Toronto
10-13 and 3-11. She defeated the

entries from McMaster 11-3, 11-6,

McGill 12-10, 11-5. Western 11-6,

11-2 and OAC 11-1, 11-2.

The doubles victory was not

enough for Queen's lo capture

the total team standing Toronto
again won the tournament with

14 points, but Queen's were close

behind with 13. They were fol-

lowed by McGill with 8 points,

Western with 3, and OAC with
none.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1164

Quality that Phases . . . Service that Satisfies

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments, Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

at the quarter, paced by Greg

Stone's seven points. In the se-

cond period the London team

tightened their defense, forcing

Queen's to shoot more from the

outside, and with veteran guard

Ranee Smeeton hitting on jump

shots and lay ups finished the

half with a 33-21 lead. Smeeton

led the scorers with 13 points

while McMahon had eight and

Stone seven.

In the first half Western had

nine fouls and Queen's five, all

in the last four minutes.

The second half began with

Dave Langhorne hitting two

quick baskets for the Mustangs

but the Gaels kept pace and with

McMahon and Stone controlling

the backboards whittled the

Western lead to five points, 45-

40 at the nine minute mark. Two
hooks by Greg Stone made it

45-44 at the end of three quarters.

Jim Siltala put the home team

in the lead for the first time after

two minutes of the final period.

Western fought back to take a 50-

48 lead but on the next shot 67"

Barry Agar committed his fifth-

foul and left the game picking

up a technical as he went. Stone

sank the technical and whem

Queen's put the ball into play

Jim Harrison hit a long set to

give them a 51-50 lead. Jay Mc-

Mahon then hit for five point?

while the Purple and White made

two and the Gaels never Iooked-

back. In the last two minutes

Murt Prior scored on a break and!

Stone and Danny Bozic hit five

foul shots to put the game on

ice. Final score was 64-59,

MaMahon's 21 and Stone's XT

were high for the game while

Siltala had six and Turnbn-Il five.

For Western Ron Hodgins had

15 and Rrance Smeetorj 13, alE

in the first half.

George's Gurglings . . . Some

pretty queer announcements were

floating around on CFRC at half

time . . . The Gaels hit 22 for 63

from the floor and 20 for 29 at

the foul line . . . The biggest im-

provement was in cutting and

driving, something we had" t

seen too much of in previous

games . . . Jay McMahon twisted

his ankle in the last minute of

play and went to the dressing

room for repairs . . .
Referee

Howie Winslow showed pretty

good form in shooting a Iay-i'P

to untangle the net ... A pair of

glasses were lost in the confusion

Saturday night . . . The Western

team was a surprised, unhappy

group in the dressing room afteI

the game . . . John Metras wasn't

exactly smiling either . . .
Several

hearts were heard to break alter

the above mentioned announce-

ment. Congratulations Greg.
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Army Invasion, Flags Galore

Enliven Model Parliament

Governor-General Joan Murphy Reads The Throne Speech

Revenue Increase Proposed

For Canadian Universities

Ottawa (CUP) — A plan to

boost the revenue of Canadian

Universities was proposed here

Tuesday. The plan included dou-

bling or tripling of present tui-

tion fees.

Speaking at the Canadian Con-

ference on Education, Dr. Claude

T. Bissell, president of Carleton

University and president-elect of

tile University of Toronto, said

such a move was necessary to de-

termine the exact cost of univer-

sity education.

He advocated that universities

in this country come to grips with

the question of tuition fees in

order to determine capital requi-

rements.

To estimate operating costs

universities would have to esta-

blish a basic sum for education

°f each student, 60 to 80 per cent

of which would go to staff sal-

aries.

Supplies, equipment, research,

a»d building upkeep would be

Calculated in this sum. Costs from

Acuity to faculty -would vary,

fiissell said. Salary scales, stud-

^"t-staff rations, and equipment
lvould account for the differen-

ces.

Once the average cost of edu-

cing students had been arrived

at
' he said, the costs should be

ttflected in the tuition fees.

The higher fees would be met

Vough a bursary-scholarship-

°an piail considerably extended

from that now in effect.

This kind of assistance would

be assistance to the student and

the university. It would not be

a means, as scholarships now tend

to be, of adding to the univer-

sity's financial embarrassment."

Bissell said.

Advantages of the system, Bis

sell said, would be that:

—The public would have some

reasonable idea of the actual cost

of higher education.

It would help remove con-

fusion about 'free" education

(which usually means "cheap

education).

_-It would be a means of re-

gulating support in accordance

with needs.

The plan would reduce dangers

of outside influence to a mini-

mum, he said, by making the in-

dividual the financial unit.

As the major patron of the uni-

versities, the government would

act through thousands of individ-

uals in the loan-scholarship-bur-

sary financing.

"The universities are still suf-

fering from an inferiority com-

plex, a hangover of the days

when financing was conducted in

an atmosphere of genteel charity,

when the universities looked upon

themselves as dignified sup-

pliants who asked for as much

as they dared and were properly

grateful for whatever they re-

ceived."

Tories Given Rough Ride

But Still Pass All Three Bills

By Blair Razor

Writing From Beneath The Ruins of Parliament Hill

A military invasion, the return of a kidnapped Prime Minister

in pajamas, and the waving of three national flags marked the

Tuesday night session of Queen's Model Parliament

The fact that the government managed to pass all its measures

for the first time in recent history was almost forgotten in the

tumult of Parliamentary hi-jinks. From the time the CCF benches

trained their binoculars on Governor-General Joan Murphy as she

read her speech from the throne, to the closing speech of Jens Gott-

hardt in which he advocated co-educational residences to facilitate

breeding, the House rocked with laughter, catcalls and firecrackers.

The government was subjected

to considerable heckling even be-

fore the session opened because

of the absence of the Prime Mi-

nister. "Jim Holmes' body lies a-

mouldering in the grave" echoed

from the Opposition benches,

amid derisive comments and ex-

pressions of sympathy on the

Leader's disappearance.

The military invasion came

ing out that his proposed party

program was for a long-range

term. He recommended that

Model Parliament sessions be ex-

tended to three days, since "there

is no time to bring down bills."

The first day could be spent in

debate on the throne speech, and

the following two on legislation.

(See PC's, Page 5)
As The Bird-Watching Club Goes Into Action

just as a division was being taken

on an Opposition motion of want

of confidence. A band supplied

by the Opposition had just be-

gun to play "God Save The

Queen" on a standing division in

an attempt to force the govern-

ment to stand in support of their

motion, when suddenly the lights

were turned out.

The main door of Grant Hall

swung open, and as the lights

flashed back on, seven RMC
cadets in great coats marched in.

Halting at the table where the

mace lay, they stood rigid with

impassive faces as their leader

read a proclamation remarkably

similar to an earlier one by Oliver

Cromwell

:

"This country no longer has

need of a parliament such as you.

You are no parliament. Hence-

forth the military will rule. Get

thee hence" (with a withering

glance at the Speaker). "What

is this bauble? Take it from my

sight."

Speaker Meisel was unpertur-

bed. "Take these men out," was

his command to the Sergeant-at-

arms. The latter did so.

Holmes was then thrust un-

ceremoniously through the door,

clad in bright red pajamas.

Peeling off the pajamas, Hol-

mes opened the debate on the

Speech from the Throne point-

PM Spirited Away At Dawn
Prime Minister James Holmes 1 one of the thugs,

was kidnapped at dawn Tuesday When asked for a cornea for

morning by Opposition hooligans in the press after h.s second capture,

an attempt to subvert the democra- Holmes' reply was simply u.

tic workings of Parliament.

The thugs gained entrance to

Holmes' room while he was still

sleeping at 7 a.m. Under threats of

physical violence, he meekly went

with his captors to a country hide-

out.

About 10 a.m., on the excuse

of going to the bathroom, he man-

aged to escape his three guards,

and fled without coat or over-

shoes towards town. Ten minutes

later, when the guards discovered

his escape, they set out by car in

pursuit, but he managed to elude

them by ducking into a doorway

and caught a bus back to town

Determined not to let Holmes

escape, the thugs raced back to his

room at McNeill House and trapped

him there. A brief but bitter struggle

followed, with Holmes eventually

being overpowered and bound and

«aggecl by six opponents. He was

carried down from McNeill House

past various maids and students

who eyed the proceedings with

some surprise, and taken once

more to the country hide-out of
|

printable.

At 12 :30 he was delivered to the

RMC main gate, where an armed

guard awaited him. He was imme-

diately taken to a cell where 15

cadets armed with rifles and bay-

onets greeted him. The prisoner

took one look at the bayonets and

subsided.

During the afternoon he was kept

under constant guard and was given

considerable help by the cadets in

writing the economic aspects of his

speech for that night.

For supper he was dressed in

an RMC uniform and taken to

supper as Cadet Holmes of Na 9

Squadron. Two seniors noted this

extremely smart cadet at mess

and wondered who he was.

At 7:30 p.m. he was dressed in

a cadet squadron leader's pajamas

and taken in taxis to Gra.it Hall.

The cadets kept the taxis waiting

outside Grant Hall "just in case

some students had planned any

thing."

In the meantime, the Conserva

tives had not been idle. Sylvia

Bews, the Cinderella girl of the

CCF, was spirited away during the

afternoon and held in a Cabinet

Minister's apartment. Half an hour

before Model Parliament was due

to open, an Opposition member

called the Minister's apartment to

offer a trade in information. While

talking, he heard a scream in the

background. A rescue party was

formed and after several minutes'

battle, Sylvia was free.

The Conservatives had been

told Holmes was being held cap-

tive in the basement of 44 Kens-

ington Ave. They did not realize

until the door was opened thai

this was the home of Vice-Prin-

cipal J. A. Corry, who knew noth-

ing about the plot.

The captives were evidently well

treated. Sylvia said her captors

offered her a meal of bread and

water. The Prime Minister issued

the following statement: "Ahem.

It lias been a very great and un-

expected privilege to have been

given this opportunity to spend so

edifying and entertaining an after-

noon as guest of my very gracious

hosts at RMC."
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Trie underprivileged courtesans
The most blatant examples of subjects which require legisla-

tion and which do not get it are those spheres of malpractice

which upright society knows exist but would rather not talk about.

Refusing to face serious problems of this sort shows the hypo-
crisy of the common social mind and in no way improves the un-

healthy situations. And in Canada those frowned upon, but thriving,

businesses of prostitution and drug peddling spread disease and
misery but go unchecked by effective legislation.

North American doctors have become alarmed by the increasing

incidence of venereal diseases on this continent; they attribute the

increase to the confidence people now have in penicillin and the

wonder drugs. But first the disease must be brought to the atten-

tion of a doctor, and because of negligence and the ignorance bred

by our unrealistic educational systems, cases of venereal diseases

have risen in number during the last few years.

A partial solution to cutting down these dreaded diseases is

to license prostitutes, who are the greatest carriers of the infections,

and to demand they receive thorough medical examinations regular-

ly, even once a week. The price of negligence would be a revocation

of licenses.

The countries in Europe which have legalized prostitution have
found that control of the spread of venereal diseases is possible with-

in certain limits. It has made it possible, to a certain extent, to ade-

quately assess prostitutes for taxation purposes, and the source of

revenue from licensing is another point in favor of legalization.

As long as western civilization is western civilization prostitu-

tion is going to continue. If we can not squelch it we should not
hide it. And by legalization we can effectively cut down one of the

ugliest of diseases that now exist on our continent.

The underprivileged couples
Probably nothing will come of the Model Parliament's decision

to establish co-educational residences, but in one way at least they
might be a good thing to have. This university has residences for

men and residences for women but none for married students.

But today's students are getting married in bigger and bigger
numbers each year. Almost ten per cent of the undergraduate body
is married.

Worse than any single student the undergraduate married
couple needs money. A working wife cannot provide more than a
subsistence income and if a baby comes she has to stop working.
And in Kingston apartments are harder to find than rooms, and
more expensive when found.

The expert tells us that the married undergraduates are a hard
working core of the student body. It seems sensible then that the
university should encourage and help married students at l£ast
as much as it helps unmarried ones. A block of inexpensive apart-
ments would cost little more to build and much less to maintain
than a residence for single students. Those in charge of the Queen's
building program should think seriously of building such a residence.

C.E.S.F.

The underprivileged coeds
Coeds who were gingerly paraded through the inner sanctum

of the Students' Union during the recent Open House weekend
were surprised to discover that many of the upstairs rooms were
vacant and musty with disuse. The study desks looked as new as
when they were first bought and the music room seemed to be
behind a glass display counter. Even the Coed Lounge was cold
and strange and well preserved. That "lived-in" appearance usually
associated with rooms furnished for the relaxation of men and
women students simply did not exist. Instead of generating warmth
and friendship the room seemed tomb-like.

The Union has too long been a hideout for male hermits.
Queen's-wornen are asking under their breaths why the building
was never named "Students Union". Does "Union" refer to the
union of male students? Or are coeds not worthy to be considered
"Students?" A building such as the Union with a room such as the
Coed Lounge should be the very core of the campus. Where else can
students of both sexes and of all faculties congregate?

The only solution is integration. Segregation cannot last for-
ever. The last-minute bill introduced by the Liberal party in Model
Parliament recommending co-habitation indicated that Queen's is
at long last waking up to the fact that the Mid Victorian era has
long since passed. If coeducational residences is asking a bit too
much, surely the university could institute coeducational meals
in Wallace Hall.

Other universities have coeducational eating facilities. For
instance, the Memorial Union Building on the campus of the Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan, though built only a year ago, is already
too small to accommodate the number of students wishing to eat
there. In addition, the building contains a spacious modern lounge
covering the whole of the second floor. It has become the hub of all
campus activities. Most students spend a good deal of time in this
building and thus feel they are taking a more active part in university
life.

Granted, there has been some attempt at integration here at
Queen's. Wallace Hall does have the occasional Sunday evening
soiree. And during the recent NFCUS regional conference visiting
men students were even allowed to slink through the Ban Righ
cafeteria line and choose a lonely corner of the dining room to eat
breakfast.

Usually, however, Ban Righ regulars are dissatisfied with the
cacophony of banging trays and intermittent female shrieks, to
say nothing of the food. And men who eat upstairs in the Union
are usually dissatisfied with the general lack of coed company to
say nothing of the food. The food is something, apparently, that
wdl never be improved. Possibly coed company will make it more
palatable and sooth the rumblings of angry student intestines.

Letters to the editor

In gratitude

Editor, Journal: The parents

of my friend and room-mate

Ritchie Dowd have asked me to

express, through the medium of

the Queen's Journal, their heart-

felt thanks for many acts of

kindness, messages of sym-

pathy, floral offerings and dona-

tions to the Cancer Fund at the

time of Ritchie's tragic death.

Dr. and Mrs. Dowd wish to

thank especially Padre A. M.
Laverty, who took part in the

service at Kinburn and repre-

sented Principal Mackintosh and
Dean Ettinger, Dr. D. C. Math-
eson. Emeritus Professor of An-

atomy, the Honorary President

of Meds '60, Dr. George Scott,

and all his classmates and fellow

students for coming so far to be

with them the day of the funer-

al.

Gary Bennett

Au revoir

Editor, Journal: On the oc-

casion of the retirement from

active politics of the Rt. Hon.
Louis St. Laurent, Canadians

of all political parties have cause

for regret. Not since the flam-

boyant days of Sir Wilfrid Laur-

ier has Canada had a leader of

such natural appeal. Mr. St.

Laurent's nickname of Uncle

Louis is extremely apt, for he

was indeed the uncle of the Ca-

nadian people. He combined all

the good humor and kindly

graciousness without paternal-

ism that one associates with a

favorite uncle. Further, he was

in public life the epitome of

well-mannered charm and viva-

city that one expects to find in

his race.

Mr. St. Laurent is the com-
plete Canadian, at home in either

language or culture and a devot-

ed servant of his fellow citizens.

Here is one Conservative that is

sorry to see him go. Au revoir

Oncle Louis.

A. J. Bethune

The natural answer, according to pure reason
(The following is the text of a

Model Parliament speech given on

behalf of the Liberal Party by

Jens Gottliardt, MP from Corn-

wall, Ontario, who moved that co-

educational residences be establish-

ed at all Canadian universities.)

Mr. Speaker, Honorable Members
of the House

:

In considering the question of

co-educational residences I feel

it is well to adopt a scientific point

of view. Not that science itself can

do anything, but with a scientific

attitude we can rid ourselves of

any emotions tending to cloud the

issue, and thus arrive at a con-

clusion which is irrefutable on the

basis of pure reason.

Man, homo sapiens, has a his-

tory which is older than any rites

and records, a history which ties

him in kinship to alt life that ever

dwelt on earth. The tradition that

he is a fallen angel finds little

support in physics or paleontology.

If for his manifest behavior he

must be regarded as a fallen crea-

ture, it is much more likely that

he is an ape fallen from the grace

and protection of the trees. If one
persists in the former view, one is

forced to look for ancestors to the

angels. With two wings, two legs,

and two arms, this takes us to six

limbed creatures, or the insects.

For reasons with which I do not

propose to burden the House, in-

sects could not have given rise to

angels any more than they could

have given rise to man.

So we can say that just as man
lias evolved from the animals, so

do the basic laws of general animal

behavior—and in particular those

concerned with mating—also gov-

ern man.

Every person living today is

descended from an unbroken line

of ancestors who mated at least

once in their lives. It is fairly

certain that most of these an-

cients hardly knew why they

mated, nor sensed the conse-

quences. What is fairly certain

is that they enjoyed mating!

One factor, however, was in

their disfavor: because of certain

genetic factors, their happiness

was restricted to certain times of

the year only. Not in the spring

time, when tradition has it that

'a young man's heart lightly turns

to thoughts of love' did conception

occur. The young must be bom
at a time of year when food and
climatic conditions are favorable,

and thus conception is restricted

to a very limited period prior to

this.

How fortunate, then, is man!
Unlike any other species, the

female is biologically—and us-

ually in other ways too—capable

of mating continually for a

period of forty years! Think of

it, gentlemen, (and ladies)

:

forty years! ! ! I

Now mating is not a process

which can occur spontaneously,

like the turning on and off of a

faucet. It is the culmination, of a

long and often drawn out process

of getting acquainted; one might
say, a gradual build-up to a cli-

max ! There are of course excep-

tions to this. The male spider of

certain species merely leaps at the

female, fertilizes the eggs, and
then jumps for his life. Different,

and far more time consuming, pro-

cedures have been reported for

man. Kinsey or Vandervelt should
be able to satisfy the curiosity of

those desiring further and more
detailed instruction or information.

To summarize then : mating is

a perfectly natural process which
takes a certain amount of time.

Now you may aek what has

all this to do with universities

and co-educational residences ?

I should say a great deal. To
most females, coming to univer-

sity means the first step to-

wards finding a mate. To the

male it means obtaining a train-

ing which he hopes someday
will enable him to support her.

While at university certain fac-

tors tend to interfere with the

basic natural urge to mate. Lec-

tures, examinations, study-periods,

curfews of certain residences

(which shall remain nameless!)

extending even to telephone privi-

leges, hostile inlaws, cold cars and
snoopy spinsters are points which
come readily to mind.

There can be little doubt that

co-educational residences are not

only the answer to problems posed

by the points mentioned, but that

they have other advantages as

well.

During examination time,

which not only coincides with
the most beautiful time of year
but which also is a season when
certain hormones become pecu-
liary active, too much time is

wasted "toing** and "froing"

prior to obtaining the mental
and physical relaxation so com-
monly associated with mating.

Co-educational residences would
eliminate needless time wasting.

Money, that precious commodity
to all university students, could

readily he saved by having co-

educational residences. Think of

the money wasted on taxis or gas

while driving back and forth while

trying (in vain) to keep the car

warm while packed on the banks
of a frozen lake with an icy wind
blowing and nosy passers-by peek-

ing. How much more comfortable

is a warm room, candle-lit, with

wine (at the right temperature),

"r„.

GARY
MOFFATT

Why was Model Par lia

a fiasco? Perhaps if the T
had been able to think up a V'

worth debating, perhaps
if tn

'

stunts planned by the three
par

ties had not without excepts
fallen through, perhaps if a]| t

J
speeches (possibly excepts,,*

one on co-educational reside
es) hadn't been sickeningly

{iU ||

perhaps if it hadn't dragged
on

and on and on, perhaps
. ^

well, better luck next year.

Voters who do not bother to

learn the facts are threatening

democracy with extinction.

a conservative estimate,
fUUr

fifths of the March 31 voters

will lack the foggiest notions of

the platforms or policies of the

party they support. The CBC
picked ten people at random to

answer some elementary ques-

tions, and the only one who
showed any knowledge whatso-

ever concluded by saying that

Pearson should not have called

an election. Concerned over this,

two of our history professors

polled 141 history students

(
probably one of the best

formed groups in Canada). Of

these, only 80 could identify the

minister of finance and 30 the

speaker. Almost 40 could not

name one election issue, and

half thought a budget had been

presented. I recommend that

before a person be allowed to

vote he pass a five-minute oral

test on his knowledge of the

elementary election issues: this

move, combined with lowering

the voting age to 18, would give

us a smaller but at least partial-

ly-informed electorate.

Showbusiness : Instead of cri-

ticising Glenn Gould for not do-

ing encores, perhaps we should

be grateful that he bowed now

and then to the audience despite

his obvious contempt for it. . .

Academy award hucksters like-

ly won't bother pointing out that

the only three movies worth

looking at last year (War and

Peace, Teahouse of the August

Moon, The Green Man) were

adapted from books and play.'.

Is there no originality left? .

When the Arts Society brought

Brubeck last year, I maintained

they couldn't provide a more

assinine choice. Well, this year

they proved I was wrong.

an open fireplace, and soft music

—without risk of running the car

battery down.

No curfews to ruin the ecs-

tasy, no interrupting telephones

to cut the romance!

Only with co-educational resi-

dences can the perfectly natural

human urges be treated as tliey

should : naturally, and with the

least amount of imposed artificial

restrictions.

Without co-educational resi-

dences we can but lament with

Plautus* who wrote:

The constant love wear an"

share so near

Our fun and games and talk-

ing lip to lip

The closely-strained embrace

of our amorous bodies

The gentle bites on tender

mouths
The wanton pressure of "P"

tilted breasts . . -

Ah, all these pleasures win' ' 1

you shared with me

Are broken, wasted, ruined

now forever.

^ Pseudolus
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Democracy and the Demos
The west is presently follow-

ing a Patn w^ich will lead it to

either annihilation in atomic

warfare or reduction to a sub-

sistence standard of living. Uni-

lutcral disarmament is presently

loo hot an issue for any political

or religious group to handle,

liut if our society is to survive

it
must be accomplished in the

near future. Canada could and

should take the lead in disarm-

ing.

To the west, war means anni-

hilation. Even the newspapers

jiave admitted Russia's immense

lead in conventional weapons,

we would be overwhelmed in

anything other than an atomic

war even if the war could be

kept limited, which most strate-

gists doubt. Russia has led in

atomic progress for years: she

had the first atomic power plant

and was the first to perfect the

hydrogen bomb. Sputnik is six

times the Pathfinder's weight

and the same weight as the pro-

posed intercontinental ballistic

missile. To catch up with Rus-

sia in five years we must work

at 120 per cent of their speed,

and Dr. von Braun is skeptical

that we are working as fast as

they. Hence it is quite possible

that Russia could take us by

surprise and wipe out our SAC
bases before we knew what had

hit us, and they could likely

count on shooting down most

of the planes already in the air

before they reach Russia's heart.

But war is unlikely for the

simple reason that Russia can

likely take over most o£ the

world without fighting. With

native peoples of South Ameri-

ca and South Africa slaving in

mines for a few cents a day be-

cause U.S. capitalists won't de-

velop their resources unless they

can do so dirt cheap, Middle

Eastern countries forced to turn

to Russian Imperialism even

though they dread it because

we refuse to convince them that

we have any interest (beyond
the few begrudged dollars that

are a drop in the bucket) in

their grave problems, missionar-

ies from Southeast Asia report-

ing that it will more likely than

not go Communist, and Com-
munism becoming a potent force

in most European countries,

Eurasia could well fall into Rus-

sia's hands. In this event North

America, deprived of its raw
materials and markets, would
slowly rot.

Western disarmament would
eliminate the one factor that

might lead Russia to attack us

— fear that we would eventually

surpass and attack her—would

be eliminated. Then she would

likely turn to a war of ideology

rather than one of violence, for

why would she conquer the

world now when she could take

it gradually without ill feeling?

She would be in a position to

demand that wc send our food

surpluses to underdeveloped

countries, hut could be kept

from demands involving any

substantial reduction in our own
standards of living by the know-

ledge that satisfied people don't

revolt but any move to send

troops over would be met by

guerrilla action which would

make such a move profitless

(she would not use atomic

weapons on us as this would

destroy any benefits she might

otherwise obtain from us.) Un-

der these circumstances, the

world could rechannel her

wealth from production of arms

to giving the whole world a de-

cent living standard. The risk

of a loophole in this argument

is inconsequental compared to

the certainty of disaster if we

don't disarm. Meanwhile, the

Galbraith commission feels the

U.S. will be at Russia's mercy

for three years at least.

Gary Moffatt

Of the people, for the people

Some firms, found the members for Splay,

To hove reaped in o scandalous way.

When he fried out the fat

That is common in that.

Then he called in the public dismay.

Good Old Joe. In the purest sense of the word

the people's friend . . .

Comprehending the mob, their elected nabob,

Joe was the people, the people were Joe.

He leaped to his doom

From a smoke-clouded room

And dispersed on the corner below.

A living branch from the family tree

Did I ever, my children, relate

How Grandma got stuck in the gate?

If I didn't, I shouldnr,

For Grandmother wouldn't.

Nor will I of this topic debate.

My, how much strychnine you put in my coffee,

Grandpa . . . !

There throve an old doctor of Weedy,

Who -was perfectly heartless and greedy.

This doctor gave pills

And his patients made wills:

Which conduced to his richness in Weedy.

Royce MacGillivray

VISIT

TRICOLOR '58

This is the new cover design for the 1958 Tricolor which will,

be finished several months earlier in the year than last year's

publication. The official Queen's crest, on a white background, was

drawn and colored by Tricolor designer Pat Pidoux. Only $3 down

will hold your copy of Tricolor 1958.

Marilyn's

DIAL 2-1475

LADIES WEAR
FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
238 PRINCESS ST.

BMOC
•Big Man On Campus—yea man! He

treats the gals to Coke. Who can compete

with charm like that. So if you're 5'0°

and a little underweight, remember—you

don't have to be a football hero to be

popular. Just rely on the good taste of

Coke. Put in a big supply todayl

It's Hittte kffl/e jwifittiwj

to toil backor I

-roKF AND 'COCA-COIA' ARE REGISTERED TRADENARKS— BOTH IMXTIrt IKE S*UE

TOMMS«~m P«OW OF COCA-COLA MO. HAVE A BREAK HAVE A COKE.

... and a Savings Account at

The Bank of Montreal* is the way

to guarantee yourself ihat

secure feeling

.

*Th a Bank wfi.re Slud.nl.' ateounli =r» warmly w>kom«t.

JACK McLEAN, Manager

Main Office, 297 King St. East at the Market:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch in the "V" Buildmfi:

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

Wwtdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch:
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Anguish Of Man's Guilt Seen
In Enigmatic Works Of Kafka

If the critics and scholars are

only now beginning to put a formal

interpretation on the enigmatic

writings of Franz Kafka, he has

"arrived" as a literary giant, and,

according to Prof. H. S. Reiss, of

the University of London, has had

his fame assured by being chosen

as an exam subject
—

"the highest

honor."

Professor Reiss, visiting professor

at the Department of German at

McGill and author of a book on

Kafka, said at a public lecture in

Convocation Hall that Kafka's work

belongs to the general school of ex-

perimental fiction developed in the

first third of this century, typified

by Proust, Joyce and Mann.

"Kafka, like these novelists,

experimented with language,

style and structure", said Prof.

Reiss, "but his work explores

with unparalleled intensity the

anguish of man's guilt and anxie-

ty and his search for salvation. It

shows us man wrestling with

his God, and the artist wrestling

with himself as he seeks to re-

solve the complexity of experi-

ence in Art."

Although much of Kafka's work

is fragmentary, and often, even in

the major novels, without a formal

ending, we can discern the theme

of the isolated hero moving in an

uncertain zone between the rational

The editors of the Journal

would like to state that to the

best of their knowledge there

is no pornography in the

Queen's Camera Club. The
article of Feb. 7 was an at-

tempt to provide publicity for

the Spring Salon of the club

and not an attempt to discredit

any individual or club. We
hope that any deleterious im-

pressions left by this article

will be corrected.

everyday world of his fellows and

a mysterious, threatening, irrational

world with which the intellect

canont grapple.

"Experience is an inadequate

basis for the interpretation of this

terrifying situation which afflicts

the hero. He is a forlorn being

crying out for help, blaming him-

self, yet protesting against this in-

tolerable situation".

Reiss said this dark view of

existence might have sprung in

part from Kafka's own struggle

to find his role as an artist in the

modern world. Kafka, a Czech

Jew, felt himself to be without

roots, failing to clutch at the old

religon. He said once, "I am the

end of the beginning."

Deeply concerned with the nature

of language and structure, Kafka,

according to Reiss, thought writing

"a form of prayer".

"His works", concluded Reiss,

"enriched the tradition of writing

and gave proof of the vitality of

the genre of fiction."

Study Of Fossil Amino Acids

Yields Clues To Evolution

"Mud" was the provocative title

of Dr. J. R. Vallentyne's talk to the

Biology Society last week. Dr. Val-

Ientyne reviewed for his audience

his own background as an under-

graduate at Queen's, his interests

as a graduate student at Yale Uni-

versity and how these led up to his

present research interests in bio-

geochemistry — the study of fossil

organic chemicals of biological or-

igin.

Dr. Vallentyne talked about his

early work concerned with lake

history, particularly in terms of or-

ganic chemicals preserved in lake

muds. His success along these lines

in investigating such fossil s-in-the-

making as preserved sugars and the

preserved green, yellow and orange

plant pigments quickly led him to

much broader considerations.

The study of fossil chemicals,

particularly the amino acids with

which Dr. Vallentyne is at pre-

sent concerned, has a number of

biological implications which he

discussed. By analyzing the ami-

no acid composition of older

rocks and fossil materials such as

shells and bones it is hoped to

answer various questions about

the biochemical nature of evolu-

tion and the historical time and

nature of the origin of life.

Dr. Vallentyne summed up his

talk by referring to the bearing of

biogeochemical studies on problems

of the origin of petroleum and how

to discover what plant and animal

products might be converted into

petroleum.

West Indians Dine

The West Indian Club of Queen's

will hold a dinner in the Roy York

Restaurant on Saturday, Feb. 22,

at 7 p.m. to celebrate the advent

of the West Indian Federation.

Feb. 23 marks the first anniversary

ofthe official declaration of the new

nation, which will be fully estab-

lished when the first Federal Par-

liament is elected in March of this

An international flavor will be

given to the dinner by a national

dance performed by a group of

Greek students.

Provincial Govt,

Student Loans

Reach New High

Toronto(CUP)—The province

expects at least 2,000 university

students will benefit this year

from a student loan bill introduc-

ed in the Legislature last week.

The loans will be available to

students enrolled in Ontario's

eight universities, any institute

of technology or teacher's college

and Osgoode Hall.

Education minister Dunlop said

he expects the system will be in

operation by July.

First reading was given to the

bill, which permits the minister

of education to establish machin-

ery for student loans, financed by

government appropriations and

private donations.

Last year Ontario distributed

more than $400,000 in bursaries,

non-repayable gifts to needy

students. Maximum was $500.

Dunlop indicated the new loans

will exceed this ceiling. He de-

clined to name the total amount

that will be available.

The Legislature also gave first

reading to a measure which will

allow bodies of unclaimed mental

incompetents in provincial insti-

tutions to be used for medical

research.

The shortage of cadavers in

Ontario's four medical schools

was blamed on the increase in the

number of meds students and the

greater emphasis on medical re-

search.

Scholarships

Sir Wilfred Laurier

Memorial Scholarship

Awarded for proficiency in French
conversation. Candidates must be
Canadian-born English-speaking stu-

dents, son or daughter of a British

subject by birth or naturalization,

resident in Ontario and not of French
parentage.
The examination will be held on

March 20 from 1:30 p.m. on and for-

mal application must he made on

Attention!

All Students
of Queen's University

THE HONOURABLE THE HON. LESTER 8. PEARSON
Leader of the

Liberal Party
LESTER B.

PEARSON
will speak at . . .

GRANT HALL
FEB. 22 at 2p.m.

SATURDAY
(Tomorrow)

W. J. <B1LL) HENDERSON
Your Liberal Candidate

for the Kingston Riding

it's PEARSON for Canada . .

.

Re-elect W. I HENDERSON
IN THE KINGSTON RIDING

THE KINGSTON LIBERAL ASSOCIATION
Campaign Headquarters — Liberal Hall, 770 Princess Street

DIAL LI 2-8786, 2-1980, 2-9819 or 8-5367

Queen's Doctors Find
Another Arthritis Test

By Marlene Sproule

Rheumatoid arthritis is one of

the more serious diseases for

younger people.

The average age at which the

disease strikes is 35. It is about

three times more common in

women than in men. The affected

joints become greatly swollen,

tender and hot to the touch. The

disease produces destruction of

the joint cavities through changes

in the cartilages, with adhesions

between the two bones of a joint.

The partial dislocation of the

joint, especially the last joint in

the finger, is common. Contrac-

tion and atrophy of the muscles

lead to the deformity of the

joints affected.

A type of protein appears in the

blood of the rheumatoid arthritis

patient which has the power of

agglutinating specially treated

red blood cells.

Dr. N. A. HinLon, of the

Queen's Bacteriology Depart-

ment, and Dr. H. G. Kelly, of

Medicine, have modified existing

tests to produce one which is

simpler and more accurate. This

test is known as the "sensitized

sheep cell hemagglutination re-

action."

In the test, the blood serum is

taken and a certain fraction of the

protein is separated from it. This

fraction is tested for its ability

to "clump" the sheep red blood

cells, an ability which is associat-

ed with the "rheumatoid factor".

Since the factor has been found

in most patients with the disease

and rarely in those without it,

the doctors feel that it is reason-

able to believe that a study of the

special forms which may be obtained
from the Registrar. Application for

the scholarship valued at 380 must be
completed by March 1.

Chartered Accountant's Award
Riddcll. Stead, Graham & Hutchison

I Chartered Accountants) have given
Queen's a service award for a student
completing third year Commerce and
proceeding to fourth year, who in-

tends on graduation to enter articles

with a practicing firm of chartered
accountants.

The student will be offered employ-
ment with the firm for the summer
and his tuition will be paid for the
final vear in the School of Commerce.
The award will be made on the advice
of the Director of the School of Com-
merce to a student whose personality,
ability, academic record and other
characteristics arc, in the opinion of
the Director, those needed by a char-
tered accountant.

§t. Antimu'fl

PnmcEss And Clerot Streets

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening sarvice.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

&f. 3IatttFB' (flljurcli

(Union St. By The Campus)

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

1 1 :00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

You will enjoy the discussion and
fellowship at the Coffee Hour at

SJ5 p.m. after Evening Prayer.

We invite you to join us.

nature of the factor will

more understanding of the
chanism of the disease for w
as yet, there is no known c
Although the factor is not

t

tirely specific for the disease,
it

the most specific change appeaJ

ing in the blood, and one of th

few which can be particular],

isolated.

This summer Dr. Hin

Dr. Kelly are planning tu sUi<]j

the blood sera of the families <-

patients with rheumatoid arthr

tis to see if there is any heredity]

factor -concerned with the
p r

sence of this substance in \u

blood and with the cruise uf u

disease.

-),

SIGNPOST
Friday
Chalmers' Youth Fellowship: Socia

evening, Friday. Feb. 21 at 7:30

in ilic McGillivray - Brown
(opposite the church on Barric St

SCM Study Group: "Merc Chrij

tianity" in Ban Righ Board Rmjm
4:30.

Saturday
Mrs. I. Steele and Vern will h<j|

open house at their residence at

Division St. on Saturday, Feb.

immediately after Mr. Pearson's spcec

at Grant Hall. Tea will be poured t

Mrs. J. Upjohn.
Hear Hon L. B. Pearson on Satnr

day, Feb. 22 at Grant Hall at 2 j>

Students and staff welcome.
Sunday
Canterbury Club: Sunday, Feb

at 8:30 p.m. you are invited to com
to St. George's to hear a discussin

of a very important problem "Shouli

the Churches Unite?" Rev. Harr;

Robinson will be the speaker am
questions and discussion wiil lie wi

corned afterwards. Refreshments w
be served.

Scottish Country Dancing: Then
will be Scottish Country Dancini; link

in the girls' gym from 2 to 4:30 p.ni

Everyone welcome.
Ski Club: Bus to Snow Ridge on

Sunday, Feb. 23 leaving the gym
6:45 a.m. Tickets from Bud Loud
Isobe! Hanna, Ruth Samis and Don
Newman.
Monday
SCM Study Group: "Church Unity

in South House Common Room, M
Ncill House at 9:30 p.m.
Next Friday
Come-As-You-Wish Dance: itm

sored by the Arts-Levana Commit!
in aid of the band, on Friday, Feb. i

Grant Hall, dancing from 9
Dave Bessant's orchestra.
31.25 per couple.
The Future
Queen'smen take note: The f inn

formal of the year — COLO It

NIGHT — on March 14. Tickets w
go on sale this weekend. Available at

15 from committee members and

the post office.

Ticket

Classified Ads
Three comfortable new ly-decura toil

furnished bedrooms. One block froij

Queen's; 30 Clergy West, Clergy a"'

Division. Phone after 5, 8-7174, *7

week. Double S6 a week.

Lost
Friday in Kingston Hall a coco'

colored Parker pen. Finder pl«"

leave it at Journal Office. Reward.

Found
A pair of beige leather gloves w'l

knitted inserts were left in a ly

grey Dodge going to Ottawa <

about Jan. 24 by Queen's student «n°

was given lift. Would owner pk^
contact F. J. Fortune, 165 Sparks ><

Ottawa.

Otathebral
(MIILMim

KlHO ST. AT JttHN«CN_gT-__

FIHST SUNDAY IN LENT
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23"°

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Rey. C. E. Staple'-

11.00 a.m. Choral Motrins
Preacher: The Dean.

7.00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Rev. Desmond HUIU '

8.15 p.m. Coffee Hour
All Young People

DURING lent
0 J"DAILY Holy Commi

with an additional service »' "jj
a.m. on Wednesdays. Mnlilns a '

prior at the Eucharist Dt 7.J0 »-™'
m

TUESDAYS S.1S p.m. to
SwW

Lenten Guild of Devotion. A °

Group conducted by the Dean. ^
THURSDAYS in Lent at a' 5 pl

to SAS p.m. Cathedral Vespers.

Guest Preacher, every Sunday

'

Match 2nd: The Bishop of °»a

Qaet

Com
lam
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Quebec Colleges Meet Today
Consider Duplessis Refusal
laval Wants Strike Action

QUEEN'S JOURNAL Pace 5

Quebec City(CUP) — Laval

University Students' Council this

,veek
voted to strike against Premier

H&urice Duplessis if other Quebec

universities join them.

Reason for the strike is Du-

plessis's refusal to consider a brief

submitted to him by the province's

univcrsities
seeking more money for

university education.

The Quebec group prepared a

brief closely in line with the brief

prepared by the National Feder-

ation of Canadian University

Students last month.

Following the NFCUS lead, the

Quebec universities decided to

approach provincial Premier
Maurice Duplessis. They sent a

letter asking for an audience, but

received no reply.

The Laval Council last night ex-

pressed disapproval of the Premier's

stand, and mandated representatives

to vote for strike action if other

universities approved a strike in a

special meeting on Friday afternoon.

The meeting will be at McGill
University, where student represen-

tatives of all the universities in the

province will meet to consider the

Duplessis refusal to meet them.

The brief to Duplessis asked for

more scholarships to universitv

students, more money for capital

expenditure, statutory grants to all

Quebec universities, and demo-
cratization of the university system,

which now allows only children of

wealthy families to go to university

because of high tuition fees.

Keenleyside Says

Canada Soon To Become
An Educational Slum

Dr. Hugh Keenleyside and Levana President Beth Mahaffey

CFR C

PC Fleur-de-lis Depicts
Soup, Bingo, Richard

Friday

7:00 Time for Listening

7:30 Campus Topics

7:-lS Show Music
Guys and Dolls

^.15 Research in Progress
John Meisel — Election Studies

8:30 Around the Campfire
9:00 Concert Hall

Wagner - Tannhauser - Over-
ture and Venesbuerg Music
Rachmaninoff - Concerto No. 3

R. Strauss - Ein Heldenleben
11:00 Music Till Midnight

Saturday

1:00 Prelude to Opera
2:00 Opera House

Puccini - La Bohemc with
Maria Callas

5:00 Time for Listening
5:00 Echoes Around the World

Latin America
7:00 Old Favourites
7:30 Campus Topics - News -

Calendar - Speaker
7:45 odern Jazz
8:15 Rendezvous in Rhythm
$:A5 This and That

J. K. Robertson "Fission and
Fusion"

^>:00 Pop Concert
Granados - Goyescas - Inter-

mezzo
Falla - Ritual Fire Dance
Tchaikovsky - Swan Lake Suite

10:00 Ninht Music
Gilhert and Sullivan

Trial by Jury
31:00 Starlight Serenade

Sunday
1:00 Mostly Music

VALLEAUS'
BARBER SHOP

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS STREET

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 2-6917

(Continued from Page 1)

"The result will be a great deal

of spontaneity," he added, almost

drowned out by the hiss and bang

of firecrackers tossed across the

floor. At this point the Speaker

interrupted to request that mem-
bers desist from using their fire-

arms, even though firearms are

not prohibited in the chamber.

The Prime Minister then re-

commended that closure be modi-

fied, making it restrictive rather

than absolute.

Accompanied by the popping

ot balloons, he concluded his

speech by stating that "the cali-

bre of performance put up by

the Opposition tonight could have

been expected from their plat-

form."

Liberal leader Bob Little (Sly-

ton), on considering the proposed

bill to remove from office the

managing editor and the editor-

in-chief of the Queen's Journal,

scoffed at the government's qual-

ifying remark "in the interests

of national security." He said

that he could conceive a Stalin

or a Khruschev carrying out such

a move, but was the Prime Minis-

ter of a democratic country really

attempting to run a campus news-

paper? Opposition members
thumped their desks resounding-

ly at this jibe.

As Gary Moftatt (CCF Featur-

ville) rose to present his reply

a loud voice from the govern-

ment side hollered : "Do you

think you will pass your Politics

2 course this year. Mr. Moffat?"

The reply was: "Did you?"

"What are the Tories trying

to do?" bellowed Moffat. "First

they want to abolish closure,

then, they want it passed, and

now they wish to modify it. I

wish they would make up their

minds."

The House quietened a little

as the bright red face of John

Forsyth popped up from the Tory

tables. He smiled and pointed to

a flag of red, blue and gold bands

dotted with curious black sym-

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

bols, and strung from the balcony

rail, "Blue is for the Tories, red

is for the Liberals and gold — 1

mean yellow — is for the Social-

ists." he explained.

Forsyth referred to the pick

and the airplane superimposed

on the flag. These represented

the Liberals allowing the Ameri-

cans to come into Canada and

take her natural resources. The

petals of the painted fleur-de-lis

stood for pea soup, bingo, and

Maurice Richard, he added. The

sheaf of wheat was the grain

which the Liberals have kept

piled in western granaries, and

Grant Hall Tower was the sym-

bol of Canadian culture.

A long lean cow chewing on

the Stars and Stripes, its udders

over Bay Street and St. James

Street, and its hind quarters

above the Maritimes, dominated

the CCF flag. "This flag is rep-

resentative of the Canadian eco-

nomic and cultural scene," Peter

Hancock (CCF, St. Kitts) re-

marked. "The cow is the symbol

of purity. It is eating American

dollars. Its western products are

being milked by the east. And
what it thinks of the Maritimes

i> fairly evident."

Cecilia Comha ( Lib., Brave-

soul) produced a Queen's adapt-

ation of the My Fur Lady Flag

in red, gold and blue. The virtue

of this design was that it drew

the east and west together, she

claimed.

As the debate on the flag sub-

sided, a tape recording of the

Progressive Conservative nation-

al anthem to the tune of "Oil

Thigh" echoed across the House.

This was followed by a faint Lib-

eral rendition of the My Fur Lady

anthem.

Art Schwartz (P.C., Kingston)

a dit que toutes les regions du

Canada etaient representees sur

ce drapeau. "Now the Socialist

flag would certainly solve the

problems of unemployment," he

added. "It would drive all the peo-

ple out of the country."

Schwartz's speech was sudden-

ly interrupted by the appearance

of an honorable member of the

opposition garbed in plaid shirt,

straw hat and rolled up jeans,

nonchalantly swinging a pitch

fork.

After the vote on the flag was

passed, Vir Handa, a back-bench-

er for the Liberals announced

why he broke party lines. "Since

the present Canadian flag and

anthem are accepted by the world

I feel that they should not be

changed." His statement met

with the hearty approval of most

of the members of the CCF ranks

who abstained from voting.

800 Support

NFCUS Plan

limteEi OKjurrli

EARL AND BARRIE WT«.

HEV. W F. BANISTER. DO,
MINISTER

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23RO

1 1 :00 a.m. "Seven Letters To
Seven Churches".

(No. 5 — To a church that

was lazy)

7:30 p.m. 'The Ten Com-
mandments".

(No. 6 —Thou shalt not kill)

8.45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial welcome

to all Queen's students.

Initio Gtljurri?
SYHMHRM * WILLIAM BT».

Rev, R. H. N. Davidson
B A.. I t).. TH.M.

minister
Lloyd Zurbriog

organist and choir master

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 23rd

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone Welcome.

Hamilton (CUP)—More than

800 student signatures were rolled

up and sealed here as a petition of

the National Federation of Cana-

dian University Students began its

next step in the journey to the

federal government.

The petition is based on the

NFCUS resolution at last fall's

conference in Quebec City, which

asked for scholarships and bursaries

for all those qualifying for univer-

sity entrance.

It was started by members of the

McMaster University Students'

Council in conjunction with mem-

bers of the local NFCUS com

mittee.

The scroll, topped by a parch

nient on which the resolution is

inscribed, is now at the University

of Western Ontario. It will prob-

ably then be sent to the University

of Toronto and other NFCUS
members in the Ontario region.

At an official "sealing of the

scroll" McMaster students suggest-

ed similar scrolls be circulated in

the other NFCUS regions.

The petition is a branch of the

nation-wide NFCUS campaign to

gain financial aid for needy students

satisfying university entrance re-

quirements.

All provincial governments are

being approached by NFCUS dele-

gations seeking governmental ap-

proval of the NFCUS plan of 10,000

bursaries and scholarships valued

at $550 each.

Support for the petition was not

unanimous on the McMaster cam-

pus, but two thirds of 1.250 students

signed the scroll as it travelled

around the campus.

The petition will be handled by

NFCUS regional president Fred

Beavers when it arrives on the

Western campus. There has been

no definite word as to where it will

go after that, but Toronto has been

mentioned.

By Jessie Ritter

"Universities are quickly be-

coming country clubs for under-

developed adolescents," warned

Dr. Hugh Keenleyside at Con-

vocation Hall Monday night. The

former Canadian diplomat who

has been director-general of

Technical Assistance Adminis-

tration for the United Nations

since 1950 spoke on "Crisis in

Higher Education."

"We can not train all able

people when universities are

crowded with non-university ma-

terial," he said. In order to re-

lieve the crowded condition of

universities he suggested that

Canadians throw out those "per-

manent juveniles who go to col-

lege for social life," those who

"go to play games for money, fun

or fame," and those vocational

students who work for degrees in

Commerce, Physical Education,

Business Administration and

Home Economics.

"The universities should not

provide secondary, technical, vo

cational or popular education,"

contended Dr. Keenleyside. The

basic test of a subject should be

its "inherent intellectual value.'

He stated that some colleges give

full credit for the completion of

such courses as "radio and TV
commercials, water-skiing, ball

room dancing, meat-cutting, care

and mending of children's under

wear, preparation for marriage

with special emphasis on choos

ing a mate, and operation of

movie theatres (course title: Pic

tures, Popcorn and Profits}."

The speaker said that in a par

ticular college in the USA one

could g*et a Master's degree by

writing two theses: "A Time and

Motion Comparison of Four

Methods of Dishwashing" and

"Photographic Studies on Boilin

Icing."

"A limited number of students

go to college on scholarships

through their own initiative. The

rest are lucky enough to choose

solvent parents. No Canadian

student who is capable of doing

real university work and who is

prepared to work seriously should

be prevented from attending col-

lege by lack of money. If the

Canadian authorities, local, pro-

vincial or federal, are not prepar-

ed to go that far it seems to me
they should be replaced by others

who will.

"Today we live in an age of

peril — a world of lurid and

shocking paradox. Our education-

al system is not suited to meet

the demand of the modern world.

It has not kept pace with material

changes. If we go on as we are,

Canada will soon become an edu-

cational slum," Dr. Keenleyside

aid.

"Our sense of values is com-

pletely chaotic. We conform too

easily, and conformity is the in-

fallible hallmark of the coward,

the sluggard and the fool."

Dr. Keenleyside finished his

address with an attempt to fire

Canada's youth into action. "Can-

ada presents a constant, individ-

ual challenge to ali of us. Let

there be some angry young men

of Canada, but let these young

man cry about something worth-

while. Be angry because your

parents have done little to pre-

serve peace, because ideals and

promises are not translated into

actions in elections, because op-

portunities are given to Russian

students and denied to you."

Raffle

The Aesculapian Society

Tuition Raffle will be drawn

Friday, Feb. 2S, 12:30 p.m.

in the Coffee Shop. The prize

is $500.00 and every student

on the campus is eligible to

win, regardless of year.

Try to win next year's tui-

tion the easy way.

This is an unpaid adver-

tisement.

Mike To Speak
Here Saturday
The Honorable Lester B. Pear-

son will bring the current election

campaign to Queen's tomorrow

afternoon. The Liberal leader

and 1957 Nobel Prize winner wilt

address a gathering at Grant Hall

starting at 2 p.m. Pearson has in-

dicated his intention to speak on

international affairs, a field in

which he has received world-wide

acclaim, and on subjects of par-

ticular interest to students. He is

expected to comment upon the

Liberal university scholarship

plan.

This unscheduled stop in his

coast to coast campaign is in ac-

cordance with Mr. Pearson's pro-

Notice to Students

If you are over 21, you are

eligible to vote in Kingston in

general election, March

vour name is not on

the voters' lists, that is, if you

have

you

the

31. If

not been enumerated,

may register before

March 10 at Progressive Con-

servative or Liberal Party

headquarters.

TORIES

The Queen's Progressive

Conservative Association

wishes to announce that toma-

toes will be supplied free of

charge at the door of Grant

Hall when Mr. Pearson speaks

there on Saturday.

mise to visit every university

campus in the nation. While here,

Mr. Pearson will speak on behalf

of W. J.
Henderson, Arts '38, the

opposition defense critic in the

House of Commons and the sit-

ting member for Kingston since

1949.

Following his address the Li-

beral leader will answer questions

from the audience and will meet

personally as many students as

time permits. While on campus

he will be sponsored by the

Queen's Liberal club and by the

local Liberal Association. All

staff and students are welcome.
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HOCKEY GAELS RETURN
WITH 1-2 AWAY RECORD
Intercollegiate

Basketball

Standing
G W

Assumption

Toronto

Western

Queen's

McMaster

McGill

Pts

12

10

10

6

4

0

The Queen's Intermediate Basket-

ball Team 1957-58:

From left to right : Manager
Lornr Dr-d^ii, guard. Grant Bern-
hardt, a steady player and fine

dribbler, Jim Moodie, freshman
guard with good pump shot and
hard driver, Wayne Flemington,
another freshman guard with ac-

curate jump shot, Bob Burleigh,

import from RMC, our top re-

bounder. Bill AngHn, the tall man
who is carrying on for his brother

Bob, a star for Queen's a few years

ago, Coach AI Lenard, Bob Johnson
freshman forward whose height

gives extra scoring punch to the

squad, Frank Hawkins, referee

delux who with height and a good

jump shot is a real prospect, Jim
Pando, top scorer for the team ( 106

points), with deadly one hand jump
shot plus ail round ability, Charles

Morrison, steady guard with long

set shot, Terry Mattoli, late comer

to the team, fine checker and good

shooter, Warren Campbell, man-
ager for the latter part of the season.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD,
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Donee, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.
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ANNUAL BOOK SALE
SEVERAL HUNDRED BOOKS ON
SALE AT GREATLY REDUCED

PRICES.

PICKWIK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

f£ Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors

OFFICIAL p
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY ^

BLAZERS
Shorts, Regulars, Tolls, Extra Talis, sires 34 to 48

in stock, complete with

GOLD WIRE CRESTS AND BUTTONS

103 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON LI 6-6381

by Didoe fappas

WowtNls Sports Editor.

By Hugh F. Winsor
Journal Sports Writer

The Queen's Hockey Gaels returned home Wednesday with
a 1-2 win-loss record for their three game road trip. The Queen's
men walloped Waterloo College 7-0 Friday, but the final fjVe
minutes of both the next games proved catastrophic as they

l0st

4-3 to OAC Saturday and 5-4 to Clarkson Tuesday.

Travelling to Potsdam, N.Y., the Gaels overcame a two goal

deficit to tie the score in the third period. However the powerful
Clarkson icemen, who have won their last 35 consecutive games on
home ice, tipped in the winner with less than four minutes to play

Andy

MacDonald College meets
Queen's in an Invitational Swimm-
ing Meet here tomorrow at 2:30.

In addition to the racing events

there will be diving exhibitions by

Phyllis Clarke and Judy Reid.

Synchronized swimming exhibitions

will be performed by Nan and Jan
Elliott, intercollegiate doubles' cham-
pions, and Judy Reid who placed

second in the intercollegiate singles.

Those racing for Queen's include

:

Micky McCuIloch, Dorothy Mc-
Lauglin, Sandy Graham, Judy Reid.
Lois Anglin, Judy Salter, Elspeth
Moxom and Peggie Beattie.

* * *

The archery team leaves today
for McMaster to compete in the
Invitational Indoor Meet against

teams from Toronto, McGill, Wes-
tern, OAC, and McMaster.

The main purpose of this meet
s to give new talent experience for

next year's outdoor meet. For this

reason coach Marion Ross is not

taking along two members of the

championship outdoor team. Repre-

senting Queen's will be Marg
Glover, individual outdoor cham-

pion, Betsy Thornton, Linda Grant,

and Betty Andress.
* * *

On the intramural front: The
bowling championship was won this

week by '61A. Tied for second were
'58 and '60B with '60A and '59

tied for third, followed by '61B.

Lois Knights and Penny Mac-
Donald, '61, won the doubles bad-

minton championship, defeating

Mickey McCuIloch and Gwen
Howes, '58.

The Ski Meet was held last Sun-
day at Sydenham. Lois Knights,

'61, won the combined downhill

and slalom championship, followed

by Mary Muirhead, '58, second,

and Judy Reid, '58, third.

Slfye (golden Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra
Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HICHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQUE

THIS COUPON IS WORTH S15.00

GO 70 EUROPE FOR 63 DAYS
First 41 days with NFCUS in London — Paris and Rome all expenses
paid including transatlantic flight, room, board and transportation

$690.00 minus $15.00 coupon = $675.00

22 extra days on your own at your own expense.

You go wherever you want to go
ONE IMPORTANT THING : DONT MISS THE RETURN FLIGHT

For information contact your campus
Travel Department Representative:

ROBERT HADCOCK
62 Clergy Street West Tel. LI 2-9517

or write to:

NFCUS TRAVEL DEPARTMENT
375 Rideau Room 223, Ottawa Ontario

OPTIONAL FREE ARRANGEMENTS FOR ENGLISH SPEAKING
STUDENTS WHO WISH TO TRAVEL WITH

FRENCH SPEAKING GROUP.

Bakogeorge put the

Gaels ahead in the first period

but Clarkson blinked the red

light for two markers to end the

second act 3-2, Daryl MacKenzie

scoring the first of his two goals.

Pete Grossi scored the tying goal

but Clarkson, determined to make
their 35th no exception, put on a

drive and scored the winner.

Goalie Bob Parr turned in an

outstanding performance as the

Clarkson Golden Knights pepper-

ed him with rubber, outshooting

the Tricolor 31-26. Clarkson de-

feated the fast-skating Varsity

Blues earlier in the season.

The Ryersonians, who battled

the Gaels to a 1-1 tie in their last

encounter, are expected to put

lip a better fight than Mike Pear-

son Saturday afternoon. If the

Gaels win their next two games
they are assured of a playoff

spot. The Central Ontario Hoc-
key League championship will be
decided by a sudden death game
with the league leaders, the OAC
Aggies, at Guelph.

Up And Down The Ice: Barry
(Perc) Percival is out for the rest

of the season with a broken jaw
. . . if the axioms of geometry hold
true, then judging by perform-

ance against Clarkson Tech., the

Gaels should be superior to the

Varsity Blues (validity of syllo-

gism doubtful) . . . Daryl Mac-
Kenzie scored five goals in the

last three games . . . Jock Harty

Arena is cold . . . Billy Colvin.

presently leading CKLC scoring,

played with the Gaels in Pots-

dam . . . the Journal has challen-

ged the AMS to battle — on

blades.

BBWS

Science '60

Science '58

Arts '58

Arts '60

Meds '60

Meds '62

Section A
W
5

3

3

1

1

0

Section B
Intramural Hockey

W L T
Science '59

Science '61

Meds '61

Arts '59

Meds '63

Pts

10

7

7

3

2

1

Pts

9

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And The Newest Fashions For Women.
You're sure oj the Quality at Braces'

For . .

.

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

*

CALL

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

DIAL611» AMEYS ' TAXI "Ai-e-iiii

WOODY HERMAN IS COMING MONDAY!J
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Get Back On Progress Road,

Pearson Urges Students Here

$3,000 Raised

ByQueen'smen
In Canvassing

TRICOLOR PHOTO

Mike Pearson (in bow tie) talks to members of the Queen's Liberal Club. From left to right,

Ron Stewart, Bob Little, W. J. Henderson, MP. Pearson, Helen Currie and Bill Sexsmith.

REVISION OF CONSTITUTION
DISCUSSED AT AMS MEETING
The AMS executive spent three

hours Thursday night examining

proposals for revising the consti-

tution of the AMS Society, as the

term of the present executive

neared its close. New members

of the executive were allowed to

vote at the meeting.

The most involved debate was

over the question of Law repre-

sentation on the AMS executive.

The discussion centred on the

question of whether the Law
Faculty should be given more

than one voting member next

year. Bob Sowden, president of

the Law Society and non-voting

member of the AMS executive,

said Law should be represented

by a president and a junior repre-

sentative this coming year, and

by full representation of three

members in the following year.

He said Law representation

a year if Law was denied a voting

junior representative on the ex-

ecutive for the 1958-59 session.

There was also a discussion on

whether law was to get full re-

presentation as a faculty or pro-

portional representation. Notice

of amendment motion for all

viewpoints was requested by Vice-

President Bob Little who was

chairing the meeting in the ab-

sence of President Herb Harmer.

The AMS General Meeting was

set for Tuesday, March 4 at

7 p.m. in Grant Hall. The

meeting will announce the choice

by the electoral college of a new

AMS president. All the senior re-

presentatives are eligible. Amend-

ments to the constitution, requir-

ing seven days' notice of motion,

will also be made at the meeting.

In other business the AMS

• rejected a Color Night Com-

mittee request to raise the price

of Color Night from $4.50 to S5.

» heard a letter from the office

of Cyrus Eaton on the problems

of survival which we now face

in our atomic age, and requesting

that a debate he held at Queen's

dealing with topics covered in

Mrs. Eaton's Montreal address

entitled "Fission, Fusion and

Sputnik".

• accepted a challenge from

the Journal to a hockey tilt at the

Jock Harty Arena Thursday at

11 p.m.

Nearly $3,000 was raised by 225

Queen's students Sunday in a door-

to-door canvass of Kingston resi-

dents for the Canadian Heart Fund.

Students from all faculties, under

the direction of Art Schwartz, Meds

'59, spent the afternoon knocking

on doors in nearly all areas of

Kingston to raise money to carry

on heart research in Canada.

The Kingston campaign is part

of a nation-wide appeal for $850,000

to provide adequate research tools

for Canadian medical researches,

in the relatively neglected field of

heart disease. The Canadian Heart

Fund is inteded to allow more re-

search into the country's number

one killer.

Al Deep, Ross Morton, Bruce

Seed, Beth Mahaffey and Helen

Currie also helped organize the

Queen's canvassers, who first

heard a talk by Dr. Ford Connell

on heart disease, and then were

driven to their districts by school

teachers and other interested citi-

zens.

By Our Liberal Correspondent

Liberal leader Lester B. Pearson became the first political

leader in several years to give an election address on this campus

when he spoke in Grant Hatl Saturday afternoon. Pearson spoke

on unemployment and trade to an audience whose response ranged

from warmly appreciative to jovially critical.

"It's no use asking about the extent of the present unemploy-

ment in Canada", he said, "nor about who is responsible. What is

important is the question of what can be done to get out of it, to

bring Canada back onto the road to progressive development and

full employment.''

Both parties are offering solu-

tions, he claimed; the Conserva-

tives have a monotonous program

of public works on the federal

level. Most of their proposals,

Last night the student canvass

was followed by a "Porch Light

Canvass" by 125 members of worn

en's groups around Kingston. The

Zonta Club will canvass the city

business section during the week

would be unnecessarily set back executive:

HALF KNOW FLEMING

Political Literacy Tested

Can you name the Speaker of the

House in the last parliamentary ses-

sion? What was one issue in the

last parliament? Do you know the

names of the French-Canadian ca-

binet ministers? Name one royal

commission set up this year. Why
is there an election taking place?

These are only a few of the ques-

tions which have been fired at four

first-year history classes in the past

week. Prompted by the "appalling

performance" of Canadian citizens

°n a surprise television interview

filmed recently at a city supermar-

ket. Prof. S. F. Wise and Prof. H.

S. Crowe attempted to estimate the

I'ulitical literacy of first year stu-

dents at Queen's.

Out of 141 students all were

able to name the Conservatives,

Liberals and CCF as Canadian

Parties, but some missed out on

'he Social Credit party, and only

U3 knew the name of the Socred

leader. 138 named Diefenbaker as

leader of the Conservatives, but

only two-thirds of this number

could spell his name correctly.

Very few students knew the name

of Finance Minister Fleming

(66) ,
while 114 gave Smith as

Secretary for State for External

Affairs.

Parliamentary Issues most popu-

lar to the 97 who could name one

were the increase in pensions, tax

ation, and the conduct of the Liber-

als. Only 74 students were able to

say that there was no budget pre-

sented when the question was ask-

ed : Who presented the budget ? Al-

most every student attempted to

give one issue in the coming elec-

tion. "Overwhelmingly popular"

(67) was the issue of unemploy-

ment. Other correct answers given

were: trade (19). taxes (12), and

no budget (11). When asked to

name one current royal commission

32 were able to answer correctly.

Detractors, Supporters

Threaten West Indies

The establishment of the Feder-

ation of the West Indies is a mile-

stone in the struggle against priv-

ilege because it is a peaceful transfer

of power," Prof. John Meisel told

an audience of over 90 students at

a West Indian Club banquet Sat-

urday night.

The banquet was to commemorate

the second anniversary of the con-

ference of British and island repre-

sentatives which agreed the federa-

tion might be launched early in

1958.

Meisel, in proposing a toast to

the new federation, said it would

face danger front two enemies after

independence. These were the de-

tractors who would try to belittle

what was being done, and the over-

enthusiastic supporters who would

see no wrong in whatever the new

country did.

The charges of corruption levelled

against the government of Ghana

were a good example of the detrac-

tors, he said. These people judged

Ghana's performance by the highest

possible standard the West hopes

to achieve, rather than by our actual

practices. We can sec practices as

corrupt as any in Ghana in our own

cities, he said.

The overenthusiastic supporters,

on the other hand, were not critical

„..ough. They would not demand

that the highest possible standard

he achieved ;
everything the govern-

ment did was good by definition

to them.

Meisel said the outstanding fea-

ture of the last 150 years was the

relentless struggle against privilege.

"People demanded that economic

and social privileges be reduced,

and a greater measure of equality

be introduced, while in the political

field they demanded the extension

of the franchise. Now this struggle

has spilled out into the international

sphere," he said.

Nassau Adams, Arts '58, replied

to the toast by saying all West In-

dians were extremely happy and

proud of this moment in their

country's history. He described the

federal constitution as "extremely

limited," and said several of the

most prominent leaders in the

islands had found it inexpedient to

enter federal politics. This, he said,

might result in "a mediocre team."

Furthermore, "we have a long way

to go before we think of ourselves

as West Indians."

Students Seized,

UGEMA Dissolved

Paris (Special)—French police

seized the leaders of the National

Union of Algerian Students, the

Union Generate des Etudiants

Musulmans Algeriens (UGEMA)

in the early morning hours of

Jan. 28. They also announced the

dissolution of UGEMA and the

arrest of its national and local

leaders.

The dissolution and wave of

arrests follows a series of arrests

of Algerian student leaders. The

reason advanced by the Govern-

ment for the dissolution was an

alleged "violation of the external

security of the State".

The problems of Algerian stud-

ents have been viewed with seri-

ous concern by the International

Student Conference for many

months. In Sept., 1957, the Con

ference passed a resolution call

ing for liberation of Algerian

students arbitrarily arrested, a

halt to tortures of students, and

expressing its hope for a settle-

ment of the Algerian problem.

Several leaders were arrested

in the Cite Universitaire which

has traditionally been considered

a place of sanctuary in France.

Seven other UGEMA leaders are

being held in prison, some of

whom have been held without

trial or formal charge for well

over a year.

however, have been on the books

for a long time and make a poor

mergency program. It takes time

to put federal programs into ac-

tion. "Such schemes as the cause-

way to Prince Edward Island

may be desirable in the future

but are no good for our present

difficulties."

"The Liberals, however, offer

a program of financial aid to the

municipalities in order to stimu-

late public works at this level.

This is a better answer to emer-

gency unemployment situations,"

said Pearson.

A reduction in taxes is also

offered. This was not done last

spring because of the danger of

inflation. Now thing's are in a

recession and taxes can be reduc-

ed by deficit financing, balancing

the budget from the surpluses of

other years.

In the matter of trade, Pearson

said that the Liberals agreed that

Canada should do all it can to in-

crease its trade with Britain, and

after World War II, they did

(See Sell-out, Page 4)

Ghana Panel

Five Queen's students and a

professor will take part in a panel

discussion on Ghana Thursday at

8 p.m. in Ban Righ Common

Room. The panel is being spon-

sored by the Kingston United

Nations Association.

Students taking part in the

panel are Alex Awuku, Steve

Donkor and Sam Manteau, three

students from Ghana who are

studying at Queen's under Ghana

Cocoa Marketing Board scholar-

ships; and John Cartwright and

Paul Herzberg, who were in

Ghana last summer on the World

University Service summer semi-

nar. Moderator is Dr. Reg Clark.this year

BUTLER, SHOWERED

WITH EGGMOOT

Rab Butler, Britain's deputy

Prime Minister, was pelted with

tomatoes, rotten eggs, bags of soot

and toilet rolls by 2,000 Glasgow

University students as he gave his

rectorial address last Friday.

A storm of editorial abuse de-

scended on the students for the bom-

bardment, which came as Butler

tried to make a speech on the bene-

fits of hydrogen energy. News-

papers condemned the students as

"louts," "oafs," "morons," "juvenile

delinquents." and "gowned teddy

boys."

One student with an accurate

arm hit Butler in the face with a

paper sack of flour. Other students

promptly turned a fire extinguisher

on his head, turning the flour to a

sticky paste.

Bugles, whistles, bells and a rock

'n roll band created bedlam in the

hall. Finally, after many of the

university officials, city fathers and

other dignitaries had retreated, also

well plastered. Butler gave up.

The installation of a rector at

Scottish universities is traditionally

accompanied by carnival, hi-jinks

and chaos known as "rag week.

'

The rector is generally elected by

the student body. Most papers

claimed the students went too far

»u Knew tne name oi tne ounw „- -— -
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Let's push out the pusher
The incidence of drug addiction in Canada has reached an all

time high with the disclosure that there are 10,000 known drug

addicts in Vancouver alone. It is time that government legislation

is passed making the buying of drugs through a doctor's prescrip-

tion legal, thus curtailing the spread of drug addiction in this

country.

The problem of drugs is much more serious than the sickness

involved in the addiction itself. The city of Vancouver is a case in

point. Since the San Francisco port authorities managed to reduce

the entry of drugs through their docks, Vancouver has become the

greatest handler of drugs on this continent. Not only does it serve

as a wholesale center for other cities, but it has also developed an

ever-growing consumer market itself. Jack Meldrum, the confessed

drug trafficker, testified that a Toronto narcotics ring which moved
to Vancouver in 1956 made about $200,000 in less than a month.

Drugs are sold at a fantastic price, and to keep the price up
the supply is controlled with ruthlessness and at the cost of exor-

bitant service money. The addict soon finds himself unable to buy
his badly needed drugs so he turns to the only method of financing

his own feeding: namely peddling drugs to others, who in turn are

unable to buy their drugs and revert to peddling. The chain of drug
peddling is pernicious.

But peddling does not always work and then the only possible

way of raising large sums of money fast for drugs is crime. Van-
couver oozes with crime potential, a potential which sometimes
explodes. Two years ago Vancouver sustained 17 armed bank rob-

beries in one month. Lower Vancouver, from 6 p.m. to 3 a.m., is

flooded with policemen. But neither the crime nor the drug traf-

ficking is stopped. The police department seems helpless.

The only solution to this problem is the legalization of drugs.

We have had drug trafficking too long to hope to solve the matter
any other way. If drugs can be bought at drugstores at reasonable

prices with a doctor's prescription, the illegal market will disinte-

grate. The unbelievable sums of money going into the pockets of

syndicate kingpins will disappear and the drug chains, sustained by
money, will fall away. If an addict must receive a prescription to get

his drugs at reasonable prices them even if a curative program can
not be implemented, the number of names of drug addicts can at

lesat be registered. If the addict can buy drugs at reasonable prices,

he will not have to peddle drugs to pay for his habit, and the spread-
ing of addiction will cease. Illegal squeezing of money from the
common addict will stop; sickness will be reduced; crime will be
reduced.

In England addicts can receive drugs at cost from treatment
centres; this cuts out any profit for pushers. England has no drug
problem. Canada has. The Canadian government should take a
strong step forward to eliminate it.

The people's peopler
Mr. Pearson has rolled in and out of town in short order, but

he left students with more admiration for him than they had before
he came. But this appeal to university students is unlikely to do
Pearson as much good as the approach being taken by the Conser-
vatives — impregnation of the people with the myth of the national
idol.

The method is no longer novel: we have seen its success in the
United States in the creation of a presidential father-figure and in

the white-washing of an unscrupulous politician. The Canadian Con-
servatives have been observant and are now applying the new tech-
nique with single-mindedness.

The idea is to mention the name "Diefenbaker" and to show
pictures of the man "Diefenbaker" as often as possible in connection
with platitudinous phrases about the People's Hero. A recent Con-
servative pamphlet is an outstanding illustration. The first page
shows a huge figure of smiling John rising up two thirds of the
height of the Peace Tower in the background: "John Diefenbaker
—Great Canadian". The inside pages are crammed with 11 pictures,
all with the glowing face of John. The four headlines over the'

pictures are all vague, and equally heavily-loaded: Man of the
People, Man of his Word, Man of the World, Man of Action.

The cutlines are also potent with big-sounding words: recog-
nized authority, leading statesmen, speaker and diplomatic observer,
speed, human betternment of our people, equalization of opportunity!
personal problems of individuals, special attention, the common
touch (whatever touch that is), community, the average men and
women of Canada and the typical Canadian. Diefenbaker's name is

mentioned 12 times.

Politicians have known since the turn of the century how much
the irrational element in human beings plays in voting trends. The
Conservatives are exploiting this element for their own profit
which is legitimate. And it is difficult to make a judgment on
whether this subconscious bombardment is good Or bad, consider-
ing that most voters are well enough informed to cast a rational
ballot anyway. But the emotional approach always rubs question-
ing students the wrong way because the student usually wants
answers; and all he gets are personalities and platitudes.

The phoniness of the impregnating method may best be illust-
rated by the picture of Mr. Diefenbaker getting his hair cut "in his
favorite barbershop on Main Street, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan."
the cutline reads "John Diefenbaker understand people and their
hopes, aspirations and needs because all his life he has kept in
close contact with the average men and women of Canada." And in
the picture he is surrounded by the workers, the toilers, the men of
the earth who plough the fields and build the fences in and around
Diefenbaker's home town — namely three smartly dressed sharpies
one from the Globe and Mail, one from the Telegram and one from
the Canadian Press. But it doesn't make any difference. They've all
got smiles on their faces. All, that is, except the barber.
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Mommy,

News Item: AMS General Meeting to be held next Tuesday.

JIM

HOLMES

What is wrong with the model

parliament?

This is a question which pops

up to plague those who organize

the event every year, and every

year some significant innovation

is made to improve the institu-

tion. Certainly as a spectacle the

model parliament has shown
steady improvement since the

time when it was made up of 40

or 50 interested individuals who
would crowd into the McLaugh-
lin Room to debate the issues

of the day.

Since then the parliament has

moved back into acoustically

abominable Grant Hall. It has

seen the coming and going of a

variety of large campus parties

which disguised their intellect-

ual emptiness beneath a lot of

noise and hullaballoo. It has

seen the advent of campus elec-

tions which necessitate the ap-

peal to politically strong groups

by means of outlandish plat-

forms and skilful maneuvers. It

has seen kidnappings, fireworks,

floor-crossing and clumsy pan-

tomimes which ranged all the

way from the abortive to the

mildly amusing. It has nurtured

the rise of the Federalists, the

Feminine Freedom Fighters and

Reformed Social Credit, and it

has witnessed their disappear-

ance. And finally it has seen in-

terest in the parliament widen

from the old nucleus of politics

and history students to the point

where representatives of every

faculty are to be seen in the

benches and in the gallery.

But the calibre of debate has

undergone a deterioration al-

most inversely proportional to

the increase of the institution's

appeal as a spectacle. The sub-

jects for debate have become

empty because nothing more

serious than a national flag or

coeducational residences will be

tolerated as subjects. The only

mental response induced by sub-

jects with real meat like the

Conservative proposal for econ-

omic aid to the West Indies is.

in the word of a Whig Standard

reporter, "somnolence". At-

temps to discuss such topics ser-

iously are soon lost in an uproar

of empty jibes, desk-pounding,

the shuffle of members leaving

the chamber, or the broken re-

cord in the CCF benches which

kept contributing "witty, witty,

witty. .
." to the debate last

Tuesday.

In a period of political drama

on the national scene such as

this country has not seen since

1935, something more should be

expected from the model parlia-

ment than noise. The parliament

should never become stodgy.

There is always room for the

well-directed jibe, the cutting

heckler, and the pertinent point

of order, hut the essential func-

tion of the parliament—debate

—

should never be lost.

1 think the following suggest-

ions might help to restore at

least a measure of decorum to

the Queen's Model Parliament.

In the first place, there should

be three sessions spread out from

The expropriation issue looms large abroad
By Francois Jeanjean

Journal Paris Correspondent

Queen's is not the only uni-

versity with an expropriation

problem. The University of

Paris is faced with a similar

problem of expansion which is

so serious that students and pro-

fessors have begun to demon-
strate in the streets for action.

A few days before Christmas

the dean, the professors and the

students of the Science Faculty

staged a mass demonstration in

protest against the delay in the

construction of a new science

building. The crisis is acute. In

the Science Faculty there is

room for only 2,000 students, but
since there is no fee 15,000 stud-

ents are registered in the faculty.

Even though many of these

students don't intend to do any
work, their presence adds to the

overflow.

Plans for a new science build-

ing have been in the offing for

10 years, but expropriation of

the only site for the building

has been blocked. The science

teachers have their eyes set on
the Paris Wine Exchange Build-

ing, which is just beside the uni-

versity and is obviously an ex-

cellent location for a new build-

ing. But public opinion was
against the expropriation:

Frenchmen were positive that

the Wine Exchange was far

more important than a science

building. One million quarts of

wine are bought and sold every

day in the exchange building.

Since the expropriation was
blocked, nothing was done about

constructing a new building for

undergraduate scientific train-

ing.

But things changed in the last

ten months. The emotions in

France caused by Russia's up-

surge in the recognized world of

science, the desire to increase

the scientific education in the

country and the understanding

of the French people that the

development of scientific educa-

tion was of primary importance

all contributed to the movement
of expansion. And then the de-

monstration was staged.

But sentiment and demonstra-

tion were not enough. The ex-

change stood fast and Wine
Building cynically called "the

impregnable bastion" by Paris

students sustained its privileges.

Student mass manifestations

in the strtets are not unusual in

Paris; their object may be as
serious as a drive for social se-

curity or not so serious, like a

complaint about the bad food in

state owned restaurants. But
when the dean and professors

are involved, the crusade is in-

variably of prime importance.

This fact may only be proper-

ly appreciated if we keep in

mind that professors are held in

great esteem in France, but are

nevertheless willing to take a

risk in a demonstration if they

feel the cause justifies it. In a

1936 demonstration, for example
the dean of the Law Faculty

was maltreated by two police-

men who thought he was a stud-

ent.

Students and staff in Paris

still have hopes, however, of

getting a new science building.

The NATO conference in Paris

at the end of December recog-

nized the need for increased

scientific research in the western

world. And President Eisenhow-
er's advice in this direction was
listened to by Frenchmen.

The French government
seems to have finally decided to

rush construction on a new
building by expropriating a part

of the Wine Exchange. The new
building, if completed, should he

able to accommodate 10,1)00

students and would, in effect,

solve the problems of the

Science Faculty. Students and
teachers alike are waiting, and
attempting to rush the expro-
priation in any way possible.

buy me a (lag!
Why it should have happe ,lc

.

to us we don't know. After
all

we Canadians are as irrational

as the next man. We share
j

our neighbors' inability to
get

excited by things we can't SCe
And we are led around by bright
colored toys and fetishes

as
much as any primitive aborigine
confident American or disgrunt

'

led European. The myth of na_

tional superiority is as close to

our hearts as any wider passio„

is. In short a Canadian need bow
before no man in respect to

stupidity.

And yet we are the only coun-

try in the world that does not

have a flag of its own. A nation-

al emblem is the only toy \vc

have not been allowed to play

with ; and just for a while be-

cause we don't have it, we can

pretend to be a little more
mature than the other kids tin

the block. It can't last.

But while it does we should

be proud of it.

Reprinted from the Varsity

November to mid-February. At

the same time the present

scheme of scheduled speaking

time should be eliminated, the

proportioning of speaking time

between members and parties

being left to the discretion of

Mr. Speaker. This would widen

participation by letting more

backbenchers get into the act.

Some of the best speeches are

the spontaneous efforts of hack-

benchers. The three sessions

would solve the present time

problem, and they would make

participation easier. The parlia-

ment is, after all, something to

participate in more than it is

something to watch.

Secondly, the number of peo-

ple occupying the benches of the

various parties should be reduc-

ed to a number which will be

less unwieldy than the present

100. These people should be edu-

cated in the use of the point of

order, information and privilege

by their respective parties. They

should learn the rules of parlia-

mentary courtesy and they

should be prepared to listen

critically and appreciatively to

the arguments of their oppon-

ents.

Topics for debate should be

of a serious national nature.

Campus topics are fine in their

place, but their place is in the I

Debating Club. National issue* I

need not be dull and incompre- I

hensible if they are provocative
|

and well-presented. This point I

was proven in the debate spon- I

sored by the CCF Club on the I

"Record of the Government'

just prior to the model parlia- I

nient elections.

Finally, all efforts to fi"<l a
]

compromise between a "mock

and a "model" parliament should I

cease. Have two separate parlia- I

incuts if necessary, but let's stop 1

trying to put these two incom- I

patible animals together in one I

bed. They are just not suited.
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Urbanity at the guild "M* on the ",es
*

-fr.r.rW.n n«h.r«iwls always Court Road they found thctn- Outside in the

][ you saw the latest Drama

Guild presentation, chances are

you were impressed with a

s
parkling, witty and urbane pro-

duct of post-war sophistication.

The play was Peter Philip's

"Love and Lunacy", a tapestry

p{ human foibles stretching

from the lost city of Atlantis to

future life on the moon ; an

agreeable complement to "The

Crucible" of last term. Mr.

Philip leads us on this merry

chase through time in the com-

pany of gods more human than

men, and men caricatured as

lovers, logicians and lunatics

seen at an intermediate peace

conference.

It is around this appeal of the

logician's daughter that the

crisis of each scene revolves; in

11000 B.C., at a near-future Big

Three meeting, and at a futur-

istic inter-stellar space wrangle;

she alone being able to hear the

voice of the gods. With thrusts

at topics ranging from organiz-

ed religion to the welfare state,

the play demonstrates that even

if lunacy is the price of love, it

is the maintaining of this pre-

carious balance of emotions that

man enjoys most, and as Thorn-

ion Wilder says in a play re-

markably similar, wc shall al-

ways escape by the skin of our
teeth. The play's humour is of
the jabbing finger variety dis-

playing more a healthy cynicism
than that sandbag brand of bit-

terness now fashionable among
modern playwrights. It enunci-
ates optimistically that, just as
the moon is the source of both
the problem (lunacy) and the

solution (love), so mankind
bears within himself his poten-
tial salvation from catastrophes

natural or social.

The play is a snappy one, de-

pendent almost solely on dialo-

gue for effect, and demanding
for sustained pace a high mea-
sure of technical competence
from the cast. This it receives,

especially from Bob Penty, who
establishes himself as a depraved

Egyptian, a sophisticated power-
diplomat, and the ruler of the

moon, with confidence and ar-

tistry. Louis Eniond gave us the

logician king, the glad-handed

senator (a political eunuch
throughout) and the depressed

administrator with an easy ver-

satility, although a certain limit-

ation of gesture. As Ion, Bob

Foster swung nicely from Greek

to disillusioned bureaucrat, but

it was in the second act, as a

jargon-chilled Marxist confront-

ed with the phenomenon of love

that he really warmed up. De-
spite a basic good-will towards

the only straight role in the

play, Marcy Fournier rarely lift-

ed Cleito off the ground, and

whether through direction, or

lack of it, afflicted the audience

in the second act with an accent

more irritating than amusing.

Lionel Lawrence and Bev
MacKay as the muddling Posei-

don and the brassy Athena,

brought to the stage a polish of

professional calibre. Lionel has

a stage presence that is a delight

to experience, and displayed the

delicate touch and sense of pause

of an actor completely at home,

especially at the second act op-

ening. I could not restrain my-
self from spontaneous applause

at Bev's entrance, and felt with

her every speech that the play

was indeed in good hands.

The sets were imaginative but

unobtrusive, the two most not-

able touches being the port-star-

board lights of the moon (to

make the sea-god feel at home,

no doubt) and the two fascinat-

ing coat-racks of the third act.

If anything was wrong with the

costumes, make-up, or lighting,

I failed to notice it.

Peter Hancock

"London pub-crawls always

provide some unexpected item

of social significance," wrote

Maurice Richardson recently in

the British weekly New States-

man. "One of the most surpris-

ing of all time was Marx's night

out in the Tottenham Court

Road, which ended with throw-

ing stones at lamp-posts. The

details are not as well known as

they deserve to be, as the pass-

age describing it in Wilhelm

Liebknecht's Memoirs has often

been omitted by pious editors.

The exact date is not given but

was probably early in Marx's

London sojourn. Those taking

part were Edgar Bauer, still on

good terms with Marx despite

the slating he had been given in

The Holy Family, and Lieb-

knecht. They set out at Bauer's

suggestion to have a drink in

every pub between Oxford
Street and the Hampstead Road.

At the end of the Tottenham

Court Road they found them-

selves tangled up with a meeting

of the Oddfellows. The sturdy

British proletarians welcomed

them civilly and, in order to

make them feel at home, started

abusing Prussian junkerdom.

This, however, touched off a lat-

ent vein of nationalism brought

to the surface by alcohol. Bauer

began ridiculing English snob-

bery. Marx made a speech in

praise of German science and

music. Beethoven! Mozart I

Bach! Handel! Haydn! he roar-

ed; what had England to set

against such a list? The English

he went on, were far inferior to

the Germans who were only

prevented by unfortunate politi-

cal and economic conditions

from spectacular successes, and

would soon prove themselves

superior to all other nations! The

Oddfellows took umbrage. Tem-

pers were lost and the three

exiles retreated into the night.

Outside in the street Bauer

stumbled over a stone and 're-

membering his mad student

pranks' picked it up and threw

it at the nearest lamp-post. Marx
and Liebknecht followed suit

and between them they broke

four out of five street lamps.

Soon the night air was shrill

with police whistles. The neo-

Hegelians had to run for it, no

doubt panting suitable epigrams

about how the time had come"

to exchange the feet of history

for the history of feet. Marx,

says Liebknecht, developed a

turn of speed of which he had

never suspected him capable."

Quit kidding the troops
We have a friend who reminds

inc of a seedy moralist who
found himself so unpleasant that

the only way to avoid self-des-

truction was to conjure up a

God. The moralist can now ex-

pound his own particuar brand

of nastiness as if it were from

On High.

But there is a difference be-

tween o.ur friend and the moral-

ist. The latter looks into the

dry husk of his soul, while our

friend looks into the fiery fur-

nace of his being and discovers

there all the hidden desires and

thwarted ambitions of our gen-

eration.

With what masterful thunder

our friend explains every unsus-

pected thought. What more can

we ask than to have our inner

fears bravely brought to light in

the warm glow of his Olympian

prose? Who calls Pericles, Gib-

bon and Macaulay when the elo-

quence of the people's pal rocks

the civilized world?

What have we to fear with his

lion's roar in our ears? Where

are you now Khrushchev, capital-

ists, logicians, conservatives,

choirboys, Pedants, Popes and

Presidents? The grandeur of our

sage's stately prose shall ring

us down the vistas of time.

With what stealth he stalks our

unseen foes, transfixing them

one step from reality with a

guilded half-truth. What other-

worldly warriors, what fortres-

ses of fantasy do not fall to his

flashing sword? His poetry car-

ries us on, and up, through the

vale of logic and past the bonds

of reason till we soar free into

the hot air of boundless specu-

lation. Jake Hubbard

ANNUAL BOOK SALE

SEVERAL HUNDRED BOOKS ON
SALE AT GREATLY REDUCED

PRICES.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions,

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen'i Uniwilty Ground. ONTARIO

Stop guessing

about life

insurance

CONSULT THE

MAN WHO KNOWS

D. R, Roughton, B.Sc, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy. C.LU.

S. W. Roughton, BA, C.LU.

Office: 191 Princess St

Office Phone: LI 6-1405

THE

MUTUAL
LIFE

OF CANADA

ESTABLISHED 1860

Know the answer?
What's an eight-letter word which

reminds you of good taste, sparkle, lift?

The answer's easy—Coca-Cola of

course. No puzzle about why it's so

popular ... no other sparkling drink

gives you so much good taste, so

much satisfaction. Yes, when you're

looking for refreshment,

the answer's always Coke! SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

COKE" AND MCA-COLV ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS- BOTH IDENTIFY THE SAME

ntrBCiHlKG BEVERAGE-THE PRODUCT Of COCA-COLA UD. HAVE A BREAK-HAVE A COKE.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68!4 Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1166

Quality that Pleases , . . Service that Satisfies

*25,000.
LIFE INSURANCE (20-yc-ar reducing convertible term

ANNUAL PREMIUMS
Age 30 % .

.

Ag«35
Agt 40 .

Age 45

If you arc in iKc market for life iniuran

(hit wilh any other plan --

Comult

VAL TAYLOR
tViui.-ui.il TLilc

7 Pleasant Blvd., Toronto 7, Ontario

pay you to compare

WA. 3-1159

Do'for"

VISIT

Marilyn's

DIAL 2-1475

LADIES WEAR
FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
238 PRINCESS ST.
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PEARSON CLAIMS

No Sell-Out To Wall Street
(Continued from Page 1)

much to bring Britain back to its

proper position in the trading

world. "But to divert $626,000,000

from our best customer is not the

way to appease British trade.

Furthermore, it is added ammuni-
tion to those people in Washing-

ton who want further cuts in Ca-

nadian exports to the US," he

said. The Liberal policy has been

a trade-expansion policy and is

the better method.

After his address, Pearson was

subject to various questions from

the audience. On the question of

federal aid to undergraduate stu-

dents, he said that his party pro-

posed some scholarships and bur-

saries to be awarded from federal

funds by the universities on the

basis of competitive examinations.

He suggested a possible $40,000

worth of such scholarships and

bursaries.

To a question about American

investments in our national re-

sources, he said that the Americans

would not take over Canada eco-

nomically in this way. "We can use

American capital in our develop-

ment without selling out to Wall

Street." Their investments are im-

portant for without them Canada

would not develop as she has done.

Someone asked who would make
the next cabinet. "All I can say is

that they'll be Liberals," was his

rejoiner.

On the question of the foreign

policy of John Foster Dulles, he

said, "I don't wish to add to the

American troubles by commenting

on Dulles."

Local Liberal candidate Bill

Henderson spoke for a few minutes

before Pearson and was greeted

with numerous cat-calls. The meet-

ing was under the chairmanship of

Robert Little, President of the

Queen's Liberal Association.

Diced And Gere
for Grudge Game

Speculation that blood will flow

is rampant on campus as the AMS
executive and Journal staff go into

training for their grudge match at

the Jock Harty Arena Thursday at

11 p.m.

AI "Tiger" Grctsinger, the AMS
team manager, said "the executive

(eels quite capable of taking care of

these upstarts, and we're sure that

under the driving impetus of our

coach 'Angel* Hayes that we should

come out on the better side of the

tussle."

inco Metals at work in Canada

helps you enjoy modern

electrical living
but three Canadian homes out of five need up-to-date wiring

THE EXCITING STOIIY OF MICKEl

Inco hot recentlypvbWthed o colour.

ful end beautifully llluitraled

32-poga booklet about Corwdu'i
important nickel Indutlry, entitled

"The Exciting Story of Nickel". Il

il written primarily (or Canodlan
youth by Alan King, hut adulti will

alio find il full of inlemllng Infor-

mation. Juil write lo Into for o frte

cop/ of IhU booklet.

A,

Ouppose the house you're living in is ten years old or
more. The original wiring system did its job well in those
days. But can this same wiring system handle the many
new appliances you have in 1958? Or in five or ten
years from now?

Probably not. Even some new houses arc not
properly wired to carry the electrical load you
need in your home. In fact, more than 3 out
of every 5 Canadian homes have inadequate or
out-of-date wiring.

If your home is one of these, it means that you're not
getting good service from your appliances. They're
operating too slowly . . . using more electricity than they
should . . . and costing you more money. Lights are not
as bright as they ought to be. Electric motors operate
slowly. Fuses may be blowing. These are sure signs of

inadequate wiring. And it could mean that you're playing
with fire . . . because overloaded wiring can help create
a fire hazard.

Make sure your home has a safe and up-to-date
wiring system. If you spot any of the tell-tale

signs, call in an electrical contractor and have
him inspect the wiring. He can show you how
to enjoy the safely and convenience of modern
electrical living.

Inco supplies copper to Canadian companies for the
manufacture of heavy duty power cable and the wiring
that goes into your home, And you use many other
products made from Inco ORC* Brand Copper every day.
For more than half of all the copper produced by Inco
is used right here in Canada. Another example or the way
Inco melals serve the Canadian industries that serve you.

"Trademark Rtglstrrrd

/|WCQV THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED"
-*.t S3 VONOB STREET, TORONTO

Producer of Into Nickel, Nickel Alloys; ORC Brand Copper, Tellurium, Selenium, Platinum, Palladium and other Precious Metals; Cobalt and Iron Ore.

Hugh Winsor, Journal team
manager, claims that the obese gov-
ernment men will be so out of shape

that the Journal squad will leave

them puffing at the door of tne
Chalet, where a pre-ganie warm-up
is scheduled.

Herb "Peripheral Vision" Ham-
ilton, erstwhile permanent secre-

tary of the AMS and former editor

of the Journal, will referee. Ham-
ilton, cleaning the mud off his

triple-lens glasses, claims that

any infraction of the "drinking on

the ice" ruling will be dealt with

without discrimination against

either side.

Principal Mackintosh, honorary

president of the AMS, declined to

play goal on the grounds that 40

years off the ice is too much for any

man to overcome.

CFR C
Thursday, February 27

7:00 Hits and Misses

7:30 Campus Topics - News
Calendar - Interview

7:45 Meet the Artist

8:00 Bits and Pieces

8:30 The Spoken Word
Panel discussion - Law students

"Capital Punishment"

°:00 From the Music Room
_

Brahms - German Requiem

10:30 Concert Hall
Debussy - Prelude to the

Afternoon of a Faun
Tchaikovsky - Symphony No. 0

Pathetiquc.
Berlioz - Royal Hunt and Storm

Classified Ads
Lost

At the Levana Formal, a white

rhinestone bracelet. Wanted for senti-

mental reasons. If you know of its

whereabouts please call Arlenc Crosi

at 2-2522.
Found

Watch on Queen's Crescent near

University at noon Sunday. Apply

Journal Office.

For Sale

For Fiction, Fashion, Food and

Females subscribe to PLAYBOY
Magazine. Lowly type rates. One

year IS, two years $9, Lifetime 5149.5U.

Chemical Rubber Co. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics. New, guar-

anteed to cost no more than S5. (I'tjS"

ular price an astronomical ¥12). No
book stores please. Don Townson at

6-0123 or leave name at AMS office.

SIGNPOST
Tuesday

Spanish Club: Meeting at 8 ptn.

Miss Weir of the School of Nursing

will show the slides she took in Spam

this past summer. An interesting illu-

strated talk is in store for all those

interested in Spain and in travel
J"

general. Place: Faculty Women's Uul).

Biology Club: The regular meeting

of the Biology Society lias been post-

poned for one week.

LSA: Regular meeting will be held

at St. Mark's on the corner of Victoria

and Earl Streets. Topic .under dis-

cussion will be "Missionaries."

Wednesday

Glee Club: Annual meeting for elec-

tion of officers will be held at ^
p.m. in the Music Room of the Uia

Arts Bldg. All members please be pre-

sent.

Canada — Overseas Club: Meeting

at the home of Dr. and Mrs. J-

Corry, 44 Kensington Ave. twesi

along- Union St.) at 8:15 p.m. Top*'

India, All are welcome.

Thursday:

Newman Club: A student retreat

at 7 p.m. in St. James Chapel. Speaker

will be Rev. Alex Macrae of Ottawa.

Saturday:

Attention Arts 60: A skating pafV

and dance on March 1. See poste

details.

fpi

Drum Majors
The deadline for application

for drum majorette and drum

major of the Queen's Pipe

and Brass Bands is Feb. 25-

Applications should be made

in writing to the AMS Office
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Artists Have No Faith,

Strive For New World
"Today artists believe and have

faith in nothing," said Mr. Allan,

p [
Queen's art department, in a

panel discussion on "The Nature of

\rt" at the Philosophy Club Thurs-

day evening. Other panelists repre-

senting the fields of music and liter-

ature respectively, were Dr. Graham

George and Dr. George Whalley.

"The artist is really striving to

form a new world in which he can

believe," continued Allan in reply

io the question, "How and what do

artists express?" placed by moder-

ator A. P. Fell. "They are misusing

materials as we expect them to be

used in their compulsion to find

a new faith."

Dr. George quoted Wagner as

saying that the only thing which

music can express is feeling and

emotion, and also Stravinsky who

held the opposite view that music

cannot express anything, to indicate

the variance of opinion on this sub-

ject. He felt himself that it is not

possible for the artist to know what

he is doing nor does it matter what

he thinks.

Dr. Whalley felt that it was not

sound to ask what is "expressed"

since this word has several mean-

ings for different people, and re-

sults in differences of opinion.

On the subject of critics and

their work in "art", Dr. George

said, "A critic can evaluate a work

of art technically, but beyond that

he is making subjective evaluations."

Allan contended that the chief value

of the critic is for the artist and not

for the general public, while Dr.

Whalley pointed out that the most
active criticism that goes on is by
an artist while he is working.

The panelists were in general

agreement wkh Dr. Whalley's opin-

ion that the limitations imposed on
an artist by his medium gave him
his greatest stimulus.

Leather Jackets

To Be Restored

Recurring complaints about the

ruling against leather jackets have

materialized into a proposed amend-
ment to the constitution which will

again allow Queen's engineers to

purchase the jackets, reported Bill

Sexsniith, Engineering Society

president, after the general meeting

last Friday.

Whether or not yellow jackets

will again appear on the campus

will be determined by the voting of

the Sciencemen when they meet

next Friday in the Biology Lecture

room for their annual meeting.

Among the numerous other pro-

posed amendments were that the

program committee consist of mem-
bers of the Engineering Society

executive instead of members from

various engineering groups, and

that the Science Journal Editor be

an elected member and not an

appointed member.

Sexsmith hoped that there would

be a good turnout so that standing

room only would be available.

Meds Raffle

Voluptuous Joan Murphy will

turn her attention from Parlia-

mentary procedure when she draws
the name of the lucky winner of

the Aesculapian Tuition raffle in

the Union Coffee Shop this Friday

at 12 :30. The Governor-General

will aid in distribution of non-

government funds obtained in the

recent drive to help the Building

Fund of the Aesculapian Society

The Building Fund is dedicated

to accumulating money for the

construction of a building to pro

vide common rooms and teaching

facilities to medical under-graduates.

Invitations

Any student wishing to use

the $20 ticket to the "Bal du

Genie" of the Polytechnique

Institute in Montreal on

March 1, please apply in the

AMS Office. Invitations have

also been received for the

McMaster Formal, Feb. 28.

and the Osgoode Hall "Legal

and Literary Society Formal",

March 7. These invitations

may be picked up by appli-

cation at the AMS Office.

Expensive Game
Louvain, Belgium (Special)-

The Louvain student newspaper,

Ons Leven, called the poker game
a regular plague among the students.

At some clubs the students show

a real passion in playing for money,

with the stakes being rather con-

siderable in most cases, although

very many students have a hard

time to make ends meet with their

scholarships. The paper complains

in particular that the other social

activities of the students are affected

adversly.

Patronage and Graft

Applications for positions

of Arts athletic director, chief

justice, Arts Journal editor,

and Arts Formal convenor

must be submitted to any

member of the Arts Society

executive by 5 p.m. Wed-
nesday.

Debaters Split

Peter Gallop, Science '61, and

Arthur Schwartz, Meds '59, won

one and lost two debates for Queen's

at the McGill Winter Carnival last

weekend. The Queen's team took

the affirmative side of the topic

''Resolved that a program of selec

tive military service be adapted in

North America". Debating against

McGill
,

University of Pittsburgh

(U.S.A.) and McMaster, they de

feated McMaster and lost one of

the others by one point. According

to Schwartz, "We had a helluva

good time".

Constitution

Notice of motion for amend-

ing theAMS constitution must

be made in writing to the AMS
Executive ( in the AMS
Office) before the executive

meeting Thursday night. The

motion will become part of the

constitution if supported at

the annual meeting by two-

thirds majority of those pre-

sent. The annual meeting is

scheduled for March 4.

COUHILiV OF O Bfili

"I read my Tricolor in the bathtub because . .

'

Have you got yours yet? You can order yours from any of the

following salesmen: Levana—Judy Rice Edith Whetung, Marg

Wilkinson, Sheila McKessock, Barb Sparling, Mar}' Bennett,

Carol Newell, Kathy Nasi, Lucille Guimond, Nancy Snelling. Arts

—John Forsyth, Don MacGregor, Gord Nicholls, Charlie Plourde,

Don Taillifer, Phil Eggleton, Norm May, Mo Lynn, Hugh Duff,

Ken McCummon, Jim Hunter, Jim McCready. Science—Pete Gallop,

Roy Teigen, R. O'Grady. Lex McCrindle, Orville Brillinger, Ken

Bullen, Ray Noskalyk, Bill Barrott. Denny Bozic, Jim Siltala,

Jock McNeill, Terry O'Brien, Jack Wiford, Doug Leavens, Jack

Gregg, Len Berk, Vito Olsevskis, Jim Armstrong. Medicine—Bob

Maudsley, Walt Yaworsky, Brian Blair, Nick Diamant, Jack Adam,

Dave Dunlop, Russ Croft, Robin Bolton. Theology—Al Gretsinger.

Also on sale in the Post Office and the Arts Building from Wedj

Feb. 26 to Fri., Feb. 28.

AMS Constitutional Amendments
Notices of motion were given as follows:

Miss Mahaffev—Article I, Section 3: amend to

read "The Alma Mater Society shall take prefer-

ence over the Arts, Engineering, Aesculapian, Levana,

Law, and Theological Societies, Courts, year execu-

tives, and all other student organizations."

Mr. Deep—Article II, Section 5: amend to read

"Third Year Medicine shall be considered Final Year

in that Faculty."

Miss Mahaffev—Article IV, Section 1: amend to

read "The Alma Mater Society executive is herein

empowered to make upon any of the faculty societies

and the Levana Society" . . .

Article IV, Section 2 (a): amend, to read "Tin-

annual fee for undergraduates shall not exceed the

sum of $5.00 and shall be collected on registration.

The fee of 55.00 shall include the subscription to the

Queen's Journal of $2.55."

Mis* Mahaffev—Article V. Section 1 (f): amend

1o read "An external affairs chairman who shall be a

senior representative of the A. M.S. executive. In

this capacity be shall be the main liaison ofticer

between the A.M.S. and organizations with external

affiliations, such as W.U.S. and. S.C.M. He shall have

a functional understanding of these organizations and

shall be an ex-officio member of these committees.

He shall attend the annual N.F.C.U.S. National Con-

ference and the N.F.C.U.S. Ontario Regional Con-

ference as an A.M.S. delegate. The Queens

N.F.C.U.S. chairman and committee shall be res-

ponsible to the external affairs chairman who shall

he the final authority on all N.F.C.U.S. matters af-

fecting the A.M.S."

Mr. Wong—Article V. Section I (g) i: to read

"A chairman of the A.M.S. Welcoming Committee

who shall be a senior representative of the A. M.S.

executive. In this capacity he shall carry out (In-

activities of this committee in accordance with By-

Law No, 1 5."

Mr. Wong—Article V, Section 1 (g) ii: to read

"The Committee shall he the members' named in By-

Law Na. 15 and the five junior A.M.S. represent-

atives."

Mr. Snowdeu—Article V, Section 2: amend to

Tead "The personnel of the executive shall be com-

posed of sixteen voting members as follows: the

presidents of the Levana. Arts, Aesculapian, Engineer-

ing and Law Societies, an elected representative

from Theology (none of whom is eligible to bold

office), and a Senior and Junior representative trom

each of the Arts, Levana, Aesculapian, Engineering,

.and Law Societies (elected in the society elections

in the spring) of whom only the Senior represent-

atives may hold office. In addition, the AM.P-
Alhlciic Stick and the Editor of the Journal shall sit

as non-voting members."

Miss Mahaffey—Article V. Section 3: delete

sentence "The President and Junior A.M.S. repres-

entative of the Levana Society may be elected prior

lo the election o£ the remainder of the executive.

Miss Mahaffev—Article VII, Section 2 (a):

amend to read "The executive shall hold at least two

open meetings ..."
Miss Mahaffey—Article VIII, Section 4: amend

to read "Any officer, member of a standing or other

committee holding any position within the gift of the

AlmaMater Society, who wilfully neglects bis duticr

or who does not perform them to the satisfaction

of the executive shall be removed from such office

on a two-thirds vote at a regular meeting, previous

notice thereof having been given at a regular meet-

ing The exception to this section is the Journal

editor whose removal must follow the procedure

outlined in the constitution of the Queen's University

Journal. The executive ..."
Mr. Wong—Article X: delete in entirety.

Miss Mahaffey—Article XI, paragraph two:

amend t o read 'The duties of the Social Functions

Committee shall he to formulate policy with respect

to student social functions. For administrative pur-

poses . . ."

Miss Maliaffey—Article XII, Section 1 (b):

amend to read "The duties of the Social Functions

tte shall organize the Freshmen Welcoming Pro-

gramme of the A.M.S. and shall integrate the wel-

coming programmes of the societies and working . .
."

Miss Maltaffev—Article XII, Section 1 (c)

:

amend to read "Shortly after the registration of his

faculty, the President of each society shall call a

general meeting and/or reception which every Fresh-

man must attend. The Dean of the faculty or a

senior professor, and the President of the society

shall address one of these gatherings and shall em-

phasize the responsibilities of the freshman to the

university and to liis society. The President oE the

Alma Mater Society or the Senior A.M.S. represent-

ative of the society shall also address . .
."

Miss Mahaffey—Article XI, Section 2 (b): amend
to read "Five Junior Justices, one recommended by

and chosen irom each of the following: Arts, En-
gineering;! Aesculapian, Law, and Levana and Theo-

logy (except that from which the Chief Justice is

drawn) . .
."

Mr. Holmes—new Article X, to read: CAMPUS
CLUBS.

Section 1.—Ali campus organizations of an extra-

curricular non-academic nature shall be under the

jurisdiction of the Alma Mater Society and shall

obtain formal recognition front the Alma Mater

Society executive.

Section 2.—It shall be unlawful for any campus
organization to incorporate into its constitution any

clauses not in keeping- with the letter or the spirit

of the A.M.S. Constitution.

Section 3.—No campus organization shall be ex-

clusive in its membership requirements on grounds

of race, creed, colour, or social status.

Miss Mahaffey—Article XV: "The Vigilance

Sub-Committee" to be renumbered Article XV-A,
ami Section 1 io be amended to read: "The Vigilance

Sub-Committee shall be the body responsible for

general student conduct and investigations arising

therefrom."

Miss Mahaffey—Article XV-B, to read: "Can-

didates for positions on the A.M.S. Court and the

Vigilance Sub-Committee shall be interviewed and

appointed before the end of October (with the ex-

ception of the Chief of Police who shall be appointed

in the spring term).'*

MiSS Mahaffev—Band Constitution. Article III,

Section A, add to" subsection 2: "The band manager

shall he responsible for soliciting applications for the

position: of Drum Major and Drum Majorette when

these positions have been vacated."

"The Faculty of Law"
wherever faculty societies

Mr. Snowden—Add
Wherever applicable, i.e.,

arc named.

Mr. Hardin—Tricolor Society. Article I, Section

4, add "and should announce its selections not later

than February 22. Notice of the meeting, including

a solicitation for nominations, shall be printed in

two issues of the Journal not later than February 8.

The Journal shall act on request of the Alma Mater

Society executive. The committee shall acquire a

complete list of the relevant activities of the nomi-

nees."

Miss Hayes—Constitution, of the N.F.C.U.S.

Article II, et scq., to be amended to read:

Section I.—The members shall include:

a. The A.M.S. External affairs chairman.

b. Five senior representatives, one from each

of the Arts, Levana, Engineering, Aescula-

pian and Law Societies.

c. Five junior representatives. One from' each

of the above societies.

d. Five interested freshmen, one from each of

the Arts, Levana. Engineering, Aesculapian

and Law societies.

e. One representative from Theology.

f. All N.F.C.U.S. exchange students.

g. The five junior A.M.S. representatives.

Section 2.—All the representatives shall be ap-

pointed by the respective societies and faculties in the

spring te'rm. with the exception of the freshmen

who shall be appointed by the end of October.

Section 3.—The senior representatives of the Arts,

Levana, Engineering, Aesculapian and Law societies

shall be the junior representatives of the previous

year,

Article III, Section 1—Officers and Duties.

a The A.M.S. External Affairs chairman who
shall be the final authority on all matters

affecting the A.M.S. and whose duty it shall

be to keep the A.M.S. executive informed on

all N.F.C.U.S. local and national activities.

b. A chairman who shall be a senior represent-

ative who shall be elected by the N.F.C.U.S.

committee. He shall be the executive head

of the Queen's N.F.C.U.S. Committee.

c A vice-chairman who shall be a senior rep-

resentative who shall be elected in the same

manner as the chairman and who shall pre-

side at all meetings in the absence of the

chairman.

e. A secretary whose duty it shall be to:

1. Keep and read the minutes at ali meet-

ings.

2. Receive, answer and fill all correspon-

dence.

3 Prepare a report for the secretary-treas-

urer of the A.M.S, for the annual meeting.

f. A treasurer whose duties shall include:

I. The usual duties of a treasurer.

3 The presentation of financial requests
' *

and reports to the A.M.S. Budget and

g. A publicity director whose duties shall in-

clude keeping the student body informed on

all N.F.C.U.S. local and national activities.

Article IV.—Meetings.

Section 1.

a. Bi-monthly meetings shall be held.

Other meetings may be called at any time

at the discretion of the chairman.

Article V —National Congress and Regional

Conference.

Section 1—National Congress Delegates.

a. A.M.S. president.

b. External Affairs Chairman.

c. Chairman Queen's N.F.C.U.S. committee.

Section 2.—Alternates to the National Congress

and the Ontario Regional Conference. At least three

junior representataives appointed by the A.M.S ex-

ecutive in conjunction with the N.F.C.U.S. and the

External Affairs chairmen on the following basis:

a. Two N.F.C.U.S. junior representatives per se.

one A.M.S. junior representative per se.

or b Two A.M.S. Junior representative per se.

One N.F.C.U.S. junior representativc^pe^se.

Section 3,—Ontario Regional Conference Del-

egates.

a. i. A.M.S. president.

ii. External Affairs chairman.

iii. Chairman N.F.C.U.S. Committee,

or b. i. E. A. Chairman.

ii. Chairman N.F.C.U.S. Committee.

iii. Sr. member N.F.C.U.S. Committee.

Section 4.—The delegations shall be empowered

to accept mandates delineated at the National Con-

sress and at the Ontario Regional Conference which

arc in accord with the interests of the University.

Section 5 —The delegation must submit reports

on the agenda to the A.M.S. executive before and

after the Congress and the Conference.

Article VI.

Section l.-The National and/or the Ontano

regional N.F.C.U.S. presidents shall be invited an-

nually to address the A.M.S. executive and all in-

terested students. ...

Section 2.—The Queen's Journal shall be sent to

the National and Ontario Regional presidents.

Section 3,-Bi-monthly reports shall be sent to

the National and Ontario Regional presidents and to

the A.M.S. presidents.

Section 4.—All major financial commitments mu.

he taken to the Budget and Finance Committee of

the \ M S. executive for approval.

Miss Hayes-Article XIII. new Section (b)

added, to read -An A.M.S. c0
ĉ|
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executive meeting held at least two weeks before the

annual meeting."

Section (b), (c). and (d), as they now stand are

" and (e).
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GEORGE LoFLEUR

Although football is out of season as far as the actual schedule

is concerned it has been a main topic of discussion with the Queen's

Athletic Board of Control in the past week. At a meeting of the

AMS. Dave Nowlan, AMS Athletic Stick, reported that the AB
of C has considered a motion to drop out of the Canadian Rugby
Union. The main reason given was the objection to the CRU's
control of playing rules and their use of the Intercollegiate Union

as a testing ground for new regulations.

Before any formal proposal is made to the other three colleges

at a meeting next month the AB of C will consult Dr. Carson,

Queen's representative to the CRU. If the motion is carried out it

will be offered for discussion at the meeting.

The main loss if the intercollegiate teams were to drop out

would be the lack of standardization with the CRU. A second

possible detriment could conceivably be trouble in obtaining games
with CRU teams but the general trend in recent years has been to

pJay more exhibitions within the league itself.

Still on the gridiron sport the schedule for the 1958 season

has been released and is as follows:

Sept. 20, St. Lawrence (exhibition)
; Sept. 27, at McGill (exhi-

bition) ; Oct. 4, at Western; Oct. 11, McGill; Oct. 18, at Toronto;
Oct. 25, Toronto; Nov. I, at McGill; Nov. 8, Western.

Newest rule proposed for intercollegiate football in Canada is

blocking for linemen up to three five-yard stripes. This would give

a maximum of 14 yards and a minimum of 10, the present max-
imum.

Billy Colvin, Arts '61, is now leading the eastern senior OHA
points race with 32 goals and 33 assists. His closest competitor is

Bob Boucher of the Ottawa-Hull Canadiens who had 60 points with
two games remaining. The CKLC's have already completed their

schedule.

Science '59 has almost assured itself of the Bews Trophy by
placing well up in the swim meet and gaining the semi-finals in

the basketball. Their success has been mainly due to their extremely
high rate of participation even in events where the entries had had
no previous experience. Congratulations to Mike Whitney, Athletic
Stick, and the rest of his year for a fine effort.

Exhibition hockey has taken over the limelight in the past
few days with one game already completed and a second on the
fire. Friday afternoon Law defeated Levana Lovelies 6-5 in a high-
spirited tilt. For Levana the top scorer was a Kingston girl,

Dorothy Hyde, who potted four goals despite the solid defensive
play of Ron Stewart. The outstanding man on the ice for Levana
defensively was Jill McCreary whose spirited bodychecking broke
up many ]aw3'ers.

The second game will be held at the ungodly hour of eleven
on Thursday when the sleepless Journalites will meet the Hamil-
tonless AMS's.

Al Hyland, intercollegiate 175 lb. champion, was named the
recipient of the Jack Day Trophy at a meeting of the Boxing and
Wrestling Club last week. Top candidate for the Mike Milovick
Trophy is intercollegiate welterweight champ Toby O'Brien while
Mike Woolgar, a light-heavy who campaigned in the heavyweight
division at Toronto, was given honorable mention.

GEORGE'S GURGLINGS . . . Keith Harris, one of the in-
structors on the physical education staff at Queen's, has joined the
ranks of those who have announced their engagement. The lucky
girl is from Belleville . . . Twenty years ago the shooting percentage
in the National Basketball Association was 28 per cent. Today it is

37 . . .
Assumption's senior basketball team was dealt a major blow

with the loss of both Dick Mackenzie and Jerry Kotwas, their two
leading scorers. Kotwas left involuntarily while Mackenzie decided to
concentrate on his studies ... The president of the wrestling club
for 58-59 will be Hugh Allen . . . Clarkson College, which defeated
the Gaels in an exhibition tilt before Christmas, boasts the leading
free throw percentage among small college teams in the U.S. They
have hit on 75 per cent of their attempts. Their top scorer, Bob
Shepard, is second in the points race with an average of 25.9 points
per game . . . The intramural basketball semi-finals got under way
Monday night with Arts '61 meeting Science '58 in the first game
and Science '59 tangling with Science '60 in the second. Both the
semi-finals and the finals are two-game, total-point series on the
full court .

GAELS TOP HAMS 7-2
HE SHOOTS! HE SCORES!

Andy Bakogeorge successfully draws Austin out of the net to score his first of two goals.

(Note spacious seating accommodation in Jock Harty).

by Dwne Poppas

Women's Sports Editor.

The swimming version of the Golden Gals came through this

weekend to defeat MacDonald College from Montreal in an invita-

tional meet here. Total points found Queen's on top with 14, com-
pared with MacDonald's 12.

Of the eight events Queen's won five. Those winning individual

races and their times are as follows: 25 yd. butterfly breaststroke,

Dorothy McLaughlin (Q) 17 sees.; 50 yds. freestyle, Sandy Graham
(Q), 32 sees.; 50 yd. orthodox breaststroke, Elizabeth Meade (M),
41 sees.; 75 yd. individual medley, Mickey McCulloch (Q) 60.2 sees.;

100 yds. freestyle, Nancy Reid (M), 1.14.4, and 50 yds. backstroke,

Judy Reid (Q), 36.3 sees.

In the 150 yds. medley relay the MacDonald team placed first

with a time of 1.55.4, but Queen's were close behind with 1.55.8.

In the 200 yds. freestyle relay Queen's were first in 2.13.5.

The archery version of the Gals placed fourth in an invitational

meet held Saturday at McMaster. In the morning round Queen's
placed fourth but in the afternoon they improved and placed first.

Their combined total, however, wasn't enough to pull them out of a

fourth place finish.

The combined team totals were as follows: Toronto 3459, Mc-
Master 3447, OAC 3273, Queen's 3270, Western 2932 and McGill
2512.

Individual totals found that June Scevior of Toronto had won
the championship with 1098 points (534 and 564). Marg Glover of

Queen's was second with 1025 (479 and 546).

Queen's archers and their scores were Marg Glover (479, 546),
Betsy Thorton (424, 484), Linda Grant (360, 392), and Betty
Andress (281. 321).

BRONZE BABY HERE WE COME
The Bronze Baby, symbol of the championship in Ladies'

Intercollegiate Basketball, will be the object of the Queen's Golden
Gals this weekend. Thursday the twelve-girl team will embark for

McGill to meet Toronto, Western and Montreal in the elimination
tournament.

Last year Queen's tied with Western in games won but the
London team will succeed in their threat to stuff coach Anne Turn-
bull into a basket. Oh well, at least Willie Hartack is assured of

a good year.

JV's Suffer Two Setbacks
Al Lenard's JayVees suffered

two setbacks over the weekend
being walloped by Western Colts

Friday night 81-41 in London and
then bowing to Assumption Cru-
saders Saturday night 82-67. Top
scorer for the JayVees in the Wes-
tern game was Jim Pando with 17.

while at Windsor Terry Matolli

was high with 22.

At London, the Colts' superior
height coupled with improved
shooting over last week's effort

here, gave the Western their lop-
sided victory. In addition, Bob
Burleigh, because of an infected
loot, and Bob Anglin, because

of studies, did not make the trip.

Howie Bobkin, impressive in

last week's tilt, and Bill Lawson
were the top snipers for the Pur-
ple team.

The JayVees outscored the As-
sumption Crusaders in three of the
four quarters at Windsor Saturday
night but a disastrous second period
was the deciding factor. In that

quarter the Lenardmen were out-
scored by a wide margin 35-5. High
scorer for Assumption was Leo
Innocente with 18 points.

Coach Al Lenard predicts a 30-

point victory in Saturday's game
here against McGill.

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-
ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's bross burtons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

Seniors Lose Two

The McMahon-less Queen's Gol-

den Gaels dropped two games over

the weekend losing to Western

Mustangs 57-51 Friday and As-

sumption Purple Lancers 77-51

Saturday. Top marksmen for the

Gaels were Greg Stone and Jim

Harrison with 15 and 12 respective-

iy-

At London the Gaels' poor shoot-

ing and five quick fouls gave the

Mustangs an early lead which they

maintained throughout the game.

Paul Davis, held down last week
by McMahon. led the Purple attack

in this half.

In the third quarter, the Tri-

color battled back to draw within

four points after being down 12

at the half. However, the Mus-
tangs collected their lead once
again and with two minutes left,

were 12 points ahead.

At Assumption, Queen's stayed

close in the opening minutes but

The Purple Lancers then switched

to a zone defense which they had
used successfully here. From then

to the end of the game the Windsor
team built up an insurmountable

lead.

The Gaels shooting improved in

the second half but led by Knobby
Hoi and Gene (the thin manjRizak,
who ended the contest with IS and

Win Insures

Second Place
By Gord Savoy

The Queen's Hockey Gaels firmly

nailed down second place in t l )e

Central Ontario Hockey League by

whipping the Ryerson Rams 7-2

here Saturday. Andy Bakogeorge

Bob McAleese and Bryce Sander-

son, playing on the same line divi-

ded six goals among them evenly

to lead the Tricolor to the win.

Larry Stoddart scored the re-

maining marker as the Gaels com-

pletely outclassed their hard

working opponents. Austin, in

the Ryerson nets, played a steady

game handling 35 shots while

Bob Parr blocked 20 Ryerson

drives.

The Gaels jumped into a 3-0

lead within the first ten minutes

then seemed to slow down for the

rest of the game. The first period

ended 3-1 in favor of the Gaels.

They led 4-1 at the end of the sec-

ond session and outscored their

opponents 3-1 in the final stanza.

Bob Parr played another out-

standing game for the Queen's

squad. He has been playing well

all season. When the hot and cold

Dick Dodds was ruled ineligible

for play early in the season, Parr

took over and has certainly prov-

ed more than an adequate replace-

ment.

The Gaels are led only by OAC
and followed by Ryerson, Water-

loo College, Osgoode Hall and Mc-

Master. They have lost only two

games, both of them real toughies r

and both to OAC by scores of 3-2

and 4-3. There is one remaining

game with Waterloo College here

at Jock Harty on Saturday. I u

their previous encounter the Gaels

blanked the twin city icemen 7-0.

Carl Nurmi is still the team's

leading scorer with fourteen points,

followed colsely by linemate Daryl

McKenzie with thirteen.

19 points respectively, the Purple

Lancers kept up their pace and were

too good for the Tindallmen. Greg

Stone with 15 and Dan Bozic with

10 were high scorers for the Gaels.

CAGER'S COMMENT: Davi*

hit 22 for the Mustangs . . . Queen's

scored on 17% of their shots in the

first half at London. They weren't

much better in the opening half at

Windsor hitting on 23%.

CORE I 2 34 5 6 78 910 II IZ

Jerry Simon
:

mural curling.

Meds '62 puts the "rock on the scotch" in intra-

The

i



Weather
(LCBO Weather Office)

__F"day, cold with in-

termittent hot spells

from 8-11 :30 p.m. High
tonight and low tomor-

row. The sun will rise

3nd set.
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Canada's First Beernik Successful

Tunnel To Wolfe Island

'In The Bag" MP Promises
"It's in the bag," said

W. J. (Bill) Hendersnitch
today, announcing the grant-

ing of a contract to the Hen-
ijtrsnitch Construction Com-
pany for building a tunnel

to the west end of Wolfe
Island from Kingston.

Mr. Hendersnitch said the
scheme would permit easy
access by the citizens of
Kingston to Wolfe Island,
thus turning the island into

a leading pleasure resort.
This was expected to add
greatly to the prosperity of
the island, he said.

The tunnel will run from
the foot of West Street to
a point on the north shore
of Reed Bay, thus making
it one of the longest tunnels
in Canada, second only to
Toronto's subway. Its Wolfe
Island exit will face the new
luxury tourist lodge which
is to be erected on the farm
of W. J. (Bill) Hender-
snitch.

"For years I have been
serving the people of King-
ston in my best interests,"
Hendersnitch told the Prig-
Standard, "and I shall con-

tinue to fool them to the
best of my capacity. This
achievement marks the cul-

mination of one of my fond-

est dreams,"

Cost of the project is esti-

mated at $150 million dol-

lars. Half of this sum is to

be paid by the city from the

savings they expect to real-

ize over the next few years

by abolishing aldermen's
salaries. The rest of the

money will come from the

Province of Ontario, since

they expect to have a large

surplus of funds left over

from highway construction.

"I'm always glad to help my
good friend Bill," said the

Hon. W. M. (Dilly) Pickle

when asked why the prov-

ince was making such a gen-

erous offer.

Queen's University step-

ped into the picture when
it announced that it would
defend its claim to the min-
eral rights of the area by
having all first year students

extract minerals from the
spoil from the tunnel as it

was brought to the surface.

This was explained as an

Queens Ends Independance

Now Under Pittsburgh Twp.

Queen's has put itself un-
der the jurisdiction of the
Pittsburgh Township Rural
School Board, Principal
W. A. Mackintosh announc-
ed yesterday.

This move is intended to
circumvent the opposition
to Queen's expropriation at-
tempts, the principal explain-
ed. Under the School Sites
Act, any school board may
expropriate land wherever
it deems necessary. The
township board will exprop-
riate the land and then per-
mit Queen's to build.

Although on paper the
move appears to end Queen's
independance, in practice it

will make no difference to
the university's autonomy.
This was assured by the
agreement signed between
the university and the school
board.

The reactions of King-
ston's citizenry were mixed.
Hon. W. M. Pickle, Ontar-
io's minister of planning

and development, said he
would continue to do his

best for the people of King-
ston. "I will consult with all

interested groups and then
make ray decision on what
stand to take on the matter."

he declared.

A spokesman for the citi-

zens who had been affected

by the threat of expropri-

ation said his group were
utterly discouraged. "Now
we'll only get the market
price for our homes," he
moaned. He added that his

group had been fighting not

for any specific value for

their homes, but on the prin-

ciple of the matter.

Mayor Foist said he

thought the whole issue was
a shame and should never

have been brought up. "It's

too bad these people can't

reach some sort of amicable

agreement," he said. When
the fact that Queen's was
now able to expropriate was
explained to him, the mayor
was silent.

application of the "learn by
doing" principle.

Mr. Hendersnitch, refer-

ring to the tunnel as his "pet
project," mentioned that this

was only one of a number of

grandiose schemes he had
dreamed up for Kingston. "I

will do my best to imple-
ment whatever promises I

may have to. I believe in im-
plementation if necessary,
but not necessarily imple-
mentation," he declared,

beaming at his audience.

OTTAWA (SPECIAL) —
Officials of the Department
of Planning and Develop-
ment told the Prig-Standard
today that they were working
on orders from the minister
to prepare a "bigger and
better" plan for connecting
'Wolfe Island with the main-
land.

"We intend to build a

causeway and bridge to the

island," an official said. He
pointed out that a bridge
was far superior to a tunnel,

because it could be seen by
all voters. The bridge will

be called the Pickle Memor-
ial Bridge.

The department said there

was no truth in the rumor
that the province's taxpay
ers would have to pay for

the bridge. Under an agree-

ment signed with the new
government in O 1 1 a w a

taxes paid by Maritime fish-

eries will be set aside for

such projects as these, under
the title of "aid to underde-
veloped provinces."

The ALMA MATER SOCIETY of Queen's Uni-

versity rubbed elbows with mammoth issues last night

when they decided to charge two students with modelling

in costumes unbecoming members of the AMS. The photo-

grapher was able to catch only the tail end of the meeting.

Dulles Refuses

Red Victuals

For Scientists

WASHINGTON (AP) —
State department officials

today indicated they would
say "No" to a Russian pro-

posal that surplus rations

held by Russian scientists

in Antarctica be turned over
to a party of American scien-

tists short of supplies at

their own base a few miles

away.

This stand was taken af-

ter John Foster Dulles was
warmly applauded by a Con-
gressional committee for his

statement that "we must not

give any indication that we
are negotiating from a posi-

tion of weakness."

Dulles said that sooner
than give into the Russians,

a long-range missile loaded
with supplies would be fired

from Cape Canerval tomor-
row. "And if that doesn't

work, we'll fire another, and
another," he said. "We are

not giving up now. God is

on our side and we know
will win in the end."

This was the eighth Rus-
sian proposal in the last two
weeks, that Dulles has re-

jected. Others have included

a request that information

from recovered goose bands
be pooled, and a proposal to

hold an international marine

biologists conference in New
York. The latter was reject-

ed by Dulles on the grounds
that it "allows foreign troops

to be landed on our shores."

"BEERNIK I", Canada's first outer space ballistic

missile, is shown four seconds after launching behind

Fleming Hall on the Queen's University campus. Dust

blown by the rocket stream has blackened the late after-

noon skyline. This picture was taken through a telephoto

lens 400 yards from the launching site. The roar from the

launching was heard as far away as Odessa. (LCBO

Wirephoto)

Space Missile In Orbit

Possibilities Are Unlimited

By FILLUP BEAN
"Beernik I", Canada's first outer space ballistic mis-

sile, is floating around in its orbit today, 25 miles from
the Beernik satellite following in its path. The missile,

the first of its kind, was launched here late yesterday
afternoon at Queen's University.

The potential power in the rocket thrilled the world
as the news spread through the nations' capitals.

The Beernik rockets were fired with 12 small chaser
rockets, which pushed the missile out of its launching
site. The thrust of the missile sent several scientists,

who were observing the launching, reeling on their backs.

Dr. Wernher von Schlitz,

who heads the group of

scientists who created the

Beernick, said after the

launching that there are un-

limited possibilities to the

missile, now the initial test

has proved successful.

The reaction in the inter-

national world has been
startling Russia, still per-

fecting its "Vodnik 40", has

already sent a congratula-

tory cable to the Canadian
government. At the same
time Soviet chief Nikita

More Trade, Fewer Taxes

Promised By Party Leaders

By
THE CANDIDEIEN

PRESS
Canada's four political

leaders had a busy time yes-

terday. All four made major

policy speeches outlining

their parties' stands in the

election campaign.
Prime Minister Diefen-

baker promised that if re-

elected his government
would increase Canada's

trade, lower taxes, improve

social security measures and

take positive steps to help

the fanner. "I will continue

to take a deep interest in the

personal problems of all my
fellow Canadians," he told

an audience in Sow's Ear.

Alberta.
Liberal leader Pearson

promised that if elected his

government would lowei
taxes, improve social secur-

ity measures, take positive

steps to help the fanner and

increase Canada's trade. "I

will never flag in my efforts

to bring world peace," he

said in Bala, Ontario. "Those
- _ _ Tories have made a

terrible mess of the policy I

left them."
CCF leader Coldwell pro-

mised to work for improved

social security measures,

positive steps to help the

farmer, increased Canadian

trade and lowered taxes.

"Canada needs a change

from the two old parties,"

he told unemployed workers

in the Ford vards at Oak-
ville. "The Liberals and
Conservatives have nothing

new to offer."

Social Credit leader Solon

Low told an audience at

Oka, Quebec, that he would

endeavor to take positive

steps to help the farmer, in-

crease Canada's trade, lower

taxes and increase social se-

curity measures. "We intend

to introduce moral right-

eousness into Canadian poli-

tics, where it has been sadly

lacking," he said.

Political observers com-

mented that all four leaders

have been extremely solicit-

ous of the university stud-

ent vote this year. All have

promised vaguely without

making any binding com-

mitments that they would

consider the interest of the

students. All said that they

would do what they thought

was in the best interest of

the students.

Police Escort

Helps Thief

Make Break

A thief escaped with $600

in cash last night after being

escorted from a corner grocery

by a citv police officer.

The thief had just finished

ransacking the till of Serve-

Right Groceteria and was

coming out the door when he

met Constable Art Dunce.

Dunce said he was surprised

to see someone in the store at

that time of night, but didn't

think anything of it because

the thief had left the lights on.

When Dunce approached

him, the thief, who had been

standing in the doorway,

asked, "Would you mind es-

corting me down the street?

I've gut a lot of money with me
and I'm afraid of robbers."

Dunce walked with the man
for several blocks, until they

came to a building with the

front door partly open. "This

is where I live. Thanks very

much," said the man and

walked in the door.

The police did not learn

until this morning that the

store had been robbed. The

maanger of the store, C. Hol-

eric, was quite indignant about

the action of the police depart-

ment. The police, however,

denied all charges of collusion.

Police Chief Trash says he

is having the whole matter

looked into.

Khruschev put his scientists

on a double shift in an effort

to get the Vodnik off the

ground. Two previous at-

tempts to uncork the Vodnik
have fizzled.

United States officials

have shown visible relief

since the Beernik's launch-

ing. Vice-president Dick
Nixon, taking over the Ame-
rican spotlight while Pres-

ident Eisenhower is recover-

ing from the piles, said in a
press conference this mor-
ning that the Canadian
achievement has once more
justified the American way
of life. Nixon would not say

when the American missile

"Moonshiner I" would be

ready for launching, but he

commended both U.S. and
Canadian scientists for the

"wonderful way" they have

cooperated in working on

the Beernik.

Britain refused to make
any statement about the mis-

sile's success, in view of their

overall policy of secrecy. But

Prime Minister MacMillan
revealed that the Britishers

do have something brewing.

Ike Recovers

GETTYSBURG (BURP)
— Today, from the presi-

dent's Gettysburg farm,
where Eisenhower is taking

a three month vacation,

came the message that the

president is recovering nice-

ly from his operation and

doctors are optimistic that

he will be able to sit down

w.thin a week. Says Doctor

|. Rear, a noted New York

expert on this type of oper-

ation, 'piles, although un-

comfortable, are not danger-

ous, and I sec no reason

why Eisenhower can't be

sitting down and back at

work soon, if his progress

is as satisfactory as should

be hoped for from a man ot

his constitution.'

Eisenhower is reported to

have said 'Ouch stop that

MAMIE, it HURTS!"

THE CIRCUS is in town! A gay fun-fest is in store

for Kingstonians with the arrival of the Bamside and

Burly Sow. featuring clowns, buffoons, freaks trained

sheep, sleights-of-hand, shoot.ng galleries and monkeys.

Shown above are the pillars of the whole show.
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Take Another Look
Dr. Bullmoose

The Bookworm
By Barnwald Sedinburg

Happy are the Canadian scholars who
await the printing of The Collected Note-
books of Samuel Taylor Dullcridge. (10
vol.). The books are now from the press
and are speeding: by box car, freight
train and ship's hold to every scholarly
home in the nation.

Happy too is the industrious Miss
Mimi O'Scalawag from the University
of Toronto whose assiduous scholarship
made this collection possible. This re-
viewer phoned her and asked for a com-
ment on her book. She has a open and
confiding nature. "It wasn't hard, I

guess," she laughed "I just rooted
around in the old Dulleridge diaries for
a decade or two, and then I made some

In our correspondence columns today notes on the back of shredded wheat
cards.

So modest, such a charming woman.
Her foot notes are charming too, and one
knows as one examines the dear sweet
small letters and the cute grey-mauve
Italics, with the curly crosses on the
t's, that a feminine hand has been at
work. Dulleridge would be glad.

Here in the notebooks Dulleridge re-
cords the observations of a long life-

time. The observations of a philosopher

In the first place, Dr. BULLMOOSE are comm°nly weighty and Dulleridge

we print a letter from writer and scho-

lar Professor A. R. M. BULLMOOSE.
In this letter, Dr. BULLMOOSE ac-

cuses this newspaper of being "the
leading influence in this area in the

attempted Anglocanization of our
country" and makes several other state-

ments concerning our policies which
need examination.

The Pott Family
By P. Pott

The other day Pa was a-settim* -mJ
a-reading and he leans over and spits", I

the cuspidor and says 'Ma' he
did you read about this here Ishirk*

1

8

f„n u: ir i_ "s"OUt
°peerat-

'She ain't what she used to be.

castigates us for the use of the word
"Dominion" in our weather forecast

box. We should point out that when we
subscribe to features which use words
with heavy colonial implications, it is

because there are no comparable fea-

tures available to use which use truly

nationalistic words. (Let Dr. BULL-
MOOSE compare this with his use of

books published by the British Book
Service in writing his sociololical work
"The Conflict of American and British

Liquor Products in Forming Pseudo-
Canadian Drinking Habits" in three
volumes).

Dr. BULLMOOSE then goes on to

is among the weightiest of the philoso
phers. Did I ever in this column relate
the story of Dulleridge and the tavern
keeper? Hardly, since I did not know it

until yesterday. The tavernkeeper saw
Dulleridge at the bar one day and said:
"Mr. Dulleridge, have you seen the
latest copy of the London Gazette?"
"No." said Dulleridge. "I have," said
the tavernkeeper, "and it states that you
are the author of a book called Bio-
graphla Literaria." "Yes," said Dulle-
ridge. "Well," said the tavernkeeper
"what does that mean?" This
repartee is today rocking uproarious 7 "IT'iV0"' "
classrooms across the nation, and is

SUG ^ Feb
:,

13
'
In

k
the *°P ^ft corner

probably wittier than most of the Dulle- 1°*^?? — foJ^?St
rl
SSUed

ridge stories
b >' the Do'"""°» Weather Office. Surely-

w;ti, r. Vi -a > t.-i t.- i
you realize that any we have long since

tin* tL? i S
g

u
Ph,lo

|

soPh,cal J«- rid ourselves of this obnoxious term
say that the picture of the Martello ^ these notebooks are, however, lar

ge'y

Letters to the Editor
Attempted Anglocanization disease; rather it gives a person a chan-

c . . ,. . , ce to build up immunity to typhoid and
Sir: in your editorial colunms re- other diseases. Why is it that Kingston

cently you have accused various per- has one of the lowest typhoid death rates
sons around this city of being more in the world? Surely because its citizens
British than Canadian and of trying have had a chance to build up immunity
unsuccessfully to emulate the tweedy to the disease through repeated contact
types of Oxford and Cambridge. with smaIlj non-lethal doses.

I submit sir, that your paper is the of course, there is the disadvantage
leading influence in this area in the at- that a great number of visitors to our
tempted Anglocanization of our country, fair city are fatally stricken, but their
and that by your slavish following of number is negligible compared to our
things British, youare undermining our city's population

wTeeish
cff°rtS t0 buiM a Canadian personalitv
For example, let us examine vour is-

Yours truly,

N. E. FAIRY

More Beer

....... Sir: I am furious; frustrated and

Tower is a "syrto, of British raiiitary SSS^S^ ft -^^^iSg^ *** « ^
might" and tha, this paper is „ S i„g i^^l^^Z^^ °» %W £uusing into the fountain of Knowledge the eold-
subtle poison to twist the readers' fish exploded. Blueblank in his Lives of

minds. We do not intend to comment tne Romantic Poets pays tributes to his
on this at all, since, if our readers look
again at what we have written in the
past they will realize that subtlety is not
a trademark of the writing in this paper.
This paper for years has been writing
m a direct and concise style. And our
Martello tower, rather than being a solid

pinion of British military strength, is a 'or ]0 June, 1828

perception. "He was quite the thinker."
Blueblank writes "He thought about
everything in his lifetime!. His dying
words were about thought. 'I think I

gotta go now, boys, he said. 'I think
the Last Bartender's stacking the chairs
on the table.'

"

Let me here quote Dulleridge 's entry

crumbling tower, reflecting the beau-
tiful atmosphere of Canadian tradition
which exists everywhere in Kingston,
the centre of Canadian history, some-
thing which Dr. BULLMOOSE seems
to have overlooked.

There is one more detail which Dr
BULLMOOSE carefully avoids men-
tioning and which consideration will
show the true nature of his inaccuracy.
The two birds flying about the Martello
tower are crows of a strictly Canadian
sub-species corvus brachyrynchos cana-
densis.

* * *

When I look- at square things, thev
remain immutably and invariably
square. N'o matter how hard or how +v,„ tt„-4. j Cl .

long I regard them they stay square
t

,

he
.

U
,

n, *?d
,

S^tes shortI>
Why is this? Compare Kant and Spi-
noza. I like to look at square things

And 13 July, 1833:
Mrs. Criftcroft informs me that her

husband is ill with the gout, so I went
in the evening and read him some
choice passages from Livy. We spent
a very pleasant evening in the lamplit
room, amid the tickling of the old

have a picture of the Martello Tower, a
symbol of British military might also
from the days when we were a colony.
With this subtle poison working on our
minds, we are prepared to fall easy
prey to your more direct assaults.

As your lead story you have an an-
nouncement from the British Govern-
ment that they have a rocket "more ad-
vanced" than anything the United States
possesses. You seem to have foolishly
swallowed this story at its face value,
without having your correspondent make
any attempt at evaluation. The fact that
the

_
United States shortly afterwards

denied this claim was given scant atten-
tion in your paper.

But if your front page is heavily

Standard, be-
cause I fully realize that it is beneath
contempt, but at that abominable for-

eign islander who comes to our fair

territory each summer. Of course, I re-

fer to John Foster Dullest. Although
we appreciate his fine gesture in throw-
ing a sailboat race for the natives each
summer, he commits the unpardonable
sin of serving AMERICAN" (ugh) beer
in lieu of our more palatable, full-bodied
and renowned brew afterwards at the
yacht club. Why this unfair discrimin-
ation. John ?

James A. Bopray,
Portsmouth.

shun ?' And Ma says 'No Pa whats 1
got this time?' And Pa says 'Well u

C

he's got piles." And Ma says 'Land-
sake so he gets himself sick. So I gu^
this here Dulles is a-setting purty ripht
now!' And Pa says 'Yep Ma Dull"!
like it says here has done gone and drao
ped some Ay-tomic bombs clear

Qri
Mosci — thets whur all them Ruskis
live.' And Ma says 'Well I declare and
its about time they cleaned up some of
them Ruskis. They was gitting right
frisky demanding we stop practice
bombing and stop giving guns to weak-
er countries. Why I read the other day
in Norman Winsom Spiel's column
'Peace in our Day' that if America
hadnt given all them bombs away and
started all them little wars, them sneaky
Ruskis might laid down an Ulti-mayturr,
fer peace to the U-nighted Nay-shuns.'
Ja jest set there a-noddin — you could
see he was a-thinking how he wuld of
liked to of been ther a-watching all them
purty bombs exploding.

So They Say
A SUMERIAN 'FIRST'?

The ancient Sumerians, long extinct
as a nation but gaining credit as disco-
verers of our material benefits, have
just been given another "first." They
are regarded as inventors of writing and
the wheel and discoverers of some
metals.

Now, Danish archeologists, digging
on Bahrein island in the Persian gulf,

have come up with a flush toilet. They
thought they had located the grave of
a Sumerian king and expected a gilt

coffin when their spades struck metal.
The "modern" plumbing equipment

they found instead was probably cons-
structed by the Sumerians 4,000 years
ago. *

'

Sir

Shocked

I would like to brim to your at-
biased towards the United Kingdom, tention a most serious misdeameanour
your page "News From the Counties" which was committed the other day.
is even more so. In the report of a Con- I was standing outside a Queen's Uni-
servative nomination meeting, you quo- vcrsity residence when suddenly a group
te a speaker as saying the Conservative of students emerged from the door.

KltPZ*1ZJSU£ iSi^ principle/ _c/n "be summed up They seemed to be carrying somethin

It would take too long to review each
page of this paper in detail, but
invite our readers to look carefully
Dr. BULLMOOSE'S comments on the and sometimes I like to mull over his
balance of our news coverage and com-

comPlicated reflections on Assyrian
pare them with the facts. This oaner f A°_ f?"_«.

Sometimes 1 conjugate his

he doesn't know Latin." Hjs'saUva' is 3"
f

1.*
^'s ' ^wo 01 tnese are the Crown, and as they got closer I could see that

sanguinary and I think he may die.
'which brings about the unity of races it was another student, They were hold-

This set makes ideal bedtime read-
within the Commonwealth."" and the ing him very carefully so that he would

ing, and I have moved the ten volumes Commonwealth, "an agency for the pro- not fall and one even had a towel on his
onto a little table beside my alarm clock.

moCl°" of peace." Be it noted that there head to protect him from the cold.
It is amazine how hard thpv aro tn l^J IS 110 mention on this page of Canada's

sentimental loyalty to

has no power to control people's actions

PaPer Latin verbs with my Grade Ten Gram
., . : * mar, and sometimes I just make little tI

"" r J " »*
<inu ii tney wish to invite criticism by holes in the paper with my lead pencil. ?

consider you are doing

iguage it nas ever oeen my mis-

itent concent r»f Fmr,iVe M-.i^f" fortune to !iear
- * blush even to think of

does to the fSLt on of
P

'

t

*°hianty what that naughty boy said about those

dian :trio

e

tiI?n

n
;rrca?cu a I

r 6 *~ S^S*? ™ working so hard

In conclusion, sir. T shnnM lit-, f„ M„ t0 ^7 !V
m

°V
er to a nearb>

r car
-
For"

rat
tl

?
nate,y the otners « rere able to silence

favoring pro-British ideas then that is when^the papeMs* onionS disservice to the community "you^ur- & q^y
t^ S^^JS^htZ'

their perfect right. Also it happens that
and tlie Pe,,eiI is ni« ^ sharp. ' P?? to ser^ ™ot only are you stuffing

wnicr
\
tne

>
disappeared vwth him.

both stories that Dr R ri Mnncr;
the

,

,r minds with specious and I would like to see some action taken
unfounded claims masquerading under ?n tlie use of such deplorable language

Quips and Quotations tne gu' se of news, but bv your" blatant m Public places. No matter what was
r T , ,

slanting of news colli
Correction: In last week's recipe for aliv

refers to were from The Canadienne
Press which we prefer because of its
distinctively national Canadien slant-
ing of news stories.

Souffle Glace, where egg yolks are spe-
cified, substitute "egg whites", and
where whites are specified, use egg
yolks instead. Sorry.

Editor's Note: Never mind the apolo-
gies; help us clean up the mess!

inns, you keep
recalcitrant Tory hearts the

hope that someday they will be able to
regress backwards into the past. We
should have little hope of building a
Canadian nation if such men as you
were in control.

happening to that student, he should
have been able to control his outbursts
in public.

INDIGNANT
This is a pretty feeble attempt on Dr

BULLMOOSE'S part to make this
newspaper appear something which it

is not. This paper has always followed
a truly Canadien policy in all its de-
partments.

Finally, if Dr. BULLMOOSE every
really read the other pages of this news-
paper consistently and carefully he
would know that our policies are slant-
ed there for all to read — and written, who h
furthermore, in spelling and

nnAnJl R
Canadian -Amcrican "hat he really wants whenever he canand never British. _ Irvington WashZ »T n {j^ Water which

s warning on jy n,,!^, po i] tJte(j does not inch

The Etruscans of Central Italy scan-
dalized the ancient world by allowing
women to participate in banquets with
men.

More camels don't smoke than any
other brand of ruminant.

^ ours in both sorrow and anger,

A. R. M. BULLMOOSE

Kingston's Sewage
Sir: I sould like to answer the critics

who have objected to Kingston's source
of drinking water. It has ' been charged
that because the intake pipe is down-

The man who is truly happy is he
the good sense to pretend to stream from several of the 'sewage out-usage like what his neighbors like, but to do '.

ets
'
that Kingstonians are subject to

should like todangerous disea?

duce

Not Satisfied

Sir: I think it's a shame the way the
city fathers are condemned for the way
they handle street repairs here. When
they came up with this plan to keep all

those nosy tourists out by tearing up all

Kingston's .streets every summer, we
would have thought that the citizens
would show a little gratitude for such
a great idea.

But what do we hear? Nothing but
complaints. complaints. complaints.
They aren't satisfied when all the streets
are torn up and nobody can come and
disturb their privacy.

OLD KINGSTONIAN.

Animal Epitaphs
Manchester Guardian

Those who are deeply attached to

their pets often feel impelled to give

them a "human" funeral, a gesture

which must strike the outsider as a

rather macabre parody. The Duke of

Cambridge set the fashion in 1880 when,
as ranger of Hyde Park, he gave per-

mission for his wife to bury her favorite

dog near Victoria Gate. It soon became
a superior dogs' cemetery, and there

were about 300 graves, complete with

headstones, when it was closed.

In more recent years the PDSA has

run a pets' necropolis at Ilford. But for

the more colorful epitaphs and memor-
ials one must go farther afield than the

London area. An article in the journal

of the British Travel and Holidays As-

sociation offers a few examples. At St.

Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, there is a stone

in the churchyard which bears the

simple but moving inscription : "The
Church Cat, 1912-1927". A worthy cat,

it escorted worshippers to their seats,

slept in the pulpit, and presumably din-

ed off church mice.

A rather more active and useful life

was that of "40 Ray 5", who richly de-

served the plaque put up by the land-

lord of an inn near Southend. It reminds
the passer-by that this carrier pigeon

was parachuted into enemy territory,

returning with information from the

Resistance. It died in 1952 and was
buried in the courtyard.

Incredible But True

While you, the average (presumably'!
Canadian stands by, a major catastrophe

is about to rock Confederation. The
Liberal party is dying. The greatest

element in this unknown northern edi-

fice is being eroded away by the gush-

ing streams" of uninformed democracy.

If a cure is not soon found it will plum-

met to the earth with the roar of a

wounded bird. Unbelievable you say-

Yes, but true.

The death of the Liberal party means

the end of all that is great about this

country. The majestic murky niudholes,

the fertile fields, the homey habitant,

all of these, the very stuff of greatness

will be gone. And at the juncture of tur-

bulent torrents in our fair capital (sic),

the politicians will be driven to insanity

as they try desperately to counteract the

effects of twenty-one years of progress-
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The Week's News
In Review

By Nikolai Smith
British United Russian Press

Vice President Nixon flew

home this week from talks

In
Red China. Asked what

be felt he had accomplished

during his luncheon confer-

ence with the Chinese pre-

mier, Mr. Nixon replied

:

"There was only one thing

[ could do: chew and lie."

The Canadian election
campaign continued in full

swing. After conferring with

liis financial advisory board
(Hal March, Daddy War-
bucks and Santa Claus),

Prime Minister Diefenbaker
promised that if elected his

party will provide 10,000

jobs by setting men to work
digging—with teaspoons—

a

pipe line between the King-
ston Brewery and Ban Righ
Mall. The other parties were
quick to respond: Mr. Pear-
son demanded that the beer

he tax-free, Mr. Coldwell
that the pipe line be nation-

alized and Mr. Low that the

Bank of Canada print moi?c

money to cover the expens-
es. Meanwhile, Mr. Fleming
was acquitted on charges of

shooting three Liberal back-
benchers when he proved
ihat the gun had been filed

by a member of the civil

service the previous March.
France may end her polit-

ical troubles by adopting
America's two-party system.

The Radical Conservative,

Red Monarchist and Bellig-

erent Pacifist parties would
unite to form one group ; the

Conservative Radical, Cath-
olic Deist and Fascist Dem-
ocrat parties the other. Ask-
ed what the issues will he,

the premier replied: "we are

following the American ex-

ample completely. The cam-
paign will be fought without
issues."

England also faced an in-

ternal crisis this week as

Laurey, famed pet lion of

the London zoo, escaped
from her cage. A few hours

later John Masefield myster-

iously disappeared, and it is

rumored that Masefield is

the poet Laureyate.

On the sports scene, the
Olympics Committee has re-
jected a petition to include
n the meet sports the North
Amercan teams feel they
would have a chance of win-
ning. "We do not feel that
it would be fair to have
races in cooking meals,
washing dishes, milking
cows and taking a bath",
was the reply. 'The Ameri-
cans have been perfecting
speed at these tasks since
the advent of the television

commercials."

Things were comparative-
ly dull in Kingston this

week, the only news being
the bread riots at the Stud-
ent's Union, the mysterious
disappearance of the railway
station, the massacre at
CFRC and the daring day-
light robbery at the Queen's
Tea Room.

The Movie Trail

Once upon a time there

lived a very happy tribe

called the Basques. The val-

ley they lived in provided

a rich abundance of game:
Deer, Fowl, Antelope . . .

they could even get Buffalo,

provided they used a high

antenna.

Unfortunately, there was
only one passage, out from

the valley. One day the Car-

thaginians blocked this pas-

sage and massacred the Bas-

ques as they tried to leave.

The moral of this story

is: don't put all your Bas-

ques in one Egg-sit.

A great big superstellar
piece of news for all vou flick-

fanatix everywhere! The Big
Boys out here in the Cellucol-
ony have got together and
come up in their own infallible

way with the Answer to Tele-
vision. It's CIN'EMAGALO-
MAKTA I ! ! and it'll be
coming to your town SOON!
You might say it's sort of

a steal from the typa stage
they usta use back there in

Bill Shaxpere's day, when the
Talkies were young. (You re-

member him—the boy who
wrote the original stage script

for that great musical, Kiss
Me Kate.) But CINEMEGA-
LOMANIA has got a brand
new twist—it's concave. Like,

the screen surrounds the audi-

ence, you know. This way,
when you get cheezed off

watching Hedy Lamarr get-

ting burnt at the stake over

n Rouen, you can just swivel

your eyeballs across the pano
ramie view of Europe and
take in the latest border in-

cident in Egypt.
Last night's preview launch

ing of this new neurological

kick glik was held in the brand
new krome-dome built espec

lly for it. It's called The
Enormous Womb and over-

night it's become the fashion

able gathering place for the

elite of Frisco. The pic was
great too.

Speaking of Bill Stakeshare

he's coine up with a coupla

fresh ones, tagged Midsum
mcr Night's Dream and Mac
beth. Radioactive Releases has

snapped up the screen rights

and adapted them for celluloid.

Macbeth has been retagged.

That's Paranoia Fo'Va and
seems to be shaping up as a

rollicking addition to the Ma
and Pa Kettle series. Sinck-

spil's Midsummer will hit the

marquees real soon, labelled

My Twelve Hours as a Junkie.

'Meanwhile, Nuclear Nock-

outs has signed up Schlhstein

to adapt his own off-Broad-

H.MURGATRniE)

Pursuit
The story so far: Inspector

Hearthstone Murgatroyd of

the Yard is flying to America

in pursuit of the arch fiend

Mad Man Moriority, who
escaped the London police

after being exposed as the

head of the ring of ruthless

cutthroats who sold black

market babies, peddled dope

and sneaked ice into the drinks

at the Carlcton Club. Murga-
troyd and his fellow travellers

—an American, a Frenchman
and a Turk—have been told

that the plane is overloaded

and if it is to survive the storm

some of them must jump into

the Atlantic.

CHAPTER 109,531

For a long time, the four

men looked at each other.

Then the Frenchman stood up
and opened the door. With
a cry of "Vive la France" he

jumped out.

"Still too heavy," called the

pilot. The American walked to

the door. "God bless America,"

he shouted before jumping.

The plane still refused to

rise. The Turk was asleep:

Murgatroyd saw that it was

up to him. Opening the door,

he turned back and looked

wistfully into the plane. "Eng-
land will live forever," he

whispered fervently- The Turk

awoke in time to put up a bit

of a struggle, but the inspec-

tor's bulldog strength even-

tually prevailed. "Yon wouldn't

think he'd object to a free

LIBELOUSLY YOURS
by JokanDon

We, skilled practitioners

Nymphomania

Running Wild,

Ladies Told

Turkish bath," Murgatroyd

muttered as he closed the

door.

When the plane landed three

hours later, the inspector was

slightly annoyed to discover

that the cargo was being un-

loaded. "I realize you chaps

know what you're doing and

all that, hut why didn't you

dump out the cargo before the

passengers?" he asked. It was

explained to him that had the

cargo not gotten through, the

entire structure of American

governmental activity would

have collapsed. Murgatroyd

apologized and helped unload

the golf balls.

After going through cus-

toms, he was forced into a car

by two hoods that he recog-

nized as Moriority's hench-

men. How would Moriority

exact his revenge . . . the

rubber hose, lighted splinters

underneath his fingernails,

Lawrence Welk records?

Maybe they'd put him in ce-

ment «°i triat wouldn't

make him less mobile than any

other American since the ad-

vent of television. He thought

of his girl, Grade Fieldiugham,

who had sworn she'd be

faithful to the end—surely it

had been a coincidence that

he'd been playing half-back at

the time. Now he'd never see

her again. "This shouldn't

happen to Dick Tracy," he

sighed as the car moved into

the night.

To go on (and on, and

THACKERBY
"Nymphomania is definite-

ly on the upswing at Queen's,"

said Clarissa Thackerby to

shocked local chapter of the

IDE (Illegitimate Daughters

of the Empire) on Sunday

evening.

Miss Thackerby expressed

the opinion that this was due

to "the deplorable practice of

girls going to university to

find husbands rather than to

be educated about life. This

desperate desire for a man
leads them to go to any lengths

to trap one, or maybe even

two or three. In my day this

would have been considered

unfair competition, not to say

physically exhausting."

"It is distressing to think

that a decent boy cannot even

walk down the street these

days without being approached

by one of the shameless

huccix said Mir.: Thackertv.

She concluded: "In the in-

terests of our society we must
rise against this mammoth
evil. I ask you, ladies, how
long will you submit your

daughters to the godless at-

mosphere of this degenerate

university? Arc we rearing

our children to become unprin-

cipled streetwalkers or noble

careerwomen in the tradition

of Charlotte Whitton? I, for

one am not prepared to stand

idly by while the youth of

Canada is corrupted by the

universities. I would like to

suggest that the obvious solu-

tion to this grave problem is

the abolition of co-educational

schools."

Miss Thackerby's remarks

were greeted by loud and pro-

longed applause which was

only interrupted by the serv-

ing of tea and biscuits.

the refined and ancient
art of scandal-mongering,
object strenuously to the
vulgar and illinformed char-
acter assasinations which
seep daily from the miasmic
recesses of those social cess-
pools known as OTHER
gossip columns. These roc-
coco and salacious examples
of lurid confessionism de-
base and destroy the simple
and exquisite pleasure that
we conoisseurs of superior
smut transmit in candid
honesty to you, dear reader.
At times these bastard col-

umns have tempted us to
throw away our binoculars,
wiretapping equipment and
season ticket to the Debut-
ante Ball.

However we have been
encouraged to renew th
lease on our strategically
situated penthouse by tin

receipt of thousands of let

ters by knowledgablc and
public spirited citizens like

Mrs. Hashhouse of Catara
qui.

"Dear, Dear Boys:
I have just read Louella

Rillgallen's column in the
vulgar rag that infiltrates

our Prig-Standard territory

Her report on the Els:

Maxwell - Nodya Krushcv
summit bridge game was
adolescently i n c o m p Icte.

Thank you very much for

reporting the color of Nod-
ya's bag, an item notably
missing from her column.
All us girls appreciate your
well rounded coverage.
(Mrs.) William Hashousc"

AROUND THE TOWN:
Things we would like to see.

Julian Ashcroft. Rubby rub-
bier . . . Duncan seducing
Slice . . . West (Adelaide
Hall) Indians cut off . . .

Art Schwartz advocating
socialized Medicine . . . Sol

with a tuned G string . . .

Crowe preparing a lecture

. . . Angel Ann Hayes pos-
ing with Harnier . . . Bill

Reynolds consulting his col-

leagues . . . Ralph and Pete}'

divorced . . . the gamcwar-
den reclaiming Hancock's
skin. . . Art R.M. Lowernot
impersonating King Billy . . .

the Aussie students boiling

billies together.

Things we have seen.

Julian Ashcroft. TokanDon
wasting time on Hardin's

Follies and kidnappings and
junkets and Scieucemen and
Levana and Medicine . .

Lester B's floating cntour

age . . . Solon low.

Island Ferry

Still Moves

The Wolfe Islander is re-

ported to be making pro-

gress in the past week. It

has advanced 100 feet across

Lake Ontario since Wednes-

day, ploughing through

three feet of ice. However,

it sacrificed one propeller in

its fearless journey.

The ferry struck a trans-

port department buoy

Thursday and damages are

estimated at $4.51, nearly

half the value of the vessel.

Transport Minister Haws
claimed that damages should

be awarded to the township

of Wolfe Island. "Never let

it be thought that the gov-

ernment is uninterested in

the personal problems of the

citizens of Wolfe Island,"

said Mr. Haws. "However,

we regret that this matter

does not fall within our jur-

isdiction."

"Humbug," exclaimed
Reeve Scrooge. "We intend

to take action on this matter

as soon as the propitious

moment presents itself."

Meanwhile the Wolfe Is-

lander is slowly making its

crippled way. It is expected

to arrive back at Kingston

in time for its annual moon-
light July cruises.

THE TWISTED
DIAL

Charges Levelled

CAT'S GUT, Alta. (BURP)
—Councillors in this northern

Alberta mining town yester-

day fired their auditor after

he had levelled charges of

"corruption, connivance and

maladministration" at them.

Auditor T. A. Marshall
made the charges after inves-

tigating the dealings of town
councillors with local contrac-

tors, and the letting of pur-

chase contracts. His investi-

gation disclosed that city

councillors were using the

city's expense account for their

private as well as public busi-

ness, and that nearly all con-

tracts let during the last year

had gone to firms connected

with councillors.

"Why not?" asked one

councillor, when questioned

about this matter. "We were

elected to do the best we
could, weren't we?"
One councillor had sub-

mitted as part of his expense

account while representing the

city on a business trip the item

"Dinner and entertainment for

officials of Atlas Construction

Co.—$973.85." Investigation

revealed there was no Atlas

Construction Co.

It may be well to begin

this review of last night's

TV by giving you a short

glossary of the expert pro-

fessional terms in which we
critics find it second nature

to think.

Kidult — An adventure ser-

ies like Radisson and Gros-
seillers that the adult thinks

the kids like and vice versa.

It usually runs until the

sponsor investigates the
CBC.
Discless Jockey — a D-Jay
that has perfected his art so

well that he has eliminated

from his program all sounds
except his own voice.

Inquisitor — The Front
Page Challenge or Mike
Wallace type program in

which everyone gets em-
barrassed when the inter-

viewer unwittingly asks-

pregnantly - phrased ques-

tions.

The Sag — The so casual

personality that slides out

of view in a tweedy blur.

Often seen on panel shows
(during the first five min-

utes).

Chuckwagon — The pseudo

musical show always spon-

sored by packing companies.

You can tell the girl singers

from the yodelers because

they never, never show clea-

vage.
Insider — The type whose
sports commentary consists

of a progressive rephrasing

of his pregame predictions.

(Like Michel Normandin
and Steve Douglas).

Pitchman — The barker who
extolls competing brands

with equally impartial insin-

cerity.

We caught Fighting
Words last night. Panelists

were A. R. M. Lower, Glenn
Shortliffe, John Meisel antf

moderator Nathan Cohen.
Cohen : Mrs. Angela Rams

bottom from Armpit, Alber-

ta writes: who said "This
was their finest hour?"
Lower: Was the question

not also submitted in

French? That's the trouble

with Canadians, . . . paro-

chial, petty . . .

Meisel: But . . .

Lower: bigoted . . . nar-

row . . . colorless . . .

Meisel: But . . . bu . . .

Lower: Canadians are in-

sipid imitations of Ameri-
canized Britishers . . .French

Canadian culture is the only

true Canadian . . .

Shortliffe: I think it was
Frank Tindall when the

Gaels , . .

Due to the profound erud-

ition and biting delivery of

the participants Mr. Cohen
discontinued his role in the

proceedings and, at last re-

port, usually reliable sources

has him directing a resurrec-

tion of "What's Your
Beef?" in a Toronto super-

market.

It's time to complain

about the CBC News again.

Talk about colorless impar-

tiality. The colonial atrocities

of the last few weeks have
been presented with all the

impassioned ardour of the

Kingston IODE's treasur-

er's report (which, incident-

ally, took NATO out three

out of four nights on the

National News Bulletin last

week.) A little more adren-

ilin, Mr. Henderson.

Madam LaFleche

Announces the Opening of her Discreet

New

9Uon

Catering to

Successful

Businessmen,

Wealthy Stud-

ents, and Mili-

tary Personnel

(above the rank

of Brigadier).

Decor Exclusively Imported From

Paris

Hours: 9 p.m. to 9 a.m.

"We cater to your EVERY whim"

Coming Soon To The

ODIOUS THEATRE
A. RANK PRODUCTION

ABDULLAH'S BODY SHOP

Prig Specials

1938 Rolled Royce

used only on weekends by an ancient Shah

REPAIRS TO ALL MODELS
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With the departure of the Whitby Flat Tires from

the Eastern Senior O.H.A. scene the remaining' four

teams will wage stiff competition to garner one of the

four playoff spots. The Blarcmcn, strange to tell, have

been acclaimed as the strongest aggregation ever seen in

these parts but this statement would merit a great deal

of opposition from those who viewed the powerful RMC
Raiders of the 1760's. This observer cannot find fault with
the blackshirts but it must be conceded that they are

certainly not superior to that machine which rated the

laurels in the stern competition of the now dimly remem-
bered Ban Righ League.

George Washington, writing in the Belleville Hexa-
meter, has alleged that Cuss Gagon and Sidney Smith,

of Toronto Blue's fame, are on a par with or superior to

those who toiled in the days when 60 minute performances

were not infrequent. Rated off past showings in the local

ice palace these two would have slipped more than a

trifle in the company of such worthies as Howdy Morenz
and Boozy Lalondc. Boozy, who employed one of the
most feared breaths in the game at that time, participated

in the longest deadlock ever witnessed by this observer

when against the Quebec Deuces, now known as the

Aces, he garnered seven goals in a three-all deadlock.
This was all the more remarkable when one takes into

consideration the fact that the games were played while
most of the participants were almost blind . . . from the

rapidly gathering dusk.

On the local scene the
CFRC's, a la Toronto Fruit-
less leafs, succeeded in

gaining the bottom rung
with Monday's 23-1 Joss to
Pembroke Slumber Kings.
The Cookymen's lone coun-
ter was garnered by Billy

Nowin who bulged the twine
in the third overtime period.

This was the ninth triumph
for the Lcnsermen in their

last eight games and if they
continue their present pace
will certainly be invest-
igated.

The Pembroke aggrega-
tion has encountered stern
resistance of late in the fi-

nancial department. The
arena management has of-

fered the team jobs scraping
the ice between periods but
they have not been able to
prevail upon the local boost-
er club to purchase shovels.
Tonight a benefit game will
be held with the Belleville

Quax and thereof a keen
struggle looms. The Quax
are led by playing coach

CFRC'S EDGED 23-1 BY SLUMBER KINGS

Stop guessing

about life

insurance

CONSULT THE
MAN WHO KNOWS

t>. R. RoiiBhton, B.St, CLU.
K. C. Kennedy, CLU.

S. W, Roughton, B.A., CLU

Office: 191 PrincwsSt.

Office Phone: LI 6-1405

THE

MUTUAL
LIFE

OF CANADA
ESTABLISHED 1»69

Hep Mandolin who formerly
toiled for the Springfield
Squaws of the Mohawk As-
sociation while the Slumber-
men boast the leagues lead-
ing point getter in Pucky
Buchanan.
At a meeting held in Gan-

anoque the NHL Board of
Governors decided to act
upon a proposal by Connie
Smooth of Toronto to send
aid to the injury stricken
Montreal Canadiennes. Of
the rookie crop at the Mont-
real ice palace this year
Marcel "Sputnick" Marcel
alone has achieved senior
status and injuries to 22 of
the regulars has caused the
once powerful league leaders
to slip more than a trifle to
a first place deadlock.

Toe Nail, Canadienne
coach, has stated that in his
opinion Marcel has the
straightest shot ever wit-
nessed in the Forum.
Whereas it must be conceded
that Mr. Nail has had long
experience on the ice lanes
this observer cannot rate his
newest protege on a par with
or superior to the Evers,
Tinkers, Chance line who
teamed with the Cooky bro-
thers of the mid twenty
Newark Ranges. It can be
added that there were num-
erous others who would rate
the laurels in contention for
a high rung in a roll call of
straight shooters. Rated off
past performances the fol-
lowing would triumph in

this stern competition:

Rob Masterton who with
the Toronto Grades made a
mockery of all competition
in public schools; Coon Fla-
nagan, a goaler, while wear-
ing the regalia of the Os
goode Eels, who alone
achieved the record of never
sustaining more than 57 re-
verses in a single season
John Wheelwright a stal-
wart with the Toronto Hab-
itants in Alimpic trials and
Ilsa Conrad a steady per-
former on soft ice for the
Queen's Kangaroos.

Notwithstanding the re-
cent claims that have been
made concerning the increas-
ing lack of hockey in this
fair city this observer would
like to state his belief that
the pucksters will be in evi-
dence for at least the re-
mainder of the present
schedule.

"CRUSHER" CURRIE applies an airplane spin to "Mad Ivanovitcha" Isaac in
their feature mixed bout at the Napanee Coliseum yesterday. Isaac is intoxicated with
the spinning. The pair will meet again here at the Community Centre Tuesday. The
main match on the same card will be a no holds barred, no time limit grudge fight bet-
ween "Hairy" Herb Harmer and "Angel" Hayes. Harmer has promised grunt and
groan fans that things will "go all ape" once he gets in the ring. (BURP Wirephoto).

Wrestling Ends In Surprise
The grim! and groan boys

took over the sport's spotlight

Tuesday night at the Com-
munity Centre and the card
produced some strange hap-
penings.

Tlie first bout of the eve-

ning pitied th; nn:ked marvel
against anyone bold enough to

challenge him. The masked
man, who tipped the scales at

a mere 310 pounds and tow-
ered over 6' 10" had offered

1,000 dollars to anyone who
could pin him within 3 min-
utes. Since that time all chall-

engers had been thwarted
many behig rushed to the
hospital after their unsuccess-
ful bids.

It was not surprising then
that an awesome silence hung
over the throng as the masked
giant stood pounding his chest
defiantly in the center of the
ring.

Suddenly, out of the black-
ness of the night emerged one
courageous enough to conquer
the marvel. It was Tab Hud-
son all American at Witdwood
in twelve sports where he
majored in safe driving. Hud-
son confidently entered the

ring followed by a horde of

screaming bobby soxers, mem-
bers of his more than 500 fan

clubs throughout the country.

Tab found the going rough.
The villainous marvel hit him
over the head with the judge's
tabic, a chair, then he tore out
the ring post with which he
pumellcd his smaller opponent
to the canvas. Unperturbed
by this onslaught, and with a
howling crowd to boost his

morale, the noble Hudson
stalked his prey. But alas,

New Uniform

For Varsity

The University of Toron-
to today announced that the
Milady Toggery Shoppcs
had confirmed an order for

three dozen velvet and taf-

feta football uniforms to be
worn this year in keeping
with the new look in styles
on campus. Colors will be
red and blue on a golden
yellow background.

Spring Training Under Way
Reports emanating from

the sunny south tell of a new
super star in the- spring camp
of tlie New York Yankees.
His name is Marvin Slobb.
Last year in class E ball play-
ing for the Tall Elm Timbers,
Marv hit an astounding .999!
He has been tearing the cover
of the ball as a hitter and as
a hurler his slow ball has been
timed at 90 miles an hour.

Manager Racey Spangle has
this to say about the amazing
Slobb, "Well this here feller

has a real fine chance of stick-

ing. He runs like Py Kobb,
he fields like joe Deemago, he
kin hit that ol, horschide like

Mussel and furthermore be
kin pitch just like that feller

from Cleveland.

This scribe had the fortu-

nate experience of actually
interviewing the man himself.

He told me he was mighty
homesick and that what was
even more important he was
missing the coon hunting sea-
son, and that if I passed
through Progress, Georgia on
my way north, I was to be
sure to drop in and sit a spell

with his folks.

On other fronts down here,
Nicky Nantle signed his 1958
contract for an estimated

300.000 dollars. Nicky had
held out for half ownership of

Yankee Stadium but finally

backed down after consulting
with general manager George
Wise.

black was the sun that rose

that day ! With one mighty
heave the All-American dream
boy's body was hurdled
through the air landing in a

limp heap in the tenth row of

seats. The mighty masked one
then dragged Hunter's broken
body by his long curly locks

back into the ring.

While Hunter lay prostrate

in the center of the ring, and
the fans pleaded their fallen

hero to continue, the cunning
masked man made a hasty

retreat to the dressing room.
After an abscence of about

a minute, tlie villain re-entered

the ring with something in his

hand. The puzzled silence

turned to a thunderous roar
of disapproval when the
masked monster began to

shave Tab's long greasy side-

burns.

Threatened by a riot the
referee. Bartholetnew Fair,

was forced to disqualify the
masked marvel for "unsports-

manlike conduct". By this the

gallant Hunter had recovered
enough to rip the black hood
from the head of, you
guessed it. none other than

LATE NEWS
Sshrdeta shrdt.

The tennis world was shak-

en today by the release of an
article by Jack Framcr in

Sports Dissipated. Framcr
stated frankly that lie had
blackmailed Lewd Mowed into

turning pro for Peanuts (Pea-
nuts is Mowcd's bride of three

months). Hoad was unavail-

able for comment as he was
en route from Australia with
his wife and two children.

Connman Strife denied to-

day that there was any truth
in the rumor that he had ac-

cepted the position of honor-
ary president of ihc NHL
Players' Association. Strife

cabled from Florida "We'll
beat the b ds yet!"

SEly? O&aiften Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra
Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINCSTON ON NO. 2 HIGHWAY
HALF WAY TO GANANOQTJE

Cookymen Crumble On Road
Cellar Position Now Definite

By M. J. Writeon Andon
Sports Editor

Kingston CFRC's had their one game winning streak
longest of the year, broken last night in Pembroke as the
Slumbcrkings vanquished the local by a 23-1 count while
the largest crowd of the season, 103 fans, passed through
the turnstiles at the railroad city ice palace erstwhile
known as the most vacant in the eastern senior A cir-

cuit. The Kings were minus the services of Ted Qkzxteu-
jdbcndwoly and Hugh Bingely while the locals were
able to dress only five men.

As matters now sit the Greenshirts have been able to

garner only four markers in the past 52 games and only
their 24 home triumphs have assured them of the bottom
rung. Their weakened opponents, with Ed Shifty Koen
guarding the twine, exhibited a superior brand of hockey
which revived memories of the Moscow Dullesmen of
lonp ago who kerning the aid of sticks kicked their op-
position into alleged submission.

The bell has now tolled on
any chance for the Lime-
stone City aggregation to

finish any higher than nine-

teenth even if the schedule

goes the three year limit.

Joe Leavemdownski, local

defcncelessinan, started the

fireworks when he charged
the Slumbcrking coach,
Mouldy Lcnser, Pembroke
used railway car dealer, and

St. Kit s Beat

Filter Tips In

Jr. A Tussle

The weekend games in the

Junior Hockey League were
relatively quiet as there

were only several hospital

cases and a hundred or so

empty cases.

The St. Catherine Igloos

battled to a 3-2 decision over

the Toronto Filter Tips.

The match was called after

20 minutes of the third round
because the players were
hopelessly tangled in the

goal mashing.

In the only other game,
the Windsor Great Danes
fought to a draw with
the Hamilton Snails. The
game was colored mainly
with the player's injuries.

There were several face-offs,

but as none belonged to the

players, they were thrown
into the crowd. The next
game will be played in the

new circular arena specially

built for round robin series.

severely belabored him
around the region of the
posterioram endus. From
this point onwards Lenser
stoods at rinkside.

The game remainded dead-

locked throughout three pe-

riods of rather drab goings
on and it wasn't until 18

minutes of the third over-

time frame that Billy Nowin,
giant CFRC goalie dented
the twine for the locals' lone

counter.

With Rene Andpor serv-

ing a penalty at the nine-

teen minute mark the Pem-
broke aggregation scored

their first goal with Herb
Harmer shoving the puck
into payoff territory beneath

the outstretched nose of

goalie Letemin Davis.

At 19.43 the Slumber-
kings struck for eight un-

answered markers and the

locals went to the dressing

room for repairs. The final

tally was notched by Lenser

himself as the Kool Kar
King rang down the scoring

curtain with a three inch

slapshot which tore the gar-

ters off the Kingston net-

minder.

Although the visitors
marksmanship was deplor-

able at times they managed
to make good on a quarter

of their 92 shots. In penal-

ties the locals were far su-

perior, however, garnering

all 37.

The local now meet the

winners of the junior K. re-

ferees round robin to be held

in Rochester, noted for its

optical works, later this

week.

Auto ChampMissing
HAVANA (RIP) — Wan Manual Frenzygo,

world champion automobile racer, was abducted

from the grease pit of a garage in this cigar

capital of smog plagued Cuba during yesterday's

seven hour siesta and coffee break.

The garage, Perons' Used Parts Inc., was
invaded at the rush hour of the siesta by three

donkey mounted rebels, disguised in dark glasses

and Bermuda shorts, who struck up a conversa-

tion with Frenzygo under the pretense of bor-

rowing a straight dime for a nearby coke

machine. They then asked him to autograph a

program in possession of a friend. Witnesses say

that the driver seemed reluctant to travel the

five hundred to meet this friend but his better

nature prevailed and he set out on foot with the

fraudulent tourists.

Speculation is rampant that the kidnapping

was engineered by President Pappyteesta who
is hoping that the U.S. will give him financial

aid to search for Frenzygo.
Latest word from the rebel camp is no harm

will come to the famed racer as long as he does

not make an appearance.

dial 6-iin AMEYS' TAXI >*- e-im
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NAPANEE
MALLORYTOWN, SHARBOT LAKE

PICTON, DESERONTO,
NEWBURGH, MILLHAVEN, TWEED

BATH, ODESSA, TAMWORTH
SYDENHAM, WOLFE ISLAND

News from the Counties
GANANOOUE

POINT PLEASANT, REDDENDALE,
WESTPORT, SEELEYS BAY,
HARROWSMITH, MARLBANK

Deaths And
Funerals

H. R. HARDIN
Autopsy reports revealed

loday that the recent death of

H. Hardin, notorious King-
stoniari, was due to shock,
following Alma Mater Society
announcement that ?30 would
be appropriated to Journal
proof-readers.

Hardin was found lying
limply over his typewriter i

the Journal Office early Thurs-
day morning after the third
last issue of the campus papei
had been put to bed.

Funeral service will be held
in the Science Clubrooms,
Saturday, March 1 . AMS
President Herb Harmer will

be officiating. Hardin will be
sent to Wallace Hall Crema-
torium. Students Union offi-

cials refused to reveal where
bis ashes will be sprinkled.
Hardin is survived by the

Mesdames Hardin and chil-
dren: Anne Hayes, Beth Ma-
haffey, Ann Davidson, Bill
Sexsmith, Ed Sexton, Doug
Munro, Bob Little, Jim Hol-
mes, AI Deep, Andy Wong,
and Morton Low.

ARTHUR
The farm of W. E. L.

Smith, well-known gentle-
Tiian farmer, was draped in
black today in mourning for
the passing; of one of Dr.
Smith's best-loved compan-
ions, Arthur the g-oat.

Arthur died yesterday
from peritonitis allegedly in-
duced by eating some tin
cans made in Quebec. The
rest of Smith's floats, Leo
V. Pius IV and VI. and In-
nocent I, II, HI and XXX.
were evidently unaffected
"by this diet.

Arthur was the author of
several well-known books,
among- them Nation to Col-
ony and this Most Infamous
Stream, which he tvped out
with his hoofs. This was
"hailed by statisticians as
proof of their theory that if

a monkey jumped on the
keys of a tvpewriter for
6.000,000 years, he would
produce Shakespeare's Ham-
let.

Arthur was 132 years old
the time of his death.

Students Give

TalentedShow

In "Carmen"

By BARB ITCH
Congratulations are in or-

der to the High School
Music Club for their excit-
ingly different production of
"Carmen" last night. A
more uniformly and consist
ently hilarious performance
has seldom been seen in this
city.

From tiie time the curtain
went up on the prop man
blithely painting the last of
the sets to the final dramatic
scene where Carmen's body
lay convulsed with hiccups
at the front of the stage, the
audience were kept in a de-
lightful state of expectation.
Event followed event in a
rapid and well-timed se-
quence, building up skillful-
ly to the hilarious denoue-
ment.

The outstanding perform-
ance of the show was given
by Bessy Brown as Carmen,
who bounced and beamed
about the stage with the
verve and vitality of a happy
high school girl. She was
superb in her rendition of
the famous aria "Tomor' I

t'ink I go to Hell," frisking
among1 the chorus in the
manner of Babe Zaharias.

The story of Carmen, as
everyone knows, is about an
innocent young girl who
falls in love with a suppos-
edly dashing young sergeant
Don Jose (Booby Simpson).
Unfortunately for Carmen,
Don Jose is really a thor-
ough cad who decides to run
off and join a gang of ban-
dits, taking poor Carmen
with him.

After much carousing at
the hideout of the bandits,
Carmen finally makes bet
way to the city, where she
meet* and falls in love with
the dashing bullfighter, Es-

1

cam i I In ( Tommy Finch )

.

However, the wicked Don
Jose is determined to des-
troy her since she has de-
serted him. In one of the
most shocking scenes in the
theatre, he traps her in the
ladies' washroom and there
strangles her (as he thinks)
to death. However, the play

Thackerby- Ashcroft Vows
Taken In La Salle's Elbow Room
The Elbow Room was the

scene of a very pretty wed-
ding early this month when
Miss Henrietta Thackerby,
daughter of Miss Clarissa
Thackerby and Mr. Don
Curtis, became the bride of
Mr. Julian Ashcroft, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ashcroft.
Rev. Allan Gretsinger offi-

ciated.

For her wedding the bride
chose a sheer nylon gown
of white, a Maidenfonn bra
and a Nemo girdle. Her
headdress was of white
feathers, and a cascade of
roses concealed some of her
charms.

The bride was given in
marriage by her father, who
constantly was twitching his
trigger finger during the
ceremony. He was heard to
mutter after the ceremony,
"Thank God that's over!"

has a happy ending, for as
the police take Don Jose
away, Carmen suddenly
springs to life and runs over
to her waiting Escamillo's
arms as the curtain falls.

The sets were extremely
realistic. particularly the
one of the bandit's hideout.
Here the effect of mustiness
and decay was heightened
by the perfectly timed col-
lapse of a large section of
wall at the back of the stage.
Also noteworthy was the
bull ring, which was portray-
ed down to the last detail.

Several clever bits of stag-
ing were apparent. Booby
Simpson, when singing the
Flower Song, managed to
catch a member of the chor-
us squarely in the eye with
a squirter concealed in his
lapel. Carmen covered up
extremely well when the
strap on her gown unfortun-
ately broke in the middle of
an aria, carrying on calmly
as though nothing had ap-
leared. She confessed later
he had been so nervous

about her singing that she
hadn't even realized there

is anything1 the matter.

The orchestra members
were individually good.

Miss Annabelle Thacke
by and Miss Laura Curti
sisters of the bride, were
bridesmaids. They wore
street-walking dresses of

black silk jersey, black mesh
stockings and carried ebony
cigarette holders.

Miss Violet Thackerby,
sister of the bride, sang the
traditional wedding song
"Get Me To The Church On
Time" in a robust base so-

prano.

A reception was held after

the wedding in the Elbow
Room, and after the guests
were asked to leave, the

merry-making was adjourn-
ed to the home of the

groom's parents. The bride

and groom will leave for

their honeymoon tomorrow
after the departure of the

guests.

WMS Reports

Large Profits

From Geishas

The Kingston branch of

the Ladies' Missionary So-
ciety held its monthly meet-
ing in the ladies' room of

the Queen's Hotel. Mrs. J.
Ashcroft poured, while the
others sat around and drank.

Mrs. A. Noblesole report-

ed that the society's income
from five geisha girls' hous-
es in Japan had doubled in

the past month, the rise

being attribued chiefly to a

visit of HMCS Magnificent.

The group were then
shown several special films,

obtained from the Science
'59 year executive at Queen's
University. An interesting

discussion on the techniques
displayed followed.

Dirty refreshments were
served.

^ o athi

By John Robert Uplift

waistline disappears and your
bustltne sags, doesn't it?

Beauty-minded Canadian
women conducive to fatness

in any shape or form should
try the blitz diet of cottage
cheese and peaches. Or if they
enjoy their Epicurean plea-
sures too much to dispense
with them, morning calisthen-

ics are recommended. A dozen
vigorous push-ups done in

time to morning radio shows
or egg-rolls with plenty of

thumps on the abdomen are
always helpful.

^. But for you women with the
ultra-ultra-chemise-look, who

February find that exercise and dieting
winter have no effects on you, there

THE FAMILY COUNCIL
*EDITOR'S NOTE: The
Family Council consists of

a Typist and two Union
charladies. These consult

with AMS members of all

faiths and denominations.
All letters are held in com-
plete confidence after they
have done the rounds of the

Prig--Standard office and
the coffee shop.

Helen G.—Why should I

be tied down to this lout

when I could be out having

a ball with a very good-
looking- young Trojan who's
been giving me the eye?

Menelaus G.—I should

have known when I picked

up this dame in that two-
tit Cclu-sum whire she was
working as a chorus girl in

a three-night run of Oedipus

Rex that she was a fly-by-

night. If she thinks she's

going to light out with

every young rake that comes
along, she'd better think

again.

Helen G.—I didn't make
any secret of it when I mar-
ried Mennv that it was for

his social position. I was
just a struggling working
girl trying to make the best

of my assets. (I might add

that most men consider me
attractive). Anyway, the old

goat came mooching around,

plying" me with the usual

bribes and baubles that girls

in my line of work are ac-

customed to receive. As it

happened, we went out on

the town one night and got

pretty sloshed, and I wound
up the next morning MAR-
RIED to him, if you can

Imagine! Now I ask you. dc

I hafta sit around the palace

filing my nails and listening

to the old fossil droning on

about affairs of state and

the current olive crop, the

young thing that I am, hot-

blooded and full of the spirit

and passion of youth, like

they say in the Authentic

Athenian Amours maga-

zine?

Menelaus G.—This brassy

bitch tricked me into this

mess and now that she's

managed to get her clammy

Have you that

look ?" Long hard
months can be harmful to your is only one solution. Be daring
feminine form. Have you ever Enter that corseteer salon
noticed how your lissome which advertises those natural-
figure of summer gradually looking foam rubber bras and
takes on an undue roundness BUY ONE.
during winter-time? Your A well-filled brassiere can

do wonders for you. You will

suddenly feel self-confident,

assured, ready to burst forth

into the world. Men will gaze
at you with wonder. You will

be a new woman.
June is Busting Out All

Over, so why aren't you?
And now for some helpful

hints for homelv housewives.

hands on my titles and most
of my money, she's been

sending out come-on signals

like crazy all over the place.

I have a social position and
an unblemished family his-

tory to uphold and no wife

of mine is going to go oul

alley-catting around with

every fast-talking smoothie
she meets.

Lately she's had her eye

on this Paris type who
keeps feeding her this line

about her being' the mosl

beautiful babe this side of

Byzantium and that sort of

bear-grease. She falls for it

hook, line and Hellespont.

Last week she started tak-

ing lessons in Conversation-

al Trojan and she's been

getting all kinds of travel

brochures through the mail.

I intend to put a stop to

this nonsense somehow.

THE CONCILIATION
BOARD: This couple are

obviously very much in love.

They are simply encounter-

ing the inevitable little dif-

ficulties which crop up in

the period of adjustment to

marriage.

Now, the best thing for

you to do Menelaus, is to

just let the little woman
run off with this Paris fel-

low and then, in a masterly

display of husbandly
strength and indomitable
will, light out after them,
and meet her paramour in a
spectacular band - to - hand
combat. (Or if you find vio-

lence distasteful, we can re-

commend some good men
for the job). Then drag the

wench back home. This, is a

sure-fire method of impress-

ing her with your quick-

thinking control of the sit-

uation, your fearless action,

and the depth of your feel-

ing for her. She will be
transformed overnight into

the submissive, home-loving
girl she was when you mar-
ried her.

0t fames' Gtfjurrh

(Union St. By The Campus)

sunday. march 2nd

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

You ivill enjoy the discussion and
fellowship at the Coffee Hour at

8J.5 p.m. after Evening Prayer.
We invite you to join us.

Tues. 10 a.m. Holy Communion

Wed. 8 a.m. Holy Communion

(tthaUtwrfl

llsiiii'ft tHJiuvri)

EARL AND BABHIE ST*.

RBV, W F BANISTER. O.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH 2ND

11:00 a.m. Anniversary Service

7:30 p.m. Anniversary Service

8:45 p.m. Congregational

Fireside.

A very cordial ivelcoiue

to all Queen's students.

sviiNNiM ft William Sts.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
D.A-. B.D., TH.M.

minister
Lloyd Zurbriqg

organist and choir master

SUNDAY. MARCH 2nd

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

alt Young People

Everyone IVelcoiite.

———-—

—

St. Anbreui'o

yrpiiUi|ifiian (Ltljurrtf

princess And Clergy streets

10.-30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

(Hatijpferal

Kino St at J«hnmn Bt.

second sunday in lent
SUNDAY. MARCH 2ND

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion

9.15 a.m. Parish Communion
(Sunt; Eucharist, Hymns nnd short

address.)

11.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist
Preacher: The Rev. C. E. Staples.

7.00 p.m. Evensong

Preacher: THE LORD BISHOP
OF OTTAWA

The Right Rev. E. S. Reed, D.D.

8.15 p.m. Canterbury Club
Coffee Hour with iBishop Reed.

DURING LENT ON WEEK-DAYS
Holy Communion daily at 7.«S a.m.

with an additional sctvlce at 10.30 a.m.

on Wednesdays and Holy Days. A
free breakfast is served on Wednesdays
followine the 7.4S a_m. Communion for

all Students, etc

Tuesdays 5.15 p.m. Guild of Devotion.
Thursdays 5.1 S p.m. Vesper Service.

SATURDAY: March 1st. Religious

Play. "Cloth of Sendony" at 8.15 p.m.

in the Hall directed by Prof. Smeth-

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINCSTON, ONT.

Inrt lenrs Motel

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

For . . .

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

* *

CALL

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE
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City and District News

Hockey Hall of Fame sight

Precipitation To Last For Two Weeks
Traffic was cut off today as

the swollen Collins creek swept
across the highway east of

Westbrook.
Two policemen drowned in

the muddy waters attempting
to distribute parking tickets to

the 30 automobiles which
were abandoned on the side

of the road. Police investiga-

tion is being curbed for the
present.

The weather officials predict

continual rains for the next
two weeks. The precipitation

mark has jumped to 50 inches

in the last week and is expect-

ed to continue rising until

Sunday when the crest of the
flood will be reached.

Elsewhere weather has been
crisp and cool. A high of 94.3

degrees was reported at Gan-
anoque yesterday, and mer-
curies are expected to hover
at the same temperature for

this week.
The Eighth Day Evange-

lists are predicting the end of

the world for Saturdav, March

1. Members are warned to

have their arcs completed by
Friday night when a special

dedication service will be per-
formed by Brother Gretz.

Champagne will be supplied.

The pookah is a large in-

visible animal said to resem-
ble a giant rabbit eight feet

high. It is of a friendly dis-

position, intelligent, inclined

to practical jokes and how
are you today, Bob?

Townson Tag Day
On Saturday please buy a

tag to keep him eating.

Cut-rate Trousers
Fifty pairs of trousers out

of our regular stock, form-
erly sold for $5.95, now for

sale at the greatly reduced
rate of only $8.25. Z-Cloth-

ing Store.

Back In Business
Friends of Big Bill will be

pleased to hear that he is

once more working at his

old location after being tem-
porarily out of circulation

from the unfair tactics of the
Liquor Control Board of

Ontario.

Levana Grad Dinner
Guests and Levana execu-

ive will meet tonight in the
Ban Righ smoker. Grads in

the Ban Righ Common
Room. This is for real.

On Holiday
Miss Susie Bell spent a

very pleasant weekend in

Toronto, with friend.

Pleasure Trip
Mr. John Doakes spent an

extremely pleasant weekend
in Toronto with friend.

Nuptial on Saturday at 4
p.m., Old Arts Building. J.

Cartwright and C. Ingham.

Arts "58

Annual meeting in the
Biology Lecture Room, Mon
day, March 3 at 7.30 p.m.
Question : Whether to spend
$75 on a gift of a typewriter

for the Journal, or a party
for the grads who are left?

Girls in the Gym
On Sunday from 2 to 4.30

p.m. Girls in the Gym. Im-
portant meeting to discuss

second annual Highland
Ball. Everyone welcome.
Have We Lost Our Zeal?
On Sunday at 4,30 p.m. in

St. James Anglican Church
Rev. Max Putnam will speak
on "Have we lost our zeal?"

QCF is also sponsoring a

skating party Saturday at

8.15 p.m. in Jock Harty
Arena. Refreshments will be

served at 9.45 p.m. in St.

Andrews Presbyterian

Church.

Mere Christianity

The SCM Study Group
are sponsoring "Mere Chris-

tianity" in the Ban Righ
Board Room Friday at 4.30

p.m. The organization will

be visiting St. Andrew's
church for Sunday evening
service at 7.30 p.m. The final

meeting of the Study Group
featuring a discussion led

by Dr. Banister on "Church
Unity" will be held in Mc-
Neill South House Common
Room Monday at 9.30 p.m.

Prejudice

The Hillel Lecture Series

presents Prof. J. M. Black-
burn, head of Queen's psy-

chology department, who
will speak on "Prejudice".

Sunday at 8 p.m.

Ski Club
A meeting of the Ski Club

Monday at 6 p.m. in Com-
mittee Room No. 2 will be
held to discuss plans for a

party.

Tender?
Tenders are now being

accepted for the position of

You and Your Health
By Dr. D. C. Stonedome

You and Your Hypochon-
dria

By Dr. D. C. Stonedome
Dear Dr. Stonedome : I

have problems. Piles of

them. In fact to put it de-
licately, that's my main
problem. Piles. Because of

this my husband left me
five years ago and I'm be-
ginning to miss him. Also,

my children, aged two, four
and six, have grown less af-

fectionate than they used to

be. Whenever I go out they
throw rocks at me.

My doctor has prescribed
a raw egg every morning be-

fore breakfast. But I can't

stomach raw eggs so I went
to a psychiatrist. He told

me my piles were a psycho-
somatic symptom of my in-

feriority complex. Who is

right and what should 1 do?

Puzzled.

Answer : Your psychiat-

rist is right. You are infer-

ior. In all sincerity and kind-

ness I must tell you that you

official graduate photogra-

pher for Tricolor '59. Furth-

er information is available

at the AMS Office.

Hello Out There
Three one-act student-di-

rected plays will be present-

ed Monday at 8 p.m. Admis-
sion 50 cents. The plays are

'Gentlemen of Soho,"
'Some Women Were Talk-
ng," and "Hello Out
There," which recently won
the London Free Press tro-

phy in Hamilton.

are obstructing the natural
law of the survival of thd
fittest. So kindly lie do
and die.

Dear Dr. Stonedome; t
am a sophomore at Queen's
University and my problem
is, to put it bluntly, sexual
frustration. My girl is
frigid freshette who thinks
sex was invented by a nasty
fellow named Freud. I lOVe
her but lately I've been get-
ting- the glad eye from a
certain blonde with a prom-
inent profile. I get raging
fevers whenever I think
about her. Should I stick
with my girl or go after the
blonde?

Frustrated.

Answer: Take a hot lem-
on and go to bed.

Dear Dr. Stonedome: I
am a freshman engineering
student who can't, for the
life of me, get up in the
morning. I have six eight
o'clock classes. What can I

do?

R. Van Winkle.

Answer: Drink four glas-

ses of water before you go
to bed.

Dear Dr. Stonedome: I

am writing to thank you for

your very helpful advice.
You were absolutely right

when you told me my head-
aches were caused by a deep
subconscious hatred of my
husband. Three weeks ago
I poisoned him and I have-
n't had a headache since.

You have restored my faith

in life.

Revived.

the pencil that's first

with professionals is the

perfect pencil for you!

You get off to a fine start (and do some Hue finishes!)

when you woik with an Eagle TURQUOISE. This is

the drawing pencil that ranks No. 1 with professionals—
and (or good reasons:

1. Uniform grading: you get exactly the blackness
you want . . . from every pencil, every time.

2. Proven needle-point strength for line after

long line oi unchanging width.

3. Proven smoothness—thanks to Eagle's exclusive
100% "Electronic"* Graphite.

So do justice to yourself; Start the year right with
TURQUOISE— get it at your iavorite dealer now/
EAGli PiNOl COMPANY . NEW *0« • IONQON • 1010NIO . MPCCO • SYDNEY . BOGOTA

• TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS; With 100%

are the largest- selling

in the United States
and Canada.1

17 grades, 6B through 9H.

WRITE FOR FREE TUROUOISE SAMPLE
Writo for o free Tuiquoiso pencil or
drawing lead, specifying grade desired,

lo Eagle Pencil Company of Canada
217 Bay Sheet, Toronto. Canada

'
TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS; Fit any standard holder. Gradon SB through 9H.

• TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDERS: Hold any grade ol Turquoi.e lead-.o l.rmly that lead cannot be preyed back.

s25.000.
LIFE INSURANCE (20-year reducing convertible term insuiance)

ANNUAL PREMIUMS
Age 30 . .

Age 35
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AMS Reasserts Control

Over Student Discipline

The AMS electoral college will

meet this afternoon at 4:30 to

pick the next president of the

AMS. All four senior represent-

atives are eligible.

The decision will be announced

at the general meeting to be held

in Grant Hall tonight. The meet-

ing marks the end of 100 years

of student self government at

Queen's.

The presidential candidates ad-

dressed the electoral college at

an executive meeting Thursday
night. The session lasted four

hours, a record for this year.

The executive also heard a re-

port from the committee of out-

going senior reps which met with

the Senate on Thursday to dis-

cuss the problems of student dis-

cipline. Three major spheres of

discipline were examined by the

committee—football trains, foot-

ball games and residences. The
first two have been no problem

in the past two years, though

residence raiding has resulted in

an AMS Court case this winter.

The executive reasserted the

AMS's disciplinary powers with

regard to residence raiding.

It was made clear that the

faculty is free to lay charges

against students through the ma-
chinery of the AMS Court. The
charges are to be channeled

through the principal.

A court case two years ago over

residence raiding was also dis-

cussed by the committee. The

AMS Court had sentenced the en-

gineering students involved to ex-

pulsion, but had suspended the

sentence. The Senate, which puts

the teeth into AMS Court decis-

ions, interpreted the suspended

sentence as probation, and limited

the students to one supplemental.

The suggestion was put for-

ward that the chief justice of the

AMS Court band down specific

decisions so no danger of misin-

terpretation by the Senate would

arise. Another proposal advocat-

ed the chief justice be consulted

(See By The AMS, Page 5)

Carol Ingham
Chosen Editor

Carol Ingham was appointed

Journal editor for 195S-59 at the

AMS executive meeting Thursday.

The new editor is in second year

honors English, and is news editor

of the Journal. She came to Queen's

on a provincial scholarship from

Regina, where she had learned the

newspaper business as reporter for

The Regina Leader-Post.

The Final Issue

The last edition of the

Journal will appear next

Wednesday. There will be

no paper this Friday. Dead-

line tor long article is Wed-

nesday; press night is Sun-

day.
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'Canadian ' Flag Raised

Queen's Leads In Plot
From coast to coast, yesterday morning was prank time in

Canada.

At 2 a.m. a distinctively Canadian flag was raised on the King-

ston City Hall and Post Office flagpoles as part of a country-wide

flag raising. The identical flag was scheduled to be raised on

prominent flagpoles from Vancouver to St. John's.

An early report from Toronto informed headquarters at Queen's

University that the flag was safely flying from the flagpole on the

Legislative Building at Queen's Park.

The flag was accompanied by a proclamation by the Students'

Freedom Association (SFA) which said that the symbol "shall be

the star and guiding light in our glorious Dominion's prosperity and

peaceful path to world and solar supremacy."

The banner, with an inverted St.

"It's In The Flag"

Above are the flag (left) and the proclamation which members

of the Queen's branch of the Students' Freedom Association (SFA)

raised over the Kingston Post Office. Another group raised a second

flag over the City Hall as part of a nation-wide prank to raise a

national flag for Canada.

Opposition To Expropriation

Expressed By Home Owners

CAROL INGHAM

Miss Ingham is the second woman

editor of the Journal in four years.

Fran Code was editor in 1955-56.

The first woman editor was Char-

lotte Whitton, better known for her

activities as mayor of Ottawa.

Besides working on the Journal

as a reporter and news editor, Miss

Ingham has served on Ban Righ

House Council and the World Uni-

versity Service committee.

Opposition was expressed by

8 of the 11 property owners

involved in the Queen's expropri-

ation program which was approv-

ed by the Ontario legislature on

Thursday.

The general inconvenience of

moving from homes centrally lo-

cated near bus stops, churches and

hospitals, the difficulties in secur-

ng other suitable living quarters,

the feeling of attachment to the

neighborhood, and the question of

cold cash were reasons for oppo-

sition offered by home owners.

Mrs. W. J. Christmas, who
owns the property of 138-140

Union Street, but does not live

there, said: "I have six apart-

ments there. They constitute my
bread and butter. Queen's has of-

fered $3e,000, and if I were a

younger woman I would accept I

feel the offer is fair, but it is my
livelihood that is concerned."

C. B. Montgomery, 161 Stuart

Street objected to the method used

by the university in handling the

land deals and considered they had

poor public relations. "The univer-

sity has other land on which to ex-

pand. The steps they now are tak

ing are a matter of design rather

than urgency."

He also complained that he

could not find comparable living

accommodation in the city. Con

sidering the monetary question,

Montgomery said that his home

is an old building, but it provides

the type of accommodation his

family needs.

Mrs. Mabel Ball, 165 Stuart

Street, said that she did not con

sider Queen's offer of $21,000 ;

sufficient amount. She explained

that she has a son who is unable to

work and that she intended to leave

him the home, in which there is an

apartment and rooms for rent so he

would have an income. "I can't buy

anything like the home I have for

$21,000. I thought I was settled

down for life with no worries. Now

I am confused and don't know what

to do."

Frank Goodfriend, 75 Alfred

Street, said he had received only

one offer ($1S,000) from the uni-

versity but has never had any nego-

tiations with them since. He said

the Queen's offer was too low.

New Jackets

Turned Down
By Engineers

A motion to recognize leather

jackets as an official emblem of

the Science Faculty was turned

down at the Engineering Society

general meeting Friday after a

lengthy discussion.

The motion would have given

leather jackets equality of status

with the present elkskin ones. Op-

ponents of the move said the pre-

sent jacket was becoming recog-

nized as a symbol of the faculty,

and to introduce another jacket

would confuse people.

Supporters of the motion argu-

ed that students should be allow-

ed to wear whatever jacket they

liked, and that to force them to

wear one type of jacket was to

stifle individual liberty. They

added that the leather jackets

were more practical, being warm-

er in winter and longer-wearing.

The O'Keefe Boat Racing Tro-

phy was presented to the champ-

ion '58 team. Stan Trzop, anchor

man on the team, received the

handsome trophy from Dave

Scott.

In other business the engineers

• heard President Bill Sex-

smith say last year's blood drive

competition between Science '60

and Science '61 was a success and

that another competition would

be held next year.

• learned the Science Formal

had lost SS00.

George's Cross and a maple leaf

on a white background, was to

be raised at the same time in Van-

couver, Edmonton, Saskatoon,

Winnipeg, Toronto, Kingston,

Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec City,

Halifax. Fredericton and St. John's,

all locations of prominent Canadian

universities.

Every raising was to be accom-

panied by the proclamation.

The plot was masterminded by

a group of Queen's students who
designed the flag, wrote the pro-

clamations and sent instructions

synchronized according to differ-

ences of time zones to nation-wide

contacts.

The code name of the national

prank was Operation Half-Mast.

An attempt was made to raise

a flag at Fort Henry, the historic

centre of early Canada, but the

effort failed when the pranksters

found the present pole bolted and

locked inside a pipe.

A gold crown in the centre of

the cross represents the crown on

the flag, and a beehive in the mid-

dle of the maple leaf symbolizes

the unparalleled industry of Cana-

dians, especially Canadian prank-

sters.
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Sales

extended 1

Wins Raffle

Five hundred dollars was pocketed

by a fortunate father on Friday

when the Meds Tuition Raffle was

drawn. The winner was Bob Smith

who is married and the father of

one child. On being informed that

he had won. Smith remarked,

"You're kidding!"

Officials responsible for the raffle

expressed satisfaction that a family

had won.

The sales of Tricolor '58
|

I will be continued through to
|

| Monday, March 10. It is ex- a

§ pected that many students will I

| have that "first of the month
|

1 cash" available for a S3 deposit m

| or the full price of $5. Sales
|

| will definitely not be continued I

j beyond March. 10.

P Tricolors will be on sale 1

| in the Arts building in the m

| mornings, at the ticket booth

I in the Union from 12:30 to
|

| 1 :30 daily. Also at the post

I office and from salesmen in
|

1 each faculty listed in Feb. 25 I

1 Journal. This is the last op- |
| portunity to purchase what

|
1 the staff believes will be one

|
I of the finest yearbooks depict- |
I ing life at Queen's.

TRICOLOR ON SALE TILL NEXT MONDAY
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More on the irrational
Due to a bizarre proofreading mistake in the last issue of the

Journal, Canadian voters were recognized by this paper as being
"well enough informed to cast a rational ballot," when the intended
description was that most voters are not well enough informed to
vote intelligently. Consequently the method of bombardment of the
subconscious by modern political parties does not destroy well-
informed voting because it never existed in the first place.

The danger then lies not in the fact that the voter is partly
irrational, and that politicians exploit this, but that the politicians
themselves may direct affairs toward disaster. And to prevent this
we must no longer depend on the electorate, which as a vague
mythical body has been consistently inept at preventing disaster,
but on the responsibility of political parties and leaders, of news-
papers and of other individuals and groups who wield political in-
fluence in our country.

After all, the money's free
We hope the new AMS executive will be a little more consistent

with their spending sprees than the outgoing executive has been this
year. The executive's judgment has been twisted to the point of
being ludicrous.

Here are a few examples:

The AMS executive has just given itself, friends, and executive
associates food, drink, books and various trinkets with an approx-
imate total value of $650. The tricolors and photos are traditional and
deserving. But the rest was voted through with carefree abandon
arising, no doubt, from the executive's idea of their own importance.

Included in the expenditures of the last meeting was a $25
grant towards a guest speaker for a Journal banquet. The same
executive turned down a Journal bid of $30 for proofreaders, a
request which is much more important to Journal staffers.

The reason, of course, was precedent.

Anything the executive does not want to do, for no other
reason than stubbornness, they refuse to do on the grounds that it

will set a precedent. Little does the executive know that everything
done in this world sets a precedent of some sort. But precedents
must not be set, at all costs, beeause the present executive is the
only one that knows what it's doing. Future executives will certainly
be fooled. Little will they know.

Initiating a banquet last year for society executives was not a
precedent but a good thing. It was approved again this year because
"it was a good thing." With enough money most "things" can be
|*good things." But the granting of $250 to a WUS seminar was not
"a good thing" — it was a precedent. So they asked questions for
an hour, and postponed it for a week, and when they finally gave
the money to WUS one of the executive suggested petulantly that
the seminar be called the AMS seminar. WUS isn't that important.

The reason that the WUS appropriation was stalled was be-
cause no provision had been made for it when the budget was
drawn up. But at the very same meeting $90 was granted for an ex-
change weekend with New York State Teachers' College even though
no provision was made for it in the budget. Who knew anything
about the college? Nobody. The exchange was so bad that executive
members now make sarcastic cracks about it, as if the people at the
teachers' college were fools. Little does the executive know. Not
even an international, reputable, and outstandingly effective organi-
zation like WUS could get money from the AMS like our teacher
fnends did. WUS didn't catch the AMS executive in the right
mood. A mistake.

The executive also lets the editor of Who's Where pocket about
$250, while the editor of Tricolor, who works much harder, much
longer and into the spring months, gets more than $50 less.

And the executive granted $10 for a coffee party with the four
exchange students from Potsdam, for the four students and executive
members and "friends." To treat four students to coffee th
had to draw the money from the society budget. B
executive members are.

But coffee parties cost huge sums of money, so the executive
granted $75 to a coffee party for overseas students under the au-
spices of FROS. The reception was a frigidly formal failure The
Canada-Overseas Club was created in its place to create friendly
relations with overseas students — and it has succeeded. ButFROS bears a good housekeeping label from the Dean of Women
and a senior representative, who runs FROS, enthusiastically slaps
on the AMS Seal of Approval for all the executive to see.

So they do throw money around.
But the AMS executive is an honorable executive. And a show

of honor demands displays of resistance against people to whom the
executive, for one caprice or another, decides to show its authority

And we need not say "Long live their majesties." It's inevitable~ they feed themselves so well and drink only the most expensive
of coffees. Why not? After all, the money's free

ie executive

spenders, the

How can life be beautiful?
True Experience, the great magazine of humanity h

come up with an amazing and heart-tingling situation If.
the names of four stories displayed on their cover around
little girl who looks like her candy apple has

s just

all in

poor
- been stolen rather

than her honor.

The stories are "1 don't want my child," "He set my blood on
fire and "Single and Desperate". Lumped together they elicit
sympathy from even the most hardened reader. No wonder the
poor girl doesn't want the child if he's kicking her so 'bloody" hard
she's burning. And if you were single you'd be desperate too.

How does our pouting heroine on the cover feel about all this?
We're told in the name of the fourth story: "For two cents I'd
quit". So would most readers, we hope. Unfortunately both our
heroine and our magazine buyer have been duped and should have
known better.

Our magazines are teaching moral lessons every dav

JIM

HOLMES

The Globe and Mail, astute

upholder of politically independ-

ent journalism, last week carried

on its front page a large four

column picture of J. W. Baskin,

candidate for the House of Com-
mons, wielding a full-sized bow
with an arrow ostensibly point-

ed at the nearest Grit. With Mr.
Baskin in a similar pose was
Finance Minister Fleming. Mes-
srs. Baskin and Fleming by this

subtle play undermined the

Liberal hold on the Indian vote.

Not to be outdone, Mr. Pear-

son ("Mike" to those who know
him) made his bid for the dis-

tillery vote by getting himself

photographed while hefting a

set of bagpipes. He had already
sewed up the corn syrup manu-
facturers by posing athletically

with a basketball.

Meanwhile, John D. has had
his hair cut by every ethnic
barber available on his campaign
tours. M. J. Coldwell is to be
seen emerging from coal mines
Wiping strategically - placed
smudges from his face.

Ac
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Journal

So you want to be an editor . .

.

(The follozfing narrative of the life of an editor

was ivritten by the editor of the 1949 Journal. Since

then it has become a university classic. This is the

third time it has appeared in the Journal since 1949
and it is still appearing on the pages of member papers

of Canadian University Press. Rarely is an\- article

kept by other college papers for longer than a year,

its continual reprinting is a sign of its popularity

politically independent journal!
ammg tke edit0rs of unive™ty papers.)

So you want to be an editor ... so you had ideas

* * *

Also last week, the Queen's
Journal, astute upholder of

ism, discussed this kind of ap
proach to the electorate in an
editorial. I forget exactly what
the editorial said, but it was
something to the effect that this
sort of thing was deceitful. It
was irrational. It was part of the
process of

;

deifying the leader.
To portray John D. as a "Great
Canadian", two-thirds as tall as
the Peace Tower was to make
him out as something he was
not.

True. The approach is not
rational. It is part of the party's
marketing program wherein
the leader is pictured as con-
forming to certain national
ideals. But while the Journal
might question whether the
leader does in fact confor
the ideals suggested
these instances, it

>rm to

each of

cannot ques-
tion the validity of the ideals.
It cannot deny that there is

something worthwhile in rub-
bing shoulders with coal-miners
or having one's hair cut by a
Ukrainian barber or tacitly en-
dorsing the activities of a group
of young basketball players.

By using what the cynic
might call a marketing device as
a campaign gimmick, the leaders
are at least doing homage to
many facets of our national life

which tend to be forgotten be-
tween elections. They are dem-
onstrating that they believe in
the worth of what goes on in
Canada outside the intellectual
cloister.

* * *

I have heard from a number
of sources that Kingston's only
24-hour-a-week radio station,
CFRC, is actually outdrawing
one of the Kingston stations
during CFRC's good-music
hours. One of the local noise-
makers has even inaugurated a
series of listcnable-music hours
to keep up with the trend.

Mrs. Margaret Angus seems
to have demonstrated by means
of her revamped CFRC that the
people are not as devoid of taste
as the commercial stations think.
For this revelation we can only
say, "Bravo Angus!"

before you come to college of being a foreign cor-

respondent ... so you practice on the Journal and get

to be an editor . . . every Wednesday and Sunday it's

press night . . . every Thursday and Monday there's

the printers . . and on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday
you relax . . . yea? . . . you don't . . . you worry . . .

about what you're going to use on the other days . . .

and about the copy somebody threw out . . . and the

people who don't like the Steamshovel . . . and those

that think the editorials are bright and to the point

. . . and those that think they stink . . . and of course
the people that don't like the Journal . . . everybody
can do a better job than you . . . but they don't . . .

they just complain . . . complain , . . complain . . .

that's all you hear down here . . . crabbing and grip-

ing .. . about the communists ... or McCarthv . . .

or the good coach ... or the lousy coach ... or the

players on our teams ... or the players who should
be on our teams ... or smoking in the classrooms . . .

or not smoking ... or faculty jackets ... or drinking

... or the women at Queen's ... or the men at Queen's

... or the professors ... or the courses ... or humans
in general ... and you get the worries of the atomic
bomb ... and the UNTD ... and the COTC ... and
NFCUS ... and the IVDL . . . CUP . . . IUS . . .

SCM . . . AMS ... for or agin . . . building up or
tearing down . . . nobody ever just satisfied . . . no-
body happy ... oh you learn a lot about journalism

. . . that unless you tell somebody their story is better

than Hemingway ... or Huxley . . . they won't write

again . . if the stuff is off-color and unprintable then

we are prudes with bourgeois tastes ... if we do print

it . . . we're obscene and blasphemous . . . that people

only consider their own desires . . . no one else's

that last year's paper is always better . . . that every

other college's paper is always better . . . and every

editor swears his Journal will be better ... but it isn't

. . . 'cause people are just the same . . . they never

change . . . the clubs are always sure that the other

clubs are getting more coverage . . . that this political

party is getting more emphasis . . . that this activity

is getting more publicity . . . that there isn't enough
poetry on the feature page . . . that engineers are ig-

nored . . . that medsmen are fotten . . . that artsmen
are slandered . . . and the letters come in . . . but at

twelve midnight you don't worry about these things

. . . you forget about training in journalism ... all you
think about is getting your words counted . . . and
stories measured . . . and pages made up . . . and
heads . . . and by-lines . . . and new type . . . and how
you are going to put everything in that you promised

. . . 'cause if you don't somebody is sure to holler . . .

or how you are going to fill two more columns . . .

and you think back to the first few weeks of school . .

.

and of all the budding writers and reporters and make-
up artists that flooded the office so that you didn't

have work for them all . . . and you wonder where they

all disappeared to . . . and you think that maybe you

weren't nice enough to them and killed genius ... or

at least dampened enthusiasm ... so you talk to them

and beg and plead . . . but . . . suddenly they remem-
ber that they have essays ... or tests ... or exams
. . . and then it dawns on you that you are here to get

a degree, too . . . and you have work to do . . . but

there isn't a paid permanent editor for the Journal, so

you stay . . . and every Sunday . . . and every Wed-
nesday . . . and every Monday . . . and every Thurs-
day . . . and the rest of the week you keep on worrying.

Supplement to a dictionary
By Jens Gotthardt

Every profession has its own
peculiar phrases or words which,

to the uninitiated, may seem
perfectly natural and matter-of-

fact, but which, when carefully

analyzed, often reveal amazing
facts. To the navigator, star-

board means right, and port left.

To the doctor (and some medi-

cal students) the right side mav
be described as the lateral or

medial side. To the pilot in a
plane, the right side may be
down or up, depending on where
the nudist colony is.

In order to aid those students

who have not yet become fa-

miliar with certain phrases used

by our distinguished professors,

the following is offered as an
addition to their loose-leaf dic-

tionary from Loblaws:
"Plagiarism" copying from one

book.

"Research" copying from two
books.

".
. . this will be covered in the

lab" Haven't had time to read

up on it yet.

".
. . this will be covered in a

later course" Let someone else

take the blame.

".
. . but this need not be enter-

ed into now" Don't know any-
thing about it.

".
. . various theories have been

advanced" I am as confused

as you are,

"Read up on this yourself" Can't

find my notes.

"It will be_obvious to you that

. .
." I've just discovered.

"Things are never 'black' or

'white' " Don't know the ex-

act answer. (Saving feature

:

maybe nobody else knows).

"Those who are interested"

Those wishing to pass.

"We have a vested interest in

you" I want to keep my job.
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That light that fails
I suppose the notoriety of

Gary Moffatt is evidence that

(here is still some vitality in our
history courses and that the

courses can still produce a his-

tory student who lias quickened

to a few of the more elementary
platitudes. He may, with luck,

eventually hit upon a truth. The
picture is otherwise dismal. The
history courses are not our best

courses. The presence of a num-
ber of very decent research

scholars and a library very liber-

ally supplied with the best his-

torical works have not succeed-

ed in providing what the history

courses most need. They have
not produced enlightened his-

tory students.

What is the history student?

Presumably he is someone who
studies history, but if he does
not at least attempt to see some-
thing' moving under the multi-

farious facts of his study, he is

unsuccessful. By his final year
the history student is a jaded
creature. Imagine him : ]ie has
read two or three hundred books,

he has taken three reading

courses and for obvious reasons

he has found them dull to intol-

erability, and he has gathered
his small, pitifully small, body
of historical knowledge.
How small and pitiful this

body is, and how little meaning
it has to its possessors, becomes
evident in the advanced classes,

which are singular in the infre-

quency of the questions either

answered or asked. The confirm-

ed history student is as mute as

the dead he proposes to study.

The remarkable thing about him
is how little ferment his study
has created in him. It has not
moulded his character. It has
not even tickled his opinions. He
has in no way allowed history

to become a part of him, but he

has played the part of a big

pipe which conducts facts from
books and lectures to an exam-
ination booklet. The pipe is per-

fectly hollow and after it has

accomplished its function it is

perfectly dry. The average his-

tory student is an academic dis-

aster.

He wanders in a wasteland.

In dispensing the blame for the

aridity of what we are pleased

Sanctimonious serenade
John Mcjohn was a worthy boy

Who brought the heart of his mother joy.

But she was the only one, I fear.

Who appreciated her little dear.

John Mcjohn was a righteous fad.

He abhored all liquor for it was bad.

The sight of a bottle drove him wild.

To drink he couldn't be reconciled.

John Mcjohn played bridge, they say.

Though he really didn't know how to play,

And his partner usually tore his hair

As John bid cards that just weren't there.

For John was self-assured, you see.

And smug, as only the right can be.

That he wasn't liked he couldn't conceive.

Virtue ts blind, I do believe.

Oh, what a tower of rectitude

Was John Mcjohn, that obnoxious prude.

Larry Deansley

In Exquisite Form
you're beautiful A

when
you wear

SWEATER BRA

Because wonderful Ambush does something for you!

Even your tightest sweaters fit so perfectly! There are

no seams—no ridges—no stitches to show through when

you wear Ambush. It's as smooth as ;r_ ^ 30.34

velvet. To look your pretliest on

every occasion Ambush is so truly

right for you.

30-36
J2-3B

to call our historians, it is im-

possible to place it entirely on
the shoulders of the students.

Their shoulders are not brawny
enough to bear so much intellect-

ual guilt. Nor can one blame
the professors. In bad circum-

stances they do very well. But
something should be said about

the anomaly of a course in

which it is necessary to study

the American Revolution in de-

tail three times before graduat-

ing; and in which the British

Empire is studied as a subject,

but the more powerful, more
important and, incidentally,

more interesting Communist
Empire is all but ignored. The
three required reading courses

have a dullness that passes un-

derstanding.

The disturbing result of this

course, with its narrowness and

its repetitions, is that the stud-

ent's knowledge never becomes
very broad, and at its worst it

tends to cluster in one small

miserable field. The learner will

never hear anything of import-

ance about China or Asia, and,

what, seems most surprising, he

will learn all but nothing about

Eastern Europe. This territory

has been for fifty years a breed-

ing ground for international

problems. He cannot understand

the Russian attitude to Poland
unless he knows something of

the Russo-Polish wars which
disturbed that part of the world

for generations. In all probabil-

ity he will never understand it.

He can mull over his American
Revolution, threefold known,
and thank God he was thorough-

ly educated. Nonsense!

Yet the importance of history

at the present time is indisput-

able. More desperately than ever

before, we have to get a picture,

as quickly as we can and as

accurately as we can, of the

mess we live in. Mr. Moffatt has

not seen it : like most of his

peers, in observations and con-

clusions he is fifty years out of

date; but his very presence is

a crackling light in the heavens

that rebellion is possible among
the dry bones of the history

students. A very small rebellion,

but the bones are very dry.

Paul Lombard

Mural exhibits
The national competition for

a mural design in the lounge of

the Canadian Pavilion at this

summer's International Exhibi-

tion at Brussels in Belgium has

resulted in so many high quality-

entries that a showing will be

held.

This exhibition has just ar-

rived at the Agues Etherington

Art Centre and will be on show

at the \isual hours until March
23. Almost a hundred entries

were received in the competition

announced Mrs. Frances Smith,

and the $5,000 prize went to

Mario Merola, a costume de-

signer for CBC in Montreal.

Though latest reports say that

it will not be on show here at

Queen's the winning design is

"a vividly coloured composition

in ten panels, one representing

each Canadian province". It will

be executed in various materials,

including wood and silica.

A film evening will be held

tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the Art

Centre. Three films will be

shown: Ballet by Degas, The
Mystic Lamb and Mural.

Next Monday a talk, "Expres-

sion through Emotion, Design

and Technique" will be given

by Prof. Andre Bieler in the

Centre at 8 p.m.

COCA-COLA
also referred to as

'COKE'

Both names are trademarks that
stand for the same fine product . . .

Canada's best-loved sparkling drink
. . . the product of Coca-Cola Ltd.

HOW TO RECOGNIZE

THIS PRODUCT:

By its matchless flavour . . . delicious

with all old-country dishes. And fa-

voured foods of Canada too. Enjoyable

between meals for a bright little lift.

Easy to serve anytime.

Comes in the famous six-

bottle, red and white car-

tons. Treat your family

and guests to the spark-

ling good taste of ice-cold

Coca-Cola often . . . the

perfect refreshment.

It n

The triumph of vii^e
The defendant was flustered.

The jurors could see

As they waited and watched her turn red,

But her courage she mustered.

Though trembling was she.

And she heartily wished she w«re dead.

For the wretch had committed

A capital crime

Which authority could not condone.

And now she admitted

(To keep to the rhyme)

That the dastardly deed was h«r own.

So the district attorney,

In triumph at last,

(Quite greasy and gleeful was he)

Proposed a short journey

When sentence were passed

And declared to the court pompously:

"In my wisdom and learning

I knew that this girl

Was a dangerous lass and a bad.

And I know she's for burning,

Each curve and each curl.

She's a devil or else I am mad."

Now the district attorney

Was fat and beak-nosed

But he certainly wasn't insane,

So the court took a journey.

With verdict quite closed

And burnt the poor girl an the plain.

And what foul misdeed had undone this rash vamp?

It seems she had raided the local Scout camp.

Larry Deansley

MAN OF THE PEOPLE

MAN OF HIS WORD
MAN OF ACTION

• An active, vigorous member of the

Progressive Conservative Party for

20 years in Kingston.

• Became Superintendent of Planning

at the Aluminum Plant.

• Married - Father of two children.

• Served on all principal committees at

City Hall during 6 years as alderman.

• Will devote 100% of his time to his

duties as your member.

BEN ALLMARK
YOUR DIEFENBAKER CANDIDATE

Wed., March 5 6:30 P.M. McLaughlin Room

Queen's Progressive Conservative Association
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Re-elect ^ HENDERSON
* /member for Kingston at Ottawa

for the Last Nine (9) Years

* A Man Who Gets Things Done for Kingston

* A Member of Proven Experience

WILLIAM JAMES ORTON HENDERSON

AGE

EDUCATION - - -

LEGAL EDUCATION

MILITARY SERVICE

- • 41 YEARS

• MILLHAVEN PUBLIC SCHOOL

• SYDENHAM HIGH SCHOOL
• QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY — B.A. 1938

- • OSGOODE HALL, TORONTO
• CALLED TO ONTARIO BAR. JUNE 1942

- • JUNE 1942 — JANUARY 1946

• SERVED IN CANADA, UNITED KINGDOM,
ITALY AND NORTH WEST EUROPE

• CAPTAIN CANADIAN ARMY
• AWARDED O.B.E.

LEGAL EXPERIENCE -

MEMBERSHIPS

• KINGSTON — HENDERSON & WOODS
BARRISTERS and SOLICITORS

• MEMBER AND PRESIDENT OF FRONTENAC
LAW ASSOCIATION

• CANADIAN BAR ASSOCIATION

• UNIVERSITY CLUB OF TORONTO
• CATARAQUI GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
• KINGSTON CURLING CLUB
• K IWAN IS CLUB OF KINGSTON

POLITICAL EXPERIENCE 0 liberal — member for Kingston riding
AT OTTAWA (FIRST ELECTED TO HOUSE OF
COMMONS AT GENERAL ELECTION — JUNE
1949). RE-ELECTED AUGUST 10, 1953 AND
AGAIN ON JUNE 10, 1957.

• MEMBER OF VETERAN AFFAIRS, PRIVATE
BILLS, DEFENCE, BANKING AND COMMERCE
COMMITTEES.

RELIGION

MARITAL STATUS -

• CHIEF DEFENCE CRITIC IN LAST PARLIAMENT

• UNITED CHURCH

• MARRIED IN 1942 TO HELEN
WATSON MocDOUGALL

Elect PEARSON for CANADA
...in KINGSTON Re-elect IV. J. (Bill)

HENDERSON
THE KINGSTON LIBERAL ASSOCIATION

CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS — LIBERAL HALL
770 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-5367

Ballet, Opera, Banquets
Lighten Life In Russia

(This is the third in a scries of

articles about the experiences oj

Dr. L. A. Skeoch on a UN mission

to the Ukraine in 1946. The fourth

and final article ivill deal zvith the

personality and long-range ideas of

Nikita Khruschcv.)

The western world has had
ample opportunity to examine via

the press the "noble intentions

and ideals" of the Soviet rulers.

The fatherly, admonishing letters

of Mr. Bulganin and the homely,

blunt proverbs of Mr. Khruschev

are recorded faithfully. But what
is seldom communicated is some-
thing even more important than

either the "benevolence" of Mr.

Bulganin or the "simple honesty"

of Mr. Khruschev and that is the

nature of the Russian people

themselves. Little is known or

understood by the general public

about the lives and culture of

those under Communist rule.

Dr. Skeoch and his associates

came into close contact with up-

per and lower classes in the

Ukraine. They found Russians a
very hospitable people. In Russia

it is a social obligation for a host

to serve lavish quantities of food

and drink and for his guest to

consume them. Entertainment be-

came almost a burden to the

members of the mission who re-

sorted to small subterfuges in

order to avoid excessive eating

and drinking.

Movies were a relatively infre-

quent delight for the Russians.

In his visit to Odessa Dr. Skeoch
was promised a fine Russian film

by the mayor. This proved to be

"The Little Foxes" with Bette

Davis. Herbert Marshall and Rus-
ian subtitles.

The members of the mission

found musical comedy and drama
generally poor in the Ukraine. On
one occasion they watched an

actor in Siiaw's "Pygmalion"
who provided them with unex-

pected amusement by assuming
what he considered a cockney
accent.

But if Russian effort in drama
and a musical comedy was some-
times laughable, their excellence

in ballet and opera certainly was
not. These two attractions never
failed to draw packed houses

which often included factory

workers. These people probably

came to escape for a time the

otherwise drab lives which they

led in miserable living quarters

and monotonous jobs.

Russians arc a friendly people

and they can be very gay. In

1946 the most popular dance tunc

in the Ukraine was "Roll Out The
Barrel". The members of the

mission were often invited to the

homes of people they met casual-

ly. However, no one but officials

would come to their hotel. Those

invited either refused or failed to

keep the engagement. Perhaps

the constant presence of the

NKVD man at the hotel entrance

dissuaded them.

This phenomenon was only one

aspect of what Dr. Skeoch calls

"an impression of pervasive con-

trol". The mission found it very

difficult to hire or fire people.

University students were usually

assigned to jobs with little free-

dom of choice. People needed

permission to travel. Personal

freedom was very limited in many

respects.

The restricted amount of in-

formation given to the people

about the West was often quite

accurate but misleading. For ex-

ample, when the noted Russian

Author, Ilya Ehrenburg, returned

from a trip to America, he wrote

a series of articles for Pravda

concerning the more deplorable

economic and social conditions of

the Southern United States.

These, of course, were regarded

as characteristic of the capitalist

system.

It can easily be seen that what

little the Russian people know

about the West is even more

misleading than what the West

knows about Russia. It is to be

hoped that the day will soon come

when freer cultural exchange will

be possible. For with knowledge

comes understanding. And though

cultural and economic under-

standing will not in itself bring

about a long range accommoda-

tion between the two systems, it

is nevertheless an essential pre-

liminary to any such accommo-

dation.

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
Before accepting any teaching position in an Ontario

High School you are advised to inquire if the position

is professionally acceptable.

Write or telegraph collect:

ONTARIO SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS'
FEDERATION

34 Prince Arthur Avenue Toronto 5, Ont.

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-

ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

S34.9<5

MEN'S DEPT.

THE HON. LESTER B. PEARSON
Leader of Hie Liberal Parry

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

I
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Classified Ads
Lost

One cufflink with initials A. K.
Arnold Koiva, 308 Earl Street

Phone 8-8038.

A brown leather wallet at Gym.
Finder please return to G. W
Russell.

Wednesday morning in New
Arts Building, a Waterman's C/F
pen. Grey barrel, chrome cap with

a gold clip. Reward. Finder please

contact Dave at 2-2046.

Will the editors of the Journal
who swiped a doorknob from the
apartment of a certain Conservativ
Cabinet Minister please return it

We object to leaving the door open
so that CCF thugs may enter.

Found
One doorknob with priceless

fingerprints. Apply Journal Office.

Science '60 jacket found last fall.

Phone 6-1249 in the evening.

Parker pen found near Ban Righ
Contact Pat Kennedy, Ban Righ 1

For Sale

Chemical Rubber company Hand-
book of Chemistry and Physics.

New, guaranteed to cost no more
than $5. (Regular price an astro

nomical $12.) No book stores

please. Don Townson at 6-0123 or

leave name at AMS office.

For fiction, fashion, food and
females subscribe to PLAYBOY
Magazine. Lowly type rates. One
year $5, two years $9, lifetime

5149.50. See Lloyd Zbar or Madame
La Fleche.

For Rent
Remaining in Kingston for this

summer vacation? There are two
adjoining rooms and a kitchenette

suitable for two, waiting to be

snapped up — at only $10 a week.
Phone Tom at 6-3411.

SIGNPCST
Tuesday:

Chemical Institute of Canada: Dr.
J. K. N. Jones will address the stud-
ents' chapter on "Recent Progress in
Chemistry" at 4:30 in the main lecture
room at Gordon Hall. Plans for Chalk
River tour will also be discussed.

Biology Society: Panel on biological
education in Eri tain.8: 15 p.m. in Room
204, Old Arts Building. Election of
officers for the coining year.

AMS Movie: Convocation Hall 4
p.m. and 7.30 p.m. "Town Like Alice."

Students' Wives Club: Regular meet-
ting in Science Gubrooms at S p.m.

WUS: Final genera! meeting 4 p.m.
Committee Room 2. All interested in
joining WUS welcome.

Wednesday:
Progressive Conservative Associa-

tion: Final meeting will be held at
<i:30 in the McLaughlin Room. Guest
speaker will be Ben Allmark, PC can-
didate for Kingston. Elections for new
executive.

Debating Club: Election of officers
for 1958-59 Committee Room 2, at
7:30 p.m. sharp.
QCF: Chapel service in Morgan Me-

morial Chapel every Wednesday at
1.2:50 p.m. This week Rev. Max Put-
nam will lead us in our study of
Romans.
Thursday:
SCM: Supper meeting at 5:30 p,m.

in Chalmers' Church Hall. Bill Vine
will speak on "Social Work in the

Community."
Friday:

Queen's Camera Club: Deadline for

entries to spring salon. Entries to be
handed to Oscar Zawalsky or left at
the AMS office. The salon will be one
display from Monday. March 10, to

Friday, March 14, in the McLaugh-
lin Room.

Chemical Institute: L. A. Dicken-
son will speak on "Rocket MFuels."
For further details see notice boards.
West Indian Students Club: Meet-

ing to elect officers in McLaughlin
Room at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday:
Band Cheerleader Party: Saturday,

Cottage Inn, 8 p.m.
Judo Tournament: In the gym at 2

p.m. Approximately 10 teams including
Queen's, McGill and Ryerson will part-
icipate.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET
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By The AMS
For The AMS

(Continued from Page 1)

by the Senate before the Senate
acts upon any AMS Court decis-

ion.

Jim Holmes, Arts Society pre-
sident, suggested a code of laws
which would inform stud-
ents of the bounds of legal be-
havior rather than leaving them
puzzled about the vague charge
of "behavior unbecoming a mem-
ber of the AMS." Mort Low,
Meds' jr. rep., suggested the AMS
as a legislative body, enact a law
covering residence raiding, as it

has already done on drinking in

Richardson Stadium.

The recommendations were to

be passed on to the Senate.

The AMS executive also—

• heard bad news that Leon-
ard W. Brockington would not
be able to give a rectorial address

this spring. Mr. Brockington pro-

mised to deliver the address early

this fall.

• discussed constitutional

amendment and by-law amend-
ment proposals.

• voted themselves the tradi-

tional composite photos of the

executive.

• voted themselves free Tri-

color yearbooks.

• voted themselves free tic-

kets to the Color Night banquet.

• voted themselves free tic-

kets to the Color Night dance.

• voted themselves a free ban-

quet together with the new so-

ciety executives.

• voted to retain the $400 ap-

propriation for a rectorial ban-

quet, including student execu-

tives, for next fall.

• cut a Journal request for

$50 to cover expenses of a Jour-

nal banquet guest speaker and

guest tickets to $25 because of

Budget and Finance Committee
complaints that the grant would
be a misuse of public funds.

Arts Faculty

The second draft of the Arts

Faculty final examinations

timetable is now posted on the

Registrar's Bulletin Board in

Richardson Hall. Conflicts or

omissions of examinations in

the Faculty of Arts should be

reported at once to the Regi-

strar's Office. No changes can

be made after March 7.

Homer ileeted

Herb Harmer was elected pres-

ident of the permanent executive

of Science '58 recently. Other offi-

cers elected were Vice-President

Bill Sexsmith, Secretary Hugh
Whiteley, Treasurer Ron Robinson,

Social Convenor Gord McCallum
and Honorary President Col.

Jemmett.

Gilmour To Preach

At Baccalaureate

The graduating classes in all

faculties and those taking post-

graduate degrees will be honoured

on Sunday, March 9, at the 117th

Baccalaureate Service. The service

which begins at 11 o'clock will he

held in Grant Hall.

This year's Baccalaureate prea-

cher will be Dr. George P. Gilmour,

president of McMaster University.

Dr. Gilmour was a serving Baptist

minister in Montreal and Toronto

before going to McMaster as Lec-

turer in Church History in 1927.

He became president and vice-

chancellor of the university in 1950.

Dr. Gilmour is a Fellow of The

Royal Society of Canada and a past

president of the National Conference

of Canadian Universities.

Seats are reserved for the gradu-

ating classes and the staff but stu-

dents of other years and friends of

raduates among the general public

are cordially invited to attend.

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Cril! PHONE 6917

For . .

.

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION
IN

Shirt Laundering

CALL

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd.
847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

VISIT

Marilyn s
LADIES WEAR

FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

Frontier College Proposes

Low Wages, Hard Work
Looking for a summer job ?

How about one that offers low

wages, hard work and poor con-

ditions? You may be shocked or

amused by this approach but

there is an organization that of-

fers university students just these

conditions and each year it gets

four to five times the applicants

it can use. The organization

The Frontier College.

Spring Salon
Starts Monday

Friday will be the last chance for

students and staff to enter this

year's Queen's Camera Club Sprin

Salon. The salon, an amateur

competition in black and white

prints and color slides, will be on

display in the McLaughlin Room of

the Students' Union starting Mon-
day, March 10. Entries should be

handed in to the AMS office or to

Oscar Zawalsky, president of the

Camera Club.

Zawalsky said that the standard

of entries to date had been high. "Of
the prints that have been submitted

there are several that would easily

have beaten the winning print in

the NFCUS photo contest held

last year," he said.

"I think that anybody turning

out to look over the salon will find

in it many interesting and enjoyable

prints and slides. There will also

be some toned prints and color en-

largements on display," he added.

Freshman's Handbook
Clubs and societies desiring

accurate coverage of their ac-

tivities should submit infor-

mation to the AMS office as

soon as it is available. Include

key names and any important

changes in the aims of the club

since last edition of the Hand-

book.

Today the Frontier College

yearly sends out sixty students

chosen from universities across

Canada. They receive a brief

course in Toronto in May and

are then sent out to camps from

Newfoundland to Vancouver Is-

land, from the DEW line to

Niagara Falls.

A representative from The
Frontier College will be on the

campus Wednesday, March 5 to

answer questions and conduct in-

terviews.

^ AMS Positions

| Who's Where Editor

a Frosh Reception Convener

| Athletic Stick

a Tricolor Editor

B Tricolor Business Manager

Head Cheerleader

] Chief Justice of AMS Court

m Band Manager

I Band Concession Manager

§ Color Night Convener

Chief of Police

0 Frosh Handbook Convener

Applications are now being

received for the above posi-

1 tions. Applications should

^ be in writing and left at the

AMS office.

"

MORE BYLAWS
BY-LAWS

By-Law No. 2

Regulations dealing with Social

Functions

Section 2

In the allocation of dates, the fol-

lowing will be the scale of seniority:

a. A.M.S. Color Night

b. Faculty Formats

c. Welcoming Committee

d. Annual Benefit Dance for the Band

e. Groups or Organizations sponsored

by or recognized by the A.M.S.

f. Year Organizations.

i—Fourth-year Medicine, third-

year Medicine, second-year Med-
icine, and final-year Classes.

ii—Junior Years.

iii—Sophomore Years.

Section 8.

Constables
(a) Any campus group or organiza-

tion carrying on any function with

an expected attendance of more
than 25 people, on or off campus,
which involves members of the

A.M.S. as students of this Uni-

versity, must notifv the Chief of

Police or the Sheriff of the A.M.S.
Court at least three days prior to

the event. The Chief of Police and
the Sheriff shall, in accordance
with Article XV, Vigilance Sub-
Committee, Section 1 (b), and in

light of the nature of the function,

appoint such constables as they

deem necessary to attend the

function. Failure to comply with
this requirement shall place com-
plete responsibility for order on
the organizing group.

(b) When permission is granted to

any organization to hold a dance
for which tickets will be sold to

other members of the organiza-
tion sponsoring the function, a
fee of §10 shall be paid immedia-
tely to the Permanent Secretary-
Treasurer of the A.M.S. (for

faculty formal dances the fee shall

be SI7.00J. For year dances, two
constables are appointed and for

Formate, three constables; if ad-
ditional constables are required
their expenses are to be added to
this social function fee.

Section 10.

Social Evenings
Social Evenings on the campus shall

be subject to the following regulations:
(a) They shall not continue after

1 a.m.

(b) There must be no decorations
with the exception of those con-
nected with the orchestra stand,
and if, requested, plans for these
decoraSions must be submitted
for the approval of the Social
Functions Committee. Approval
for skits or performances given
in connection with dances and
social evenings may be required
at the discretion of the Commit-
tee/

*

H's wee to leave

somttiwq

toM backor!

. . . and a Saiingj Account at

the Bank of Montreal* Ii the

way ro guarantee yourself that

secure feeling . .

•The Sank where Srudc-nlj' account!

oro warmly welcomed.

Main Office, 297 King St. Eu*
at the Market:

JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch:

in the "Y" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch:

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager
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In The Bullpen
Canadians live in a highly developed technological society.

Their labor is scarce and expensive to purchase. These two factors:

an advanced industrial community and a relative sparsity of

manpower have placed Canada at the very apex of the second
industrial revolution — the Automation Revolution.

The man next door knows automation will refashion his life,

and rumours about push-button factories cause him to worry
about job security. In Oakville a rough cast iron block enters an
assembly line and passes through 530 automatic operations in less

time than it takes to read to this semi-colon; in a Montreal brewery
machines vat, brew bottle, label and cap beer. Automation is here,

snd it is going to affect you as well as the man next door.

Automation will mould world society more than the Machine
Age, more than the later Ford miracle of mass production. It is

certain to revolutionize the way of life of every Canadian, Worry
about jobs is natural and warranted to some extent, yet man has
proven, historically, to be extremely adaptable to economic change.
The real problem of automation is not the temporary displacement of

the worker, but the biological disaster that threatens to be automa-
tion's bed fellow. The elimination of this danger is the task of ulti-

mate importance. Canada as a leading automative nation will have
precious little precedent to guide her to victory.

Canada must act quickly to protect her new-era citizens. Al-
ready the sedentary life of Canadians has been felt. Two weeks
ago in Don Mills, a middle class vanguard suburb just outside
Toronto, a physical achievement test was conducted among school
children. Less than a quarter of those examined equalled the mi-
nimum standard of physical achievement, a standard based upon
the physical achievement averages of American children at the turn
of the century. The rest failed, utterly. The machines that have
eliminated lifting, pushing, bending, and walking are serving a
double function — they are increasing the rate of production and
reducing physical fitness.

Of course, in the future, brains will completely replace brawn
as the basic employment requirement. Now educational authorities
can tell you vigorous exercise does not insure a high level of mental
activity. Yet a lack of it can impair the physiological processes, and
physical inefficiency does affect a man's work. In a high-stress
skilled occupation absenteeism will be increasingly costly as auto-
mation bourgeons. A method will have to be discovered to main-
tain a sufficiently high health standard in Canada to assure a dyna-
mic productive life.

The responsibility for directing Canadians in a program that
will develop muscular skills and overall physical well-being will
have to fall upon the school system. As the results of the Don Mills
examination point out, young children are reflecting a trend to-
wards general athletic impotence. Automation seems only to have
given them television sets to watch and automobiles to travel in.
Moreover, the Automation Age's 30-hour week will also aggravate
the major social problem of leisure. The schools are the logical
place to initiate an effective physical training program to raise the
physical proficiency of the student as well as demonstrate how the
leisure time he will inherit can be channeled into profitable use.
Participation in sports can be encouraged and training in sports
that can be played long after schooling is over could supersede or
at least supplement football, basketball and hockey. The rudi-
ments of golf, tennis, and less strenuous games could be taught.
Intelligent appreciation of the spectator sports that will be increas-
ingly patronized with the advent of automation could be ensured
by a few explanatory classes.

The Automation Age can be a Golden Age. To realize this dream,
however, school curricula committees, community health and recrea-
tion councils, civic and social agencies must develop plans that will
meet the needs of new era Canadians. The time for action is now

REDMEN ROUTED 74-50
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JUDO TOURNAMENT HERE SATURDAY
Queen's Judo Club will spon-

sor a tournament in the Queen's
gym this Saturday, March 8 at
one o'clock. Teams from Toronto
and Ottawa, as well as our local

clubs are entered.

In addition to the competition,
there will be exhibitions of judo

and self defence by two "Black
Belts" (the highest class in judo).
There is a possibility that a wo-
man "Black Belt" from Toronto
will give a display of self-defence.

Admission is free for specta-

Come and give our team a
tors,

hand they may need

PROVINCIAL TIMERS' COLLEGES

ONE-YEAR AND TWO-YEAR COURSES leading to anInterim Elementary-School Teacher'., Certificate, vaSd
m ^ if

elementary schools of Ontario, are offered atTeachers Colleges in Hamilton. London. North Bay,Ottawa Peterborough, Stratford, and Toronto (951Carlaw Avenue, Toronto 6).

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENT FOR ADMISSIONi One-yearCourse: B.A. degree or standing in eight Grade 13papers one of which shall be English Literature orUnglish Composition.

Two-year Course: Secondary School Graduation Di-ploma of the General Course.
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- Candidates wiU

attend the Teachers College in the district of their
residence. Write to the principal for a copy of the

ScToSofOmSo"''
"Teachmg m the Elementary

INTERVIEWS WITH APPLICANTS are conducted by^mmittees of Selection. Applicants desiring interview
Bhould write to the principal of their nearest Teachers'
College.

Where's The Ball
Dan Bozic takes off on a leaping one-hander to score for the

Gaels Saturday against McGill. Greg Stone of Queen's and two
Redmen watch.

Gals In Split

Finish Third

Queen's Golden Gals once again

met defeat at the hands of the Uni-
versity of London as a first game
45-2S loss to the Purple and White
prevented them from finishing

higher than third in the women's
intercollegiate basketball tourna-

ment at McGill. In their second
game the Gals defeated McGill
50-32.

Toronto, last year's champions,

gained the final round but lost to

Western 39-30 as the Londoners
became this year's title-holders.

In the first game Queen's kept

pace with Western on the floor but

lost out to the Purple and White's
uncanny shooting. Half time score

was 28-12 but the Gals drew to

within 12 at the three-quarter

mark. High scorers were Maretta
McCulloch with 7 and Gwen Howes
and Joan Atwood with 6 each for

Queen's while set-shot specialist

Marilyn Parkinson had 22 for

Western.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

,
CIGARETTE

Leonardmen Win

Final Contest With

McGill University

Al Lenard's Intermediates Sat-

urday night thumped the McGill

Indians 54-36 in their final game
of the season. For the JayVees the

scoring was well distributed, Bill

Anglin being tops with 10. For the

visitors Dickie Moore with 13 was
high man.

The play in the first half was
scrambly and fast with shooting on

both sides being poor. The Indians

grabbed an early lead but the Tri-

color soon erased this and midway
through the second quarter they

held a three-point margin 17-14.

Due mainly to the tough defense set

up by the JayVees which prevented

McGill from getting many close-in

shots, the Queen'smen built up their

lead and led at the half 25-18.

The pattern of the second half

was similar to that of the second

quarter. The play was rugged,

scrambly and ragged. However, the

JayVees' shooting improved some-

what and the fine defensive play of

Bob Burleigh and Bill Anglin

allowed the Kingston crew to take

an insurmountable lead. The final

count was 54-36.

COURT CAPERS: My apolo-

gy to Bill Anglin who I have been
referring to periodically as Bob
Anglin this season. Brother Bob
must have felt funny scoring all

these points sitting in the stands.

Sorry Bill (or is it Bob?) . . . Not
playing in the final game of the

season were Jim Pando, Frank
Hawkins and Lloyd Budgell . . .

Wayne Flemington made his first

real test here a success, hooping 8
points ... It was coincidental that

the best men on the floor in both

the senior and intermediate games
for McGill were wearing number
11 . . . Statistically the Lenardmcn
hit on 21 out of 66 attempts.

Willie Hartack won the Flamingo
Stakes, Saturday at Hialeah in a

photo finish when he picked up a

cool ten grand.

Gaels Beat Cellar Dwellers
TurnbullTops With Seventeen

By George LaFIeur
Queen's senior basketball Gaels won their second successive

home game, their final of the season, as they defeated the wiitfess
McGill Redmen by a 24-point margin Saturday night. The issue
was never in doubt after the first ten minutes as the visitors were
able to produce only one scoring threat in guard Tim Leary who
was high man for the night with 31 points.

For Queen's Gus Turnbull had his best night of the year
|

hooping 17 points many on long driving lay-ups. He was followed
by Greg Stone and Jim Harrison with 13 apiece and Murt Prior
with 10.

The Tindallmen, playing with-
out the services of Jay McMahon,
completely dominated the game
from the opening jump and at the

nine minute mark had erected a

17-8 lead. McGill began to sub-
stitute early in the game but
seemed unable to find a potent
offensive threat with the notable
exception of Leary. The 5'8"

backcourt man was the whole
show as far as Montreal was con-
cerned picking up 13 points in the

first half on driving lay ups and
a twisting, fadeaway jump shot.

Half time score was 35-20 for the

Gaels.

In the second half both teams
alternated their players frequent-

ly with Queen's still having no
trouble in pulling away from the

Redmen. With Greg Stone hit-

ting on hooks, Prior and Turn-
bull driving down the middle and
Warren, Harrison and Bozic scor-

ing on long sets the visitors were
kept off balance defensively and

steadily lost ground. Leary again
was the high point man using
jumps and quick set shots to add
another 18 points to his total.

Three quarter score was 58-35.

The Gaels shooting was vastly

improved over previous home
appearances. Besides the top four

of Turnbull, Stone, Harrison and
Prior other Queen's marksmen
were Bozic with nine, and War-
ren, Siltala and Breithaupt all

with four.

GEORGE GURGLINGS ... In

a preview of the game the McGill
Daily mentioned that Bob Evans
hadn't done too well of late but

Frank Tindall was expecting an-

other big night from him Satur-

day . . . Queen's hit on 16 of 31

foul shots . . . McGill was minus

the services of top scorer Don.

Wright who tore some ligament

in his leg earlier in the season.

The Redmen have also missed

big Leon Duplessis.

Riot In Jock Harty As AMS
Downs Journal Staff By 4-2

Jock Harty Arena was in danger
of going out of business Thursday
night as the ice-making equipment

worked overtime to combat the

volumes of hot air liberated when
the AMS tangled with determined

Journal Staff members. Hockey
was merely subsidiary as prominent

figures clad in everything from
berets to BVD's clambered from
blueline to blueline agiley wield-

ing hockey sticks (mainly for

support).

The AMS, featuring such stars

as "Flash" Little and "Tiger" Gret-

iinger and obviously benefiting from
greater experience in wrangling

were leading the Journalites 4-2

when everybody, apparently tired of

some attempt to conform to the

rules of hockey, poured onto the

ice. What then followed can only

be described as chaos. Some people

were content to chase after one or

more of the four pucks bandying

about while others vented long pent-

up fury by jumping on the backs

of their opponents.

Leading the Journal contingent

were "Sputnik" Hardin and "Sput-

tered Sputnik" Cartwright. Prob-

ably the outstanding man on the ice

(when he managed to stand) was

Al (Mr. Zero) Deep. With the help

of horseshoes in his mitts he success-

fully foiled many blazing Journal

drives.

Little Bob Big (rather big Bob

Little) potted two for the AMS,
Al Gretsinger and Bruce Alexan-

der scoring singletons. Ian McNish

and Bob Smolkm tallied the Journal

efforts. Post game comments were

unprintable.

Bloodless Battle In Blade Brawl
Journal staffers Pete Hancock, John Cartwright, Don Town-

son, Mike Shewchuk and Bill Jampolsky surround affable Al Gret-

singer in Thursday night's exhibition of science and skill.
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LAW GIVEN AMS REPRESENTATION
Low, Comha Selected

By Electoral College
Mort Low was chosen president

of next year's AMS executive by

Uie AMS electoral college last

Tuesday. Cecelia Comba became

vice-president.

Low was junior Meds rep

chairman of the Queen's Open
House this year. He was president

of Meds '60 for 1956-57 and for the

last two years associate editor of

the Queen's Medical Journal. He
has also belonged to the Neurology

Club and the Track Club.

Miss Comba was vice-president

of the Levana society this year. She

has participated in Model Parlia-

ment, the Intertaculty Debates and

the Ice Revue. Last year she was

club editor of Tricolor and this year

producer of the Ice Revue.

General Meeting Votes

For Three Legal Members
The Faculty of Law was admitted into the Alma Mater So-

ciety with full membership last Tuesday night at the annual AMS
meeting held in Grant Hall. Three law representatives will hence-

forth sit with the Levana, Arts, Science, Medical and Theological

representatives bringing the voting membership of the executive

to 16 (three for each faculty with the exception of Theology which

has one.)

Next year there will only be two law representatives since the

faculty will not be complete. The following year, however, will see

a full representation of Law.

The Moment of Decision

Herb Harmer and Jim Holmes hold an urgent consultation

during last week's AMS annual meeting. Others in picture are

(1. to r.) Al Deep, Herb Hamilton, Bob Sowden and Bill Sexsmith.

Students Carry On Fight
Quebec students are still fighting

to win increased university grants

and scholarships from Duplessis'

government.

Three University of Montreal

students began a vigil before the

premier's office Friday as a sequel

to last Thursday's mass boycott of

classes by students of all but one of

Quebec's universities. They an-

nounced that they were prepared

to wait until they were granted an

interview, even if rhis meant losing

their year. The premier said he was

too busy to see them.

Besides the University of Mon-
treal, Laval, McGill, Sir George

Williams, and Bishop's University

took- part in the boycott. Sherbrooke

University did not take part after

the administration announced that

law students who failed to attend

classes would be kicked out and sci-

ence students who missed a special

exam would have to write in the

middle of July.

The boycott was carried out in

Dean Attacks Economic Privilege

Faculty and students are united

on the question of aid to Quebec

universities. Below are reprinted

the comments of Pierre Danse-

reau, Dean of the Faculty of

Sciences at the University of

Montreal, and an editorial by

Julien Aubert, editor of Le Quar-
ticr Lati.n

"II est facile de comprendre
que les etudiants soient suffi-

samment exasperes pour recou-

rir a la greve parce que ceux
qui devraient s'occuper de leur

bien-etre cconomique n'ont pas
fait assez pour leur faciliter 1'ac-

ces a I'Universite, Le recrute-

ment se fait trop exclusivement

panni les classes aisees de la

societe. L'n bon nombre de talents

se perdent ainsi. II est sans doute

excellent que Fopinion publique

soit provoquee, meme d'une fa-

con violente, pour que ce proble-

me soit au moins discute par

ceux qui peuvent y apporter une

solution. Ceux-ci sont d'abord le

gouvernement provincial qui dis-

pose des moyens materiels vou-

lus et les membres de la commu-
naute universitaire elle-meme qui

sont les seuls competents pour

definer les besoins. On a trop

souvent regie ces problemes sans

consulter ceux qu'ils interessent,

e'est-a-dire les etudiants et les

professionels."

Pierre Dansereau

"Depuis quelques jours des ru-

meurs circulent a 1'effet que les

etudiants de I'Universite se pre-

parent a faire la greve.

"La grande misere de nos uni-

versites canadiennes - franchises

n'est plus a demontrer. La der-

niere augmentation des frais de
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Just two days left to get your tickets for the
"

n
big formal of the year — Color Night, Dancers O
will sway (or stagger) to the music of Denny O
Vaiighan in the sophisticated atmosphere of Marine-

land. Tickets are available for $4.50 at the Post

Office. We'll see you in the Cave of Fame — other-

wise known as the drinking room.
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scolarite qu'ont du subir les etu-

diants n'est qu'une manifestation

parmi tant d'autres de cette pau-

vrete chronique.

"En reponse a une immense va-

gue de demandes, de protesta-

tions, de representations, l'hono-

rable Maurice Duplessis s'en est

tire selon sa louable habitude avec

des calembonrs, des jeux de passe-

passe, de finesses de style et

d'esprit.

"Les presidents de toutes les

universites du Quebec se sont

reunis depuis pres de trois mois

pour etudier le probleme finan-

cier des universitaires. Appuyes

par leurs differents conseils ils

ont prepare separement une etu-

de tres serieuse sur les besoins

des etudiants. Ces rapports ter-

mines ils ont prepare un rapport

general englobant et c oordon-

nant les demandes des six uni-

versites du Quebec dans le but

de le presenter a M. Maurice Du-

plessis. lis se sont done permis,

de Iui demander bien bumblement

une entrevue afin que la presen-

tation des voeux puisse se faire

officiellement.

"A la premiere lettre Duplessis

n'a donne aucune reponse. II a

ignore de la meme fac.on une se-

conde lettre des universites."

orderly fashion. No violence or dis-

order was reported.

A public meeting to explain the

students' stand was held at Laval.

A similar meeting had to be can-

celled at Montreal after two city

buildings where it was to be held

were found "unsuitable" by city in

spectors.

Le Carabin, the Laval student

paper, described the action as "une

decision preparee par un travail

consciencieux, fondee par une ne-

cesshe et prise a la suite de demar-

ches fort patientes et diplomatiques,"

and said it was "un moyen de

reclamcr pour tons l'egalite et la jus-

tice devant les etudes, (ce n'est pas

l'etat de revenus de la famille qui

doit decider si un enfant pent oui ou

non faire des etudes.")

Quebec universities at present

receive no aid from the federal gov-

ernment because Premier Duplessis

fears that to accept it will destroy

the control of the provinces over

education. The Quebec government

has made up some, but by no means

all, the revenue thus lost to Quebec

universities.

Keyes Appointed

Newman Chaplain

The Rev. Edward J.
Keyes, a

former Queen's student, will take

over the post of Newman Club

chaplain next fall. He succeeds

Msgr. J. G. Hanlcy, who has been

chaplain of the club since 1942.

Msgr. Hanley has been closely

associated with the work of New-

man Clubs all across Canada, hav-

ing been national chaplain of the

Canadian Federation of Newman

Clubs in 1944-45 and 1952-53. He

has also been the editor of the

Canadian Register chain of Cath-

olic newspapers published in King-

ston. Expansion of the scope of the

Register, and an enlarged field of

work with the Newman Club, has

made is impossible for him to con-

tinue in both positions.

Andy Fisher, Meds '60, will be

president of the club for 1958-59.

Color Night

The annual Color Night Banquet

will be restricted to those people

receiving awards. It will take place

on Friday, March 14 in Wallace

Hall with the head table being

piped in (with a splash) at 7:30

p.m. A list of award winners will

he posted in the gym Wednesday

and the invitations may be picked

up at the AB of C office. The com-

mittee would appreciate if all win-

ners would be present in order to

make the banquet a success.

Graduating Students

Letters giving information

about the Convocations to be

held on May 17 will be avail-

able in the university office

within a week or ten days for

students who have applied for

degrees in Theology, Arts,

Commerce, Physical and

Health Education and Applied

Science (not Medicine or

Nursing Science). When the

letters are ready, an announce-

ment will appear on the reg-

ular mailing list. Students are

urged to call for their letters

promptly.

W. A. Mackintosh

After much debate the change

was passed '^vith a two-thirds

majority in the form of an amend-

ment proposed by Bob Sowden.

Sowden felt that since Law is a

faculty it should be treated as

other faculties and should be

given the same number of voting

members. He added that law

students could contribute a great

deal to student government as

they were, on the whole, grad-

uates of other universities and

might draw on their experience.

Al Deep favored giving the

Law Faculty one representative

and perhaps more later. "Law is

a new faculty and not yet on its

feet; next year it will only have

two years." Bill Sexsmith sup-

ported him. "If we give Law full

representation, why not Nursing

Science and Commerce. It should

be on the same basis as Theolo-

gy,," he said. "Consider represent-

ation per capita."

"For the sake of principle alone

we must give the Law Faculty

full membership," Andy Wong
retorted. "Law is officially a fa-

culty, and we must treat it as

such. As long as we have rep-

resentation by faculty and not

per capita, we must give the Law

faculty three representatives and

not one or two."

The distribution of Tricolor

awards came under discussion.

Herb Hamilton, permanent secre-

tary-treasurer, pointed out why

members of the executive receive

the majority of awards. "Mem-

bers of the AMS get more oppor-

tunity to serve the student body

and show their talents than other

students," he said. "The execu-

tive consists of the most able

students who have been carefully

selected. They are usually most

(See AMS Meeting, Page 9)

Go to the Art Centre and find out for yourself which side's,

up. On view 2 - S p.m. every afternoon.
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The last will and testament
Now that we have put the paper to bed and tucked it in for the

last time, we watchers of many a new dawn wish our cronies,

critics and colleagues fulfillment of their dearest schoolboy dreams:

To the AMS executive, many half-hour sessions, omnipotence
(and omniscience), two rational heads per person and pension plans
for retiring members.

To the Levana Society, husbands.
i

To Charlotte Whitton, an honorary membership to the Levana
Society, willable to one heir.

To honorary members of the Levana Society, husbands.
To the Arts Society, solvency, potency and amalgamation by

common law.

To the Engineering Society , ... no, you can't have it.

To the Aesculapian Society, legalized abortion, profitable private

enterprise and wage-earning wives.

To the Law Society, frequent calls to the Bar.

To the Theology College, an easy entrance Upstairs.

To the girls in Adelaide, an easy entrance downstairs.

To the residents in McNeill House, amalgamation by common
law, solvency and potency.

To the professors, wisdom, wisteners, wespect and wage-earn-
ing wives.

To the Wegistrar, etaoin shrdlu.

To Principal Mackintosh, an all-day cigarette holder.

To the SFA, sfa (as spelled by the Whig-Standard).
To the Jazz Club, a nail.

To the Douglas Library, books with strings attached and an
unexpurgated version of Peyton Place.

To the alumni, cheaper football players.

To the Gaels, more generous alumni.

To the Union cooks, a copy of the Pure Food and Drug Act.
To the AMS Court, wisdom, wespect and a well-deserved west.
To Kingston pubs, you've got all we've got already.

To the City of Kingston, the impossible (honest politicians),

natural gas publicly produced and a tunnel to Wolfe Island, that
wonderful pleasure resort.

To the Journal, an annex to the graveyard.
To the reader, love and kisses.
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JIM

HOLMES

Two case histories

In the last issue of the Journal there are advertisements placed
by two of the three candidates standing for election March 31.
Both these candidates have carefully set out their personal quali-
fications for office and have presumably done their best to explain
to the voters why they should be elected.

It is enlightening to learn that Mr. Allmark is the father of
two children or that Mr. Henderson married Helen Watson Mac-
Dougall. This evidently demonstrates Allrnark's support for increas-
ed family allowances and Henderson's approval of higher tax ex-
emption for dependents. Or possibly vice- versa.

Then Henderson says he is a member of the Cataraqui Golf
and Country Club, the Kingston Curling Club and the Kiwanis
Club. This clearly proves beyond a shadow of doubt that he will
not be at all out of place in the social whirl if he is returned to
Ottawa. It also shows that he will be in good health and will be
able to devote his full time to his duties. Not to be outdone,
Allmark explicitly promises that he will devote 100 per cent of his
time to his duties "as your member". His devotion to duty doubt-
less includes listening to indignant constituents at three in the
morning, or procuring contracts for the right consideration; or
maybe he didn't really think about what it entailed. Certainly he
didn't say what he thought some of his duties were.

Henderson also tells us he went to Millhaven Public School
and Sydenham High School. His public school education, coming
as it did in his formative years, doubtless has had a great influence
on him in all his subsequent career and so it is a good thing that he
lets us know just where it took place. He also tells us he is a mem-
ber of the United Church

; therefore he is a moral and upright man
who will be properly guided as he works in the interest of King-
ston's citizens.

Allmark says he has been an active, vigorous member of the
Progressive Conservative Party for 20 years in Kingston. What this
means is not entirely clear; for the last few years the Conservative
Party has been remarkably unsuccessful in finding employment for
its candidates. But the phrase sounds nice.

Only one thing is missing from both candidates' platform*
Neither of them says a word about what policy they or their party
stands for.

Some serious allegations

about the program of study in

the history department were

made in last week's Journal by

someone writing under the

pseudonym of "Paul Lombard".

Paul Lombard is not the first

to have found fault with the

History Department's curricu-

lum, but he is one of the most
outspoken and effective critics

the department has had to con-

tend with.

Following the line taken by
his predecessors, Paul Lombard
points out that the scope of the

program of study is narrow and
repetitious and that it precludes

serious consideration of certain

gre^t spheres of influence and
civilizations such as Eastern

Europe, China and Asia.

Undoubtedly these criticisms

are valid, although I do not

think the History Department
is at all oblivious to the areas

which Paul Lombard mention-
ed. The hard cold fact is that the

department must draw a line

somewhere if it is to continue

to impart direction to its course.

It must confine itself to one
aspect of what Toynbee would
call an oekoumene — a universe

— in order that its attention

will be directed towards some
focal point.

The civilization to which the

department has given most of

its attention is that of Western
Europe and its extension in the

New World. It is the most na-

tural thing in the world that

this should be so, for western

civilization is that which is most
relevant to our day-to-day life

and which remains the dominant
world force. This is not to deny
this century has seen the resurg-

ence of other civilizations of

whose existence we must be

aware and whose significance

we must assess realistically.

In other words, the human
intellect is limited and we must
recognize its limitations by re-

fraining from imposing upon it

the formidable task of compre-
hending the entire field of hu-

man history. We are required

by our intellectual limitations to

confine ourselves to One civiliz-

ation with the oekoumene and
losing awareness of what tran-

spires in other parts of the

world.

* * *

If, as Paul Lombard suggests,

we expand the scope of the

honors course in history, we
shall find ourselves whizzing
around the surface without hav-

ing time to gather anything but

general impressions of what
happened in history. On the

other hand there is a great deal

to be said for making the history

course even less comprehensive

than it is now, if this could be

done without obscuring the

wider scope of world history.

For if the history student is

weak at Queen's it is not because

of the narrowness of his vision.

It is because his four years have
given him too many general im-

pressions about wide fields and
not enough profound insight

into specific problems.

Just to get in the last word
— whatever it is that Moffatt
has written in his column on the

other side of the page, it is pure

drivel.

GARY
MOFFATT

Although the word charity

has a much broader meaning, it

is used generally to connote the

common practice of giving alms

to the poor. It is in this narrow
meaning of the word that char-

ity is short-sighted, demoraliz-

ing and stupid.

Charity is undesirable and
only the selfishness it attempts

to camouflage makes it neces-

sary. We kick in a small pittance

to the Red Cross or the church

not out of genuine concern for

the problems of the needy, but

because our consciences nag us

a little now and then for driving

to work in Cadillacs while

others right here in Canada
starve. And some do starve: for

instance, social workers report

that many unemployed eat one

meal a day, and some are too

weak to get a job if one is offer-

ed.

If we were really concerned

with their problems, we would

find out how we could eradicate

poverty. We would learn that a

National Investment Board,
backed by well-planned finan-

cial and credit policies and large-

scale public works, could era-

ploy everyone in Canada. We
would also find that the best

way to assist underdeveloped

countries would be to send them
surplus produce and technical

assistance, not as charity but to

give them higher living stand-

ards and us a future trading

market. Education on birth con-

trol (many peasants aren't now
acquainted with the rhythm

We shall fight on the beaches, in the halls .

.

"Uninspired as I am
Graduation speeches are a genre of literature without which

we could well do, if the two sessions we heard a week ago are fair
samples.

With rare exceptions, the little recitations were each a para-
phrase of the one that preceded it. Most of the speakers seemed to
have culled their prose from the same edition of After Dinner Mintages
for Every Possible Occasion.

The rhetoric of our graduates was by far the most heavily
starched, unamusing and lacking in originality. The phrases may
once have rung; today they merely grate.

Surely dullness is not an integral part of an after dinner
speech. We don't insist on a Ralph Waldo Emerson or even a Sidney
Smith, but a speaker with a few stimulating, original, sincere and
inspired words would do much to make the graduating dinners into
something more than a bread line.

By Fran Shaugnessy

"Do we want coed meals?"
To this question your reporter

received from Queen's maidens
answers like "Sure ! If you can't

enjoy the food, at least you can
get your teeth into something
worthwhile!" or "Heavens! I

think it would be fine for every-
thing except breakfast!"

This flippant attitude is of-

fensive to the reputation of

Queen's women. They have al-

ways in the past stood up for

their rights! They have made
their voice felt on this campus!
This reporter finds it terribly

disillusioning to find that

Queen's girls think mutual eat-

ing will help them trap a hus-

band. The girls who have come
to this institution to find a mate
will not do it over the fragrant

dishes on the tables of Ban
Righ

!

Although most of the coeds

and also the men (especially the

Sciencemen) interviewed appar-

ently didn't give the matter

much consideration and stated

that coeds meals would be a

good thing for Queen's. Never-
theless, finally a staunch femin-

ine freedom fighter who was
found hidden away in one of the

Ban Righ annexes expressed the

following views.

LADIES OF QUEEN'S!
How could you? How could you
even consider coed dining halls?

Why, if they became common
practice here we should simply

have to pack our trunks and
head for Churchill. I say: do not

submit to these boys. Don't ever,

ever, ever, let them enjoy your
sweet charms for nothing. Just
think, without spending one ex-

tra shekel, their social life would
be practically complete (Cana-
dian boys, you know.) Besides,

you don't want to spend all

your precious wee hours in resi-

dences, do you? and La Salle

smorgasbords are good, aren't

they, my darlings?

Tell me, did you ever eat with

mobs of men? Well, I did! They
got extra cake, extra beans, ex-

tra meat and some charm from
the cooks. If you can just im-

agine ! At one meal I ended up
with two slices of bread and a

plate of floating cabbage. For
the first week I was fascinated

with their bread and butter

scherzos. The second week I

was cross-eyed from knife-fork

arrays. The third week I was
blinded completely by partially

chewed food and the fifth week
I moved to Freddie's. They were

loud, smelly and downright

mean—after one week they re-

duced us to buddies and dated

the nurses.

method) would circumvent the

Malthus theory.

* * *

This brings us to the election

campaign, where only one party
has made the above discoveries.

Pearson and Diefenbaker offer

charity: their plans will give
some of the unemployed tem-

porary relief. Only the CCF
promises everybody a job, using

the above system. Only the

CCF promises farmers security

in the form of parity prices, our

youth security in the form of a

college education for all who
can absorb one. And only the

CCF sees the need for diverting

some money from manufactur-

ing obsolete weapons to helping

underdeveloped countries to

help themselves.

Thinkers like Einstein could

see that the free enterprise sys-

tem would never work. A gov-

ernment bureaucracy should re-

place the present ones whose
owners shut down our plants

at the first hint of recession.

Canadian Future

Few seats of power change.

Let's think for a moment about

the future of the English that is

spoken in Canada. Canada, in

my opinion, is going to be the

most powerful place in the world

— if the world g'oes on existing

—because of the raw material*

that are in Canada, because of

the ability of the people, because

Canada is the great place of the

future. The day will come when
the respectable way to speak

English will probably be the

way they happen to speak it in

Canada.

Herbert Agar,

Speaking on the BBC
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SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

ttft Princesi Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1166

Quality that Pleases . . Service that Satisfies

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
Before accepting any teaching position in an Ontario

High School you are advised to inquire if the position

is professionally acceptable.

Write or telegraph collect:

ONTARIO SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS'
FEDERATION

34 Prince Arthur Avenue Toronto 5, Ont.

"Outstanding Opportunity

in General Education

and Community Development"

Greot freedom and scope to person with tact, flex-

ibility, integrity, scholarship and sense of adventure.

Age 25 to 35. Experience useful but potential more
important.

Write immediately to:

ADULT EDUCATION DIVISION

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING REGIN A, SASKATCHEWAN

Summer Employment

®ib Jffort Htttrg
KINGSTON

Applications will be received for vacancies in the

JTort Ifottry <tor&
UP TO AND INCLUDING MARCH 15

For information concerning an excellent summer job

telephone:

LI 2-7388 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)

LI 2-7388 (7 p.m. to 8 p.m.)

There are also a few job opportunities for

women students

APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE AT THE

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

| 8

To The Graduates Of

1958
A one-year course in Librarianship leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Library Science is offered,

for University graduates, at the

LIBRARY SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
The School provides a placement service and there are good

openings in various types of libraries including: public libraries for

adults or children; universtiy ond college libraries; government,

business, scientific ond technical libraries.

All enquiries should be addressed to:

The Director, University of Toronto Library School,

Ontario College of Education,

371 BLOOR STREET WEST, TORONTO 5.
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Your Liberal Candidate

W. J. 'BILL' HENDERSON
* /IHember for Kingston at Ottawa

for the Last Nine (9) Years

* A Man Who Gets Things Done for Kingston

* A Member of Proven Experience

""LIBERAL

GOVERNMENT-
. . . gave VETERANS AID to go to UNIVERSITY and
complete their education — many took that opportunity

. . . has PROVIDED considerable FINANCIAL AID for

UNIVERSITIES and UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS since the

post-war reconstruction period.

Now ...THE LIBERAL PARTY
PROGRAMME

.
. . is to PROVIDE BURSARIES,

SCHOLARSHIPS and LOANS for

STUDENTS

SUPPORT the LIBERAL PARTY'S Programme

for UNIVERSITY Students

. . . Re-elect W. J. 'BILL'

HENDERSON
THE HON. LESTER B. PEARSON

Leader of the Liberal Party

THE KINGSTON LIBERAL ASSOCIATION
CAMPAICN HEADQUARTERS — LIBERAL HALL

770 PRINCESS STREET ... FOR INFORMATION — DIAL LI 8-5367
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Shrewdness And Ability I

Mark Red's Khruschev
By Tom Marshall

(This is the last in a series of

articles concerning the Hussion ex-

periences of Dr. L. A. Skeoch, Dr.

Skeoch, at present with the Queen's

Economics Department, was the

only Canadian members of the 1946

relief mission to the Ukraine.)

Nikita Khruschev is a devout

Marxist who firmly and quite

sincerely believes in the inevit-

able decline and collapse of the

capitalist system. He also be-

lieves, as did Lenin before him,

that in their death throes the

capitalist countries will attack the

socialist countries in order to bol-

ster their failing profits system.

For this reason the Soviet Union
must always be on guard.

It would be foolish for the

West to allow itself the luxury

of imagining that Khruschev is

not sincere in his professed views

of history. For like all confirmed

Communists he sees the world

through Marxian spectacles and
tends to regard only the evidence

that supports his deep convic-

tions. These may not be true but

as long as the master of one of

the earth's largest and most
powerful nations believes them
they cannot be safely ignored

Nor can Nikita Khruschev.

What manner of man is he, this

leader who lives and rules by an
evolutionary theory of history

quite foreign to the West? To
begin with, he is obviously a very

able man. The members of the

1946 mission were highly im-

pressed with his administrative

ability and political shrewdness,

Nationalist sentiment in the

Ukraine complicated Khruschev's

job there but he did manage, by
one means or another, to consoli-

date Soviet authority.

The members found Khruschev

a genial host with a large fund of

stories. He was lively and witty

at banquets and had a very frank

manner of telling a story. Despite

his much-publicized tendency to

drink large amounts of liquor his

remarks were neither indiscreet

nor careless but always seemed
to be made with a definite pur-

pose. In talking to the peasants

Khruschev was down to earth,

making policy points in a home-
ly, direct way that seemed to

secure success. He was generally

an effective speaker and conver-

sationalist, whether in private or

at one of the great public dis-

plays put on by the regime.

Khruschev is extremely sus-

picious of the western press.

When a group of British and

American reporters visited the

mission they were taken to a
collective farm along with Dr

Skeoch whom they had asked to

accompany them. The party was
shown the best equipped and
most up-to-date farm that Skeoch
had seen in the Ukraine and told

that it was typical. Furthermore
said the guide, there was plenty

of food, so much that they had
trouble selling it all. On seeing

and hearing this the reporters

were quite prepared to write
stories asserting that there was
no food shortage and no real need
for the mission. Alarmed, Skeoch
told Marshal McDuffy, the head
of the mission, who promptly
phoned Khruschev. McDuffy
asked Khruschev that the report-

ers be shown other farms and
farm markets. Khruschev bland-

ly replied that it didn't matter
what you told reporters, they

would print lies anyhow. McDuf-
fy threatened to have the mis-

sion's shipments stopped and

Khruschev eventually gave in.

But he still saw no point in coop-

erating with the western press

which he believed was dominated

by monopolistic capitalists.

Khruschev is not as inflexible

and stubborn as were Stalin and

Molotov. He is willing to make
small concessions in order to

give an impression of personal

freedom in Russia. He also wishes

to be regarded as a reasonable

man who wants good relations

with the West.

Khruschev believes that only

two major countries, the United

States and Russia, have any dy-

namic force in the world today.

He wants a separate settlement

with the United States and does-

n't care much about secondary

powers like Great Britain.. He
wants peace in which to streng-

then Russia against the inevit-

able capitalist attack.

It is dangerous for the Com-
munists to underestimate the

capitalist system. The West is

generally willing to admit that

the Communist system has reach-

ed the stage where it is socially

and economically a viable entity

and hence likely to persist. It is

now one of the major tasks of

the West to convince the Rus-

sians that the capitalist system

is not based on class conflict, that

it does not contain within itseU

the seeds of its own destruction,

and consequently that the Marx-

ian view of history is mistaken.

Only then will any kind of ef-

fective and stable coexistence be

possible.

,
Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors

% OFFICIAL

% QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

$ BLAZERS
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Shorts, Regulars, Tails, Extra Tails, sizes 34 to 48

in stock, complete with

GOLD WIRE CRESTS AND BUTTONS

103 PRINCESS St""** KINGSTON LI 6-6381
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FROM WATERTOWN TO WEST SAMOA

Overseas Students Flourish At Queens
By Vir Handa

Although it may often seem
that Queen's students live no
farther from Kingston than
Belleville or Brockville, about
150 students come from overseas
and an equal number from south
of the border. They come from
35 countries, including West
Samoa, Indonesia, Hong Kong,
Japan, India, New Zealand,

South Africa, Ghana, Greece,

Germany, Cuba, Columbia, Peru,

Venezuela and he West Indies.

The West Indian Federation

easily accounts for the largest

group with Great Britain a close

second followed by Hungary
and Hong1

Kong. Scores of these

students intend to go back to

their countries to jobs waiting

for them like the Colombo Plan
scholars from Indonesia while

others intend to make Canada
t heir home, such as the Hungar-
ians and a majority of the

Unions.

The cramped colony of Hong
Kong has 12 goodwill ambassa-
dors here. Among them is the

beautiful, very shy and tiny

Suk Yee Lam — known as

Jose to her friends. Asked for

her reasons in coming to Queen's
— as most of the Hong Kong
students go to England —- she

explained that she had studied

in a nrssionary school run by
Canadians and 'naturally want-
ed to come to Canada, and es-

pecially to the great spans of

water Known as the Grea: Lake:

Region. Moreover Queen's was
recommended by my Dean in

Hong Kong." Her first reaction

on arrival at Vancouver in early

September was the chilliness

"too cold" of the climate resem-

bling winter in Hong Kong.

However, the first snow was

'just like a dream'.

Her English was pretty good

considering she arrived here

with a meagre knowledge of the

language and lias now overcome

the early difficulties in under-

standing her lectures. She has a

tremendous opinion of the resi-

dents at Ban Righ. She finds

them very friendly and helpful

in forgetting her homesickness.

Apparently debating is very

popular in Hong Kong and this she

misses. They have debates with

other schools, over the radio

etc., and the questions are gen-

erally" very political and inter-

national so that the average

Hong Kong student is better in-

formed.

Talking about the food —
"Canadian food is very interest-

ing and full of vitamins emphas-

ising food rather than taste un-
like Chinese food." Asked about
the availability of Chinese food
in Kingston she had this to say
— "Kingston's Chinese restaur-

ants have Chinese food more to

Canadian taste rather than Chi-

nese." All's well that ends well

as she is now well adjusted to

Man Righ 'Canadian' food.

Across the waters from Hong-
Kong is the only student here

from Japan. He is Eishi Ueno
and comes from Tokyo. He is

here on behalf of a Japanese
firm learning English and Ca-
nadian Commerce. He arrived

here with a knowledge of writ-

ten English but no spoken
English as at school they are

only taught how to read and
write it. However, now he is

quite fluent in the language and
can speak in Canadian jargon as

well.

It was surprising lo find that

the dating system was prevalent

in Japan even before he war.

However due to the impact of

the war dating is quite popular

now but is very 'conservative',

(your guess is as good as mine,

Eishi would not elaborate). He
prefers the Canadian system as

"it is a good opportunity for the

boys and girls to know each

other." He most certainly likes

Canadian girls but does not

know if the feeling is mutual.

Canadians, according to Eishi,

enjoy more social life compared

to the Japanese student but

every Saturday at the Univer-

sity of Tokyo hey have a dance

which is always 'Stag or Drag'

as opposed to only 'Drag' over

here.

Comparing the two universi-

ties and the entrance standards

it was observed that at high

school Eishi had to study Geol-

ogy. Mathematics (Including

Calculus), English, Japanese,

Japanese Constitution, History

(Oriental and Western) Geogra-

phy Physics Chemistry and Bi

ology. Quite a load indeed. The
campus of Tokyo University is

enclosed and is very much like

Cite Untversitaire in Paris.

Queen's should be like that after

all the expansion has ended.

"Down - Under" has quite a few

representatives over here; all of

them are doing post-graduate

work. Such a one is Bruce Hut-

chinson who comes from Syd-

ney, Australia. He is studying

Civil Engineering and arrived

here in August of last year.

Bruce finds the weather rather

different as Sydney varies only

from 40° to 100°. The first fall

of snow reminded him rather

sadly that he was not going to

see any green leaves for a long

spell as trees in Australia gener-

ally do not shed their leaves, ex-

cept for some imported trees

like poplars and elms.

His first impressions of Cana-

dian girls' was 'the untanned'

white legs and the outrageous

bobby soxes and boots. At Syd-

ney University the average girl

is simply dressed but has a

greater dress sense. The proce-

dures of dating and so on are

much the same except that the

girls are more ready to go
'Dutch'. (A good idea this, Ca-

nadian girls please note.) Ac-

cording to Bruce "the main lack

of this campus is the absence of

a centre focussing point. It is

more like a hospital establish-

ment — a mere collection of

buildings — rather than a Uni-

versity."

On finishing his studies and

after working here for a year he

is most certainly going home to

the wonderful warm climate

which he so misses.

This university has been hav-

en to a number of Hungarian

students who left their country

during and after the revolt in

the fall of 1956. Most of them

For . . .

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

AND
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Shirt Laundering

* *

CALL

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd.

847 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARR1E ST.

seem to have adjusted them-

selves to the life here after hav-

ing overcome the hindrance of

not knowing enough English.

Generally they are all reticient

in talking of their part in the

rebellion and are extremely

modest. One of these Hungarian
students is Eugene Feliky from

Budapest, Hungary. He is study-

ing Chemical Engineering and

hopes to graduate in 1959.

Conditions here are very dif-

ferent from those in Hungary
as he finds the winters here cold

and very long thus reducing the

'season of love.' The Hungarians

eat extremely spicy food but in

his limited experience he can

only compare it to the Union
food which "is good and nour-

ishing but undeniably boring."

Instead of pics for dessert the

Hungarians arc fond of eating

Dutch or Danish pastry. He has

rather concise opinions about

this place. Asked about his im-

pressions of Canadian girls — "I

do not know about Canadian

girls but the girls in the Union

coffee bar arc pretty, nice and

undeniably entertaining."

Bermuda every year sends a

number of students to Canada
to train as teachers. Some of

them make their way to Queen's.

They are sent out by the Gov-

ernment of Bermuda in a two
years scholarship spending one

year each at a training college

and a University. In such a

position is Eugene Pearman
who spent his first year in Ot-

tawa and is now at Queen's do-

ing Arts courses. He seems to

be well adjusted to life here and

does not find any noticeable

differences, enjoys early snow
but hates the slush. The food

in both the countries — Canada

and Bermuda — is much the

same except that they eat more

rice in Bermuda.

The education system of Ber-

muda is being brought more in

line with Canada — however

the system is rather different.

In Bermuda the Principal is in

direct charge and is answerable

directly to the Director of Educa-

tion as opposed to here where

the school is controlled by the

school board. On the whole the

Bermudian high school student

tends to be better educated be-

cause of the many influences

upon the education system from

Britain, USA and Canada.

The greatest number of over-

seas students come from the

West Indies but I must say the

girls from there are the most

reserved in the sense that they

refuse to be interviewed. So, I

met Ted Joseph instead. Ted is

from St. John's, Antigua, and
finds this campus extremely

friendly but less lively than

other Canadian campuses. This

is Ted's second year at univer-

sity. His pet peeve seems to be

potatoes and more potatoes and
more potatoes 'enough to make
anyone sick.' One very interest-

ing thing he notices about

Kingston is the interest the

city fathers show in maintaining

city cleanliness. "At home
streets are cleaner than here in

as much as the island is poor,

St. John's has an efficient sani-

tation department." Asked to

answer the question — "why
Queen's?", he answered by say-

ing that it is closer to the Brit-

ish system. (Some may argue

and disagree.) Ted intends to

go back when he is finished

with schooling here although he

does not have a job waiting for

him. He feels that he has tre-

mendous opportunities to help

the West Indies go forward

with the federation now a fact.

Also he prefers the tropical sea

breezes and the warmth that

Antigua boasts.

If industrial automation interests you

there's a profitable career for you with

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED

Q. What Is Canadian Chemical?

A. A young, progressive and fast-growing Canadian

company. Its $75,000,000 plant on a 430 acre site

at Edmonton, Alberta, consists of 3 plants—

a

petrochemical unit, a cellulose acetate manufacturing

unit, and a filament yarn plant. It has its own power

plant and water treating facilities to supply steam,

electricity, water and compressed air. The Company

also has technical facilities necessary to provide for

control of the quality of its products and for the

development of new processes and products.

Q. What do we make at Edmonton?

A. Canadian Chemical's three integrated plants at

Edmonton use the products of Canada's forests and

vast oil fields . . . producing for world markets high-

quality Supplies Of ORGANIC CHIMICALS, CIUULOH
ACETATE FLAK I, ACETATI TARN AND STAPH FIBRE.

Q. What are the job opportunities?

A. Our engineering department is one of the largest

and most diversified in Canada. We have technical

and professional services . . . extensive laboratory

facilities for operational quality control of our many

products ... for developing and piloting new products

and processes. We operate our own power plant and

water treating facilities.

Q. What would I be doing?

A. As one of our electrical engineering group, you

would be meeting new challenges in the development

of new automation systems . . . designing power

feeder systems and lighting... designing additions

and modifications lo what is possibly the most complex

system of industrial automation in Canada. Or, you

might be working with our other engineers in im-

portant tasks like these:

—

• field inspection

• detailing, estimating

• process design

• engineering supervision and administration

• improving process efficiency, or increasing

production

Challenging job opportunities also exist for median-

cal engineers, chemical engineers, chemists and

engineering physic! graduates — as discussed in

other ads of this series.

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal • Toronto • Edmonton • Vancouver

PART OF
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Classified Ads
Lost

Book with green handkerchief for
cover, in Students' Union March 6
(Thursday). Please call I. Ameniya
at N'ew Arts Bldg.
One half of one women's basketball

story in the vicinity of the Journal
Sports Office last Sunday evening
about 2:30 a.m. If found please return
to George LaFleur. He misses it be-
cause of its intrinsic sentiraenal value.
A sheepskin mitten on University

Ave. Contact Marjorie Smith at
Gordon Hall.
Green Shaeffer Snorkel pen wihout

a cap. Call 6-6444.

Borrowed
Tennis racket with J. C. Hissin's

trademark from Ruth Nicolf. Please
return to Adelaide Hall.

Found
To the Ottawa Hilch-Hiker: your

grey car coat at 22 Division Street.

Phone 2-1 876.

Man's gold signet ring. Phone Jim
at 2-2393.

The folowing may lie claimed at
Journal Business Manager's office:

1 pair man's hrown gloves {small)
1 man's brown glove (right)
I lady's Mack glove (left)

front half of Zeiss Ibon camera case
(hrown)
I lady's rhinestone bracelet
1 man's Seeland wrist watch (still

running) with broken grey expansion
bracelet

1 lady's medallion (symbol of
Sagittarius thereon)

3 fountain pens, 1 blue and well
chewed, 1 Eclipse, 1 Skywriter
I set of five keys
1 pair of lady's glasses with grey
rims and brown alligator case. Ex-
cellent shape.
1 Levana 59 pin
I identification bracelet - "N. F.
Gilniour"
part of pearl necklace
1 car radio aerial

Personal

Staying in Kingston for the sum-
mer? Two adjoining rooms and a
kitchenette arc just waiting to be
snapped up for the bargain price of
$10. Call Tom at 6-3411.

Anyone interested in taking a sum-
mer course at Mexico City College this
summer, please contact Ruth Brown-
low at 2-7589.

John Diefenbaker
Great Canadian"

The Diefenbaker Government deserves a chance to carry on
its Program of National Development to raise the standard
of living of all Canadians.

A Great Record of accomplishment in eight months merits

your vote of confidence in the Conservative Government and
your Conservative Candidate.

Kingston Needs A
Member On

John Diefenbaker's

Winning Team

ON MAR. 31, MARK YOUR
BALLOT FOR YOUR

DIEFENBAKER CANDIDATESEN ALLMARK

VOTE

| ALLMARK X

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12th, 1958

CFR C
Thursday, March 13

7:00—Hits and Misses
7:30—Campus Topics — News

Calendar — Interview
7:45—Meet the Artist

8:00—Bits and Pieces
8:30—The Spoken Word

A Dialogue about the Election
with Prof. A. R. M. Lower
and Prof. John Meisel.

9:00—From the Music Room
Alessandro Scarlatti —
St. John Passion

10:00—Concert Hall
Faure — Pavane
Rachmaninoff—Concerto No. 1

Ravel — La Valse
Gershwin— Rhapsody in Blue

Friday, March 14
7:00—Time for Listening
7:30—Campus Topics
7:45—Show Music — "Show Boat"
8:15—Research in Progress

Jeffrey and Knox —
"Summer Research Institutes"

8:30—Around the Cam pfire
9:00—Concert Hall

Dukas — Sorcerer's Apprentice
de Falla — El Amor Brujo
Beethoven — 5th Symphony
Smetana — Moldau and
From Bohemia's Meadows and
Forests
Greig — Peer Gynt Suites

13:00—Music Till Midnight
Saturday, March 15

1:00—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Verdi — La Forza del Dcslino
with Maria Callas

5:00—Time for Listening
6:00—Echoes Around the World
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Campus Topics — News

Calendar — Special Speaker
7-AS—Modern Jazz
8:15—Rendez-vous in Rhythm
8:45—This and That

S. F. Wise — "Educalional
Opportunities in Canada"

9:00—Pop Concert
Tchaikovsky—Capriccio Italien

Berlioz—Roman Carnival
Overture
Farnon—Canadian Impressions

10:00—Night Music
College Memori«

1 1 :00—Starlight Serenade
Sunday, March 16

1 :00—Mostly Music
This will conclude our scheduled

broadcasts until next October second.
Comments on past programmes and
suggestions for the future will be wel-
comed by the Director of Radio,
Queen's University.

SIGNPOST
Wednesday
French Club: Last meeting, Wed-

nesday, at 8 p.m. in McNeill house.

Hillel House Supper Series: Alex
Ed mison, assistant president of

fts Kite to km
stmsikuq

tofottbafjcoid

. . . and a Saving; Account at

the Bonl< of Montreal* Is the

way to guorantee yourself that

secure feeling . .

.

•The Dank wher» Students' accounts

Die warmly welcome d.

Kingston, Main Office

297 King St. East, at the Market:

JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess and Barrie Ste. Branch,

in th« "Y" Building,
JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

West dale Ave. and Bath Rd.

Branch:
WILLIAM BARRY. Manager

Queen's speaking on "Never a Dull
Moment", concerning his travels
abroad. 5.15 p.m. at 26 Barrie St.
Tickets 60c each. Everyone welcome.

QCF: Chapel service in Morgan
Memorial Chapel at 12:50 p.m.

Philosophy Club; Final meeting.
Prof. Duncan, Philosophy Dept., or.

"Punishment", to be followed by dis-

cussion. 7:30 p.m. in McNeill House
North House Common Room.

Thursday

Arts '59: Election to break tic for
position of Treasurer of permanent
executive. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in New
Arts Building.

Queen's Revue: Election of officers
and financial report. At 6:30 p.m. in

Committee Room 2 of the Student's
Union.

English Club: There will be a read-
ing of Shelley's plav The Cenci on
Thursday, March 13th at 8.00 p.m.,
in the South House Common Room
of McNeill House.

Miller Geology Club and Mining
and Metallurgical Society: Annual
Banquet at Superior Restaurant, 7.00
p.m. Speaker will be Dr. H. G. Fraser,
president nf the Canadian Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy. Sec year
rep. of cither club for tickets.

History Club: Two Hungarian
students will speak on the 1956 revo-
lution. At Dr. Lower's House, Collins
Bay. Will meet at Chown House at
7:30 p.m. for transportation. All 3rd
year, <lth year and post-grad History
students invited.

Saturday

QCF: General meeting at 1:00 p.m.
in St. James Church.

Sunday
CFRC: Goes off the air for the last

time to-day

.

Wednesday, March 19

Hillel House Supper Series: Speak-
er: I. Newell. Dept. of English. Sub-
ject: "Poets and Storytellers". On
light verse and literary criticism. 26
Barrie St. at 5:15 p.m. Tickets 60c
each. Everyone welcome.

QCF : Chapel Service in Morgan
Memorial Chape! al 12:50 p.m. Last
chance to be saved before exams!

In the future

Funeral Service : Friday, 28th oi
March. Prepare to mourn! Chown
House will die. Arrangements to be
posted.

Wednesday
Camera Club: Final meeting at 7

p.m., Wednesday, March 19, in Com-
mittee Room 2, Student's Union.

Allmark Runs
Into Trouble
Ben Allmark-, Progressive Con-

servative candidate for Kingston,
spoke last Thursday to a small
group of supporters plus a few
CCF hecklers. The hecklers found
their efforts defeated by chairman
Art Schwartz who informed them,
"This is a PC meeting, not a poli-

tical rally."

Allmark outlined his experi-

ence, which included three two-
year terms on the City Council.

This remark was interrupted by,

"Why don't you stand for local

affairs instead of trying to get to

Ottawa?"

He advised students to listen to

people whose judgment they re-

spected, and then to vote exactly

as they thought right. He claimed

that in the last government there

was no opposition. It criticized

and ridiculed the government,

then voted for it, rather than per-

forming its necessary function of

a constructive critic.

Allmark outlined the achieve-

ments of the Diefenbaker govern-

ment in the last few months, in-

cluding social security benefits

such as pensions for the aged,

handicapped, widowed, unem-
ployed, aid to the Maritimes, hos-

pitals, farmers, and an ihcrease

in building projects. "This could

appeal to the CCF," added

Allmark.

These claims were countered

by; "They haven't brought down
a budget yet," and "There are

600,000 unemployed." Allmark re-

plied with great alacrity, "We
can't blame the CCF for that, can

we ?"

Allmark, who said he was an

extremely busy man, had to de-

part without allowing a question

period. He promised, however,

that he would be present to an-

swer questions at the PC meeting

in Grant Hall yesterday at which
E. Davie Fulton was to speak.

DearDiaiy...
As I take my pen in hand, I take

my bottle of Coke in the other hand!
Yea, dear diary, where would I be
without Coca-Cola? Just a social outcast.

Why, everybody drinks Coke! John
and Bill and Barry and Charley.

Horace too. Confidentially, I think I'll

have another bottle of Coke.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
MHr AKD 'COCA-COLA- ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS— DOTH IDENTIFY THE MHE
REFRESHING BEVERAGE—THE PRODUCT OF COCA.tGL* LTD. HAVE A BREAK—HAVE A CDKF.
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Trail of creative process
leads to a true Coleridge

By Hardy Grant

Dr. George Whalley of the

English Department is a man
of many and varied interests.

A keen student of printing

and typography, a poet in his

own right, and a collaborator on
occasion with his brother Peter,

the well-known artist and car-

toonist. Dr. Whalley has none-
theless been chiefly concerned

for some years with research

work on the English poet and
critic Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

It was in connection with this

last work that he was granted

leave of absence from Queen's

last year in order to continue

his studies in England.

Dr. Whalley emphasized in

an interview that his visit to

England, which lasted about 16

months, was only the complet-

ion of research begun as long

ago as 1945, part of which form-

ed his doctoral thesis. It was,

Mural designs
at art centre

An exhibition in the Art Cen-

tre has been arranged by the

National Gallery of 21 of the

mural designs submitted in open

competition to the Canadian

Government. The competition

was for the lounge of the Cana-

dian Pavilion at the Universal

and International Exhibition,

Brussels, Belgium, which opens

this April.

It includes designs by Shad-

"bolt, Colville, Nakamure, Brand-

tner, Lemieux and others. The
showing opened at the centre on

Sunday, March 2 and will con-

tinue until March 23.

While exhibitions are on view

the gallery will be open Monday
to Friday from 2 to 4:30 p.m.,

Monday to Thursday from 7:30

to 9 :30 p.m. and on Sundays

from 2 to 5 p.m.

therefore, "not an exploration

but the completion of a long

process of explorations." He
now hopes eventually to produce

a detailed intellectual biography
of Coleridge, with emphasis on
the growth and development of

the poet's mind.

The British Museum, said

Whalley, has by far the largest

and finest collection of Cole-

ridge's annotated books, note-

books and manuscripts any-

where in the world. Much of the

remainder has recently been
acquired by Victoria College,

Toronto. In recent years Whal-
ley has been active in tracing

and identifying Coleridge ma-
terials in various parts of the

world, and has been assisting

Miss Coburn in her edition of

the 70 manuscript notebooks. It

is hoped that within 10 years

the notebooks will have been
published, At present he is con-

cerned with Coleridge's reading

and with tracing the books in

which he wrote marginal notes.

After making a close study of

all the poet's reading, he ex-

pects to prepare an edition of

all the marginalia taken from

more than 1,000 volumes.

Whalley explained that he had
not, at the outset, intended to

concentrate on Coleridge. His
original interest had been in

studying different kinds of "in-

tellectual and artistic mental ac-

tivity." "In other words", he

continued, "I was interested in

knowing more about the way
that an artist's mind actually

functions."

"In this connection I looked

for some one who had shown
marks of genius in several dif-

ferent spheres of activity — es-

pecially someone whose feelings

and thoughts, and the associa-

tion between them, were record-

ed informally in letters, note-

books, diaries and the like. I felt

that if you investigate only work

In Exquisite Form
you're beautiful

when
you wear ..."

SWEATER BRA

Because wonderful Ambush does something for you

!

Even your tightest sweaters fit so perfectly! There are

seams—no ridges—no stitches to show through when
no seams—nv -
vou wear Ambush. It's as smooth as Jr. A 30 .u

,. —(Kiest on
is so truly

•:,lv.A To look your prelt.est on A 30-26 £^1
every occasion Ambush

-ight for you

that has been formally publish-

ed, you can never be sure of dis-

covering the mental processes

that actually produced it. I con-

sidered several possible sources

of information, among them
Milton, Yeats and Shelley, be-

fore I found in Coleridge exact-

ly what I wanted."

Whalley found that Coleridge

had left an amazing wealth and
variety of informal and spon-

taneous material, most of which

had never been published. He
then undertook to decide what
assumptions could be made con-

cerning the progress of a poem
from the draft stage to the fin-

ished product. He discovered

somewhat to his surprise that

comparatively little conclusive

work had as yet been done in

this field.

"I was not seeking a critical

or philosophical theory here,"

stressed Whalley. "Rather, I

was trying to prevent myself

from imposing on the material

a theoretical pattern not belong-

ing to it. The scope of Cole-

ridge's thought and poetry de-

fied formulation: I was looking

for Coleridge, not for support

for some theory of my own."

Coleridge, suggested Whalley,

was a person of a "broad spec-

trum" of philosophical, poetic,

psychological and theological

thought. "His best poetry - The
Ancient Mariner and Kubla

Khan - ranks with any in the

language," he contended. As a

critic, Coleridge is of increasing

importance in contemporary

criticism "as the basis of his

criticism and the quality of his

direct critical insight have be-

come more widely known." He
was a philosopher "of greater

potential importance than has

yet been recognized," and as a

psychologist he anticipated the

Gestalt psychology and Freud's

concept of the importance and
function of dreams and the sub-

0
U
A
R
R
Y

"A lot of new poets exploring new fields" will show their creative efforts in this year's liter-

ary publication Quarry Seven soon to go on sale. The cover design above was drawn and inked by
Sylvia Bews.

Quarry Seven will feature a novel idea of printing typography with its unusually wide margin

spaces and small title heads in lower case. The inside section of poetry will be printed on a different

color paper than the outside sections, which inclu de, among essays and articles, six literary mani-

festos collected by editor Ned Franks.

conscious. He was an authorita-

tive political journalist and as

a social reformer attacked con-

temporary evils such as slavery,

child labor and brutal criminal

laws,

Whalley described the signi-

ficance of the vast amount of

work done on Coleridge in re-

cent years in this way:

"Within 10 or 15 years the

body of Coleridge's work will

be available to scholars to an

extent that it has never been

previously. Then the stature and

importance of this man will be

for the first time fully and clear-

ly seen by the world at large".

PORM BRA831BRB M(CANAOA) U1M.TSO

QUEEN'S
BLAZERS
Nicely Tailored in English

blazer cloth with embroider-

ed Queen's crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced ar

MEN'S DEPT

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Queen's students are en-
titled to a special 10%
discount on all purchases
made in the Men's Wear
Dept.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Made for

each other . .

,

Fashioned for

Wonderful

BAN-LON Sweaters

full-fashioned

VISIT

Marilyn
9
s

LADIES WEAR
FOR YOUR

GLENAYR - KITTEN
SWEATERS

AND

SKIRTS TO MATCH
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

by Gtenayr

You, m your lovely Ban-Lon Kitten Sweater

should make campus history this Spring . . .

'cause Killen-Plus-Ban-Lan is fashion news!

Full-fashioned . . . hand-finished and dip~

icashable . . . here's. a sophisticated coiel-

necked beauty . . . just ONE of dozens of

lovely new Kittens . . . dressmakers . .

.

classics . . . sports-types! This Spring

fabulous Kitten sweaters are caught hi the

colourful spell of the Orient ... see the

magical colours in good shops everywhere,

S!t to 1,0. Price 9.95
LHia

Look for the name Kitten
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Solving Engineering Problems

558? SE
,

AWAV
f
ROJKT is the permanent raising of the southern end of Jacques Carrier bridge. Montreal,

rf?^?^- •

nMPan °at mterruPlinK vehicular traffic. This will provide a mmimum clearanceOT 120 feet for shipping in the seaway canaL
tc

EXPANSION brings diversified engineering problems as
in these recent examples.

In every Province and in every major industry, Dominion
Bridge engineers are making important contributions to Canada's
phenomenal growth.

To help Canada's expansion, Dominion Bridge has em-
barked on its own four year expansion programme which will have
the effect of increasing the Company's overall capacity by 40%.

MODERN TREND IN CRANES. Completely
enclosed 300-ton gantry crane—the largest
ever built in Canada—was designed and fab-
ricated by Dominion Bridge for the Canadian
half of the St. Lawrence Power Project.

CANTILEVER BRIDGE IN THE WEST. The
Second Narrows bridge over Burrard Inlet at
Vancouver. 16.600 tons of steelwork will be
required for this new 6-lane bridge. With its
centre span of 1100 feet, it will be the second
longest cantilever bridge in Canada,

MODERN TREND IN BOILERS. Newly developed
Dominion Bridge water tube package unit boilers
are shop assembled and shipped complete to the
site ready for connection to electrical, water and
steam lines.

17-STOREY ADDITION. The Royal York Hotel,
Toronto. The largest in the Commonwealth, this
structure is being further expanded by a I7-storey
400-room addition shown at right. Altogether some
20,000 tons of steel have been fabricated and
erected by Dominion Bridge for this project.

m
DOMINION BRIDGE COMPANY LIMITED. PlonU: MONTREAL • OTTAWA
TORONTO • SAULT STB. MARIE • WINNIPEG • CALGARY • VANCOUVER
Aitot Company Plant): AMHERST, N.S.: Robb Engineering Wit, Ltd. QUEBEC:
Eartira Canada Steel fit Iron Wkt Ltd. WINNIPEG: Manitoba Bridje b. Bog. Win., Ltd.
EDMONTON: Standard Iron as Eng. Win., Ltd.

SUSPENSION BRIDGE IN THE EAST. The Halifax-
Dartmouth bridge, with its main span of 1447 feet
and total length of 4420 feet, is the second largest of
its type in the Commonwealth—surpassed only by the
Lion's Gate bridge, Vancouver, also built by Dominion
Bridge.

Dominion Bridge Company Limited
DIVISIONS: STRUCTURAL • MECHANICAL . BOILER . PLATEWORK • WAREHOUSE
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Queen 's Listening Tastes

Discovered By Survey

Wear 9Em Or Drain 'Em?

Approximately two-thirds of the

students on the campus listen to

CFRC — for about two hours a

week, according to the results of a

questionnaire prepared by Queen's

third year class in statistics.

The purpose of the questionnaire

was to find out student opinions of

CFRC and radio in general. Here

in brief are some of the results and

conclusions drawn

:

• A large majority of students

have radios — only 10 per cent

said they had not.

• More students said their sets

were going between 10 and 14

hours a week, than any other length

A recent poll taken at McNeill

House has shown that while gentle-

men prefer blondes, they also prefer

girls who drain glasses.

When asked "Do you prefer girls

who wear glasses or drain them?"
the majority of the McNeill House
residents said they preferred the

latter type. A small number, how-
ever, expressed the opposite view.

A Medsman said a girl who wore
glasses and one who drained them
were all the same to him. "The girl

without her glasses can't see what
I am doing and neither can the

girl who has drained a few. So
what's the difference?" he grunted.

Speaking from a moral stand-

point, a certain Science man stated,

""I prefer a girl who doesn't drain

glasses because I have to pay, and

that's wrong."

"I like the girl who will take the

odd social drink as long as she keeps

ahead of me," one resident said.

An Artsman said he preferred

girls who wear glasses because those

who drain them carry implications

that are too spicy for him. "1 like a

good girl," he said.

Another said, "I prefer a girl who
doesn't drain glasses because if my

girl doesn't drink I don't, and I

don't loose control,"

A student from abroad said he

would rather go out with a drainer

because a non-drainer would prob-

ably be a prude.

"More fun" was the most com-

mon reason expressed by the ma-

jority, and "Glasses get in the way,'

was another familiar comment.

Winters Guest Speaker

At Iron Ring Ceremony
Former Minister of Public

Works, Robert H. Winters, will be

guest speaker at the Iron Ring

banquet of the Engineering Society

to be held March 21 in the Bur-

gundy Room o! the La Salle Hotel.

The ring-giving ceremony will

take place at 5 p.m. in Grant Hall

the same day.

An annual affair at Queen's, the

ceremony originated with Rudyard

Kipling. It was initiated in Canada

by a group of senior engineers about

25 years ago. The iron ring sym-

bolizes professional status.

Winters is an electrical engineer

by profession and a graduate of

Mount Allison and the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology.

He was recently appointed a direc-

tor of the Toronto General Trusts

Corporation. He is president of the

Rio Tinto Mining Company of Can-

ada Ltd., and a director of the Cana

dian Bank of Commerce, the Crown

Life Insurance Co. and other Cana-

dian companies.

As Minister of Public Works

Winters was responsible for the

Federal Government's share in the

construction of the Trans-Canada

Highway. He first entered political

life in 1945 when he successfully

contested the Liberal seat in his

home constituency of Queens-Lun-

enburg in Nova Scotia. In 1948 he

was appointed Minister of Recon-

struction and Supply, and from

1950 to 1953 he held the portfolio

of Minister of Resources and De-

velopment.

Slje dnliten Clipper
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

Saturday Night to Doug Creighton's Orchestra

Catering to Banquets and Private Parties

LOCATED 9 MILES EAST OF KINGSTON ON NO. 2 HICHWAY
HALF WAY TO GAN ANOQUE

Sybbkmam ft William Sts.

Rev. R. H. N. DAVIDSON

SUNDAY, MARCH T6TH

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:30 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Youn g People

Everyone Welcome.

( Union St. by The Campu-1

SUNDAY. MARCH 1 6TH

9;00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

(7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

you will en oy the ^cassion and

fellowship "I thM Coffee Hour at

Yj$ p.m. after Evening Prayer.

We invite you to /<""

St. AiuWw'h
$reflbylpriau (Afford?
PRINCESS ANO CL.ERGY STREETS

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Everting Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

3gntt*2> (Dhurd?
CARL AND BARRIC STB.

REV. W. F. BANISTER, DO
MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH 16th

1 1 :00 cm. "Seven Letters To
Seven Churches".

(No. 7 — To the poor rich
Church)

7:30 p.m. 'The Ten Com-
mandments".

(No. 8— No stealing)

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial welcome
to all Queen's students.

Ifott lUnrrj Hotel

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Dial 8-7712

DON'T TEMPT GOD,

PRESIDENT WARNS

"Human beings should never

think they have the right to put God

on the spot," Dr. George P. Gil-

mour told this year's graduating

class Sunday morning. The presi

dent of McMaster University was

guest preacher for the annual Bac-

calaureate Service held in Grant

Hall.

The theme of Dr. Gitmour's ad-

dress was the third of Jesus' temp-

tations in the wilderness — "Thou

shalt not tempt the Lord thy God."

He called this temptation "the subt-

lest temptation which must be faced

by the godly man, and perhaps also

by the ungodly man."

The speaker charged that pea

pie often lay down the conditions

on which God must act if we are

to be his followers, as though His

existence depended on their be-

lief in Him. "We think — espec-

ially the more intellectually in-

clined of us — that the benefits

of Christ's compassion exist only

because we allow them to," said

Dr.. Gilmour.

"But in the end we are really

only children in the hands of God,

and children do not lay down com-

mands to their parents. The man

of faith never feels the prohibition

on putting God on the spot denies

him the promises of God.".

of time, hut the numbers varied

from zero to 60 hours a week. How-
ever, the hours mentioned here

were not spent listening to the radio

alone. More than three-quarters of

the students interviewed said the)

were doing something else while

listening to their radios. This would

indicate that for many people radio

has become little more than a back

ground noise.

• The majority of students pre

ferred to hear more of light music

rather than of any other categories,

such as serious music and talks. Of

listening hours tabulated light music

was the most popular. Its closest

competitor was radio talks held be-

tween five and six p.m. Serious mu-

sic was rated third.

• Ninety per cent of the students

felt that CFRC should strive to

give experience in radio station op-

eration to interested students.

Tickets On Sale

To Concert Series

AMS Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)

deserving of awards — but not

simply because of their work in

the AMS."
Hamilton extended his congra-

tulations to the outgoing execu-

tive, representatives of the var-

ious student activities and the

Journal.

Late in the proceedings, Ha-

milton was made an honorary

member of the AMS because of

his years of service to the society.

Tickets to next years University

Concert Series will go on sale to

students March 31, Prof. John

Meisel announced Sunday. The tic-

kets can be obtained at the Depart-

ment of Extension in Richardson

Hall.

Five concerts will be given in the

series. The first, on Oct. 22, features

Witold Malcuzynski. a noted Polish

pianist now living in the United

States. On Nov. 17 the Festival

Opera Company of Toronto wilt

perform "The Barber of Seville."

Other dates are Dec. 10, Michael

Rabin, a 21 year old American vio-

linist who has been hailed as one

of the most promising in the world;

Jan. 14, the Toronto Symphony

Orchestra under Walter Susskind;

and in February Peter Pears, tenor,

and Julian Brean, guitarist, both

from England,

Students will be able to obtain

seats anywhere in Grant Hall at

prices ranging from $2 to $4. This

low price will be managed by giv-

ing students a flat $3 discount off

the price to the general public,

Meisel said. If students feel they

cannot afford to pay for their

tickets this term, they can reserve

their seats now and send in their

money for the tickets in August.

The number of students attending

this year's concerts was about 500,

considerably higher than last year,

said Meisel. All tickets were sold

this vear and last.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

(OattjF&ral

KlNa ST. AT J«HN—n 8t.

LENT 1958
Services every Sunday at

8.00 a.m.; 9.15 a.m.;

11.00 a.m. and 7.00 p.m

Holy Communion every week day »t

7.4S a.m. in the Chapel. Wednesdays
and Holy Days 10.30 a.m.

Guest Preachers This Season

March 16—Rev. H. C. Hill

March 23—Ven. K. C. Bolton,

Windsor, Ontario

Easter—The Rt. Rev.

K. C. Evans

Bishop of Ontario

Recital of Passiontide Music by

the Cathedral Choir, Palm
Sunday, March 30th at 7.00 p.m.

Stop guessing

about life

insurance

CONSULT THE

MAN WHO KNOWS

D. R. Roughron, B.Sc, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

S. W. Roughron, B.A., C.L.U.

Office: 191 Princess St

Office Phone: LI 6-1405

THE

MUTUAL
LIFE

OF CANADA

ESTABLISHED 1B69

MB ft*

>
STONES

FLOWER SHOP
231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6 8034

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWKRB

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —

With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furniihings

And The Newest Fashions For Women.

You're sure of the Quality *f Bruces'

™f YORK UNIVERSITY

Communication Arts Group
j

Announces
|

THE GRADUATE INSTITUTE
|

OF BOOK PUBLISHING
j

Opens September, 1958

A full-year program designed to train men I

and women of exceptional promise for r

careers in the book industry.

Academic study with outstanding lecturers
|

In literature, philosophy, and .

political science. !

Workshop courses with experts from
j

the industry.
j

Apprentice training in New York book I

publishing houses. 1

M.A. Degree
f

Limited to thirtystudents. '^pr'

For Information and application write:

John Tebbol. Director

Graduate Institute ol Book Publishing

New York University

Washington Squara

New York 3, N. Y.
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GEORGE LaFLEUR

Despite late hours, a lack of reporters, malnutrition, adver-
tising, classes, a lack of oil for the lamps, rotting quill pens, people,
air raids, radiation fallout, thirst, depressing interior decorating,
carbon dioxide, brainwashings, Elvis Presley and Mantovani it's

been a good year and in this final Journal the sports staff would
like to make a few predictions for the coming year.

GEORGE LaFLEUR ... A raccoon will be seen on campus
wearing a Nowakowski skin coat . . . The girls' archery team will
improve to the point where they will be invited to appear on
CBC-TV as Robin Hood's Merry Men . . . The Society for Exper-
imentation in X-Rays will be formed and SEX will become a by-
word at Queen's ... A combined Journal-AMS hockey team will
represent Canada in the next Olympics . . . Dave Richards will
eagerly await more birthdays . . . The AMS court will prosecute the
AMS executive for misuse of public funds . . . Clarissa Thackerby
will sweep the wrestling finals in all divisions . . . M. J. Rodden
will be awarded an all-expense paid trip to the early twentieth
century by his over-ninety readers club . . . The year 195S will not
last more than one year . . . The degree of PhD, piled higher and
deeper, will be awarded to Convocation speaker Dodie Goodman
. . . Gord Fenny will branch out into international finance.

STU FORBES ... Ike Eisenhower will be the leading money-
winner on the Professional Golfer's Association circuit . . . Queen's
football team will win at least as many games as in 1957 . . . the
team will employ a double fullback system utilizing the brute
power of Terry Porter and Jill McCreery . . . Elvis Presley will be-
come the first victim of a new ringworm epidemic . . . Laika the
space dog, far from being dead, will fraternize with Rin Tin Tin to
form a master race of flying dogs ... The next Canadian Senator
will be an Eskimo

. . .Finally, I predict that the trend towards twin
beds will stop.

TONY GOWER (Society Editor) ... I predict that person or
persons unknown will willfully and maliciously drop a hydrogen
or fusion bomb on this earth causing something better than the
brink of war. Massive retaliation by the party upon which the
bomb was dropped will be the result. The end of the existing earth
as we now know it will be the result of the aforementioned result
The result of the result of the result will be the creation of a new
inhabitable world by forces known or unknown, the product of
which will be not be completed for a googol of years. The result
of the result of the result of the result will be another human race
of the type now in existence, stupid, intolerant, jealous, dishonest
corrupt, or simply worthless, which in a few centuries will again
completely destroy itself ... and so the cycle proceeds

IAN McNISH ... Our boy Willie Hartack will win the Ken-
tucky Derby on board Bumblebee IV . . . Led by Bruce Cossar
Theology will win the next year's Bews race . . . Peter Pinnock will
replace dogs as fleas best friend . . . George LaFleur will give up
basketball?

. . . Little Richard will be the guest artist at the Arts
Society concert next year . . . Toronto Maple Leafs" will trade Jim
Morrison and Maple Leaf Gardens to Canadiens for Doug Harvey
... Liz Christie will be the new drum majorette

DIANE PAPPAS
. . . Women will be superior despite Ian in

59 . . . Petticoats will be fluttering at the Journal office Thenew game, stuff the coach in the basket, will be adopted by the other
teams in the league with variations depending on the circumference
and radius of the coach ... I will take no more pictures in locker
rooms ... We will get to bed before classes start the morning after
a press night ... The Journal staff will be charged with conduct
unbecoming a member of the AMS ... The Arts '61 - Golden Gals
basketball game which has long been a dream of Arts coach
George LaFleur will become a reality with the Gals winning the
f-rst 00 games and then hitting a slump losing two in a row .The Levana hockey all stars will beat Russia 100-3 in the world
cham^onsbps to be held at the Jock Harty Arena if the icemachme doesn

t break down. If it does the McNeill House MainCommon Room will be flooded for the purpose ... The LAB of C
Will rise up in revolt to become the supreme governing body on
campus ,n a startling coup d'etat . . . Levana and Arts will not
merge but will be swallowed up by KCVI in their expropriation
action ... Big Sister will be watching all

wJHH^^T ^Y1"* 35 H '

S three in the raor"i«ff ^is had
better end Our final prediction is that next year we won't have toWait until next year .

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12th, 1958

COLOR NIGHT TROPHIES

Senior basketball team 1957-58: left to right, Coach Frank Tindall, Jim Siltala, Gus Turnbull,
Jim Harrison, Jay McMahon, Greg Stone, Bob Breithrupt, Dan Bozic, and Art Warren.

Intramural finals
Sport

Badminton

Basketball

Boxing

Football _

Golf

Free Throwing

Handball

Winner

-Butterworth, Sc. '59

Armstrong & Eckmeier,

Sc. '59

.Science '60

-Science '59

.Science '60

.Batstone Arts '60

-Mathieson Arts "58

.Thompson Meds '59

Runner Up

Armstrong, Sc. 59

Butterworth &
Gorham, Sc. '59

Science '58

Meds '60

Taylor Arts '61

Duff Arts '61

Hockey

Horseshoes

Paddleball

Skiing

Swimming

Table Tennis

Thompson & Simpson Meds '59

— Science '61

—Amm Sc. '59

Conrad & Savage Arts '60

—Mlacak Sc. '58

—Science '59

—Science '59

—Bozic Sc. '59 vs Wells Sc

Science '59

Barnard Sc. '60

'59

Track
.

Tennis

Water Polo

Arts '61

-Hazzard Sc '61

Townson & Macdonell Arts

Science '59

Science '60

(not

finished)

Physical Education

'60

Science '60

ANNUAL BOOK SALE
SEVERAL HUNDRED BOOKS ON
SALE AT GREATLY REDUCED

PRICES.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
Montreal St. at Brock

Scoring Title

Ron Hodgins, prize rookie of

the University of Western Mus-
tangs has copped the 1957-58 in-

tercollegiate basketball scoring

title. Hodgins hooped 177 points

to edge Doug Marshall of Mc-
Master by nine. Tim Leary gain-

ed third place over Mike Hoole
of Assumption. The McGill guard
hit for 51 points in his last two
games to edge Hoole. Top man
for Queen's was Greg Stone.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty

WE SELL -

WATCHES DIAMONDS

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Gals Triumph
In Archery
The Queen's archery team that

won the outdoor intercollegiate

championships last fall gained new
laurels by winning the Canadian

Indoor Telegraphic Meet, the re-

sults of which have just been re-

ceived.

Queen's had a total of 1748 points

to finish only eight points ahead of

McMaster who had 1740. Toronto
was third with 1696, followed by
Western with 1528, McGill with

1477, UBC with 1 153 and Dathousie
with 509.

The individual scores showed

that June Scevior of Toronto, the

WIAU indoor champion was first,

followed by Margaret Ann Glover

of Queen's, the WIAU outdoor

champion, in second place and

Dorothy McLaughlin of Queen's in

third.

Levana '58 won the L.A.B. of C.

trophy for the second straight year

with a total of 9052 points, more

than two thousand points ahead of

second place '61 which had 6939.

Sizzling '60 was third with 6003,

followed by '59 with 3478.

B£W$
Science '59

Science '60

Meds '63 ._.

Science '61

Science '58

Phys. Ed. ...

Arts '61

Meds '00

61,164

40,682

25,084

24,640

24,399

23,985

20,613

18,966

The following are some of the
individual trophies which will be
presented at the banquet on Friday
night. The list is not guaranteed to

be complete and we apologize to any
winners whose names we have
omitted.

JACK DAY TROPHY
Awarded annually to either a

boxer or a wrestler who is, in the

opinion of his fellow fighters, the
best boxer or wrestler. Winner: Al
Hyland— Al won the 175 lb. Inter-

collegiate Boxing championship.

Last year's winner was Ken EsseU
tine, Intercollegiate Wrestling
champion.

JOHN EVANS TROPHY
Awarded annually to the mem-

ber of the senior football team
who, in the opinion of his team-
mates, has been the most valu-

able player on the team. Winner

:

Ron Stewart — this is the third

time in four years that Ron has
won the trophy. Queen'smen are

well aware of his many contribu-

tions to athletics here and he will

be remembered as one of the all-

time greats. He is also the winner
of the Omega Trophy, which was
awarded for the first time this

year. He has been chosen for the

All-Star Team in each' of his five

years playing intercollegiate foot-

ball.

ALFIE PIERCE TROPHY
Awarded annually to the athlete

in the first year who, in the opinion

of the selection committee, has con-

tributed the most to Intercollegiate

Athletics at Queen's. Winner: Sue
Hough — Sue, along with last

year's winner of the trophy,
Dorothy McLaughlin, won the In-

tercollegiate Badminton Doubles

championship. She also played on

the Senior Intercollegiate Volleyball

and Intermediate Basketball teams.

Sue, in first year Medicine, is the

second girl in three years to win

this trophy.

JACK POWELL TROPHY
Awarded annually to the player on

the Queen's Senior Hockey Gaels

who is voted by his teammates to

be the most valuable player.

BEWS TROPHY
Awarded annually to the top year

team in intramural sports. Win-
ner: Science '59, with a 30,000

point spread over the runner-up.

Last year's winner : Meds '60.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER:
BASKETBALL

Awarded annually to the out-

standing player of the year. Win-
ner : Greg Stone. Captain for nest

year will be Gus Turnbull.

ROYAL TODD TROPHY
Awarded annually to the player

voted by the members of the inter-

mediate football team as the most

valuable player. Winner : Terry

Porter.

WllllMIHIIIIHIIipilllllllBlM^

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Donee, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

dial 6-iin AMEYS' TAXI 6-1111






